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VI THE GARDEN INDEX.

INDEX TO VOLUME VI.

A.

AbbL^ Petel Pear, 422
Abliey Garden, lloclditch, 431
Aljelia triflora, 4€2
Abies excelsa, 31 ; Gordon!, 73, 132

;

Hookeriana, 272 ; Meuziesii, 481

;

nobilis, large, 428
Acacia lophantha, 310, 430 ; a3 a table

plant. 3S0
Actinidia kolomikta, 547 ; volubilia, 547
Adder's Grape Vine, 57d
Adiantum gracillimum, 443
Africa, proposed expedition to Cen-

tral, 20
Asaricus prunulua, 207
Agave, scurvy cured by the, 459
Agnus Castus, 383
Agricultm-al Society of Prance, offer of

prizes by, 336
Alkaline lands, cure of, 61
Allamauda cathartica, 100
Allotments, cottagers', 226
Aloe, American, error concerning the,

332 ; at Kew, llH; Bainesii, 100
Alpine bed, an, 470
Alpine plants and hardy bulbs for mn-
dows, 242

Alpines and slugs, 60
Alpine window plants, 242
Amarantus Henderi, 341 ; new varieties

of, 262, 424
Amaryllis reticulata, 384
American fruit crop, the, 88
American Pomological Societies, pro-

ceedings of, 20
Ammonia, effect of, on flowers, 442
Ampelopsis tuberosa and napiformis, 365
Amazon and Madeira Rivers, the, 498
Anemone-leaved Cranesbill, 245
Annuals, for Hose beds, 298
Anthurium, double spathed, 10; Scher-
zerianum, 337

Antirrhinums numidicum, 405
Ants and chalk marks, 228 ; enemies to

caterpillars, 252 ; in dwcllinga, 348
Apples, mixed with Pear stocks. 179;
as an article of food, value of,

653; Belle de Lippe, 402; jelly,
412; flavour of, 436; gathering, 343;
in Normandy, crop of, 336 ; list of,
218 ; American, 422 ; imported. 557

;

remarkable weight of Blenheim
Orange, 557 ; sweet, 316 ; various
ways of cooking, 16-1 ; the best, 293

;

the uses of, 256
Apple trees and side branches, 54;

large, 179; old, 204
Apricots, Shiraz, 168
Aquaria and winter gardens, 286; in-

door, 520
Aquarium, and Summer and Winter
Garden Society, the, 66 ; and winter
garden, anew, 238 ; atLivoqwol, 402;
the Brighton, 422

Aquatics, hardy, 248; in bottles, 171
Aralias, from cuttings, 98
Araucaria excelsa, at Malta, 156; ex-
ceUa speciosissima, 537; imbricata,
cones on, 33

Arbutus coccinea, 431, 506 ; Unedo.
450

Architecture and foliage, 115 ; and
trees, 650

Areca lutescena, 263
Armeria cephalotes alba, 146
Arrangement of fruit for dessert, 193
Artesian well, remarkable, 268
Artichokes, Jerusalem, in market gar-

dens, 4.82

Arundo conspicua, 93, 531; at Saffron
Walden, 42

Asparagus, a new, 207 ; culture in
Germany, 207; market, 13; planting
in summer, 207 ; salt for, 276

Aspects of vegetation, 289
Aspen, autumn tints of the, 328
Aster^t, herbaceous, 360
Atraphaxis spinosa, 404
Auculjus, fcrtilisincr, 523, 518, 563

Autumn, Meadow Saffron, 247; tints, 4U)|

Autumnal - tinted Vine leaves, 474 ;
^

flowering shrubs, 184
Avenues for London, grand, 277 i

Azara microphylla, 350

B.

Balata gum, the new, 464
Bamboo, the, in Egypt, 181; at Fota, 73

Barberry, the Scarlet, 48l, 503
Banana, varieties of, 410
Barrelier's BellUower, 192
Baskets, hanging, 514 ; pot covers, 680
Battersca Park, HQ; sub-tropical gardens

in, 20
Beal, address by Professor, 66
Bean, Mont d'Or Butter, 276
Beans, Broad, 448 ; French, 150, 490
Beauty in common things, 460
Bed, an effective winter, 446
Bedding plants, 338; difficulty in esta-

blishing. 92
Bedford Square, improvements in, 632,

557
Beds, evergreen, for winter, 517
Beech, the Newbattle, 32 ; Weeping, 479
Beet in market gardens, 232 ; white or

silver, 584
Begonia fuchsoides, 558 ; new kind of,

382; Richardsiana, 293; at Ghent, 317
at Kew, tuberous rooted, 359 ; new
hardy, 145 ; new tuberous rooted, 197

;

tuberous rooted hybrid, 199 ; winter
blooming, 591

j

Belle de Lippe Apple, 402
Bertolonia van Houttei, 317
Best Cypresses for Britain, 425 ; sea-side

trees, 165
Bignouia radicans grandiflora, 156
Bindweed, the Sea, 366
Biota orientalis, 428
Birch, new Weeping, 525
Birches and Aspens, 284
Bird Cherry, 181
Birds in the Botanical Gardens, 529

' Bliickbirds, 313
Blanc mange and Apricots, 39
Blind, flowers for the, 41
Blomus iscalinus, 512
Blue gum tree, the, 32, 42
Biyde's flower scissors, 215
Boldoa fragrans, 410
Bonamy's Weeping Birch, 625
Books on plants, old, 175
Boots, wet, 354

' Borders, flowers in out-door, 422
Botanical Alpine Club, Scottish, 38, 423
Botanical Gardeue, birds in, 629
Butanical names, reform in, 312
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, addition

to the, 680 ; early, 52s ; Hull, proposed
change in, 2s7 ; Sydney, plants for,

j

168
Botanic Society, Anniversary Meeting

[
of the Royal, 142

!
Botanists, directory of, 464

I

Botany, Brown's Manual of, 15 ; for the

I

young, 355
Botryanthus pallens, 512
Bougainvillea, culture of, 294
Boulevards, the Vienna, 403

I Bouquets, arrangement of, 223 ; hand,
)

471 ; last of the seaaon, 409
;

Box edgings, 324
! Bramble, Parsley-leaved, 343
I Branch falling, 53
' Brantingham Thorpe, 291
Brassica tribe in London market gar-

! dens, the, 309

[
Bravoa geminiflora, 92, 146
Breakfast-table, vases for, 223
Briar, Sweet, fields of, 380

I Broccoli, Christie's Self-protecting, 437,

j

462; culture of, 34
Bromelijiceous plants, 406

I
BrowaUia elata, 496

i
Brownea coccinea at Kew, 413
Brugmansia sanguinca, 168

Brussels Sprouts, 413
Bryanopsis laciniosa, 193
Bryant, addition to Victoria Park made

by, 190
Bryony, 79
Buckthorn, Sea, 233
Bulb beds during frost, 516
Bull Palm, the, 558
Burghley Gardens, 27
Butter-nut, raising, 548
Button-hole bouquets and coat flowers,

372

Cabbage, Cattell's Reliance, 117; large
head of, 584; sprouts, 53; the Ker-
guelen, 14

Caladiums, wintering, 363
Calanthes at Drumlanrig, 403
Calceolarias, bedding, 320 ; shrubby, 445
Calcutta Botanic Gardens, the, 512
Californian woods, 382
Calville Apple at Barham Court, 412
Camellias, renovating neglected, 254;
unhealthy, 538

Camomile, culture of, 302
Campanula BarreUeri, 192; hederacea,

221; Portenschlagiana, 100; Raineri,

50; Smithi,79
Camphor, effect upon vegetation, 14, 296
Campidium filicifolium, 693
Cannas, free-flowering, 404
Cannell's system of heating, 463
Cantharikopho, 577
Caoutchouc, extended use of, 402
Carludovica huniilis, 429
Carnation, new pink-coloured perpetual,
380

Carnations, layering, 36 ; tree, 416
Carniverous plants, 210; the so-called,
288

Carpets, the two, 390
Carrot jam, 164
Cassia corymbosa, 563
Castanea chrysophylla, 543
Catalpa, the. 93, 133, 428 ; durability of

the, 232
Caterpillars, ravages upon Pine forests

by. 238
Cattleya gigas, 422
Cauliflowers for dry weather, 324;
market garden. 300 ; the Hereford-
shire Dwarf, 371 ; Veitch's self-pro-

tecting, 437, 483
Caunton Manor. 400
Ceanothuses, 428
Celery, 483 ; best varieties of, 490 ; cul-

ture round London, 116; Fungus
affecting, 684 ; in cold countries,

keeping, 629;. Major Clarke's Red,
490 ; Sulham prize, 638

Celosia Huttonii, 222 ;
pyramidalia, 360,

4U9, 513
Cemeteries, Mr. J. Smith on, 575
Ceutaurea ragusina, 194
Cerasus persiciefolia. 131
Cercis siliquastrum, 53
Cereus speciosissimus, 10
Chamsrops humilis, male, 517
Change of climate in Scotland, 233
Chanterelles, the, 488
Chai'tometer, Morris's, 523
Chelone barbata antwerpensis, 93
Chelsea Botanic Garden, the, 333
Cherries, market, 219; Frogmore Late
Biggarcau. 3G4 ; Joc-o-sot, 343

;

Orchard, German, 451 ; Bird, 181
Cherry trees killed by sunstroke, 244
Chestnuts, 366 ; harvest of, in the
Appenines, 493

Chickens, predatory, 1-40

Chinese gardening, 200, 215
Christmas decorations, 533, 659
Chrysanthemums, 287 ; for table decora-

tion, 472; in China, liquor distilled
from, 532 ; at the Crystal Palace, 442

;

culture of, 424, 536 ; show of, at Stoke
Newington, 486 ; in the Temple
Gardens, 382

I Cistua tauricua, 606

I

Clapham Common improvements, 557

Cleaning statuary, vases, &c., 470

Clematis lethusjefolia, 42;t; cirrhosa,

I

425 ; for pillars, 98 ; winter flowering,

462
I Climate in Scotland, change of. 233

I

Climbers, new hardy, 583; conserva-

I

tory, 149 ; stove, 100
Climbing trees, method of, 573

Cloche protector, a simple, 280

Currants, the best, 220
' Clubbing, 324, 371
I Coal, wet, 355 ; impurity in, 475
i Cochliostema Jacobianum, 44-3
' Cockscomb, large, 170; pjTamidal, 360,

400, 513
Cofl*ee as a disinfectant, 39

I

Colchicnm autumnale, 247 ; toxic action
exercised by, 288 ;

perishing, 24

;

! singular properties of , 446
Coleus Duchess of Edinburgh, 233
Colorado Potato beetle, 483
Colorado, flora of, 262
Colours of flowers. 446, 497, 539
Conifer insects, 325
Conifers at Beaufort, 377; efffecta of

geological position on, 7 ; for Britain,

the best, 333, 373 ; manuring, 351
;

of Italy, 28 ; raising from seed, 328
Consen'atories, wooden, 435
Convolvulus soldanella, 366
Cool foliage plants, 197
Cool greenhouses, plants for, 197
Cool Orchids, the best, 251
Cordyline australis, 2

Cork, indestructabihty of, 328
Corylopsis spicata, 503
Cottage garden societies, 192
Cottage in Kensington Gardens, 297
Cottager's Kale, 80
Cotoneaster Simmondflii, 450

Covent Garden, 16 ; fruits in, 92, 238

;

foriegn fruits in, 686 ; necessity for
improving, 313; roofing, 215; winter
and spring flowers in, 311

Covent Garden Theatre, Uving plants at,

238
Cowan's system of heating, Mr., 142

Cow Parsnip-leaved Montagn^a, 145

Crab tree, a large, 111

Cranberries, 530; New Jersey. 93; new
Andean, 206

Cranberry culture, 129
Crassula Saxifraga, 71

Creepers, true, 517, 539
Crinum asiaticum, 71 ; Moorei, 243
rose-coloured variety of, 163

Crocus odorus, 470
Crocuses, autumn, 340
Cromwell House, 334
Crops in Devon, 9 ; shelter for, 418
Crosses. 560; and wreaths, floral, 514
Crowbar, a plea for the, 255
Crown Imperials, 423
Crystal Palace, flower beds at, 461
decay and spoliation of gardens at, 143,
211

Cucumbers, culture of. round London,
106; Duke of Edinburgh, 255; pit,

flue heated, 371 ; in Russia, 449

;

' market, 106; short c. long, 418; win-
ter, 624

, Culture of Cypripedinms, 43 ; of Potatoes
! 347 ; of the great Water Lily, 169 ; of

the Ivy Harebell, 221 ; of Tropjeolum
' polyphyllum, 24; of Vegetable Mar-

row, 180
Cxipressus Lawsoniana, 425

I
Currant-bush in Elm tree, 338
Cuttings, fruit tree, 343
Cyanophyllum, propagation of, 409

!
Cycas revoluta, 217

I

Cyclobothra lutea, 215
1 Cydonia japonica for hedges, 156

I

Cymbidium gigant«um, 533
Cypresses, 425

i Cypripedinms, propagation of. 43, 67

;

caudatum, 69 ; epectabile, 424
Cytisns laburnnni scrotinum, 33
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Date Plum, the, 74, 556
Dacrydium Pranklini, 462
Dangstein, gardens at, 203
Daphno Portuuoi, 377 »
Darliugtonia californica, 432
Darwinian philosoplier, a, 163
Dasjliriou arcotricluim, 263
Davalia Mooreana, 461
Duke of Buccleuch Grape, 565
Dead-walls, draping, 247
Decoration, a grumble about, 380

;

Russian table, 190; Christmas, 532,
659; dinner table, 101, 148, 170, 241,
266 ; aweet-scented plants for, 433

Dessert, arnmgement of fruit for, 267
Deutzias, 131 ; scabra, 132
Dianella tasmanica, 10
Dinner-table decoration, 101, 143, 170,

241. 266
Diospyros Virginiana, 74
Dipladenia amaljilis, 100
Diplopappus chrysophylla, 431, 497,

616, 539
Disa granditlora, 6&, 113: culture of,

317
Disraeli and gardening, 23S
Dohchadeira tubiflora, 197
Double Scarlet Thorn, haws on, 506
Douglas Fir or Oregon Pine, the, 359
Drapers' Compauy, garden of the, 20,

103, 343
Drapers' Garden, flower show at the, G6
Drainage and watering of pot plants, 361,
251

Draining, 349
Dreer's improved Lima Beans, 529
Duckweed, fruiting, 243
Dutch bulbs, 190
Dwarfing trees, 99
Dyspepsia, digging a core for, 75

Early May Potato, 393
EastweU Park, 478
Eating berries of Rhamnus croceus, 33
Echeverias, 10

Echium vulgare, 416
Edelweiss, accident whilst searching for

the Alpine, 233
Edging plant, new, 320 j silvery, 270,

293 ; Parsley, 79
Edinburgh Botanical Club, 33
Effect of late rains in Devonshire, 9
Egypt, Bamboos in, 181
Elder, rosy-flowered, 7; under diffi-

culties, 405
Elms, branch-shedding in, 132
Emigrants, a hint to intending, 530
Engadine, flowers in the, 17
EngUsh, the, in the natural parks of
Colorado, 371

Epidendrum piliferum, 445
Epigyniuui leucobotrys, 535
Epiphyllums, grafting, 294 j treatment

of, 515
Eragrostis elegans, 311
Ericaceous plants, 141
Erica Mackayana, 335
Erpetion reniformis, 222
Erjmgiums, new, 335
Espalier fruit trees, 243, 389
Eucalyptus amygdalma, great height

of, 530
J
cordata at Balmuto, 66, 156,

168 ;
globulus, 33, 42

Eucharis amazonica, 163
Euphorbia, 557
Evergreens, transplanting, 526 ; flower-
ing on a lawn, 493; when to prune,
351 ; winter bedding, 517 ; mottoes in,

660
Evening Primroses, 196
Exogonium purga, 360, 517

R
FarringdonMarket, proposed rebuilding

of, a
Feathery Tamarisk, 253
Fences, Gooseberry, 54; Laburnum, 32
Fern cases, 534
Fern-leaved Campsidium, 593
Pern, a new gold, 495
Ferns, 363; best British. 79; compara-

tive rate of growth of tree, 216 ; Dr.
Boswell Syme on, 513; from spores,

317, 384; greenfly on, 317; in parks,
496 ; London, 6

Fertile admixture of soils, 574
Fertihsation, insect, 208, 423
Festuca dives, 530
Fibre-yielding plants, 395
Ficarias, 47
Figs, casting fruit of, 54; Kentish
standard, 316

Fig orchards, 220
Filbert culture, 578
Filling vases, materials for, 221

Firs and Pines, 156
Fir, the Silver, 182
Fir tree, the term. 526
Flamingo plant, the. 337
Flavouring, leaves for, 39
Flax, new substitute for, 39
Flora of Africa. Dr. Schweiufurth's col-

lection of, 233
Flora of Colorado, the, 263
Floral decorations at Tanbridge Wells,
4) ; at funerals. 333, 396

Flore de Serrcs, Van Houtte's, 263, 367,
460

Flower-bed, a large, 216 ; an effective,
405

Flower-beds at Crystal Palace, 461
Flower Farms of Morocco, 489
Flower gardening at Stukely Hall, 470

;

in Hyde Park, 184
Flower, Indian garland, 193; markets
in Paris, new, 163 ; mission, 133

;

painting, 507
Flowers and children, 346 ; at funerals,
332,396; autumnal, 310 ; baskets and
vases of, 299; colours of, 416, '197, 539

;

curious artificial colourmg of. 351

;

drying white, 25 ; effect of ammonia
on the colours of, 412; fertilisation

the cause of brilliancy in, 422

;

florists', 535 ; for dry borders, 6 ; for
London balconies, 402 ; for the blind,

41 ; from Piesse and Lubtns' flower
Farms, 530; gumming, 119 ; hanging
basket of cut, 599: hardy, at Bitton,

401 ; how to preserve cut, 299, 102

;

how wo acquired a taste for, 139 ; in

Hyacinth glasses, 341 ; in Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens, 145 ; in the
Isle of Wight, 511, 676; not preserved
by sal ammonia, 462; on lawns, 174

;

state of hardy, 118 ; simple vase of, 8
;

sweet scented, 488 ; wild Welsh, 5

;

wiring, 119
Flue-heated Cucumber-pit, 371
Foliage, coloured, 328
Food, green, for Arctic expeditions, 533;

treatise on, 75

Forage plants, 393
Forcing Seakale, 57, 276, 433 ; Straw-

berries, 117 ; the Lily of the Valley, 403
Forest, a buried, 431

Forest trees, pruning, 107 ; English, 527
Formalism and foliage, 11

Fortune's, Saxifrage, 470
Fota, Bamboos, &c., at, 73
Fourcroyas, 430
Foxgloves, 126
France, flowers in, 404 ; teaching of

horticulture in. 557
Free Gardeners, Edinburgh Lodge of,

532
French Bean, 150 ; Flageolet, 463

;

select, 151
Fruit and grain crop, near Mentone, 383
Fruit and vegetable food, 185
Fruit crops, English, 81, 93, 110; in

Roscommon, 179; Scotch, 109; Ame-
rican, 86 ; culture, the Hoolbreuk sys-

tem, 364; eating, 164; growing for

market, 203, 218; for exhibition,

standard of quantity, 263 ; for dessert,

arrangement of, 192, 267. 311, 405 ; in

a copper kettle, 553, in Gascony, 283

;

International Exhibition of, 422 ; in

tin cans, 161 ;
positions for hardy^

570; ladders for picking, 239; of

Stephanotis floribunda, 467; prices

of, 220 ; report, American Pomolo-
gical Society's, 291 ; rooms, orna-
mental, 520

Fruit drying, successful mode of, 114;
the Alden process of drying, 537

Fruit-houses, tropical, 415
Fruit trees, cultivating, 474 ; low espa-

lier, 243, 389 ; mulching. 474 ;
pruning

newly-pianted, 263 ; to prevent splitt-

ing in, 495 ; with low branches, 397 ;

walls, wiring, 573 ; exhaustion of, 26
Fruiterers' Company, dinner, 360
Fruiting Duckweed (see Nertera)
Fruits and vegetables, certificated, 552

;

tropical, 415 ; thinning blossoms of,

364; bush, 147, 545; continental, 190

;

early distribution of, 526; foreign,

in Covent Garden, 536 ; select, 524

Fuchsia procumbens, 126, 363 ; Ricar-
tonii, 320 ; seed, 71

Fuchsias, culture of, 34 ; in Ireland,
196 ; in Isle of Man, 222

Fungi, exhibition of, at Munich, 432 ; at
Rothamsted, 233 ; growth of, 489

;

root, 518 ; show of, at Aberdeen, 310 ;

show of, at South Kensington, 310 ; the
Peziza class of, 530 ; at South Ken-
sington, 336

Q.
Game cover, 229
Garden, Algerian, 447 ; Drapers* Com-
pany's. 20, 103, 320, 348

Gardeners, alleged degeneracy in

young, 383

Gardoncra* Benevolent Institution, 102,

163, 183, 489
Gardeners, Edinburgh Lodge of Free,

533
Gardener's friend, 343
Gardeners' lamps, 507
Gardener's Paradise, the Western States
not a, ls8

Garden fetes, 19 ; harvest, the, 330
Gardenia citriodora, 149
Garden in autumn, my, 633
Gardening at Hoxton in olden times,

268; at Salt Lake, 171 ; Chinese, 200,

216 ; in India, military, 439 ; in rooms,
241 ; in Spain, 344 ; landscape, 143 ;

nomenclature, 63; taught in Swedish
schools, 167; in French schools, 557;
window. 144, 397

Garden, noble gift of a, 270
Garden parties, 61
Garden rustic work, 35
*' Garden, the American Monthly," 2G2
Garden, the Shakspearean, 116, 193,

271; the Temple, 332
Garden, wild, on a stiff soil, 470
Gardens and aquaria (see Aquaria)
Gardens at Hampton Court, 76
Gardens at Heckfield Place, the, 190
Gardens, enjoyable, 235 ; floating, 472 ;

of the Hesperides, 431 ; of the new
workmens' cities, 231 ; old London,
103 ;

plea for pubUc, 234 ; river side,

391 ; Spanish balcony, 25
Gardens, new kind of town, 240
Garland-flower, Indian, 193

Gas pipes fatal to trees, ISt
Gaura Lindheimeri, 174
Genista prostrata, 10 ; virgata, 2

Geology, economic, 673
Geranium anemonefolium, 245 ; Robert-
ianum album, 470

Geraniums, bedding, 196 ; good double,
217; in Hyde Park, wanton destrac-
tion of, 142

German Iris, 195
Germination of seed, 472
Gesneras, 430
Gibson testimonial, 43
Gladioli, forcing, 535 ; Souchet'e, 73

Gladiolus brenchleyensis, 168
Gladstone, Mr., at Hawarden, 238
Glasshouses, materials for, 416, 447

;

wooden curvilinear, 415, 435

Glasshouse walls, embellishment of, 579

Gloxinias from leaves, 317 ; the best, 361

Gnaphabium leontopodium, 233

Godfrey, death of Mr. Robert, 90

Golden Chestnut, the, 618

Golden Square, proposed improvement
in, 262

Goldilocks, 366
Goodyera Dawsonii, 197
Gooseberry fences, 54
Gordon's Dwarf l-ir, 73
Gourds, ornamental, 3
Grafting, curiosities of. 312; Roses on
wild stocks, 470; the Peach, 474;
storing grafts for, 436; winter, 293

Grape crop, Californian. 51
Grape, Black AUcante, 474 ; Black Ham-
burgh, 568; Duke of Buccleuch,
565 ; Golden Champion, 179 ; Golden
Queen, 619; Gros Colman, 566;
Trebbiano, 230, 241

Grapes, Almeria, 330 ; at Lambfcon
Castle, 494 ; early, 263 ; grown in open
air, various kinds of, 332 ; heavy
bunch of Black Hamburgh, 190, 312,

455; in Covent Garden, Hamburgh,
360; M. Gaillard's collection of, 423;
packing, 54; seedling, 532; shanked,
380; testing, 665 ; remarks on, 173

Grape Vme, the, 510, 564
Grass, a new, 380
Grasshoppers in Algeria, 464
Greek Temples, surroundings of, 519
Greenhouse plants, winter blooming,
317

Green Park, new road through, 143
Grigor, Mr. John, donation by 118
Ground-work, practical hints on, 418
Growth-force, singular instance of, 534
Guano, new beds of, 63 ; origin of, 437 ;

recent discovery of, 42 ; analysis
of, 62

Guarana a remedy for nervous head-
ache, 203

Guernsey Lilies, second year, 337
Gynmogramma decomposita, 71, 495

H.
Hagley Park, 333
Hailstorm, severe, 92
Hale Farm Nurseries, flowers at, 143
Hampstead Heath, 153
Hampton Court Gardens, 76
Hand Bouquets, 471
Hardy Ericaceous plants, 141 ; autumn
blooming plants, 249 ; flowers, a novel
arrangement of, 193 ; condition of,

118; plants for dry soils, 174; notes

on rare, 496; oE the Himalayas, 191

Harebell, Ivy, 231
Hatchet-leaved Thujopsis. 194

Hawthorn, curious growth of, 206

Heat and draught. 105; how to with-

stand, 73
Hcathersidc Manual, the 238

Heaths, hardy, 141

Heating and Are-extinguishing appar-

atus 81
Hedcra Roegneriana, 143

Hedge plant, Cydonia us a, 156

Hedgerows, trees for, 518

Hedges, ornamental, 36, 431

Hedychinum Garduerianum, 193, 215

Heliotropes, 339 ;
standard, 416

Hemp, the common, 310

Hepaticas, 683
Herbarium, British, at Dublin, 512 ;

Gay's, 439
Herb cultivation at Mitcham, 166

Hesperides, gardens of the, 421

Heteroecism in the case of the Potato

parasite, 533
Hole, the Rev. Reynolds, -102

Hollyhock, culture of the, 403; disease

of, 215; the Fungus, 252; novel way
of treating, 270

Honey Locust as a hedge plant, the, 548

Honeysuckle, winter flowering, 539

Hooker, Mrs., death of, 436

Hornet, death from sting of, 203

Horticultural Club, new, 554

Horticultural implements, 118

Horticultural Society, communication
by Mr. Darwin to, 2 ; medals of the,

12; meetings of the, 513; certificates

of the, 313, 530
Horticulture, annual of Belgian, 575;

at the International Exhibition of

1376, 531 ; taught in schools in France,

557 ; ditto in Sweden, 167

Horticulturists, noteworthy, 459

Houseleek, the Cobweb, 21

Hillside approaches, planting, 410

Himalayas, hardy plants of the, 191

Hinchinbrook, 331
Hippophte rhamnoides, 231, 330

Humboldt Orange Lily, the, 33

Huntingdonshire Gardens, two, 334

Hutton's Cockscomb, 222

Hyacinths, culture of, 217; Grape, 5;

Roman, 538

Hyde Park, flower-gardening in, 189

Hydrangea acuminata. 403; panicu-

lata, 142 ; at South Kensington, 263 ;

in Covent Garden, 217

Hymenocalyx undulata, 197

Hypoxia Rooperi, 48

1.

Ice-house, 442 ; and cool-chamber, -133

Immortelles, crosses and designs in,

332 ; silvery white, 580

Impatiens repens, 334

Improvement to Clapham Common, 6,>7

Impurity in coals, a plant product, 47u

In-arching, 314
Incense, 56

, , ^
Indian Crocuses, 406 ; Garland-flower,

the, 193,215 . ^^ „,
Indiarubber, new source of, 163, 451;

trees in India, 313
Influence of the weather upon garden-

ing, 65 « .,-

Insect exhibition in Paris, 238 ;
fertilisa-

tion, 539; stings, remedy for, 251

Insect-powder, 324

Insects and colour in flowers, 416, 469

;

affecting Conifers, 325 ; in Kansas,

336 ; exhibicion of in the TuUeries Gar-

dens, 238 _
Introduction of forest trees into Eng-

land, 527
, ^.,,

Ipecacuanha plant in Calcutta, the, 533

Ipomea Horsfalliie, 495, 496 ; in a Piuc-

stove, 691; propagation of, 538

Irids. 163
Iris barbata, 195 ; bearded, 195 ;

varie-

ties of, 195 ; Kcempferi, 2 ; rare. 24, 13

Iron railings in the parks, 368

Irrigation near Paris, 413

Isle of Wight, flowers in, 511, 576

Ismailia, 476
Ismene calathina, 46

Italy, Conifers of, 28

Ivy bower, moveable, 123

Ivy Harebell, the, 218

Ivy and dry houses, 513 ; on cemented
walls, 330, 424, 416

Ixora Fraserii, 118

J.

Jaoquemjns, death of Prof., 160

Jalap plants, 517, 558
Japan, cultivation in, 501 ; Peai enlturo

in, 381
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Japanoso vogetable-wax tree, 625

;

nursery, 311
Jasminum sambac, 100
Joniporus CliinenBiB aurea, 143

K.

KenBington Gardens, 401; and Mr. A.
Grant, 273 ; burning weeds in, 288

Kew, Cape Pelargoniums at, 10;
flowers at, 20, 190 ; early opening of

gardens, at, 238, 381, 379. 382 ; new
rockery at, 174 ; Victoria Regia at, 169

Labelling plants in Hyde Park, 288
Labels, preserving wooden, 630 j slate,

46-t ; whalebone, 14
Laburnum fences, 32
Ladders for picking fruit, 239
Ladies plate for 1h76, 496
Lady'B-slippcra, 13, 67
La^liaa, the best winter blooming, 580
Lambton Castle Grapes, 494
Lamps, gardeners' 507
Landscape efl'ects, planting to produce,

261
Landscape gardening, 142
Landes of Gascony, 289
Lands, cure of alkaline, 61
Lankester, Dr., death of, 440
Lapageria and shade, 48 ; crimson and
white, 202, 288

J
rosea, 461

Larches, Dunkeld, 351
Lascellea' curvilinear wooden houses,
382

Laurel, experiments on the, 557
Lawn mower contest, Birmingham, 61
Lawn trees, 280
Leaf, fall and renewal of the, 248, 577

;

functions of the, 526; mould, 406;
impressions, 300

Leaves for hotbeds, 406 ; music of, 205
Leeks for market, varieties of, 255
Lefevre on Epping Forest, 464
Leicestershire, rainfall in, 105
Leicester Square, 1, 647
Leptospermum lanigerum, 450
Le Sauvage prize tor 1876, subject of

the, 42
Leschenaultia formosa, 294
Lessons taught by the late dry summer,

367
Lettuce, best White Cos, 80
Leuchtenbergia principes, 71
Leucopogon Cunningham.ii, 380
Levant, notes from the, 71, 93, 124
Ley's nursery, Croydon, 368
Libocedrus decurrens, 328, 426
Libonia peurhosiensis, 678
Lightning on trees, effect of, 479
Lilacs, 251 ; new, 450 ; white, 74, 557
Lilies at Weybridge Heath, 2, 42; CaU-
fomian, 683 ; in 1874, 174 ; from Mon-
tenegro, 215 ; Guernsey and Bella-
donna, 311 J Shakespeare *a, 227 ;

Water, 318
Lilium auratum, 118; fine, 146; mon-
strous, 462 ; candidum, 2 ; dalmati-
cum, Mr. LeichtUn's collection of,

288; excelsum, 174; giganteum, 20,
496; Humboldti,33; pomponium, 214;
Thuubergianum, 142 ; Washington-
ianum, 2 ; Neilgherricum, 680

Lily, Belladonna, 340, 382 ; bulbs of the,
340 ; Guernsey. 337 ; of the Valley,
408, 444; Paraguayan water, 612;
Victoria, 169

Lima Bean, Dreer's improved, 629
Lime-kiln, heating, 483
Linaria Cymbalaria, 60
Lincoln's Inn Gardens, proposed open-
ing of, 250

Linden's, M,, new eslabllBhinont at
Pallanza, 336

Lindley modal, the, 443
Liriodendron tulipiferum, 107
Liaianthus, how to grow, 593
Lobelia, Lady Macdonald, 363 ; pumila

fl. pi., 405
Lobelias, now, 206 ; double, 405
Loco and Ilattleweed in Virginia, 168
Locke gift, the, 442
Locust trees, 478
London fruits and (lowers in the olden
time, 542; giand avenues for, 277;
market gardens, Wallflowers in, 497 ;

Peas, 117 ; improvements, more,
188; squares, neglected, 38; Btatues
in. 62

Lonicora fragrantissima, 539
Lopping of ornsimental trees, 547
Love-lies-bleeding, 404
LucuUa gratissima. 632
Lychnis, double scarlet. 98
Lyons, Rose ehow at, 402

M.

Mahogany trees in India, 308

Maiden-hair Fern, lasting properties

of, 263
Maize as a window plant, 223

Mallow, new application of the Marsh,
335

Manchester flower and fruit show, the,

530
Mandevilla sauveolens at Battle Abbey,

42
Mango in Portugal, fruiting of, 510

Mantel-piece decoration, 266

Manure, liquid, 324 ; new, 18

Manuring kitchen gardens, 482

March stands, 170

MarL-chal Niel Rose, 469; on its own
roots, 270

Market, Covent Garden, 215

Market gardens, first, 528

Market Palms, 197

Markets, London fruit for, 203

Marigold, French, 194

Marsh Marigolds, 47

Marton Hall, 224
Masdevallia Davisii, 557
MassachuBctts, floating of fruit-pro-

ducing land in, 336
Masters, death of Mr., 332

Maw, Mr., dedication of "Botanical
Magazine " to, 572

Maxillaria granditlora, 262
Maximowiczia sinensis, 583
McMon-an,tleath of Mr. John, 114

Meadowbank plants, sale of, 118

Mealy bug, cure for, 105

Measui'er, the complete, 563

Mechanical forces in plants, 532
Medicago arborea, 425
Medicinal plants, 395
Melianthus major, 430

Melon, remarkable African, 190; seeds,

cleaning, 220; Sir S.Baker's African,

215 ; of the south and west. Water,
262 ; three crops of, 64

Meran and the Grape cure, 87

Mesembryanthemums, 100, 383
Metereologists, natural, 359
Mexican vegetation, 512
Michigan Pomological Society, 66
Mignonette, wmter, 10, 362
Milla biflora, 238
Mimosa prostrata, 10
Mimnlusglutinosus, 254; maculosua, 42
Mimuluses, 46
Mineral mannrea, 597
Miniature Tulips, 248
Mistletoe on Mistletoe, 102
Mixed plantations, 375
Moles in cutting beds, 10

Momardica charantia, 247
Monanthes ariostaphis, 8
Mona's Pride Potato, 393
Moneywort, tho variegated Cornish, 359
Monstera deliciosa, 168
Montagnas heracleifolia, 145
Mont d'Or Butter Bean, 276
Montenegro, plants from, 215
Montpellier, plants in bloom at, 24
Moor Park, 152
Moss, long, 157 ; whiskey from, 233
Mottoes made of evergreens, 5tJ0

Mountain Ash, 450
Moussoron, tho autumn, 207
Muhlenbeckia complexa, 517
Mulberry, introduction of the, 324
Mulberry trees, paper made from
Japanese, 287 ; London, 260

Mulching, 324
Musa champna, 42
Mnscari moschatura, 5
Muscat, the white, of Frontignan, 494
Museum, tho ground of East London,

190
Mushrooms, large, 584 ; management of,

165; in Cumberland, 112; supply of,

168
Music of leaves, 205 ; of trees, 184

N.

Naflaria olegans, 79
Narcissi aa border flowers, 358 ;

autumnal, 50
Nash, Mr. Daniel, death of, 530
Nasturtiums, in Apple orchards, 512
Natural parka of Colorado, 371
Natural selection, 167
Nature printing, 300
Nectarine Victoria, 364
Nectarines and Peaches on same tree, 87
Necropolis of Paris, the future, 270
Nolumbiiim speciosum, 262
Nepenthes, various kinds of, 360
Nerine, the Japan, 238
Kertera depreasa, 123, 143, 248, 380
Nettles, poison of, 397
New Gladioluses, 73; hardy Crinum,

243; manure, 13

Nomenclator Botanious, Dr. Pfeiffer's,

612
Norway Spruce, 231
Nothoscordum fragrans, 100
Nursery, a Japanese, 311
Nuts, keepinij, 398
Nyasa aylvatica, 351

Oak Lodge, Kensington, grounds of. 20

Oak, Phylloxera of the, 35; vitality of
the, 53; the Burr, 166; the Swamp,
252

Ode to the Honourable M. P. Wilder, 440
Odontoglossum vexillarium, 2; Roezlii,

283 ; winter, 403
(Enotheraa, 1«6
Oil-yeilding plants, 395
Olden process of drying fniit, 657
Oleanders, culture of, 429 ; the double
Pink-flowered, 118

Olives, outdoor, 53
Oncidium euxanthinum, 446 ; Krameri,
384; zebrinura, 238; at Ferniehurst,
262

Onion fly, 324
Onions in London gardens, 683 ; novel
way of preservmg, 39 ; Spanish, 412 ;

splitting, 117 ; thinning, 14
Ophiopogon Jaburan aureo-variegatum,
294

Orange culture, 443 ; in the Azores, 476
;

in the Tuileriea Gardens, 403
Oranges, Mock, 331 ; preserved, 412
Orchard-houses, 646
Orchard, a good Fear, 666 ; Peach, 364
Orchards, laying out, 576
Orchids, 467 ; Dove, 168, 288 ; at Down
House. 317; at Kew, 19; at Messrs.
Veitch's, 402 ; for vases, 341 ; sale of,

92, 557 ; Bishop Sumners, 262 ; for

show cases, 383 ; without Orchid-
houses, 558 ; cool, 251

Orchis maculata, flowering of, 532
Origin of Belgian Pears, 474; of new

plants, Mr. Meehan on, 370
Ornamental devices, 560 ; Gourd, 193

;

rustic work for the garden, 35
Orwell, submerged forest in the, 489
Osborn's Early Forcing Bean, 151
Osiers in England, consumption of, 310
Oxalis, 312
Ozothamnus glomeratua, lo

Packing trees, 572
Padus comuta, 181

Pfeonia arborea, 533
Palms, 368 ; hardy male. 517 ; and cool

Orchids. 238 ; for market, 197 ; in tho
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, 663;
table. 313

Paint, indestructible, 99
Pampas Grass, when to cut, 453
Pandanus Veitchii, at Drimilanrig, 694
Panicum capillare, 341
Pansy Blue Bell, 360 ; Miss Maitland,

425, 462
Papaw, use in the tropics of, 164
Paper, plants used in the manufacture

of, 42
Paris green, 252 ; flower markets of,

168 ; the future necropolis of, 270
Parks, Camberwell, 443; Reigate, 334;
acreage of London, 296, 356 ; flowers
in the, 145 ; neglect of planting in,

531 ; the Queen's, 283 ; West Ham,
66, 99

Parliament Square, 386
Parochetus communis, 424
Parsley, edgings of, 79
Parsley-leaved Clematis, tho FooPa, 423
Parsnips, culture of, 323
Passiflora edulis, 317; princops, 495
Passion-flower, fruita of, 439, 520
Pasturing cows in Apple orchards, 364
Pea, Anderson's Mummy, 263; Culver-
well's prolific marrow, 207

Peaches, bud-shedding in, 9 ; Early,
304; and Nectarines on same tree,

87 ; grafting, 474 ; at Montreuil,
annual gathering of, 336; tho land
of, 9 ; Ucid's Weeping, 74 ; kernels
of, poisonous, 178; kernels splitting,

293
Peach-leaved Cherry, tho, 131
Peach nut. 343, 520; orchard, a large,

364; stealing, 284
Pear, a now late, 494 ; Boarr«5 Clairgeau,

4'S9, 520
I

Comto de Lamy, 360 ; cul-

ture of, in Japan, 361 ; Mario Louise,
542; No Plus Meuris, 666; Lucy
Grieve, 382 ; now seedling, 422 ; Passe
Colmar, 510 ; Washington, 54

Pears and Apples, the finer kinds of

American, 567 ; for cold regions, 474

Pears, artificial ripening of, 459 ; names
of, 493 ; choice list for standard,
494 ; the flavour of, 436 ; for a bouth
wall, 204 ; gathering, 343 ; good wall,

436 ; Ust of, 218 ; on Apple stocks, 566

;

preserving, 412; ripening. 387, 473;
worth growing, 465,474; aynonyms,
542

Pear trees, planting, 578
Peas, early dwarf, 36 ; lasting Sweet,

116; late, 302; the Shamrock, 424;
London market, 117; Ne Plus Ultra,
302 ; new kinds of, 42 ; to prevent
cracking in, 218

Peat bog, planting, 349
Peat in Western Germany, preparation

of, 336
Pelargonium, a yellow, 46 ; Jewel, 100 :

new type of, 681
Pelargonium society, 284, 360. C78

;

duties of, 699 ;
prizes offered by, 489

Pelargoniums, Cape, 20; at Chilwcll,
538; new double-flowered, 173

Pentstemon brevifloros, 263
Peonies, tree, 531
Pepperidge tree, tho, 351
Pepper tree, 527
Peristeria elata, 288
Perpetual beauty in landscape garden-

ing, 143
Petunias as bedding plants, 21
Peziza class of Fungi, 530
Pfeiffers, Dr., new publication by, 612
PhUadelphus, 131
Philodendron Sellowiannm, 361
Phlox, new white, 270
PhaUtnopsis grandiflora, 568
Pharmacographia, 417
Phylloxera, cure for, 166, 619 ; in Austria,

422 ; in European and American Vine-
yards, 336 ; of the Oak, 35 ; origin of,

566; prize for means of destroying,
142 ; proposed remedies for, 233

Phytolaca icosandra,340 ; decandra, 508
Picea pectinata, 182
Picking fruit, ladders for, 239
Picture frames, rustic, 514
Pine-apples, new, 642; weights of,

Frogmore, 316; how to cut, 64;
Queen, 42 ; the best. 8 ; watering, 9

;

pots for, 219, 263. 315
Pine, dwarfed, 99 ; the Stone, 29

;

woods, 279
Pine forest, Portuguese, 350
Pines and evergreen shrubs, trans-
planting of, 503; and Firs, 156;
on mountains, 450

Pinetum, Gordon's, 557
Pinus Pinaster for seaside planting,
566 ; Pinea, 27

Pittosporums, 430, 445
Plane trees in Leicester Square, 547 ; in

Paris, state of, 66 ; raising seedling.606
Plant, a golden-leaved, 424 ; evapora-

tion, 483
Plantations, thinning, 374
Planting, and propagation of the Grape
Vino, 664 ; directions for, 398

;

effective, 449 ; in the parks, neglect of,

631 ; peat bog, 349 ; railway embank-
ments, 265; seaside, 154; to induce
landscape effects, 261

Plants, new medicinal, 410 ; new twin-
ing, 593 ; and shrubs for a cool room,
599; at Kew. 190; autumn-blooming,
222; bedding, 338; carnivorous. 210;
collection of herbaceous and Alpine,
20 ; early distribution of, 537 ; for all

weathei-s, 97 ; forcing hardy, 463; for
screens, 197 ; for shady situations,
683; for steep rock-work, 270; for
table decoration, 313 ; for walla, 361

;

for windows, 267 ; for winter bloom-
ing. 363 ; hardy Ericaceous, 141, 612 ;

hardy, of the Himalayas, 291 ; herba-
ceous r. bedding, 146; in Middlesex,
138 ; intended distribution of bedding-
out, 336 ; labelhng, 283 ; Ufe history,

of, 302 ; London, catalotfue of, 360

;

migration of, 5i6; new hardy, 215;
new method of arranging, 357 ; new
Tasmanian, 99 ; of the Himalayas,
hardy, 191 ; oil yielding, 393; on
Arthur's Seat, 50 ;

peat-loving, 6, 24

;

raising new kinds of, 465 ; refusing

to Uower in windows, 578 ; respiration

and nutrition in, 464; winter-blooming
greenhouse, 317; winter half-hardy,

413; room, 409, 660; ailver-lcaved
edging, 270 ; water-edge, 434

plant stands, 398, 534
Plant stove, a drawing-room, 599
Playgrounds, public, 224
Ploione, species of, 406 ; Walhchi, 360
Plumbago capens is, in the London
Parks, 262

Plum, early Normandy, 36-1 ; Rivera's
Early Prolific, 179; Date, 556; a good
late, 293; market, 319; a etoneless,

306; of Kansas, 110; orchard-house,
387 ; trees gamming, 244 ; trans-

planting, 211 ; wild, of Texas, 147
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^lams for walls, 204 j method of drying,
164

Podophylltun, 417
Poinsettia palchenima, 293 ; palcher-
rima rosea carminata, 254

Pokeberry, uses and distribution of
the, 608

Pollarding trees in small gardens, 611
Polyanthuses, fancy, 298
Polygonatnm multiflorum, 77
Polygonum complexnm, 617
Polynnia grandis, 338
Pomological Society, proceedings of
American, 20, 66

Pond weeds, £0
Pontederia crassipes, 171
Poplar leaf-stalk insect, 328
Poppy, semi-double, 24
PopuluB tremula, 489 ; tinted leaves of,

328
Potato Beetle, of Colorado, 187, 233, 482 ;

crop, 117 : in Worcesterahire, 371

;

what to do with the, 207
Potato-culture in market gardens, 265 ;

in the north of England, 398
Potato disease, 68 ; correspondence re-
specting, 533 ; committee, report on
the, 4«

Potatoes and crop rotation, 638 ; Early
Channel Island, 118; for exhibition,
684 ; keeping old, 207 ; in Devon, 437

;

in early spring, 655; International
Exhibition of, 667; introduction into
Europe of, 489 ; new, at Christmas,
151 ; new kinds of, 347 ; prices of,

684; select, 324; varieties of, 390;
selected Lapstone, 437 ; Walker's Re-
gent, 437

Pot covers, basket, 560
Pot plants in rooms, 409
Pots for Pines, proper size for, 241, 678
Pots, glazed, 638 ; paper seed, 24

;

Scotch and English, 678
Pottery tree, the, 183
Preserving cut flowers, 299: timber,
206

Primrose, Chinese, 120
Primroses, culture of double, 320 ; deep
planting of, 6 ; double, 169 ; fine Japan-
ese, 46, 198

Primula farinoea, 6 ; offictnahs, 98
Prince's Feather, 404
Printing-house Square, trees in, 2S1
Propagating Indian Shot and Castor-

oil plants, 254
Propagation of Cypripediums, 43
Propagation of hard-wooded Araliaa, 98
Propagation of Ipomasa Horsfallia, 496
Propagation of Seakale, 56
Pruning forest trees, 107
Prunus japonica, 325
Public promenade of Rio Janeiro, 411
Puccinia malvacearimn, 215 ; Remedy
against, 42

Puff-ball in mature state, 200
Purslane, French, 437
Putty, how to soften hard, 75, 163
Pyrethmm uliginoaum, 360
Pyms arbutifolia; 377 : tinted leaves of,
328

Pyrus Torringo, 351

Queen's park, the, 283
Quercus macrocarpa, 166 j palustris, 263
Quince marmalade, 412

Radishes, culture of, 323
Railway banks and slopes, beautifying,

252, 265, 392
Rainer'a Bell-flower, 50
Rainfall at Belvoir, 105
Rainfall in the United State3,periodioity

of, 310
Rainfall, influence of trees on, 489
Rain-water, storage of, 298
Raising water, 81
Rampion, French, 437
Raspberries, culture of, 219, 436
Raspberries, American red, 541
Rats, poisoning, 577
Rattleweed, effect of, on cattle, 284
Recipe for destroying insects, 210
Recipes, cookery, 413
Regent's Park, flower walk in, 173
Reliance Cabbage, Cattel's, 117
Remarks on cooking Cranberries, 130
Retinosporas pisifera aurea, 320 ; in
pots at Kew, 373; true and false, 53

Rhamnus croceus, effect of eating
berries of, 32

Rhododendron beds, plants for, 293
Rhododendron Vauban, 512
Rhodotypufl kerrioides, 229
Rhubarb, great yield of, 639
Rhus cotinus, 377
Rice, to cook properly, 366
Ringing-tongs, French, 204

Rio Janeiro, promenade at, 411

Ripening Pears off the trees, 337

Rivers', Slessrs., orchard-houses, 113

Robinias, various, 265 ; weeping, 63

Rochea falcata, 148
Rock-walls in gardens, 225
Rock-work at Oatlands, 430 ; plants lor

141
Rocqnencourt, 320
Room eardens,".bulbs for, 241
Room plants, 660
Root Fungi, 64S
Root-coiling, ill effects of, 308
Root excrescences, 520
Root show, Messrs. Carters', 610 ; Royal
Berks, 510

Rosa rugosa alba, 262 ; gallica var.

damascena, 512
Rose, a garden, and its inhabitants, 384

Rose cuttines, 340; ditto struck in

water, 403
Rose, Duchess of Edinburgh Tea, S60 ;

Duke of Edinburgh, 462 ; the Burneti,

422 ; MariSchal Niel, 270, 469 ; Mons.
Thiers, 333

Rose harvest, 24
Rose hedges, French, 49
Rose Mallows, 563
Rose trees in Morocco, groves of, 489

;

of Jericho, 613
Roses, 545 ; Shakespearean, 193 ; show

of, at Lyons, 316, 402; and the
human hair, 426 ; climbing, 50

;

exhibiting, 214 ; cultivation of in pots,

74, 587 ; Moss, 146 ; moving old climb-
ing, 663; not opening, 258; of 1874,
the, 166, 213, 337 ; on their own roots,

245, 639; otto of, 413; Prairie, 320;
recent, 487 ; select, 405 ; wall, 453

Rothamsted, Fairy Rings at, 233
Royal Gardens at Hampton Court, 76
Rnbus biflorua, 428
Rudbeckia subtomentosa, 493
Ruscos androgynus, 32

s.

Saffron, cattle poisoned by Meadow, 336

Salad, Dandelion, 39
Salvia, gesnergeflora, 100, 130; patens,
wintering, 340, 366

Sambucua rosseflora, 7
Sands, fixing shifting, 289
Sarcodes aanguinea, -123

Sairacenia purpurea at Glasnevin, 463

Savoy, King Koffee, 578
Sawdust a better plunging material than

tan, 371
Sasifraga craasifoUa, 48 ; Cymbalaria,
95 ; floralenta, 223 ; Geum, 3 ; longi-

folia, 639 ; oppositifolia, 78 ; sarmen-
tosa, 22; ligulate, miscellaneoua, 95;
None-so-pretty, 3 ; Wandering Jew
group, 22

Schinus MoUe, 525
ScMzostylis coccinea, 497, 539
Schools, horticultural, 110
Science, organised eommon sense, 512
ScUla, 132
Scotland, change of climate in, 233
Screens, plants for, 197
Scurvy, the Agave a cure for, 469
Seakale and Seaweed, 80; culture of,

56 ; forcing, 276, 482
Seaside planting, 16-1

Season and our gardens, the, 65
Sedum cameum variegatum, 663 ; livi-

dum, 498 ; spectabile, 174
Seed saving, 412; old, 336; vitality of,

433
Selaginella csesia arborea, 407
Selaginellas, 407
Sempervivum arachnoideum, 21

Sewage, French opinion of, 437
Sewage-water for the plain of Gonne-

villiera, supply of, 190

Seychelles, expedition to the, 403

Shah of Persia, remarks on European
gardens by, 533

Shakespearean garden, the, 176, 227, 371
Sheffield, new park at, 66
Shelter and ornament, 375
Shrub, a beautiful, 229 ; a fine and rare,
206

Shrubby Mimulus, the old, 254
Shrubs, autumn flowering, 184; climb-
ing, 428

Siberian Cofiee, 118
Sibthorpia variegated, 359
Sideritis hyasopifolia, 6
Siebold, Herr, memorial to, 360
Silver Fir, the. 133
Siphocampylus betulisefoliua, 363
Site and plan of a Vinery, 492
Sloe or Wild Plum, 442
Slug fence, 60
Smellfungus, the wail of, 114
Smith, Mr. Jay, on cemeteries, 575
Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine-apple, 8
Snake Millipeds, 104
Snapdragons, 4 ; new variegated, 366

Snow plant, 416, 423
Societies, joint committee of scientific,

42
Society for the promotion of scientific

industry, medals offered by, 530
Soho Square, projected improvements

in, 215, 338
Soils and sub-soils, 673
Solanum crinitum, 96 ; Jasminoidea,

173, 422 ; positions for the Jasmine-
like, 578 ; pseudo capsicum, 384

Spain, gardening in, 344
Spanish balcony gardens, 25
Sparasis pulcherrima Thunbergii, 223
Species, Mr. Meehan'a origin of, 310
Spike-flowered Bird Cherry, 131
Spinach, winter, 534
Spiraea, new shrubby, 489 ; palmata, 510
Spiraeas, forcing, 146
Sprays for the hair, 470
Spring Navelwort, wintering the, 174
Squares of London, the dismal, 66

;

statues in, 65
Squills, list of, 132, 158
Stadt Park in Vienna, 402
Staphylea colchica, 269
Statuary, cleaning, 470
Steep rock-work, plants for a, 270
Stephanotia fruit, 520
St. Helena and its flora, 423
Stings, remedies for, 133
Stoke Newington Common, 532
Stone fruits on hard soils, 179
Storm in Belgium, heavy, 310
Storms, effect of, on vegetation, 39
Stove, Kerr'a vapourising, 620
Stove plants for winter blooming, 363
St. Paul's Cathedral, improvements in,

20
St. Petersburg, new garden ab, 310
Strawberries, culture of, 91 ; for Kent-
ish gardens, 474 ; heavy crop of
under glass, 494 ; mai-ket, 291 ; Pacific
coast, 9 ; packing, 9 ; forcing of, for
market, 342 ; new eeedlinE-, 422

;

plantations of, 81
Strelitzia Nicolaii, 173
Stuartia grandiflora, 383; pentagynia,
206

SuEeda dendrioides, 222
Succulent houses, Mr. Peacock's, 417
Sunningdale Nursery, hardy plants at,

360
Surprise, the old, 303
Sussex Fig orchards, 220
Swedish gardening schools, 443
Sweet Peas, culture of, 174 ; for market,
269

Sweet William, double, 404 ; single, 404
Symbology of flowers, 417
Syme, Dr. Boswell, new work on Ferns
by. 613

Table decoration, 65, 101, 119, 143, 193,
223, 299, 313

Table vase of autumn flowers, 471
Tacsonias, fruit of, 620
Tacsonia Van VoLxemii, fruit of eat-

able, 460
Tamarix plumoaa, 252
Teaching, new way of, 345
Tea plants, hardiness of the, 532
Telegraph posts, 392
Temperature and rainfall, 661
Temperature Indicator, 4i64

Temple Bar, what to do with, 115
Tender Cypripediums, 67
Thames Embankment, 140, 464
Thea viridia and Bohea, 633
The faU of the leaf, 248, 577
Theory, a popular, exploded, 303
Thorn tree, destruction of an old, 443
Thrift, great white, 146
Thuja gigantea, 426 ; as a hedge screen,

481
Thujopsis dolobrata, 184, 427
Thunder-storm, severe, 3
Tigridias, 118
Tillandsia usneoidea, 157
Tilth, deep, best, 105
Timber of the United States, the, 140

;

preservation of, 206, 606
Time for sowing the Chineao Primrose,
120

Toads in the garden, 188
Tobacco plant, the, 126
Todeas, large importation of, 443
Tomatoes, chapter on, 114 ; preserving
the two best, 437 ; Green Gage, 360

;

origin of the use of, 366
Tomato soup, 413
Tooting Common to be made into a
park, 580

Town garden, a new kind of, 240
Town squares, 493
Town trees, good, 280
Trafalgar Square as a garden, 238, 262

;

the fountains in, 41
Trailers, cool house, 294
Transplanting trees and shrubs, 306;
evergreens, 481, 503, 526, 671

Travellers' tree, the, 305
Tree Peonies, 531
Tree Wcigelas, 365
Trees, extraordinary growth of, 184;

fossil, 345 ; notes upon, 310 ; and
architecture, 533 ; annual lopping of
ornamental, 517; and gas pipes, 184 ;

and lightning, 53, 450 ; deciduous, 546;

seaside, 155, 377; best to plant, 413;
branch-shedding in, 134 ; brightly-
tinted, 449 ; clearing, 73 ; demand for
famous, 33 ; draping, 79, 99 ; experi-
ments on the bark of, 557 ; in and
near towns, 401 ; in assemblEiges,
277 ; in India, mahogany, 308 ; in
Printing-house Square, 234; in small
gardens, pollarding, 511 ; lawn, 280 ;

method of climbing, 573 ; near rail-

ways, 392 ; influence of, on rainfall,

489 ;
packing, 672 ; planting for land-

scape effect, 4S0 ;
pruning, 450

;

raising ground about, 53 ; shade, 50

;

the music of, 134 ; to stand sea breeze,

330; mismanaged, 117

Tremellas, the, 576
Trilliums, 516
Tritoma MacOwani at Kew, 263
Tritomas, 453
Tropceolnm Lobbianum, 339, 412 ;

poly-
phyllum, 24; speciosum, 215; tri-

colorum, 253
Tropical fruit houses, 415
Truffles, false, 324; in France, 512;
preserving, 412

Tuberoses, Mr. John WiUs*, 118
Tuileries Gardens, the, 643
Tulip beds, early, 297
Tuhp tree, 107
Turnip caterpillar, 324
Turnips, market, 232 ; winter, 106
Tuscan remedies, indigenous, 460
Twining plant, new, 593

Umbilicus Bpinosus, 174
Up a tree, 388
Uses of the leaf, 536

Vaccinium macrocarpum, 92 ; Mortenia,
206

Vanda ccerulea, 409
Vanilla plant, the wild, 479
Vanilline from Pine sap, extraction of,

310
Varieties : Do they wear out, 581
Vase of Flowers for dinner-table, 471
Vase plants, native drooping, 410
Vases for the drawing-room, 341
Vases, how to plant, 331 ; simple flowers

for, 8 ; to clean, 470
Vegetable market, a Normandy, 233
Vegetable Marrow, culture of, 130;

forcing, 533
Vegetables, cold, 483 ; for winter and

spring, 275; in London, scarcity of, 92
Vegetarians, the jovial, 472
Vegetation, effects of storms on, 39
Veitch's Giant Cauliflower, 276
Veitch's nursery, flowers at, 422
Vellosia coerulescens, 445. 558
Venn's black Muscat Grape, 566
Veronica Candida, 293 ; lobelioides, 323
Veronicas, Alpine, 6
Voice's screws for trellia and feucins:

wire*, Mr. 216
Viceregal Lodge, large Vine at, 111
Victoria Park, addition to, 190
Victoria regia, 169, 319
Vienna Boulevards, the, 403
Villa gardens, pollarding trees in, 6H
Vine, Adeler's Grape, 578
Vino borders, 617, 640; covering for,

343
Vineries, at Burghley, 27; prize for

best cropped, 310 ; ventilation of, 492

;

in the Koyal Horticultural Society's
Gardens, 360

Vines, novel cure for diseased, 304;
buying pot, 315 ; culture of pot, 542;
fine crops from, 178; for amateurs,
453 ; from eyes, 87; inarching, 314; in
greenhouses, 364; in pots, 519;
orchard-house, 343 ; structures for,

517; stocks for, 314; what to grow
under, 364; when to plant, 204; in-

door culture of, 290; at the Viceregal
Lodge, 111 ; autunmal tints of leaves
of, 474 ; young, 178

Vintage in France, 168, 240, 262, 343
Viola Munbyana. 24
Violas and Pansies, bedding, 359 ; bed-
ding, 403 ; new bedding, 217

Violet, new dark NeapoUtan, 638
Violets, the, and the Napoleons, 469;
winter, 98 ;

yellow Dog's-tooth, 23
Virginia as a garden land, 564
Vitie tricaepidata, 46
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w.
"Walks, Grass, 79 ;

gravel, 298, 539

"Wall plants, 351 ; cool-house, 294i

Walls, embellishment of glass-house,

579; Ivy on cemented, 4.i4 ; natural

rock, 225 ; Plums for, 20-li

"Wall studs, galvanised, 43t>

Walnut jam, 164 ; ketchup, 413
Walnut, raising black. 548
Walnuts, great size of, 288, 512
Wandering Jew Saxifrages, 22
Wasps in Sootland and Wales, 190;

nests of, 228 , to destroy, 223
Water-colour exhibitions, 11

Water-edge plants, i'ii

Water Lilies, 3H
Watering London streets, permanent
pipe system of, 142

Watei'ing-pot, siphouic, 18

Water supply for mansions, 263, 485

;

precautions against a deficient, 38;

raising, 81
Water-squirting, cost of, 410

Water, the waste of, 286
Wax tree, Japan, 525
Wax, vegetable, 39

Weather, the, 105
Weeds on walks, 29S
Weeping Beech, 479
Weigelas, seeds of, 402 ; tree, 265
Wellingtonia in Ireland, 202
Wellu, remarkable artesian, 263 ; hori-

zontal, 142
White Lapageria at Chelsea, 288
Whymper, Mrs., book by, 46'J

Wild tiowers at Arundel, 123 ; fertili-

sation of. by insects, 206

Wilderness Roses, 17

Wild garden on a stiff soil, 470
Wilder, Mr., ode to, 440

|

Wilhelmsbohe, 153
Wistarias and their culture, 276 ; layer-

ing, 682
Witch Hazels. 503
Window gardens, 397

i

Window plants, 267; refusing to flower,
578 ; Maize as, 223

Winter and spring, vegetables for, 275 ,

Winter-flowering Odontoglossums, 408
j

Winter gardens, 115; and aquaria in ,

London, 284 '

Winter gardening societies, town, 144
i

Winter succulent plants, 269
j

Wood-ashes, leached, 39 I

Woodlands, distribution of American,
31d

Wood-paving for streets, danger of, 118

Wood Sorrel, 312
Woods and forests in Germany, 336;
extent of English, 7 ; under-growth
in, 184

Worms in pots, 228
Wreaths and crosses, floral, 514

Y,

Yellow wood Cladastris, 252
Yew, bog, 74
Yorkshire, fruit, in, 220
Yosemite Valley, 451
Yucca, as a vegetable, 72 ; draconis,
425 ; variegated specimen of the
Aloe-leaved, 336

Yuccas, 126, 146 ; in the Regent*B
Park, 20

ILLUSTRA.TIONS.

PAGB
Abiea Gordoni pumila 73
Actinidia Koloniikta 647

,, volubilis 647
American Aloe naturalised in Spain 345
Ampelopsis tuberosa 365

,, napiformis 365
Anemone-leaved Crane's-bill ... 245
Aquaria and plant-case combined... 521
Areca lutescens 253
Artificial lighting of dining-rooms... 55

„ rock-work at Oatlands ...431
,, water 177

Arundo conspicua at Hereford ... 631

Barron's tree transplanter 571
Basket in which Grapes are im-
ported 587

Begonia Richardsiana 293
Belladonna Lily 311
Black Hamburgh Grape, huge
bunch of 455

Bouvardia 119
Bryanopsislaciniosa 193
Buttressed giant tree, an Amazonian 499

Campanula hederacea 221
Campsidium filicitolium 593
Carlina subacaulis 15
Carludovica hnmilis 429
Carica Papaya 15
Cerasus persicjefolia 131
Chamcecyparis nutkaensis 427

,, obtusa 427
Champs Elysees 277
Christmas decorations 659
Clematis aethusaifoha 423

,, cirrhosa 425
Cochliostema Jacobium 443
Colorado Potato Beetle 482
Corylopsis spicata 603
Cottage in Kensington Gardens ... 297
Cress, crop of on a vase 373
Cupressus Lawsoniana 426

,, macrocarpa 427
Curvilinear wooden conservatory in
Mr. Ley's nursery 369

Cycas revoluta 217
Cypripedium Fairieanura 69

Dxmonorops accidena 313
„ palcmbanicus 313

Dinner-table decorations ... 101, 119

Double Sweet William
FAOS

... 406

Entrance to the Central Avenue of

the Grand Elys^ea 277
EpigjTiium leucobotrys 635
Erynginm Lasseauxii 335

Fall of the leaf 249
Flamingo plant, the 337
Flower garden in front of the
cottage in Kensington Gardens ... 301

Flowers in Hyacinth glasses ... 341
Ficaria calthaifolia 47
Forest, a 499
Forms of stands (various) 101

Fruit of Passifiora edulis 317

,, of Stephanoti3 floribanda ... 465

Gardener's Friend, the 348
Garden in Spain 344
Gardens at Roquencourt 321
Gold Fern, a new 495
Goosberry Gourd, the 3
Graperies, forms of 491
Group of Yuccas in bloom 127
Guernsey Lily 311
Gymnogramma decompodita ... 495

Hampton Court Gardens 76
Hibiscus coccineus 563
High walls of rock in a garden ... 225
Hooker's Spruce on Mount Shasta,

California 273
Hymenocalyx undulata 197

Ice-hoose, with cool chamber be-
neath 435

Iris iberica 195
Ivy bower, a moveable 123

Japanese dwarfed Pine

Ladders, for picking fruit 239
Lady's-slippers (Cypripedium) ... 43
Landes of Gascony, the 289
Large Pinaster at Monreith 667
Leaf and tubers of Ampelosis napi-
formis 305

Leaves, flowers, aad fruit of the
Jalap plant 515

Lemon-scented Gardenia 149

Lihum Humboldti 33
Lily of the Valley 445
Liriodendron tulipiferum 107
Lonicera fragrantissima 639

Male Hardy Palm 517
Maximowiczia sinensis 583
Mesembryanthenaum minimum ... 383

,, testiculare ... 385
Method of climbing trees, new ... 673
Modern Chinese Garden 201

Montagnaea heracleifolia 145
Morris's Chartometer 628

Nile vegetation 473

Oldest Acacia tree in Europe ... 265
Open Bay Window Garden 397

Oreodoxa regia 313

Packets of seeds 413
Packed trees for long joameya ... 573

Padus comuta 181

Passiflora edulis 317
Perforated vase for spring flowers 241

Philodendron Sellowianum 361

Plant protector, a cheap and effec-

tive 280
Pine-apple as imported from St.

Michael 636
Pinus Pinea and the Italian Cypress 29
Pinus Pinaster 667
Pointed trees and horizontal archi-

tecture 683
Pontederia crassipea 171
Present aspect of the Landes of

Gascony 289

Private garden at the Toileries

in 1870 543
Prunus japonica 326
Prunus tenerrima ... 306
Pyramidal Cockscomb, a 513

PyruB Torringo 351

Raisin de Calabria Grapes, huge
bunch of 455

Rat-proof fence 596

PAGB
Ravanala madagascarensis 20fi

Rhodotypns kerrioides 229
Richards' cut-leaved Begonia ... 293
River-side scenery 393
Rose, a well-grown pot 695
Rose cuttings struck in water ... 403
Round-headed trees and horizontal
architeetore 689

Sambncus roaaeflora 7
Section of Mr. Peacock's Agave-
house 447

Selaginella csesia arborea 407
Sempervivum arachnoideum ... 21
Shade-giving trees 51
Siphocamphylua betula?folius ... 363
Smeaton's heating and fire-extin-
guishing apparatus 81

Solanum crinitum 95
Solomon's Seal at Hampton Court 77
Staphylea colchica 269
Street balcony gardening in Murcia 26
Strelitzia Nicolaii 173

Terrace garden with undipped
vegetation II

The cottage in Kensington Gardens 297
The Gardens at Rocquencourt ... 321
The Japanese Plum 325
Tillandsia usneoides 157
Timber-built house and Cherry
orchard 451

Traveller's tree of Madagascar ... 306
Tropical fruit-house, section of ... 415
Tubers of AmpelopsLs tuberosa ... 365

Variegated Cornish Moneywort ... 359
Vase filled with autumn flowers ... 469

,, ornamented with Ferns and
Grasses 223

Victoria regia in flower 169
View in the Drapers' Company's
garden 103

View in the Public Promenade, Rio
Janeiro 411

Weeping Beech 477
,, Birch, a new £26

Wilhelmsbohe 163
Window garden with glass doors ... 397
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JSIR. ROBERT ISl^RNOCK

The accompanying portrait is that of Me. Robert Maknock, a gentleman possessing a world-wide

reputation as a landscape gardener. Mr. Maenock's professional career may be said to have commenced

with the laying out of the Sheffield Botanical Gardens about the year 1837. His success in that case

led to his being aiDpointed by the Royal Botanic Society to form their new garden in the Regent's Park,

and of the hajjpy manner in which that work has been executed it is unnecessary now to speak. It so

clearly bore the impress of a master mind in the art of landscape gardening, that from that time Mr.

Maenock ranked as one of the leading men in his profession. In Mr. Maenock's case the artist and

practical landscape gardener have been so happily combined, that, in the numerous works executed under his

direction it would be difficult to find one in which the highest principles of the art are not well shown.

The same breadth of treatment, grace of outline, and easy and natural undulations which characterise the

Regent's Park Gardens may be traced throughout most of his other works. In selecting a few from the

many places either laid out or renovated by him, it may be sufficient to mention one or two of the more

important, such as Warwick Castle, Hagley Hall, Draycott, Rood Ashton, Oak Lodge, Kensington ;
Hall

Place, Tonbridge; Berry Hill and Park Place, Bucks; Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames; Wimbledon House,

Surrey ; Rousdon, Devon ; Possingworth, Susses ; Eyusham Hall, Oxon ; Wadhurst Park, Susses, and others

too numerous to be here specified. In 1853-54 he laid out the grounds of the villa San Donato, near

Florence, for Prince DemidofF. In addition to many contributions to the horticultural and botanical press,

he was for several years horticultural Editor of the " Gardeners' and Farmers' Journal." As director of

the gardens and eshibitions of the Royal Botanic Society, his good taste, skill, and courtesy were invaluable

in makmg the Regent's Park shows worthy of their great popularity, both with the public and exhibitors.

Mr. Maenock was the first to arrange a flower show in a picturesque manner, and well he succeeded.

Indeed, notwithstanding the many and meritorious attempts in the same direction that have since been

made, the arrangements for flower shows in the Regent's Park are still admitted to be the best. On his

retirement from the curatorship of the Royal Botanic Gardens, the exhibitors presented him with a handsome

testimonial, as an expression of their esteem for the way ho had managed the exhibitions of the society.

For genuine kindness and courtesy to those brought in connection with him, Mr. Maenock has, through a

long and honourable life, stood pre-eminent ; and it is not too much to say, that few men have secured

so many friends and made bo few enemies. With respect to his more recent works, some of which are enumerated

above, our own opinion is that as regards design, and taking all the circumstances and capacities of each place

into consideration, they aro the most beautiful, and in all ways satisfactory, we have seen in any country.
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THE GARDEN.
" Thia is an art

Whioli doea mend nature ; change it rather ; but
The Aet itselp is Natuee."—Shakespeare.

LEICESTER SQUARE AS A GARDEN.
The public, through tho daily and weekly journals, know all

about the recent history of Leicester Square ; it falls to us to
discuss, from a purely professional stand-point, the garden into
which the square has been converted. A garden ot any kind,
in lieu of the nuisance of Leicester Square, with its fragments
of the leaden horseman, its dead dogs and cats, and its decay-
ing and not inodorous rubbish of various kinds, is a precious
boon to the district, and the most notorious eyesore in London
is seen no more. But we have scores of squares needing like

changes ; and the manner in which this transformation has been
done, being likely to influence future work in tho same direction,
it is desirable that the points in which the design of Leicester
Square is glaringly deficient should be fully made known
to all interested in such improvements. The first and chief
defect in the new garden is that it is too much " cut up."
There is a broad walk immediately circling the fountain, and
another walk all round, between that and the enclosure, and
then there are likewise four other walks, one from each of the
four entrances, intersecting the external walk, and leading
directly to the one round the fountain. This needless preva-
lence of gravel, instead of tnrf, is a radical mistake ; it is a
repetition of the tones of the surrounding houses ; it wearies
the eye, and destroys all repose. It is a similar mistake to that
committed in planning the garden of the Royal Horticultural
Society at South Kensington, in which caSe the elaborate
psendo-gravellings were varied in tone by the adoption of
different coloured brick-dust for different walks, with the
view, perhaps, of not being too dependent for colour upon the
gardener and florist. But the effect is cold, hard, and unin-
teresting ; there is, also, iu that example of London gardening
a super-abundance of statuary, and an overdone and glaring
fountain, far too big for the area iu which it is placed, which
wo notice here, because there are very similar defects glaringly
noticeable in the laying out of the new Leicester Square
garden. The fountain, for instance, like that of the Horti-
cultural gardens, is too big for the space, while the
lesser pieces of sculpture dotted about would be better
away. The walks, as before observed, are too many; and
the area for the refreshing green of turf is thus made
too small. In short, there is far too much of the archi-
tect and sculptor, and too little of the gardener. This
is a great, but, very common, defect in the creation and
embellishment of town gardens. The planning of the turf and
walks, and the selection of trees, and the forms and situations
of the plantations, should be under the exclusive management
of an eminent gardener. The gardener, on the other band,
must not attempt to design the fountains or statues, just
as the architect or sculptor must not meddle with the special
work of the gardener. We have, in the overdone architectural
gardening at the head of the Serpentine, a hideous example of
the results of a contrary system to the one advocated. But,
to return to Leicester Square, let us see what could be done
to relieve the eye from that intolerable deal of gravel walks.
Either the one round the fountain, or the external one might
be altogether suppressed. The centre should have been an open
expanse of verdant turf, and the only walk required, was a
sufficiently wide one around the Square, with the needed num-
ber of short walks leading from the entrance to this. In
the centre where there ought to be repose, there is nothing
but stone, chairs, and gravel — and confusion. As for
the planting, much is wrong—both as to the kind of trees
selected, and the manner of their disposal as to position.
It is very curious that in spite of all the experience of
the constant failure of evergreens in the London squares, that
no kinds of single deciduous trees (or scarcely any) have been
employed iu the planting of Leicester Square; Rhododendrons
and Portugal Laurels are the plants chiefly made use of, though
a moment's thought, with all the experience that our town

plantations furnish, would have shown that trees which do not
shed their leaves annually become so encrusted in soot after
a single winter in the midst of London smoke, that they
dwindle into miserable and stunted objects, anything but
ornamental ; and, indeed, wretched to look upon. Deciduous
trees, on the other hand, which are provided by Nature
with a new suit of greenery every spring, suffer compara-
tively little injury from the smoke-plague of our myriad
chimneys. ' In Lincoln's Inn Fields, Brunswick Square,
Russell Square, and other spacious enclosures, the deciduous
trees, from Lilacs up to Limes and Planes, present, on the
contrary, as fine an appearance as they do in the purest
country air. The expensive standard Portugal Laurels,
and fine Rhododendrons now planted in Leicester Square,
may simply be looked upon as planted there to die, within a
couple of years certainly, and to become wretched objects
after the effects of a single winter's smoke work. It
would seem, in matters horticultural, either nobody observes
what goes on in London or nobody takes a lesson from what
occurs. What has become of all the very expensive Portugal
Laurels and other fine evergreens planted in the Horticultural
Gardens at South Kensington ? Let anyone go into Hyde
Park now and see the scare-crow Cypresses along Park Lane,
and the miserable Conifers near the Corner, and judge how
unwise it is to plant many evergreens even in our parks.
But we are rich and foolish enough to go on buying and plant-
ing costly evergreens, and carting them off, when nearly dead,
to the rubbish-heap, replacing them again with costly nursery
specimens. One thing is certain—that the only way of

preserving in good health the shrubs planted in Leicester
Scpmre will be to transport them bodily to some pleasant
country every autumn, bringing them back in early summer.
As regards the central fountain and statue, it is a fairly-designed,

well-executed, piece of work, when judged by itself ; but it

occupies far too much space in a small enclosure like that of

Leicester Square. The diameter of its inner circle, without
the external one, with its complications of bracket work and
vases, would have been in better proportion with the area in

which it is placed. Again, the marble fosse or fosses occupying
the space between the inner and outer circuit of the design
are fitted for the reception of water and not for the display
of flowers, with which they are now filled. There is also an
extraneous feature in the fountain work, in the shape of a metal
guard or gallery, the effect of which is puerile and incon-
gruous, and should be removed. The effect of the metal railwork
of the enclosure is, on the other hand, good and appropriate

;

and the novel feature of reducing it to about half the height
of the usual enclosures of our squares is a manifest improve-
ment, if our London roughs, who are certainly getting a little

smoothed down, can be induced to respect it as a boundary
line at a time when the gates are closed. It is only right to

add that, though Mr. John Gibson, jun., has carried out the
work he is not responsible for the design, which is, we believe,

wholly that of the architect. Hence, of course, the reason why
gravel and stone usurp the place of Grass and flowers. Let
us hope that the absence of the only vegetation that can thrive

in Leicester Square is not intentional, and that it will be
remedied in autumn. Should this be so, we trust those

ti'ees which, like the Lime, become rusty and lose their leaves

early in summer, may be avoided, and such as the good kinds

of Robinia, which preserve the freshest verdure till late in

the autumn, not forgotten. A square, with a few dying
evergreens in winter, and without any more stately vege-

tation, would prove a sorry prospect at any season. Trees

that will bear the London climate and smoke, and
which attain to a considerable size when full grown, would
eventually become a fine feature iu Leicester Square ; to have

the surrounding houses partially concealed by their upper-

most branches, and to walk among their shadows in the

warm days of an English summer, might become a pleasure

to many generations of Londoners. It should not be forgotten

that the many seats provided will be useless, and the gardens

not frequented in hot weather, if there be no trees to give

shade. The opening day (Thursday) was of the kind that makes
even a garden, without shade, far from agreeable. It is hoped
that this bold innovation will lead to many of the dismal

squares of London being opened and improved.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

The following Lilies are now in bloom at the gardens,

Weybridgo Heath, viz. :—Liliutn auratum, L. Brownii, L. canadense

flavum, L. c. rubro flavum, L. c. rubrum, L. californicum, L. colum-

biannm (just over), L. coridion, L. croceuni, L. giganteum, L. Ham-
boldtii, L. Ki'ameri (very large mauve-pnrple flower), L. longiflornm,

L. partheneion, L. parviflorum, L. philadelphicum, L. puberulura, L.

Thnnbergianum atrosanguineum grandiflorum (very fine dark colour),

L. T. bicolor, L. T. aureum, L. T. marmoratum, L. T. maculatnm, L.

Washingtonianum, white flowered ; also a variety of it sold by Messrs.

Backhouse—this has almost white flowers which changed to purple, a
handsome flower—L. W. purpurcum. The following so-called varieties

of L. nmbellatum were bought under tho following names ; but,

although they were all iu bloom side by side, neither Mr. Wilson nor

his gardener could recognise wherein their differences consisted

;

they are fine showy iiowers, viz. :—L. u. grandiflorum, L. n. erectum,

L. u. macnlatum, L. n. Sappho, L. u. fulgiduui, L. u. Incomparable,
and L. n. punctatnm.
—•— Mr. Stapleton, of Spring Grove House, Isleworth, writes to

us as follows :
—" The thunder-storm, which passed over this neigh-

bourhood on the 2J;th ult., will be long remembered on account of

the tremendous fall of hail with which it was accompanied. In a few
minutes the ground was thickly covered, so that it presented quite a
wintry appearance. The hailstones being unusually lai'ge, much
damage was done to the fruit crops and bedding plants. Strawberries
were deeply indented by the hailstones, which has caused them to rot

upon the ground; Pearson espaliers were also much damaged, the
fruit, wherever exposed, being marked as if by shot. In the flower

garden Coleuses are literally stripped of their foliage, and Geraniums
completely riddled ; Elm and Chestnut trees also suffered severely.

The storm does not seem to have extended far, as but a short distance
from Spring Grove nothing was known of it."

A MAGNiFic'E.\T Specimen of Odontoglossum ve.villarium is

now in flower in Mr. Rucker's well-known collection of Orchids at

Wandsworth. The plant in question has one young pseudo-bulb,
which has produced four flower-spikes, bearing in all fifteen flowers

of remarkable size and substance. This variety has blossoms of a
soft rosy hne, and is one of the finest Odontoglots we have yet seen,

the individual blooms and the entire plant being far finer than the
specimen pourtrayed so faithfully by Pitch in the current number of

Bateman's beautiful " Monograph " of the genus Odontoglossnm.
Another plant bears thirteen deeper-tinted flowers, rather smaller in

size than those to which allusion has just been made, but still

extremely eft'ective. These plants more than confirm the excellent
opinion formed of this Odontoglot by its fortunate introducers,
Messrs. Veitch, who, it will be remembered, exhibited a specimen of
it last year at South Kensington with twelve flowers on two fine

spikes. It appears to possess the singular habit of producing a spike
from the axil of each sheathing leaf ; while, in exceptionally robust
and well-grown plants like Mr. Rucker's, a spike is often produced
from the apex of the last-formed pseudo bulb. Even 0. Alexandra;,
charming as it undoubtedly is, is inferior in beauty to this fine kind,
which, when it becomes thoroughly established, will be found to be
one of the most beautiful and effective of all Orchidaceous plants.

An interesting communication was made by Mr Darwin to
the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society at their
meeting on the 1st iust., relating to some observations he had
recently been making on Pinguioula. The reader will remember
that he has already published some remarkable facts regarding the
seizure of flies by Diontea (Venus's Ply-trap) and Drosera (Sundew),
which lead to the conclusion that the insects entrapped are made use
of for the alimentation of the plant. After the fly has been seized
by tho leaf, an acid secretion di.stils from the latter which enables it

to digest the nitrogenous matter in the insect, which is absorbed into
the plant, and the rest rejected. Mr Darwin has been regarding the
genus Pinguicula from the same standpoint. Its leaf, indeed, has
no hairs by which cither to entangle or retain flies or other insects

;

but it is covered with an adhesive secretion, which, if it does not at
once glue any insect that alights on it to tho spot, at least prevents
its escape as effectively. The leaf is reflexed at the margins, so as to
to become a kind of tray, over whose edge the entangled sticky
insect must find it difticult to clamber. Farther he finds that the
Pinguicula digests albuminous subjects placed or alighting on its

leaf, in the same way as the Sundew or Diona:a. If an insect or
piece of meat, or a Cabbage seed (a seed rich in albumen), or, it

would almost appear, any other organic substance is placed on the
leaf, it, like the Snndew throws out a secretion, which, as in it, is

acid, and which acts as a solvent to the albuminous matter exposed
to it. Moreover, the leaf becomes slowly reflexed over it, and distils
this secretion above the object as well as below it. After twenty,
four hours it reverts to its natural position and the secretion is re-

absorbed. Mr. Darwin infers that the purpose of this is to feed tho
plant. We shall await the publication of his paper with im.
patience, and until we have had the opportunity of reading it

deliberately and digesting it at leisure, we shall reserve our judg.
ment upon it.

The Place da Trone, in Paris, is about to be converted into a
public garden, with the usual accompaniments of Grass, flowers,

shrubs, trees, and fountains.

Messus. Hooi'Eii, of Covent Garden, have sent us a small
spike of Lilium Washingtonianum in flower. They state that when
the blooms first open they are quite white, and that they afterwards
change to lilac, the two colours on the different spikes having
a beautiful effect. It is, without doubt, a chaste and charming
Lily.

Some of our contemporaries are enthusiastic about having
found the Genista virgata, of Madeira, a handsome shrub, in flower

in Mr. Waterer's nursery. It is, however, not so rare as one would
suppose from this discovery ; a large shrub of it has for many
years adorned the long mixed border in Kensington Gardens.

The flowers of the White Lily (Liliatn candidum) having
expanded iu Paris from the 13th to the 17th of June, the harvest
in the basin of Paris ought to commence about the 20fch of July,

This observation is founded upon a relation that appears to exist

between the flowering of this plant and the ripening of cereals. So
many days (it is said) as the flowering of the White Lily precedes
the festival of St. John, just so many days before the 1st of August
will the cutting of cereals commence. During all the years that we
have made this remark, says Mr. Carriers in the Bevue Horticole,

facts have confirmed it.

The different varieties of the beautiful Iris Kajmpferi, are
generally considered somewhat difficult to manage

J
but in the Wel-

lington Road Nurseries there are now numerous beautiful and distinct

forms of this Iris, varying from pui'e white to the richest violet-

purple, all in full flower, planted out in the open ground. Although
perfectly hardy, it increases but slowly, and is on that account rarely

seen outside the few trade collections in which it is grown. Messrs.
Henderson's plants are growing in ordinary garden soil, but it is

thought they would do even better in a moist situation. One fine

variety of I. K;cmpferi exhibited by Messrs. Henderson the other
day at South Kensington, bore some resemblance to a large purple
Clematis; its six petals were perfect, i.e., they were all of equal
size, instead of having three partially suppressed, as is generally the

case in the group to which this Iris belongs. It was stated at tho
meeting in question, that the deviation from the normal type just

alluded to, distinguished this Iris from I. Icsvigata, which it other,

wise closely resembles.

At a meeting of the Court of Common Council, held the other

day to further consider the advisability of rebuilding Farringdon
Market, after considerable discussion, the following amendment was
made by Mr. Isaacs:—"That whereas the site of the present
Farringdon Market is of considerably greater value than that adjoin-

ing the Metropolitan Meat Market Extension ; and that whereas tho
latter site has the advantage of frontages in four streets, and of con.

tiguity to thi'ee principal lines of railway, which would enable
growers living at a great distance from the metropolis to supply tho
London markets with fresh vegetables at prices considerably below
the current values ; and that, whereas a market could be erected on the
new site without displacing the trade at present carried on in

Farringdon, this court is of opinion that a new fruit and vegetable
market should be erected on the site adjoining the Metropolitan Meat
Market." Upon a division, this was carried by 55 to 33 votes. The
Markets Committee were then instructed to obtain plans and esti-

mates for a new fruit and vegetable market on the site adjoining the
Metropolitan Meat Market, and to report to the court.

A .voiiLE plant of Curdyline australis (Hooker)—Dracaena
australis (Forst. Prodrom.)—is now finely in flower iu the Botanic
Garden, Glasnevin. It is a New Zealand plant, and not the Norfolk
Island plant, which goes under the name of Cordyline australis in our
gardens. The latter is C. Baueri (Hooker)—Charlwoodia australis

(Sweet), andDraeiena australis ("Bot. Mag.")—which, though often

seen in our large conservatories, is not a hardy plant in any part of

the British Isles. The plant at Glasnevin, as we learn from Dr.

Moore, has stood without any protection during the last seven years,

and has now a stout straight stem a foot in circumference, and nearly
1-1 feet high. The panicle of inflorescence is nearly 2 feet wide at

the base, and rather more than 2 feet from base to apex. This flne

Cordyline was received at Glasnevin, from the Oxford Botanic
Garden, thirty years ago, when it was a very small plant ; it got too

large for the plant houses aud was, consequently, put out-of-doors,

where it has succeeded admirably. Channnrops Fortunei (Chincusis)

is also flowering freely out-of-doors at Glasnevin this year ; it has
been planted out seven years.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
ORNAMENTAL GOURDS.

The genus Cucumis, familiar to all of us in the form of Cucum-
bers and Melons, is far more widely known as the source from
which we derive these much esteemed esculents than as

affording subjects which might be applied to purposes of an
ornamental character. It contains, however, many species

which possess such a unique and hl::ar)-e aspect, that they claim a

large amount of attention from those who seek after that variety

of form and expression, which, irrespective of any pretensions

to intrinsic beauty, contributes to lend—if only from mere con-

trast—an additional effect to many well-studied combinations

of fine-flowered or fine-foliaged plants. The cultivation of the

Gourd family in our flower-gardens has hitherto been strangely

neglected, and our object now is, by a description of a few of

the most remarkable species, to direct more general attention

to it. On the Continent, Gourds have been long esteemed, either

for their singularity or the handsome colouring of their fruits.

Being climbing plants, they are employed for covering

arbours, trellises, &c., and,

although most of them are

annuals, the peculiar effect

which they produce, will re-

pay the small trouble of an
annual sowing. The subject

of our illnstration, the Goose-
berry Gourd (C. grossula-

rioides) is one of the hand-
somest of the family. It

forms creeping stems about
8 feet long, and of the thick-

ness of a goose-quill. The
fruit, which are produced in

great abundance, are as large

as a good-sized Gooseberry,

and are finely marked with
alternate longitudinal bauds,

of very dark and very light

green. They are so bitter in

taste as to be inedible, and so

numerous that a single plant

will often bear from 500 to 800

fruit. Although the plant is

a native of North Africa and
Arabia, it can be advantage-
ously grown in the open air

in this country during the

summer, and may either be

sown, in the place where it

is intended to remain, about

the middle of May, or, in a
hot-bed under a frame, in

March or April, and after-

wards transplanted, with a

good ball, into a bed of spent hot-bed matei-ial, or into a

hole filled with stable-manure, covered with some inches of

soil. Although not absolutely necessary, frequent waterings

during the heats of summer will be found useful in encouraging

a vigorous growth. Another very singular species is C. metu-
liferous, which grows about 4 or 5 feet high, and beai's largish

egg-sha])ed irregularly-nibbed fruit, 4 to Cinches long, studded

with huge prominent spikes, and of a fine scarlet colour when
ripe. It is supposed to have been first discovered by Dr.

Livingstone in Southern Africa, in the Caffrariau district.

The variety called Teasel Gourd (C. dipsaceus), a native of

Central and Eastern Africa, grows about 7 feet high, with very

slender stems, about as thick as a goose-cjuill. The fruit is about

3 inches long, of a regular oval shape, yellow when ripe, and
densely covered with long stiff hairs, so that it very much
resembles the flower-head of the Teasel before the flowers

have expanded. It presents a marked contrast to the fruit of

many of the other species. In culture, it requires to be

treated in the same manner as the Gooseberry Gourd. A
perennial species from Nubia and Abyssinia (C. Figarei),

found on the mountains of those countries at 6,500 feet

altitude, very much resembles the GooselWry Goutd/ili -tiifi

appearance of its fruit, which, however, i^^o^^hat larget,

and destitute of the long spines which are feijljibitad by the

former. It merely bears a few very short scattfei^^'d points,

which are chiefly collected around the base. Five vai-Jetrtes t£
this species have been noted. In Abyssinia, the roots of this

plant, which possess a very bitter property, are said to be
employed as a remedy in cases of madness. Enough, perhaps,
has been stated to show the wonderful variety which exists

amongst the fruits of this family of plants, and we shall

conclude with the following enumeration of some species now
in cultivation, which present a most extraordinary diversity in

the shape and colouring of their fruit, and seeds of which are
easily procurable through any of our leading nurserymen.
Among the finest of the larger-fruited sorts are the Turk's
Cap varieties, such as Grand Mogul, Pasha of Egypt,
Viceroy, Empress, Bishop's Hat, &c., the Serpent Gourd,
Gorilla, St. Aignan, Mons. Fould, Siphon, Half-moon,
Giant's Punch-bowl, and the Mammoth, which weighs
from 170 pounds to upwards of 200 pounds ; while, among the
miniature varieties, the Fig, Cricket-ball, Thumb, Cherry,

Striped Custard, Hen's-egg,

\

•Ui

The Gooseberry "Gourd.

Pear, Bottle, Orange, Plover's-
cgg, &c., are most interesting
kinds, and particularly useful
for filling vases, &c. All
these, as well as many other.=,

grow well in our climate in
summer, and do not require
the protection of glass or any
other shelter. The directions
given for the culture of the
Gooseberry Gourd will be
found applicable to all the
rest ; those that are sown in
frames early in the season
being gradually hardened off

by a judicious admission of

air before they are finally

planted out. This court o,

however, need only be pur-
sued when an early growth
is desired. The plants, as a
rule, are tenacious of life, and
will exist with a scanty supply
of water and in indifferent

soil ; but, if it is desired to

grow them to their highest
degree of perfection, they
will, like their congeners the
Melons and the Cucumbers,
be found not insensible to thu
advantages of a rich and mel-
low compost, and a liberal

allowance of water at all

times. These conditions are,

in fact, essential to the abiindant production of well-developed,
finely-shaped, and richly-coloui-ed fruit. W. M.

SAXIFRAGES.
By J. C. NIVEN, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

The None-so-pretty Group (Continued from p. 477J.

S. Geum of Linnious—though amply distinct from the preced-
ing species, S. umbrosa, when seen in its true typical character,

possesses also many variations that, in my opinion, may be traced to

a strong tendency to hybridisation between the two species, there
appears to be a sort of collateral cousinship amongst them, ^vhose

limit is so extensive as to form a perfect puzzle to the descriptive

botanist. The true specific type under consideration has round
reniformly cordate hairy Itaves, crenate or dentate as to the margin,
and showing but a small trace of the hard cartilaginous edge that we
had in the preceding species ; the foot-stalks of the leaf are hairy,

rounded below, channelled above, and longer than those of umbrosa.
The whole plant in aspect bears so close a general resemblance to

the old London Pride—more especially in the flowers—that they
may readily be mistaken by the ordinary observer for the same
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plant Our present species is not, however, possessed of such a

vigorous constitution, nor is it able to stand the extremes of cultural

neglect,unclerwhich,asIbeforeobsei-ved, the other appears to flourish.

Like S.' umbrosa, it seems to have no recorded habitats beyond

Britain" the Pyrenees, and the central mountains of Spain, but I am

strongly of opinion that the remarks I made on the geographical

distribution of that sppcies are equally applicable to this.

S. Geujn var. polita of Haworth is of much smaller and denser

growth, devoid of hairs both above and below the leaf, cordate at the

base, but not reniform the marginal notches, broad and blunt

pointed.
. . , . . ,,

S. Geum var. dentata of Link, as its name implea, is specmlly

distinguished by the small sharp serratures, by the foot-stalk being

flattened at the'top, not channelled, and by the slightest tendency in

the orbicular leaf to run down the margin of the petiole ;
the flowers,

besides the usual crimson spots, have a single yellow blotch about

the centre of each petal, which enhances their beauty much on a

close examination, though hardy noticeable at a distance.

S. Geum var. elegans of Mackay has its leaves slightly more

oval' than orbiculate ; its chief characteristic, and on that account

the name elegans was given by the worthy old Saxifragean Doctor,

results from the flowers being densely dotted over with both yellow

and crimson spots. It grows abundantly in one or two localities in

the south aiid west of Ireland, but we have no record of this variation

occurring on the Contiuent

S. Geum var. hirsuta.— Considered as a distinct species by

Linnaeus, and merged into the variety dentata by Engler, possesses

many features especially its own, sufficient, if not to raise it

absolutely to a specific title, at least, to coustitute it a well marked

variation. It has the true characteristics of our typical species, both

in form of leaf and foot-stalks, its leaves are more upright, margined

with very blunt crenatures, and covered both above and below with

lonf erect hairs ; as to colour, the whole plant is of a much darker

green than any of the preceding ; and the flowers almost devoid of

the crimson dots. This plant, wh=n growing with the vigour as it does

in the southern Irish mountains, is supposed, by some, to be allied to

5 repanda, if not identical with it ; but, independent of other botani.

cal points, the thick fleshy leaves of the latter, as compared with the

former, renders it readily distinguishable.

S. cochlearisefolia of Schrader is identical, from Bugler's

description, with a species long in cultivation under, I feel bound to

say, a much happier title—namely, S. cochleata—than that which

Schrader has o-iven ; but, for it I can find no authority beyond that

of gardens ; and, as the other has a true descriptive status, I sup-

pose we must yield here to precedence. Be the name as it may, this

is a singular little plant, and perfectly distinct. It forms dense com.

pact tufts of glabrous, rounded, cordate leaves, oblique at the base,

hard and horny in substance, and markedly concave ; the margins,

indented irregularly, are cartilaginous ; the flower-stems are about

6 inches high, covered with minute glands, and distinguished by the

presence of''two or three wedge-shaped leaves. Our plant, as regards

foliage, does not exceed 2 inches in height, and always presents a

dai-k"bronzy-green appearance, its concave or, as I would term them,

cochleate leaves, intermingling with the adjacent and opposite leaves,

destroys altogether anything in the form of a rosette-like arrange,

nient. What, then, is its history ? Referring to Engler, we find it

occurring iu his hybrid addenda to the Robertsonia section, where it

is represented as a cross between Geum and rotundifolia, a parentage

that I must candidly admit I entirely fail to recognise on either one

side or the other, whether as regards foliage or flowers ; which latter,

by the way, are very rarely produced. He further states that it is a

hybrid found by Villars in his garden as long ago as the year 1793,

.and bavin"- since occurred in the Berlin Botanic Garden. Be this as

it may, it lias all the distinctive characters of a true species ; and, as

such I am disposed to recognise it, and should like to see it retained

under its garden title of S. cochleata, at least, until some more likely

ancestry for it is pointed out.

S. cuneifolia of Linnasus, is sometimes met with under the

name of S. cuncata, but the latter is given by Wildenow to a plant

belonging to the Mossy section ; hence, however unfortunatel}' similar

the nomenclature may be, the two species are perfectly distinct. Tiie

leaves in this plaut are glabrous, ovate, with the blade rounded at

the apex and gradually narrowing into the jietiolo in a wedge-liko

fashion for at least half its length. The margins are distinctly

cartilaginous, very slightly notched, collectively the leaves form a

tolerably dense arrangcineut of moderately-sized rosettes, from the

centre of each of which rises a panicle of flowers, some 6 or 7 inches

hii'h, more slender, and the individual flowers much smaller than in

Geum. It is a native of nearly all the mountain ranges in Southern

Europe.
S. cuneifolia var. dauriea of Schlicher, although regarded as

synonymous with the foregoing, is, I think, fully entitled to rank as

a distinct variety, arising from the following peculiarities. Its leaves

are more acutely pointed, the apex being distinctly reflexed, and the

margins more irregularly notched ; added to these, the arrangements

of the rosettes is far from being so uniform. Some rise above the

general surface, giving a much laxer character to the growth of

the variety than is the case in the original species.

S. cuneifolia var. infundibulum.—Of this name no mention

whatever is made by Engler, and yet it is an exceedingly distinct

variety. The funnel-shaped Saxifrage has its leaves almost entire

in the margins, round at the points, and incurved in such a manner
that each rosette forms a perfectly natural foliated cup, from the

centre of which rises the panicle of flowers about 4 or 5 inches high

;

indeed, I know of nothing more striking than the effect produced in a

well-grown plant of this variety, each rosette being a facsimile of ita

neighbour. In cultivation the most appropriate position in a rockery

for both this and the former varieties is when growing in a decayed

old stnmp of a tree, thus raising it above the general ground level, and

giving it an opportunity to overhang the edge, which it will soon do,

with a degree of grace and elegance that few plants can surpass. I

originally obtained it from the Copenhagen Botanic Garden, and,

though not absolutely certain, I think it is one of Dr. Lange's very

appropriate names.

S. cuneifolia var. multicaulis of Lange.—This, like the former,

is tabulated as a synonyme, but is equally entitled with it to be

considered as a variation, if not indeed a true species. Its leaves

are slender, much narrower than the foregoing, and it branches off

into numerous trailing stems, not distinct rosettes ; it is but a ehy

grower. I had it in cultivation for about three years from seed, and,

just as it was going to bloom, it succumbed to an attack of that pest

of all pests—the white grub of the Otiorrynchus ; should any of my
readers possess this variety I should be only too glad to add it once

again to our collection.

S. capillipes of Reichenbach has been cultivated for years as

S. capillaris ; it is considered by Engler as a variety of cuneifolia,

to which he gives the name subintegra, but I prefer the specific

name, to which I think it is fully entitled. It is a perfectly glabrous

plant, with rounded leaves, narrowing very slightly into the petiole,

entire as to their margins, and of a thick leathery consistency

;

they are grouped together in wide expanding rosettes, each rosette

being supported on a slender woody stem devoid of leaves, hence

originates the very appropriate specific name. The flowers are

produced somewhat sparsely, and are, individually, much larger than

in any of the heretofore named varieties of cuneifolia. It is a native

of the Appenines, the Alps, and the Tyrol. It is a free-growing

species, flourishes well in common garden soil, and, being of a

pretty lively green, has a pleasing and effective appearance as a

border or rock plant, independent altogether of the bloom.

S. Bucklandi of gardens.—As long as I can remember, this

species has been in cultivation in our English gardens, and I have

no doubt those who grow it will admit that it ought to rank as a

good distinct species ; and yet, not only is the name altogether

absent in Engler's " Monograph," but there is no species described

therein, that, so far as I can mako out, can be applicable to our

present pLant. S. Bucklandi is a dense-growing cajspitose plant,

composed of numerous small rosettes, whose erect foliage and com-
pact arrangement cause the little rosettes to merge into one another,

in such a way that they almost lose their individuality. The
loaves are small and ovate, gradually narrowing down into a long

slightly-ciliated petiole ; the upper surface of each leaf is distinctly

convex, and the margins almost entire. The tiny panicles of bloom

rise to a height of about 3 inches, and produced, as they are in

quantities, have a very pretty appearance, adding elegance to the

somewhat stiff contour of the tnfted little plant.

SNAPDRAGONS.
These may be had iu flower all through the summer and
autumn months, and among the blossoms are forms and
markings of the most varied and beautiful kind. Snap-
dragons are hest when treated as hardy hiennials. A pinch
of good seed sown in a box or pan in a house or frame during
the mouth of March will furnish abundance of plants for any
ordinary garden ; and when these seedlings are '6 or 4 inches

in height they may be placed in the box or pan in which they
are growing in the open air until the stems have become hard
and wiry ; then transplant them into whatever position they
are to occupy; and by midsummer, or soon after, they will

begin to bloom, and will continue to do so until the end of

November. As a rule I find that no other hardy border plant

flowers more continuously or more freely than the Snap-
dragon, and those side shoots that come so abundantly after
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the centre spike has done blooming offer most useful material

for cut bloom at a time when flowers are of great value. If

seed be sown as soou as the earliest pods are ripe, which will

be about the end of June on old plants, a batch of seedlings

should be raised from it sufficiently strong to stand the winter,

and these will flower early in the ensuing summer. The
best plants and the finest spikes are produced from those
plants that have bloomed the previous autumn, as, if the tops
have been partially cut down during the winter, an abundance
of strong, robust growth will come up early in the spring
from the base of the plant, and these shoots will furnish

splendid snikes of flower, varying from 6 to 9 inches in length,

all open at once. These would be at their best proliably

about the middle of June ; but if a goodly number of plants

be grown there would be little difficulty in getting good
spikes for exhibition all through the month. The Snapdragon
is a very easily cultivated plant, and, it horticultural societies

could be generally induced to encourage its culture by offering

good prizes for the best eight or twelve spikes, it would
doubtless receive more general attention than it does at

present. The most pleasing forms of the Snapdragon are

those with flaked and striped flowers, and these come very
constant from seed. It is peculiarly noticeable that seedling

plants of this striped strain have stripes or flakes on the under
sides of the leaves, and the stems are also sometimes marked
in the same way. The flower markings are so diversified, that

out of a batch of 100 plants scarcely two have fiowers exactly

alike. Many of them are also bizarre in character, having a

coloured ground, and two other diverse colours flaked upon it.

In securing a collection for any purpose, it would, however,
bo unwise to overlook the beauty of some of the self-coloured

flowers, or those that have white throats with rich coloured

mouths, and especially those that have deep coloured mouths
and orange or white lips. Most of these colours are found
best in the tall-grosving strain; and, as these, when in the

second year of growth, will rise to a height of 30 inches, they
should be planted several feet from the front of the border, in

order that dwarf plants be not obscured. There is a dwarf
or Tom Thumb strain that is perhaps best adapted for pot
culture. These will grow to heights varying from 10 to 15
inches when in flower, and, in addition to a very free blooming
habit, have colours that do not exist amongst the tall kinds.

This dwarf strain is just as hardy as the other, and requires

the same process of cultivation; but, if planted iu the open
border,it should be kept in the front row with other medium-
sized plants. If seed of these be sown in the spring under
glass, plants will be produced that will flower during August
and September ; and if potted up into 32-sized pots will make
a rare display in windows at that time. There are a few very
fine double forms of Snapdragon, but these do not seed, and
have to be propagated by cuttings. The flowers are very large

and massive, and have a curious appearance, but are not, on
the whole, so pretty as the single kinds. It is always easy for

the grower to perpetuate any favourite kind by means of

cuttings, which should be taken from strong side shoots in

the summer, and struck under a hand-light in some shady or
cool situation. A. D.

WELSH WILD FLOWEKS.
It was after seeing the wild Columbine in a meadow close to the

steep rock, known as the " Little Orme's Head," near Llandudno, that

I came to the conclusion that old Walton's Culver Keys, the flower

about which so many different opinions have been expressed, mnst
have been the Aquilegia vulgaris, since it grows wild in sufficient

profusion here to enable '* garlands " to be formed oi^ it *' along with

Cowslips." Those who assert, in confirmation of their opinion, that

the wild Columbine could not have been the plant alluded to by the

old angler, because it is never seen in sufficient quantities to form a

garland, should go to Llandudno, and interview it there when in full

bloom. The Vernal Sandwort I, likewise, found there, its pearly,

white flowers showing out well amid the bare herbage on the

mountain's side, and the Herbe aux Charpentierg of the French, the

Herb of Taliesin, as it is called in North Wales, being named after

that ancient bard, thrives better there than in any other place in

which I have ever met with it, Bangor included, and yet I gathered

some fine specimens of it near the latter town, two summers ago, but

those taken from the Little Orme were the best. " Pegyl," as the

Welsh women call the Honnd's-tongne, is very abundant in the
hedges ; its lurid look betrays at once its poisonous character ; never-
theless, it is, in my opinion, an interesting plant, and its prickly
nuts, and smooth seeds, are very pretty objects when viewed through
a common microscope. The little Orme cannot boast like the large
rock, the Great Orme, of rare shrubs, such as the Cotoneaster, which
guide books tell one used to be considered a foreign plant, until

found there. I see no rea.son, however, why it should not still be
thought so, though very hardy; for, anyone acquainted with that
coast must be aware that, in former years wrecks oft" the Great
Orme's Head were unfortunately not unfrequent ; what more likely,

then, than that the seed collection of some homeward-bound botanist
may have beeu cast on shore to take root among the crevices of that
dangerous rock ? The botanist, who stays at Llandudno should visit

Sj'chnant Pass, a spot rich in rare wild plants, where, among the
old Druidical remains he will find much to delight him. Maen y
Campan (the stone of games), the place where Eisteddfodai were held,

the Cromlechs and the Carneds are all covered with different kinds of

flowers, and even the old walls of Braich y Ddinas, the strongest fortress

the Britons ever held in the Snowdon range, are decked with graceful
Ferns, Ivy, and yellow Wallflower, whilst the lovely little Maiden
Pink (Dianthus deltoides) covers the ground with its bright tufts of
bloom, but the raven and the chough now reign where the old

Welsh Princes waged war against their Saxon foes, and oft-times

against each other. The Gi'eat Hall, at Conway Castle, where
Edward and his nobles held high revel, is given over to the fronds of

the Hart's-tongue and memories of the mighty dead. The name
of Llewelyn y Llwy Olaf has almost faded from the land he reigned
over, but the descendants of the birds he loved so well to sport with,

the royal peregrine and the falcon, may still be seen hovering over

the mountain passes, or wending their flight across to the Orme's Head.
Berry Grove, Liss. H. B. W.

GRAPE HYACINTHS.
(muscari.)

The increasing interest taken in all classes of hardy spring-flower',

ing plants will, probably, make a complete account of this pretty
family acceptable to cultivators of these subjects.

Muscari moschatum.—This, the musk-scented Grape Hya.
cinth, is more remarlvable for the fragrant odour than for the colour
of its flowers, which are of a dull greenish.yellow tint, slightly shaded
with violet, and are produced, in rather dense racemes, 2 or 3 inches
long, and containing from twenty to fifty flowers on flower.stalks 4 to 8
inches high, appearing iu spring and early summer. The individual

flowers are about a quarter of an inch long, and of a tubular pitcher,
shape, with the rounded segments of the mouth reflexed in a starlike

fashion ; leaves, five or six in number, linear, fleshy, about a foot

long, and from half.an.inch to three-quarters broad. Native of Asia
Minor and the East. A variety, M. m. flavum, has yellowish flowers,

with purple teeth or segments, disposed, in a more oblong raceme.
M. comosum.—Flower.stem, a foot or more high, marked with

tawny spots ; flowers, of an olive-tinged amethyst blue, or bluish,

violet, arranged in a large loose raceme, 6 to 12 inches long, and con.

taining from forty to a hundred flowers, each flower is divided into

slender twisted segments, which give it a fringed appearance, most
remarkable in the varieties, M. c. monstruosum and M. c. plumosum ;

leaves, linear, ribbon.like, channelled, toothed at the edges. Native
of Southern Europe and Algeria. A variety, M. tenuiflornm, has
narrower flowers and leaves. M. clusianum is also, probably, a
variety with fewer and denser abortive flowers.

M. racemosum.—A well-known kind, very common iu old

gardens; flower.stem, 4 to 6 inches high; flowers, fragrant, of a
deep sky.blue colour, in a dense raceme of twelve to twenty blooms,

and about an inch long ; leaves, five or six in number, rush.like,

spreakiug 8 to 10 inches long. Native of England and Southern and
Central Europe. A variety (M. pulchellum), found on Mount Par.
nassus, has leaves which are less rush-like in appearance, and has
larger and more reflexed segments of the flowers. Another, M,
byzantinum, has a lax few-flowered raceme and erect leaves.

M. botryoides.—A very charming species, with a flower-stem

6 to 9 inches high, and lovely deep sky-blue flowers, with white teeth

or segments at the mouth, arranged in a short, dense, and almost

globose raceme, 1 to I2 inches long, and containing from twelve to

twenty flowers ; leaves, three or four in number, linear, somewhat
glaucous, 6 to 12 inches long. Native of Southern Europe. A
variety (M. b. Lelievrii), found in Western France, has a denser

raceme and thicker flowers. It also blooms earlier (about the end of

February) in its native habitats.

M. aipinum.—Flower.stem, li to 2 inches high ; flowers,

sky-blue, in somewhat loose racemes 1 to IJ inches long, and contain.
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ing from twelve to twenty flowers each ; leaves, four or five in

number, linear, fleshy, 2 or 3 inches long and about a quarter of an

inch broad. Native of Asia Minor, in the Alpine districts of Cilicia

and Taurus.

M. Cupanianum.—A Sicilian species, with broadly.linear,

flaccid, chaimelled leaves, and flowers disposed in a longish dense

raceme.
M. caucasicum.—Flower-stem, 6 to 8 inches high ; flowers, of

a livid blue, in a loose raceme from 3 to 4 inches long, and containing

fro n twenty to forty blooms; leaves, two to four in number, fleshy,

linear, 6 to 9 inches long and about half an inch broad. Native of

arid parts of the Georgian Caucasus.

M. Bootanense.—Flower-stems, 5 or G inches high ; flowers,

blu;, twelve to twenty in number, borne in a raceme 2 to 2.^ inches

long and 1 to 1^ inches broad ; leaves, five or six in number, fleshy,

linear, very convex on the back, 5 or 6 inches long and about a quarter

of an inch broad. Native of Bootan.

M. Pinardi.— Flower-stem, 6 to 8 inches high ; flowers, in a

loose raceme of from fifty to eighty blooms and l to 8 inches long;

leaves, four to six in number, G to 9 inches long, and about a quarter

of an inch broad. Native of Asia Minor.

M. longipes.—This species resembles Hyacinthus ciliatus in

habit, but retains the distinguishing flowers of its genus. They are

pro lucod in a pyramidal raceme, the pedecils of the lower flowers

being often 2 inches long. Leaves, linear, roughly-toothed, shorter

than the flower-stem. Recorded by Boissier as a native of Philistia.

M. Gussonii.—Flower-stem, 3 or 4 inches high ; flowers, in a

rather loose raceme of twenty to thirty blooms, and from 2 to 21-

inches long ; leaves, three or four in number, linear thread-like, and
5 or 6 inches long. Native of Sicily.

M. latifolium.—This species is distinguished by never producing

more than a single leaf, which is 9 to 12 inches long and from three-

quarters to an inch broad ; flower-stem, slender, a foot or more high

;

flowei's, in a moderately dense raceme of twenty to thirty blooms,

and from IJ to 2 inches long. Native of Phrygia in the Pine forests

of Mount Monrad-Dagh.
M. Bourgsei.—Flower-stem, IJ to 2 inches high ; flowers, of a

deep sky-blue colour, in a short loose raceme of six to ten blooms,

and from half to three-quarters of an inch long. Native of Lycia,

near the snow-line on Mount Ak-dagh.

M. maritimum.—Flower-stem, 3 to G inches high ; flowers, in a

loose raceme of twelve to twenty blooms, and from 2 to 2| inches in

len'.;:th ; leaves, three or four in number, fleshy, linear, 6 to 9 inches

Ion?, and about a quarter of an inch broad. Native of Algeria.

M. neglectum.—Flower-stem, G to 9 inches high ; flowers,

fra^frant, of a ileep sky-blue colour, with whitish reflexed segments
at the mouth, and arranged in a dense raceme, 1^ to 2 inches long,

and containing from thirty to forty flowers ; leaves, numerous 9 to 12
inches long, linear thread-liko, deeply channelled. Native of France,

Germany, and Italy. This appears to be little more than a larger-

growing variety of the preceding species.

M. commutatum.—Nearly allied to M. racemosum j flower,

stem, about G inches high ; flowers, of a deep sky-blue colour, almost
scentless, in a dense raceme of twelve to twenty blooms ; leaves, five

or six in number, fleshy, narrowly linear, channelled, 5 or G inches

long. Native of .Southern Europe, Palestine and Armenia. Botry-

anthus albo-virens of Todaro is probably a white-flowered variety of

this species.

M. grandifolium.—Flower-stem, 5 or 6 inches high ; flowers, of

a livid blue colour, in a dense raceme of fifteen to twenty blooms,

and about 11 inches in long ; leaves, five or six in number, 15 to 18

inches Um'^, and about l.i inches broad. A large-leaved species
;

grown in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Native country unknown.
Iff. Aucheri.—Flower-stem, slender, 2 to 4 inches high ; flowers,

very small (scarcely half an inch long), in a short dense spike of six to

ten blooms ; loaves, two in number, fleshy, 2 or 3 inches long.

Native of Asia Minor.

M. pallens.—Flower-stem, 3 to 5 inches high ; flowers, white,
oblong, less pitehor-sliaped than those of any other species, in a
dense raoeme of twelve to twenty blooms, and less than an inch long;
leaves, numerous, thread-like, G to 8 inches long, glaucous, rounded
on the ba'-'k. Native of the Caucasus and Iberia.

M. parviflorum.—Flower-stem, slender, thread-like, flexuose,

4 to 8 in :lies long ; Cowers, of a pale sky-blue colour, very small, six

to twelve in number, produced in a loose raceme of six to twelve
blooms, and from

'J
tolj inches long; leaves, six to eight in number,

linear, thread-like, 4 or 5 inches long. Native of Spain, Sicily,

Algeria, Bcrypt, and Syria.

M. Heldreichii .^Flower-stem, 4 to 6 inches high ; flowers, of a
fine amethyst-blue colour, somewhat like those of M. botryoides,
but nearly twice as large, and arranged in a longer spike. Leaves,

five or six in number, rush.like, 8 to 12 inches long. Native of

Mount Parnassus, in Greece.

The preceding account, translated from Mr. Baker's Latin des-

criptions in the Journal of the Linnean Society, includes all

the known species of Muscari, only some of which, however,
are in cultivation ; several kinds, as may be seen from the des-

criptions, jtresenting no features of marked interest. The
kinds which are grown are valuable as distinct and pretty plants,

flowering in sjn'ing and early summer. Their proper position

is either in the front row of the choice border or on rock-

work, or they may be advantageously grown as window.plants in

pots or boxes. In all cases, they thrive best in rich, deep, sandy
loam, and are easily multiplied by separation of the bulbs evei-y

third or fourth year. W. M.

Deep Planting: best for Primula farinosa.—This grows in

my neighbourhood, and I have for years had specimens of it in my
garden. I procured them in April ; and, in the following June and
the succeeding season, the flowering was usually satisfactory; but,

after that, I generally lost them— they did not reappear after the
second winter. Attributing the failure to frost forcing the roots out
of the ground when deprived of their mossy covering, I adopted the
following mode of culture, which has proved successful :—About the
middle of August I replanted all, dividing the strongest; and, after

stirring the soil and adiling a little fresh material, I took each plant,

and grasping it around outside the outer leaves, and so enclosing the
inner ones, pressed them together and inserted the plant so deep as

to leave only the tips of the outer leaves visible above the soil, and
finished by pressing the latter firmly and compactly all around.
Notwithstanding this deep planting, I have, after a severe frost,

occasionally observed protruding roots, and had to apply my foot

with some degree of pressure to force them back into their places
;

nevertheless, the result has proved that such rough treatment did not
prevent the plants from doing well. These Piimroses like a light

peaty soil ; and, being bog plants, dryness must be avoided when in

flower; they require to be watered freely. Thus treated, my plants
have increased rapidly and flowered strongly, having stems from 12
to 14 inches high, bearing noble umbels, each consisting of upwards
of forty florets. P. cortusoides has succeeded equally well under the
same treatment, and it is probable that all the Primulas of the
deciduous section would also succeed.

—

Ry.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Sideritis hyssopifolia.—This is a very quaint-lookiii;:;-. and, I believe, rather
an unconimou plant of the labiate family. It jrroivs about 9 inches high ; has
a dense-spreading habit, a profusion of long spikes of pale 3'ellow or sulphur-
coloured {lowers. Its low prostrate habit renders it admirably adapted
for rock-work, especially when the latter is of a dark colour.—T. WiLLiius.

Peat-loving Plants.—Can any of your correspondents inform me from
experience what is the be.=;t kind of bed or frame in which to grow the North
American Orchids, Bog plants, and such things as Pyrolas, Trilliums, and
other small and delicate plants of like nature? Is it necessary to use peat alone?
and is Sphagnum a good thing ? It seems that most of these plants like to be
kept dryish in winter, and very wet in summer, which is exactly the reverse of
what our climate naturally is. How can this be managed?—H. E.

British Ferns in London Areas.—A prominent feature of London areas in
summer is the abundance nf native Ferns which they often contain, and which
appear tn thrive amid the dust and smoke almost as well as in the country, a cir-
cumstance probably owing to their shady cool position, and to the copious supply
of water which they get. I know several streets in tlie heart of London where
they grow year after year as fresh as possible in the areas, and the more shady
these are, the better the Ferns do. My principal object in writing, is, how-
ever, to draw attention to the rocky* Fernery that wa-s added to the South
Kensington Museum some years ago.' This is now very attractive, the Ferna
(most of which are common native species) being fresh and vigorous and not
a bit less graceful than their tropical or exotic congeners.—F. W. B.

Alpine Veronicas.—Every lover of plants who possesses a garden ought to
grow Lhe following Veronicis, viz :—V. multifida, pectinata, repens, sasatiUs,
taurica, and verbenacc.i. They are all perfectly hardy, and require but little

attention, V. repens is a beautiful plant for the spring garden, and lor tliat

purpose cannot be grown too largely. A gentleman passmg my garden last
spring, when an edging of it was in full bloom, inquired, *• what is that plant
which is as white as snow?" V. taurica is also c|uite a gem if left unditturbed
for a year or two ; it is just now blooming beautifully with me. I have also
planted a very beautiful variety of V. saxatilis, called Grievei, a kind with
bright rose-coloured tlowors, which I received from Messrs. Backhouse, of
York. It is worth iniiuiriug after,—J. Whittakek, MorUy, near Derby.

Flowers for Dry Barren Borders.— I have a border, in front of my house,
in which plants generally refuse to grow, a^ it becomes very dry and parched
during the summer months. What could I obtain- to cover it, a'nd bear a few
(lowers ?~W. S. [For a border such as you nanie, nothing is better than
Antirrhinums, or " Snapdragons," and Mignonette. Sow the latter now, and
in autumn dig it as deeply as possible, adding a barrow load or two of stable
manure, and then sow Antirrhinum majus and Saponaria calabrica seed thickly
.all over the surface, and rake them in thoroughly. These are sure to grow and
liower well the following summer. A friend of ours lives in a house facing a
railway embankment, and, to hide this, he obtained permission to sow flower
seeds over it, and just now the Antirrhinums are a sight well worth seeing—

a

perfect mass of brilliant colours.

—

Kd.J
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THE A RBO RETUM.
EFFECTS OF GEOLOGICAL POSITION ON CONIFERS.
Thf. general diffusion of foreign Conifers in this country, and their

importance, not only as regards the effect which they will eventually

produce in our landscapes, but as regards their intrinsic economic

Talue, induces me to hope that a notice of certain peculiarities,

which I have had opportunities of remarking in a few species, may
not be unacceptable. In and about Tortworth Park, at the northern

extremity of the Bristol Coal Basin, the underlyiug beds of carboni-

ferous limestone and old red sandstone crop out at a high angle,

with occasional beds of the triassic and liassic formations resting on

their flanks, producing not only great iiTegularities of surface, but

important differences both in the constitution and quantity of the

superincumbent soil. Over the whole of this ground the more com-
mon Conifers are planted in great abundance, and, with a few excep-

tions (owing chiefly, I believe, to geological reasons) , they grow rapidly

and well. As a general and sufficiently obvious rule, the Conifers

thrive in proportion to the depth of the surface-soil on which they stand.

This is especially the case with the Deodar and Finns insignis. The
rule does not, however, appear to apply invariably to the Douglas Fir

(Abies Donglasii), as I possess specimens growing as vigorously on

the cold and sterile shales of the carboniferous limestone, as others

on the deep and warm soil of the old red sandstone. The most
fastidious of the Conifers which I have had an opportunity of

observing is, undoubtedly,

Cryptouicria japonica. On the

limestone, its leading shoot is

always defective, audits growth
generally devoted to the form-

ation of a nest-like mass of

small shoots ; whilst on the
old red, a formation deficient

in lime, its growth is regular,

upright, and graceful, and so

rapid, that I have no hesitation

in affirming that in this locality

it would outgrow the Larch.

The Deodar, on the other hand,
appears to be the least dis-

crimiuating, and the most
accommodating of all the

Conifers. No position, and no
variety of soil, appears to come
amiss to it ; on lime or sand-

stone, rock or clay, it grows
with equal facility—though
depth of soil, as before stated,

invariably contributes to ra-

pidity of growth. Pinus in-

signis appears to prefer the old

red to the limestone ; on the

latter formation it maintains
itshealth, but itsaunual growth
is comparatively small. The
TOOst vigorous specimen of this

Pine which I possess stands on
a deep loam, formed by the detrital matter of tho overhanging
hill, at the point of contact of the old red sandstone and the clay

of the lower lias. In Arancaria imbricata, though planted in

considerable abundance, and in every variety of soil, I have not been
able to detect any decided preference for one formation over another.

It has an evident dislike to a wet locality, and it generally, though
not exclusively, thrives best upon a deep soil. Cupressus funebris

and Cupressus Goveniana, are both growing vigorously on limestone

rock, with but little surface soil. The former of these trees is

thriving equally upon a deep soil of the old red sandstone. Cupressus

macrocarpa is growing rapidly on the clay of the carboniferous lime-

stone. Tasodium sempervirens appears to be extremely capricious in

its taste as regards the formation on which it grows ; but I have, in

several cases, remarked that it thrives and even appears to luxuriate

in a shade which proves deleterious, and often fatal, to Pinus insignis.

There are many other Conifers which appear to manifest habits or

tastes peculiar to themselves ; but which are either too young, or in

numbers insufficient to justify me in attempting to generalise upon
them. Indeed, all the remarks which I venture to offer in this short

paper are not made with a view to dogmatise upon the subject, but in

order to call the attention of persons cultivating this tribe of plants to

the importance of selecting the position of such Conifers as show
any decided tastes. With some reference to geological position, it

is true that many formations are not often met with upon one estate,

more esiiecially in one park—the locality in which the more valuable

The Rosy-flowered Elder (Sambueus rosi«aora)

Conifers are generally planted ; but, where such conditions do occur,

a knowledge of the formation in which each species appears to

thrive best cannot fail to prove important. Before such knowledge

can be attained, more extended and more accurate observations will,

however, be necessary. [Let us hope that this paper, contributed to

the transactions of the Scottish Arboricultural Society, by Lord

Ducie, may prove the means of calling general attention to this

matter.

—

Ed.]

ROSY-FLOWERED ELDER.
(SAMBUCUS ROS.El'LORA.)

This very omaraental variety of the Elder is a seedling from

S. glauoa, to which, however, it does not bear the slightest

resemblance. It forms a vigorous-growing shrub, with smooth
shoots and branches, and oval-acumiuate leaves, green and
smooth on the upper surface, and covered with a silvery-white

and felted down underneath. The shoots are covered with a

green bark, marked with one or two reddish rings at the inser-

tion of each pair of leaves, the rachis of each leaf being geuo-

rally tinged with violet. The flowers are rose-coloured on the

outside of the petals, and white on the inside. They are almost

scentless, and are disposed in comparatively short spike-like

clusters, broad at the base, and with numerous violet-coloured

ramifications. The plant

does not run at all at the

roots. The parent plaut, S.

glauca, on the contrary, has

all its herbaceous parts

covered with a dense pubes-

cence, and bears yellow-

flowers, which have an
odour of Citron or Gilly-

flower, and are produced

continuously, disposed in an
umbel. The leaves are dif-

ferent in sizeand shape from
those of S. rosM flora, and
are pubescent on both sides.

The plant also runs very

much at the root. Our illus-

tration represents the in-

florescence of this remark-

able variety',which, in almost

every particular, presents a

singular contrast and want
of resemblance to its parent,

and which might, with great

advantage, be introduced

into our pleasure-grounds

among Lilacs, Laburnums,
and other flowering shrubs.

It is perfectly hardy, in-

different as to soil, but, of

course, will thrive best in a generous loam. In other respects

it requires as little attention as the common Elder of ourrequires

hedges. W. M.

Extent of Woods in Eng'land.—It seems from the official

statistics that of the whole surface of England and Wales, less than

4 per cent., or only 1, 153,000 acres out of a total of 37,319,000 acres,

is occupied by woods, coppices, and plantations. Treating the three

ridings of Yorkshire as separate counties, Sussex is the only county

which returns more than 100,000 acres of wood, nearly 11 per cent,

of its area being thus clothed. The woods of Hampshire are next in

magnitude, embracing some 87,000 acres, but forming only 8 per cent,

of that county's area. Kent follows with 78,000 acres of woodland,

while the adjoining county of Surrey, although returning only some

48,000 acres of wood, shows almost as high a percentage as its neigh-

bour Sussex, since very nearly one-tenth of its whole area is thus

employed. These four counties, Hampshire, Kent, Surrey, and

Sussex, appear to possess a much larger extent of woodland relatively

to their size, than any other area in England.

A good Weeping Poplar.—Poplars of late years are receiving

attention, and already our list of weeping varieties numbers four or

five distinct kinds. According to our idea of beauty, however, there

is but one really first-class tree, and that one is among the finest of

all the drooping plants; we allude to the P. grandidentata pendula.
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For a small-sized specimen, it forma a strong rival to the Kilmarnock
AVillow, and will, we believe, in time supersede it. There is an
objection, however, to its calture, which we must mention ; all the

Poplar family throw up suckers, more or less; consequently, this

trouble will stand in the way of its advancemeut. Budded upon the

Lombardy Poplar, the long, slender branches, reminding one of whip-
cords, are full of grace and beauty ; and, even when worked 7 or 8

feet high, the branches will extend frequently to the ground in a single

season.

—

Horticulticrist.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
VA.SB OF SB[PLB FLOWERS.

Just at the present season there arc so many flowers in bloom
that, when aliout to decorate a vase, one is puzzled as to what
.should be selected for that purpose. Being about to redeco-
rate a stand for the centre of a dinner-table a few days ago, I

thought I would try what effect I could produce with simple

—

I might almost say common—flowers. I therefore selected the
following, viz., white Water Lilies, wild Convolvulus, Canter-
bury Bells, Forget-me-nots, and the pink Geranium Christine,

together with the addition of a few hardy Ferns and wild
Grasses. My stand was a high glass trumpet, which I set in

a soup plate, and then filled it with fresh-looking wood Moss,
well damped, so as to keep the flowers about to have their
.stems placed in it fresh. I then commenced to arrange my
flowers as follows :—Round the edge I placed some fronds of

the Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-fmmina) so as to hide the
china; I then filled up the interior with four large fully-

opened Water Lilies, trusses of pink Gei-anium l)etween each,
and, close to the stem of the trumpet I placed Canterbury
Bells, bent a little forward, so as to bang out ; the whole being
intermixed with fronds of Asplenium AdiaTitum-nigrum, A.
Trichomanes, and sprays of Oats. In the trumpet I placed,
first, a long spray in flower of Convolvulus, which I twined
round the stem ; this flower is generally considered to be
worthless in floral arrangements, because it soon fades, but
this is a mistake, for, if placed in water as soon as
cut, and not allowed to once flag, it will remain frosh
for three or four days. Its young flower-buds will also
open equally well as if still growing. After the Convolvulus
had been twined to my liking, I then finished off the trumpet
with a plume of wild Grasses, through which were interspersed
.some pink Geraniums, of the same variety as that used in the
tazza, and a few sprays of white Forget-me-not. Round the
mouth of the trumpet were a few frond.3 of Asplenium Tricho-
manes, wired so as to droop gracefully over. Grouped round
this centre-piece I had eight specimen glasses, four about
8 inches high, and four about 6 inches, placed in such a way
that the tallest were towards the top, and bottom, and sides of

the table, and the smaller came in corner-ways. The tiny
bouquets in the four tallest matched, as did also those in the
smaller glasses. Each little bouquet in the tall glasses con-
sisted of a half-open pink Cabbage Rose-bud, some white
Forget-me-nots, blue Lobelia, Hemlock, hardy Fern fronds, and
a few spikes of wild Grasses. Those in the smaller glasses con-
sisted of a half-opened bud of the old white Provence Rose,
blue Lobelia, Hemlock, and two pips of pink Geranium.
When finished, the effect of this group was really very neat
and pretty, far more so than I even for a moment expected

;

and yet, of what was it composed? Of nothing but common
flowers, and what may be termed a few weeds. I do not wish it

to be inferred, however, that I consider such an arrangement
as this superior to one composed of hot-house flowers. What
I wish to inculcate is, that people who may not have stoves
and greenhouses may, nevertheless, have pretty floral arrange-
ments on their dinner-tables ; and that a few flowers, arranged
as has just been described, give a dinner-table a look of refine-

ment such as nothing else can do. A. Ha^sakd.
Uppei- Norwood.

Monanthes ariostafihis.—This is one of the most desirable of scanilcnt

Bucculents ; it has opposite leaves about the size of, and nearly as thick as those
of " Horse Beans." It ^ows freely in a light moist sandy compost, and if

planted in a hangrin^-basket or pot, it droops very f^acefuUy over the sides. It

Is easily propagated either by means of cuttings or division, and well deserves
general culture as a window plant.—B.

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
THE BEST VARIETIES OF PINE APPLE.

The varieties of the Pine Apple, though not so numerous as

those of some other fruits, arc yet sufliciciently so to perplex

those who contemplate their cultivation, and wish to grow only

the best kinds. Out of some two dozen varieties, the following

are, iu my opinion, the most meritorious :

Sjiootu-leaved Cayexn'e.—This is certainly, in every re-

spect, the finest variety of Pine Apple in cultivation. It is a

robust, compact, free grower. The leaves are quite smooth, oE

a dark green colour, and covered, on the underside, with a

whitish powdery bloom. This is never found on sickly plants,

and is always a sure indication of good health. There are two
varieties of Smooth Cayenne, one with fine, broad, recurving

leaves, which is decidedly the best ; the other is much more
narrow and erect in the leaf, aud never looks so well as that

just mentioned. It is one of the most reluctant to produce

suckers, about which there is this peculiarity, that they never

show themselves until after the fruit appears. It seldom starts

prematurely, and is always certain of showing fruit when the

plant is about ton months old or so. The aver.age weight of

the fruit is from o to 8 pounds, and its flavour, in winter aud iu

summer, is nearly uniform, and always excellent. It swells

well at all seasons, is very firm in flesh and skin, and will keep

well in a cool room for at least six weeks after it is ripe. The
Smooth Cayenne yields, as has been already stated, the heaviest

weight of fruit from a given number of plants, and it i.s

altogether a very excellent Pine.

Pkickly Cayense.—This is sometimes taken for Charlotte

Rothschild. It is, however, inferior to that variety, as well as

to the smooth-leaved kind, but is, nevertheless, a fair average

Pine. The leaves are narrow, tinted with purple, somewhat
erect, aud prickly along the margins. It is a sure fruiter, the

average weight being 7 and 8 pounds. The fruit Ijcgins to

colour at the bottom while the top is quite green, and, by the

time the top is ripe, the bottom has frequently begun to rot.

This gener.dly occurs when too much water is given at the

root. Under all circumstances this Pine must be used

immediately it is ripe.

Charlotte Rothschild.—This is a valuable Pine. It grows
large, and requires plenty of room for development. The
leaves are of a lively pale greeu colour, long, recurving, and
thickly edged with strong spines. It is not such a free

crower and fririter as the Smooth Cayenne, but the fruit is

quite equal to that variety in flavour, either in summer or

winter, aud it often swells to the handsome weight of 10 pounds.

Like the Smooth Cayenne, it seldom throws gills from the

frnit stem, and it is slow in producing suckers, a circumstance

which accounts for its comparative scarceness in the couutrj'.

It should be in every collection.

The Queen.—This, though an old and common variety,

cannot be cultivated by the unexperienced with much success-

It is indeed, the most capricious and deceptive of all Pines.

Though of the same age as other kinds and treated precisely

like them, and though growing along with them, and as large

and like to bear fruit as any of them, yet, it frequently does

not do so for twelve mouths afterwards. Sometimes small

plants will start into fruit unaccountably and prematurely

;

often large fruitful-like plants cannot possibly be induced to

fruit, while others in all respects similar, not only produce
fruit freely but every sucker on the plants shows fruit also.

Rarely, even with the best of growers, does a full batch of

Queens start into fruit together, nor within months of each

other; half the ([Uantity desired is often all that is obtained.

I have seen plants of thi.s variety attain a height of .5 feet.

These certainly looked ipiite capable of bearing fruit long

before they had acquired such stately dimensions, but they did

not fruit until they were four years old. To induce fructifica-

tion and keep the plants within bounds, decapitation is often

resorted to in the case of the Queen, but seldom with any
other variety. This operation consists in cutting over the

plant by the surface of the soil, clearing off a few of the

bottom leaves, as iu the case of suckers, re-potting in fresh soil,

and plunging in a strong bottom heat, where new roots are

soon produced and fruitftilness is generally immediately the
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result. The Queen is a moderately robust grower. The
leaves are half erect, with rough spiny edges, aud the fruit

averages from 3 to 6 pounds in weight. In summer the flavour

of a good Queen is first class, but in winter it is only about fourth

rate. Sucliers are produced very abundantly (as well as

unmorous gills) from the base of the fruit and along the fruit,

stem ; it is, therefore, easily propagated, but, as regards merit,

I give all the preceding preference to it.

Black Jamaica.—This is sometimes grown under the name
of Montserrat. Its leaves are long and upright, aud very dark
green when ripe. The fruit is deep yellow, small, compact,
and weighs heavy for its size. Its flavour at all times is

exquisite, which is its principal recommendation. It is not
often grown in quantity, except about Manchester and through-
out Lancashire, where it is extensively cultivated, aud seems
to be a general favourite.

Prixce AiBERT.—This is as yet a comparatively scarce Pine.

In habit it somewhat resembles the Jamaica, and is a very
fine variety. Its leaves ai'e purplish-green, with strong spines.

In shape, its fruit differs from the barrel form of the preceding
in being pyramidal from the base, which is very broad ; it

tapers to the apex, is generally a foot in length, and from 4
to 6 pounds in weight. The crown is only about 2 inches
high ; it cannot be induced to grow large, and, although it

would look out of place on the broad shoulders of a 6-pouud
Smooth Cayenue, it forms a becoming finish to fruit of its own
kind. When young, the fruit is dark purple, changing, when
ripe, to a beautiful reddish-yellow, and the flavour is at all

seasons excellent. It is the handsomest of all Pines, and, as

suckers are produced from it freely, I hope soon to see it as

common as the Smooth Cayenne.

Lambtgn Castle Seedling.—This, when in commerce, will

be a valuable addition to our stock of Pines. It is a strong
grower, with very long dark green leaves, and fruits freely, if

needs be, when the plants are small and young, which is a
matter of great importance where cjuick returns are looked
for. It surpasses all others in size and weight of fruit,

average examples of which' weigh from 10 to 12 pounds
each. As seen growing in quantity with Mr. Hunter, at

Lambton Castle, its appearance is all that can be desired.

I cannot speak personally as to its flavour, but in " Fruit
Culture Under Glass " it is said to be " exceedingly juicy and
well flavoured." This, in the case of a fruit double the
average weight of that of any other Pine, is a great gain.

Others, such as Enville, Wortley's West Indian, Blood Red,
Downton, Havannah, Black Prince, The King, Globe, Hurst
House Seedling, Prickly and White Providence, Moscow,
Thorsby, and several kinds of Queens might be enumerated

;

but these possess no particular merit, and are scarcely worth
growing, even for the sake of variety. J. Muib.

Effect of tlie Late Rains on Fruits and Vegetables in
Devonsh.ire.—Wehave had fine rains here this week, which have been
beneficial to Grass, Corn, and Mangold crops, and for Turnip sowing.

Potatoes, I have observed, have been small so far, bnt pretty good for

eating, though they have shown symptoms of disease generally, both in

Btalk and foliage, and a good many of the tubers, when cooked, have
been soft, white, and watery. As regards fruits, the Apple crop,

after passing through all the vicissitudes of cold, hail storms, frosty

mornings, and a long duration of cold biting north-east winds, is

much better than was expected ; there are some Apples in almost
every orchard, some of which are producing a heavy crop. Taken
altogether, there is more than halt a crop which is now growing fast.

Cherries have been pretty plentiful, but generally small, and a good
many not much more than skin and stone ; while, owing to the long
continuance of drought, the natural food for birds got so scarce,

that they devoured an immense quantity of them, more particu-

larly the starlings and jackdaws.

—

James Barnes, ExmoutU.

Strawberries on the Pacific Coast.—The San Francisco
papers state that the receipts of Strawberries in that city for a week
or more, towards the end of May, had averaged over thirty tons

daily. The greater portion of this immense quantity comes from
Santa Clara county, large tracts of land in the vicinity of San Jose

being devoted to the cultivation of this frnit. It is transported to

the city in chests of twelve to twenty drawers. Each drawer of the

twelve contains Gibs., and of the twenty 41b3. each. On May 28
chests sold at from 2 dols. 50c. to 4- dels, at the commission-houses.

the lowest price this fruit ever sold for in San Francisco. At retail

the choicest varieties could be obtained for 10c. per lb. Tho
(7i/-oiiicie adds :

—" Thirty tons of Strawberries is a large quantity ;

but, until a day or two past they have all been disposed of. After
this, however, until the close of the season, it will bo almost useless

to send inferior kinds to this market, as they were yesterday thrown
away. When the choicest varieties bring but 4c. per lb., inferior

ones will not pay for handling. Tho crop is unpi'ecedentud ; and,

while the current prices are barely adequate to pay the cultivator

for his labour, they place the fruit within the means of tho multi-

tude." The San Francisco region is an excellent one for most kinds
of fruit.

The Land of Peaches.—The Delaware Peach-growers' Con.
vention met lately at Dover, in Delaware. Tho Hale's Early was
the finest among specimens shown, and a good crop throughu[it tho

peninsula of this variety (the earliest), is expected. They will

probably form a very large part of the eutiro yield for the season.

The Troths were also very full ; but the Early Yorks did not seem so

good. The Old Mixons exhibited only a very small chance for a crop.

The Smocks will probably be only tolerably full. Tho Stump of the

World made a poor show, and the Crawford's Late were about on a

par with them. The Crawford's Early made a very excellent show.

The Reeves Favourites looked very promising, and the Moore's
Favourites here looked well. Mr. Townsend also reported that the

crop for the presout season would fall very far below that of last year

;

that, probably, there would be only one-third aa many. There were
about 1,500,000 baskets last year. A grower representing Smyrna aud
the country around, reported the prospect for a good crop in that

neighbourhood asvery uncertain, and a gentleman from Dover thought

that the yield from this section would be very thin, in fact, almost

a failure. In Kent County, Maryland, a very prolific Peach section,

the crop was reported a failure. lu Sussex County, Delaware, a like

report was made, and the same from the lower portion of the Eastern

Shore of Maryland. The estimates were then called for and the

following were reported by the growers representing the different

sections ;—From Mount Pleasant, 20,000 baskets ; Kirkwood, 10,000 ;

Armstrong's, 35,000; Middletovvn, 75,000; Townsend, 2-5,000; Ginns,

2,000; Black Bird, 5,000; Green Spring, 5,000; Clayton, 35,000;

Brentford, 10,000 ; Morton, 25,000 ; Dover, 20,000 ; Wyoming, 20,000 ;

Woodside, 5,000 ; Canterbury, 10,000; Pelton, 10,000; Harrington,

5,000; Farmiugton, 3,000; Greenwood, 2,000; Bridgeville, 10,000;

Seaford, 5,000; Laurel, 10,000; Delmar, 2,000; Sahsbury, 5,000;

Dorchester and Delaware Railroad, 10,000 ; Junction and Break-

water Railroad, 10,000; Kent County Railroad, 25,000; Maryland

aud Delaware Railroad, 25,000; making a total estimated shipment

by rail of 442,000 baskets. It was also estimated that 158,000

additional would be shipped by water, making a total shipment from

the entire Peach country of G00,000 baskets.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Vines in Pots-—At -what stage in the growth of Vines in pots should liquid

manure be given?—A. \\t may be given with advantage after the berries are

fairly set, and have begun to swell, but as soon as there is the slightest indica-

tion of change in their colour, the supply should be discontinued, or it might
injure the flavour of the fruit when ripe.

—

Ed.]

Watering Pine-apples.—I send you a sample of our Pines. The plant

from which the fruit sent was cut was watered copiously up to the last moment

;

but I must state that our plants have abundance of roots and leaves, both
broad and thick, that do not leave any idle moisture about the roots. I submit
the specimen for your opinion as to its appearance and flavour.—J. Thompson,
Worthy. [Along with this came a noble Queen Pine, well coloured, and
weighing upwards of -i lbs. As to quaUty, it was pronounced by one of tho

best judges of Pines in Covent Garden to be excellent.—Ed.]

Peach Trees Dropping their Buds.-The case related by "G. S." at

p. Sis, Vol. v., of The Garden is apeculiar one, but I have an impression that if

he knew all the particulars, it is probable that the falling of the bads of the par*

ticular tree in his orchard house would be found to be due to something else

than the imperfect maturation of the wood, which seems to be a matter of

guess work. Ill-ripcncd wood can be detected at a glance. If this is the cause,

how comes it that only trees under glass suffer the most? and that oul-door

Peaches are seldom or never affected at all in that way ? The few trees we
have here out of doors never ripen their wood more than partially, and yet

they never drop a bud, so far as I have ever noticed. In fact, immature buds
are the least likely of any to drop, so that the case cited by " G. S. " must be
explained in another way.—J. S. W.

Packing Strawberries.—Strawberries are the most difficult of all kinds of

fruit to pack safely. Wrapping each fruit in a leaf is a good plan, but deft

fingers only can perform the operation without bruising the berries. We like

to pull them off the plants by the foot-stalk, and to lay them in the box in the

same way, simply placing a flaccid Strawberry leaf between ihe berries. In
this way they can be wedged as lightly together as is needful. Tne boxes

should be 2 inches deep, ana before packing a thin layer of cotton-wadding
should be laid on the bottom, and on this soft Vine-leaves ; above the fruit,

nothing binds so well as the soft Strawberry leaves before mentioned ; aud
above, layers of cotton or leaves to keep all in their places. It is very im-

portant that the Strawberry leaves for packing should be gathered some
hours before they are wanted, and allowed to dry and flag in the fruit room :

leaves freshly gathered are altogether imsuitablc,— ff<i>'i?t'"tr.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
WINTER MIGNONETTE.

Few flowers are more esteemed in tvlnter and early spring
than Mignonette. Although it is not a delicate plant, yet it

is not generally seen iti the perfection to which it might be
brought by the simple method of culture which I am about to
describe. To flower at or soon after Christmas, the seed should
be sown in the beginning of August, in pots of any convenient
size. The soil should be good loam, moderately enriched with
rotten dung, aud kept open by a pretty liberal intermixture
with old mortar or lime rubbish. It is essential that the pots
be thoroughly drained, and upon the drainage a handful (more
or less, according to the size of the pots) of one-year-old
pigeon's dung should be placed. After sowing the seed, set
the pots where they will not require fretfuent waterings, too
much moisture being extremely iujnrious to Mignonette; for
this reason, therefore, it will be safer to place the pots in a
frame or pit, where they may be covered by the lights in rainy
weather. As the plants increase in size, they should be
gradually thinned, ultimately leaving three or five in each pot.
The principal point to be attended to now is judicious watering;
by this I mean giving water only when the plants really
require water, and then in sufficient quantity to moisten the
whole of the soil—not dribbling a few drops over the plants
to-day to prevent them from being dry to-morrow—a practice
too much followed with plants in pots. Pinch off any prema-
ture flowers that may appear, keep the pots free from weeds,
and far enough asunder to prevent the plants from being
crowded, and when they are removed to winter quarters, set
the.-n near the glass in an airy situation. A few of the plants
might be placed in an intermediate house, or other situation
rather wanner than a greenhouse, to come into bloom a little

earlier than the rest. I have recommended the seeds to be sown
iu pots, which is the method I prefer ; but, if more convenient,
a sufhcient number of self-sown plants might be taken up and
potted, only a few extra should be put in to allow for
casualties, as the Mignonette transplants badly. The best
Mignonette I ever saw was treated in this way; but, as it is
not everyone who can procure pigeon's dung, I may add that
guano will be foimd an excellent substitute. This admirable
fertiliser must, however, be applied in a liquid state, and not
before the pots have become well filled with roots, when a
sinall quantity of guano, given at intervals of a week or so,
will increase the vigour of the plants in an extraordinary
degree. A second crop might be sown in the beginning of
September, and managed in the same manner. Single plants
will attain a large size in 6 or 8-inch pots, if the main branches
are pegged down as they grow and the flowers are kept pinched
ofi for a time. (j, j£.

ECHEVERIAS.
In yonr issue of Jane 20 (p. 531, Vol. V.) you have given a long list of
Eoheverias, in which there are several eiTors, both as regards nomen-
clature and description. I shall, therefore, venture to rectify them,
and, in taking tbem as they come, where I make no remarks it may
bo presumed that the original information is correct. Echeveria
abyssinica is not an Echeveria, but a Sempervivnm. E. agavoides,
of this E. yuccoides is a synonym. E. atropurpurea, the leaves of
this are said to be oval.acute glaucous, but they are canaliculate
narrow, 4 to 6 inches long, and not glaucous. E. bifida, this is a
synonym of E. .stolonifcra

; in the remarks on stolonifera it is said to
require a dry and warm temperature ; it is.however, equally as hardy
as E. secunda, which it much resembles, if kept dwarf, but it will
grow from 6 to 12 .inches in height. E. calophana, is said to be,
probably, a garden name for acutifolia, a kind to which it bears no
resemblance

; but it is very nearly related to E. lurida, only not so
metallic in hue. E. carinata is a hybrid between E. metallica and
some other sort, and is not worth growing. E. farinnlenta is a garden
synonym of E. farinosa. E. globosa, this is distinct from E. glauca,
and IS the same as exhibited by Messrs. E. G. Henderson under
the name of eximia

; it is a better plant than glauca, and has a bluish
tmt, the leaves are conchate. E. Ilookeri, synonym Pachyphytum
roseum (Hort.). E. lasa is a variety of E. californica, but the foliage
IS not quite so glaucus as in that kind, and it is more depressed. E.
raisteca is the same as E. nodulosa (Baker). E. Pfersdorffii is E.
stolonifcra. E. scaphylla, this is said to form " a stemless well.

furnished rosette of leaves, and to be a good subject for ornamental
edgings ;

" the plant is, in reality, however, a very strong grower,
forming a mass of green foliage 1 foot through, and from 12 to 18
in height ; therefore, quite unfit for edging purposes. E. spatbulifolia

is Sedum spathuiifolium,and E. villosa is the same as pubescens. In
the notes on cultivation, vegetable mould and peat is recommended,
to be mixed with loam and sand. I have, however, always found that
Echeveria^ dislike peat, they avoid it and delight in loam and a
mixture of burnt ballast. When at Mr. WiUon Saunders's we once
sp'jilt our Echeverias through giving them peat, especially E.

farinosa ; but in the compost just named I can treat it as the others,

giving it plenty of water. As to propagation, they strike as freely as

Pelarg')niums ; the best plan is to cut the tops off, which are found
to make excellent plants ; the stems, afterwards, push out shoots
freely, except, perhaps, E. pulverulenta, which is a dangerous
subject ; if cut down, it strikes tardily, and the old stem dies.

J. CltOLCIIEB.

Cereus speciosissimus as a Climber.—This is a free-flower.

ing and attractive plant when grown in a pot, but to see it at its beat
it should be planted out and trained up the sunny wall of a couser.
vatory or warm greenhouse. In the conservatory at Little Dalby
Hall, near Melton, the back.wall is completely covered with this showy
flowering plant to a height of about 12 feet, and when I saw it, a few
days ago, there were two or three hundred flowers either fully ex.
panded or yet to open, while many had already fallen off. In addi.
tioii to the flowers, the plant is made to serve as a stojk for

Phyllocactus Jenkinsonii and one or two Epiphyllums, which promise
to suceed well thus treated.

Cape Pelargoniums at Kew.—In the Heath-house at Kew
there is now quite an attractive display of these showy plants, many
of which, notwithstanding theu' old-fashioned aspect, deserve a place
in the greenhouse or window garden, where, under ordinary treat.

ment, they will bear white, rosy-purple, scarlet, or crimson flowers

in profusion. In times gone by Cape Pelargoniums used to make
their appearance on our exhibition tables, but now they are seldom
or never seen on such occasions. Among those now in bloom at
Kew, the following are the most conspicuous, viz. :—P. selectnm, a
free-growing variety with Oak-shaped foliage and trusses of vivid
purple Uowers ; P. pulverulentum, a variety having swollen stems
and thick deep green leaves, something like Begonia rosseflora ; its

flowers are of a deep velvety maroon, nearly black, each segment
being margined with dull yellow ; P. elatum, a kind with small
serrated, oblong, glaucus leaves, set on long slender petioles, aud
bearing conspicuous flowers an inch across, arranged iu loose

trusses; the lower segments are white, the upper vivid crimson
veined with black; P. ardens majus, a showy Oak-leaved variety,

having trusses of deep scarlet flowers, the upper segments of wliich are
nearly black and quite velvety in appearance. These Cape kinds,
like other Pelargoniums, may be readily pi'opagated by means oE

cuttings, and they like a fresh open compost consisting chiefly of

sandy loam.—P. W. B.

NOTES AND QJESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Ozothamnus glomeratus.—This pretty little composite shrub ha^ long
slender hrauclics, briLjht L'rcen oblong or ovate sharp-pmnted leaves, and dense
glomerate heads of whitish flowers ; the latter are most delicioasly scented,
and the plant is well worth a place planted out either in the cool conservatory or
winter garden. It is a native of New Zealand and tolerably hardy.—J. Q. H.

Genista prostrata.—This is jtist now in beautiful condition ; it« rich golden
Pea-shaped tlowers being borne profusely on slender decumbent branches. It
doos well treated as a pot plant in a cool greenhouse on conservatory, or it may
be planted on a sheltered portion of rock-work in the outdoor garden, where it8

bright blossoms render it, very effective.— J. B. Q.

Anthurium Sclierzerianam with doable spathes.—A small seedling of
this fine stove plant in the Orchtd-house, at Tweed Vineyard, has produced a
double flower, i.e., the first bloom which opened had a double spathe. The
spadis was the same as that of single blooms. Other flowers which hare
since expanded nu the same plant are single. The double one may be a mon-
strosity, yet it indicates the possibility of obtaining a double variety'.—M.
Mimosa prostrata.—This forms an elegant climber or trailer in a cool

conservatory. It grows vigorously when planted out in almost any porous
compost, and should be trained up columns or pillars and allowed to fall down
gracefully from the top; so treated it is very effective, its slender pink shoots
being beset rather closely with fresh green i)innate foliage, among which its

globular heads of pink flowers are often conspicuous. It is readdy propagated
by means of cuttings, and seed is borne in abundance on established plants.—B,

Dianella tasmanica.—Dianella-'T are for the most part pretty blue-flowered
Grass-like plants well worth culture in cool greenhouses or conservatories, not
only on account of their spreidiug panicles of cierulean flowers, but more
especially for their bright blue berries which develop themselves after the
flowers have faded, and which remain ornamental for several months in suc-
cession. They all grow freely, but D. tasmauica is one of the best of the group.
They grow and blossom well in a fresh compost consisting of loam and leaf-
mould, sufficient .sand being added to keep the whole in a porous condition.
Tlicy rc'iuire a liberal supply of moisture all through the summer months.—B,
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FORMALISM AND FOLIAGE.

We wish to condemn a practice which has been, by some,

accepted as a safe one, namely, that of blending palatial

architecture with garden scenery, by making those portions of

the gardens in close juxtaposition with the architectural lines

of the terrace and main building exhibit a formal and geome-
tric character, by the introduction of a preponderance of lines

running parallel with those of the structures with which they

are closely associated. Even low clipped hedges of ever-

green or deciduous shrubs have often been resorted to, in

order to give, as it were, more emphasis to the linear effect of

this part of a garden. That such a principle is injurious

rather than advantageous, is rendered evident in the present

instance, by the pleasing effect produced by means of the

partial concealment of the architectural lines of the terrace,

by the irregular growth of a few judiciously placed .«hrubs, as

shown in the accompanying illustration. The effect thus

shrubs, whose growth does not exceed a moderate height.

Forest trees would clearly be out of place so close upon a

highly decorative fapade, and should be, wh»n in front of such

a structure, relegated to a considerable distance, where they

would so group with the building, when seen from a stand point

still more distant, as to form a pleasingly combined picture,

without appearing to intrude upon such an architectural com-
position—the sky linos and upper part of which are generally

intended to be seen, uninterruptedly, from a conveniently near

point of view. Such a building may, however, be flanked

with the foliage of tall trees with great advantage, which
would afford support (as shown) to the general forms and
aspects of the building by its dark masses of pleasingly

irregular form, and of rich and distinct hues of colour; which
not only impart extra value to the light one-toned hue of the

building, but blend it into the surrounding scenery with great

grandeur and rci)Oscfulness of general effect. Clipping of trees

Teiiice Garden, with undipped \ egetation

realised is undoubtedly good, and shows, beyond the power
of cavil, that well planned and artistic interruptions to the
continuous formality of architectural lines by the occasional in-

troduction of gracefully-growing shrubs at well considered
points, are of the greatest advantage in producing an agreeable
variety of form in the general composition; both the regular and
the irregular forms gaining greatly by their close juxtaposition.

The wild natural grace of the shrubs, whose general growth
is of pointed and rising character, being seen to gi-eat

advantage against the horizontal lines of a light background of

stone or marble, while the mouldings of the terrace cornice-

work are appreciated with double advantage after their tem-
porary concealment. These advantages would not have been
obtained if clipping, and other kinds of formality had been
resorted to in the foliage. It should be observed that the
foliage near the terrace, which has been made use of in the
present instance for the purpose of varying what would other-
wise be a monotonous continuity of sti-aight lines, is that of

and shrubs to make them harmonise with architectural forms

has for generations been an orthodox practice, but^Jt Js none

the less a bai-barous and needless one. H. N. H.

GARDEN LANDSCAPES AND FLOWERS IN THE
WATER-COLOUR EXHIBITIONS.

One of the most attractive of the smaller pictures in the

present exhibition of the Institute of painters in water-colours,

is a spirited study of an old gardener, by Mr. H. B. Roberts.

The work has evidently been executed with a rapid and skilful

brush, and the result is a free-handed and very artistic produc-

tion. The expression of that kind of good humoured sagacity

which arises from being connected with flowers and fruits,

and their culture, is well hit off' in this clever sketch ; as is also

the expression of the honest, perhaps rather self satisfied,

conviction that the said flowers and fruits have always been
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the finer and the better for bis tending. The fine old face is

a very index of the seasons, and the -iveatber-wisdom of over
three score of years ; and a twinkle in the eye, shows plainly
enough that the old gardener is brimful of knowingncss upon
all such horticultural matters as have come within the range
of the plodding practice which has been the business, and
evidently the very pleasant business, of his life—the successful
minding of his master's flower garden, and kitchen garden, and
greenhouse too, with possibly a bit of a stove for a few
specialities. There is ali-o a (juaint puckering about the lips of
the weather beaten, but hale and hearty, countenance, which
indicates that a supply of good racy garden talk is ready to
hand, to any extent, if he should be asked any questions when
he takes up to the house the basket of ruddy Apples, nicely
ti-inimcd Cabbages, and other esculents which he is carrying
under his arm ; I commend him to the notice of the always
witty and instructive author of the " Six of Spades," and I
only wish the original of this capital study, for it must have
been done from the life, were going the round with me among
the pictures, for the sake of hearing a few of his remarks on
flower painting, good or bad, and anent Peaches and Melons
and Grapes as they appear on paper or canvas, in this year's
exhibition. I fancy he would deem none of the flower or
fruit portraiture flattering to the originals, especially if they
had been raised by himself, and that he might breakout with

—

" Well, I'd never have sent such a bunch of Grapes as that to
a show, or exhibition, or whatever it may be called ; and as for
the Rosea—why, I should have been ashamed of 'em."
Not being able to obtain the assistance of my old garden

friend, I must arrive at conclusions in my own way—and am
induced to admit to myself that it is not always the most
perfect .show flower that makes the best model for a picture,
nor the most jierfect bunch of Grapes tliat is the one which
ought to be painted, for would not every blemished berry on a
bunch of Muscat of Alexandria, intended for exhibition, have
been carefully snipped out, and the speck of brown or crimson,
which in a painted bunch would be of the highest artistic value
as a relief to tlie monotony of the somewhat opacjue,
glaucous colouring, have been made to disappear. I think I
should be able also to show to my friend, the old gardener,
that in what may be termed floral landscapes, if by good
artists, there is always something new and refreshing to be
learnt. For instance, in the picture by Mr. Albert Goodwin in
the exhibition of the society of painters in water-colours
entitled " The Alpine summer," such vast stretches of flower-
colour are shown, as make the patches of blue, red, or yellow in
any English garden as yet planted, shrink into pincushion work.
In the Alpine summer there are far extending streaks, and broad
masses of pink, blue, yellow, orange, and other tones, caused
by the profuse flowering of Gentians, Mountain Anemones,
Trefoils, Wild Irises, Campanulas, Cyclamens, Trilliums,
Orange Lilies, and other flowers, in masses measuring whole
acres in extent. Here then, is Nature's method of producing
grand effects, upon a large scale, which might be artificially

imitated, wherever sufficient space could be devoted to purely
decorative purposes. Mr. Goodwin, who evidently feels
intensely the beauty of Alpine scenery when rich with its

gorgeous tints of spring and summer, has another study of
Alp-land, which ho calls " The Alpine Rose," in which large
spaces, as though vast rosy clouds were resting on the flanks
of the great green hills, are encrimsoned by the deep rose
colour of Rhododendron ferrugineum. The plants grow as
thickly together as Heather, and the whole mountain is made
glorious by them. Mr. Goodwin, in his enthusiasm, quotes the
antique poetry of the Bible to express his admiration:—" The
wilderness, and the solitary place shall be glad with them."*
That something of the kind might be produced in English
park and garden scenery is proved by the existence, in England,
of similar effects in places where, however, they are rarely seen,
and where they do notministertotheinterest and beauty of laud-
scape gardening, or to that of broadly-treated park effects. I
know, for instance, many woods which, in April, are so closely
carpeted with a jjrofuse and closely-grown crop of wild
blue Hyacinths that Nature's flooring is one continuous mass
of blue. I also know many meadows, even in the metropolitan
counties, where, in early spring, acres of the wild single Daffodil

* Isaiah.

cover great expanses with soft ])alc gold, beautiful to the artist's

eye, but " disgusting " to that of the farmer ;
" for," lie says,

"they spoil his pasture, and the cows don't like 'em." In Scot-

land there are upland spaces of enormous extent, and plains, too,

which are so densely clothed with Heather that, in the autumn,
they produce an effect of rosy or lavender-hued monotone, as

continuous aiul complete as though the whole district were
artificially clothed in some rich fluii'y material of one or other

of those colours. The richness of the effects of colour of

these broad moorlands, heightened or deepened according to

the natural undulations of the land, is rendered highly jnctu-

resque by the dark trunks of Pines or bright white of silver-

barked Birches, that rise from this deep carpet-work of piidvy-

purple that spreads far and wide. It is thus evident that sucli

scenes as that of Mr. Goodwin's Alpine summer might be
created in any part of England where land can bo conveniently
spared for the purpose. Mrs. Harrison has a little glimpse of

scenery called "View at Holrawood," in which the foreground
is entirely composed of a stretch of closely-flowering Prim-
roses, showing how closely-planted masses of wild flowers,

each kind occupying to itself a large continuous space, may be
made wonderfully effective and very beautiful in the garden
landscape.
The flower-painting in the water-colour exhibitions, with the

exception of two or three real gems of art by Mrs. Duffield, is

not strikingly represented this season. It by no means reaches
the high level of several flower subjects, treated in oil, in the

Royal Academy exhibition. Mrs. Harrison's compositions at

the institute are, for instance, as a rule, too indefinite in

character. The extreme delicacy of flower-forms and tones is

not sufficiently studied, two large compositions being especially

remarkable for these sins of omission. Another lady artist, of

the same name, in the " society's " exhibition exhibits flower sub-
jects which are all, more or less, open to similar objections ; a
large group of Convolvulus major being, perhaps, the more
attractive of these works. In Mrs. Dufficld's works at the insti-

tute, on the contrary, delicately accurate definitions of form, and
a refined appreciation of the lightest shades and tones of colour,

are always vrell observed ; a group of Althfea frutex, with
other flowers (No. 291), and Peaches and Sweet Peas (No. 22;3).

being very beautiful examples of this lady artist's best manner.
Only one really remarkable example of fruit-painting is to be
found on the walls of either exhibition; it is the work of

J. Sherren (No. 14!i), at the institute. The composition is some-
wh.at affectedly entitled " Bread and Wine," and consists of two
bunches of Grapes, one of Muscat of Alexandria and the other

of Black Hamburgh—both such as the most accomplished
gardener need not be ashamed of exhibiting. They are exqui-

sitely finished, and the general treatment strongly calls to

mind some of Hunt's masterpieces in that style of art. Beneath
the Grapes lies a handful of ears of Wheat ; aud at the back is

the sacrament.al gold plate, a salver, and a chalice, painted as

finely as Lance's well-i-emembered piles of plate in bis famous
Gil Bias subject, " Rolando's Cave."

In the figure subjects, in which flowers or fruit are made to

play a conspicuous share, are a few juctures which Dught not to

be passed over without a passing word of comment. On the
" society's " walls Mr. Smallficld has a charming twilight

picture, which he calls " Evening Primroses." A lady of the
Elizabethiau time, in the picturesque costume of her day, sits

thoughtfully on a stone seat as the shades of evening gather, and
the night-flowering CEnothera is unfolding its pale yellow
flowers, that shine like stars in the increasing darkness.

Another subject is, a lady placing a small vase filled with
Primroses upon a table, and bends over them to inhale their

sweet spring odour. I forgot to mark it in my catalogue ; it

is a little picture worth looking for. At the institute, a large

work, " Vintage Procession in the Campagna" (No. 181), by
Guido Bach, has a well painted basket of Grapes, an offering

to the Virgin ; and a child has wreathed its beautiful Italian

head with twisted sprays of Vine, with a wild grace, highly
suggestive as a model for the treatment of that kind of feature in

any kind of festal decoration. There is also a picture, by E. K.
Johnson (No. 44), called " Summer," in the society's exhi-

bition, in which growing flowers in a half-wild garden (tended

by a very pre-Raphaelite lady), are very carefully and effec-

tively treated, especially the Sunflowers, Hollyhocks, Cam-
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pauulas, and Sweet "Williams. Many other subjects are worthy
of a word of comment, but my allotted space is more tlian

filled. A Garden Lover.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPARAGUS CULTURE IN LONDON MARKET

GAEDENS.
This is a remunerative crop in good seasons, but in late cold

springs, the beds do not begin to bear until May, thus
materially shortening the cutting season, which must be
discontinued in good time to permit a full growth of the

shoots before the end of the autumn. It must also be
remembered that this crop occupies the ground for two entire

j-cars witliout yielding any pecuniary return ; on the contrary,

in addition to the ground-rent, a vast expenditure is incurred
in the way of manure and manual labour. Although it begins
to repay a little in the third year, it is not until the fourth

season that it begins to fully pay for the trouble and expense
of growing it. During these three years the same ground
would have yielded six, nine, or twelve other crops, each of

which would amply have rewarded the cultivator for his pains.

Asparagus, too, allows the ground no rest, for even in a young
state it is a gross feeder ; the question therefore, whether in

the long run it pays well or not, is rather a difliiiult ouo to

answer.
First Year.

Asparagus may be raised from seeds saved in autumn, and
sown in rows from 18 inches to 2 feet apart iu February.
Between lines of young fruit trees, or between rows of fruit

bushes or Moss Roses is the usual place in which the seed is

sown. The less shaded, however, the ground is the better

;

but open ground in market gardens is too precious to be;

devoted to this crop the first year. I have, however, seen a
field at Isleworth devoted to it ; Potatoes, Cabbages, and
Brussels Sprouts being set between the rows. Great attention

is paid to the young Asparagus the first season, in the way of

hoeing and cleaning, and thinning a little if too thick ; and the
succeeding spring, provided the plants have grown strongly,

they are transplanted permanently.

Second Year.

Now is the time to consider the kind of plantation to make,
and the distance apart of the rows, not the beds, as would be
the case in private gardens. Market gardeners seldom make
beds now-a-days, and those that do exist are gradually giving
place to the single-row system. Mr. Steel, of Fulham, had
lately some Asparagus beds containing throe rows, planted 2

feet apart from one another, and from the centre of one bed to

that of the next was 9 feet. He had also a few other beds with
two rows in each, the same distance apart as in the case just

named, but in this instance the beds were only 7 feet from
centre to centre. Mr. Dancer, of Fulham, and some growers
at Barnes and Mortlake, still have beds on the same principle.

These beds, in addition to the Asparagus, yield three rows of

French Beans in early summer, two rows of Coleworts in

autumn, and three rows of the same in the alleys between them.
The recognised mode, however, is to plant Asparagus in single

rows 6 feet apart ; but many prefer even a greater space than
that between the rows, for Mr. Jessop, at Chiswick, has his

Asparagus in single lines from 6 feet to 8 feet asunder, and I

must confess that I never witnessed such fine plantations.

The 5 feet wide ridges, however, being the most universal, we
will suppose that to be the system adopted. The ground for

the crop having been trenched and heavily manured late in
autumn, it may be marked of into 4 feet wide beds with
alleys intervening 1 foot wide. In these beds sow Radishes
iu December or January, as convenience permits ; and in

March or April, after removing the protecting litter from the
alleys, dig them and plant therein the Asparagus about 15 or
18 inches apart. The Radish crop will soon be removed from
the beds, which may be cleaned, slightly dug, and Beet sown
therein, or Onions or Leeks transplanted on them, and which
will occupy the space till autumn, when they too may be
cleared oij and Coleworts or Wallflowers planted in theirplace.
Other modes of cropping the space between the Asparagus

might be resorted to, but that referred to and practised by
Mr. Pocock between Kew and Mortlake I consider the best.

Summer Cauliflowers intercropped with Lettuces occupy much
room, and French Beans, if used, would necessitate so much
trampling of the ground in the operation of gathering, that

the Asparagus would be checked at the root and be liable

to injury of the stem from breakage. An open position

is also of great importance, for the more the plants are under
the influence of the sun the stronger -will they grow, and the

sooner iu the season will they yield " grass." Hoeing the sur-

face soil and keeping all clean includes all further requirements
until the end of October or 1st of November, just any time
after the sprayey shoots turn yellow, when they are cut over

an inch or two above the ground. As soon as the crops between
the rows are removed the ground is heavily dressed with light

manure, such as that used during the summer for growing the

frame Cucumbers on, aud^hich is dug into the ground.

Third Year.

This year the Asparagus is strong enough to produce a
partial crop for market, consequently the mode of culture

depends on whether the grower intends to have blanched or

greeu " grass." The latter is sometimes desired as being the

best for the plants, and there is a small demand for naturally

coloured shoots. In this case, therefore, the ground is inter-

cropped as in the previous year-, an efl'ort being made to change
the subjects if possible. If the soil was cleared and prepared

iu good time. Potatoes might be planted this year ; or Seakale,

Spinach, or Turnips might be used instead. In case of the

ridging system being preferred, the rows are earthed up a

little from the broad spaces between them ; but not so much
as they will bo in future years. On each side of this ridge a

row of Cabbage or French Beans is commonly sown. Cutting

begins immediately the heads appear at the surface of the

soil ; but it is not practised severely this year, for some shoots

are allowed to grow unchecked about a fortnight after cutting

begins, and it only lasts for about four weeks, when all shoots

are permitted to grow. Some market gardeners scarcely

cut any the third year, whilst others do so rather severely. At
the end of the season the tops are cut over, and the ridges are

levelled and otherwise treated as follows :

—

Fourth Year.

This is the first main cropping year ; consequently, what is

done to the plantations this year is merely repeated in after

years, until the plants become weakly and the rows patchy,

when the plantation is broken up and cropped with other sub-

jects. On the 1st of March, provided the weather be pretty

dry and no frost in the ground, the rows are earthed up from
the intervening spaces after having had their surface previously

forked over. The coating of soil is about 10 inches deep

;

and, when all is nicely rounded off and finished, the ridges

appear like a series of Potato pits, or broad Celery ridges,

rounded at the top and void of plants, and are altogether about

24 or 36 inches iu height. The ridges are cropped, as pre-

viously stated ; and about the 1st of April the whole surface

soil is loosened with a hoe and rake, so as to permit of an easy

egress of the shoots. In ordinary seasons cutting begins about

the middle of April, and last for ten weeks; but, in bad

springs, it is sometimes May before it commences. It is discon-

tinued about Midsummer Day, and is rarely practised until

July ; but a little longer allowance is made in the event of a

late spring. During this particular year, however, the cutting

is not quite so severely performed as in after ones, when,

from the time it begins until it ends, not one head

escapes the knife. Small and great are cut, until the 21st of

June, or thereabout, when all are allowed to grow unchecked
excepting in the case of some small sprayey shoots that are

better removed than left. In the alleys Coleworts are now
planted, either two or three rows ; and in many cases, too, the

ends of all the ridges, and where any blanks occur, arc

similarly made up. Sometimes there is also a row of Cole-

worts planted along the side of the ridges when the French
Beans have been removed; but, if Beet had been sown there, it

will remain until the autumn. I have also seen Nasturtiums
grown on the same sites for yielding cut flowers and seeds for

pickling. When cutting-down time comes, all the unberried
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" grass " is cut and laid in heaps together, whilst the berried
stalks are kept separate. The former is carted home to the
firelioap or dunghill, or is kept for a foundation to hot-beds

;

and the latter are kept for seeding purposes in a dry and airy

shed. After being stored there for a while, until the seeds
become ripe and firm, the berries are separated, washed, and
dried, bruised and rubbed in sand, afterwards washed again to
clean the seeds, which are spread out to dry, and then stored
until sowing time. Before the time of thus clearing the ridges
most, if not all, the Coleworts will have been marketed ; there-
fore draw the surface soil of the ridges into the alleys ; and into
these dig it rather deeply. Plant immediately some of Cock's
hardy green Coleworts ; no matter how big and lanky the
])lants may be, they will soon take to the soil, and be market-
able by the end of February ; then proceed with the last year's
routine of ridge-making.

Plantations last in good bearing condition for six or seven
years, after which time blanks appear; therefore it is considered
more profitable to break them up than to keep them longer.
Wben such is the case, they are cut from during the last year of

their existence as long as the result will pay for the trouble ; and
if ic is thought that the roots will afterwards be of any use
for forcing, they are permitted to occupy the land till Novem-
ber, when they are lifted for that purpose ; but, considering
them to be too poor for that end, they are uprooted at once,
the ground levelled, manured and dug, and planted with
Broccoli or Cabbage. The ordinary long saw-knife is the
instrument used in cutting, and the men and women employed
in the market gardens are great adepts in its use. They slip

down the blade alongside of the shoot, and with a peculiar
twitch sever the stalk from the crown withou*-, injury to the
latter or the advancing shoots. In cutting, the " grass" is

laid in little heaps on the tops of the ridges, until one course
of rows has been gleaned from ; they are then collected into
baskets, conveyed in a cart or barrow to the sheds, where they
arc washed, tied into bundles of a hundred (10-5), and are that
night, or early next morning, sent to market. Mr Dancer, of
Chi.swick, one of the best and most experienced of market
gardeners, has a very strong-growing variety of Asparagus,
called Giant, a kind which, when exhibited by him some
time since at South Kensington, was awarded a first-

class certificate. Mr Dancer grows no other sort than
this, and his stock of it, as yet, is rather limited,
but 1 believe that he has saved all the seed he possibly could
gather, with the view of its extension. As early as the begin-
ning of Novemiicr, the French growers begin to supply our
markets with Asparagus, very much stronger, and indeed
earlier, than our own gardeners could produce it ; and this has
so materially altered the price of and demand for English-
grown Asparagus, that the Fulliam growers and others, farm-
ing very dear land, are continually reducing their plantations,
whilst some have entirely done away with Asparagus to make
room for quicker-growing and more remunerative vegetables.
J\lr. Taylor, of the firm of Webber & Co., Covent Garden
Market, informed me that the dealers there have no trouble
whatever in getting a thousand bundles (one hundred heads
each) at a time of forced Asparagus from the growers in the
vicinity of Ajigoulcrae, and other Asparagus-growing districts
of France. The French Asparagus, too, which is blanched,
and about 1.5 or 18 inches in length, is much stouter-stalked
tlian that grown in England; consequently it demands a
higher price than the latter, the usual price varying from l-iis.

to ii.Ss., or even -fOs. a bundle according to the season, quality
of produce, and demand for the commodity. F.

ARE NOT ONIONS TOO MUCH THINNED ?

Bv tbinninK the crop out well yon will have large Onions, and in fine

seasons probably well ripened ; butwhen a plentiful crop of good soimd
keeping Onions is the object, it is a mistake to thin them too much.
As a rule, .small or moderate-sized Onions are the best ripened, and a
small Onion is just as good in a culinary point of view, as a large one,
if not better. For instance, small well-ripened Onions aro preferred
for pickling purposes, and to secure these it is the usual practice to

.sow the silver.skinned variety thickly, and leave them unthinned,
and in this way " button Onions," as they are called are produced.
By thinnin? the plants out we would only get thick necks wholly
uusnitable fur tho purpose. Long.keeping qualities aro very much

sought after by the Onion grower, and it is well known that well,

ripened samples only will keep, and these are more certainly secured
by leaving them pretty thick in the bed. To leave the plants 7 or 8
inches apart, as is generally recommended in gardening books, is a
mistake, unless Onions for exhibition only are required ; but whore
sound bulbs—say about as broad as the mouth of an ordinary tea-cup
—will satisfy, leave the plants close enongh together to touch each
other when they attain that size, that is supposing them to be sown in

rows 7 or 8 inches apart, as Onions always should be sown, in order to
facilitate the clearing and stirring of the ground. If sown broad,

cast, then the plants should have a little more room. This is my
practice, and a plentiful and sound crop of Onions is an important
matter with ns, where they are used every week by tho bushel. When
our women thin the crop they have orders to leave them about the
length of their forefingers apart, and by autumn the ground has the
appearance of being fairly thatched with Onions, of a size and quality
fit for any culinary purpose. Cottagers who generally have not too

much room in their gardens often crop thicker than is hero recom.
mended. Two years ago I saw a bed of yellow Danver's Onions in a
cottage garden that would have astonished thin croppers. The rows
were only 5 itiches apart, and the plants from 2 to 3 inches, and the
bulbs fairly clustered over one another, and literally covered tho
ground—very nice samples, and thoroughly ripened ; for I kept sam.
pies of them till June the following year ; and Danver's Yellow,
though a first-class Onion, is only a second-rate keeper. In order

to satisfy oneself on this matter, let anyone leave a thick and a thin

row together, and weigh tho produce at harvest time.

J. S. W., in the Field.

The Kerguelen Cabbage.—" The plant abounds with essential

oil; and, when cooked, the Cabbage tastes like tough Mustard and
Cress. Being a powerful antiscorbutic, it is invaluable to the crews of

ships touching at Kerguelen's Land. Dr. Hooker says :
—

' During the
whole stay of the Ei-ebus and Terror in Christmas Harbour, daily use
was made of this vegetable, either cooked by itself or boiled with the
ship's beef, pork, or Pea-soup. The essential oil gives a peculiar

flavour, which the majority of the ofEcers and the crew did not
dislike, and which rendered the herb even more wholesome than
the common Cabbage ; for it never caused heartburn, nor any
of the unpleasant symptoms which that plant sometimes
produces.' The sole representative of this genns of Cruciforaj

is Pringlea antiscurbutica, a remarkable Cabbage-like plant con.

fined to insular Kerguelen's Land, and hence often called the
Kerguelen's-Land Cabbage."—Mr. A. Smith, in " Tho Treasuiy
of Botany. Tho genus is characterised by its oblong seed-pods
being composed of two convex or boat-shaped valves, with-
out a partition between them ; and by the seeds, which are
numerous and in two rows, being heart-shaped at the bottom, but
prolonged into a short beak at the top, and having accnmbent cotyle-

dons. The plant has a thick round root, often 3 or 4 feet long, and
2 inches in diameter, which lies along the ground, and bears at its

extremity a largo Cabbage, closely resembling the common Cabbage
of this country, having a dense white heart and loose preen outer
leaves ; its flower.stems grow out from below the principal leaves, and
are tiom 2 to 3 feet high, with their lower part more or less leafy.

Effect of Camphor on Flowers and Seeds.—Before the
beginning of this century, Dr. Benjamin Smith Barton, of Phila-

delphia published some experiments in which cut flowers or slips in

water, which were about to fade or wither, were revived for a time
by putting camphor in the water. He compared its action to that

of spirituous liquors or opium upon animals. We think the idea and
the practice have not wholly died out in this country, although very
warm water is the commoner prescription now-a-days. Dr. Vogel,

of Munich, has been trying these experiments over again, and he
finds that camphor does have a remarkable reviving effect npon some
plants, although almost none npon others, and that it quickens the

germination of seeds.

Whalebone Labels.—With reference to the note and illnstra.

tionsof this (see, p. 534, Vol. V.), permit me to say, that no label which
requires handhng, however little, before the label can be read, can
ever be worthy any serious attention. In Italy a written label is

thrust into a hollow Arundo stalk, fitted with a cap. To read the

label, this cap has to bo taken off and the paper unfolded. It is

again folded up, the cap put on, and the reed thrust in the ground.

It is clear that the persons who invent or tolerate such labels have
no notion of the points required in a good label. Tho first of these

is, that the writing should be easily read as one stands before the

plant or tree, and without touching the label in any way, or even
turning the head, which is necessary with labels written vertically.

—

CCUAlOIt.
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THE LIBRARY.
A MANUAL OF BOTANY.*

Books on botany, both elementary and advanced
well-qualified authors, too, have issued from the

Continental press in such
numbers of late years, as to

well nigh rival those of the

French and German gram-
mars which are to be met
with, in almost endless

profusion, in our educa-

tional establishments. It

would be idle, however, to

suppose that any one of

these treatises on botany
has yet exhausted the sub-

ject, or even contemplated
its final exposition. When
the broader questions of

the true limitations of

families, genera, and species

shall, at some dimly dis-

tant period, have been
finally resolved and nni-

Tersally accepted, there will

still remain the vast field of

microscopic investigation,

iu conjunction with that of

and from
British and

in

in a

chcmicalanalysis,to yield to Cailina sulwcanlis, one of the Compositse, clistinguislied by thi! large ilcvel.

f),o T^o,.s!ovor;,i<T otnrlpiit
scales of the involucre. Fruit, 4, terminating iu a pappus ; a, Tuliular Hore

tlie peisevenng Siuaent by its aigrette-like calyx (pappus); c, Magniliecl view of one of the " h
pappus.fresh germs of thought,

and fresh triumphs over
the unsolved mysteries with which many of the phenomena
of plant-life are still invested. As a valuable contriljution in

this direction, we welcome the recently-published work of Dr.
Robert Brown, which forms
the subject of our present

notice. Of numerous import-

ant questions which, of late

years, have occupied the minds
of the most distinguished

physiologists of various na-

tionalities, it affords the solu-

tions which, np to the present,

have been arrived at, and these

published results of the con-

victions of many of the most
profound thinkers, laboriously

collected and skilfully com-
pressed into a single volume,

is a step in advance, iu the in-

terests of botanical science,

which we hail with nnmingled
satisfaction. Our readers will,

perhaps, form some idea of

the vast amount of the de-

ductions of modern scientific

research presented in this

work, when they learn, from
the author's preface, th.at

" upwards of 1,200 separate

papers and treatises, in Ger-

man, French, English, and, to

a less extent, in Danish,

Swedish, Dutch, Spanish, and
Italian, have been consulted,

often without a greater reward
than to obtain a single fact,

which the exigencies of space

have compelled to be relegated

to a foot-note or a parenthesis." It would be obviously impos-

sible, within the limits which our space allows us for literary

* " A Manual of Botany, Anatomical and Physical." For the use of Students.
By Robert Brown, M.A., Ph. Dr., P.L.S., P.R.G.S., &c. Edinburgh and
London ; William Blackwood & Sons. 1874.

.^pn]ent of the
iret, surrounded
hairs " of the

The Papaw (Carica Pap.aya), the type of the order Papayacea?. I, Whole plant

;

2, Young plant; 3, Flowering branch magnified ; 4., Flower-buds; 5, Baccate
fruit, cut open to show seeds loose in the pulp.

notices of this kind, to make very extensive extracts
from the book. We must, therefore, content ourselves with
recommendiug it warmly to our readers, appending the
following brief extracts and illustrations, as examples of the
manner in which the author has treated of the anatomy and
physiology of flowering plants. It may be seen that the'illus-

trations, which are 3.j9

number, are executed
very good style.

Pappus or Aigrette.

—

In the order of the Valeriana-
ceiB, and in most compositna,
the calyx is reduced to a tuft
of hf\irs called a pappus, in

which, at first sight, it seems
to be very difficult to
recognise the calyx at all,

until we find certain plants,
where we can trace all gracla.
tions between the ordinary
form of calyx and the pappus,
as may bo seen by examiuinn'
GaillarJia picta, Catananche
easrulea, and Scabiosa atro-
parpnrea—the first and last of
theso plants presenting the
two extremes, and the second,
named one of the medium
between the forms of calyx.
Each " hair " of this tuft-like
calyx or aigrette, as it is

often called, may be either
simple or plumose by the
presence of secondary barblets
along its side.

Mniie of Insertion of Sepals.—They are generally attached to the receptacle horizontally, leaving,
when detached, a cicatrix shaped like the arc of a circle or a
horse-shoe. In the mode of insertion of the sepals there are

however, several minor modifica-
tions, though none are of any
very great importance. An ex-
amination of the calyces of Cytiaus
hypocistis. Pelargonium, Erisma
violacea, &c., will afford examples
of several such.

Bacca, or Berry Proper.—This
is a frait with one or more locula.
menta, generally many.seeded,
indehiscent, pulpy. The attach-
ment of the seeds to the placenta
is lost at maturity, and they are
scattered in the substance of the
pulp. Ex. Gooseberry, and all the
genus Ribes, Vacciuium, the frnit
oi the Vine. The term is applied
rather vaguely, however. Thus,
the fruit of the white Water Lily
is called a berry; though the
pericarp is membranous, and is

surrounded by an enlargement of
the receptacle, which becomes
fleshy, and bears marks of its

origin in the cicatrices which are
on the outside of the pericarp,
marking the places where the
parts of the floral envelopes were
attached before they fell. The
bacca is also shown in the fruit
of the Papaw, which may be
classed under this head, as well
as the somewhat peculiar fruit of
the Duckweed.
In a future volume, we are

promised " the history of the
science, the descriptiou of the

natural orders, with the economic and medicinal plants, the
extinct species, the method of studying the science, and the
laws regulating the distribution of plants over the world,
according to the latest views." We shall look forward to its

appearance with much interest.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
There is now being erected in Covent Garden Market a model of the

way in which it is proposed to cover in the portion of the market

that is exposed to the weather. It will be remembered that this is

not the first recent attempt of the kind that has been made, a low

and iusif^nificant-looking section having been pat up and pretty

generally denounced not many months ago. The present attempt

seem a more worthy one, being lofty and well-proportioned. So

much interest being now manifested in these changes in Covent

Garden, the moment is a fitting one for glancing at its past history

and present condition.

Few who go to Covent Garden Market to buy fruits or flowers think

that before the abolishment of conventual establishments by Henry
VIII. the place where they are walking was occnpied by the garden and
burial-ground of a convent, although the name tells them that it was

so. In the grand distribution of ecclesiastical spoils, Edward Seymour
Duke of Somerset, brothei'-in-law of Henry VIII., and afterwards

Protector of the Realm in the reign of Edward VI., obtained the land

previously belonging to the Westminster monks as part of his share.

In the year 1552, however, when he was beheaded, it reverted to the

Crown, and "a patent [was] granted to John, Earl of Bedford, of

the gifts of the Convent Garden, lying in the parish of St. Martin-in-

the-Fields, near Charing Cross, with seven acres, called Long Acre,

of the yearly value of £6 6s. 8d., parcel of the possessions of the late

Duke of Somerset, to have to him and his heirs, reserving a tenure

to the king's majesty in socage and not in capite" (" Privy Council

Kecords," March, 1552.) The earl built himself a timber mansion in

the same year on the site of Southampton Street, with a garden that

ran down to the Strand, and an entrance from that thoroughfare,

but the rest of the land he did not use. Covent Garden continued

for some years to be an inclosure or pasture, extending westward
from " tlie comune high waye that leadeth from the Stronde to St.

Giles-in-the-Pyeldes " (now Drury Lane), almost to the present St.

Martin's Lane. Queen Elizabeth's trusty Secretary of State, Sir

William Cecil, lived in a house on the north side of the Strand, almost

adjoining Bedford House, of the presence of which we are reminded

by Burleigh and Exeter Streets, the titles of himself and of his son.

This mansion was originally built upon the site of the parsonage,

house of St. Martin's-in-the-Ficld.s by Sir Thomas Palmer, in the

reign of Edward VI. Adjoining his house Cecil had an orchard, and
in September, 1570, Francis, Earl of Bedford, K.G., granted to him
by a lease of twenty-one years a portion of the pasture of Covent

Garden, which was next to his house, at a rent of os. a year. This

lease is printed in the "Archaeologia" (Vol. XXX., p. 497), from which
we quote the description of the land :

—" That the said Earle of

Bedforde, for the goodwyll he beareth to the said Sr. Willm. Cecil!,

hath demysed, graunted, and to fermo letton, and by these presentes

dothe demyse, grannte, and to ferme lett unto the said Sr. Willm.

Cecill, all that his porcyon or percell of grounde lyenge in the cast

ende, and being percell of the enclosu^'e or pasture conimunely called

Covent Garden, scituate in Westm', which porcyon the said Sr.

Willm. Cecill doeth and of late yeares hath occupied at the suffer-

annce of the said Earle, and hath bene and ys novve dyvyeded from
the rest of the said enclosure called Covent Garden on the west syde

of the said porcyon or p'eell nowe demysed w"' certayne stulpes

and rayles of wood, and is fensed w'th a wall of mudde or earth on

the east next unto the comune high waye that leadeth from Stronde

to St. Gyles-in-the-fycldes, and on the west end towards the south is

is fensed w"' the orcharde wall of tho said Sr. \Villm. Cecyll, and on
the south end w"' a certayne fence wall of mndde or earthe, beinge

therbye devyeded from certayne gardens belonginge to the inne

called the Whyte Heart and other tenementes situate in the high

streate of Westm., comunly called the Stronde." The word " stulp"

used in this lease is now obsolete, except in the county of Norfolk,

and signifies a low post or boundary.

We hear no more of Covent Garden until about the year 1630,

when another Earl of Bedford began to clear away the old buildings

that were scattered over the ground, and to form the present square,

by building from the designs of Inigo Jones, a church and piazza, in

imitation of the square at Leghorn. In H. Lestrange's " Annals of

the Reign of Charles I." we find this adventure mentioned under the

date 1632 :
—"The king having granted leave to the Earl of Bedford

to edify at pleasure upon the Convent Garden, it being a very ample
and spacious area and content, the ear! plied his design with such
celerity and quick despatch, as he soon reared such numerous rows
of stately and ambitions buildings as made old London envy the

magnificence of her sub-urbieary city." A new fashionable quarter

had been much required, and the Earl of Bedford's houses were soon

let to those members of the aristocracy who had no family mansions
in London. In 163-t the earl granted a lease of two houses in the

piazza to Sir Edmund Vemey, Knight Marshal to Charles I., from
, which we learn that the colonnade was originally termed tho

"Portico Walk," and, therefore, that the mistake of calling the

arcades the piazzas was of later date. A covenant was made that tho

earl should have free " ingresse, egresse, and regresse, into, out of

and from the sayd messuages, upon, by, over, and through the sayd
Portico Walke, and that he, together with other his majesty's

subjects, may at all times walke in, upon, and over the said

Portico Walke, to and fro, at his and their own will and plea-

sure." Also, " that Sir Edmund Verney may expell, put, or drive

away out of the said walke any yonth or other person whatsoever,
which shall eyther play or be in the said Portico Walke, in offence, or

disturbance to the said Sir Edmund Verney." The annual rent was
" one hundred and threescore poundes,"'—a largo sum in those

days—which shows that the neighbourhood was in high repute. The
inventory of fixtures is a very full and curious document of some
interest in the history of building in England. It is printed in the

'Archaeologia" (Vol. XXX., p. 197), where it may be found.

Hollar's view of Covent Garden was taken in the year 1617, and
represents a very handsome square. It is taken from Russell Street,

looking straight at the church, and shows the colonnade on the

south-east side, which was destroyed by the fire in the last century.

Through the columns we get a peep at the trees and garden-wall of

Bedford House, on the south side of the square. The centre is

enclosed by open posts, and the old gabled houses in Henrietta and
King Streets are well shown np, adding greatly to the general

picturesque effect.

The market originated in a few temporary stalls or sheds, which
grew up under the shadow of the garden-wall of Bedford House.
The squatters who held these stalls seem to have been recognised in

1656, as at that date the churchwardens of the parish made payment
as follows :

—" 21 March, 1656. Paid to the painter for painting the
benches and seates in the Market-place." Ten years later trees were
planted " in the broad place

;
" and in 1668 money was collected

from the inhabitants towards the expense of erecting a column in

the centre of the square, which had been enclosed with railings

60 feet distance from the buildings. This column, with a dial on the

top, was taken down in June, 1790. The various improvements
made in the centre area are noticed in R. Brome's comedy, " Tbe
Weeding of Covent Garden," which was published in 1658 :

—

Of Covent Garden, when he wrote his hook,
Some ten years since, when it was grown with weeds

;

Not set as now it is with noble seeds,

Which makes the Garden glorious.

In 1671 the Earl of Bedford obtained a patent for his market, and
eight years aftowards it was rated to the poor for the first time, when
there were twenty-three salesmen, severally rated at 2s. and Is.

In 1704 Bedford House was pulled down, and the market, which
had lip to this date crouched beneath the shadow of its wall,

was pushed into the centre of the square. Strype describes
the look of the place about this time as follows:—"The south
side of Covent Garden Square lieth open to Bedford Garden,
where there is a small grotto of trees, most pleasant in the
summer season ; and on this side there is kept a market
for fruits, herbs, roots, and flowers, every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday, which is grown to a considerable account, and well
served with choice goods, which makes it much resorted unto." The
market continued to prosper, and tho sheds were gradually enlarged,

and upper stories were added to them. This growth was watched
with dislike by the vestry of the parish, who made complaints, but
were disregarded.

In 1829 the sheds were all cleared away, and the site for the new
market was prepared. The new building was erected in 1830, from
the designs of Mr. Charles Fowler, at the expense of the Duke of

Bedford. The market gained its great fame while it was excessively

ugly, and the old sheds were as much frequented as the new building.

The chief feature of the new market-house is the centre avenue,
which became popular at once. Lately the holders of stalls have
loudly complained of their unprotected condition, and the landlord
has been asked to place a covering over them to prevent some of

the inconveniences of our changeable climate. Tins demand is now
under consideration. The present market, although, doubtless, a
great improvement on the miserable sheds of the early part
of the century, is much behind what a market of such fame, and
the chief fruit, flower, and vegetable market, moreover of

England, should be. Country towns have now handsome market-
houses, and we might fairly look to the Duke of Bedford, who
receives so large an income from Covent Garden Market, to make it

worthy alike of its fame and of our great city.

When one reflects on the many fine markets now in existence, it

is sad to think that the richest of all in jiroducts is also the ugliest

and meanest of all ; for there can be no question that the garden
products sent to it are the most abundant and the best, on the whole,
sent to any market. Yet, at present, it is, in attractiveness and convcn-
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ience, as far behind the Paris market as a small country theatre is

behind the Covent Garden Opera-house. There is no space on which
the various fruits and vegetables can be seen or sold to advantage ; on
market mornings the crowd is so dense that business is much retarded

;

while, as for the public visiting the market on those occasions,

it is out of the question. Eoom tor storage there is little or

none, so that unsold articles have frequently to be taken

away from the market at a great loss to their owners. Few
who know the extent and quality of the garden produce of

the environs of London will deny that a market designed

so as to afford proper convenience for the display of this

produce would form the most interesting spot in London. It

would be beautiful, too, as the various flowers, fruits, and vegetables

changed week by week with the seasons. But it is not from the

point of view of ornament only that the matter is important. The
public see little of the misery and dauger which result from having
such a busy crowd in the market exposed to the inclemency of the

weather at all seasons. Before our office windows, and in the various

streets and open parts of the market, hundreds of men and waggons
of vegetables stand on many dreary moruings, till both are as satu-

rated as if they had gene under the falls of Niagara without the

customary overcoats ; such is the present state of things. Let us

hope we may yet be able to give a more cheerful report.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR,.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

All deficiencies in beds or borders will, by this time, have been
made good, and it is now necessary to endeavour, by every possible

means, to keep the plants in a growing and healthy condition for as

long a period as possible. Training, staking, tying, and pegging
down must receive close attention ; and, if the weather con-

tinues dry, both beds and borders must be liberally supplied with
water. The plants should also be strictly confined to the spaces

allotted to them, so that the outlines of beds and clumps may
be clearly defined. Stake and tie up Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and other

tall-growing herbaceous plants which may be growing on the margins
of shrubbery borders, and let large clamps of Narcissi and other

bulbous plants be overhauled where the leaves show symptoms of

decay and the bulbs have, consequently, become ripe. Such bulbs as

Narcissi, Crocuses, Scillas, Tulips, &o., may be stored away for the

present, to be planted at any convenient time during the autumn
;

but a lengthened exposure to air tends to impair the vigour of such
scaly bulbs as those of the Lily family; therefore, the shorter

time they are kept out of the soil the better, and any clumps of them
that have been taken up for the purpose of separation or division

may be planted again at once ; and, in order, as far as possible, to

prevent any accidental injury being done to them while at rest, they
should be carefully labelled at the time of planting. Remove dead
and decaying blooms from Roses and other flowering shrubs ; remove
also seed-pods from Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and other American
plants as soon as they have done flowering, as this, if carefully

attended to now, will have a beneficial effect upon the bloom of the
following season. When this is done a liberal watering should be
given to the plants, an operation which should be occasionally

repeated according to the state of the weather. Cuttings may now
be made of the young wood of Roses ; they will root freely under
hand-glasses, as will also cuttings of Pinks and Pansies, Dielytra

spectabilis, and various other hardy herbaceous plants, such as Sweet
Williams and the different kinds of double Wallflowers.—P. Gkievk,
Culford Gardens, Bury St. Edimmd's.

Indoor Plant Department.
Poinaettias should now be shaken out, re-potted, and encouraged

to make strong sturdy growth. Another useful winter-blooming
plant is Begonia dipetala. If small plants of this are at hand, and
grovn on freely, they will furnish quantities of bloom in the winter.

AUamandas, Clerodendron splendens, and Dipladenias, showing flower

freely, should now be trained round their trellises, but not too closely,

as that gives them too stiff an appearaace, and also has a tendency
to cause premature decay in the leaves, which, if allowed to overlap

each other, turn yellow and decay ; this has also a tendency to

weaken the plants and to reduce their blooming capabilities. Expose
them to all the light possible, using just sufficient shading material

to break the direct rays of the sun ; by this means the flowers

will be produced much stouter, and will stand in a cut state, if

required, much longer than when treated more tenderly. Autumn-
Btruok cuttings of hard-wooded stove plants, such as Ixorias, AUa-
mandas, Gardenias, &o., which have been potted during the winter,

will, by this time, require a further shift. The aim of the cultivator
ought to be to get the plants up to the required size as quickly aa
possible ; if such things are allowed to become stunted through
being pot-bound, it takes a long time afterwards to get them to
move ; in fact, it is better to cbmmence with a cutting than to grow
a plant on that has been allowed to get into auch a condition. It
would seem that tbe increased demand for cut flowers at the present
day is illimitable ; it therefore behoves gardeners to make provision
to meet it. In most establishments, large or small, there will be
some things held in greater esteem than others. Therefore, it ia

impossible to name any plants in particular that would be held in
general estimation. Yet, during this and tho next two months,
flowers from stove plants will be largely used for mixing with Rosea
and other out-door productions. There is a great charm in variety

;

yet the old system of growing collections of plants where the object
was to include the greatest number possible, both of species and
varieties, is anything but calculated to meet the requirements of the
present day ; it is much better to confine to a reasonable extent the
number of varieties of plants grown to such as are the most
attractive, last the longest, and are held in the greatest estimation.
If there is one plant more than another that is more generally useful
as a decorative, stove, or intermediate house plant, and capable of
producing quantities of cut flowers for eight or ten months in the
year, it is Ixora coocinea. Now is a good time to either strike
cuttings or procure plants of it ; and, if kept clean from insects, and
grown under the same conditions as to temperature and atmospheric
moisture, summer and winter, that will suit Cucumbers, it will
amply repay for the trouble bestowed upon it. Its flowers will stand
in water for a week, and it can be cut with impunity without injuring
the plants. In conservatories every attention should be paid to
keeping foliage clear of insects, and to the encouragement of its

healthy development. The Clianthus puniceua is a plant very liable
to attacks of red spider, and must, therefore, be closely watched and
often syringed. Plants in pots are more likely to suffer from
drought at this season than those in borders, and must, therefore, be
frequently examined. Tree Ferns, some Palms, and a few quick,
growing large plants in borders, should have basins of earth formed
round their bases, so that a thorough soaking of water can be given
to them at one time without running over the border. Fuchsias,
both in the form of climbers and pyramids, are now about their best.
Pinch their side-shoots iu freely until a few weeks prior to allowing
them to bloom, and give a little liquid manure about twice a week.
In growing the double-flowering kinds of Pelargonium, endeavour to
induce a stubby growth ; and, after their flowers are fairly aet, assist
a freer development by means of manure-water. Show Pelargoniums
that have done blooming should be set outside, so as to enable them
to ripen their wood, and they should be allowed to dry off gradually.
Lilies belonging to the Japanese section should now be coming beau-
tifully into bloom, and should be liberally supplied with stimulants.
When re-potted, the pots should only be filled to within two inches
or so of the top, so as to leave room for top-dressings of good rich
compost. Before cutting the blooms of these Lilies, the anthers
should be carefully removed, so as not to spoil the petals by the
diffusion of the pollen. Erythrinas coming into bloom should be
assisted by means of manure-water. Statices should be re-potted as
they require that attention, but iu the case of old plants, top-dress,
ings and manure-waterings should bo resorted to instead of giving
them a shift.

Orchids.

Orchids recently imported, and which have been laid on a bed of Moss
until the young growth has made its appearance, may now be potted
iu a fresh open compost consisting of fibrous peat and Sphagnum, on
a well-drained bottom. I have always found it best in practice to
watch the plants carefully until the young growth has made ita

appearance in the form of a plump bud, or swelling at the base of
the old pseudo.bulbs, and then to pot them at once before the cluster
of young roots was emitted. The roots then find their way into the
compost without injury, while it is almost impossible to re-pot planta
with the young rootlets an inch or more in length without bruising
off their delicate green tips ; and, when that happens, the young
growth is very considerably checked. This is specially true in the
case of Cattleyas, Odonloglots, and Lajlias, and often results iu their
making a second abnormal growth, which, in its turn, is but half
developed, and the consequence is few or no flowers. Keep a careful
look out for insect pests. In the cool houses little shell-snails (Helix
alliaria) often abound in the Sphagnum in large quantities, and these
must be diligently picked off by hand and destroyed. Slugs
often eat the succulent young growth of Od'.ntoglotg, Diaas,
and Masdevallias, and must be treated in the same manner.
Woodlice, which often abound and eat leaves and roots, should be
driven from their day-light haunts among the crooks or compost by
plunging the planta gently into a pail of water, and removing them
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oue hy olg as tljey ciawl out. Another excellent plan is to lay slices

of Potatoes on the tops of the pots, and to examino these every

morning. Another source of annoyance to the Orchid grower ia

the presence of ants, which often take up their quarters in Orchid,

houses in considerable numbers, and overrun everything. The harm

which they do does not consist in eating the plants, bnt in carry,

ing rubbish into the axils of the leaves. The best way to destroy

ants is to lay pieces of sponge soaked in treacle, and squeezed nearly

dry in their runs. They enter the pores of the sponge in quest of

the sweets, and are made prisoners in immense numbers, when
they may readily be destroyed by collecting the sponges and

dipping them in boiling water. Plants making growth, such as

Coelogynes, Oncidinms, Odontoglots, and Cattleyas should have a

copious supply of moisture at the root, and a genial atmosphere

must be maintained. Dendrobes, which have finished their growth,

may be placed in a dry airy house, and allowed more sunlight than

they have lately been having.—F. W. Bukbidoe.

Indoor Truit Department.

In early Pineries, in which the fruit has been cut, the plunging or

fermenting material should be turned out, and the pits thoroughly

cleansed and lime-washed. Suckers should be firmly potted in six.

inch pots, using for them fibry loam and a little charcoal ; after being

potted they should either be plunged in front of late succession plants

or in separate beds, and shaded for a short time during bright sunshine.

Vines swelling fruit should be allowed abundance of moisture, both

at the root and in the atmosphere. Late Vine-borders should receive

good soakings of niannre-water, either from the farmyard or the

cesspool, occasionally ; immediately after the manure-water has been

applied, another soaking of pure water should be given, in order to

dilute the first application, and to wash it down. Figs are now
producing a second crop, and in most instances this crop seems

nnexceptionally fine. They should be allowed abundance of moisture

at the root, overhead, and in the atmosphere. Stimulants are not

often applied to Figs in the way of mannre-water, but they

thoroughly enjoy a mulching of good fibry loam and rotten manure.

Peach and Nectarine trees done fruiting should be well syringed and

supplied with water ; they should also be freely exposed to the air.

Melons done fruiting should cither be thrown away and replaced by

young ones, or cut back and encouraged to start afresh ; but young

plants are best.

Hardy Fruits.

The greater portion of wall-fniits will now be about commencing

their second swelling. Stoning will be nearly perfected, and with it

the risk of more fruit dropping. It is always safe practice to defer

the final thinning till this uncertain process is completed. Some
refuse to thin at all until the fruits are stoned. Tliis is to invite

failure ; for, probably, the greatest strain on the tree is furnishing

stone and forming stone perfecting matter. It is always safe practice

to leave one-half or one-third more fruit to stone than it would be

either prudent or profitable to allow the tree to ripen. In thinning

fruitsof Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and Plums, attend to such tritles

as the proximity of branches, nails, and other fruits, and see that

each fruit has freedom to develop itself without being crushed or

malformed in any way. It is often needful to nnnail or untie a branch,

and to partly twist it round to place the fruit on it in the most

favourable position for developing its full size. Of course, when the

crop is irregular, we are glad to leave all we can. But stone

fruit, crowded together in clusters is simply superior fruit

ruined, unless it be Apricots or Plums for preserving. But,

in good seasons, and with all superior fruits, more depends

on such small matters than on any greiit thing that we can do for the

trees. Another trifle ia the different modes of fruit.bearing of

different fruit trees. Pcnchcs and Nectainnes, Morella Cherries, and
some Plums, for instance, fruit best, and the trees are best preserved in

a fertile state, and most successfully furnished with wood, by reserving

only the young wood of the previous year's growth for fruit.bearing.

Hence, in dis-budding or summer pruning such trees, the superfluous

shoots are taken clean away, not a morsel of the shoot is left.

Apricots, most Cherries, and many Plums, on the contrary, bear fruit

more on spura than on the young wood ; these spurs are produced

by Nature, and can also be manufactured by art, the most common
mode of artificial production being the leaving of two or three buds

at the base of each shoot, pinched back or pruned off. The sap

that was previously expended on a growing shoot is now diverted into

the development of a fruit spur. Such spura, however, would be a

positive nuisance in the first set of trees named ; they are essential to

the full fertility of the second, and of Apples, Pears, Grape Vines, &c.

;

and yet the entire difference of treatment and result turns upon a

natural peculiarity of the trees overlooked by many, and, perhaps,

hardly aaseBeed at its proper value by anyone.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.
Although a few slight showers have fallen during the paat week,

whicii, for the time, had a beneficial influence upon vegetation, tlie

rainfall, in this district at least, has not been sufficient to reach the
roots of plants ; it will, therefore, still be necessary to persevere in

the use of every expedient that can be adopted for the mitigation of

drought. Peas, Cauliflowers, and Lettuce, can only be kept in good
growing condition by careful attention. Bring up all arrears in

planting such things as Broccoli, Savoys, and Winter Greens of all

kinds. Plant also a few Cabbages fur autumn nse somewhat thicklv
together. It is better to push forward work of this kind now, than
to wait for a more copious fall of rain, as one or two good waterings
will establish them in their new quarters, and when rain comes, they
will be ready to start into active growth at once ; there will, more,
over, be no occasion to tread the ground when it is net. Celery for

late spring nse should now be thought about. The following is a
good plan for securing and keeping spring Celery in good
condition. About the first week in July, after the eaily Peas
are cleared away, a trench is opened along the front of a
south border near the water supply, about 1- feet wide and 8 inches
deep; 6 inches in depth of rotten manure is then placed all

over the bottom, and well forked over; suificient soil ia returned to

the trench to raise it up nearly, bnt not quite, to its original level.

Plants of Williams's ifatchless, or some other good red kind of

Celery, raised from seeds sown in April thinly, or thinned out after,

wards in the open air, are selected and planted out all over the bed,

6 inches apart. Water is given almost daily in dry weather, in the
evening ; and about the end of November, or just before severe frost

is apprehended, each plant is tied up with a bit of matting ; and the
blanching process is effected in one operation, by heaping up to the
requisite height, round and amongat the plants, burnt earth or ashes.

Where slugs are troublesome, this will keep them off, and the Celery
will be sweet, criap, and free from decay. During aharp frosty

weather, I cover with clean dry straw or Fern. In March the Cidery
may be dug up and laid in close together, in the same material,

under a north wall; and, thus circumstanced, it will keep good long
after that treated in the ordinary way has either decayed or

"bolted." About the 8th or 9th, sow Enfield Market and Atkin's
Matchless Cabbages for early spring use ; and jjossibly some of them
may turn in, in February or March. A further sowing of these and
other kinds may bo made about the 18th, and again (to stand all

winter in the seed-bed) about the end of the month. If the weather
continues dry, soak the land with water thoroughly several hours before
sowing, and afterwards shade. Sow also a little Prickly Spinach
and Tripoli Onion seed for early autumn use, but the main sowings
of those things should be delayed till the end of the month. Make
frequent sowings of Lettuce, Endive, Radishes, &c., at this season,

to ensure a good supply, as a good crisp salad ia especially important
in hot weather. Parsley may yet be sown for winter and spring nse,

as also Early Horn Carrots, where young Carrots are in demand.
Make a final planting for the season of Dwarf French Beans, selecting

an early kind for this purpose. Mulch the ground between Vegetable
Marrows, and peg out the shoots; thin out, stop, and nail np
Tomatoes, and mulch them with manure. Shallots and Garlic, as

soon as the growth dies down, should be taken up and spread out in

the sun to dry, turning them over occasionally. Cucumbers in pita

and frames should be frequently top-dreased, and well supplied with
water, shutting them up early in the afternoon.—E. Hobday.

The Siphonic Watering-pot.—We have received from the
patentees, Jlessrs. .Vlfred Smith & Co., of Bath, one of these newly,
invented watering-pots, the special advantages claimed for which
are as follow :— 1. A steady and uniform flow of water, which may bo
regulated at pleasure. 2. Its adaptability for waterint,' plants on
upper shelves, as the pot can be used without being tilted or inclined.

3. By simply pressing a spring above the handle, it may be used
under hand ; or, by pulling a similar contrivance under the pot,

plants may be watered at a higher elevation than can conveniently be
reached by any one using an ordinary watering-pot ; thus obviating,

in many cases, the use of steps. Gardeners who have used this pot

speak well of ita action ; and, doubtless, for shelf-watering, it is

greatly superior to any ordinary watering-pot.

New Manure.—MM. Bellinet and Martinet state that they have
succeeded in converting the nitrogen of the air into ammonia without

expense, without chemical manipulation, and even without human
intervention at all, by the nse of certain bituminous schists. These
schists contain, in much larger proportions than farmyard manure,
all the elements necessary for the growth of plants. Sulphide of

carbon is produced at the same time, and is said to be the only

remedy for the phylloxera or Vine disease.
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SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL, HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
ROSE SHOW.

July 1st.

Owing to late fluctuations in temperature and heavy
rains the show of Roses on this occasion was not equal

I

to that of former years. Several f;jrowers who had
entered the list as competitors failed to put in an
appearance. Mr. P. Barr and Mr. G. P. Wilson con-
tributed much to the interest of the show, by staginj^

two fine collections of cut Lilies ; and some splendid
examples of Iris Kffimpferi were shown by Messrs.
E. G. Henderson. In class 1, for seventy.two distinct

varieties, Mr. G. Prince, H, Market Street, 0.>cford, was
first with fine blooms, considerin;? the season. Among
light-coloured varieties, we noted Th^rcse Levet, aflower
of soft satiny rose; Marguerite de St. Amand, silvery

rose, fine incurved flower; Belle Lj'onaise, a pale
sulphur tea-scented variety ; Elie Morel, a fine flower,

bright rose mai'gined with lilac ; La France, one of the

finest of all now Roses, and of a bright rose, the outer
petals being nearly white ; Baronne Rothschild, is a
fine open flower of considerable merit, the colour being
a soft rosy-salmon ; Mons. Furtado is also a nice clear
sulphur-tLuted variety, belonging to tae Tea-sceuted sec
tion. The dark flowers shown in this group were very
fine, and included among other kinds the following, viz.,

Maurice Beruardin, a fine open flower with large smooth
petals of a bright crimson colour; Alfred Colomb, a
full Rose, of the same colour as the last; Claude Levet,
a fine incurved bloom, of a dark crimson tint. The
second prize was awarded to Mr. C. Turner, of Slough,
who had evenly matched flowers very tastefully set up.
Among light kinds were Paul Neron, a fine large rosy-
lilac ; Abel Grand, hght rose; Princess Mary of
Cambridge, sofc flesh ; President, light rosy-salmon

;

Henri I'ajes, a fine full flower, of a pale rosy-lilac
colour; Gloire de Dijon, Victor Verdier, and others
equally good. Among dark varieties, were fine blooms
of Camille Bernardin, crimson-purple ; Senateur Vaisse

;

Madame Victor Verdier, rich crimson ; Dupuy Jamin,
a fine, smooth petalled flower, of rich lilac-purple

;

Ferdinand de Lesseps, velvety crira-on; Dr. Andry. and
Lady Suflleld. Messrs. G. Paul & Sons, of the Old Nur-
series, Cheshunt, were third, with a very fine col-
lection, in which a new unnamed seedling Hybrid
Perpetual was conspicuous, the colour being a
rich fiery crimson ; there were also fine blooms
of Alfred Colomlje, a soft crimson-purple; Camille
Bernardin; La Fontaine, a soft lilac-purple; Nardy
Freres, a dull purple ; Victor Verdier, an I other
equa'ly well-known kinds. In cla-^s 2, for forty-
eight blooms, three tru?ses, Mr. Chis. Turner wa^ first

with fine flowers, the most conspicuous being three
fresh blooms of Ferdinand de Lesseps, ricn crimson;
Abel Grand, also fine; Li Franco aud B.iionue Roths-
child, both excellent light flowers ; Duke of Edin-
burgh ; Prince Camille de Rohan ; and Caas. Lefebvre,
very fine dark varieties. In Messrs. Paul & Son's col-
lection, which was second, were fine blooms of Marechal
Niel and Belle Lyonnaise, both j-ellow Teas. Mr.
Cranston, King's Acre. Hereford, was first in the class
for twenty-four varieties, three trusses of each. Among
dark kinds we noticed Mnrte Baumann. B-auty ol
Waltham, General Jacqueminot, and Duke of Edin-
burgh; also Paul Verdier, a bright rosy-crimson.
Among light varieties, Madame Eugeaie Verdier, Abel
Grand, Baronue Rothschild, L\ France, Bessie Johnson,
and Elie Morel, were good. Mr. J. Eraser, of Leyton,
was second with nice trusses, well set off by buds and
foliage. Among the different varieties we notice I Senr-
teur Vaisse, Duke of Edinburgh, Dr. Andry, and General
Jacqueminot, all excellent fiery-crimsons, the light
flowers bemg well-represented by Madame E. Verjier,
Elie Morel, La France, and Baronue Rothschild. Mr,
G. Prince, 11, Market Street, Oxford, was third with
nice flowers. The blooms of Marie Baumann, in this
group, deserve more than a passing notice, and show
what a splendid flower this is when well grown. The
best box of twenty-four Roses in the show came from
Mr. J. Cranston, who had Jean Chepin, a rich crimson-
purple, but rather too small for show purposes.
Maurice Bernardin, John Hopper, Marechal Vaillant,
Marechal Niel, and other old favourites. Mr. C. Turner,
of Slongh, was second ; and Mr. E. Cooling, of Bath,
was a very excellent third.
In the Amateur's Cl.asses, the Eev. C. Arkwright,

Pencombe Rectory, Hereford, was first with forty-eight
varieties, some of which were very fine. The second
award in this class went to the Rev. J. M. B. Camm
Monkton Wyld, Dorset, who had nice stands in which
Tea-scented varieties were very fine. Mr. W. Farren,
10, Crescent, Cambridge, was third ; and Mr. W. Ingle,
gardener to Mrs. Round, Colchester, was a good fourth,
the blooms being very neatly set up. Mr. J. W. Chard
also staged a nice collection of blooms in this class.
In class 6 (twenty-four Roses) Mr. W. Farren waa
first with a very effective group. Second, F. H. Gould,
Esq., Mortimer Vicarage, Reading, with flue flowers
rather soiled by the recent wet weather. Mr. W.
Ingle third. Several other collections were staged
in this cla«s. In class 7 (twelve distinct varieties),
Mr. J. Marp, Corn Market Street, Oxford, was first
with fine fresh flowers, including Madlle. Marguerite
Dombrain, a fine lull satiny flower of the softest
rose; Paul Verdier, Countess of Oxford, and others.
Thirteen aood stands were staged in this class.
In class fj, the prizes in which were offered for Roses

sent out during the past three years, the first went to
Mr, Cranston, who hsul iamia Laxton a flae deep rosy-

flower of good form ; Cheshunt Hybrid, a nice variety,

but jiast its best ; Mons. Etienno Levet, a fine fully

expanded flower of a soft rosy-lilac tint, and with very
smooth petals ; Reynolds Hole, a deep velvety-crimson,

and others. Mr. Charles Turner was second with Miss
A. Hassard, a finely formed full flower of the most
delicate rosy flesh ; Bessie Johnson, delicate flesh

;

Princess Christian, a globular full flower of a pale

satiny rose ; Annie Laxton, President Thiers, John
Stuart Mill, a fine deep rosy-purple, and others. Third,
.Messrs. Paul & Son, who had nice flowers of Wilson
Saunders, a deep velvety crimson; Etienne Levet;
Lyonnaise ; Francois Michelson, soft rose ; The Shah,
deep crimson ; Cheshunt Hybrid, Hypolite Janin, Thomas
Miles, a full deep rosy-crimson flower, and others.

Class y, si.x trusses of any new Rose sent out during
the last three years.—First, Mr. C. Turner, with Etieflne

Levet, a finely-formed full flower of a deep rosj'-lilac

colour. Messrs. Paul &. Sons were second with Annie
Laxton, and a duplicate set consisted of W. Wilson
Saunders. Mr. G. Prince was third with Elie Morel, a
fine rosy flower, the petals being beautifully crisped.

Class 10, for Twelve Tea-scented Roses.— First,

Messrs. Paul and Son with Catherine Mormet a deli-

cate salmon-tinted flower ; Marechal Niel, Niphetos, a
fine variety with paper-white flower; Gloire de Bor-
deaux, a bright rosy-Ulao ; Cheshunt Hybrid, Sonvenir
d'un Ami, fine soft iiesh ; President, white sutt'used with
flesh, and others. In the Amateur's Class, the Rev. G.
Arkwright was first with very fresh flowers, including

Devoniensis; Compte de Paris, flesh; Catherine Mer-
met ; Souvenir d'un Ami ; Reubens, creamy-white

;

Triomphe de Rennes, an old favourite of a delicate

sulphur tint; Souvenir d'Blise, a flnely formed bud,

creamy-white ; Gloire de Dijon, and other well-known
kinds. Mr. W. Ingle and Mr. W. Farren had nice

groups, and were second and third respectively. In

the last-named collection we noted Maria Sisley, a deep

rosy flower with peculiarly pointed segments. The
Rev. J. B. M. Camm was first for twelve trusses of

Alfred Colomb, a flue purplish-crimson flower ; and
Mr. J. W. Chard was second. Messrs. Paul & Son were
first for twelve trusses of Dake of Edinburgh, and their

stand of this flery crimson-tinted variety was much
admired ; the second award went to Mr. C. Turner.

For the prize oliered for twelve trusses of Baronne
Rothschild, eight fine collections were exhibited. The
Rev. J. B. M. Camm was first with fine flowers, well

coloured. In the nurserymen's class, Mr. C. Turner

took corresponding honours with an equally fine group

of blooms. The best twelve trusses of La France came
from the Rev. G. Arkwright, whose flowers were large

and flnely coloured. The Rev. J. B. M. Camm and Mr.

Prince also showed fine stands in the same class. Mr.

G Prince was first with twelve flowers of Marie

Baum;inn, one of the best Roses in its class. Two fine

stands of Tea Roses, consisting of Glou-e de Dijon and

S mvenir d'un Ami respectively, came from the Rev. G.

Arkwi i»ht Groups of Roses in pots came from Messrs.

G. Paur& Sons and Messrs. C. Turner, the prizes being

awarded in the order in which the names stand.

As regards miscellaneous subjects, a silver medal

was awarded to a fine coUection of decorative stove

and greenhouse plants, Orchids, and Ferns, which came
from Mr B. S. Williams. Among them was a nice

plant of the rare Aerides Sohroderii, bearing a spike of

lar'^e richly tinted flowers ;
Disa grandiflora, and a

»ood variety of Oncidium cucu. latum. Mr. J. Aldous

also had a group of decorative plants, to which a small

bronze medal was awarded. A small bronze medal was

likewise o-iven to some splendid cat blooms of Pinks

and Verbenas from Mr. C. Turner. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son sent some dwarf Lobelias in pots,

very profuse'y bloomed. Among them L. Nemesis was
a fine clear blue, about 3 or 4, inches high ; L. Aspasia,

same habit, but r.ither deeper in tone
;
L. pumila max-

ima, a great imorovement on L. pumila ; L. Unique,

a dense variety of the most vivid Ulue imaginable, and
one which will prove invaluable for the now popular

system of carpet bedding. A fine group of single and
semi-double flowered Larkspurs also came from the same
firm, together with a collection of tricolor zonal

Pelargoniums. Mr. Harrison Weir sent cut spikes of a

yellow-flowered Foxglove (Digitalis lutea ochroleuca),

'the throat of which was mottled with dark brown. Mr.

R. Dean sent a very showy collection of cut spikes of

Antirrhinums. Messrs. Carter & Co. had a new Hybrid
Sehizanthus, named Butterfly, the segments of which

were white, spotted with a dark purple, also a deep rosy

variety of Hedysarum corouarum. Mr G. F. Wilson
furnished a choice collection of cut LUies, and two
splendid pans of Nertera depressa, very fresh and
dense, profusely sprinkled with coral-tinted berries of

the size of small Peas. It is quite kardy in a shady
situation, and is found widely distributed in motm-
tainous districts of both hemispheres. Messrs. Dixon
& Co., of Hackney, sent Ufted plants of Calceolaria

Golden Bedder, a kind which bears large golden
flowers. Messrs Barr & Sugden had a splendid group
of cut Lilies of the Thunborgianum and Martagon types.

Messrs. J. Backhouse, of York, sent a blooming plant

of Mormodes Pardina, a native of Mexico, having
spindle-shaped bulbs nearly a foot long, bright green-

ribbed foliage, and a short spike of yellow flowers, pro-

fusely speckled with dark brown ; also plants of

Onciilinm stjUigernm, a native of Mexico, closely

resemblmg the rare O. Barkerii (O.ltigrinum) iti habit,

but with longer and flatter pseudo-bulbs. The flowers

are about an inch and a half across, borne on arching
branched spikes 5 or 6 feet in length. The sepals and
petals are of a creamy-yellow, spotted with brown, the

hp being three-lobed, lateral lobes white, and central

lobe jwrplish-brown. Messrs, Dick Radclyffe & Co,, of

High Holborn, and Messrs. J. Bromwich & Co., South
Belgravia, exhibited some elegant Fern-cases, very
tastefully arranged.

JFruit.—The show of fruit was limited to one or two
Melons of average merit, and a flue collection of Cherries
consisting of a dozen dishes sent b.v Mr. J. Woodbridge,
gardener to the Duke of Northum'jerlaud, at Syon. Mr,
McLaren, of Ash, Surrey, sent cut fruiting branches of

a prolific Llaspberry, named McLaren's Prolific ; the fruit

is large of a dark red colour, but deficient in flavour,

A new seedling Grape, named the Duchess of Edin-
burgh, came from Mr. W. Melville, gardener to George
Gibbs, E3ii.,,The Royal Vineyard, St. Lawrence, Jersey;
the bunches were long and tapenng, the berries large
and oval, green in tint, fine and distinctly netted with
yellow, like some of the smooth skinned Gooseberries,
the foot-stalks were thin and slightly warted ; though
sweet and juicy with a slight Muscat fiavoiu-, it was
thick skinned and otherwise of little merit. Mr. I'erkins,

gardener to Charles Keyser, Esq., sent a pair of fine

yuceu Pines, the produce of rooted suckers planted in

August 187J ; the heavier of the two was a splendid fruit,

symmetrical and well swelled, weighing 5 lbs. 13 oz. ;

the smaller one being only 7oz. lighter.

Vegetables.—Considerable interest was occasioned
amung practical gardeners and amateurs by the fine

collections of Peas sent in competition for the prizes

offered by Messrs. Carter & Co. The first award
went to Mr. VV. G. Pragnall, gardener to G. D. W.
Digby, Esq., Dorset. The varieties were Champion of
England, pods rather small but remarkably well-filled ;

G. F. Wilson, pods well-filled and the Peas of goodflavour
Superlative, with very large-curved and curiously-

pointed pods, the Peas in which were rather small

;

Hundredfold, with well-filled pods ; Wonderful, one of

the best of the group, the pods being rather smaU but
well-filled, and the Peas large .and of fine flavour;

James's Marrow, a prolific variety with well-filled pods
of medium size. Mr. H. Elliot, gardener to J. Hibberd,
Esq., Maidenhead, was second with Laxton's Quality,

evulently a fine and prolific variety, the flavour being
sweet and good ; Fu-st Crop Blue, another good cropper
of excellent flavour ; Laxton's Supreme, in the way of

Superlative but rather smaller ; James's Marrow, Forty-

fold, a productive variety of good flavour ; and G. F,

Wilson. The first prize for four varieties went to Mr.
F. Baily, gardener to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shardeloes.

These were Superlative, Laxton's William the Fu-st,

Laxton's No. 1, a small podded kind but probtto, and
Laxton's Pillbasket. Mr. G. T. Mdes was second, and
Mr. R. Gilbert, of Burghley, third. Mr. R. Dean sent

haulm of two new Peas from his grounds at Lledfont.

One was named Robert Fenn, a prolific cropper, with

from seven to nine Peas in a pod. The other was
called Deiin's Dwarf Marrow, smaller, but very pro-

ductive.

First-Class Certificates were awarded to the follow-

ing novelties :—
Rose Sir Garnet Wolseley (Cranston).—A seedlmg

from Camille de Rohau, and in colour simdar to Mane
Baumann. It is a nice incurved flower of a rich fiery-

crimson colour.
Ins Kffimpferi (E. G. Henderson).—A fine flower,

having six broad imbricating petaloid segments of a
rich claret colour, with a bright golden streak at the

base. The foliage resembles that of some Gladiolus,

and the three-fiowered scape is fully a yard high. It is

one of the best of a beautitul, but shy-flowermg, section

of this genus. ,„ , , .

Tricolor Pelargonium Dr. Masters (Henderson).—

A

dwarf, dense habited variety of considerable merit.

The leaves, which are crumpled, are green in the

centre, bordered with clear yellow, and having a broad

bronzy scarlet zone.
Silene pendula ti. pi. (Dean).—This is a very pretty

double-flowered " Catch-fly," of the brightest rose

colour. It will prove useful lor bedding purposes and
dry sunny banks.

Lobelia (pumila) magnifica (Boster).—This is the best

dwarf Lobelia we have ever seen, and is certain to

become popular. A httle patch about 3 inches high

and as much through bears about aoo flowers of the

most vivid blue imaginable.
Echeveria Peaoockii (Croucher) .—A robust habited

species, the thick bluish glaucous foliage being very

symmetrically arranged ; each leaf is concave above,

with their points incurved. It is one of the best of the

small growing section, and is ctt'ective as a pot plant.

The flowers are of the usual form and deep orange

colour, borne on a simple secund spike from 12 to 18

inches high. The spike is of a reddish-purple colour,

clothed vrith lance-shaped bracts of the same colour as

the leaves.

WEST HAM HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

June 30th.

This suburban exhibition was quite a success, the stove

and greenhouse plants being excellent—indeed, better

than those staged at some of our large shows this year.

The principal exhibitors among nurserymen were
Messrs. B. S. Williams, Rollisson, and Wright ; and Mr.
J. Ward, Mr. D. Donald, Mr. J. Douglas, and Mr. J.

Wheeler among amateurs. Fruit, though sparsely

represented, was excellent in quahty ; Grapes, Straw-

berries, and Cherries being especially fine. Vegetables,

though somewhat scarce, were of average merit. The
New Park, in which the exhibition was held, is of con-

siderable extent, and contains some fine specimen Yews,
Poplars, and some fine old Mulberry trees, in the trunk

Qt one ol which an Elder bush has estabUshed itself, and
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18 gradually Bplitting the Mulberry as it increases in
Bize.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—In the nurserj-man'a
clntss tor t\\L'lvi5 bpucimeDs, Mr, H. S. WilliHms wufl first
with a woll-K'roHn t-Toiip, in which were Kricaoljbata,
beariuK lar^'e inliated wax-liite flowers of ])carly wliite-
neas ; K. ( iivcmliahii, a well-known yellow tlowercd
variety; AUnnriniui Hendertionii, anfl A. cathartica.
AnthmiuTii SliLTzerianum, liouprainvillca Klal'ra, and
other ef|U;i.Ily well-managed plants. In the amateur's
rlasa, Mr. .1. Ward, pardenerto F. G. Wilkins, Ksij., of
Ley ton.WHS deservedly first, with twelve splendid iJlants,
ani'ing which tiie following deserve special mention.viz.,
AnthuriumSrIicrzerianum, with about twenty brilliantly
coloured spathesi Stalice prnfusa, a perfect ma.ss of
bright blue llowcrs ; Kalosanthea Frederick Desbois,
rich scarlet; and a splendidly coloured liougainvillea
glabra. -Mr. J. Wheeler was second with a well-grown
grouii, in which was Stephaiiolis floribunda, a per-
fectly globular mass of fresh leathery foUago of
the (liirkest tmd most healthy green tint, inter-
sperseii with great clusccns of sweet-scented snowy
flowers. This was supported by an excellent speci-
men of Bougainvillea glabra. Mr. D. Donald was
third with Krica Aitoniana, a fine old white variety
with long tubular flowers ; Ixora amboyensis, well
bloomed ; Dipltliicnia amabilis, and others'. Good col-
lections of Hnc-loliaged plants were furnished in excel-
lent conilition by Mr. D. Donald, Mr. J. Ward, and Mr.
J. Douglas, the iirizes being awarded in the order in
which the names stand. In looking over these groups
we noted a splendid specimen of the sombre-tinted
Cycas circinalis. with graceful pinnate foliage, 6 or more
feel in length. This plant is as elegant as a Palm, and,
like its congener, C. rcvoluta, stands a good deal of
rough UB;ige

; hence, as a companion to the latter, it
deserves generiilly to be more grown for all kinds of
modern dci-oration and for sub-tropical gardening
during the summer months than it is. Mr. Ward's
plauts, ahhonuh rather small, were superior to any
others in the tent ; they consisted of good examples of
Sarracenia tlava. Cocos Weddelliana, a remarkably fresh
and promising little Palm ; Crotou undnlatum, one of the
most ell'octivc of all the newer kinds; Latania rubi-a
and Areca lulescens, both distinct and effective
decorative Palms

; Dracaena lineata, Tucea aloifolia
vitriegiita and Dicksonia antarctica, a well-known Tree
Fern that luxuriates hi a cool temjierature. In the
Amateur's Class for six stove and greenhouse plants,
Mr. Ward was again first with a young fresh Ixora
Williiimsii, the flowers of which are of a bright orange
tint, liorne in enormous trusses backed by handsome
leathery foliage. The group also contained' good plants
of Erica depressa; Phoinocoma prolifera Barnesii ; a
well-grown Kalosanthcs eoccinea, about 3 feet by 2 and
otjher plants eciually effective. In the Nurserymen's
Class, for a group of decorative plants not esceedino-
twenty-four in number, arranged for efl'eet Mr B S°
Williams was first with a splendid collection of lan^ij
plants, all being of a more or less choice character
and comprising flowering and foliage plants. Orchids'
Palms and Ferns. To Messrs. Eollisson of Toot-
ing, who also had a splendid group, the second
prize was awarded ; and Messrs. Wright of the
Nurseries. Lee, Kent, were third. Heaths were
unusually excellent, the best eight being contributed bv
Mr. Ward, who had splendid specimens of E. Ne Phis
Ultra, a fine free-habited variety with bold white
flowers

;
E. feriuginea major, a deep rosy-flowered

kind, profusely bloomed ; B. Parmentieri rosea nicely
coloured; and E. gemnifera. a rich orange-fl'owere'd
variety, tijiiicd with green. In the class for four speci-
mens, Mr. W;ird was first with E. ampullacea Williamsii
a fine long-llowered white kind ; E. tricolor rosea, well-
coloured, and others.

Orchitis.—Of these Mr. Ward's collection contained
fine richly-cnloiired varieties of Odontoglossum Alex-
andric, Dendrobium Parishii, D. Bensonia;, one of the
very hiiest of all the Indian Dendrobes ; Epidendrum
vitelliiiuin majus, with two spikes of remarkably Que
riehly-tinted flowers of a glowing orani'e-scarlet
Cyiinpeaium barbatimi, C. Vciteliii, and others. Iii
another group were well-flowered plants of Phala;-
nopsisgrandillora,CcelogyneLowii,andCattleyacitrina,
witli lemon-scented flowers of wax-like consistence.
Some fine stands of cut Roses were staged by Mr

William Paul, of Waltham Cross. Fancy Pelargoniums
were exlnbitod by Mr Donald, and Mr. Ward was first
in the class of six fine show varieties. Ferns came
from Mr. .1. Lane, Romford; and Mr. Simmonds also
Btagtid a very good group. Collections of Hydrangeas,
zon.il and tricolor Pelargoniums. Fuchsias, Coleus,
Lihea, .-ind other decorative plants, made up a very
intcrcslhig exhibition.

Fruit—.Mr. Richardson, of Lordship Lane, Totten-
ham, lurmslied a Black Hamliurgh Vme in a pot bear-mg seveii line clusters of fruit ; also a Golden Hamburgh
ecfually hue. Excellent Cucumbers came from Mr. J
Doughis. Melons from Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Douglas
who also staged three splendid clusters of Black Uam-
hurgh Grapes. Mr. Bone being second. While those
staged by Mr. J. Lane had wonderfully fine berries, but
rather small bunches. The first 'prize for White
Grapes went to Mr. J. Douglas, who had nice clusters
ot Buikland Sweetwater. Mr. Bone occupyin-- a
corresponding pisition with three nice bunches of
JIuBcat of Alexandria. Peaches and .Kectarines of
excellent ipiality came from Mr. Stephenson

j and
Bpleiidid Strawberries wore furnished by Mr. E. E
Wythes, of Kpping, and others. Cherries were
remarkably fine, esuecially a dish of Black Hearts
Bt.age<l by Mr. Chambers, gardener to H. Fowler, Esq.,
Woodford. Excellent Gooseberries and Currants camo

from Mr. Rant and Mr. Simmonds. Vegetables, as has
been stated, were but poorly represented as to rpiantity,
althnugh of fair quality and apjiearance. Mr. S. Deard
exhibited his jijiieiit boiler, an excellent and economical
one for small grfccniion.'-ea, halls, and oflices. Messrs.
Douhon & Co. had a well-nn-anged group of garden
vases and other garden contrivances of a smaller kind

;

Messrs. Middleton & Son, of Bishopsgute Street, staged
some elegant crystal flower-stands and similar table
decorations.

WINDOW GARDENING. '

Earl SnAFiBSBuitY distributed, the other evening,
prizes to tlio winners in a show, held in the Old College
Gardens, Westminster, of the window gitrderis of the
labnuring classes (men, women, and children), domestic
servants, and paticnis of Westminster Hospital living
in the united parishes of St. Margaret's and St. John's,
Westminster. Thofihow was extensively patronised by
the hig'her classes in the course of the dny, and it fur-
nished a good display of window flowei's, some evidently
reared under dillicultics in home-made boxes, other's
betokening that the owners had brought knowledge as
well lis care to bear upon the objects of their culture.
Dr. Hooker contributed a box of curious plants from
Kew, but the larger number of plants exhibited were
Geraniums, Fuschia-*, Nasturtiums, Creeping Jouuy, the
" Golden Feather," Pajisies, and other favourite adorn-
ments of Loudon window-sills. The prizes consisted of
some really good books, principally on subjects con-
nected with animated and tloral nature, well written,
well bound, and well chosen, forming a remarkable con-
trast to the " goody-goody " class of literature which
was formerly given at prize presentations. Money
prizes were also given, and in all there were about lotj

recipients of gifts, a large number of whom were
children. The Dean of Westminster, Lady Augusta
Stanley, the Rev. Canon Conway, and Mr. J. G. Talbot,
M.P., were present, and Lord Hatherlcy and other
noblemen gave their patronage to the pleasant move-
ment. The gardens vpere well filled during the evening

;

and, after Che speeches, a band played various selections.

Crystal Palace Show.—We are requested to state
that Mrs. Ransley Tanton, of Epsom Nurseries, obtained
the first award in the class for button-hole bouquets at
the exhibition which took place at the Palace on the 20th
uit., and not Mr. J. E. Rose, as stated in the official
report.

Bremen International Exhibition — A medal for
merit was awanled to Messrs. J. B. Brown & Co.,
London, for excellence and perfection in workmanship,
and cheapness of production of their Galvanised Wire
Netting.

THE GARDEN.
NOTICES TO READERS AND CORRES-

PONDENTS.
The name and address of the writer are required with each
communicathin ; the sending of a card once toiU not
suffice^ as diJTcrent correspondents frequent/.^ choose the
same nom de plume. Letters and inquiries from
correspondents not sending their full name and address
(in addition to any name or initials they may ivish to use
in The GarhenJ, to enable us to reply by post u-hen that
course seems desirable, will not receive attention. Not
more than four kinds of plants or fruits can be named at
one time. Queries and communicationsfor the paper should
be leritten on one side of the paper only. Correspondents
will yreatly oldii/e In/ forieardiug jylwtograplu or sketches
of picturesque garden tcencs, fine trees, fc.,for enqrariny
tn the pages of The Gardeit. All commuihcatioiu
and letters for ilic Editorial department should,
in order to preoent delay, be addressed to " the Editor
of The Gaedew," and not by name to other members
of the staff. Adferti.iements, orders, tf-e, should be kept
distinct, and addressed to the Publinher, 37, South tmpton
Street, Coi-ciit Garden, London, W.C.

THE GARDEN is publislied in monthly parts, and
in half-yearly volumes. Vols. I., II., III., and
IV. of THE GARDEN, are on sale. Price, Vol. I.,

Cloth Gilt, 21s. ; Vols. II., III., and IV., 12s. each.
Eindinar-cases for Vols. I., II., III., and IV., now-
ready price 2s. each. Reading-cases, fitted with
Elastic Bauds, 2s. 6d. each. The best way to
procure the Keading-cases and Binding-covers is
to ord_er them through a Newsagent. Back
Numbers of THE GARDEN of Vol. I., are
double price 8d. each.

PEAT EARTH.—Fibrous Peat Earth for
American and New Holland Plauts. Kricas, and

for Potting ; delivcrcil on rail at Blackwater, South-
Eastern Railwa.y, and Farnhorongh, South-Wcsteni
Railway, in truck-loads of i tons and upwards, at
12s. 6d. per ton; extra fibrous quality, for Orchids and
Ferns, 25s. per ton ; Sphagnum Moss, for Orchids 10s.
per Back.—T. WALKKR, 40, Caunon Street, London,
E.G. ; where samples cau ho seen.

COVENT QAKDBN MABKET.
July 3bd.

The market is justnow well stocked with excellent pro-
duce of all kinds. Largo importations of I'ines, Melons,
Cherries, and early Apricots have been received, and
these arc much cheaper in con8Ci|uence. Home-grown
fruits are very good, and include fine Strawberries,
Melons, Pines, Cherries, Grapes, Peaches. Nectarines,
and Figs. Vegetables are of excellent quality. Peas and
Potatoes being unexceptionally good. Cut Uoivers contist
of orange and white Lilies, Pink5,lRo5es, Pansies, Blue
Cornflower, Water Lilies, and wild Grasses. Very
beautiful bouquets are now ma<le of Gardenias, Roses,
Cornflower, Stcphanotis, Pinks, Carnations, Bonvardias,
Mignonette, Heliotrope, and other choice sweet-scented
flowers.

Cnt Flowers. s. d. s. d.
Calla blooms, per doz 3 Oto9
Oamations, per doz 2 3
Gardenias, per doz U 12
Heliotropes, per doz. sprays 6
Mignonette, 13 bunches 40 6
Pelargoniums, Cape, per 12 sprays ...

*"
1 3

Pelargoniums, Zonal, per 12 sprays ...06 10
Roses, indoor, per doz 2 8
Roses, French, do. 20 3 6
Stephanotis, 12 sprays '" 9 12
Pinks 10 2

. ,
Plauts in Pots.

Azaleas, each 2 to 6
Begonias, per doz 6 13
Cineraria ... 6 18
Cyclamen, per doz. 12 18
Cyperus, per doz go 12
Draciena termiualis, per dor, 12 30
Dracaena viridis, per doz 12 i4
Fuchsia, per doz 90 15
Heaths, in variety, per doz. '.

'"
..,12 30

Hyacinths, per doz go 12
Mignonette, per doz

*"
...40 go

Myrtles, per doz "30 90
Palms, in variety, each "...2 6 15
Primula sinensis, per doz. 40 6
Scarlet Pelargoniums, per doz. ...

"" 40 9
SPJi-asa... 18 42
Tulips, per doz. pots go 9
_,.„. Prices of Fruits.
Chdhes, per 100 2 3
Cobs, per lb,

'"'
.,.

'"
... 1 16

Cherries, per lb
'"

_,^

'"
6 2

Graiies, hothouse, black, perlb. ..... 2 6
Lemons, per 100 8 14
Nectarines, per doz

'"
10 18

Oranges, per 100 '" 6 16
Peaches, per doz '"

...13 24
Pine-Apples, per lb

'**

g 10
Strawberries, per lb

"*
6 3

Walnuts, per bushel '"
8 12

Ditto, per 100 10 16
Prices of Vegetabies.

Artichokes, per doz. 3 6
Asparagus, English 20 8
Beet, Red, per doz "*

1 2
Cabbage, per doz. ' ...

'"
... 1 g 2

Carrots, per hunch "*
4 6

Carrots, young, per bunch 1 g g
Cauliflower, per doz 3 6
Celery, per bundle ... 1 6 2
Coleworts, per doz. bonches 3 4
Cucumbers, each 6 10
Endive, per doz "20
Fennel, per bunch '*'

3
GarUc, per lb

'"
6

Herbs, per bunch 3
Horseradish, per bundle

'*

3 4
Leeks, per bunch

'*'

... 3
Lettuces, per doz "

1 2
Mushrooms, per pottle 2 3
Mustard and Cress, per punnet ...0 2
Onions, per bushel 40 6
Onions, button, per quart "o 8
Parsley, per doz. bunches 40
Parsnips, per doz 9 16
Peas, per quart 10 2
Potatoes per bushel 3 6

„ Kidnsys, per lb 3 6
,, Round, perlb 2 3

l*atlishe8, per doz. bunches 10 16
Rhubarb, per bunch 3 6
Salsafy, per bundle 10 16
Scorzonera, per bundle 10
Shallots, per lb g
Siitnach, per bushel 2
Turnips, young, per bunch 10
Turnips, per bunch 3 6

OBITUARY.
The death is announced, on Monday Last, of the Rev.
C. A. Johns, whose works on botany and natural
history have attained a wide populnritv. Mr. Johns,
who was born in 1811, was a Fellow of the Linna>an
Society, and in 1 M69 was elected the first President of
the Hampshire and Wmchestcr Scientific and Literary
Societ.v. Among his best known works are his
" Botanical Kambles," *' The Forest Trees of Britain,"
" A Week at the Liz.ard Point," " Kambles in the British
Isles," Flowers of the Field," " Gardening for Child-
ren," "British Birds in their Haunts," and "Home
Walks and Holiday Rambles." Not the least success-
ful of his works were those written specially for
children. He died at his residence, Winton House,
Wiacbaitor.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : chanp;e it rather : but
The Ast itself is Naiuee."—Shakespeare,

GARDEN FETES.

The garden fetes of the metropolitan district have become
the most charming attractions of the London season, as the

recent entertainments given by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
in his beautifal gardens at Chisvvick,^aiid by Lady Holland, at

Kensington, and others of a similar kind prove. It is also

admitted that the general characteristics of garden fetes have
greatlj' advanced in attractiveness since the days when the

late Dnchess of St. Albans' breakfasts at Holly Lodge, were
looked forward to as the climax of the festivities of the

London summers of those days. Both then and now (but

now far more generally) the charms of social gatherings
among trees and flowers, with the air cooled by gentle and
refreshing breezes, were, and are, acknowledged to bo far

more agreeable than assemblies in crowded rooms with an
insufhcient supply of fresh air, and too little spare. The
garden party certain!}' possesses great advantages over those
indoor crowdings, especially when the average temperature
is about 1-53° Farenheit in the sun, and 80'^ in the shade,

slightly intensified by the presence of a comet rapidly

approaching its perihelion, as at the present time. Last
Wednesday was one of the most glorious, at all events one
of the hottest, July days of 1874', and, by a happy conjunction

of circumstances, one might pass nearly the whole day
among trees and shrubs and human flowers, almost as fair

and beautiful as the flowers themselves. It was the day fixed

for Mr. BoUn's annual "'Rose fete" at Twickenham; -where a
few hours may be lounged away both pleasantly and in-

structively among the rich collections of trees and shrubs.

We have not space to speak of Mr. Bohn's Roses, the flowcr-

doitics of his /^;^:—but beautiful as they were, and always
grown in large masses of plants of each variety, which greatly

adds to their effect—we must quit them hastily, in order to

prepare for the garden / ie of the season—the evening /efc at

the Botanic Garden in the Regent's Park. The first tentative

fcta of the kind in these gardens took place in 187'2, when the
arriving guests were greeted by a heavy thunderstorm, which,
though it afterwards cleared off, yet left the Grass too wet to

be dried even by the profusion of blue and red fire, which
changed the great rain-drops into sa]iphires and rubies. The
night_/t'fcof 1873 was more favoured Ijy the weather ; but for the

floral games of 1874 was reserved the exquisitely beautiful

night of July the 8th. The purple sky was quite Italian in the
depth of its hue, and the new comet was the observed of all

observers, to the occasional neglect of the many-hued fires that
fitfully lighted tree-tops, and threw coloured gleams across
the turf, and among the silks and satins and laces of the pro-

inenaders, with a fairy-like effect, that would have driven a
"Wattean to despair. The whole arrangements of lighting

were, indeed, a great success. The festoons of white gas-
lighted globes on each side of the broad walk, with a rosy-
tinted one at the point of each of the supports, produced a very
brilliant effect, and so lighted up the promenade and prome-
naders, that the illuminations may be faiidy pronounced to
have been what the Italians so expi'essively call "a r/iorno"

Yet it was not precisely daylight, but seemed rather a kind of

soft moonlight, even brighter than the light of day. But what
would all this have been without the glorious weather, which
will make this fete a memorable one in the annals of the fetes

of the "Botanic?" and what would it have been without
the charming laying-out of the garden itself, which, by
the good taste of Mr. Marnock, has made the garden in the
Regent's Park one of the most beautiful spots in Europe ?

The arrangements for the accommodation of Royalty "made it

somewhat difficult to get round the conservatory to the prin-
cipal exhibition tent from the top of the broad walk, there
being but a narrow space left at either end of the terrace
(between ropes) for the vast crowds of spectators to crush
through ; but the fineness of the night, the general beauty of

the scene, and the exuberant loyalty of the British public,

kept everyone in good humour, notwithstanding the uncom-
fortable crowding at those points, which might very easily

have been avoided by roping off a sufficiently wide passage-

way. I'he first impression on entering the great tent was
that, after the glorious glare of the gardens, it was altogether

insufficiently lighted ; for, while a few experimentalists were
testing the lighting power of the magnesium light by reading

the smallest print of the Tiiiu's newspaper, the big letters of the

prize labels in the tents were scarcely legible by the some-
what scant)' supply' of ordinary gas. It must be conceded
however, leaving out all attempts to read the labels, that the

eft'eot of the subdued light was verj' soft and pleasing. The
display of cut Roses was abundant beyond precedent, and the

arrangement of them was fanciful and pleasing; but the

extremely subdued light, and the fact of their being placed too

far from the eye (upon the ground), rendered it difficult to judge

of their excellence from a florist's point of view ; though their

exquisite perfume filled the air. The table decorations, as a

rule, were pronounced inferior. A public, verj' exacting in

its tastes in such matters, has been educated by the produc-

tions of our great gardeners, the deftly-skilful fingers by
which they have been displayed for some years past,

and the beautiful vase-forms invented for their reception

have produced such happy combinations that the public

taste has grown fastidious, and is by no means easily

satisfied, and such uncomplimentary exclamations as " poor!
"

" spotty !
" " no cuseinhle .'

" " trivial !
" " bad !

" were
bandied freely about ; and there was an outcry that some
of the first prize objects were not always to be found. A
few general principles appeared to have established them-

selves in the public mind with regard to floral decorations for

the table. The first was, that dark stands next the cloth for

crystal vases, large or small, was a glaring mistake, the clear

sparkle of the glass being, in every way, preferable. Upon
this principle, even the graceful Fern-fronds, when allowed to lie

on the cloth,were disapproved of; and such remarks were heard,

as if these fronds were swept away and the clean clear base of

pui-e glass left undisturbed upon the cloth—a gbstening icicle

upon a field of snow — the effect would be much more
cool and charming. Another principle arrived at appeared tu

be this, that small masses of the same flowers, say masses

of blue flowers alternating with white—or pink or crimson

with white—the effect, lightened and blended with Ferns and

Grasses, was more likely to be effective than the old many-
coloured system. At the same time, it was admitted, that a

free and natural arrangement, if truly artistic, was a higher

class of floral decoration, but very seldom realised on account

of its difficulty. Among the things remarked as novelties,

were one or two sideboard decorations of I'ich and tasteful

arrangement among many of execrable meanness and

barrenness of design. Lamps with glass stands arranged as

receptacles for flowers, the light plunging down among
the flowers producing a charming effect, but several of

these were considered spoilt by a mass of common paper

flowers covering the shade. There was, also great ob-

jection made to strings of barley-sugar, or glass beads

among the flowers, producing a puerile and pastrycook effect

of the meanest kind. There were, however, some cachepots of

pure white porcelain, in which pots of fine-growing Maiden-

hair Perns were concealed, which were pronounced a success.

Finally, there was a nobly-designed silver table piece, several

feet long, with snpports for flowers, which were artistically

filled with grand Orchids and Lilies, which secured general

admiration, notwithstanding the awkward nature of one of

its chief features—Water Lilies growing out of looking-glass

instead of water, which, it must be conceded, is rather a clap-

trap device, though lookiug-glass so used is dignified by the

makers of such things by the plausible title of " a mirror

lake." In conclusion, we may express a hope that in future

years the floral element will be more worthily represented at

such a great meeting as this. The few dinner-table and rather

meagre decorations can surely be improved upon. The grand

tent and the conservatory ought to be well filled, the conser-

vatory on these occasions being devoted to the hot-house

plants and Orchids. Its ordinary occupants might be placed

in the open air for the occasion.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

S05tE very fine Ynccas arc sending up their flower-spikes in

the Avenue Gardens in tlie Regent's Park, another proof among many
of the great value of these fine plants for town gardening.

NoTwrrnsT.KNDiNG our repeated notices, in the advertisement

columns, that every letter should contain the writer's name and
address, we continually receive questions without them, and questions

to which we can only reply by post.

It is reported that the extensive garden belonging to the
Draper's Company is to be disposed of for building purposes. It is

several acres in extent, and lying, as it does, in a dense jjart of the

city would bo invaluable if formed into an open square or public
garden.

The sub.tropical gardens in Battersea Park are now
completed, and they present a very attractive display. The bedding,
out in the vai'ious parks is now becoming very attractive, the mud-
edgings, however, looking as ugly as usual. As regards the health
and culture of ordinary bedding.plants, by the way, can anybody say
what advantage they receive from being raised to the level of these
plastered edgings ?

Wf learn from Nature that arrangements have been concluded
between the proprietors of the Daihj Tdegraph and Mr. Bennett,
proprietor of the New York Herald, under which an expedition will

at once be despatched to Africa, with the objects of investigating and
reporting upon the haunts of the slave traders, of pursuing the
discoveries of Dr. Livingstone, and of completing, if possible, the
remaining problems of Central African geography. This expedition
has been undertaken by, and will be under the sole command of Mr.
Henry M. Stanley. We suggest that a botanical collector should
accompany this party if possible, so as to obtain some more definite

knowledge of the luxuriant vegetation of the interior of Africa of

which we know, as yet, so little.

The Florist of this month contains a coloured illustration of
Messrs. Veitch's handsome orange.scarlet flowered Rhododendron,
called Duchess of Edinburgh. It belongs to the Jasmine-flowered
type, which includes, besides Jasminiflorum, the white blossomed
Princess Alexandra, and the pink-flowered Princess Royal, and
Princess Helena, all choice conservatory plants, to which Duchess of
Edinburgh (a hybrid raised between Princess Royal and Lobbii) is a
splendid addition. Its leaves, which are about 2 inches long, are
elliptic, glossy, and coriaceous ; and the blossoms, which are borne
in terminal umbels of from nine to twelve together, are strikingly
showy. The same number also contains a coloured representation of
the Barrington Peach, a well-known and excellent variety.

Amo.vg plants now in flower on the rock-work at Kew,
are Lychnis Sieboldii, a good plant of which is producing large
white flowers tinged with pink in abundance ; a white-flowered
perennial species of Lobelia, called littoralis, which, if thoroughly
hardy, will become a valuable plant for rock-work ; Helichrysum
Bcorpioides, a showy perennial Everlasting ; Hypericum balearicuni,

a dwarf species, now thickly studded with yellow flowers ; a distinct

kind of Sedum called sempervivoides, with rose-coloured flowers, and
a good plant of Androsace lanuginosa, with several umbels of prettv
delicate rose-coloured blossoms. The herbaceous grounds at this
establishment are nosv full of showy plants, among the rarer and
most interesting of which may be mentioned Dianthus ramosissimus,
a much branching wiry.stemmed kind with purplish-rose-coloured
flowers ; the trailing Abrouia arenaria, with showy umbels of pale
yellow flowers, and Salvia chionantha a showy white-blossomed
species. Ligusticum pyrenoeum, a plant ornamental both in flower
and foliage is also now blooming freely at Kew.

Collections of herbaceous and Alpine plants are now well
worth a visit, many interesting plants, both new and old, being now
at their best. For instance, the handsome Morina longifolia is just
now in fine condition at Mr. Parker's establishment at Tooting,
where a tuft of it is bearing no fewer than seventeen fine spikes of
white and rosy flowers. Here, too, are to be seen, among a host of
other attractive plants, Omphalodes Luciliae ; Prunella pyrenaica,
one of the best of the genus ; large .'tufts of Rudbeckia californica,
a fine plant for the back of a mixed border or shrubbery ; and a good
tuft of Jasione perennis, having much larger and finer heads of bloom
than those we have before seen on any plant of the kind. Among
hardy aquatics, for which this place is famous, we noticed Sagittai-ia
obtasa, a somewhat scarce plant with white flowers, which, when
fully established, will doubtless prove itself worthy of general
attention. At the Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, there are,
also, many attractive plants now in flower, among which the follow,
ing, on account of their rarity, are most worthy of mention, viz. :

—

Campanula Zoysii, a smooth-tufted and very distinct species of Bell-
flower, scarcely 3 inches high, a mass of pale blue flowers,
which stand erect on the stems j the handsome Sileue Elizabeths), a

kind with bright rose-colonred flowers ; Linum salsoloides, of which
there is a good specimen nicely in flower, and Lychnis Bungeana, of

which there are several fine varieties blooming in such perfection as

to clearly indicate that, when more common, they will make useful

border plants.

The scarlet-berried Elder, so often seen on the Alps, is now
covered with its ornamental berries in Mr. Harrison Weir's garden
in Kent. It deserves to be more frequently planted than it is.

It is important to notice the striking improvement effected

in St. Paul's Churchyard by the removal of the railings to the west
of the Cathedral ; St. Paul's itself, and the whole of the surroundings
seem altered for the better by this simple process. Many of our
buildings and their surroundings are greatly disfigured by needless

railings—those miserable barriers which suggested to a witty writer

the remark " Thieves without and nothing to steal within."
• We have just received from Colonel Marshall P. Wilder, of

Boston, the new number of the " Proceedings of the American Pomo-
logical Society, by far the most useful and well-stored thing of the

kind we have ev»!r seen. It is in every way worthy of the country
which is destined to become the greatest fruit-growing region of the

earth, and contains a mass of matter of great practical value to

American fruit-growers and, in a lesser degree, to oorselves. Tho
paper and printing are of a character superior to what wo usually

meet with in the best works published in this country.
—-^ A PAINTING of the grounds at Oak Lodge, Kensington, often.

alluded to in these columns, is now on view at the house of M
Arsene Houssaye, Avenue de Friedland, Paris. It is the work of

M. Ollivier Piehot, and has for its subject the visit paid in 1872, by
the Emperor Napoleon, the Empress Eugenie, and Queen Christina,

to the villa of Mr. MacHenry, in Holland Park. Tho Royal and
Imperial party with their attendants, the host and hostess and their

family, are represented walking through the grounds of the Mac-
Henry villa. A piece of water in the foreground is charmingly

painted. The figures are all portraits.

—— The last number of " Jennings's Orchids, and How to grow
them in India and other Tropical Countries," contains coloured

plates of Masdevallia Lindenii, a fine plant bearing lilac-purple triSd

flowers ; Cattleya gigas, sometimes known as C. Imperialis, with
rosy-purple sepals and petals, and a great niarginate purple lip with
deep veins ; Dendrobium Boxallii, with white flowers like those of D.

Bensonise in form, with white sepals and petals tipped with lilac, the

lip being blotched in the centre with clear yellow ; and Aerides

Fieldingii, the common " Fox-brush Orchid," an old favourite with
dense gracefully drooping branched spikes of rosy-purple flowers.

LiLiUM giganteum is now in fine flower in Professor Owen's
garden, at Sheen. It was only planted out a year last spring. Its

odour fills the garden. Few people seem to grow this most stately

of the Lilies, though it is hardy on light warm soils. We have seen the

plant flowering freely in Messrs. Dickson's Nursery, at Edinburgh, and
Mr. Outram, in the Gardeners' Record, tells of its succeeding well in

Scotland :
—" Lilium giganteum stands out-of-doors at Gordon Castle,

as far north as Banffshire, the seat of the Duke of Richmond, proving
itself quite hardy in that locality. When I visited these gardens on
June 23rd, plants of it wero from 6 to 8 feet in height, showing fine

spikes of bloom. Mr. Webster, tho gardener there, showed me
dried flower-spikes, the result of last year's growth, upwards of 12 feet

high, which had each produced two dozen and upwards of flowers."

Of the following plants coloured illustrations appear in the

current number of the Botanical Mar/azine—viz.. Chrysanthemum
catananche, a dwarf cut-leaved Composite, which forms silvery tufts

a few inches in diameter, and bears pale yellow flowers as large as

those of the common Marigold or Gazania splendens. Like tho last-

named plant, a purple ring enriches the fertile florets of the disc. It

is found at an elevation of from 7,000 to 9,000 feet on the Greater
Atlas, and flowered at Kew in April of the present month.—Erica
chamissonis : a ternate-leaved rosy-flowered species from Southern
Africa.—Ilomanzofiia sitchensis : a dwarf decumbent herbaceous
plant from North-western America, about 6 or 8 inches in height,

with crenulate renitorme leaves, and scarpoid panicles of white
flowers about half-an.inoh in diameter.—Iris olbiensis : a showy
species, with the habit of I. pnmila; but with larger and more
durable Bowers. Its blossoms, which are produced in April, are rich

purple, and as handsome as those of a Cattleya. It is a native of

Northern Italy and the South of France.—Campsidium chilonse : a
pretty climbing Bignonaceous shrub, introduced by Messrs. Veitch,

with whom it bloomed early in spring. It has bright green foliage,

and drooping clusters of deep rosy tubular flowers, with an expanded
five-lobed rim. It is a native of Chili, and a desirable plant.—Pyrns
baccata : a highly ornamental tree from the Himalayan range,

bearing snowy-white blossoms in dense clusters, succeeded by
globular fruits as large as marbles, and of a golden-yellow colour,

tinged with crimson on the sunny side. It is perfectly hardy.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE COBWEB HOUSELEEK.

Ix many gardens this interesting little mountaineer is a
novelty as yet, and its curious downy covering and strange
aspect generally-, leads many to doubt its hardiness and con-
stitutional vigour. It is, however, as hardy and as easily

grown as the common Housoleek. The Cobweb Houseleek is

a native of many parts of the Alps, and I have this year been
in districts where it occurred on every rocky place. It is on
the flanks of the warm I\[aritimo and Italian valleys, where
the snow leaves it free to

the sun early in spring ; and
it is also in the colder and
more northerly Swiss val-

leys, where it only escapes
from its prison house in

early summer. It thrives

perfectly in British gardens,
but being fref|uently grown
in pots and frames (which
it does not enjoy so well as
a suitable position in the
open air) it may seem to

some a slow-growing or a
difficult plant. The proper
place for it is on a rock-
garden, and it will grow in

any open sandy soil, the sole

precaution necessary being
to prevent it from being
overrun by taller or quick-
spreading plants. It doqs
perfectly well on level bor-

ders of sandy loam in the
London district, but in all

cases where it i.s planted in

a mixed border the plant or
group of plants should be
surrounded by a few half-

buried stones which will

keep off the hoe and rake,

and the foot, and prevent
evaporation. The best

plants I have seen ai'e at

Lamport Hall, the seat of

Sir C. Isham,in Northamp-
tonshire, where they form
silvery seams and tufts as

good as I have ever seen on
the Alps. There should be
no diftioulty in establishing

the Cobweb Houseleek on
an old wall or ruin or open
stony place where it would
not be overrun by coarser

vegetation. It may, of

course, be used with the
various small succulent
plants now grown in the
Hower garden. I once saw
a splendid specimen of this

charming little Alpine grow-
ing in a pot on the outside
of a window at Bromley, in

Kent, and so luxuriant was
its growth that the silvery rosettes drooped gracefully over
the sides of the pot until they nearly touched the edge of the
saucer in which the plant stood. W.

PETUNIAS AS BEDDING PLANTS.
Among summer bedding plants none are better than some of

the showiest of single Petunias, especially such sorts as have
a dense short-jointed habit of growth, that flower profusely,
and that have medium-sized rounded blooms of good shape

and substance. With such plants, no matter of what coloui-,

whether all the same or mixed, a lieauliful mass of flowers
may be obtained from the moment the jilants are turned out
at the end of May up to the end of October. Of all the shades
of colour to be found in the Petunia, none are so pleasing as
those of the striped kinds ; for, unless propagated from the
same plant, no two are exactly alike ; and, even the same
plant, often furnishes much diversity in the way of markings,
although the colours are identical. A good striped strain
ought to be devoid of any large loose flaccid flowers, huge
blooms that are all poiuts and folds, and that get torn to rib-
bons iu the first gale of wiud to which they are subjected.

For some seven or eight
years I have been growing
annually from seed a good
number of plants of the
striped forms, and by means
of constant and careful
selection, I have so far got
rid of all self - coloured
flowers, that not one plant
in a hundred yields other
than good striped blossoms.
In some cases the ground-
colour is white, striped with
crimson, purple, or red-
rose, and, in others white
stripes are laid on a dark
ground colour. Some of
the flowers are, perhaps,
more showy than others

;

but in all cases, if the
variegation is present, and
the shape of the flower per-
fect, the effect is most satis-

factory. Self-coloured
flowers also make most
effective masses, but these
look best when in distinct
colours. Countess of Elles-
mere, a well-known rose-
coloured kind with a white
throat, is a very pleasing
variety ; so is Warrior, a
rich crimson ; and there is

a deep crimson-purple kind
called Spitfire, that also
furnishes a rich and most
effective hue of colour. I
once saw the last named
kind planted thinlyamongst
a bed of silver-edged Pelar-
goniums, above which the
dark purple blooms of the
Petunia came up freely, and
with excellent effect. Most
of these kinds, if grown
apart from others, will re-
produce themselves from
seed ; but, as a rule, plants
raised from cuttings seed
but little, whilst seedling
jjlants, especially of the
white and striped kinds,
seed freely. Our best single
white self has smallish
flowers ; but the habit of the

plant is coarse, and the growth rank, so that a neatly rounded
mass of this variety is never obtained. Some of the striped forms
yield nearly white flowers, but these are unreliable, and are at
all times liable to revert to dark shades. There are also
some prettily veined flowers, a few of which are worth grow-
ing, but, as a rule, they are inferior in decorative effect or
beauty to richly coloured selfs or the striped forms.

Than Petunias, few plants are more easily propagated, either
by means of cuttings or seeds. Cuttings should be put in

early in September when the wood is short-jointed and firm.

The Cobweb Houseleek (Sempcrvivum aracbnoideum).
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Thev will strike freely in G-inch, pots, filled two thirds up with

moderately Rood compost, and the remainder with a mixture

^- sharp sand and soil. Place them on a shelf near the glass

during winter; give them little water, and they will make

growth enough to furnish cuttings about the end of March,

and if in April, the stock plants themselves be potted up

sinHy, a good stock of bedding plants will be secured.

Seed may be sown about the middle of September, and the

seedling plants kept in pans or boxes through the winter; or

it may be sown in February under glass, and, if possible, m a

gentle heat, when good plants may also be produced m time

for bedding out. I invariably sow about the middle ot bep-

tember, in a shallow pan which has been previously failed with

a fine sandy compost. The soil on which the seed is sown

should be kept just moist until after the plants are well up,

when they may bo watered freely. When about an inch in

heitrht they should be pricked out thinly into other pans or

boxes, and in these they may stand through the winter, and be

potted up into 60-sized pots early in the spring. The double

forms ot the Petunia make very useful pot jilants, but they are

not desirable for bedding purposes. The blooms are usually

heavy and full, and, when wet with the rain, he about in an

ungraceful fashion, looking anything but pleasing. As pot

plants o-rown under glass they are not subject to this misfor-

tune • and, if the plants have been well grown, are robust and

stocky and, if they have been well pinched during the earlier

stao-es'of growth, good heads of flower will be the result.

Pet°unias, whether double or single, make very showy exhibition

plants ; and, if well grown, are invariably admired because the

hues of colour are well toned and the reverse of gaudy. I

should like to see the Petunia more generally encouraged at

our horticultural exhibitions. Alex. Deam.

Bedford, W.

SAXIFRAGES.
By J. C. NIVEN, Botanic GardetiB, Hull.

The "Wandering Jew Group.

This very distinct group is represented by four well defined

species, to which Borkhausen gave the appropriate generic

title of Diptera, thus separating them from the Saxifrages

altogether. Seeing, however, that the popular will has never

endorsed the new title, it must be considered as nothing more

than a technical term applied to this special section. One of

its peculiarities—as indeed the name, which literally means

two-winged, expresses—consists in the inequality of the

petals, as regards size. When Borkhausen established his

new genus, the two species then known had irregular flowers,

consisting of three small petals and two large ones, the Latter,

beincr thr'ee or four times the size of the former and pendent,

had "somewhat the appear.ance of two wings. Recent dis-

coveries have, however, brought to light another species, in

which there is but one large petal, hence the original ap-

propriateness of the name Diptera has become somewh.at

marred. A second peculiarity presents itself in the very habit

of the plant, with its long slender trailing sarmentose stems,

reminding one, by its growth, of the " runners" of the Straw-

berry. AH the species in this limited section are of Chinese

or Japanese origin, and appear (in spite of their " Wandering

Jew " designation) to have, like the Celestials themselves,

believed that their native country represented the entire

world, and confined their rambling propensities thereto.

S. sarmentosa (of the younger Liniiteus) hag as synonyms S.

stolunifHia of Jacquin and S. chinensis ot Louricro ; it is the trailing

plant that we not unfrequently meet with in cottage windows, under

the popnlar name ot the Wandering Jew, or sometimes under that of

the " Mother ot Thousands." The latter title is, however, more gene-

rally claimed by the Linaria Cymbalaria, though equally, it not

more appropriate to our trailing Saxifrage. Its leaves, when growing

viforously, are fully '!• or 5 inches across, convex-rotund, and broadly

indented, laxly covered with erect hairs and blotched with white,

giving it quite a variegated appearance. The foot.stalks are tiilatod

and fleshy at the base, clothed, as well as the back of the leaves, in

a young state, with crimson hairs. The stolons originate from the

axils of the lower leaves ; they are long and thread-like, either

simple, as in the Strawberry, or branching—a bud, which ultimately

develops into a perfect plant, is produced at the extremity ; this,

after establishing itself in the ground, assists in the continuous

growth ot the stem proper, its onward progress being only checked

by the periodic arrestment ot growth necessary to secure a fresh

root anchorage, and tho development ot what were buds originally

into perfectly independent little plants. When suspended in a pot,

ot course the rooting process is omitted, and the buds constitute a

series of plantlets, extending through a series ot generations. The

inflorescence consists ot a very lax panicled cyme, about 12 inches

high, carrying six or seven flowers on each secondary division, the

whole ot the stalks and calyx being covered with glandular hairs ;

the two lower petals are large and of a creamy-white, the upper ones

small, pinkish, and dotted with a few distinct crimson spots. Sur-

roundino- the ovary is a largely developed disk ot a brilliant orange

colour, which materially adds to the beauty ot the flower. This

species is of no modern introduction, dating back to the last century,

but by whom introduced, or through what ehannel, I cannot

ascertain.

S. cuscutseformis ot Loddigcs, and figured by them in their

" Cabinet," is considered by some as only a minor form ot the previous

species ; but, surely, it has tall title to all the honours ot a specific

distinction. Its leaves are broadly oval, varying in size from a three-

pennypiece to that of a penny, or even larger, perfectly flat on the snr.

face, the margin broken by a tew broad but slight indentations ; there

are no blotches on the leaf, but every vein is picked out with a silvery

whiteness that reminds one of the Eranthemum argyroneurnm ; its

runners are as slender as the finest thread, or, even, hair ; the

flowerinf-stems do not attain a height of more than 5 or G inches,

each bearing two or three blossoms, whose large developed lower

petals are remarkable for the purity of the white. This species is

tar more tender and delicate in its constitution than old sarmentosa,

and it delights in a moderately moist atmosphere, its slightly fleshy

leaves being highly susceptible ot hygrometrio changes ; hence, the

very best place to grow it is on the back wall of a cool Fernery,

where it can throw out its hair-like stolons and insert its roots into

the crevices ot the damp bricks, where, in the course ot a season or

two, it will form a beautiful mosaic with its silver-veined leaves, all

the purer and brighter tor the shade which such a situation affords

it. There appears to be some doubt as to its native country ; Engler

gives it as Japan, with a query ; but I should not be at all surprised

it it does not turn out to be an Abyssinian plant, as I came across a

iew dried fragments of Abyssinian vegetation that had been gathered

by a soldier in the late expedition, and I have very little doubt, in

my own mind, that one leaf was that of our little Dodder-like Saxi-

frage ; if so, this group will claim a wider range than has heretofore

been assigned to it.

S. cortusaefolia of Siebold aud Zuccharini takes precedence of

the name S. japonica, with which we are in this country more
familiar, and under which it was introduced and distributed by
Messrs. Fortune & Standish. In appearance it claims a much closer

relationship to sarmentosa than the last species. It is, if anything,

a more vigorous grower ; its leaves are a dark green, orbicular in

shape, and slightly seven.lobed, covered with long, erect, crimson

hairs, which hairs are so densely arranged on the leaf-stalks, and also

on the young leaves, as to give a very important character to the

plant ; its creeping stems are developed with great vigour, and are

beautifully crimson in colour ; the large petals in the flowers—which,

by-the-way, are produced in good bold panicles—are three-nerved,

whereas, in sarmentosa they are but one-nerved.

S. cortuSEefolia var. tricolor is a charming variegated tonn,

introduced also by Jlr. Fortune. In it the golden variegation con-

trasts beautifully with the crimson hairs, but it is far from constant

in its parti-coloured state. It is ot stunted habit ; and, as soon as

vigorous growth sets in, the plant loses its variegation, and reverts

back to its normal condition ; were this not so, it would be one ot the

loveliest plants we have for a suspended basket. I well remember
seeing tho fu-st importation of it at Mr. Standish's nursery, and being

perfectly charmed with it. Possibly, some ot my readers may have

been more successful than myself in dealing with this variety ; if so,

I should be glad to glean the result of their experience.

S. Fortunei ot Hooker is a plaut perfectly distinct from the tore-

going species, in the fact that it does not possess the rambling character

at all. Although Dr. Hooker, in his description accompanying tho

figure in the Botanical Magazine, appears to have assumed that it

would ultimately develop runners, I have, after cultivation tor a
series of years, never noticed even the slightest tendency in this

direction ; nay, the reverse, as its foliage appears to spring from a

sort of fleshy, and indeed flesh-cohmred, bud, to which the offsets are

so closely attached that they are with difficulty separated. Fortune's

Saxifrage is, in spite ot this important distinction, correctly referred

to this group. Its leaves are 2 to 3 inches across, rotundly reniform,

or, perhaps I ought to say, renitormly rotund, of a thick leathery sub-

stance, and moderately lobed j as to the margin, concave and glabrous,

if I except the presence of a few scattered hairs; but so far separated
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are they, that they scarcely militate against the appropriatonesa
of the term glabrons. Its flowers are prodaced in tolerably dense
pannicled cj'mes; they are white, with a tinge of green, and have
only one of the lower petals enlarged, the four smaller ones being
entire as to the margin ; whereas the large one is deeply laciniated,

or almost lobed. The time of blooming in this plant is about tho
month of November—quite an exceptional thing among Saxifra^^es.

In mentioning this fact, I am reminded that tho number of Chinese
and Japanese plants that bloom in the winter time is very consider,
able. Why such should be the case I can hardly explain. As to the
hardiness of Fortune's Saxifrage, though I have not fairly tested it,

I am disposed to fear that our winter's severity will be against it. Be
that as it may, a plant that naturally comes into blossom in the
cheerless month of November, and lasts till Christmas, is by no means
to be despised, .and is well worthy the protection of a frame, which is

all that it requires.

DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLETS.
[Mr. Andrew Mukrav, who has recently travelled over portions of
the Rocky Mountain region, has communicated the following highly
interesting notes on Erythroniums to the Scientific Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society.]

"The yellow Dog's-tooth Violet occurs in vast numbers, covering
acres with its bright and glowing flowers. One of its habitats is

easily accessible from Salt Lake City, being within two hours' walk
of it. It travels perfectly well in the bulb, and scores of bulbs that
I sent by post wrapped up in oilskin reached England safely for a
postage of a few pence. I sent all my living plants in this way
through the post, and, with the single exception of an Iris, which I

begin to think mnsfc be an annual, all seem to have arrived in safety.

It has, moreover, the great advantage of growing within a consider,
able range of altitude. As I just said, it is found on the very crests
of the hills, covering considerable spaces, bnt the flrst time I met it

was in a small glen called the City Creek, running up from Salt Lake
City and at no great elevation above it. It was a lovely morning in

April, the sun beating strong into the glen or canon, the tiger beetles
had just come out and were flying strong and vigorous, settling
constantly on the road which meandered up the glen parallel to the
stream that murmered by its side, and numerous butterflies flitting

and sailing about—the American variety of the Camberwell Beauty
was especially numerous and fine. I had gone about two miles up
the Creek to a point were some conglomerate rocks, with caves and
holes in their faces, said to have been a few years ago the abode of

the grisly bear, began to contract the sides of the glen previously to

opening it up somewhat wider a little liigher up. The sides of

the rough road and the sides of the stream itself were clothed
with Willows, Poplars, Rose bushes, &c. ; and the undergrowth
chiefly consisted of the Holly.Ieaved Berberry, which grows
everywhere up such glens in profusion. It was not so beauti-
ful, however, as I expected ; trodden down by man aud beast it looked
broken, damaged, and imperfect, for the cattle of Brigham Yonng,
and his tenants wander over all these hillsides. The Mahonia
aquifolium, therefore, in a wild pastoral country is rather a failure,

though it would probably be difi^erent were there nought but Indians,
deer, and bears to admire it ; still even now its glossy leaves and
bright yellow blossoms are refreshing and pleasing to the eye,

although not to be compared with its beauty in our own country,
where it is protected and cared for. Pushing along, through this

and the shrubs along the river-side a bright yellow flower, something
like a small hooked Daffodil, caught my eye, growing some distance
ahead in a moist bend of the road among the roots and under the
shade of the Mahonia and Burr Oak. " Can this be a Daffodil ?

"

said I to myself ;
" I did not know that there was any in North

America." I drew near, and found that it was not a Daffodil, but
a large bright yellow Dog's-tooth Violet, with its petals curled back
like those of a 'Tiger Lily. The first one that I saw had only one
head; presently I saw another with two flowers on the same stem;
then one with three, and on up to half-a-dozen. I was immediately
on my knees gi-ubbing at them with my knife ; but it was no easy
task. The longer stem seemed as if it would never show its bulb.
Perseverance, however, as usual, met with its reward ; several bulbs
I lost by the stem breaking or becoming involved among the matted
roots of the Mahonia or Burr Oak, but I got a few, and resolved
to return next morning, like Oliver, and search for more. I had
no botanical books with me, but a Salt Lake friend fortunately
possessed a copy of Dr. Serene Watson's recently published
quarto on the "Botany of the Fortieth Parallel," being part of

Clarence King's report on that region, and, having recourse to it, I

made my tirnivaiUe out to be the Erythronium grandiflorum of

Hooker. Nest day I was back to the same locality, and found one
or two additional habitats, all on the City Creek Glen or canon.

While I was busily occupied in obtaining a few more bulbs I was
aware of some one approaching, and looking up I saw a young man
carrying a gun, looking on benignantly at my operations. "A
botanist ? " says he. Instinctively I felt that he, too, had been
touched by Ithuriel's spear, and on inquiry more scotico I found that
it was so. He know a little of botany, and was able to give me the
names of a good many of the surrounding commoner American
plants, which were new to me. I inquired if he knew this Erythro.
nium, and said I supposed it to be grandiflorum. "No," said he,
" that is not the grandiflorum ; it is white and larger. I can show
you where it grows, higher up;" and he did accompany me in
search of it, but missed it. What he spoke of is the white variety,
described as albiflorum, and he also mentioned a pink one ; these
are certainly to be found in the neighbourhood, although I missed
them. We did not find his white Erythronium, but we saw plenty
of the yellow species or variety of which I am speaking, and as I
was by that time armed with a prospector's pick instead of an
insufiicient knife, I was enabled to make a very good haul of bulbs.

Passing, however, from the getting of the plant to the plant itself
as it has now been introduced into this country—and will, I doubt
not, be hereafter sent over in still greater abundance—the readers
may, perhaps, like to be reminded of what we know about Erythro-
niums in general, and more particularly of the species in question.
Everyone knows our common Dog's-tooth Violet, Erythroniam dens,
canis. It is that species that has supplied the derivative of the
generic name, fpD9(}oe (red), a name by no means applicable to the
majority of the species, seeing that most of them are yellow or white.
The E. dens-canis, although common in our gardens, is not a native
of Britain, but in Switzerland and other parts of Europe it is common.
It also extends all the way across Asia to the Pacific coast, through
Southern and Temperate Siberia, Baikal, Dahuria, &c., where it
assumes at least three different forms or varieties—the common one
one called E. sibiricum by Fisch, and another called E. parvifloram
by Regal. This, I believe, is the only old-world species. Two
other supposed species, one (E. bifida) with a bifid style, and
another called longifolium, from Switzerland, have been described
by Sweet in his " Flower Garden ; " but they are only varieties.
America is better provided with species. The Atlantic slope
of the Continent has two— one (the common yellow Adder's
Tongue), E. americanum, of which bracteatum (Boott) in a
var., is yellow, and has the gi-een leaves spotted with purplish and
dotted ; the other, E. albidum, has a white or bluish-white flower
and the leaves spotted but not dotted. The other names (B. Nut.
tallianum and E. Carolinianum) are either varieties or synonyms of
these. Now, with reference to these two species, I should like the
reader to note what are the distinguishing characters, for he will
presentlj' see that exactly similar differences occur in the varieties
of the Erythronium of the Pacific slope ; and if what is sauce for the
goose should be sance for the gander, it would appear to follow that
either the two eastern species should be united, or the varieties of
the western species should be separated into different species. At
the same time, I should note that in speaking of the second of the
eastern species (E. albidum) I do not myself know the plant, and
speak only' from Prof. Asa Gray's description in his " Manual."
The differences then between B. americanum and E. albidum are
these :

—

E. americanum.
Leaves—spotted ivith purplish and

dotted.
Perianth—pale yellow, spotted near

the base.

Style—club.shaped, stigmas united.

E. albidum.
—spotted but not dotted.

—white or hluish-white.

—club-shaped, stigmas 3-cleft.

On the western side of the Rocky Mountains we have the species
B. grandiflorum, which has led us to this subject. It was first

descrbed by the late Sir William Hooker in tho Flor. Bor. Amer. ii.

182, and four varieties indicated ;

—

1. E. grandiflorum var. minor, Hook. ; flower, yellow, aud single on
the stem ; leaves, green, and not spotted ; stigmas, united, and
brought to a point. This is figured by Lindley in the Bot. Ben. t

1716.

2. E. grandiflorum var. giganteua. Hook., Lindley, 1. c. ; flowers,
yellow, from two to five flowers on the stem ; leaves, green, and not
spotted ; stigmas, united and pointed.

As to these two varieties, there can be no doubt that they are one
thing. In the large patches of them which I saw in Utah, every
variety, from that with a stem with a single flower up to others with
as many as nine or ten flowers on a stem, were to be seen growing
together, almost as close as Crocuses in a nurseryman's flower-bed.
Of this variety, therefore, we may say with Marc Antony, " Let thia
fellow be nothing of our strife. If we contend—out of the question
wipe him."

3. E. grandiflorum var. albiflorum. Hook. ; flower, white, only one
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on the stem ; stigmas, three-cleft, with the lobes entire at the apex
;

leaves, green, and not blotched.

This variety lias lately been flowered by Dr. Regcl, of St. Peters-

burg, and described and figured in the Gartfiiflura (August, 1873,

p. 227), and tlie characters above given are taken from his de-

scription.

4. E. grandiflorum var. maculatum. Flowers same as last variety
;

leaves blotched.

I add this as another variety on the strength of the description

given in their catalogue for 1873 by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, who
have introduced it and flowered it in England. They describe it

under the name of Erythroninm giganteum (Lindl.)—the gigantic

Dog's-tooth Violet—as follows :
—" Think of a Dog's-tooth Violet

growing 9 to 18 inches high, and bearing three to ten large flowers

on one stalk, and a fine idea may be formed of this noble species.

Our collector states that it forms a branching, somewhat oonflnent

spike of flowers, usually of a creamy-white, shaded with delicate

pink or purple ; others are quite white, and others again of a light

lemon.yellow. In some districts it is of a clear red-purple. 'The

blossoms are individually 3 inches or more across, and very hand-

some, the petals being broad and well expanded. Foliage blotched

and marbled with purplish brown. Months of flowering—February,

March, and April."

I incline to think that iu their native country April and May
would better express the flowering months. Of all the varieties this

seems to have differeuces of the greatest value. Generally speaking,

one would feel disposed to admit as distinct two varieties which,

in addition to other specialities have such a remarkable distinction as

green leaves and blotched purple leaves, but here all the differences

seem to be unstable, while the main characters are constant; thus,

the bulb, %vhich is peculiar is, 1 believe, the same in them all. It is

of a peaked oval shape, and the rootlets spring out, not at the termi.

nation, but at about a third from the bottom. I do not think,

therefore, that we can avoid coming to the same conclusion as

Hooker and the American botanists, and regarding them all as mere
varieties of one species.

Besides the above we have

—

5. E. grandiflorum var. Smithii (Hook.), of which the flowers are
rosy-pnrple, and one on a stem ; .and

6. E. gr.andiflorum var. multiflorum (Torrey in Pac. R.R. Rep. iv.,

p. 14f>). .Flowers, bright lilac, j'ellow at the base on the inside;

flowers, one to fifteen on the stem ; stigma, club-shaped ; leaves, not

spotted.

It is obvious that thaso differ from the common yellow type in

little but the colour.

THE ROSE HARVEST.
A WEEK ago the Rose harvest threatened to be like most of the

other harvests of beauty which we have reaped this season, short

though brilliaut. Now that rains have come prospects h,ive

brightened ; our Roses will abide with us for a reason.able time, and
many of them promise to be, after all, exceptionally fine. Conspicu-
ous for quality are such varieties as Marie Banmann, Peter Lawson,
Duke of Edinburgh, La France, Princess Mary of Cambridge, .Tohn

Hopper, Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Barriott, Ija Rhone,
Charles Lefebvre, Boule dcNeige, Cumtede Paris, Prince Camille de
Rohan, Dr. Audrey, Victor Verdier, Madame Victor Vordier, Mdlle.

Eugenie Verdier, Madame Fillion, Devonicnsis, Rose d'Or, and
others, nearly all of which carry an exceptionally fine head
of bloom. That magnificent Rose, Baroness do Rothschild, is

later and shorter in the stalk than usual. Ipswich Gem, a pretty
little Rose, almost too bright to look upon, has thrown out flowers of

unusual size. I have also seen the following, specially fine this

season, viz. :—Elie Morel, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Comtes.se de Cliab.

rillant, Alfred Colomb, Xavier Olibo, Framjois Michelon, Camillo
Bernardiu, Dupuy Jamin, Fisher Holme, Exposition de Brie, Madame
Hector Jacquin, Madame Vidot, Louis van Houtte, Beauty of

W.altham, Madame Bravy, &c. Most Roses that were pruned late in

the spring carry a large head of bloom; whilst those pruned in autumn
and winter are in many instances almost bare of buds. With a
little more rain and dull weather to give the roots time, the late
flovcers promise to be by far the best, and the July Rose shows, in-

cluding the grand show at Birmingham, are likely to be better
supported with Roses than those that were held iu June.

D. T. Fisn.

Rare Irises.—Can any of your correspondents tell me anything
about the Irises known in catalogues as I. Ka;mpferi, I have noverseen
them iu flower in any nnrsery or private garden, and though the
description of them is very tempting, I fancy they must be very shy

bloomers. Max Leichtlin puts them down as I. setosa (Pall.) , and says

they only require to be planted in peat, but as peat is with me a very

expensive article, and the varieties of this plant are mostly highly

priced, I have not tried more than a few of them. From their

names I suppose that they have been raised in Holland and Belgium,

but of their history I can learn nothing. Iris Monnieri, a fine yellow

species in the way of ochroleuca, from Crete, is now in flower with me,
and Iris violacea (Klatt.), is just coming into bloom. Its habit is

much the same as that of Iris lajvigata (Fisch.) which I recently saw
at Kew, and I expect it is the same plant. Is tfcere any difference

between Iris tomiolopha (Uance) sent out by Bull, and I. tectorum
(Max) ? I suspect not, but have not yet flowered the latter.—H. J.

Elwes. [Messrs. E. G. Henderson have I. Kasmpferi now finely in

flower in their nnrsery at St. John's Wood. It is very variable, its

six great purple petals being nearly equal, and all in the same plane,

like those of a Clematis flower. Other varieties have but three fully

developed petals. It is planted in ordinary garden soil, and, nnfortu.

nately, is not readily multiplied, being of slow growth.—F. W. B.]

Plants in Bloom early in May at Montpellier. — The
following were in bloom at Montpellier when I left there on the 3rd
of May, viz., Nympha^a alba, Nuphar lutea. White Thorn (single

and double, the former just over), Portugal and common Broom,
Persian and common Lilac. Pittosporum Tobira, three kinds of Robinia
pseudo-Acacia, Rosa multiflora. Horse Chestnut (white and yellow).

Laburnum (nearly over), and Guelder Rose; while about London the

following were in blossom on May 29, viz.. White and Red Thorns,
Horse Chestnut (nearly over). Red and Yellow Chestnut, Laburnum
(the latter iu the shade in bud only), and Guelder Rose, the last

almost over. The whole line of country from Montpellier to the

north of France, ri'l Bordeaux, Tours, Paris, bore traces of the late

frosts. In many places the Vines were much cnt ; the Acacia, Oak,
Ash, and Apple, seemed to have suffered severely, especially when
growing from stools, and in sheltered hollows ; while the black
Italian Poplar, Willow, Alder, Birch, and Hazle, had apparently
escaped. From Dover to London I saw very little sign of frost ; but
here, in Richmond Park, the common Brake (Pteris aquilina) has
been damaged to a great extent.-— M. Mogghidge, Richmond,
Surrey.

Viola Munbyana.—This Algerian Viola is a well-marked
species, growing on the summits of the whole range of the Atlas
Mountains in Algeria. In Munby's " Flora of Algeria," published
in 1847, it was mistaken for V. calcarata, and in Destontaines'
" Flora Atlantica," 1808, it was confounded with V. cornnta.
Messrs. Boissier and Reuter first described it as a new species in

their " Pugillus Plantarum Novarum " in 1852. Although sufficiently

distinct from either V. cornuta or calcarata, it comes very near
V. lutea, and the length of the spur of the flower appears to be the
only well-marked distinction. Like V. lutea, its flowers are both
entirely violet and entirely yellow, and clumps of it will have as
many violet as yellow flowers. In cultivation it has withstood the
hardest winters, generally beginning to flower about the end of

February, and attaining its greatest beauty in May.

—

Flnrist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Culture of Tropseolum polyphyllum.—Will you kindly j^ive me a few-
hints about Tropa^ulum polyphyllum ? I cannot make it do well. Ought it lo
be in full suu or partial shade ? In rich or in sandy soil ? I put a very good
plant of it in the ground a little time ago, and it has quite faded awaj*.—H. 10.

[This fine plant thrives well in deep sandy loam on the rock garden or in a
border. There is sometimes, however, a little difficulty iu establishing it at
first.

—

Ed.]

New Semi-douhle Poppy.—We have received from Miss Hope, of Wardie
Lodge, Edinburgh, specimens of a showy red semi-double Poppj', a seedling
from Papaver orientale, crossed apparently with P. b.-actcatuni. Misa Hope
states that it grows short and robust, requiring no staking ; that it is three
weeks later than P. bracteatum, and that it lasts much longer than P. orientale.
Its dowers stand well up above the leaves, which have a bluer tinge than tlie

leaves of p. bracteatum.

Seed Sowing in Paper Pots.—A floricuUural correspondent of 3f(>orr\t
Sum/ cuts good thick paper into three-cornered pieces, bends them in the shape
of a funnel, fills them with soil, and, planting a seed in each, buries the whole
in a bos of soil. When the plants are ready to remove to the ftower-bed, the
paper and its contents are lifted out and planted like roots. The paper soon
rots, and the plants never flag.

Colchicums Perishing.—I thought these hardy enough to take care of them-
selves, but some I i)ut in last autumn have perished. Can this be checked in
case of future planting ?—H. E. [Bulbs are frequently injured by remaining
too long in the shops or from being kept too long outof the ground, which is
the same thing ; when this is the case they very soon moulder away when put
into the ground. Other causes could only be determined on the spot,

—

Ed.]

Culture of American Peat-loving Plants.—In reply to "H,E." (p. c),
allow me to say that no frame is necessary for a good many of these plants

;

many will flourish in an artificial or natural bog in this country, as, for
example, the Sarracenia and Orontium ; others, as Cypripedium spectabile,
thrive perfectly in peat beds for American plants ; Trilliums also thrive well
in peat beds in very shady places in shrubberies. It is not necessary to keep
American bog blants " dr.^nsh" in this country in^winter.—W.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
SPANISH BALCONY GARDENING.

England is, perhaps, more than any other country, a land of

exotics, if wo apply this term, not only to flowei-s and shrubs,
but also to styles, fashions, and objects, which have been trans-
planted hither from foreign quarters. Amongst other impor-
tations from .ibroad is the vase, which occurs so frci[uently in
buildings of the later Stuart days. In England it isa mere archi-

tectural ornament when met with on a house-parapet, with a
certain beauty indeed, but no meaning or significance. It is

u-sually a carved block of stone, incapable of holding anything,
though of a form as if intended to hold something, and, more-
over, it is generall}' placed in a situation inaccessible to anyone
but a mason. When the vase has any use in England, it must,
I need scarcely say, always be within reach of a watering-can
or garden syringe. If we turn to countries from which these
house-parapet vases have been brought, we find that they have
both use and beauty, and furnish the means of gratifying one
of the most refined and elevating

-of pleasures, viz., the culture of

flowers. Fond as the English
are of gardening, this taste, for-

tunately, is not confined to them.
The wealthy Spaniard delights

in his garden, high-wallcd if

in a town, and with gratings
through which he may look into

the street, or through which the
passer-by may see the Orange
and the Almond blossom in

spring, or if the garden be in

the country, it is frequently
railed in with cane-work, often
very prettily plaited. Of course,
water is the one thing needful
for cultivation in Spain (I speak
of the south), the famous gardens
on the walls of the Alhambra
having only about one yard of

earth. The Spanish town lady,

who frequently lives in a street

often no wider than an English
alley, cultivates flowers both in

her balcony and on the terrace of
her house. She is not, if unmar-
ried, allowed to walk out alone

;

she, therefore, sits in the even-
ings in her balcony, to see and
be seen, and surrounds herself
with flowers, from the midst of

which she converses with any
friend who may chance to be
passing ; or she may be seen by
those who have the advantage
of a higher station-point walking about on the terrace of her
house, watering a dama del hosque—Lady of the Wood, a very
prickly Cactus, the hedge-hog of its tribe—or a Geranium, with
water costing about one penny per gallon, and brought up to

her by her servant in curiously-shaped earthen pitchers. The
narrowness of the streets of a Spanish town are due, partly to

the necessity of getting as much shade as possible, aud
partly to that of economising room where city walls exist.

Space for a garden is a rarity ; and flowers must, therefore, be
cidtivated in balconies and on house-tops, or not at all. The
parapets are therefore made ornamental with vases, and in

these pots of flowers are placed, and thus the propriety of use-

fulness with beauty is preserved. This, however, is not the
limit of terrace-gardening in Spain. Flowers in earthen pots
stand about on various parts of the house-top, just where they
get the required sun or shade ; and many pleasant hours have
I spent on the terraces in Murcia, listening to the castanets

and guitars in the street below. As to the utilisation of orna-

mental vases on English houses, it can scarcely be expected in

so rainy a land as ours that flat roofs will ever become general

;

still, where they do exist they are very pleasant places, and if

the huge stone vases which sometimes adorn their parapets
were hollowed out aud flowers planted in them, their orna-
mentation would be much increased.

Spanish Street Gardening.

With reference to Spanish street gardening, there is a plant
known in Murcia as the Picardia, much used for this jmrpose.
It is a trifoliate creeping plant (apparently Dolichos Lablab),
which will climb up a string to the height of from 20 to oO feet.

It is also very tenacious of life, and will grow not only in the
open street, as shown in the accom])anying illustration, taken
in the Trapcila of Murcia, but also in the gloom and dusk of a
Spanish house, whei'e we have seen it patiently growing up a
staircase. In the patio, or court of their houses, the Spaniards
also contrive to make a summer arbour by means of a circular
arrangement of Picardias in pots, training the plants up
strings to a hoop suspended between the galleries, as in the
Casa de Nogues, a fine old house in the Traperia, and the
white columns of the Casino are every summer wreathed
round with this plant, thus giving an air of coolness in a

country where shade is a luxury.
Why the Picardia should not be
used in a similar manner in our
own country during the heat of

summer and autumn I do not
know. It will succeed here, for

I have had plants of it direct

from Spain, growing equally well
iu the gloom of a London studio,

and in the brighter atmosphere
of a Sussex village. It is a
hardy and a docile plant, growing
in any direction in which one
chooses to train it, and in what-
ever condition of life it is placed
it seems to bo always contented.

J. M. Woodward.
Northdiarch, Berkhempstead.

Street Balcony Garclening in Murcia.

DRYING WHITE FLOWERS.
Mil Wermig's instructions, pub-
lished in The Garden from time
to time, in reference to drying
flower.s and Grasses, have so much
pleased me that I am induced to

ask a fovv ciuestiona respecting the
preservation of white flowers. In
some cases I have succeeded very
well with these; but, in others, I

have failed. The floral leaves or,

rather, petals soon curl and turn
yellow, especially those of Roses,

when dried in sand. Is there any
chemical agent which could be
used to bleach them after being
dried ? By what process can I pre-

serve white Camellias, Tuberoses, Pinks, Roses, &c., so that they will

retain their original whiteness aud form ? I have failed to dry white
Camellias without being spotted. In drying the Immortelle with
borax ought the Bowers to be bleached first, or remain in their natural

yellow colour ?—L. F. Sanderson, Biver Bank Nufscrij, San Jose,

California.

[To the foregoing Mr. Gustave Werniig, to whom this letter

has been sent, furnishes the following reply:—If Mrs. Sanderson

did not succeed in preserving white Camellias, white Roses,

Tuberoses, and similar Bowers, she has not had a worse i-csult than

the most experienced preservers of flowers have. Up to this time I do

not know a single instance in which I have seen a dried specimen of

the above-mentioned flowers, and of many others—as, for instance,

all .the Orchids, and most flowers of Monoootyledonons plants.

White flowers, especially, are very difficult to manage, as they nearly

always become spotted with a shade of yellow, which gives them a
rather dirty appearance. The only flowers which are pure white in

bouquets of Everlastings are to be found amongst the true Everlast-

ings, viz., the pretty little Ammoblum aUitum, white Immortelles,

Xerantlieraum annuum album, &c. How to preserve these well I

described in my former articles. Even among dried white Asters,

although much used and, if well done, pretty looking, I never oonld
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find one which was pure white ; every one had, more or less, a shade
of yellow. It may be that, with the aid of chemistry by.and-bye, we
may succeed in preserving a greater number of flowers in their

natural colours ; but, up till now, we must bo contented with a
limited number. Referring to the other question in the above letter

about the colouring with borax, Mrs. Sanderson may, without hesi-

tation, take the Immortelles in their natural state; yellow as they
are, they turn to a beautiful scarlet if managed in accordance with
the directions which I gave in a former number of the The Garden.
I must add, however, that flowers colonred with borax become paler

in the course of time, especially if exposed to the sun ; while those
coloured by aniline keep their colour much longer. Borax, however, is

cheaper and gives the flnest scarlet.]

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
CAUSES OF THE EXHAUSTION OF FRUIT TREES.

By P. T. QUINN.

The failure of certain varieties of fruit to bear maximum crops of

well developed specimens every year, or even every alternate season,

under what would be acknowledged as high culture, does not always
prove that such a variety ig worthless and should be placed among
the rejected fruits, for, with similar treatment, this same variety,

grown upon a different quality of soil in another locality, might yield

abundantly of full-sized fruit, recommending itself by its natural
thrift aud productiveuess. Failures arising from unoongeniality of

soil and climate, are striking in every district where fruit growing
has been attempted in this country. At this time, among the more
intelligent cultivators, it is very generally accepted, both in practice
and theory, that there are comparatively few varieties of our mul-
tiplicity of kinds that can, with any prospect of ultimate success,
be recommended for orchard planting beyond the boundaries of single
States, nor is it rare to find instances where differcut sections of the
same State, call for entirely difEerent lists of fruits, owing solely to
the causes named. I mention these facts here, and lay particular
stress upon them, in this brief paper, tor I am well aware of the fact,

that there is nothing more conducive to neglect and ill-usage in the
management of a fruit orchard, than to begin with a lot of varieties
nnsuited to the locality. Therefore, while tracing the causes of
" exhaustion of fruit trees," it may be well to warn beginners from
taking a wrong step at the start, and one so prolific of bad results
that is so likely to mar the path of the inexperienced fruit culturist.

Choose the list of varieties then after full deliberation and thorough
canvassing of the subject, and let this care and caution govern every
step taken, not only in selecting lists of kinds, but also, from whom
such trees should be purchased, for at this critical period there are
two more important considerations that will need earnest attention.
The first, is to be sure and get strong and well-grown trees, and
secondly, that such are true to name. To start with poorly-grown
stock, is courting disease and disappointment on the threshold of an
undertaking, and to have fruit trees turn out untrue to name, is one
of the most discouraging events that the beginner has in store for
him, for it will prove as expensive as distastefnl, bringing pangs of
regret, too late, however, to remedy. Both of these may easily be
avoided, and at no extra cost, by ordering the trees from some re-

sponsible nurseryman who has his reputation at stake, for such are
always quite as anxious to send out good stock and that true to name
as the inexperienced purchaser is to be sure of these two points at
starting. In treating the subject of " exhaustion of fruit trees," from a
practical stand-point, the old and familiar adage comes into play, that
an "ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure," for trifling

mistakes made at starting very often lead to disastrous results.
Before planting Com, Potatoes, or Onions, successful growers are
sure to make a careful survey of the condition and quality of the soil,

adding what it may lack before depositing the seed, for to the wise
it is self-evident unless these are up to the standard, the profits will
be small. And so it is with the market gardener, who raises two
and sometimes three crops from the same ground the same year, and
this year after year for a lifetime, without exhaustion of the
soil, but, on the contrary, improving it each year. But the gardener
knows full well, without being told, that if he raises two crops from
the same ground in a year, he has to manure for two, for if not, it

is time and money thrown away, and better by far to only attempt
one instead of two. If persons, in starting a young orchard, would
alwiiys follow the market gardener's rule, the end would justify the
means, and instead of a meagre supply of fertilising material for
one crop, there should be a liberal allowance given for two ; in due
time the trees would reimburse threefold for the outlay. But how
Tery seldom we find this carried out in orchard practice. With a

young orchai'd of Apples or Pears, no returns in the way or frnit are

expected for six or seven years, and in the meantime the ground is

cropped as usual, to pay expenses, using just enough of manure to

bring the cultivated crop to maturity, forgetting or overlooking the

fact that there are two crops on the same ground, each having needs,

while only enough of manure is applied for one. By this short-

sighted economy the trees are pinched, their growth and vigour

impaired, and, in thousands of instances, the orchard permanently
injured, leaving what fruit such trees produce at the mercy of the

insects that now-a-days infests our orchards. Kven when the ground
is in good condition and fertile at the time of planting, following a
plan similar to the one described, the results cannot be other-

wise than fatal to the health and productiveness of such trees.

Although the bad effect of such treatment may not show itself

in so short a time, as when orchards of Apples or Pears are

sown in cereals or Grass, still it tells against the trees in the long run.

In Pear culture, exhaustion and premature death of certain varieties

is hastened by neglect in furnishing the soil with fertilising material

and allowing j'oung trees to overbear. This latter practice has, in

my belief, permanently injured more Pear trees than all the other

causes combined, and cannot be too strongly condemned or denounced,

for whenever encouraged it is sure to prove fatal. In my planting

of the Pear in the future, I will not allow a Pear to grow on a tree,

no matter how vigorous it may be, until the tree is at least five or

six years in place. Under good treatment, by this time the trees

will be of good size, the roots well established, and the tops strong

and capable of carrying a crop without running any risk of injuring

the trees. I know from experience that this is by far the best plan

to follow.

Another aud very productive source of exhaustion is in planting

fruit trees too far apart. When Apple trees, for instance, are set

40 feet apart each way, and Pear trees 25 feet, there are wide
intervening spaces between the trees, that under the most favourable

auspices of high culture it will take, at least, a quarter of a
century for the trees to shade and occupy the whole of the

ground. Five or six years from the time of planting such
an orchard, the old custom was, and, by the way, it is very
couimon even now, to sow the orchard down to Grass, and
keep this part of the farm in permanent meadow. In open ground,

meadows are seldom left longer than four or five years without break-
ing up the sod, cropping for two or three years, and again re-seeding

But, owing to the inconvenience of ploughing among trees, and the

uncertainty of getting hoed crops to grow in the shade of such, the
sod in the orchard is left unbroken five, ten, and twenty years. In
these long terms, the more nutritious and better quality of Grasses
are gradually run out, and replaced by the more vigorous and inferior

native sorts, much more formidable rivals in the contest for food

than the former occupants—a fact that tells its own story from year
to year in the starved appearance and unfrnitfulness of such trees.

However, the crop of hay is cut annually, and the Apples gathered
and taken awaj', while there is nothing returned in the shape of

manure to make up, in whole or in part, for this annual drain upon
the soil. Within my own compass, I know of dozens of Apple
orchards that have been kept constantly in Grass from twelve to

twenty years, the Grass cut, and Apples gathered (when there were
any to gather), and to my knowledge there has not, vrithin

any five years, been enough manure applied to raise one
crop of Potatoes, nor, during that time, as much labour given
to the trees as would be in raising a single crop of corn.

Yet these very men who are excellent grain farmers, will

wonder why it is that Apples don't grow and bear as they formerly
did when they were boys, and that there is no use in trying any
more. Grass is bad enough, under the best treatment, in an orchard
where manure is applied to the surface in liberal doses at regular
intervals ; but when this part is neglected, or overlooked for a term
of years, it will need no prophetic vision to foresee the final result.

Meagre crops of very indifferent fruit will be the sum total of such
treatment. That there are certain old favourite sorts of fruit that

grew vigorously and bore abundantly, in the first half of the present
century in many localities, but of late years, owing to climatic

causes, have hopelessly failed under the best culture, none can
dispute. But in the meantime, others, aud equally valuable kinds,

have taken their places, kinds that respond freely to high culture
and are fully np to the standard in quality. These cases of failure

are confined to a limited number of kinds, and do not, as many
suppose, affect the whole list of sorts. To make fruit culture pay
the highest profit, I am thoroughly convinced of the importance of

close planting, aud low heading, so that when they reach the bearing
age, the ground will be exclusively given up to the trees. Manure
should be applied regularly, and the surface kept under the plough,
running this implement, among bearing trees, not deeper than 2 or
3 inches.

—

Proceedings of the American Ponwlogical Society.
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THE GARDE NS O F ENGLAND.
BURGHLBY GARDENS, NEAR STAMFORD.

BuRGHLEY House, 0116 of the fluest examples of the Elizabethan

style of building extaut, is a stately pile irrespective of its

historical interest, and the Trell-known romantic associations

with which it was invested by one o£ the later Cecils. Im-
posing mansions are, however, easily created, or, according to

Lord Bacon, " men come to build stately, rather than to

garden finely." I will, therefore, direct attention on this

occasion more particularly to the noble and widely-spread

park, the fine trees which it contains, and to the useful fruits

and vegetables with which the fruit and kitchen gardens

are stocked, than to technicalities of architecture. The
park consists of some 1,500 acres, from the moi'e elevated

positions of which, some extensive and beautiful views are

obtained of the town of Stamford, and of the well-wooded
country beyond it. There are, strictly speaking, three parks,

all well-planted ; the lower one being diversified by a large

sheet of water, which stretches away like a broad river imme-
diately in front of the mansion. Here, as elsewhere, are some
noble trees—Oaks, Elms, and Chestnuts, whilehereand there the

striking foliage of the Purple Beech stands out conspicuously,

backed by the lighter foliage of Maples and Limes. There are

also a few stately Cedars which throw their sombre-tinted

branches over the turf in every direction. Hawthorns are

plentiful, and, by the abundance of fruit which they are pro-

ducing, some idea may be gleaned as to how attractive they

must have been early in the season when covered with snowy
flowers. Chestniits form a great feature here, and some fine

glossy-leaved Oaks are remarkable for their size and
vigour. The High Park, as it is called, is an agreeably un-
dulated piece of ground of considerable extent, well stocked

with deer. Here, also, are some fine avenues of Limes,

whose leafy interlacing branches form a perfect Gothic canopy
overhead. These are always beautiful ; but, when seen under
golden sunlight or silvery moonbeams, and when strong

light and shadow throw the perspective into bold relief, then is

the time to see the avenues at Burghley at their best. Broad
patches of Fern afford shelter for the dappled deer, which are

seemingly unconfined, owing to the care with which all

boundary lines have been hidden from view. Scattered here

and there over the park are some picturesque thatch-roofed

cottages, overrun with climbing Roses and Clematises, the

effect of which is excellent. The fruit gardens are fully

a mile from the mansion; they are situated at the

extremity of the High Park, and are, for the most part,

surrounded by a sunk fence. Inside are parallel walls, against

which the fruit-houses are erected—all lean-to structures,

heated by a pair of Weeks's tubular boilers, set side by side.

The Vineries.

I have seen these houses—some half-dozen in number

—

before, on several occasions, but never saw them look better

than at present. Anyone seeing them and noting the unusu-

ally heavy crops which the Vines are bearing, would be sure

to predict their becoming worn out at no very distant date.

This is, however, far from being the case, and, in point of fact,

they are not in the least overworked, although they would
certainly appear to be so to ordinary cultivators, who seldom

take more than eight to twelve bunches from a Vine. Mr.

Gilbert's theory is "plenty to eat and plenty to do," and it is

a system to be recommended, judging from the results realised

at Burghley. A house of Hamburghs here, any enthusiastic

Grape gi'ower would go miles to see ; the clusters are not only

large and numerous, but every berry has an oblate or flat-

ended form, a sure sign that they are well fed. These are

colouring finely, and will succeed the Grapes now being cut

from pot Vines. A Vine of Ferdinand de Ljesseps, a seedling

raised by Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, with a fine musky flavour,

is here doing better than I have ever seen it elsewhere. It is

grafted on a black Hamburgh stock, and is bearing about a

dozen clusters, the largest weighing fully three quarters of a

pound. When well grown, as at Burghley, this is a most
' desirable Grape, being quite distinct in flavour from all other

kinds, and very early. The Vine borders at Burghley are all

mulched with well rotted manure, and some idea of the way

in which the Vines arc fed may be gleaned from the fact that

only a day or two before my visit Mr. Gilbert had poured

nearly 4,000 gallons of water on one of these borders alone,

a saturation which washed down the nutriment from the

mulching to the roots. Failures in fruit culture occur more
from want of water than from any other cause, and though

drought is most to be feared in the case of Peaches, Nectarines,

and other fruits planted in inside borders, yet even Vines

planted in outside borders are greatly benefited by copious

waterings all through the hottest and dryest months of the year.

One thing in particular struck me in regard to all the Vineries

at Burghley, and that was not only the abundance of fruit

which they contained, but what is of more than equal import-

ance, stout short-jointed canes and fine fresh green foliage in

abundance, a sure proof that the roots are in a suitable

medium. Some of the leaves on the Black Hamburghs
measured from a foot to 16 inches in length, and quite as much
in breadth ; and, notwithstanding the dry season, I did not

see a trace of red-spider. About twelve months ago, Mr.

Gilbert planted a house of late-keeping Grapes, such as Gros

Colman, Waltham Cross, Seacliffe Black, and others, including

some Vines of Trebbiano, a kind which, at Burghley, is

found to be one of the finest and most valuable of all late-

keeping Grapes. To have it in its best condition, however, it

must be perfectly finished oS, 'i.e., thoroughly ripened, other-

wise it scarcely reaches mediocrity, a remark which equally

applies, to Gros Guillaume or Barbarossa, as it is commonly

called, although when well-ripened under sun-heat it is one of

the best of late kinds. These young Vines, although so recently

planted, cover the roof, and have made fine stout growth as

thick as one's thumb. The foliage is also large and fine, the

shoots being trained out in such a way as to give to the foliage

its full share of light, sun, and air. Pot Vines have been

excellent here this spring, and there are many fine bunches

fully a pound weight each still to cut from them. The secret

of Mr. Gilbert's success with pot Vines lies in inducing an

early and vigorous growth, so that they may have plenty of

time to ripen off their wood in autumn, whereby the canes

get thoroughly ripened. Genial heat, good turfy loam, and

plenty of good feeding in the shape of manure-water will do

the rest. "We have already alluded (see p. 333, Vol. IV.) to

Mr. Gilbert's excellent method of growing Vines m pots for

the decoration of the dinner-table, and need only now add that

this season they have been as good as ever. Among pot Vines

we found the new seedling, named GUbert's Russian Emperor,

which promises to be a useful black Grape for early work, a

desideratum in the case of those who have to put Grapes on their

employer's table every day in the year. The Vme m question,

though a weakly one, has produced thirteen fine bunches this

season. The latter are long and tapering, the berries being

quite distinct in shape from those of the Black Hambm-gh,

beinc' oblate and slightly flattened at both ends, and the flesh is

well flavoured and juicy. Two houses of Muscats are full of

handsome clusters, varying from 1 to 3 pounds weight each.

The foliage here, as elsewhere, is large and fine.

Other Fruit Hovises.

Early Melons, now over, have been excellent. Mr. Gilbert ia

noted, not only as a good grower of Melons, but as a raiser of

them, his last Hybrid Greenflesh, Lady Isabella Cecil, being one

of the best in its class. Gilbert's Greenflesh is also a fine oblong

deep golden fruit, beautifully netted, and possesses a fine

flavour Victory of Bath is now too well known as one of the

best of Melons, either for show or table, to need any coninaent

;

this is largely grown at Burghley, where both it and Lady

Isabella Cecil are great favourites. Of Pine Apples, I saw m
the fruit-room some Queens which weighed from o pounds to

over 4 pounds each; and, in addition to other fruiting and succes-

sion plants, Mr. Gilbert has just planted one pit with the newer

varieties, including Thoresby Queen, a fi°e pl^mp fruit (its

only drawback being its small crown), and Charlotte Koths-

childe, one of the flnest Pines grown. Smooth-leaved Cayennes

and Black Jamaicas are also grown for the sake of variety.

An extensive addition to the fruit-houses IS about to be inade

in the shape of a Cherry-house, 64 feet long; and another

house is to be built for Pigs. In addition to these a grand

tropical fruit-house is in contemplation. When these are
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built, Burghley will be one of the most extensive and coinpleto

fruit-growing establishments in the country. Strawberries
in pots are nearly over, but have been very fine this season

;

and in one of the Pine-pits I noticed some fine Tomatoes, grown
in pots with the view of ensuring a supply all through the
winter and early spring, after the outdoor crop is finished.

Peaches do not succeed well on open walls at Burghley ; there-

ore, the main supply of this fruit is obtained from trees under
glass. Outside, the trees suffer severely from fly and blight,

although repeatedly syringed and dusted with Tobacco. There
is, however, a fair sprinkling of fruit on most of them. Inside
the houses, the Poach trees are in perfect health, and some
trees of Boyal George are bearing a splendid crop of fine fruit.

In a late house of Peaches and Nectarines, the trees, planted three
years ago, already cover the roof with fiue wood and fresh
healthy foliage. These will bo invaluable as regards supplying
a succession of fine fruit until late in the season.

Hardy Fruits.

This promises to be an excellent year for all kinds of

out-door fruits, with the exception of Peaches, which, as
previously explained, are rather thin and poor— a circum-
stance with which the absence of rain has doubtless much to
do. Cherries, especially Morellos, on north walls are a full

crop, and the trees are very healthy. I was also glad to note
that there is a fair sprinkling of fruit on the Burghley Park
Cherry, a variety which owes its notoriety to Mr. Gilbert's
good culture. Goosebei'ries and Currants are laden with fine

fruit, and Strawberries are also abundant. Ingram's, or the
Five-leaved Pine, is much grown hero, and is esteemed for its

excellent colour and fine flavour. Black Prince is still one of
the earliest of all Strawberries, either for out or indoor
culture, its only fault being its small size. The old Grove End
Scarlet is still grown here for preserving—a purpose for which
it is well suited. Raspberries are trained on the arch system,
a supporting upright stake being placed in the centre of each
arch ; and, thus managed, they bear fine crops of fruit. Prince

- of Wales, Mr. Gilbert says, is the best variety he has, and one
which deserves to be better known than it is. Apples and
Pears promise to be fair crops ; and Apricots look remarkably
well, the foliage being fresh and clean, and there is abundance
of fruit.

The Kitchen Garden.
This is very extensive and well stocked with vegetables, in

the culture of which Mr. Gilbert follows the market garden
system, in which heavy manuring, deep trenching, mulching,
and copious waterings play important parts. Peas are
producing wonderfully fine crops, which, however, have to be
closely netted in order to protect them from jackdaws, which,
notwithstanding a liberal use of cartridges, 'are found to be
very destructive. Among new varieties, Mr. Gilbert is very
fond of Pillbasket, one of Mr. Laxton's latest novelties, and
one which promises to be a profuse cropper ; it grows about
3_feet high, and bears full-sized pods, each containing from
eight to nine Peas, very sweet, and of a beautiful fresh green
colour. Standard is another good dwarf Pea, although hardly
so profuse a bearer as the last. William the First is one of
the newer early varieties ; it grows about 3 feet high and
produces satisfactorily. This is a favourite, as is also another
novelty named Surplanter, a dwarf vai'icty, very sweet and
good. Cauliflowers are better than might have been expected,
considering the late dry weather. This year, Mr. Gilbert has
tried a new plan in regard to Cauhtlower culture ; he plants
them in a trench which has, as a matter of course, been well
manured

; treated in this manner, three rows being put into a
broad trench slightly below the ground level, they succeed
admirably. Potatoes look well ; Mr. Gilbert covers the young
growth with dry Fern, a plan much to be recommended in
unfavourable seasons ; .lohnson's Premier is found to be one
of the best of the early sorts, and Myatt's Ashtop, Early
Handsworth, and other early varieties, are also largely grown.
These are planted 3 feet apart, each way, and a mixture of
sand and lime added to the ordinary soil suits them admirably,
the tubers turning out clean and fresh. Mushrooms in open
air beds have been very plentiful, over a bushel being, some-
times, gathered in one day, notwithstanding the late dry
weather. F. w. Burbidge.

THE ARBORETUM.
THE CONIFEES OF ITALY.

In all representations of Italian scenery the Stone Pine (Pinus
Pinea) forms a conspicuous object, and it was no doubt as

common in the time of the Romans as at present. Ovid
describes this tree as having erect foliage, or a bristling head

;

Pliny says that it is branching at its top, whilst Pinaster is so

from the middle of its trunk upwards, and that it bears at the

same time fruits about to ripen, others which will ripen the
next year, and others, again, which will ripen the third year.

ilo also says it has a very large fruit, and it is, in fact, that

which, among the Italian species, bears the largest cones. He
says that the nuts are found in cavities, and are covered with
a layer of rust, by which they are enabled to lie softly ; he
states, moreover, that the seeds are eatable, which is only true
of this species and of Pinus Cembra of the Alps. The Pine
was then, as now, cultivated in gardens, and Virgil calls it

their most beautiful ornament ; Horace, too, mentions a Pine
that grew near his country house ; and, according to Varro,
Pines served to mark the boundaries of estates. Lastly, in

Pompeii and Herculaneum, we find figures of Pine cones in

drawings of fruits and of culinary substances, and also on the

arabesques ; in Herculaneum kernels of charred Pines have
been discovered. The Pinaster of the ancients does not appear
to be the same as that of the moderns ; the former was said to

be of extraordinary height, n hilst the latter is almost as low as
the Stone Pine. For the same reason the Pinaster cannot bo
the common P. halepensis, which is still lower than the Stone
Pine. But this great height agrees with the P. Laricio, which
in Corsica attains the enormous height of 140 or l-'iO feet, and
in Sila, in Calabria, of 120 to 130 feet ; but the statement that
the Pinaster grew in the plains does not apply so well, for

P. Laricio is a mountain tree ; but Tenore says that it is

occasionally found in the plains. By Pinaster, Pliny probably
meant both P. Pinaster and Laricio, which are not very unlike
one another. Pliny's Pinaster cannot possibly be P. sylvestris,

for the latter is found on the Alps only at a certain height
above the sea, and rarely perhaps on the northern Apennines;
it is iiot very high.

Firs are distinguished by Pliny, and other Roman writers,

into two sorts, Abies and Picea ; two sorts are also found in

Italy at the present day, viz., the Spruce Fir, which only
occurs on the Alps, and the Silver Fir, properly so called,

which is spread over the Alps and the entire chain of the
Apennines. We may, therefore, look upon the Abies of the
Romans as our Silver, and their Picea as our Spruce Fir.

The Larch of the Romans may be looked upon as identical

with our Larch. This tree was found nowhere in Italy but
on the Alps. Pliny's remark, that the Larch grows in the
same places as the Spruce Fir, confirms this. He also says
that at Rome, a bridge, over a place where sea-fights were
represented, had been burnt, and that the Emperor Tiberius
ordered Larches to be felled in Rhetia, ('.'•., in the Alps, to

repair it. He afterwards notices the greatest tree that had
been seen in Rome at his time ; it was exhibited as a curiosity

by Tiberius on this same bridge : it was kept till the building
of Nero's amphitheatre ; it was a trunk of a Lai'ch 120 feet

long and 2 feet thick. The localities in which the Cypress is

found in Italy show that it is exotic. Pliny says that it was
a foreign tree, brought from Crete, and ditficult to cultivate.

According to Theophrastus, the pyramidal variety of the
Cypress grows in Crete, on the top of Mount Ida and the White
Mountains, which are covered with eternal snow, a singular
circumstance, since elsewhere it only prospers inwarm countries.

Near Somma, in Lombardy, there is a Cypress, which Napoleon
respected when he constructed the Simplon. It is 121 feet

high and 23 feet in circumference at 1 foot above the ground.
This, diameter, when the very slow nite of growth of such
trees is remembered, proves it to be very old. The Abbe
Belese says that, according to ancient records, this tree
existed in the time of Julius Caesar, i.e., half-a-contury B.C.

Pliny mentions a (Jypress at Rome that was thought to be as
old as the city itself, and which fell in the reign of Nero. At
any rate, it is certain that the cultivation of the Cypress was
known in very early times. Cato and Varro say that it was
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planted iu gardens to mark their limits. The Juniper of the
ancients is the same as that of the moderns ; of this there is

no doubt. Ancient writers describe it as having spines instead
of leaves, and as Iceeping its fruits all the year round, and some-
times those of the preceding year. The Juniper is said to

have no flowers, and, by mistake, it has been supposed tliat there
are two sorts—one with flowers and the other with fruits; this

refers perhaps to the two sexes, which in this plant areondifi'erent

individuals. The Taxus of the ancients is no doubt the same
as our present Yew tree. Pliny mentions it at the end of his

enumeration of the Conifers, and says that it resembles them
;

that it is the only one with berries ; that it is dark, graceful,

sad-looking, and without resin. In another passage, he says
oxpi-essly that it is an evergreen. It was generally believed in

ancient times that the Yew was poisonous. The frequent
mention of the Yew by the ancients leads us to suppose that
iu their time as well as in our owu, it grew both on the Apen-
nines and on the Alps. The art of clipping trees and giving
them all sorts of shapes was known to the Romans ; but,
although this was done with the Cypress, the Silver Fir, and
t he Box, it was not practised on the Yew, probably because the
latter tree required a colder climate than the plains afforded.
There is no reason for supposing that the species of Conifers

indigenous in Italy at the present time differ from those of

former ages. The most common and the most easily dis-

tinguished are expressly mentioned by ancient authors, and
are, for the most part, described with sufficient accuracy
to enable us to determine what they really were. Those that
are not mentioned may, from the vague ideas of those times,
be considered as having been united to the others, or as having
altogether escaped observation. Although Italy contains
wenty species of Conifers (excluding the Cypress), and
Europe north of the Alps has but six, the number of individual
trees is by no means apportioned in the same way. The
Conifers in the north of Europe form immense forests, and
consequently play an important part in the general aspect of

the country. In Italy, on the contrary, with the exception
of the Alps, where they form by their quantity a region at the
mean height, these trees constitute but small scattered woods,
which give no important feature to the landscape. Along
the coast of the Gulf of Genoa, as far as the Roman States,

some forests of Pines peculiar to the basin of the Mediter-
ranean are certainly found—Pinus Pinea, Pinaster, and hale-

pensis ; the coppices near the coast contain Junipers of the
south of Europe ; forests of Spruce exist in some countries of

the central Apennines — for example, near Vallambrosa
and Camaldoli, and genei'ally in the upper part of Tuscany.
Forests of Conifers are also met with in the Abruzzi, and on
Mount Sila, in Calabria, where the Silver Fir or the Calabrian
or the Corsican Pine predominate. On Etna, lastly, forests

of the Corsican Pine exist : but the whole is not to be
compared with the immense tracts covered by these trees

in the north of Europe. It appears, then, that Italy is not
very largely stocked with Conifers, and they consequently
play a subordinate part in the operations of life. In the
Alps exclusively do we find these trees the objects of the
same industry as in the north; here they are cut down,
slid over the sides of the moiantains, floated down the
rivers, divided in saw-mills, and sent away as trunks, beams,
and planks ; this work, too, is only found going on here and
there, and on a comparatively small scale. In Scandinavia
and northern Russia the houses are constructed almost
entirely of the wood of Conifers ; in central Europe this wood
is also largely used for beams, floors, and staircases ; in Italy,

with the exception of the Alps, the houses with the staircases

and floors are built of nothing but stone or brick. In the north
Conifers are used for palisades, bridges, and roads ; in the
centre of Europe they are greatly employed for bridges, par-

titions, and garden palisades ; but in Italy the bridges are of

stone, and high walls surround the gardens. The wooden
pipes for water and the piles of the north are replaced in

Italy by stone acqueducts and piers. As Italy, with the
exception of the Alps has but few mines, she does not, like the
north, employ large quantities of Fir-wood. Genoa obtains

planks for her ships from the western Alps and from Corsica

;

Venice and Trieste theirs from the eastern Alps ; Naples has
hers from Sila ; Italy, however, imports pitch, tar, and other

resinous products from foreign countries ; but Venice is the
principal place of exportation of one of these products—Venice
turpentine, which is obtained from the Larch on the high
regions of the Alps. On the south slope of the Alps turpen-
tine is also obtained from the two species of Fir ; it is collected

by the Italian peasants, who ascend the mountains and climb
up the trees to make incisions in them. During the middle
ages the Yew was very much destroyed in consequence of the
great commerce made by the Venetians of its wood ; for,

before the discovery of powder, the Y'ew was in high esteem
for making bows. In former times the Yew was much more
common to the north of the Alps than at present.

Pinus.

P. Pinea (the Stone Pine).—This ia found on the sandy coasts and
hills of Tnscany, to the west of the Apennines, and on the hills of

Genoa, usually accompanied by, and frequently forming forests with,
the Pinus Pinaster. The large forest near Ravenna is, according to

Bertolini, formed of this Pine ; it is also found iu the country about
Nice. It is gene.rally cultivated throughout the whole of Italy, from
the foot of the Alps to Sicily. It ia not commonly found higher
than from 1,000 to 1,500 feet, but it occurs in the south of Italy as
high as 2,000 feet. It is found, according to Sibthorp, on the sandy
coasts of the Western Peloponnesus, in the same conditions, pro-

bably, as in the middle of Italy ; it is also met with in the island of

Meleda. Cultivated, it is found on all the shores of the Mediter-
ranean.

P. sylvestris.—This tree occurs frequently in Italy on tho

southern slope of the Alps, from Frioul to Nice (as, for example, in

the valleys of Tagliamento, Piavo, on the Baldo and Legnone
Mountains, in the Valteline, on the Simplon, Mont Cenis, and
at the Col de Tende) , especially in the sandy soil of the valleys

;

it is not, however, as abundant as the Spruce, Silver, or Larch Firs.

As a general rule, it cannot be said to exist lower than 2,000 feet

above the sea.

P. Pumilio.—This is found on tho sonthern slope of the Alps,

towards the east as well as towards tho west ; but the transitory

forms of Pinus sylvestris are so common, and the distinctions between
them and P. Pamilio so narrow when there are no cones, that I am
not quite certain that some of the localities given for this do not

belong to Alpine forma of P. sylvestris. P. Purailio is found beyond
the limits of trees ; but scarcely higher than 7,500 feet, nor lower
than 4,000 feet. It prefers a swampy soil. This species also grows
on the northern slope of the Alps, and ia very common on the

Carpathians, where it forma a region above that of the Spruce Fir
between 4,100 and 5,600 feet.

P. Xiaricio.—This species (the Corsican Pine) is very common on
Mount Etna, where it forms woods at a height of from 4,000 to

6,000 feet. It alao forms forests, according to Tenore, on the

mountain of Sila, in Calabria. It was first discovered in Corsica

;

bat it has since been found in the countries of the south of Europe

;

for example, on Mount Serrat, in Spain ; on Mount Athos, on the

Taygetua, Cyllene, and other mountaina of Greece, as well as on
Mount Ida in Crete, and in Phrygia.

P. Pinaster.—This species grows in the sandy plains, and on the
lower mountains, on the south slope of the northern, and on the
western slope of the central, Apennines. It is not found to the south
of these mountains, nor before we come to the north of the Apennines.

P. halepensis.—Thia apeoies ia not found to the north of the

Apenninea ; but it is very common to the east and west of these

mountains, as well aa in Sicily. It grows on sand and on rooks, but
best on the latter ; its upper limit ia 2,000 feet at the outside (the

Somma between Terni and Spoleto).

P. brutia.—The Calabrian Pine approaches, rather too near per.

hapa, P. halepensia ; but ita cones are nearly sessile, the tops of

their scales rough, and ita leaves are longer than those of P. hale-

pensia. It grows, according to Tenore, in Calabria, especially on the

Aspramonte, at a height varying from 2,400 to 3,600 feet.

P. Cembra.— This is found in the high regions of the Alpa, from
the Tyrol to Mont Cenis, but scattered between 4,000 and 6,500 feet.

It is also found on the northern slope of the Alps, from Austria to

Savoy and Danphine. It occurs also in the Carpathian mountaina
and on the Altai.

Abies.

A. excelsa.—The Spruce Fir ia very common, and forms forests

on the Alps from esfet to west. It is principally found at a height

varying from 4,000 to 6,500 feet. It ia found on the Euganean hillsj

but nowhere on the Apenninea. According to Bentham it occura on
the Pyreneea ; but it doea not grow even on the mountains in the

countries surrounding the Mediterranean. The tree found iu tha
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north of Asia, which is somewhat analogous to A. cxcelsa, is a
dilTerent species (Pieoa obovata).

A. pectinata (The Silver Fir).—This is found all over the Alps
from east to west. It is principally found at a height of from 2,000
to 4,000 feet, but it occurs as low aa 1,000 and as high as 1,500

feet. Like the last species, it is found on the Euganeans. It grows
on the whole chain of the Apennines from north to south.

Larix.

L. europsea.—The Larch is spread over, and forms forests in,

the upper regions of the Alps, from cast to west. Its proper region

is at a height of from 3,000 to G,500 feet ; it sometimes occurs as

high as 7,000 feet, but it is then dvvarf, aud occasionally as low as

2,000 or oven 1,500 feet (near La Piave). It is not found anywlicrc

on the Apennines. The Siberian Larch is, according to Ledebour,

another species (Lari.i sibirica).

Capressus.

C. sempervirens.—The Cypress is found in gardens, or ceme.
teries, or avenues, throughout the whole of Italy, from the foot of

the Alps to Calabria, as well as in Sicily ; it is here and tliere found
wild. The upper mean height at which it grows is about 2,000 or

2,500 feet. It is ver^ common in the other countries surrounding
the Mediterranean, Greece, Barbary, Africa, &c. It is supposed to

be rea'ly wild in the Grecian Archipelago and in Asia Jlinor.

Juniperus.

J. communis.—The common Juniper occurs very generally on
the Alps from east to west, from the foot to a height of 5,000 feet.

It grows in a dry sandy soil, on heaths and in woods. It occurs in

the whole of the north of Europe as far as Liipland. It is also

found on the Pyrenees, in Spain, and in Greece, but, as it seems, only
on the mountains, and, lastly, in the Caucasus.

J. nana.—This is found ou the Alps, in the sub-Alpine and
Alpine regions, seldom below 5,000 or above 7,500 feet, and on the
Apennines. To the north of the Alps it occurs on the Carpathian
mountains.

J. hemisphserica.—This is found in the upper barren region of

Mount Etna, low and spreading. Its region may be fixed between
5,010 and 7,000 feet. Tenore says that it was found by Gussone on
the Aspromonte, and on several of the mountains of Calabria.

J. Oxycedrus.—This species is quite different from J. macro-
carpa, with which it is often confounded. It is found on the Apeu.
uinis, at a height of from 1,000 to 3,000 feet.

J. macrocarpa.—This is found on the sandy coasts and rocks of

the Mediterranean, the Adriatic, and in Sicily. It occurs, too, in

Gro 'ce, near Cadiz, and is probablj- spread over all the coasts of the
Mo literranean.

J. Sabina.—The Savin is found on the Alps and on the Apen-
nin s. Some Italian botanists say that it grows on rocks near the
sea ; but, probably, this was J. phceuicea. According to Bentham, it

gro.vs on the Pyrenees.
J. phcenicea.— This is found on rocks on the shores of the

Mediterranean, from Nice and Oueilli to Calabria, and in Sicily ; and
also -along the Ionian Sea and the Adriatic, from Tarentum and
Gallipoli to Cherso. It is generally spread round the Mediterranean,
in Greece, and its Archipelago, probably, also in the Levant.

Taxus.
T. baccata.—The Yew is occasionally found on the Alps, the

mountains of Piedmont on the Apennines ; it is probably not wild in

the plains. Its lower limits are 1,000 feet on the Alps, and 2,000
feet on the Central Apennines ; its upper limit reaches the region of
the Conifers, and that of the Ash in the Apennines. It is found on
the western and northern slopes of the Alps, in the niouutaius of

Central Europe, in Scotland, and in the Scandinavian Peninsula.

[The above particular.s are abstracted from Professor
Schouw's paper, published iu the Journal oE the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.]

The Large Beech Tree at Newbattle Abbey.—At a late

meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, Sir Kobi-rt Christison
gave a short notice of this remarkable tree. The trunk rises about
20 feet before giving off branches, and it than rises with a certain
methodical irregularity, carrying a great girth to a great height.
It is difficult to describe this upper trunk. Tto branches appear
rather to form the trutik than to rise out of it, constituting as it were
a part of the trunk some way up before taking their outward course
as true branches. The extreme branches are everywhere covered with
fine twigs, showing that the whole tree is healthy and thriving.
Daring a late hurricane a huge limb was snapped off, but there are

so many more that its loss is scarcely noticed. At 2 feet from the
ground the buttresses make the girth 32 feet ; at 5 feet it is 21 feet

;

and at 7 feet, the narrowest ]iart below the first branch, it is 18 feet

in girth. The great massiveness and height of the trunk, produce a
sort of oppression on the inner sense of the spectator. On the whole
it is more gigantic than the Eccles Beech, chiefly, perhaps, on
account of the much greater length of trunk before its first branches
come off. It is undoubtedly taller, and in every way an object well

worth going a long distance to visit.

Cytisus Laburnum serotinum.—Some time since, M. Car-
riere, in the lieiMc-^ JlorticoU', drew attention to this variety of

Laburnuiji, which ho described as a remarkably handsome shrub,
with nue([ual leaflets, fre<(uently smaller than those of the

common Laburnum, and slightly turned uj) at the edges. The
flowers are of a fine yellow colour, very numerous, and disposed

in compact clusters. They do not begin to appear until some time
after the common kind has burst iut,o bloom, and they last for some
time longer; hence the specific name "serotinum." M. Carriers

remarks that this variety is sometimes confounded with C. L.

trilobnm or longiraeemosum, but the latter flowers earlier, and its

clusters of flowers arc much longer in shape and fewer in number.
C. L. serotinum has the rare merit (as a shrub) of being a suitable

and ornamental subject for flower-beds, as, no matter how much it

may be cut back, or how dwarf it may bo trained, it always pro-

duces a profusion of flowers.

Demand for Seeds of Famous Trees.— The demand for

the seeds of the Sequoia (Wellitigtonia) gigantea and the Eucalyptus
globulus, is unprecedented. Ilalf a million trees of the latter were
sold last season in this vicinity ; and nurserymen predict that the

demand the ensuing season will extend to three million trees. A very
large number of the other sorts of Gum trees are sold for ornamental
]>urpose3, many of them being more desirable for such purposes than
the Blue Gum. There are twenty-seven varieties of the Australian

Gum tree grown in this vicinity. Some of them are equal, in every

quality which constitutes a good shade-tree, to any tree grown on the

Pacific Coast. The seed of the Blue Gum is now retailing for about
three dollars an ounce. There are about three thousand seeds in an
ounce. The seed of the Sequoia gigantea retails for about the same
price ; and the demand at present is ahead of the supply. It is now
sent all over the world. But the demaud is the greatest from Australia.

There is also a good demand for the seed of the Monterey Cypress.

For hedges and wind-breakers nothing has yet been found in this

country equal to this species of Cypress. If the tree is left to grow
in its natural state it makes wood as fast as the Blue Gum.

—

San
Franchco Bulletin.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Conine: of Araucaria imbricata.—Much has been said of late in gardening
papers about this Araucaria producinji cones. Our tree, which erows near the
suspension brid.s.TC in the grounds here, had several cones on it last year ; but
I was unable to get any seed. This year it has about thirty cones on it j I
therefore hope to be more fortunate.—T. Clements, Pain's Hill, Snrre}/.

Singular Effect of Eating the Berries of Rhammis croceas.—A Trans-
atlantic ]i!itur;ili^t says that the rod berries of thisUuckthorn, which the Apacho
Indian.^ cal, h:ivc a curious property. The colouring matter is Uikcn up by the
circulation, and diffused through the system, so that "the skin exhibits a
beautiful red net-work."

Where can Ruscns androgynus be obtained ?—Can " J. H. Q.*' (seep.
nt/. Vol. V.) tell me where I may procure this? It is a plant I have been
seeking for during these Ia.st twenty years; but have never seen it offered for
sale or named iu any catalogue. When at Bitton gardens last summer, I

noticed a thriving specimen of it out of doors, trained against tlie wall of the
residence ; Mr. BUacombe, while courteously showing me bis fine collection

of herbaceous plants, told me that he obtained it from Madeira. At the same
place, if I mistake not, I saw n nice tuft of Cypripedium spectabiie in fine

health.— J. M., Sawkchurck, near Axminster, Decou.

Laburnum Fences-—How can I make an ornamental Laburnum fence
simiar to that iu the garden of the Royal Horticultural Society at South
Kensington ?—D. [Plant young Laburnums in a slanting direction, about 6
inches apart, or more, if large. When you have planted one tree leaning in

one direction, plant another in the opposite direction, so as to form a trellis

work, and so on to the end of the hedge you wish to make. Where the trees

cross each other, remove a small piece of bark from each, tic them together,

and clay them as in grafting ; this will cause the trees to unite, and the result

will be one of th» prettiest and strongest fences imaginable.—J. M.]

The Blue Gum Tree (Eucalyptus globulus) —Would this tree suit our
climate? Do ynu believe in the properties attributed to it?—B. [The
lOucnlyptus will' live in England in mild districts, but is liable to be cut do^vn
by severe frosts, and is much too tender for cold or northern districts. It

thrives best in warm temperate regions such as California. It is certain that
districts known to be malarious have been found pcrfectlj- safe since this tree

has been planted in them abundantly. Whether the so-called fever-destroying

l)roperty is peculiar to this tree is doubtful ; it seems to us, however, fair to

jissume* that if malaria arises from decaying vogeUation over large areas of

low-lying land, its antidote is likely to be found in abundance of vigorous

evergreen vegetation. The Eucalyptus, moreover, is a beautiful and valuable

tree in temperate countries, and well worth planting extensively, apart from
sanitary reasons.

—

Kd.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
THE HUMBOLDT ORANGE LILY.

(lILIUM irDMBOLDTI.)

Tins is one of the most stately of Califoniiaii Lilies, "[rowing,

as it does, from to 8 feet in height. It has deep glossy-green

was showu by Mr. Law, of South Lodge, Enfield, at one of
the recent floral meetings at South Keusington. Mr. Tanton,
of Epsom, who has kiudly furnished us with the following
memoranda concerning this and other species, also exhibited
a flue plant of it on the ^Oth ult., at the Crystal Palace :—
" The taste," he says, " for new Lilies being on the
increase, aud the kind of treatment which they require being

The Humboldt Orange Lily (Lilium Humboldti).

leaves, eight or nine in a whorl, and bears about the same
number of large or.ange flowers in a somewhat lax spike. Of
these our illustration furnishes a good idea as to form and
markings, but not as to size ; those represented being little

more than half their natural size. Of this Lily, for the intro-

duction of which we ai'e indebted to Mr. Bull, a splendid plant

as yet ill understood, some growers complaining of their bulbs
not starting, others that they split to pieces during the period
of rest, a few simple instructions ou such points may not bo
without interest. During February last I received overland
from California, Lilium Washingtonianum, Humboldti,
Pardalinum, and others ; these were immediately potted
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in rough turfy and very fibrous peat, loam, and leaf

mould, to -which was added a good proportion of washed river-

sand ; they were then stored away under a stage in a cool pit,

and kept without water until young growths had been pushed
up about iuches iu height, when they were watered with very

weak manure-water and kept still in the cool pit. All the

plauts of Humboldti, thus treated, have flowered, and I

augur for this species, both from its value as a free flowerer

and from its lasting properties, a very brilliant career. The
plant of it which I exhibited at the Crystal Palace on the 20th

ult., had been fourteen days in bloom, and it continued in

beauty up to the 30th ult. After flowering I take care to keep
the leaves of all my Lilies vigorous and healthy as long as

possible; when the tops have died down the bulljs are stored

away quietly till December, when they are re-potted, disturb-

ing the ball of the previous year as little as possible. This is

a point of importance, for I find disturbing and uncovering the

bulbs to induce tbem to split, to shed their scales, and to rot.

This is particularly the case with the Californian species, or

those which have their leaves arranged iu a whorl. The
beautiful Lilium auratum, if treated in this way, will always
yield fine flowers, and permanently improve in vigour."

THE SIMPLEST WAY OF GROWING FUCHSIAS.
Your readers are doubtless familiar with the habit which the old

Fuchsia Riccartoni assumes when grown out of doors in those

situations where, throug-h the severity of the winters, it is compelled

to assume a semi.herbaceous habit, dying down in winter, and
springing uj) again in summer from an annually increasing stool,

until it attains the size of a goodly bush. I have often thought

what magnificent specimens such plants would make if transferred

to a pot, with their profusion of flowers ; but how much more
imposing would some of our fine cultivated varieties appear grown
in the same way. Imagine a plant of a good variety grown iu a

12-inch pot, and furnished, perhaps, with a hundred or more nn.

pinched shoots 2 or 3 feet in length, and loaded with bloom—

a

circular ball, in fact, but graceful and perfectly free from anything

like that trained formality which we too often see at exhibitions. A
group of such massive specimens on an exhibition table would make
the attenuated pyramids which we have hitherto been accustomed to

admire to appear more attenuated still, and in a less' favourable

light. Not so long ago I saw a number of specimens of the kind I

have described ; they had not been grown for exhibition, but had
simply been allowed to assume the bnsh habit, because the gardener

had no time to attend to pinching and training ; but he had sue.

ceedod nevertheless in producing a number of plants for vase, &c.,

work in the house such as one seldom sees. The advantages of this,

which may be called the natural system, are that the plants can be

grown with less than one.tenth of the labour usually bestowed upon
specimens so-called, flower better, and are better suited, as a rule,

for decorative purposes. It is not difficult to get up a stock of such

plants. Those who have Fuchsias one year old or more, have only to

cut them down to the pot, and they will break away from the bottom

the first year, perhaps, only six, eight or twelve shoots, according to the

age of the stool ; but, in such a case, the number may be increased

by pinching the shoots when they are about 2 inches in height. This

will multiply them considerably, but no further stopping must bo

done. Plants may be cut down at any time while they have still

growing vigour in them. At the end of the season the plants must
be cut down again, and stored away till spring, when they should be
partially shaken out, and potted at once in the pots that are to last

them for the season, as, when grown in this way, any interruption of

growth through " shifting on " is not desirable. The size of pot

will, of course, depend upon the size of plant that is wished
i the

size of the specimen will be just in proportion to the root-room, and
the room and light which they receive. Neat little plants, in 4 or

5.inch pots, may be had, or they maybe grown much larger accord,

ing to fancy or requirement.

—

Tlie Gardener.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sin Geouge Rose being introduced one day to two charming young
ladies, whose names were Mary and Louisa, ho instantly added, with

a bow, ** Ah, yes ! Marie-Louise—the sweetest Pear I know ;" a
compliment almost worthy of being coupled with that most beautiful

one of Sydney Smith, suggested by the Sweet Pea. A young lady,

walking with him in the garden, paused to examine a favourite flower

on which she had taken great pains. " I am afraid, Mr. Smith," she

said, " that this Pea will never come to perfection." " Then allow

me," taking her politely by the hand, " to lead perfection to the

Pea!

BROCOOLL
Though June is the month in which most gardeners try to get
their plantations of Broccoli finished, yet July has often
arrived before the work is done. I have planted in August
and had nice heads, but the sooner the planting is done after

the beginning of June the better. Though planting early
ensures the finest plants and largest heads—if very large heads
are desirable—I never found the time of sowing or
planting to aft'ect the plants as regards the time they came
in. I have sown at different dates, from February till the
middle of April, and planted from May till August, but the
crop never came in either sooner or later in consccpience. I
have, therefore, for many years, always sown all at tbo same
time, and planted at the same time, for convenience sake ; and,
by planting a good many varieties, have always ensured a good
and regular supply throughout winter and spring, when the
winters were reasonably mild—for it is certain that no practice
as to time of sowing or planting will ensure the heads forming
at a certain time, if during winter we have protracted periods
of frost or cold, during which all growth is at a standstill. It

is a good plan to keep on the heels of Broccoli with the Wal-
chereu Cauliflower. I have never found a variety so good as
this old sort for resisting " buttoning " in dry summers and
withstanding frost. I sow and plant it as late as possible, and
have had it at Christmas, and later when severe frost held off.

Selection of Varieties.

The following selection of a dozen or more sorts does not
include all the newest kinds, but it comprises the best of old
and new, so far as my experience goes—and I have grown all

the sorts named, and some of them for a long time. I give
the names in the order in which they succeed one another in
coming into use ; Grange's Early White (an autumn variety),

Early White Cape, Osborn's Winter White, Snow's Winter
Wbite (an excellent variety), Ohappell's Cream, Gordon's Late
White, Diloock's Bride, Shearer's Late White, Knight's Pro-
tecting, Wilcove's Superb Late White, Carter's Champion, and
Cattell's Eclipse. Some of the first named in this list come in
pretty close upon one another, and are all fine sorts. The three
last named are also first-rate sorts, and specially valuable on
account of their lateness. Cattell's Eclipse is, I believe, the
very latest. I have had it late in June, and by cutting the last

beads with the leaves, and putting them iu an ice-house, they
will be in good condition after the summer Cauliflower has
come in even in late seasons. It is advisable to plant a few
good sorts, although space maybe limited. A dozen rows may
inolude a dozen different sorts, if a succession is wanted ; for

when one sort comes in, it is soon over.

Preparation of the Ground and Planting.

Though it is by no means an unusual thing to see nice little

heads of Broccoli about the size of a teacup, or larger, in
cottagers' gardens where the soil i^ seldom turned over more
than a spade's depth, and not over liberally manured, yet the
plant likes a deep and rich soil. If practicable, the ground
should be trenched two or three spades deep, or at least

double-digged. When there is not time for doing either of

these, then the ground must be dug over a spade deep only,

taking care to break the soil up thoroughly, as deeply as a good
spado will do it, and working iu some well-decayed manure at

the same time. And here let me say a word about single
digging. An indifferent man will simply shufile over tlio

ground, inserting his spade at an angle of 4-5°, and turning
the soil over to a depth of about ti inches, while a man
who understands how to dig, or who is looked after and
made to perform his work properly, will keep a straight

and open trench, put his spade in perpendicularly, take
tbin spits, and turn the soil over thoroughly, breaking it well

as he goes on, and do the work generally as it should be done.
There is a vast difference between good and bad digging, and
I never met with a labourer out of a garden who knew how to

dig, however good a workman he might be in other respects.

If the soil is broken up well iu the trench, I never care about
the surface being a little rough ; a raked surface among
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vegetable crops is an unmitigated evil at any time. Planting
should be proceeded with as soon as the digging is finished.

Here we invariably plant from 2j to 3 feet apart, if the

planting is done in June or July, and the plants are always
more crowded than is deiirable by October. When planting

is deferred till August they need not be allowed so ranch room.
I always like to let the same man plant the whole crop. If

the weather is dry, the seed-bed is watered well the night
befoi-e to soften the soil. The following day the man, armed
with a big basin half tilled with puddle, consisting simply of

soil and water and a little soot, and a steel fork, proceeds to

loosen the plants in the bed and then to pull them up with the

whole of the tap root to each, and to place them with their

roots in the puddle till the basin is filled. He then marks ofi:

his ground, puts his line down, and, with a dibber about 3

inches in diameter, he makes a hole deep and wide, that there

may be no obstacle to getting the long tap root down
straight to its extremity. Then the dibber is pushed down
again just at the side of the hole and parallel, to the same
depth, and squeezed up firmly to the plant. This ensures the

whole of the roots being brought into contact with the soil up
to the neck, instead of being "hanged;" and so the work
proceeds. " Buttoned " Cauliflowers and stunted plants are

in many cases caused by bad planting. They are put in with
broken and mutilated roots ; and those that do happen to have
a tap-i'oot most likely have it bent double in getting it into the
hole, and, instead of the point being at the bottom of the hole,

it will probably be sticking up above the surface. I have so

often seen the consequences of careless planting, that I think
it right now to draw attention to it. No one should wait on
wet weather for planting Broccoli if it is long in coming

; get
the olautingdone as soon as you can, and water well once or
twice, and they will do till the rain comes. True Broccoli

never " buttons," let the weather be ever so dry after planting.

When the plants are fairly established, and have grown a
little, they must be earthed up with the hoe, more to prevent
the wind from twisting them about than anything else.

Towards the end of October all the plants should be partially

lifted with a spade, and laid with their heads to the north, to
check and harden them, in order to enable them the better to

resist frost. J. S. W.

Early Dwarf Peas.—Among these Laxton's Unique, a variety

that received a first-class certificate at Chiswick in 1873, is one of

the best. It originated in the same batch of seedlings as produced
William the First, and is, indeed, a reproduction of that fine early

kind, with this difference, that it grows only to a height of Ij feet,

whilst William the First rises up to 3 feet. Dwarf Peas are
preferable to tall kinds as they can be so^vn in rows from 2 to 21
feet apart, and, laid in the ordinary fashion, will yield as heavy a
crop as the same sorts will if sown in rows at 3i feet apart, and then
staked, or, ns can be got from tall Peas sown in rows 5 feet apart.

Moreover, in small gardens, where a rapid succession of crops is

of the utmost importance, a good crop of Winter Greens can be got
forward early amongst dwarf laid Peas, and this result could not be
obtained if they were staked. I find that our market growers are

gradually getting rid of tall kinds, as they are peculiarly subject to

two. evils. If the season be dry, the moisture of the ground is

exhausted before the crop is produced, and thus a poor one is the
result

J
whilst, on the other hand, if it be a damp season, then so

much growth is engendered that in gathering the first pickings, the
haulm becomes so twisted and broken that the future crop is mate,
rially checked. Dwarf kinds are not subject to either of these evils,

and the crops are gathered from them with ease and rapidity.

—

A. D.

Ornamental Rustic Work for tlie Garden.—Messrs. Cave,

of 40, Wigmore Street, who are so well-known for the manufacture of

plant-screens, flower-baskets, &c., for indoor decoration, have called

our attention to some rustic work of distinct and novel character and
much taste in workmanship. It is formed of a variety of woods, the

most desirable parts for this purpose being chosen from extensive

plantations, and carefully seasoned before being used. Tables, garden-
seats, and large lawn flower-baskets, are manufactured of these
materials ; the tables being especially good in form and workmanship,
and the seats and chairs also excellent. The large lawn baskets do
not seem likely to be so useful, inasmuch, as if properly planted,

much of the choice rustic work would be obscured by the plants.

THE PHYLLOXERA OP THE OAK.
(Discoveries of Balbiani.)

The Acadeinij contains an abstract of a paper by Professor Balbiani,
detailing his observations on Phylloxera quercas, a species allied to
the P. vastatrix which has occasioned such ravages among the Vines.
The Vine pest can live under ground as well as in the air, and its
most destructive work is performed on the roots of the plants to
which it obtains access through cracks in the soil. Vines grown on
clay lands are most exposed to its assaults, as they become exten-
sively fissured in hot weather, and the best mode yet discovered of
checking the mischief is by freely inundating the soil. It is, however
evident that this remedy cannot always be applied; and M. Balbiani
studied the life history of P. quercus, in the hope that it would throw
light upon the development and pi'oceedings of its Vine relative.
He tells us that somewhat late in spring the first individuals of the
Oak Phylloxera may be seen In the shape of pale yellow larvaj on the
under surface of the leaves, each one occupying the centre of a
yellowish spot produced by pricking into the leaf. These larva3 grow
without changing their position ; and, after attaining a length of
about a millimetre, they surround themselves with a number of eggs
concentrically arranged. The development of these eggs commences
almost as soon as they are laid ; and in a few days the young escape
and wander to a fresh part of the leaf, in which they plnno-e their
sucking tubes, causing the formation of a yellow spot, which, like
their parents, they never leave. Generations thus succeed genera-
tions, until the entire surface of affected leaves are covered with
phylloxera of all sizes. When full-grown, M. Balbiani figures
them as pear-shaped, very broad in the middle, blunt at the head,
and very narrow at the posterior segments. The suokino-!
tube of the mouth reaches as low as the third pair of le^s •

and the creature, exclusive of its antennse, looks a little more
than 3 inches long when magnified fifty times. Until about the
middle of August, in the climate of Paris, only wingless or larval
phylloxera are produced ; but, from then till the end of the
month a certain number of the larv^ are transformed into
winged sorts, after passing through the stage of red chrysalids; the
winged form, according to Balbiani's figure, representing a mao-nlfi.
cation of fifty times, appears under that power 5 inches across from
tip to tip of the larger pair of wings, the body about 2 inches lono-,

and the sucking mouth-tube short, not reaching to the segment
carrying the second pair of legs. The lower wings are much smaller
than the upper ones, and each one is furnished with a small pair of
hooks on the upper edges, about one-third from their tips. Hitherto
no one had succeeded in discovering males of the phylloxera, and in
no female organ could any spermatozoa be detected ; consequently,
there could be no doubt that the ordinary generations were jjarthe.
nogenic. In the females on each side of the oviduct canal are two
pouches, connected with glands coiTesponding with the usual colloid
glands of insects, and supplying the substance investing their eggs.
Between these is a pouch like that for receiving spermatozoa, though
none have been found in any case. The question to be decided was
whether, and, if so, when, the phylloxera, like the aphis, produced
males and the females laid fecundated eggs. On examining the indi.
viduals destined to be transformed Into winged insects, no external
character differentiated them from the wingless generations ; but an
examination of internal organs showed their reproductive apparatus
to be slightly developed. Thus, while the egg-laying larvse
contained a variable number of eggs more or less matured, these
individuals only contained eggs so slightly developed as to be little

distinguished from the other contents of the oviary. It was ob-
served that the winged insects did not remain on the leaves longer
than was necessary for the hardening of their integuments, and very
seldom laid eggs upon them. In calm weather they remained longer
than when it was windy, confirming the remarks made by naturalists
concerning other insects, and notably by Morreu with regard to
aphides, that they availed themselves of air currents to help their
flight. But when did they go, and where deposit their eggs ? In
September M. Balbiani placed some twenty winged females in a bottle
with a fresh Oak leaf, in which they thrust their sucking tubes with,
out delay. The next day, however, some were uneasy and moved
about, depositing here and there an egg. Others, after wandering
about, returned to their first place, and laid their eggs in a heap, and
others, again, left the leaf altogether, and laid an egg here and
there on the sides of the bottle. In two days all had finished laying,
and soon after they died. The eggs were alike In shape, but some
were twice as big as others. When the hatching came the small
eggs produced small red larva), and the big ones large yellow ones
the small being the males, and tbe larger ones the true females of the
species. JI. Balbiani subsequently found that the winged sorts laid
their eggs among the old scales at the base of the new shoots of the
trees, and that they were hatched in about twelve days ; and now
comes the most curious part of his discoveries; both males and
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females from their eggs were destitute of alimentary and digestive

organs, as male rotifers have long been known to be. They have no
suctorial mouths, no stomachs, &c., but their reproductive apparatus

is highly developed, and they spend their short lives in the formation

of fecundated eggs. The ovary of these females is mnch simpler

than in the parthenogenetic forms ; instead of two ovaries, each with
from two to si.v ovigerons tubes, there is a single tube in the middle
of the body. These females lay only one egg in fissures and cracks

of the Oak bark ; it is a " winter egg," neither like the egg of the

parthenogenetic females, or those of the winged insects. April is

the time for hatching these winter eggs. The first generation thus

produced is extremely fertile, one of them being seen on April 25th
with eighty.seven eggs, which, in two or three days, were increased

to more than 100. In the summer, these females are less prolific,

the ovarian tubes diminishing in number until at last only one is

fonnd. Thus the vital energies of the parthenogenetic females

become exhausted, and the reappearance of the males is requisite for

the continuance of the race.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flow^er Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

The staking and tying up of climbers and the pegging down of

dwarf. growing plants are operations which will require constant

attention. Altliough we have of late bo3n favoured with refreshing

rainfalls, fine foliaged, or what are known as sub-tropical, plants

should still be supplied with abundance of water, and the surface of

the beds should be well mulched with good rich manure, to check
evaporation, and assist in the production of a fine healthy luxu-

riant leafage, which constitutes the jirincipal beauty and attraction

(if such plants. The unsightliness of the manure may be easily

concealed by the mowings of lawns, and the margins of the beds
should bo neatly covered with green Moss, which the occasional

waterings will keep in good condition. Wherever carpet.bedding is

I)ractised this must also have constant attention in the way of pinch,

ing in, and regulating the growth of the various plants eaiployed for

that purpose, so as to preserve the outlines and patterns of the beds.

Let decaying blooms of Roses be cut off as soon as the petals have
fallen, or are about to do so. The autumn flowering kinds may
now be cut slightly back, and if the plants are encouraged by
mulching and watering with well-diluted liquid manure, and at the

same time kept free from insects and mildew, an abundant supply of

blooms may be reasonably expected during the month of September,
and even the early part of the following month. The present is also

the most suitable time for budding Roses on the Briar-stock,

.an operation which should, if possible, be completed during this

month. All fiowei'ing shrubs, as soon as they go out of bloom, should
have dead and decaying flowers removed ; and, when necessary, the

plants should be cut back. Box edgings may also now be trimmed
;

and wherever divisional lines arc formed by means of Sweet Briar or

the common evergreen Privet, they should also now bo cut. Few
plants are better suited for forming low ornamental hedges than the

Privet; but, being of free growth, it re(iuires to be clipped several

times during the season. The common Yew (Taxns baccata) is also

an excellent hedge-plant ; but it is of slow growth. There are,

however, several other hardy Coniferous trees to which this objection

does not apply, such as Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,

Thujopsis borealis, A'c, all of which are well suited for ornamental
hedges or screens. Where such already exist the present is the most
suitable time for cutting or rather clip])ing them. But, when such
hedges or screens consist of large-leaved plants, snch as the common
or Portugal Laurel, it is then advisable to prune with the knife, in

order to avoid, as much as possible, the mutilation of the leaves.

Dwarf ConifcVons trees, and ornamental shrnbs of various sorts, are
frequently used in the embellishment of Itaban and geometrical
gardens; and, where that is the case, it is generally necessary to

preserve a certain amount of uniformity as regards shape and size

;

and the present is a suitable time to attend to the cutting or trimming
of such specimens. Among plants well suited for this purpose are

the Sweet Bay, the Portugal Laurel, the Laurustinus, &o., trained in

the form of standards or otherwise, together with various sorts

ot Cypresses and Junipers, and other plants of a drooping habit
of growth ; also the Irish Yew (Taxus fastigiata), generally trained

in the form of pyramids, and on which are sometimes grafted
the gold and silver striped varieties of the Taxus baccata or common
Yew, a union which pi'oduces a very striking effect, as do also

trained specimens of the fine-foliaged Acer Negundo variegatum,
which, although deciduous, produces, nevertheless, during the summer
months a very pleasing contrast when associated with sombre or

dark-foliaged plants. Continue to extract Plantains and other
broad-leaved plants from lawns, and occasionally take an opportunity,
after a considerable rainfall, to well roll all dressed ground. This
will, however, seldom bo necessary where a heavy horse machine is

used ; and, where that is employed, avoid, by all means, a too close
approach to fine specimen Coniferous or other trees upon the
lawn. Whatever portion of surface the mowing machine may not
have reached should be neatly cut with the scythe on the following
morning; and, at the same time, the margins of walks and clumps
should be trimmed or clipped with the grass-edging shears, an
operation quite indispensable to neatness and high keeping. Carna-
tions and Cloves may now be layered, and cuttings of Pinks and
Picoteos may be inserted in a mixture of sand and finely-sifted leaf

soil under hand-glasses, which should bo placed on the north
side of a wall, together with cuttings of any hardy herba-
ceous plants which it may be desirable to increase. In
layering Carnations, PIcotees, or Pinks, first prepare some soil,

consisting of two-thirds loam, one-third well-decayed and finely-

sifted manure or leaf-mould, and add to the whole a sixth of sand
;

then remove a little of the surface soil from around each stool, cut
away weakly shoots, and strip the leaves from a [lortion of the stem
next the ground. With a shai'p thin-bladed knife, split up the por.
tion of the stem cleared of leaves, beginning a little below one of the
joints; and turning the top of the layer upwards, so as to throw the
heel or tongue downwards, fix it firmly in the fresh soil by means of

a wooden peg, putting it into the ground below the split portion of
the stem. When all the layers of each stool are layered, place a.=i

much of the prepared soil firmly round the stool and about the stems
as will keep all steady and firmly in their places; give a good water-
ing through a rose, and keep them watered at least three times a week
should the season be dry. At the time of layering remove all stems
from which the flowers have faded or been gathered. Should birds
prove troublesome, as they frequently do in dry weather, by scraping
about them and scattering the fresh moist soil, it is a good plan to
place some flints or round stones about the plants ; this keeps birds

from removing the soil, and prevents evaporation.— P. Geieve,
Culford, Bury St. Eflm%tnd's.

Indoor Plant Department.

Conservatories should now be gay with Balsams, which should be
liberally supplied with manure-water ; in order to secure a succession
of blooming plants, some should have all their flower-bnds removed
until about four or five weeks before they are required for use. Y'oung
Fuchsias should now be full of flower, as should also older plants of

them trained to rafters in the form of climbers ; these should be well
attended to as regards thinning and watering. It is considered to
be bad practice to thin out too much of the wood at any one time ;

on the contrary, they should be gone over frequently, and as they
always emit flower-buds at the joints as they advance in growth,
shoots that attain too great a length should be removed, giving such
as remain a better chance to furnish fine flowers. Pelargoniums will

now, for the most ]iai t, be done flowering, with the exception of
zonal kinds, which should be encouraged. Annuals of April and
May sowings should now be in full bloom. Colenses should also now
be very effective ; these are always best when produced from early
spring cuttings ; a few old plants only should be retained through
the winter, in order to furnish cuttings late in February and
March. Colenses, when bushy and well-grown, make charming
vase plants, edged with Tropa3olnnis, Ivy.leaved Geraniums, yEschy-
nanthuses, Hoyas, Convolvulus mauritanicus, variegated Panicum, &c.
Amongst the best kinds of Colons are Queen Victoria, Duke of
Edinburgh, Princess Royal, Marshallii, Bausei, Prince .\rthnr,

Beauty of St. John's Wood, Golden Gem, Hector, Wiisonii, Reevesii,

and Telfordii aureus. Plumbago capensis should now or very soon
be one of our finest greenhouse plants, both in the shrub form and
that of a climbei'. Camellias planted in borders should be syringed
daily in warm weather. In order to give a little floral relief, pots of

Japan Lilies, such as speciosum, rosoum, and punctatnm, should bo
placed hero and there, when they come into bloom, among the
Acacias, Camellias, &c. These Lilies should be top-dressed with
I'ongh lumpy loam and manure. Ijilies in pots that have done
blooming should be laid on their sides against a wall or fence, in

such a manner as to prevent rain from reaching them. Specimen
Azaleas should, if possible, have a house to themselves, in which
they can be placed near the glass. Hard-wooded greenhouse
plants, such as Heaths, Epacrises, and many others, may now
or soon be set out of doors on beds of ashes, and carefully

watered ; the ground about them should also be well saturated

at least twice a day in bright weather. In stoves, Allamandas,
Bougainvilleas, Clerodendrons, and Stephanotis will be bloom,
ing freely, and when allowed to ramble over a trellis on the

roof they have a much finer appearance than when trained on
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pot trellises, as seen at exhibitions. Stoves at this season are not

generally very gay, the principal flowering plants in them being

Ixoras, Gloxinias, Gloriosas, Gesneras, Strelitzias, and a few others.

jUarantas growing freely, if likely to become pot-bound, should be

again re-potted
;
plants of Cyanophyllum magniticum, when growing

freely, should likewise be shifted a second time, using for the purpose
good yellow loam, a little peat, decayed hot-bed manure, and white

sand. Caladiums should bo tied and trained rather openly, so as to

permit young leaves free development. Sonerilas, Bertolonias, and
similar fine-leaved plants, are much more highly coloured when
grown under bell-glasses perforated at the top, aud otherwise treated

like Anaiotochiluses, than when grown in pots unprotected.

Orchids.

Lielias, small Cattleyas, Barkerias and other Orchids on blocks, or

iu hanging baskets require very careful attention, especially during
hot sunny weather. It must be remembered too, that plants

suspended at the highest points in the house, viz., immediately
uuder the glass, are frequently in a temperature 8' or 10^ higher than
those placed on the stages and side benches, and that they, moreover,
receive more light ; circumstances which, combined, render it

necessary to keep them supplied with regular and copious moisture
at the root ; such plants also generally have less absorbant compost
round their roots than others differently circumstanced, and this is

another reason why they should be sj'riuged or dipped into water more
frequently than plants in pots, and iu a moist compost. The cause of

many amateur cultivators failing to grow epiphytal Orchids on blocks,

or rafts of teak, as well as in pots may geueraljy be traced to irregu-

larity in watering, or lack of moisture at the root. Autumnal
flowering Ladias grow best without much Sphagnum around their

roots ; I have, however, grown them on earthenware blocks modelled
from natural branches, with success. These are hollow and perforated
with circular holes at the side. In order to keep them perpetually
moist they should be filled with fresh Sphagnum, and saturated with
tepid water every morniug. After the plants have made their growth,
and during dull wintery whether, when they must be kept compara-
tively dry at the root, the Moss may be removed, for, if left when dry, it

only serves to harbour cockroaches, wood-lice, and other vermin. Cool
Orchids making growth must be liberally supplied with moisture and
those in flower may be removed to the conservatory, or even a
sitting-room, without iujury. Small or delicate plants should be
covered with a glass shade which, while it effectually obviates
dryness, cold draughts or sudden fructuations of temperature allows
the beauty of the plants to be seen equally well as if wholly exposed.
Indeed I often think that glowing colours and fresh foliage look
richer under glass shades than when not so protected ; nor do I stand
alone in this matter, for our principal nurserymen frequently adopt
tho practice of placing delicate plants uuder glass at exhibitions.

—

F. \Y. BURBIDGE.

Hardy Flowers.

These have impi'oved wonderfully during the past fortnight, many
of the stronger growing perennials having made such growths as to
render tying and staking constantly necessary. Cuttings of plants
vfhich it may be desirable to increase, should now be taken off and
struck. Some kinds, such as Pentatemons, Iberises, &c., may also
now be layered as soon as possible. Any new plants recently
received should, if practicable, be divided into as many pieces as
possible, and re-planted, giving them at the time a good watering.
Seedling perennials in pots, sufficiently strong to bear pricking off,

should receive attention ; while plants from early cuttings, which
have now become well-rooted, should be potted off into what are
called thumb-pots. Further sowings of annuals for late flowering
may still be made, and newly gathered seeds of choice perennials
should be sown at once. Hardy annuals and biennials are now in
perfection, and any of these requiring stakes should be accommodated
with them for protection against strong winds. Conspicuous among
plants now in bloom are the different kinds of Lilies, which vary iu
colour from the pure white of the old-fashioned Lilium candidum to
the deep orange-yellow of L. Thunbergiannm. Various forms of the
beautiful L. auratum are also highly attractive in many places, and
Bo are the flowers of L. Humboldti, Brownii, and longiflorum, iu large
collections. Several plants of the Composite family are, likewise,
now very ornamental, particularly the tall-growing Achillea filipen-

dulina, with its large flat heads of yellow flowers ; also several of the
Gaillardias with rich orange-yellow flowers, and Coreopsis auriculata,
the blooms of which are of a clear golden-yellow, and produced in
abundance. The old Everlasting Pea is likewise now in perfection
in many places, aud associated with it should be the white flowered
form of that species. Lychnis chalcedonica, a very old garden
favourite, is now producing clusters of bright scarlet flowers, and the
large and handsome blooms of various hybrid forms of L. Bnugeana,
are at present strikingly conspicuous. Of the Sage family several

are flowering freely, among which I would particularly mention

Salvia chionautha, a plant well worthy of more general cultivation

than it receives. It grows from 3 to -1 feet in height and bears an
abundance. of large showy white flowers. Day Lilies (HemerocalUses)

are now at their best, and the blooms of Alstrcomeria aurantiaca are

also just now very conspicuous, as are likewise those of various

Larkspurs, both single and double ; and several kinds of Monkshoods.

Auioug annuals and biennials now conspicuously in flower are tho

dift'erent varieties of Claikia pulchella, and the Corn-flower (Cen.

taurea Cyanus) so useful iu a cut state. The Canterbury Bell, one of

the best of biennials is also nicely in flower, particularly the variety

of it called Campanula Medium calycanthema, au exeollcut kind.^
T. Spanswick.

Hardy Fruits.

Should the weather prove dry, or the soil be thin and porous, few

operations tell so well on the finishing of superior fruits, as mulching

the surface of wall and other tree borders, and giving them a

thorough soaking with water. So much has been said in favour of

a dry atmosphere for the perfect finishing of frnits, that many have
carried the dry theory down to the roots likewise, and with the

most disastrous results. Even tho importance of a dry atmosphere

has been much exaggerated. Seldom have I gathered finer flavoured

Peaches than in a dripping autumn, or in that particular condition

of the atmosphere when heavy dews have wetted the fruit almost as

thoroughly as a shower of rain. As for dryness at the roots, it is

injurious, not helpful, to the perfect maturation of good fruit. Of
cours", the term is very indefinate, and a swamp is even worse for

the ripening of fruit than a Sahara. But the root-run should be moist,

not Tlry, if fruit is to be obtained in perfect condition as to size and
quality. Lacking rain, an occasional syringing over head with the
garden engine, will cleanse the leaves, invigorate the trees, and
benefit the fruit up to the time when it begins to swell ; beyond that
period all artificial means of adding to the water supply should cease.

A thorough soaking of sewage now, followed by a mulching of

6 inches iu thickness of manure, will probably carry the crops of wall

trees safely through. See at once to the netting up of late Strawberries
and Cherries. In regard to the latter it is a good plan not to nail

in the breast wood until the fruit is gathered. Thin it as much as is

necessary, and then leave the young wood of Morellos or any shoots

that may be needed to make blanks good in other varieties as it

grew. These young shoots keep the nets off the trees, and prevent
the birds from reaching the fruit. The wood, too, ripens better in

this way than when trained in close to the wall. Even the shade
afforded by the leaves seems to be useful for the Cherries. Some
fruits (and, especially, perhaps, Grapes and Cherries) ripen better

iu partial shade than wheu fully exposed to the sun. Ilence a gooJ
many of the failures of cultivators, and among them the scalding

and semi-roasting, and hardening of the substance of fruits, arise

from the reckless denudation of trees of branches and leaves, thus
unnatm-ally exposing the fruit, iu full growth, to an excess of direct

sun-light. The breast wood in Apples, Pears, Plums, Goose-
berries, and Cherries should soon be stopped. Those who only stop

such wood in the growing season may now do so without fear of

exciting the buds, left at the base, into a premature and useless

growth of wood. The object of these stoppings is twofold, to allow

more light and air to play around the fruit, and to develop the
buds at the base of the current year's wood into fruit buds. A third

reason is to bring more light to bear upon the spurs that form on the

branches of Apples, Pears, Plums, and Apricots in other places than at

the base of the current year's shoots. Notwithstanding what has been
said about the injurious effects of au excess of direct sunshine,

doubtless a considerable amount of light is essential to the full

development of the flavoirr of fruit, and one great object of summer
pruning is to hit off the happy mean between a deficiency and an
excess. The other use of summer pruning (the development of the

small buds at the base of breast wood into fruit buds) is a matter of

everyday experience. It can only, however, be done successfully by
timing the stopping aright. If done too soon the buds will break
with useless wood j if too late, the sun will not have time to round
them off aud fill them up with the plumpness of fruit-bearing buds.

Light is also essential to the plumping out of the clusters of

spurs that nestle iu groups on the branches of Apples, Pears, &c.
If these are densely shaded after July they will remain long and
thin, and orUy yield a cluster of useless leaves. If well sunned,

almost each of them will be browned, and plnmp out with a
promising fruit bud. Therefore see that they are now nourished

by the sunlight aud strengthened by a play of free air around them.
—D. T. Fish.

Kitclieii Garden.
The drought in this part of the Midlands is becoming more intensi-

fied ; much care and forethought will, therefore, be necessary to

keep up the different sucoessional crops. The water supply in many
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gardens is often tleficicnt, and, even where the supply is abundant,

its distribution by manual labour is a heavy task in dry seasons.

When a supply of water can be obtained from a source which gives

sufficient pressure, it will bo found, in the long run, good practice to

have pipes laid abont the garden, with plugs at intervals to which

one or more lengths of hose could be attached for its distribution.

By this means one or two men, in a given time, would do far more
watering th.an a dozen could accomplish in the ordinary way, i.e.,i{

the water had to be carried .any distance, without takicg into con.

sideration the injury that is often done by so much trampling of feet.

Advantage should be taken of the present dry weather to secure a

good stock of the various kinds of herbs for drying for winter use.

If tied up in small bunches and suspended from beams or rafters in a

dry airy shod, they will dry gradually and without loss of strength

or flavour. Cut down a portion of the Mint bed to produce fresh

young growth for late summer anil autumn use. Peas of the Ring,

leader section may now be sown, but the ground selected for them
must be in good condition, and the trenches flooded with water before

sowing. This is also the best time for making a large sowing of

Tm-nips for autumn and winter use. The Red Stone should be tho

princip.al variety relied upon. Plant out Cauliflowers from the May
sowings for autumn use, and, where tho ground is not sufficiently rich

for this crop, the following plan may bo adopted with advantage :

Make holes 1 foot square and 15 inches deep, 2 feet apart all over

the space intended to be planted, put into each hole two spadesful of

rotten manure, and return the soil, leaving, at the same time, a basin

or hollow space in the centre, in which the plant should be set and

well watered in, and, if dry weather continues, mulchiug should be had

recourse to, to keep tho eai th cool and moist ; of course, in deep rich

land this mode of concentrating the manure for any particular crop

may be nnnecessaiy ; but, in all doubtful cases, a little extra pains,

in this way, especially in a se.ison like the present, renders less after

labour in watering, necessary. liox edgings have made but little

growth this season, but advantage should be taken of showery

weather, when it occurs, to have them cat and the walks well

roUed.—E. HoBD.iV.

Cottagers Gardens.

These should uow bo abont at their best, aiul every inch of space

occupied. As Potatoes and other early crops are cleared off, tho

ground should be immediately occupied with Broccoli, Winter Greens,

Celery, and Turnips iu quantities proportioned to tho consumptinn.

All hedges .ibout such gardens should now be pruned, and tho walks,

narrow though they may be, should be kept scrupulously clean.

Climbing plants on walls should now be slightly pruned and young
growths nailed in. The flower borders, if any, should bo gay with

herbaceous plants, annuals, .and a few of what are called bedding

plants to give colour in autumn. Window plants should receive

daily attention as to watering and removing decayed leaves, and a

reserve of such plants should bo kept constantly in readiness to

succeed such as are past their best. Calceolarias, now nearly over,

should be succeeded by Fuchsias, Geraniums, Balsams, and fine,

foliagcd plants, and the aim should be not a feast of bloom one week
and a fast the next, but a gradual change, so that the seasons may
be linked together in floral beauty. All crowding of plants should be

avoided, as it is only by allowing room that individual beauty aud

effect can be obtained.

—

J.imes Guoosi.

them the expediency, at the present time, of adopting every
available precaution for the storage of wholesome water in those
localities which are like to suffer from drought. With this view it is

desirable that the sanitary authority should make a careful examina.
tion of the existing sources of supply, ao that they may, as far as

practicable, be economised, and that steps may be taken, where
necessary, to obtain an additional supply. If any part of the dis.

tiict is within the limits of a water company, tho attention of the

company should, with the like object, be directed to tho points lastly

referred to. The sanitary authority are aware that, if there is no
such company, they themselves may not only construct and maint.ain

water-works, but also dig wells, and do any other acts necessary tor

providing a water suppl3' for their district. It is, therefore, compe.
tent for them, in case of need, to provide, by means of water-carts

and other like expedients, a temporary supply for domestic use, and
for flushing sewers and drains; and the cost attendant upon tho

adoption of this suggestion, which would be comparatively small,

might be wholly or in part reimbursed by a Tnoderate charge fur the

accommodation. I am directed to add that the greatest care must,

of course, be taken with regard to the purity of the water which tho

sanitary authority distribute ; that no supply should be used which is

not perfectly safe from pollution by cxcremental matters or other

filth ; and that other impurities, if the water coutains such, shonld

be removed from it by filtration or otherwise, before it is dclivei'od

for domestic use.—I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
" Whih-liall, June 29, 1S71. John L.VMBEUt."

rRBCAUTIONS AGAINST A DEFICIENT WATER
SUPPLY.

The Local Government Board have issued tho following circular to

tho sanitary authorities throughout tho country, urging the taking of

precautions against a probable deficient su]iply of water from the

long continued drought :
—" Sir,—I am directed by the local Govern,

nieut Board to state, that in consefpicnce of the long continu.ance of

dry weather, their attention h.as been drawn to the fact that in

Bover.tl parts of the country tho ordinary water supply has become
considerably diminished, and there is reason to be apprehensive that,

as the simimer advances, the evils arising from this cause will bo

much more seriously and extensively felt. Among such evils must
be included the very .serious danger to health wliich will arise if, for

want of a better supply, recourse is had to polluted water. Under
these circumstances, the Board thiid< it right to point out to the

sanitary authority the importance of taking steps to inform them,

selves fully of the nature and extent of the existing water supply in

the several parts of their district, and the sources which may pro.

perly be relied upon for the purpose of supplying any present or

prospective deficiency. The Board need scarcely remind the sanitary

authority that one of the chief duties which tho Legislature has

imposed upon them is that of providing their district with a suffieient

supply of water, aud the Board cannot too strongly impress upon

EDINBURGH BOTANICAL CLUB.
The following is au extract from verses submitted to the members ot

this club at their meeting at Easter Duddiugstou Lodge, on 3rd
July, 1S7'1:—

Of the heavens and their changes but little we know,
Though much they affect us poor mortals below.
If our sun, as averred, be a'changcable star.

As some orbs in far space most undoubtedly are.

Then changes may follow on earth, air, and sky,

And the plants of our planet be affected thereby.
Change, change, nothing but change.

M'Nab was the first men's attention to draw
To the baleful effects of some unobserved law—
In tho fruits that once ripened, hut ripen no more
In our northern climate. Whereas we had stoi-o

Of Rihstuns, Greengages, Figs, Peaches, aud Pears,

All matured in the open in long bygone years,

AVhich with fifty things more I cant specify here.

Were brought to our markets and shows year by year;
But now, tho' we pettle such thiugs on the wail,
' Tis rarely we get one ripe fruit after all.

As of fruits, so of vegetables, ev rjratia, Tomatoes,
Once reared in the border as we still do Potatoes,
Have, with Mushi-ooms and Capsicums all out of order,

Bid Scotland good-bye, and passed over the Border.
Change, change, nothing but change.

On facts such as these M'Xab took his position,

.'Vnd proved our poor climate in a back-going condition.

Now, facts being stubborn, with so many to back him,
lie feared not, and cared not, whoe'er might attack him,
While an editor high, both on gardening and climate.

And on all cognate subjects acknowledged as Primate,

Held the case as made out by facts ad 'jahirem,

'With a surplus to spare of those put before him.
Then Naudin struck in with evidence clear.

That like changes iu France w.ere experienced as here.

Yet with many concurrents, it may not be denied.

There was somethiug to say on the opposite side

;

And a chap singing " Frutex " made a very fair case,

On tho tables of Chiswick in the main for his base

;

But whether by these or the cycles ot Schwab,
He failed, to my thinking, to damage M'Xab

;

For cycles no longer than Schwab's in duration.

Are wholly inadequate for the occasion.

I. A. IIemiv.

The Neglected Squares of liondon.—When wo think how
much good Mr. Grant's gift must do, and how much innocent

pleasure he will have given, all that surprises us is that he has not

long ago been anticipated. There must be many millionaires morn

or less connected with London, accumulating wealth even beyond

their ambition, who must be casting about for means of disposing of

their superfluity, and would not be sorry to raise monuments to

their own memories. Many of them who profess philanthropy can

find no better outlet for it than the application of their spare riches

to those questionable schemes which tend to foster poverty, or at
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least to discourage independence. Why should they not follow Mr.
Grant's very sensible example—bestow a gift that can by no possi.

bility be abased, aud enjoy the pleasure of their own good deeds in

their lifetime ? But, besides these, there are other meu, of still

better ascertained means, upon whom such au obligation more
naturally falls. There are great landlords, owners of wholo districts,

who administer, through a machinery of agents, blocks of houso

property of every class. They draw enormous revenues in a shape

which absolves them in a great measure from the responsibilities

they would incur were their property situated in country parishes.

There can be no immediate intercourse between tlieui and the occupants
of their houses. In the way of charity they have no direct dealings,

except with rectors, curates, or churchwardens ; aud the bounty they
distribute is entirely at their own discretion. But they owo a duty,

as citizens of no mean city, to tho great source of their revenues.

Mr. Grant has anticipated in Leicester Square the owners of ancestral

domains ; but there are many other places in London which may bo

dealt with at once, without costly and complicated law proceedings.

Leached Wood-Aslies.—Some valuable observations on the

fertilising action of leached wood-ashes are contained in the annual
report made by Professor S. W. Johnson to the Connecticut State

Board of Agriculture. Analyses of four samples lead Professor

Johnson to the conclusion that the chief fertilising element in

leached ashes is carbonate of lime. The specimens examined con.

tained from 3S to 53 per cent, of this substance. The proportion of

water in leached ashes is as large as 35 per cent. When unadul-

terated, the quantity of sand or soil and uuburnod coal which thoy
contain varies from 6 to 15 per cent. As the beuefit derived froui

their application to land is often attributed to potash, it is interest-

ing to learn that they seldom contain more than 1 per cent, of potash.

Effects of Storms on Vegetation.—A storm of unusual
severity visited the north of Italy aud the south and east of Prance
a few days ago. A letter from Antibes, in the Ddbats, states that the
thunder and lightning in that district were tei"rilic, and that the hail

was driven by the wind with such force that the leaves of the trees

were riddled or torn to shreds, leaving nothing but naked branches.
Pigs, Vines, Olives, aud other fruit trees were ravaged, and some
were torn up by the roots. People on the roads were felled and
vehicles overturned. The hurricane did not keep a straight route,

but was influenced by the currents formed in mountain gorges and in

the valleys, and wheeled about, carrying ruin wherever it went. At
Tarbea the hail had to be removed in shovelfuls from the foot pave-
ments, and round Montpellier the Cornfields were almost destroyed.

Vegetable Wax.—This was the subject of a paper read before
the Natural Science and Statistical Society of Eastern Asia, at

Yeddo, Japan, on Deo. 6th, 1873. The delivery of the paper was
accompanied by an exhibition of specimens of the material in

different stages of preparation. The wax tree is in appearance not
unlike our Mountain Ash, and the Beau-shaped berries, in size about
that of Lentils, are gathered in the month of October. After being
softened by the action of steam, to which they are exposed in

stone receptacles, the berries are pressed, aud the wax obtained.

The substance is then purified by boiling, first iu lye, aud then in

pure water, after which it is bleached in the sun for about fifteen

days, in which latter process it becomes white, and is ready for use
or for exportation. The vegetable wax, thus prepared, is scarcely

distinguishable—except by a tallow-like odour—from beeswax, and
is exported from Japan to England in considerable quantities.

The new Substitute for Flax.—Cau you inform us what this

American Wood Nettle is, that we hear of as a substitute for Flax,
which a Mr. Roezl discovered in America and has introduced into

Germany ? What is the sense of our introducing Ramie from China
if we have something as good, or bettei', at home ?

—

Te.xtilis. [It is

an old affair come up again, and it remains to be seen whether any-
thing will come of it. About fifty years ago a clever Irishman, named
Whitlow, finding that our wild Wood Nettle (Laportea canadensis),
had a good deal of strong fibre in its bark, took some roots back to

Ireland and England, introduced it as a new species under the name
of Urtica Whitlowii, and vaunted its merits as a substitute for Flax.
For some reason or other it did not succeed. Lately it has been
taken up anew by a very interprising German explorer and collector,

Mr. Roezl. He has taken the same plant to France and Germany,
under a new name, this time Laportea pustulata. Aud it really

appears that our Nettle "is attracting considerable attention in

Germany for textile purposes." It is said that the trials that have
been made of it under the direction of the Prussian Minister of

Agriculture gave favourable results. The advantages claimed for it

are, that being a hardy perennial it is not necessary to sow the seed
year after year ; and that the fibre is extracted frDci the stalks with
much less labour and cost than is required in the case of Flax and
Hemp. We can only say that the fibre of the bark, which is good

and abundant in Nettles generally, is particularly fine and strong in

this species; while all the central part of the stem is tender and
succulent, and therefore probably easily got rid of by maceration or
mechanical means. The question whether it will pay to cultivate

Nettles and extract the fibre is entirely a practical one. As tho
Nettle in question grows in woods aud damp shady places, it may be
doubted if it will thrive in open and dry holds. But it grows very
well in good garden soil, as we have occasion to know. Flax, however,
has hold the ground for several thousand years, aud it is much to bo
doubted if it now finds a rival.—Asi G«.iY, in The Trihmie.'}

THE HOUSEHOLD.
Leaves for Flavouring.—With the exception of sweet and

bitter Herbs, grown chiefly for the purpose, and Parsley, which ia

neither bitter nor sweet, but the most popular of all flavouring
plants, comparatively few other leaves are used. Perhaps I ought
also to except the Sweet Bay, which is popular in rice and other
puddings, aud certainly imparts one of the most pleasant and
exquisite flavours ; but, on the other hand, what a waste there ia of

the flavouring properties of Peach, Almond, and Laurel leaves, so

richly charged with the essence of bitter Almonds, so much used in

most kitchens! Of course such leaves must be used with caution,

but so must the spirit as well. An infusion of these could readily bo

made, either green or dry, and a tea or table spoonful of the flavour-

ing liquid used. One of the most usefnl and harmless of all leaves

for flavouring is that of the common Syringa. When Cucumbers aro

soarco, these are a perfect substitute in salads or anything iu which
that flavour is desired. The taste is not only like that of Cucumbers,
but identical—a curious instance of tho correlation of flavours in

widely different families. Again, tho young leaves of Cucumbers
have a striking likeness in tho way of flavour to that of the fruit.

The same may be aflirmed of Carrot-tops, which are as like Carrots in

taste as may be. In most gardens there is a prodigious waste of

Celery flavour in the sacrifice of the external leaves and their

partially blanched foot-stalks. Scores of sticks of Celery arc cut up
into soup, when the outsides would flavour it equally well or better.

The young leaves of Gooseberries added to bottled fruit give a fresher

flavour and a greener colour to pies and tarts. The leaves of tho

flowering Currant give a sort of intermediate flavour between Black

Currants and Red. Orange, Citron, and Lemon leaves impart a

flavouring equal to that of tho fruit and rind combined, aud some-
what different fj'om both. A few leaves added to pies, or boiled in

the milk used to bake with rice, or formed into crusts or paste,

impart au admirable aud almost inimitable bouquet. In short, leaves

are not half so much used for seasoning purposes as they might be.

—

P. L. SiMMONDS.

Blancmange and Apricots.—A pint of milk, a pint of cream,

half an ounce of isinglass melted with a little boiling water, four

ounces of loaf sugar, three Bay leaves bruised, a stick of cinnamon
broken, a tin of preserved Apricots or Apricot jam j boil the milk,

sugar, cinnamon, and leaves together for ten minutes
;
put it into

the cold milk ; then strain it ; add the isinglass, aud let it boil up
;

then the cream ; let it boil for five minutes. Strain it into a basin
;

stir it till only lukewarm. Add three table-spoonfuls of brandy.

Stir it well, and pour it into a wetted mould. Let it stand in a cold

Dlace eight hours.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE HOUSEHOLD.

A Novel "Way of Preserving^ Onions.—Mr. Baines, of Southsato House
Gardens, stores his Oaions in an uncommoa way. They are nailed in bundles
on the outside of his house : aud, iu this way, slightly protected from wet by the

eaves, they keep, on an average, five weeks longer than those of the same varie-

ties and ot the same crop, stored in the ordinary manner. Mr. Baines says this

is the mode adopted by the Cheshire market gardeners.

Dandelion Salad.—The French are so enthusiastic over this salad that

great pains have been taken to improve the varieties of Dandelion, some of

which we have imported into this country. The Dandelion requires a thorough
blanching to deprive it of its bitterness. It can easily be grown at a low tem-
perature, and when properly cultivated it is said to produce white leaves as
crisp and nutty as the finest white solid Celery. Two varieties are highly
praised in the French papers—one, which has a full round head, like a small
Cabbage, and another which has long, broad, Lettuce-like leaves.

Coffee as a Disinfectant.—Koasted coffee, says the Komceopathic Worlds

is one of the most i)o\verful means, not only of rendering animal and vegetable

cffluviie innocuous, but of actually destroying them. In proof of this, the

statement is made that a room, in which meat in an advanced degree of decom-
position had been kept for some time, w.is instantly deprived of ail smell on an
open coffee roaster being carried through it, containmg 1 lb. of newly roasted

coffee. D:)e3 not this suggest the advisability of keeping our coffee canisters

constantly corked ? Of course, such as is used for disinfecting purposes would

he destroyed.
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SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.
EVENING FETE AT THE ROYAL BOTANIC

GAKDENS.
On Wednesday evening last a grand J'e'tc was given by the President
and tlie Council of the Iloyal Botanic Society in their gardens in the
Ilcgcnt's Park. This fete may now be fairly considered to be one of the

settled events of the London season, as it certainly is one of the most
pleasant of them. As a rule, people are pretty safe, as far as the weather
is concerned, in fixing July for open air festivities; but, with the expe-

rience of tlie last few weeks, and with the recollection of the manner in

which their first J*'te was interrupted by a violent thunderstorm, the
Council have been kept iu a state of great anxiety as to whether or not a
similar disaster awaited them on this occasion. Fortunately for them and
for their guests, the weather proved simply delightful, and nothing in any
shape or form interposed to mar the success and the pleasure of the

gathering. The arrangements for the pii? were very similar to those of

last year. The principal avenue, leading from the entrance at York Grate to

the conservatory, was festooned with opal lamps along each side, the effect

thus produced reminding many of the ilUimiuation of the Champ Elysues
on an Emperor's f'te day. Many of the numerous paths intersecting

the twenty acres of gardens were covered in by awnings and lighted with
lamps of various colours, while the flower beds and the ornamental
vases throughout the grounds were also surrounded and lit up with
similar lamps. Chains of globes fringed other parts of the gardens,
marking the bridges and the rest of their special features. The large

exhibition tent wa^* lit with the lime light, and occasionally with coloured
tires, while the illumination of the conservatory was very effective

;

the magnesium burners from the outside and the ever-changing electric

lights from within, with a very tasteful arrangement of flowers,

Ferns, and exotic plants, combining to produce a most dazzling effect.

The visitors numbered between 9,000 and 10,000, including the 2,500

fellows and members of the society ; and the fact that evening dress was
en r'cgle added' considerably to the success of the gathering as a mere
spectacle. The Duke and Duchess of Teck arrived shortly before eleven,

and were received at the entrance by the Council, who escorted their

Royal and Serene Highnesses to their seats upon the dais, the three bands
meanwhile joining in the National Anthem. Her Royal Highness the
Princess of Wales, who was also expected to be present, sent, through the
President, an intimation to the Council of her regret that she found
herself unable to attend. An excellent feature was a charming exhibition,

in the large tent, of cut Roses, furnished and arranged in designs by Mr.
W. Paul, of \yaltham Cross ; Mr. Paul had, in fact, cjuite a garden of cut
Roses. Mr. Wills sent many van-loads of his well-grown and graceful

plants to decorate the great tent, and in this way materially added to the
attractions of the evening. The special feature of the show was the
table decorations, which, as usual of late, were tastefully arranged.
Bouquets, on the other hand, both for the table and hand, were very poor
indeed. It would greatly tend to the improvements of exhibitions of this

kind if the various entries composing a class were arranged together,

otherwise it is most difficult for the public to compare the various produc-
tions. This also is a great obstacle to the efficient performance of the
judge's part of the work. We trust these highly successful and interesting

evening pies may go on increasing in brilliancy, and would suggest that
next year the society would give prizes to stimulate our great plant
decorators into showin*; us samples of their best work. There is a
frequently- expressed feeling that dinner table-decorations are being over-

done, but we have heard no such objections made to the floral decoration of a
ball-room, or of a hall, or any other portion of a house for such a festive

occasion. There would not be much difficulty in so framing the schedule,
as to draw to the pleasant gardens in the Regent's Park far more attrac-

tive plant displays than have yet been seen there on the occasion of an
evening fete. For example, we have no doubt that Mr. Wills could
arrange a bank or series of groups of plants, which would be more effec-

tive thau all the tablejor supper decorations put together.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Ox the 2nd inst. the anniversary festival of this society, of which Her
Majesty the Queen is the patroness, was held at the London Tavern. Mr.
Alfred do Rothschild presiding, supported by Mr. Alderman and Sheriff

Whethara, the Rev. William Rogers, rector of Bishopsgate, Major Snell,

and many other gentlemen of consideration. The room in which the
entertainment was given was charmingly decorated for the occasion with
the choicest flowers and evergreens, in the display of which all the
principal florists and nurserymen in and about the metropolis, for miles
round, had contributed. The society was established thirty-six years
ago, and durini? that long interval it has aided 214 persons down to the
end of 1873, of whom sixty-two then survived, and the total sum paid to
them up to the end of December last was £18, /GO. The funded stock of
the society then amounted to £8,900. The chairman. Mr. Alfred de
Rothschild, in proposing the toast of the evening, " Success and pro-
sperity to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution," said he did not
require to be a botanist to appreciate the sweet aroma of a Rose or the
blushing beauty of the Violet ; and it was because that appreciation of
what was truly delightful was in us all, although possessed in a higher
degree by some, that he ventured to say a few words on a topic which he
otherwise should not have had an excuse for approaching. He dwelt on
the infinite pleasure which all mankind derived from gazing upon flowers

and plants of every hue and description. Such an attempt, ho said,

would be to " paint the Lily," or " to throw a perfume on tUe Violet,"
for every thing that was gay and bright and joyous was associated with
flowers and the fresh foliage of trees. Indeed, it was impossible to deny
that they played aii important part in the manifold incidents of human
life. The conquering hero, on his return from a distant campaign, was
garlanded with a wreath of Laurel ; the gentle bride, as she was led up
the steps of the altar, was encircled with the fragrance of Jasmine and
Orauge blossoms ; and who knew how many a romance, which othewise
might have remained dormant, had not been developed by the "anony-
mous boucjuet ? " The English gardener, yar excellence, had, by his in-

dustry, skill, and enterprise, brought the science of horticulture to a perfec-
tion which stood unrivalled, and was not even equalled in countries where
the sky was sunniest and the climate less capricious. He spared no
trouble or expense in introducing from tropical zones the rarest of

Orchids and other exotics, and his care was unceasing in nurturing and
fostering those delicate and, in many cases, half-withered ijlants. The
chairman concluded by an eloquent anpeal to the company to support the
charity, in aid of which the entertainment was given, reminding them
how largely gardeners contributed to the festivities of the season, and
that this had been an exceptionally joyous one none, he said, would
deny; for we had placed garlands of Laurel upon our Ashantee heroes,
and had welcomed to our shores a fair and illustrious Princess, whose
brow was still encircled with Jasmine and Orange blossoms. This and
other parts of the chairman's address were much cheered. He concluded
by proposing as a toast "The continued and increased success of the
institution." Later in the evening the rector of Bishopsgate proposed
*' The health of the chairman" in appropriate terms. The guests after-

wards drank to the health of Mr. Sherifl' Whetham, who had honoured
them with his company on the occasion. Mr. Edward Cutler, secretary

to the fund, at the close of the entertainment, announced that the sub-
scriptions of the evening amounted to £771, of which 100 guineas had
been contributed by the chairman and members of his family.

FLORAL DECORATIONS AT TtJNBRIDGE WELLS.
At the annual exhibition of the Tunbridge Wells Horticultural Society,

hold on the 3rd inst, the classes open for different styles of floral arrange-
ments, were so well tilled that it would be impossible to describe each
exhibition in detail. We must, therefore, content ourselves with giving

descriptions of such only as obtained first prizes in each class. In that for

a group of three pieces, the first prize was awarded to Mrs. Seal, of
Sevenoaks, for three Mai'ch stands, the centre one having a trumpet
rising out of the upper tazza, these were most tastefully arranged with
ordinary flowers and wild Grasses ; wired pips of a light blue Larkspur,
being placed so as to come out against an orange-shaded Begonia with
excellent eflect. In the class for a single piece, Mrs. Seal was awarded
the first prize for a prettily arranged vase of an uncommon shape ; the
lower part resembled an ordinary March stand ; but the upper tazza, in

place of being supported on a stem rising from the centre of the lower one
as is mostly the case with these vases, was supported by three slight rods
which rose from the outer edge of the lower tazza. In the decoration of

this stand the effect would have been much enhanced had Mrs. Seal ran

Lygodium scandens, or some equally light creeper, up the rods ; this stylo

of vase would be well adapted for a drawing-room table. The class for

hand bouquets was the weakest part of the show ; I do not mean as

regards the number staged or the flowers used, but as regards tho
bouquets themselves ; one and all were packed, as many flowers being used
in one as might have made two, or, perhaps, three, if skilfully arranged

;

the best was that exhibited by Mrs. Seal, who was again in this class the
fortunate winner of the first prize. It consisted of half-blown yellow

Hoses, mauve Orchids, and blooms of Eucharis amazonica, all of which
blended well together. Button-hole bouquets were well represented,

the first prize being won by Mr. Rust, the gardener at Bridge Castle.

Perhaps one of the most attractive classes of this section of the

show was that open for wild flowers arranged for effect ; and any-
thing more charming than the stand of these—exhibited by Miss
Walker — to whom the first prize was awarded, could not be
imagined. The vase itself resembled a March one in form, and
each tazza and the trumpet were filled with Dog Roses, blue Forget-

me-nots, brown-tinted sprays of Oak leaves, and British Ferns ; in each

tier the flowers and foliage were most charmingly intermixed. In
addition to those just named, in the trumpet was placed a long trailing

spray of white Convolvulus, which drooped down, and was twined in a

most graceful m.inner. In the class for single pieces for table decoration,

for gardeners only (the prizes for which were given by Mrs. G. Howe,
Goldney), the first prize was won by Mr. R. Downing, for a very light

and effective arrangement. The form of the stand was as follows :—Out
of a tazza rose a glass stem, supporting on the top of a trumpet (just

like a March stand with tho upper tazza taken off) ; half way up this

stem orojected three tiny curved branches. In the tazza were blooms of

deep crimson Roses, Stephanotis, blue-shaded Statice, ic, set ott' by
Ferns and other foliage. The small curved branches contained blooms

of Stephenotis and Statice, intermixed with fronds of Adiantum cuneatum.

In the trumpet was an elegant plume of Ferns, Grasses, and flowers,

similar to those employed in other portions of the stand ; while, drooping

down from the mouth of the trumpet, were long sprays of Selaginella,

which gave a certain amount of grace to the whole arrangement, that was
not to be found in the other stands in this class. The small branches,

being very lightly filled, did not interfere with the view across the table ;

but, had heavy flowers been used in this part of tho stand, such would

have been the case. On the whole the floral arrangements were admirable.
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GREAT SHOW AT ASTON PARK,
BIRMINGHAM.

July 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th.

This great exhibition was opened at the Lower
Grounds, Aston, on the 7th inst. The weather was
singularly favom-able, being warm, but with just
enough sunshine to hght up the tents and to bring
out the elegant outlines of the plants and the hues
of the flowers to the best advantage. It was a con-
siderable task to arrange and put into proper
position the immense number of plants brought
together on this occasion. As is usually the case
with large exhibitions, some exhibitors who enter for
competition do not put in an appearance ; and, as
an allotted space is reserved for each collection

entered, there are certain ugly gaps where the plants
do not present themselves. This necessitates

alterations in the plans of those who direct the
grouping of the plants, and some delay is the
result. At eleven o'clock, however, the judges were
enabled to enter on their several tasks ; and, once
commenced, the work went on smoothly, and
shortly after thetime announced the tents werethi'own
open to the public. During the afternoon large
numbers of visitors passed through the tents, but at
no time in the day were they inconveniently
crowded. At all times locomotion was easy, except
at certain points—such as the fruit, the table deco-
tions and bouquets, and the Eoses—and here many
persons congregated. The general public, who are
invariably correct in their estimate of an exhibition
of this kind, were entertiined with what they saw,
and emphatic expressions of admiration and praise

were heard on every hand. The success of the
undertaking, in short, was complete.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—In the
grand class of sixteen stove and greenhouse plants,

in bloom, there were but three entries, and of those
staged by Messrs. Cole & Sons, too much can
scarcely be said. The most striking features, per-
haps, of the whole collection, were two Azaleas

—

Brilliantand Chelsoni—which were masses of bloom.
In the collection, too, were some magnificent
Heaths, including a very splendid Erica Cavendishi,
rather past its prime however, and four others
possessing considerable merit as specimen plants.

The collection also included an Aphelexis, hand*
somely and naturally grown, and an Ixora coccinea
of splendid form and colour, but scarcely bloomed
sufliciently. Mr. Cypher's collection could scarcely

be called a good second, his specimens failing in

size and effect when compared with those of his

rival. Among them were a beautiful Ixora am-
boyensis—a very distinct and telling plant, and
remarkably well grown ; a gi'and plant of Clero-
drendron Balfouri, also a Phosnocoma prolifera

Barnesi, and Eucharis amazonica, admirably
flowered. Mr. Marsh's collection, which, though
destitute of any great distinguishing feature, con-
tained some pretty well-grown specimens of Clero-
dendron Balfouri, Hoya carnosa, Kalosanthes rosea,

and others. In the class for ten stove and green-
house plants the Messrs. Cole are again successful
as first prize winners, their collection being Inferior

only in size to that of the previous class. Fore-
most in this group another Azalea, called Brilliant,

and an Ixora aurantiaca were very remarkable both
for foliage and colour. Here also were some well-

furnished specimens of Aphelexis macrantha pur-
purea. The amateur class for ten stove and green-
house plants was also well sustained. We have
only noticed the gems of the exhibition in the great
tent thus far, which contained besides perhaps
nothing more striking than the Cycas revoluta,

Crotons, and Phormium tenax variegatura, shown
by Messrs. Cole & Sons, in their premier prize in

the collection of fine-foUaged plants. It is impos-
sible to imagine a grander effect than was produced
by the collection of magnificent plants, brought
together in this capacious and almost circular tent,

the chief specimens being grouped to good advan-
tage.

Orchids.—These were not so well represented
as might have been expected at this season. Mr.
B. S. Williams had, however, some fine specimens,
including Anguloa Clowesii, with great waxy Tulip-
like flowers of a soft golden-yellow colour , Vanda
tricolor, a splendid pan of the great Bearded Lady's-
shpper, the delicately-perfumed Aerides odoratum
and A. Lobbii, one of the dwarfestin habit, and most
effective of all the species ; the Cape Disa grandi-
flora, with gorgeous flowers of scarlet and gold ;

and a nice specimen of the orange-flowered Epiden-
drum vitellinum. Mr. W. E. Dixon, of Norwood

Nurseries, Beverley, had a nice group ; as had also

Mr. Mitchell, gardener to Dr. -\.insworth, one of the
most enthusiastic of amateur Orchid-growers. The
last-named exhibitor had nicely-grown weU-bloomed
plants of Odontoglossum grande, 0. Sehleipe-
rianum, the beautiful purple-lipped Cattleya Men-
delii, and others equally good. In the class for
single specimens, Mr. B. S. Williams was deservedly
awarded the first prize for Aerides odoratum majus,
with about twenty fine spikes.

Roses.—The Rose tent was a grand sight.

Sevei-al Rose shows have been held this season, but
finer blooms have not before been exhibited than
those which appeared at Birmingham on this occa-
sion. Right down the middle of the tent there was
arranged, on the central stage, a line of Fuchsias,
with here and there some showy Dracffinas and
plants of Lilium auratum. On either side were
arranged the stands of cut Roses, the nurserymen's
classes on one side, the amateur's classes on the
other. There were two challenge cups given in the
Rose classes in addition to the money prizes ; one in

the nurserymen's class, for seventy-two varieties,

and one in the amateur's class, for forty-eight varie-

ties. In the class for seventy-two varieties, no
fewer than ten stands were to be found ; but the
best came from Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt.
There were about four stands in the collection that
seemed to stand out from the rest by reason of the
finer quality of the flowers; and to judge them
accurately and decide on the best, required a great
amount of care and attention on the part of the
judges. They were quite three-quarters of an hour
awarding the first prize in this class ; and when it

was given to Messrs. Paul & Son it was felt by
those who had attentively looked over the flowers
that the decision was a just one. In the class for
forty-eight varieties, Messrs. Paul & Son were also
placed first, and hei'e the competition was close also.

Twenty-four Roses, single blooms only, brought to
the front a new grower in Mr. H. Merryweather, of

Southwell, Notts ; Mr. Cant being second. On the
opposite side table were staged some of the most
beautiful, because sweetest scented, Roses—the
Teas ; and here, in all his glory of golden uniform,
was found Marechal Niel, surrounded by a galaxy
of white, blush, and pink beauties, redolent of
sweetness and lovely charms. Specially noticeable,
also, were boxes containing twelve blooms each of
one kind in which some groups of grand colour pre-
dominated. Here were the deep red Alfred Colomb,
the new dark Hybrid Perpetual Duke of Edinburgh,
the Baroness de Rothschild—the grandest blush-
pink Rose in cultivation ; also La France, a splen-
did flower of a flesh tint; Marie Baumann a
ciimson - red ; Devoniensis, that lovely white
Tea ; and Marechal Niel. The amateurs' col-

lections of cut Roses were not far behind the
fine blooms of the trade-gi-owers. With twelve
Tea Roses, Mr. C. N. Newdegate's gardener
was placed first ; but, looked at later in the day than
when seen by the judges, the second-placed twelve
were the freshest. Mr. Thomas Laxton, of Stam
ford, also staged a charming collection, as did many
others, the different collections exhibiting every
shade of colour, from the deepest crimson to pure
white.

Fruit.—The chief feature in this department
was the collections of eight varieties, to contain not
more than two dishes of Grapes. In addition to a
£10 prize, there was included a silver challenge cup,
value 25 guineas. The best collection came from
Mr. W. Coleman, gardener to Earl Somers, and
consisted of fine Black Hamburgh and Muscat
Grapes, a Moscow Queen Pine Apple, Royal George
Peaches, Elruge Nectarines, President Strawberries
and brown Turkey Figs. This was well worthy of
the handsome prize which was awarded to it. For
Pine Apples there were four classes, and there must
have been nearly 100 splendid fruits set up, the
majority of the Queens averaging 5 lbs. to 6 lbs. in

weight. Then came the collections of three bunches
of Black Hamburgh Gi-apes, and here the first prize
was given to three splendid bunches—large, sym-
metrical, and crowded with evenly-sized berries,

covered with a beautiful grejlsh bloom. These also

came from Mr. W. Coleman. Not less interesting

were the white Grapes, which were represented by
the large amber-coloured bunches of the Muscat
of Alexandra, still one of the best-flavoured Grapes
in cultivation. The best three bunches came from
Mr. Foster, gardener to Mr. E. Greaves, Avonside,
Warwick. The bunches taking the second prize

had large berries, but they were wanting in the

colour and finish that oharacterise first-class Grapea.

There was a class for Buckland Sweetwater
Grapes, a white variety, of a less rich and luscious

flavour than the Muscat, but still a good Grape when
well grown. Mr. Cox, gardener to Earl Beauchamp,
Madresfield Court, had some very fine examples of

this well-known Grape. Three bunches of white

Grapes, of any other variety than that namedin the

foregoing classes, were represented by GoldenCham-
pion, a large Grape, with luscious, tempting berries.

Some fine Frontigaans were also exhibited. Next
came Peaches, of which there were no fewer than

twenty dishes of rich-looking fruit ; of Nectarines,

there were some thirteen dishes ; of Apricots, there

were only two dishes, but then it is yet early for

them ; Figs, two dishes ; Black Cherries, five dishes;

White Cherries, seven dishes—all of which were
very fine. Strawberries were both numerous and
fine. Melons were very good, bad, and indifferent.

The judges were scarcely to be envied in having to

taste so many, for it must be remembered the

prizes were awarded according to the flavour of the

fruit. There were green-fleshed varieties, and also

scarlet-fleshed ; the former, generally, the best

flavoured. The finest fruit was a Golden Gem, sent

by Mr. W. Cox, Madresfield Court.

Table Decorations.—On a long range of

side-tables were tastefully placed some charming
centre-pieces for dining and drawing-room tables,

consisting of glass epergnes dressed with flowers,

Ferns, Grasses, &c. ; and it was specially notice-

able that the simplest and lightest arrangement met
with the widest approval. Bouquets, arranged close

by, as nice and effective as it is possible to make
them, were also objects of much admiration. The
bridal bouquets were exceedingly elegant, and opera

bouquets were even more beautiful, as the intro-

duction of a few rich tints of colour in graceful

arrangement created more pleasing efl'eets than
a combination of white flowers only. On the oppo-

site side-table were placed the splendid silver cups

which Mr. Quilter had so liberally offered as

prizes.

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. Veitch & Sons con-

tributed a fine group of new and rare plants con-

taining most of the novelties recently exhibited at

our London exhibitions. Mr. Charles Turner
had a charming group of large flowering Pelargo-

niums, very bright and effective, containing among,
other varieties, Corsair, Protector, Juno, Highland
Lassie, Claribel, and Blue Boy, which has the

deepest tint of blue of any variety yet raised ;
Ruth

lovely hue of pink ; Achievement and Scottish

Chieftain, also struck us as being very effective.

Clematises ivere shown by Messrs. Jackman and
Son, of Woking, and received more than ordinary

attention. These have flowers of either sombre or

soft tints, and possess all those charming hues of

rich purple and soft lilac, so rarely seen in hardy
decorative plants. A neat group of Palms and
Ferns, sent by Mr. R. H. Vertegans, of Chad Valley

Nursery, Edgbaston, was much admired. A beau-

tiful new pyramidal Ten-week Stock, named
Mauve Beauty, sent by Mr. R. Dean, of Ealing,

was very effective ; its perfume being exceedingly

rich, and its colour novel and pleasing.

A fine variety of Lilium auratum, having an

unusual amount of colour in the markings was staged

by Messrs. John Standish & Co., of Ascot, and
specially commended as a fine variety ; while Mr.

J. E. Mapplebeck staged some fine hardy Ferns,

tor which he is so famous, and the judges awarded
to several of the newer types first-class certificates

of merit. Mr. J. Croucher contributed somepretty
little Haworthias, curious Stapelias, Aloes, and a

fine group of Agaves. Mr. Pilgrim also sent a nice

collection of the last-named plants ; while Mr.
Pfersdorff, 73, South Row, Kensal New Town, had
a fine miscellaneous collection of these now well-

known plants. The last-named exhibitor has done

more than any other cultivator we know towards

increasing the popularity of succulents, and thou-

sands of little specimens, from his estabhsh-

ment, find their way to Covent Garden and other

markets, and from thence are distributed to the

window gardens of the metropolis.

Horticultural Implements.—This depart-

ment, from its extent and variety, was one of the

most attractive features of the show. There was
scarcely an article of any value unrepresented. An
idea—though imperfect, it must be admitted—of

the nature of the exhibition may be gleaned from
the following brief description of some of the

stands. Messrs. Dennis & Co., Chelmsford, were

extensive exhibitors. At their stand was to be seena
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specialite iu the shape of a conservatory, named tlie
" VilU." Their selection of grcenhourfef* and other
garden erections was so numerous, and of so va/u-d a
character, as to suit tiie tastes of everybody ; tbcy
also showed a new high pressure valve which pro-
mises to he useful

J
likewise a new hut-water

boiler, with patent casing, by which all brick-

work setting is not only obviated, Init Uio radia-

tion of heat is prevented, and tlic heated air

s utiUsed to Support combustion ; another of

heir inventions is a water - waste preveutor.
Messrs. Crowley showed a lawn-mowcr, " The
Invincible," for which a gold medal was awarded.
Messrs. Felton & Sons, liirmingham, exhibited a
large and varied collection of rustic fnrniture.
Messrs. Powell & Co., of Birmingham, obtained a
silver medal for a large assortment of articles, con-
sisting of garden seats, vases, fountains, and flower
stands, pumps, engines, syringe.s, &c. The same
firm also exhibited water and hose barrows, lawn
mowers, and garden tools. Messrs. Hassall & Sin-
gleton, of Freeman Street, Birmiugham, furuished
lieating apparatus and a large number of other
useful articles. One of the most attractive exhibi-
tions was made by Messrs. Ilartloy & Siigden, of
Halifax, who, amongother things, showedljoilersand
other heating apparatus, the Windsor, Victoria, and
other lawn mowers, &c. Messrs. Boyd & Son, of
Paisley, were.the exhibitors of a number of excellent
greenhouses. The Alpha patent air gas-making
apparatus, through the use of which everyone is

enabled to supply himself with gas at a cheap
rate, was exhibited by Mr. H. fj. MuUer, of 22,

Mary Ann Street, Birmiugham. The characteristics
of the apparatus set fortli that no heat is required in

the jiroduction, the gas is made instantaneously, is

of a superior illuminating or heating power to coal
gas, purer and less costly. The arrangements for
tlie iitting-up of the apparatus are in every respect
simple and complete. Mr. Henry Inman, of Stret-
ford, near Manchester, who a few years ago sup-
plied the rustic houses, bridges, Sec, for the Aston
Lower Grounds, obtained a first prize for a large
variety of rustic summer-houses, garden-seats,
tables, and vases. The Dromore Patent Heating
Company exhibited Cowan's patent compensating
system of heating horticultural and other buildings,
which was highly commended. Mr. Peters, 2G,
Carr'a Lane, Birmingham, furnished all kinds of
horticultural implements, seats, vases, pumps,
engines, lawn-mowers, *tc. To the garden furni-
ture in this collection a silver medal was awarded.
Mr. Kay, of Navigation Street, Birmingham,
exhibited filters, fountains, and acjuaria. Messrs.
Perks & Co., of 50 and 52, Dale End, Birmingham,
showed Parker's dry earth-closets, glass louvre
ventilators, and similar contrivances. Messrs.
Follows & Bates, of Manchester, showed a Uxrgo
collection of the " Climax " and Anglo-American
lawn-mowers. Messrs. Baker & Co. obtained a
f^;ilver medal for garden arches, flower and Fern-
stands, garden- chairs, stools, hanging baskets,
conservatory cages, aviaries, &c. Mr. Matthews,
Weston-super-Mare, showed an elegant assortment

j

of torra-cotta work, including vases, stands,
]

fountains, statuary figures, I tal iau an d Fern '

baskets, for which a silver medal was awarded. ,

Messrs. Green & Sons, Leeds, exhibited a selection
\

of lawn-mowers and Green's patent hot-water
boilers. Messrs. A. Smith & Co., of Bath,
showed their patent siphonic watering pot, to
which allusion was made last week. Messrs.
Mapplebcck & Son, Bull Ring, Birmingham, were
awarded a silver medal for fountains and vases.
Mr. J. Clark was awarded a silver medal for plant
protectors and similar contrivances. For cheap
garden carts Mr. W. Sawney, Beverley, Yorkshire,
received a bronze medal. Garden hose was fur-
nished by Mr. J. Pumphrey, 5, Broad Street Coruei-,
Birmingham, to whom a bronze medal was awarded

;

a similar award was also made to water appliances
for garden purposes, shown by Messrs. Ball &
Purser, Carr's Lane, Birmingham ; also for hot
water valves, shown by Messrs. Jones & Co., Broad
Street, Worcester ; peat and sand, contributed by
Slessrs. Fi-aser & Co., Leighton Buzzard, were
highly recommended.

The Lawn Mower Contest.—This took
place on Wednesday last, when four makers com-
peted, viz., Messrs. Green, Barnard, Edwards
(Messrs. Crowley & Co.), and Hartley & Sugden.
No spaces were marked off for each machine to
mow, the competing machines being merely run
two or three times over a jDiece of Grass not exceed-
ing 30 yards in length. No idea could, therefore,

be formed of the time in which any of them could

do a certain amount of work ; there was no
dynamometer applied to test the draught, and each

exhibitor adjusted the height of cut according to

his own notion, the Gra.ss being very short though
thickish at buttom. We do not believe half-a-dozen

barrow loads werecutby all the competing machines,
which numbered about twenty. The machines
entered all worked fairly well. The prizes were
awarded as follows:—Gold medal, Mr. Edwards;
silver medal, Messrs. Green; bronze medal, Messrs.

Hartley & Sugden. The trial, so far as it went,
may be considered to have been fairly can-ied out.

It must be regarded, however, as of Httle value as a
guide to intending purchasers of lawn-mowers, as the
question as to which is the best lawn-mower remains
stdl unsettled. Neither Messrs. Shanks, Ransome,
Follows & Bate, nor the Archimedian competed.

Judges.—These were :—Class 1 to 12 : Mr.
Ptobert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, London

;

Mr. A. iiogQT, superinteudeut Battersea Park,
London ; and Mr. Carmichael, The Gardens, Crow
Hall, Bath. Ckisses Pi to ;57 : Mr. T. Moore,
Botanic Gardeu, Chelsea, London ; Mr. C. Penny,
The Gardens, Sandriugham, King's Lynn j and Mi*.

11. H. Vertegans, Chad Valley, Edgbaston. Classes

38 to 53: Mr D. T. Fish, The Gardens, Hardwick
House, Bury St. Edmunds ; Mr. J. Fleming, The
Gardens, Cliveden, Maidenhead ; and Mr. James
Cutbush, The Nursery, Highgate, London. Classes

54 to Co : Mr. Shirley Hibberd, Stoke Newington,
London ; the Rev. S. R. Hole, Caunton Manor,
Newark; and the Rev. C. Peach, Appleton-le-
Street, Malton. Classes CO to S7 : Mr. John Laing,
Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London ; Mr. J. F.

Meston, Haverstock Hill, London ; and Mr. John
Standish, Royal Nurseries, Ascot. Classes 8S to

100 : Mr. Thomas Bailey, the Gardens, Shardeloes,

Armishaw ; Mr. A. F. Barron, Royal Horticultural

Society, Chiswick, London; and Mr. E. Bennett,
The Gardens, Hattield House, Heils. Classes 110

to 130a : Mr. Peter Barr, King Street, Covent
Garden, London ; Mr. J. Pottle, Sudborue Hall

Gardens, Wickham Market ; and Mr. J. McKirday,
Woodbine Lodge, Beckenham. The arrangement
of the show was entrusted to Mr. Baines, of South-
gate, and Mr. Spinks, Mr. Quilter's foreman.

LIST OF AWARDS.
DIVISION 1.—PLANTS.

Sixteen Stove and Greenhouse plants, in bloom—1st

prize, £25, E. Cole and Sons, Withiugtnn, near Man-
chester; 2ud, £13, Mr. Cypher, Queen's Road. Chelten-
ham ; 3rd, £13, Mr. Mar.rh, gardener to Mr. J. O.
Bacclius, Binswood, Leamington ; a silver challenge
cup, of the value of 25 guineas, in addition to the money
prize, E. Cole and Sons.

Ten Stove and Greenhouse plants, in bloom, nursery-
men—1st prize, £15, E. Cole and Sons; 2nd, £10, Mr.
F. Perkins, Leamington ; 3rd, £7, Mr. Cypher.

Ten Stove and Greenhouse plants, in bloom, amateurs.
—IsL prize, £15. Mr. Chapman, Rugeley ; 2nd, £10, Mr.
Chadmck, gardener to Mr. C. Nelson, Crackley Hill,
Kenilworth,

Specimen Stove plant, in bloom—1st prize, £1 10s.,

Mr. Webb, gardener to Mr. J. Gulson, Stoke, Coventiy,
and E. Colo and Sons, equal; 2nd, £1, Mr, B. "S.

Williams; 3rd, 15s., Mr. Chadwick.

Specimen Greenhouse plant, in bloom— Isfc prize,

£1 10s., Mr. B. S. Williams ; 2nd, £1, Mr, Parker,
Rugeley; 3rd, ISs., Mr. Chadvvick.

Nine Fine-foliaged Plants, nurserymen— 1st prize,

£10, Cole and Sons ; 2nd, £7, Mr. B. S. Williams ; 3rd,

£5, Mr. Heath, Cheltenham ; Mr. Pilgrim and Mr.
Dixon (extra).

Nine Fine-foliaged Plants, amatem's—Ist prize, £10,
Mr. T. M. Shuttlewonh; 2nd, £7, Mr. Forster; 3rd,

£o, Mr. Brown.
Six Fine-foliaged Plants, nurserymen—1st prize, £5,

Mr. Heath; 2ud, £3, not awarded; 3rd, £2, E. Colo &
Sou.

Six Pine-foijagcd Plants, amateurs—1st prize, £5, Mr.
Marsh; 2nd, £3, Mr. Brown.
Specimen Fine-foliaged Plant—1st prize, £1 10a., Mr.

Heath; 2nd, £1, Mr. Croucher, gardener to Mr. J. T.
Peacock, Hammersmith ; 3rd, 15s., Mr. Beecher, gar-
dener to Mr. L. Foster, AValsall.

Six Drnca?ua3 (green varieties excluded)—1st prize,

£1, Mr. Brown.

Specimen Crnton—1st prize, £1 10s., E. Cole & Sons;
2nd, £1, Mr. Heath ; 3rd, ISs., Mr. Chapman.
Eight Stove and Greenhouse Ferns, uurperymen

—

Itit prize, £10, Mr. B. S. Willioms ; 2nd, £7, Mr. Cypher
and Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth, equal ; 3rd, £5, Mi\
Pilgrim.

Eight Stove and Greenhouse Ferns, amateurs—1st
prize £10, Mr. Brown; £~, Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth,
equal ; no 2ud prize ; 3rd, £5, Mr. Coleman.

One Tree Fern, nurseo'men—1st prize. C2, Mr. B. S,

Williams; 2nd, £1, Mr. Pilgrim; 3rd, i:>8, Mr.
Vertegans.

One Tree Fern, amateurs—1st prize, £2, Mr. Jones;
2nd, £1, Mr. Quartcrman, gardener to Mr. W. T. Glad-
stone, Edgbaston"

Specimen Stove or Greenhouse Ferns (Adiontam
excluded)—1st prize, £1 10s., Mr. B. S. Williama ; 2nd,
£1, Mr. Parker; 3rd, 15s., Mr. Shuttleworth.

Specimen Adiantum—1st prize, £1 10s., Mr. Cypher;
2nd, £1, Mr. Turner, Slough ; 3rd, 15s., Messrs. Cole 4
Sons.

Six Lycopodiums-Ist prize, £2, Mr. Webb; 2nd,
£1 108., Mr. Allen ; 3rd, Mr. Jones.

Twelve Hardy Ferns—1st prize, £4, Mr. Mapplebeck,
Moselcy ; 2iid, £3, Mr. Pilgrim ; 3rd, £2, Messrs. Ivery
& Son, Dorking.

Three Pitcher Plants—1st prize, £5, Mr. Shuttleworth

;

2nd, £;j, Mr. B. S. Williams.

Specimen Pitcher Plants—1st prize, £1 10s., Mr. B. B.
Williams; 2nd, £1, Mr. Shuttleworth.

Six Ericas, nurserymen—iat nrize, £6, Mr. Dixon ;

3nd, £t, Mr. Cypher.

Six Ericas, amateurs-1st prize, £6, Mr. Clinpman.

Specimen Erica—l&t prize, £1 lu.s., Messrr*. Cole 8t

Sous; 2nd, 1/., Mr. B. S. William.s ; 3rd, 16s., Mr.
Foster.

Six Palms—1st prize, 6/., Mr. B. S. Williama ; 2nd,
il., Mr. 1-eacock; 3rd, 2/., Messrs. Felton & Sona and
Mr. Marsh, equal.

' Six Palms in 8-inch Pots—1st prize, 3?., Messrs.
Felton & Sons; 2nd, 21., Mr. R. U. Vertegans; 3rd,
U., Mr. Pilgrim.

Six New Plants, in or ont of flower (Orchids ei-
cluded)—1st prize, £5, Mr. B. 8. Williams; 2nd, £3,
Mr. Cypher ; 3i'd, £2, Messrs. Felton & Sous.

Sis New and Rare Plants, sent out in 1S72, 1873, or
1371, In or out of tlower— 1st prize, £5, Mr. B. S.
Wilhams; 2iiJ, £3, Mr. Dixon; 3rd, £2, Mr, Pfersdorff.

Ten Orchids—1st prize, £12, Mr. B. S. WilUams ; 2nd,
£9, Mr. Mitchett, gardener to Dr. Ainaworth, Brough*
ton, Manchester.

Six Orchids, nurserymen—1st prize, £G, Mr, B. S,
Williams.

Six Orchids, amateurs—Ist prize, £6, Mr. Mitchett

;

2nd, £4, Mr. WilUamson, Ramsdale Hall, Lawton,
Cheshire.

Specimen Otchid—Ist prize, £1 10s., Mr. B. 8. Wil-
liams.

Nine Gloxinias—1st prize, £1 10a., Mr. Allen.

Twelve Agaves—Ist prize, £6, Mr. J. Croucher; 2nd,
£l, Mr. Pfersdorff; 3rd, £i, Mr. I'llgrim,

Collection of Twenty-five Cacti—Iat prize, £8, Mr.
Croucher ; 2nd, £4, Mr. Pfersdorff.

Collection of Twenty-five Succulents (Cacti and
Agaves excluded)—1st prize, £6, Mr. J. Croucher; 2nd,
£4, Mr. PfersdorlT; 3rd, £2, Mr. Pilgrim.

Ten Clematis—1st prize, £7, Messrs. Jackman & Son,
Woking ; 2nd, £5, Mr. Vertegans.

Six Pots of Lilium anratum—Ist prize, £1, not
awarded ; 2nd, £3, not awTirded ; 3rd, £2, Mr. Turner.

Nine Fuchsias—1st prize, £5, Mr. Caldicott ; 2nd, £3,
Mr. Harborne, Smethwick; 3rii, £2, Mr. Coleman.

Four Fuchsias-1st prize, £2 10s., Mr. Cox, gardener
to Earl Beauchamp ; 2nd, £1 IDs., Mrs. Brown, Rugby ;

3rd, £1, Mr. Harborne.

Specimen Fuchsia—1st prize, £1, Mr. Harborne ; 2nd,
10s., Mr Caldicott; 3rd, los., Mr. Coleman.

Nine Show Pelargoniums—1st prize, £5, Mr. Turner;
2Dd, £3, Mr. Quartcrman ; 3rd, £2, ilr. Marsh,

Six Show Pelargoniums—Ist prize, £3, Mr. Turner

;

2nd, £l, Mr. Quartcrman ; 3rd, £1, Mr. Allen.

Collection of Twenty Show Pelargoniums, not less

than twelve varieties—1st prize, £5, Mr. Turner; 2nd,
£3, not awarded ; 3rd, £2, Mr. Chadwick.

Six Fancy Pelargoniums—1st prize, £3, Mr. Quarter-
man ; 2nd, £2, Mr. Turner; 3rd, £1, Mr. Coleman.

Nine Zonal Pelargoniums—1st prize, £5, Mr. Marsh ;

2nd, £s, Mr. Cox; 3rd, £2, Mr. Quartcrman.

Six Nosegay or Hybrid Nosegay Pelargoniums—1st
prize, £3, Mr. Turner ; 2nd, £2, Mr. Quarterman.

Six Tricoldi' Pclargoniuma, gold or silver-edged—
1st prize, £3, Mr. Ford; 2nd, £2, Mr. Marsh; 3rd, £1,
Mr. Turner.

Six Gjld and Bronze Pelargoniimis—let prize, £1 lOa.,

Mr. Allen ; 2nd, £1, Mr. Newton ; 3rd, l&s., Mr. Cox.

Six Double Pelargoniums—1st prize, £2, Mr Parker.

DIVISION 2.—ROSES AND OTHER CUT FLOWERS
Seventy-two Roses, single trusses, nurserymen—18|

prize, £10, Messrs. Paul and Son; 2nd, £S, Mr. Cant;
3rd, £5, Mr. Cranston ; -Ith, £3, Messre. Perkins i

a silver challenge cup, of the value of 25 guineas,
offered in addition to the money prize—Messrs. Paul
and Son.

Forty-eight Roses, three trusses each, nurserymen—
1st prize, £6. Messrs. Paul and Son ; 2nd, £-4, Mr*
Cranston j 3rd, £3, Mr. Keynes ; 4th, £2, Mr. Tomer.
Twenty-fom" Roses, Hybrid Pcrpetuals only, three

trusses of each, nurserymen—Ist prize, £1. Messrs*
Paul and Son ; Sud, £3, Mr. Cant ; 3rd. £2, Mr. Prince,
Oxford ; 4th, £1, Messrs. Perkins and Sou.
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Twenty-four Roses, single trusses, uui'serymeu—1st

prizo, £.i, Mr. Merewoatbci- ; 2nd, £2, Mr. Cant; 3rd,

£1, Mr. Prince ; 4th, 10s., Mr. Turner,

Forty-oi^ht Roses, single trusses, amateurs— 1st

prize, i;6, Mr. State, gai-dencr to the Rev. C. Kvans,
Boliliull; 2nil, £1. Mr. Draycott, gardener to Sir B.
Canard, Bart., llallerton Hall, Leceister ; 3rd. £3, Rov.
(i. Arkwrii^ht, Peneombe, Hereford ; 1th, £2, Mr. Di ay-

cott ; a silver challenge cup, of the value of 25 guineas,
in addition to the money prize—Mr. State.

Thirty-si.^ Roses, single trusses, amateurs—1st prize,

£5, Mr. Evans ; 2nd, i3, Mr. Parnell ; 3rd, £2, Mr.
Paget.

Twenty-foar Roses, single trusses, amateurs—1st

prize, £i, air. Mayo, Oxford ; 2nd, £3, Mr. Parnell

;

3rd, £i, Mr. Evans ; 4th, JEl, Mr. Foivkes.

Twelve Roses, single trusses—1st prize, 21., Mr.
Brown; 2nd, 1/. 10s., Mr. Parnell j 3rd, U., Mr. Evans;
4th, 10s., Mr. State.

Twelve Roses of 1371, 1872, or 1873, single trasses—
1st prize, 2/., Messrs. Paul & Son; 2nd, I!. IJs., Mr.
Uranstone; 3rtl, 1/., Mr. Howes; 4th, 15s., Mr. Uaut.

Six Trusses of any Rose of 1371, 1872, or 1873—1st
prize, II., Mr. Cranston ; 2nd, 153., Messrs. Paul & Son ;

3rd, IDs., Mr. Cant ; 4th, 7s., Mr. Laxcon.

Twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, Single

TrussL'S, nurserymen—1st prize, 1^. lOs., Mr. Cant;
2ud, 1/., Messrs. Paul & Son; 3rd, 15s., Mr. Prince.

Twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, single

trusses, amateurs — 1st prize, 3/., Mr. Evans ; 2nd,

i;. 10s., Rev. G. Ai'kwright; 3rd, 11., Mr. Laxton.

Twelvo Roses, single blooms—1st prize, 1(. IDs., Mr.
Turner
Twenty-four Roses, in not fewer than twelve varieties,

grown in pots not exceeding eight inches in diameter

—

1st prize, m., Mr. Whiteman ; 2hd, it., Mr. Cooling.

Twelve trusses of H. P. Alfred Colomb—1st prize,

1/., Mr. Turner; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Cant.

Twelvo trusses of H. P. Duke of Edinburgh—1st

prize, i;., Mr. Tui-ner ; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Cant.

Twelve trusses of H. P. Baroness Rothschild—1st
prize, 11., Mr. Cant ; 2nd, 15s., Messrs. Paul and Son.

Twelve trusses of H. P. La France—1st prize, 11.,

Mr. Cant.

Twelve Trusses of H. P. Marie Baumann—1st prize,

i;., Mr. Prince ; 2nd, 15s., Messrs. Paul and Son.

Twelve Trusses of Noisette Mar^chal Niel—1st prize,

i;., Mr. Cant ; 2nd, 15s., Rev. W. H. Benn.

Twelve Trusses of Tea Devoniensis—1st prize, 1^.,

Mr. Cant; 2ad, 153., Mr. Way, Jesus College, Oxford.

One Vase of Roses, cut blooms, set up with Rose
foliage only—1st prize, 1^., Messrs. Perkins; 2nd, 15s.,

Mr. Chard.
Eighteen Bimches of Cut Flowers, nurserymen—1st

prize, 4/., Cole Jt Sons ; 2nd, 31., Messrs. Perkins.
Eighteen Bunches of Cut Flowers, amateurs— 1st

prize, 4i., Mr. Chapman; 2nd, 3/., Mr. Milton, Man-
chester; 3rd, 2?., Mr. Chadwick.
Eighteen Bunches of Hardy Border Flowers-1st

prize. 2/., Messrs. Perkins.
Twelve Carnations (selfs excluded)—1st prize, IMOs.,

Mr. Tui-ner; 2nd, 1/., Mr. Hooper; 3rd, lOs., Mr.
Catley.
Twelve Self Carnations—1st prize, 1?., ilr. Turner;

2nd, 15s., Mr. Catley ; 3rd, 10s., Mr. Hooper,
Twelve Picotees—1st prize, 1/. 10s., Mr. Turner ; 2nd,

1/.. Mr. Hooper; 3rd, 10s., Mr. Catley.
Twelve Pinks—1st prize, 1/. lOs., Mr. Turner; 2nd, 1!.,

Mr. Brown; 8rd, 10s., Mr. Hooper.
One Bridal Bouquet—1st prize, 21., Messrs. Perkins

;

2ud, 11. 10s., Mr. Turner, Liverpool; 3rd, li., Messrs.
Felton & Sons.
One Ball or Opera Bouquet—1st prize, 21., Messrs.

Perkins ; 2nd, 1(. 10s., Mr. Jones ; 3rd, li., Mr. Jackson.
Three Pieces for Table Decoration (fruit excluded)—

1st prize, ez., Mr. Cooke; 2nd, 5i., Mr. Jackson; 3rd, 4i.,

Mr. Smith, gardener to Mr. C. N. Newdegate, M.P.

;

4th, 3/., Mr. Cypher.
One Centre Piece—1st prize, 2i. , Mr. Cypher ; 2nd,

1(. 10s., Messrs. Perkins; 3rd, 1?., Mr. Turner ; 4th, 10s.,

Messrs. Phippin ..t Robinson.
Gentlemen's Button-hole—1st prize, 153., Messrs. Pope

A Son ; 2nd, 10s., Miss Baines, Southgate ; 3rd, 7s., Mr.
Turner; 4th, 5s., Mr. Cypher.

DIVISION III.—FRUIT.

Two Queen Pine Apples—1st prize, 21., Mr. Harris,

Singleton Gardens, Swansea; 2nd, li. lOs., Mr. Bond,
gardener to Mr. G. A. Smith, "Weybridge ; 3rd, 15s., Mr.
Sandford. gardener to the Bectine, Kerby Lonsdale,
Westmoreland.
Two Smooth Cayenne Pine Apple—1st prize, 21., Mr.

Wilson.
One Pine Apple, any other variety—1st prize, 11., Mr.

Bruce.
Six Pine Apples, not necessarily distinct-1st prize,

5!., Mr. Harris; 2nd, 4/., Mr. Bond; 3rd, 3!., Mr.
Wilson ; 4lh, 21., Mr. Miles.
Three Bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes— 1st

prize, 31., Mr. Coleman: 2nd, 21., Mr. Fleming ; 3rd, 11.,

Mr. Douglas, Radford, Notts.
Three Bunches of Black Grapes, any other variety—

1st prize, 3Z., Mr. Sweeting; 2nd, 21., Mr. M. Hender-
son.
Three Bunches of Muscat or Black Alexandria Grapes

—1st prize. 31., Mr. Foster; 2nd, 21., Mr. Cox; 3rd, 11.,

Mr. Haynes.

Three Bunches of Buckland Sweetwater Grapes—1st

prizo. 31 , Mr. Cox ; 2nd, 11. 10s., Mr. Douglas ; 3rd, II.,

Mr. Coushon.
Three Bunches of White Grapes, any other variety

—

1st prize. 2/., Mr. Douglas ; 2ud, 11. lOs., Mr. Coleman ;

3rd, 1/., Messrs. Standish and Co., Ascot.
Collection of six varieties of Grapes, single bunches

—1st prize. 5/., Mr. DougUis; 2ud, 3^, Mr. Henderson ;

3rd, 2/., Mr. lianucrman.
Six Peaches, any variety—1st prize, 1/. 10s., Mr.

Miles; 2nd, 1/., Mr. Baunerman ; 3rd, 15s., Mr. Jack-
son ; extra, Mr. Coleman.

Six Nectarines, any variety—1st prize, 1^ 10s.. Mr.
Haynes; 2nd, U., Mr. Baunerman and Mr. Coleman;
3rd, 15s., Mr. Henderson.
Eight Apricots, any variety— ist prizo, 11., Mr.

Smith ; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Winstone, gardener to Mr. H. B.

Preston, Kenihvorth.
Twelve Figs, any variety—1st prize, 1^, Mr. Banner-

man; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Foster.
Fifty Black Cherries, any variety—1st prize. Mi-.

Miles; 2ad, 153., Mr. Barnwell; 3rd, lOs., Mr. Gar-
diner.

Fifty White Cherries, any variety—1st prize, II., Mr.
Miles ; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Douglas ; 3rd., 10s., Mr. Miles.

Twenty-live Strawberries, of the British Queen or Dr.

Hogg type, one variety—1st prize, 1^., Mr. Cox ; 2ud,

15s., Mr. Gardiner; 3r.l, 10s., Mr. Taylor.
Twenty-iive Strawberries, any other variety—Ist

prize, 1/., Mr. James; 2nd, 15s., Mr. Chadwick; 3rd,

10s. ; Mr. Taylor.
One Melon, Green-fleshed—1st prize, 1?., Mr. Cox

;

2nd, 15s., Mr. Nott; 3rd, 10s., Mr. Gardiner,
One Melon, Scarlet-lleshed—1st prize, 11., Mr. Read;

2nd, 15s., Mr. Malcolm ; 3rd, lOs., Mr. Coleman.
Collection of Eight Dishes of Fruits, to contain not

more than Two Dishes of Grapes—1st prize, 10/., Mr.
Coleman; 2nd, 7^.,Mr. Bonnerman; 3rd, 5(., Mr. Good-
acre.

DIVISION IV.—VEGETABLES.
Collection of Ten Dishes of Vegetables (Caoumbcr

and Salading excladed)—l3t prize, 5(., Mr. Miles; 2nd,

3;., Mr. Turk ; 3rd, 2/., Mr. Holder ; a Silver Cup, of

the value of 25 guineas, in addition to the money prizes

in the preceding class—Mr. Miles.

Collection of Eight Dishes of Vegetables (Cucumber
and Salading excluded)—1st prize, 3(., Mr. Arkell, gar-

dener to Mr. A. G. Skinner, Cheltenham ; 2nd, 21., Mr.
Ford; 3rd, 1/., Mr. Burnett.
Three Dishes of Kidney Potatoes, twelve tubers of

each—1st prize, U. lOs., Mr. Baker; 2nd, 1/., Mr.
Biddies, Loughborough ; 3rd, 10s., Mr. Bagerley.

Three Dishes of Round Potatoes, twelve tubers of

each—1st prize, 1/. 10s., Mr. Baker; 2nd, 1/., Mr.
Gilbert; 3rd, los., Mr. Bagerley.
One Dish of Twelve Kidney Potatoes, one variety—

1st prize, 10s., Mr. Biddies; 2ud, 73., Mr. Miles ; 3rd,

OS., Mr. Bagerley.
One Dish of Twelve Round Potatoes, one variety—

1st prize, lOs., Mr. Biddies ; 2nd, 7s., Mr. Craddock
3rd, 53., Mr. Baker.
Three Varieties of Peas, half a peck of each—1st

prize, 1/. lOs., Mr. GUbert ; 2nd, 1/., Mr. Richardson ;

3rd, 10s., .Mr. Cox and Mr. Turk, equal.

One Dish of Peas, half a peck, one variety— Ist

prize, 153., Mr. Miles; 2nd, 10s., Mr. Baker; 3rd, 6s.,

Mr. Dean.
One Dish of Twelve Onions, one variety—1st prize,

lOs., Mr. Smith; 2nd, 7s., Mr. Turk; 3rd, 53., Mr.
Ai-kell.

One Brace of Cucumbers—1st prize, 15s., Mr.

Douglas ; 2nd, 103., Mr. Holden ; 3rd, 5s., Mr. Chad-

wick.
One Di3h of French Beans, fifty pods, one variety—

1st prize, los., Mr. Miles; 2na, 103., Mr. Wilson; 3rd,

OS., Mr. Day.
, , ,,

Three Sticks of Celery—1st prize, los., Mr, Arkell

;

2nd, 10s., Mr. Smith; 3rd, 5s., Mr. Bloxham, Bletchley.

Three Sticks of Rhubarb—Ist prize, 153., Mr. Smith ;

2nd, lOs., Mr. Cox; 3rd, 5s., Mr. Mitchell.

One Dish of Twelve Carrots, one v ariety—1st prize,

10s., Mr. Arkell; 2nd, 73., Mr. Smith; 3rd, 5s., Mr.

Baker.
One Dish of Twelve Turnips, one variety—1st prize,

7s., Mr. Holder; 2nd, 6s., Mr. Douglas; 3rd, 33., Mr.

Barnwell.
Thi-ee Cabbages, one variety—1st prize, 5s., Mr.

Ford ; 2nd, 3s., Mr. Arkell ; 3rd, 2s., Mr. Brown.
Three Cos Lettuces, one variety—1st prize, 63., Mr.

Brown; 2nd, 33.. Mr. Cox; 3rd, 2s., Mr. Masterton.

Three Cabbage Lettuces, one variety—Ist prize, 5s.,

Mr. Brown ; 2nd, 3s., Mr. A. Dean; 3rd, 2s., Mr. Allen.

Three Cauliflower.';, one variety—1st prize. 103., Mr.

Barnwell ; 2nd, 7s., Mr. Ford ; 3rd, 5s,, Mr. Miles.

Bunch of Thirty Heads of Asparagus—1st prize, lOs.,

Mr. Arkell ; 2nd, Vs., Mr. Smith; 3rd, 63., Mr. Turk.

One Dish of Thh-ty Broatl Beans—1st prize, 73., Mr.

Miles ; 2nd, 03., Mr. Richardson.
Basket or Tray of Salads, not less than twelve

varieties—1st prize, 11. 10s., Mr. Smith ; 2nd, 11., Mr.

Holden; 3rd., 1.33., Mr. Turk.
One Dish of Twelve Mushrooms—1st prize, 10s. ;

Mr.

Cushon; 2nd, 7s,. Mr. Allen ; 3rd, 53., Mr. Holder.

One Dish of Twelve Tomatoes—1st prize, 15s., Mr.

Cox ; 2nd, 10s., Mr. Miles ; 3rd, 5s., Mr. Arkell.

Special prizes offered by Mr. Thomas Laxton, Stam-

ford for any four of the following varieties of new
Peas raised by himself, and distributed by Messrs.

Hurst, Leadenhall Stri-ct, viz., Laxton's No. 1, Fill-

basket, Speculative, William the First, Omega, and
Popular, Fifty Pods each.—1st prize, 4(.,"not known ';

ind, 21. 10s., Mr. Gilbert ; 3rd, 1/., Mr. Miles.

COVENT aARDBN MAHKET.

Tub market is still well suppiod, and the bustle of the

fruit season is now commencing in earnest. All kinds of

small fruits, as Gooseberries, Currants, Strawberries,

Raspberries and Cherries are abundant and cheap.

Now is the time to obtain the above for preserving, as

the two latter kinds more especially will never be

cheaper or fresher than at present. Among dessert

fruit. Grapes, Pigs, Melons, Pines, and Peaches, aic of

uuexceptionallv line quality. West Indian Pines are

now plentiful, two large cargoes having recently como
to hand in splendid condition. Vegetables are fresh and
plenliful. Cucumbers and small Salading are now in

excellent condition. Tomatoes, principally imported

fruit, are abundant and of excellent quality. Among
cut tlowers, Stephanotis, Roses, Bouvardia, Heliotrope,

Waterlilies, Tuberoses, Pinks, Carnations, Double

Pelargoniums, and Corn-aower3, make up the principal

.supply. Plants in pots consist of i'elargomums.

Fuchsias, and other ordinary flowering plants. Foliage

plants, as Ficus elastica (the common India-rubber

plant), Isoleois gracilis, small Palms, Ferns, and
Dractouas, anil the graceful Uinbi-ella Sedge are much
admired, and sell in large quantities for room, window,
and balcony decoration.

Cut Flowers.

Calla blooms, per doz
carnations, per doz. bunches
Eschscholtzia
Gardenias, per doz
Heliotropes, per doz. spr.ays

Mignonette, 12 bunches
*

Pelargoniums, Cape, per 12 sprays
Pelargoniums, Zonal, per 12 sprays
Roses, indoor, per doz
Roses, out-of-door, do.
Stephanotis, 12 sprays
Sweet Peas, pel- doz. bunches
Sweet Sultan
Pinks, per doz. bunches

Plants in Pots.

Balsams
Begonias, per doz....

Calceolaria
Cyperus, per doz
Dracaena terminalis, per do7.

Dracaena viridis, per doz
Fuchsia, per doz
Gardenias
Heaths, in variety, per doz
Hydrangeas
Mignonette, per doz
Myrtles, per doz
Palms, in variety, each
Scarlet Pelargoniums, per doz.

Prices of Fruits

.

Chillies, per 100
C)obs, perlb.
Chernes, per lb

Grajies, hothouse, black, per lb.

Lemons, per 100
Nectarines, per doz
Oranges, per 100
Peaches, per doz
Pine-Apples, per lb

Ditto, imported, each ...

Strawberries, per lb.

Waluuts, per bushel
Ditto, per 100.

Prices of Vegetaljles.

Artichokes, per doz
Beet, Red, per doz
Cabbage, per doz.

Carrots, per bunch
Carrots, young, per bunch
Cauliflower, per doz
Celerv, per bundle
Coleworta, per doz. bunches
Cucumbers, each
Endive, per doz
Fennel, per bunch
Garlic, per lb

Herbs, per bunch
Horseradish, per bundle
Leeks, per bunch
Lettuces, per doz
Mushrooms, per pottle

Mustard and Cress, per purmet
Onions, per bushel
Onions, button, per quart
Parsley, per doz. bunches
Parsnips, per doz
Peas, per quart
Potatoes per bushel

„ Kidneys, per lb.

,, Round, per lb

Radishes, per doz. bunches
Rhubarb, per bunch
Salsafy, per bundle
Scorzonera, per bundle
Shallots, per lb

Spinach, per bushel
Turnips, young, per bunch
Turnips, per bunch

s.
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PATENT PRIZE MEDAL "CLIMAX" AND "ANGLO-AMERICAN" LAWN MOWERS.
Upwards of 22,000 sold during the past four years.

PIOLLOWS & BATE have received the FIRST PRIZE in EVERY COMPETITION; and at the Vienna Exhibition, in 1873-
-1- the ONLY Medal given for Lavm Mowers was awarded to tliom, their Machines being considered by the Jurors entitled to this distinction, over all other competitors
from Great Britain, the Continent, and America.

PATRONISED BY .J^S==.-..^lQ
^""^'"^ Machine fully guaranteed, and.

W ^^~~"^*^ if not satisfactory, may be at once re-

Her MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, W £ turned, free of ail cost to the purchaser.

His Royal Highness the PRINCE of

WALES.

His Imperial Majesty the EMPEROR of

GERMANY.

His Imperial Majesty the EMPEROR of

AUSTRIA.

The Imperial RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT
(For the Agricultural Museum at St.

Petershurgh).

And numbers of the Nobility and
Gentry of Great Britain and the
Continent.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Post-free to any Address.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

FOLLOWS & BATE
Beg to intimate, that legal proceedings will be taken

against all Persons, whether Makers, Vendors, or

Users of Machines, infringing their Patent Wheel

and Pinion Driving Gear, or with the Box at back of

Machine.

DUTTON STREET WORKS, MANCHESTER.
rro TENANT FARMERS and Others
J- proposing to EAnSRATE to NORTH AMERICA.
For full information relating to IOWA and NE-

BRASKA, and to the very desirable Lands now to be
purchased in those fine Agricultural States on favour-
able terms, apply in person or by letter at the Offices o£

The BURLINGTON and MISSOURI RAILROAD
COMPANY,

16, South Castle Street, Liverpool

;

13, Queen Victoria Street, London, K.C.

HAMILTON A. HILL, European Agent.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Koyal Pottery,f Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA
COTTA VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS
BORDER TILES. GARDEN POTS, of superior quality,
from 1 to 30 inches diameter, stand the frost, and seldom
turn green, ORCHID, FKRN', SEED and STRIKING
PANS, RHUBARB and SEA-KALE POTS, &c. Price
List D03t free. Book of Designs, 7d.

OHAW'S TIFFANY ELASTIC
KJ NETTING, and other Shading and Protecting
Materials, may be procured from any respectable
nursery and seedsman. Samples and prices on appli-
cation.—Address, JOHN SHAW & CO., Tiffany Manu-
facturers, 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

THE BUNION SPKING, 5s. each.
—These painful distortions can be relieved and

cured. The application is simple, its results effectual.
Say which foot.—Payaljle to W. MILLKR. Truss and
Surgical Bandage Maker, 29, Leicester Square, W.C.
Vide Brifish Medical Journal, I4th Oct., 1871, and
others.

NETTING for FEUIT TREES, SEED-
BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES. Ac, TANNED

NETTING for protecting the above from Frost, Blight,
Birds, kc, 2 yards wide 3d. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s.

;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards '20s. NEW
TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls. 2 yards wide, 6d. per
yard

; 4 yards wide, Is. per vard ; l-inch mesh, 4 yards
wide, Is. 6d. per yard. TIFFANY. 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d.
per piece of 20 yards.—EATON & DELLER, 6 and 7,
Crooked Lane, London Bridge, E.G.

TOHN EDMONDS & CO. (Late CDM-O MING & EDMONDS), HoBTicuLTtrRAL BuiLnBBS
and Hot-Watbb Engineebs, Lillie Bridge, Fulham,
London. S.W.—Patentees of the " TUBULAR SADDLls
BOILER."—Experienced Engineers sent to inspect ex-
isting Apparatus, or advise for new. Plans and Esti-
mates for the Erection and Heating of Conservatoriea
and Hothouses sent free upon application.

WILLIAM JAMES RIVETT, HORTI-
CULTURAL BUILDER, Stratford, London, E.

—GREENHOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES, 4c., fixed
vrithin Fifty Miles of London, without extra charge.
IMPROVED GROUND VINERIES and Plant
PRESERVERS. Price Lists free by post. Estimates
for every description of Horticultural and Hot Water
Work.

DEATH TO ALL INSECT PESTS.

MOORE'S COMPOUND destroys all
insects without injury to the plants ; for mildew

and blight on Roses, it has no equal.—Manufactured
and sold, wholesale and retail, by JOHN MOORE,
seedsman. Market Place, Warwick

; and all respectable
nursery and seedsmen. Is, per jar.

THE
House Cistern,
with a Ci.stem ]

LONDON AND GENERAL WATER PURIFYING COMPANY, LIMITED.
PATENT CISTERN FILTERS, Charged solely with Animal Charcoal.

Vide Professor
See also the Lancet,

September 30, 1867; and Dr.

TD EQUIRING, when once fixed, no attention whatever, and superior to all other.s,

f-^ Frankland's reports to the Registrar-General, July, 1868, November, 1867, and May, 1870.
January 12, 1867. Also Testimonials from Dr. Hassall," September 23, 1863 j Dr. Lankester, ~
Letheby, February 16, 1865, and December, 1872.

Price £1 10s. and upwards. Portable Filters on this system, £1 5s. to £3.

ti r.
^'''''Ohised and used by Her Majesty the Queen at Osborne, H.R.H. The Prince of Wales at Sandringham,

H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, the elile of the Medical Profession, and at the London, St. George's, Fever, and German
Hospitals, and at Government Barracks and Lunatic Asylums, and numerous Institutions, Breweries, ic.

Portable Cistern
Filter.

Water Testing Apparatus, 10s. 6d. and 21s. each. Pocket Filters from 4s. 6d. to 6s. each. Household and Fancy Filters from 128. 6d.
Jhese Filters may be seen in operation, and full particulars may be obtained on application to the secretary, at the Office,

157, STRAND, W.C. (four doors from somerset house), LONDON.
Kbid " Wateb : its lirpuaiTiES and Pubificatioit," Pbicb, peb post, 2d.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mond nature : chan^a it rather :

The Aet rrsELp is Nature."—Shakespeare.
but

FLOWERS FOR THE BLIND.
It is more than a year since I made some remarks on " Flowers for

the Sick and the Poor," and the " Flower Mission " is now a regularly

organised system in this and other towns (vide Miss Stanley's paper
in Macmillan's ilayazine for April last). Still, I have not observed

any particular notice of the blind ; and for this past year, we have

taken our supplies regularly to the Royal Blind Asyhira, the manager
informing me that no one had, as yet, thought of sending them
ilowers ; and very much pleasure have wo given during these twelve

months to the inmates of that institution. Of course, for such aa
object, the supplies are limited to aromatic and sweet.smelling

plants, of which at present there is abundance—Roses, Pinks,

Stocks, Honeysuckles, and woody plants, Sweetbriar, Southernwood,
Walnut ; but the dry season has never let our herb beds grow, and
we have had to fall back upon our winter Thyme and Rosemary, this

last being the most unfailing and surest for all seasons and weathers.

A hedge should be formed of it in gardens that are intended to

regularly siipply the blind, sick, and poor, also one of Sweetbriar

;

we had the border forked and loosened about the Sweetbriar, and
gave it a thorough soaking ; the Rosemary, on the other band, which
backs a succulent border, is enjoying the hot sun, and gives no trouble.

I will name some plants that have given the blind pleasure, and
which may not occur to those who have not tried, and sncceedud in

making a variety in their supplies every week in the year, to those

deprived of the sense of sight ; also the various shifts I have been
put to, and the assistance I have. had. There must always be a

difficulty in supplying a sufficient quantity of any particular thing at

the scarcest season, when one is dealing with a large or even a small

public institution. For instance, it is not fair to go into a workroom
containing eighteen or twenty blind workers, with only a dozen
Narcissvis, Polyanthus, or Hyacinths ; and yet that number will,

lu'obably, clear off the whole supply of an ordinary greenhouse
for one week. Our worst time occurred when the Snowdrops were
over, and before sufficient Primulas of all sorts had come on (Violets,

Primroses, Lily of the Valley later on, and Jessamine last of all,

were four plants we could not attempt at all), and for two or three

weeks, we were reduced to Sweet Bay, Rosemary, Lavender, and
Thyme. One is often startled by such remarks and questions, from
the blind, as these, " I saw Crocuses yesterday, but they have no
smell. Snowdrops are sweet !

" and " What is the colour of the

flower?" At the time of the Duke of Edinburgh's marriage,

they had all been out to " see" the illuminations, and were eloquent

in their descriptions of what they liked best, one admiring the

castle most, another a bank, or church. On applying to onr
two principal nurserymen I was at once most liberally supplied

(one week from each) with sufficient Hyacinths and Lily of the

Valley to go round the room we usually visit, and the w'orkers in which
were highly delighted, each sniffing at a fine Hyacinth and carefully

going over every bell with their fingers (they always touch before they
smell) . The Lily of the Valley was an immense treat ; all knew it by name
and idea. Forced flowers for an asylum are quite out of the question,

and, only at a pinch, can one ask nurserymen for them. I bethought
me then of Balsam Poplar, any quantity of which I was allowed to

cut in a neighbouring tree nursery. They liked the smell, but not

the sticky feel to their fingers. From the moors also, I brought with
mo a quantity of the flowering branches of Bog Myrtle (Myrica
Gale), which is deliciously fragrant (even more so than the leaves),

and which conveniently came into bud at the scarce season ; and
here let mo observe, for those who have eyes, the expanding of Gale
flower buds in water is worth watching. Willow catkins they were
delighted with, and, of the four varieties I took, at once selected the

softest of them to feel over and over (velvet they were likened to),

and, as they knew something about Willows, they were much interested

and surprised to feel and learn that Willows had flowers. One
poor woman's face lighted up, as she exclaimed, that she " did not

know what they were, but she had pulled them when a girl." The
Edinburgh Blind Asylum is passed by all the market carts coming
from the south side of the city, and I suggested to oae or two
of the market gardeners, that unsold bunches of flowers or sweet
herbs might be left at the asylum as they returned home. They were
pleased with the idea, but I have not yet heard that any have been
left—perhaps, on account of fresh unsold bunches of sweet herbs

in summer being dried, and which are sure to sell in winter.

It is wonderful how often, kindly well-meaning people have

o be asked for and reminded of a little kindness they are perfectly

willing to give or to do ; but, I quite own, from experience, that tho

flower, or gift, is the smallest and easiest part of the kindness. Tho
time, trouble, thought, and punctuality, are the serious strain, and
what people weary of after the first pleasant burst of feeling has

evaporated, the sick, poor, and blind particularly (the latter never

get better), are sure not to pass away from amongst us, and they

remember tho flower day with the precision of a chronometer.

The only argument I have heard against " wasting flowers on the

blind," was this, that a bottle of perfume would last much longer

and go farther among them, and keep the flowers for the seeing sick

and poor." Now, I hope this opinion will not weigh with any.

one who for a moment considers that the blind are deprived of the

sense by which we all learn most of Natui"e ; and, to compare a
flower, pure and fresh from a field or garden, with tho meritorious,

but meretricious bouquets of Rimrael, is an impossibility. Then tho

great proportion of those in the Edinburgh Asylum have become
blind (only one woman aud four boys having been born so), and,

therefore, have recollections of green loaves and bright flowers

;

and how pleased they all wore to tell me that their Musk
plants were growing, and their bits of Spearmint had got

roots. The best arranged and ventilated work-rooms in any
institution must be benefited by large basketfuls of aromatic

herbs being emptied out iu their midst, the atmosphere

becoming purified thereby ; and I am sure so must the health of each

worker, who has a sprig of Thyme or Rosemary stuck in their dress

to breathe over. Every public institution has its most convenient

days and hours for receiving flowers. At the Blind Asylum Saturday

forenoon is the best time, as they leave work early, and of course

have Sunday to themselves. Cut flowers go farther in supplying

the blind, because one sprig smells as sweet as a dozen ; and they

feel over the shape of one Hyacinth or Stock better than when a

handful is given to them. From the delicacy of their touch, they

can pick off any fading leaves or flowers on a spike, thus saving the

donor's time. I tell them I bring them the flowers to sort and clean

for themselves, not as if they were infirmary patients, with hardly

strength to smell the flowers laid by their side, as is often the case.

I hope these remarks may remind any who have as yet overlooked

the blind, that although those may be iu fair health, and not in

want, yet still flowers can cheer and elevate them, as well as other

afflicted ones. Tho blind are true incurables. It seems superfluous

to give a list of sweet-smelling plants suitable particularly for the

object of this paper, but, at the risk of being tedious, I do so, having

seen tho pleasure they gave to those who can only smell and touch

flowers.—*Rosemary, different sorts of **Thyme, Sweet Bay, different

sorts of Arborvitte, Rhododendron hirsutum. Gale (flowers for

winter, leaves for summer). Lavender, *Southernwood, three sorts

Artemisia, Spearmint, **Musk, Balm, Costmary, Sweetbriar,

Woodruff, Mints (Nepeta, Melissa, Teucrium, Mentha, Origanum),

Pot-herbs (usually so called). Balsam Poplar, Walnut (leaves),

Willow (catkins). Myrtle, Gum Cistus, Balm of Gilead, Sweet Ver.

bena, scented Geraniums (particularly Odoratissimum, Nutmeg,

Lobatum and Peppermint scented, as they loved the soft,

downy feel of these leaves). Heliotrope, Eucalyptus leaves,

*Christmas Roses (Helleborus niger), *Snowdrops, Laurustinus,

Arabis, *Wallflower, *Ribe3, *Cowslip3 and Polyanthus, *Lilac,

Hawthorn, Narcissus (particularly Poeticus), Hyacinth, *Syringa

(Philadelphus), Buddlea globosa, *Roses (particularly Scotch and

Cabbage), *Pinks (particularly double.white) , *Stocks, Honeysuckle,

Marigold (common yellow). Azalea, Daphne (Spurge Laurel), *Lily

of the Valley, Day Lilies, Lilies (Lilium candidum). Mignonette,

Sweet Peas, Lupins (common yellow). Carnations, Chrysanthemums

(they liked the fresh smell of the leaves), and Salvia (Grahamii).

The names with the * were decidedly the favourites, and we supplied

rooted plants of those marked * * . When frost sets in and plants

have to be lifted, there is always a great waste of sweet leaves,

which might be advantageously sent to institutions of the blind.

Wardie Lodge, Edinhurgh, July 6. F. J. Hope.

The Fountains in Trafalgar Square.—As we write men

are employed in breaking up and carting away the net.work of

pipes which supplied the numerous water.squirts in one of the largo

fountain basins in Trafalger Square. What changes or repairs are

contemplated we known not, but one cannot see all this expensive

fooling without regretting that (if we must suffer it and pay for it),

it is n'ot carried on in some out of the way nook in the parks. It is

a pity to see a fine central space like Trafalgar Square despoiled by

such " ornamentation." The open and precious space devoted to the

wide and usually filthy fountain basins and extensive arid asphalte

pavements, could of course be easily converted into a pretty garden,

varied with trees, which would make the square charming to look

upon, from the terraces above, and indeed from every point of view.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Tnr, unusual heat of the past week has adranced fruits con.

sidorably, but not always improved thorn. The great heats following

heavy rains have improved the flavour of the Strawberries. Rasp,

berries have come and gone before tho heat more rapidly than ever

lias been known in Covent Garden. Fair Jargonelle Pears have come

from France during the week, and also some Apples of an inferior

class. Reine Claude Plums have come from Avignon. Tomatoes are

poor and scarce. Flowers have been much forwarded by the heat

;

but they endure a shorter time than usual in tho cut state.

FuuiT of Musa Cbampna, a variety introduced to Syon from

Trinidad, was shown at South Kensington the other day by Mr.

Woodbridge, and pronounced to be remarkably rich in flavour, far

superior in that respect to the ordinary kinds. The best flavoured of

all tho varieties of Banana grown in the tropics are of a pale rose

colour ; and it would be interesting to know if this colour is peculiar

to a distinct -variety, or whether it is merely duo to favourable

circumstances of growth.

In order to encourage a taste for horticulture among the

young, tho Royal Horticultural Society has caused a number of bronze

medals to be struck, for presentation among successful exhibitors at

tho flower show of St.Botolph's, Bishop.=gate, which has been long so

ably conducted by tho Rev. W. Rogers. This is doubtless a seep in

the right direction, and let us hopo that the "Lindley Medal,"

awarded on more than one occasion, may also be struck and forwarded

to those to whom it has been awarded.

Messus. DowNiE, Laird, & Laixg have, it is reported, disco-

vered a specific against the ravages of the Hollyhock disease (Puccinia

malvacearum). In allusion to this subject, our attention has been

called to some Hollyhocks growing in the kitchen gardens at Moor

Park. These, when about half-grown, were attacked very virulently

by this Fungus, nearly every leaf being destroyed by it. The disease,

however, appeared to die out as suddenly as it came ;
young foliage

pushed forth as fresh and healthy as ever; and, when we last saw

them, they promised a good show of bloom.

We have throughout fought against the practice of placing

costly fountains in our gardens, public or private, as being an

objectionaJjle way of allowing architects and sculptors to fritter

away moneys which ought to be devoted to pure horticulture. The
last water-squirting arrangement, that around the feet of Shakes-

peare in Leicester Square is, however, the most puerile and lacka-

daisical thing ever perpetrated. So we say again to all who seek for

natural beauty and quiet grace in a garden, avoid the "garden

architect," who offers yon stone and water jets instead of Grass and

trees, and flowers and peace.
.—.— Those interested about tho hardiness of the Fever- Gum

tree (Eucalyptus globulus) will be glad to learn that it not only will

grow in England, but that as far north as Fifeshire it will survive

and even attain a considerable height. There is at Balmuto a tree

of it about 30 feet high, growing- against the i-esidence of the well-

known botanist Dr. Boswell Syme. Its age is upwards of twenty

years ; and, though nearly as high as the one at Powderham Castle

(35 feet), it cannot, however, boast of the same girth (.5 feet). It

bears capsules each year, but the seeds do not ripen so far north.

Mr. G. F. Wilson, Heatherbank, Woybridge Heath, writes

to us as follows:— " Lilium californicum, L. Pardalinum, and L.

puberulum have bloomed well here planted out on the root-work

and in bods. L. Pardalinum is most like L. puberulum in form, but

has larger shoots and brighter scarlet on the tips of the petals

;

while the Lily brought by Mr. Robinson from California, and first

named L. Eobinsoni, but since considered as identical with L.

Pardalinum, appears in every specimen I have bloomed to be at

least an improved variety of this last, as the scarlet tips of the

petals are much brighter, and as it is altogether a handsomer Lily.

L. Martagon dalmaticnm, with its fine head of rich purple flowers,

has been much admired."
TnE Conncil of the Meteorological Society recently resolved

to organise a system of observations of natural phenomena connected

with the season, as well as of such branches of inquiry as tend to

establish a connection between meteorological phenomena and vegeta.

tion. As a preliminaiy to carrying out this intention, they invited

tho various societies before which such subjects most naturally come,

to nominate delegates to join a committee by whom the whole
(juestion, as bearing upon agriculture, horticulture, &c., should be
considered, and to whom also any written communications should bo
submitted. The first meeting of this joint committee was held at

the office of the society, 30, Great George Street, on Thursday, July

2, when delegates were present, and promises of co-operation read

from the Royal Horticultural, Royal Botanic, Royal Agricultural,

and other societies. After the subject had been fully discussed, tho

Rev. T. A. Preston, of Marlborough College, was requested to prepare

a list of plants to be observed, and also to draw up a report on the

same. Other gentlemen were requested to prepare lists of insects,

birds, and animals.

TnE prize Grapes grown by Mr. Colmau at Eastnor Castlo

have been exhibited in Messrs. Webber's windows in Covent Garden
for the past few days. The Hamburgh bunches have never been

surpassed for beauty and finish.

Stoke Newixoton Green, which has long been in a dig-

graceful state, is shortly to be laid out as a public park, the

Islington Vestry having resolved to purchase it from the Lord of the

Manor of Highbury.
We liave received the " Natural Principles of Landscape

Gardening," by Mr. J. F. Johnson, Curator of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Belfast. It is published, for the author, by Messrs. Aitchison

& Sons, Belfast. We shall take an early opportunity of reviewing the

book.
. We have received from Mr. Muir, of Clovenfords, blossoms of

the very handsome Mimulus maculosus, naturalised in that neigh-

bourhood. It is supposed to have been thrown from some garden into

the river Caddon, and to have been deposited by that mountain
streamlet in the places in which it is now found.

Adried coUectionof new kinds of Peas was exhibited by Messrs.

Carter & Co. at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,

together with a very interesting collection of forty-five kinds of

Lettuce, including all worth culture, as well as some singular and
raiely-seen varieties of that tribe of plants.

Four splendid Queen Pines were sent to the last meeting of

the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr. Harris. These weighed
collectively 19 lbs. 3 ozs., and were perfect in shape and colour, well

swelled, and in every way really noble fruit. They were the best

Queen Pines we have seen this season.

There is now in Mr. Chater's nursery, at Saffron Walden, a
plant of Arundo conspicna, bearing sixteen beautiful feather-like

panicles of bloom. Though this plant has been out of doors four

years in tho most exposed part of the grounds, its growth is very

vigorous, and, even when not in bloom, the plant is attractive, its

graceful foliage being of the loveliest green.

A PLANT of MandeviUa sauveolens at Battle Abbey, has been
growing in the open air during the past fifteen years. Cut flowers

from it were shown at South Kensington on the l(5th inst., and were
as much admired for their pure white colour and elegant form, as

for their delicate fragrance. It is one of the finest of all climbing

plants for a cool conservatory.

The fine collection of Orchids belonging to Mr. J. Brand,

of Balham, is, we learn, to be sold by auction next week. The
collection contains some fine specimen Phatenopsis, Angnocum
sesquipedale, Epidendrum vitellinum majus, and ma,ny other valuable

plants, among which may be mentioned Eucharis amazonica, in tho

culture of which Mr. Howard has been so successful.

We understand that a committee of gentlemen are occupied

in getting up a testimonial to Mr. John Gibson, late of Battersea

and Hyde Park. We have, however, had no official intimation of any
kind from the committee or from any of its members. Mr. John
Gibson was tho first to modify in this country the apalling display of

scarlet and yellow iu our gardens, and well deserves as good a
" testimonial " as can be given him.

• Mil. Ingram, Belvoir Castle, Grantham, says :
—" I do not

remember such a bad season as this has been for spring transplanted

plants. We were deficient -Is inches of rain at tho end of 1873 ;

we are now minus inches ; this is 1,000 tons per acre less than our

average for nine mouths."
The Caen Academy of Science and Art proposes as the

subject of the Le Sauvage prize, of the value of -1,000 francs, to ba

awarded in 1876, the question of the " Function of leaves in tho

vegetation of plants." The academy does not want simply an exposi-

tion of the present state of science on this important question ; it

requires, besides, from competitors, exact experiments performed by
themselves, and new facts tending to throw light upon, invalidate,

confirm, or modify doubtful points in the theories at present accepted.

The memoirs ought to be sent to the academy before 1st January,

1876.

At the Vienna Exhibition there were specimens of paper

made from several materials which have not hitherto been utilised for

that purpose. Among these was paper from the Mulberry-treo bark,

from the Stinging Nettle, and from Potato stalks. In sections of

European countries where Mulberry leaves are used for feeding silk-

worms the remaining twigs have served only for fuel. But now, in

Austria and parts of Italy, the bark is peeled off by a very simple

arrangement, and from it a material prepared, from which .a good

quality of paper is made. In Hungary tho Nettle is used with rags

for making fine sketching and copying paper, and in Bohemia
wrapping paper is made from Potato stalks.
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THE IND OOR GARDEN.
LADY'S-SLIPPERS.

(CYPRirEDIUM.)

Of the different species belonging to this genus, all, both
hai'dy and tender, ai'e favourite garden plants. They are
widely distributed in both hemispheres, and in all kinds of

climates, from the north of Europe, and North and South
America, to Japan, India, Borneo, Java, and the Phillippines.

In the whole family of Orchids, there is, perhaps, no other
genus which has a wider range. Botanically, Cypripediums
are distinguished by their having two fully-developed anthers,

and the lateral sepals connate, or fused together, there being
only one solitary exception in C. arietinum, whilst popularly
they .are readily known by their slipper-shaped lip. One
tolerably well-marked section, all the species belonging to

which being tropical American, has been made by the younger

Propagation.

All the species are stemless herbs, and are readily propagated
by dividing strong established masses ; such off-shoots soon
make blooming plants. Several beautiful new hybrids have
been raised by Mr. Dominy and Mr. Seden in the Royal Exotic
Nursery, at Chelsea, and also by Mr. Cross, gardener to Lady
Ashburton, at Melchet Park, in Hampshire, after whom one of
the hybrids is named. Other cultivators, including Mr.
Pilcher, gardener to Sigismnnd Ruoker, Esq., at Wands-
worth, have raised seedlings from the chaste little 0. Schlimmii,
but these are said to vary but little from the parent plant.
In order to obtain seed it is necessary to fertilise the stigmatic
surface of one flower with the glutinous or honey-like pollen
from another flower of the same plant, or from a separate
species, if a hybrid is desired. The stigmatic surface in this
genus is concealed by the infolded margins of the lip, and is,

generally, a thick trowel-shaped ivory-like process just below

Hardy Varieties of Lady's-slipper.

Reichenbach, a separate genus—Selenipedium—but in the
following remarks I have grouped all the species under the
older and better-known name of Cypripedium. The different

species of Cypripediums are nearly as diverse in habit and
mode of growth as they are in their geographical distribution

;

all the hardy, and some of the tropical American tender kinds,

are strictly terrestrial ; others have been found clinging to the
face of sunny limestone rocks in Moulmein and Burmah, while

G. Lowii belongs to a group which is strictly epiphytal. The cul-

ture of all the tender species is by no means difficult, but that

of the hardy North American and Siberian kinds is just the re-

verse, and many have failed to get such plants to bloom except
during the first season, after they have been imported. The
best results have been obtained with 0. spectabile, C. humile,
and C. pubescens, while Messrs. Backhouse have succeeded in

flowering the rare and beautiful 0. guttatum and C. irapeanum
in their nursery at York, where a broad patch of the only
British species, 0. Galceolus, also does well on rock-work.

the broad shield-like sterile anther, or staminode. Press down
the lip and apply the pollen to the under side with the point

of a pencil, or a quill tooth-pick will serve admirably for this

purpose. The seed resembles fine mahogany sawdust, .and

should be sown as soon as ripe on the surface of living Sph.ag-

num Moss that has become thoroughly established on the

surface of a pot of fibrous peat ; cover partially with a bell-

glass, tilting it at the bottom so as to allow a free circulation

of air. This last precaution is especially necessary just when
the young seedlings make their appearance, as that is the most
critical period in their growth, and many thousands of seedling

Orchids never get beyond that .stage. As the seedlings develop
themselves they may be removed and potted off separately, and
treated as recommended for established plants.

Culture of Tender Species.

These should be potted in a fresh open compost consisting

of fibrous peat broken into lumps about the size of pigeons'
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eggs, -with the fingers; to this add about one-fifth of either

dried horse droppings or cow manure, which should be col-

lected in pastures in summer wh3n dry and laid on a hot flue

long enough to kill all insect life that it might contain. A little

turfy loam may also be added in the case of the most robust-

growing species, adding sufficient coarse well-washed sand or

grit to keep the whole porous. The pots or pans in which the

plants are to bo put should ]>e well washed and thoroughly dry

before they are used, and this remark also applies to the crocks

employed for drainage. Cypripediums do not require so much
drainage as many other Orchids; indeed, about one-third the

depth %f the pot or pan will be amply sufficient for them.

Place a thin layer of fresh Moss, or the rough fibre from peat,

over the crocks so as to prevent the finer particles of compost

being washed down among the drainage. The collar of the

plants may be about level with the rim of the pot, and the

compost shouhl Ije neatly surfaced with fresh Sphagnum,
which should be kept regularly sprinkled with spray from a

syringe so as to induce it to grow as freely as possible. All

the species require a copious supply of moisture when growing,

both overhead and at the root, and they should never be

allowed to become dry, as they, like many other stemless

Orchids, have no decided season of rest. During the spring,

summer, and autumn months they should all be regularly

syringed morning and evening ; and, in exceptionally hot dry

weather, a gentle dewing in the middle of the day will induce

that healthy i igour and fresh succulent growth so pleasing to

the eye of the practical cultivator. They should be shaded

carefully from hot sunshine, and free ventilation is essential,

care being taken to guard the more tender species from cold

cutting draughts. All these plants are more or less liable to

be attacked by insect pests, especially if out of health through

any irregularity in their treatment. Thrips, red spider, and
the yellow aphides peculiar to Orchid-houses must all be

guarded against by means of a liberal use of the syringe and
abundance of fresh air. If, however, thrips and fly have

obtained a foothold, eradicate them at once by repeated fumi-

gations with tob.acco-cloth or rag. It is bet:cr to fumigate

gently on two or three successive evenings than run the risk

of burning the foliage by filling the house too full of hot

smoke. If the plants are gently sponged over occasionally

with clean tepid water it will do much towards keeping them
free from dust and insects. Some recommend the use of weak
liquid-manure when the plants are making their growth, but

beginners liad better avoid such applications. Many of the

species grow well in a moderately warm greenhouse tempera-

ture or in a Cattleya-house, but C. Stonei, C. tevigatum, C.

concolor, C. niveum, and one or two others, do best in the

warm moist atmosphere of a stove or East India house. The
pretty little C. Schlimmii does best in a cool house with Disas
and Odontoglots, and requires careful attention to prevent its

suffering from thrips, which seem to have a special liking for

its fresh succulent foliage.

Culture of Hardy Species.

This section is scarcely less beautiful than that containing
the tropical species, from which the hardy kinds are readily

distinguished by their herbaceous habit. One of the freest

and most vigorous of the whole group is the white-flowered
rosy-lipped C. spoctabile ; and C. pubescens and C. humile
seem to do much better than any of the others, if we except
C Calceolus. The majority succeed tolerably well for a year
or two in a cool moist peaty compost; and, if gi-own in pots,

they should be plunged in a cold frame with a northern aspect,

and protected from the mid-day sun. 0. spectabile may be
planted out in a border of peat and leaf-mould, where it will

flower several years in succession if kept regularly moist and
cool at the root. C. Calceolus, on the other hand, prefers a
sti'ong chalky loam, with an eastern aspect, sheltered on all

sides from rough winds and sun. If these hardy Lady's-
slippers are grown in pots, they should be well drained, as h^.is

just been recommended ; and, if syringed every morning, so
much the better. The pots should be surfaced with fresh
green Sphagnum to prevent undue evaporation from the soil

;

and such surfacing also keeps the soil cool, by acting as a non-
conductor. The roots should never be allowed to become dry,
even in winter—an evil to which may be attributed, I fear, the

loss of many of these interesting plants. In 1842 a collection

of these hardy species used to grow well in Messrs. RoUisson's

nursery, at Tooting, planted in a peat border outside at the

back of a Heath-house. During winter and spring they were
protected by a layer of Sphagnum 2 to 3 inches in thickness.

I now propose to furnish a simple key to the species, and
to add such descriptive details as may prove of use to culti-

vators :

—

I. Cypripedium.

Hardv ok Te.ndee.— .Spcies, mostly herbaceons ; flawer.stems,

leafy ; leaves, thin, nervt'il.

Lip, yel'mv ; § petals, linear.

1. C. Calceolus.—Petals, not spirally twisted ; deep purple.

2. C. parviflorum.—Lip, depressed in front; petals, twisted; flowers,

perfumed.
3. 0. puiescens.—Lip, convex in front ; flowers, not scented.

Lip, yellow ; § petals, ohlong.

4. C. irapeanum.—Whole flower, yellow ; flowers, 4 inches across.

Flowers, rose-coloured ; § petals, ohlong.

5. C. macranthmn.—Petals, shorter than the inflated lip.

6. C. ventricosum.—Petals, longer than the lip ; flowers, much
deeper coloured.

Lip, rosy ; § sepals and petals, white.

7. C. spectabile.—Sepals and petals, not spotted ; stem, 12 to 14
inches high ; three to five.leaved.

8. C. guttatum.—Sepals and petals, spotted ; stem, 4 to 6 inches

high ; two-leaved only.

Lip, white ; § sepals and petals, green and red.

9. C. candidum.—Lip, pare white; sepals and petals, green,

streaked with reddish-brown.

Lip, white and rose ; § lateral sepals, free.

10. C. arietinum.—Lip, white, chequered with bright rose; the

lower sepals, not coherent.

Lip, rose ; § leaves, tivo, radical.

11. C. acaule.—Lip, large, rosy-pnrple, furrowed in front ; flower,

stem, not leafy.

12. C. palmifolium.—This is a tall-growing species, not at present
in cultivation.—C. cordigerum, a native of Northern India. This
Lindley considers to be a white-flowered form of our own C. Calceolus,

a widely distributed species, being found in Europe, Dahuria, and,

according to Tbunberg, in Japan.—C. passerianum is described and
figured in Hooker's " Flora of Korth America," t. 206, and is one
of Richardson's species, being synonymous with his C. parviflorum,

described in " Franklin," appendix i., 340.—C. montauum is another
North American species, described by Lindley in his " Genera and
Species of Orchidaceous Plants. ' It has a white inflated lip, similar

to C. spectabile, and long narrow sepals nearly 3 inches long. All the

above are little.known tenestrial species, probably not at present in

cniti ration.

II.—Cypripedium.

Tender Species.—Leaves, leathery, radical, distichous, persis-

tant ; flower scape, leafless, one or many flowered.

Foliage variegated.

13. C. venustum.—Lip, bronze-coloured, with deep green veins.

14. C. concolor.-—Scape, one to two flowered ; flowers, pale yellow
15. C. niveum.—Flowers, white, with purple dots.

16. C. javanicum.—Lip, olive green, not veined.

17. C. barhatum.—Lip, deep purple
;

petals, with shining hairy
warts along their upper margins.

18. C. argus.—Flowers, on long scapes, like C. Hookerae
; petals,

2^ inches long, t)rofusely covered with eye-like spots.

19. C. purp}(rat'jni-—Dorsal sepal with revolute margins.
20. C. Hnokeriv.—Flowers, on scapes 16 inches high ; upper sepal,

not striped ; variegation very distinct.

21. C. superhiens.—Petals, 3 or 4 inches long, white striped with
green, and spotted with dark brown.

22. C. Dayanv.m.—Petals, white veined with purple, not spotted.

Green Leaved. Flowers, solitary.

23. C. insigne.—Upper sepal, green and white, spotted with brown
or purple.

2i. C. villosum.—Whole flower of a warm brown colour, shining,
as if varnished.

23. C. hirsniissimum.—Petals, green at the base, dotted profuselv
with brown-purple, and slightly twisted at the apex.

26. C. Fairioannm.—Petals, curved downwards like an S; upper
sepal, heavily streaked with purple.

Green leaved. Several fioioers on a scape.

27. C. Lowii.—Scape, 2 to 3 feet long ; three to five-flowered

;
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petals, parple and yellow, 3 to 4 inches long, spotted with brown at

the base.

28. C. SchUmmii.—Flowers, small, white, with a rosy lip ; petals,

sometimes spotted with deep rose.

29. C. caudatum.—Petals, linear, twisted, 15 to 30 inches long.

30. C. Stonei.—Petals, ligulate twisted ; scape, sepals, and ovary,

smooth.
31. C. lievigatum.—Scape, sepals, and ovary, hairy.

32. C. caricinum.—Leaves, grass-like; flowers, greenish; petals,

3 to 4 inches long, twisted like a corkscrew.

33. C. glanduhferum.—Petals, acute, set with two or three hairy

glands.

34. 0. Parishii.—Petals, blunt at their apices, also with hairy

glands.

35. C. longifoUum.—Flowers, green and purple, rarely more than

one ojren at once on the same spike, with bracts 3 inches long.

36. C. Eoezli.—Similar to the last
; petals, purple ; leaves, twice

as broad.

There are several hybrid forms belonging to this section of

the group, and I have thought it would be best to add these

by themselves, as follows, with their parents' names in par-

enthesis. They are, in most cases, intermediate :

—

C. Sedeni (C. longifolium x C. Schlimmii).—Flowers, deep rose,

3 inches across ; lip, crimson, white inside, spotted with rose.

C. Harrissianum (C. barbatnm x C. villosum).—Flowers, shiny, as

if varnished ; foliage, variegated.

C. vexiUarixnn (C. Fairieannni x C. barbatum).— Flowers, resem.
bling the first named parent; foliage, variegated, like C. barbatum.

C. Domini (C. candatum x C. Pearuei).—A large flowered species,

with the long petals of the first named parent.

C. AshburtoniiT (C. insigne x C. barbatnm).—Foliage, slightly varie-

gated; flowers, resembling those of C. insigne without the spots.

The produce of this cross varies very much, the foliage of some of

the seedlings being nearly green, while others are almost as strongly

maiked as in C. barbatum.

I.—Cypripediiim.

C. CaUeolus (Common hardy Lady's-slipper).—This is one of the
rarest, and, also, one of the most beautiful, of our native Orchids.

It grows about a foot in height, and bears one or two showj- flowers

at the apex of the strongest leafy stems. Although a British species,

the plants now in cultivation are mostly imported from the Swiss
Alps. The sepals are of a deep purple tint, the petals being narrow,
tapering with wavy margins. These are also of a purple colour

tipped with yellow at their apices. The lip is rounded or swollen,

and, being of a clear golden-yellow colour, contrasts well with the

dark sepals and petals. It is found in woods in Russia, Asia, and
Eastern Europe and the Arctic Circle, but is more sparingly distri.

bated over Western Europe ; in Britain it is almost, if not quite,

extinct. Oue of the best known habitats of this plant was Castle

Eden, Dean, Durham, and it has also been fonnd in Yorkshire.

According to Thunberg, it is also a native of Japan.—Eich. Fl.

Germ. 33, t. 496 ; English Bot. I., t. 1. ; Paxt. Mag. 3, t. 247.

C. parvijiorum (Small-flowered Lady's-slipper).—This has been
more than once referred to the last-named species, from which, how-
ever, it is readily distingnished when both are seen side by side.

The plant is similar in size and habit, but the lip is larger and
distinctly flattened or even depressed in front, and the flowers are

also delicately perfumed. The sepals are of a rich chocolate-brown

colour, while the slender, wavy, or twisted petals are green at the
base and streaked and spotted with dark brown. The lip is of a
clear yellow colour, with a row of crimson or reddish dots around
the month. The leaves are of a fresh apple.green ; and the plant,

although rare in even the best collections, is well worth introduction

and careful cnlture. It is a native of Canada and, probablv, of

North America. —Bot. Mag. 23, t. 911 ; Linn. Trans. 1.2; Bot. Mag.
57, t. 3,024.

C. puhescens (Hairy Lady's-slipper).—This is a free-growing
species, both stem and foliage being covered with whitish hairs. It

is very distinct from both the last-named kinds, and grows well

treated as a pot plant in a shady cold frame. The sepals are of a
creamy.yellow colour, striped with bright red

; petals narrow, very
much twisted, also yellow streaked with red, while the lip is of a
clear golden tint. In shape the flower reminds one of C. Calceolus,

but it is readily distinguished from that species by the yellow

sepals and twisted petals, and also by the flower being scentless. It

is a native of Korth America, and common in good collections.

It is also called C. Calceolus by Walt, and C. flavescens Red.
— Lodd. Cab., t. 895 ; Hook. Bor. Amer, t. 206 ; Sweet Fl.

Gard.,71.

C. irapeanum (Pelican-flowered Cypripede.)—This is a very fine

large-flowered species, recently re-introduced to our gardens by

Messrs. Backhouse, of York, with whom it has flowe:-ed. In shape,
the flowers resemble those of C. spectabile. They are fully 4 or 5
inches across the fully-expanded segments, and are borne one and
two together on the leafy stems. The colour is a bright golden,
yellow throughout, and the lip is blotched within with bright
reddish-crimson, and in shape reminds one of some of the larc'e.

flowered Calceolarias. It is a tender species, and does well potted in
peat.Ioam, on a well.drained bottom. It requires plenty of water
at the root when growing, and an airy atmosphere suits it better
than a close one. It is a native of the Savannahs, or gi'eat natural
meadows of Upper Mexico, where it is fonnd at an elevation of
from 2,000 to 5,000 feet.—Bot. Beg. 82, t. 58 ; Flore des Serres, 3
t. 186.

C. tnacranthum (Large-flowered Lady's-slipper).—This rare plant
has often been introduced, although we do not now know whether or
not it is in cultivation. It grows from 6 to 12 inches in height, and
bears one or two rosy-purple flowers at the apices of the stems. The
petals are striped, and the lip, which is inflated, is distinctly netted
with dark veins. It is a native of Siberia, and is well worth general
culture.—Bot. Reg. IS, 1,534 ; Bot. Mag. 50, t. 2,93S.

C. venfricosum (Inflated Lady's-slipper).—This is another rosy-
pnrple-flowered species, much resembling the last in general appear,
ance, but easily distinguished from it by the petals being shorter
than the lip, a very nnusual occurrence in this genus. The lip itself
is shaped like that of C. maci-anthum, but it is of a much deeper
colour. It is a native of Siberia.—Sweet Fl. Gard., II, t. 1 ; Rchb
fl. Germ., 13, t. 497.

C. fpectahile (Showy Lady's-slipper).—This is one of the most
beautiful of the hardy species, and one which succeeds perfectly well
planted out in a cool peaty compost, sheltered from the mid-day sun.
It also makes a splendid pot -plant plunged in a cool and partially
shaded frame. The stems rise fixim a foot to 18 inches in height,
and bear from one to three large flowere at their apices ; both leaves
and stem are covered with short white silky hairs. The flowers, which
measure about 3 inches across, are of pearly whiteness, the rounded
lip being suffused with bright rose around its mouth. It is a native
of the United States and North America, and should be grown in
every collection of moisture-loving hardy plants. Also known as C.
album. Ait.; C. Calceolus, Linn.; C. canadense, Michx. ; C.
hirsutum. Mill. ; and C. Regince, Walt.—Linn. Trans., I, 3 ; Bot.
Reg., 20, 1,666 ; Sweet Fl. Gard., 240 ; Wooster's Alp. PI., t. 1.

C. guttatian (Spotted Lady's-sUpper).—This charming little plant
resembles C. acaule in habit, but has snowy flowers blotched with
purple. It has been repeatedly introduced both to this country and
the Continent, but received little attention until quite recently, when
the plant has again been introduced, and, I believe, has flowered in
Messrs. Backhouse's collection at York. The whole plant is only
a few inches high, its short stems being two-leaved. It is a native of
Siberia, North America, and Northern Russia, where it grows in
swamps and spongy bogs.—Flore des Serres, 6, 573.

C. diiKiidii/.i (Milk-white Lady's-slipper).—A pretty little species,
similar in habit to C. spectabile, growing about a foot high, and
bearing a solitary flower at the apices of its leafy stems. Its sepals
and petals are white or greenish-white, more or less streaked
and shaded with pale brown. The lip, which is inflated, is pure
white. It is not unfrequentlj' imported, and is well-deserving of
culture. A native of boggy marshes, and extending into Canada
to the northward, and to the Platte and Rocky Mountains to the
west.—Bot. Mag. t. 5,855.

C. arietinum (Ram's-head Lady's-slipper).—This curious and
interesting little plant is seldom seen in cultivation, although it has fre.

quently been introduced to our gardens. Botanically, it is remarkable
as being the only species with free lateral sepals, and this character
serves to distinguish it from all the other species at present intro-

duced. The lip tapers from the mouth to a blunt point ; the colour
being white, curiously chequered with bright rose, like some of the
Fritillarias. The upper sepal is ovate, the lower sepals and petals
being nearly linear, of a dull green colour, streaked with reddish-
brown. The flowers, which are solitary, scarcely measure an inch
across, and are not showy, although the plant is worth culture
where variety and botanical interest are appreciated. It is a
native of Canada.—Bot. Mag. 38, t. 1,569 ; Sweet's Flower Garden,
t. 213.

C. acaule (Stemless Lady's-slipper).—This is one of the com-
monest of hardy Lady's-slippers, and is frequently met with in good
collections of hardy plants. Treated as a pot-plant in a cool frame,
it does remarkably well, and blooms freely every spring along with
C. Calceolus, C. spectabile, and C. pubescens. It grows well in an
open compost of spongy peat, and, like its congeners, must have a
copious supply of water at the root. The whole plant is 6 or 7 inches
high, having two broad gi-een leaves at the base, and a solitary

nodding flower borne on a slender scape. The lip, the most con.
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Bpicnon3 part of the flower, is rosy-purple, netted with darker veins,

and curiously foldt-J inwards in front—a characteristic peculiar to

this species, which is sometimes known in books and gardens as

C. hnmile. It is a native of North America, and is perfectly hardy.

—Bot. Mag. G, 192 ; Lam. Encycl. 729. F. W. B.

MIMULUSES INDOORS AND IN THE OPEN AIR.

These, though handsome, free-flowei-ing, aad easily-gi-own

plants, are seldom met with now-a-days—except, perhaps, in

an odd corner of some old-fashioned garden. Though, how-
ever, the taste for novelty has unhappily driven them into the

background, they are, nevertheless, well worth attention.

AVith the common Musk we are all well acquainted ; and, as a

window-plant, Mimulus cardinalis makes a good companion to

it ; for, though taller, it is equally fragrant, and its bright

scarlet flowers are more showy than the small yellow blooms of

the Musk. Both these Mimuli are quite hardy, and well

adapted for borders. Many of the large-flowering varieties of

Mimulus make beautiful pot-plants for the summer decoration

of the greenhouse and conservatory, where they keep up a

succession of bloom from the middle of June until August. A
mixture of clay, loam, and a good quantity of silver or river sand

suits them admirably. They should always be kept in a cool

place, and liberally supplied with water. When done flower-

ing, they should be placed in some sheltered corner out-

side, or in a cold frame, where they will remain all winter,

and should be allowed to start into growth undisturbed
until the young shoots are an inch long ; they should then

be taken out of their pots and divided if increase is wanted, or

the whole plant may be re-potted in any desirable sized pot

and replaced in their old quarters, to remain until ready for the

purposes for which they may be required. Plenty of water
while growing is, with Mimuli, more a necessity than any
particular selection in the way of site or other requirements

;

indeed, they belong to a class of plants that readily accommo-
date themselves to circumstances. When growing them
extensively some years ago I found the following varieties best

suited for pot culture, viz., M. aurantiacus splendeus, a kind
with a golden-yellow ground blotched with crimson, and
beautifully spotted in the throat ; M. albus elegautissimus, a
very finely spotted variety, with white ground, the lobes and
margins being marked with crimson ; M. cupreus, orange and
crimson; M. cupreus speciosus, a kind with larger blooms than
the cupreus, and more richly spotted with deep yellow and
bronze-crimson ; M. coccineus, fine scarlet ; M. guttatus and
M. luteus, both bright yellow ; M. exquisitus, a sort with a
beautiful orange ground brilliantly edged with crimson and
elegantly spotted ; and M. meteor, orange, with large violet

and bronze-shaded blotches. The blooms of many of these

have a peculiar musky scent, and are as exquisitely

marked as those of any herbaceous Calceolaria. They
look well when dotted here and there amongst other
flowering plants, or placed together in groups ; but those
who have only seen them, even at their very best thus
artificially arranged, cannot form any conception of the
grand effect which they produce when grown in great
natural masses. There are large patches of the beautiful
yellow and crimson M. maculosus, growing wild in many of

the ((uiet marshy nooks of the river Caddon, close by here,

a mountain rivulet, the banks of which are richly clad with
floral gems, such as wild Orchids and Irises. The Irises, like

the Mimuli, grow in large clumps by the sides of the stream
and in the quiet side pools of water; though their fine heads of

bloom rise to a height of 3 and 4 feet above the surface, and
have a fine appearance, still the Mimuli are the most attractive.

I never saw the latter bloom in such profusion, nor so richly
deep in colour as here. M. maculosus is not indigenous to
this quarter, but has been cast out of some garden and
deposited by the river iu the places in which it now grows.
With this variety alone, not to speak of other kinds, or of the
greatly improved sorts which have lately been introduced,
what an amount of embellishment might, with very little

trouble, be given to the sides of lakes, ponds, and streams,
and other places, in which little vegetation of an ornamental
character will grow. In such situations Mimuli would delight.
They thrive well with their roots entirely and constantly

covered with water, the foliage and flowers being allowed to

float on the surface, and are exceedingly effective, either by
themselves or mixed with other aquatics. J. Muiu.

ClovenfiirJu.

Hypoxia Rooperi.—This rare and beautiful plant is just now
flowering in a cool house at Kew. In habit it is not unlike Vellozia

(Talbotia) elegans, the deep green tapering leaves being arranged ia

three rows, or rarely distichous, their margins being set with white
hairs ; the flowers are stellate, each as large as a shilling, and .are

borne at the apex of a flattened scape, about a foot high ; their coluar

is a deep bright golden-yellow, similar to that on the lip of Oncidium
bifolium. There are several species iu this genus well worth general

culture. They are mostly natives of the Cape of Good Hope, aud
grow well either in a greenhouse or cool frame. H. longifolia, a
native of Algoa Bay, has narrower leaves, IG or 18 inches in length,

and flowers over an inch across, of a rich yellow colour. It is figured

in Bot. Mag. t. 6,0.3.5.— B.

Orchids in Flower at Kew.^A plant of Oocidium Lanceannm
now bears a fine spike of richly-tinted flowers, the sepals and petals

of which are rounded and slightly wavy along their margins, and of

a dull greenish.yellow spotted with brown ; the lip is richly coloured

with a shaded baud of purple, the apex being nearly white. This,

though an old-fashioned species, is one of the finest in the genns, and
the spike on the Kew plant is one of the best we have seen. Among
the Phalajnopsids, P. grandifloraand P. rosea (equestris), and P. Lud.
demanniana are in bloom. Dendrobes are represented by D. Pierardii,

one of the niost graceful of all the species when well grown, and a
plant of the showy and distinct "Mayflower" of Ceylon, D.
McCarthi^. Trichopilia albida, also now in flower, is delicionsly

scented, the perfume being like that of the flowers of Narci.ssu3

poeticus ; its crisped or undulated sepals and petals are very narrow,
from 2 to 3 inches in length, and of an apple-green tint ; the lip is

pure white, the margins being slightly revolute. This plant bears
from three to five flowers on a lax erect or drooping spike, and is

grown in some gardens under the name of T. fragrans. The latter

is, however, a distinct plant, all the divisions of the flower being of
crystaline whiteness. A small plant of Dendrochilum filiforme bears
two or three slender pendent spikes of delicate green flowers, which
are arranged in two rows along the hair-like scape, and closely

resemble golden filagree work in the delicacy with which the segments
overlap each other. One of the most curious of the Orchids now in

bloom here is Acranthus arachnites, a native of Madagascar. It

resembles a Sacoolabium in habit, having deep green distichous leaves,

the flowers being solitary on long slender.nodding or pedent scapes.

The sepals and petals are curiously curved, the lateral sepals being
gibbous and concave, like those of Sarcopodium. The whole flower

is of a pale greenish-yellow colour ; and, although not showy,
extremely interesting on account of its peculiar structure.—F. W. B.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOE GARDEN.

Lapageria and Shade.—I know not why this does not do well with me,
unless it is that ray greenhouse is iu too snnny a place. Does the plant like
shade?—H. E. [Partial shade is considered one of the conditions of successful
Lapai^eria culture. ^Ed.]

Unusually Fine Japanese Primroses.—My plants of this Primrose have
flowered splendidly with me this season. I measured the tallest of them, and
found it to be 31 inches, and it bore seven whorls of magnificent tlowers.
None of my plants, of which I had 300, were under IS inches in height, and
among them I had a variety of colours.

—

Annik Owew. [Were they in the
open air?

—

Ed.]

Vitis tricuspidata.—A plant of this elegant cool greenhouse, or ratlier
hardy climber, should be grown in every cool corridor or conservatorj-, where
a vigorous growing plant is desirable. Grown under these conditions and
planted out in a moderately rich border, it develops very fine foliage of a bright
bronzy-green colour, and is one of the very best of foliage plants for such
purposes.—B.

Ismene calathina.—This beautiful Amaryllidaceous plant is nearly related
to Crinuins and Pancratiums, and, like them, bears its dowers in clusters at tlie
to]ioE :i more or less flattened scape. Its segments and corona are of peariy
whiteness, and the whole flower is most deUciously perfumed. The corona is
irregularly six-cleft, the segments being fimbriate or fringed, and another
peculiar point in the structure of the flower is that of the filaments being
turned inwards at right angles, something similar to the style in Gloriosa,
This Ismene grows freely in any light sandy compost ; it flowers in May and
June, and is much valued on account of its sweet-scented flowers.—J. M.

A Yellow-flowered PelargOHium.— It may interest your correspondent,
M. Jean Sisley, and others, to know that P. oblongatura, a iarge-flun-ered
soecies from the Cape, is now bloondng freely in the Royal Gardens at Kew.
It has a thick swollen root-stock, from 2 to 3 inches high, and is clothed, before
flowering, with a few short stalked oblong or slightly hearD-shaped, coarsely
jagged leaves. These fall off before the compound flower-spikes appear. It is
a variable plant, some of the flowers being of a creamy white, while others are
deep lemon-yellow, with purple streaks on the upper segments. It is worthy
of attention as a decorative plant, inasmuch as it is a profuse flowerer. A good
figure of it will bo found in the Bot. Mag., t. 6,996.—B,
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
MARSH MARIGOLDS (CALTHA) AND FICARIAS.

All those who care for hardy spring flowers cannot afford to
dispense with the aid of these. The Marsh Marigold (Caltha
palustris) that in early spring " shines like fire in swamps and
hollows grey," is one of the finest hardy plants we possess,
though it is so freiiuently met with in wet meadows and by
the stream-side that there is little need to give it a place in
the garden, except on the margin of water, where it is always
welcome. Its double variety is, however, a garden plant of
much value, and well worth a place in a moist rich border, or,
like the single form, by the water-side, or in the artificial bog.
This double Marsh Marigold is frci|uently seen in the Londo\i
flower-market in spring. There is also said to be a double
variety of the smaller Caltha radicans, which differs from the
common plant in being about half the size, and by having a
creeping tendency. Everybody knows the common Ficaria of
our wood.s, with its myriads of polished golden flowers in
spring. The Tvhite and double forms are well worthy of
garden culture. Still finer, however, inasmuch as it is twice
as large, is the, as yet, uncommon Ficaria or Caltha grandi-
nora (Calthiefolia). This line species is a native of southern

England, though rarely—Ac|uilegifolium—-hung its pretty lilac

flowers everywhere, and I noticed that thcj' were of a deeper
lilac than those in cultivation. The sulphur Anemone (A.
sulphurea) was perfectly lovely, far surpassing the Adonis
vernalis we love so much as a spring flower in our borders.
The prettiest of the Columbines is atrata, so common in this
part of the Engadine. Though apparently so distinct from
vulgaris, Grenier says of it, in his " Flora of the Jura," " I
have seen this fine variety return to the normal conditions
after two years of cultivation." Aquilegia alpina, with its

solitary noble blue flower, grows plentifully on the skirts of
wooded tracts up the mountain sides. Of the PojJiiies,

Papaver alpinum, and the rarer pyrenaicura, occur in the
Grisous ou Piz Languard, and some of the Bernina Mountains.
These are lovely in their Alpine homes. Among the
Cruciferai, I would especially notice Arabis cajrulea among
the higher Alps. Its blue flowers are charming, and vie
with the Aubrietia, which it somewhat resembles. Two
Violets (one perfumed like our Sweet Violet) may be met with

.

around Samadeu—Viola pinnata and V. mirabilis. The pinnate
leaves of the former sufficiently characterise it, they are so
elegantly multipartite. V. mirabilis is a remarkable plant

;

the first that appear are sterile, large, with pale-lilac petals,
highly fragrant, and the cauliuavy flowers are apetalous and

Ficaria caltha}folia (one-third natural size).

Franco, and was introduced to our gardens some years ago by
the writer, who gave some plants to Mr. Parker, of the Exotic
Nursery, Tooting, who has since increased it abundantly, and
cultivated it with success as a border flower. It is quite
hardy, and thrives to perfection in ordinary open border soil.

It is, according to a WTiter in the Ecvue Horticole, as valuable

a plant as the Spring Adonis (A. vernalis). Mr. Parker's plants
were, during the past spring, 1-5 inches high, and densely
covered with large showy polished golden flowers. AV. R.

FLOWERS IN THE ENGADINE.
It was about the middle of July, 1871, that I visited the
Engadine, just when the Alpine flowers were in all their glorj'.

I fixed my abode at Samadeu, induced to do so by the variable

nature of the soil that clothes the heights above the village, at

one time consisting of glacier silt, at another giving indication

of calcareous admixture. Out of upwards of 200 interesting

plants that I collected, I shall choose the more local and
remarkable. I shall begin with the Ranunculaceai. The Alpine
Clematis (Atragene alpina) clothed the bushes with its climbing
stems and deep violet flowers ; it grows in all its beauty above
Samader. A Thalictrum we sometimes see in cultivation in

fertile. Among the Caryophyllaceaj, Dianthus superbus and
Silene nutans deserve mention. The latter, indeed, is our
Nottingham Catchfly, always indicative, I believe, of the chalk
formation. Hedysarum obscurum is a conspicuous flower
around Samaden, edging the sides of the mountain pathways.
This and the lovely Phacas are among the more attractive of
the Papilionaceous flowers. You recognise many of our
cultivated Honeysuckles in the wooded dells of the Engadine

—

among them Lonicera crerulea,alpigena, and xylosteum, which
lastwe surely can only claim as a stray in Great Britain. Samaden
and Pontresina are exceedingly rich in Composita?. I need only
mention, to prove my assertion, such plants as Senecio abrotani-
foliusandcarniolicus, Achillea raoschata, that yields the Espirt
Diva of the Engadine, Saussurea discolor, Hieraciumalbidum,
Artemisia mutellina, Serratula Rhaponticum, with many others.
Among the Lentibulariacc;u I found Pinguicula alpina and P.
Icptoceras, a gem of beauty, growing in A^al Severs. P. alpina
differs in colour from others ; the corolla is whitish, marked
in the throat with two yellow spots. The Primulas come next,
and they are well represented in the neighbourhood of Samaden.
Primula integrifolia, P. Moritziana, P. viscosa, P. latifolia, P.
longiflora, and P. CEnensis all occur in the Grisons, together
with their little cousins, the Androsaces, of which A. glacialis
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is, perhaps, the most lovely. Who can do justice, again, to

the Gentians ? Fully a dozen of these blue stars of earth arc

here, and you know not which most to admire as you walk
over carpets of their flowers ; the taller ones are on the slopes
of the hills—G. lutca, purpurea, punctata—and many a time,

when weary of mountain-climbing, have I cut off slices of the
root, to revive and sustain me for further exertion. Among
the Boraginacea3 I found Ccrintho alpiua, that strange-
coloured plant, both in leaf and corolla, where yellow and
violet are made to blend and harmonise; Eritrichiura nanuni,
with its little cushions of bbic hiding its silky leaves—the
very loveliest of our Forget-me-nots I How it grows on Piz
Langiiard, braving the cold and the blustering winds.
Among the Scrophulariacene—that anomalous group—the
genus Pedicularis shows to advantage around Samaden. The
Labiates offer you Horminum pyrenaicum that reminded
me, somewhat, of Salvia patens, and Dracoccphalura Kuyschia-
num, and the r.arer Anstriacum, that occurs, I believe, only in
the Grisons and Valais. I must not forget to mention Daphne
striata, a richly fragrant Daphne, that grows on the hilly

slopes of Samaden and Val Severs ; the flowers are light ]iink,

and have a long tube that is striate throughout its length

;

hence the name. As I climbed from Val Severs up the slope
to the summit of the plateau that overlooks Samaden, the rich
perfume of this Daphne was almost overpowering. The shrub
grows about a foot high, seldom more. Among the Liliaceai

I noticed, plentifully, L. Martagon, L. bulbiferum, and the
pi'etty and delicate Lloydia serotina, growing and flowering in

crevices where the granite silt afforded it root-hold ; it looks
almost like a miniature Crocus, its perianth being striped with
rosy-red externally ; the root-bulbs are very small. The Finns
Cembra, among Conifers, fruits in Val Severs to perfection

;

the nuts are commonly used at dessert in the winter. In the
summer, the trees were loaded with their bluish-coloured
conspicuous cones. Peter Incubald.
The Lodge, Hovinyhiun, York, June, 1874.

BEAUTIFUL ANB EAEE IRISES.
By MAX LEICUTLIN.

It seems to me that Iris susiana is not so difficult to manage
as other species iu the same group. Every spring, my green-
house is gay with potfuls of I. susiana, each plant of which
throws up from three to four flowers. Some time after
flowering I keep them nearly dry, in order to give them a
season of rest. I either plunge the pots or turn out the plants
in some place where I can protect them from rain by means
of a frame put over them, leaving the underground moisture
alone to keep the plants alive until the end of August, when
they have matured their rhizomes and can be started afresh.
As regards soil, they are not very particular, but if they have
any preference, it is for a loamy mixture, say, one part loam, and
the other parts leaf-mould, sand, and decomposed cow-dung.
I do not believe that they can be forced. Besides, the species
named by Mr. Elwes (sec p. 499) there are numbers of others,
scarcely known, which well deserve cultivation. Iris tevigata
(Fischer) (syn.. Iris violacea, Klatt) is a fine purple-flowered
kind and perfectly hardy ; Iris juncifolia (Xiphion) is one of
the most brilliant of the race, it's flowers are of the brightest
yellow imaginal^le, and comparatively large ; but above all.

Iris setosa (Pallas) and its varieties ought to be more generally
grown iu England. This species is better known to horticul-
turists under the name of Kajmpferi, and the large and double
flowered varieties, produced by the Japanese, and also, of late,
in some European gardens, are truly magnificent; the flowers
appear rather flat, presenting the outer segments in their
entire dimension; the colours are very striking, they vary
from white to lilac and violet, and from sky blue to indigo,
brown, and blackish-maroon

; they have but one defect, and
that is, they often do not flower the first year after trans-
plantation

; the second yeai-, however, they amply reward all
who patiently wait for them. To grow tliem well and have
plenty of flowers they should be planted in peat, and should
be left undisturbed

; they are perfectly hardly. Iris nepalensis
(Wall.), which is considered, by competent authority, to be an
Indian form of Iris germanica, is also a very beautiful kind,

which flowers very profusely in May, the inner segments of the

flower (which is large) are of a bright sky blue, and admirably
contrasts with the violet-blue, yellow-blotched, and bearded
outer segments. In order that it may bloom profuseh' it wants
a rich soil. Iris tectorum (Maximowicz) (syn. Iris toraiolopha,

Hance), is not so showy as that just named, yet it is a very
interesting kind, which, if planted iu a sunny warm situation,

will flower very abundantly, and show off its strongly crested
blue and dark blue blotched flowers to great advantage. A
rich soil, much sun, and some dampness, are the conditions
under which it succeeds best. In Japan it grows on the top
of straw-covered house-roofs, feeding on the decomposing
straw, and exposed to sun and weatlier all the year round.
Before long our collection of Irises will be enriched by the
addition of some showy kinds from Asia Minor and Japan.
1 hope to flower some of the Japanese kinds in 1875, when
they will be properly named and identified.

SAXIFEAGES.
By J. C. NIVE>f, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

The Ligulate Group.
To anyone who is unacquainted with those structural organs
upon which the relationship of plants, one to another, may be
said to depend, it must be a matter of no little difficulty to
recognise wh}' plants so entirely distinct in foliage, flower, and
habit of growth as this section presents, should be relegated
to the over-grown genus Saxifraga, rather than formed into
an independent little genus of its own. Haworth in his
" Megasea," and Moench in his still more familiar " Bergenia,"
recognised the claims of this ligulate section to such a dis-

tinction, and our Saxifrageau monographist, Engler, endorses
the same after a negative fashion, by ignoring it altogether
amongst the various sections into which he divides the old
genus. Possibly he found, as others have done, both before and
since, that the various species which constitute this section
are in a lamentable state of confusion. In my endeavour
to analyse it, I must only hope that I may escape
making confusion worse confounded. Let me, then, first

explain why we call this the " ligulate" section. I have seen it

more than once Anglicised as the strap-leaved group of Saxi-
frages, but this is clearly a misnomer, as the outline or shape
of the leaves is by no means such as would justify this descrip-
tive title. If you remove one of the leaves with its foot-stalk
complete, you will find at the base a stipulaceous appendage,
at first somewhat membranous, but, as it acquires age,
becoming quite leathery in character. These stipules, for
such I take them to be, not only form a perfect sheath round
the inner leaves or bud, but are also prolonged upward, very
similar to the ligulate stipules of the Grasses—hence the true
origin of the name. All the species are characterised by
having large undivided leaves, of a leathery consistency, not
fleshy, as the unfortunate name crassifolia would lead one to
imagine. These are attached to a stout stem, that either runs
along the surface of the ground, or sometimes grows erect,

which stems often represent the growth of a series of years,
branching, of course, as the process of flowering goes ou.
As was the case with our wandering friends (geographically a
misnomer), reviewed in my last article, so these likewise have
but a comparatively local distribution. They are, in fact, con-
fined to the Himalayas and the far-east mountains of Siberia,

and possess no European or new world representatives—at
least none have as yet come under the ken of the botanist.

S. crassifolia of Linnrcus, claims first notice on accoant of its

priority of introdnction, dating back, as it does, to the time of

Solander, about the year 1765. Its leaves are large, broad, and
obovate in shape, with the base tapering down the sides of the petiole.

The margins are slightly indented, and perfectly free from hairs,

as also is the surface of the leaf ; its flowers are produced in dense
panicled cj-nics, rising from the terminal shoots in showy pendent
masses ; they are of a light rosy colour with the slightest lilac tint, and
as they are produced in the months of March and Ajiril—iu spite of the
somewhat coarse appearance of the leaves—they form a very gay and
useful accessory to the beauty of the spring garden. It is a native of
the mountains of Siberia.

S. crassifolia var. ovata, as the name indicates, has oval

leaves, the blades scarcely narrowing at all into the foot-stalks. It
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throws its bloom well up, and is of a deep rose colour. For decora-

tive purposes this variety will almost vie with S. purpurascens. It

is, I think, similar to the variety known as rubra.

S. crassifolia var. orbicularis, sometimes dignified as a
species, but I am disposed to consider it as notliing more than a

small growing form, with the leaves rather broader than those of

the previous variety, and a more branching habit. A free bloomer,

producing an abundance of light rosy flowers, which are well elevated

above the foliage.

S. cordifolia of Haworth, is by far the most frequently met
with in cultivation, and, as regards nomenclature, is as often recog-

nised by the former title as by its correct one, which it obtains from
the heart-shaped character of the leaves. Compared with crassifolia,

the leaves are much larger, nearly as bvoad as they are long, and
distinctly heart-shaped at the base, also indented along the mai'gin

with a series of rounded little notches. The inflorescence is

similar to the last, but produced in bolder masses ; the individual

flowers are larger, not so pendent, and of rose colour without the lilac

tinge. This is the plant so frequently met with in old shrubberies,

where it grows in enormous patches, holding its own well in the

battle of Ufe against all comers. It thrives under trees, enjoying

the summer shade they afford, and gladdens the eye with the masses
of pink flowers in early spring. It is a native of Siberia, and appears
to have been introduced abont the same time as the last species, but
overlooked by Linna3us, or perhaps considered only as a variety.

S- ligulata of Wallich is a Nepal plant with broadly obovate
leaves, slightly crispate at the margin and distinctly, but not densely,

ciliated, the upper and under surfaces are glabrous. The flowers are

produced in small eymose panicles, white, with a rosy tint towards
the margin of the petals ; the anthers, before expansion, are of

a deep crimson colour, which adds much to the beauty of the

flowers. Coming from Xepal and with the tendency to very early

spring growth, it is liable to suffer from frosts ; this form of injury

occm-ring in three or four consecutive seasons so weakens the plant

as ultimately to kill it ; care, therefore, should be taken to give it a
nice sheltered situation, where it may also have the benefit of a bit

of shade.

S. ciliata of Royle.—Under this title, two plants, perfectly distinct,

are figured respectively in the Botanical Register and the Botanical

ilatia:i)ie, the former represents a plant with leaves devoid of

hairs, except at the margin, where they are densely arranged, and
hence give rise to the appropriate specific title ; the latter repre-

sents a plant whose entire leaf surface is covered with an array of

erect somewhat bristly hairs, rendering the ciliated character quite

inconspicuous. Which then is the correct one ? Seeing that the

most learned of doctors differ, I may well hesitate to give an opinion.

One thing is certain, they are distinct plants ; Royle, himself, in his

description, says that the leaves are sometimes suffused with scattered

hairs over the surface both above and below, but may it not be
possible that he has mixetl up two distinct species under one descrip-

tion. Taking, therefore, S. ciliata figured in the Be<jister as the

true one, and referring that of the Botanical Magazine to hindley's

S. thysanodes, I shall proceed with a brief description. The leaves

are broadly obovate, slightly corTlate at the base, perfectly glabrous
on the surface, but margined with a dense array of somewhat bristly

cilise, accompanied by a conspicuous line of red colour ; the flowers

are whitish, not nearly as large as in the previous species, arranged
in a lax branching panicle ; the segments of the calyx are deeply
divided and fringed with hairs. Our plant comes from the Mussoree
range of hills, where it grows at an elevation somewhat lower than
S. ligulata , hence the cultural remarks that I made will apply equally

to this species as to that.

S. thysanodes of Lindley—in the Botanical Register—is un.
doubtedly the same plant as is figured in the Botanical Jilaga.

tine as ciliata. It is of very dwarf habit ; the leaves are broadly
oval, supported on short thick fleshy petin'es ; they are covered
with erect bristly hairs, both above and below ; broadly crenate

as to the margin, not cordate. The flowers are produced in small

numbers on an almost simple inflorescence; the petals are of a
creamy white colour tinted with crimson, short, expanded, and not
nnguiculate ; the calyx segments are entire, not fringed ; the scape
is a beautiful bright crimson, as also is the tube of the calyx. This

plant was sent home by Royle from the Mussoree Hills, and is a
much more tender species than ciUata ; but, at the same time, more
attractive, and well worthy the protection of a frame, or even a cool

greenhouse.
S. purpurascens of Drs. Hooker and Thomson is, perhaps, the

very finest of the whole section. It lays claim to Sikkim as its native

habitat; there, at an altitude of some 12,000 to 11,000 feet it revels

in atmospheric ptirity high above the Rhododendron zone of the

Himalayas. Its leaves are smaller than any of the preceding,

broadly ovate, perfectly glabrous and shining, with a smooth margin,

neatly edged with red, the same colour being also conspicuous in the

mid.rib. The scape rises to a height of 10 or 12 inches, is consider,

ably branched, and sparsely covered with dark glandular hairs ; the

flowers are produced in pendent masses, both calyx and corolla being

alike as to colour, which consists of an unusual combination of red

and purple. Though our plant is by no means a rapid grower, yet it

possesses a good vigorous constitution, and is perfectly hardy.

Unless increased by seeds it will be some time before it becomes
plentiful in the country ; at least, I know that I have always

claimers in advance by the half-dozen for any duplicate plants I am
likely to possess.

S. Straoheyii of Hooker is a strong-growing plant, somewhat
closely related to cordifolia. The leaves are nearly as broad as long,

slightly undulate ; the margins obscurely indented, and lined with

very short hairs ; its flowers are produced in broad branching panicles,

of a Ught pinkish colour with a shade of lilac therein. I have not

yet had an opportunity of testing its hardiness ; but, as it comes
from a considei^ble elevation on the Himalayas, I should think it

would prove as hardy as the preceding species.

EOSE HEDGES IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.
On our last excursion from Marseilles to Genoa, we were greatly

struck, as any one seeing them for the first time would be,

with the magnificence of the Roses all along the Mediter.

ranean shores. The Rose hedges, and the espalier Roses, espe-

cialh", offer an indescribably gorgeous sight. Under the genial

influence of the warm sun of Provence, from the Comiche to the

extremity of the Riviera di Ponente, that is as far as the Galf of

Genoa, and protected to the north by the mountains, which gradually

slope down to the sea coast, Roses attain the size of PEeonies, and
develop a depth and brilliancy of colour and a richness of fragrance

of unusual intensity. But this is in part due to another cause, or

rather two other causes, which lead to the same result, the main
point being the choice of suitable subjects for stocks to graft upon.

These stocks are, Rosa Banksias and Rosa indica major. The Bank,

sian Rose presents three varieties, namely, White Bauksian, pro-

ducing a profusion of small white flowers, scarcely so large as those

of the donble-flowered Cherry, and of a most delicious fragrance ;

Yellow Banksian, with still larger clusters of small naukeen-yellow

scentless flowers ; Chinese Thorny Banksian, flowers less numerous
and abont three times as large as in the two preceding, and of the

most grateful odour. These three forms attain an unsurpassable

vigour in this region. In two years, one plant will cuvei' an
immense wall, the gable of a house, or climb to the top of a tall tree,

from which its branches hang like flowery cascades, embalming the

air around with a rich perfume during the months of April and May.
Now, if these be taken for stocks upon which to bud some of the

choicer Teas, Noisettes, and Bourbons, the growth of the latter will

be prodigious. The stock should be two years old, having well

ripened, though still smooth, wood. In this way such varieties as

Gloire de Dijon, Marechal Niel, Lamarqne, Safrano, Chromatella,

Aimee Yibert, le Pactole, and all the Teas, attain such dimensions

as to be no longer recognisable. Rosa indica major is almost natu-

ralised throughout the whole of this region. It possesses the addi-

tional claim to favour of flowering nearly all the winter, forming

beautiful hedges of dark green shining foliage, from which

thousands of clusters of lovely flowers rise, of a tender deli-

cate transparent pink, or almost pure white, with a brighter

tiuge in the centre and at the tips of the petals. This Rose

is an evergreen, and makes an excellent stock for grafting or

budding. It is either planted in nursery beds, where it quickly

throws up a stem suitable for standards in the same way
as we employ the Dog Rose, or in hedges, and left to its naturally

luxuriant growth to produce its own charming flowers in rich profu-

sion, or rows of cuttings are put in where it is intended to leave

them, and subsequently budded with some of the varieties of the

diverse tribes we have named. We admire it most when treated in

the manner last indicated. In the gardens of the Villa Lizerbe,

Nice, the residence of M. Cazale, we saw three or four long hedges

reared in this way ; and, on the Gth of May, they presented a most

gorgeous feast of flowers. To give only one instance, we plucked,

at random, a flower of Gloire de Dijon, which measured 5i inches in

diameter, or 16 V inches in circumference. And it would not have been

difficult to find even larger flowers. This is how the intelligent head

gardener, M. Guichard, obtained such splendid results. The soil

where the hedge vras to be made having been moved to the depth of

more than 3 feet, was planted towards the end of winter with

cuttings of well-ripened wood of Rosa indica major, about 9 inches

apart. They were left to grow as much as they would and not cut

back at all. In August they were budded nearly close to the ground,

and in the following year already they formed a hedge producing
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flowers abundantly. Iron wire stretched upon slender Bamboo
stakes is sufficient to support the branches. Pruning is only resorted

to to keep them in shape, remove exhausted branches and shorten
gross shoots. This Rose is also easily propagated by pegging down
long branches or slightly covering them with earth, cutting them
asnmlor at the joints when rooted, and thus obtaining as many
plants as there are joints. By this very simple process M . Cazale
has succeeded in raising his Rose hedges of incomparable beauty.
From these hedges waggon loads of flowers might be cut every year.
It is the varieties which flower in winter, amongst which Safrano is

the very best, that are hero propagated on a large scale. Wo parti-

cularly noted :—Souvenir de la iMalmaison, Chromatella, Gloire do
IJijon, General Jacqueminot, Mart'clial Niel, Safrano, and Gloire des
Rosamanes. A largo number of others grew and flowered equally as

well as the foregoing. In conclusion, we recommend R. indica major
as a stock wherever the winters are not very severe, and where
earthing np or covering around the base is sufficient protection to
secure the advantages of this vigorous growing species for this

purpose.

—

Illustration Horiicole.

Slugs V. Alpine Plants.—Being much annoyed by slugs, I
at length determined to " fortify " my Alpine bed, and alrait none
but such as could " leap the ditch." This fortification I effected to
my entire satisfaction by procuring a coil of zinc, which I cut into
strips about 20 inches wide, and bent into (J form, and buried as an
edging round the bed, and kept it constantly nearly filled with
water ; and I found that neither slug nor snail ever crossed it, and it

was very easy to banish all that happened to be enclosed. I con-
nected this with a fish-pond, and it no doubt aft'orded the inhabitants
a source of great pleasure, as they regularly made " excursions round
the world," and seemed to benefit much by the liberty given them.
In small pots standing in the water I planted several pretty plants,
such as Drosera, Pinguicula, Mosses, &c., taking care that no bridges
were formed ; the effect was very pleasing. At several potteries
they are now manufacturing pots and pans with double sides to
hold water between them for the same purpose, and to keep up a
constant supply of moisture.—^T. M.\cG.\n.n', in Science Gossixi.

Destruction of Plants on Arthur's Seat.—Allow me to
invite fellow naturalists to spare some of the rarer plants in Scotland
by not absolutely clearing away everything in that way that comes
before them. I will not enter ou the .subject of rare Alpine plants,
for one must go to Clova or Ben Lawers to get at them ; and now that
other hills are being searched and new habitats are found, even if

some of them get destroyed in some localities- as, for instance, on
Ben Lomond—yet, it will be long before the plants themselves are
wholly destroyed. As members of the Scottish Flora, something
might also be said about the extinction of rare Ferns. But I put in a
word simply for Arthur's Seat, where some plants, not uncommon in
my early days, are now so rare, or confined to such neck-breaking
jiarts, that one cannot find a specimen—say, of the Fork Fern (Asple-
nium septentrionale). Even the German CatchQy and lovely
Geranium sanguineum are only here and there visible in inaccessible
places.

—

Natuualist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Pond Weeds.—Will some of your readers k'Ldly say what is the best way to
kcei) a pond free from weeds, and a kind of green submerged Moss which in
IcMic floats oa the sin'face oE the water? There are gold and other fish in ths
pond.—B. F. T.. Bclf.i^l.

Linaria Gymbalaria.—One of your correspondents recommends ijlautiu','
tliis on rock-work. Here it penetrates cvervLhinjj, even jirccnhotisc wsills, from
which il is impossiljle to eradicate it. In short, it is quite a uuisauce.—-\nnie
OwKN, North U'<ifo<.

Rainer's Bellflower (Campanula Raineri).—This is now flowering freely
in the York Nurseries—so freely, indeed, that I counted upwards of fltty
blossoms on one tuft. The flowers are about the size of C turbinata, borne on
stalks from 1 to 2 inches in height, and a sha.le lighter in colour than those of
turbinata. It thrives best planted in sunny positions iii loam freely inter-
mingled with pieces of stone, and well watered in dry weather.— R. P.

Climbing Roses.—I am anxious to cover a piece of wall above the end of a
lean-to Vinery with Roses. The wall is exposed to the full force of the cast
wind, and the site is 600 feet above the sea. I sinnild ]>refcr dark Roses, and
hardy (juick growing kinds.—Fleuk ne Lib. [Try some of the Roursalts,
such as Gracilis and Aniadis, a purplish-crimson, inormis, too, is a good
bright red.—En.]

Autumnal Daffodils.-There are three or four species of Narcissi that
bloom during the summer or .lutumu months about which I should like some
definite information. N. viridifiorus is figured in the Bufmiiidl Magazine, t. 1 ,6S7,
and bears inconspicuous green flowers with reBescd segments ; N. serotinus
and N. clegans are two other species mentioned by Baker in his " Review," about
which cultivators seem to know but little. Can any of your readers tell me if
these plants are anywhere in cultivatirni, or refer m'e to good co'.oured figures of
them? It is not improbable that they may exist in some old-fashioned gardens,
but these old things are apt to be overlooked in favour ot more showy border
flowers.-F. H., JEilinhurijh.

THE A RBO RETUM.
TREES AND SHADE.

HoM" enjoyable the shady nooks of our gardens have been during
the broiling days of July, 187 !•, need not be dwelt upon. Any
tree-shaded recess during the hot months of summer becomes
the favourite garden resort during the mid-day glare ; even the

attractions of the flowers failing to make us linger long about
the open parterres while the sun is high and tlie heat oppres-
sive. Yet we do not seem to take so much pains as our fore-

fathers did in the creation of green alcoves and cool arbours
facing the north, of -which one hears so much in the descrip-

tions of old gardens ; nor in the careful providing of the
shady " wilderness," which was the ever necessary ap|iendage to

every English mansion of the olden time, though scarcely ever
thought of in the formation of modern gardens, in which all

is required to be so trim and smart that the delightful old bit

of wild Nature has had to submit to banishment, and, along
with it, its subdued light, its cool shades, and all the charms
of it-j natural wildness, in which Bramble and Bryony were
allowed to intertanglc themselves with Ivy, as an undergrowth,
and a Moss-grown pathway or two, could not even remain un-
molested. In Elizabeth's time, Shakespeare often alludes to

shady garden bowers and Yew arbours as favourite retreats

in summer days ; and delights to dwell upon such features in

the gardens of ancient times. In old gardens, the cropped
Yew or Holly hedges of great height, green walls of verdure,
made gloriously shady walks, impervious to a single ray of

light. Between two such hedges, constant shade prevailed

;

and a fountain at one end added to the aspect of refreshing cool-

ness. Nothing would be more easy than to plan and plant summer
groves, and groups of shade-giving trees, in every new garden,
large or small, according to the space at command ; for there is

no necessity to have recourse again to the cropped Yew hedges
or Yew arbours of our forefathers, or to any other kind of
topiariau work. The central fact to be borne in mind about
shade-trees is, that some kinds are frequently planted which
are useless for this purpose. Shade-trees are of more import-
ance in the heated streets of a city and in promenades

;
yet, as

we write (loth July), the Mall in St. James's Park is thickly
strewn with the fallen brown leaves of the Lime, and the trees

above arc yellow with the foliage about to fall. It is absurd
to jilant a tree to furnish shade which frequently begins to lose

its loaves before the heats of summer have set in. Be.sides,

our summers are short enough in all conscience, without plant-

ing the Lime to give us sigi^s of autumn long before it really

appears. Curiouslj' enough, it is from foreign trees that we
get the most perfect and refreshing shade. A good shade-tree
should not only give a dense cool shade, but its green should
be fresh and pleasant to the eye in the heat of summer. Mr.
Meston thinks there is no better tree for shade than the Black
Italian Poplar ; and it possesses these essential qualifications

even in London, where the Lime fails so much sooner than it

does in the country. Some of the Acer platanoides, and the
Sycamore and its varieties, are strongly recommended by
Messrs. Osborn, of Eulham, who also mention the Horse
Chestnut ; but town planters would do well to bear in mind
that this loses its leaves in cities prematurely, and somewhat
after the fashion of the Lime. Tlie Ashes have fine ([ualilics as

shade-trees, retaining their handsotne leaves throughout the

heats. The Planes are very fine, but somewhat open ; they
also begin to show the yellow leaf too soon, but never in a very
objectionable way. The Tulip tree, when old and spreading,

is a good shaile-tree. Populus alba and P. a. acerifolia are also

valuable. Perhaps the most ch.armiiig green hues are afforded

by Robinia and its varieties, which, though somewhat late in

coming into full leaf, retain their exi|uisite verdure till late in

the year.

Many trees may be named, whicli,in open situations, may be
readily trained to form of themselves isol.ated shady retreats,

even on a suimy lawn. The Weeping Ash, for instance, in a
good situation, will very quickly form a perfect tent of verdure,

providing ample room within its descending branches for

garden seats, and even a rustic table. The Weeping ^Mountain
Elm, again, forms a fine far-sjireading canojiy of very dense
foliage, which, though not descending perpendicularly to the
ground, and so forming an absolute tent, like the Weep-
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SHADE-GIVING TREES.
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ing Ash, is perhaps more impervious to the sun-rays, and casts a
broad and deep shadow, in which a certain amount of coolness

may be constantly enjoyed. Then there is the Weeping Willow,
never yet utilised in this way, which, by careful management,
might be made to form garden apartments of very picturesque
character ; for instance, let four young trees, high standards,

be planted at the angles of a sipiare about 9 feet in diameter,
let a slight framework be raised, over which the lateral branches
are to be trained; and in three or four years, an interlaced

roof of summer gi'eenery of considerable expanse will be
formed, and, then the new branches may be allowed to descend
all round, forming a screen, or rather gracefully descending
curtain, surrounding the entire space intended to be so en-

closed. This result being achieved, the trees may be allowed
to pursue their natural growth, and all appearance of for-

mality will rapidly disappeai-, leaving to the pleasantly enclosed
and shaded space the aspect of being mei'ely a graceful acci-

dent of Nature, especially after the removal of the original

supports to the roof of interlaced verdure, which may be done
as soon as the branches have permanently assumed their

positions and acquired sufficient strength to support themselves
without extraneous aid. Many other shade-producing devices
of more or less pleasing and appropriate garden character
might be formed.
The following list of shade trees has been furnished us by

Messrs. Osborn :

—

Acer
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THREE CROPS OF MELONS FROM THE SAME

PLANTS.

I HAVE hitherto been under the impression that one crop of
Melons from each plant was all that could be got in anything
like perfection in any one year ; but this season we have
j^athcred one crop, part of a second, and even a third crop is

set and swelling. The plants from which so much fruit is

obtained are grown in a close frame, heated by means of a
y-inch pipe run all round it for top-heat, and a similar amount
of pipes for bottom-heat. Over the pipes for bottom-heat a
vacant space is left, formed by placing boards l inches apart
across the pipes, their ends being laid on bricks in such a
luanuer as to raise them several inches above the pipes. Thin
turves, with the green side down, are placed on the boards,
which leaves a space 3 feet deep in front and 4\ feet deep at the
back. Into this space Oak leaves are then firmly trodden,
leaving a foot clear between them and the glass. Below the
centre of each light is placed a barrowful of good yellow loam
mixed with a quantity of dry cow dung—materials which form
a good compost in which to plant ; and, as the roots extend,
more of it is added from time to time until the bed is

covered. When the plants have made six leaves they are
pinched in, and as the laterals extend they are pegged down on
the soil at regular distances apart ; and, on reaching the extre-
mities of the pit, their points are stopped, which terminates all
further stopping until the first crop is ripe, unless any stray
shoot happens to rise against the glass. When a fruit has
fairly set and has commenced swelling, a brick or slate should
be put below it to obviate discoloration by laying on the soil,

and also to facilitate ripenhig. All laterals bearing fruit are
stopped two buds beyond the fruit. When the first fruits have
attained half their size another crop will be setting, which
should be treated like the first, and when the first fruits
are cut, a third crop will be setting. All barren and super-
fluous shoots should now be removed, as well as all decaying
leaves. Watering is a matter of much importance. When the
plants are put in, a good soakhig should be given them, and no
more will be recpiired until the shoots have reached the sides
of the frame, after which another good watering will be suffi-
cient to set the first crop. After they have set and have beguii
to swell, they will rer(uiro water regularly every week. To
the plants under each light, I give once a week, four large
potfuls of manure-water and two of clear water. The manure
is given through the spout of the pot, and as little is spilt on
the leaves as possible. The clear water is applied through a
rose, and it washes any of the leaves that may have been
touched with the manure-water. When the fruits begin to
colour, watering is withheld until they are cut, after which,
watering is carried on as usual, and between three and four in
the afternoon is the best time for the operation. Syringino-
must be attended to night and morning, viz., in the afternoon
when the temperature is about 100", and first thing in the
morning, unless the latter is so dull and cold as to render it
inexpedient to lift the sashes. James Morkison.

Fig Trees Casting their Fruit.—A friend of mine is in
distress at the conduct of a fine Fig tree, which, after making a
great show of fruit that promised to become very tine, suddenly
commenced to drop its Figs, until, in a few week's time there were
very few remaining on it. It is stated to have been well watered,
and to all appearances healthy. Can yon, in the ab,<!ence of fnrthpi-
knowledge of the circumstances, give a clue U> the cause of the
disaster, and its remedy.—R, Curtis. [Upon submitting this case
to an excellent Fig grower, he has kindly favoured us with the
following reply :—The cold spring, and June frosts have killed the
flowers, which are inside the receptacle, and which, after fertilisation,
swell into the fruit. One of our own trees has suffered in the same
manner. Even in more favoured climes, as in Judica, the same thing
Bometinies happens, and " the Fig tree casts its untimely fruit,"
That this is the correct explanation seems confirmed by the fact that
the second crop of Figs, which appears when the summer is advanced,
is not liable to drop, at least from trees that are healthy, and good
bearing sorts. If your friend's tree is of the Brunswick variety, which
is known by its large, handsome, and deeply divided leaves, it had

better be discarded, and a Brown Turkey, which is a first rate bearer

put in its place, after renewing the soil.—G. S.]

Packing Grapes.—Nothing is better for this parpose than tin

boxes, 18 inches or 2 feet long, G inches deep, and 12 inches wide;
these sizes will be found to fit suitable-sized hampers. Peickiug

materials should consist of fine paper-shavings or coarse unbleached
cotton-waddiug. It is not contact so muchasrubbing which destroys

the bloom of the berries ; the bunches should therefore be packed
very firmly, first wrapping each bunch in one or two sheets of soft

tissue or lino drapery paper, and afterwards wedging them together

in the box, so tliat when the lid is shut down they cannot move
about, in whatever position the box or hamper may be laid or

thrown. Grapes packed in this way rarely get damaged, nor is the

bloom of the beiries much affected.

—

Gardcmrr.

Gooseberry Bushes for Garden Fences.—Why not !- and
also for hedges between arable fields on f.irms ? There can be no
question that a Thorn hedge forms a good fence, but it is no more
than a fence ; it needs good land and free exposui-e to light and air

to grow it, and a great deal of labour to keep it in order, but it

yields no profit. Perhaps nothing could be better for external fences

or for boundary lines between meadows, where a strong fence is

needed to prevent the passage of stock ; but in such positions as
those indicated above, an impenetrable barrier is of less moment. A
certain amount of shelter, and a clear sharp line of division are all

that is necessary, and these may readily be found in Gooseberry
plants of various sorts. In fact, many varieties, such as the Iron.

monger, Warrington, &c., with their long sharp spines, would make
a fence almost as impenetrable as Quickset itself ; and almost any
sort of Gooseberr}' has spines enough to constitute it a good hedge
plant. Of course a great deal depends upon the modes of planting
and training. It would not, however, be difficult by a little nianipu.

lation to make a fence of Gooseberry bashes quite as impenetrable as

most of those formed of White Thorn ; but with even ordinary
attention, they would form a fence sufficient for the positions thus
indicated. Supposing them only to be used as dividing lines between
gardens, what an immense gain to cottagers and small holders would
result from it. Why, many persons might gather almost enough
Gooseberries, green and ripe, to pay their rent, and would still have
plenty left for their own consumption. Once make fences of them
between fields, and there would hardly be any limit to the quantity
of this wholesome fruit. For this purpose, the plants should be
]>lanted a foot apart, and pruned into a sharp.pointed i)ynimid, say 2
or A feet wide at the bottom, and to a point at the top, the height
ranging froBi 3 to 5 feet, according to circumstances. Lines of this

sort would not grow fruit of an ounce weight, but they would grow
any quantity of useful fruit of medium size and of fine quality. It is

to be hoped that many })ersons may decide to stub up their old Thorn
hedges, and substitute Gosseberries.

—

Florift.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

How to Induce Side Branches in Apple Trees.— I bave a yount,' Apple
tree, about S feet high, trained asai^t^t a wall, the main stem of which is devoid of
side branches for about 3 feet in the middle of the tree. What course should I
take to induce the tree to push out side branches ? Shall I have to cut back
the leading branch ?—C. [Make an open incision by means of two cuts above
the dormant eyes, or graft or inarch shoots in the vacant places.]

How to cut Pine Apples.—When Pines are cut. as many of the short
leaves that arc found on the fruit stem, close to the bottom of the fruit as
possililo. should be cut with them. The natural garnishiDg which these small
leaves aiTord the fruit wheu set on the dessert table is very effective. I have
seen many forms of artificial garnishing tried, but none to surpass this. The
want of these leaves on imported Pines vcr>' much impairs their appearance.
When packing Pines to travel, these leaves should be carefully raised and lied
np around the fruit with a bit of soft matting. In that way they help to protect
the fruit.—J. Muik.

The Grape Crop in California.—From the reports to local papers, the
Grape crop (if is74 picmises to be both heavy and of good quality. In Napa
county the yield is estimated to reach probably 4,025 tons, or 537,000 gallons
of wine. Sonoma county is estimated to ^-ield from 10 to 25 per cent, more
than last year. Other counties make similar reports. In Santa Clara, making
raisins is a protitable business. Only abnnt 75 per cent, of the Grapes in a
Vineyard arc suitable for raisins, and 'ihefc shrink 33 per cent, in drying. A
good Vineyard shnnld therefore yield half as many pounds of raisins as there
are Grajie's harvested. California is for Vine growing the finest State in the
Union, our hothouse Grapes thriving well there, whereas in the east they are
a failure.

The Washington Fear.— Wc have cultivated and fruited this Pear and
highly commended it for ni(.>rc than thirty years, the first spceimcns ripening
in tlie'year 1H36. Wc observe by the jmblic joiunals that cultivators in manj
places "are just awaking to an appreciation of its excellence. The tree is a
Iiaudsomc, althougli not rampant, grower, and is one of Ibc earliest bearers,
being excelled in this respect only by the Julienne and BaTtlctt. When well
grown, the Pear is handsome in appearance, the crimson dots on the side next
the sun adding much to its beauty. In flavour it is very sweet and excellent.
Its ilrawbacks are—it is not large enough in size to obtain celebrity in market,
and although very juicy and tender, it is rather breaking than butterj- and
melting in texture. It "is one of the varieties that will flourish on almost any
soil.

—

Cultivator,
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING OF DINING-ROOMS.

I
Mtss Hassaed, so woU known for her charming dinner-table

:nid other floral decorations at onr great flower shows, and
who lias so often contribnted to Tnn Garpkn articles embod}^-
iiig her experiences in that way, has, we arc glad to say,

Table with gaslight at each end.

acceded to our Vof|uest that she would re-describe them in

consecutive order. In tlie articles, of which this is the first,

the whole question of table decorations will, therefore, be dealt

with in detail.—En.]

The selection of stands for the decoration of the dinner-
table must depend (as has been well shown by Mr. W.
Thomson, in The Garden, whose illustrations we reproduce)

Table with gaslight over centre.

on the manner in which the room is illuminated by
means of artificial light. Generally speaking, there are

but three ways of lighting rooms with gas or wax lights,

viz., lights placed on the table, bracket or wall lights, and the

chandelier or gasiilier. The style of stand or stands selected

for the table wholly depends upon which of these modes of

lighting is adopted. For instance, if the room be lighted by
two gas lights or chandeliers, one at. each end of the table, a

March stand should be chosen ; but if illuminated by a

gasalier placed over the centre of the table, the selection of

such a stand would be a mistake, for, the light being above
the stand, though the flowers arranged in the top tazza would
bo well shown up, those in the lower one would be put into

the shade ; the top tazza would catch all the illuminating rays,

and keep them off the lower one as effectively as if a screen

had been placed over it. By such an arrangement as that

shown in the accompanying illustration, each tier has its

proper share of light. Where the gasalier is placed over the
table, the best form to use is a high single slender trunipcc,

or some such shape, so that when the light happens to fall on
it, it will not throw any shadow on the arrangement which
may be placed round the base of the vase. When the light is

placed over the centre, flat arrangements can be used with
advantage, though for my own part, where possible, I give
preference to something high in the centre. Undoubtedly the
best stand for a room thus lighted is the trumpet, or some
modification of it—such a stand, in short, as that represented
by the accompanying illustration. When about to purchase
new stands, these remarks should be borne in mind, and also

when arranging pot plants on the dinner-table ; for the mode
of lighting atfects them quite as much as stands. If the
lighting is not taken into consideration, large Fern fronds
and similar foliage would throw heavy shadows on the table-

cloth, which would spoil the look of any arrangement in their

viciuit}-.

Plants Placed Through Dinner-tables.

Many will donbtless be ready to exclaim, " Who would cut
holes in one's dinner-table or table-cloth for such a purpose? "

VVell, allow me to explain how this can be effected without
damaging either the table or cloth. With the exception of

those who have seen suitable plants put through a talile, no

Pot plant through table.

one can have an idea of the elegant effecj which they produce
when arranged in that way. Imagine the striking effect
which young Tree Ferns or Palms have in such positions

;

their elevated fronds shading from the blaze and glare of light
the smaller arrangements of flowers and fruits laid here and
there on the snowy damask below them, a i-esult which cannot
be produced unless the plants arc put through the table.
This may be done in several ways. Dinner-tables are gener-
ally of two kinds—the one the 'telescope, into which maybe
put as many or as few spare leaves as miy be desirable; the

Plant through table arranged with Ferns, &c.

other that with a large centre and spare ends, which may be
added at pleasure. There are two ways of putting the plants
through these tables. Now-a-days dinner-tables are never, I
need hardly say, uncovered, therefoi-e it is of no consequence
of what material the top of the table is made, provided one
leaf, reserved for a plant in the centre, or two if for a plant
at either end, be made of common deal, either the same size
as the mahogany one for which it is substituted, or only a foot
or 18 inches wide, if the table is required to be made shorter.
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This spare leaf should be cut in two, aud a half-circular piece

cut out of each piece, which, when replaced in the table, will

leave a circular hole in the centre. Before this deal leaf is

lifted into the space from which the mahogany one has been

removed, a wooden box, or anything which will form a

stand for the plant, should be put into proper position ; the

plant should thou be placed on it and carefully raised to a

proper height, keeping always the surface of the pots just

below the level of the table. Each half of the spare leaf may
then be fitted into its place, when the stem of the plant will

occupy the centre of the circular hole cut for it. If there is

a plant to be placed at each end of the table, the best way of

supporting them is to place a long plank underneath. Should

Ferns be used, the holes cut out of the spare leaves must
be of the same size as the top of the pots, as, in the case

of such plants, the pots must be flush with the table.

The other plan of arranging plants in this way is to have a

small piece of brass or iron that may be drawn across and
fastened when the table is within an inch or an inch and a half of

closing, which will prevent its either closing or opening. This

form is suitable only for Palms, and similar plants. It is

in this way the table with extra ends must be managed, and

about which there is no difficulty; for I constantly practice it.

Let us now turn to the covering of the table. The way the

table-cloths (for it takes two to each table when so decorated) are

ai-ranged, is as follows :—Each cloth is opened and spread along

each side of the table, so as to meet in the centre or lap over

each other about an inch. They should be kept as flat round

the base of the plants as possible, and the cloths should be

pinned together so as to prevent thorn from being open. A
clean flat-iron should next bo obtained with which the folds

should be neatly pressed, so as to obliterate any appearance of a

join. If half the width of the cloth is not found enough to allow

it to droop gracefully at eacli side allow more ; but always keep

the middle fold flatly pressed, a trouble which will be well

repaid by the effect produced. My tables both at South Ken-
sington and Birmingham had plants put through them. At
the former I had a graceful pair of Ptcris tremula, and at the

latter a pair of Chama^doreas. The accompanying illustration

represents a plant of white Bouvardia, with Ferns and scarlet

Pelargoniums arranged round the base. All plants put

through tables should have some similar kind of arrangement

round the base, otherwise they would look unfinished, and,

indeed, anything but ornamental.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Incense.—At a meeting of the Society of Experimental Thera.

peuticg, in France, an interesting paper was read by M. L. Marchand,

on " The Origin and Uses of Incense." In regard to its origin,

M. Marchand states that it has been known from the period of highest

antiquity under the name Oliban, and has always been regarded as a
precious substance. It was bnrnt in the temples of pagan divinities,

and to the present day it is used in Catholic countries, under the

name of incense, from the Latin word incemlere, to burn. There is

much discussion as to the source of incense. Some authors think

that all the incense which arrives in Europe comes from Arabia ; but

it is certain that whilst much comes from Arabia, some also proceeds

directly from the trees of Abyssinia. According to M. Schimper, the

resin is produced by a tree named Boswellia floribnnda; others, with

Flliokiger, suppose that it is the Boswellia sacra ; whilst others again,

with Birdwood, attribute it to the Boswellia Carteri. M. Marchand
distinguishes two species of offiicinal incense : one in small leaves

mixed with more or less debris of bark ; the other in large fragments

of finer quality. The former was called male, the latter female,

incense, by the ancients. Female incense is the produce of the

Boswellia popyrifera, a plant that is only found in Africa. Male
incense, on the other hand, is obtained both from India and Afrira,

being the produce of the Indian species, Boswellia thuriferaor serr.ata,

and the African species, Boswellia sacra, B. Carteri, B. Bhau-Djama-
Mohr, and B. Frerania-Vegaor.

The Dismal Squares of London.—Punch, after comment,
ing on the renovation of Leicester Square, says:

—

Who follows suit ? Pmtcli wants to know

—

Lifts thy square (once King's Place), Soho,
From squalor sad to think on

—

Regilds the square still *' golden " hight,

And sets the lamps of legal light

High in the fields of Lincoln ?

SBAKALB CULTURE IN THE MARKET GARDENS
OF LONDON.

Seakale is one of the most important crops gi-own by the

London market gardener. It is either an annual or biennial

crop, easy to cultivate, accommodating in its habit, free from
insect pests; and, altogether, it gives little trouble and is

highly remunerative. Growers in the Fulham fields, the
Chiswick and Barnes Thames level, the Deptford and Wool-
wich neighbourhoods, and, in fact, for manj' miles round the

metropolis, pay much attention to its growth, and regard
it as one of their principal crops. From the first week in

November till the end of April it is abundantly supplied in our
markets.

Propagation.

The common way of increasing Seakale is from cuttings of

the thong-like white fleshy roots, which arc cut away from the
crowns when these are lifted for forcing. These thongs, when
removed, arc thrown into a heap in a shed, there to remain
until all the plantations that are to bo lifted for forcing arc up
and dressed. The best are then selected, cut up into pieces
about 4 inches in length, and laid in a heap by themselves.
The remainder are either burned, along with jjrunings of trees

and bushes ; committed to the dunghill, where there is a herd
of pigs, and where they are not likely to be disturbed imtil

they are so decomposed as to be exhausted of all future efforts

at new life ; or, most commonly of all, carted away to some
useless corner, where they are built into a heap, there to remain
and rot throughout the succeeding summer. Beds are in the
meantime prepared for the cuttings, from 4 to feet in width,
any length, and raised, like a seed-bed, about 4 or G inches
higher than the surrounding level, to keep the Seakale roots
healthy and free from damp. The cuttings are then brought
hither, and a layer of them, nearly 2 inches in thickness, placed
on the surface, and over them another layer of soil about
2 or 3 inches in depth. This being generally done in January,
all is left undisturbed till planting time, which is commonlj- in
March. The beds are then uncovered to unearth the roots,

which will have started several eyes, and emitted a quantity of
white feather-like rootlets. As now the top and bottom ends of
the sets or cuttings can easily be discerned, men and women
are set to work at them to rub off all eyes excepting the '

strongest top one, and to arrange them by placing all the head
ends one way and the bottom ones the other way, and in

this manner placing them in baskets for the convenience
of the planters, who dibble them into the ground head
end upwards. Instead of placing the made cuttings on
the bed used for starting them, some growers lay thereon
selected, but uncut, roots, and at uncovering time thej'

cut back these roots to the best eye, then cut them at

the required leugth below it, and rub off all other eyes,

as in the previous ca.se. By this plan good eyes are neatly
and certainly secured ; but the practice is more laborious

than in the first case. Seakale, too, is raised from seed
in some cases ; but it is considered a tedious and almost
needless way, considering bow easily they are olitaincd from
cuttings ; and I think I can do no better than relate how
Mr. Myatt, the famous market gardener at Deptford, propa-
gates this vegetable from seed. In March he selects a piece

of ground in some corner of his garden, digs it deeply or
trenches it, but gives it no manure, if it had been liberally

treated in that respect for the previous crop, and thereon he
forms a series of 4 feet wide beds, with 1 foot alleys between
them. On these beds he sows his seeds quite thickly. When
the seedlings appear they are left unthinncd and unmoved
during the succeeding summer and winter, with no care being
paid to them whatever bej'ond cleaning, which is attended to

to prevent the weeds from seeding, thus (jresorving the soil

from a succession of these pests. Early in the following

spring, or when the plants are twelve mouths old from the

time of sowing, they are lifted, cut into !• inch lengths, to

which are preserved the crowns, the remainder being thrown
away. These pieces are then planted permanently at once, and
will be equ.ally strong with the plants from root cuttings.

The objection to seedlings, however, is that they solely occupy
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the ground under the seed beds for one entire year, without

yielding any return that season, and also that during the second

summer they are sometimes liable to produce multitudinous

crowns ; and, unless extra labour is expended in reducing them,

they form but weakly subjects for next winter's forcing. By
lifting them in January instead of March, cutting them back

as before directed, and placing them in layers on beds, as

already advised for root cuttings, all starting eyes, excepting

the main single crown, could be rubbed away, and thus much
labour saved. Why are not the seedlings thinned and planted

out the first season of their existence ? may be a question

asked l^y many, and it is one that Mr. Myatt's experience

soon settles. He has tried that mode of treatment, and, even

with great care, found the majority of his plants " bolted
"

during the summer, and at lifting time the roots were too weak
for any payable piirpose ; consequently they require another

year's growing, and unremitting attention in reducing their

many crowns ; therefore he has discarded the practice, as

being a troublesome and unprofitable one.

Planting and Summer Treatment of Young Plantations.

The Seakale cuttings being prepared and in readiness for

planting, that operation is usually performed in March. No
ground is prepared for them alone, but they are inserted with
iron-shod dibbers at certain distances amongst the crop at the

time occupying the ground. As a rule, the most approved
method of cropping the Seakale gi-ouud at planting time is

this :—The ground, after being well manured aud doubly dug
or trenched in winter, is levelled in February, and lines drawn
along it ih or 3 feet apart for Cauliflowers, which are then
planted, keeping them at the same distance asunder in the

rows, or more generally at that of the least distance. Between
the lines of Cauliflower, other lines are drawn precisely in the

middle—but this line is more commonly guessed at than
measured—and in it are planted white or green Paris Cos
Lettuces, only half the distance asunder in the rows as the

Cauliflowers. In the rows occupied by the latter, too. Lettuce

plants are inserted alternately with the Cauliflowers. Thus in

the field there will be, when finished, three Lettuces for every
single Cauliflower. The ground is now ready for receiving

the Seakale, a set of which is planted with the dibber, alter-

nately with Lettuces and Cauliflowers, iu all the rows. The
Lettuces are first ready for m.arket, and are commonly, re-

moved before they can injure the Cauliflowers. By the end of

May, most of the latter crop is also marketed, thus leaving

the Seakale, which, by this time, will be coming up strongly,

in sole possession of the soil. Mr. Broadbent, of Parson's

Green, Fulham, an excellent gardener, plants his Seakale sets

15 by 18 inches apart amongst his spring Cabbages, which are

all removed before they can materially injure the Seakale.

Mr. Dancer, nurseryman and market gardener, Fulham, plants

some of his sets in the alleys between his Asparagus ridges
;

but in this case they must all be lifted at the end of the first

season. Mr. Geo. Steel plants some of his sets in rows
between his Gooseberry bushes and Moss Eoses ; but
they must always be removed for forcing at the end of

the first season. Some nurserymen plant their sets at

18 inches apart each way, and never inter-crop the ground
amongst them, but take great care of them ; and, under such
management, they get finer roots than can be produced in the
market gardens. These nurserymen's roots being all lifted

next winter, the best are sold for forcing, and the weakest cut
back and sold as planting plants. It is a stupid practice, how-
ever, to buy plants for transplanting, for sets are decidedly-

better. The plants give trouble in reducing the number of

their crowns and flower-stems in summer ; whereas the sets, if

properly made and treated, give hardly any, and in one year
make almost as good crowns as the real plants will. In any
case no further care is necessary throughout the summer and
autumn than at first hoeing the surface soil weekly, whether it

is dirty or not, cutting away all flower-spikes, as they only
tend to weaken the crowns, and rubbing off all small shoots
that may chance to spring around the main one ; but this is an
infrequent occurrence iu the case of properly-prepared young
plants. All vacancies m the plantation caused by blind sets, or
others inadvertently hoed off or irreparably bruised in planting,

should be made up with Lettuces. Towards the end of the

year, if the plantation is to be entirely lifted for forcing—say

about the last week in October or the first fortnight of

November—just as soon as the leaves have decayed, they are

raked ofl:' into heaps with a wooden-toothed rake and carted to

the manure-heaps. Sometimes they are left as a partial pro.

tection against frost.

Winter, Spring, and Summer Management of Old
Plantations.

Although young Seakale are the most suitable and con-
venient for forcing, still there must be a portion, if not an
entire plantation, left for producing " natural " Seakale, i.e.

the Kale unforced. In private gardens this is commonly done
by covering the crowns with pots made for the purpose, or a
framework of wood covered with a mulching of leaves to ex-

clude light ; indeed, in the same way, but with increased
covering of leaves or litter, the bulk of the Seakale is forced.

The object of this old-fashioned and really troublesome plan is

to save the forced plants for another year's use, thus incurring
a watchful attendance during the succeeding summer in cutting
out the flower-stems aud reducing the shoots ; otherwise, if

left to grow as they can, they will produce multitudinous weak
crowns, that will bear as many, if not more, weakly ones next
year. If a young plantation be made every year, part of it

to be lifted for forcing, aud part left for spring use, to be
grown on next summer, and lifted for forcing in winter, less

time, ground, and trouble are required than by adopting the
old principle of keeping the same plantations untouched year
after year. In the end of autumn or beginning of winter, all

roots to be forced may also be lifted, and lined in as closely as
they can be put iu some cool corner out of doors, to be taken
into the Mushroom-house as required, and thus the piece of

grouud they occupied is empty and ready for manuring,
trenching, and ridging, and in good condition for early crop-
ping in spring. In market gardens all plantations are
made as recorded under the preceding heading ; and if the
field is to be kept to yield " natui'al " Kale, every third
row is lifted, and thus the rows are left in pairs, having
a si:)ace of nearly, if not quite, .3 feet "oetween them. The
surface of the soil is then raked clean, and from this wide
space the rows are earthed over to the depth of half a dozen
inches, any time between November and February, but the
sooner the better, so as not to interfere with the other work,
and also to prevent the frost penetrating the ground amongst
the crowns and thus rendering it cold and late. The Kale
begins to push about the second week in March, and, according
to the position of the field, and nature of the soil and weather,
a supply may be gleaned therefrom till the end of April. As
soon as the point of a shoot of Kale is discerned above the
ridge, that head is fit for cutting, which is usually done twice
or three times a week. In cutting, the soil is drawn away
with a spade from every visible shoot, which is cut over just
into the crown, and laid on the ridge top till all have been cut

;

or women with baskets come after the men and take them to
the outside at once. The earth is not replaced again, except
so much as is necessary to keep the ridges from breaking
down, and thus leaving uncut crowns uncovered. When the
day's cutting is over, the Kale is placed on its ends in broad
shallow baskets, carried by men and women, or carted home,
where it is washed, tied iu punnets of a dozen heads, again
packed into baskets, which are piled on waggons and sent to
market. After all Kale is cut, the ridges are levelled down,
and the space between the rows cropped with white Cos
Lettuces, which heart at this season better than any other sort.

Immediately the Seakale begins to grow numerous crowns
are produced; but these are all reduced to two, or at most
three, of the strongest, and in this respect, in removing their

flower-spikes, aud in keeping the soil about them loose and
clean, they are well attended to .afterwards. These old roots
are used next winter for forcing, but I have known them, as
in the case of Mr. Bagley, Turnham Green, to be kept for two
or three years, but they gave continuous trouble throughout
the summer, however, and the older they became the more
annoying they were.

Forcing.

Never have I seen Seakale forced iu the ground as it grows
in any market garden, for such a practice would be far from
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remunerative ; indeed, all tlic Kale that could thus be forced

would not pay for tbe trouble taken with it. In market
gardens the roots are all lifted and dressed for forcing, cutting

away the thongs to within an inch or two of the main root, as

explained under the head of " propagation." If the Kale be
rei|uired early, say in the first fortnight of November, the

very best crowns and such as are best ripened, which will bo
seen by the leaves being withered the earliest, should be
selected, as it is a difficult matter to get Seakale to start so

early, notwithstanding its being the easiest of all vegetables

to force. Having the crowns in readiness, a hot-bed is pre-

pared for startin.o; them in, which, in the case of the earliest

batch, merely consists of a dung-bed covered with frames and
sashes, and a few inches deep of soil levelled within the frames
for planting the roots amongst, and that is done as thickly as

they can be conveniently stowed together. It is endeavoured
to keep up a heat of 65*^ or 70°, as they require a little extra
excitement to influence them thus early. Litter or mats are

kept on the surface over the glass, so as to keep all dark and
blanch the Kale. Mr. Humphreys and Mr. Steel endeavour
always to have a good cutting of Seakale in time for Lord
Mayor's Day in London ; but, as a rule, this is considered too
early for regular forcing. When the time comes—about the
first fortnight in November—the beds where Cucumbers were
grown during the previous summer are cleared out, and
re-filled with hot dung, over which about 8 inches deep of

soil is placed and levelled, but no frames are used for the
Seakale. A notch is then made crosswise in the beds,

and therein the crowns are planted as thickly as possible,

earthing them up to the top, which is left bare, and
proceeding in this way till the whole bed is finished. The
lines across the bed are about .5 inches apart, and about
the same space of a margin is left empty on each side.

Amongst the roots, and lengthwise in the beds, four rows of

short stakes are inserted, so that they may be 18 inches above
the soil. Some or 7 inches deep of short litter is then
strewed over the whole surface of the beds, which are then
covered over with mats supported on the ends of the stakes.

When these stakes are not used hoops and mats are employed
for the purpose. In about three or four weeks after the beds
are made up cutting generally begins, when it is necessary

to uncover the beds as the operation proceeds, drawing the
short litter off the crowns to get at them, and replacing it as

speedily as possible, as all the crowns are not fit to cut at the
same time. For cutting the forced Seakale a small tool with a
handle about 1^ feet long, bent at the neck, aud with a blade
about 2 inches wide by 3 inches long, like that of a spade or
Dutch hoe, is used. This is a handy instrument, and well
adapted for its purpose, as it may be so deftly employed for

cutting over the Kale with a small piece of the root-stock adher-
ing to it. Tlie mode just described of forcing this vegetable is

only that practised as regards the eai'liest beds ; and, indeed,
manygrowers do not adopt it at all, whereas all market gardeners
that make Seakale forcing a part of their business form their

beds, particularly the late ones, as follows :—A well-sheltered
plot, near home and the manure-heap, is selected and lined off

into spaces either 4 or .5 feet wide, with intervals 2 feet wide
between them. These spaces are used as beds, over which
the soil from the alleys or intervals is placed, after finely

breaking it, until the alley is 20 inches deep. The Seakale
crowns are then all lined into these beds as described in

the case of earlier beds, and thus the beds are left uncovered
until they are required for forcing ; but, as a rule, two or more
of them are always being forced, aud others started to succeed
them. As these beds have no bottom-heat, it is not necessary
that they must be immediately covered, as in that case they,
being incited at the bottom, would grow, no matter whether
their crowns are cared for or not ; but, in this instance, having
no exciting agent, and being in a dormant state, they await
the cultivatoi-"s convenience. In forcing them, the alleys
oetween the beds are firmlj' filled with fermenting manure,
and, the beds being covered as formerly directed with short
litter aud mats supported on the upright stakes, all is finished.

The Kale takes a longer time to push into growth by this

means than when forced on a dnng bed, and it does not come
quite so regularly. This method, however, has the advantage
of less trouble and risk, and great convenience in keeping up

a supply until it can be produced from the open-air beds, at
which time all forcing should desist, and the forced roots
should be forked out and removed to a heap by themselves, or
to the piggery, where their vitality is sure to be destroyed

—

otherwise, if mixed amongst the dung, conveyed to a field at
once, and dug into it, they would certainly grow again, and
prove a futui'e annoyance. The dung being forked out from
between the alleys, the soil is levelled, and the piece of ground
will then be ready for digging over for French Beans, Cauli-
flowers, Tomatoes, or for erecting Cucumber frames on. Mr.
Gilbert, of Burghley, has a good method of beating Asparagus
beds, which appears very feasible to me as regards Seakale
beds, and I have recommended it to several market growers,
who have promised to give it a trial. This plan is to get 2-inch
drain-tiles, which he inserts at short intervals into the sides of

the beds, so as to admit the heat from the fermenting material
in the alleys to the interior, and thus increase the temperature.
-Field.

Suecessional Cabbages from the Old Stumps.—Any
authoritative work ou gardeniDg will tell you, with regard to
Cabbage, to sow in autumn, spring, and midsummer, and to plant as
often—a course of practice which most gardeners have discovered to
be quite uunccess.ary. Cauliflowers and Bi-nssels Sprouts cannot
always be had just when wanted ; but tender Cabbage—aud what is

nicer or more wholesome ?—may be had with vei-y little management.
Supposing we plant Cabbage in autumn, late, or in spring, they will

come in for use nice and tender towards the beginning of summer

;

but, as the household is generally not able to use them as fast as
they grow, the heads are allowed to swell until they burst, or goto
seed or rot, and eventually become quite useless for cooking pur.
poses. This, I am quite aware, is what takes place in nine cases out
of ten with the Cabbage crop iu summer ; aud, consequently, it is

imagined that another suecessional planting is required to continue
the supply; but this is a mistake. In gardens from which large
establishments have to be supplied, it is seldom that more than one,
or at most two, plantations are made during the twelve months

;

and the reason is this— that, as the Cabbages are ready, they
are generally wanted, and a certain number of heads are cut daily

;

but the experienced gardener does not cut the head off at the
surface of the soil, but just at the neck, leaving a few of the bottom
leaves. Consequently, before the quarter has been cut over the
first-cut plants have made another l.)reak and become furnished each
with a whole cluster of youug succulent heads, which fold imme.
diately, and are fit to cut before the first heads are ([uite finished.

The plants will even break and fold a third time, and in this way a
quarter of Cabbage may be made to afford a supply nearly all the
year round. The vigour, free growth, and tenderness of the heads
will be greatly promoted by frequent stirrings of the soil between
the rows, and mulching with any loose material, such as short Grass
or leaves, at command. Cut your Cabbages, therefore, if you have
to give them awaj' to your neighbours, before the heads get over
ripe and useless, and you will have a continuance of young and
tender heads such as most cooks prefer to heads which are large,

white, and hard. To ensure a winter crop, in case of the sprouts
being run upon too much, a planting may bo made in August or the
beginning of September of some dwarf kind, and also the Enfield
Market variety.—J. S. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Potato Disease.—The soft white-looking Potato tubers found among early
Potiitoes after being cooked are those in which there is incipient disease, and
such Potatoes are always the first to go wrong when a change of weather takes
place. Thunderstorms, followed by cloudy drizzling rains and fogs, Jiasten
ou the lurking malady at a great rate ; it shows itself all at once, to tho
astonishment of those who had no idea that disease was lying in wait, as it

were, ready to be developed. This has been the case in previous years, aud the
same thing will happen this year within ten (lays or so. Then every one will
say that their Potatoes were destroyed in a single day or night. This is, to
some extent, the reason why nothing more is known of the cause and care of
this disease than, there was nearly thirty years ago. The next fortnight, as I

have predicted, will produce a great outcry about such sudden attacks, as if

disease really ever did attack the Potatoes suddenly.

—

Jambs Bi.BXES, Exmonth.

Kecent Discovery of Guano.—A short time ago, some extensive beds of
guano were discovered in Peru, to the south of the Province of Tarapaca. An
examination of the beds has recently been made by two survej'ors, who were
sent out by the Central Board of Engineers of Lima. Peru. Their rejiort ia of
very great interest, as it shows that several large bed^ of guano, of excellent
quality, exist in that locality. Those which have been surveyed, arc estimated
to contain nearly 8,01X1,000 tons; one of them alone contains .5,000,000 tons of
fine quality. These fortunate discoveries not only remove all fear of a present
failure in the supply of guano, but indicate that there are yet other undis-
covered beds in existence, which will provide R practically inexhaustible
supply.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Many annual flowers, snch as Nemophilas, Clarkias, and many other

species, although exceedingly beautiful while in bloom, aro yet of

short duration, even during favourable seasons, and, of course, more

so during snch seasons as the present. They should (if the seed is

not required) be cleared off as soon as their beauty is over, and be

immediately replaced by some other species of plants from the reserve

garden. Attend to the various sorts of plants in the flower beds, as

regards training, pegging down, watering, &c ; and regulate the

growth of standard and pyramidal specimens of Fuchsias, Pelar-

goniums, Tropa3olam3, Clematises, &c. ; while drooping plants in

baskets and vases, will also require to be occasionally regulated and
trained, so as to be made to depend gracefully over the sides, and
around the margins of the same. Plants suitable for this purpose,

are the various sorts of Ivy.leaved Pelargoniums, Clematises. Con.

vulvulus, Mani-andias, Lophospermums, and many others. Hardy
shrubs and trees have now nearly finished their annual growth, and
their foliage has, in most instances, attained its fall size, and has

also acquired the hue or colour of maturity; so that the present is a

very appropriate time to make notes having reference to any contem.
plated thinning out, or other alterations which may bo deemed
desirable, and which it may be intended to cai'ry out at a later

period of the season. In all cases, however, where.it is intended to

attempt the improvement of garden and park scenery, whether by the

removal, or trausplantation of existing specimens, or by the intro.

duction of new varieties, it is necessary in either case to exercise

considerable care in the matter, and to make as sure as possible of

the adaptability of newly-introduced plants to the situations where
they are required ; taking into consideration the habit of growth
and form which such trees are likely to assume when in a fully

developed condition, whether they will be of drooping habit,

round-headed, or of pyramidal form ; even the colour, form,

and size of foliage should have careful consideration. The
character and quality of the soil should also have due weight in

the forming of selections of trees and shrubs, as it not unfrequently
happens that certain species will succeed admirably in soils where
other members of the same family will almost invariably fail. As an
illustration of this, it has often been observed that where Picea
Pinsapo succeeds well, Abies Douglasii, on the contrary, fails, and
vice vers'i. It happens not unfrequently among Coniferous trees that

rival leaders are produced, and, whenever this is the case, the

strongest and best.placed shoot should be selected, and all others at

once cut off ; otherwise, the progress of the specimens will be
greatly retarded, and their symmetry destroyed. The terminal
buds in the leading shoots of valuable young Conifers are often

injured or destroyed by insects, and this is difficult to prevent, as the

injury is mostly inflicted before it is observed. Birds will not unfre-

quently cause a like evil by repeatedly perching upon the end of the
leading shoots, but this may be prevented by tying to the upper
part of the trees a piece of wire, the upper end of which should be
made exceedingly sharp, and this sharpened portion should extend
an inch or two in advance of the terminal bud, which will effectually

prevent birds from perching upon it. The very dry and hot weather
which we are now o.^periencing is by no means favourable for the
operation of budding Roses or other species of ornamental trees

;

but it should, nevertheless, be proceeded with on every favourable
opportunity. In inserting buds in the Briar keep them as close to

the stock as possible, as this lays the foundation of a well-formed
head, and the shoots, when they grow, will appear to spring from
the top of the stock. One of the best materials for binding
the buds is coarse knitting cotton. Good soft bast, which should
be wetted when about to be used, will also answer the pur.
pose very well; but, whatever material may be used, the bnd
should be bound firmly above and below, so as to bring
its base into close contact with the wood of the shoot it is budded on.

All budding upon the Briar stock should, if possible, be accomplished
during the present month, or early in the month of August ; but
it may be successfully performed on the Manetti stock up to the
middle of September. Many other hardy trees and shrubs are
perpetuated by means of budding, and the present is the proper
time to attend to such matters. From some unknown causes,
Nature not unfrequently develops abnormal sports, or lusus
natures, of various forms, very frequently in deviation from the
ordinary green colour of vegetation, or in the production of

shoots or branches having coloured or variegated foliage ; so

that amateurs, and cultivators generally, should always be upon
the outlook for such occurrences, and should take immediate
advantage of the same, otherwise valuable and ornamental additions

to our hardy trees and shrubs, and to plants generally, would, and no

doubt are, sometimes be lost to horticulture. So,whenever any striking

or apparently valuable sport develops itself, it should be carefully

encouraged ; and, if produced by a hardy shrub or tree, the best and
most rapid means of perpetuating and increasing the same is by
budding it npon young plants of its normal or green-leaved congener.

When sports are produced by tender or soft.wooded plants, they can

generally be perpetuated by cuttings.—P. GniEVB, Culfonl Gardens,

Bury St. Edmund's.

Indoor Plant Department.

Give weak manure-water to gross feeding conservatory plants,

and from specimens planted out in borders remove all superfluous

shoots and suckers. Tafsouias, Passifloras, Bignonias, Habrotham-
nnses, Louiceras, Marechal Niel Roses, and other climbers, must
be frequently regulated in growth, not so much by means of

shortening their shoots as by removing the weakest of them. Fuchsias

trained to rafters require thinning, and Clematises tying to trellises.

Do not allow deciduous climbers to intertwine with evei'green ones,

as they are apt to spoil the latter. Keep up a succession of Hydran.
geas, zonal, show, and sweet-scented Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Coleuses,

Lobelias, Salvias, Cockscombs, Balsams, Schizanthuses, and similar

plants, and transfer to frames or the greenhouse such plants as have
done flowering. Heaths, and some other early.flowering, hard.wooded
plants, may now be set out of doors on a bed of ashes, plunging the

pots in Cocoa-nut fibre, or some such material, to keep the roots cool

and moist. In greenhouses, old plants of Agapanthus umbellatus will

now be flowering abundantly, and should have plenty of water and
a sunny position. Plants of Hebeclinium ianthinnm should have
been cut down after flowering, and should now be kept moderately

dry for a time, unless it is necessary to force them early. Cut in

hard-wooded Veronicas that have done blooming, so as to encourage
fresh growth. Keep plants of Lisianthus Russellianus in a warm,
moist place, and re-pot them as often as they require it. Pot off

seedlings of Primula japouica, and keep them out-of-doors, where
they form stronger plants than if nursed under glass. Shift

Statices as they require it, and, when they begin to lower, give

them mauure-water, or place a mulching of manure over the surface

of the soil in the pots in which they are growing. Lemon-scented

Verbenas and Fuchsias should be started into growth, as required

;

those already started should be kept pinched in, to make them bushy.

Plants of Kalosanthes should now have some assistance in the way of

stimulants, as should also Lilies, and some soft-wooded plants.

Erythrinas in pots should be grown in a cool and light house near

the glass ; they require plenty of water, and their main branches

should have supports of some kind to keep them in proper position.

Bouvardias that were cut back after flowering should now be
making good wood ; they must, therefore, be kept moist and warm
for some time yet. Persian Cyclamens should be kept in cool and
shady frames, or against north walls ; they should receive a little

water during the summer months. C. Coum, and similar kinds,

should also be kept moderately dry, but not too much so. Azaleas

that have done blooming, and which have had their seed-pods picked

off, should be re-potted, if necessary, and put into a warm pit, where
heat, moisture, and shade can be given them. Camellias also make
good growth under similar conditions, as do also Citrons of various

kinds. Pinching-in should be practised freely until the plants have

attained the form it is desired they should assume. Keep the atmo-

sphere of stoves moist by syringing not only the plants, but the stages

and walls, and likewise by sprinkling the floor with water. Poinsettias

should now be started into growth ; they should be propagated by
means of cuttings and eyes, and the young plants should be kept shifted

on as they require it, and set near the glass. Plants of Euphorbia

jacqniuia3flora must be kept growing, and also near the glass, so as

to ripen the points of the shoots. Pot on young plants of Sanchezia

nobilis, Scutellaria Mocciniana and Ventenati, Pentas carnea, Linum
trigynnm, Monochaetum ensiferum, Centradenias, Eranthemums, and
others, using a compost of loam, thoroughly-decomposed manure, and
a little peat. Increase the stock of Achimenes by means of cuttings

;

Gloxinias, by using good and well-developed leaves as cuttings ; the

fine-leaved Begonias in the same way as Gloxinias, and also by
placing a whole leaf flat on the surface of a pan filled with silver

sand and peat, and surfaced with sand, affixing the leaf thereon with

pegs, cutting or breaking the ribs at intervals, and sprinkling some
sand over the surface of the leaf; if kept damp and shaded, leaves

treated in this way soon form buds at every break. The herbaceous

kinds are best increased by means of cuttings. Keep Epiphyllums

in a nice growing temperature, and Eucharis amazonica plunged in

bottom heat, in a moist stove and flooded with water. Pot seedlings

of Cyperus alternifolius, give them plenty of heat and moisture, and
they will form, when one ortwo yearsold, fine plants for table decoration

.

Keep DraOEenas, Crotons, Ananassas, and other flne.leaved plants, near
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the glass, in order to bring oat their colours, but preserve them from
strong annshine. Dipladeniaa, Allamandas, and gimil.arly habited

plants, hitherto run along the roof just inside the glass, on thresids,

may bo taken down as they cotnc well into bloom, and trained

so as to more fnlly exhibit their beauty. In the case of suspended
baskets, remove any )>lants that appear to be exhausted, and
replenish with fresh material; rather, however, than lift out
many of the jilants, plant the basket afresh, retaining such as

are in good condititm. Ferns, Selaginellas, Tradescaatias,
Begonia scandens, variegated Panicum, Fittonias, Achimencs, some
of the creeping Ficuses, Ac., do well in baskets kept in stoves ; and
for conservatory and balcony baskets take Ivy.leaved and sweet,

scented Pelargonium, brilliantly colourefl Lobelias of the Erinus
section. Petunias, Mesembrianthernums of different sorts, Tropie.

olums, Isolepis gracilis, Gazania splendens, Lysimachia nummnlaria.
Ivies, Musk, Convolvulus mauritianicus, and many kinds of Ferns
and Solaginella.

Orchids.

Shading aud watering now constitute the chief operations in the
Orchid.house, and the eidtivator will, in most cases, lind it necessary
to keep his plants well sponged over at least once a week, so as
to keep red spider and tlirips in subjection. Occasional syringings
are very advantageous morning aud evening during dry hot weather,
and sundry fumigations with tobacco will bo necessary to destroy
green or yellow aphides, which rarely fail to put in an nppearance
either on the young growths or flower.spikes. The cool house must
now be ventilated as much as possible, opening the doors on hot days
and covering the openings with tiffany, which should be kept wet by
repeated syringings; apjilications of this kind in the case of cool

Orchids, deserve the attention of cultivators who often find their

plants snffering from too much summer heat. The air is cooled a." it

passes through the wet tiffany, and the latter also serves to prevent
draughts and dust.—F. W. Buiiridge.

Indoor Fruit Department.
In eaily Pineries, in which the frnit has been cut, the plunging

material should be turned out, and the pits thoroughly cleansed and
lime-washed. Suckers should bo firmly potted into G-inch pots,
using fibry loam and a little charcoal for them ; after being potted
they should be either plunged in front of late succession plants or in
separate beds, and shaded for ,a short time during bright snushine.
Vines swelling frnit should be allowed abundance of moisture, both
at the root and in the atmosphere, and late Vino borders should
receive good soakings of manure.water, either from the farmyard or
the cesspool ; immediately after the manure-water has been applied,
another soaking of pure water should be given, in order to dilute
the first application, and to wash it down. Figs should be allowed
abundance of moisture at the root, overhead, and in the atmosphere.
Stimulants should not bo too often applied to Figs in the way of
manure-water, but they thoroughly enjoy a mulching of good fibry
loam and rotten m.anure. Peach and Nectarine trees that have done
fruiting should be well syringed and supplied with water, and also
freely e.'cposed to the air. Melons that have done fruiting should be
either thrown away and replaced by young ones, or cut back and
encouraged to start anew; but young plants are best.

Hardy Fruit.

Complete as soon as possible the pvopagation of Strawberrj- plants
for forcing and the forming of new Strawberry beds. Young plants
pay best for growing. Some only fruit their plants once. They lay
the earliest runners in pots, feed them freely throughout the season,
plant them out on rich deep ground in the autumn, gather a fine crop,
propagate fresh plants, and dig tho one-year old ones in. This is

carrying a sound principle to extremes. As a rule, the plants
will carry more fruit the second year than the first, aud they ought
to bo .allowed to st.and over for a second crop; unless, indeed, tho
almost better plan is adopted of forcing tho young plants the first

season, and then planting them out as soon as they have finished
fruiting under glass. From such pl.ants the first crop in open
quarters is the best. Whether tho liberal treatment in pots, the
development of the leaves under glass and close to the light, and the
abnormal strength thus thrown into the crowns, or tho extraordinary
activity and vigour of the roots, be the causes of the unusual fertility
is uncertain

; but, that it exists in forced plants, is proved afresh
by each year's experience. The next best aud most profitable method
is to propagate plants, and treat them in every way as if intended
for forcing, until the end of September, when they should be planted
out on a bit of the best ground in the garden, in rows 2 or 21 feet
apart, tho plants being 18 inches or 2 feet asunder in the rows.
Another mode, involving less labour aud the loss of a season in the
age of the plants, is to remove the strongest runners as soon as
rooted, plant them in beds or rows 6 inches apart, leave them there,

kept free of suckers, all flowers and frnit being picked off

dnring the next season, and plant them out in the autumn as
recommended for this j-ear's strong plants. Such plants may
also bo allowed to fruit for one or two years. Two good crops,

however, from the same plants, are as many as can be profit.ably

taken from them, .attend to watering and mulching .Strawberry
plants turned out after forcing. These, properly cared for, will

come in after tho Elton Pine and other late sorts, and will carry tho
Strawberry season far into autumn. By planting fresh runners of
Alpines or Hautboys every year, late Strawberries may also bo
gathered for ices. The Ilautboys give a flavour unirpie among fruits,

unless, indeed, a little of tho same aroma may bo detected in tho
American Musk Grapes or Mr. Pearson's hybrid Grape Ferdinand
do Lf'ssnpg. It is most important to guard these late Strawberries
from birrls, and from too much sun. The latter burns out thofjuality,
.and flavour, as well ,as hurries the fruit over; whereas tho object of
the cultivator is to prolong it as late as possible. It is somewhat
singular that cultivators, who do so much to get things early, take
so little pains ti> have them late, though, to the true lover of Straw.
berries, these luscious fruits in September anr] October are just as
much valued as in February or March. The late autumn.bearing
Raspberries, if cut over by the ground, as they ought to have been
last winter, will now require staking, as they will be coming into
full bearing. Thin out the young canes of summer-bearing varieties,

only leaving from three to fivo canes to a stool; Also cut out tho
bearing shoots as soon as the fruit is gathered, in order to admit
more light and air to the young wood. If tho latter is weak, it may
be much strengthened by thoroughly soaking the roots with sewage,
or surfacing with m.annre. The size and quantity of next year's crop
will be determined by the vigour and size of the young wood pro-
duced and matured this autumn. Few fruits are in greater demand
than Raspberries for preserves, and also for dessert, where they are
liked ; and few fruits pay better for liberal culture. The yonng
canes, when strong, should also bo loosely staked to protect them
from being broken off by the winds. Should dry weather prevail,

late Gooseberries and Currants will swell out finer and keep longer
if they are well soaked with house sewage, and mulched over the
roots with G inches of good manure. Net the fruit carefully from
birds.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

Unless late Peas o,re heavily mulched ami thoi-onghly watered two
or three times a week, the crop is likely to be a scanty one. Tho
advantages of sowing in well-manured trenches are now so apparent
as to require no argument in favour of the general adoption of the
plan for all Peas sown after the 1st ot Jlay, and, especially is this

desirable in poor dry soils. Beyond a passing thunder storm, there
is no likelihood at present ot any considerable rainfall ; sowing small

seeds, therefore, will be useless, nnless the ground is thoroughly
soaked with water before sowing, and shaded immediately afterwards.

In difficult seasons like the present, it will be better to make small
sowings at more frequent intervals, and to pay particular attention

to shading. Branches of Hazel, Ash, or Elm, may be obtained from
the undergrowth in plantations almost everywhere without doing any
permanent injury; and, .although, the leaves will wither in a few
liours, they will afterwards adhere to the branches a long time, and
form a grateful shade to any crop just commencing growth, where
frequent watering, it unaccompanied with frequent stirring ot

tho surface, would render the soil almost impervious. Recently
planted Celery would be much benefited during this scorching weather
by being shaded with branches in this way ; and, as they will permit
an abundant circulation of air, there is no danger ot the growth being
weakened thereby. It is, in fact, necessary to adopt every expedient

to check evaporation, and, as far as possible, to keep things in a
growing condition, almost regardless ot appearances. Early
Potatoes are now ripe and may be lifted and stored at once;
the tubers in conse(pience ot the drought are smaller than usual,

but are of good quality, without any symptoms ot disease. Those
intended tor seed should be laid in an open shed with a northern
aspect, where they will gradually become green, and in this con-

dition they are capable ot resisting a good deal of frost, and are
less likely to make an exhausting and premature growth. During
tho winter they should bo kept cool and in thin layers. The very
best plan is to ]>!ace them, at the approach of winter, " crown
upwards," in shallow trays or boxes, one Layer only in a tray. And*
there is no better place to kee}) those intended for early planting
than under a greenhouse stage, where only sufiicient artificial heat
is used to keep out frost, and where, at all other times, an abundant
circulation ot air is admitted. Late Potatoes, that have not been
injured by frost,and have consequently made sothcient growth to shade
the ground, are at present looking well, but nearly everything, with
the exception of grain crops, are suffering from the prolonged

drought. Where it is desirable to plant a house of Cucumbers for
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autumn use, a sufficient number of seeds of tho Telegraph, or any other

approved variety, may now be sown for that purpose. There is no
necessity for any artificial heat at present. Soak the seeds in water
for twelve or eighteen hours before sowing

;
plant each seed

in a small 60-pot ; shade, and keep close till the plants are up. Pro-

vide several more plants than will be required, and, when planting,

select the strongest.—E. Hoi5d.a.y.

Market Gardens.

The principal work in these now consists in stirring the surface of

the soil about growing crops, and in gathering fruit. The principal

crops at present ready for market are Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Peas,

Broad and French Beans, Potatoes, Onions, Carrots, Vegetable Mar.
rows. Cucumbers, Globe Artichokes, &c. Cucumbers producing

heavy crops are assisted by applicaCions of manure-water and guano-

water ; toads are kept in Cucumber-frames to keep down wood-lice.

Vegetable Harrows are mulched. Tomatoes are now receiving close

attention in the way of watering, for the retention of which drills

are drawn on each side of the plants ; they are also mulched with
short dung. This crop is being deprived of all suckei's and lateral

shoots, preserving only the main stem, or at most only such shoots as

are bearing good clusters of flowers or fruit. They are gone over

every few days, thinned, and tied, the latter operation being per.

formed so as to place them on the sunny side of tho stakes. French
Beans have begun to bear a fair crop. They are commonly grown in

single lines from 21- to 3 feet apart ; between every alternate line is

a row of Lettuces. The last sowing has just come up, and the ground
about them is being loosened. Among Onions there is, as yet, little

appearance of canker. Cauliflower ground that has become vacant is

now hoed and afterwards loosened with a fork, but not turned over.

The ground, after being loosened, is planted with Coleworts, about
14 or 15 inches apart each way. Good-sized plants are used for this

purpose, as they do not 3'ield so soon to the influence of drought.

The first plauted.out Celery, since the rains have come, is growing
apace, and being in drills about 6 feet asunder, the sides of tho

ridges are broken with the hoe, so that a little of the soil may fall

round the crowns. On the ridges, or rather curved spaces elevated

to about 6 or 8 inches in the middle, are planted Lettuces or Cole-

worts for winter use. The Celery receives a good deluge of water
now and then, and, if convenient, a little manure-water is likewise

given to it. To Snow's Winter White Broccoli a little earth is being
drawn ; this is the kind that furnishes tho early winter supply.

Brussels Sprouts that were planted between lines of Potatoes, are

now growing rapidly. Ground that has been occupied by tho socoud
and third crops of Lettuces, is again planted with a line of Savoys,
and one of Lettuces alternately, the rows being about It- or 15 inches

apart. Gherkins are progressing favourably. Superfluous young
wood on fruit trees on walls is being removed, and useless and unpro-

ductive old fruit bushes are uprooted and burned as soon as the

fruit they have borne has been cleared off. Frames, hand-lights,

&o., for next season's work are being painted, and otherwise put into

thorough repair.

GAEDEN PARTIES.
The genius of the age, says the Scho, has discovered that in fresh

sweet gardens, where stuffiness and over-breathed air are unknown,
and where tea, ices, and Strawberries are tenfold more delicious than
within doors, it is possible for the fortunate possessors to give parties

where every social enjoj'ment may be had in perfection without any
of the drawbacks which attend them when taken at night in heated
rooms, and among flaring lights, at hours w'aen every rational being
ought to be asleep in bed. Of course it is but comparatively a few
even among wealthy people who can offer such pleasures to their

friends. Still we are persuaded that the great success of Garden
Parties will have presented to our intelligent country-women some-
thing like a beau ideal to which assemblies ought to be made to

approach as nearly as possible ; aud that a great deal will be done in

consequence to make such gatherings more healthful and enjoyable.

Few can open to their friends half an acre or so of close-shaven turf,

sheltered with trees and adorned with roses, where easy chairs and
Persian rugs, and tables, laden with services of coffee, ices and tea,

make a score of groups, each worthy of Watteau. But hundreds
might arrange (were such things to be well understood) that their

rooms should open out with lai'ge French windows upon terraces or

smaller gardens where the shade of two or three trees would be
enough to give freshness. New houses of the handsomer sort would
also be built in the suburbs, expressly with a view to possessing so

great an attraction. Nor does it seem out of question that, as enter-

prising people have found it a good trade to let out ballrooms and
dining-rooms, so others might keep a handsome, suitable garden in a

convenient locality in the suburbs, which might be hired at will by

party givers, during the season, enabling them to offer their friends

a far more charming entertainment than any indoors. Nor need wo
think of such pleasures as being conlincd to tho rich. Have we not
lately published a long striug of requests for help in providing ** a Day
in the Country " for thousands of city-pent children. This is their

Garden Party, ;jnd we hope that all of them will succeed in getting it.

Very lately the Dean of Westminster gave to the exhibitors of

Window Gardening what was practically a delightful Garden Party
in the College Garden, aud wo hope his example may be followed by
similar gatherings. Tho more we all herd together in smoky towns
the more we need tho repose and fresher air of gardens removed from
the roar and rattle of tho streets ; and tho more busy and anxious uur
lives, the more desirable it is that our pleasures should not be robbed
from the hours when Nature needs sleep, and taken amid heated
rooms and the sight-destroying glare of lamps, but enjoyed as veri.

table oases of greenness aud freshness amid the wilderness whereiu
we dwell.

THE CURE OP ALKALI LANDS.
Upon tho plains iu our uew territories on both sides of the Rocky
Mountains, there are vast tracts of alkaline soils so much impregnated
that they yield nothing but Sage brash and Grease wood, or are
entirely barren. If cultivation is attempted, a white crust soon
forms upon the surface, and all cultivated plants die. There are
millions of acres of these lands rich in all the elements of plant food,

but made worthless by the superabundance of alkali. It has been
generally supposed that these lands could never be made productive.

The settlers of Utah have been entirely successful in treating these

lands, and have done a good work for the nation in demonstrating
their great value. We some months ago visited the Jordan valley,

and saw meadows with a thick heavy sod, yielding three tons of hay
to the acre, that were once entirely barren. We also saw Wheat fields,

that would turn lifty bushels to the acre, reclainied by the same
process. This matter has attracted the attention of the British

Government, as thoy have largo areas of similar lands in

India, that they have never been able to make productive. Tho
secret of success in reclaiming the land lies in a j>rooess of leaching

the surface of the soil, more or less prolonged according to the

quantity of alkali the soil contains. The field to bo treated (of

any convenient size) is first surrounded with a ditch about 3 feet

deep, to carry off any water that may be run upon it at the upper edge.

It is then laid off into strips about two rods wide by deep furrows
running across the slope. The upper side of the furrow is ridged

high enough to make a shallow pond covering the whole surface of

the strip. The next breadth of the meadow is prepared in the same
way, and so on until the whole is finished. Water is then taken from
the irrigating ditch aud turned into the upper basin, and this com-
municates with the lower basins until all ai'e flooded. The water is

allowed to stand for a few days in these shallow pools, when a frothy

scum rises to the surface. It is then drawn off, carrying the seam
with it, into the outside ditch. As this large ditch is lower than the

surface, the water charged with alkali is all the while draining off

through the soil. The water is kept running over this land summer
and winter, for one or more years, according to its character. la
some obstinate cases it is kept in the leach four or five years, before

it will bear good crops. In others a single season will subdue it.

The best crops for the first season after treatment are found to be
Beans, Cotton, summer Squashes, Melons, aud Onions. A few inches

of sand spread over the surface is thought to have a beneficial

influence, facilitating the germination of seed, and preventing the

formation of crust. It is agreed by all parties who have reclaimed

these soils that they are the most productive lands in the territory,

bearing successive yeais of cropping without any apparent diminution

of yield. In some parts of the territory they have succeeded in

reclaiming these lands without irrigation, but this is where there is

more rainfall than in the Jordan valley, and probably where there is

less alkali in the soil. Ileavy rainfall alone in some cases, has made
the land productive. To facilitate the action of the rain the land is

ploughed up and down the slope that the.water may run off freely upon
the surface. Theland is ploughed frequently, and the particles undergo
a change as they come in contact with the atmosphere, sun, rain, and
frost. There are large tracts of these reclaimed lands in the terri.

tory yielding magnificent crops, and fine gardens and orchards loaded

with fruit.

—

American Agriculturist.

The following announcement appeared in a San Francisco paper

:

—" The gentleman who took, by mistake, a quantity of garden-hose

from a residence in Geary Street, near Gough Street, is requested by
tho owner to call aud get the nozzle, as the hose can be of no
material use without it."
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GARDENING NOMENCLATURE.
" What's in a name ? " is a question that haa often been raised, and,
doubtless, as often settled—at least to the satisfaction of the
questioner. Now, whether taken from the political, literary, social,

or commercial point of view, there is, wo apprehend, much in a
name ; and, if we descend from the f^eneral to the particular, we
fancy that, from a horticultural point of view, it is not a matter of
indiilereuoe. True it is that our greatest poet has said

—

A Kose by any other name would smell as sweet

;

but we take leave to doubt whether it would always seem as fair.

We have observed that certain names at once take hold of the public,
are in everyone's mouth, and make the novelty popular from the
beginning; whereas, in other instances the reverse of this is the
case, the high qualities of the novelty require knowing to make the
name popular. If we look back on the past, or take the existing
nomenclature of plants, we find much that is incongruous and in bad
taste. Botanists and horticulturists have alike erred here. The former
have trangressed by adopting a frightful terminology, by com.
pounding words in different languages, and by applying words which
do not correctly interpret facts. As an instance of the latter, the
word "coecinea" (scarlet) is often applied to things crimson;
" cccrulea " (blue) to purple ; and "alba" (white) to things which
would hardly pass as such in the murky atmosphere of the sootiest
towns. The horticulturist, even of our own time, too often gives the
reins to fancy ; and, after i-eading some of our plant catalcgues, one
would almost think that the days of bright blue Roses and luscious
ont.of-door Grapes had at length arrived. It may be pleasant
enough, and sometimes temporarily profitable, to give the reins to
fancy, when the practice not only amuses the mind, but, at the
same time, fills the pockets of the performer. But there is a large and
increasing class of amateur gardeners in the community, matter-of.
fact people, to whom this method of proceeding is obncxious. There is

delusion in it. The purchaser acts, hopes, realises, and is disappointed.
The object has not fairly answered the character given of it. We
do not accuse the giver of these highly-coloured names of wilful
exaggeration. The culture of flowers is not exactly that matter-of.
fact occupation which some would represent it to be. There is

poetry in it, and the ruddy glow of imagination will often uncon.
scionsly tinge the objects over which it delights to hover ; but, if the
names are applied with a poet's license, the descriptions should at
least be precise, definite, and truthful. If horticulture is to become
a science to the few, and remain a source of recreation to the many,
its votaries must remember that even in poetry, and certainly in
actual life, the imagination must be restrained within due bounds or
the result will be neither intelligible nor satisfactory. But these are
not the only points on which reform is needed in the nomenclature
of plants and flowers. Where is the cultivator who would not
rejoice to see the long French names of Roses and other
plants reduced to a state in which they might bo spelt,
pronounced, and understood by all ? Could not the nurserv-
man into whoso hands these novelties first pass translate such
names as are translatable, and re-christen others ? for many of
such names are at present a mere jumble of unintelligible sounds to
those who are the oftenest called on to repeat them. To prevent
confusion, this work might be delegated to some tribunal whose
authority would, by common consent, be acknowledged and followed.
We once knew an ingenious labourer who remembered the name of
the Rose " Je me maintiendrai " by assimilating it with the words
" Jenny maintain me;" and we hoard more than one philosophic
nurseryman mourn over the loss of time incurred in writing
" Souvenir do la Reine d'Angleterre," 500 time repeated, when
" Ajax " or " Ino " would have answered every purpose. Further,
something may be said on the fitness of names. A flower that would
well become the name of "Blushing Bride" would make a very
indifferent " Alderman ;

" nor should wo expect to see exactly the
same complexion in a " Vulcan " as in a " Venus." A large Goose.
berry might appropriately be.ar the name of "Achilles," which
would be far more euphonious and agreeable to ears jiolito than
such names as "Bang-up'' and "Thumper," which exist plenti-
fully among this class of fruit. In this, however, as in other
instances, we would not advocate a change of names already
established— they are short and easy enough, if homely or
provincial — but that future names bo chosen from a more
refined vocabulary. Finally, wo have seen it somwhere suggested,
and think the suggestion a good one, that newly-introduced°species,
the botanist's plants, should bear names coined from the Latin or
Greek languages expressive of some prominent feature ; and the
horticulturalist's plants, what we are used to regard as mere varia-
tions of species, should have applied to them popular names in
onr own language. The names of the good and great ones of our
own time, and of all time, offer for this purose a rich repertory, from

which wo might freely draw. These suggestive remarks are thrown
out for the consideration of those who usually name our plants.
There are a many cries for reform just now; and, among small
things, it is nowhere more needed than in onr horticultural nomeu.
clature.

—

Florist.

Analyses of Guanos.—Dr. Voelcker has had transmitted to

him, by the Secretary of the Admiralty, thirteen samples of guano,
viz., five from Pabellon de Pica, three from Punta de Lobas, and livo

from Iluanillos. In all cases these samples were taken from the
deposits at various depths. The Pabellon guanos Dr. Voelcker
describes as containing little moisture, and as in a fine powdery
condition. In round numbers they contain from y to 1.3 per cent, of

ammonia. They are inferior to Chincha, but nearly equal to Guan-
copo. The Punta de Lobas guano is drier than Guancope. The
Huanillos guano is dry and powdery, of a light brown colour, and
contains from 8 to 12i per cent, of ammonia, and from 2i to G per
cent, of sand. One sample from Pabellon Dr. Voelcker compares
favourably with the best old Chincha guano.

Statues in London Squares.—There are several figures and
effigies, particularly in the neighbourhoods of Trafalgar Square,
Waterloo Place, and Hyde Park Corner, which the Metropolitan
Board of Works would cover themselves with glory by buying up
and removing to sequestered spots in the country—the heart of a
forest, or the middle of a wood. Any little addition to the rates

which such a judicious outlay might entail would, we are pursuaded,
be cheerfully borne by the inhabitants of the metropolis. Mr.
Punch will be most happy to supply the Board with a list of desir.

able emigrants.

—

Punch.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July loin.

This meeting, one of the best of the season, owed much of its excellence
to the fruit prizes offered by Messrs. Vcitch & Sons. Messrs. Carter &
Co., too, added much to its interest by sending the finest collection of

named varieties of Lettuces we have yet seen, as well as a fine series of

dried specimen Peas. Mr. B. S. Williams had several groups of rare and
choice decorative plants; and Messrs. Jackman staged a fine collection of

hybrid Clematises.

Pelargoniums —These were well represented, and, on the whole,
of good quality. The best collection came from Mr. Catling, gardener
to Mrs, Lermitte, of Finchley. It contained fine examples of good
culture, some of the plants being nearly i feet through. The
varieties were:—The Bride, white; Wm. Catlin, vivid scarlet; John
Williams, salmon, and a perfect mass of bloom at least 4 feet across

;

Virgo Marie, white dark zone ; Corsair, a splendid variety with compact
trusses of fine vivid scarlet flowers; and Mens. Rendatler, hright salmon.
This was one of the best plants in the show, and a dense shield of

flowers nearly 5 feet through. The same exhibitor also had the best
group of nosegay varieties. Mr. W . Paul, Mr. Chas. Turner, and others,

staged excellent collections of golden and bronze Zonals, Ivy-leaved and
other varieties ; and the first named exhibitor also sent two exeelleut

stands of cut flowers. In the case of new varieties, only one plaut

should 'oo shown in the same pot, more than one, a practice sometimes
resorted to, puzzling the public and conveying no correct idea of the
true character or habit of the plant.

Fruit.—The show of fruit staged in competition for Messrs. Veitch's
prizes, to which we have previously directed attention, was one of the

best we ever remember to have seen at South Kensington of late years,

and formed the chief attraction of the exhibition, it is once more
evident that a good show of fruit is as possible as heretofore, if the prizes

ottered are sufficiently liberal, as they were on this occasion, to induce
the best growers to cut their /iiicst fruit. Mr. VV. Coleman had a really

fine collection of ten varieties. Black Hamburgh Grapes and Royal
George Peaches being unexceptioually fine and well-coloured, as was also

a splendid dish of Lord Napier Nectarines. Rivers's Early Apricot, May
Duke Cherries, and brown Turkey Figs were also of excellent quality.

Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to Lord Carrington, also had a good collection,

the Black Prince Grapes being excellent. In the same collection

were fine Bellegarde Peaches, Violette Uitive Nectarines, Jetfersou

I'lums, and a tine dish of Strawberries, named Souvenir de Reefe. Mr.
T. Jones, of Frogmore, also had a nice group ; the excellence of the other

dishes being somewhat marred by a faidty Pine. Mr. Baunerman, gar-

dener to Lord Bagot, had a really fine group of six dishes, the Black
llambuvgh Grapes being very fine, as also were the Muscats, although

not so perfectly finished as is desiiuble. The Royal George Peaches iu

this collection were nearly perfect in size, and richly coloured, the Nec-
tarines and Figs being also of excellent quality. This was one of the most
creditable collections staged, and well deserved the awara it obtained.

Mr. J. Watson also had a good assortnieut of fine fiuit, the Grapes and
Dr. Hogg Strawberries being excellent in every way. The last-

named fruit is one of the largest and best for exhibition pur-

poses, and always appears to bear packing and carriage well, Mr.
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W. ]5ouos bad Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes in oxccUout

condition, good Strawberries, and a nice Golden Qaoeu Melon. Mr. D.

Wilson, gardener to Earl Fortescue, staged ten fine Melons, to wbicli an

extra award was made. Mr. W. Sparkcs had six very lino Queen Pines,

to which an extra prize was given, while the best three Queens came from
Mr. StirUng, Park Weir, Swansea, and Mr. D. Wilson was second with

splendid smooth Cayennes. Grapes were well represented by fine large-

berried clusters from Mr. Coleman, Mr. Deaville, Mr. Loudon, and other

well-known exhibitors. Mr. R. Fleming, Sandhays, Liverpool, staged

three immense clusters of Black Hambui-ghs, the berries being too closely

packed to allow them to swell properly ; otherwise, they were splendid ex-

amples of good cultivation, and deservedly obtained an extra prize. The
first prize for white Grapes was taken by Mr. Loudon, who had Golden
Champion, a really noble Grape, and a bunch of Muscat of Alexandra.

Peaches were especially fine, there being about two dozen dishes staged,

and all were above average quaUty. The varieties were Barrington, Belle-

garde, Noblesse, Grosse Mignonne, Admirable, Royal George, and Teton

de Venus, the latter being a large and fine fruit for table or exhibition

purposes. Four splendid Queen Pines, weighing in all 19 lbs. 3ozs., were
placed before the fruit committee and awarded a certificate, these having,

unfortunately, arrived too late for the fruit show. They were grown by
Mr. Harris, gardener to Mrs. Vivian, Singleton, and were considered, by
the entire committee, to be splendid examples of superior cultivation.

Mr. Woodbridge, of Syon, sent fine specimens of Musa Champna, a

variety from Trinidad. The fruit is about 3 or 4 inches in length, and
thicker in proportion than that of M. Cavendishii. These were pro-

nounced to be of excellent flavour. Mr. Perkins sent an Enville Queen
I'ine, rather irregular in shape, but weighing 8 lbs. lOozs. Melons,

grown with their roots in water, came from Chatsworth, but were not

considered to be of first-rate flavour. It was observed at the meeting
that the best Melons in Persia are grown on floating islands or gardens,

with their roots constantly in water ; but that it is uninterrupted and
bright hot sunlight which develops their flavour, much moisture at the

root being essential to counteract the dryness of the air.

Miscellaneous Subjects.—Messrs. J. Veitch & Son sent a splendid

group of new and rare decorative plants, among which a collection of new
Gloxinias, with large and remarkably richly-coloured flowers, call for

especial notice. In this group was one of the finest plants of the

beautiful blue Vanda caerulea that we have ever seen, bearing a, stout

erect spike of about fourteen flowers, the individual blooms being not

only large, but more vivid in colour than is generally seen. The plant was
growing in a large teak cylinder, similar to that figured and described in

The Gakden at p. 547, Vol. V. The collection also comprised a fine

richly-coloured variety of Aerides quinquevulnerum, Disa grandiflora,

Croton Youngii, remarkably brilliant in colour ; Darlingtonia californica,

Sarracenia Stevensii, which appears to be a vigorous-habited, as well as a

decidedly beautiful plant ; Ficus Parcelli, Tillandsia (Caragaata) Zahni,

and others equally interesting, to which a silver medal was awarded. Mr.
B. S. Williams, of HoUoway, also had a very effective group of stove and
greenhouse plants. Ferns, and Orchids, including splendid specimens of

Aerides afline superbum, with five or six fine spikes of rich rosy-purple

flowers ; A. odoratum majus, well-flowered ; Disa grandiflora, the rare

Dendrobium crystallinum, and others. This group was also deservedly

honoured with a silver medal. Mr. J. Aldous obtained a bronze medal
for a neat and tastefully-arranged bank of flowering and foliage decorative

plants. The six Hydrangeas, shown by the same exhibitors, also deservedly

obtained a first prize. It is surprising what an eflective old plant this is

when well grown , and as it is easily cultivated, even in a cottage window,
it deserves to become even more generally populai-, as a decorative plant,

than is at present the case. Messrs. Veitch also had four splendid stands

of cut Roses, the blooms being remarkably fresh and clean, and including

some of the best of the old and new exhibition kinds ; and a very interest-

ing group of Conifers, growing in large tubs. Among the latter we
noticed a fresh and healthy specimen of Sciadopitys verticillata, the

curious and distinct Umbrella Pine from Japan. This is a striking plant,

and is often depicted by Japanese artists on all kinds of ornamental

articles. The same group also included some of the most beautifal of the

Eetinosporas, and a fine specimen of Abies poUta, one of the I'arest

and most distinct in the whole group. Pinks, Carnations, Picottees,

Vei-benas, and other florists' flowers, were staged in capital con-

dition by Mr. Charles Turner and other exhibitors. Mr. Jack,

Battle Abbey, Sussex, sent cut spikes of the white-flowered Mande-
villa sauveolens from a plant which has been growing planted out

in the open air during the past fifteen years. Mr. G. _F. Wilson sent a

collection of Lilies, including L. Humboldtii, L. longiflorum, L. umbel-

latum citratum, a distinct variety of a deep salmon tint throughout, and
L. longiflorum marginatum, with glaucous leaves, margined with

clear creamy-white. Mr. G. Thomson, Crystal Palace Gardens, sent a

fine hybrid form of the L. lancifoUum type, the individual flowers being

nearly as large as L. auratum, and of pearly whiteness, spotted with

crimson. It is supposed to be the result of a cross between the last-

named plant and L. (lancifolium) speciosum, and has previously been

certificated as a first-class variety. Mr. P. Barr sent about thirty

varieties from T'^ocing, including several fine forms not generally

met with in cultivation. Messrs. Carter sent four pots of pyramidal-

trained Lobelias, very healthy and well-flowered, and also cut specimens

of a fine blue-flowered Pentstemon, unnamed. Mr. W. Paul sent a

collection of double Zonal Pelargoniums, amongst which George Sand, a

fine pale rose ; Talabut, deep crimson ; Francjois Purtusati, a rich

salmon ; and Jeanne Alegatiere, a deep lilac-pink—deserve especial notice

as being promising novelties. A fine robust plant of Odontoglossum

voxUlarium, with ten flowers on two fine spikes, came from the Society's

Garden. Mr. J. George, Putney Heath, sent four new Zonals with large

bright flowers ; and Mr. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, sent seedhng Zonal

Duchess of Edinburgh, a coarse grower with immense trusses of largo

white flowers with a salmon eye. Mr. Chitty, Stamford Hill, sent his

new Colons, Duchess of Edinburgh, to which wo have before alluded as a

fine plant. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent Pelargonium Sparkler, a

richly-coloured tricolor variety of good habit. Bridal Bouquet, a

silver-edged variety with white flowers. Distinction, a dwarf dark Zonal

variety with bright crimson-scarlet flowers in dense trusses ;
and Mrs.

Maxwell Masters, a fine silver tricolor well coloured. The same firm also

had a collection of new Ivy-leaved varieties with salmon and rosy-piuk

flowers. These are so valuable for hanging-baskets, window-boxes, and

balconies, that we hope to see these new hybrids grown extensively for

the latter purposes. A plant of a pretty rosy-flowered Saocolabium, named
S. Cruikshankii, came from Messrs. Henderson ; it has erect spikes and

di-ooping fleshy leaves of a glaucous green colour. A fine box of a new

Rose named Miss Hassard came from Mr. C. Turner, who also had a fine

stand of another new variety named Rev. J. B. Camm. The kist-named

is a fine full Rose with very fine foliage. Mr. Tipping, Richmond, sent a

seedling golden zonal, resembling Golden Chain, named Golden Shower,

which promises to be useful as a bedder. Mr. R. Dean, of Eabng, sent

some fine cut spikes of mauve-coloured Stocks, cut Clove Pinks, Car-

nations, and Picotees, and three fine Tropteolums, the one named The

Comet being remarkably dwarf, robust, and brilliant.

Vegetables.—Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn,_ sent forty-five

varieties of Lettuce, many of which were of unusually fine quality, and

all highly interesting in an horticultural point of view. Among them

were Tom Thumb, well known as one of the best of the heartmg or

Cabbage Lettuces ; Ne Plna Ultra and AU the Year Round, both useful

kinds, forming closely imbricating heads of fresh succulent leaves.

The Hanson Lettuce is a novel American variety, with wonder-

fully fresh green succulent leaves forming a large head ; this promises to

be a decided acquisition. Other varieties consisted of Bath Cos, one of

the very best for summer or market work. Paris white Cos, Pans green

Cos, and others equally good. The same exhibitors senta very mteresting

and useful collection of mounted specimens of their new Peas, each con-

sisting of a single plant carefully dried and mounted to show the size and

habit of growth, the fully-developed pod and ripe Peas being glued at the

bottom. These give an excellent idea of the whole plant, and we under-

stand Messrs. Carter intend to complete the collection as opportumties

permit; and, at the same time, have ofi'ered to present them to the

Society so that they may be available for future reference. Mr. Johnson,

Glamis Castle, sent haulm and produce of Allen's Champion Pea,

which, judging from the specimens sent, is a wonderful cropper, bearing

large pods, each containing from ten to twelve Peas. Messrs. Barr &
Sugden sent three boxes of very fine Cucumbers, including fresh well-

grown specimens of Telegraph and Dyer's Champion, a more spmy

variety, and rather longer in the specimens shown.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following novelties :—

Djuble Pelargonium Jeannie Aligatiere (W. Paul).—This is a fine habiteil

variety oE free and vigorous growth, bearing large compact trusses ot briglit

rosy flowers suffused with lilac. It is one of the best and most pleasing

varieties oE its class, and is well suited tor pot culture or tor cut flowers.

Pelargonium Zonal Sir Garnet Wolseley (George).—A free growing plant,

with laro-e compact trusses oE vivid crimson-scarlet flowers.

Weeping Purple Birch (W. Paul).—This is a distinct form oE the common
Birch, and, lite it. has a silvery trunk, while its foliage is oE as deep a bronzy-

purple as in the Purple Beech. It promises to become one oE the very iirst ot

ornamental trees, and a worthy companion for the choicest ot Comters, and

also for associating with variegated Negundos and other light-tmted orna-

mental-leaved trees.
, , , .^ j ., „

X Ixora Fraserh (Fraser).—A robust variety of vigorous habit and deep

flossy foliage, and immense heads oE bright orange flowers tally 6 inches

across. As a summer-flowering exhibition plant it deserves general culture.

X Campanula Smithii (Smith).—A pretty dwarf proEuse Howermg plant,

supposed to be a hybrid between 0. Hostii and 0. piiUa, well adapted tor pot

culture and general decorative purposes. The flowers are nearly an inch across,

erect, and oE a beaiitiEul bluish-hlac colour. The slender stems and tohage are

densely covered with silky Iiairs.
, .. c , *

Sonerila Hendersonii (Henderson).—A free flne-foliage stove plant, ot dwart

Growth, and resembling some o£ the Bertolonias in habit ; the oblong serrated

leaves are 3 to 5 inches in length, deep green, regularly spotted or blotched

with silver grey. The under side oE the leaves is purple, with darker veins

and reticulation. .,,-.. .u i ^ «f
Sonerila Hendersonii argentea (Henderson).—Similar inhabit to the last, ot

which it is a variety. The grey blotches here run together, and suEEase nearly

the whole upper surface oE the leaf ; very distinct and beautiEal.

H.P. Rose Royal Standard (0. Tnrner),—A fine full flower, densely incurvea.

It is ot a deep rosy-Ulac colour, and promises to become a splendid exhibition

flower.

HOETICULTCTRAL SHOW AT CALAIS.
July 12Tn and 13th.

O.v the occasion of the Calais /«(e the Societe d'Agriculture offered

prizes for the best cuUnary vegetables, to be exhibited in the Saloonot

the Hotel de Commerce, and the result was a very fair display, contain-

ing several features not common in English exhibitions of a similar kind.

In the market gardens of St. Pierre, about one league from Calais, and at

Cologne, on the road to Guines, where the soil is favourable to

vegeSible growing, some kinds are grown with eminent success, while

others are strikingly inferior to the growths of our own gardens. Potatoes,

in the light dry soil between Calais and Guines, and also in another

direction between Calais and Dankerque, on reclaimed land, appear to be
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remarkably ^ood, sound, aud of large size; an English kind (Kidney),
I'rinco of VVules, was splendid, both in size and quality, some t'roiu

private gardens being: quite remarkable ; a very pretty small Kidney,
AcLille Lemon,llpurple for half the length and then white, was much
admired. I'Jarly Cabbages, exhibited by the soUUers of the 8tli regi-
ment of the line, were exceedingly tine, and as a table vegetable were
delicate ; a, much larger kind, grown at Ht. Pierre, by M. jjemaissieun,
0,11 of a delicate jmlo green, even to the external leaves, and received the
first prize. A great Cauliflower, Lo -Normand, quickly grown, and a foot
across, crisp and tender, was a beautiful object for a gardener's eye to
rest upon ; and there were many other kinds equally fine, if not finer, to
one of which the first prize was awarded. A great variety of Onions of
distinct kinds, some of them very handsome bulbs, were shown. We do
not, i think, gi-ow the long purple Onion, Corne de Bceuf, which is much
esteemed here, on account of its mild Havour, for soups and similar pur-
poses ; a large white kind, as white as snow, was a good deal noticed ; and
the Ognou de Madore, both Hat aud round, seemed to be of a good strain

;

as also a small round kind nearly black, said to be very hardy and early.
Several kinds of soup and stew herbs, not grown in England, are great
favourites here. A delicate kind of Pea pleased me, it is as small as the seed
of Sweet Pea when ripe, and I was informed that it is as sweet as sugar

;

it is called Capucine petit. The ordinary pods of this miniature kind con-
tain, on an average, eight to ten peas. The Carrots made a goodly show of
both the long aud short kinds, both red and white, principally grown for
the table only; a yellow kind was of large size, aud received honourable
mention. Beet was in great variety, the purple kind being splendidly rich
in colour ; those with turnip-shaped roots are in much demand for stilf
soils. The Kohl Kabi, on the other hand, cannot bo favourably spoken of,
nor can the Celery, the bundle to which the secoud prize was awarded
being truly wretched. Turnips were well represented, and some of the
varieties would, I fancy, be worth importing. The Navct de Taulien is a
due round root ; and, among the long kinds, Kose du Palatinat, purple,
half way down, aud Navet do Meaux, a white kind, still longer in the
roots,^ were remarkable, as well as the Navet Jauue de Hollande. There
was Scorzonera 20 inches long, which is a vegetable we ought to attend to
more tha,n we do ; boiled in milk it is delicious. There was no Cos Let-
tuce, which in the neighbourhood of Paris is grown in such perfection

;

but, of the " Cabbage " kinds, there were the lai'gest specimens I have
ever seen. Early fruit was represented ; but there was nothing remark-
able. Two pot-grown Currant bushes, one white and one red, grown for
table decoration, leceived a first prize. The fruit was the largest 1 ever saw,
and the bi-anches were entirely clothed in such massive clusters that few
table ornaments could be imagined of a more atti-active and appropriatj
character. They were grown in square and very tasteful terra cotta pots,
which were in themselves ornamental.

A Travelling Garde.vek.

THE BIRMINGHAM LAWN MOWER CONTEST.
The following account of this trial has been kindly furnished us by one
of the judges :—The place chosen for this trial was all that could be
desired as regards space ; but, in consequence of several large Hower beds
being dotted over it, it could not be staked out in a square workman-like
manner. The trial, however, proved quite satisfactory, both to the judges
and lookers ou. JI(ffit of the machines V7cre tried by the judges them-
selves, and every pains was taken to arrive at a just conclusion ; indeed,
Mr. Bennett, who was one of the judges, worked every machine entered
for competition. The competitors were' Messrs. Crowley & Co., Man-
chester; Messrs. Oi-een & Son, Leeds; Messrs. Hartley & Sugdeu,
llaUfax; Mr. Uarris, Birmingham; and Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, &
Barnard, Norwich. The conditions under which the trial was Ut be made
having been read, the contest commenced about a quarter to twelve
o'clock. A 3U-ineh Green's new mower was first tried, worked by two
inen, and afterwards with a pony, Imt it failed to give satisfaction,
inasmuch as it ribbed the Grass considerably ; a 2IJ-inch machine of the
same pattern when tried was not more satisfactory ; but the Silens
Messor of the same maker proved much better ; but all the machines with
chain action, more or less, ribbed the Grass. Messrs. Barnard & Bishop
tried a UU-inch Ratchet with a pony, which made good work on level
ground, but on uneven ground it also ribbed ; this machine is very noisy,
\vhich certainly is a great drawback to it. Messrs. Hartley & Sngden's
new machine, the Windsor, with flexible handles, was next tried, and it
did its work tolerably well, but was hard to work. Edwards's Invincible,
shown by Messrs. Crowley & Co., proved the easiest to use, and did its
work remarkably well, making but little noise, aud proved most satis-
factory in the trial of various sizes. After a while, the whole of the
machines were tried on wet Grass, with the same results in most cases as
on dry lawn, the luviucible doing its work well, and throwing the Grass
w^ell forward. There is another advantage belonging to this machine,
viz., the roller being placed behiud the cutter, it is well adapted to cut
long Grass. Unfortunately, there was no very long Grass on which to try
the machines

; but the trial took place on very satisfactory turf, with a
close thick bottom. Messrs. Green's machines, Wving been better set,
now cut much better, and proved easy as regards draught. All the
makers regulated their own machines, but, in most eases, they were set
too low to work easily. After the trial, which lasted fcmr hours and a
half, the judges had one of each of the machines taken to pieces, aud the
.special merits claimed by each maker explained. After that, the awards
were made as follows, viz., the gold medal to Messrs. Crowley & Co. ; the
silver medal to Mr. Uarris for (iiven'a Silens Messor (chain action) ; and
the bronze medal to Messrs. Uartley & Sugden. After the awariU were

made, the winning machine was purchased by one of the judges, and
another of the same make was ordered by asecond. Though Messrs. Shanks,
Follows it Bate, and other well-known mowing machine makers did not

compete, they all approved of the verdict which was arrived at. Messrs.

(ireeu & Son won the silver medal for a verge cutter.

OBITUARY.

THE LATE HENRY STEPHENS.
TiiK I'omoval of an honoured veteran, in ripe old age, from the scene of
his labours to the " rest that remaineth," need never be an occasion for
sorrowful regret. And it is not so much for the purpose of paying his
ashes the tribute of " one melodious tear," as for pointing the moral of
an earnest man's example to survivors, that we draw attention to the
career of usefulness just closed by the author of the " Book of the Farm,"
Mr. Henry Stephens, who died last week, in his eightieth year, at his

residence, near Edinburgh. A Scotchman born and bred, he began lifo

with a determination to devote himself to the theory and practice of
agriculture ; and it should be a lesson to the lads who look upon farming
as a dernier resort, when idle half years at school, and fruitless terms at
college, result in a conviction that they are good for nothing else, and
that tlio accesssories of a farmer's life, the field-sports, the farmer's
ordinaries, the riiling a good hack, .and so forth, are " not so bad fun "

after all. Mr. Stephens, as he has lucidly aud plainly put it in the preface
to his first edition of the " Book of the Farm," published in 1842, won a
name in the pursuit to wliich he dedicated himself in a far more
deliberate way. Having received a Uberal education at the parochial and
grammar schools of Dundee, and subsequently at the Universities of St.

Andrews and Edinburgh, he boarded himself with one of the best Ber-
wickshire farmers to acquire an insight into the best farming Scotland
could show. Here for three years he pursued an " all-round " course of
practical initiation with every species of farm-work, putting himself in
the place of ploughman, shepherd, field-Labourer, cattleman, and giving
attention, at odd times, to the dairy and the poultry-house. Not content
with this, he travelled aVjroad for eighteen months or so, at the close of
the Peninsular war, by way of familiarising himself with whatever was in

advance of our home system in continental agriculture. On returning to
England he made his hrst and great experiment on what might have
seemed a curi>u.i vile, a neglected aud dilapidated Forfarshire farm of .301)

acres ; but, what to his thoughtful and already experienced eye bespoke
a future triumph over diiticulties by dint of industry and perseverance.
He straightened his fences, he drained his lands, and trench-ploughed
them afterwards ; he cultivated his wastes, he introduced improved sheep
and cattle farming and housing, and, in short, he made a farm let at £VjM
a year worth £400. At this farm of Balmadies, a proud monument of
determined industry and shere sense, he wrought till some forty years
ago he migrated to near Edinburgh, and at Redbiue Cottage began the
great work which has given him an European, as well as a Transatlantic
reputation, such as no other agriculturist has attained in literature. Tha
same thoroughness which characterised his practice, animated the pages
in which, from the lirst elements to the most mature results of farming,
he set down the history, system, and methods of successful agriculture.
So simply, yet so clearly aud ably has he detailed all the processes rf
British farming, that, although there is nothing to which the average
British farmer is so averse as book-learning or pedantry, Stephens's
" Book of the Farm " has ever been regarded as a justifiable book of
reference, and an exception to the general rule of " unpractical theory,"
by even the mo.st old-fashioned and anti-bookish farmers. After the
first success of this Upas ma-jniihi, it i^not surprising that Mr. Stephens
got many openings for collateral treatises on the subject, which he had
made his own. In farm-buildiugs, farm-implements, farm-physiology,
his authority associated him as a joint editor with others ; and his
" Manual of Practical Draining and Catechism of Practical .\griculture,"
as well as his '' Essay on Yestcr Dei'p Land Culture " (1.S5.-)) enhanced
the reputation already acquired. But the most remarkable proof of Mr.
Stephens's devotion to his favourite study was given in the last years of
his life, when as late as 1871 he published a new edition of the " Book of
the Farm," not simply revised aud re-arranged, but actually recast and
writteu, in order to bring up Its contents to the latest developments of
i)i-actical agriculture. Those who have compared the first edition with
the last, as we have ourselves done, may well express amazement at the
industry, candour, and receptivity of the old man, who could so keep
himself au courant with the new improvement, which old age is apt t<)

designate ncw-broomist, as to record seriatim the points of advance in
each, and to weigh the merits of the old with the new, with all the
impartiality of a judge. In his private life, Mr. Stephens was as simple
and unpretending as he was genuine in his litci-ary character. Honoured
ill public and in private, he was not set above himself by compliments or
dUtiuetions. but exhibited all the humble-mindedness of a real disciple of
learnlug. He was hospltiible and genial iu his own quiet way, and
enjoyed an occasional visit to his literary friends in the " moderu
.Vthens." Like all men of the s.Lino fibre and calibre, ho had a keen
interest 111 the events of the day—the new books, the current politics.

One reads the s.ame of the great .lames Watt, whose great intellect could
embrace the common road of contemporary events, at the same time that
it was grappling with the most abstruse problems of science. Long may
it be ere this type of' mankind fails before the coming-in of a more super-
tl.-i.il system of study and aeiiuirements. Long may Henry Stephens's
example live with his " Book of the Farm."
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THE GARDEN.
" This 13 an art

Which does mend nature : ohanp;e it rather :

The Aax itself is Natuee."—Shaliespeare.

but

THE SEASON AND OUR GARDENS.
The proverbial vicissitudes of the weather in our fickle climate

have, perhaps, never been more fully exemplified than during

the present season, so far as great fluctuations between heat

and cold, accompanied by excessive dryness, are concerned.

Commencing with last autumn, it is not once in a quarter

of a century that such a season for outdoor work occurs

;

all through the winter there was scarcely a day spoiled

through frost, rain, or snow. Planting, whether associated

with new work or alterations, went on uninterruptedly

;

through the absence of chilling rains or snow the ground
never got so cold as usual, root-action scarcely being sus-

pended. By the end of February and beginning of March, the

continued dry weather, began to tell upon the water-supply,

many wells being pumped dry daily, that had never been known
to fail before, not even in the driest summers. The extremely
mild winter, as might be supposed, brought fruit-trees early

into bloom
;
yet, not so early as on some previous seasons.

On the nights of the 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th of March,
we had respectively, 11°, 14°, 17°, 14°, and 7° of frost. Peaches,

Apricots, and Nectarines, were in full bloom, and yet where
protected with ordinary canvas covering the trees set a

full crop, a circumstance which may be accounted for

through two causes. First, the extraordinary dry state of

the soil by which the sap in circulation was reduced to a

minimum. Second, the concurrent dry state of the atmo-
sphere ; but I rather think that the dryness of the soil was
the primary cause of their escape. During the last weeks
of April we had a change to almost tropical weather, the

thermometer in the shade reaching, as near as possible, to 80°,

but this was of short duration. May brought us a return of

cold unseasonable weather until near the end of the month,
when we had it warmer, but throughout the month, as in

April, there was an extraordinary absence of rain ; the land,

consequently, got very dry, all kitchen-garden cropa being late

and unpromising, except where more than ordinary means
had been taken to assist them, or in exceptionally favoured

spots. Deciduous timber trees were late in leafing, and their

leaves uncommonly small in size, consequent not only upon
the ungenial spring, but also upon the extremely dry state of

the soil. June was characterised by alternste heat and cold,

the thermometer ranging from 82° in the day down to freezing

on several nights ; this, as might be expected, had anything
but a favourable effect upon tender things, such as Toma-
toes, French Beans, and bedding plants. Roses in most
places have been poor, their first growths having been cut

off, and the second, as is usual in such cases, being weak.
Thunder-showers were experienced in some parts of the

country, but, on the whole, the amount of rainfall was exceed-

ingly small. July brought us very hot weather, accompanied
by thunder-storms, in some parts, and rain which was very
partial—in some places abundant, in others little or none.

We occasionally hear of gardeners who say they have dis-

continued watering kitchen-garden crops, depending on a

liberal use of manure and deep culture to carry them
through a dry season. In some unusually favourable localities,

with a rich deep unctions loam resting on a naturally damp
sub-soil, water may be dispensed with, but, in far the greater

number of gardens, unless watering is resorted to in seasons

like this, or even when the soil is not so dry as at present, it

is vain to look for vegetables in either C|uantity or in condition

fit to send to table, no matter how well the land is either pre-

pared or cropped. In most places thoroughly good soakings,

accompanied by mulchings, so as to prevent loss by evapo-

ration, are necessary in very dry seasons, or the results are

Peas all coming in together, and as hard as bullets before

they are half grown, the late crops becoming a mass of

white mildew, and not calculated to produce a single dish

when the season for which they were sown arrives ; Cauli-
flowers buttoning ; Lettuce running to seed ; and Celery
bolting. This is precisely the condition in which many gardens
are at present, where everything has been done in the pre-
paration of the land and treatment of the crop that skill and
attention could devise, except the application of water, which
is not given for the best of all reasons, there being none to
give. Wells, pumps, and cisterns having failed, every drop
of water that is used has to be carted—in many places—a con-
siderable distance. Such weather has not been favourable for
the development and spread of the Potato fungus ; conse-
quently we have all but escaped the disease so far ; but the
excessively dry condition of the soil has, in many places, prema-
turely stopped the growth of the tubers, the eyes of which are
just beginning to start, and as soon as we get rain in suflScient

quantities to excite growth they will push a second crop, the
effect of which will be to spoil their quality—this second pro-
duce being small and of little value. Where this state of

matters exists, as soon as rain comes, and before they have had
time to push this second growth, it is best to take up the
crop, for, although they are not so good in quality or equal in
weight to what they would have been if not checked in their

growth, they will be better than if allowed to remain.
Trees, such as Horse Chestnut, Elm, Lime, and Plane,
are fast shedding their leaves as badly as Elms and Limes do
in August, when much affected with red spider. Such
seasons as the present show, in a marked degree, the mistake of

allowing old trees to remain in too close proximity to each
other, even in positions where it appears almost sacrilege to
touch them. Wherever they happen to stand so close

that the land cannot support them, particularly in respect

to moisture at the roots, the result often is death. Ac-
cording to the laws of natural selection, the weakest
perish, frequently leaving the survivors fatally injured

in the death struggle ; such seasons also point to the timely
thinning of young trees, more especially such as stand
in prominent positions before they get injured through in-

suflBciency of food, consequent upon their being too closely

planted. There are hundreds of bare unsightly spots in

our parks, or grounds occupied by some newly-planted
striplings, which have no chance of ever attaining the
goodly proportions of the old trees they have supplanted.

'

The latter might have weathered many a storm if the

ground they occupied had not ,been exhausted by the

continuous drain of too many roots. Old trees are like

old animals : they have not the vigour of youth to sustain

them in a life and death struggle ; consequently, should never
be allowed to stand too thickly. One living tree in such
situations is vastly preferable to two dead ones. The weather
too, has had the effect on insect life usual in such seasons.

The hot days in April brought out wasps in this neighbour-
hood in large quantities. Such numbers then made their

appearance as I do not recollect seeing so early in any
previous season ; but the recurrence of unseasonable cold

evidently destroyed them, for, after the middle of May we
scarcely saw one until within the last few days, when some
have made their appearance. To some extent the same thing

occurred with aphides. Through the mild winter they escaped
destruction on Roses on walls and in similarly sheltered situa-

tions ; the unusual heat of the few days in April brought to life

quantities that were destroyed by the low temperature after-

wards. Bad as the season has been for gardens, it might, never-

theless, have been worse for the country at large. Englishmen
are proverbial grumblers at the weather. All through thespring

we were lamenting the absence of rain, wherein, if the season

had been wet instead of exceptionally dry, the earth temperature
would have been so low that, combined with the low tempera-

ture of the air, it would have exercised a most damaging in-

fluence on vegetation, more especially upon that all-important

crop—Wheat—which, instead of being as it is (exceptionally

good), would have been a most serious failure. The way in which
grain crops kept their colour, and went on growing through
the unusually prolonged cold, was a subject of general

remark, and an evidence of the mitigatory influence which a dry

condition of the soil exercises over an ungenial state of the

air.

'

T. Baines.

Southgate.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Mb. J. T. BoswELL Syme sends us, from his garden in Fife.

shire, a healthy and vigorous branch in flower of a Eucalyptus which

he thinks is E. cordata, and not E. globulus as stated last week (see

p. 42). The leaves are bluntly heart-shaped, and rather closely set

on the branches. Their colour is similar to that of the leaves of E.

globulus and they are equally aromatic.

AiiELiA FLORiBUNDA, Mr. Charles Moore informs na, is now in

fine flower at Glasnevin. It grows in the open air nailed against one

of the houses and is very beautiful, its long purplish.red tubular

blossoms being produced from the axils of the leaves at the ends of

the branches in great profusion. It succeeds, we believe, out-of-doors

in Devonshire, and in some of the other warmer counties in England.

= We are pleased to be able to state that Lord and Lady
Holmesdale have granted permission for the beautiful grounds at

liinton Park to be open to visitors on Tuesday and Friday afternoons,

from two to six o'clock, until further notice. A book will be kept in

tha Cohservatofy, in which visitors will be invited to enter their

iiames.

We learn, from the Cultivator, that many interesting facts

were stated by members of the Michigan Pomological Society, from
different parts of that State, showing the difference between the cold

of low places, and the warmer temperature on hills and elevations,

during the intense cold of winter—a difference of a hundred feet or

two in height often making a difference of eight or ten degrees in

temperature. Peaches were often found killed in low, warm places,

while the trees bore plentiful crops on the hills above. This principle

has been long well understood, but the additional corroborative

evidence is interesting.

PnoF. BeaI lately gave an interesting address, with enlarged

Illustrations, on several characteristics which might be employed in

describing fruits, which pomologists had overlooked. Among these

was a dissimilarity in the form or aggregation of the styles in the

flowers of some different sorts, but the most remarkable character

which he pointed out was the peculiarity in the shape and markings
of the petals of Apples, some being ovate, others round, cordate, &c.,

and so far as he had examined, these characteristics were constant or

uniform. The only drawback for general utility is that they must
be examined at a time when the fruit itself cannot bo seen.

In reference to Chelsea Bridge and Batteraea Park Sir C.

Dilke asked the First Commissioner of Works, the other night,

whether the subject of freeing from toll the government bridge
leading to Battersea Park was under the consideration of the Office

of Works, and whether the promise of that office to plant the vacant
space on the west side of Battersea Park was to be carried out.

Lord H. Lennox said the question of freeing Chelsea Bridge from
toll was a difficult one, but he had hopes that the difficulty would
not prove insuperable. With regard to the second part of the
question, he said if Sir C. Dilke turns to the Estimates of this year,

he will find that he had caused provision to be made in the Vote for

Parks, &c., for the present year for forming and planting the empty
space of ground on the west 'boundary of Battersea Park between
the gymnasium and the west lodge. The work is in hand as far as

the formation of the ground is concerned, and the planting will bo
commenced in the autumn.

A COMPANY under the title of the Royal Aquarium and
Summer and Winter Garden Society has been started, the object of

which is to provide London with an aquarium and winter garden,
and in connection therewith to afford facilities generally for the
promotion of artistic, scientific, and musical entertainments. A site

has been procured facing the Houses of Parliament and Westminster
Abbey, and lying between the new Government offices and Victoria
Street. The centre or main transepts of the building will bo con.
strncted principally of glass, forming a large conservatory and
promenade surrounded by galleries. Special concerts (vocal and
instrumental) will be held every Saturday, at which the most
eminent and favourite artistes w^ill appear. Perfoi'mances of an
attractive and varied character will also take place on stated days ;

at Christmas an entertainment will be provided specially acceptable
to children and families. The aquarium, says the prospectus, will be
a special feature, being the first of its kind established in London

;

and no pains will be spared to render it at once the most complete
and instructive aquarium in the world ; the experience already
gained in the construction and management of the Brighton, Crystal
Palace, and Manchester aquaria will be fully utilised, and prove
highly advantageous in the completion of the present enterprise. It
may be specially noted that the marine aquarium has of late years
proved one of the most attractive places of resort for all classes of
society. In connection with tho main building there will be rooms
for private concerts and for the delivery of popular lectures on
matters pertaining to science and art, and other subjects of public

interest. The hall will be so arranged that artistic, literary, and
private societies can engage it for the pm'poses of meetings, couver.

saziones, &c.
—— Wk have received the official circular, relating to Mr.

Gibson's testimonial, from the secretary, and have given it publicity

in another column in the hope that it may receive the attention

which it deserves.

At the Lincolnshire County show, held this week at Grantham,
Messrs. Carter's exhibition of seeds and roots formed a prominent
feature, especially the display of Grass seeds and Grasses, a depart-

ment to which much attention is evidently paid. They are shown in

sets suitable for all kinds of soils >»nd climate.

The operation of laying out the new park for Sheffield, given

to that town by Mr. Mark Firth, of Oakbrook, has been commenced.
The park is 36.^ aci-es in extent, and commands one of the finest views

to be had of the sarrounding country. It is about two miles from
Sheffield, and is near a densely populated part of that town.

Mr. Jarlot, the superintendent of street plantations

in Paris, informs us that the Planes which we have been

accustomed to admire in Paris, are beginning to suffer and to die.

As soon as the roots get through the prepared soil, and touch tfao

dry chalky Paris soil, they cease to thrive. On a recent visit to

London, he was amazed at the size and beauty of the Planes and
other deciduous trees in the west-central squares, and in other parts

of London.
DiSA GBANDIFLORA, when Well grown and flowered, amply

repays all the trouble required for its successful cultivation. We saw,

last week, at Sir William Marriott's garden, Down House, Dorset,

some plants grown by his gardener (Mr. Hill) of this beautiful Orchid

with more than eighty flowers in bloom at once. In one pan wo
counted more than thiity flowers of a most brilliantly coloured

variety of D. grandiflora, named superba. Some of the varieties

were originally given to Sir William Marriott, by Mr. Leach, of Clap-

ham, whoso skill in cultivating D. grandiflora is well known.

West Ua51 Park was opened on Monday last by the Mayor
and Sheriffs of London. It has been partly the gift of Mr. Gurney,

partly of the Corporation of the City, and some of the expense has

been raised by voluntary contributions. Altogether it is a magnifi-

cent gift of 80 acres of beautifully timbered land in the centre of a

district which needs it sadly. In all, it is about some 5 acres larger

than St. James's Park ; and, though it lacks ornamental water, it

makes up for that in the beauty of its Grass and trees. The wholo

formal ceremony of opening was a great success, and passed off with

the greatest enthusiasm.

On Thursday last a flower show was held in the Drapers'

Company's garden, Throgmortou Street, at which numerous prizes

were awarded for window-plants grown within the precincts of tho

City. The plants exhibited consisted of Aucubas, Ivy, Zonal Pelar-

goniums, Musk, the Spotted and old Scarlet Monkey-flower (Mimu.
lus). Creeping Jenny, Ferns—such as Lastrea, Scolopendrium, and
Adiantum. A plant of the Canary Creeper (Tropa3olum peregrinum),

came from St. Paul's Cathedral, and there were numerous examples

of the fresh green Ornithogalum, an Onion-like bulb so often seen iu

cottager's windows in all parts both of town and country. The show
was a very interesting one, and the plants staged good, considering tho

smoke and dust amid which they were grown. Mr. Marshall, of

Enfield, sent a collection of choice Orchids and stove and greenhouse

foliaged plants ; while Messrs. W. Paul, C. Turner, and G. Paul &
Sons, furnished admirable stands of cut Roses. The gardens are about

an acre in extent (not several acres as stated at p. 20), and contain

some fine old specimen MulbeiTy trees. In a large oval tank here,

the white Water Lily grows luxuriantly, and the American water

weed (Anaoharis) is just now flowering very profusely.

Fine specimens of Rhode Island Greenings were exhibited

at a meeting of the Michigan Pomological Society, held on the 21th

ult., as fresh and plump as in autumn, grown at South Haven, by
President Phillips of tho South Haven Horticaltnral Society. Theso

Apples were packed in barrels with each specimen wrapped in paper,

and headed up, and were kept iu a cellar with a temperature near tho

freezing point through the winter. Handsome Apples thus packed

brought 50 per cent, more in the market than those packed in tho

common way. Judge Ramsdell, of Traverse City, presented bright

and fine specimens of several sorts grown at that place. Among them

was the Fameuse, which appeared as fresh as in autumn. Specimens

of the Golden Russet (of Western New-York) and Northern Spy were

also in excellent condition, as well as Wagener and Baldwin. Tho

Grand Traverse region is about 15" north, where Apples do not ripen

till late in the season, and all sorts keep well. No warm weather

occurs after the ripening season—a most important advantage. That

region is nearly surrounded by the open waters of Lake Huron and

Lake Michigan, and there is no difficulty in keeping Apples as low as

30^ all winter.
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THE IND OOR GARDEN.
LADY'S-SLIPPERS.

II.—Tender Cypripediums.
0. venustum (Handsome Ladv's-slipper).—This is an old and well,

known plant, with handsome foliage and rather showy green and
purple ilowers, which are copiously prodnced during the autumn and
winter mouths. The flowers are nearly as large as those of the
liearded Lady's. slipper, but different in the foliage ; and the lip is

bronzy-green, not deep purple, as in the last-named plant. Close

examination of the leaves shows them to be covered with a super,

posed layer of air-cells, and these give to the foliage a rather

glaucous tint. It appears to like a tolerable degree of warmth; but
1 have seen creditable plants grown under ordinary greenhouse
treatment. The sepals are white, or pale green, striped with darker
lines at the base ; and the spreading petals are olive-green at the
base, baviug purple apices. They are fringed by rather long black
hairs, and have a few black spots over their surface. It is an easily-

grown plant, that should be in every collection of greenhouse or stove

exotics. It is a native of the East Indies.—C. venustum Wall. Hook.
Ex. Flora 33; Lod. Bot. Cab. 585 ; Bot. Reg. 10, V88; Bot. Mag. 47,
2,129.

C. venustum var. spectabile is a very distinct and bright coloured
form, although very rare. There is an excellent coloured figure in

the second volume of Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants, t. 2-1.

C. pardinimi is a distinct variety of this plant, characterised by its

broader foliage, having paler blotches of purple behind, and in the toe

of the slipper being peculiarly obtuse or blunt. It often bears two,
and more rarely three, flowers on a scape, the colours being similar

to those of the normal form. It is figured in Floral Mag. 1874'.

C. concolor (Self-coloured Lady's-slipper).—This is a small, bnt
verj- distinct and interesting species. The flowers, which are of a
clear sulphur-yellow throughout, sparingly dotted with brown, are
borne on one or two flowered scapes from 2 to 5 inches in height, the
flowers themselves being 2 or 3 inches across. It grows best in a
warm moist stove or East Indian house, planted in a shallow pan of

fibrous peat and lumps of sand or limestone rock. It flowers neai-ly

continually when well grown, and requires plenty of moisture daring
the summer months. In winter, water very carefully, as it is inclined

to rot off at the crown. The plant was discovered bytheEev. C.

Parish on lime-stone rooks in Burmah. It is also a native of

Moulmein, where, according to Colonel Benson, it is found on the
exposed face of limestone rocks, under a burning sun for a consider,

able portion of the year.—C. concolor, Parish, M.S.; Bateraan in Bot.

Mag. t. 5,513; Gard. Chron. 1865, p. 626, with an excellent wood-
cut fig ; Batm. 2d Cent. Or. PI. t. 153.

C. nivenm (Snow-white Lady's-slipper).—This is a little gem, and
.a general favourite wherever it is grown. In habit, it is so near the
last, that Mr. Ellis, who obtained many of the first plants introduced,

mistook it for C. concolor until it flowered. The foliage is, however,
a little longer, and rather deeper in colour ; the flowers are borne on
one or two-flowered scapes, which vary from 3 to 6 inches in height,

sometimes even higher ; the sepals are white in front, suffused with
delicate rose-flesh at the base, which gives them a charming opaline

appearance, and at the back they are suffused with green, and
blotched with dull purple ; the sepals are pure white, nearly 2 inches

long, and are dotted at the base with purple ; lip, oblong, slightly

pointed, not unlike a wren's egg, but larger, pure white, with minute
purple dots. Like the last, it luxuriates best in a warm moist
atmosphere, and thorough drainage at the root. Different individuals

of this pretty little plant vary considerably in the form of the lip,

some having the lip tapering and bluntly pojnted, as in C. concolor
;

while others have it rounded, something like C. Schlimmi. It so

nearly resembles C. concolor in all its parts, that I am inclined to

think it is best considered as but a white form of that species.

—

C. niveum Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron. 1869, p. 1,038 ; C. concolor var.

uiveum Rchb. f . in litt. ; Floral Mag. 1871, 543 ; Jenning's Orch.

t. 28.

C. jai'anicum.—This is a very inconspicuous species of the C.

barbatum type, having variegated foliage and solitary dingy
green and purple flowers on a long slender purplish scape. It

grows well treated like C. barbatum, and flowers during the winter
months ; its flowers, like all the others in this group, being very
permanent in character. Although not showy, the plant is worth
adding to a collection of these plants for variety. It is a native of

Java and other islands in the Indian Archipelago.—C. javanicnm,
Reinw. ; Flore des Serres, 7, 703.

C. i)arfio(vm (Bearded Lady's Slipper).—This is one of the best

known and most generally cultivated of all the species. It is a most
vigorous and free. flowering plant that may be had in bloom all

throughout the year with but little trouble. The foliage is of a
pleasing green colour, with darker blotches and lines, the flowers

being borne on long deep purple or chocolate.tinted scapes, 6 to 15
inches in height. The upper sepal is fully expanded, clear white at
the apex, its lower half being striped with deep purple and bright
green. The petals are spreading, and are of a bright purplish-tint,
ciliated along their edges, and characterised by bright, hairy,
black glands along their upper margins. The lip is quite an inch in
width in good varieties and of a deep claret-purple, with deeper veins.
This is one of the most variable plants in the whole group, the typical
form being somewhat caulescent in character, with very small and
poorly-coloured flowers. The best known variety in cultivation, and
one of the most popular for show purposes, is C. barbatum nigrum,
or, as it is sometimes called snperbum. Another form, which bears
two flowers on a scape, is named C. barbatum biflorum. C. Crossii
is another very distinct form and rather rare. Strictly speaking, C.
Veitchii (superbiens) and C. Dajii may be referred to this species,
and all the numerous forms are easily recognised by the peculiar
marginal glands on the petals, and the shape of the green staminode.
The plant, being robust, readily adapts itself to very diverse modes
of treatment. It grows well in turfy loam, peat, and dried cow-dung
in shallow pans or pots, and, when well grown, makes a fine exhi-
bition plant. For the latter purpose, it is a usual practice to grow
the plants in small pots, and arrange those that bloom best in a large
pan when in flower. Grouped in this way, and neatly surfaced with
fresh moss, they have a fine eileot in the eyes of ordinary floral

critics, although they look stiff and formal to the artist. The plant
is a native of Mount Ophir, a locality very interesting, as being the
habiiat of a beautiful, but, as yet, unintroduced Fern (Mattonia
pectinata).— C. barbatum Lindl. Bot. Reg. 28, 17; Bot. Mag. 72,

4,234; Flor. de Serres, 3, 190. For fig. of C. barbatum v. Crossi, see
La Belgique Hort., 1865, Nos. 8 and 9.

C. argus (Eye-like Spotted Lady's-slipper).—In habit this plant
resembles C. barbatum, but the flowers ai'e bome on taller scapes,

the latter varying from 12 to 18 inches in height. The flowers are
about the same size as in C. barbatum ; sepals, white, streaked with
green lines, as in C. venustum

;
petals, curved, as in C. Fairieannm

and X C. vexillarium, oblong, marked with green lines, and pro-

fusely spotted or blotched with deep purple eye-like markings ; each
petal has about seven large shining hairy glands along its upper
margin, a character which shows its close relation to the bearded
Lady-slipper in a marked degree. The blunt apices of the petals

are suffused with purple as in C. venustum. Lip like that of C. bar-

batum in form, but veined with green on a bronze-coloured ground,

as in C. venustum. It is a distiuct and handsome plant, growing and
flowering very freely in the winter and spring treated like its con-

geners. It was introduced by Messrs. Veitch, and first exhibited in

December, 1873. It is a native of the Phillipines, and may be a

natural hybrid. Mr. Bateman suggests that C. barbatum and C.

venustum are the parents, and in this opinion I fully agree. I

believe it is not yet figured.— C. argus Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron.,

1873, p. 608.

C. purpuratum.—This, at first sight, so closely resembles C. bar.

batuni, both in habit and flower, that it is not unfrequently so named
in gardens and nurseries. It is, however, very distinct, and charac-

terised by the absence of marginal hairy glands, and by having the

margins of the acute dorsal sepal or standard very distinctly

revolute. It is an old species, seldom seen in modern collections,

although I have noted it flowering annually in the Kew collection for

several successive years. It blooms during the winter months, and

lasts for fully a month or six weeks in perfection. It sometimes,

though rarely, bears two flowers on a scape.—Lind. Bot. Reg. 23,

1,991 ; Wight Ic. PI. Ind. or. 5, 1,780; Bot. Mag., t. 4,901.

C. Hooheriw (Lady Hooker's Lady's-slipper).—This, although not

remarkable for the beauty of its flowers, is a handsome plant, well

worth growing as a foliage plant, its broad green foliage being con-

spicuously marked with silvery grey. Each leaf is from 4 to 6 inches

long by about 2w inches in width. The flowers are borne singly on

scapes 12 to 16 inches in length ; sepals, ovate, of a greenish.yellow

colour
;
petals, 2 or 3 inches long, spathulate, green at the base, and

of a lively purple colour at their apices, the petals are spotted with

purple or brown about the centre ; lip, more or less swollen, of a

greenish-purple colour; staminode, oblong, greenish. This is the

best of all the variegated kinds, and good varieties bear really hand,

some flowers, while others are very dingy. C. Bullenii is a variety

of this plant. Like all the other tropical species, it likes plenty of

subdued light and a warm moist atmosphere. This species and C.

Fairieanum are subject to the attacks of thrips and red spider if

irregularly treated, and these soon spoil their beauty and give them

an unseemly rusty appearance. Genial warmth, fresh air, and

moisture will do much to keep these pests in abeyance, especially if

the syringe is freely used at the same time. It is a native of Borneo

and the Malayan Archipelago.—Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 5,362 ; Batm.

2d. Cent. Orch. PI. t. 123 ; Fl. des Serres, 15, 1,565.
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C. superbiens (Superb Lady's-slipper), although nothing more
than a fine form of the Bearded Lady's-slipper, this is, at the same
time, so distinct and beautiful that for all garden purposes it merits a

distinct title. The plant is easily recognised, even when not in

flower, by its bright yellowish.green darkly.blotched foliage. Its

flowers are large aud solitary, borne on stout scapes, 12 to 14 inches

high. The upper sepal is broadly egg-shaped, of a greenish shade at

the base, softening into white at the tip, and streaked with deep
green convergant lines. Petals 3 to 3.^- inches long, nearly an inch

broad, strap-shaped, rather blunt at their points, and deflexed at an
angle of about 45". The petals are white, shading into green at the

base, the apices being tinted with rose. The petals are spotted

throughout with deep purple, something in the way of C. argus ; but
here ihe markings are smaller and the segments larger. The lip is

large, inflated at the mouth, tapering in graceful curves to a blnnt

point, being of a dull purplish brown colour, veined with green at

the sides. The stamina is lunulate, with a tooth on each side below.

It likes a very warm humid atmosphere, and a fresh open compost,
and appears to grow nearly all the year, so that it should not want
for moisture at any time. It is a native of Java, often called C.

Veitchii in gardens.—Rchb. f. in Bonplandia, 1855, 227 ; XeniaOrch.
ii. 9, t. 103 ; Warner Select. Orch. Ser. 2, t. 12 ; L. 111. Hort. 12, 429.

C. Dayanun (Mr. John Day's Lady's-slipper).—^This is another fine

and distinct form of the ubiquitous C. barbatnm, and as one of the
most effective of its class, should find a place iu the most select

collection. In form, the flower reminds one of C. snperbiens, but it

is easily distiugaished from that form by the dorsal sepal being
narrower and more sharply pointed ; the petals are longer and more
spreading, and aro not spotted. The upper segment is ovate, pale
yellowish-white, streaked with green

;
petals 3 to 4 inches in length,

white at the tips, pale green at the base, streaked with interrupted
brownish purple lines. Lips very large and wide at the mouth,
gradually curving to a bluntish point as in C. superbiens, tbe colour
being purplish-brown, margined with a shade of green. Foliage,
light green, blotched irregularly with a darker shade. It has a tolerably
free habit, and requires a warm fresh humid atmosphere, with a
copious supply of tepid moisture at the root. Flowered first about
1860. It is a native of Borneo and the Malayan Archipelago.
Although described as C. spectabile, it must not be confounded with
the hardy North American species of that name.— C. spectabile,

Rchb. iu Allq. Gart. Zeit, Oct. 11, 1856, var. Dayii ; C. spectabile,

Gard. Chron. 1860, p. 695; Flor. do Serres, figured in as C. Dayii.

C. insigiie (Bannered Lady's-slipper).—This is one of the oldest
and best of all the species, and one that grows well with the same
care as is requisite to succeed with a Fuchsia or Geranium. It is

one of the best and most suitable of all greenhouse Orchids, for it

must be badly treated, indeed, it it refuses to grow and bloom. It
likes a compost of fibrous loam and well-dried cowdung on a well-
drained bottom, with plenty of water at the foot when growing

;

blooming, as it does in the winter, makes this doubly valuable.
A very fine variety of this plant, with brighter-coloured flowers
and more white on the upper sepal, is called Maulei. A good
figure of this variety will be found in Flore des Serres 15, 1,561-.

As an Orchid for room or window-enlture in a Wardian case, this
has no equal, as it is perfectly safe if preserved from actual frost,

although the nearer the winter temperature is kept at 40' Far. the
better. It should never be allowed to become thoroughly dry at the
root, though less moisture is desirable during dull or cold weather,
or the plant may suffer from damp. In the Gardeners' Chronicle,
1812, p. 253, a correspondent recommends this as a drawing-room
decorative plant, when in flower, and says :

—" On the 1st of
December I placed eight plants in the drawing-room ; there they
revelled iu the greatest luxuriance for three successive months, and,
when taken out in March, were as fresh and vigorous as the day thoy
were put in."—Wall. Hook. E.\-. Fl. 34; Lodd. Cab. 1,321 ; Bot.
Mag., 62, 3,412. The figure under this name in Bl. Bumph., 195, is

C. glanduUfernm of the same author. C. insigne Veitchianum.—This
is a still finer variety than C. Maulei, the upper sepal being large and
white nearly to the base, profusely blotched with crimson. A plant
of this was sold in the Moadowbauk collection for over twenty
guineas. I believe it is not yet figured.

C. villosum (Shaggy Lady's-slipper).—One of the finest and most
luxuriant of all the species, which grows equally well either in a hot
stove or in a cool Orchid-house. Coming from the hot climate of
Moulmein, one would expect a high temperature was essential to its
well-being; but such is not the case—indeed, the plants seem fresher
and more vigorous when grown in a cool, moist, airy temperature
than when coddled up in the East Indiau.house. The foliage is of a
fresh green colour, the base behind being profusely speckled with
purple ; flowers, solitary, on stout hairy scapes, 6 to 2 inches in
height

; sepals, oblong, greenish, shaded and streaked with brown
towards the base ; the spathulate petals are of a bright brown tint,

shining as if varnished ; the lip is of a pale yellow tint, shaded with

purplish brown, aud shining like the petals ; the oblong staminode is

honey.coloured, slightly tinged with green, having a blunt tooth or a

projecting tubercle in the centre ; well-grown specimens bear twenty
to thirty flowers, and last six weeks in perfection. This is one of the

best species an amateur can add to his collection, as it seldom fails

to please. A native of India-Moulmeiu, where it was found by
Mr. T. Lobb, one of the most successful of the Veitchian collectors,

at an elevation of 5,000 feet.—Lindl. in Gard. Chron. 1851, p. 135.

C. hirsutissimmn (Hairy Lady's-slipper).—A free-growing planti

bearing large fully-expanded flowers on scapes shorter than the leaves.

Although not particularly showy, it deserves culture as a variety,

especially as it blooms freely at the dull season of the year, when
flowers of any kind are valuable ; flowers, solitary, the sepals being

green, shaded with dull brown, the petals having undulated margins,

and a partial twist near their apices, green at the base, profusely

dotted with brown, and of a bright purple tint at the apex; lip,

green, very profusely spotted with brown. This species was first

published by Hooker in the Bntanicil Magazine, from Lindley'a

manuscripts, and the plant first flowered in English collections about
1858. Lindley remarks that it is allied to C. insigne, villosum, Lowii,

and barbatum, which species he thus distinguishes from each ether :—" C. insigne is only tomeutose, and its petals want the spathulate

form, long hairs, and strong undulation. C. villosum has longer

flowers, no undulation, or beard, or ciliation of the petals, and has the

sterile stamen truncate, not quadrate. Of C. Lowii, the long flat

naked petals are quite different. C. barbatum has a circular, not

quadrate, sterile stamen, spotted short leaves, and wants the shaggi.

ness. In C. purpuratum the sterile stamen is lunate." The plant is

a native of Assam.—Lindl. Bot. Mag. t. 4,990; Warner's Select Orch.

PI., 1st ser., t. 15; Batm. 2nd Cent. Orch. PI., t. 119.

0. Fairieannm (Mr. Fairie's Lady's-slipper).—One of the rarest

and most distinct plants in the group, easily recognised when in

bloom by the rich purple markings on its dorsal sepal, and by the

curious double curve assumed by the petals. The plant is lather

small in habit, having pale greenish leaves that spread horizontally

over the top of the shallow pan in which it should be grown. It is

rather delicate, and likes a warm partially shaded position in tbe

East Indian-house or plant stove, with a fresh open sandy compost
thoroughly well drained. The flowers are solitary on slender scapes,

the upper sepal being large in proportion to the other segments, the

margins being undulate and pilose or ciliate, while at the apex
striped with rich parpio or claret markings. The lower sepal is

greenish-white and much smaller
;
petals, curved downwards, green

striped with purple, margined with purple hairs. The plant was first

described by Lindley from a specimen which first bloomed with Mr.
Fairie, of Liverpool, iu 1857. The plant was first imported from Assam

;

and, although many consignments have been received, it continues

very rare. It bloom.s in the autumn and lasts well.—Hook, in Bot. M:ig.,

t. 5,024 ; Gard. Chron., 1857, p. 704 ; Batm. 2nd Cent. Orch. PI., 1. 140.

C. Lowii (Mr. Hugh Low's Lady's-slipper).—This is a strong-

growing vigorous-habited species, introduced in 1816, and was
described soon after from a specimen which bloomed in the collection

of A. Kenrich, Esq., of West Bromwich. It is a native of Borneo,
where it is found growing on the branches of some of the highest
forest trees. I have seen some finely-grown plants in the garden of

Provost llussel, of Mayfield, near Falkirk, N.B., who has one of tho
best and most complete collections of these curious and beautiful

plants that I have ever seen. One of these plants bore six flowers

on a fine scape nearly 4 feet long. The foliage is about 12 to 11
inches long, and \\ inches in width, of a dark green colour, the erect

scape being usually about 2 feet high and three to four flowered. The
upper sepal is downy at the back and pale green within. The petals
are 3 to 4 inches long, projected nearly horizontally at right angles
with the lip. These are spathulate in form, yellowish-green at the
base, heavily spotted or blotched with purple, the apices being of a
dullish purple tint ; the lip is oblong, blunt at the apex, of a shining
purplish-brown colour ; the staminode is curiously three-lobed below.
This plant, although a native of one of the hottest and most univer.
sally humid districts in tho world, gro\vs perfectly well in a
moderately cool Cattleya-house. They grow best iu a fresh open
turfy compost surfaced with living Sphagnum Moss, into which its

thick hairy roots branch in all directions. This plant is more rarely

known as C. cruciforme. It is a native of Borneo.—Flore des Serres

4, 375 ; Jour. Hort. Soc. 5, 27 ; Lind. in Garil. Chron., 1847, p. 765,
with wood-cut fig.

C. Schlimmii (Schlimm'a Lady's-slipper).—This is a charming
little plant when well grown, yet growers, as a rule, fail in its culti-

vation. I have only seen two plants iu a really first-class condition,

one in Provost Russel's well-known collection at Falkirk, aud tho

other iu Mr. Edwin Wrigley's garden at Bury, Lancashire. The last

mentioned specimen bad leaves 12 to 16 inches iu length and nearly
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2 inches broad, being of a fresh light green colour, and in the most
vigorons health. It was growing with Odontoglots, Disas, and
Oncidium macranthnm, in a cool moist house, and was literally

revelling in a fresh open compost of turfy loam and fibrous peat,

surfaced with living Sphagnum Moss. It bears pretty little flowers

1 to 2 inches across, on erect simple, or more rarely branched, spikes.

The sepals are oblong, slightly downy, and greenish white
;
petals,

oval or oblong, pnre white, sometimes sparingly spotted with bright

purple ; lip, rounded, white, suffused with bright rose. The flowers

are not unlike those of the North American C. spectabile in shape and
colom-, but smaller. It is very liable to the attacks of thrips, which
seem especially fond of its fresh succulent young leaves ; a cool

atmosphere, regular supplies of moisture at the root, together with
daily syringings, and a shady
position in the house, will do
much to prevent their ravages.

It is a chaste little species well

worth culture. It is a native of

New Grenada, and flowered with
Mr. Bull about 1866. —Bot.
Mag., t. 5,614

C. caudaUim (Long-tailed Cy.
pripede).—This is one of the

most attractive of Orchids, and,

at the same time, one of the

greatest curiosities of the vege-

table kingdom. The foliage is

strap-shaped, 5 to 10 inches in

length by about 1 inch wide,

and of a bright green colour.

The spike is two or three

flowered, and is a little longer

than the leaves. The flowers

are large and handsome ; sepals,

ovate-alternate, the lower one
rather larger than the upper
one, 3 or 4 inches in length,

and of a pale yellowish colour,

streaked with deep green mai-k.

ings, and sometimes tinged with
rose. The lip is large and very

much swollen, yellowish outside,

heavily suffused with greenish,

purple. The colouring is very

rich in the best forms. The
inflected lobes at the base are

of ivory whiteness, spotted with
rich purple markings. The
petals are the most striking

parts of the flower and are re-

markable not only for their

great length, but for the

gradual manner in which they

elongate until tie maximum
length of from 20 to 30 inches

is attained. When the buds

first open these petals are not

much longer than the sepals,

but they continue to increase

in length, for nine or ten days at

least, after the flower opens. It

would be interesting to know
the cause of their rapid growth,

while, at the same time, the

rest of the flower does not

visibly enlarge; it is, however,

a peculiarity evinced, more or

less, by all the long-petalled

Cypripedes and by one or two Brassias. Another case, nearly similar,

is found in the tail or spur of Angraecum sesqnipedale, which
frequently attains the length of from 12 to 16 inches. It was pointed

out by Darwin, in his " Fertilisation of Orchids," that in its native

habitat (Madagascar) there probablyexisted a lepidopterous insect with

a proboscis sufficiently long to reach the nectar, which is secreted at

the very bottom of the tube or nectary, and suggested that its so

doing resulted in the fertilisation of the flower. More recently this

has been proved to be the case, and a moth has been discovered

in the Island with a proboscis of the required length. In the case of

the Long. tailed Lady's-slipper I have often thought that it might
possiblybe fertilised in Peru by large ants or other creatures unable to

fly, and that the long petals served as ladders np which they can
climb to the sexual apparatus. It is one of the best species in the

Cypripedium Fairieanum.

genus and should be introduced to every collection. C. caudatum
roseum, is a brighter coloured variety which succeeds well under
rather cooler treatment than the normal type. This plant grows well

in a cool Orchid-house where the teuiperature is kept about 40° in

winter, and is very effective. C. caudatum first flowered in the once
celebrated collection of Mrs. Lawrence at Ealing Park in 1850.

Native of the Peruvian Andes.—Lindl. Hook., Ic. pi., 7, 658-9; Paxt.

Fl. Gard., 9 ; Plor des Serres, 6, 566 ; Warner's Orch. Plants
2nd series, t. 1.

C. Stonei (Mr. Stone's Lady's-slipper).—This maybe considered

as one of the most attractive species in the whole group. It wag
first imported from Sarawak by Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., and
named in honour of Mr. Stone, an enthusiastic cultivator and late

gaidener to Mr. Day, of Tot.
tenham. It has smooth foliage

of a bright green colour, about
1 foot in length, and IJ- to
2 inches in width. The flowers
are borne 2 to 4 together, on
a large curved erect spike,
subtended by large bracts.
The flowers are large and
brightly coloured ; sepals, white,
faintly tinged with rose, and
heavily blotched behind with
purple

; petals, 5 inches long,
and ;f of an inch broad, droop-
ing, slightly twisted, of a faint
yellow colour, streaked and
blotched with purple ; lip, not
unlike a Mahomedan slipper in
shape ; of a bright rosy-lilac

colour, with conspicuous car.
mine-tinted veins. The style ia

curiously two-branched, and the
staminode is surrounded by a
hairy border, like the collar of a
Polish tunic. A fine variety of
this, C. Stonei platytasnium,
differs from the normal form in
having flat petals fully I to J of
an inch broad, richly blotched
with purple. It is both rare
and valuable.—C. Stonei, Lindl.,

Bot. Mag., t. 5,349; Batm. 2d
Cent. Or. PI. 200 ; Jenning'a
Orch. t. 12 ; C. Stonei platytffi.

nium Rchb. f. Gard. Chron.,
1867, p. 1,118, with excellent
wood-cat fig.

C. Iwvigatum (Glossy-leaved
Lady's-slipper).—In habit this
is barely distinguishable from
C. Stonei, and their mode of
flowering is the same. It is

easily distinguished, however,
by its smaller flowers, and by
the purple markings in front
of the ovate dorsal sepal, as
well as the scape ovaries, bracts,
and petals of the present plant
being profusely covered with
purple hairs, while in C. Stonei
they are perfectly smooth. The
petals are also much more dis-

tinctly twisted, and vary from
4 to 6 inches in length, being of

a clear yellow colour, streaked
and spotted with purple at the base ; the lip is yellow, shaded
with purple. This beautiful plant was introduced from the
Philippine Islands by the late Mr. John Gould Veitch, who
discovered it growing on the roots of Vauda Batemanni. Like its

congener, C. Stonei, this only succeeds well in a warm genial atmos.
phere, partially shaded during bright sunshine, with plenty of light

during the dull autumn and winter months. Good specimens of both
these beautiful plants bear from three to six fine spikes, each bear,
ing three or four flowers.—C. Itevigatnm (Bateman), Bot. Mag., t.

5,508; Batm. 2d Cent. Or. PI. t. 101 ; Flore des Serres 17, 1860.

C. cariciniim (Ledge-leaved Lady's-slipper).—This is a modest
slender-leaved little plant, well worth growing in a mixed collection.

Its bright green grassy leaves are produced from a sleuder rhizome
which creeps over the surface of the mossy compost iu all directions
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Its flowers are borne on erect spikes, one to three together, and,

though not showy, are extremely delicate in their tinting, and the

narrow petals are curiously tortile or twisted like a fanciful cork,

screw. Sepals and lip of a pale grass-like green hue ; petals,

greenish, margined with white, and tipped with purplish-brown. It

flowered in ilessrs. Veitch's Orchid.houses in 18G5, and is one of

Mr. Pearce's discoveries. It grows well in a moderately cool and
hnmid temperature, with copious supplies of moisture at the root.

I have seen this plant growing vigorously and flowering most pro-

fusely in a cool lean-to Orchid-house, with air on night and day iu

summer. Treated in this manner, this species and the pretty little

C. Schlimmii do well ; both like to feel the effects of condensed

moisture on their fresh foliage during the night. It is a native of

Peru and Bolivia, and is sometimes known as C. Pearcei, as a com-
pliment to its unfortunate discoverer.—Bot. Mag., t. 5,46G.

C. glanduli/eruiii (Blume's glandular-petalled Lady's. slipper).—This

is a rare and curious plant, not at present introduced to our collec-

tions. It bears large handsome flowers, two or three together on a

scape. Petals, 3 or 4 inches in length, acute or sharp pointed, and
bearing two or three conspicuous hairy glands along their margins ;

lip, inflated, pink or bright rose-coloured, with a pair of reversed

horn-like appendages inside. It agrees with C. Parishii, in having
long petals set with large hairy glands, but the petals of the last,

named have blunt rounded hairy apices, by which it may readily be
distinguished. The only figure I have seen is in " Blumo's Rumphia,"
Vol. IV., 198, where it is figured under the name of C. insigne,

which must not be confounded with the well-known C. insigne of

Wallich. It is also known as C. glanduliflorum. Native of New
Guinea, and probably also of Java.

C. Parishii (Rev. C. S. Parish's Cypripede, or the Elephant-

crushed Lady's-slipper).—This is a very interesting plant, with
broadly strap-shaped deep green leaves bifid at the tip. The flower,

spike is 1 to 2 feet long, bearing from three to five large long,

petalled flowers ; the upper sepal is ovate, with unfolded margins,

and has a strongly defined reel behind ; the lower sepal is rather smaller

and reflexed ; in colour they are pale greenish.yellow. The petals

are 4 to 6 inches long, with undulated margins near the base, and the

segments become distinctly twisted towards the rounded hairy tips.

They are greenish.yellow at the base, margined with purple, while

the apical portion is deep claret-purple, with pale margins ; each petal

has about three hazy marginal glands, the lip is oblong, vfith the lower

lobes inflected in the usualway , the colour being a decided green, shaded
with brown. It grows well in a warm genial atmosphere, and has

recently been exhibited by Mr. B. S. Williams, at Sonth Kensington.

The only other Lady's-slipper that has the peculiar large hairy glands

on its long petals is the C. gl.induliferum, of New Guinea, and that

has not the curious blunt tips to its petals like our plant. The plant

was introduced by the Rev. C. S. Parish, who met with it in India,

near the Siamese frontier.—C. Parishii, Rchb. f. in MS. in litt; R. C.

Parish in Herb. Kew ; in Flora, June, I8G9 ; Gard. Chron. 1869, p.

814 ; Bot. Mag., t. 5,791.

C. longiJoUum (Long-leaved or Reichenbach's Lady' -slipper).

—

This is a free-growing species, introduced by M. Roezl, one of the most
intrepid and successful of modern collectors. According to Reichen-

bach, this plant, C. Roozlii, C. caudatum, C. Pearcei, C. Schlimmii,

and one or two others, all South American, belong to Selinipedium, a
genus characterised by having a three.celled ovary. The foliage of

this plant is bright green, strap-shaped, 12 to 16 inches long, by 1 to

1^ inches broad. The scape varies from 2 to 4 feet long, bearing ten

to twelve or more flowers, which open in gradual succession from
below upwards, rarely more than one being open at the same time

;

in this way a plant often lasts in bloom for a whole year or more.

The flowers are of a warm yellowish-green tint, shaded with brown,
each having a large green bract at the base. The drooping or diver-

gant petals are 3 or 1 inches long, tapering from the base, where they

are half an inch broad, to the attenuated apices. These are of a

brownish-purple colour, the lower sepal is much the largest, a very

unusual occurrence in the genus, although well marked in the present

species, and iu C. Roezlii. These segments are of a greenish-brown

colour, the lip being oblong, olive-green in front, and profusely

dotted or speckled within. The rhomboidal, or triangular, staminode

has a conspicuous rim of stiff black hairs along its upper margins.

It grows well in a moderate temperature. This is also, though
erroneously, known as Reichenbachii in some gardens. A native of

Costa Rica.— C. longifolium, Rchb. f., 1869, p. 1,206.

C. Roedii (Roezl's Lady's-slipper),—This is a very robust plant,

very nearly related to the long-leaved Cypripede, but distinguishable

by its much longer and broader foliage, and by its flowers being

larger and much more showy. The leaves vary from 12 to 18 inches

in length, being nearly 2 inches wide, and of the freshest green
colonr imaginable. It grows freely treated like its congeners. The
spike, like that of the last-named, is 2 to 4 feet long, with great

Strelitzia-like bracts at the base of each flower. The flowers open in

gradual succession, rarely more than two being open at the same
time, and the plant continues flowering for ten or even twelve months
from the same spike. The sepals are ovate and of a soft rosy tint,

the lower being nearly twice the size of the upper segmynt. The
petals are 3 or 4 inches long, and of a bright rosy-purple colour ; the

lip is green, shaded with purplish-brown. The inflected sides being
palo yellow, profusely waned, and having about two green glands
on each side about the centre. It is a noble plant that should be
included in every collection. Uplands in South America.

C'.jaj[Jo)n'(;um(Japanese Lady's- slipper).—This is a rare and extremely
slow growing plant, which I have never seen in cultivation. It is a
native of Japan.—C. japonicnm, Thunberg's Icon. Jap. t. 1.

C. Sedenii (M. Seden's Cypripede).—This is a very beautiful

hybrid, and very vivid in its colouring. It was raised by Mr. Seden,
one of the foremen in the Royal Exotic Nursery, at Chelsea, and is

the result of a cross between C. Schlimmii and C. longifolium. It is

an interesting fact that the plants were intercrossed with each other,

and seedlings raised from both ; the species, as seed.bearing parents,

gave exactly the same results. The foliage is strap-shaped, grace,
fully cm'ved, and of a bright green colour. Flower.spikes, purple,

hairy, bearing five to seven flowers each, only one or two being fully

expanded at the same time. The sepals are oblong, of a bright rosy
colour. Petals, oblong, inclined to be strap.shaped, and partially twisted
near the apex, creamy.white with deep rosy margins ; lip, oblong,
bluntly pointed, the mouth being curiously lobed on each side, and
having ronnded bosses on the front margin. The inflected sides are

pure white, dotted with rose, the staminode being slightly downy and
tinted with pale yellow. It flowers very freely throughout the winter,

and its bright foliage and brilliant flowers make it a general favourite.

Grows well in a cool house.—Jenning's Orchids, t. 4 ; C. Sedenii,

Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron. 1873, p. 1,085.

C. Harrissianuui (Dr. Harris's Lady. slipper).— This is a very
robust free-growing hybrid, raised by Mr. Dominy between C.

villosum and C. barbatum. The leaves are 5 to 7 inches long, nearly
2 inches broad, and are of a bright green colour, marked with darker
green in the way of C. barbatum; flowers, large, shining, as if

varnished, shaped something like those of the first named parent,
but darker in colour, the lip is rich pnrple, the petals being shaded
with purple and brown. It grows and blooms nearly all the year
round, and is one of the finest plants in the whole group. Some forms
are deeper and brighter in colonr, but all are good and well worth
culture in the most select collection.—C. Harrissianum, Rchb. f.

in Gard. Chron., 1869, p. 108.

C. vei:illariii,m (Standard Lady's. slipper),—This is another beauti-

ful plant raised in Messrs. Veitch's establishment at Chelsea. It has
variegated foliage and is the result of a cross between C. barbatum
and the pretty little C. Fairieanum. The result is a very interesting

hybrid nearly exactly intermediate in character between the two
species ; the dorsal sepal is roundish.oblong, with undulate hairy
margins, of a light greenish tint veined with purple

; petals, curved
like those of the last.named plant, hairy along the margins, pale

green in colour, with dark veins and purple spots and markings ; lip,

purple, shaded with green. It flowers during the winter mouths, and
is well deserving of general culture.—-Rchb. f. in Ga,rd. Chron. 1870,

p. 1,373.

C. Doininii (Mr. Dominy's Cypripede).—This is a free-growing
plant with the general habit of C. caudatum, except that the leaves

are narrower and more gracefully curved. It is the produce of seed
from the last.named plant fertilised with C. caricinum, and the flowers,

although closely resembling C. caudatum in form and size, show
traces of both parents ; the sepals are light green shaded with dark
green, the drooping twisted petals being of a pale yellow tint

streaked with bright reddish crimson ; the inflected lobes of the
lip are pure white with rich claret.coloured dots, while the sacshaped
central lobe is green, heavily shaded with purplish-brown. It is a
most desirable plant, blooming during the winter and spring months,
and lasting a long time in beauty if the flowers are kept dry.—Rchb.
f. in Gard. Chron. 1870, p. 1,181.

C. Aahhurtoniir.—This plant is the result of a cross between the
old Bannered Lady's-slipper and the well-known C. barbatum. In

habit and inflorescence it somewhat resembles both parents. The
leaves are shaped like those of C. insigne, bat are a little broader,

bifid at the tip, and covered with dark net-like markings of dark
green on a lighter ground. Some individuals are marked nearly as

distinctly a C. barbatum, while, in others, the markings are barely

visible. The flowers are in shape similar to those of the last-named,

and are borne singly on a slender chocolate-coloured scape about a
foot high. Upper sepal white at the apex, greenish at the base,

having numerous deep brownish-purple stripes and blotches
; petals

slightly deflexed, oblong, wavy along their margins, of a greenish,

while with deep purplish veins ; the margins being hairy and tinged
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with purplish.roee. Lip oblong, rather blunli at tho point, and
narrowing towards the mouth ; the coloar is greenish, shaded with
purple, the depth of colour varying in different individuals. It is an
interesting and easily grown plant, well worth growing. It was
raised by Mr. Cross, late gardener to Lady Ashburton, at Melchet
Park, Hampshire, after whom it is named.—C. Ashburtonice, Rchb.
fil. Gard. Chron., 1871, p. 1,647, where there is a woodcut figm-e.

C. Cro^sianum (Mr. Cross's Lady's-slipper) .—This is another pleasing

hybrid, raised at the same time as the last, and from the same
parents. Its oblong foliage is intermediate between that of C. insigne

and C. venustum, being of a glaucous-green tint above, paler below,

blotched with purplish.black towards the base. There are a few dark
reticulations on the upper surface of the leaf. The flowers are borne

on purple hairy scapes, 8 to 12 iuches in length ; the bract being

glaucous, with purple spots ; upper sepal, white at the apes, pale

green below, with dark green nerves, and a few purple spots at the

base ; petals, strap-shaped, slightly wavy, of a brownish copper

colour, with dark purple or blackish spots ; the lip is yellowish,

shaded with bronze, and having the green net-work as in C. venustum ;

the staminode is like C. venustum in form, but of a yellow or pale

honey colour, as in C. insigne. It is an interesting plant, and must
not be confounded with C. barbatum Crossii.—C. Crossianum Rchb.
f. in Gard. Chron. 1873, p. 877.

Uropediuni Lindenii (Linden's Uropede).— This curious and
extremely rare plant was named by the late Dr. J. Lindley, one of

the most distinguished and acute of all orchidologists. It grows
well in a cool house, and was introduced to our collections in 1818
by M. Linden, after whom it is named. As a genus this differs from
Cypripedium of Linnajus or Selinipedium of Reichenbach, by having
an elongated petaloid appendage, in place of the swollen slipper-

shaped lip. In habit and mode of flowering, the plant is identical

with C. caudatum, and the flowers closely resemble those of the last-

named plant in every respect, except in the slipper being transformed
into a long caudal appendage. It does well treated like C. cauda-

tum. The plant flowers in the spring and may be regarded as a
monstrous form of the last-named species. It is a native of New
Granada, where it grows sparingly in moist woods at an altitude of

7,000 to 8,500 feet, and where the mean annual temperature is only
56°. It flrst flowered with M. Pescatore, of St. Cloud, near Paris, in

1853.—Uropedium Lindenii, Lindl., Belg. Hort. 4, 13 ; Regel. Gartenfl.,

1861, 315. F. W. B.

Weiw Golden Fern (G-ymnogramma decomposita).

—

As a garden jjlant, this new Golden Fern will take the position of

a companion to the silvery G. pulchella, the size, fine cutting, and
triangular outline of the fronds, producing a certain amount of

similarity, though botanically the two are perfectly distinct. It was
introduced from the Andes of South America, by John Gair, Esq., of

Falkirk, by whom it was sent to Kew, and from thence it has been
distributed. The fronds are nearly deltoid in outline, membraneous
in texture, and qaadripinnatifid in division, supported on dark
chestnut-brown shining stipes more than a foot long, clothed with
sulphury meal at the base, and furnished with a few scattered pale

brown scales. The pinnfe are set on tolerably close, of a clear green

colour, the pinnules close lanceolate-deltoid, the tertiary segments
palmatifidly cut down into hnear-acute segments, and bearing the

sulphur-yellow sori through the whole length of the vein. It is a
fine stove species, the large triangular fronds having a peculiarly

elegant appearance from their flne cutting, while the minute finger.

like divisions into which the lobes are split up give it a distinctive

character.

—

Florist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Crinuin asiaticum.—This has bright careen leaves of a fresh, glossy green,
and the flowers are white and delicately perfumed, twenty or thirty being borne
on each scape. They are succeeded by great pale green globular fruits, not
unlike small Apples, and these, even after the flowers are over, give the plant
a striking appearance.—J. D. K.

Leuclitenbergia principes.—A fine healthy specimen of this rare succulent
is now showing tiower in the succulent-house at Kew. The plant has pecuUar
elongated angular mammre, from the apices of which the flowers appear. It

is a plant buc rarely seen, although last year it bloomed well in Mr. Peacock's
collection at Hammersmith.

Crassula Saxifraga.—This pretty tuberous-rooted species has been recently
figured in the -Bo/tz/iteif/ Magazine (see t. 6,068). Its rounded crenulate leaves
are deep green above and of a lively rosy-carmine beneath. The flowers are
of a pale rose colour, and are borne in a small dense cyme at the apex of the
peduncles, from, 4 to 6 inches in height. It is now in flower at Kew, and
deserves a place in every collection of succulent plants.—B.

Fuclisia Seed.—A person visiting a Fuchsia-house, on one of the Continental
seed farms, was asked to guess the weight of seed procured from the house-
about 10 by 30 feet in size. Twenty, ten, and even as little as one pound were
suggested, but the fact proved that the entire prodtict was only one quarter of
an ounce. Mr. Cannell's specimen Fuchsia-house, 30 feet by 20 feet, has not
yet afiforded him a quarter of an oimce in one season.

NOTES FEOM THE LEVANT.
Having lately returned from a short tour in the Levant,
dui'ing which I paid some attention to the horticulture and
v/ild flowers of the countries which I visited a few notes on
what I saw may perhaps be of interest to the readers of The
Garden. My intention was to have visited the islands of Crete
and Cyprus, and the south coast of Asia Minor ; but, vai'ious

causes having prevented my carrying out this plan, I took the
French steamer from Marseilles on March 6, for Smyrna.
Though we called at both Palermo aud Messina, I had no
time on shore at either place to collect plants, or to see

anything of the natural productions of Sicily. A hurried
walk through the public gardens at Palermo showed that
the climate must be a remarkably fine one; for, though
the spring was said to be unusually backward, and snow
was lying on the mountains at 3,000 feet above the sea,

Irises and Roses were both coming into flower on March 9. Date
Palms, Magnolias, Loquats, and Oranges were very fine in

these gai'dens ; and a good many plants, which in England are
usually kept in a warm greenhouse, such as Cannas, Cala-
diums, Cycas revoluta, two or thi'ee species of Araucaria,
and others, were thriving in the open air. The botanic
gardens here are said to be very interesting, and much better

cared for than many Italian botanic gardens ; but, as it was
getting dark when I landed, I had not time to visit them. A
month or so in Sicily would probably repay a lover of flowers

extremely well ; for, having a greater variety of climate than
any other island in the Mediterranean, a very rich soil, and a
great diversity of natural features, its flora is extremely rich and
varied. Two days after leaving Sicily the steamer arrived at

Syra, one of the principal islands in the Greek Archipelago, and
the seat of a large aud prosperous trade. As we had to remain
three hours, I took the opportunity of getting on shore, and
walked up to the top of the hill above the town, which is about
1,200 to 1,.500 feet high. Having always supposed that the
climate of the Greek islands was, even iu winter, a warm one,

I was greatly astonished to see snow lying on all the islands,

which were more than 2,000 feet high. By the middle of

March, spring is usually at its height here ; but this winter
seems to have been one of unusual severity all over the Levant,
and I hear that the streets of Athens and Smyrna have, within
a few days, been almost blocked with snow. Syra, like most of

the Greek islands, looks from a short distance extremely
barren and rocky ; but, wherever any soil has accumulated in

valleys or in hollows in the rocks, which are tolerably sheltered

from the high winds, Corn, Vines, and fruit trees are culti-

vated. The most abundant and conspicuous plants are

Asphodelus i-amosus, Scilla maritima, and Poterium spinosum,
a curious-looking herb with branching spines. A yellow-

flowered Genista was also coming into bloom, notwith-
standing the cold ; whilst Anemones, Grape Hyacinths,
and a small bulbous Iris (Xii^hium sisyrinchium) starred the
ground with patches of colour. On ascending a few hundred
feet, the Squills and Asphodel became more stunted; aud
near the top I found a species of Crocus iu seed, probably
C. Fleischeri, a small Eomulea, a Colchicum, aud other dwarf
bulbs, all in a very starved condition, owing to the absence of

soil. What there was is stiff red loam, without any sand, formed
by the decomposition of limestone rock. It is iu such a soil,

I may observe, that most of the mountain plants I collected in

Asia Minor grow, including nearly all tho Croci ; and Herbert
mentions the same thing with regard to the Croci he found in

the Ionian Islands. The only one which I have found in a
sandy soil is C. sativus; but, though they can resist the

immense heat on these islands, they grow much stronger

when slightly protected from the sun. The gardens of Syra
seem very poor, as, owing to the great scarcity of water for

irrigation, not many vegetables or flowers are grown. Figs,

Peaches, Prickly Pears, and Grapes seem to be the principal

fruits, as I saw neither Oranges or Olives. I arrived at Smyrna
on March 12, in a heavy storm of wind and rain, and found
much snow lying on all the mountains round. Everyone is talk-

ing of the unusual severity of the weather, and judging from
the look of the trees, they have good reason to complain, for

many of the Oranges are so cut by the cold that they will hardly
get over it. Strolling up the hill at the back of the town, not
a flower was to be seen, but a small pink Erodium, just showing
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above ground. Outside Smyrna, as is usual in most Turkish

towns, are large cemeteries planted with Cypresses of great

age and lieight. This species, Cupressus fastigiata, is hardly

seen in perfection, except m a Turkish cemetery, though as an

individual tree, the finest I have ever seen is in the garden of

Mr. Whittall, at Bournabat, near Smyrna. This tree is a perfect

model of health and symmetry. Though at least 80 feet high,

and very old, it is so perfectly furnished from top to bottom

with branches, that there is not in the whole tree a bare or

irregular place to be seen ; the fellow tree to it, on the other

side of the entrance, was unfortunately blown down, but the

one that remains still acts as a noble sentinel at the gate of one

of the best known, and most hospitable houses near Smyrna.

During the week I remained at Smyrna, the weather continued

very bad, heavy snow on the mountains and rain on the coast,

so after making two or three excursions in the neighbourhood, I

saw that very little could be done at present in the way of collect-

ing flowers. I found, however, at last three species of Crocus,

tw'o Trichonemas, and a few other bulbous plants coming into

bloom. The soil of the plains round Smyrna, is a very rich deep

loam, and where water can be obtained for irrigation will grow

almost any kind of crop in perfection. Wheat, Vines, Maize,

and Cotton are the principal crops of the country, but the wine

produced is not of good quality, though strong and cheap. I

liave never tasted in any part of the Levant wine that I really

liked, most of the sorts being too strong and sweet to drink,

unless mixed with at least as much water. Whether this is on

account of the soil and climate, or the way of making the

wine, I am not sure, but probably the great heat and

richness of the soil has something to do with it. Almost all

kinds of fruit grow well near Smyrna, especially Pomegranates,

Apples, Peaches, Grapes, and Apricots. The Pomagranates of

Bounarbashi, are very celebrated, and really are far superior to

any I have eaten elsewhere. In the month of March and
April they still keep fresh and are wonderfully sweet and juicy.

The hills round Smyrna are of limestone, very barren and
stony, and covered in most parts with a scrub of dwarf or ever-

green Oak, Cistus, and other shrubs. Pine.f grow on the higher

parts of the hills in scattered woods, but few deciduous trees

seem to grow here. Oleanders and Myrtles fill the beds of all

the streams and water courses, the former growing to a height of

12 or 1.5 feet. Before leaving Smyrna, I made an expedition to

Ephesus,whereIfound vegetation rather more advanced than at

the former place. The hills here were covered with an immense
species of Ferula, the dead flower-stalks of which were 7 or 8

feet high, and 2 inches in diameter. Two sorts of Asphodel
were also very abundant, and some interesting succulent

plants. Ferns, and creepers were found in the rocky chasms
of the hill on which the ruins mostly stand. In more shady

parts of these gullies the ground was perfectly covered with
the leaves of Cyclamen hederasfolium growing with a vigour I

have never seen elsewhere. Some of the corms I took up
were not less than 6 inches in diameter, but so deeply buried

in black leaf-mould that they were not easy to get up.

Cyclamens are called Sowljread in Turkey, as well as in

Europe, but I do not think the name is a well-founded one,

as though wild pigs are abundant in many parts of the

country, I never saw the marks of their rooting where
Cyclamens grew. One of the most beautiful trees for its size

in Europe, Arbutus andrachne, is common on the hill sides

near Bphesus and in many parts of Turkey. The smooth bark
resembles red Russia leather, covered with a thin silvery skin,

which peels off in winter. The flowers are produced in April
in large white panicles, and which give the tree a most elegant

appearance, and make it a worthy ornament for an English
lawn. On March 21st I left Smyrna in a small English
steamer, which calls at various places on the coast of Asia
Minor, intending to land at JIacri, in Lycia, a very beautiful and
little-known part of Asia Minor, which offers greater attrac-

tions to the naturalist, sportsman, antiquarian, or artist, than
any country I have been in except the Himalaya. On the way
we touched at Scio. a very fertile island, where Mastic, a spirit

very much drunk by Greeks all over the east, is principally

made.
Samos, a good-sized island, which produces some of the best

wine in the Levant, was the next calling place, and here I had
time for a Lurried run on shore. Spring was at least fifteen

days in advance of Smyrna, and many flowers were out ; among
them gorgeous Anemones, Trichonemas, Cerinthes, Chrysan-
themums, and three sorts of Ferns, AdiantumCapillus Veneris,
Ceterach ofiicinarum, and Nothochtena Marantaj. The Vines
were just bursting their buds, and all looked very inviting for

an exploration of the island, which having mountains of 3,000
and 4,000 feet high is sure to contain some fine plants. Early
next morning we were at Cos, an island which has the largest

extent of level ground I have seen in the archipelago. Here
there is a celebrated Plane tree, which, however, did not
appear to me so fine as some I have seen in Iilacedonia and
on the Bosphorus. It is, as usual in Turkish towns, carefully

preserved on account of the shade, which is, in these sunny
islands, so valuable. Symi was the next island where I

landed ; a barren rock, producing hardly anything but
sponges, which are collected by the inhabitants of Symi
and Caylmno in different parts of the Levant,and brought here
to be dried and manipulated. The natives of these islands

are wonderfully expert in diving, being able to reach the
bottom in as much as 30 fathoms of water, and to remain
down nearly two minutes. After landing in the harbour of the
thriving little town, I went up the hill-side, which I found
perfectly covered with the most lovely Persian Cyclamens in

full flower. They were growing in the crevices and on the
ledges of hard sharp white limestone rocks, the soil being a
stiff red loam ; and though the corms were smaller than we
grow in greenhouses, I never saw finer flowers or better

marked leaves than on these stony barren islands.

^m 1 1- 7\ H. J. Elites.
(To be conftniied.)

How to Withstand the Heat.—Under this heading the
Lancet gives some seasonable advice which none require more than
those who pass their time in gardens on these sunny days. About
this season of the year we commonly receive various communica-
tions, some asking for and others tendering advice to the public as to

the best methods of avoiding sunstroke. The necessarj' precautions

are, after all, such as common sense would dictate. Temperate
living, light and loose clothing, proper protection for the head, a
cold bath in the morning, and the avoidance of that excitable fussi-

ness as to the heat of the weather, which so many persons exhibit to

the increase of their own and other people's discomfort. Veritable

cases of sunstroke do occur in this country, of course ; but the

majority of such attacks, especially when fatal, are probably attri-

butable to the combined effects of heat and langour and some pre-

existing affection of the circulatory or respiratory organs. A condi.

tion, which is in reaUty more allied to fainting than to sunstroke,

may overtake those who encounter heat and fatigue, with long
intervals of abstinence from food ; and the same thing is very
apt to follow in those persons who have deranged their digestion

and overloaded their systems by a course of dinners. Young
and healthy men do not require any stimulants ; they can refresh

and cool themselves with any iced non-alcoholic drinks, or

with iced claret and water. A great desideratum is a really

palatable and cool beverage free from alcohol. After dry and
hot seasons, when choleraic and febrile complaints are likely to

occur, many people begin to manifest a hydrophobia without any
antecedent bite of a rabid dog, for they are not at all confident as

to the quality of any drinking water, even if it were procurable in

a fresh pleasant state at refreshment rooms. In the case of middle-

aged and older men, who, from being occupied in town, are veiy apt
to abstain from taking anything during the day, and to forget,

perhaps, that their appetite for breakfast in hot weather is small, we
think a very light mid-day meal or a sandwich, with some iced claret

and water, or, in cases of feeble health, or where extra fatigue is

undertaken, some stimulant in the shape of sherry or even brandy
and soda-water, advisable. Of one thing, however, we are sure

:

that the frequent recourse to very small doses of alcohol in a variety

of shapes is bad.

The Yucca as a Vegetable.—A plant of great interest is the

Maguo or Mescal, growing in Southern Arizona—a peculiar species

of Yucca (probably Y. brevifolia). The plant consists of about
eighty to one hundred leaves, from 2 to 3 feet long, pointed to a
sharp thorn at the end ; all the developed leaves are concentrically

united at the ground ; those undeveloped (the heart of the plant)

remain soft and perfectly white so long at the sunlight ia kept away
by surrounding outer leaves. The Indians bake this heart in coals

for eight or ten hours, when it acquires an exceedingly sweet taste,

much like honey. The Mexicans also prepare from this baked
Mescal an alcohoUc beverage.
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THE ARBORETUM.
BAMBOOS AND HALF-HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS

AT FOTA, CORK HARBOUR.

In the beautifully laid-out pleasure grounds of this fine

demesne, the Benthamia fragifera or Strawberry tree, which

is also known by the name of Cornus capitata, indigenous to

Simla and Bootan, attains a luxuriance and beauty unequalled

in my experience in any other part of the kingdom ; the finest

specimen, now (July 10) completely covered with its large and
showy white blossoms, is •2-t feet in height and 1-23 feet in

circumference, its branches trailing down to the ground, and
the whole forming a most beautiful and conspicuous object in

the grounds. There are a number of others scattered about

the grounds, many of which reach the height of 40 feet, but

are not such spreading or well-fnrnished specimens as the one

above-mentioned. This rip 3ns its handsome fruit in large

quantities towards the end of August ; it is, however, not

allowed long to adorn the tree, as it is

most greedily devoured by birds as soon
as ever it ripens; they are attracted

by its bright colours. The fruit is well
and accurately figured in Vol. 78, of

the Botanical llar/arAne, tab. 4,641.

The next most striking and uncommon
plant in this collection is the variety

of Bamboo named Arundinaria faloata,

with which a small island in a piece of

artificial water is completely covered,
producing, when the graceful feathery
foliage is at its best, which it will be
next month, a most beautiful and
striking effect. The Bamboos grow
in clumps of from 400 to 500 canes
each, about 18 feet in circumference,
and usually reach a height of from
24 to 26 feet. Underneath these
Bamboos were planted, at the com-
mencement of last autumn, two fine

specimens of the fine tree Fern Dick-
sonia autarctica, which are looking at

present in extremely vigorous health,

having thrown up several new fronds
at the commencement of this summer,
and seeming not to have suffered in

any way from the previous winter,

which, however, was one of the mild-
est we have had in this district for

many j-ears. It is to be hoped that

these tree Ferns may in time get quite

acclimatised and reach a large size in

this exceptionally sheltered and
favoured situation. The ornamental
water round the Bamboo island is

now very gay with the bright golden
blossoms of that pretty hardy
aquatic, Nuphar pumila, which re-

produces itself with the greatest possible rapidity from seed.

The deliciously sweet-scented, and far too little grown
Aponogeton distaohyon has also been in profuse and
almost continuous bloom for the last nine months,
and has now lost all its leaves and apparently gone to

rest for a season ; it is perfectly hardy. The Ijanks

of the ornamental water are adorned with a profusion

of the handsome Phormium tenax, or New Zealand Flax,

which here attains the utmost luxuriance, many of the

clumps being 13 feet in diameter and 9i feet high, interspersed

with huge tufts of the Pampas Grass (Gynerium argenteum),
and, with Bamboos iu the centre of the island, they impart to

the place quite a tropical appearance. In another part of the

grounds, ChamEerops humilis has been planted out, without
any protection, thirteen years, and is now 10 feet in height with
a trunk 3 feet in circuniference at the base. Dracasna (or as

it is now more correctly named Dracasnopsis) australis, has
been planted out for over four years, and is now over feet

high. The Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipiferum) is very fine

here, one specimen measuring rather over 60 feet in height

and 11 feet in circumference of trunk at a distance of 4 feet

from the ground ; this tree blossoms fi-eely nearly every year.

There is also one of the finest specimens of Pinus insignis

here that I have ever seen anywhere ; it measures 168 feet

round its branches, which feather beautifully down to the

ground, and its trunk, at a distance of 1 foot from the ground,

measures 10 feet in circumference. The Eucalyptus globulus,

or Fever Gum tree, has here reached the height of 45 feet,

and its trunk 2 feet from the ground measures 7 feet in

circumference, but the timber is so extremely brittle, that every
severe gale tears off from it several branches, thus detracting

much from what would otherwise be a very fine specimen of

this uncommon and valuable ornamental tree. The common
Arbutus thrives exceedingly well here, and one fine specimen
measures 150 feet round the outside spread of its branches.

There are'also some very handsome specimens of the Cryptomeria
japouica, one of them measuring 36 feet in height, with a spread

of branches of 95 feet in circumference. A fine specimen also

of the Taxodium, or Sequoia semper-
virens, has reached 40 feet in height,

and measures 8 feet in circumference

of trunk at the base. The proprietor

of these beautiful grounds is most
anxious to increase the number of

handsome plants, usually considered

tender and requiring the protection of

a greenhouse, but which live and thrive

iu the open air in this mild climate.

He has, therefore, planted out with
this view Cycas revoluta, and a num-
ber of other fine things, some of

which it is hoped inay ultimately prove
hardy. W. E. G.

Abies Gordoiii pumila.

GORDON'S DWARF FIR.

(ABIES GORDONI PUMILA.)

Tins variety, which was raised by M.
Molet, nurseryman, of Plessis-Piquet,

forms a dwarf pyramidal shrub, with
numerous erect branches, covei'ed with

a smooth bark of a light green or

slightly yellow colour. The leaves

are of a deep green on the upper
surface, and are marked underneath
with two glaucous bauds. It forms a
very handsome rainiatm-e shrub, well

suited for small lawns or gardens,

while the leaves never turn brown
under the sun, as those of the parent

plant are liable to do. Another
advantage which it possesses over

the latter is, that cuttings from all the

branches form vertical leading shoots

as readily as if they were seedlings, a

property which belougs to hardly any

other species or variety of Abies. The general appearance

of this graceful variety is well shown in the accompanying

illustration. W. M.

NEW METHOD OF CLEARING GROUND OF TREES.

We had an opportunity of witnessing the other day, on the estate

of Grangemuir, near Anstruther, a new system for clearing ground

of trees, recently introduced by Mr. A. Gilchrist, Carvennour. Mr.

Gilchrist, as local manager in Fiteshire for the Scottish Steam Culti-

vation Company, has of course long been familiar with the use of

agricultural engines, and when it became necessary, some three or

four years ago, to root out an old hedge which encnmbered his farm,

he bethoughl him of attaching chains to the stamps and drawing

them out by means of the steam drnm commonly used for plough

traction. Finding that a great deal of time and trouble was thus

saved, he applied the same method to the removal of trees, and with

results equally satisfactory. There is now, for example, lying on the

farm the stump of a tree 3 feet in diameter, which he siiecessfully

upi'ooted. The system has since, we believe, been tried in variona
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places—among others on the property of Mr. Gorclon, of Cluny, and
on the northern estates of the Duke of Sutherland. As exhibited
the other day, it was applied to the removal of a strip of plantation,
consisting of Oak, Beech, and Plane trees, said to be about a
hundred years old, but which havo made no advance in growth for
twenty years past. The engine, a machine of 12-hor30 power, being
the same that is nsed for steam ploughing by the wire-rope system,
was placed in an adjoining field, near the trees to be operated upon,
though it subsequently appeared that the work could be done as
effectually from a distance of 150 or 200 yards. A chain being
hitched round a tree at such distance from the ground as might be
deemed advisable, the wire rope of the engine was attached, when,
with a turn or two of the drum, the roots were wrenched up bodily
with a large ball of earth adhering. Notwithstanding that the soil
was dry and hard, the work went on apace, about 300 ti-ees, varying
from 6 to 12 inches in diameter, being rooted up in a few hours.
The machine was afterwai'ds removed to the vicinity of another
plantation, where considerably larger timber could be operated on.
Here, on the first trial, a sturdy Beech of 22 inches in diameter was
overturned without difficulty. A couple of Oaks of rather smaller
girth were next dealt with, but in their case the roots held fast till

the timber gave way under the strain. The same thing had happened
with two or three of the smaller trees operated upon earlier in the
day, the reason apparently being that, with a view to got the largest
possible leverage upon the roots, the chains had been fixed too high.
The

^
experiments seemed to show that with a sufficient power,

applied at the proper height, any tree of ordinary dimensions could
be wrenched from its bed. It was equally evident, however, that
for trees of large size, which required to be laid hold of at no great
height, considerable engine-power and thoroughly reliable tackle
W'ould be necessary. The last tree taken in hand was a large Beech,
similar to the one that had been successfully lifted. In the finst

instance, the chain was attached too high, and when the pnll came
the trunk was split. A fresh hold was then taken within a few feet
of the ground, but the consequent loss of leverage involved an
increase of strain, under which the wiro rope gave way, though it

was clear that if the tackle had held good the tree would have yielded
to a little more pressure. Among those who witnessed the trials
were Mr. James Whyte and Mr. Miller (of the firm of Messrs. James &
John Miller)

, both of whom are specially interested in the system with
reference to its applicability to Canada. It is estimated that with
an engine sjiecially constructed for the purpose, say of 14 horse-
power, an acre of forest timber could be thoroughly uprooted in the
course of a day's work, being as much as a man could cut down in
a week, leaving the stumps and roots to be subsequently dealt with.
In this view the matter has presented itself to the minds of some
enterprising gentlemen as a promising commercial speculation, and
we hear that a movement is on foot for the formation of a company,
with the Duke of Manchester as chairman, with the view of putting
the system into a practical shape. Besides the facilities it offers for
clearing land intended to be cultivated, it seems to commend itself
to those interested in the timber and bark trades ; hence the attention
bestowed on it by a firm like that of the Messrs. Miller, which
uses annually in the manufacture of tanning the bark of many
thousand Canadian Hemlocks.

—

Scotsman.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.
New White Lilac—Aldlle. Leftraye, florist, of Liiige, has succeeded in

raisins a new variety of White Lilac, which is described in the Belgiqne
llnrlicule as licing exceedingly flno, the flowers being of largo Bize, good sub-
stance, and of the purest white colour, with anthers of a golden yellow, and
arranged m large well-furnished clusters. The jury at the International
Exhibition at .Maastricht awarded the plant a first prize, and also bestowed on
It the title of Reino des Pays-Bas (Queen of the Netherlands).

Keid's Weeping Peach.—This is decidedly pretty and attractive, for. in
addition to its gracefully di-onping branches, the bloom adds another interest-
ing feature to the tree. It was a chance seedling that originated in the grounds
of the late Mr. William Reid, of Elizabeth Town, Xew Jersey, and in its
natural state was a sprawling shrub. Worked standard high, however, it
becomes very graceful without artificial training.—if^<rtit•u»n);»^

Virginian Date Plum (Diospyros virginiana).—This handsome tree has
always struck us as worthy of a place among those having a pendulous ten-
dency though it can only be said to be so in a slight degree. The glossy dark
green foliage and distinct aspect of this tree also recommend it greatly. The
inost accessible specimen we know of is in the Long Walk, Kensington
Cfardens, but it is not rare to see good ones wherever collections of trees
have been planted.

.
Bog Yew.—This wood is to he found plentifully in Irish bogs, and some of

It is so hard that it gives fire at the stroke of the hatchet. A variety of useful
domestic utensils and furniture have been made from it. We have seen rolling-
pins, punch-ladles, chests, tables, chairs, and various ornaments made trohi
the bog Yew. The ordinary varieties of the Yew, foreign and acclimatised,
are extensively used for furniture-making purnoses, and the root of the tree is
sawn into veneers, on account of its fine feathery vein, which shows well when
polished. The wood is applicable to tlie making of mathematical instruments,
comb, and jiipe making, and .several ornamental uses, through the skill of the
turner and carver combined.

THE LIBRARY.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.*
In tliis little shilling book, consisting of eighty-threo pages,
Mr. William Paul tells amateur Rose growers all that is really

jiecessary for them to know, in order to make them successful

rosarians. The following chapter on the pot Rose will show
the way in which the diSerent subjects are treated :

In what manner shall wo grow oar pot Roses ? This is the first

point to settle. Shall wo choose them on their own roots, or worked
on the Manetti or Dog Rose ? Shall we not also have a few standards
as well as dwarfs in pots ? I may briefly say that I prefer on their

own roots such kinds as grow freely in that way, because they renew
themselves contiutially and vigorously by suckers or underground
shoots. But some kinds thrive better " worked," and, therefore, the
sound rule of practice is to choose each variety in the way in which
it is known to grow best. As to standard Roses, they are beautiful

objects in pots for conservatories, especially the Moss and Tea-scented
kinds, although they ai'e scarcely suitable for small greenhouses.
The spring or early summer is a good time at which to begin this

branch of Rose-culture. It is the greatest economy to choose plants
a little in advance of the ordinary sale plants. When such can be ob.
tained, grow them under glass in a cold frame or greenhouse through-
out the summer. It is important that the summer's growth should be
well matured before the leaves fall, and an early growth should be
encouraged. Such kinds as cannot be obtained in pots in spring and
summer may be added from the ground in autumn (October), and,
when potted, should be plunged in some sheltered situation out.of.
doors. Assuming that pot Roses are required to flower in the month
of May, before the Roses appear out-of-doors, the plants should be
pruned and.placed in a warm pit or greenhouse in February, slightly

increasing the temperature from week to week, until a maximum of
60' by day and 50' by night be obtained. Syringing should bo
freel}' resorted to morning and evening in warm, sunny days, and
sparingly ajjplied in cold, cloudy weather. Clarified soot-water is

highly valuable for this purpose. As the greenfly appears (which
it surely will do), the house must be filled with tobacco-smoke from
time to time, llildew, should it arise, must be kept in cheek by
dusting the leaves with sulphur immediately after syringing. Roses,
when in pots, having but a limited area from which to draw their
food, require a rich soil, and this should be supplemented from the
time the leaves are half grown until the flowering is over with con-
stant doses of weak liquid manure. Roses in pots, when growing
and flowering, can scarcely be over.watered, provided the pots be
well drained and the soil thoroughly porous. Two parts good fibrous

strong loam, two parts well-decayed stable-manure (the remains of

a hot-bed), and one part drift or river-sand, will form a capital soil

for them. Crushed bones in small quantity may be added, as they
yield a permanent supply of food, and increase the porosity of the
soil. Plants growing in pots should be pruned much closer than
those growing in the ground. In fact, with the exception of the
hybrid Bourbons, and some few shy-blooming hybrid Perpetuals,

the pruned shoots should not be allowed to develop more than two
eyes each. These should bo obtained from near the base of the shoot,

not quite at the base, for those lower eyes, if they develop, should be
rubbed out. The dormant eyes will quickly burst forth after pruning,
and should be closely watched, that the Rose-grub may be destroyed,

or the flowering will be irregular and unsatisfactory. Supernumerary
buds should also be rubbed out in this early stage of growth, especially

if a moderate number of largo handsome flowers is preferred to a
larger number of small ones. As the shoots increase in length they
should be tied out, each flower-shoot having a separate stick to

support the flower. Just before the plants come into bloom, a thin
shading of scrim should be drawn over or under the glass, to protect
the flowers from the sun, and the temperature may be slightly

lowered, to prolong the period of flowering. When the flowering is

over, the Tea-scented Roses should be allowed to make their new or
second growth under .glass, but the other kinds may be removed out-
uf-doors to some spot sheltered from the full sun and wind, that
the foliage may be preserved in a healthy and perfect state. The
Tea-scented may be removed to join them when the growth is

finished and partially hardened, and the whole may be taken back to

the house about the end of September, re-potting at the time such
as may reqniro it. Although Rosea in pots may bo gromi to flower

finer in May than in any other month, tiiey may be had very good iu

March and April. The same method of growth is followed for the
earlier as for the later bloom, but the plants should be brought to

rest at an earlier period and set growing early in January, a greater

degree of heat being maintained if March and April Roses are sought

• "Roses and Rose Culture." By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S. London: Kent and
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for. A span.roofed honse sloping to the east and woet is the most
suitable for pot Roses. The plants should bo kept as close to the
glass as possible, and there should be the choice of giving either top
or side air, or both, when required. It shonld be mentioned that
some Roses produce finer flowers when grown iu pots under glass

than when in the open air, and different varieties are much influenced

by the varying systems of cultivation. The groups of Roses best

suited for growing in pots are Tea-scented, Hybrid Perpetual, Hybrid
Bourbon, Noisette, and Bourbon, and to these should be added the

Moss, on account of their picturesque beauty and distinctness.

Certain kinds of Roses which grow and flower freely (the Chinese
and Tea-scented especially) may be so managed as to produce flowers

throughout the month of December. The plants which have flowered
in May may be used for this purpose. It is only neoessai"y to keep the

successional flowers which arise in July and August suppressed in the
bud state, when fresh shoots will puh'i forth bearing flower.buds. Care-
fully preserve these bj' placing the plants in a tolerably dry and warm
houso by the end of September, and the flowers will expand slowly

and at intervals up to Christmas. These plants cannot, however, be
brought into flower early the next year ; they must have their period
of rest, and should be kept as backward as possible in the succeeding
spring, so that they flower in June and July.

A TREATISE ON FOOD AND DIETETICS.*
This is a good book ou a very iniDortant but much
neglected subject. Even horticulturists, familiar Tvith the
rapid march of progress iu our ovm art, have often little idea
of the greater rapidity in the progress of the science of che-
mistry and other branches of knowledge which bear on the
question of dietetics. The discoveries and experiments made
within the last dozen years have completely upturned most of

the previously received theories on this matter, and hence the
necessity for treatises like this, which keep the student " up
to the time " in the matters of which it treats. We are glad to

observe that the author goes some way towards telling the
truth about the exaggerated importance attached to meat as
human food, and the evil results attending its excessive use

;

but, even he is a little hampered by popular use aud prejudice
in this way. No fact within human experience is more fully

proved, than that perfect development of man, physically and
mentally, is attained on food gathered from the vegetable
kingdom exclusively, or with a very small proportion of meat.
Lot no one think that the discussion of this matter is without
our province, for, it is beyond a doubt, that the erroneous
estimate of the importance of an .ibundanco of meat food at

all meals (which is an article of faith with the Anglo-Saxon
race everywhere), leads directly to the neglect of our fruits as
articles of food, aud of vegetables and their preparation for

the table ; and, thus it is that, wheareas, we have meats in

variety, and of the best quality, in good hotels and restaurants,
vegetables as to kind, quality, or cooking, are, as a rule, so
wretched, as to be inedible. The author says on this subject

:

Thus it is seen that a great diversity exists as regards the food
consumed by the human race in different parts of the globe. Instances
are to be found where life is sustained upon a wholly vegetable, a
wholly animal, and a mixed diet. The mixed diet, however, may be
regarded as that which, in the plan of Nature, is designed for man's
subsistance. It is upon this that he appears to attain the highest

state of physical development and intellectual vigour. It is this

which, certainly in temperate climes, he is led to consume by general
inclination, when circumstances allow the inclination to guide him

;

aud, lastly, it is this which stands in conformity with the construction

of his teeth and the anatomy of his digestive apparatus in general.

Notwithstanding these considerations there are those—but few in

number, it is true—who contend that vegetable food alone is best

adapted to meet our requirements. Under the style of vegetarians,

they act upon the principle they profess. It is true that vegetable
food, with its large proportion of non.nitrogenous matter, yields, iu

a simple and direct manner, according to the views now entertained
and fully discussed in an earlier part of this work, the requisites for

force as well as heat-production ; and, in order to show that vegetable
food is better adapted than animal for contributing to the perform-
ance of muscular work, reference has been made to our beasts of

burden, which, as ia well known, belong almost exclusively to the

herbivorous tribe. That carnivorous animals, however, are not
unsuited for such purpose is proved in the case of dogs, which, in

some northern and other countries, are very extensively employed

* " A Treatise on Food and Dietetics. Physiologically and Therapeutically
considered." By P. W. Pavey, M.D., F.R.S.,'&c. London; J. & A. Churchill.

for the performance of work. To regard man's maintenanco too
closely in association with the mere performance of mechanical
work—to look upon him, in other words, as though he were solely

designed for the conversion of food into mechanical power is not,

it may be also said, taking a high view of his position. The
prevailing tendency, certainly in the England of the present
day, is to give an undue weight to the value of animal food,

and this has been encouraged by the teachings of Liebig
regarding the origin of muscular power—teachings which, during
the last few years, have been shown to be untenable. Many
people seem to look upon meat almost as though it formed
the only food that really nourished and supplied what is wanted for

work. The physician is constantly coming across an expression of

this view. Undoubtedly a greater feeling of satiety is produced by
meat than by other food. It forms a greater stay to the stomach,

but this arises from the stomach constituting the seat of its

digestion, and a longer time being occupied before it passes on and
leaves the organ in an empty condition. Against those who think

that a large consumption of meat is a sine qxrl non for the mainten-

ance of health and strength, the experience of vegetarians may be

adduced. In the effects of the Scotch prison dietaries, corroborative

testimony is afforded. Dr. J. B. Thomson, for instance, resident

surgeon to the General Prison for Scotland, writing in the Medical

Times and Gazette, Vol. I., 1868, speaks in favour, from ten years'

experience, of a diet into which meat entered very sparingly, and
which contained instead a moderate amount of milk. He says, since

the employment of the improved dietaries sanctioned by the Secretary

of State in 1854, the dietary in the General Prison for Scotland for

all adult male prisoners, under sentence of nine, and not exceeding

twenty-four months, had consisted of bread, oatmeal, barley, 1 oz.

of meat per diem, made into soup, with succulent vegetables, and
20 oz. of skimmed or butter milk. One day in the week fish had

been substituted for the soup. The health of the prisoners had been

uniformly good. Weighing on admission and liberation had been

carried out, and 88 per cent, were found to have gained or main-

tained their weight. Again, as shown by one of Dr. E. Smith's

reports, it is not uncommon to find, amongst the agricultural

labom-ers of Scotland, that no meat is consumed, oatmeal and milk

forming their staple articles of diet. Further, Dr. Guy, from his

observations in the case of English prisons, gives as one of his

deductions, " that we possess conclusive evidence of the sufficiency

of a diet from which meat is wholly excluded, and even of a diet

consisting wholly of vegetable matter."

I have introduced these particulars, not for the pui-pose of showing

that a diet without meat is to be considered desirab'.e, but for

strengthening the argument that the consumption of meat to the

extent that many persons believe necessary for the maintenance of

health and strength is not in reality so. It has been before stated

that physiological considerations point to a mixed diet as being most

in harmony with our nature, and it may probably be considered that

the most suitable admixture contains about one fourth, or rather

more, of animal food. With more animal food than this, the

excretory organs are unnecessarily taxed, and the system exposed to

contamination with impurities, for the nitrogen of the superfluous

nitrogenous matter has to be eliminated, and is found to escape, in

combination with other elements, under the form of certain excretory

products, without having contributed to any useful purpose. A
defective transformative and eliminative action will lead to a

retention of the products of metamorphosis of this superfluous

nitrogenous matter in the system, and there is reason to believe that

gouty affections, and other morbid conditions, are sometimes induced

in this way.

To Soften Hard Putty.—It is well known that common pntty

becomes exceedingly hard with age, a circumstance which renders the

removal of glass from sashes peculiarly difficult. A practical man
tells us that he thinks himself lucky if he can take out one pane out

of three without breakage. It is stated, however, that the putty may
be softened by using a paste of caustic potassa, easily prepared by
mixing the caustic alkali, or even carbonate of potash or soda, with

equal parts of freshly burnt quick-lime, which has previously been

sprinkled with water, so as to cause it to fall into powder. This is

then mixed with water to a paste, and is spread on the pntty to

be softened. Where one application is not sufficient, it is repeated.

In order to prevent the paste from drying too quickly, it is well to

mix it with less water, adding some soft-soap instead.

Digging, a Cure for Dyspepsia.—A gentleman saw an
advertisement that a receipt for the cure of dyspepsia might be had

by sending two postage stamps to the advertiser, and the answer

was, " Dig in your garden, and let whisky alone.

"
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THE GARDENS OF ENGLAND.
THE EOYAL GARDENS AT HAMPTON COURT.

HAMriON Court Gardens are beautiful in spite of their

geometry. Tliey are a iiue example in every line (shown
below, as it was originally) of the old geometrical style

of gardening. But, while they are, and we trust will

long remain, an example of the school universally adopted
before the natural idea of landscape-gardening began to
take root, it is well to bear in mind that the old plan of

torturing the trees into fanciful and unnatural shapes has been
abandoned. Hence we have avenues of Limes glorious to see

;

had the antiquated h('ti>se of mowing them into walls, as now
practised round Paris, been carried on at Hampton Court, we
should have had little more to .see than in any of those

that carelessly sprung from the base of the old terrace wall,

than iu any of the more carefully cultured bedding plants

;

and herewith furnish an engraving of a sketch, taken on the
spot, of the Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum multiflorum), one
of the most graceful of plants, and which should have a place

in every garden. We had been accustomed to regard it as
most fitting to adorn quiet shady walks and wild places ; but
here it is on the full glare of the terrace, just as lovely in

effect as it would be anywhere else.

The annexed isometrical view of the Palace and Gardens of

Hampton Court conveys a very complete idea of the laying-out
of the place. There is, however, among manyadvantages, one
disadvantage, in the isometrical system, as illustrating a
general plan, which is, that full-growu trees, especially in a
plan consisting of intricate parts, must necessarily be dwarfed
in order not to confuse the perspective lines ; and, therefore.

Hampton Court Gardens.

supremely dismal French gardens, such as that of Sceaux and
many others, where the heavy walls of clipped Lime trees,

'

hideous m themselves, steal every grace from the garden.
Even the old Yew trees, allowed to free themselves
from their old clipped form, and send their plumy branches
forth naturally, are a great advance on the clipped tree
of any kind, though they are so numerous at Hampton
Court as to produce a somewhat monotonous effect. In
those dreadful old shearing and clipping days, we
believe they did not clip the flowers. Had they the modern
flower-garden notion of pinching and clipping Cerastium,
Santolina, &o., &c., into neat little hedges, it would have
greatly increased their resources for formalism. On a recent
visit to Hampton—now like all the great gardens round
London, extensively adorned with " bedding plants," very
well done according to the .standard in such matters—we
found, as we thought, more beauty in an old English flower

the gardenesque beauty of the place is, neccssarll}', not done
justice to. The great churchman and minister. Cardinal
Wolsey, iu selecting this spot for the erection of a palace,

maintained the credit of his cloth by the choice of such a
site. Our wealthy and powerful ecclesiastics have, ever since

the firm establishment of Christianity, shown aouteuess and
good taste in the selection of some of the most lovely vales of

fair England for the erection of their monasteries and episcopal
residences, choosing, with taste and judgment, situations

in which soft green slopes, a running stream, and noble woods,
combined to give both beauty and value to their dwelling. The
river gave them fish ; the forest, game ; the southern slopes of

then- open land furnished ground for their luxurious gardens
as well as rich pastures for their cattle. Wolsey, one of the
last of the race of those opulent Cliurchmon, erected one of

the last of the great ecclesiastical residences at Hampton,
not long before the Reformation. Shortly before the whole-
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sale confiscations of the time, the noble riverside palace

of the Cardinal had already fallen to the share of the

king himself, and has ever since remained a royal palace,

though not regularly iuliabited by the royal family since

the time of William III. It has been said that the por-

tion of the gardens, known as the wilderness, is not in

harmony with the rest of the laying out—that may be .so—but
it is yet very interesting from an historical point of view, as

being a remaining part of the original plan of the Wolsey
gardens. It was, in the Cardinal's time, quite customary to

retain a part of the pleasure grounds in a state of nature
;

and such had, indeed, been the custom in baronial and royal, as

well as ecclesiastical, gardens, from a very early period.

In fact, nothing between an absolute wilderness, and a
formal geometrical garden was then understood ; for land-

scape gardening is a modern art. Our ancestors knew
nothing of that gentle subjection of nature to somewhat
smoother and more regular forms, freed from too much

out the enlargements of the palace in the Romano-Italian
style of the day. The eastern terrace at Hampton Court is

a noble walk, and perhaps the finest thing of the kind in

Europe, the views from which, down the two diverging glades,
are extremely pleasing. The isometrical plan, as has been said,

conveys no idea of the effects of full-grown foliage trees, some
of which are remarkably fine, especially a very noble Catalpa

;

but, as showing very accurately the mode of laying-out, the
system is perhaps more useful, in some respects, than a
picturesque one, which, however, it is intended to give on
some future occasion. On the accession of William III.,

important alterations and additions were made, in which,
of course, the Dutch style predominated, but it did not
harmonise badly with those of the reign of Charles II.

The Dutch King went in very largely for cropping and
shaping ; and there appeared, under tlie persevering efforts of

topiarian skill, tree lions, tree elephants, tree peacocks, tree
bears, and tree statuary—all shaven and shorn, into their

liD-MM

Solomon's Seal on the terrace at Hampton Court.

ruggedness and too much weediness, without making it

formal. But the innate love of Nature was still there, as

evidenced by the preservation of a portion of land, in a wild
state, near the residence, so as to be conveniently accessible at

all seasons ; and where la belle Chatelaine, or my Lady Abbess
could roam freely in coming spring, and watch, day by day,

the first peeping of the Snowdrops through the winter-
bronzed turf. In remote places, there is still many an
old mansion, with the ancient appendage of a " wilder-

ness ; " though by far too many have been lopped and
trimmed, and smoothed out of existence by modernising gar-
deners ; and so, the wilderness of Wolsey, at Hampton Court,
is at all events, an interesting relic of our old national

style of romantic gardening, or rather of leaving alone a
certain portion of the pleasure-grounds.
The semi-circular flower garden, spreading from the terrace

of the eastern front, was planned in the reign of Charles II.,

probably at the same time that Sir Christopher Wren carried

respective forms, out of Yew, Rosemary, or Box. These inno-
cent wild creatures were the delight of the King, who was a
topiarist pur-samj, and was never tired of watching their

foi'ced growth into the desired shapes. Many of the devices
remained, and were well kept up as late as Horace Walpole's
time, who greatly admired their ingenuity, and has placed his

fitlt of approval on record. It is almost to be regretted that
some remains of the Yew-tree bears do not remain at the
present day—even at the risk of ill-naturedly caustic critics

calling the place a " bear-garden." H. N. H.

A Noble Effort.—We understand, from a contemporary, that
" the Royal Horticultural Society are entering into an arrangement
with Messrs. Prince for establishing in the Royal Horticultural

Society's Gardens at South Kensington a skating; rink ; it is con-

fidently expected that this important addition to the attractions of

the gardens will lead to a very considerable increase of the Society's

funds."
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SAXIFEAGES.

By J. C. NIVBN, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

The Opposite-leaved Group.
So vemote in outward appearance are the representatives of

this section to those of the preceding, that, in the absence of
the flowers, it would be utterly impossible to recognise the
relationship—the former with largely-developed leathery
leaves, some 8 or 10 inches long, the latter with an altitude
only to be measured by the decimal parts of an inch. Yet it

is questionable if there can exist a more lovely and loveable
plant than Saxifraga oppositifolia. The sectional title applied
to this group by Tauchnitz, viz., Porphyrion, is perhaps as
happy a one as ever was given to a plant embodying, as it does,
the appellation used by the ancient Greeks for the purple or
Tyrian dye. No one who has seen this Saxifrage in its Alpine
habitat, with the vivid purple robe of Nature still impressed
on the eye, as it must have been, but will at once acknowledge
the correctness of the nomenclature, especially if it has been
their good fortune to fall in, as I once did, with the major or
larger variety. No words can express its Ijeauty, no painter
could commit to canvas the impression conveyed by viewing a
large extent of heatherland suffused by the rich tint of this
early spring Saxifrage. Long before the denizens of the heath
have awakened into vital activity our purple mountain Saxi-
frages have paid their votive offerings at Flora's shrine,
possibly the very first at their high altitude that have been
presented, and, consequently, all the more acceptable.

S. oppositifolia of Linnajns forma exteEsive patches of slender
procumbent, many branching stems ; the leaves, as may be inferred
from the name, are opposite, broadly ovate, fleshy, obtuse at the
point, and slightly reflexed, with a single pore or holo inserted in
the flattened extremity ; the margins are ciliated with bristly hairs,
somewhat deflexed downward, they form an exceedingly pretty object
under a moderately powerful glass, each little branchlet simulating
very perfectly an obtuse leaved Aloe ; the flowers are solitary on
short peduncles, about the size of a three-penny piece, and, as before
stated, of a rich purplish-crimson colour ; the petals are obovate,
slightly unguiculate, and five-nerved. This charming Saxifrage
appears to possess a world-wide geographical range, at least,
throughout the northern hemisphere, from the Sierra Nevada to
Spitzbergen, on nearly every mountain height; eastw.ard through
Siberia, even to Thibet, and westward through Greenland and
Labrador, as far as TJnalaschka, it has no equal in this respect
amongst all the Saxifrages.

S. oppositifolia var. grandiflora of Engler is more familiarly
known in this country as the major variety, it has broader and more
densely arranged foliage, its flowers have obovate petals, distinctly
unguiculate and seven-nerved, they are fully double the size of the
normal type, and possess a richer and deeper colour as well. This
form, said by Engler to be Pyrenean, is also met with in Britain,
though but rare.

S. oppositifolia var. alba, though not mentioned by Engler,
has been for many years in cultivation in this country, besides being
at once distinguished by its pure white flowers, it has a markedly
slender growth as compared with the others ; owing to the leaves
being further apart the dark red colour of the tiny stems is rendered
conspicuous

; so distinct is the plant that, in the absence of the
flowers, it may readily be picked out from among any number of the
other varieties. What its origin is I know not, I have never met
with it wild, nevertheless, it is quite possible it may be a casual
sport picked up on some of our British mountains.

S. oppositifolia var. pyrenaica has a good deal the appear,
ance of an intermediate form between oppositifolia and biflora, ; its
leaves are far less fleshy than those of the former, larger,' more
densely ciliated, and not abruptly shortened at the point ; the flowers
are of a palo rosy tint, hence it not unfrequently goes by the name
of pallida. It is often mistaken for biflora, but, unlike that species,
is essentially an early spring bloomer.

S. oppositifolia var. Budolphiana of Hornschnck, is the
most diminutive of all this section ; the stems are densely abbre-
viated and covered with small leaves. I believe it is in cultivation
with Mr. Maw, bnt I have not heard whether it has yet bloomed.

S. biflora of AUioni, is synonymous with S. rosea of Lapeyrouse,
and was supposed by Willdenow to be but a form of oppositifolia.
It is, however, a perfectly distinct plant, its general growth is
stronger, the leaves larger, and further apart, not fleshy nor smooth,
but pilose, or more correctly described as downy, especially on the

upper surface ; the procumbent stems also are hairy, and altogether
more lax in growth than any of the forms of the previous species.

The flowers are produced from two to seven in number, in a sort of
lax corymb, of a size about equal to that of the large flowered
variety of oppositifolia, and of a deep rosy tint; its time of
blooming is July and August, but this lateness may, to a g:"eat

extent, be accounted for by the great altitude at which it grows,
rendering it late in the spring, or even early in the summer ere it

gets relieved of its winter's snow covering. Possibly to this very
fact we must attribute the great difiiculty which we find in its cnlti.

vation. With every chance of success, last autumn, offered by a
supply of nice patches, just brought home by Mr. Maw from the
Piedmont Alps, and planted in various situations, my only report is,

that they are all dead. Since writing these descriptive articles, I
have had a large correspondence with Saxifrage growers, and in

every instance where S. biflora was reported as growing freely, it

turned out to bo only the pyrenaian form of oppositifolia. I will

not, however, yet despair. I got a tew pods of ripe seeds from the
plants last autumn, and, from a spring sowing, there are at present
half a dozen or more tiny plants, which may yet yield the elements
of success

;
perhaps some of my readers may be able to throw some

light on the subject. Our plant is a native of the Pyrenees and the
Maritime AlpS.

S. macropetala of Kerner is the name adopted by Engler for
what we cultivate as S. Kochii of Ilornung ; or, perhaps, I should say,
ought to cultivate, as I have very grave doubts as to whether the
true plant is in cultivation. Those plants that I have had nuder that
name from three different sources, have proved untrue ; at least, they
do not answer Engler's description in the matter of foliage and
habit ; neither of them have yet flowered, so, perhaps, I ought not
to condemn them in too positive terms. The leaves of the true
plant have a more dense arrangement than in biflora, the flowers aro
produced in corymbose clusters, varying from two to five in number,
the stalks covered with glandular hairs, as also aro the calycino
divisions. Kernor's plant is said to be a native of the mountains of
Switzerland, Carinthia, and tlie Tyrol.

S. retusa of Gouan, is known under the following synonyms—S.
imbricata, S. Wulfeniana, and S. scorbiculata ; but of all these,
decidedly the most appropriate, is that of Gouan, which has been in
use for many years. Considerably smaller, more compact in growth,
and harder to the touch, than any of the preceding species in this
section, it is readily recognised. The leaves are thick and fleshy,

almost triquetrous, retuse at the point, and supplied with three
distinct pores, or dots on the upper surface

;
quite devoid of hairs or

ciliaj, except at the base of the short petiole. Its flowers are
pi'oduced sparingly, they are arranged in dense little groups of from
three to five on a perfectly erect peduncle, about an inch in height,
and present the appearance of a little group of intensely bright
crimson stars ; though, far from being as showy a plant as the forms
of oppositifolia, it, nevertheless, possesses a charm of its own, and
were it only a more abundant bloomer, it would become a formidable
rival. It is a slow grower, but possesses a good vigorous constitution,
aud is equally hardy with the others, but requires a locality in the
rockery, where thorough drainage can be had, and also, full exposure
to the sun ; the texture of the soil should be rendered free and open
by an admixture of small nodules of granulated limestone, amongst
which its little wiry roots deUght to revel. It is most impatient of
watering overhead, when succeeded by a bright sunshine. Two-thirds
of a fine panful of this plant has become withered and brown in

the course of a few days after this operation, which, is one to be
avoided at any time, bnt especially is it the case with this plant.
Its geographical range appears to be very similar to that of biflora,

except that it extends farther eastward on the Em'opean Alps.

THE NEW GLADIOLUSES OF 1874.

M. SoucHET, the successful raiser of many of the finest hybrid
Gladioli, has been compelled through failing health to relinquish his

favourite business ; .and henceforward the task of upholding the fame
of the establishment will devolve upon his successors, Messrs. Souillard

& Brunelet, whose novelties this season are eighteen in number, all

of which are first rate. From these wc select the following;

—

Amalthee, a fine variety of moderate stature bearing a splendid

spike of large, pure white flowers with broad patches of a rich violet-

red ; throat, violet velvety ; anterior divisions of the perianth, slightly

shaded with lilac.

Belladonna, a fine spike of well set white flowers shaded with
bright lilac, the lower division marked with slender bright carmiuo
stripes. Shape of the flower very peculiar and quite new.

ii'Unique Violet.—Spike, very long, bearing unusually large
dark lilac flowers tinged with violet, and flamed with deep carmine.
A vigorous grower and of perfect habit.
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Variabilis.—Spike, long, flowers extra large, pure white, spotted

or uot, ami sometimes clashed with lilac ; bottom of the throat violet.

An exceed ingly effective branching variety.

Merveille.—Very beautiful rose-cerise, faintly shaded with violet

bordered and flamed with deep carmine ; centre, very bright.

Psyche.—A magnificent large spike of delicate rose-coloured

glazed velvety flowers, the inner divisions of a deeper rose, flamed
with bright carmine. Unrivalled in form and colouring.

Arethuse.—A fine spike of perfectly formed delicate white
flowers, faintly tinged with pink and striped and flamed with bright
carmine.
Murillo.—A magnificent spike, bearing beautiful bright cerise-red

flowers of extra size, all the divisions banded with pure white, and
the lower ones almost altogether white. A first-rate variety.

Le Vesuve.—An extremely long spike of beautiful brilliant

fiery-red flowers, very large and effective. A late strong-growing
variety.

De Mirbel.—A large spike of extra large perfectly shaped
widely-expanded handsome rose-coloured flowers, slightly tinged with
violet or lilac, ground very bright, striped and flamed irith deep
carmine.

Asmodee.—A very beautiful spike of cerise-red or bright purple
flowers, bordered and flamed with a rich garnet-red, spot and very
broad rays, white. A very distinct variety.

Le Tintoret.—A very long and handsome spike of fine open
flowers of a beautiful cerise, flamed with carmine near the edges, and
with a carmine spot upon a yellowish ground. A strong-growing
variety.

To the foregoing dozen tinrivalled varieties, we may add the
folUnving sis, which are scarcely inferior in point of form and colour.

Ondine.—A long spike of perfectly disposed white flowers shaded
with lilac, each division furnished with a small deep violet blotch,

and faintly dashed with very bright carmine near the edges.

Albion.—A very large spike bearing handsome white flowers

of unusual size, faintly and delicately tinged with lilac and sometimes
flamed with lilac-carmine. An extra tall variety.

Triumphans.—A very large and beautiful spike of cerise

flowers, admirably set.

Cassini.— Extra large spike of perfectly arranged beautiful rose

flowers flamed with carmine, lower divisions elegantly striped with
carmine on a very bright ground.
Ambroise Verschaffelt.—A splendid spike of perfectly formed

pink and white flowers, flamed with garnet-red, divisions with a large
rose spot. An exceedingly effective variety.

Sirene.—Delicate clear bright rose, slightly tinged with orange
and broadly rayed with red on the lower divisions, spot red on a
yellow ground.

—

Illustration Horticole.

The Distribution of Alpine Plants.—M. De CandoUe, at
the recent Congress at Florence, explained that the pre-glacial Alpine
flora was not able to exert a great influence on the existing flora,

inasmuch as the great changes which took place during the glacial

period had necessarily swept away this ancient vegetation. He
could uot agree with those who considered the Alps as a centre of

diffusion of a special flora, but believed them rather to be the refuge
ground for the plants, which, as the glaciers retired, had found con.
ditions more favourable to their existence than in places lower down.
In proof of this, he observed that the richest parts of the Alps for

rare plants are those which were soonest deprived of glaciers, the
ground having been thus cleared for the introduction of a more
ancient flora, of which these rare plants are remnants. The
southern, the eastern, and the western slopes of the Alps were
successively cleared of the principal glaciers, and the Swiss Alps
received their flora first from the south, and then from the east and
west. M. de Candolle then asks, " Why should the plants ascend as

ihe glaciers retreat, and why should there be greater variety in this

advancing vegetation?" In pre-glacial times there was more
moisture in the climate of Europe, and, consequently, the flora was
richer and more varied. After a time, the climate became dryer,

and, as the glaciers retired, many plants were able to maintain them-
selves, by advancing gradually over the gi-ound as it became un-
occupied by glaciers, finding there conditions more favourable for

their growth. Hence one can deduce the law that the richness and
variety of Alpine floras depend on the antiquity of their introduc-

tion. Mr. Ball approved of M. De Candolle's theory to a certain

extent, but he did not consider it sufficient to explain all the facts.

When, for instance, a rare species is to be found in more than one
locality, it is natural to suppose that formerly it had occupied all the
intermediate ground, and that the glacier coming throirgh the midst
of it had divided it into two groups. He was also unable to understand

how M. De Candolle's thooiy could explain the fact of certain plants

growing vigorously in limited, spots without extending their area,

and was inclined to attribute this limitation to the nature of the

I'ock, its chemical properties, &c.—serpentine, for instance, almost

always supports a peculiar vegetation ; thus the Engadine Valley,

which must have very recently been freed from glaciers, is remark-

ably rich in rare plants.

Grass Walks.—To these there are a few drawbacks. It is said

of Grass walks, " They are always green and pleasant to the

feet, never wet, and much less troublesome than gravel walks." With
respect to the appearance, I think a well-kept gravel walk does not

look worse than a Grass walk, but, on the contrary, helps, by means
of contrast with the green lawn, to make a garden look much more
pleasant than it otherwise would do. It may be, that a gravel walk
gives, in the beginning, a little more trouble than Grass, but, if well

constructed, the trouble will be afterwards, if not less, at least not

more than with Grass walks. I really never did see a well-con-

structed gravel walk muddy. One cannot enjoy a garden with Grass

walks on a flne morning without getting wet feet, the Grass being

damp with dew, neither is it possible to walk over Grass after a

refreshing rain from the same cause, and thus one is deprived of

the enjoyment of one's garden just when it is most desirable to

take a walk in it. On the contrary, well-consti-ucted gravel walks

are always dry and pleasant to the feet, and I am sure, as I have
said, will not give more trouble than Grass walks, which, if not

mown very often, will become quite impassable, and serve as a

retreat for snails and other insects.—G. Werjiig.

Plants Suitable for Draping Trees.—The common red.

berried Bryony (Bryonia dioica) would make a suitable plant with

which to drape trees. It is a graceful clhnber, and, as it does not

ripen its fruit mtil autumn, its beauty would last for a considerable

period. It is found in most parts of Europe, but, although common
in England, in Scotland it is considered rare. Its favourite habitat

is a hedge or thicket. I met with it last month in a shady Hamp-
shire lane, one of those charming spots where the Hazel and Beech-

clad banks, rising high on both sides, form a complete arbour. The
Byrony was in full bloom, and its slender stems, numerous tendrils,

large alternate Vine-like leaves, and delicate creamy-white flowers,

beautifully marked with green veins, formed a very pretty picture.

Draped round one of those old trees, to be found occasionally on

lawns which are not of modern date, it would, I am certain, be a
" thing of beauty," when its green berries had become red or

bright orange, though not "a joy for ever." I am very partial to

berries for winter decoration, although some of my special favourites

bear rather a suspicious character, to w'nich the Bryony itself is not

an exception, for most authorities are of opinion that the fruit

partakes of the poisonous properties of the root. There is another

plant, somewhat similar to that just named, called Black Bryony,

but which, in reality, is not a Bryony at all, but the common Tamus
(T. communis)—also, a red-berried plant, which has long twining

stems and a black root. The roots of Bryonia dioica are white, and

were, in former times, believed by the Welsh, the lower classes at

least, to be real " Mandrakes ;
" for herbalists used to obtain a very

fair resemblance to the human figure from the roots of a thriving

young Bryony plant by opening the earth round it, and placing the

roots in a small plaster mould. They then carefully replaced the

soil, and, by the end of the summer, accomplished their task, for

the roots grow quickly, and, in most instances, assumed the form of

the mould.—W., Berry Orove, Lt«s, Hants.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Campanula SmitM.—You say (p. iil) that this is a hybrid between C.

Hot^tii and C. pulla ; it should have been between C. frasiUa and C. pumila alba.
—William Smith, Wilmoi Road, Leyton.

Why Not?—Parsley properly belongs to the vegetable garden, but it makes
a beauLiful edging for flower beds, the bright greeu of its finely curled leaves

giving a pretty finish to flowers that lack foliage. I am bold enough to use ic

thus and find it very effective.—R. N.

Madaria elegans.—Among the numerous members of the Composite order
introduced into our garden, this hardy Californiau annual deserves, I think, a
word of commendation. It grows 1 or 2 feet in height, and bears narrow
entire downy leaves, and lax-terminal cymes of showy pale yellow flowers

nearly 2 inches in diameter. The ray florets are deeply three-lobed at the apex,
and marked at the base with a red-brown spot. It is a plant that flowers well
in the shade.—R. 0.

The Best British Ferns.—Would you be good enough to give me a list of

names of a dozen of the rarest and best British Ferns, such as would win in a
good exhibition of them ?— Crispum:. [Athyrium filix fceraina Victorife,

Athyrium filix fcemina plumosum, Scolopendjium vulgare crispum Itetum,
Scolopendrium vulgare digitatum, Adiantum Capillus Veneris,AUosorus crispus,

Lastrea fibs mas cristata, Lastrea dilatata cristata Wollastonii, Osmunda
regalis, PolypotUum vulgare cambricum, Polystichum angulare, Polystichum
angulare Jonesii, Trichomanes radicans, Asplenium marinum, Polypodiiim
Dryoptei-is. The above are very beautiful when well grown, and are often met
with at exhibitions. They are all British, and hardy.]
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
COTTAGER'S KALE.

From the time that hag elapsed since this vegetable was first

brought under public notice, one might have supposed that it would

have been more generally cultivated than it is. When first offered

it received a very high character, not only for free growth, great

weight of crop from the ground occupied, hardiness, enabliug it to

withstand the severest winters, but, above all, for its fine flavour.

This high character has been fully borne out, and still we find

numbers of gardens, in which this, the best Kale in existence, is not

grown, and the place in which it should be found occupied by Scotch

Kales, which are much inferior to it in flavour, and not superior in

their power to withstand severe frost. The first season in which

it was " let out " I grew it ; but at the time of planting I noticed

that there was a considerable difference in the plants, some being

green in the stems, like ordinary Kale, others having more or less a

purplish tinge. I at once concluded that the seed had not been

carefully saved—that is, the seed plants had been, when in flower,

growing too near some other of the Brassica family in bloom. Sub-

sequent experience proved that in this I was mistaken. In

planting, the green plants were put on a separate plot from the

purple ones, bat were treated in every way in a similar manner.

In any plant essentially of a decorative character, novelty of some

distinctive kind is a sufficient warrant for its cultivation. Not so

with a culinary vegetable, the legitimate use of which is to be

eaten. Consequently, I submitted this Kale to the test to which,

with me, new vegetables are always subjected, viz., comparison

when cooked with the best established variety that admits of being

tested with the new comer. On this occasion, late in the autumn,

Ihad Brussels Sprouts, Walcheren Broccoli, and the purple and green

varieties of the Kale, cooked separately ; also the two forms of the

Kale cooked together. The verdict of myself and several friends

was, that the green form was very much inferior to the Brussels

Sprouts both in flavour and texture, being tough and stringy, and that

when cooked with the purple completely destroyed the flavour of the

latter, as well as gave the whole a diagreeably strong character.

This mixture of the purple and green forms has doubtless had the

effect of depreciating the value of this vegetable, for the purple, when
cooked separately, was as different as could be, being as tender ai

Spinach, with a flavour more like that of Walcheren Broccoli than the

Sprouts ; the latter only surpassing it in appearance. From that

time I have always grown this Kale as a crop to succeed Brussels

Sprouts, giving up the Scotch Kales altogether, except a dwarf

variety that is the latest of all in running to flower, and which

bridges over the time from the end of the winter Greens until the

first early Cabbage comes in. From the impression I had first formed
respecting the seed plants being improperly managed, I determined

to save my own, selecting nothing but purple-stemmed plants ; kept

them completely away from any other of the Brassica family, and,

when in bloom, carefully covered them with hexagon netting, that

effectually excluded bees and flies, jet the seed from these purple

plants so treated produced as many green plants as of the colour

wanted. The practice I have followed from that time has been simply

in planting to reject all green plants, only using such as had the

unmistakeable purple tinge in the stems. To secure a full heavy
crop it is not necessary to sow the seed as early as in the case

of Brussels Spronts, yet it should be in the ground by the middle

of April. The land should be well prepared by a good dressing

of manure, dug in not too deeply, for this, like all others of the

Cabbage tribe, is a surface rooter ; and, although all the family

prefer a heavy, strong soil, still it should always be well pulverised

BO that the roots can extend in all directions without the obstruc-

tion of big, hard, unbroken lumps, that alike offer resistance and
afford little nutriment to the tender feeding rootlets. An opinion

sometimes exists, that in the preparation of ground for culinary

vegetables, if a sufficient quantity of manure is dug into the

soil within the distance that the roots of the intended crop

will extend, this is all that is required. Such is by no means the

case. The limited season that most culinary vegetables have in

which to arrive at maturity necessitates the whole of their mannrial

food being evenly dispersed through the soil in which their roots

extend ; so that, from the day the young plant appears above ground
until it is fit for the cook, it may have had all along a continuous

supply of the necessary food. This cannot happen unless the manure
is evenly dispersed thi'ough the soil, which is an impossibility unless,

in digging, the ground is broken sufficiently fine, so as to admit of the

equal dispersion of the manure. This, as will be obvious, is of less

importance in the case of any plant that requires years to come to

maturity. If space can be spared, the plants may be at once put
out from the seed-bed, when large enough to handle, or they may be
pricked out about S) inches asunder, until some other crop is cleared

off to make way for them. A few words respecting this preparatory
process may not be out of place. The freest.rooting plants in exist-

ence have need of all the roots they make ; consequently, in trans-

planting even so common a vegetable as a Cabbage, it is essential to

preserve as many of the roots free from mutilation as possible

;

yet, how often are these and other plants treated as if their

roots were of little or no importance ! As regularly as the
seasons come round there is the recurring lament over Lettuce
prematurely running to seed ; Celery and similar things bolt-

ing. Can it be wondered at when, in taking up for re-planting,

they are simply dragged out of the ground like weeds, three-fourths

of their roots being ruthlessly torn off ? Of the bad results

arising from this barbarous work it is difficult to speak too

forcibly. The necessity of using a trowel when planting, or of

loosening the plants with a fork, so as to retain all the roots possible,

may be insisted on, and yet not be always carried out by one's work-
men. If anyone is doubtful as to the effect it has upon the crop ulti-

mately, he may be convinced by simply noting the difference there
will be all through the after-growth of any given crop, a portion of

which is removed with all their roots intact, as compared with another
portion torn up weed fashion. In preparing a nursery bed for this

Kale, and all its congeners, the surface on which the soil is placed
should be composed of as hard a material as can be got, so that the
roots of the plants cannot penetrate into it ; and the 6 or 8 inch of

soil placed thereon, in which they are pricked out, should be
thoroughly pulverised before the plants are put in, so that when
removed they will come away with nearly all their roots entire. The
plants in the nursery bed should never be over-crowded—9 inch each
way is a good distance ; when they are well cared for, and assisted

with water when they require it, good crops can be obtained, even
when they are removed to their ultimate destination in the garden

—

later in the season by some weeks than would be of any use in

attempting with badly prepared plants—this is an advantage,
more especially where space is limited. Cottager's Kale, like all

other vegetables intended to stand the winter, should not be
planted too thickly ; the weakening influences of over-crowding
show themselves, and render plants unable to resist an amount of

cold that they would have withstood without injury, if they had had
room sufficient for light and air to give them their wonted strength.

If the plants are put out in the quarters where they are to remain, as
early in the spring as they are large enough to handle, they should be
planted 2 feet asunder in the rows, and the rows should be 2 feet (>

inches apart ; if planted later in the season from the nursery bed, 2
feet each way will be sufficient. T. B.iines.

Sea-weed and Sea-sand in the Cultui-e of Seakale.
—Permit me to suggest that those of your readers residing near the

sea-shore, who cultivate Seakale, should make use of both sea-sand

and sea-weed if they desire to obtain really fine, yet delicately-

flavoured crops. The name Crambe maritima points to the natural

habitat of the plant, which is found in a wild state on different parts

of the coast, growing upon shingle and sand. It was this which gave
me the idea, now many years ago, of making use of sea-weed mixed
with manure in the formation of Seakale beds, and of covering up
with sea.sand such plants as I did not want to force, but cut from
naturally. My Seakale, thus treated, was excellent, the Kale
growing up through the sand being white, crisp, and free from any
rank taste or smell. I planted a row of crowns in a bed formed of

manure, sea-weed, and mould ; and then iu autumn, instead of

covering with pots, I had a ridge of fresh sea-sand, nearlj' 2 feet in

height, raised over the entire row. The Kale, thus treated, came in

just as the forced row of plants was going out ; directly the shoots

began to peep through the top of the ridge, we removed the sand, and
cut, from the crown, shoots very superior, in point of taste, to those

of the manure-forced vegetable.—^W., Bei-rij Grove, Liss.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

The Best White Cos Lettuce-—What is the best hardy white Cos Lettuce?
—B. M., Enjii'li. [The best hardy white Cos Lettuce is Myatt's variety of the
Covent Gardcu White Cos.— R.Gilbert, Iiurffkl*->/.^

A sTOBV is told of a citizen of Boston, U»S., who let a piece of ground to

a man *' on shares." The man wished to hire the lot, but the owner, doubtful
of getting any money of the tenant, proposed to let it upon the promise of
receiving half the products. Occasionally during the summer he parsed the
spot, and was pleased with the cultivation it was receiving, and with its goodly
show of vegetables. Harvest time came and passed, and he heard nothing
from bis tenant till, in response to a hint, the latter sent him one Water-Melon
and three shrivelled Cucumbers. Indignant at this treatment he called upon
the man, and asked him what it meant. " Why, you see, stiuire,*' replied the

tenant, "the boys stole all of yonr half of the crops except the Melon and
Cucumhers which were>ent,to you *'
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GARDEN STRUCTURES.
A COMBINED HEATING AND FIRE-EXTIN-

GUISHING APPARATUS.
A NEW heating and fire-extinguishing apparatus has been
brought under our notice by Messrs. Smoaton & Co., horticul-
tural builders, Pulham, which vre think well worth the attention
of householders and others interested in the preservation of

buildings from destruction by fire. Messrs. Smeaton have
just completed a contract, amounting to over £7,000, at Hert-
ford House, for Sir Richard Wallace, who is anxious to ensure
the safety of his pictures and other art treasures. The plan is

a simple one, and consists of a hot-water heating apparatus
and cold-water service apparatus, so connected by a system of

self-acting double-action valves that the heating appara-
tus acts independently of the cold-water apparatus, and
the latter indepedently of the former ; while at the same time,
should a fire arise, and the hydrants be opened at any one or
more points, the valves come into instant action, and render
available the whole of the water in both apparatuses, as also
that which may be received from any external force from street
mains or other supply ; and further, should such force be
greater than that obtained from the pressure exerted by the
columns of water, the valves adjust themselves, and render the
full amount of such extra pressure available. The advantage
to be derived from the efficient action of such an apparatus
will be obvious ; among them
may be mentioned the cer-

tainty of having a large sup-
ply of water at command the

moment an outbreak of fire

is discovered, when frequently

a few gallons ready to hand
would be of more use than
fire engines half an hour later.

A good idea of the apparatus
will be gained from the an-

nexed illustration showing the

section of a warehouse to

which it has been applied. A
is a hot-water cistern to act

for service and expansion. B
—A cold-water cistern one or

more of which may be used.

C—Bill-cock and loop service

to cold-water cistern. D

—

Safety expansion and circulat-

ing box in connection with hot-

water cistern. E—Self-acting

double-action valve, stopping the communication of hot-waterto
cold-water cistern, and opening to admit supply to heating ap-
paratus. P—Cold-water services for general household or other
purposes. G—Self-acting double-action valve to regulate
supply and exhaust of cold-water cistern, by which the whole
weight of water in the cisterns is available for the hydrants
should the pressure be ofi from the main, while it prevents
overflow if the pressure is on. H—Fire hydrants, of any
number and in any position. J—Boiler of hot-water apparatus.
K—Self-acting double-action valve preventing the cold-water
passing into the heating apparatus whilst allowing the water in

the heating apparatus to pass to the cold-water apparatus, and so
becomeavailableforhydrants connected with it. L—Self-acting
double-action valve retaining the whole of the water in the
cisterns and pipes in case of the mains being emptied, or the
pressure reduced below that exerted by the head of water in

the cisterns. M—Cold-water service from street mains or
other supply. N—Vertical service column to cisterns. —
Hot-water pipes, which may be fixed above or under the two
floors and so arranged that they may be heated in sections or
altogether as may be required. P—Vertical hot-water mains
from boiler to safety expansion circulating box in connection
with hot-water cistern.

—

Baildinq News. .

THE FRUIT CROPS.

M.

Raising Water.—I have two ornamenal pieces of ^ater, one 200 yards and
the other 300 yards from the front of my house ; would any of your readers be
kind enoui^Ii to tell ine how to hft the water to the top of tiie house, otherwise
than by hydraulic force ? If a water-ram ia anythijig to the purpose, would
some one describe it ?—F.

METROPOLITAN AND EASTERN DIVISION.
Kent.— Bridge Castle Gardens, Tunbridge Wells.—

Apricots, very scarce ; Apples, fair crop ; Pears, excellent ; Plums,
most abundant ; Cherries, a capital crop ; Strawberries, good, bnt did
not last on account of want of rain and great heat ; Peaches, an
average crop

; Gooseberries, good ; Currants, plentiful ; Filberts,
scarce

; Raspberries, plentiful and good ; Figs, good, saved this year
by being protected with nets in April.— J. Rust.

Preston Hall, Aylesford.—April and May frosts were
more or less destructive to frnits in this neighbourhood ; nevertheless,
Strawberries are a fair crop ; Currants, Gooseberries, and Rasp,
berries, abundant ; Apricots, Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Necta-
rines, and Nuts, all very thin crops.

—

William Bradley.
Chevening Park, Sevenoaks.—Apples, Apricots, and

Peaches, a quarter of a crop; Cherries, half a crop ; Pears, Straw,
berries. Raspberries, and Goosberries, good crops ; Plums, a great
crop

; Walnuts, Filberts, and Damsons, a failure ; Currants, good—D. COE.
Hampshire.—Heckfield Place, Winchlield.—Apples are,

generally, a light crop ; Apricots are a heavy crop ; Cherries,
especially Morellos, good ; Peaches and Nectarines have not been so
good for years; Pears are about half a crop, and will be small;
Plums of all kinds, heavy, both on walls and standards ; Currants
red, white, and black, very heavy crops and fine in quality ; Goose,
berries and Raspberries were never better ; Strawberries, where not

cut off whilst in bloom by frosts
in the end of May, are very heavy
crops ; Nuts, almost a total fail,

ure. For blight of all kinds, for
severe frosts in May and June, and
for drought, this year is the worst
I have ever known

; yet, notwith-
standing this, om- fruit crops may
be pronounced, upon the whole,
satisfactory. Water has been
used ad lihitum, and Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, and Pears,
were well protected early in the
season.—W. Wildsmith.

Strathfieldsaye,
Winchfield.— Fruit crops here
are somewhat variable. Apples
and Pears with me are not quite
half a crop ; but, in some places
in the neighbourhood, less liable

to late frosts, I have seen very
heavy crops of these fruits.

Peaches and Apricots, all

protected here with good
canvas coverings, arg most

abundant, and, strange to say, notwithstanding the most
ungenial season I ever knew, the trees appear healthier than I have
ever seen them for many years. On walls, Cherries and Plums are
plentiful ; but, on standards, an absolute failure. Of small fruits.
Raspberries, have produced a heavy crop ; Gooseberries and Currants,
rather a light one. Strawberries have been sadly deficient and late,
the frosty nights of May having destroyed all the earliest and
strongest blooms, consequently we have not half a crop.

—

James
Bell.

Surrey.—The Denbies, Dorking.—Apricots, a partial crop
;

Apples, on espaliers, an excellent crop in some cases, on many stan-
dards not a fruit ; Pears, abundant, and promise to be of excellent
quality ; Plums, on wall-trees a good average crop ; under glass
abundant ; Strawberries, abundant, and of excellent quality ; Cherries,
moderate—trees much blighted ; Peaches and Nectarines, a good
average crop—trees much blighted ; Figs, very few are grown here
on the open walls ; Currants, Gooseberries, and Raspberries, abun.
dant, and good in quality ; Walnuts, a good crop ; Nuts, very
plentiful.

—

James Drewett.

Berkshire—Royal Gardens, Frogmore.—Apples, partial,
say about an average ; Apricots, heavy crop and good in quality

;

Cherries, plentiful ; Currants, good ; Gooseberries, abundant ; Pears, a
fine crop and clear from smut; Plums, plentiful; Peaches and Nec-
tarines, good crops and apparently of excellent quality ; Raspberries,
fine crop, but suffering from heat; Strawberries, light and of short
duration ; Walnuts, below average, killed by spring frost.

—

Thomas
Jones.

Coleshill, Shrivenham.—Apples, thin—say about half a
crop ; Apricots, plentiful ; Cherries, a fair crop, but very much

Smeaton's heating and fire extinguishinj ' apparatus.
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spoiled by late frosta and black fly ; Currants (red), thin and small,

(white) good, fine, (black) abundant and large ; Figs, plentiful

;

Gooseberries, good and of fine size ; Mulberries, plentiful ; Necta.

rines, a fair crop ; Peaches, plentiful—trees much blighted and

sickly; Filberts, scarce; Pears, some early kinds plentiful, but late

kinds very thin, having suffered much from late frosts ; Plums,

scarce, with the exception of Damsons, which are plentiful ; Rasp,

berries, plentiful, but small ; Strawberries, about half a crop, and not

nearly as fine as usual, the first blooms having been cut o2 by late

frosts; Walnuts, very thin.

—

Henuy Eckford.

SOUTH-MIDLAND DIVISION.
Huntingdonshire.—Ramsey Abbey. — As far as regards

quantity, our fruit prospects are most favourable ; but the prolonged

drought has had a bad effect upon both size and flavour, and, as

might have been expected from tho character of the season, insects

have been more than usually troublesome. Apricots are an excellent

crop ; in fact, on an east wall they set much too thickly, and many
had to be taken off. In a diflaoult season like the present, there is

a considerable advantage in having trees in different aspects. I

believe, indeed, that in some places Apricots would do well in a

north aspect ; I intend trying them there, with the view of pro-

longing their season The blossoms also in a severe spring would

probably escape injury from frost on such an aspect. Peaches and

Nectarines are a moderate crop, and in this scorching weather, in

the full glare of the sun on a south wall, even when heavily mulched

and water freely used, it is difficult to keep the trees free from red

spider and in good growing condition ; Plums and Cherries are good

but small ; Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries are abundant,

but smaller than usual ; and the same remark is also applicable to

Strawberries, which are, moreover, somewhat deficient in flavour
;

Apples are a fair crop, but small ; Pears are thin, so also are Nuts of

all kinds.—E. Hobd.w.
Hertfordshire.—Moorpark.—Apples, moderate, owing, doubt,

less, to the sharp frosts which occurred during the blooming season
;

Pears, fair crop ; Plums, heavy crop ; Strawberries, abundant on

plants forced last year and planted out 3J feet from row to row, and

18 inches asunder in the row, the ground being trenched 3 feet deep
;

Cherries, May Dukes, Bigarreaus, and Early Sweet Cherries on walls,

good crops ; Morellos, very much attacked by black fly ; crop indif.

ferent ; Peach and Nectarines tree (out of doors) moderate, much
blighted in the first part of the season, clean and good in Peach,

houses and orchard -houses ; Figs, not a good crop; Gooseberries,

very heavy crop ; Black and Red Currants, good ; Raspberries, soon

over, owing to the dry and hot weather.—D. Cunningham.
Oxfordshire.—Great Tew, Enstone.—Red, White, and Black

Currants, Gooseberries, RaspbeiTies, and Strawberries abundant

;

Cherries, May Dukes and Bigarreaus, a full crop ; as are also Plums
of all sorts ; Pears, an average crop ; Apples, about a quarter of a
crop ; Apricots, none ; Peaches and Nectarines, very few ; in our

orchard-house full, as usual ; we, therefore, feel the comparative loss

of out-door crops the less, and can have always plenty of dessert for

nine weeks, from the end of July till the beginning of October.

—

A. Macpakl.\np:.

Buckinghamshire.—Wycombe Abbey.—Apricots, a good
average crop ; Apples, a fair crop in some places, in others scarcely

any ; Pears, abundant ; Plums, plentiful and good ; Strawberries, the

earliest and largest fruits destroyed by frost, crop good, but has

suffered in many places from want of rain ; Cherries, in low situations,

very abundant and fine, on high-lying ground, small ; Peaches and
Nectarines, good crop ; Figs, a fair crop ; small fruits, abundant and
good ; Nuts, not plentiful ; Walnuts, plentiful in some places, scarce

in others.—G. T. Miles.
Northampton.—Castle Ashby.—Apples, in the garden here,

a total failure, owing to the bloom having been all destroyed by
spring frosts ; Pears upon walls, a medium crop, but we have no fruit

upon pyramids, of which we have a fine lot of well furnished young
trees ; upon young espaliers, there is a nice little crop ; Plums,
abundance of all kinds ; Peaches and Nectarines, very few, trees

suffered from cold and frost after having made their young growth,
also fearfully infested with greenfly, which, to keep in check, requires

a considerable amount of labour and attention; Morello Cherries set

abundance of fruit, and all went well with them up to the stoning
season, when they failed to perform that process ; consequently, they
dropped off, and are now a very poor crop ; Currants, red, average
crop ; black, very inferior ; Gooseberries, average crop, but inferior

in quality ; Raspberries, very bad indeed, the frost and cold nights in

May having completely paralysed the young growth, from which they
have not yet recovered ; consequently, they have produced small
pea.sized hard bits of fruit, and the canes are now in a semi-lifeless

state ; Apricots, very satisfactory, having been well protected during
the severe frost of April and May by means of temporary covering

;

Figs on walls, a few ; Cob Nuts and Filberts, none ; Walnuts, a few.

With the exception of a few Horse Chestnuts, we have seed on no

other forest tree on the place. This season will be recollected by
all connected with horticulture as a singularly unfavourable one.

—

George Beech.
Burghley, Stamford.—Plums, particularly Greengages,

an excellent crop ; Peaches, half a crop ; Nectarines, half a crop

;

Strawberries and Gooseberries, full crop ; CuiTants, abundant ; Figs,

scarcely any ; Nuts, very scarce ; Medlars, full crop. These remarks

relate to outside crops ; but inside. Peaches and Nectarines are very

fine, thus showing the desirability of growing such fruits in cool

houses. Our third house (just in) contains Peaches measuring 10

inches round. Strawberries have not more than half come to per-

fection, iu consequence of the dry weather. We have only had

occasional slight showers since April. Apples are a short crop in

this locality, and Pears, in some places, are a full crop, while in

others they are very thin.—R. Gilbert.

WEST-MIDLAND DIVISION.
Worcestershire.—Witley Court, Stourport.—Up to May,

seldom had we seen a greater promise of an abundant fruit crop of

all kinds than this year. The previous summer and autumn having
been favoui'able for the ripening of the wood, and the early part of

this year all that could have been wished, there was the greatest

possible profusion of bloom, which, however, got damaged by the

bitterly cold and frosty weather that set in with May and continued

throughout that month and June. Fruit trees, too, suffered severely

from the persistent attacks of legions of aphides and other insects.

Apricots are, therefore, but an average crop, even where thoroughly

protected ; upon cottage walls, they have suffered severely from
frost, and are very scarce ; Apples, half a crop, except in the case

of trees in high-lying positions, on which the crops are, in some
instances, heavy ; the trees have suffered much from blight ; cider

Apples, very partial ; Pears, scarce and partial, early blooming sorts

best; Plums, scarce and very partial ; we have average crops of

Damsons, but they are by no means general ; Strawberries with us
have been a good crop, but generally they are light and partial; in

some districts the bloom was caught by spring frost. We have an
abundant supply of water, which has been of great service to Straw,
berry crops this season. Our best cropping sorts have been

—

President, a great bearer ; Lucas, first-class in flavour, a good
bearer, and a kind that carries well ; John Powell, a free and useful

sort ; Dr. Hogg, fine in size and of first-class quality ; Sir J. Paxton,
and Mr. Eadclyffe, a good strain of British Queen. Of Cherries

upon walls, such as Morellos, there are full crops ; upon standards,

such as the Kentish, an abundant crop, but, in general. Cherries are

a light crop, poor in size, and equally poor in quality ; Peaches and
Nectarines, on open walls, where protected, are fine crops, trees,

too, clean and promising ; Figs upon walls, an average crop ; Goose,
berries, full average crop ; Currants, Red and White, under average

;

Black Currants, much blighted, and quite a quarter of a crop has

fallen ; Raspberries, full average crop ; Walnuts, quite destroyed by
frost ; Filberts, half a crop, red-skinned by far the best crop. I may
add that early Potatoes are fine, both in crop and quality, that lato

sorts are suffering from drought, and that I fear tho crop will be
poor, even should we now have rain.

—

Geo. Westland.

Worcester.—Apples, partial ; Pears, fair crop of early sorts, but
not many of late kinds ; Plums, rather scarce ; Cherries, plentiful

but small ; Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, not many ; Goose,

berries and Currants, good crops, but blighted ; Raspberries, plentiful

;

Strawberries, not abundant, fruit small.

—

Richard Smith.

Gloucester.—Tortworth, Wootton-under-Edge.—So far,

this has been a season of extremes, and against cold, heat, and
drought, vegetation has had a constant and hard struggle ; nor is

there the least sign of such unfavourable conditions drawing to a,

close. Day after day the heat is so intense, that almost every kind
of fruit tree is yielding to its effects. Should rain be delayed much
longer our green crops will be a failure, particularly on shallow soils

where water is scarce. In this neighbourhood, and, indeed, through-
out the county, the rainfall has been very limited. We have not had
much more than three days' rain since the middle of March, and
none whatever since the 3rd of July, when we had just sufficient to

discolour the ground ; nevertheless. Peaches and Nectarines on open
walls, in the majority of cases, are fair crops, and by constant

attention to watering, the trees are in excellent health. Apricots are

a total failure. Of Plums, we cannot reckon on more than a third of

a crop ; still, some varieties are bearing freely. The same may be
said of Pears, with the exception of the earlier kinds, about which
there is little to complain. Apples ai"e a full crop, and, in many cases,

a very heavy one ; but, in low lying districts, they are a good deal

below the average. Cherries at one time promised well, but three,

parts of the fruit dropped daring the stoning period, particularly in
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the case of wall-trained trees. Strawberries are .
abundant, but to

a great extent small and deformed. Bush fruits are abundant and
highly flavoured, with the exception of Gooseberries, which have

suffered from the intense heat. Nuts are plentiful, both cultivated

and wild vaneties.

—

Alexander Cuamii.

Warwickshire. — Compton Verney. — Apples, very few
;

Pears, good ; Apricots, average crop and fine ; Peaches, good

;

Nectarines, average ; Plums, heavy crop ; Cherries, on walla a crop
;

Walnuts, killed by the frost ; Strawberries, plentiful, but small

;

Raspberries, not good, want rain; Gooseberries, plentiful; Ctir.

rants, fair crop ; Nuts and Filberts, not grown ; Figs on walls,

average crop.—G. Cuaddook.

Staffordshire.—Alton Towers, Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent.
—Gooseberries were a heavy crop, but they were nearly all out off by
frost on the 15th of June last ; Currants, the same ; Strawberries,

abundant, but small ; Raspberries, good, but suffering from drought

;

Apples, thin, say half a crop ; Pears, pretty good ; Cherries, plentiful,

but small ; Plums, good, with the exception of Damsons, which are

thin ; Peaches, thin, dreadfully blighted ; Apricots, very good, but

small. I may add that vegetable crops, including Potatoes, are

generally good, with the exception of -Carrots, which are very much
blighted, but we are short of rain, and have had bitterly cold weather
up to the end of June, on the loth of which we had l" of frost, and
10° on May 14th.—H. Rabone.

Keele Hall, Newcastle.—Apples, very thin ; Pears, a
good crop on standards and walls ; Damsons, a good crop ; Peaches
and Nectarines, poor, very few grown on open walls ; Raspberries,

good ; Cun'ants, good ; Strawberries, generally good, but small, owing
to the continued dry weather ; Cherries, good, especially Morellos

on dwarf boshes, on which we find they bear better, and ai'e less

subject to insects, than trained as they usually are against a north

wall ; Gooseberries, good ; Apricots, fair. We never remember so

much blight—aphis, caterpillars, and honeydew—as this season. We
are suffering from want of rain ; in fact, we have had very little

during these last six months, although this part is generally con-

sidered to have a wet climate.—W. Hill.

Willey Hall, Broseley.—Apricots, very good ; Peaches,

good ; Nectarines, very good ; Cherries, abundant ; Apples, very
fair; Pears, very good ; Plums, very heavy crop; Filberts, moderate

;

Gooseberries, very good ; Currants, good ; Strawberries, very good,

but small, owing to the dryness of the season.—W. H. Welch.

Herefordshire.—Downton Castle, Ludlow. — Peaches.

Nectarines, Apricots, and Plums, with us are good crops ; Apples>

about half a crop, being destroyed by frost and blight ; Strawberries

and Cherries, fair crops. On the Cherry orchards in this part of

the country there was the finest blossom that has been seen for years,

but most of it was destroyed by blight. Raspberries, Gooseberries,

and Currants, about half a crop, having been destroyed very much
by frost : Pears and Damsons are fine crops.

—

Wm. Landon.
Eastnor Castle, Ledbury.—Up to the beginning of

May the fruit crops in this district were promising. Plums and
Cherries having set thicker than I ever remember to have seen

them. On the 9th of May and two following mornings we had
very sharp frosts, which completely cleared our standards and
pyramids of fruit, Rivers's Early Prolific Plum excepted, which
appears to be one of the hardiest, as well as one of the earliest,

varieties we have. On walls we still have a good crop, but the trees

have been much injured by aphides, and they are now suileiing from
the extreme drought. Apricots, however, turn out to be a much better

crop than was at one time anticipated, many of the latest blossoms

having set and swelled after the prominent blooms were destroyed.

Early kinds are now ripening fast, and the sweet-kernelled Kaisha
is unusually fine and transparent. Peaches and Nectarines are a
partial crop, the cold wet season of 1873 having been unfavourable
to the formation and maturation of perfect blossom buds ; indeed, it

was by no means unusual this spring to find such shy kinds as Bar.
rington, Wallburton, &c., entirely without bloom buds, except in very
warm situations. Aphides have been unusually troublesome, but
where they have been kept in check, and mulchings have been
attended to the trees are looking well. Cherries are a thin crop, and
the fruit has dropped more than usual, black fly being very trouble-

some. Apples are very scarce and poor, except on elevated spots

that were well sheltered from the north, and this being a great cider,

making county even partial failure in the Aople crop is a serious

loss. Pears are rather more promising, but the fruit is small, no
rain having fallen to affect the roots since April. Bush fruit is

plentiful and good, with the exception of Black Currants, which are

badly blighted. Strawberries were much injured by the May frosts,

and a continuance of dry weather, while improving the flavour,

has seriously reduced the quantity and duration of this useful fruit.

Raspberries fall below the average. Nuts are scarce. Walnuts
partial ; many of the trees were killed back when they had made

4 inches of young wood, and it was nearly midsummer before they

showed signs of returning vitality. I may add, that up to the pre-

sent time vegetables have been plentiful and good, but we may now
expect a falling off. Potatoes are short in the top, look healthy, and
promise a fair yield of medium-sized tubers of first-rate quality.

—W. Coleman.
^

NORTH-MIDLAND DIVISION.
Leicestershire.—Cole OrtonHall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.—

Apricots, very light in this quarter ; Apples, very good ; Pears,

very good on walls, thin on standards ; Plums, unusually heavy crop
;

small fruits of all sorts abundant, but small from want of rain

;

Cherries, a very great crop ; Peaches and Nectarines, both rather

thin (were over-cropped last year) ; Figs, a good crop, but look as if

they would drop off, owing to the excessively dry weather ; Strawber-
ries, plentiful, but small^halt of the crop unable to swell, owing to

the drought, which has killed many of the plants outright ; Nuts,

very few indeed.—M. Henderson.
Kottingham.^WoUaton Hall.—Apples are a light crop,

having been much injured by frost in May
;
good dessert kinds will

be scarce, although when in bloom there was every appearance of

heavy crops ; of Apricots there is a good average crop from late

blooms, the first blossoms having been entirely killed—trees healthy
;

Peaches and Nectarines, light ; during May the trees were much
infested with aphides, but now they are doing well ; of Plums there

are good crops, especially of the better dessert sorts, but the trees

were badly attacked with aphides early in the season ; Damsons,
very scarce ; Cherries, good, but suffering from want of rain to swell

them off properly ; Pears, early and mid-season kinds, plentiful, late

sorts scarce ; Filberts, none ; Walnuts, scarce, having been killed by
frost ; of Gooseberries there is a very heavy crop in the neighbour-

hood, but the trees are much infested with caterpillar ; Strawberries,

moderate, having been much hurt by frost, and dried up since ; Red
and White Currants, good crops and clean. Black scarce ; Quinces,

none.

—

Henry Gadd.
Lincolnshire.—Belvoir Castle, Grantham.—The crop of that

most valuable of all hardy fruits, the Apple, is by no means a full

one ; indeed, I do not think that it can be called half a crop, and the

drought may still lessen it. Late-blooming trees of large size and
mature age afford the best crops. Amongst other sorts that have
fair crops may be mentioned Bess Pool, Northern Greening, Cald-

well, Blenheim, Herefordshire Pearmain, and Keswick Codling. Of
Pears there is a very good general crop, especially on the most
healthyand vigorous trees. Williams's Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and
Louise Bonne of Jersey are very full. Of Plums there are fair ci-ops of

Victoria, Jefferson, and Golden Drop on walls. Standard trees gene-

rally have failed ; but few Damsons. As regards Cherries, there are

abundant crops of May Duke, Morello, and Kentish ; but they are

greatly injured by blight and drought. Of Peaches there is a

moderately good crop—trees healthy. Of Figs, there is a very good
show of fruit. Apricots, scarcely half a crop, a portion of the fruit

having fallen owing to the dry state of the borders ; Strawberries,

very abundant, but smaU ; Raspberries, a very full crop, but suffering

from drought ; Gooseberries, a very full and satisfactory crop ;

Currants (red), a moderately good crop, (black) rather smaU.

—

W. Ingram.
Sudbrooke Holme.—Apricots, an average crop ; Peaches,

a failure—trees unhealthy through cold and fly ; Plums, an average

crop ; Pears, Marie Louise, Winter Nelis, and Williams's Bon
Chretien are good crops, but all other sorts scarce ; small fruits, such as

Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, a full crop ; Black Currants,

scarce ; Cherries, of all kinds, an average crop ; Apples, in general,

under an average, but in some orchards a good crop, though both

these and Pears will be small this season owing to the drought ; small

fruits, in cottage gardens, scarce ; every kind of crop is suffering from
want of rain.

—

George McBey.

SOUTH-WESTERN DIVISION.
Cornwall.—Enys, Penryn.—Apples appear to be an average

crop ; Pears are rather above the average, but, judging from present

appearances, will be small ; Peaches and Nectarines, below the

average ; Cherries, about an average ; Plums, kinds for preserving,

below the average ; other kinds, about an average ; Figs, poor

;

Strawberries, a good crop, but soon over, owing to the drought.

Bush fruits of all kinds, a good crop ; Raspberries, good.

—

Henry
Mills.

Dorsetshire.—Sherborne Castle.—Apples here are a very
fair crop ; Apricots, half a crop ; Berberries, plentiful ; Cherries, a
fair crop for the neighbourhood; Currants, half a crop, very much
damaged by the late frosts ; Figs, moderate ; Gooseberries, half a
crop, damaged by the late frosts ; Medlars, a fair sprinkling ; Necta-
rines, in the open air, a very middling crop, and the trees are in a very
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bad condition—indoora, very good ; Nuts and Filberts, scarce

;

Peaches, a very middling crop, trees in bad condition ; Pears, a

moderate crop ; Plums, plentiful
;
Quinces, a middling crop ; Rasp,

berries, very plentiful ; Strawberries, very good, but small, owing

to the drought ; Walnuts, plentiful in some places. I may add that

Potatoes are looking uncommonly well this season, a singnlar fact,

when most other vegetable crops are suffering from drought. The
Corn is looking remarkably well, but root crops are almost a failure.

—W. G. Pkagnell.

Devon.—£xeter.—Peaches and Nectarines, moderate ; Apricots,

below average ; Plums, abundant ; Pears, Apples, and Strawberries,

average crops ; Black Currants, below average ; Red and White,

average crops ; Raspberries, good ; Nuts and Filberts, abundant

;

Cherries, abundant ; and Figs, scarce.

—

John Gabland.

Somersetshire.—Ashton Court, Bristol.—Apples are a
good average crop, early kinds being more plentiful than late ones;

Apricots, light crop ; Cherries, plentiful, but much blighted ; Cur-

rants, red and white, very fine and heavy crops; black, light and
much blighted ; Pigs, generally good ; Gooseberries, heavy crop

;

Medlars, every prospect of a heavy crop ; Mulberries, good ; Peaches

and Nectarines, good on open walls (where protected in spring under

glass), also large and well flavoured; Nuts, very light; Pears, good,

aud, for the season, remarkably clean and fine ; Plums, poor and
much blighted; Raspberries, good, but small ; Walnuts, scarcely any

;

Strawberries, an average crop, which suffered much from drought.

Fruit trees and crops generally are much blighted and greatly in

want of rain.

—

John Austo-v.

Merriott, Crewkerne.—We have here a fair crop of most

kinds of fruit. Apples, in both gardens and orchards, will, I think,

be a good crop, say half the quantity we had last year, which was
just one half too much for the good of either the trees or the

growers. Apples were nearly unsaleable, such was their abundance
;

but, thanksto railways, the "blackcountry" and large towns absorbed

a considerable portion, and the cider barrels, with some difficulty,

held the rest. One thing this season, notwithstanding the adverse

weather we had up to the end of June, trees generally look healthy

and are covered with fine foliage, consequently, the quality of the fruit

will be finer than it otherwise would have been, a circumstance which
will make up for quantity. Pears grafted on the Quince are nearly a

failure this season, while those grafted upon the Pear stock are

loaded with fruit ; it was just the reverse last season. Plums of

most sorts, on open standards, are a good crop, in some instances

weighing down the branches ; I have noticed this season that the

woolly and hairy.leaved kinds have resisted the frost better than the

smooth and shining.leaved sorts. Cherries, especially May Dukes
and Morellos, are bearing heavy crops, but we are sadly tried to

know how to save them from blackbirds, through whose depredations

we lose more than half onr fruit crops. Gooseberries, Currants, and
Raspberries are, and have been, abundant ; Strawberries, owing to

want of rain at blooming time, are only a partial crop. We havehad
little or no rain here for three months ; we had a good fall at the end of

June, but that on the 29th wasaccompanied by a thunderstorm, which,

in a few instances, started the Potato disease. Field crops in this

neighbourhood are very fine, and give great jiromise of an abundant
harvest.

—

John Scoit.

Nettlecomb, Taunton.—Up to the last week in March
fruit crops promised to be abundant, but April set in accompanied
by cold easterly winds, and, occasionally, rain, hail, and snow until the

latter part of the month, when we had a week or ten days of summer
weather, which very much improved the fruit crops, aud trees on
walls were recovering fast. May, again, brought us cold easterly

winds and sharp frosts at nights, and these unfavourable conditions

continued, more or less, for three weeks in June. There was, how-
over, little or no rain or the crops would have suffered much more
than they have done ; still, the cold frosty weather did much
damage, both to fruit and vegetable crops ; nevertheless. Apples
are a good crop, particularly the better sorts ; Pears, above an
average crop ; Plums, in some places, plentiful, iu others scarcely

any; Strawberries, where kept well watered, are a fair crop and of fine

quality ; Cherries, good and fine, particularly May Dukes and
Morellos; Peaches and Nectarines, in some places, are a fair crop, in

others, scarcely any ; Apricots, here and there, are a good crop,

where pretected, otherwise indifferent; Figs, outdoors, abundant;
Walnuts, scarcely any, trees much injured by frost ; Filberts and
Kent Cob Nuts, scarcely any

;
Quinces, none ; Medlars, an average

crop ; Black Curranis, an average crop ; White and Red Currants,

below average ; Gooseberries, very good ; Raspberries, in some
places, an average crop, in others, much under average.

—

Charles
Elworthy.

Wiltshire.—Wilton House, Salisbury.—Apples hereabouts
are a bad crop ; Apricots, a medium crop ; Cherries, a fair crop

;

Currants and Figs good ; Gooseberries, fair ; Medlars, thin ; Mul.

berries, trees much injured by spring frosts ; Nectarines and Peaches
good; Nuts, a fair crop ; Pears, partial ; Plums, abundant

;
Quinces,

a light crop ; Raspberries, thin ; Strawberries, poor; Walnuts, bad.

There was perhaps never a better prospect of fruit, of all

kinds, than this year at the end of April, and perhaps it would be
impossible to find on referring to reports of past years, a more
destructive month than May proved to be this year ; one favourable

condition, however, was the almost total absence of rain, of which
only i inch fell in May. Had we received the usual amount with such
frosts and bright sun, total failure must have been the result. Frosts

occurred on fifteen nights in May, the most severe being on the 10th,

11th, 17th, and 18th, when the glass registered 6' of frost on the two
former, and 4P on the two latter nights, but owing to the clear sky
which prevailed throughout the month 12* of frost were frequently

registered on the ground by the thermometer when exposed. A
variation of 90^ often occurred between the mid-day solar heat, and
the minimun heat on the surface of the ground at midnight ; on
the 18th the solar heat reached 125^, and the minimum on the same
day on the surface of the ground was 23', a difference of 102' in

twelve hours.—T. Challis.

MIDLAND DIVISION.
Derbyshire.—Chatsworth, Chesterfield.—Apples with us

are about a quarter of a crop ; Cherries, on walls, a crop, but those on
standards when in bloom suffered severely from frost ; Currants, red
and white, are a full crop, but black kinds suffered from the frost on
May 16th ; Gooseberries are about half a crop ; Plums, none ; Pears,

a thin crop ; Peaches, none grown out of doors here ; Raspberries,

half a crop ; Strawberries, an abundant crop. The frost of May 15th
was most destructive to Pears, Apples, and Plums ; we registered 10'

of frost on the 16th, and 9' on the 17th of May, and the cold winds,

which blew from the north-east twenty-one days consecutively, were
most detrimental to both fruit and vegetables, and considering that

we had only 3'81 of an inch of rain between the 1st of March and
the 12th of May, it has been one of the most trying seasons for out-

door gardening that I ever remember.—Tnos. Speed.
Osmaston Manor.—Apricots here are a good crop ; Pears,

very good ; standard Apple trees are loaded down with fruit ; Straw,
berries, very good and large ; Cherries, excellent, both on standards
aud walls ; Plums, including Damsons, a very large crop ; red and
black Currants and Gooseberries, heavy crops ; Raspberries, good

;

Peaches and Nectarines, not grown out of doors here.—J. Booth.

Nottinghamshire.— Welbeck Abbey, Worksop.—Apple
trees in this district produced an extraordinary abundance of blossoms,

but spring frosts and insects have sadly thinned the crop, which can
hardly now be called an average one. Pears, on standards, are
likewise only thinly cropped ; but on walls these are abundant. On
a wired trellis, in the kitchen garden here, both Pears and Apples
show very heavy crops. Plum trees furnished plenty of blossom,

and the fruit escaped the ungenial weather in May and June better

than Apples and Pears have done ; very heavy crops of Plums are,

therefore, now to be seen in many orchards. Cherries have been a
fair average crop, and on north walls Morellos are abundant

;

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, on walls, where protected, are

abundant, and required a great deal of thinning ; Raspberries and
Currants are well cropped, but the fruit is small, having suffered

from the continued drought in June. Legions of aphides have like-

wise attacked the foliage of Currants, so much that the bushes are

nearly bare. Strawberries, where well attended to with watering,

have produced excellent crops, and I find President, Sir J. Paxton,

Lucas, Sir C. Napier, British Queen, Dr. Uogg, Frogmore late Pine,

and Elton still the best varieties for general crops. No variety

equals the Groveud, or Old Scarlet of some, for preserving, as it

ripens early, and has a fine red solid flesh. Filberts and Cob Nuts
are a failure here, but they are not grown in any quantity.

—

William
TiLLERY.

Berry Hill, Mansfield.—Considering the cold spring and
long drought which we have had, fruit crops, oir the whole, may be
set down as a fair average. Apples are a fair crop ; Apricots, good

;

Cherries, a fine crop, especially Morellos, which are very heavy ;

Peaches, a good crop, but very late ; Plums, very fine ; Strawberries,

abundant, but fruit small ; of what are called small fruits, there are

good crops ; Walnuts, very thin, having been cut off by frosts

;

Filberts, also a light cro)i.— S. A. Woods.
Lincolnshire.—Bloxholm Hall, Sleaford.—Apricots, abun.

dant where protected ; but, where unprotected, even on the same
aspect, they were destroyed by spring frosts ; Apples, a complete
failure, only a few being observable in sheltered corners. The
blossoms on Apple trees were plentiful and strong, and great hopes
were entertained of an abundant crop, but, a succession of frosty

nights occurring when they were in bloom completely destroyed

them ; Pears, some varieties an average crop, but, in general, under
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average, and I am afraid that the quality will be indifferent ; Plama,

on open standards and bushes, a compltsto failure, but where protected

on walls, a fair crop; Peaches and Nectarines, where protected, a

fair crop, but the trees in some parts are very much blighted
;

Cherries, under an average, having been much destroyed when in

bloom by severe frosts in May and June ;
Strawberries, a good crop

and fine, but their season will be one of short duration owing to the

hot dry weather ; Figs, under average ; Gooseberries, a fair crop,

and of good quality, although they were very much injured in some

localities by late spring frosts ; Raspberries, abundant and fine, but

will be of short duration; Red CJrrants, under an average, having

been very much destroyed by spring frosts ; White Currants, a fair

crop ; Black Currants, under average ; Walnuts, variable, some trees

having a fair crop on them, while others show none ; in most cases

the young shoots were killed by sharp frosts in May ; Nuts, under

average, not much grown hero. The fruit season this year will be a

memorable one. In spring we had an abundance of bloom. Apples,

Plums, and Cherries, were completely covered. The month of April

being mild, vegetation progressed favourably, but from the 1st May
to the middle of June we had scarcely one night free from frost

accompanied by cold biting east and north-east winds which have

proved very destrnctive to fruit crops. On Monday the ISth May
we had 12° of frost. Potatoes and Kidney Beans were cut to the

ground and again on June the 12th we had 11° of frost, which

again cut down Potatoes, Kidney Beans, and other vegetables.

Pears, Apples, Cherries, and Gooseberries dropped in quantities from

the trees, blighting all our hopes.

—

David Lumsden.

NORTH MIDLA.KD.
Lincolnshire.—Aswarby Park, Folkingham. — Among

Apples, Ribstons are a full crop, all other varieties about a quarter of

a crop ; Currants, red, white, and black, full crop, fruit of the black

small ; Figs, a fall crop, fruit large and fine, several ripe fruit having

been gathered from outside walls ; Gooseberries, all gowing on a north

border, are a heavy crop, fruit very large ; Apricots are a heavy crop,

fruit large, changing colour fast ; Mulberries, full crop ; Pears on

walls, half a crop ; on trees, trained as pendulous standards, a full

crop, having only missed a crop once in thirteen years ; Nectarines,

a fine full crop, foliage much blistered ; Peaches, very poor, fruit of

the Early Beatrice on a wall now ripe ; Plums, quarter of a crop,

suffered badly from late frosts, Rivers's Early Prolific now ripe.

The rainfall .between January and March has been 3'02, between
April and June 1'36, while from June up to this time we have had

none ; everything in this neighbourhood is, therefore, suffering from

want of rain. A large farmer near here has turned his stock into a

field of Wheat, and my employer turned his lambs into a 40 acre

field of Oats ; in the village of Scredington, 2 miles from here, they

have to pay Id. for each bucket of water for domestic use ; the lawns

here have not been mown for these last eight weeks ; carpet-bedding

is doing well here, but ribbon-bedding is almost a failure. Last

week, our rector told his gardener to save all water, as it was likely

to be wanted for domestic purposes, and to let the kitchen and
fiower gardens take their chance.

—

Richaud Nisbet.

Rutland.—Exton Park.—Apples and Pears are scarce in most
gardens in this neighbourhood ; Cherries are abundant ; Peaches and
Nectarines are a very poor crop, the frosts on the 10th, 11th, and
12th of March, when we had 12° and 5° of frost, caught them while in

bloom and killed all the flowers, even when covered with branches

and other kinds of protecting material ; Strawberries are a good crop,

but have suffered much from want of rain ; President, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury, and Elton Pine, have withstood the dry weather
better than any other variety ; small fruits are a splendid crop. Red
and White Currants being larger and finer than ever we have known
them to be here. The fruit is large, clean, and has ripened well.

Black Currants are abundant, but very small. Gooseberries are

a remarkably fine crop, and the bushes are clean and healthy

;

Raspberries, good but small, owing to continued hot dry weather

;

Filberts and Walnuts are very scarce.—J. Smith.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Suffolk. — Culford Hall, Bury St. Edmonds. — Peaches

and Nectarines on the walls here are carrying a moderate crop of

fruit, but the trees have been greatly blighted. In orchard-houses

the prospect of frnit is much better. Apricots are a somewhat light

crop, but the fruit, which is nearly ripe, is remarkably fine and large.

Apples, in the gardens here and in this neighbourhood, are as nearly

as possible, a total failure, and any small portions of fruit which there

may be, will consist of the most hardy culinary varieties ; numbers
of trees of the finer dessert sorts are here trained to a low flint wall

facing the west, and they are carrying about half a crop. Both
standard and dwarf pyramid Pear trees are here much the same as

Apple trees— nearly destitute of fruit ; while, on walls, nearly

all sorts are in great abundance, and it has been necessary to thin

out the fruit to a considor.ablo extent. Plums on standard trees are

also a failure ; oven the Damson (which seldom fails here) has done

so this season, while Greengages, Washington, and most other sorts

trained to the walls are in great abundance, and have required

thinning. Cherries—The only sort grown on the open walls here is

the Morello, of which there is a moderately gord crop ; but they

have been greatly infested with black fly. In the orchard-house the

various sorts are abundant, and of good quality. Figs trained on the

open Avails are carrying a fair crop of fruit, which is likely to ripen.

Grape Vines on the open walls show enough of fruit, which will,

however, hardly ripen this season. Mulberry trees are carrying

a light crop. Medlars are in great abundance ;
Quinces, very few

;

Walnuts, none ; Filberts and other Nuts, a very light crop ; Rasp,

berries, abundant, and, considering the great drought which we have

experienced, much finer than could have been expected ; Goose,

berries, in great abundance and very fine ; Red and White Curr.ants,

abundant, and of excellent quality ; Black Currants, light and

inferior in quality ; Strawberries, plentiful and good, but, on account

of the dry weather, have not lasted long.— P. Gkieve.
—— Wolverstoae Park, Ipswich.—Pmit crops in this dis-

.

trict are very variable, and are suffering from want of rain. Peara

on the Quince stock have set full crops, except in exposed situations

;

but a large percentage of the fruit is frost bitten and deformed, and,

when rain comes, I fear a goo I many will split. Those on Pear

stocks and trained on walls are more satisfactory, and, being deeper

rooted, have not suffered so much from the dry weather. Plums are

thin on standards ; but, on walls, have set full crops. Many of these

are now falling, and others are swelling very irregularly, owing to the

tender fruit having been injured just after setting. Strange to say.

Apricots passed safely through this tiying ordeal, and have set full

crops ; while the trees are freer from gum than I have seen them for

years. Peaches and Nectarines are very thin, and the trees havo

suffered severely from the constant checks to growth which they

have had, and persistent attacks of aphides ; indeed, I do not

remember a season when the latter have been so numerous, or so

difiicult to eradicate as the present ; Cherry trees are bearing fine

crops, and the fruit is of good quality; Figs showed enormous

crops, but the moro tender kinds, such as White Marseilles, havo all

fallen off, while the dark kinds have retained a fair crop ;
Apples

are variable, some kinds having set full crops, while others are

very thiu ; wherever fully sheltered, the crops are np to the average,

but the fruits are now falling, and will be small if we do not soon

get a supply of rain ; the crop of Strawberries has been most

abundant, but, owing to the drought, the fruit did not swell to a

large size; Gooseberries, Raspberries, and Currants are all heavy

crops, but the latter are badly infested with green fly, and to escape

an unusually heavy deposit of so-called " honeydew," I have had the

tips of the shoots removed.— J. Sheppaud.

Hardwicke House, Bury St. Edmunds.—Apricots on

walls here are between ahalf and a three-quarter crop ; Plums, Peaches,

and Nectarines, full crops in places ; Cherries, all sorts, full crops

here, in other places failures ; Pears, a quarter crop ;
Apples, very

partial, full crop on many trees, few or none on others ;
Mulberries,

fine crop ; Medlars, full crop ; Nuts, partial ; Gooseberries and Cur-

rants, full crops, and elsewhere entire failures; Raspberries, fine

show, but suffering from late frosts and continued drought ; Straw-

berries, fine crop, half a crop, and a complete failure, according to

locality, latest sorts generally the best ; President, Eleanor, and

Elton, fine here ; Keen's Seedling, British Queen, Black Prince, and

old Scarlet, for preserving, almost a total failure ; the whole of the

early blossoms were blackened and ruined by June frosts. On walls

I found glass copings most useful for Peaches, Nectarines, and

Apricots. Trees under these are carrying good crops. Apricots

protected by boughs on the walls, but under no coping, almost a

total failure. The Imperatrico Plum, too, is almost a total failure.

Have other cultivators found its blossoms more tender than those of

the Gages, Golden Drop, Jefferson, Victoria, Violette Hative, &c. ?_ I

almost forgot to add that ont-of-doora Figs and Quinces are bearing

capital crops.—D. T. Fisn.

Norfolk.—Cossey Hall, Norwich.—Apples here are good,

but in some localities only very moderate ; Pears, on walls and

espaliars, are a fair crop, but on standards deficient ;
Apricots are

abundant, but in some instances the fruits are falling off through

drought at the roots ; Plums are good on walls, but bad on standards ;

Figs"and Cherries are only a moderate crop ; of Peaches and Nee-

tarines there are fair crops, but the trees are infested with insects

and blight ; Gooseberries and Currants are plentiful ;
Raspberries,

good in some parts, but in others they have suffered from drought

;

and the same remark applies to Strawberries ; Filberts are a fair

crop, but of Walnuts we have few indeed.—J. Wighton.
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YORKSHIRE.
Thorpe Perrow, Bedale.—Apples here are a bad crop, all

having beuii iloatroyed by Alay frosts ; Apricots, abundant; Cherries,

good; Carrants, abundant ; Filberts, bad ; Gooseberries, an enormous
crop ; Pears, good ; Plums, moderate ; Peaches, good ; Raspberries,

moderate, suffering from want of rain ; Strawberries promised to be
good, but from want of rain the crop is inferior.

—

William Culver.
WKLL.

Wortley Hall, Sheffield. — Apples, Pears, and Plums,
a failuri', in consequence of tho scathing winds and frosts which
jirevailed when the trees were in flower; Cherries a fair crop;
Apricots on walls, moderate; all Gooseberries and Curnants, where
netted in spring from bullfinches, good; but whore not protected,

bushes everywhere are entirely denuded of their buds ; Peaches
under rrlass are a very good crop.—J. Sl.MPSOX.

Cleveland District. — The Apjile orchards attached to

nlniost every farm-house in this district, are bearing lighter crops

than I have seen upon the trees for several years, and the same may
be said of the Pear and Apricot trees that cover the walls of both the

houses and cottages. In gentlemen's gardens, however, the reverse

of this holds good, the fruit crops in these being abundant; Pears
and Apples upon dwarf trees are remarkably good ; Plums, most
abundant in many places ; Gooseberries, Black and Red Currants, a
licavy crop; Strawberries, plentiful, but small; Cherries, a vei'y

indifferent crop, the trees nearly killed tlirough fly and blight.—J. T.

Stourton Park, Knaresborough. — After the very vari.

able season which we have experienced fru4t crops are as good,
with the exception of Apples, as could have been expected.
Apricots are everywhere abundant ; Peaches and Nectarines are fair

crops ; Pears, Plums, and Cherries are abundant. Here Pears and
Plums are better on standards than on walls ; both Plum and Cherry
trees have suffered much from fly; Apples are, in general, a very
light crop, some trees are producing fairly, whilst others have few or

no fruit at all on them. With the exception of red Currants (which
are smaller than usual and a lighter crop) bush fruits are abundant.
Strawberries in the gardens here are an average crop, but the fruit,

owing to the drought and heat, is smaller than usual ; the Straw-
berries in general in this neighbourhood are, however, a light crop,

the continued drought having been much against them.—M. S.vuL.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Northumberland.—Shawdon Hall, Alnwick. — Early in

the season the promise of an abundant fiuit crop in this county was
great, but in many cases the result has not fulfilled our expectations.
This ia not to bo wondered at when we consider that in the month
of May and early part of June wo had hard continuous frost. During
several nights in the latter part of May the thermometer registered

V of fi-ost. To the dryness of tho atmosphere, and abundance of

early foliage, must, I think, thei'cfore, be attributed the fact, that
we have an average, if not an abundant, crop of fruit in this county.
Apricots are fully ten days earlier than usual, the fruit being in

some cases in different stages upon the same tree, as owing to the
severity of the weather they caine into blossom at intervals of eight
or ten days. Peaches are not extensively grown in this county, but
such as we have appear to be a fair crop ; the trees are, however,
Buffering from fly ; Pears on walls are just an average crop, but the
trees are healthy and robust ; Cherries are all but a failure ; where the
trees are exposed to the east or south-east, they are suffering from
fly and bight ; Apples, like the Gooseberry crop, are abundant in
some places, but scarce in others ; Black and Red Currants are, in
many places, a light crop ; of late Strawberries, the crop is quite an
average one ; Raspberries are an indifferent crop, the fruit being
small and bluish, and, in some cases, the plants are suffering from
canker and curl.—J. Thomson.

Durham.—Lambton Castle Pence Houses.—Apricots here
area heavy crop

; Cherries, fine; Plums, an average crop ; Straw-
berries, plentiful and good ; Peaches, fine and plentiful ; Nectarines,
good; Apples, very thin ; Pears, average ; small fruits, plentiful.

—

J. Hu.NTEIl.

NORTH-WESTERN DIVISION.
Lancashire.—Croxteth Park, Liverpool.—Strawberries in

this part of the country are abundant and good ; Currants of all sorts
arc thin; Gooseberries and Raspberries are fair ; Cherries (Morello),
good, but injured through black fly, May Dukes and other kinds a
fair crop ; Plums, including Damsons, a failure outside, plentiful in
orchard-houses

;
early kinds of Pears a good crop, later sorts here

injured by frost in May; Apples, which also suffered from frost
while in flower, are a thin crop.—J. Bisset.

Cheshire.—Crew Hall.—Apples, very few ; Pears, very good
crops generally; Plums, average on walls, scarce on standards;

Damsons, which are largely grown in this district, very scarce
except in sheltered situations ; Strawberries, good crop with me
owing to their being well watered during the dry weather; Cherries,
an average crop ; Peachi^s and Nectarines, good in orchard-house and
on protected walls; Apricots, scarcely an average crop ; Gooseberries,
Rod Currants, and Raspberries, plentiful ; Black Currants, scarce

;

Nuts, very few. Tho very low temperature in the latter part of
April and nearly all through May and June, loner than I have ever
known it to bo here, caused many fruits already formed to fall off,

and prevented Apples, when in bloom, from setting.—W. Wiiiukek.

THE AMERICAN FRUIT CROPS.
We have received from tho Department of Agriculture, at Wash.
iugt(jn, the report of the fruit crops for the year 1871:

The bloom of all orchard fruits has been generally abundant. Tho
frosts of April, especially those of the 29th and .3Uth, were not too
early in tho Southern States to be harmless. They proved exceed,
ingly destructive to fruit prospects throughout the entire region
south of the thirty-ninth parallel and the Ohio River. There are
exceptions in tho vicinity of rivers and in other protected locations,

but they are very few. Scarcely a southern county makes so positive
a stateaient as Boone, Arkansas:—"Almost every tree is loaded.
Thousands of bushels of Apples and Peaches will doubtless rot in tho
orchards." A reduced yield is the nearly universal expectation, and
many reports indicate less than a fourth of an average crop, and
some scarcely a tenth. In cases where the germ escaped destruction

by frost the young fruit is rapidly withering and falling off to a very
discour.aging extent. In the Eastern States the bloom is generally
quite full, but the fruit was not developed sufficiently to make a
report of condition satisfactory. Reports from the fruit regions of

Western New York, Ohio, Michig.an, Missouri, Kansas, Texas, and
California are variable, but of fully average promise. In Pennsylvania
the prospect for fruit is generally good. Increasing attention ia paid
to fruit culture in some portions of this State. It is stated that in

Wyoming Count}' " millions of fruit trees and Vines have been set

out within the past fifieen years, and all are loaded with bloom and
set with fruit." Fruit culture is also attracting much attention

throughout the South.

Apples.—The States reporting condition, average, or above, arc

as follows :—Maine, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Texas, 101 ; Rhode
Isl.and, New Yoi-k, Minnesota, 103; Vermont, Illinois, Wisconsin,

101; Iowa, California, 105; Pennsylvania, Missouri, Nebraska, lOG
;

Michigan, 107; New Jersey, 111; Massachusetts, Kansas, 118;
Connecticut, 119. Those below average :—Virginia, 59 ; Mississippi,

07; Louisiana, 75 ; North Carolina, 76; Georgia, 82 ; Alabama, 83;
Delaware, 88; Tennessee, 90; Maryland, 92; Arkansas, West
Virginia, 9(3 ; South Cirolina, 97. There is some complaint of

injuries from insects in different portions of the country. " Cater-

pilLars are more numerous than over " in New London County, Con.
necticut, and very abundant in other sections of Nevv England, and
the pest is reported "in countless millions" in Ripley, Ind. In
Decatur, Iowa, " the leaf-roller has taken nearly half the Apples."

The ravages of the measuring worm are also reported. In Mont,
gomery, Ala., a blight similar to that affecting Pear trees is injurious

to Apple ti-ees.

Peaches.—The eastern Peach.growing regions do not present

very favourable rejiorts of condition. The average for Delaware is

but' 60; that of Maryland 61; and New Jersey is placed at 80.

Mild weather in winter advanced the buds, .and late frosts and sleets

brought mnch injury throughout this belt. A report from Kent,
Maryland, after the great April frost, stated that Peaches would bo
abuudant ; but ten days later, after the occurrence of further frosts,

our correspondent wrote that there would scarcely be a fourth of a
crop—a full crop of Hale's Early, but scarcely any of Crawford's
Early or Crawford's Late. Hale's Early has also measurably escaped
in Caroline .and Queen Anne. A similar injury of late frosts is

reported from Wicomico and other Peach counties. Tho reports

concerning tho Michigan Peach region are favourable, and the

average for e.ach of the States west of the Ohio is not less than 100,

The Middle States (excepting Pennsylvania), Ohio, and all tho

Southern States east of the Mississippi, will have a comparatively
small production this season. The destruction was caused by frost

and hail. The storm of the 29th of April, which was of snow as far

south as Washington and throughout the plateaus of the South, was
peculiarly destructive to young fruit or its germs. A portion of

Inili.an.a and Illinois report excellent prospects. It is reported from
Jasper County, Missouri, that seedlings are a failure, while budded
trees bear half a crop. In orchards of nourbon, Linn, and Wilson,

Kansas, the leaf is curling and the fruit dropping. The past winter
has proved very destructive to Peach trees in Oregon, especially
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those growing on a good soil, highly cultivated, and still worse on
lands iiTigated late in the season. In some localities iu California

the crops will be reduced by the effects of curled leaf and mildew.

Pears.—The condition of the Pear crop is below average in

nearly all the States east of the Mississippi, the principal exceptions

being Southern New England, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The
bloom was abundant, but frosts proved very destructive. In Queen
Anne, Maryland, " all are gone except some Seckels and Duchesses."

In Anderson, Kentucky, " a large part dropped off." In Montcalm,
Michigan, " the trees are about all dead, the effect of the winter of

1872-73 "—a statement which is mado elsewhere relative to Peaches

as well as Pears. In the vicinity of Concord, Mass., the old

favourite, the reliable Bartlett, has died out in numbers, and many
others are visibly declining in vigour.

PEACHES AND NECTARmES ON THE SAME TREE.
It is a curious and b}"" no moans easily to be accoanted for pheno-

menon, that of Peaches and Nectarines growing on the same tree

—

nay, sometimes even on the same branch ; while stranger still is the

record of trees bearing fruits, one-half of which was Pea?h, the other

Nectarine. We have received a communication from Dr. Moore, of

Glasnevin, enclosing a letter bearing on the subject from his friend.

Sir Thomas Larcom, K.C.B., late Under Secretary for Ireland. Dr.

Moore, in his note, remarks that " even in our advanced state of

horticultural knowledge, few practical gardeners, or even the owners
of gardens know that the Peach was originally a sport from a

Nectarine; " adding that in the instance alluded to by Sir Thomas
Larcom the sport has been reversed, the Nectarine occurring on the

Peach. We shall let Sir Thomas tell his story :^
" Heathlield, Pareham, 7th July, 1874.

" My dear Dr. Moore,—Tou gave me such satisfactory information

some time ago about the four-leaved Shamrock that I am tempted to

write to you to ask whether the Peach and Nectarine are akin to each
other. This has occurred in the garden of a gentleman in our neigh-

bourhood : a Peach tree, never failing to produce Peaches, bore last

summer three Nectarines on a particular branch, on which branch
there arc now three Peaches. There is, I am told, for I have not

visited or seen the tree, no appearance of the branch having been
ingrafted. I confess I discredit the whole story, and take it for a
fancy of the gardener. I do not know what is to come next, if fruit

can grow grow by ' selection.' Do enlighten me.—Always sincerely

yours, " Thomas Laucom."
Dr. Moore remarks that the phenomenon must be of rare occurrence

;

as, though he has been for nearly half a century among fruit trees, he
has never actually seen an instance of it ; neither have we ; but tho

fact is, nevertheless, indisputable. Mr. Rivera is of opinion that the
Noblesse and some others of our best Peaches originated from the

old White Nectarine. That comparatively new and line Peach, Prince

of Wales, was raised by Mr. Rivers from a stone of the Pitmaston
Orange Nectarine ; while of ten seedlings raised by him from stones

of this same Peach, Prince of Wales, five turned out to be Peaches
and five Nectarines ; three of the latter being orange and two
white-fleshed. Another eminent fruit grower has gone so far as to

say he could produce the phenomenon by carefully removing the

down from the surface of the young Peach when not larger thau a
Horse Bean, the resnlt being a Nectarine in size, colour, flesh, and
flavour. If any of our readers have mot with a case of the kind this

season (it has been thought to occur oftener in dry seasons), or can
speak from previous personal experience, we shall be glad to hear
what they have to say in the matter.

—

Irish Farmers' Gazette.

Vines from Eyes for Pot Culture.—I wish to know when
the eyes of Vines should be struck for growing in pots in order to

fruit in January, February, and March, and what are the best Vines
for that purpose ?—J. V. H. [Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck, to whom
your queries have been sent, says :—" The eyes of Vines for growing
in pots for fruiting in January, February, and March, ought to be
struck in January or beginning of February, and the eyes should be
taken from well-ripened wood from an early Vinery. They must be
started iu a brisk bottom-heat and grown in it, as well as shifted and
stopped two or three times till they get strength and size enough by
the time they are fit for the last shift into fruiting-pots. This is for

yonng pot Vines intended to be forced the year after being struck.

There is less attention required in raising early pot Vines, by grow-
ing them the first year as strongly as possible, and then cutting them
down to have a strong rod the second year for the next year's

forcing. They may, in the second year, be shifted into the largest-

sized fruiting-pots, and each Vine will then bear from twelve to

fourteen bunches of finely-coloured fruit ; at least 1 had this year, on
pot Vines so managed, that quantity of bunches on the Esperione

Hamburgh and Foster's White Seedling. The greatest cause of success

in forcing early pot Vines is in having the wood well ripened as early

as possible, and then placing them in the open air in the latter end
of the summer and autumn to harden tho wood into a state of

rest before being forced. As a black early Grape for growing in

pots there is no better and surer bearer than the Hamburgh, and I

prefer the variety of it named the Esperione for the purpose. Tho
purple Constantia or Frontignan is another excellent variety for

early forcing, and, having a perfumed flavour, it is much preferred

by some. As to white Grapes for early pot culture I have found
Foster's White Seedling, Bucklaud Sweetwater, and the Royal
Muscadine to be the best."]

MERAN AND THE " GRAPE-CURE."
Meran, the ancient capital of the Tyrol, though it has long ceded
its metropolitan honours to Insbritck, remains the head-quarters of

the Grape-cure, and is unrivalled for beauty of situation and charm
of climate. Rounding tho shoulder of a mountain, one comes
suddenly on a scene of peace and of luxuriant beauty which might
befit a vale of Arcadia. MouutaiuB of 6,000 or 7,000 feet high
enclose a wide valley, dotted with farmsteads and white cottages, all

surrounded by a southern vegetation. Here grow magnificent
Spanish Chestnut and Fig trees, while a perfect net-work of Vines
trained over trellises covers the hills. Along the edge of the road
grow immense Pumpkins, with their robust picturesque leaves and
yellow flowers gazing right in the sun's eye ; while beyond lie fields

of Indian Corn—making up altogether a rich and luxuriant picture.

After a couple of mdes of this scenery we entered Meran, a' sunny
cheerful town, lying on the right bank of the bright and brawling
little river Passer. The population of Meran numbers 1,500 ; this

is greatly increased during the months of August, September,
and October, by strangers, who come for the Grape-cure, and
to rest awhile in a climate so dry and warm, and yet so

much cooler than Italy during this season. Tho visitors are

chiefly those suffering from chest complaints. The Meranees
are not an enterprising people, and trust confidently to the

beauty of their town and climate, and most implicitly to their

Grapes, to allure the stranger. And there is a charm in this

simplicity far more delightful to many than the usual stereotyped

amusements of a watering-place. A band plays every morning iu

the gardens ; and here the visitors walk, eating Grapes, or read, or

sketch with a basket of Grapes beside them, or ramble about iu

family groups—all, and always, eating Grapes. The first thing one
does on arriving at Meran is to buy a basket ; Grapes of the richest

bloom and most delicious flavour are to be seen all around ; they
hang in purple bunches over all tho hills, in every garden, round
every cottage porch ; carts and baskets full of them are brought
into the town every morning, and they lie heaped on stalls in glorious

profusion at the corners of the streets. Everybody who comes
" takes the Grape-cure," to the extent of eating more Grapes than
he ever did before in his life, unless he prefers Pigs, which are almost
as plentiful and excellent. No quantity of Grapes under three

pounds a day can be considered as a true and energetic Grape-cure.

The patient begins with one or two pounds a day, dividing the quantity

into three portions—one taken an hour before breakfast, the next

between that and dinner (which takes place at 12.30 or 1 at latest

at Meran), and the last portion in the afternoon or evening, an hour
before the last meal of the day. The Grapes must be eaten in the

open air, an injunction obeyed to the letter at Meran, as everybody
walks about eating Grapes all day long, unless you prefer taking one
of your three portions sitting in your verandah, gazing out over tho

lovely country. After a couple of days the quantity is to be
increased by half a ijonnd, until it reaches three or four pounds.

This is often sufficient—dependent, of course, upon the nature of

tho disease, the progress it has made, &c. Many people eat six

pounds daily, although as many as eight is said to be unusual.

Patients are not to be discouraged if they feel less well after three

or four days of Grape eating ; this is not seldom the case ; but, this

crisis being past, they speedily feel the benefit of the treatment.

One great advantage of the Grape-cure is that no special diet is

enforced. Food in any way trying to the digestion is, of conise,

forbidden ; and other fruit is in general not recommended ; but, after

eating from four to six pounds of Grapes daily, one does not feel

any particular inclination for further indulgence iu Pomona's
bounties. Grapes, containing a large quantity of nourishment, have
a very satisfying effect on the appetite generally, and less of other

food is required ; and, in cases where the cure is taking good effect,

the patient gains in weight, and, after a while, in strength also. The
cure occupies from four to six weeks, and during September and
October the Grapes are at their best. Early ones are to be obtained

in August and late ones in November, but they are neither so good
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nor so efficacious. The country, too, is in its greatest beauty during

the height of the Grape season. Not but what April is a charming
month at Meran, when the abundant Almond and Apricot trees are a

mass of blossom, and when the traveller returning home after a

winter passed in Italy is tempted to linger awhile in the pretty little

town before proceeding northward.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Gardea and Pleasure Grounds.

The time lias almost arrived when, in ordinary seasons, the flower

garden is expected to be at its best ; but this is far from being the

case this season, and if a decided change in the state of the weather
does not take place soon the display this season will be meagre, as

well as of short duration. Wherever watering the flower beds is

attempted, it ought to be done efTectually, otherwise it does more
harm than good. There is frequently considerable difliculty in pro.

perly applying the water to the beds in very dry weather and on
light soils, when and where it is most required. More particularly

does this happen when such beds are on an incline, as, where that is

the case, the water applied is almost sure to form channels for itself,

and pass off, leaving the thirsty occupants of the beds little, if at

all, benefited. The only remedy for this is mulching with some
suitable material, as this prevents the water from running off the

surface, as well as prevents, to a great extent, evaporation. But, as

a mulching in the flower garden, manure is hardly admissible, on
account of its untidy appearance ; and, possibly one of the best

materials for that purpose, where it can be conveniently obtained, is

tanner's bark, or tan fresh from the tan.j'ard ; this, when neatly

applied, has by no means an untidy appearance, and possesses also

the property of driving ants and other troublesome insects from the

beds. The time is also at hand when steps must necessarily be taken
to commence the propagation of plants for next year's embellishment,

but, to attempt at present to take cuttings from Pelargoniums and
other plants occupying the Sower beds, is of course out of the ques-

tion, as, in most instances, such plants have hardly as yet made a

start. The desirability, therefore, of possessing a well-stocked reserve

garden, such as has formerly been recommended, will now be admitted.

Now is, however, a good time to make a rough sketch or plan of the

flower garden, and on each bed and border of which to write in pencil

the name, or names, of the plants intended to be used in planting it

next season, and also the probable number of plants likely to be
required for such a purpose. By an occasional reference to this

sketch, thus arranged, it will be seen at a glance what amount of

stock is required for each particular department, and the annoyance
of having too few, or of having more of some varieties of plauts than
are really required, may bo easily avoided. Now is also a suitable

time to take a careful survey of the present arrangement of the
parterres; and, should any improvement or alteration suggest itself

as regards the distribution of colours, or other matters, a note should

bo made of it, to which reference may be made hereafter. The hot

and dry weather is anything but favourable to Roses, the summer
blooms of which will soon be over. Remove at once, therefore, all

dead and decaying blooms, water frequently, and mulch the plants,

encouraging them in every possible way, with a view to induce them
to produce an abundance of autumnal blossoms. Stake and continue

to tie np, as may be required. Dahlias and IloUyhocks ; copious

watering is indispensable as regards the latter, otherwise red spider

will be sure to attack them. Castor Oils of different sorts, Wigan.
dias, and various other sub-tropical plants, should now be neatly
supported by means of stakes, if this has not already been done ; and
beds of such plants should be abundantly supplied with water.

Follow up the layering of Carnations, Cloves, and Picotees, as

formerly directed ; p-nd be careful to, in some way, pre-

vent birds from scraping the soil from them during dry
weather. Where Pink pipings have been inserted under hand-
glasses, and are now fairly rooted, the glasses may be
removed, and the first opportunity should be taken, after a
good rain, to plant them where they are intended to flower.

Auriculas may now be potted ; some prefer to pot them before July is

out ; others defer that operation till August. It is a rule with
cultivators to keep their plants dry and comparatively dormant
during June and July. Water is almost entirely or quite withheld

;

the plants may be said to be maturing their growth. One well,

known grower is fond of a.<!serting that, years ago, he found out the
benefit of potting early ; and he asserts that many who have taken
his advice on the matter can testify to its usefulness. Ue says, " If

the plants are neglected till the middle or latter end of August, the old
mould gets dry and finished up, the plants suffer, the fresh fibrous

roots, which they ought now to be pushing, die off in consequence ;

while, if potted early, while vegetation is going on, the new, fresh,

and wholesome soil encourages and stimulates, as it were, new life

into the plants." In re-potting, a good mellow, sandy loam, either

yellow or black, must be had. Some like that kind of black turfy

loam found in the moors of Lancashire and Yorkshire ; and in this

will be found a certain amount of a kind of silvery sand, which is

considered to be preferable to any sea for fine silver sand found in

the south of England. Besides the sand found in the black loam,
some river.sand is added. In the south, where a fine yellow, but
somewhat adhesive, loam is found, a quantity of sand and well,

decayed cow-dung must be mixed with it ; rough silver-sand is the

best. On account of the prolonged drought little mowing will, at

present, be required, but the lawn will, nevertheless, require con.

stant attention as to sweeping up leaves and other littery matter,

the dry weather having had the effect of making the leaves of

deciduous trees, as well as of evergreen shrubs, fall in great

quantities unusually early. Eradicate plantains and other weeds
and coarse Grasses, from the lawns and Grass belts. There is little

difliculty in discovering such intruders at the present time, as the

finer Grasses are quite brown, and apparently dead ; the first good
rainfall will, however, make that all right.—P. Gkieye, Culford
Gardens, Bu'iy St. Edmunds.

Roses.

In this month we must bud our Briars with those varieties

which a keen and constant observation, at home and else,

where, has taught us to admire the most. Ample instructions

with cleverly-drawn illustrations, are given by writers on the Rose
as to the art of budding ; but an experienced gardener, with a sharp
knife and a hank of thick cotton, somewhat resembling that used for

lamps, will teach the amateur far more quickly and effectively than
he can possibly be taught by books. Should mildew make its appear,
ance, remove the leaves most affected, and cover the rest with flowers

of sulphur when the tree is wet from shower or syringe, giving them
another good washing next day. Mr. Rivers recommends soot as a
remedy, and kindly sends me a letter, written Sept. 6, 18G9, recording
the result of a successful experiment. "Have you mildew ? " he asks—" try soot. Some time towards the end of July a batch of Hybrid
Perpetuals, five plants in pots, were white with mildew. Perry" (his

late foreman) " tried sulphur without end, and at last iu desperation

smothered them with soot, in the dew of the morning. This rested

on them for four or five days, and was then washed off. The effect

was marvellous ; the mildew disappeared, the leaves turned to a
dark green, the buds opened freely, and the flowers were brilliant."

That yellow-bellied abomination, the grub which produces the saw-
fly, in this month attacks the Rose, sucking the sap from underneath
the leaf, and changing the colour of the part on which he has fed
from bright green to dirt}' brown. The process of " scrunching " is

disagreeable, but it must be done. During the continuous droughts
which frequently occur in July, it is desirable, of course, to water
every evening, where water and waterei'S can be had in abundance.
Elsewhere, I would advise that the surface ot the beds be loosened
from time to time with the hoe. It will thus retain for a much longer
period the moisture of nocturnal dews. But there is nothing like a
mulching of farmyard manure. Fading Roses should be removed
from the tree, and preserved for the pot-pourri ja.r. The other flowers

of the garden perish, but—

•

Sweet Roses do not so :

—

Of their sweet deaths are sweeter odours made.

— S. Reynolds Hole.

Hardy riowers.

One of the chief operations in connection with hardy plants, at the

present time, is that of collecting seeds, which on many early summer-
blooming plants are now ripe ; they should, therefore, be gathered

and placed iu a frame till thoroughly dry, when they may either bo
cleared of husks at once or stored as they are until a less busy time
occurs, when they can have attention. In gathering seed, care

should be taken to write a ticket or label for each species, or much
confusion may arise at sowing time. Decaying blooms of perennials

should be carefully removed, it not required for seeding purposes,

as they tend to disfigure the appearances of the plants. Vigorous-

growing sorts should be attended to as regards staking ami tying,

and some kinds, such as the Gunnera scabra, strong plants of

Pampas Grass, &c., will be greatly benefited by thorough waterings,

as will also flowering specimens of Pentstemons, Phloxes, &c.

Cuttings of perennials may still be struck, and all seedlings of these

ready for handling should be pricked off. Some Alpines in pots will

be all the better for a top-dressing, and strong growing sorts should

receive a shift into larger-sized pots than those iu which they have
been growing. Specimen plants in pots should receive attention as

to watering, those which have bloomed requiring but occasional
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applications ia that way. Outdoor gardens continue gay with hardy

border plants, some of which have been blooming for weeks

in succession, notably such as Corydalis Intea, Dicentra eximia.

Snapdragons, Lathyruses, Geranium sansuineum, Erodium Manes-

cavi, various Lilies, &c. While, in addition to these, there

are various others which have but recently come into flower

;

conspicuous among these are Galega officinalis, a tall plant

of the Pea family, which bears an abundance of pinkish flowers
;

Malva moschata alba, a handsome white-flowering variety of our

native Mask Mallow, thoroughly worthy of a position in any border

of perennials ; Phlomis pungens, a showy member of the Sage

family, which produces large spikes of purplish-violet blooms,

arranged iu whorls ; Aster pyreuaaus, a neat and early-blooming

apeoies of this well-known genns ; the old Monarda didyma, oi' Bee

Balm, as it is commonly called, the bright scarlet flowers of which

are bright and effective ; and Scolymus macnlatus, a Thistle-like

plant alDont Ifeet high, surmounted by showy heads of orange-yellow

flowers. Several of the Asclepiases have also commenced to bloom,

and the Saotolinas, so useful for edgings and other purposes in the

flower garden, are highly ornamental when established tufts are seen

studded with pretty button-shaped flower heads, as they now are in

many places. The blooms of several hardy aquatics are now very

striking, particularly those of the native-flowering Rush (Butomus
umbellatus), Justicia pedunoularis, and Pontederia cordata.— T.

Spanswick.

Indoor Plant Department.

The deficiency of blooming plants in conservatories at present may
be compensated by a liberal admixture of such fine foliaged plants

as DracEenas and Coleus. Of the former take such kinds as Cooperi,

ferrea, and terminalis ; the bright colours of their leaves will supply

the place of flowers, and the plants will not receive injury for the

ne.\t two months by being placed iu a cool house ; neither will they

suffer so much as flowering plants would by standing somewhat
closely together, the greater amount of air and lower temperature of

the house, compared with the stove in which they have been grown,
having the effect of stopping them from making much growth. The
different varieties of Coleus should be placed so as to get as much
light as possible, otherwise they become drawn and have an unsightly

appearance. The old Plumbago oapensis is another useful plant at

this season, and the present is a good time to propagate it. The
small half-ripe side shoots will strike freely inserted in small pots

under bell-glasses in a little heat. These, when struck, should be

encouraged to make growth before the autumn gets too far advanced.

They should be wintered in a temperature of 45° or 50". In the spring

they should be headed down and potted in 6-inch or 8-inch pots, using

good fibrous loam. If desired, some may be grown on iu larger pots,

but for general decoration they are more useful in a comparatively

small state. The plants will last for yeai-s by cutting them back iu

the spring just before they commence growth and when they have
broken, removing a portion of the old soil, which should be replaced

by now material, re-potting them in the same or a size larger pot.

Fuchsias should have their seed-pods picked off regularly, or they

soon cease to flower freely ; they ought to be supplied twice a week
with weak manure-water. Double Petunias are very useful at this

season, either as decorative plants or for furnishing cut flowers.

These should receive regular attention in the way of stopping and
tying, to induce them to break back, or, from their quick somewhat
straggling habit of growth, they become unsightly. Lilium auratum
is a most useful subject for conservatory decoration at this season,

but should not be introduced in too great numbers at a time, as its

perfume, being so powerful, is oppressive. Attend well to the

different varieties of Lilium lancifolium, by keeping them neatly tied

out, and supplying them regularly two or three times a week with

manure-water, otherwise the soil becomes exhausted, and they lose

their bottom leaves, which destroys half the beauty of the plants.

They must on no account be allowed, at this season especially, to

suffer from want of water, even for ever so short a time, or the same
mishap will follow. Chrysanthemums should now or soon receive

their final shift, using from 8 to 10 or 12-inoh pots, according to the

size the plants are required to grow ; 10-inch is a useful size. After

the roots have got fairly hold of the soil in the blooming-pots, they

should receive strong manure-water every other time they are watered.

They will bear it as strong as any plant in cultivation. TheMashroom-
shaped style of training is the most in favour with those who grow
Chrysanthemums for exhibition, but it is unnatural and unsuitable for

general decorative purposes. Plants of the larger varieties, confined to

from two to five shoots each, neatly tied toa stick, the head of the plant

brought out to about twice or thrice the diameter of the pots they
occupy, will be found the most useful, and this will give them ample
room for the development of their foliage, which, it they are well

grown, will be of the darkest green. As the shoots of the large kinds

branch out in growth, they should be thinned to the number of

flowers the plants are intended to carry, leaving one flower to each

shoot. The plants will carry from six to eighteen, according to their

strength. To those who have not tried this thinning process, it may
appear a great sacrifice in quantity ; but either for cutting or for

decoration on the plant, one good flower is worth three inferior ones ;

and flowers so treated will last fresh on the plant fully a third

longer than others that have been insutficiently thinned. The Pom-
pones also require thinning, but not so much as the large varieties,

neither in the reduction of the number of shoots nor to the number of

flowers each shoot will* carry ; these may be left from three to half a
dozen to each terminal shoot. The first batch of Cinerarias should

now or soon be in their flowering pots, G-inch ones, and should be
encouraged by watering once or twice a week with manure-water

;

shade slightly in the sunny part of the day, and keep them quite

eleau from aphides. Primulas should be similarly treated, with the

exception of keeping them a little drier at the root. Strike more
cuttings of Hydrangeas, for succession. Attend well to Euphorbias,

Poinsettias, Salvias, Bouvardias, and things in general for winter

blooming. Press of other work frequently causes these things to be
somewhat neglected, but in the case of quick-growing plants of this

description, neglect is fatal to their flowering satisfactorily when the

time comes that they are required.

Orchids.

Imported Odontoglossums, Oncidiums, and Cattleyas, that have
made some progress on benches of Sphagnum, may now be potted

either singly or two or three plants together in a pot ; the former

method is, however, the best. Use small pots at least half full of

crooks for drainage. Both crocks and pots should be well washed
and perfectly dry when used. The compost best suited to these

plants is one of a free open description, through which all superfluous

water readily passes away. Pull the peat into pieces the size of

pigeons' eggs, rejecting all refuse, grass-roots, and small dust,

which, if used, washes down into the drainage, and soon causes

the soil to become stagnant and sour. The peat should be

mixed with living Sphagnum Moss, crocks, or charcoal, and
suflicient coarse grit or sand to keep it from becoming firmly bedded

together. Place a layer of Moss over the crocks before filling the pot

with compost, as this causes the drainage to last perfect for a much
longer period. After potting, surface the pots with living Moss, and
set the plants in a shady corner of the house until they establish

themselves. Small pots are much better than large ones for nearly

all kinds of Orchids, and it is a good plan after the plants become
too large to place the plant, pot and all, into one a size or two larger,

merely filling up the spaces with Sphagnum. This is a far better

plan than turning the plant out of the pot, for, if well established,

the best roots will cling to the sides of the pot so firmly as to render

it impossible to separate them without injury. Orchids now in

flower, as Cypripediums, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums, Miltonias, and
Masdevallias, may either be removed to the conservatory or sitting-

room, where their blossoms will last as long, or even longer, than

when kept in the houses. Damping down two or three times daily

and shading must be strictly attended to, as otherwise much injury

may result, especially to the cool growing species.—F. W. Bukbidge.

Indoor Fruit Department.

As soon as the fruit in the Pine-stove has been well ripened and

cut, the first opportunity should be taken to clear out and thoroughly

cleanse the compartment by washing the glass, woodwork, and walls

with water. Then prepare some boiling water, with which incorporate

newly-burned lime, sulphur vivum, and some fresh soot, and with

this mixture give the walls, flues, and all corners a good washing

twice, so as to fill up every crevice. The woodwork should also be

painted over with good old white lead mixed with boiled oil. After

this all will become sweet, wholesome, and water-tight for some time

to come. See to joints of the pipes, and examine and cleanse out both

pipes and boiler. See also to the flues, fireplace, and bars, and have

all properly adjusted and in good working order. If the houses are

heated only by flues, examine and clean them thoroughly, and wash

them over twice, as above directed, in order to have all crevices

stopped and in good working condition. Renovate and renew all

plunging materials, and lose no time in filling up again with fruiting

plants that are about to start for autumn and winter use. Encourage

succession plantain every stage to make vigorous sturdy growth by a

kindly bottom-heat, applications of good clear tepid manure-

water at the root, and heavy applications of clear soot-water from

the engine or syringe, early in the afternoon, should be given,

and air applied freely night and day. Suckers, of course, should

be taken off as fast as the fruit is cut, with a piece of the old

stem adhering to them, which assists holding them firmly in their

pots, supporting them without a check till rooted, which they will

do iu a very short time on a kindly bottom-heat, and grow on

without loss of time. Unless suckers are constantly potted on as
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they become ready at all seasons of the year, there must be a lack of
fine.seaeonccl well.prepared fruiting plants ready for every day in
the year, to fill at once the places of those removed. Reapecting the
choice of suckers, discard those of plants that produced a number
of them, and also those from plants that did not produce a first-class
perfect fruit. As regards Vineries, give the earliest house all the
air possible as soon as the wood is well ripened, so as to bring the
Vines into a state of rest. The earliest pot Vines will now have
their canes well browned and ripened, and may be placed in the open
air. If heavy rains occur later in the season, the pots may be placed
on their sides, so that the roots may not get drenched too much,
before they are placed in the pits or houses for early forcing. Peach
and Nectarine trees in the late houses will now require every possible
assistance to ripen the fruits perfectly, by exposing them to the
direct influence of the sun and air. When the fruits are all gathered,
the foliage must be kept clean and healthy by repeated syringings ';

sometimes brown scale puts in an appearance, but it must°be
eradicated as soon as detected. If the borders are dry after the crop
13 off, a good soaking of manure-water will greatly assist the treesm ripening their buds. In orchard-houses, svringings must be dis-
continued as soon as the fruit begins to ripen, 'and onlv as much water
given to the roots as will prevent the trees from suffering. All the air
possible must be given, and in very hot days damping the floors and
stages will do something to save watering and keep the airhealthier for
the trees. Keep pinching all strong.growing shoots, on purpose to
encourage strength in the weaker ones, and to keep the trees in form.
The latest put out Melons will now want a little manure-water to
force them on, and if they are grovm in pits the surface of the bed
may be mulched, to prevent the sun from drying the soil too much.
The laterals will want frequent thinning and regulating, and a
healthy foliage encouraged, for upon this is the flavour dependent.
Late Cucumbers in frames will now want nearly daily attention in the
way of stopping each shoot after the fruit is set, and placing them on
a piece of slate or glass.

Hardy Fruit.
Continue to train and nail in all the young wood needed on wall

trees, also to wash the trees
; that is a better wav and more effective

than sprinkling overhead in the afternoon of bright davs nntil the
frnit IS almost ripe. Washing cools, refreshes, and invigorates the
leaves and branches, and also adds to the size and quality of the
fruit. Tew things are also more effectual in preserving the trees from
insects. Water in copious streams is obnoxious to aphides ; it forces
them to relinquish their hold and sends them in' showers to the
ground. It is also the greatest foe to red spider, and even mildew is
quite as often the result of drought, as of an excess of moisture.
If dry sulphur is dusted on the wet leaves, mildew will be subdued,
rather than aggravated, by a good washing from the garden engine.
Should it, however, attack the fruit it must be instantly dusted
either with dry sulphur or half and half sulphur and slaked lime.
If dull weather ensues, then overhead washings must at once
cease. Vines on walls should be stopped, and the Ipadinf shoots
carefully trained and placed in the best positions. Vines in the
open air were in flower this year by the 15th of June; as a
rule, they are seldom in flower till the middle of July. It is safest
not to stop the shoots of outdoor Vines too early, the more top-
growth the greater the activity of the roots. The growth of the
laterals stimulates to the full the energy of root-foree, and when
stopped, that energy is concentrated in the bunches, and they are
carried through the flowering and fruit-swelling period with a rush.
Besides the leaves are most useful for protection in a season like
the present. Outdoor Grapes do well in many of the southern
and eastern counties, and it is somewhat surprising that they
are so little grown in gardens. Grapes are grown on ma°ny cottages,
that would be relished at the tables of the rich. Further, outiloor
G'rapes, if thinned in bunch and berry, really swell to the size
of the same varieties grown under glass, in favourable seasons

;

whereas, many of the evils, such as shanking, so prevalent
under glass, are wholly unknown on the open wall. This
is notoriously the case with that most exquisitely flavoured
of all Grapes, the Frontignan, which so many cultivators have
left off growing on account of its double tendency to shank and
shrivel. In favourable positions ont of doors it does neither, while
the flavour is c(|ually luscious with tho?e grown under glass. As
soon as the frnit is fairly set let those intended for table he thinned

;

possibly, it will also pay to thin those intended for wine, for it seems
to be forgotten that wine, in respect to its quantity and quality, is a
matter of Grape juice, not of Grape rinds and Grape seed. It "is also
almost certain that the larger the berry the better and richer the
quality of the expressed juice. The bunches of Grapes intended for
wine should likewise be thinned down to a reasonable crop as well as
he berries, and this in the interest of the Vine as well as the quality
i the wine.—D. T. Fisn.

The Kitchen Garden.
We have scarcely had sullicient rain since the 2nd of June in this

district to lay the dust on the roads, whilst a succession of bright
sunny days has made the earth as hot as a furnace, rendering
kitchen gardening by no means an easy task. Those who had the
means and took the precaution to carry out persistently mulching
and shading, will be able to appreciate its beneficial influence upon
their crops, as well as its value in saving labour in watering ; in fact,

watering now on the bare earth unless the land can be flooded is of

little use. Many kinds of vegetables now come on so rapidly as to

make it difficult to keep up the necessary succession ; great care
should, therefore, be used in gathering Peas and French Beans, never
to allow any of the pods to get too old for use ; this has an exhaust-
ing influence upon the plants, tends to restrict production, and to

shorten the period of bearing ; when gathering the crops, also

avoid, as far as possible, injuring either leaves or stems. Late
Broccoli and winter Greens may still be planted whenever a favour,

able opportunity occurs, and the sooner all such crops are in now,
the better in order to get the growth firmly built up before winter.

Globe Artichokes should bo heavily mulched with manure, if not
already done, and immediately afterwards should receive a good
soaking of water, the production of good heads later in the season will

be much assisted thereby, and also by the removal of all bare stems from
which heads have been already cut. Successional sowings of Lettuce,
Endive, Radishes, and small salads should still be made nnder a
north-wall, and, in order to ensure a rapid and continuous growth,
shading even in such a position during the continuance of the present
hot weather is indispensable, at least in the hottest part of the day.
Cabbages that have been cut, and the stems of which are pushing
again, should have all old leaves removed, the surface of the ground
deeply loosened with a hoe, .and top-dressed with manure; Cabbages
are often cut and the stalks immediately afterwards dressed up,
this is not, however, good practice ; the check on the plants is too
great, and it has a deteriorating effect upon future production. In
all cases when Cabbages are cut the bottom leaves should remain on
the stems till the sprouts have shot an inch or so, when they may be
carefully cut off. All vacant spots from which winter Onions and
other crops have been removed, should be manured and dug over in

readiness for late Turnips, Spinach, &c. A season like the present
will probably interfere with our calculations in timing the sowing of

various crops, especially such as are required for next year's supply;
and as the land, after such a roasting, will probably retain its heat
longer than usual in the autumn, late growth may reasonably be
anticipated. I should, therefore, recommend later successional
sowings of Cabbages, Winter Onions, Spinach, Turnips, &c., than is

usually found desirable.—E. Houdav.

Cottagers' Gardens.
No time should be lost in finishing the planting of all kinds of Winter

Greens and Broccoli, also Leeks and Celery. A small sowing of Cabbage
seeds shonld be made at once for spring use, and about ten days hence,
for the general crop. Keep the soil frequently stirred amongst growing
crops. Attention must also be paid to mulching and watering Beans,
Peas, Vegetable Marrows, &c., as, if they arc left until nearly
withered anil the earliest bloom lost, there will be little to repay the
labour. The earliest varieties of Potatoes, now fast approaching
maturity, may be lifted and stored at once ; those intended for seed
should be full)- exposed to the air for some time. This is the best
season for propagating Geraniums, for, with but ordinary care, one
can scarcely fail in striking them at this season, and in getting them
well established before winter. Attend to the tying up of Uahli.as

and such plants as require support. Pot plants should receive soma
stimulant in the shape of diluted manure-water, in order to induce
them to prolong their season of blooming.—J. Gboom.

OBITUARY.
We have to announce, with much regret, the death of Mr. Robert Godfrey,
late partner in the linn of Wateror & Godfrey, Knaphill. lie had lieen

at the Midland Counties flower and fruit show at liirniingham, and had
returned to his residence near Rydo, Isle of Wight, On Sunday night last
he retired to his bed complaining of slight indisposition, and at three
o'clock on Monday morning lie was found dead, lie was supposed to
have had a slight sunstroke, brought on by the fatigue of travelling and
the late excessive heat. He had retired some years from the business,
with which he was connected for over forty years : he was an ardent lover
of his profession, and by his indefatigable assiduity and shrewd business
qualities in conjunction with Mr. Anthony Waterer—the present sole
proprietor of the establishment—he developed the resources of Knaphill
nursery iu suoh a manner as to make it one of the best, if not the best,
hardy tree and shrub nursery in existence. He was about sixty-two
years of age ; frauk and generous in disposition, and has left a wide
circle of friends to lament his loss.
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THE GAEDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend'nature : chan^o it rather :

The Art itself is Natube."—Shakespeare.
but

STRAWBERRY PLANTATIONS.
Of all our hardy fruits, none is so much influenced by soil as
the Strawberry. Strawberry plantations may be made as soon
as suitable runners can be obtained for the pui'pose ; but where
cue sort will grow and fruit well, another will not only
bear indifferently, but the plants absolutely die. All cultiva-

tors, however, agree as to Strawberries enjoying a strong
heavy soil ; such, undoubtedly, is the case, and it is rarely that
growers for sale attempt their cultivation in large quantities
where this condition of the land does not exist. There are,

however, some thousands of gentlemen's gardeners who have
often to deal with laud of a totally different description

;

and who, nevertheless, are expected to furnish good Straw-
berries. In dealing with unsuitable soils, the usual method
of planting in rows 3 feet apart, and something like 2 feet

asunder in the row, is anything but conducive to success. In
very light soils numbers of the plants get half thrown out of the
ground in the winter during alternate frost and thaw, dying or
makinglittleprogressin the spring; and by their being thinly
planted they cannot be spared without serious blanks, the evil

being much increased by the numbers that died off suddenly
during the hot and dry summer weather. Again, the crop pro-
duced the first season from this thin system of planting, even if

every plant bears, is very small as compared with closer plant-
ing. On naturally light dry soils, I put the plants in 4 feet

beds, 1 foot asunder every way. If a few of these get thrown
out by frost during the winter, they are not so much missed
as if they had been planted far apart. The same holds good
in respect to any that may go off in the heat of summer

;

but the leaves prevent the action of the sun on their roots to
a much greater extent than the best mulchings that can be
applied without the aid of the leaves. There is no better crop
to precede Strawberries than early Potatoes, after which the
ground will be much benefited by being deeply dug, working
into the bottom a heavy dressing of cow or pig manure,
which, being of a cold nature, is much better than stable
dung. Before planting, tread the ground firmly, as is done in

the case of Onions sown in spring. The plants should be got
in as early as rooted runners can be obtained ; and, if a crop
is expected the ensuing season, they should not be planted
later than the middle of August. Unless copious rains fall

at the time of planting, they must be thoroughly soaked by
means of the watering-pot, and not allowed to get dry uutil

they are well rooted and growing freely. They will be greatly
assisted if, as soon as planted, they are covered with Pea-
sticks, over which should be thrown mats or some similar
covering, during sunny weather, for a fortnight or so, after

which time, if the weather is moist, or they have been svip-

plied with sufficient water, they will be fairly established.

Nothing more need be done through the autumn, except
keeping all runners removed and tlie ground hand-weeded,
all hoeing having a tendency to make the soil, naturally
too light, still lighter. In the spring, give a moderate mulch-
ing with short littery dung ; this requires to be carefully done
by hand, the distance between the plants not admitting the use
of the fork. The fruit the first season is usually the finest the
plants produce, and, from the great number of plants that occupy
the ground, they generally yield a good crop. Aftej it is

gathered, and a sufficient nnmber of runners secured for

planting, the centre row in each bed is cut clean out, and all

remaining runners removed through the autumn. If this is

properly attended to, the plants will bear a very great weight
of fruit the second season. Unless there is a bad prospect of

runners in time for planting sufficiently early, or the beds are

more than ordinarily promising, as soon as the crop is gathered
this second season they should be dug in with a dressing of

manure, and the ground sown with Turnips. In soils unsuitod
to Strawberry culture two, or at most, three seasons is as

long as they can be profitably kept, as, after that time, the
plants begin to die off. On light land the plants must be well

watered, both during the time the fruit is swelling and also
after it has been gathered. This last watering is of the
greatest importance, for if, after the plants have ripened off the
crop, they are too dry to commence growing until late in the
summer, they will not have time to ripen the growth made,
and the result will be large barren crowns in the spring. If

the extent of ground to be planted is greater than the means
at command for shading or properly attending to it with
water until the plants have got established, still there should
be no delay ; as soon as the runners arc ready they should bo
planted in a nursery bed, 4 or 5 inches asunder each way. In
the limited space they will occupy here they can easily receive
the necessary attention, and they can he removed a few weeks
later, with good balls, to the beds where they are to fruit. As
this S3'stem of culture is more calculated to excite growth in
the plants than the treatment usually recommended for good
Strawberry soils, owing to the heavy manuring and liberal use
of water, such sorts should be selected as are free bearers,
and not too prono to make an over-abundance of leaves.
British Queen is generally too tender for such soils ; and each
grower will do well to ascertain the sorts that do the best in
his immediate locality. In treating upon Strawberry culture,

reference is usually made only to the nature of the surface-

soil ; little regard is paid to the sub-soil, a matter of no small
importance. Heavy strong laud, such as Strawberries like, is

generally found resting on a sub-stratum of clay, and if at all wet,
as such ground usually is, for successful Strawberry culture it

requires more draining than is necessary for most crops. The
laud best suited for Strawberries is that where 16 or I8 inches
of good strong retentive loam rests upon a gravelly sub-soil in

a high situation. On land of this description they succeed in a
way that has no equal. The crowns get thoroughly ripened in

the autumn, and they escape frosts, even in such springs as the
last, when those grown on lower land are in a great measure
destroyed. Growers for Covent Garden Market, whose
grounds arc on the south of Enfield Chase, where the land is of

such a nature as that just described, have had a wonderfully
good season. The weight of crop has been excessive, and the

individual fruit large, notwithstanding the extraordinarily dry
season. A writer on Strawberry culture in a contemporary
recently advocated their being grown in low-lying situations,

forgetting that in such places, above all others, they suffer

from two causes—insufficient ripening of the crowns in

autumn, and through the bloom being cut off by frost in spring

—conditions at once fatal to success, especially the latter,

by which the earliest flowers, which produce the largest

and highest-priced fruit, are so often destroyed. The sorts

principally grown for market, in the neighbourhood just

named, are President, Sir Harry, and British Queen, the

same plants often standing and bearing well for eight or

ten year's. The land, previously pasture or meadow,
is dug or treuch-ploughed in the autumn, and allowed

to lay through the winter. A crop of early Potatoes, or

something similar that will be off the ground sufficiently early,

is taken, after which the runners, as soon as they can be got

and the weather moist, are planted in rows a yard apart, some
2 feet being allowed between the plants in the rows ;" but in dry

seasons, and especially where the rainfall is usually below
the average, it is often late in the season before there is

sufficient rain to admit of permanent planting. In that case

the plants have not time to get established before winter, and
they bear little or nothing the following season. Strawberries

in market gardens are well mulched in spring with the best fresh

stable dung, litter, and droppings, used all together, the rains

washing the manurial particles down to the roots, leaving the

straw clean and in a fit state to preserve the fruit from being

splashed with heavy showers. The ground is dug over between
the rows in the autumn deeper than what would be considered

by the generality of gardeners to be proper ; but the nature

of the land is such that it gets so excessively hard with being
ti-ampled upon in gathering, that no impression can afterwards

be made upon it with the hoe imtil dug ; and, although some
of the roots must necessarily get destroyed by the digging,

still, with Strawberries, as with other things, where the land

is of a character well suited for their growth, they will bear,

with impunity, treatment that would do serious injury in soils

less favourable for their culture. T. Baujes.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

We have recently begun to experience a sort of vegetable

famine in London, a dearth sure to come to us every season that brings

with it a spell of hot weather in summer. Vegetables have been

very scarce of late, and Cabbage, the most important of our green
vegetables, dearer in Covent Garden than it has been for years

;

all this comes from having no provision for watering in our market
gardens. The climate is supposed to be so moist that no artificial

watering is necessary, and hence, when we have a dry season, London
begins to starve for green food. No such state of things e.xists in

any Continental capital. When our vegetables are inedible from
drought, or perhaps not obtainable at all, the vegetables and saladings

in Continental markets are as fresh and as tender as in the most
genial month of May. Everything in the way of vegetables, e.'tcept

Potatoes, is getting dear ; French Beans and Scarlet Runners, which
last year at this time were obtainable at a penny a pound, were
fetching eightpeuce a pound last week in Covent Garden Market.

In our recent article on shado.trees, we omitted to do justice

to Catalpa syringaefolia, which, as we write, is in great beauty in

London gardens. There is a good specimen before Mr. Whyte'a
house in Devonshire Place North, and there are many specimens in

and about London. The Catalpa has the prime qualities for a town
Bhade-tree, viz., fine foliage, which does not drop off at the very
season when it is required, but endures fresh on the tree as long as

shade is wanted ; beautiful flowers, freely produced, and a size and
habit which suit e.xactly the town planter's wants.

Mr. J. P. QuiN, the well-known New Jersey frnit-grower, is

now in England, and has brought to our notice some of those
excellent Cranberries which are grown so extensively in the reclaimed
swamp-lands of New Jersey. These berries are, as is well known,
the fruit of Vaccinium macrocarpum, a plant which thrives perfectly
in this country in peat soil, and one which has been grown in a few
private gardens for its fruit. In New Jersey, however, it is the
source of a very important trade, and now the fruits are beginning
to be imported to this country. They travel well in ban-els, and
they are also sent over in capital condition preserved in cans. This
is the form in which Mr. Quin has brought them to ns, and they
certainly seem to be a most agreeable preserve, free from excess of
sugar, and having a peculiarly grateful slightly acidulated flavour.

CovE.VT Garden Mabket is now well worth a visit from all

interested in choice flowers and fruit. Imported Jargonelles, Bon
Chretien, and other Pears are coming in rapidly from the South of
France and the Channel Islands ; as are also Reine Claude Plums,
the best of the latter being tinted with purple on the sunny
side after the manner of our. Transparent Gage. These are
packed tightly in neat boxes ornamented with lace or gold-edged
paper. Large quantities of foreign Tomatoes continue to arrive
from Lisbon packed in boxes of sawdust ; these are, for the most
part, poor both in colour and flavour, a circumstance, doubtless,
attributable to their being cut and packed before they are fully ripe.
Imported St. Michael Pines are now abundant and cheap, and,
althought scarcely fit for table, make a capital conserve, or, when
candied, form a valuable addition to the winter dessert.

From the reports of the fiuit crops which we published last
week and which we continue in our present issue, it will be seen that
though early in the season the promise of abundant crops was great, the
result in many places has not fulfilled our expectations. This is not
to be wondered at when it is remembered that in May and in the early
part of June we had hard and continuous frost, and bitter easterly
winds. Everything, too, has suffered from want of water, and blight
and insects have been usually abundant. Peaches and Nectarines°on
open walls have done well but in few places, and the same may bo
said of Apricots, which have done better on north walls this season
than on any other aspect. As regards spring protection, Mr. Knight,
of Floors Castle, prefers branches of Silver Fir to any oUier
kind of covering, except indeed it be an evergreen coping of Ivy
which he is leading from an east aspect, on which it grows,
over a west one on which he has his Apricots. Ivy where it exists on
outside walls might doubtless often be used with advantage in this way.
The Apple crop is by no means good anywhere, and in some places
it is quite a failure. In Scotland, however, it seems to be rather
better than in England. Pears and Plums are nearly everywhere
fair crops, except perhaps Damsons, which are variable. Rivers'
Early Prolific appears to have succeeded in some places where other
sorts have failed. Cherries are plentiful but small ; Morellos grown
in the form of dwarf bushes, are said to bear better, and to be less
subject to insects than trees trained on north walls. What are termed
bush fruits are abundant. Walnuts and other Nuts are in general
scarce. Where heavy mulchings of dung have been applied the
greatest possible benefit has been derived from them, keeping, as

they have done this roasting season, the ground cool, and, compara-
tively speaking, moist.

We regret to find the truth of our note, p. 20, Vol. VI., with
regard to the disposal of the Drapers' Company's garden for building
purposes, confirmed, and have tiiis week, in another column, alluded
more fully to the subject, with the view of directing public attention

to it. The corporation of ihe City of London will, surely, not allow
this fine open space to be built on.

Amono plants now to be seen on Messrs. Hooper's stand in

Covent Garden, may be mentioned Bravoa gerainiflora, a graceful
Amaryllid from Mexico, which has long tuberous roots, fresh green
linear lance-shaped leaves, and a slender spike of curved tubular
orange-scarlet flowers, which remind one of the inflorescence of

Chelone barbata. It evidently succeeds well treated as a half-hardy
pot plant, and deserves to be more generally seen in cultivation than
it is.

• We learn from Mr. Noble that in the Sanningdale nursery
there are four specimens of Arundo conspicua, the average heights
of which are from 8 to 10 feet. They are bearing, respectively,
thirty.two, forty-five, forty.nine, and sixty spikes of blootii, and tlio

diameter of the plants is from 1 to 10 feet, while the spread of tho
flower-spikes is, on an average, from 1 to It feet. Three years ago,
near the same spot, a plant of this beautiful hardy Reed might have
been seen bearing no fewer than eighty feathery plumes.

Mr. Herbert Millington writes from King Edward's School,
Bromsgrove, that on the 21th nit., at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, a
hailstorm of indescribable fury burst over a portion of that town.
In a few minutes the ground was four or five inches deep in ic<.',

much of which (twenty-four hours afterwards) was lying in thick
white patches under north walls. Greenhouses were utterly wrecked

;

nearly fifty window-panes were broken in King Edward's Schooh, and
the garden was utterly destroyed. The strongest shrubs were
materially damaged. Even Aloes had their thick leathery leaves

pierced aud shredded by the hail. The storm was confined to very
narrow limits. Its area did not exceed 1,000 by 500 yards.

Ma.n'y complaints have reached us as to the ditficulty ex.

perienoed this season in getting bedding plants established. This is

a difliculty which Continental gardeners yearly experience, and
which is overcome by them in a simple manner. After having b»eu
planted, the beds are mulched with well-rotted manure, leaf mould,
tan, cocoa-nut fibre, or other material suitable for checking undue
evaporation, and, in addition to this cool covering, Seiaginella

hortensis. Tradescantia viridis, and other dwarf carpeting plants,

are freely used. Thus treated, and with liberal supplies of moisture,

the plants make rapid progress, and wo can confident'y recommend
the plan to those whom it may concern.

The destruction of Vineyards by Phylloxera, which has
lately so much engaged the attention of entomologists and botanists,

was recently, we learn from Nature, the subject of a bill in tho
French Assembly. Many prefects, on the plea of public welfare,

have issued orders for the uprooting and burning of diseased plants,

and opposing the introduction of foreign stocks; but to make this

desperate course effectual, a special law putting the Phylloxera on a
level with the rinderpest is necessary. M. Destreaux has submitted
a bill to make this possible, and the Academy of Sciences gives it its

support. Notwithstanding the investigations that have been made,
no reliable specific against Phylloxera seems to have been yet
discovered. The bUI before the Assembly is received as " urgent."

Mr. Brand's collection of Orchids and other plants was sold

by Stevens the other day, and realised, as will be seen, fair prices,

especially the splendid specimens of Eucharis amazonica, in tho
culture of which Mr. Hon-ard is so famous. The following is a
list of the prices realised by some of the finest specimens :^Sobralia
macrautha, WooUey's variety, £3 Ss. ; Phalajuopsis Schilleriana,

£5 15s.; a fine plant, do., £10 10; Odoutoglossum puk-hellum majus,
£10 10s. ; Cypripedinm villosum, £3 10s. ; Dendrobiuni densiflorum,

£1 is. ; D. formosum giganteum, £3 10s. ; Epidendrum vitellinum
majus' £5; Dendrobiuni nobile casrulescens, £9 ; Aijrides Fieldiugii,

£5 10s. ; Vanda suavis, Veitch's variety, £l Is.; Angraceum sesqui.
pedale, sixteen pairs of leaves, very fine variety, £18 ISs. ; Coclogyno
cristata, £3 15s. ; Anthurium Scherzerianum, very fine plant,
£15 153.; Adiantum Parleyense, £1 ISs. ; A. scrutum, £3 10s.;
Lapageria rosea, a very fine plant, £7 ; Camellia, standard, double
white, £1 15s. ; C. Princess Baccioohi, £5 ; C. imbricala,

£7 78.
J C. Chandlerii elegans, £3 lOs. ; C. Valtevaredo, 10 feet

nigh, one of the finest plants in the country, £13 13s. ; Dicksonia
antarctica, £9 93. ;

pair of magnificent plants of Seafortbia elegans,
10 feet high, £17 63. 6d. ; Azalea indica alba, ,£1; Dracaena liegiua,

£5 us. ; Eucharis amazonica, splendid plants, from £5 to £IG 16s.

;

Bougainvillea glabra, £3 ; Cycas revoluta, £5 lOs.
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NOTES FROM THE LEVANT.
(,Confinned from p. 72.)

I ARRIVED at Maori on March 21th, and, though the country had
not suffered so much from snow as that about Smyrna, there
had been a most, unusual winter, all communication with the
interior being still prevented by the deep snow on the mountain
passes. The situation of Macri is vci-y pretty, at the foot of

the high range of mountains called Cragus in ancient times,
but now Babadagh. Flat and marshy ground reaches for four
or five miles to the north, -where the valley is shut in by
another range of mountains, the highest peaks of which
exceed 7,000 feet. The first walk I took in the neighbourhood
of the town showed me that the flora was very different from,
and much richer than, that of Smyrna. A very tall-growing
Spurge, Euphorbia lycica, with spikes of yellow flowers from
1 to 2 feet long, and Asphodelus ramosus, were the two most
conspicuous plants. Anemones of many colours carpeted the
ground, and many curious plants gi'ow on the rocks which
surround the harbour. Up a ravine, at the south end of the
town, I found two very rare and beautiful plants, which I have
succeeded in introducing to England, I believe for the first

time. One, which has been named by Mr. Baker, Fritillaria

Forbesii, resembles a good deal the Tulipa (Fritillaria) Sib-
thorpiana figured iu the " Flora Gra3Ca," but has narrower
leaves and a larger flower. Its pale yellow bells were peeping
out from under the shade of bushes, among the roots of which,
at a considerable depth, the small delicate bulb was growing
in a light vegetable earth mixed with stones. The other plant
was a most lovely Iris, of a pale but very bright blue, veined
with white and yellow, and bearing its flowers singly on stems
about 8 inches high, which are produced from tufts of nai'row
Grass-like leaves growing in largo clumps. The tube of the
flower iu this plant is so long that the seed-pod, when formed,
is close to the crown of the leaves. Notwithstanding this
peculiarity and the distinctness of the foliage from that of
all other Irises, the plant, though known previously to
exist in Crete, Rhodes, Lycia, and Greece, has not been

. distinguished from Iris stylosa, of which it was con-
sidered by Boissier as a variety only. I found it abundant in
many places iu Lycia, especially near Maori, but never in the
l.ilains ; elsewhere, it seems very indifferent to soil and situation,

but grows finest in partially-shaded places, where some
vegetable soil is mixed with the decomposed limestone of
which the mountains are composed. Several pretty and
curious Orchids were common near Macri, among them
Ophrys Scolopax, Orchis papilionacea, and Peristylus densi-
florus ; these, however, wei'e not yet in full flower, and when I
returned to Macri, three weeks later, I found them almost
over. The common Pine of Lycia is Finns halipensis, which
is abundant on the mountains and grows in some places to a
great size. Very little vegetation, however, is found under its

shade, the soil and climate being too dry for any of the plants
which usually grow in the Pine woods of more northern
countries. The common Ferns about Macri were all of species
which can endure great heat and drought, such as Cheilanthes
odora, Ceteraoh officinarum, and Nothochlfena lanuginosa, the
latter, which I only found on the rocks to the south-west of

Maori, is a very curious Fern, covered with a dense woolly
coating on the back of the fronds. It is found also in some
parts of Italy, but is not, I think, in cultivation here. As I
had some difficulty in getting horses at Maori, I was not able
to leave till March SSth, when I started for Minara and Xanthus,
at both of which places the remains of magnificent ancient
cities exist. I found during my trip, what many others
have no doubt experienced, that journeys of eight to ten hours
a day on horseback do not give much opportunity for collect-

ing plants, and as a good deal of my time was taken up with
birds, and I was unable to carry more than a very limited
supply of paper I did not preserve nearly so many plants as

I ought to have done. As, however, Professor Forbes, who
accompanied Admiral Spratt in his admirable survey of this

country, made a large collection of plants, and has written an
excellent chapter on the botany of Lyoia in his work,* I will

refer any who may wish to know more of them to that work.
One of the most striking facts I observed, was that the herba-

'" Travels in Lycia." Spratt and Forbes, 1832. Tan Yoorst, 2 vols.

ceous vegetation of this region, and of the Levant generally, is

very much more in advance of the arboreal vegetation than in

cooler climates. Here, in the month of April, spring flowers

in the plains are almost over, and others, suoli as Poppies,

Cistus, Veronicas, Orchids, Irises, ai-e rapidly coming into

bloom. The trees, howevei-, are but little more advanced in

leaf than they would be in Central Europe ; Willows and
Poplars were almost the only trees that had unfolded their

leaves when I ai-rived, whilst Oaks had hardly begun to break

their buds at the end of April. The reason of this, I believe,

is that the spring, being much hotter and earlier than in

Europe, r.apidly brings forth all herbaceous plants ; which are,

by the time the more deeply-rooted trees are in leaf, already

matured and beginning to die down. By the end of May, the

heat and drought are so great that few herbaceous plants can •

resist it, and are completely burnt up by the sun. The trees,

however, and such plants as Salvias, Cistus, and Phlomis,

which grow on rooks and root very deeply into their crevices,

find enough moisture to enable them to survive, whilst all

kinds of bulbous plants are preserved by the strong soil, in

which they mostly grow, until the autumn rain causes them

to put forth new roots and begin to grow afresh. As far as

I could learn, rain is almost unknownlhere during the months

of June, July, and August, and the amount during March,

April and May is very trifling. Cultivators of bulbous plants

iu England, and similar moist climates, should, therefore,

remember that after the leaves of their plants have died down
it is almost impossible to keep them too hot and dry, always

provided the soil is strong enough to protect the bulbs from

the air. I believe the great secret in growing such plants

as Iris susiana, ibirioa, and some others from the same

region which are reputed shy flowerers, is to put a, light over

them as soon as the leaves wither, and allow no rain to get to

the roots. Experience, however, must be the best test of this,

for though a good cultivator will always wish to know the

natural conditions under which a plant grows he will not

always attain the greatest sucoess by imitating them. Largo

quantities of the Valonia Oak (Quercus .^^gilops) are found in

the valley of the Xanthus, and many other parts of Asia

Minor. The cup of its acorn forms one of the principal articles

of trade, and is exported for tanning purposes to an enormous

extent. Corn is also exported from Macri ; but of fruit the

country produces very little, though soil and climate are both

all that can be desired. In no country that I have seen are

agi-iculture and horticulture more neglected than in the south of

Asia Minor. Except Onions, Garlic, and a few Lettuces, hardly

any vegetables are grown, and though Tobacco, Cotton, and

Vines, would be probably much more profitable than corn. I saw

hardly anything but Wheat, Barley, and Maize. With a

wooden plough of the most primitive description and a pair

of undersized and half-starved bullocks, the Turk goes on

scratching away at the surface of his splendid deep soil. He
does not take the trouble to grub up any bushes which may
be in his way, but hacks them down and ploughs round them.

He then, careless of manure, and altogether ignoring the

rotation of crops, crushes the clods by driving his cattle over

the field attached to a beam on which he stands : casts his^seed

into the ground ; wishes for rain, and trusts to " Kismet " for

the result. When he has cut his crop he is not allowed to

carry it until tithe has been taken by the authorities, who

usually farm out this tax to corrupt and rapacious Greeks, and

as the crop is generally mortgaged in advance, or sold at a low

price to pay pressing claims, but little remains for the culti-

vator. The consequence of this is, that the peasants of Lycia,

though apparently contented and comfortable, as far as their

ideas of comfort go, are miserably poor. Hardly a village I

entered had two-storied houses, and for the most part the only

houses were one-roomed sheds, with a mud floor and earthen

roof. Cattle are their chief source of wealth, but owing to

the poverty of the pasture, the breed is a very inferior one

;

and the sheep, though perhaps well suited to the country,

much more resemble goats in their shape than such sheep

as we have in England. However, I am afraid that the agri-

cultural condition of Asia Minor will not be of much interest

to the readers of The Gaeden, so I will oontmue my account of

the plants. On ascending to about 3,000 feet inthe CragusMoun-

tain , I found but little difference in the flora, except that the Pines
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were larger and the spring much more backward. Bulbous
plants were more numerous, and Orchids much less so ; but I

did not find anything of much note in bloom, though a month
later, I have no doubt, the hills would be covered with flowers.

Both the Fritillaria and Iris I found at Maori ascend to an eleva-

tion of 3,000 feet or more, )jut other plants appear which do
not grow lower down. The most beautiful were a Cyclamen
with small bulbs, very much like, if not the same as C. Coura.*
It was iu full bloom and very beautiful. A fine large autumnal
Crocus was in seed, and a Tulip, which, I think, is T. Oculus
solis var. lycia (Baker), was appearing above ground. The
excessively sharp and rugged nature of the rooks in these

mountains made it very difficult to go off the paths which have
been worn by the feet of goats and cattle during many cen-

turies. Up to about 2,000 feet, I found another Cyclamen
very abundant, which I take to be one of the numerous
varieties of hederajfolium, though leaves and bulb are very differ-

ent. It has small and very brightly marked Ivy-shaped leaves,

produced on a stem sometimes several inches long, of which
several are often borne by the same corm. The latter is

irregular in shape and much rounder than that of the ordinary
hederajfolium, and never so large. These four sorts of Cycla-
men, namely, persioum,hedera3folium var.grEecum, and the two
above-mentioned, were all I saw in the Levant ; but there is a
species in the island of Cyprus which is said to be a very pretty
thing ; I believe that it is not known in cultivation at present,
except in the celebrated garden of Herr Max Leicthliu, at Carls-

rube. Before crossing the Xanthus river wo passed through a
perfect jungle of Oleander and Myrtle, under the shade of

which the pretty Ophrys Speculum and 0. fnsca were
growing, and rode round the marshy plain to the hills

on the other side. In three days riding, during which
I crossed a pass of nearly 4,000 feet, I reached the valley
of Cassabar, which is entirely shut in by high moun-
tains, covered above 4,000 feet with a forest of Pine,
Cedar, and Juniper. The most interesting plant I noticed
during these days was Linaria pilosa, a cliarraing little

woolly-tufted plant, with bright golden flowers, which grows
on the hot dry rocks near the coast. The valley of Cassabar
is a perfect garden of Orchids, among which I found at
least seven species and varieties of Ophrys, including O. lutea.

Speculum, iusectifera, fusoa, Tenoreana ; and as many more of
Orchis, few of which, however, were yet in flower. The tubei's
of Orchis longicornu are collected by the natives for salep,
a preparation which seems to have quite gone out of use in
England. At Cassabar I also found the bright yellow Romulea
orooea (Boiss.), which was just opening its Crocus-like flowers
in wet places near the river. Leaving Cassabar, I passed by
the gorge of Dembra to the coast, a route the beauties of
which it is useless my attempting to describe. For eight or
ten miles the river winds in a narrow gorge between cliffs of
3,000 feet or so in elevation ; but, as, in its windings, it leaves no
room for a road, it is necessary to ford it from thirty to forty
times during the day's journey. By the sides of the stream
many beautiful shrubs and trees grow—Oleanders forming a
perfect thicket, and Pines of great size overhanging the
water. Under their shade I found several plants which were
not observed elsewhere, among them Fritillaria lycia (Boiss.), a
fine tall species, something like pyrenaica in appearance, but
having much more richly-marked flowers. Ophrys ferrum
equinum was also abundant—a species which excels in beauty
all others I know, except, perhaps, some of the forms which
are known as Scolopax or Bertolonii. It has a great swollen
labellum of crimson velvet, reflexed at the edges, and marked
in the centre with two dark blue shining specula, which
resemble, in some measure, the shape of a horseshoe. I
should recommend those who may wish to cultivate this or
any of the Ophrys of the Mediterranean region, not to expose
them to the wet and cold of our winters, for, even though
they might stand the cold, their proper flowering season is

so early in March and April that the beauty of their flowers
would be destroyed by the cold winds and late frosts. I
am informed by Mr. Needle, who grows these beautiful plants
with great success, that they do far better if the tubers are
placed against the side of the pot. In this gorge I also found
the lovely Thalictrum orientale, with pure white delicate

• This may very likely bo Cyclamen clUcicum.

flowers as large as a shilling ; a fine plant called Phaca boetica,

and abundance of the same curious variety of Cyclamen, which
grows on the Cragus Mountains. On arriving at Myra,
on April 4th, I found summer really had come, the vegetation of

the place being far in advance of anj' other I visited in Asia
Minor. A great variety of curious and pretty plants covered the

rooks and shore. Among them the most remarkable were
Passerina hirsuta, which grew abundantly on the plain ; Phlomis
fruticosa, a Labiate plant, which though common iu Lycia, here

first showed its great yellow spikes of flower. Aristolochia hirta

with its large gaping purple flowers ; Cynoglossum pictum,
and the pretty Pisum fulvum. Among the ruins of the

ancient city and about its theatre, which remains in a very
perfect state, were many rare plants, especially Aloe vulgaris,

which I saw nowhere else, Linaria i)elisscriana (?), Ricinus
communis, and several kinds of Onosma, Echium, and
Borago. At Myra, were several trees of a remarkable variety

or monstrosity of Fig, which, instead of having a smooth
bai'k as usual, had an immensely thick trunk covered with
small branches and shoots from every part of the wood. In the
ruins of a mosque was a fine old Date Palm, a tree which,
though not often met with in Asia Minor, grows to a large size

when planted iu suitable situations.

The curious geological formation of the valley of Cassabar is

very well observed on this route. The lower hills consist

of a yellowish-white marl of tertiary formation, which probably
once filled up the greater part of the valley, but being easily

acted upon by the rain, has been washed down in a great
measure, leaving a chaos of low sharp peaked and ridged hills,

which run from the high mountain range, bounding the valley

on the north-west. The soil of these hills is extremely barren,

supporting only a scanty vegetation of stunted Pines and
prickly shrubs, with Cistus and other herbs. At an elevation of

3,000 feet or so this marl disappears, and the mountains, like

those of almost the whole of this part of Asia Minor, are com-
posed of a hard white limestone or scaglia. As the road
ascended, the trees became more numerous, until, at a
height of about 5,000 feet, Juniperus excelsa, and Cedrus
libani, were first observed, and though the snow had only
been melted for a very few daj-s and lay in patches on the shady
places, a number of charming Alpine flowers were already in

full beauty ; Cyclamen Coura, or perhaps cilicicum, was very
numerous, and buried in flowers. Two species of Crocus,
C. biflorus var. nubigenus, and another, possibly Sieberi, of

the same section ; Scilla bifolia, Galanthus plicatus, or some
species i-esembling it. Anemone apeunina, or blanda, in three
varieties of colour—deep blue, pale blue, and pure white

;

Colchicum bulbocodiodes, with eight or ten deep rose flowers,

appearing together with the leaves ; another species of
Colchicum, and Fumaria rutifolia, all of which were found
in great abundance and beauty, growing in the little openings
of the forest. Many fine herbaceous plants, such as P:Bonies,

Statices, Delphiniums, Astragalus, &c., are, no doubt, to bo
found on these mountains in summer, but when I was there
only the earliest spring flowers had appeared. The soil was a
red loam, more or less mixed with vegetable soil and stones,

and grows Barley well at an elevation of 4,000 feet. The
natives of the country, at this time, were just beginning to

come up to their summer quarters or yailalis, which, during
the hot months, arc much healthier and pleasanter than the
plains. On my return to Maori I did not notice any new
species of especial interest, except some Orchids which may
be Ophrys mammosa and irieolor; but, owing to the changes
which a fortnight had made in the vegetation of the trees, I was
able to recognise several species which I had not seen in leaf

before. The most characteristic trees of the low country are
the Valonia Oaks (Querous Ballota), .lEgilops, and Tinctoria, and
the Pinus maritima and halipensis. The Oriental Plane grows
almost everywhere by water-courses and streams; and the
Wild Olive, Arbutus, Carob Tree, and many shrubs, such as
Cistus, Judas Tree, Eleagnus, Daphne, Lcntisk, and Christ's
Thorn (Paliurus aculcatus), cover tlip low hills to an eleva-
tion of 1,.500 or "2,000 feet. On the higher mountains the
trees are principally AValnuts, Poplars, Apples, Willows,
Apricots, Pines, and Oaks ; whilst the highest zone of forest
is composed of Junipers and Cedars. H. J. Elwes.

(To ie continued.)
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SOLANUM CRINITUM.

It is not generally known that this is one of the most precious

of all the plants known as sub-tropical, when grown in warm
sheltered spots in the southern counties. Mr. Fleming, of

Cliveden, was one of the first to introduce this system to our
gardens, and among his finest plants were large specimens of

this Solauum, which, in the sheltered glades of Oliveden, at-

tained huge proportions. With us, in favourable conditions,

it reaches to 4 feet or more high, the leaves being not uufre-

quently more than a yard in length. According to the Eei'iie

Horticole, this plant was introduced to Paris gardens in the

year 1862, and is a native of Guiana. It is, in addition to its

tine size and dignified port, a plant of remarkable beauty owing
to the texture of its leaves, which are covered with a deep rich

•velvet of tender green colour, with violet veinings set with

will suffice, or were those who have not acquired such extended
use of the visual organs to see the plants arranged side by
side, in neither case would there be the slightest difficulty in

endorsing the appropriateness of the term miscellaneous as
applicable in all its comprehensive fullness to the plants I am
about to pass in review.

S. Cymbalaria of Linnajus, though sometimes considered dis-

tinct from Jacqnin's S. orientalis, is, I believe, no more than a
synonym, at least in cultivation no tangible distinction presents
itself. Haworth gave it, and one or two very closely allied species,

generic distinction under the title of Lobaria. It is, however, a
Saxifrage in all essential characters ; an annual, or perhaps at times
biennial, plant, whose whole structure is the very embodiment of

tenderness and brittleness ; its leaves are reniform, slightly cordate,
and divided into from seven to nine lobes, and somewhat fleshy. In
Nature its fragile stems are usually supported by the adjacent vege-
tation. The flowers are axillary, of a nice lively yellow colour, and
produced in such abundance as, though individually small, to make
the plant both striking and effective when in bloom. It appears to

Solanum crinitura.

spines. So very remarkable a plant deserves to be cultivated
as an indoor plant where the climate will not permit of its

being grown out of doors. Certainly there are many grown
in stoves for their fine foliage, which are by no means so
striking. It is multiplied by suckers from the root.

SAXIFRAGES.
By J. C. NIVEN, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

A Miscellaneous Group.
Havixg analysed the sevei-al divisions originally contemplated
when commencing this series of articles, there still remains
about a dozen or more species of Saxifrages that may, I think,
be more happily allocated into a miscellaneous group than con-
sidered separately as representatives of a number of small
sectional divisions. To those who are familiar with the
appearance of the several species that I purpose introducing
under this heading, a mental glance at the imaginary group

thrive best in a damp locality slightly sheltered from the direct sun ;

and, when once it is fairly established in a rockery, it is not readily

lost, as it seeds freely, and never thrives better than when self-sown.

The plant is of Eastern origin, growing abundantly in Asia Minor,

Persia, and even the Western Himalayas.
S. Huetiana of Boissier is so closely allied that possibly it

should be considered as only a variety ; the chief characters, by which
it is distinguished, are the smaller foliage, much less lobate, and the

presence of a number of glandular hairs on the younger stems ; it

is also more purely annual in its duration than the former. The
Caucasns and Tauria are recorded as its native habitats.

S. aizoides of Linnajus, known as the yellow Mountain Saxi.

frage, is a plant of considerable beauty ; its habit of growth is pro-

cumbent, its leafy stems trailing along the ground, and assuming an
erect character as it comes into blossom ; its leaves are narrow,

linear.lanceolate in shape, and slightly ciliated, densely arranged

along the trailing stems. The flowers, a brightish yellow, besprinkled

in the interior with rich orange dots, are produced in small corym.
bose cymes during the months of July and August, or even later in
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high bleak places, our plaut beiug a native of Britain, and met with

freqnontly along the margins of many of our northern mountain

streams, where, under the influence of a continual exudation of

water from below, in the form of cool springs, it is capable of bearing

the direct rays of an unclouded mountain sun ; nay, more, of growing

with a luxuriance in all its parts, such as tliose who know it only as

ordinarily grown in pots and artilicial rockery would scarcely recog.

nise or deem possible. I have myself seen it fully 12 inches in

height, with a development of leaves and flowers proportionately

large. Besides being a native of Britain, it is to bo found nearly

over the whole of Europe, Asia, and the northern part of the

American continent, through which wide arpa it presents scarcely

any appreciable variation, except in respect of size.

"S. aizoides var. atrorubens of Bertolini, is more generally

kaowQ as S. autumualis of Vitmann ; it is a more compact grower,

somewhat later in blooming, and its leaves are a darker green than

the original type ; the flowers, also, as Bertolini's name indicates,

are of a darker colour, owing to the petals being more densely

suffused with tlie orange dots. The literal translation, however, of

the name, as applied to the colour of this variation, is far from correct.

Nevertheless, it is a desirable and very constant form, and well worthy

a place in all collections of Saxifrages.

S. Hireulus of Linnajus, the yellow Marsh Saxifrage, is synonj'.

mous with S. lutea of Gilbert and propiuqua of Robert Brown. It

is a dwarf coespitose or tufty grower, sending up its flowei'ing stems

to a height of about 3 to 5 inches, clothed with narrow linear,

lanceolate leaves, ciliated towards the base, and terminated by a

large bright yellow flower, or, in some instances, several flowers.

The upper portion of the leafy peduncle is generally covered with

short glutinous hairs, as are also the divisions of the calyx. Its time

of blooming is towards the autumn, when its brilliant yellow flowers

have a very attractive appearance, though not produced in such

masses as in the previous species. To its successful cultivation, there

are two essentials, viz., that it should be grown in peat soil, and have

a continuous supply of root moisture, as well as full exposure to the

sun. Though somewhat rare in Britain, it has an equally wide
geographical range, through all the high mountain bogs in Europe,

Asia, and North America, occurring even in a slightly modified form
in Sikkim, as recorded by Drs. Hooker and Thompson.

S. Hireulus var. major is a distinct form with broader foliage,

and flowers fully twice the size of the normal species ; in fact, the

term major is most appropriate to the development of the whole
plaut. I suspect this variety, although not recorded in the " Flora,"

is also British, as I have some dried specimens whose habitat is

marked as having been found in Berwickshire.

S. flagellaris of Wildenow, though differing in foliage and habit

from Hireulus, is closely identified with it as regards bloom, having
flowers about the same size as the major variety of that species, and
of an equally intense brilliant yellow. These are produced on
the summit of a simple or uubranched stem, which rises to a height

of about 4 inches, clothed with linear.lanceolate leaves from a dense
rosulato arrangement of radical foliage, the whole of the leaves

being beautifully ciliated with glandular hairs. From the axils of

the lowermost leaves are developed on all sides a series of thread-

like stolons about 3 inches in length, each terminated with a small

bud, which ultimately develops into a separate and independent
plantlet ; hence, originating the popular name applied to it by the

sailors iu the Arctic regions of the Spider Plant, the parent repre-

senting the body of the insect, the radiating stolons the legs, and
the terminal buds the feet, by no means an inapt comparison. This
plant is, in my estimation, the very gem of the whole genus; it was
introduced in the year 1851, in a living state to Britain—nay, more

—

in a flowering state ; having been sent home by Dr. Sutherland, from
Melville Island, he being connected with the Admiralty boats there
in search of the unfortunate "Erebus" and "Tenor." It was my
good fortune to open the case, and never was there such an instance
of "love at first sight" as this; and, singular enough, without
knowing the name given by the sailors, I exclaimed, here is a veritable
" Spider Saxifrage," so it has been twice christened. Its life was short,

as it never recovered the dry atmosphere of the artist's studio. It

is a native of the extreme Arctic regions, and also of the Caucasian
and Altaic Alps, as well as the Himalayas, where, at great altitudes,

it appears under various forms, to which as many distinct specific

names are given, such as mucronulata, spinulosa, and setigera. I am
in hopes of receiving a consignment of it from Nova Zembla some of

these days.

S. stellaris of Linnrens, or the Star.flowering Saxifrage ; though
it cannot bo classed as a showy species, nor is it as readily amenable to

cultivatiou as some of its congeners, it is by no means to be despised
;

its radical leaves are few in number and hairy ; in shape they are
broadly obovato and ouneate, narrowing down the sides of the short

petiole, slightly and irregularly indented iu the margin j the inflo-

rescence consists of a few-flowered panicle, 3 to 6 inches in height j

the flowers are white, suffused with a pinkish tinge, and with two
yellow spots near the base of each petal. It is essentially a bog plant,

and generally met with growing near the margins of mountain
rivulets, or scattered in an isolated manner over the surface of our
mountain bogs, where, as a rule, the floral element is deficient ; hence,

its simple flowers are the more appreciated. It has a wide geogra-
phical range through Europe, Asia, and America, especially in the
northern regions of the last two Continents, and appears to vary in

form a good deal ; two of these forms are met with in Great Britain,

ihe entire-leaved one being confiued to the very highest mountains
in Scotland.

S. Clusii of Gouan includes that known as Leucanthemifolia of

Lapeyrouse, but not the North American plant of Michaux knowa by
that name, which is perfectly distinct. This species is very closely

related to the preceding, but has larger leaves, the margin for the
upper half more regularly dentate and supported on longer foot-

stalks ; the inflorescence is foliaceous, the flowers are more nume-
reus, and the foot.stalk shorter thau those of the Star-shaped
Saxifrage. It is a native of the Pyrenees and some parts of tho
Tyrol, and affects similar upland bogs, as does our own more familiar

species. My own impression is that both this and the foregoing
species are little better thau biennials ; and, further, iu cultivation

my experience is chat they are not very readily raised from seed ;

vegetating pretty freely, but dying off before the true rough leaves

become developed.

S. nivalis of Linnceus, familiarly knowu in our Alpine districts

as the Mountain.clustered Saxifrage, is a dwarf-growing plant, with
a tufty cluster of oblong-ovate leaves, downy in a young state, but
glabrous when fully developed, slightly 'Coriaceous, aud acutely
crenate at the margins, from the centre of which rises a dense com-
pact inflorescence of small white flowers, rendered more attractive

by the beautiful chocolate colour of the antlers. It is a native of the
mountain districts in Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, but by no means
plentiful. In cultivation it ought to have an abundance of root
moisture, and with that may be freely exposed to the sun ; but,
failing that essential, it ought to be planted at the north side of a
good block of stone. It is by no means a local plant, being met with
through the entire northern region from Vancouver's Island to Kamts-
chatka ; under slightly differing forms, S. nigricans of Fischer, as
applicable to the dark antlers, and S. primulajfolia of Willdenow are
both synonyms of this species.

S. virginiensis of Michaux, or S. virginica of Nuttall, arebynony.
mous terms applied to a plant very closely related to the preceding
species ; it is, however, of cousiderably greater stature, the leaves
broader and more crimped or undulate at the margins, and suffused
with a downy pubescence, both above and below ; the inflorescence is

more branched and devoid of any bracteate appendages. Beyond these
distinctive characters the Virginian plant might be taken as nothing
more than a major form of our Clustered Saxifrage, and to it the same
cultural remarks will be equally applicable. It is a native of the
Rocky Mountains, from Virginia northwards.

S. pennsylvanica of Linnaeus we take as the type upon which
Haworth established his genus Micranthes, given to this section on
account of the exceedingly diminutive character of the flowers.

Springing from a short fleshy underground stem, the leaves rise to a
length of from 6 to 9 inches—oblong in shape, and spathnlate at tho
base, clasping round the stem ; the margin is sparsely toothed, and
the whole surface above and below is covered with a dense pubescence

;

from the centre of the mass of leaves rises a naked flower-stem to a
height of about 18 inches, branching at the summit, and covered with
a deuse arrangement of small flowers with narrow greenish-coloured
petals, which, were it not for the orange anthers, would be almost
wholly devoid of beauty, but the latter, when seen in a mass of bloom,
have really a charming effect, requiring, of course, a moderately close

inspection. Neither this, nor indeed any of the three species belong-
to this group will ever become popular jdants, but they are valuable
where a collection is grown as adding one more indication of the wide
diversity of appearance which a single genus is capable of assuming.
As the specific title infers, this plant is a native of Pennsylvania and
also of Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky, occurring as well in Canada.

S. pennsylvanica var. glabra, is sometimes called by the
specific title of marylandica, for which, however, there is no authority

beyond that indefinite one knowu by tho title of " Hortorum ;
" it is,

unquestionably, no more than a glabrous form, and is referable to

Sweet's variety, "semipubescens," as endoi'sed by Eogler. It grows
abundantly in Maryland.

S. erosa of Pursh, obtains its name from the singularly irre-

gular dentate character of the leaves, giving them tho appearance as
though they had been eaten away at the margin by some predatory
insect ; besides this, the leaves are shorter and broader than in the
preceding species ; the flower-stem is not so tall and much more
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fleshy; the petals broader and more expanded, and, I may add, a
thoroughly inconspiouons, though, perhaps, none the less constant

character, that the seeds of this species are covered with minute
tubercular processes. It is a native of Virginia, North Carolina, and
along the entire range of the Alleganies. It is ono of those I have

not at presout in cultivation ; should any Saxifrageau friend possess

a duplicate plant, it would be a very acceptable addition to our

collection.

S. hieraeiifolia of Waldstein and Kitaibel, is the third and last

species of the Micranthes section which comes under our considera-

tion. It is synonymous with S. plantagnifolia of Ilooker—a much
more appropriate name by the way—bat, seeing that the former was
first in the hold and has established a tolerably wide reputation, we
will not disturb it ; it is similar in apiaearanoe to both tlie preceding

species, its leaves being larger, more densely hairy, entire, and slightly

revolute at the margins; the inflorescence more branched and
distinctly bracteate ; indeed, in one variety, the bracts become actually

foliaceous. The petals are ovate, not linear, and the seeds are

smooth. This is the only species in this very distinct section that

possesses a European as well as a Transatlantic habitat ; in fact,

until Richardson's expedition into the far northern regions of the

Hudson Bay Territory, it was supposed to be altogether European
and Asiatic. It occurs in the Carpathiaa Mountains, in Norway,
Spitzbergen, and in the Altai chain, also in Siberia. When planted

in rich damp soil it acquires an enormous development, both in foliage

and height of flower-stem, but it is lia.ble to rot oil in the winter when
thus stimulated.

S. peltata of Torrey stands as the sole representative of Bugler's

section, Peltiphyllum, and is, we believe, the only peltate Saxifrage

we have. Its large leaves (by no means fleshy) rise from a some-

what thick rhizome, and are supported on longish petioles ; the

margin of the leaves is twice dentate. I have not yet had the

pleasure of seeing it bloom, nor, indeed, have I seen the figure of it,

so must content myself by saying that it is both an interesting and
distinct addition to the genus, and one which, though of but recent

introduction, will become a popular plant by and bye. It is a

native of California, the original dried specimens from which Torrey
described the species, having been sent home by Harttveg, when out

as collector for the Royal Horticultural Society ; the living plants

are, however, of much more recent introduction.

S. aconitifolia of Fielding and Gardner has been, I think,

very properly removed from the genus Saxifrage by Nuttall, and
described by him under the distinct generic title of Boykinia ; it is,

perhaps, the only species, as endorsed by Engler, that I should like

to see removed from the Saxifrages. The general habit of the plant,

accompanied by the valvate cestivation of the calyx, which we do not

meet with in any other species, appears to me to give it a good claim

to generic distinction. For this reason I have selected it as the

iinale of my descriptive list. It is a strong-growing plant, sending

up leafy stems, terminated with panicled cymes of small white

flowers, to a height of 18 inches or more ; its leaves are cordate and
palmately divided into seven lobes, having somewhat the appearance
of the more entire forms of the Aconitum or Monk's-hood, from
whence its specific title is derived ; the flower-stems are covered
with brown glandular hairs, and the ovary undergoes considerable

development during the ripening process, by which a globose

fruit, at least three times the size of the original adherent calyx is

formed. This plant is very impatient of pot-culture, but grows well,

and seeds freely planted out in one of our bog beds, where we have
had it for years, and where a supply of self-sown plants is generally

available. It is a native of North Carolina.

When I commenced the series of articles on Saxifrages, which I

now bring to a close, I by no means contemplated anything like the

lengthy and detailed analysis that I have endeavoured to give

;

possibly some of my readers will have had their stock of patience
fully exhausted long before reaching this point ; if such there be, I

would add for their consolation that there are yet some sixty or

seventy described species which I have not even named. Few, if

any of these however, are in cultivation ; at least it has not been my
good fortune to come across them, except in herbaria, or as figured

in rare botanical works. This, however, I can say that some of them
are even more beautiful than any yet introduced. What gems are

to be found on the lofty passes of the great Himalayan Chain, and
also on the Cordilleras in South America, to all of which, culturally

speaking, we are perfect strangers. Doubtless, besides these, there
are many species not yet described that will at some future period
reward the investigations of our Alpine tourists. Such men as our
friend Mr. Maw, whose eye possesses that rare gift of being able to note
at a glance, the distinctive characters of plants, rarely returns from
one of his Continental trips without something new

;
yea, even amongst

Saxifrages. If apology be necessary for introducing into my list species
that are perhaps purely botanical, I can only say that in an extensive

correspondence that has resulted from my scries of articles, I find
that there is a thirst for information rather more on tho botanical
and rare than on the common and popular sorts ; for this reason I
have enlarged somewhat on what was my original intention. The
correspondence I have just alluded to, while entailing considerable
additional labour on my part, has been the means of givinf me a
large amount of information. At some future time, I may analyse
the same and give your readers that are interested in Saxifrage
lore a sort of postscript article, containing such items of information,
thus acquired, as I may deem of general interest. I must not,
however, conclude without bearing my testimony to the valuable
assistance Ihave derived from Dr. Engler's exhaustive "Monograph,"
to which I have had frequent occasion to allude. I question much if

any genus has ever been more thoroughly and perfectly analysed—
exhaustive is the only correct word to apply thereto—extending, as
the analysis does, over some 300 pages of closely printed matter.
Its only defect—if defect it can be called— is in the fact that the
popular descriptive part is in German, not in English, necessitating
its translation before its valuable information can become available
to non-Teutonic minds.

PLANTS FOK ALL WEATHERS.
If you have herbaceous plants ou the brain, and live on a chalk
rock with only 3 feet of soil, and have, into tho bargain,
continuous easterly winds in spring, and sharp nightly frosts,
followed by a summer of intense heat, and no rain worth
mentioning for five months, you will keep a keen look-out for
those plants which bravely face cold, heat, and drought, and
look fresh and bright under the most adverse circumstances,
lam in the predicament jast mentioned; and, for the last
month or two, my desponding horticultural heart has been from
time to time cheered by the irrepressible vivacity of a few plants
whose names, I think, deserve to be made public. Pyrethrum
niveum, for which I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Maw,
who brought it, I believe, from Morocco,has been for weeks a tall
bush of bloom white as driven snow. I could see it standing
out conspicuously among its floral brethren half a mile off. It
comes very close to our British P. Parchenium ; but is easily
distinguished by its taller growth, larger flowers, and dense
inflorescence. Convolvulus althasoides is now, from 9 a.m. to
2 or 3 p.m., one of the prettiest things in the garden. I have
got it thoroughly established in a bed of Roses on their own
roots, over which I let it run and twine at will, and very lovely
are its thickly-scattered delicate pink blooms. Its congeners,
C. linearifolius and mauritanicus, are also very good plants for
standing drought. Michauxia campanuloides has, contrary to
my expectation, been wonderfully fine this season. Two or three
plants, planted in a clump, make a grand show when all their
great white Passion-flower-like blooms are expanded. Salvia
pratensis and its varieties, bicolor and rosea, S. limbata, syl-
vestris,and bracteata,have all beenwonderfully fresh and bright.
A tall bushy species, with clear white flowers, which I had under
the name of S. candidissima, has also been very ornamental

;

and the profuse pinkish-lilac blooms of S. lanceolata have often
raised my dronght-dashed spirits, ^thionema saxatile is a
gem of gems for a dry season. No amount of dust, heat, or
dryness seems to check the luxuriance of its growth, or
pale the brightness of the rose-coloured sheet of blossoms
with which it covers the rock-work. I have not tried
JE. grandiflora ; but, if it is true to its name, and as
good as its congener, it must be grand. Aphyllanthes
mouspeliensis is a plant with which I could never suc-
ceed till the present year, but a large plant ou a bit of
dry rock-work was for a fortnight a perfect mass of blue
stars. It was well set off by its beautiful little neighbour,
Arenaria purpurascens, whose delicate purple and white blos-
soms quite hide the leaves. Amongst the Geraniums, G. arme-
nium, with its great magenta blooms, and G. sylvaticum album
were singularly beautiful and fine, the latter almost rivalled
Pyrethrum niveum. Erodium petrasum and macradennm have
also been finer than usual. Amongst the Saxifrages, S. Maweana,
Willkommiana, purpurascens, Tazetta, and pyramidalis stood
their ground well. Phlox divaricata, which hitherto I have
utterly failed to grow, was for weeks a picture of health
and beauty. Amongst the Campanulas, C. persioifolia, coro-
nata, and macrorhiza have stood well. C. isophylla alba and
soldanelliflora fl. pi., which are just coming into bloom, also
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look very fresh. The great yellow blossoms of Scolymus
graudifloi'us and Coreopsis lanceolata are now looking wonder-
fully gay. Melittis grandiflora and Lamiura Orvala have been
finer than ever I knew tbera. Betonica grandiflora has done
well, and Pentstemon speciosus, Dianthus neglectus, and
Aster alpinus albus, three plants with which hitherto I have
been able to do nothing, have been as good almost as I could

wish them to be. Dianthus arenarius, Atkinson!, caryophyl-

loides, fimbriatus.and giganteus have all been good. Much to

my astonishment, a self-sown patch of Mimulus cupreus, which
stood the winter, was a week or two most brilliantly gay.

Iberis Pruiti and ciliata, Gaillardia bicolor, Lilium Martagoii,

and its vars. album and Catanii, Ouosma echioides, Achillea

Ptarmica fl. pi., Teucrium pyrenaicum, Nepeta grandiflora,

Peltaria alliacea, Phlomis fruticosus, Pentstemon glandulosus

and .Jaffrayanus, Gypsophila prostrata, Scabiosa parnassiaj,

and Helenium autumnale have borne out the heat and drought
wonderfully well. Dahlia Cervantesi and Exogonium purga
promise well, and last, but not least, Asteriscus maritimus is

the pink of freshness and beauty. H. HiaruK Ckewe.
Drayton Beauchamp Rectory, July 21.

CLEMATISES FOR PILLARS.
There is scarcely a more effective way of growing some of the new
liardy Clematises than as pillar plants. It ia not always one can find

space to plant them against walls, or they may be already covered

with evergreen climbers ; and the same may hold good as regards

trellises. Where creepers are planted as screens or coverings they

should be, for the most part, at least evergreen, for it must be

remembered they are required for permanent decoration. It is, how.
ever, in the form of pillars placed hero and there in shrubbery
borders that I commend these Clematises. There is, in general, too

much uniformity about such borders—dwarf plants in front, taller

ones behind, and, as a background, Fuchsias, or it may be Dahlias

and Hollyhocks. Kow anything that varies this monotonous line

ought to be welcomed ; and these Clematises can be made to do this

well, ily plants, now perfect pillars of flower, are trained to some
Hop poles, 8 feet in height. The plants were put into the ground
three years ago, and are now well established. For two seasons

I adopted the practice of cutting away to within 9 inches or a foot

of the ground all the previous years' growth, but last season I

varied the practice by not removing any of it ; but, as usual, in

November I forked in some good decayed manure about the

roots, and in March last mulched well with cow-dung. The growth
made last spring was tied in slightly to the poles as made, and it

covered them from base to top ; and, instead of having flowers only

at the top of the poles, the plants present the appearance of perfect

pillars. I shall now cease altogether to cut back hard to the

ground, as is usually directed, and shall content myself with merely
thinning out the oldest wood, leaving the growth of this summer to

yield the flowering wood for next season. I have Jaokmanni,
Rubella, Prince of Wales, Star of India, Magnifica, Lanuginosa,

Lady Bovill, Lanuginosa nivea (the finest pure white Clematis in

cultivation), and Rubro-violacea, in grand condition. A few ties

made round the poles, and a chief one to a nail driven in at the top,

kei'p the plants from being driven about by wind. I obtained my
Hoj) poles from Kent, at the cost of about eightpence each. Uaving
been dipped in creosote, they will withstand several years' use, if

drawn out of the ground in the autumn and stored away during the

winter. When I remove the poles, I thin out the old wood and coil

what remains round ; it is then secured to a few short stakes, and in

the case of Lady Bovill, Lanuginosa, and any of a tender character,

some straw or Fern is securely placed about them to carry them
safely through the winter. As soon as the buds begin to swell in

spring, the poles are replaced, and the Clematises tied securely to

them. Now that the plants are in full bloom, an abundance of water
is absolutely necessary. The Clematis is a strong feeder ; it throws
out a great number of fleshy roots, which rerpiire ample nourish,

ment. In addition to the mulching of manure, I apply some guano
mixed with water, or some liquid manure from a stable diluted with
water. The result is apparent in the size and brilliant colouring of the

flowers.

—

Field.

Propagation of Hard-wooded Aralias from Cuttings.—
The Araliuccio in general, \\ith the exception of those hardy species

which are easily propagated from portions of the stem, are diHicult

to increase from cuttings. Those takrn from the end of the main
stem or branches, notably the Mexican genus Oreopanax, are often a
very long time before thoy take root. Hence, there is an unfortunate

delay in the spread of thcst! splendid plants. There is, however, an

excellent method certain to lead to Buooesa, and this is to select only
the lateral or, as it were, adventitious shoots which are formed on the
main stem. These should be taken off young and at once placed in

heat, just as we should treat ordinai-y soft-wooded subjects. This
simple system has been successfully employed by M. Cornelis, head
gardener to Viscount A'igier, at Nice, in the propagation of Oreo,
panax dactylifolia and other ditficult species.

—

Illastration Horticole.

VIOLETS FOR NEXT WINTER AND SPRING.
If you would wish to have the best Violets which the garden can
grow—and why not ?—then begin at once, as follows :—Heavily
manure and deeply dig a sheltered piece of ground—a south or west
border, unless the garden is specially hot or dry—either near a wall
or in the open quarters, according to circumstances. Break the ear.

face fine in the digging, or rake it smooth ; and, if the earth is of a
loose texture and dry, as most soils have been this year, then run tr

roller over it, and tread it almost as firm as you would an Onion bed.
Then proceed to mark it out in rows, a foot, 18 inches, or 2 feet

apart, according as your ground is plentiful or scarce. Then go to

your Violet plants, trowel and basket in hand, take off each rooted
runner or shoot, or each distinctly.showing roots, and proceed to

plant them at distances of G or 9 inches, or even 1 foot apart, if you
can afford that space. Insert the roots carefully, and bury roots,

runners, and all right up to the tuft of leaves, and even, in the case
of plants without roots, place the short stems into the earth, and
press the soil firmly in all cases round the collars. Unless the
weather is showery, water them into their new homes ; and, should dry
weather again set in, they must not be allowed to flag. In ordinary
weather they are seldom much trouble, but strike root freely, and at
once, in the new soil. After they have become established, keep the
ground free from weeds by frequent hoeing ; and, should the plants

produce runners and flowers—and they sometimes do both—pick them
off. During the autumn they will form dense heads, and may yield a
hundred or more Violets. About the beginning of October they
will begin to flower, and part of them may be potted for house work,
part removed to the foot of south and west walls or frames to yield a
constant supply of Violets through ihe winter and early spring.

Those who once adopt this system must not try to flower the same
plants two years running. The difference in the produce of young
plants and two.year-olds is marvellous, and the older the Violet the
poorer the bloom. When the young plants have become established,

destroy all the old ones ; or, what is better, plant them out in the
woods and pleasure grounds. Another plan answers almost equally
well. As soon as the Violets have finished- flowering take them up
and divide them, retaining as much root to each as possible, and
plant as already directed, rejecting any of the stems and roots that
are unhealthy or diseased. Little is gained, however, by this method,
unless it be that plants so treated need less water in dry weather when
first planted out than under the other plan. Others, again, advise
raising plants of the single varieties from seeds, an operation in which
I never could find any advantage ; but, on the contrary, a great loss

of time. As to varieties. The single Russian, Czar, and Victoria

Regina are the best single blue varieties. The single white is also

useful, and a single pink or red is liked by some for variety. The
double blue Russian or tree Violet and the Neapolitan are assuredly

the best of all the doubles. The double white is also useful for

variety, and some say it is sweeter than any other. When all are so

sweet it is difficult to determine ; but, if there ia a difference, the
Victoria Regina has it assuredly.

—

Country.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Chelone barbata antwerpensis.—This fine old herbaceous plant i& now
seldom or never seen, but it is one that would give satisfaction everywhere. It

is a summer-llowerinf? plant of lon^^ duration, and has fine handsome spikes of
searlet tlowers, which are produced in abundance in a good heaN-y soil. The
plant requires dividing and replanting every other year in fresh soil, like most
other hardy plants.

—

Florist.

The Double-blossomed Scarlet Lycbnis.— I send for your inspection a
few blooms of this Lychnis, which is now m full blossom in my garden. I

have fifty fine plants of it, which are all extremely brilliant in colour. 1 am
told that this L^'chuis is rather a rare flower; is it bo, or not?—M. Millkb,
I'pirdi/, Dorcheffer. [The flower-heads of this Lychnis, sent by our correspon-

dent, were as large and showy as those of the best of our double-flowered
scarlet Geraniums. It is a very old and handsome border plant, but one not
half so extensivelj' grown as it ought to be.—Ed.]

Primula officinalis.—I met with this name lately in the catalogue of a
Gonnan nurseryman, and have searched through a great many boobs Ui find

out what it is, but all in vain. Can you tell me? I should, perhaps, have
contented myself with the supposition that it must be the common I'rimrose,
but for the only allusion to it which I can yet find ; this is in ** Hardy Flowers."
where it is mentioned that "the common Oxlip is a hybrid from Primula
vulgaris and F. officinalis," but the latter plant is not described.—W. T. P.
[Primula officinalia is one of the names of the commom Primrose—Jacquin's
name."Ed.1
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A DWARF JAPANESE TREE.
When in Americ.i, in 1870, we ivere much interested at the
sight of various Japanese curiosities in the way of trees and
plants brouglit from that wonderful country by Mr. Thomas
Hogg, to whom we are indebted for the introduction of a good
many valuable Japanese plants. It is most curious to observe
that while the trees are dwarfed and aged beyond what one
would conceive possible, they are in perfect health and
character. Recently the Comte de Castillon lias sent a sketch
(from a photograph) to the licviie Hoiiicolc, which shows,
almost as well as the living object could, the aspect of one of

these trees, so much loved by the Japanese gardeners. It is a
specimen of Piuus densiflora var. albifolia, supposed to be
more than a hundred years of age, the stem almost filling the

vase in which it has grown so long. Whatever may be
thought of the wisdom of growing such productions (to us it

seems very much less objectionable than clipping trees into

strangely artificial shapes), every person with the least know-
ledge of pot-plant culture will admit that to keep these dwarfs
in perfect health for so many
years is a remarkably skilful per-
formance.

into his project; and, in process of time, three hogsheads
reached Ham House containing the desired treasure. A space

of ground was cleared and prepared for its reception, and tho

doctor had the pleasure of seeing a plentiful growth, consisting

of Catalpa syringifolia, Magnolias, Robiuias, Tulip and Judas
trees, with Oaks and Maples. This abundance he imparted to

his neighbours, for most of the older gardens about Plaistow

and Uptou possessed duplicates. During a short residence in

the neighbourhood of West Ham, in the year 1856-7, I had an
opportunity of seeing the spot where the trees had been raised,

and heai'd the story I have now related. The space of ground
occupied a few roods, and was dotted over by Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, and Kalmias. AVest Ham House and Park were built

and planned by a good and groat man, and is now given to tho

people. May they use it as a gift of no ordinary value.

A. D. H.

THE PLANTING OF WEST
HAM PARK.

Since West Ham Park, near
Stratford -le- Bow, has become
public property, and its eighty
acres of well-wooded land de-

voted to the healthful and rational

enjoyment of the people of that
district, the following account of

its first occupation may not be
uninteresting to the readers of

TuE Gakden :—Ham House was
built and the park laid out by Dr.
Fothergill, a member of the
Society of Friends, and the most
eminent physician in London from
the year 1750 to his death in

1780. He was a scholarly man,
of refined tastes, great benevo-
lence, and an excellent botanist.

He had travelled much inAmerica,
and observed with admiration the
glory of her forests, especially

the flowering trees that fill the
woods with such extraordinary
beauty. In the early part of the
last century the forests were more
dense and frequent than at the
present time of increased popula-
tion. One of Dr. Fothergill's

voyages to and from America was
made in the same ship and with
the same captain, a man of much
nobility of character and kindness
of disposition. During the voyage home the doctor was
taken ill, but recovered under the watchful and almost
brotherly care of the good captain. While the ship lay in

London, waiting for loading, the captain was attacked by fever.

Dr. Fothergill was constant in his visits, and had the satisfac-

tion to see his patient's health re-established. Convalescent,
and ready to take charge of his ship again, the captain

requested the doctor to name his fee. He replied :
" Under

divine favour thou saved my life on the sea, I thine

on land ; our obligations, therefore, are mutual." " Then
tell me," said the captain, " is there no way by which
I can serve you ? " The answer was characteristic—

a

request for a hogshead filled witli mould from a certain locality

which he named, and well known to them both. He bad
observed in his travels the profuse blooming and shedding of

fruit and seeds in more open parts of the forests and by the

river-sides, and had conceived the idea that a portion of the

earth into which these seeds had fallen might be brought to

England, and that, with careful management, a number of

young plants might be secured. His friend entered heartily

A Japanese dwarfed Pine,

New Plants found at the Antipodes.— During a recent

trip to the Hume River, in New South Wales, Baron Mueller met
with several plants that were either

new or extremely rare. In a gully,

probably 4,000 feet below the level of

the surrounding country, he dis-

covered a species of Bertya (specifi-

cally named in honour of Mr. J.

Findlay). The genus has long

been known to Australian botanists,

but B. Findlayi differs from all the

lest in point of size, being sometimes

25 feet high. He also discovered on
Mount Kosciusko, 7,000 feet above
the sea level, a small species of

Pladtago (P. Gunnii). This minute
plant seems to be peculiar to high

mountains, and differs from those

species hitherto known in New
South Wales. Besides makiug
several discoveries of this kind, the

Baron ascertained from personal

observation that the so-called "Tas-
manian blue gum " is really

indigenous in the southern part of

this colony ; and that, in the same
locality, several species of aquatic

plants, but little known to the scien.

tific world, occur plentifully. To
these interesting facts he adds tho

discovery of a new Orchid (Bolbo-

phyllum Taylori) by Mr. Norman
Taylor ; and several new plants from
Lord Howe Island (particularly an
Aster, which rises to the height of

a small tree), and also a Feru
(Lomaria Fullageri), from the same
island, with a long caudex, and
numerous pinnatisect fronds. Mr.

Norman Taylor has recently sent

specimens of Ferns from the

Endeavour River. They are not new
to botanists, but the collection of

them is very interesting, as illustrating the geographical distribution

of these graceful plants. Amongst the most remarkable of those not

found in the neighbourhood of Port Jackson, are three species of the

climbing Lygodium, and the curious and variable Fera, Ceratopteria

thalictrioides, which grows in pools of salt water not far from the

sea, and in marshy places. Sir William Hooker, in his " Species

Fibcum," has a long account of this strange plant, and he shows that

the different forms of it, as existing in Asia, Africa, and America,

really belong to one and the same species. In addition to these, Mr.

Taylor collected two species of Gleichenia, one of Davallia, one of

Adiantum, three of Polypodium, one of Doodia, two of Asplenium,

two of Aspidum, and one of Acrostichum. Several of these will

prove interesting to cultivators of Ferns.

The Indestructible Paint Company.—Paint, says the

Builder, which will readily preserve stone, brick, and cement is a

desideratum, and the Indestructible Paint Company, Cannon Street,

claim that their material will do so : further, they produce a paint

which resists acids, alkalies, and heat. The fact that their stone,

solution is the one selected for St. Paul's Cathedral is sufficient to

give it a claim on our attention.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
STOVE CLIMBERS.

Allamasda cathahtica.—Where a good specimen of this is

trained along a rafter iu a sunny aspect, nothing can give
greater satisfaction. When in flower, its beauty is undeniable

;

and, even when out of blossom, its fresh green foliage is by
no means unattractive. Pot-culture suits it best ; as, when
planted in a border, the roots are inclined to ramble—

a

circumstance which causes the shoots to become gross, and
the plant to make wood instead of producing flowers. All
Allamandas require a season of rest, when they should be kept
dry; and, when in pots, that can be more easily effected than
when planted out. In summer, Allamandas may be i-eadily

struck from cuttings, each being put in a 2-inch pot, and they
should then bo plunged in a bed of tan, leaves, or sand, and
covered with bell-glasses, in a temperature of 70'. When
rooted, each may be transplanted to a .5-inch pot, in which it

should remain until spring, when they may be shifted into
7-incb, and subsequently into 10-inch pots, in which they will
bloom. I have seen them succeed well in soils of different
kinds ; but nothing suits them better than a good fibry loam,
mixed with a quantity of half-inch bones, sand, and charcoal.
No manure-water should be given until they show flowering
laterals, when liberal quantities maybe advantageously allowed
them.
DiPLADENiA AMABiLis.— Dipladenias being plants unsur-

passed in beauty, no plant stove can be properly furnished
without them. D. amabilis may either be grown as a roof
plant, or on a balloon-shaped trellis, which sets it off to
good advantage. Like the Allamandas, it does best iu a pot,
for either trellis or rafter. Being rather shy to start into
growth after resting, judicious management during the
autumn and spring months is absolutely necessary, especially
as regards watering, if considered worth keeping for flowering
a second year ; but, as autumn-struck cuttings form good
flowering plants by the following autumn, old plants may be
dispensed with. As regards compost, equal proportions of
loam and peat, with a free admixture of dry cow-dung, char-
coal, and sand, answer admirably. It dislikes being cut or
wounded in any way ; even the leaves, if injured in the least,
soon show signs of decay. D. Boliviensis and D. splendens
are also equally beautiful, but D. amabilis, being a favourite
with me, I prefer to all others.

jAS5iiNnn Sambac.—This, although strictly speaking a stove
plant, may be grown well in a warm greenhouse ; but, as a
rule, a stove suits it best, and it should be planted out in a warm
rough loamy border. In greenhouses it does best in a pot, as
borders in such houses are generally colder than those in
stoves. The best plan is to train two leaders up the rafter,
and to spur in the young shoots, as flowers are produced most
plentifully on old spurs. The best plant I have ever seen of
it was inarched on .Jasminum multiflorum, the roots of which
seemed better suited for comparatively cold soil than those of
J. Sambac. It was planted in a cool greenhouse, and ran
through a broken square of glass into a warm Fernery, whore
it flowered most abundantly, and made strong healthy wood.
Two leaders are better than one, inasmuch as one can, at any
time, be renewed by training up a young shoot irom the
bottom.

_
Stephanoiis floribusda.—This fine old stove climber may

either be grown to almost gigantic dimensions or confined to a
compai-atively limited space. It should, however, have plenty of
room, as the more the shoots are allowed to develop them-
selves, the more and better are the bunches of bloom. The
latter are all produced on the young wood ; hence, a quantity
of young shoots should be kept up from as near the base as
possible. Attention must also be paid to the training of the
young shoots when growing, as they increase very fast, and
are apt to get twisted together in such a manner as to render
it difficult to unravel them without breaking or splitting them.
After the flowering is over a quantity of the old wood should be
removed, selecting such branches as have got least young
wood u])on them. Brown scale is almost sure to attack this
plant, but it is easily removed by sponging with soap and
water, and then giving a good syringing with water at the

temperature of 120°. The best soil for the Stephanotis is

equal quantities of leaf-mould, loam, and peat, to which may
be added a good allowance of rough sand. When grown iu

pots, plenty of drainage should bo given, and over it should be
put a covering of half-inch bones, but planting-out in the border
is preferable to pot-culture.

HoYA CARNOSA.—This old-fashioned but beautiful plant
requires, when growing, a good deal of water ; when at
rest, little is needed ; but it should never be allowed at any
time to become altogether dry. It will be found to succeed
best as a pot plant trained on a trellis, or it may be trained on
a back wall of a stove, but is not a good plant for a roof. The
soil best suited for it is a turfy sandy loam, mixed with brick
bats, lime rubbish, and charcoal. It may be propagated by
means of cuttings, layers, or leaves, the cuttings being best.

The best plant I ever saw of it was trained on the back wall of

a half-span-roofed stove, where it grew most luxuriantly, and
flowered in perfection. The wall was kept rather damp by
syringing it ; numerous branch-roots got attached to it, which,
although no improvement in point of appearance, seemed to

greatly assist its growth.

Cissus DISCOLOR.— This, on account of tTie beauty of its

leaves, deserves a prominent place among stove climbers.
Like most foliage plants it dislikes being syringed, but it

requires a moist atmosphere to bring out the beauty of the
leaves in perfection. Pot-culture suits it best, for when planted
out, it can never be properly dried off, and after that happens, if

it ever starts again, growth is comparatively late and slow. In
a pot, on the contrary, when the leaves begin to lose colour,

the plant can be removed, and a Stephanotis or other ever-
green climber put in its place. The Cissus should then be
carefully dried off and placed in some dry warm corner, until

it shows signs of starting again into growth, when it may be
shaken out and potted afresli, watering carefully until it is

fairly set agoing. A compost consisting of fibry peat, brick-

bats, broken freestone, and sand, is all that is required. To
the foregoing may be added, Clcrodendron Balfouri, Bignonia
ornata, Bougainvillea speciosa, Echites rubra-venosa, Ficus
repeus, Ipomasa H-orsfallias, Kcempferia Boscoeana, different

kinds of Passion-flowers, Vanilla, and others.

James Moreison.

Aloe Baiaesii.—This is now growing at Kew, and is a most
remarkable plant. It has tufts of glancous.green distantly-spiny

leaves, a foot long, and 2 inches broad, crowded at the end of its

branches, and was discovered by Mr. Baines, after whom it is named,
in the northern part of Natal. From Mr. Baines's letter to Dr.

Hooker, we learu that this arborescent Aloe was growing on the
slope of a rugged hill, overlooking the sources of the Inada or

Inanda Rivulet, a tributai-y of the Tugela River, and perhaps nineteen
or twenty miles north-east of Greytown. Early in June, 1873, while
proceeding to c.'camine a hill near the Tagela, reported to bo auri.

ferous, Mr. Baines first met with these arborescent Aloes, and re-

marked their similarity to the great tree Aloe of Damaraland, but
also noticed that they were different from that kind.

—

Florist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Salvia geaneraeflora.—Thia is one of the finest scarlet-flowered decorative
plants ft)r ihe conservaiory during the winter ciui spring months. It is allied

to S. fulgens, but the latter is a sumnier-flowering species.—M.

The Double-ilowering Pelargoninm " Jewel."—This is one of the very
best of the recently -sent out sorts. It is robust, free-flowerint?, and a very
fine d;»arf Tom Thumb kind. It opens kindly, and the individual flowers are
of great substance.—K.

Nothoscordum fragrans.—This pretty bulbous plant has been flowering
freely m the Heath-hi>use at Kew. It is nearly allied to the Alliums, and bears
clusters of white flowers on a slender scajje .about a foot high. The folia^'e is

slender and glaucous, like that of llilla uniflora. It is a plant well worth growing
on account of its flowers, which are most dcliciously scented.—B.

Mesembryantliemums.—These are not only useful as window plants—

a

purpose for which many of them have been used for many years—but, as rock-
work ])lants, in sunny positions in the conservatory or greenhouse, they have
few equals. Many of the species lu.xuriate when planted outside in dry sandy
soil during the summer months.—B.

Campanula Portenschlagiana.—This pretty bell-flower is now in flower
in the greenhouse at Kew. and, in spite of its long name, it is well worth at ten-

tion. It is prostrate or pendulous in habit, and bears large salver-shaped blue
flowers an inch and a half across. Its leaves resemble those of Veronica
Hulkeana, or a small-leaved form of the common Birch. As a plant for a
bracket, or hanging-basket in the window, it well deserves a trial, being a most
profuse bloomer.—B.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNER-TABLE DECOEATION.

Forms of Stands.
NE of tho principa,! things to be decided
before entering farther into details, is the
stands in Tchich the flowers are to be
arranged; of these there are so many
varieties that it Tvoiild be impossible to
ennmerate all ; I shall, therefore, only
select those which I have in use myself,
and with which I have taken prizes. One
of mj' favom-ites istheMarch form of stand,

with a trumpet rising out of the top tazza.
This I have always considered most effective

;

it is easily dressed, and not expensive to pur-
chase

; its greatest fault (and one which belongs to
tne true March stand) is, the bottom tazza is seldom
or ever in keeping, as regards size, with the upper

one; to remedy this it will be found a good plan to have zinc
trays made of a size in keeping with the upper tazza ; these
trays should be about an inch and a half in depth, and painted
green outside and white inside. The stand should then, after
it has been screwed together, be placed in the tray, which,
when packed with sand, will keep all perfectly firm ; but should

^^

:7
March stand furnished with moveable top vase,

the stand, after being arranged, require to be moved from one
table to another, it must be lifted by means of the ziuc tray,

and not tho glass stem, which would be done were it not
standing in such a tray. The next form which claims

attention is the high single trumpet with three curved
branches or trumpets arranged round the centre one. This
stand is suitable for placing on a plateau of looking-glass, as

it has no dish or tazza at the bottom; in my opinion, however,
it is always improved by having some arrangement of flowers

round the base, and, to effect this, it is a good plan to have a
tray made similar in form to that just described, in which this

description of stand can be quite as easily fixed as an ordinary
March stand. My attention was first directed to this siand
by Mr. W. Thomson, of Penge, whose taste in floral decora-

tions is well-known, and I have since used it constantly at

flower shows, and on our own dinner-table ; it cannot, however,
be arranged so quickly as the March stand, but a little practice

will soon overcome that diiBcnlty, and, when arranged, it

forms a truly handsome centre-piece for the dinner-table.

There is also a stand very similar to that just described, which
has a tazza raised on a pedestal about 6 inches high, but, as

this form is never made of as large a size as the first-men-

tioned, it is not so suitable for the decoration of a dinner-table,

but it nevertheless forms a very elegant drawing-room vase.
A high slender trumpet, riiing out of a flat tazza, is another
form of vase which is well suited for tho dinner-table. The
next which I shall mention is the common March stand, per-
haps the best known of any, and one which is to bo found in
almost every household where floral arrangements are at-
tempted, though I must confess that I am not such an ardent
admirer of this form of vase as most people ; on the con-
trary, I much prefer, as I have stated, a March stand, with a
trumpet rising out of the top tazza. Before coucluding my

Compoiintl trumpet'Staud.

remarks on the forms of stands, &c., I must not forget to
mention the trays for placing round the bases of plants which
are brought through the dinner-table. These should be made
of zinc, about I5 inches in depth, painted green outside and
white inside, and of the shape represented in the accompanying
illustration. After having arranged the flowers in each half,

they are placed round the base of the plant, and by a little

adjustment of the foliage the points of junction can be quite
concealed. In purchasing stands, the brightest and clearest
looking should be selected. This is not, however, of so much

Tray for placing round the bases of plants,

importance in the case of the March form as in that of some
others, inasmuch as the tazzas are filled with sand, but, where
a trumpet or some such arrangement exists, transparency must
be secured, as glass with flaws or marks on it would have a bad
effect, and should be avoided. Another point worth remem-
brance, when purchasing stands, is to observe that those
selected do not intercept the view across the table ; for, no
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matter how handsome the flowers may be, or how costly the
vases in which they are arranged, if they interrupt the view,
everybody seated at the table would, if they were consulted,
have them removed.

Materials for Keeping Flowers Fresh.
As a rule these consist of clay, saud, Moss, and water. For

flat tazzas or zinc trays, such as described for placing round
the stems of plants brought through the table, sand or Moss
should be selected; if the former, it should be Reigate or
silver-sand, though any kind may be used ; but, should any
portion of it happen to be seen, yellow or common sand has an
unsightly appearance. AVhon the tazzas or trays have been
filled with the sand, the latter should be wetted by means of
a small watering pot, which should hold, say a pint or a quart
of water, a fine rose being used for the puqjose, and the sand
should be watered until it is quite wet. The sand must not,
however, be made too wet, as in that case the stems of the
flowers will not stand upright or where placed. If Moss be
selected, that sold by florists in bundles is the proper kind

;

but persons living in the country may obtain all they require
in this way in the hedge-rows or woods. In the case of bought
bundles, when opened out, all leaves or other rubbish should be
removed and the Moss placed in a basket, and put under a water.
tap, which should be allowed to run freely on it for some little
time, so as to thoroughly clean it. When this has been done, the
water should be pressed out of it, leaving just enough to keep
the Moss damp and the stems of the flowers fresh. For filling
the trumpets, spring water, if it can be obtained, is the best
but whatever kind of water is used, it should be perfectly
clear, as any little floating impurities are unsightly. Were I
asked " which is the best material in which to arrange flowers-
sand or Moss ? " I should reply, " one is about as good as the
other. If the flowers are to last for any length of time, place
their stems in Moss, but, if this is not im'portant, then use
sand in preference. A. Hassard.

THE MISTLETOE GROWING ON THE MISTLETOE.
Some time last year we called at Old Conna, the residence of Mr.
Phmeaa Rial], near Bray. Besides its situation and views there is
always here something to be found to interest the lovers of trees and
plants. On inspecting a fine specimen of Mistletoe growing on an
old Apple tree in the garden, and laden with its translucent pearly
berries, many bird-sown seeds of itself were observed to be attached
to the parasite. Several of these had germinated, and had apparently
firmly attached themselves by means of the sucker or rooting end to
the branchlets of the mother plant ; but in no case, then noticed,
had the plumule or ascending portion taken a vertical direction or
developed further growth.

Being much struck with the fact, then patent, of the young Mistletoe
plants rooting (if one may so term the process) in the parent tissues
we determined to keep the matter in view, and at a future day see
what further progress, if any, was made by these partially developed
little embryos. We are free to confess, however, that we had but
slender hope of finding them come to anything. With this object
mamly in prospect, we called at Old Conna, in the early part of the
present month, and almost our first steps were directed to our friend
the Mistletoe. On examining it, the dream of double parasitism was
at once dispelled. The germinating entities of last year had made no
progress, and in almost every instance life was only manifest at the
descending axis, the young plant having withered off at the opposite
end. We had almost turned away inclined to smile at the idea we had
for twelve months entertained when attention was directed to what
appeared to be a sturdy young Mistletoe growing on one of the inter,
nodes of the parent plant. Closer inspectionleft no doubt about the fact.
Here was a stout young plant firmly established, which counted two
or more years since it raised its little head aloft, and was then about
making its third set of leaves. After admiring this tiny, but to us
at the time exceedingly interesting object, we proceeded to examine
more closely the thicker or inner ramifications of the plant, and were
rewarded by finding growing midway on one of the thickest and
smoothest internodes a sturdy young plant three times the size of the
preceding, full of health and vigour, with two principal bifurcations,
four secondaiy branches, and five sets of its twin leaves, counting its
age probably by some half dozea or more years. Here, then, we found,
established beyond cavil, the interesting, and, as far as we know,
Hitherto unnoticed, or, at all events, unrecorded fact of double
parasitism.—/j-js/i Farmers' Gau-tU:

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
I THi.VK this institution receives more support from gardeners than,
as at present constituted, it has a right to expect, and in a very few
words I will tell you exactly what I mean. It is the gardener's first

duty, as it is that of any other man, to make the best provision he
can for his old age, and in subscribing to this institution I do not
think he does so. For this reason I do not subscribe to its funds.

I hold a tolerably good position, have fair wages, and could well

afford to pay the annual subscription of a guinea, constituting

membership. Supposing I become a member and pay my sub-

scription for a number of years, I have no guarantee that I shall

have any return for my investment. I may become old and unable
to work, but it is quite a chance whether I shall obtain anything
from the institution which in better days I had subscribed to

annually. I do not think a man, in making provision for old age,

is justified in investing his savings in anything of a speculative

character, as is the case in subscribing to this institution. Supposing
I subscribe, and on attaining the age of sixty 1 should be unable to

earn a livelihood, I shall stand a chance of being elected ; but it is

just possible a period of several years may elapse between the time
of my sending in an application and being elected, and in the mean,
time I may starve. I am well aware of the rule under which
members of fifteen years' standing are placed on the pension list

without election, but that affords but poor consolation, for as years
roll on there is a likelihood of there being more subscribers applying
for admission than there are vacancies. When this is the case,
of what avail is it that you have subscribed fifteen years ?

You have to incur all the expense and anxiety of an election,

and in the end, perhaps, be defeated by those who are no
more deserving than yourself but are fortunate in having
more influential friends. But, supposing I am selected without
election, or in an election am placed at the head of the poll, what
is the pension I receive ? Why, a pittance of £16 per annum ; and
supposing my wife was to be left a widow, and to be placed on the
pension list, she would receive the sum of £12. 'This is about
63. Old. and 4s. O^d. per week respectively. I would like to know
what a man or woman who has been in tolerably comfortable circum.
stances can do with these pittances. We have been told that we
ought to support the institution, and I would like you to tell ns what
a man can do with six shillings or a woman with four shillings a
week. I have been trying my hand at it, and the only use I can see
for it would be to pay the rent of a room or a small cottage in a
rural district. Again, to be eligible for election, yon must not have
an income exceeding £30 per annum, and you must not be in receipt
of parochial relief ; so that in the latter case, if you have not a good
reserve of friends able to support you when you make the first appli.

cation, you must either renounce all claim upon the institution or go
on the tramp and stand the chances of being committed as a rogue
and a vagabond. This is the assistance afforded by the " noble insti-

tution " we gardeners are called upon to support, and it is for this we
head gardeners are expected to subscribe our guineas and take the
sixpences and the shillings from the men under us. The pensions are
an insult to the craft, and you may depend upon it that, until the
institution offers something more substantial than at present, it will

not receive a very large amount of support from gardeners. Wo
have to work too hard for our money to admit of its being invested in

such an unremunerative manner. If the institution afforded substan-

tial assistance, plenty of gardeners would soon become members, but
at present it is not held in high favour in gardens and nurseries.

Unless it does something better, I do not see that it is of much use

;

for a man can, by beginning at thirty, secure an annuity of 63. per
week, to commence when sixty, by paying £2 per annum into the

post-office. An extra pound is thus paid every year. But in one
case the annuity is certain, and belongs to the recipient as a right

at the age specified, whether able to earn his livelihood or not. In
the other case it is uncertain ; and, to stand any chance of obtaining

it, yon must stir up your friends and make the unpleasant admission
that yon are in a destitute state. [This letter, signed by a
" Head gardener," and published in the Gardeners' Mayaziiie,

points out some things which deserve consideration when
gardeners are appealed to to support this institution, and the

thoughts which it expresses in connection with it have often been
our own. Independence is a sturdy hardy plant which we should
like to see every gardener cultivating, as it is more likely to thrive

to his satisfaction than such feeble reeds of charity and benevolence

as are above referred to. We also hope that the institution may
some day be modified in such a way as to afford gardeners sufficient

encouragement to join it from the wholly independent point of

view. It should aim at offering gardeners a sufficient support in old

age, and that support should be the right of all those who had duly
paid for it, without any kind of voting or pretence of pseudo-

benevoleuce.—En.]
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OLD LONDON GARDENS.
Nowhere are gardens and shade-trees more welcome and
enjoyable than in our large cities and open town spaces, and
any diminution in their number, in order to give place to bricks
and morter, must be looked upon with regret. A garden an
acre or more in extent, well planted and enlivened with
sparkling water and brilliantly-tinted flowers, is a thing to be
desired even in the most salubrious of neighbourhoods ; but,
when such a garden lies within a stone's throw of the Royal
Exchange or Bank of England, in the very densest and most
crowded part of London, it becomes so intimately associated
with public welfare, that its loss would be a real calamity. In
such a position is the Drapers' Company's garden at the
present moment. Although it belongs to one of the wealthiest
of all the ancient City guilds, it has been advertised as a
site for building purposes; but whether this project will

be I'uthlessly carried out, and another of the historical laud-
marks and breathing-spaces of London be wrenched from us,

attractive features in the garden, if we except the shade trees,

is the central piece of water just alluded to. In this the
common white Water Lily grows and flowers as freely as if it

had been set in a limpid stream, o'erhung by Willows far

away in the country. Anacharis and Alisma plantago also
grow freely here, and the former is just now bearing its

singular pinkish-tinted flowers more profusely than we ever
remember to have seen them elsewhere. Very little is done
here in the way of cultivation ; the garden, therefore, owes its

charm principally to such shrubs, trees, and old-fashioned
flowers as can take care of themselves. Among other open
spaces in the City is the garden of the Mercer's Company, also

close to the Bank. lu this there are some fine old trees, and
there is a little garden, gay with flowers and shrubs in the
quadrangle court of the Bank itself. Nearly three centuries
ago Lord Bacon penned his celebrated essay on " Gardens," in

his chamber in Gray's Inn, where even now an avenue of Elras
represents those which afliorded shade to the witty philosopher

View in the Drapers* CompaDy's Gardcu.

remains to be seen. The subject is now engrossing great
attention, the space in question having been a garden as long
ago as the reign of Henry the Eighth. Onr illustration gives
an excellent idea of the present appearance of this time-honoured
breathing space, which only the other day was honoured by
the presence of Royalty at a distribution of prizes given for the
encouragement of one of the most pleasing of all decorative
arts—window gardening in towns. The garden itself is

oblong in shape, and comprises rather more than an
acre of green turf, surrounded by shady walks. In the
centre is a largo pond well furnished with water-plants.
Poplars, Maples, and other trees and shrubs, grow well
here ; and there are some flne old Pollard Mulberries
just now remarkably fresh and green, and bearing abundance
of fruit. This is one of the best of all comparatively dwarf
trees for city gardens, and one which deserves to be more
generally used by town planters than it is. Here these trees
look as if they had stood for centuries. One of the most

who could appreciate a town garden even in those days, when
fresh fields and villages were within half an hour's walk of
St. Paul's. Many of the old City churchyards contain some
fine trees ; but we would also like to see them contain better
flowers than Golden Rods and Sunflowers. These gloomj--
looking old burial grounds might easily, we should think, bo
converted into beautiful gardens, full of flowering shrubs and
sweet-scented blossoms, thus adding considerably to the
beauty of such open City spaces. Pinsbury Circus, Tower
Hill, and the Temple represent good city gardens ; and within
the walls of the Charterhouse there is also a large open space,
which, however, we fear will soon be built on, though invested
with so many old memories and lasting associations. As for

the difficulties of gardening in the City they are purely
imaginary. Hitherto, no pains have been taken in the planting
of trees, or no good preparation made, and yet we could enume-
rate a whole arboretum of trees and shrubs that are now in

perfect healtli in City gardens.
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GARDEN DES TROYERS.
SNAKE MILLIPEDS AND CENTIPEDS.

TuE myriapoda, to -whiclj the above insects belong, are divided
into two great sections, the most important character of

which, so far as the horticulturist is concerned, is, that the
one (with a curious exception, where the mandibles are con-
verted into a sucking apparatus) has its jaws or mandibles
formed on the ordinary plan adopted iu insects that chew
their food, while the other has them formed out of its fore-

legs into something half-leg, half-jaw, after the fashion of the
nippers of spiders, with a sharp point and a hollow duct up
their core, which is connected with a poison gland, as is the
case with, at least, some of the spiders also. The former of these
sections compose the Chilognaths (meaning jaw-jawedinsects)
or Julida;, the latter the Chilopods (meaning foot-jawed insects)
or Scolopendrida3. This difference in the character of their jaws
is a very important one for the horticulturist, because by it

he ought to be able to distinguish between his friends and his
enemies. Th-e Julidas have their jaws perfectly adapted for
chewing vegetables as well as any other matter. The Seolo-
pendridas have not ; and the same principle that enabled Cuvier
to determine the nature of his fossil vertebrates, whether car-
nivorous or herbivorous, equally applies to the organs of feed-
ing in these insects. Both, to be sure, are equally under the
ban of horticulturists, because both are found by them iu

injured roots of plants, and they credit both alike with the
damage done, although the one actually did it or helped to do it,

and the other only came there to prey upon the insects that
were busy doing it. Curtis, although himself regarding the
Scolopendras as carnivorous, mentions that the late Mr. IIopc
" attributed the Potato disease to the attacks of the wire-
worm, and also to a small Scolopendra which he had found
in myriads infesting diseased Potatoes at Southend," and Curtis
adds that he himself " observed them in rotten Potatoes in
August 18i5; and in September 1848 Geophaluselcctricuswas
running about in every direction when the Potatoes were
forked out." But an examination of the structure of their
mouth and jaws, at once shows that the Scolopendridaj could
never be vegetable feeders. There are two principles which
it is safe to say Nature never deviates from. She never does
anything without a purpose (although we may not always see
it), and she never wastes her labour. If she endows an
animal with any special struture or apparatus, it is for
some end, and with the intention and for the purpose that the
animal shall use it to attain that end. Now it is obvious that
if the centipedes feed on the roots of plants, they must sin
against both of the above principles in Nature's code. A poison
bag and a poison tooth cau be of no possible use to a herbi-
vorous animal, therefore, as it would be a useless waste of

apparatus to give it something which was of no use to it, the
animal possessing these tools cannot have been intended to be
herbivorous. The structure of the poison apparatus has been
perfectly well ascertained, and the poisonous character of the
secretion sufficiently proved by experience. As to the latter,

De Geer, who was more practically acquainted with the habits
of insects than almost any other naturalist of the last century,
watched tbe proceedings of one species common in this
country (Lithobius forficatus), and says of it, " I have seen a
fly after being bitten by one of the Scolopendra; die almost
instantaneously, which would seem to indicate that their bite is

venemous," and Latrcille drew similar conclusions from his
observations on another which is common in France and the
South of Europe (Scutigera araneoides). The larger the
species naturally the more powerful should the poison be
expected to be, and the bite from one of them causes pain and
suffering, even to man himself. Brown, in his " History of
Jamaica," says of one of the larger species (S. morsitans)—

" This insect is reckoned very venomous ; the prongs of the
forceps are very strong, bending and pointed, which enable
them to bite very hard, and they probably emit some venomous
juice also, as some who have been bit by them informed me
that the part bitten is very painful for two or three hours, and
turns frequently of a livid colour. I have seen them often kill

a cockroach with a single nip." We also may cite an actual
example of the severity of the bite related to us by the
sufferer. He was the manager of a sugar plantation in

Jamaica in the bygone days, when slaves were still slaves, and
Jamaica still Jamaica, and in the " boiling season," when the
juice of the cane is boiled to produce the sugar, it was his
duty or practice to visit the boilers during the night to see
that the fires were kept up and no intermission allowed in the
process. On these occasions he merely threw on a dressing
gown and thrust his naked feet into slippers while he took a
hasty round through the works. While thus engaged he was
once bitten on the leg a little above the ankle by one of these
large centipeds. They are nocturnal animals, and of course
most lively and alert at night. He described the pain as so
excruciating that he almost fainted on the spot, and Lad to be
assisted into the house, and some time elapsed before he got
the better of the bite. As to the structure of the apparatus
for poisoning the wound made by the bite, that was satis-

factorily made out by Mr. Newport, the eminent entomologist,
whose loss is still deplored by our older naturalists. Until
he worked it out, the gland by which the poison of the centi-

ped is secreted had not been shown. Leewenhock discovered
at tbe apex of»the mandibles an orifice that communicated
internally with an elongated cavity, and he also saw a drop of
fluid exude from the orifice, but he did not discover the ti-ue

secreting gland—which, however, Newport did. He not only
confirmed Leewenhock's observation in regard to the existence
of a longitudinal opening at the inner margin of the ape.x

of the mandible, but also traced backwards a sac with which it

communicates, and discovered the gland of which it is the
reservoir. It is to be observed, that the effect of the bite of a
centiped in warm climates is very various ; sometimes ex-
cessively virulent and painful, at others causing little incon-
venience. It is, no doubt, in a great measure due to the state
of health and constitution of the individual sufferer and his
consequent susceptibility to disease ; but, moreover, from ex-
periments on venemous snakes, we now well know that the
vii'ulence of the poison and the degree of injury inflicted Ijy

it, may depend much on the circumstance, whether or not the
animal has I'ccently bitten and expended its venom on some
other object ; in which case, the injury occasioned is less

severe ; and, the reason is obvious, not only may the reservoir
of venom be exhausted, but it may also be satisfactorily

accounted for by what we now know of the manner in which
the secretions of all glands are elaborated by the growth,
bursting, and diffluence of successive series of epithelial cells

that iiue the interior of these organs, the fluid contained
within, and into which these cells and their nucleoli are
resolved being the proper secretion. Allien this is expended too
frequently, and the organ in consequence is excited by what
may be called the stimulus of want, the secreting epithelial

cells are hastened in their development, and the fluid into
which they are resolved is imperfectly elaborated and its

properties are doubtless less active.

Another curious secretion, which is produced by one at
least, if not more, of the Scolopendridaj is a sort of phospho-
rescent light, which seems to exude from the body, and is

left like a shining trail on the spots over which the insect has
passed. It soon fades and disappears, seldom being seen for

a longer space than a couple of feet behind the insect. Geo-
philus longicornis is the species whose luminosity has been
most frequently observed in Britain, but there are reasons for

believing that the property is common to all the section of

centipedes known as Geophilida;, and that it is evolved only
at the breeding season. Mr. Newport mentions having found
two individuals of this species on the ground in contact with
each other at midnight, on the 2-5th of September, which shone
almost as brightly as the glow-worm, for which, at the instant,

he mistook them. On taking them into his hand the luminous
matter was exuded and adhered to his fingers, and continued
to shine for some time, like phosphorus. The individuals

appeared to be able to give it forth at pleasure. This property
appears to be common to some tropical, as well as European,
Geophili. Oviedo, the friend and companion of Columbus, as

quoted by Newport, mentions it in his account of the island

of St. Domingo :
—

" There are in this island (St. Domingo)
many kinds of Scolopendra or hundred legs ; some are slender,

and as long as one's finger, and like to those of Spain, and
these bite and cause considerable pain. There are others of

these worms about half the length of the finger and slender,
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with many feet, and these shine much by night, and leave a
light where they go, and may bo seen 60 or even 100 feet oil.

Tet the whole animal does not shine, but only the joints where
the legs spring from the body, and the light is very bright."

The horticulturist must regard all these centipedes as friends,

but not so with the snake millipeds or Juli. These are general

feeders, consuming both living and dead, and decaying animal
and vegetable substances. The living animal matter on which
they prey is slugs, small snails, earthworms, insects, and their

larvtB and pupic, and so far as that goes they may be regarded
as friendly to the cultivator ; but, on the other hand, they also

feed on living plants, and man}- of them, such as Potatoes,

Carrots, &c., are often seriously injured by their attacking

their roots. It is a question, however, whether they are not

sometimes unjustly blamed. They are, undoubtedly, often

found in holes in our root crops, but it may be that the holes

were already there before they came, and that they have only
come to feed on the soft p.arts of a diseased or decaying root.

A sound healthy tuber has, perhaps, too tough a coat for them
to penetrate, but when they get into the juicy interior of soft

pulpy I'oots, such as bulbs, the case is different ; they can have
no difficulty in making their way into them or in consuming
the tender fibres of the roots of herbaceous plants.

It is very doubtful whether any means have been found of

getting rid of these insects. Sprinkling soot and nitrate of soda
over the land and watering it with lime water have been recom-
mended, but apparently without much success. It is difficult

to damage the insect without damaging the plant it is attack-

ing too. So far as greenhouses, hothouses, and outhouses are

concerned, they may be kept tolerably free from them by care,

cleanliness, and the adoption of such traps as have been
already referred to in Mr. Baines' and other papers in this

journal ; but the open fields ai-e less under control. The com-
monest species are the Julus terrestris, a leaden-coloured
species, something like a thickish wire, and Julus guttatus, a
small long thread-like species, too miilute and slender to allow
anything to be done by direct manipulation. When viewed
under a magnifying-glass this last species will be seen to be a
very pretty little animal, like a pale thread about the thickness
of a pin, with a double row of bright crimson spots on it, and
when put in spirits it stains the liquid of a purple hue, to

which it itself turns after death. It has no eyes, which has
led to its being regarded as belonging to another genus.
This is the species which most frequently forces itself upon
the attention of horticulturists, and Lilies seem especially the
object of its attacks. I, sometime since, received from Mr.
George F. Wilson, F.E.S. (and placed in the collection of

economic entomology now at Bethual Green), preserved in

glycerine, the scales of the bulb of one of his Lilies which was
disentegrated by these little creatures, and a correspondent of

this journal, not long ago, stated that on turning out some
pots of Bucharis amazonica and Vallota, which were not
thriving, he found, besides acari, a quantity of this species of

snake milliped busy about the roots. Further investigation
showed that the roots of some of the sickly plants had been
perforated by these insects, which had also eaten their way
into the body of the bulbs themselves. Curtis, from his own
knowledge, specifies the roots of the Scarlet Bunner, the roots
of the Cabbage tribe generally, and the roots of young Wheat,
as having been attacked, and Mr. Wilson Saunders, who, wo
all know, is not a man likely to 'he deceived in any point
relating to horticulture or entomology, notes that he had
observed that the young roots of his Heart's-ease were injured
by this species.

There are several other British species of Julus, viz.,

J. Londinensis, J . latestriatus, J. punctatus, and J. pilosus, aud
along with them should be reckoned the little flat Polydesmus
complauatus, which seems to bo not for behind J. guttatus in

its mischevious propensities. A. M.

Mealy Bug on Stephanotis.—I should esteem it a favour if

you could inform me how I can effectually remove moaly bug from
a house devoted to Stephauotis. The house is 12 feet square, and
covered with Sbephanotig.—RoBr. Jajies. [Reply by Mr. Baines :

—

It is difficult to completely eradicate mealy bug when once it has got
established, but, with perseverance, it can, nevertheless, bo accom.
pliahed; and it is more easily destroyed on Stephanotis than on

most other plants, owing to its being able to bear, without injury, au

application of " insecticide " suliioiently strong to kill the insects.

Remove tho plant from the wires, and immerse its head in Steven-

son's " Abyssinian mixture," 8 ounces to the gallon ; repeat this two

or three times in the course of a fortnight. Paint the house

thoroughly ; limewash the walls ; remove the surface soil from the

beds, if any ; also tan, or other plungiug material ; in short, leave

no lurking places in which the insects or their eggs can find a

lodgment. Dip and wash all plants in the " insecticide " repeatedly,

as advised in the article devoted to this insect (see the last volume

of The Garden, page 141). This, if carried out, will effect its

complete destruction.]

Rainfall in North. Lieicestershire.—In horticultural, as well

as in other affairs, there is always a degree of consolation experienced

when great cultural misfortunes are shared by the whole community.

Individual and exceptionable troubles from ungenial weather are i are,

but when they do occur they seem to press with particular force on the

unlucky sufferer. In the matter of rainfall I am made painfully

conscious of being in a peculiarly unfortunate and exceptionable

position, without having enjojed the advantages of a shower, in

quantity more than enough to lay the dust, for nearly three months

past. I read in the papers that refreshing rains have fallen in the

north
;
your correspondent, Mr. Barues, reports heavy showers in the

south. West of this placo thunder-storms and copious rains have

filled the brooks and replenished resevoirg ; and lastly, news comes

from the dry east that rain has fallen in sufficient quantity to

re-invigorate the languishing Roses. Above the river system of the

country, uninfluenced by the east or west coast evaporation, near the

very centre of the island, I find that at Belvoir, climatic circum-

stances exist, which, though sometimes satisfactory, are, in a season

like this, painfully trying. The rainfall for 1873 for this

district was 4i inches below its average amount, and every

month of the present year has exhibited a deficiency. We
registered in January 1-58, February 1-59, March 105, April I'll,

May 97, June 0-35, July 0'07; up to the 17th the total

registered amount is 6'75 for a period of six and a half months.

The above figures will at once tell rainfall observers the state of

dryness to which we have been subjected. The temperature of the

earth has increased considerably ; a wine merchant at Grantham

informed me that his cellar, which for twenty years had never

exceeded 53°, had this year increased to 62°. Large and deeply-

rooted fruit trees are so far affected as to lose a portion of their

fruit. Hay has been cut one day and carried tho next. There

exists no present chance of securing a Turnip crop; late planted

Potatoes have dwindled aud failed ; succession Pea crops languish

for moisture; and watering alone keeps vegetable crops from dying

up. The catalogue of troubles and trials to which we, in this little

central portion in North Leicestershire, are subjected by the pro-

longed drought might be indefinately extended, but quite enough

has been told to establish my position—that we are in a dry and

stormless region.

—

William Ingram.

The Heat and Drought.—These have been indeed serious, but

let US hope that the worst is over. On July the 20th the ther.

mometer stood at 90° in the shade ; Apples were roasting on the trees,

as were also Plums and Apricots, and Strawberries and Raspberries

were being burnt up. Cauliflowers were drained of sweetness, and

Lettuces were driven into seed-bearing by the fierceness of the sun's

heat. St. Switbin, as Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir, humourously put it,

has done nothing for us, and we ought to have appealed to St. Fiacre

to have prevented our gardens being converted into herbariums.

Such a deficiency of rain and excess of heat coming together have

been most disastrous. Two lessons have, however, been taught us :

One is the importance of deep cultivation ; and the other is a better

and larger means of storing water—or, in other words, to prepare for

the drought. Store more water in the earth and out of it—the

former by deep tilth, the latter by larger tanks and deeper cisterns

or wells. The expense of carting water on many estates now is one

of the heaviest. The water is also often bad and dirty, and farmers

and gardeners are haunted with the fear of the pond and well

becoming dry. All this trouble might be averted by a larger storage

of rain and other water. Deep tilth, again, carries the crops through

even such seasons as these, whereas, on shallow ground, the crops

droop, and fail, and absolutely die by wholesale, for lack of water.

Peas, on shallow land, this year are an absolute failure, seldom

returning the labour-, to say nothing of paying back the seed sown.

On deeper tilth they stand, and will yield halt a crop. To carry on

gardening without abundance of water is impossible. Water is the

chief constituent of fruit and vegetables, the basis of sweetness of

flavour, and tenderness of flesh in both ; and everywhere the parched

plants and trees are now pleading, with bended stems and flagging

leaves, for water.—D. T. Fish.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CUCUMBER CULTURE ROUND LONDON.

Tuis is one of the most extensively grown indoor crops in

market gardens, some growers devoting immense ranges of

glass houses to its cultivation, while others grow it very largely
in frames on sunk hot-beds. Some idea of the extent of its

culture may be obtaiued from the fact that Mr. George Steel,

of Fulhara, has, annually, a field of frame-ground containing
many ranges of frames with from 800 to 1,000 ordinary sashes ;

other market gardeners grow in proportion. From this field

Mr. Steel sends to market weekly, during the summer,
from 180 to 220 dozen of fruits. At one time Cucumbers were
extensively grown out-of-doors in the market gardens round
London : but for the last thirty years this practice has been
abandoned. In the neighbourhood of Sandy, in Bedfordshire,
however, they are yet grown on a large scale out-of-doors on
ridges. Mr. Wm. Bagley, of Fulham Fields, has still the same
variety of Cucumber growing in frames that his father used
to grow out-of-doors forty years ago. The Telegraph, and
varieties of it, are much grown in fi'ames ; so is the Syon
House, Pettie's, and a few other sorts. These kind, together
with the Rabley, Duke of Edinburgh (some excellent gardeners
say that the Duke of Edinburgh is a good variety of the
Rabley), the Hedsor (Mr. Murray, of Frogmore, informs me
that the Hedsor is a tried and select form of the Telegraph),
Sutton's Perfection, and a few others, are chiefly used for
growing in span-roofed and lean-to pits or houses. For
framework, the first sowing is made in little punnets or
Hower-pots, which are placed in hot-dung frames. "When
they germinate and are fit for potting-off, two plants are
potted into a 6-inch pot, and the whole replaced again in
the frames, keeping them near the glass. About the
middle of February or in March, just as soon as some of
the frames can be emptied of the Cauliflower or Lettuce
plants that were wintered in them, the frames are moved
aside, and trenches cast out 5 feet wide and 2 leet deep,
and firmly filled with once or twice-turned stable litter. Over
this some soil is placed, and the frames set on again. The
earth that was cast out of the trenches almost levels up the
space between the frames. When the heat subsides enough to
permit of planting, a little more soil is introduced to the frames,
and one potful (containing two plants) is plauted under each
sash, and one of the plants is trained towards the front of the
frame, and the other towards the back. The sashes are then
put on, and all is kept close for a few days, and, if need be, a
little shading is also given by strewing some litter over
the glass. Afterwards, until the plants have fairly began to
grow, no more ventilation is given than is necessary to prevent
scorching m the case of bright sunshine. Another sowing is

generally made to succeed the first one ; but, as a rule, there
are seldom more than two sowings made, and the second is
only sown because all the frames would not be empty at oue
time, to be filled by the first sowing. Where great paius is
taken the earliest plants retain their good bearing qualities as
long as the latest sown ones. For several weeks after having
been planted, they are protected at night by covering the
sashes with litter, removing it next morning; indeed, this
covering is not discontinued until the month of June.
When the plants have grown sufficiently to come into bloom,

they are most attentively looked after in the way of regulating
the growths, pegging down the vines, stopping the shoots a1
the joint beyond the embryo fruit, and in preventing an accumu-
lation of superfluous growths. Throughout the day they
are allowed to have plenty of air during the summer, but it is
all taken off at night. As soon as the men come in the morning
they tilt up the sashes a little, and if the heat of the day greatly
increases, the sashes are tilted up a little higher still, usually
about 3 inches. Watering is performed in the morning, and is
given abundantly to those requiring it, whilst those that are
not dry have simply a sprinkling overhead. In watering, one
or more men are employed in carrying the water to one who
pours it on. It is cold water from the tap that is entirely
used, and I think that this is the greatest drawback to
Cucumber growing that the market gardener has to contend
with, as where one or several acres are covered with
frames for this fruit, it would be next to impossible to make

tepid all the water required. Large hogsheads, however,
are sunk here and there about the frame ground, and brick
or cement tanks are frequently used for containing water,

with which they are filled for the next day's use.

Manure-water, made from guano, is sometimes given during
the summer time, being applied through a fine rose

overhead. This application is not only useful as a
stimulant, but Mr. Hubbard, foreman to Mr. Bagley, of

Turnham Oreen, assures me that he has found this manure-
watering, when given overhead, to be of material benefit in**

destroying or preventing red spider as well as invigorating old

plants. In reference to woodlice, Mr. Hubbard also informed
mo that he gives considerable sums for toads to people who
fetch them chiefly from the neighbourhood of Wimbledon and
Kingston. A couple of men are commonly kept at work in

the frame ground, and on three days of the week (Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday) they are employed in cutting fruits

for market, and on the other three week days they are busy
stopping and regulating the Vines. Should any young fruits

exhibit a tendency to become crooked, they are put into

cylindrical glasses open at both ends. These glasses are

about a foot or fifteen inches long, and one and a half or two
inches in diameter, and several thousands of them are

employed in one large frame - ground, as one good and
straight fruit is worth nearly a dozen small and de-

formed ones. The best of the crooked ones do for pickling.

Cucumbers require sunny weather to set well, and in dull wet
seasons they do not do much good, especially in the earlier

part of the year. Should the summer be hot and bright, the

sashes must be shaded a little, and this is done by strewing

some rank litter over the glass ; but many market gardeners,

by way of economy of labour, paint the sashes with whiting,

as in the case of glass houses.

By the 1st of August the plants will be getting exhausted
;

therefore careful attention is paid to thinning out old and bare

vines, and encouraging young wood by means of stimulants,

in the way of manure-water and coverings from cold ; and in

this way they will last good till September. In August some
fruits are saved for seed, for if left sooner they would
materially weaken the crop of marketable fruit. Should auy
" nosed " fruits be detected, these are sure to be taken care of,

tied round with a string, and left till ripe, as they are certain

to contain good seed. When the seed fruits become yellow

and are cut, they are placed under sashes or on boards before

the sun, so as to get thoroughly ripe and hard before being
separated from the pulp. F.

TURNIPS FOR WINTER.
The winter crop of Turnips is the most important of the year.

Cooks prefer their Turnips off the ground, and not from the store

heap, and it is necessary to sow a good breadth for the winter supply.

Chirk Castle is the best variety with which I am acquainted for

winter use, as it is very hardy, and as regards flavour and appearance
among the best, being white and tender, though almost black outside.

The date at which it should be sown for the winter crop must depend
entirely on locality. Large Turnips are not wanted for culinary pur.

poses ; they should, theiefore, be sown just soon enough to ensure
their forming nice useable roots, about 4 or 5 inches in diameter. In
the north, or in late districts, such a crop should be sown between the

middle and end of June, but, in the south, sowing may be delayed till

the beginning or middle of July. It is a good plan, however, to sow
twice, or to sow also on a north border at the same time that a sowing
is made in the open quarter. Turnips may follow early Peas, or any
other crop not belonging to the tap-rooted section, for which the

ground has been previously well manured. It is needless almost to

say that the ground must be deeply and well broken up, and the

Turnips should be sown as soon as the ground is ready, in rows 2 feet

a|)art. When they have made their rough leaves they should be
thinned out from 20 to 2 1 inches apart at least. This is wider than

would bo necessary for early Turnips, but, in winter, room between
the plants is half the secret of success. When crowded, the leaves

arc soft and incapable of resisting frost ; on the contrary they perish

as soon as severe weather sets in, leaving the roots exposed, and as

the latter are soft and watery, in consequence of the crowded state

of the leaves preventing a free admission of air about them, the

alternate frosts and rains of winter soon destroy them. When thus

thinned, both roots and leaves attain a degree of hardness that

enables them to withstand winters of a very severe character.

J. W. S.
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THE ARBORETUM.
THE TULIP TRKE.

(LIBIODENDRON TULirEFERUM.)

This noble Noi'th American tree deserves a place ou every

lawn, as it seldom fails to develop itself into a stately specimen

in any good, deep, vrell-drained soil. In habit of p;rowth it

closely resembles the common Maple, but its conspicuous

orange-tinted blossoms and scaly fruits at once suggest its

near" affinity to Magnoliads, to which it belongs. The
flowers are not unlike

those of a Tulip, and

hence the name by
•which it is most gener-

ally known. The broadly-

expanded leaves, instead

of being palmate as in

the Plane, are irregularly

four-lobed, and some-

what resemble a saddle

in conformation ; in the

United States, indeed,

the vernacular name
Saddle tree is derived

from this peculiarity.just

as we derive our popular

name from its Tulip-like

flowers. Our illustration

gives an excellent idea of

the flowers, foliage, and
fruit. The flowers are

profusely borne during

the summer months

;

and, although not strik-

ingly ornamental on the

tree ou account of their

being somewhat hidden
amid the ample foliage,

when cut, and arranged

in a vase with the foliage

that naturally belongs to

them, they have a dis-

tinct and striking ap-

pearance. In America
this tree is said to form
specimens from 100 to

1.50 feet in height, but in

this country it rarely

exceeds 70 or 80 feet.

There are some fine speci-

mens at Fulham Palace,

in the Eoyal Gardens,

Kew, and in other places,

although well - grown
trees of it are by no
means common. In the

old arboretum at Chis-

wick, there used to be

two specimens of this

fine tree, one having
much larger and brighter

coloured flowers than the

other ; and, doubtless
Flowers, foliage, and fruit of the Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipiferum).

other varieties of it exist where plants are raised from seeds. All

through the summer the foliage is of a fresh pale green ; and, in

the autumn, it dies off a brilliant golden-yellow. Striking effects

might, therefore, be obtained by grouping it with Quercus
cocoinea or the purple-leaved Beech. In addition to its

ornamental properties, it is valuable as a timber tree, the wood
being firm in texture and capable of taking a fine polish. It

is, however, most valuable in this country as an ornamental
tree, and, for that purpose, its distinctand noble port commends
it at once to the notice of intending planters. In London
gardens, where the tree flowers very well and grows fairly, the
foliage dying off in autumn affords very striking effects. Its

value is more apparent where stately specimens are found.

ON PRUNING FOREST TREES.
By ROBERT PHILIP, Forester to John I. Chalmers, Esq., of Aldbar.

I BELIEVE there is not a branch of the forester's work on which
more diversity of opinion exists than on prnning forest trees ; nor is

there any one operation in the cultivation of timber which foresters
seem so determined to conduct on the old principle as pruning. It
is lamentable to see fine healthy trees, young and old, spoiled in their
timber and retarded in their growth, by the way in which they are
treated in too many instances. The great diversity of opinion on
pruning which exists among practical men, has had a most prejudicial
effect on the minds of proprietors of plantations ; for those who have

taken an interest in the
management of their woods
have been bewildered by
these opinions, when they
turned their minds to the
improvement of them. One
writer advises to prune
none, designating it as an
unnatural operation;
another holds pruning to be
everything in the manage,
ment of wood ; while a
third would prune so long
as he can do so by merely
pinching off the terminal
buds with his finger and
thumb. One writer recom-
mends close pruning;
another foreshortening;
while a third recommends
foreshortening, thinning
out, and cutting close off

from the bole all the
branches which appear to
be robbing the main stem
of its due nourishment.
It is little wonder that
gentlemen have turned
away from the subject in
bewilderment, some leaving
the matter in the hands
of their forester ; while
others, afraid to risk the
spoiling of their trees under
such unsettled principles,
have refused to have them
pruned at all. This is

how the matter stands with
some of those who have
turned their attention to
the subject ; but I fear too
many have taken no interest
in the matter at all; and
until gentlemen do take an
interest in all the branches
of the forester's operations,
arboriculture will never
reach to that elevated posi-
tion which it ought de.
servedly to hold among the
economic sciences. Books,
essays, reports, &c., have
been written and pubHshed
on pruning; bat seeing that
so much diversity of opinion
exists, which has produced
a baneful effect, instead of

realising the object aimed at, we must look in some other direc-

tion for improvement. I should say, seeing that we cannot
agree in theory and practice on pruning, let the plantations
under the charge of the writer be examined, and if he has had
full scope to carry out the theory or practice which he recom-
mends in his writings, then it could be possible to judge of its

merits ; and let it be reported on by the judges, who ought themselves
to be intelligent, practical men of experience. By this, or some such
method, a knowledge of the system of pruning which will produce the
cleanest and soundest timber, may be attained at once, and prevent
that delay which must necessarily be submitted to before it can be
tried and the result ascertained, to say nothing of the risk of
destroying good trees by priming on a wrong principle. Until some
such plan of ascertaining the best system be adopted, I fear all the
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essays and books which caa bo written on the gabject will tend little

more to settle the matter than what has been already produced.

I shall DOW proceed to give my own method of pruning, and its

results.

Nearly thirteen years ago I was sent to prune a quantity of young
Oaks and other trees, which were from 3 to l feet high, and had been

planted a number of years. These trees wore yery unhealthy, from

some cause unknown to me ; for they were planted in good soil and
situation, but they were literal bushes without any leader, and

covered over with dead spray. I looked at the plants, going through

them and examining them, and was fairly at a loss to know what to

do with them. However, I commenced to cut off all the dead spr.ay,

and select the shoot most suitable for a leader to the plant ; I then

cut in or foreshortened all the rest of the contending branches. In

this way I went over the plants and left them ; and the first year

after being so treated, they pushed out fine healthy young shoots,

and formed good leaders. They have been two or three times pruned

since, but slightly, as they were intended to keep thin on the ground.

The ground on which part of them grows was afterwards enclosed as a

poultry.yard, and this has been in their favour no doubt ; but inde.

pendently of the ground being kept clean by the poultry, the first

pruning had a most beneficial effect upon thein, for the ground was
not enclosed for some time after it took place, and now they are as

healthy trees as could be wished, but will never make clean timber,

from not being regularly pruned, which was the wish of the pro-

prieter. Almost the whole Oak and other hardwood trees on this

estate have been very much neglected, both as regards pruning and

thinning, when young ; for many years, and, until the time I have

mentioned, no pruning or anything like rational principles had been

performed.

I have found, on cutting up hardwood of from eighty to a

hundred years of age, that it had been close pruned at one period

of its growth ; and the Beech trees, in particular, have been very

much damaged by the way in which the work had been performed.

They had been pruned close to the stem, and a large number of

branches taken away at once ; for I have seen a plank with a large

number of black decayed marks in it, not more than from half-an.

inch to 15- inch in diameter ; and the same thing is to be found in

every other species of hardwood tree when cut up. But there is one

exception, in the case of the Scotch Fir which had been served in the

same manner ; not one of them which had been pruned have left

decayed holes in the tree, but the reverse ; the wound has healed

over, and fine clean wood has formed, leaving the knot fast in the

plank when sawn up for use. Much has been written in favour of

and against the pruning of Scotch Fir, but from what effects of it I

have seen, I am satisfied that it preserves clean sound timber, nor

could I detect any injury done to the growth of the tree ; the con-

centric rings or annual growths were as large after the pruning as

they had been previous to it, taking the slower growths of the tree

naturally, as it becomes older, into account. I am of opinion that

all dead wood ought to be pruned off trees wherever it occurs. In

the case of some acres of Larch trees which had a large quantity of

dead branches on the lower part of the trees, I knocked them all off

as high up as a man could reach with the handle of his axe, and this has

proved of great benefit to the health of the trees. I by no means
recommend cutting off close to the tree green branches of any of the

Pine tribe ; but, if it were not for the expense of the process, I

would prune off every dead branch as soon as I observed it dead. I

have shortened branches on Fir, Spruce, &c., and have seen no bad
effects follow : this is absolutely necessary in the case of nurses to

hardwood. Pruning hardwood trees is an operation which I con.

sider indispensable, if we would have sound clean timber. It too

frequently happens that we have to deal with neglected trees, and
there is a stage at which trees may have arrived, when pruning to

any extent would be useless. The time which I consider trees ought

to have their first pruning, after being planted where they are to

remain, is, when they show proof that they have established them,
selves in the soil, and not till then, for I have never found any benefit

to the plant arising from pruning before this time. Trees pruned
when they have not established themselves are apt to push ont

yonng wood ; but it rarely happens, in this quarter at least, that the

young wood ripens properly ; and the frost and cutting winds in

winter kill back a great portion of it, and when young wood is killed

back, it is, in my opinion, a means of rendering the plant unhealthy

for a time, which retards rather than facilitates its growth. I never

cut any of the branches close for a considerable time, and never cut

any close but those next the bottom of the tree. I have ample proof

of the bad effects of thinning ont branches on a tree, for those left

just grow the faster from having more light, air, and nourishment.

I shorten all contending branches, or those that appear to be appro-

priating too much of the substance which ought to bo deposited on
the maiu etemj but keep all those which keep within proper bounds,

and by this method the strong branches are checked ; for shortening,
if not caiTied too far, will check the strong braches, as I have ample
proof. If I find a strong branch with lateral shoots or spray upon
it, I cut back the branch to some of the smaller branches, and
endeavour to leave as little appearance of pruning as possible.

^Vhen the trees are large and neglected, it is impossible to do this;

but I prune very little off trees after they arrive at this stage ; all I

consider necessary to be done to them is to balance their tops, and
preserve one leading shoot if the tree is not at the height required

;

and this is done on the foreshortening principle, but by cutting the
branches at a greater distance from the bole, and only such of them
as are straggling, and liable to be broken by storms. Many fine

trees are destroyed for want of a few of these straggling branches
being shortened. I make no difference in my mode of operations

when pruning for timber, my aim being to produce as much sound
clean timber in each tree as the nature of the soil, situation, and
climate, will permit ; and this applies equally to all kinds of hard,
wood. I do not find it necessary to prune oftener than once in two
years, except the young trees—that is, till they are beyond reach of

the pocket-knife—these I endeavour to have pruned every year ; but
pruning, if too frequently or too severely applied, will prove hurtful

to the tree. It is not uncommon for healthy trees, the first year
after pruning, to push up 3 to 5 feet of a leading shoot, and when
so much growth is produced in one year, the tree makes little or no
progress to height the following season, but furnishes the previous
year's shoot with side branches. Some pruners evidently believe

that a tree will produce timber as fast with few branches as with
many, from the way they treat their trees, some thinning out the
branches, others cutting away a large number of them close to the
stem at one operation ; but I always endeavour, by shortening, to

keep the branches as small in circumference as I can, and have
plenty of them ; and if I thin any, it is for the purpose of checking
the strong branches, and may cut them further back than the
ordinary outline of the tree, and by this means the wounds are in a
great measure hid. By this system of pruning I have Oaks 30 feet

and upwards in height, and no branches on them more than 21 inches
in diameter at their base, and few of them so thick. These trees

have not been so regularly pruned as I could have wished, but they
show what a little assistance will do for them. I have no particular

proportion of head to the stem, but find that trees increase in thick,

ness fastest when they have about two-thirds of their whole height
covered with branches during the whole period that they are increas-

ing in height, but ought to diminish to between one-half and one-
third of the height for a top, according to the sheltered or exposed
situation they may be in, care being taken not to draw them up too
fast, and then allow them to get top-heavy, as this would bring on
too much strain both on root and stem ; and this in soft soils is very
injurious to the tree. Every tree has its own habit ; and the pruner
must, in a great measure, adapt himself to the habit of the tree he
has to deal with, and not force them into any shape which may
please the fancy of the operator. We can only assist Nature in her
operations, and if we would study her operations more closely than
we do, there is no doubt but we would arrive sooner at practical

conclusions. One tree, such as the Poplar, has a natural tendency
to keep to one leading shoot, and to keep its branches within a
comparatively narrow space; while the Oak has the opposite
tendency if left to Nature ; its habit is to have a short stem with a
wide-spreading top, which may be a beautiful object in certain
situations, but certainly not profitable as a timber tree. Pruning is

80 closely connected with, and dependent on, judicious thinning,

thaf attention to it is of great consequence ; for to thin the trees to

wide distances will cause them to throw out strong side-branches,

and creates additional work to the pruner ; but by keeping the trees

pretty thick on the ground, the branches are confined within
reasonable limits, and consequently kept from increasing to a large

size. The method which I adopt is, by thinning and pruning, to

keep the trees standing quite clejir of each other, to allow free

circulation of air, and admit the light all ronnd them, both of which
are essential agents in the growth of trees ; and by this means I

manage to keep the trees in a healthy growing state, and prevent
the branches from becoming large, which always detracts from the
value of timber, except where bends and " knees " are formed fit for

shipbuilding; and I fear there are too many of these gnarled, ugly
trees in this country at the present day, which, if left alone, as they
are past much assistance from the pruner, will keep plenty of them
in the country, without allowing the young trees to be lost in the
same way for a considerable time to come. The tools which I use
in the oper.ation of pruning are a strong pocket-knife, handsaw, a
saw with the teeth reversed, and the pruning.shears ; the last two
are fixed on long poles, and they save much loss of time in climbing;
for trees farther advanced a ladder ll to 18 feet will be found
necessary.

—

Transactions of the Scottish ArboricuUural Society.
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FRUIT CROPS IN SCOTLAND.
Roxburghshire.—Floors Castle, Kelso.—The fruit crop in

this neighbourhood is, on the whole, a fair one, uotwithstanding the

very unpropitious weather which we had iu the early part of the year.

The only exception is the Apple (in some districts, and with me) , which
is rery poor. Some of the trees, however, snch as Atkins's No. 1 and
Ecklinville, are producing a fair crop. Apricots on south walls are

laden with fruit, which promise to be fine in quality ; the Breda is

approaching maturity, but is small, a fault made up by its earliness.

Our Apricot trees were only protected with Silver Fir branches ; as

the growth advanced, the leaves of the Fir dropped off, giving light

and air gradually ; this is, I think, the best of all kinds of protection

of a temporary character. I have tried all other schemes of covering,

but none beats this as regards simplicity and effectiveness; and, at

the same time, it is cheap and procurable in most places. Spruce
Fir is nearly as good, but the branches do not lie so closely and snugly

on the trees. Plums were protected in the same way on south walls

;

but on north walls, where we have our Golden Drop, and from which
we get a supply till the end of November, we do not protect at all,

as the trees flower sufficiently late to be out of the reach of frost

;

hence, I think walls of this aspect should be planted with other

fruits besides Morello Cherries. Plums on walls are an excellent

crop, and standards of Victoria are laden with fruit. Damsons,
again, are fruitless, owing, no doubt, to their early flowering and the

frozen ordeal which they underwent. Strawberries have been very
plentiful and fine ; but, as I think, wanting in flavour. The kinds

which suit us best are Keen's Seedling, President, Prince of Wales,
and La Coustante, and these form our indoor supply as well. New
plantations are made from those fruited indoors every year; the year
after they yield large crops, and frequently a sprinkling the current

year in autumn. Currants and Gooseberries are only a middling
crop, fully half of the crop having di'opped in consequence of frost.

We are very much exposed to north-west winds, which, however, we
are endeavouring to shut out by means of young wood plantations.

I attribute the loss of our crop of Apricots on a ^vest wall to this

exposure. The east side of this wall is covered with Ivy, and I am
training the Ivy over the top, and am in hopes of forming a natural

coping for the trees on the west by simply stretching a wire along
to support the ends of the Ivy, allowing it to hang down here and
there along the front. The good old dwarf Raspberry called North-
umberland Pillbasket is a never-failiug crop. Morello Cherries are
abundant, as they always are ; but table kinds are scanty and not

good. We have no outdoor Peaches or Nectarines, but those indoors

ai'e, and have been, plentiful and fine, especially Nectarines, which
are really more useful in every way than Peaches, as they carry
better and keep longer after being ripe. Had we more Apples, our
supply of fruit would have been, on the whole, satisfactory.

—

Heney
K.VIGHT.

Midlothian, Dalkeith Park.—Apples here are a moderate
crop ; the cold easterly winds which prevailed while they were in

flower considerably thinned them ; the trees are clean and healthy,

and such fruit as they are bearing of good size and quality ; Pears,

an average crop, both on walls and standards, and the fruit being
free from spot and of a fair size has a fine appearance ; Peaches and
Nectarines on the open walla are hardly an average crop, and the
leaves are suffering from blister and aphides ; Apricots are fully an
average crop ; Plums and Morello Cherries, a moderate crop, but the
trees suffered much from aphides during the dry weather in June

;

Strawberries, Raspberries, and Currants, a good average crop ;

Gooseberries, a partial crop and very much infested with aphides

;

Filberts and other Nuts a light crop. On the whole, this may be
considered to be a fair average fruit season in this locality. We
almost entii'ely escaped the severe spring frosts that played such
havoc amongst the fruit in other districts.—M. DuNX.

Oxenford Castle, Dalkeith.—Apples hero are a good
average crop—Lord Sufiield, Ecklinville, and Oslin, being heavily
laden, but iu the case of some kinds the fruit is dropping a good
deal ; Apricots are a heavy crop, though three.fourths were thinned
off ; the fruit is swelling off satisfactory, the borders having been
mulched all the season ; sweet CheiTies are under the average, best on
west aspects ; Morello kinds are very heavy, the fruit is, however,
ripening prematurely, and is, in many cases, dropping off ; Currants,
red, an average crop; white, good ; black, medium, fruit not so large
as usual ; Gooseberries are so heavy a crop that the bushes have
required propping up, and the fruit is large and fine ; Plums (Green-
gage section) under average ; Victoria, heavy, both on walls and
standards; Damson (Scotch), very heavy; Pears are a fine crop,

healthy, and swelling well on walls, the borders of which have been
mulched, Hessel and Croft Caatle also good as standards ; Rasp,
berries, rather under the average, foliage browned as if burned, and
fruit under the usual size; although the ground was mulched, I

presume last year's wood was unripe ; Strawberries here on heavy
soil, a very heavy crop, but whore the soil is light a poor crop ; and
the plants are suffering from drought ; the varieties grown here
consist chiefly of Keen's Seedling, Prince of Wales (Ingram's), La
Coustante, Viscountosso Hericart de Thiu-y, British Queen, and Duke
of Edinburgh (Moffats). Some things are suffering a good deal from
want of rain, but, iu general, our fruit crops are satisfactory. Our
soil being a strong heavy loam, or nearly clay, resting on 40 feet of
blue clay, does best under a roasting season. Our practice is to
mulch e-Ktensively and never to dig amongst our fruit trees, bushes
or Strawberries. Some growers for market, in this neighbourhood
on lightish land, have very poor crops, especially Strawberries,
which are rather a speciality in this locality.—A. Anderson.

Renfrewshire.—Blythswood. — Round this neighbourhood,
Apples and Pears, though a fair crop, are nothing compared with
what was expected from them when iu bloom. The withering winds
in May so checked the trees, that threo-fourths of the blossom's failed
to set, and in many cases half of those which did set, have since
dropped. Strawberry crops aro plentiful and fine—indeed, all small
fruits are abundant; the Gooseberry caterpillar, however, has caused
more annoyance in some places than has been the case for the last
year or two. Outdoor Peaches are nearly a failure, though they
flowered profusely ; Apricots are better than usual ; Plums, vvith the
exception of Victoria, are very scarce; and Cherries, with the ex.
oeption of Morellos, are also a thin crop. Among Apples, Lord Sufiield
and Stirling Castle, are bearing exceptionally heavy crops ; Straw,
bei-ries are fine, and Gooseberries abundant; Currants are plentiful
and clean, which was far from being the case here these last two
years ; Raspberries are also fine, having been much benefited by the
late rains. I may add, that Apricots are never a satisfactory crop
out of doors in this neighbourhood, owing, I believe, to the atmo-
sphere being so damp ; but Peaches, until the last two seasons, have
been abundant, and have ripened admirably.

—

John Methven.
Dumfriesshire.—Drumlanrig'.—The fruit crops in this district

may beset down as follows:—Apples, Plums, and Cherries, plentiful;
Pears, average crop ; Peaches, moderate ; Gooseberries, Currants'
Raspberries, and Strawberries, heavy crops and fine in quality. This
season is considered to be the driest and warmest which we have had
since 182G.

—

David Thomson.
Perthshire.—Drummond Castle, Crieff.— Peaches on the

open walls here are half a crop, and the same may be said of Apples
and Pears ; Plums are a good crop ; Gooseberries, Currants, and
Raspberries, first rate.

—

Roderick McDonald.
Scone Palace.—In the gardens here. Apples are a failure;

Pears, partial ; Plums, variable—some trees none, others require
thinning ; Morello Cherries and Apricots, a full crop ; Gooseberries
Red and White Currants, below average; Black kinds, nearlv a
failure ; Filberts, a full crop on some trees, on others few. In this
neighbourhood the general outdoor crop of fruits is 25artial ; Goose-
berries, in some localities, very scarce, in others, here and there a
full crop ; and the same may be said of Currants ; Apples and Pears
partial, here and there good, in other places scarce ; Apricots and
outdoor Peaches, good ; Strawberries, which aro here a field crop
are reported to yield at the rate of a pound to the yard, a money
value of from £60 to £121 an acre. Some cultivators only take two
good crops from them, then trench 3 feet deep, and re-plaut the same
crop again and again, harvesting, on an average, from 2 to 3 tons an
acre.

—

John Halliday.

Dupplin Castle.—The bloom on fniit-trees of all kinds was
very abundaut ; but late spring frosts not only destroyed much of
it, but also the fruit that was set. Apricots are a splendid crop here
although many in the neighbourhood have been damaged by frosts.

Plums are a very scarce crop, Denyer's Victoria being the only
variety that is bearing what may be called a crop. Apples are also
very scarce here ; but, in some places, these are good crops. Pears
too, are not half a crop. Strawberries are abundant, and extra good
iu quality. Cherries, with the exception of Morellos, which are
excellent, are very thin. Filberts are an average crop. Small fruits
of all kinds very plentiful here ; but, in some other places, very few.
Poaches, in the open air, none ; in houses not heated, a good crop.

—

John Bkownino.
Taymouth Castle.—Small fruits. Plums, and Cherries are

abundant hereabouts ; but Apples and Pears are below the average.—R )15ERT M0NTG05IE11Y.

East Lothian.—Whittingham, Prestonkirk.— Apricots,
extra large crop and looking well ; Apples, average crop ; Cherries
very large crop and well flavoured ; Currants, of all kinds large crop
and good iu quality ; Pears, a moderate crop ; Peaches, none orowu
out of doors here, but where they are grown they are an average
crop ; Plums, of all kinds are an extra large crop, except Green
Gage, and even of that there is a fair crop ; Gooseberries, a large
crop and well flavoured ; Raspberries, average crop ; Strawberries,
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plentiful, but owing to want of rain when the fruits were swelling,

they are not so large aa they might have been, but thoir flavour is

good.

—

John GARREri'.

Ayrshire.—Culzean.—The fruit crop here this season is pretty

good, especially Currants, Gooseberries, Kaspberries, and Apples.

Strawberries have been poor here ; bnt, in some gardens in this

district, they have proved a good crop. Wall fruit, especially Pears,

is very scarce ; dessert Plums, except Victoria, not more than half a

crop ; Cherries and Apricots an ordinary crop ; standard fruit is

more abundant, especially Apples and Pears. All small fruits have
suffered very much this season from blackbirds and thrushes.

—

David
MUEUAV.

SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH REPORTS.

Sussex.—Petworth.—Apples are abundant hereabouts on high

oTouiid, but scarce on low lying districts; Pears are very plentiful

;

and i>f Plums there are wonderful crops ; as regards Damsons, every

old stump of a tree has some fruit on it. I have had to thin most of

mv wall trees and all my pyramids. Both Plum and Cherry trees

are much blighted, although on the latter there are heavy crops.

Strawberries are plentiful and the fruit fine ; Raspberries, good
;

Gooseberries and Currants of all kinds abundant, but the fruit is

smaller than nsnal ; Apricots are plentiful, especially on some old

trees that were removed last autumn ; Peaches and Nectarines, good;

Filberts and Cob Nuts, fair crops ; Walnuts, plentiful ; Figs, a fair

crop; Mulberries, plentiful ; Cranberries, Quinces, and Medlars, good

crops ; outdoor Grapes are plentiful, and the Vines in most places are

lookino- strong and vigorous. I never saw so many aphides, both black

and green, as this season ; almost all trees are affected by them more
or less.

—

Geo. Breese.

Hereford. — Shobden Court, Iieominster. — Apples are

scarce with us here, except in a few favoured places ; Pears are

fair crops; Nuts, very few ; Apricots, in general, fair crops, thongh,

in some instances, the e.arlier varieties suffered from frost on the

9th of March, when the trees were in full bloom ; Plums fire good
;

Cherries have borne fair crops, but, in some cases, they have been so

much blighted as to make them useless ; Figs are thin and have

dropped considerably ; Strawberries have been abundant, and good

in flavour, bnt the late kinds have suffered from the continued

drought. We have had very little raiu here since March; on the

23rd of May we had a few hours' nice rain, but only a small shower

or so since. Raspberries, Currants, and Gooseberries have borne

large crops. This season we have been fully three weeks earlier

than usual, owing, doubtless, to the unusually warm weather which

we had in April. Strawberries are nearly over, except a few Elton

Pines, as are also bush frnits, except such as are netted for dessert.

—J. Matthews.
Surrey.—Deepdene, Dorkingf.—Apples here are a failure

;

Apricots are a fair crop ; I'eaches and Nectarines, moderate ; Pears,

plentiful ; small fruits—Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, fine

crops ; Strawberries, scarcely an average crop ; Figs, moderate ; Nuts,

scarce.—J. BfRNETT.
Portnall Park, Staines.—All fruit crops in this neigh-

bourhood suffered considerably from frost, and the gardens here, being

very low, suffered severely from the same cause. Fruits on walls are but

thinly distributed, with tho exception of Cherries, of which we have

an e.tcellent crop, but rather small in size ; on espaliers we had a

splendid " set," but scarcely a fruit is now to bo seen, all having

suffered so severely from frost ; crops of Gooseberries and Currants

are very thin ; Strawberries and Raspberries have been abundant
and good, both in size and quality ; on standards, with few excep-

tions, the crop has failed.

—

Thos. May.

Worcestershire.—Madresfield Court, Great Malvern.—
Owing to the sharp frosts which occurred on May 11 and following

nights, hardy fruits, at that time most promising, suffered severely
;

and, in many cases in low or damp situations, in addition to the loss

of tho crop, the young growth was cut back. Blight and disease

have, consequently, been prevalent among tho stone frnits generally,

many of tho Plum orchards being very short, both in point of fruit

and foliage. Wall fruits are better, the fine summer-like weather
which we had in the latter part of April having caused the foliage to

expand sufficiently to materially shelter both the flower and
young fruit. Apricots are, perhaps, more abundant than any
other fruit, and are now ripening fast ; but, in consequence of tho

extreme drought, they will not be so large as in more genial

seasons. Apples, though partial, are good in sheltered situations
;

Apricots, a good crop, bright and clean ; Cherries, on standards,

thin ;
Morellos, very good ; Figs, light, injured by frost ; Nectarines,

good, and trees clean ; Peaches, a good crop ; Pears, on standards,

partial, on walls a heavy crop ; Plums, very few on standards, on

walls a heavy crop ; Strawberries, early kinds injured by frost, late

crops good ; Gooseberries, good ; Currants, clean, but crop short
;

Walnuts, entirely destroyed by frost ; Coppice Nuts, a light crop ;

Filberts, none.—W. Cox.
Middlesex.—Syon House, Brentford.—Fruit crops here are,

on the whole, barely an average ; except, perhaps, Cherries, which
have been abundant. Of Apricots we have a fair crop ; and the same
may be said of Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, and Plums. We have a
good quantity of Apples, both on standards and on dwarfs. Straw-
berries have been plentiful ; but rather small, owing to the first frnit

having been cut off by frost, and the occurrence of dry weather when
they were swelling. Of Raspberries we have had but half a crop, and
about the same of Gooseberries and Red and Black Currants. Walnuts
here are an average crop ; but, in some places in this neighbourhood,
they VFSre much injured by spring frosts.—JOH.\ Wooubeidge.

THE WILD PLUMS OF KANSAS.
[Some time ago, it was stated that a traveller in Central -A.merica,

while passing over the sandy plains of Kansas, met with dense
thickets of small Plum trees, not larger than our Gooseberry bushes,

bearing fruit of immense size and fine flavour. Several inquiries

for further information respecting these Plums not having met with
any response, our occasional contributor, Mr. Jackson Gillbanks, who
takes so active a part in all branches of natural history, wrote to

America to ascertain whether or not such Plums existed, as small

bushes bearing large and delicious fruit would be a grand acquisi.

tion to both our gardens and orchard houses. This has produced
the following interesting letter on the subject from Mr. Ed.
Thompson, of Kansas.]

" Lawrence, Kansas, U.S.A., July 3, 1874.
" Dear Sir,—Tour letter, relating to the wild Plums of the plains

of Kansas, has again directed my attention to them. The
head waters of the Kansas River and many streams emptying
into the Platte, abound in wild Plums of many varieties and
colours ; where the soil is fertile and water plentiful, the trees

grow to the height of from 6 to 10 feet, and tho frnit of many
kinds is large and pleasant to the taste. There is one variety

of white Plum quite as- large and of as good flavour as Bolman'a
Washington, a kind generally cultivated and much valued in the
Eastern States. Another kind resembles the St. Catherine in size

and colour. Among the sand hills of the Arkansas, the trees do not
reach the size that they do further north, being, in fact, mere bushes
3 and 1 feet high, growing in dense clumps or thickets. The frnit,

however, appears to be equally large and luscious, and during the
early fall my men have frequently brought baskets into camp, which
were exceedingly palatable, cither raw or cooked. In the fall of

1872, after we had experienced severe frosts upon the head waters of

the Republican, on our way into settlements, upon the north ford

of the Soloman, we found a deep arroyo, with a spring, whose sides

vrere filled with Plum trees in full bearing, their sheltered position

having apparently delayed the fruitage and protected them from
frost. I shall be this year south of the Arkans.as river, in tho
extreme south-western part of this State, and if the Indian's

untutored mind does not suggest his raising my hair, I will niaka
further observations upon this subject, the result of which I shall be
happy to communicate. (Signed) " Edw.\rd D. Thompsox."

POMOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, AT REUTLINGEN, NEAR
STUTGARDT, WURTEMBOURG.

This establishment, under the able superintendance of Dr. Edward
Lucas, undoubtedly takes a prominent position among horticultural

schools on the Continent. Having been a year at the Institute, I

will try to give some account of it. It was founded by Dr. Lucas in

18G0, and now extends over 21 acres of land. Since its commence-
ment, G9(5 pupils from various countries have been received. During
the winter of 1872 and summer of 1873, there were 71 scholars from
the following states :—Baden, 3 ; Bavaria, 11 ; Palatinate, 6 ; Ilessia,

1 ; Pomerania, 2 ; Brandenburg, 6 ; Silesia, 3 ; Province of Saxony,
3; Westphalia, 1; Rhine Province, 1; Hanover, 1; Holstein, 1;
Hessia, Nassau, 3 ; Reims, 2 ; Saxony, 4 ; Wurtemberg, 7 ; Moravia,

2 ; Tyrol, 1 ; Transylvania, 1 ; Switzerland, 6 ; Denmark, 1 ; Sweden,
2; America, 2 ; Africa, 1. As indicated by the title of the institn-

tion, pomology is one of its leading features, but instruction in every
branch of horticulture is given—Vine-culture, drawing, physics, and
chemistry, being taught by competent professors. In the arrange-

ment of the garden, a main walk, 110 yards in length, is planted on
each side with a great variety of frnit trees in the form of cordons,

palmets, &c., and on the right and left of this walk are the model
gardens, where the best sorts of fruits are to be found in the shape of
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great pyramids. Farther on is the nursery, properly so called, where,

every year, large numbers of fruit trees are trained. Not only is

the theoretical instruction at Reutlingen excellent, but, also as

regards the practical part, it would be difficult to fiud a better

establishment. From the large number of fruit trees grown, every.

one has the best opportunity of practically perfecting himself in fruit-

culture. There is also a good geological collection, tools of different

countries, an excellent library, artificial fruits, &c. The flora of

Reutlingen and environs is a rich one, as the town is situated among
high mountains. The botanical excursions which are often made,
either with Dr. Lucas or his foreman, are exceedingly interesting,

and an excellent herbarium can be formed by those who are desirous

of doing so. Not only for its horticultural instruction is Reutlingen

recommended, but, owing to the great number of scholars from
different countries, the best opportunities are afforded for learning

other languages. It is a pity such institutions are so rare !

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.

Tottenham itfurseries, Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

THE LARGE VINE AT THE VICEREGAL LODGE.
It is now some years since we first noticed and detailed the histqry

of what is nOw widely and familiarly known as " The Large Tine at

the Viceregal Lodge." The lite story of this very remarkable Vine
was then a short one ; for, be it remembered, that though a wonderful
Vine, it is very far from being an old one. In fact, a decade had
not then nearly passed from the time Mr. Smith took it—a poor
sapling, struggling for life—in hand. Even then it was a horticul.

tural wonder, filling a curvilinear lean-to house, some 70 feet in

length and 15 feet wide, and carrying a magnificent crop of Grapes,
quite a picture to look at. Since that time the house has been made a
half-span, and has had its breadth thereby considerably increased.

Large increase of space was thus afforded for further extension, and so

skilfully was the Vine induced to avail itself of it that it soon entirely

occupied it; and the long lines of luscious clusters hung as thickly

there as in the older portion of the house. It may be as well to

mention here, for the information of those who have not seen this Vine,

or remember the particulars previously given, that the stem enters

at one end of the house, and from this seven main rods are conducted
horizontally and equi-distant from one another, in perfectly straight

lines, till further progress is arrested where they reach the opposite

end of the house. The wood of these main rods is about the thick,

ness of a ship's cable, and the spurs on either side disposed with the
utmost regularity, each rod forming a perfectly straight and strongly-

defined line fringed with a double row of beautiful stout green foliage

from among which depend on either side, as if strung with almost
mathematical accuracy, the long lines of sable pendants which are
the crowning glory of the Vine. It is now just about eighteen
years since Mr. Smith undertook the management of what was then a
weakly plant, and is now a giant in its way ; and we are inclined to

think it, taking all in all, one of the finest examples of successful

Vino culture, and perhaps the very best example of what is called

the extension system to be met with anywhere. Year after year,
without a single blank, it has borne splendid crops of highly finished

fruit, and the present year's crop forms no exception, save in one
respect, and that is—that as regards size of bunch, berry, and
aggregrato weight, it will be the finest which this noble Black Ham-
burgh has yet ripened. The bunches number probably 400 or there,

abouts ; many of them, we calculate, will weigh 3 pounds or so,

and the average is 2 pounds or over ; the aggregrate weight of crop,

we suspect, little short of 7 cwt. The bunches are just now colour-

ing, and by-and-bye, when they put on their full sable habiliments
and rich bloom, the big Vine will be a sight worth looking at—

a

triumph of cultural skill, upon seeing which he would be cold and
phlegmatic, indeed, who would withhold from Mr. Smith his warm
appreciation of his skill, and the remarkable results of it before
him.—IrUh Farmers' Oazette.

A large Crab Tree.—When lately visiting (said SirR. Christison,

at a late meeting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society) a friend at Kelloe
House, in the parish of Endrom, a few miles eastward from Dunse, I

was shown a Crab tree, which appears to me to deserve being added
to Mr.'McNab's memoranda of large trees in Scotland. Crab Apple
trees are more frequently met with in hedgerows in Berwickshire
than anywhere else in Scotland where I have been

;
possibly, because

nowhere else in Scotland do hedge-rows abound as fences. The tree

in question, according to the information supplied by an old man
upon the estate, stood with several others in a hedge-row, but the
hedge-row was cut down to improve the highway. This particular

tree was, however, so large, even at that time, very many years ago,
that it was left standing in a convenient triangular space, in front of

Kelloe Gate, where it does not interfere with the roadway. It has
now a trunk of 8 feet in girth, is 50 feet in height, branches freely,

and was covered with leaves when I saw it. The fruit was clustered,

as in the Cherry. In the spring the whole tree was one sheet of

white llowers ; but little fruit formed on it, in consequence of the
sharp frosts in May. It is well known in the surrounding country,
whose inhabitants visit it from a considerable distance when it is

in flower. It continues to be perfectly healthy in every part.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.
The time has now arrived when it is generally considered advisable
to commence the propagation of the various species of plants used
for the purpose of bedding out in the flower garden, &o. ; but in this
part of the country, and no doubt in many other parts, there will this
season be found a difliculty in obtaining material wherewith to form
cuttings, more particularly as regards the different kinds of Pelargo.
nium, which, generally, play so conspicuous a part in the ornamenta-
tion of the parterre, and it may, in some instances, be necessary to
delay for a time the propagation of this family of plants. But
there are several other varieties of bedding plants, of each of which it

is only necessary to have a few store pots to preserve during winter,
in order to produce cuttings for the purpose of increase during spring,
such as the Verbena, Petunia, Fuchsia, Lobelia, Coleus, Iresine,

Heliotrope, Ageratum, Alternanthera, &c. ; therefore, if cuttings of
these can be obtained now they should be inserted without delay in
pots some 6 or 8 inches in diameter, which should be well drained,
using a soil composed of about equal parts of river or silver
sand and finely-sifted leaf soil, putting in each pot an inch
or two of somewhat rough soil upon the Moss which covers
the drainage. The pots should then be filled with the pre.
pared soil, and the cuttings inserted, watered, and placed upon
cinder ashes in a frame or pit, which should be kept quite close and
moist for a few days, and shaded from bright sunshine. When the
cuttings are fairly rooted, they should be at once exposed to the open
air night and day, when they will become well.hardened and robust

;

and may so remain until there is danger from frost, when they should
be placed in a greenhouse or pit during winter, and it introduced
into genial warmth in spring, say early during the month of March,
they will then produce abundance of cuttings which will root freely,

and are much to be preferred to autumn-struck plants for planting
in the flower beds. It may, however, bo necessary to observe, that
such plants as the Alternanthera, Iresine, Coleus, Heliotrope, and the
dwarf variety of the Ageratum, being somewhat tender, will require
to be wintered in a stove temperature. It is also quite unnecessary
to pot off singly any of the varieties of bedding-plants which have
just been named, as allot them will succeed equally well, if not
better, if they are merely shaken from the store or cutting pots and
planted at once in the flower-beds. The case, however, is somewhat
different as regards the various sorts of bedding Pelargoniums, as
they should all, if possible be struck early in the autumn,
plaL'ing four cuttings in a 4-inch pot, and these should be potted
off singly in spring. This should, if possible, be done with all the
zonal varieties, and it is more particularly necessary to do so with
the variegated zonal or tricolor sorts, which should, it possible, be
strong well-established plants when turned out, as their development
in the flower beds is not so rapid as that of the green.leaved zonals,

and the various Ivy-leaved sorts, which will generally succeed well
if struck as cuttings in 4 or 5-inch pots, and separated when planted
in the flower-beds. The various varieties of this section of the
Pelargonium family, form excellent bedding plants, and do not, as

yet, appear to be appreciated according to their worth or adaptability
for this purpose. They, however, form exceedingly effective bedding
plants, and are very suitable where the soil is light and dry, and will

be found to succeed well during seasons and in situations in which
the Petunia and Verbena, &c., would entirely fail. Among the best
bedding varieties in this section of plants, are the old Crimson
Ivy-leaved, the pink-flowering variegated variety, Duke of Edinburgh,
Bridal Wreath, the last-named forming one of the most beautiful and
effective white beds which can be imagined, together with some
other varieties which are hybrids between P. lateripes and
zonal species, such as Willsii, Willsii roseum, Lady Edith, and
Dolly Varden ; the last is a variety with beautifully zoned
bronzy foliage and pretty pink-magenta coloured flowers. Cuttings
should also be struck, as soon as they can be obtained, of the more
free-growing sorts, such as Peltatum elegans and L'Blegante, which
are useful for training upon the handles of rustic baskets or droop,

ing from the sides of vases, &c. Continue to regulate the develop.
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Dient of climbinff plants of all sorts, such as Roses, Honeysuckles,

Clematises, Tropfimlums, and similar plants, which are so useful and

ornamental when trained in the form of standards and pyramids, &c.

On acconnt of the dronght which has so lon<? prevailed, compara-

tively little mowing has been of late required, but lawns should,

nevertheless, have constant attention in that way, as well as in

extracting weeds and sweeping off the decayed leaves which are

already falling rapidly from the trees and evergreen shrubs ; this

is, of course, to be ascribed more to the prevailing dry weather than
to the— as yet—but slightly advanced season. Let all recently,

transplanted trees and shrubs have every necessary attention, and
carefully avoid allmving them to become too dry; as this, if allowed,

will be sure to have an injurious effect upon rccenc root formation

and will considerably retard the recovery or re.establishment of the

plauts. The mulching around the stems of such trees should also

bo covered with large stones or flints, in order to improve its appear.

ance, and prevent birds from disturbing it.—P. Grieve, CiOfordy

Bury St. Edmwcls.
Koses.

All who wish to keep up a continual s\ipply of cut Roses through,
out the autumn, should lose no time in removing all old flower-

stakes, which should be cut back to the first leaf bud. Thin out all

weak shoots, and keep the trees clear of mildew by means of

occasional dustings of sulphur whenever it shows itself. Give plenty
of water, in order to encourage second growth. Remove all suckers,

and tie up all shoots of strong-growing varieties, in order that heavy
rains in autumn, should we get any, may not break them down.
When Roses are properly attended to, as to removing all faded
flowers, a good supply of fresh blooms may be obtained out-of-doors

from June until November. On no account cut away strong growths
of climbing kinds or of Tea Rnses, as on that growth much depends
as regards a good supply of bloom the following season. Those who
have only a limited space for Roses, and who wish to make the most
of their autumn flowers when cut, may effect this as follows :—Get
some small phials, place the stalks of a single Rose and one leaf in the
bottle, and plug them in with a small piece of sponge. By selecting
one bloom only, and placing it in a phial, as just directed, the side
buds are saved for succession, and double the cpiantity of bloom is left

for furnishing that otherwise would be available for that purpose.
Such small bottles (IJ inch long) may be used in almost any kind of
flower stand, and Roses last well cut and put into water in this way.
—E.G.

Hardy Flowers.
During the last few years a race of very charming bedding Violas

has been introduced, remarkable for varieties having pretty tints of
blue and violet, some flowering early enough for the spring display,
others being later, and coming in with the .summer bedding plants.
The immediate progenitor of this race was Viola cornuta Perfection,
BO named because reputed to have been a seedling from the well-known
Viola cornuta. This Viola Perfection has pale violet.bine flowers borne
on stiff erect stalks ; the habit of growth is dwarf and free.branching

;

but, as it does not flower till May, it is only adapted for summer
beds. It supplies a tint of blue of great value in the flower garden—better than any other bedding plant can furnish it. One of the
most useful of the varieties that have spning from this is Viola
Bluebell. This is a very early and free.flowering form, producing a
large number of violet-blue flowers, commencing in the month of
March and continuing onwards till November. This is equally
well adapted for spring as for summer bedding, and, in fact, comes
into bloom as early, if not earlier, than any other bedding Pansy
or Viola in cultivation. It is comparatively new, and, therefore, not
in general cultivation ; when it becomes better known it will be as com-
monly employed in the decoration of our gardens as the blue Lobelia.
Violas Enchantress, Magnificent, and Sensati<m, are all derived from
Perfection, but, like their progenitor, bloom only daring the summer,
not the spring months. These are also darker than the parent, and
are very useful for massing, for ribbon lines, and also for mingling
with silverj'.leaved foliaged plants. This is a charming combination,
as, for instance, a bed of the old Mangles' variegated Geranium, or
one of the new variegated Ivy.leaved varieties, mingled with a blue
Viola; for here there is foliage and flowers in pleasant contrast.
Another charming Viola is Princess Teck. This has pale greyish.
lilac flowers, which are produced in abundance, and it affords a
colour perhaps only obtained in the Verbena, and then only imper.
fectly so. Those who plant their beds in the .autumn or early
winter, to have a spring display, should use for the purpose the
divided plants that have flowered the previous summer, as the old
wood will flower earlier than the young growth, and plenty of young
wood will be fnrnished to keep up a succession of bloom. For
summer work, cuttings struck during early spring should be used, as
they make fine young flowering plants during the summer, and also
do well when divided for the spring garden. All Violas throw up a

large number of young shoots from the roots, and are thus constantly
forming a dense growth ; and they should be encouraged to do this

as much as possible for the sake of a succession of bloom.— Quo.

Indoor Plant Department.
Fuchsias and Lilies now constitute the principal flowering plants

in conservatories and greenhouses. Gladioli in pots are also very
ornameutal indoors, as are also different kinds of Bell. flowers.
Humea elegans is likewise a useful plant in conservatories. Annuals,
such as Schizanthus, Zinnias, Celosias, Balsams, Gomphrena globosa,
and several kinds of Amarantus, also contribute considerably to the
decoration of cool houses. Where Amarautuses are wanted for
succession they should be kept in frames, and re-potted as they
require that attention, taking care, however, not to over.pot them.
Trachelium cajruleura is one of the most useful of flowering plants.

In order to keep us a succession of Balsams a reserve stock of them
should bo kept in cool pits or frames; from those the blooms should
be picked off as they appear, until within a week or two of their

being wanted for use. Hard-wooded plants put outside to ripen
their wood and to make room for gayer subjects indoors, should
receive any little attention they require in the way of supplying them
with water. Show and fancy Pelargoniums cut over, some of them
pretty well into the old wood, and such as are the most shapely, to a
joint beyond that to which they were cut back last year, should bo
placed on a shelf and kept dry, or laid on their sides out.of.doors.

In stoves wood.ripening must be encouraged ; no more shading
should, therefoi'c, be used than is absolutely necessary. Among the
gayest plants at present in stoves are Allamandas, which, in all cases,

blossom best when their roots are allowed to ramble in some bed or
border of good soil, and when their shoots are trained along the roof.

Thus circumstanced they give more satisfaction than when tied

around pot trellises. Of Achimenes, Gloxinias, and other Gesnera-
ceous plants, several are still in bloom, but such as have done
flowering should be laid on their sides to prevent their roots becoming
injured by drip; such Gesneras as exoniensis, zebrina, and others of

that section, should be encouraged to come in succession, being
admirable plants for indoor decoration. In re.potting these the soil

should not be shaken from the roots, only the crocks should be
removed. As some of the earlier.started Caladiums show symptoms
of decay they should be removed to some out-of-the-way place
and gradually dried off. Some veuture to keep them in a green
or growing state throughout the winter, but that is not good
practice, though occasionally it may succeed. Plants of Clero-

dendron Kasmpferi that have done blooming should be set aside

and gradually dried off, whilst those coming into bloom should be
supplied occasionally with manure-water. This Clerodendron strikes

freely from cuttings of mature wood inserted in spring in a brisk

heat. Those put in last spring should now be strong enough to be
re-potted in G-ineh pots, and) may be kept in a stove temperature.

Rotten manure, yellow turfy loam, a little peat, and a good admix.

ture of sharp sand suit them admirably. Pits and frames will now
be becoming filled with cuttings of Heliotropes, Verbenas, and some
of the finer kinds of Geraniums. For Ageratums, Gazanias, and
Calceolarias, there is yet time enough ; indeed, they are seldom put
in until the others are rooted, lifted, and potted, or put thickly into

boxes. Chrysanthemums should, for the most part, be placed in

sheltered positions on a bed of ashes, out of doors ; still, however, a
few should ba kept in frames, especially young plants, to which
plenty of air should be given. Many of the most forward Cinerarias

will now need a shift from small pots into 4 or 6-inch ones, using a

good deal of well-seasoned rotten manure in the compost. Seedlings

should bo re-potted as they require it. A sowing of herbaceous

Calceolarias may now be made; some prefer to sow late and to

encourage the seedlings for a while with heat, while others sow earlier

and treat them more hardily. Auriculas should bo re-potted and
placed in frames that face the north. Cyclamens should also be re.

potted and placed near the glass in frames or pits, and syringed every

day. A gradual increase of moisture may be given at the root.

Pansies should be propagated by means of cuttings inserted in sandy

soil in frames, and well shaded for a time.

Orchids.

Dendrobiums, Cattleyas, Laolias, Oncidiums, and other plants

which have completed their season's growth, will now be benefited

by being removed to a dry airy atmosphere, and may be more fully

exposed to the snn, so as to thoroughly ripen their pseudo.bulbs.

This treatment does much towards inducing a free flowering disposi-

tion the following year. It is a good plan to utilise sunny Vineries

for ripening off the growth of Dendrobiums and other Orchids on
blocks or baskets. Thorough ventilation is one of the most impor.

taut aids to good cultivation at this season, and in fine weather the

ventilators may be opened early in the morning and closed as soon

after mid-day as the temperature will admit. The cool houses should
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have a free circulation of air night and day, and at this season, when
nearly all the species are making a vigorous growth, it is nearly

impossible to keep the atmosphere too moist and cool. Potting may
still be proceeded with in the case of strong.growing plants, and

copious supplies of water will be needed where plants are making

a vigorous growth. Phala^uopsids may be gently dewed with a fine

syringe daily, early enough to allow the foliage to become dry before

the evening. Keep all pots, pans, benches, and floors scrupulously

clean, and repeated spongings with clean tepid water will also

greatly assist in giving a healthy appearance to the plants. It often

happens that where much aerial moisture is maintained, some plants

of succulent habit show a tendency to spot. This is especially the

case with Phatenopsis, and, as soon as this is discovered, the part

infected should be removed with a sharp knife, and the wounded
part dusted with a mixture of sulphur and powdered charcoal, to

which a little quick-lime may be added. A pinch of the latter alone

is one of the best application in the case of putrid spot, as it seldom

fails to burn out the fungoid disease and stay its ravages.—F. W.
BURBIDGE.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Pino Apples, just shifted, should be plunged in a bottom-heat of

about 85", and no water should be given them until they begin to

form fresh roots. Plants setting, or such as have just set their fruit,

should have some good fibrous loam placed around the necks of the

stems so as to encourage the emission of new roots. Muscat Grapes
require a brisk temperature to ripen them well, and afterwards

a proper means should be taken to thoroughly ripen the wood.

Second crops of Figs promise to be good ; abundance of water should

be given them, and syringing should be still continued. To Melons,

a high temperature should be maintained and a little air kept on
night and day ; those ripening require the border and atmosphere to

be kept rather dry. Cucumber frames should have their linings

I'enewed. Where crops of Peaches and Nectarines have been
gathered, such trees as are in pots should be set outside on a well.

sheltered border. Some, however, do not turn out their pot-trees,

but keep them always indoors, giving them as much air as they
possibly can. Tomatoes in pots should be kept as near the light as

possible, and should be supplied occasionally with weak manure
water. Chillies in fruit-houses and frames should also be kept near

the glass. To these, green-fly is a great enemy ; they therefore now
and then need a dip into a mixture of diluted tobacco-water in which
a little soft-soap has been dissolved.

Hardy Fruit.

Figs in the open air should not have their side shoots stopped. The
most profitable mode of culture is to allow a free growth. Back the

trees njj against a house or wall ; tie in the leading shoots until the

space is covered, and allow the side shoots to grow freely, so as to

form half standards. By this method a great many shoots of medium
strength will be produced, well adapted for fruit bearing. The
best mode of preventing excess of growth is a poor border, or no
border, and a good crop. Out of doors, I prefer no border for the

roots of Fig trees. Plant them on a gravel walk, under a paved
yard, in the poorest, commonest soil in the garden, and leave the tops

almost to Nature, and yon are sure of a crop. Prepare a rich

border; apply the knife vigorously to the top; thin and display the
shoots in an artistic manner, and you will reap wood fit for faggots,

and leaves fie for sun-shades, but little or no fruit. Eeverse all

this as above directed, and the growth will be weakly, the leaves

of small size, and the frnit plentiful. Neither do I approve of

protecting the tops of Fig trees in winter. On an average of

seasons fruit will be much more abundant on the trees left to shift

for themselves. Protection weakens the hold of the fruit on the trees so

much, that, when it is removed, the fruit is apt to drop, and even the
tender leaves and shoots to suffer. But the non-stopping of the
shoots, and their non.protection in winter, are, to some extent,

linked together ; for, by not stopping the wood, the embryo fruit left

at the base will continue so small that it resists the winter frosts;

whereas, were the shoots stopped, the second crop of Figs would be
developed so far that the winter or spring frosts would kill them.
It is obvious that only one crop of ripe Figs can be gathered in a
season from open air trees ; and that crop is the Figlets that cling

to the branches throughout the winter and spring, and grow into size

and luscionsness, through June, July, August, and September.
While the crop of one year is growing that of the nest is being
formed at the axils of the leaves and the growing shoots in front of

them, and in order to keep these small enough to pass safely through
the winter, the shoot itself must not be stopped. If there is any
deficiency of fruit-bearing wood, that may easily be increased by
beheading the side-shoots as they start into growth next year. The
stopping will then make little difference to the earliness of the fruit,

while it will furnish several fruit.bearing shoots set with Figlets for

another year instead of one only. All weak shoots that have little or

no fruit on them may now, also, be cut back, quite home to the

main branches; this will ensure a supply of fruit-bearing shoots

nearer to the main limbs of the tree than they otherwise would

be, and provide a supply of wood against a necessity that may
sometimes arise under this system of free and easy Fig culture,

viz., that of cutting back to get nearer to the wall—the source of

protection and cause of superior warmth ; for, of course, it would be

possible to travel so far from the wall by this mode of culture as to

make the trees share the climate of standards, instead of half

standards only as intended. The same mode of training, and little

or no pruning, answers well for the growth of Figs on roofs. For

the latter, seperate trees should be planted, and for this reason,

that, if the head of a tree covering a wall is once allowed to run at

will over a roof, the chances are that it will become headstrong.

The top will run away with the strength and fertility of all the

other parts of the tree. The roof becomes productive at the e.tpense

of the walls. To avoid this, plant rider Figs, that is, those with a

long clean stem to reach up to the roof, and then let them break,

and train and cover as you would a wall. There is no other safe

mode of covering a roof with Fi>^ trees, for, if trained thinly over

tiles or slates, the fruit will be burned before it is ripe. The long

clear stem is also an aid to fertility, whether from the distance

between root and top and the length of sap vessels traversed by the

sap, or from some other cause, it is not easy to say.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

Now that rain has fallen copiously, finish planting late Broccol

and all kinds of Winter Greens. Walcheren and Veitch's Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, should also be planted for late autumn use on well,

manured land, in an open position. Sow a good breadth of Prickly

Spinach for standing the winter ; also, the Giant Rocca and White

Tripoli Onions. Parsley may yet be sown for late spring picking
;

it will not run to seed quite so soon as that sown earlier. Make a

good sowing of Endive, of both the green curled and Batavian

varieties for winter. The earliest sown crop will now be full grown,

and portions of it should be tied up and blanched in succession;

the blanching may easily be effected at this season by covering each

plant with an inverted flower pot, with a bit of Moss twisted into the

hole to keep out wet, air, and light. Plants from the successional

sowings, now that rain has come, should be planted out on well-

prepared land, 1 foot apart, at intervals of two or three weeks. This

is a ETOod time to sow a good breadth of Red Stone and Orange Jelly

Turnips for winter use ; they may be sown on land from which early

Potatoes have been lifted, without any further preparation of the soil,

beyond levelling, raking, and working up a fine tilth. It will be best to

sow in drills ; and it will be a great advantage to the crop if about

three or four pounds per rod of super-phosphate, mixed with about

twice its bulk of wood ashes or burnt earth, are sown in the drills

with the seeds. The season has hitherto been too dry for artificial

manures to have much effect ; but we shall now probably have a period

of cooler, moister weather. Chervil is always in request ;
therefore,

make a sowing for winter ; and, when the plants are large enough to

prick out, fill a box or two with the thinniugs to place in a frame for

use in bad weather. Provision should also be made to have a supply

of Sweet Marjoram in a green state through the veinter. This is

best done by filling a box or two with the young plants in May, and

keeping them pinched back ; but plants may be lifted now from the

border, shortened back, and planted in boxes. It bears forcing well

for the production of young green shoots in winter ; and, as it strikes

freely from cuttings in heat, if desired, a stock of young plants may

be worked up in spring for planting out. Early Horn Carrots^ may

yet be sown to supply small young roots in autumn and winter.

Tomatoes will now require a good deal of attention as regards

the removal of all superfluous growth from the main stems,

and stopping all leading shoots one leaf beyond the^ clusters

of fruit. This must be carried out persistently, if good-sized well-

ripened fruit is desired. The blanching of eariy Celery usually

requires about four or five weeks ; and, as there is not much chance

of waterin<r it effectually after earthing up has commenced, it is

better to delay this process till the Celery is neariy fully grown, or

till within a month or so of its being required for use—then earth it

up the full height at one operation. Ridge Cucumbers will now

require a good deal of attention as regards the proper regulation of

their growth and pinching out the points of the longest shoots
;
mail

cases mulching should have been resorted to during the late dry

weather. The season during which Cucumbers can be successfully

grown in the open air in this country is usually a short one ;
there-

fore, every expedient that has a tendency to make the growth

healthy, regular, and continuous, should be adopted. Box edgings

may still be cut, and advantage should be taken of this change in the

weather to have all gravel paths firmly rolled down.—E. Hobday.
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THE HOUSEHOLD.
A CHAPTER ON TOMATOES.

I SEND you my ways of disposing of the Tomato, which I call tho

Tegetable of vegetables. If any of your housekeepers can add to, or

improve this list, I trust they will do so. I am by no means pre-

judiced in my own mode of doing things; and, if I can aid any

one in using the Tomato in many ways to advantage, I shall be

content.

Stewed Tomatoes.—I shall say nothing about stewed Tomatoes,

as it is presumed everybody knows how to stew them. One thing,

however, should be reme'mbered—that nothing should be mixed with

the pure article, which should pass through a sieve or colander before

being sent to the table, though some mix with it a little chipped

Onion woU boiled.

Tomatoes au Plat.—Butter a warmed metal or earthenware

plate that will stand the fire, add pepper and salt, and cut, in the

flat direction, as many Tomatoes as, when placed with the cut sides

downward, will cover the plate. Cook before the fire, placing a tin

reflector behind. When slightly browned, they are ready. Three or

four eggs may be broken into a cup and placed in the Tomatoes three

or four minutes before they are removed from the fire.

Tomato Catsup.—Take ripe Tomatoes, and scald them just

sufficient to allow you to take off the skin ; then let them stand for a

day covered with salt; strain them thoroughly to remove the seeds.

Then to every two quarts add three ounces of cloves, two of black

pepper, two nutmegs, and a very little Cayenne peper, with a little

salt. Boil the liquor for half an hour, and then let it cool and settle.

Add a pint of the best cider vinegar, after which bottle it, corking

and sealing it tightly. Keep it always in a cool place. Another

]yaij.—Take one bnshel of Tomatoes, and boil them until they are

soft. Squeeze them through a fine wire sieve, and add half a gallon

of vinegar, one pint and a half of salt, two ounces of cloves, quarter

of a pound of allspice, two ounces of Cayenne pepper, three table-

spoonfuls of black pepper, five heads of Garlic, skinned and separated.

Mix together, and boil about three hours, or until reduced to about

one-half . Then bottle without straining.

Tomato Omelets.—Beat six eggs, mix two tablespoonfuls of

flour in a little water, and add same salt and pepper; peel and chop

very fine four Tomatoes, stir this altogether. Put a bit of butter

half the size of an egg into a frying-pan, heat it hot, turn on the

mixture, stirring it all the time until it begius to thicken ; then let it

stand to brown three minutes, lap it half over, slip it on a dish, and

send it to table very hot.

Pickled Tomatoes.—Always nso those which are thoroughly

ripe. The small round ones are decidedly the best. Do not prick

them, as most receipt-books direct. Let them lie in strong brine

three or four days, then put them down in your jars, mixing with

them small Onions and pieces of Horseradish ; then pour on the

vinegar (cold), which should be first spiced; as fur peppers, let

there be a spice-bag to throw into every pot. Cover them carefully,

and set them by in the cellar for a full month before using. Another

11a,/.—Take small, smooth Tomatoes, not very ripe; scald them

until the skin will slip off easily, and sprinkle salt over them. After

they have stood twenty-four hours, drain off the juice, and pour on

a boiling hot pickle, composed of one pound of sugar to every quart

of vinegar, and two tcaspoonsf ul each of cinnamon and cloves. Drain

off the liquid, scald it, and pour it on them again, every two days for

a week, and they will require no farther care.

Tomatoes in a New Fashion.—The following method of

preparing Tomatoes for the table, we are assured by one who has

made the experiment, is superior to anything yet discovered for the

preparation of that excellent article : Take good ripe Tomatoes, cut

them in slices, and sprinkle over them finely pulverised white sugar,

then add claret sufficient to cover them.

How to Make Tomato Figs.—Pour boiling water over

the Tomatoes in order to remove the skins ; then weigh them and

place them in a stone jar, with as much sugar as you have Tomatoes,

and let them stand two days, then pour off the syrup, and boil and

skim it until no scum rises. Then pour it over tho Tomatoes, and let

them stand two days, as before, then boil and skim again. After a

third time they are fit to dry, it the weather is good ; if not, let them

stand in the syrup until drying weather. Then place on large

earthen plates or dishes, and put them in the sun to dry, which will

take about a week, after which pack them down in small wooden

boxes, with fine white sugar between each layer. Tomatoes prepared

in this manner will keep for years.

Tomato Preserves.—Take the round yellow variety as soon as

ripe, scald and peel ; then to 7 lbs. of Tomatoes add 7 lbs. of white

sugar, and let them stand over night. Take the Tomatoes out of the

sugar and boil the syrup, removing tho scam. Pat in the Tomatoes
and boil gently fifteen or twenty minutes, remove the fruit again and
bail until tho syrup thickens. On cooling put the fruit into jars and
pour the syrup over it, and add a few slices of Lemon to each jar,

and you will have something to please the taste of the most fastidious.

Beitv.

A Successful Mode of Drying Fruit.—I have several times

noticed that successful and deserving process of fruit aud vegetable

drying—the Alden—now in full operation at San Lorenzo and five or

six other places in California. This process is now fast becoming
generally known. It removes the water from animal and vegetable

substances in a few hours, by pneumatic evaporation. The con.

ditions of the natural or common method of drying are such,

that decay commences before evaporation begins, and con-

tinues through every stage of the process, until all the essential

flavours, which constitute the charm of freshness, are lost. The most

delicate fruits and berries, aud the ordinary products of the farm and
garden, are, when subjected to this plan, in from two to tour hours

deprived of water, and become also greatly reduced in bulk (for

instance, three ounces of Pears dried by this process would, by the

ordinary method of preserving, have weighed two pounds

—

a great

item in the expense of transportation), and can, at any time, by
simply soaking in cold water, be restored to their original flavour, form,

and substance.—W. E. Hoopee.

THE WAIL OF SMELPUNGUS.
It was an old Mycophagist
Who sadly did complain

He had his favourite Toadstools missed
From lengthened want of rain.

His brow, with discontent o'ercast,

A rueful aspect wore

;

Said he, " There has no Fungus passed
These lips this month and more !

" Saint George's Mushroom, one or iwo,
I found in early Spring

;

A'jaricus gambosns, due
With swallows on tho wing.

Lycoperdon, too, gigantc^nn.

Two light repasts supplied
;

And then, alas ! no more would come
From pastures too soon dried.

" Marasmiits Oreadeg,
AVhich wet in season brings.

The buff Champignon, that one sees

In verdant eltin rings.

When seared were all those circles green,

No seeker's eye could see.

What disappointment that has been
To fairies aud to me !

" The Amanita changing hue,
Ruhescens, blushed me none

;

The Riissvhi hetvrophijUa, blue,

-\ud puc?, I found not one.

And as for the Boletus e-

ditlifif so plump and fat,

A Fungus which I love to see,

I found no more of that.

"The Fistidina hcpatica

Grows out of the Oak tree.

Like liver to behold, but, ah,

Has not yet grown for me !

Coprintts, eke, comatuSy fails;

Atramentarins, too
;

For ketchup neither aught avails.

So what am I to do ?

" I can but sigh for heavy rains,

-Vnd thunderstorms implore.

With .\garies to make all the lanes

And meadows teem, galore.

The farmers might wet weather weep,

But I hot summer moan.
Forbidden by the drought to reap

A harvest of my own."

—

Punch.

OBITUARY.

We regret to announce the death of Mr. John MeMorran, many years super-

intendent of Messrs. Backhouses' nurseries, at York, and an accomplished

horticulturist, and amiable man both in business aud in private life.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather

:

The Aet nsKLr is Nature."—Shakespeare.

but

ARCHITECTURE AND FOLIAGE.
What to do -with Temple Bar.

It appears that the entrance to Victoria Park from the station

on the North London Railway consists only of an insignificant

wicket gate ; a most suitable site, therefore, presents itself at

that point for the re-erection of the old barrier whose history

is so intimately bound up with many stirring events connected
with the metropolis. The removal of the Marble Arch from
the Mall, in St. James's Park, where it was a patchy
obstruction, to its present situation, in which it forms a hand-
some and suitable decoration to one of the principal entrances
to Hyde Pai-k, is a wholesome precedent. It illustrates the
hint just thrown out, and seems to point to the propriety of a
somewhat similar change. In its present state, Temple Bar
cannot be allowed to remain where it is. Whether in conse-
quence of the deep foundations dug in its close vicinity in

preparation for the new Law Courts, or from the continuous
jarring of the continuous traffic, it is unnecessary to inquire,

but certain it is, that the structure has, within the last week,
shown uumistakeable signs of menacing disintegration. To
re-erect the materials upon the same spot, upon a new founda-
tion, will certainly never be permitted, after all that has been
urged concerning the impediment which it has so long proved
to the traffic of the Strand and Fleet Street. Such a course
appears entirely out of the ciuestion—while, to destroy the old
monument, by simply carting away the materials as used-up
rubbish, would certainly be an act of vandalism. The first

claim to the relic has been urged in favour of Victoria Park

;

and, therefore, if any competition for the old City gate should
arise, the east-end park should, as it seems, have the
preference, unless sound reasons can be ui-ged to the contrary.
The park in question already possesses architectural relics of

a somewhat analogous chai-acter in the massive stone alcoves
that once formed part of old London Bridge. These structures
are of solid and fairly good design, and contrast pleasingly
with the foliage with which they are now surrounded. They
are, in fact, in their present locality, far more agreeable objects
than they were in their bleak and unsupported position on
London Bridge ; and the old archway that has so long formed
the highly inconvenient western entrance to the City, will, in

like manner, if removed as proposed, be seen to far greater
advantage in the midst of green turf and noble foliage. It

has considerable merit in point of design ; indeed, in that
respect is undoubtedly superior to the wretchedly meagre
and slavish copy of Greek art exhibited by the Marble Arch,
which owes all its beauty to the material of which it is com-
posed, and all its interest to being the first attempt to erect a
structure entirely of marble in our unfavourable climate.

This view will be rendered manifest when the old Bar is

placed in a better situation ; not jammed tightly in by dingy
houses, but well supported on either side by the living green
and grandly irregular forms of fine trees. From a gardening
point of view the particular placing of the structure in Victoria
Park becomes a point of considerable interest; the kind of

foliage, and its extent, by which it ought to be supported would
form a very interesting study to an accomplished landscape
gardener, as well as the solution of the question whether its

facade should be placed flush with the roadway surrounding
the park, or at a certain short distance within the boundary,
and approached between plantations of well selected trees,

which might be planted so as to expand by degrees, and form
masses of supporting foliage on either side. These considera-
tions may be premature, inasmuch as the Corporation of the
City of London may, in its wisdom, determine to strengthen,
or even re-erect Temple Bar, where it now stands tottering,

but suggestions are better made too soon than too late. It is,

perhaps, needless to add that many positions in our west end
parks would be equally suitable for this structure or any
similar one.

THE SHAKESPEAREAN GARDEN.
Gardeners usually love flowers purely and solely because of
their beauty ; artists love them (though in their inmost
hearts they love trees far better) because they afford subjects
in the imitation of which they have scope for their charming
powers ; the poets, the true and genuine poets, as distin-
guished from versifiers, rhymesters, and pa])er-stainers, love
them, as the gardeners do, for the sake of their sweet com-
plexion, but, at the same time, because of the pictures they
supply to the mind. And this, perhaps, is the noblest purpose
for which flowers were created. The gratification of the simple
sense of seeing is a very inferior enjoyment compared with the
delights of which the intellect is capable; and these last,
in many of their richest forms, are derived from plants and
flowers. Tbo eye must needs be pleased in the first instance

;

it is the living instrument by means of which the mind
talks with Nature. The error, too common among mankind, is

to rest content with what it says as to prettiness of forms and
colours, and to inquire no further. It is quite a mistake to
suppose that seeing a thing, or even owning a thing, is exhaust-
ing it ; that wo have done, for instance, with the Rose, when,
we have learned its botanical structure, the conditions of
its most excellent blooming, and the chances it may have of
winning at some grand competitive flower-show. Such know-
ledge is very pleasant, very proper, useful, and creditable;
but, if wo go no further, we are only playing on the outside,
aud are like little children on the shore, who pick up the shells
and crimson weeds left in the brown wrinkles of the sand by the
retiring water, unconscious of what is found by those who sail

afar in ships. The poet teaches us how to see beyond the
surface. Every man, therefore, who would get the full value
out of his trees and flowers, should try to cultivate a poetical
spirit. Some few of our fellow-creatures are rich in this
respect, just as some are rich in mechanical ingenuity, others
in .Tptitude for mathematics, or for legislation, or some other
valuable but not superior art ; and these rich ones are the
poets, properly and legitimately so called. Whether skilful or
not in rhyme and metre does not matter ; they are poets in
the fact that they see farther than the other people do ; they
make common things glorious ; they show us that the little

and the unpretentious is no less worthy than the large aud
imposing : they let us into the inner life and the sweet and
loveable meaning and purpose of trees and flowers.

Shakespeare, with whose plants and flowers I am about to
deal, is pre-eminently the poet of Nature ; for that matter so
is he pre-eminently the poet of the heart, no man ever having
sounded the depths of the affections so thoroughly and so
accurately as he has done. At present it is enough to consider
him in his capacity of lover of the woods and fields ; as the man
who has made more frequent and more truthful mention of the
elements of vegetable nature than any other whose writings
the world possesses ; anfl who. in matters of correct teaching,
is far before many a learned lecturer or college graduate.
That a gardener can do without him, of course, is

quite true; so can he do without Linnfeus and De Can-
doUe. That he can dispense with that critical knowledge
of his works, which is conventionally called " understanding
Shakespeare," I have no objection to concede. This, however,
is a very different thing from dispensing with Shakespeare as
a tutor, which no intelligent gardener will ever do. In the
little articles I propose to write on the flowers and plants
of which he makes mention, I shall constantly regard him,
accordingly, as the gardeners' friend. If Shakespeare be not
the gardeners' friend, depend upon it he is friend to no one else.

On going through his plays, I find that of our English
wild flowers Shakespeare mentions about fifteen, alluding to
some only once or twice, to others a dozen times. Of exotic
flowers, or such as were cultivated in the scanty gardens of

his period, more than 300 years ago, he mentions nine or ten.

Of trees and shrubs, exotics included, there are notices of

about twenty-five. Of fruits, whether ripened in England, or
imported from foreign countries, I find the names—some-
times often recurrent—of about thirty. Vegetables are
spoken of in about equal proportion. Products of the
natui-e of spices and medicines are mentioned to the extent
of about a score; and the same is about the number of

what are contemptuously called "weeds." The total is thus
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about 150, or very considerably higher—I think considerably
more than double that of the total to bo found in Milton—and
considerably exceeding that of the plants mentioned by the
next "ivho is most copious in allusion to plants, the ancient
Roman poet in whose Georgics and iEneid the references are
so frequent and diversified. Shakespeare, ire must remember,
did not set out with a view to talking of trees and plants.
His designs were very different, and the allusions are only
casual and incidental, a circumstance which renders the total
of 150 truly remarkable. In reference to this total wo must
remember, again, that throe centuries ago botany had scarcely
found its feet, and that few of our Eughsh wild flowers had
been discriminated. Shakespeare had no " floras " to consult;
it is doubtful if he could have found even a botanical teacher.
The only books upon plants then in existence were the
writings, in Greek, of Theophrastus and Dioscorides, and, in
Latin, of Pliny and Columella, with such " herbals " and
" histories " as had been produced in his own age ; those, for
example, of Fuchsius and Wm. Bulleyn. Shakespeare's
library was Nature; his vocabulary was little more than
the vernacular; and glorious is the use he has made
of these. It seems to me that we ought to be thankful
that he lived in an age when science was not yet fledged

;

when there were neither Esohscholtzias, nor Odontoglossums.
Having only simple plants" to deal with, ho has shown us
how all comes right to a master, that the Cowslip is every
bit as good an illustration, and comes charged with as much
beauty as the proudest Laalia, or any other floral aristocrat
that fetches ten guineas a root. G.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CELBEY CULTURE ROUND LONDON.

This is one of the principal crops grown in the valley of the
Thames, both on the west and the east s!dc of London, and in
other districts where the soil is good, deep, rich, and moist.
In market gardens, this vegetable is grown in bulk much
better than we generally find it in private gardens. The crop
is universally large, oi-isp, and solid, and neither cai-e nor
labour are spared to bring it to perfection ; indeed, this is the
only outdoor crop in market gardens that is persistently
watered. The Red and White Solid are the only two kinds
cultivated ; they have sometimes the prefix Manchester added
to their names, but that signifies nothing, considering that
the Celery known as Manchester is only the Red Solid, or a
variety of the same that is scarcely distinguishable from the
original. The Celery seeds for the first crop are generally
sown in February, broadcast, on a slight hotbed, and thinned
out a little after they appear. A large or main sowing is made
in March, and another for a late crop in April. All these
sowings are commonly made in frames in gentle hotbeds, but
Mr. Geo. Steel, of Fulham, sows his main crop on an open-
air bed as follows :—About the 20th, or some time in the last
week of February, he casts out a trench some 15 or 18 inches
deep, 6 feet wide, and any length (say 20 yards), and this he
fills firmly with fermenting manure, over which a layer of a
few inches deep of common soil is placed. All being levelled
and well rolled, the seeds are sown broadcast over tlie whole
surface, and slightly covered by sifting some light soil over
them. These beds are then covered with rank litter until
the seeds germinate, when the litter is removed in favourable
weather during the day, but replaced at night until the
weather is safflciently genial for the plants to stand with-
out any covering whatever. The seedlings, either in frames
or in beds, are freely exposed, by uncovering, by day and
night in favourable weather, and in the case of frames,
by tilting up the sashes when the weather does not permit
of their removal. When the seedlings in either case
become thick, they are thinned a little, but are not
pricked out into other frames, except in the case of very
early sowings. When they have attained a fair size, however,
they are pricked out (in May) in beds in sheltered positions in
the open air, in lines 9 inches apart, and 2 or 3 inches asunder
in the rows ; or they are pricked out in beds 6 feet wide, with

an 18 inch alloy between them, nine lines of Celery in each bed.
Here they are allowed to remain until time and convenience
permit them to be- permanently planted out. A great point
observed by all growers is to have the ground to be nlanted
cleared of its crop as soon as possible in autumn or early
winter, then heavily manured all over, and trenched and
ridged, permitting it to remain in this condition until it is

required for Radishes or spring Cauliflowers. Generally the
Celery is planted in the alleys between the beds of Radishes,
thus leaving the rows 5 feet apart, or between alternate lines

of Caulitiower in May and Juno, in which case the Celery will
have taken to the soil and begun to grow before the Cauliflowers
are all removed. It this sort of interplanting, however, is

practised, provision must be made for such at manuring time
by marking off the ground in 5-feet breadths, and giving a
f|uadruple quantity of manure under each line, and into this
the Celery is eventually planted, thus saving the labour of
re-manuring, which would cause a disturbance as regards the
spring crop. If the Celery, however, is planted in an open
field after the entire removal of a spring crop of vegetables,
the ground is cleared of all refuse, dug over, and marked
off ; and, if it has not been previously prepared by giving the
extra quantity of manure in winter, that must now be applied.
For the first crop and the main crop the rows are usually 5
feet apart ; for the late main crop 4j feet, and for the
latest or winter crop 4 feet apart. No ridges are formed,
as is the case in private gardens ; but a furrow is merely
drawn, with a hoe, as for sowing Beans or Peas, but a
little deeper and wider ; and into these furrows the plants are
inserted by means of a dibber. AVhen a clean field is lined
off and ready for ])lanting out with Celery, it is precisely like

a field of seed beds, with the beds all 4 feet wide, and the
alleys 1 foot wide and about ti or 4 inches deep. Market
gardeners never plant more than one row of Celery in each
line, and the plants are about 8 or 9 inches asunder ; the
strongest are planted out first, and the remainder form suc-
cessions. Experience has taught gi'owers for market that
deep planting is not advisable, more especially in the case of

late crops, because when planted deeply the Celery is apt to
suffer from damp at the root, and is consequently liable to rot.

They therefore plant in such a way that, when finally earthed
up, the roots shall be above the level of the trenches. The
space between the rows is planted with Lettuces, French
Beans, Cauliflowers, Coleworts, or Endive.

Soon after the plants begin to grow strongly, a little earth
is drawn to them with a hoe ; but earthing-up, properly so
called, is generally performed at three different times. In the
first operation, which is done when the plants have made largo
leaves and gained good strength, the soil is placed about the
plants from the intervening space, taking care not to rob any
of the plants growing on it ; and at the next earthing-up the
same precaution is observed. By this time, however, most of

the catch-crop vegetables will be removed for market. At
the two first earthings-up a hollow is left along by the necks
of the plants, so as to conveniently retain a good supply of

water. At the third and final earthing-up, the ridge is well
closed at the top by pressing in the soil against the plants by
means of the back of a wooden rake ; a man with a rako
going on cither side of the ridge, and both pressing at the
same time, fill up the furrow effectually. Celery ridges are,

however, most liberally watered during the growing season,

either in the ordinary way, or by means of hydrants, to which
1-inch metal pipes are attached, or common gutta pcrcha
hoses where hydrants do not exist ; hogsheads placed at
intervals in the fields supply water for the purpose. Where
watering is not doue by cans, the hose is employed ; this

mode is reckoned to be eventually as cheap as any. One man
carries the end of the hose along the ridges, directmg the
stream of water, whilst another keeps the hose free from
twisting; and if the length be great, a third must be employed
to help, and to attend to the turning off and on of the water.

Towards the end of August the early produce comes into use,

and from that time until February a regular supply is kejjt

up. Before lifting the crop, part of the leaves is switched off'

with a sickle, then, in lifting, a trench is thrown out at the end
of a ridge, which is partially levelled, and the crop is removed
at the same time ; a set of people being employed in lifting,
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another in wheeling or carting to the packing shed, and a third

in washing, bunching, and packing. Sometimes a very late

crop of Celerj' is, grown for use in soups and otlier dishes.

For this purpose the seeds are sown in June, pricked out as

usual, and flually transplanteed into rows 2 feet apart. As
they never grow much, this distance is sufficient for them, for

they are seldom earthed up more than once, and if kept until

the warm weather sets in, they will certainly " bolt '" and
become useless. Slugs, especially in moist weather, are some-

times very destructive to Celery leaves ; but their progress is

arrested by dredging along the tops of the ridges with air-

slaked lime, and operating similarly on the banks or hedge-

rows surrounding the field where it is grown. Highly culti-

vated ground, if inland, is seldom infested by this pest ; but

where there are neighbouring hedges or banks, these slugs

are sure to be found, and, no matter how well tilled the soil

may be, their ravages will become apparent unless limiug is

resorted to.

—

FuJd.

LONDON MARKET PEAS.
These are fjrown in the immediate uelghbourhood of London much
more plentifully than Broad Beans ; nevertheless, ninty-five per cent.

of the Peas that comes to Covent Garden Market in summer and
autumn are crrown in Bedfordshire, distant parts of Surrey, Kent,

Essex, Hertfordshire, West Middlesex, Bucks, Berks, and other neigh-

bouring and distant conntios. The favourite sorts are difficult to

name, on account of the partiality that different gi-owers have for

different kinds ; certain it is, however, that the early dwarf kinds are

universally the most desired, on account of their quick returns, the

small space they occupy compared with tall Marrows, and because

they require no stakes. Mr. Myatt, of Deptford, prefers Beck's

Little Gem to all others for an early crop, on account of its excel-

lence, great bearing property, dwarf habit, and easy management.
He sows it in open quarters or fields in rows 2 feet apart, on a dryish

Boil, in the end of January, and reaps the produce in June. To
succeed Little Gem he grows Alpha (Laxton's), which he sows a

fortnight later than the other, and in rows 25- feet apart, and this

Pea he considers better in quality than any other sort which

he has grown, and the one for which, in prrference to all others,

his customers inquire. One year he grew all his Peas for seed

purposes, because he found it almost impossible to get people

to come "Pea-podding;" therefore he had to devote all his

labour strength to more pressing work. He did not lose, how-

ever, by this, for he realised a very high price for his spare seeds, as

when the kinds are good and true, they always demand a ready and

high market price. Many hundreds of acres of ground, too, through-

out the above-named counties, and on purely agricultural farms, are

devoted to the growing of White Peas for seed ; and as this crop is

got off the ground in good time— about the 1st of August — the

ground is at once ploughed over and sown with White Turnips for

Covent Garden, where the tops as well as the roots are disposed of.

Other sorts that I have found highly esteemed with market gardeners

are Early Frame, Groom's Dwarf, and Bishop's Dwarf. As a rule

they are sown for a first crop in January, and invariably on a dryish

soil, and in as sheltered a place as possible, other sowings being made
fortnightly in succession till April, or even till the 1st of July.

The demand for Green Peas, however, ceases after the Ist of

September ; therefore other crops more profitable might be grown
on the space they occupy at that time. In many instances the

first sowing of Peas is made in December on a warm border; but,

considering that they must thus be sown a little deeper than in

January, and the risks to which the seeds are liable from mice,

birds, insects, and damp, it is a much-disputed point amongst good

growers whether the December sowing has any advantage over that

made in January ; whilst many contend that the produce of the

latter is qnite as early as that of the former, and the crop is less

subject to risks. In making early sowings, it is a practice with

market gardeners to choose a fine day to break down the ridges (the

ground being previovsly manured and trenched), measure off the

lines and draw the drills iu the forenoon, and to leave them open till

the afternoon, so that the soil in them may dry a little, and become
thereby warmer ; then to sow the seeds and cover all up before

the evening. The drills vary from 2 feet to 3^ feet apart, accord-

ing to the rankness or dwarfness of the sorts grown, and the object

which the cultivator has in view. In the close linos. Lettuces or

Spinach are used as inter-crops, but in the more distant ones

Cauliflower is the crop usually planted. Picking is often re-

sorted to, and the more attention paid to this, the longer will the

Peas continue to bear. For seeding purposes the Peas in the rows

are shifted once or twice from one side to the othei', so as to preserve

the pods from'rotting with the damp and from being destroyed by

snails, and to cause all to ripen alike and well. When the Green

Peas arrive in the market, which they do in half bushel baskets, covered

with Rhubarb leaves fixed on the surface by means of Willows, and

are disposed of to various salesmen, these employ women to shell

them iu large quantities. All the Peas then, little and big, arc sifted

;

the largest being thus kept separate and freed from all spotted or

worm-eaten seeds, are kept in basins by themselves, and sold at a

higher rate than the others, which are in their turn re-sifted

and picked, until three kinds of Peas are the result. Covent

Garden Market is supplied with Green Peas from Algiers as early

as March, and from that source, Spain, and Portugal in April and

May, and from Franco in May and June. It would hardly pay the

French growers to send us green Peas during the summer time, when
our own market gardens and farms glut the market ; therefore, what

they do not dispose of at home they preserve in small tins for expor-

tation to England during the succeeding winter, and thus it is we see

at that season in the salesmen's shops " green Peas at Is. per tin."

Many people are led to imagine that these are freshly picked Peas,

but that is a mistake. -F*

OUR POTATO CROPS.
Me. Baknes is correct in stating that the Potato disease generally

makes its appearance about the beginning of July. I have noticed

that it appears about the 9th of July, and always when we have had

"thunderstorms followed by cloudy drizzling rain and fog." A
thunderstorm occurred this season on the 29th of June, but it was

sharp and short, and left no drizzling rain or fog behind it; on the

contrary, it cleared away rapidly, and was succeeded by bright

sunshine and a nice drying wind, which dried up aU the damp from

vegetation, and left it in a healthy and growing state. Therefore, in

only a few small ill-ventilated gardens, overshadowed by trees, did

disease put in an appearance. At least, I have not yet heard of any

material damage having been done by it, and I have examined and

paid great attention to the Potato crop in numbers of localties, but

luckily without finding any disease. I may say, indeed, that as far

as the south-west is concerned, there is none at present. And as we

still have brilliant sunshine and drying healthy winds, I think we

shall escape. I have always been inclined to think that if we could

get safe through July, we could keep free from disease; July is

pre-eminently the month in which most of our heaviest thunderstorms

occur, a tact which goes far to prove that electricity is the cause of

the disease. It has been found by passing a strong electrical current

through some portions or branches of Willow cuttings, and then

planting them, that the electrified portions withered and died, whilst

those portions not acted upon grew strong and healthy. It has been

stated, moreover, that even small shocks sent through the stem of a

Balsam killed it in a few minutes, although no disruption of its parts

was visible. The tissues were, however, doubtless acted upon by a

too strong current, in such a way that the sap could no longer

continue its course, and hence death was the result. This is not,

however, always the case when Potato leaves are struck; on the

contrary, they often show disruption too plainly and are

thus left in a condition favourable for the attacks of insects

or Fungi. I have often tried the effect of cutting off the discoloured

spot in order to see if the rest of the Potato would remain good
;
but

no, it always decayed. Bo the cause of disease, however, what it

may, I am heartily glad that our Potato crops are likely to escape

this season. I am now writing at the same table at which I sat last

year on the 24th of July, the morning after which we had one of the

most terrific thunderstorms with which this county has been visited,

and on the 25th I visited the Potato fields in this neighbourhood and

found them a mass of disease, although one week before they were

luxuriant and healthy. I have observed the Potato disease for these

forty years past and have, every season, been more and more cou.

vinced that the cause of it is electricity. J- Scorr.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

rnt+pll'q Reliance Cabbage.—We have received specimens of this

Cabba"rLt from a"fed in XuYeads were fit for use in the end o£ Aprd.

It is one of the best early Cabbages we have seen this season.

Onions Splittine.-Having pljinted a fine bed of Giant Rocca Onions, sown

iu AusultTa
"

tSe^y grew str'ong and healthy. 1 watered them well and

rcgula?, frequently giving them a supply of hqmd manure. Abo t t^e first

week in July the largest began to split in the centre, forming two bulbs
;
and

now the whJle of thfrn areln the same condition.
.
Previous '« ^^P'" ^S '•'^y

averaged sixteen inches in circumference. I hkewise sowed ^ome of the same

seed hi March last, when the Onions grew very large, but, strange t" fy, they

are flow dividing forming two distinct Onions., Can any of your readers

inform me whether this is usual? If not, what is the cause ?-Gbo. Davibs,

Mauerfordwest,
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, ia somewhat jubilant in a contem.
porary on the suEEerings of hardy flowers during the present year, and
seems gratified that " the advocates of the mixed border have been
silent of late." Considering the unusually miserable aspect presented
by bedding plants throughout the London district this year we should
have thought it the least likely of all seasons to give rise to remarks of
this kind. The fact is, that though hardy plants suffered greatly from
winter and spring drought and May frosts, the main beauty of our
gardens has been afforded by them. The Yuccas, now so effective in
many gardens, the Gladioli, Arundo conspicua. Lilies, Irises, Daffodils,
Pajonit's, Lai-kspurs, Anemones, Columbines, Harebells, Heraerocal.
lises. Everlasting Peas, CEnotheras, Phloxes, Primroses, Ranunculi,
Eudbeckias, the Forget-me-not family, the Globe-flowers, Speedwells,
Violets, Tritomas, hardy Crinums, Snowflakes, Grape-hyacinths, not
to name a few dozen other charming families of hardy flowers, have
afforded us, oven in ISV-t, a feast of beauty compared with which the
vast display struggling over the mud-edgings in our London Parks
for the last eight weeks is poor indeed. It cannot, moreover, be too
often said that the mixed border is but one of many ways in which
these and other hardy flowers may be grown.

We have received splendid spikes of one or two distinct
varieties of Disa grandiflora from Sir Wm. Marriott, and grown in
his garden at Down House, Dorset. The flowers individually were
very large and richly coloured, two or three on a spike, which at a
distance looked as if it bore brilliantly coloured Lilies of various hues.
The foliage accompanying the spikes also resembled that of vigorously,
growing Lilies. This is one of the most striking of all terrestrial
Orchids,and rarely seen in anything hke perfection.

London is now, we fear, making preparation for a new
danger in the wood and pitch streets now being laid down. At a
period when whole cities are laid waste by fire it is, surely, unwise
to make the street itself combustible, and, whatever other points a
good street paving should possess, non-combustibility should be con.
sidered essential. It is frequently supposed that the buildings in
Chicago and Boston, burnt by the great fires of the past few years,
wero built of more combustible materials than ours, but to a very
largo extent this was not the case. They were often of stone as
massive as any in London, and fires of much less intensity would
of course, set (ire to wood and pitch roadways.

Our attention has just been directed to some useful horticul-
tural implements, principally the inventions of Mr. Alfred E. Peirce,
of O.xford Street, a well-known exhibitor at most of our leading
exhibitions. These consist of tubular iron ladders, which may also
be used, if required, as a pair of steps ; and some remarkably useful
improvements in the way of library, office, and conservatory chairs,
which may also be utilised as steps if desired ; a new hose-reel, too,
deserves general adoption, as, by a simple contrivance it picks up the
hose and winds it on the reel or drum at the same time instead of
rapidly wearing it out by dragging over the surface of the gravel
walks or lawns in the usual way. Mr. Peirce has also introduced tho
vegetable slicers and Pea-shelling machines, now found so universally
useful in America.

Tnr. large American Aloe at Kew, to which we have already
alluded, is now in flower. The flower-stem is nearly 20 feet in
height and the candelabra-like branches are produced in a lax tapering
cone nearly half that length. The lower branches are about 2 feet in
length. Large quantities of nectar, attractive to bees and flies, are
secreted by the pale wax-like flowers. The plant is supposed to be
nearly a century old, and Mr. Croucher informs us that it is a
peculiar variety sometimes known in collections as A. mexicana, and
one which differs from the common American Aloe, in the length and
disposition of its great fleshy armed leaves. A fine pair of ordinary
American Aloes is bearing tall spikes just now in the Royal
Horticultural Society's conservatory at South Kensington. Of
these plants there is a little grove in the great conservatory at
Chatsworth where they grow in great luxuriance, and form a
chraoteristic feature in that noble structure.

• The current number of the Botanical Magazine contains
coloured plates of Crinum Moorei, a stately Amaryllidaceous plant
from South Africa which bears great rosy flowers from four to six on
a scape

; Brachysema undulatum, a native of Western Australia, a
pretty greenhouse shrub with oblong leaves and deep purple pea.
shaped flowers

; Docabelona elegans, a striking succulent plant from
Southern Africa nearly related to Stapelia, having branched, spinose,
Enphorbia-like stems and large drooping tubular or bell-shaped
flowers of a yellowish-green colour densely mottled with reddish-
brown; Kniphofia Roopcri, a charming addition to this genus
(Tritoma), and one which has flower heads closely resembling those
of T. Uvaria with much broader bright green foliage. It is a ns^tivo
of South Africa. Achillea ageretifolia, a native of Greece, ia a dwarf

tnfted Composite with linear serrate glaucous foliage and conspicnoaa
creamy-white flowers measuring about an inch across.

The Tigridias, brilliant but neglected old flowers, are now in

fine bloom in Mr. Ware's nurseries at Tottenham. They should find

a welcome place in all gardens with warm sandy soil, as in sach they
frequently survive the winter.

Mit. John Grigor, nurseryman, Forres, has given the hand.
some sum of .€1,000 to the funds of Gray's Hospital, Elgin. The
Forres Nurseries, of which Mr. Grigor is proprietor, are almost
wholly devoted to forest trees and shrubs.

Mr. JohnWills has just now araagnificent display of Tuberoses
in his nursery in the Annerley Road. About 150 strong potfuls,

bearing from four to six spikes each, are arranged on each side of
the central path of a span-roofed forcing-house. The flower-spikes,

which vary from 4 to G feet in height, form an avenue of white
fragrant flowers.

We understand that a new journal is to be started, in which
the interests of horticulture will be partially represented, after the
fashion of some existing journals. It is to bear the happy and
comprehensive title of the Handglass and Hencoop Gazette and
Daffodil and DucMing Journal. We wish the now aspirant a
brilliant career.

We notice in a contemporary some remarks on Ixora Fraseri!,

which fail to do the plant full justice. It is distinct from I.

Williamsii, and is most decidedly one of the hardiest of the whole
group, bearing splendid trusses of rich orange.scarlet flowers amid
stout fresh green foliage. It has a vigorous habit of growth, and was
raised by Mr. Fraser, who was also the raiser of I. Williamsii.

Messrs. RivERs's orchard-houses at Sawbridgeworth (described
by us at length last year), are now in fine condition, and full of
interest to all interested in fruit culture and in the raising of new
fruits. There are also some fine examples of well and economically,
built fruit houses recently erected in those old and well-known
nurseries, and all well filled with admirably.grown young Vines and
fruit trees of various kinds.

It may interest some of our readers to know that the large-
berried Liberian Coffee, to which wo have previously alluded (see

p. 250, Vol. IV.), is now in cultivation at Kew, and Mr. Kennedy, of
Covent Garden, has shown us plants of it, growing well in his shop,
under glass shades. Mr. W. Bull obtained both seeds and plants of
it from Africa, some months ago, and shipped some of his stock to
Ceylon, for experimental purposes in that island. It appears to be
hardier than C. arabica, and the berries, which are twice the size of
those of arabica, are said to be of a better flavour.

The last portion of tho Meadowbank collection of plants
was disposed of on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, last and realised

good prices. Tho following are some of the most notable: Cattleya
Dowiana, £5 Ss. ; Authuvium Scherzerianum igneum, £9 193. 6d. ; A.
S. grandiflorum, £11 lis. ; Odontoglossum Alexandra) niveum, £6; 0.
hystrix snperbum, £6 63.; 0. radiatum majus, .£7 10s.; Lajlia

elegans Turnerii, £5 15s. 6d. ; L. superbiens, £9 19s. 6d. ; Epidendrum
vitellinum magnifioum, £6 6s. ; Vanda Batemanni gigantea, £13 ISa.

;

Angrajcum eburneum superbum, £9 93.

The extent of the culture of early Potatoes in the Channel
Islands has been amply shown by the large quantities exported this

season. Tho approximate returns of Potatoes sent from Jersey
during the two months ending July 15, represent 22,623 tons,

estimated at £215,000. The area of the island is 28,717 acres; and,
it would appear, from the above-mentioned figures, that the cultiva.

tion of Potatoes alone has realised £7 93. Sjd. for every acre of
ground on it.

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, which
was held at South Kensington on Wednesday last, Mr. H. Loder,
gardener to U. B. Hennel, Esq., Forest Hill, exhibited one of the most
remarkable specimens of Lilium auratum we have ever seen. It was
growing in an 11-inch pot and consisted of two stems, each about
10 feet high, which, together, bore sixty-five flowers. This plant has
been produced by a single bulb, and, if it may be taken as a specimen
of what'may be done with other Lilies by skilful cultivation, much
more striking effects may be expected from this class of plants than
have ever yet been realised.

We have received from Mr. Knight, of Floors Castle,

magnificent blooms of the double pink.flowered Oleander, an old-

fashioned plant it is true, but one seldom seen bearing flowers

possessing half tho beauty of those sent. They were cut from a
plant, Mr. Knight informs us, planted out in a heavy soil and
grown in a natural Willow-like manner. He has also, however, he
admits, on two and three year-old plants, blooms equally fine. It

is a suitable plant for cool corridors, in which it succeeds perfectly

at Floors. Two fine specimens in Mr. Peacock's collection at
Hammessmith are just now in great beauty, and the flowers are
valued for cutting.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNEK-TABLB DECORATION.

Preparing riowers.

WnERE flowers are wanted to last for any length of time, much
depends on the manner in which they have been prepared.
Take, for example, a stand in which a truss of

Pelargonium or a Camellia occupies a prominent
position, how provoking it is, after the last

finishing touches have been given, and it is

being removed to the position it is to occupy,
when first one petal begins to drop, then
another, and, finally, down comes a little shower,
and nothing is left of one's Pelargoniums or Camel-
lias but the stems. This I have seen often occur

;

but, by careful preparation, it can be easily avoided.
The first thing to avoid are flowers which have
been grown in a high temperature and where the
plants have not been well hardened off before they
were cut, and the same remark applies to Ferns,
for; if the fronds are cut for use while the plants
themselves are growing in the stove, they will

shrivel up in about an hour after having been cut.

In cutting, the stems of both flowers and Ferns
should be severed with a sharp knife and not with
scissors, as is generally done. By using a knife no
bruising takes place, and the stems are better able

to imbibe moisture, so as to keep them fresh.

When arranging flowers it is a good plan to have
a basin of water close at hand, and before each ^^^

Fern frond is placed in the position in which it

is to remain to dip it into the water, lift it out, and give it a
gentle shake. This will apparently remove the water from the
leaflets, but a number of globules will remain on them, though
not observable to the naked eye, which will tend to keep them
fresh. The water should be tepid, i.e.. just the chill taken off.

"Wiring Flo'wers.

Many flowers, in order to keep them
from falling to pieces, must be wired,

an operation by means of which the

stems can be bent into any required
position. The different kinds of wires
for this purpose may be obtained in

the Central Avenue, Covent Garden
Market. Of these, I use four kinds,
viz., two sizes of piercing wire, stubs,

and bending wire. The three former
are sold in bundles, cut in lengths,

and the latter in reels. The piercing

wire is that with which the different

parts of a flower are sewn together
;

the stubs are used as artificial stems
to flowers such as Camellias, which
are cut off short, and the bending
or reel wire, is that with which the

flowers are bound to the stubs. Such
numbers of flowers rec(uire to be
wired, it would be impossible to

enumerate them all, or describe the
mode of doing each ; I shall, there-

fore, select a few of those in most
common use, and endeavour to
clearly describe the process of wiring
them. I ought to have added, that

a light pair of wire cutters will be
necessary to cut off all surplus ends

;

these may be obtained of any iron-

monger, and the smaller and lighter they are the better, and
both these and the wire should be kept in a small box in a dry
place, so as to prevent them becoming rusty. Let us begin with
the Camellia, a flower employed in all descriptions of floral

decoration. Suppose a box full of Camellia blooms was sent

from some nursery, they would be found to have been out off

without stems, and to make an artificial stalk, as well as to

prevent the petals dropping, wiring must be resorted to.

1. Camellia. 2. Laurel-leaJ background. 3. Hyacmth pip.

Let the bloom be lifted with the right hand, invert it, i.e.,

turn it face downwards and gently press it as if one were
trying to fold the bloom in two ; this, however, must be done
very gently so as not to bruise the petals, or the flower will be
spoilt; it should then be held in that form between the first

finger and thumb of the left hand, and a single wire, the
strongest of the piercing kind should be run through its

centre sufficiently deep to catch all the petals in

the line in which it is inserted, but so as not to
show in the centre of the flower when turned Tip.

The bloom should then be half-turned round,
pressed again in the manner just described,

and another wire should be pushed through
it, this one being put in so as to cross the
other, and so on until four wires have been
inserted, as shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion; then all the points of the wires should be
bent back until they meet, and being taken hold
of by the right hand, should be drawn down
between the flrst finger and thumb of the left

hand, close to the palm : even after the back of

the bloom has come in contact with the hand the
wires should still be drawn down a little ; but very
gently, an operation which presses the petals into

their proper places. The wires should next bo
drawn close together and one of them twisted
round the others in order to keep them firm, and
form a slight stem, which should be bound to a
stub with some reel wire, a little damp Moss being
bound in close to the flower so as to help to keep

tlif'- it fresh. The stem may then be cut as short

as may be required, and the mounting of the
flower is flnished. Now let us take a spike of Hyacinth. This,

in its natural state, is anything but useful for floral decoration,

but if the pips be picked off and properly mounted they will be
found to be excellent for many purposes, varying, as they
do, so much in colour. Each pip should be pierced by two wires

(crossing each other in the centre)

of the flnest piercing wire, the pip
being held stem upwards between the

first finger and thumb of the left hand

;

the four points of the wire should then
be bent backwards and twisted to-

gether in the form of a stem. The
pips may thus be mounted on a stem
singly or six twisted together, and
then bound on to each stub. In
just the same manner as the Hya-
cinth, are mounted the pips of

Stephanotis. Bouvardias are, how-
ever, treated differently. These have
long slender white tubes, which, if

bruised or cracked in the least, soon
turn brown, which of course spoils

their beauty. The stem or rather the
branch, for several blooms are on each
spray of the Bouvardia, should be
held in the left hand, and into the
centre of each open bloom and down,
the tube should be run one of the
fine piercing-wires ; and, as soon as
the bottom of the tube is reached, the
wire should get a gentle push, so that
the point may become inserted in the
stem at the base of the tube. A pair

of sharp scissors should then be taken
and the wire cut off in a line with
the centre of the flower. The wire is

never noticed, and it forms a support
to the tube and keeps the flower in an upright position.

These examples of wiring must suffice, though Orchids, Roses,
and many other flowers all require that treatment, into the

details of which, individually, it is, however, impossible to

enter.
Gumming Flowers.

This is another operation to which attention must be
directed, as many flowers not wired require to be gummed,
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and some require both gumming and vriring ; for instance,

the Bouvardia .amongst others. Common gum will not

answer; it must be prepared by one's self or bought, which it

can be quite as cheaply as it can be made at home. The gum
should be always applied by means of a small paint-brush.

First, let ns take a Pelargonium as an example of one of the

flowers which should be gummed. Gum the point of the paint-

brush, and into the centre of each bloom should be dropped

one drop of gum, which should be dropped so as to fall iuto

the very centi-e of the blossom. Each truss, as soon as

gummed, should bo laid on one side before being placed in

water so as to dry a little; for the gum, being made of spirits,

quickly evaporates. Primulas and several other flowers arc

gummed in this manner. I shall, therefore, leave my readers

to pick out such flowers as should be gummed in this style

and advert to such as require to be done in quite a different

way. The Bouvardia and Azalea both, in place of having the

gum dropped into the centre of the flower, like Pelargoniums,
should be gummed outside, the gum beiug painted on with the

brush where the flowers and stem join. To gum flowers neatly

and well takes some little time and trouble, but there are

several flowers which, if not prepared in this manner, would
be otherwise almost useless ; for, as soon as arranged, their

petals would begin to drop. As with flowers which require to bo
wired, the selection of those that require to be gummed must
be left to one's own discretion.

Keeping Prepared Plowers Fresh.

The best way of keeping flowers fresh after they have been
prepared is to place their stems in water, and then to put away
the vessels containing them in some dark cool cellar until

required for use. Perns should be kept laying in a pail of

water, or else be well saturated in water and then shut up in

an air-tight tin canister. In the latter way they will keep for

days as fresh as if only just cut off the parent plant.

A. HAS.SAED.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
THE GESNERA-PLOWEEED SAGE.

(salvia GESNER-T3FL0RA.)

In the last number of The Gaeden (p. 100) there appears a

note respecting this Salvia, which, when well grown, is truly

a splendid plant for the conservatory, and one in the culture

of which I have been most successful. My plan has been to

grow fresh plants every year, and to throw the old ones away,
after sufficient cuttings have been taken and the blooming over.

The cuttings are taken in March or early in April, according
to circumstances. Each cutting is placed seporately in a
large thumb pot, plunged in a slight bottom-heat, and, when
necessary, they are shaded from the sun. After they are
fairly rooted, they are stopped back to two pairs of leaves,

which causes them to put forth four shoots, and thus to form
a good found.atiou for the future plant. After these shoots
are fairly started, I shift the plants into fS-sized pots

;

then, after they have made a little growth, I stop again, as
before. They should have plenty of water, and should be
kept until about the middle of May in a genial growing
temperature, but not too high, as that would induce weak
growth. About this time I remove them to a frame
for a month to gradually harden them, but I still keep
them steadily progressing in growth until about the
middle of June, when they are planted in the open ground in

a sunny position, but sheltered from boisterous winds, from
which they are liable to suffer. The ground should bo well
enriched with good rotten manure. If very large plants are
wanted, plant them out 4 feet apart every way ; and, if they
are properly attended to, they will more than touch each other
by the time they should bo taken up in autumn. After having
been planted out some little time they should receive another
general stopping ; but, after that, only a shoot here and there
should be stopped, so as to make the plants symmetrical in
form. After th.at they should be left .ilone with the exception
of attending to them with watc^r should the season prove dry.
Each main shoot should be carefully secured to a stake, for
they are very apt to break olV at the point of juncture with the

main stem, when the plants become badly disfigured. The
stakes should be placed so that when the plants are lifted for

potting they may be moved with them undisturbed. As
this, like other Salvias, is liable to be injured by early

autumnal frosts, care must bo taken to lift all plants of it

sufHciently early to escape them. They should be taken up
with largo ball§ of earth and potted iuto large pots, using
for that purpose good rich soil. After they are potted
they should be thoroughly watered and then placed iu a pit or
cool greenhouse, and kept close for about ten days or so, giving
them plenty of water, with a syringing overhead every day,
until they have made fresh roots, which, if thus treated, they
will quickly do. During the winter months they should be
kept iu a light airy greenhouse, and, thus treated, they will

produce flowers on every shoot iu March and April, without
any forcing, making splendid objects for the conservatory

;

they are also very useful for cutting, though I find that the
flowers are not favourites in Covent Garden. By the mode of

culture just described plants may be grown as large as good-
sized Currant bushes ; to anyone who has never grown this

Salvia in this way, I can only say try it, and I have no
hesitation in asserting that whoever does so will be amply
gratified with the result. Anyone having young plants of it

may even now plant them out, aud by careful tending they
will make nice bushes before the autumnal frosts set in, tho
growth being very rapid during August and September.
WiUow Lodge, Mitcliam. H. A. Wood.

CULTIVATION OP THE CHINESE PRIMROSE.
The cultivation of this Primrose is gradually becoming better under-
stood, as is demonstrated by the higher character of the plants
staged at public exhibitions. There, however, yet appears to be
plenty of room for farther improvement. It is not needful to speak
of the value of these flowers for the decoration of the conservatory

;

but I would observe, in passing, that they are quite unsurpassed for
that purpose ; and, further, that no other class of plants producing
as good a display of colour can be grown with so little trouble and
expense. I am now referring to the single varieties, which possess
the important advantages, over and above the double forms, of being
readily raised to an unlimited extent from seed, and of possessing a
more vigorous growth. The double varieties are extremely beautiful,

I am perfectly willing to admit, and well worthy of the attention of

thosewho possess the requisite skill, and are able to afford the proper
accommodation for their successful cultivation ; but, for the great
body of gardeners, they are of but little practical value. Their
increase by cuttings is a slow and tedious affair, they are rather
" miffy," and seldom last in good condition more than two years ; and,
when ail is said and done, they are not a whit more effective in the
conservatory than the single forms.

Seed, and Tim.e for Sowing it.

One of the most important matters is to obtain thoroughly good
seed, or, to speak more plainly, seed saved from a thoroughly good
strain. The selection of the colour of the varieties to be grown may
bo left to individual taste, so long as the seed has been saved
from flowers large in size, of good form, stout in substance, and rich
in colour ; or, in the case of the white flowers, quite pure. For
general decoration the ordinary crimson and white varieties are the
most suitable. We grow here crimson and white varieties represent-
ing two strains I have for many years endeavoured to maintain in the
highest perfection, as well as the Marquis of Lome and Princess
Louise, crimson and white strains, introduced into cultivation two or
three years since. The two strains known under these distinctive
names arc wonderfully good, and seed obtained from true stocks may
be sown with the full assurance that a, large percentage of the seed-
lings will have flowers of the finest quality. To maintain a continuous
supply of flowers from early in the autumn until late in tho spring,
it will be necessary to make two sowings, for the plants coming into
bloom first will not continue in good condition throughout tho season.
The most suitable periods for sowing are the early part of June and
the beginning of August ; the first for the production of plants which
will commence to bloom in tho first week of November and onwards,
and the second a stock that will begin to show their flowers in
January or Feliruary. Sow in pans or pots of a convenient size,

which have been previously prepared by placing a good layer of
crocks in the bottom, .and filling with a light and rather rich mixture.
The soil nuist be made qnite fine to admit of the seedlings being
readly ])ricked off. The surface should be perfectly level, so that all

the seed be buried precisely the samo depth, and the soil should bs
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used in a nico moist condition to render heavy waterings unnecessary

;

for tho seed must have a thin covering only, and if this is disturbed
in watering, as will be tho case it at all heavy, a portion will be laid

bare and probably perish. Let the seed bo sown thinly, for the
pnrpose of avoiding the necessity for pricking off the young plants
before they have acquired sufficient strength to admit of their being
handled without difficulty. Cover lightly, and after a light sprinkle
of water place the seed pots in a closed frame fixed in a pit, in much
the same manner as advised for Cinerarias. The seed will germinate
more readily if the temperature is rather in excess of that required
for Cinerarias, and, to afford it every assistance in that respect, keep
the pit.lights closed, and only cover them immediately over the frame
in which the seed pots are put. The seed germinates readily in a
temperature of 60^ or 65°, and there will be no difficulty at this sea-

son of the year in providing a temperature sufficiently high.

Treatment of Seedlings.

As the seedlings begin to make their appearance above the surface
commence to admit a little air. First tilt the cover of the frame,
and in a day or two afterwards ventilate the pit also, and employ less

shading. When of a convenient size for handling, prepare a suffi-

cient number of ordinary seed-pans, place an inch layer of crocks in

•the bottom, and fill rather firmly with the compost that will be here-

after recommended. Make the surface level, and prick oat the seed-

lings an inch or so apart each way. Return them to the pot in which
the seed was raised, keep rather close and shaded for the first week
or so, and then increase the ventilation. In a fortnight they will

have become sufficiently established to admit of their removal with
advantage to a cold frame, which will be found the most suitable

quarters for the plants until the autumn. When strong and well-

established, pot them separately in 3-inch pots, and again keep close

for a week or so, to prevent their receiving a material check from
the removal. From these they must be shifted into 5-inch pots as

soon as they are well-established, but before they become pot-bound

;

and when these are well filled with roots, transfer to the pots in which
they are to bloom. A portion of the stock, if required in bloom as
early as possible, may remain in the 5-inch pots, and the others

should be shifted into 6 or 8-inch pots, according to the purpose for

which they may be required. For the conservatory 6-inch pots will

be sufficient, but for exhibition specimens the larger size will be the
most suitable, as small plants are of but little use on the exhibition
table. I am here speaking generally, but, to avoid any misunder-
standing upon this point, 1 would observe that for the early autumn
exhibitions they must not be put in pots exceeding 6 inches in

diameter ; those shifted into a larger size should have the first

flower-truss nipped out to promote the production of a side growth
and larger heads of flowers. When this is done the season of flower-

ing is delayed by a pei'iod of five or six weeks. Indeed, excepting
for the spring exhibitions, S.inoh pots are not required.

Compost and Potting.

A prime necessity in Primula culture is a moderatively open and
comparatively rich compost. In practice I have found nothing
better than a mixture of three parts mellow loam, full of fibrous

matter, and one part of leaf-mould and thoroughly-decayed cow-
manure in equal proportions. The loam will require breaking up
moderately, and after the loam and leaf-mould have been well incor-

porated with it, add a liberal proportion of silver-sand—just

sufficient, in fact, to make the compost feel gritty. A very fine

compost is not desirable, neither is one too rough ; but, to a certain

extent, the larger the size of the pot the rougher may the compost
be used. It will not be needful to dwell upon the manner in which
the plants should be shifted from one pot to another, but it may be
useful to many amateurs to know that the soil mus"t be pressed
moderately firm without being made hard. The pots must be perfectly

clean and the drainage perfect. The latter is of great importance to

facilitate the escape of superfluous moisture, and thus prevent the

possibility of any injury ai'ising from sourness of the soil through the

supei-flnous water not being able to escape so quickly as could be
desired. The pots must also be placed on a bed of rather rough
coal-ashes when in the cold frame, for the double purpose of prevent-

ing the worms entering the pots and enabling the water to soak
away readily.

General management.
Air-giving, shading, and watering constitute the principal points

in the general management of the stock. Abundant ventilation until

the end of September is of the utmost importance ; afterwards,

sufficient air to ensure a fresh and healthy atmosphere will be needful.

If they are kept in close frames for any length of time, the leaf-stalks

will lengthen at a tremendous rate, and by-and-bye the flowers will

be embedded in the foliage, and partly out of sight, instead of being

borne well above it in bold well-developed trusses. The frames

should be ventilated night and day, until the nights become cold and
frosty. During the months of June, July, and August, the plants
will require to be screened from the sun ; and, as a rule, it will suffice
to lay a mat over the lights during the middle of the day, when tho
sun is shining brightly. With reference to watering, it will suffice to
say that rather liberal snppHes will be required until the end of
September, and after that period more moderately. As the plants
continue to grow freely throughout the winter when managed
properly, they must have sufficient water to maintain that growth

;

but over-watering must be specially guarded against. The largest
measure of success will be ensured by maintaining the soil in a
moderately moist condition; and in watering, whether in winter or
summer, applying sufficient to thoroughly moisten the ball. As with
the Calceolarias and Cinerarias, I would strongly advise the inexpe.
rienced to avoid the use of stimulants. They are quite unnecessary,
and may prove extremely hurtful ; and it may be safely assumed that
soft water alone will suffice for the requirements of the plants. A
cold frame has been already suggested as being most suitable for the
summer quarters of the stock ; and it now remains to be said that,
for the winter quarters, a light airy house will bo in every way
suitable. The temperature most conducive to a healthy growth, when
the plants are in the house, is one ranging between -to' and 50".

Those in bloom will do well in the ordinary temperature of the
conservatory ; but the stock raised from the last sowing will require
sufficient warmth to maintain a steady growth, and that will be
afforded them by the temperature I have here suggested. The
practice of keeping the plants a second year is objectionable ; for
they very frequently, towards the autumn, decay at the base and
perish, and consequently disappoint the cultivator. Even if they
remain in comparatively good health, they do not present the fresh
and vigorous condition of yearlings. [The preceding remarks, taken
from the Gardeners' Magnzine, represent the experience of Mr. James,
of Isleworth, an excellent cultivator of Chinese Primulas.

—

Ed.]

THE LIBRARY.
A PLEA FOR PEASANT PROPEIETORS.*

This work is devoted to a consideration of the advantages which are
thought to belong to small holdings, both in this and other countries;
and holders of small pieces of land in Belgium and in the Channel
Islands are brought forth as examples for our imitation in this way.
Into the merits of small versus large farms it is not our j^rovince to
enter. Mr. Thornton maintains that small holdings are the most
productive. Such holdings, doubtless, tend to encourage industry,
and it is on that account quite as much as on account of their
produce that allotments are of so much value to our farm labourers.
In order to accumulate evidence to this effect, he says, " It is only
necessary to turn to any country in which the peasantry cultivate
their own lands. Such is the case in Zurich, as well as in several
other Swiss Cantons ; and, accordingly, says Inglis, ' Anywhere in
the neighbourhood of Zurich, in looking to the right or the left, one
is struck with the extraordinary industry of the inhabitants. In the
industry they show in the cultivation of the land, I may safely say
they are unrivalled. When I used to open my casement between
four or five in the morning to look out upon the lake and the
distant Alps, I saw the labourer in the fields ; and when I returned
from an evening walk, long after sunset, as late perhaps as half-past
eight, there was the labourer mowing his Grass or tying up his

Vines. But there are other and better evidences of the industry of
the Zurichers than merely seeing them late and early at work. It is

impossible to look at a field, a garden, a hedge, scarcely even a tree,

a flower, or a vegetable, without pei'ceiviug proofs of the extreme
care and industry that are bestowed upon the cultivation of the soil.

If, for exaniple, a path leads through or by the side of a field of
grain, the Corn is not, as in England, permitted to hang over the
path, exposed to be pulled or trodden down by every passer-by ; it is

everywhere bounded by a fence ; stakes are placed at intervals of

about a yard, and about 2 and 4 feet from the ground boughs of

trees are passed longitudinally along. If you look into a field

towards evening where there are large beds of Caulittower or Cabbage,
you will find that every single plant has been watered. In the

gardens, which around Zurich are extremely large, the most punc-
tilious care is evinced in every production that grows. The vegetables
are planted with seemingly mathematical accuracy ; not a single

weed is to be seen, nor a single stone. Plants are not earthed up as

with us, but are placed in small hollows, into each of which a little

manure is put, and each plant is watered daily.'
"

*(" A Plea for Peasant Proprietors." By W. T. Thornton, C.U. ; Macmillan &
Co., London 187i.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
WILD FLOWERS AROUND ARUNDEL.

Those who have never studied England's wild flowers will

probably bo astonished to be told that the Stock, the Carna-

tion, the crimson Paiony, the Columbine, and the Poets'

Narcissus, are, every one of them, with a hundred others,

" Ancient Britons," though, owing to the slaughter made

by the plough and other instruments of civilisation, they no

longer occu'r in a wild state. The fact is that a hundred,

at the very least, of our beloved and cherished garden

flowers are indigenous to the woods and meadows of our

own island ; so th.at the distinction sometimes drawn between

warden flowers and wild flowers is sheer nonsense
; _

the

only allowable one is, between exotics and native or indi-

genous plants. I have also heard it objected to " wild

flowers," that they wither so soon when comp.ared with

garden ones. Does the Lily of the Valley, which is English,

wither any sooner then the Geranium of the Cape of

Good Hope? The comparison is most unjust. Taken

score for score, juat as they come to h.and, I am sure the

flowers indigenous to England endure as long as the flowers

of any other°country. Those brought from foreign lauds have

generally been selected ones, and were we to select English

ones, I am confident we should never lose by the comparison.

I find bouquets of wild flowers keep, on the average, quite as

well as bouquets of garden flowers, that is to say garden

flowers of purely exotic origin ; and were the matter pushed to

a crucial trial I am almost persuaded that English flowers

would win. That many English wild flowers are insignificant,

is quite true ; so are many of the flowers of any other country.

Those which are brought to us for the decoration of our

wardens are, as just now said, the selected ones of their several

homes ; were the flora of the very richest spot transported

hitherfaithfully— a specimen of every species—depend upon

it we should find quite as large a proportion, which, after

the novelty had passed away, we should care no longer

to propagate or keep. When, accordingly, I say that a

man who loves his garden for the sake of the plants

that are in it, and not merely for its coup trccil, which is

a very ignoble love ; is delighted, at the same time, with

the sight" of the wild flowers of the fields and woods, I

refer to that section of them which an emissary from the

Antipodes—supposing that England were a sort of " South

Sea Islands" to him—would collect for remission to his

employers. Just suppose, for a moment, that the perfection

of civilisation lay in this current 1874, as the growth of a

dozen centuries, not in Great Britain, but in New Zealand !

What pleasure a collector from the " Royal Horticultural " of

the place, or from the Veitchs, or the RoUissons, would take

in our Water Lilies, our scarlet Poppies, our yellow wood
Nettle, our blue Campanulas. To him these would be as

great a rapture as the New Zealand plants were to English-

men when first brought over ; and it seems to me that every

Englishman should, in these intelligent days, find them no less

a rapture to himself. In the neighbourhood of Arundel there

is, apparently, as large a scope for the observation of the best

description of English wild flowers as can exist in any part of

the three kingdoms. It is peculiarly fortunate in the posses-

sion, at once, of high downs, which in many parts are covered

with trees ; extensive chalk quarries, some of which are

worked no longer, and where Nature reigns triumphant ; a

tidal river, on the banks of which sub-maritime plants grow
freely and happily ; and numerous little water-courses, which,

from some cause or other, seem the home of all sorts of

curious aquatics. Add to these the sea-shore, distant only

some four or five miles, and it will easily be understood that, in

diversity of habitat, it is scarcely possible for any place in

England to excel Arundel. Beginnhig with the downs, here

we have that beautiful plant the Musk Thistle, Carduus
nutans, a fit ornament for the rough or rockery por-

tion of any large garden. In my own garden I have

it at present in full flower, the noble crimson heads

25 inches across, and, as implied in the technical name, in the

evening scented like musk. The presence of this particular

perfume in plants and flowers is very remarkable, seeing that.

hi its intensity, the odour is one associated with a little

animal, though it is not without some curious parallels; the

Hound's-tongue evolving the scent of mice, while Herb
Robert smells like foxes, and the Coriander plant like the most
abominable of household vermin. Here too, on the downs
grows the Sweet Briar, the round cups of the most exquisite

pink ; while the turf is in many parts quite lilac with the

delicate bloom of the little Quinsey-weed, Asperulacynanchica,

the colour so like that of the officinal Valerian, that one might
fancy each laid on while the palette was wot for the other. I

make no mention of the unspeakable effect of the Wild
Thyme, nor of the innumerable Golden Cistus, for these,

though good, are among the " common things ;

" we find them
at ail events, in a hundred places where the former do not
occur. Here and there may be gathered the Bee Orchis and
Fly Orchis. How pleasant it is to see that old England is

never behindhand, when, excepting the Palms and one or two
others, a natural order of any magnitude wants illustrating

in the completest manner. Trinidad may boast of its Papilio,

and Brazil of its Frog Orchis, but, as long as we have our
English Ophrydes, we may venture to compete in oddities with
all the world. Another very lovely Orchis, not uncommon at
Arundel, is the crimson Pyramidalis ; while, in the woods,
where it is damp and shady, they have the Twayblade, and
occasionally, under Beech trees, the Nidus avis. The Tway-
blade was the first Orchis that I learned, when, as a lad of

thirteen, I started on the botanical pilgrimage that every day
since that time has become more delightful and rewarding.
Hence I look upon it still as one of the little blessings of my
life ; for, depend upon it, though money is useful, and learn-

ing brings reputation, the things that a man has most reason
to be thankful for, are the unconsidered ones that, in his boy-
hood became key-notes to the inmost pleasures of his existence,

providing him with pastime when everything else became a
weariness and a trial. To have a secret source of pleasure
that we can fall back upon under every circumstance and
in all conditions, that comes fresh and fresh to the heart every
year, and that daily becomes more solid and substantial, is

assuredly no slight privilege. Every man may command
such a one, if he will only begin early enough ; and I believe

that none will prove more true of its kind than botany. Shall
I ever forget my Twayblade when transplanted from its

native woodland into my garden, the buds only half-expanded,
morning after morning I lay down upon the turf to count
the increase, and watch the progress, every quaint little

flower, a fairy's head above, two long green legs below,
seeming to say to me, /. c, if I properly understood its

language, " Love me, and I will love you." Shall I ever
foi-get, either, how, in duo time (slowly, .slowly, but patiently

waited for), at last came on my Twayblade those beautiful little

green spheres, the seed-pods, totally unlike anything else I had
ever seen, bursting in beautiful meridians like those on my
globe in the school-room. Forgive me, gentle reader, if I am
tiresome. Ask yourself what sweet thing, when you were
yourself a child, made a little heaven to your imagination, and
has never died away from j'our private memory, but lives there
still, like a first love, and you will understand what the Tway-
blade is to my own. In one of the woods where these plants
occur, I noted, for the first time in my experience, the Polypody
growing upon the boughs of an aged Elm tree. That this beauti-

ful Fern, the Chrysophylla of old England (for how golden are
its abounding spangles), perches itself very commonly upon old
Oak trees, is known to everyone who in the woods lifts up his

eyes. It may grow quite as freely upon other trees ; I do not
know how this may be, and merely record the fact of its abode
upon the Elm as new to my own observing. Anyhow, what a
capital idea it gives one of a bond fide epiphyte ! Mosses and
Lichens are too small ; the Misletoe is a parasite ; Ivy is

neither one nor the other, having its roots in the ground ; the
Polypody, in its way, is perfect as an illustration. Mistletoe,

I may remark, occurs upon the Limes at Parham, a place so
rich in ancient and noble trees, especially Oaks, that an artist

may study some new and glorious form every hour for the
space of a week. Everywhere about Arundel, the trees are
glorious. In the Park there are Maples, very many larger and
more beautiful than I have ever seen elsewhere. Here too, is a
Hazel, the common Corylus Avellaua, with a trunk that might
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be sawn into planks, and a Cherry so big that it seems a rem-
nant of the heroic ages. Most remarkable of all perhaps is a
Spanish Chestnut at Friar's Lee, the massive trunk of which
presents the appearance of having been spirally twisted by the
hands of a Titan. Prom base to summit the stem of this won-
derful Chestnut is wreathed round and round, in the most
beautiful manner, with deep spiral fissures and corresponding
elevations, that remind one of the apprentice's pillar in Roslyu
Chapel, the pattern a dozen times repeated.

In the chalk quarries near Arundel, especially those about
Burpham, grow many distinguished plants. Among the most
noticeable are the narrow-leaved Willow-herb, so great a
favourite in suburban gardens, the sky-blue Echium, the Lady's
fingers (Anthyllis Vulneraria), the little palmate bracts of which,
one to every head of flowers, suggest the idea of an open hand

;

the sweet Melilot, which when dry, smells like new-made hay

;

that grand Centaurea, which, from its likeness to another hand-
some plant, goes shares with it in the appellation Scabiosa ; the
great white Galium Mollugo, the golden Oat-grass (Trisetum
flavescens), and, over again, the Orchis pyramidalis. Less con-
spicuous but very charming wild flowers inhabit the sairie place
in profusion; while, in the neighbouring hedges are the Bryony,
the Tamus, the
Woodbine, Privet .

-

—so fine and lux-

uriant, that one
is tempted to call

it the English
Syringa Emodi

:

and, above all, the
loveliest Roses
that ever grew.
It is in the imme-
diate neighbour-
hood of the Bur-
pham Quarries
that many of the
be^t ac(uatics are
to be gathered,
the little water-
courses that in-

tersect the mea-
dows teeming
with the rosy
umbels of the
Butomus; while
here and there
are patches of the
WaterArrow-leaf
(Sagitlaria sagit-

tifolia) ; and, as
to the more usual
plants, there is

everything you like to ask for—from CEnauthe fistulosa

and Progbit down to Reeds. Abundance of water-plants
may be found also in Swanbourne Lake, the ornainental
water at the lower extremity of the park. Here flourish

the Water Lilies, sundry Potamogetons, the Ranunculus
circinatus, and the Myriophyllum ; while, on the margins,
mingled with various cosmopolites, grows the Cladium
mariseus. In the lanes, in various directions, especially

towards Amberley, a beautiful spectacle is presented by the
Lathyrus sylvestris—the original form, so it would seem, of

the Everlasting Pea of the gardens. Here, too, I note the
curious anomaly of Cardnus palustris towering high among
the bloom of the Brambles. As for such plants—never to be
beaten—as the Hart's Tongue, the Meadow-sweet, and the
Poets' Forget-me-not,- they attain a degree of luxuriance at

Arundel quite astonishing. But I must not presume farther

on your space. To exhaust my list, I should have to enumerate
something like the half of our British flora, and certainly the
half that is woi'thiest for sweetness and beauty. I have said

nothing, for instance, about the Mouse-ear Hawkweed, that

smells like Raspberry jam ; nor about the Silver Plantain,
nor about the Teasel, the Nepenthes of our native plants, just

as the Pellitory, here quite as plentiful, is our English
" artillery plant." The Foxglove also is here, and the Plough-

man's Spikenard, and the lovely lilac Knautia, that turns
green in the smoke of a cigar ; the St. John's Wort, too, that is
so like the Golden-rod, and the Loose-strife, and the Bugloss,
with companions in the Chlora and the Erythrasa, so clear in
their delicate hues, and so sensitive, withal, to the sunbeam

—

Opening when it shines, shutting up when it departs. At the
time of my visit the Furze was brown ; but truly splendid, in
its season, must have been the display. Of Bluebells and
Primroses, also, there were but vestiges—enough, however, to
show that Arundel is the same in spring as in high summer.
I do not wish to assume that Arundel beats all other places in
regard to its wild flowers. Possibly other parts of the sunny
south are quite as rich. I seek merely to indicate how wealthy
it is in the simple and everlasting charms of Nature—the too
often unconsidered elements that have made our country a
fitting home for refined taste. The scenery is on a par, and
there live at Arundel those who are worthy of it. G.

A moveable Ivy Bower.

A MOVEABLE IVY BOWER.
The accompanying is an illustration of a moveable tent, or sun-
shade, formed of Ivy, which was exhibited at the Paris Exhi-

bition of 1867,
and the plant
of which it is

formed has now
a straight, clean
stem more than 6
feet in height.
The spread of the
branches, if fully

extended, would
be about 10
metres (between
32 and 33 feet),

but they are
trained in an
arching manner
so as to leave an
opening about 7
metres (about 23
feet) in diameter.
The branches are
well furnished
with leaves, and,
as the plant is

grown in a tub,
it can be removed
from place to

place, as may be
required, andmay
be made to serve
as a most agree-

able summer-house. The facility of transport is still

further increased by the fact that the branches are trained
over wires which can be folded up umbrella-fashion. The
plant is now in the possession of M. Roussel, landscape
gardener, 16, Chaussee du Maine, Paris, but we are not
informed to whose patient skill we are indebted for the work
of training it in its present fashion. Many similar tents might
be made with other kinds of plants, such as Virginian Creeper,
Common Kidney Bean, Hops, and other plants that grow much
quicker than Ivy, but in that case instead of a central stem,
the pots containing them would have to be set on the outside
of the circle and the plants trained over a canopy formed of
wire or woodwork.

—

Bevue Sorticole.

Nertera depressa.—Mr. Barron grows this pretty little plant
at Chiswick, planted on the surface of a shallow pan, like Selaginella,

filled with fibrous peat, turfy loam, and leaf-mould. At a recent
meeting, two pans of it were exhibited, reminding one of pans of

Selaginella, or of Stone-crop strewn with coral beads. The plant baa
a very wide geographical distribution, being found at elevated

altitudes in the Falkland Isles, Cape Horn, on the mountains of New
Zealand, and in Tasmania, as well as in the Campbell Islands, and
other places in both hemispheres. It is quite hardy in sheltered

positions on rock-work, and grows freely during the summer months.
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To sea it to advantage, however, it should be grown in a cool moist
house or pit, and liberally supplied with water at the root. It is

seldom scea in cultiration, although it is extremely interesting even
when ti'eated as a window plant in a north or north-western aspect.

It also grows well in a Wardian case, in which it runs over the surface
of the compost like bright green Moss. It is rare to see it in nurse-
ries, although it has been in the country for many years.—B.

NOTES FEOM THE LEVANT.
^Concluded from p. 94.)

In returning from Macri to Smyrna, overland, a dis-
tance of about 2.50 miles on horseback, I passed through,
Tvhat I believe, is some of the most bcantiful country
in Asia Minor, varied with wood, water, mountains and plains,
in such a way that it reminded me o£ places in Scotland. I
was, however, so pressed for time, that I could not stop much
to collect plants, though I took a few of the best of those I
saw by the roadside. Among them were no less than three
species of Pritillaria, namely, P. Pinardi, P. G-raaca, and one
which I think is P. acmopctata (Boiss). The two former are very
dwarf species, with yellow flowers, spotted and blotched with
purple

; the latter was a much taller one with large dark
coloured bells.* I noticed that of these Pritillarias, not more
than a small proportion of roots flower, the rest producing
only ovate radical leaves like those of a seedling. These bulbs,
though often stronger and larger than those that had produced
a flowering stem, were small compared to the bulbs of culti-
vated Pritillaries ; and often very deep in the ground, among
stones and roots. Near the spot where Sir Harry Jones was
shot by brigands some years ago, I found a pretty Tulip iu
flower, Tulipa undulatifolia(?), but I was still too e.arly for
some of the best plants. In the high plains round Moolah, a
very striking yellow-flowered plant, Loontice leontopetalum,
was coming up in abundance in the fields. This is a plant
worth looking after by gardeners, as it would be perfectly
hardy in England, and from its size and time of flowering, a
fit companion in the herbaceous border for Dielytra spectabilis.
Paronychia argentca, a beautiful silvery trailing plant, grew
abundantly in some of the rocky Pine woods. I also got
several more Orchids, among them, Serapias longipetala
and lingua, Orchis undulatifolia and longicorne. On arriv-
ing at Smyrna after an unusually quick journey, I found
my plants, though a good deal scorched by the hot sun and
shaken by the constant jolting of the horses, were still mostly
alive, aud having sent off some boxes of them to different
friends, I determined to spend the next week in a trip to
the Bozdagh, a range of mountains which run from Cassabar
as far as Alashehr, and reach at least 6,000 feet of elevation.
The market gardens at Smyrna were now at their best, and

produced abundant crops of excellent Lettuces Onions, Beans,
and Artichokes

; Peas arc not much grown, as the climate is
too dry, neither did I see Currants, Gooseberries, or Straw-
berries, except in a few private gardens at Bournabat. The gar-
dens at Bournabat are somewhat celebrated in the Levant, but
though they contain many fine trees and shrubs, I was dis-
appointed both with their contents aud arrangement. Loquats,
Oranges, Oratiogus glabra, Pittosporura, Pepper trees. Cypress,
Judas trees, ilyrtle, Buonymus, and a large-leaved species of
Box, are their principal ornaments in the way of trees ; but the
flowers were a poor shorr, considering what they might be in
such a climate. Eucalyptus globulus has been planted freely
here within the la t six years, and grows rapidly, but the
Cypress is certainly the finest tree anywhere round Smyrna.
Bedding out is practised to a certain extent in the English
gardens, but no use at all has been made of the numerous
indigenous plants which would be thought so much of in
England. I was assured that Hyacinths would hardly
grow at Smyrna, which I thought strange, considering
that they are indigenous ; but gardeners in the Levant
have still much to learn with regard to the cultivation of
flowers. On my way up to Cassabar I stopped at Manisa,
and ascended the mountain at the back of that town, which
is between 4,000 and 5,000 feet high. Here, many trees and
plants which I had not seen in Lycia were common, especially

* I see this is ))lacea as .a var. of P. Lycia, by Mi-. Baker in his recently
published paper on Fritillarias, but the plants avo very distinct in appearance.

Pseonies, Hollyhocks, Aubretfa, Alyssum, and other well-

known garden plants. T found a species of yellow Crocus,

with corm of the bi Horns type, in great abundance at about
4,000 feet, together with Scillabifolia, a hairy-leaved species of

Gagea or Ornithogalura, and a curious looking vernal Col-

chicum, C. Steveni. Apples, Apricots, Peaches, Cherries, and
Vines, are cultivated largely to an elevation of at least 2,500

feet, and were, at this time, covered with blossom. The Turks
and Greeks have an immense number of different varieties of

fruits, many of which would be well worth growing in Eng-
land. Apples were now, at the end of April, cheap and
excellent, and I was assured that some of them would keep
good until the new crop was ripe. The dryness of the climate

no doubt has a good detil to do with this, but we have still

much to learn from the Orientals with regard to fruit. The
soil of this mountain, as in the Bozdagh, was quite different

from that of Lycia, for though the red loam appeared at the

top, the sides and slopes were composed of a light schistose

crumbly soil, which sucks up water like a sponge. On arriving

at Cassabar I inqured for the celebrated Cassabar Melons,

and was told that they are not grown iu gardens but iu the

fields round the town, as an ordinary crop. I rode out to see

the kind of soil on which they grow, aud which I think must
have a good deal to do with their superior excellence, as at

Smyrna, only forty miles off, they do not acquire the flavour

that they have at Cassabar. It is y. good strong schistaceous

loam, of a very light colour, aud of great depth, on which
Cotton and Tobacco succeed well. The Melou seed is sown
in nursei'ies, and the plants ])ut out in the sides of trenches in

the early part of May. They are frequently irrigated in the
eailier stages of their growth, aud, under a burning sun, grow
very rapidly. They begin to ripen in July and August, when
they are exported in large quantities to Constantinople,
Smyrna,, aud other places. This variety, the Cassabar summer
Melon, must be eaten fresh ; but there is another sort, the
fruit of which, if cut in the autumn and hung by the stalk iu

a cool dry place, will keep six mouths or more. I have eaten
them myself at the cud of Aju-il, and though the flavour is not
equal to that of the summer Melons, the flesh was sweet, juicy,

and excellent, and the rind extremely thin. There is a third
variety, a Water Melon, grown here, which is like other Water
Melons, a very pleasant fruit iu hot countries, but hardly worth
trying in England. I have brought seed of these Melons to

England, which I should be glad to send to anyone who might
wish to grow them ; aud I have also a sample of the soil, by
imitating which, I think, a considerable degree of success
might be obtained. The Oassab.ir Summer Melon is certainly
flner in flavoiir than any variety known in England, and
would be worth a little trouble to mature well. There is an
idea among the inhabitants of Cassabar that their Melons have
deteriorated of late years, owing to the want of care in
selecting the seed, for, whereas, formerly they were all con-
sumed in the neighbourhood, they are now mostly sent
away by rail to Smyrna, aud from there by sea to Constanti-
nople. Prom Cassabar I went up the plain as far as Salikly,

and then turned off into the mountains, intending to visit a
lake I had heard of at a considei-ablo elevation, called the
Sijekgul. It is certainly ouc of the most charming rides in

the neighbourhood of Smyrna ; and, when the line is open to

Sart, will be within twelve or fifteen hours' jouruey of that
place. A mile or two from the village of Salikly the road
enters the outer spurs of the Bozdagh, which are formed of a
hard whitish or red gravel, and, being worn away by the rain

into sharp ridges or piimacles, give the country a very irregular

and broken appearance. For the most part these are covered
with very stunted Pines and scrub ; but, the soil is so arid
and stony, that hardly any new or interesting plants were
found until I got to an elevation of about 2,000 feet. Here I
passed a beautiful little village buried iu fruit trees, aud sur-

rounded by fine Chestnut aud Plane trees. All crops have
suffered much from the drought, which is becoming very
severe, and will, if rain does not fall soon, cause a famine in

this part of Asia ]\[inor, as well as in the north. Leaving the
village, and winding up through the wood, the road comes on
to the side of a deep narrow valley, which it skirts for some
miles, leaving the river a great distance below. This valley

reminded me somewhat of those in the upper ^jart of the
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Himalayas, tliougli vastly inferior to them in depth and
graudeiir, and poor, by comparison, in Tegctablo and animal

life. Never shall I forget the marches up the Tcesta river, in

Sikkim, where for days the roaring of the vrator vras so great

that the voice could hardly be heard, and the track led alter-

nately over freshly-fallen and dangerous landslips, or through
the dense forest of half-tropical half-temperate vegetation,

•which, in the Sikkim Himalayas, are so curiously mixed
together. On ascending to the higher parts of the Bozdagh,

a great change was apparent in the scenery and vegetation,

which became quite English in its character. The hills above

3,000 feet are only -wooded in small patches, wide spaces of

downy hills and rocky peaks filling up the landscape. Wil-

lows, Poplars, Oaks, Chestnuts, and Junipers were the most
numerous trees here, but will not be in full leaf for another

twelve or fifteen days. Here and there the mountains enclose

perfectly level plains covered with rich Grass, on which large

herds of horses were pasturing. These little plains or yailahs

are often surrounded by wooden houses, which the inhabitants

of the villages below inhabit during the summer months. Very
few flowers, as yet, were out ; bnt the leaves of many bulbous
plants were pushing through the soil, and gave promise of a
rich harvest to the botanical collector a month or so later.

Two or three species of Crocus were past flowering, among
them the true Crocus sativus, the bulbs of which are larger in

a wild state than those of any other species. At least two
kinds of Tulips were common, probably T. montaua and T.

undulatifolia, but the bulbs were so weak and so deep in the

soil that very few of them showed flower-buds. Several

species of Arabis and aubretia were out ; but, in the month of

April, the flora of the high mountains was not what I expected.

I passed the night in a miserable hut on the shores of the

Sidjik Gul, a pretty little lake at about 3,500 feet elevation,

surrounded by groves of fruit trees, which, no doubt, in the
summer would be a charming spot ; and descended the next

day to Sart, the ancient Sardis, by another route. Here are

some hot springs, over which baths have been erected by the
villagers, and which are said to be very eflicacious ; if bad
smells can cure diseases I certainly believe it, for the odour of

the springs was most offensive, and had destroyed all vegeta-

tion, except coarse rushes, for some distance below them. I

now returned to Smyi-na, which I finally left on April 2-5th,

having previously made arrangements with a Greek, who
knows something of plants, to send me a supply of bulbs in

the summer. If anyone wishes to know how rich and
interesting the flora of Asia Minor is, let them look over
TchihatchefE's " Asie Mineure," Vol. II., where the whole
of the plants are enumerated, and many described ; not
one-tenth of them are known in our gardens, though
many would be well worth growing ; and, as the country
has been most imperfectly explored, many unknown treasures

are sure to await the botanical traveller. In case any
other person should think of visiting Asia Minor for this

purpose, I should recommend the country between Adalia and
Mersina on the south coast, the interior of which, as far as I

am aware, has never been visited by a scientiflc traveller.

Mountains rise within sight of the coast to an elevation of

9,000 to 10,000 feet, and, judging by the novelties Kotschy
collected in the Ciliciau Taurus to the eastward, Karamania
would offer a splendid field to an explorer. Another little

known and interesting district, is that between Samsoun and
Trebizond, on the north coast, though the climate is very
inferior to that of Karamania. Asia Minor has been strangely
neglected by English naturalists, though the antiquaries have
done much there ; so I hope it will not be long before a com-
petent botanist devotes several years to this interesting and
accessible country. In returning home I had to change
steamers at Syra, and, in doing so, unfortunately lost a box
containing a large part of my plants. Luckily I had saved a

few in my vasculum, and sent away a good many to friends,

but the loss was none the less very disappointing. Before leaving

the island I took a walk in a different direction to the one I

tried before, and by great good fortune came on a sixth species

of Fritillaria, long past flowering, which I believe is a species

peculiar to the island, F. Ehrhardti (Boiss.). I could only
find five or six bulbs, which, however, were fat and
well-ripened, and will, I hope, flower in England next

spring. Besides this, there were in flower a very small and
pretty Allium, two or three Ophi-ys veiy much burnt by the

sun, and an immense Orobanche growing in gardens to

a height of 3 feet, I had, as before, no time to go far ; but
if, hi these hurried runs over an island so well known and
often visited as Sjra, I was able to get several bidbous plants,

quite unknown iu England, it shows what might be done if a
well found yacht were to cruise for thi-ee or four months in

the Levant with a keen collector on board.

Leaving Syra, I arrived in two days at Corfu, where
I lauded, to await the boat for Brindisi. Traces of the

British occupation were everywhere apparent, in the roads,

the shops, the gardens, and even in the breeds of cattle, honses,

and dogs. After leaving Symrna, than which no more
filthy or ill-built town exists, the contrast was most striking

;

and, though it is now twelve years since the English occupation
ceased, the town is still far before Athens, iu all but size.

Having only a day-and-a-half on the island I could not see

much of it, but made an excursion to the top of a mountain
about eight miles from the town. Potatoes are largely grownl in

Corfu, as well as Vines, Flax, and Corn, but Olives constitute

the principle crop of the island. I never saw Olive trees finer

or more numerous, the whole country being more or less

covered with them. Under their shade grew Bracken abund-
antly, but of herbaceous plants I saw very few worth notice.

Several pretty Orchids were common, and on the top of the

mountain I found the bulbs of an autumn Crocus, a small

Colchicum, and a few other plants. I was caught in a heavy
shower of wind and rain, for the first time since March 21st,

the weather having been splendid during the whole of my tour,

and hot in the middle of the day. Eeturning to the town of

Corfu, I went to See the gardens originally laid out by the

Lord High Commissioner, round his villa on a hill a mile

from the town, which, since our evacuation of the island, have

been kept up by the King of Greece. They are well worth a

visit, being full of fine and interesting trees and shrubs.

Most of the Olive trees having been left standing, the

grounds are very wild and natural, but the long Grass which
covered much of them looked rank and untidy. I found the

second gardener, Joseph Buzzai, a very intelligent man and

was shown by him all over the place. Loquats (Eriobotrya

japonica), the fruit of which was fast ripening. Oranges, and
Lemons, of many varieties, were the most numerous trees,

but many Conifers have been planted of late years. A
splendid Judas tree, Cercis siliquastrum, was not less

than 25 feet high, by 35 in diameter, well-grown', and
covered with bloom. Praxiuus omus was now showing its

graceful white flowers, which should be better known in

England than they are. The twigs of this tree (as Buzzai

pointed out to me) when broken and put into water, give it a

bluish tinge. Several species of Musa were growing, though

not thriving in the open air ; but Paulownia grandis and
Cosmophyllum cacalioides had been killed by the winter's

frost. There was a fine young tree of Cheirontoma siliqua,

12 feet high, only five years old, from seed, besides many
other curious things, such as Lycoperdium peltatum, Scinos

pseudopiper, Percunia dioica, and others which are little

known in this country. Acacia tomentosa, a very pretty sort,

covered with light brown hairs, was grafted on Kobinia and

doing well, as were also Photinia arbutifolia, Pittosporum

majalis, and Justicia arborea. Amaryllis longifolia was abun-

dantly planted and apparently quite indifl:erent to cold, but it

is not a plant I should recommend for small gardens. Whilst

wandering through the glades I came on a natiu-al garden of

terrestial Orchids, which, sheltered to a certain extent by long

Grass, were growing abundantly and with unusual luxuriance.

Serapias lingua and longipetala. Orchis laxiflora (o feet higli),

Ophrys lutea, arachnites, and another beautiful species resem-

bling ferrum equinum, with from eight to twelve flowers on a

stem, besides one or two other varieties, were crowded as

thickly as possible over several square yards of ground. The
soil was a heavy and deep loam, much baked by the sun, not-

withstanding which, I never saw Orchids growing so strong

anywhere else. I got up a good stock of tubers with sorne

trouble, and hope to grow them well in pots, as I am afraid

they will not be hardy in England.
On my return home through Italy, I saw, at the Botanic Gar-
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dens at Genoa, a fine lot of the native Orchids, planted in a mass
of Sphagnum on a hot paved terrace ; and, apparently growing
well ; among them, was that rare and curious plant Isias triloba,

supposed to be a hybrid between Serapias lingua and Orchis
lougicorne. It has only been found in the Maritime Alps at a
low elevation, and I believe always in the neighbourhood of

its supposed parents. I had not time to stay for the Florence
exhibition, which was to take place the week after, but saw
quite enough of Italy and the Italian flora to make me wish to

go again. Hoping that the result of my rambles in the
Levant may be to induce others to visit the same country, I
have written this slight sketch of what I saw, and should be
be happy to give fuller information to anyone proposing a
similar tour. H. J. Elwes.

Wild Flowers at Galashiels.—One of the most interesting
feati;re3 of an exhibition which was lately helJ liere was the bouquets
of wild flowers shown by children. Abont 300 of such bouquets
wore exhibited ; some were of a rough-and-ready make, but the
greater number of them were neatly and tastefully put together.
The most interesting were composed of as many as forty varieties of
flowers. The prettiest were those with an under ground-work of
flowers dotted over with the heads of ma,ny fine and rare Grasses.
Fifty prizes were offered, principally in the shape of articles of
ornament and use. These were contributed by ladies and others
interested in such matters in the neighbourhood. In the case of so
many prizes one or two exhibitors do not carry off the whole, and
more interest is thus created than if they were fewer. No entry
money is required, and each little exhibitor gets a penny, a system
which is extending through all the border counties ; and the advance,
ment each season, both in the number of entries and the manner in
which the bouquets are made up, is highly gratifying, and denotes
how thoroughly such encouragement is appreciated. Even at metro-
politan exhibitions there need be no want of wild flowers, for
woods and fields furnish abundance of them, and those who have not
access to these might get enough and to spare growing by the road
sides aiul on public commons. The display at G.aleshiels wonld have
done liouour to even our best metropolitan shows, and I am certain
that the simple beauty of the flowers would gratify all, more especi-
ally those who have hitherto been satisfied with what may be termed
show bouquets.—J. Mum, Clovenfonh.

Foxgloves.—Everyone who has seen a hedgerow in summer is

familiar with the Foxglove, which is one of tho most plentiful of wild
flowers. It grows on the very summit of high hills, in recesses, in deep
rivines, amongst heaps of stones, about old ruins, amid dense masses
of other kinds of vegetation, and often under the shade of large trees.

It has been long banished from our gardens, but, I fully anticipate,
that vvlien a taste for beautiful and altogether hardy flowers has been
re-developed, the Foxglove, and others of its class, will again
adorn many quiet spots and corners, which, at present, are
nearly void of interest. Foxgloves remain in flower from May
until August ; the blooms at the bottom of the spike opening
before those at the tip are well-formed, and tho flowers
vary in size according to the quality of the soil in which the plants
grow. Digitalis lutca and D. grandiflora produce fine yellow flowers

;

D. gloxiniiuHora and D. maculata are beautifully spotted ; in height
they vary from 2 to 4 feet. Tho genus is not rich in varieties, but,
doubtless, many new and superior kinds would soon be forthcoming,
were there any demand for them. Those, however, which have just
bceu named are equal in merit to Pentstemons ; they are certainly as
pretty as Peutstemons, and capable of being made quite as useful.
A pure white one grows wild here, which, according to my way of
thinking, is well worth attention. In habit, it seems adapted for pot
culture, and a fine pot plaut it would make; it only grows about
18 inches high and forms a dense mass of dark green loaves and
many br.anching spikes of white flowers; I have occasionally found it

in other places in Scotland, but it is by no means common.—J. Mum,
Clovenfords.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Fuchsia procumhens-—Ibavojust yeen flowers and leaves of this pretty
crccpinj? Nuw Zealand Fuchsia, and think that it well deserves culture as a
basket or window plant or in other positions in which it can be brouprht near tho
eye. It has a gracetully drooping habit, brii,'ht green leaves, and metallic,
purple, yellow, and green-tinted flowers without petals ; tho filaments are of a
vivid crimson colour, and contrast well with ihe .yellow tube.—B.

Tobacco (Nicotiana Tabacnm).—Wo have received from Mr. Ivison speci-
mens of two varieties .if Tul.aceo, both of which are now ttnely in flower in
the Regent's Park. The bLiNwiriLs of the one are deep carmine; those of the
other rosy-pink, and both have hu-go and flne foliage, illustrating in a remark-
able manner tho good efl'eets wliicli the late warm weather has had on the
growth of these plants. In summers like this, indeed, Tobacco is worth grow-
ing for the beauty of its flowers as well as for that of its foliage.

IN THE TIME OF YUCCAS.
Much might be written, and that to good purpose, on the
stately eSects to be obtained by the judicious planting of

Yuccas of difi'erent kinds in garden scenery. It is impossible
to overlook the beauty of Yuccas, even when planted singly or
in formal lines ; but, if arranged in bold groups and mas.ses,

they are unsurpas.sed as flowering and foliage plants for out-
door decoration. Just now, and for the next two months,
Yuccas will be in flower, and their great panicles of pearly-
white bell-shaped blossoms contrast so well with bright green
Conifers and low-growing shrubs of less distinct contour, that
all through the summer and autitmu it is possible to form
charming pictures by massing them either on the margins of

shrubberies or in sheltered nooks on the lawn and pleasure
grounds. This plant is simply invaluable if properly used in

forming picturesque groups and clumps instead of being, as is

too often the case, dotted indiscriminately here and there on
turf in unmeaning regularity. It has been said that the
Hollyhock is the only decorative flowering plant of any
importance to the landscape gardener. Yuccas are even
more stately however, and, moreover, they are permanent
in character, being fjuite as ornamental in winter as in

summer. They succeed nearly equally well in any soil,

but a deep rich well drained loam is preferjible, and they
make finer specimens, if sheltered from rough cold winds,
than they would do if more exposed. The flowers of

all the species (and these are more numerous than many
imagine) closely resemble each other, being mostly of ivory-
like whiteness within, the backs of the thick wax-like segments
being more or less tinted with purple. One of the most con-
spicuous in this way is N. tortulata, or, as it is sometimes
called, N. Ellacombiana. This bears immense panicles of large
flowers, the backs of which are of a deep bronzy-crimson colour.

Where all the species are good it is a waste of time to indi-

vidualise. Much may be made of Yuccas by associating them
in well-arranged masses along with other distinct and gracefully
habited plants—such as the Pampas Grass, Arundo conspicua,
hardy Bamboos, Dwarf Fan Palms, and a score of other
viiluable decorative plants too seldom seen in our gardens.
Our engraving shows how a shrubbery recess may be made a
charming picture by the use of Yuccas alone ; and it is in
positions such as these that the flowers show to the best
advantage. The kinds here shown are Y. filamentosa, on the
left, a kind which bears rather lax but graceful spikes of flowers.

Tho central specimen is Y. aloiolia, a form generally met with
in cool conservatories, although perfectly hardy in sheltered
positions in Devon aud Cornwall, and it is rather a curious
fact that the variegated form of this plant is found by Mr.
EUacombo to resist cold better than the normal kind. Both,
however, make noble plants. The right-hand figure repre-
sents the common Adam's Needle (Y. gloriosa), one of the
most robust of all the species ; and associated with it is the
free and vigorous Y. recurva, the most common in English
gardens. These last rarely fail to flower every year. Many
kinds of Yucca are now flowering at Sawbridgeworth,
planted on a slightly elevated bank, where they form
an irregular line thirty or forty yards in length. In
the Coombe Wood Nursery too, in the Regent's Park, and in
Messrs. Osborn's nurseries at Fulham, are noble isolated

specimens and clumps of Yuccas, associated with choice
Conifers, evergreen shrubs, aud other decorative plants ; while
those who have been fortunate enough to visit Mr. Ellacombe's
garden at Bitton, will not readily forget the great masses of

Y. recurva, whidh jut out on the fresh mossy turf, backed by
choice Conifers and noble forest trees. Among the many advan-
tages possessed by Yuccas over other hardy evergreen plants
is the vigorous growth they make in town gardens where many
other plants would fail. We have on former occasions alluded
to the adaptability of Yuccas for balcony decoration, for which,
perhaps, no other class of plants, except Agaves, is so well
suited. Yitocas have been grown in English gardens for
nearly three hundred years, and yet they are far from being
plentiful. Since the above was written, we have seen a grand
mass of these plants on the over-hanging banks of a small
lake, where, associated with dark-leaved Yews, bright green
Weeping Willows, and similar waterside vegetation, their effect

was excellent.
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GROUP OF YUCCAS IN THE BLOOIIING SEASON".
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
CRANBERRY CULTURE.

By E. W. CRANE
The Ci-anberry 13 found growing wild in many parts o£ tine world.

It belongs to the Heath family, and the genus Vaccinium. Tho
European Cranberry (V. oxycoocos), a small mottled berry, grows

in some parts of England, Scotland, Germany, and Sweden, and on

the steppes of Russia ; tho same species is found in different portions

of the United States, but we do not hear that it has been success-

fully cultivated in either country. The American Cranberry (Vac
cinium macroearjram), is found inmost or all of tho States, from

Maine to tho Caroliuas, in Oregon and Washington territories at the

north-west, in the British possessions, and even in Alaska. It is

much larger than the European, and of greatly superior flavour,—
also generally of a darker and brighter colour when mature ; while

growing, it is of a light green, which changes in ripening to a light

or dark red, or crimson, and sometimes to a mottled colour, the berry

being from one-fourth to 1 inch or more in diameter. It blossoms

in June and the fruit ripens in September and October. The runners

of the plants are from 1 to 8 or more feet in length, and with oblong

leaves. It may properly be called an evergreen, though the leaves

turn to a brownish hue during the fall, especially when the vines

have been cultivated, and set in sand. The American Cranberry is

divided, by growers and writers on this subject, into three leading

varieties :—1. The Bell Cranberry, so called because of its fancied

resemblance in shape to a bell.—2. The Bugle Cranberry, somewhat
resembles a bugle head, is elongated, and approaches an oval in

shape.—3. The Chen-y Cranberry, is so called from its similarity in

size, shape, and colour to the Cherry. These varieties too, run
together, and produce intermediate ones.

The plants also differ ; some are of a shorter growth than others,

and apparently produce more fruit and less growth of plant. These
are of course to be preferred, but, until recently, little attention has

been given to this subject, it being popularly supposed that the wild

nature of the Cranberry could not be successfully altered to any
great extent, for which there has been some fonndation in fact, but
experiments are now in progress, which will doubtless add to our

knowledge on this point, as well as others of interest in regard to

cultivating the fruit. No other species of which we know, is so

successfully cultivated anywhere, as is this, in the United States,

—

between 38' and 45' north latitude—though it is said that this limit

may be extended several degrees southward in the AUeghanian
ranges ; and also several northward, on our western coast, on account

of the peculiar influence of the ocean currents upon the climate. A
medium between these latitudes is preferable, though there are but
comparatively few localities where all the requisites of soil, sand,

water, and climate are to be found ; and loss laud is well adapted to

their growth than to almost any other fruit. These requisites,

however, are believed, by careful observers, to exist in greater

perfection in Southern New Jersey, than in any other state, or part

of the world. The first attempts to cultivate this fruit, of which we
have any knowledge, were made by Captain Henry Hall, of Dennis,

Mass., on Cape Cod, in the year 1812, sixty-two years ago. I have
recently leai'ned, through his family, that the original j^lants last

year yielded a fair crop, as they have hardly ever failed to do since

they first came into bearing. His townsmen, for a while, ridiculed

his efforts, but seeing hia success soon began to experiment them-
selves, and with good results. Many difficulties, however, were
encountered, and it was nearly forty years before the Cranberry

was generally cultivated on the Cape, which locality for a time

almost entirely supplied our markets. B. P. Small, Esq., now of

Orange in this State, related to mo some time since, that he re-

membered that when his father Captain Z. H. Small, of Harwich,

Mass., one of the earliest and most successful cultivators, after several

years' efforts, succeeded in getting a crop of 100 barrels, it was
thought that he had indeed overstocked the market, and it was with

some little difficulty that he disposed of the fruit at low prices, much
lower than growers have generally since received, notwithstanding

that the production has increased a hundred-fold. The best locations

for the gi'owth of the Cranberry are peat bottoms, with adjoining

banks of pure sand (for covering the plantation before the plants are

set), and so situated that they can be completely flowed by living

streams during the winter, as well as thoroughly drained at other

seasons of the year. Many growers have a decided preference for

Cedar swamps, and (although other bottoms are sometimes perhaps

equally as good) they are considered, when favourably located, as

rather the surest, though more expensive to work. Cranberries

grow well, also, on good " savanna," which is a mixture of peat and
sand—but not so abundantly, nor do they last so long as on peat

bottoms. The recommendation of the lato Prof. Agassiz, to avoid

the drift formation, or that portion of it consisting of rooks not in

place, gravel, clay loam, &c., has been found correct in practice.

Many experiments have been made on this kind of land, but nearly

all of them have proved failures. Dr. Cook, our State Geologist,

slates, that even muddy water running over the vines is extremely

detrimental, if not fatal, to their growth. In preparing a plantation

the surface must first be cleared of tho wood, timber, or brush ;
then

it must bo " turfed,"—that is the surface soil and roots must bo

taken off with a hoe made for that purpose ; the next step is to ditch

it, by clearing out the main water-course, and digging side drains

running into it—generally in deep, bottom lands, about one and a

half or°two rods apart, but the distance should be varied in accord-

ance with the nature of the ground. The floats removed in turfing

are used for levelling up low places where needed, so that tho surface

may be slightly rounded between the side drains ;
they arc also

used for building the dam, which is constructed with two walls

of the floats, filled in with sand, a ditch having first been cut

between them to the sand beneath ; the solid filling makes it water,

tight.

After turfing and ditching, peat bottoms must be sanded to tho

depth of from 4 to 6 inches with pure sand, without mixture of clay

or loam, and it should be taken at a sufficient depth below the surface

to avoid seeds. The silex imparted to the plant from the sand

materially promotes its productiveness, and also tends to prevent the

growth of weeds. Many experiments have been made to ascertain

the proper depth to which the sand should be applied
;
where little

or none is used, tho vines grow long and slender, and do not fruit so

well as when sanded. While some have thought 2 inches sufficient,

others have tried a thickness of 12 or more, and with good results ;

though with this amount the plants make a slower growth on account

of the length of time required for the rootlets to reach the peat

beneath, from which they draw their support. Most cultivators,

however, have concluded that the above depth (from i to 6 inches) is

about right for bottom lands when prepared, though it should bo

varied somewhat according to the nature of the soil (deep muck

requiring most), and that re-sanding every few years with a layer of

from 1 to 2 inches, is preferable to using a much larger quantity at

first. The sand is generally obtained in the banks adjoining the

edges of the swamps, from which it is brought, if a short distance, in

wheelbarrows, and if a long one, by means of a dump car and

portable track. In some localities, however, it can be more easily

obtained by sinking pits to the layer beneath the peat—when the

latter is not too deep—from which it is thrown up and spread over

the surface. The pits are filled up with floats, &c., allowed to settle,

and then covered with sand. After sanding, the vines are set in rows

about 20 inches apart, and but a moderate quantity of vine should be

used for each hill. This is the usual method, though the distance is

often varied either way. Mr. Gowdy has, from recent experiments,

concluded that the vine should not be set over a foot apart, and that

the additional cost of the vines, &c., will be more than paid by

earlier and larger crops, as well as by the matting of the vines in

much less than the usual time—which keeps down other vegetation,

and saves labour and expense in cleaning.

Plantations should bo well flowed with water from December until

May. The vfater fertilises the vines, protects them from frost, and is

the only reliable remedy known for the vine worm, which is one of

our worst enemies. It is thought that the warmth of the water,

where held on the vines to the 10th or 15th of May, destroys tho

e"-g3 deposited on the leaves of the previous year ; hence tho advan-

tage not only of late, but thorough flowing, as the portions not flowed

often constitute a hatching ground for the worms, from which they

spread to the adjoining vines, though it ha? been noticed that they

apparently prefer not to go much beyond the water line, if they can

find sufficient vines that have not been flowed. It is best to keep

the ground free from weeds and Grass for two or three years after

the vines are set ; the ditches should also be cleaned of the sand, &c^

which frequently runs into them. This costs usually from 10 to 20

dollars a year per acre, but if carefully done on well located and

properly prepared land, the expense is afterwards, as a^ general

thing, comparatively slight, as the vines should by that tune hayo

possession of the ground, and prevent, to a great extent, the growth

of other ven-etation-and with an occasional re-sandiug to tho

depth of from 1 to 2 inches, which produces a new growth, the

plantation will last a great number of years—in fact, indefinitely

—for as before mentioned, the original vines set on Cape Cod

more than sixty years ago, last fall produced a fair crop. Some

growers, especially on the " Cape," occasionally mow off the old

vines in order to obtain a new and vigorous growth, and savanna

plantations have been renewed, by carefully ploughing them

up in which case, the vines come un between the furrows, and

spread over the whole surface. When either of the last mentioned

methods are practised, there is generally a loss of one or two crops,

which there need not be by the first one, if tho work has not been
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too long delayed, so that there is a large growth of old wood. It

may be said, however, in favour of mowing, that where the Tines
are good, and there is a demand for them for setting, they will often

sell for as much as a crop of fruit, or perhaps more. The berries

ripen in September and October. The " picking season " generally
commences about the 10th or loth of September, lasts from four to

six weeks, and furnishes employment to thousands of women, girls,

boys, and sometimes men. A good plantation at this season, with its

rich load of fruit, presents a beautiful as well as a lively scene. Good
pickers will generally pick about three bushels per day, though some
have picked as high as four or five, and even more. Many of the
younger ones, however, will pick but one bushel, so that in a force of

fifty or one hundred pickers they generally average, in good work,
about two bushels per day. The berries are generally emptied from
the pickers' baskets or boxes into crates or barrels, in which they are
carted to the place where stored. For storing, a dry well ventilated
cellar is generally preferred, and crates are better than barrels, because
more conveniently filled, and if strips are placed between them, as
they always should be, a good opportunity is given for the circulation

of air, and it is thought that they will keep better. The berries are then
shipped principally to the great Cranberry markets of New York
and Philadelphia, many of them without re-sorting, though the most
careful growers now re-sort and screen their fruit if kept long after
picking, before shipment ; it should also be carefully looked over
when picked, and the packages well filled just before shipping, both
to give satisfactory measure, and because they carry better in full

packages. The standard packages are barrel, bushel, and peck.
The barrel adopted is the same as the standard barrel of the Cape
Cod Cranberry Growers* Association, which secures uniformity when
their fruit comes into competition with onrs. It is made of 281 inch
staves, so jointed as to give a bilge of 7i inches ; heads 16^ inches in
diameter, and set in staves so as to leave the inside measure-
ment 253 inches. The finished barrel is about 28i inches in
height, and contains three bushels rounded measure. The bushe
crate measures 8§ inches by 12 inches by 22 inches, inside,l

exclusive of the middle partition, contains 2,211 cubic inches,
and holds one bushel, rounded measure—just one-third as much as
the barrel. The peck crate, or box, measures, 6 inches by SJ inches
by 11 inches, contains 552i cubic inches, and has one-quarter the
capacity of the bushel box. The " round " in all consists of 3.J quarts
per bushel, in addition to "struck" measure. The packages hold
just the quantities mentioned when well filled, as packages of Cran-
berries should always be for shipping.

But little fruit can bo expected until the plants are three or four
years of age, when they should begin to bear paying crops, which
should increase yearly for two or three years, when they are said to
bo of full bearing age, and with the attentions mentioned, on well-
selected and properly prepared land, should last indefinitely. An
average of 100 bushels per acre for a plantation, thongh not an
immense yield, is considered a very good one. Many have exceeded
it, but many more have fallen below ; and, probably, an average crop
for all classes of land in a good season would not exceed 50 bushels
to 75 bushels per acre. Probably, the best crop on record for 1 acre,

was that of 1 acre of the celebrated Oxycoccos plantation of Mr.
N. n. Bishop, of Manahawkin, in 1872, from which was sold 423
bushels for 1,809 dollars gross, though parts of acres have yielded at
higher rates than the above. A few rods of one of our own planta.
tions yielded, during the past season, at the rjite of over 700 bushels
per acre, and larger rates still are reported for 1 or 2 rods ; but
these, of course, are exceptional cases. Single crops, however,
have often paid fifty per cent., and even more, on the original cost.

Some, however, think that such profits will not again be realised,

and it cannot be denied that many have lost money in the business.
Some plantations have proved failures, and others, doubtless, will do
so, though most of them occur on poorly selected land, on which the
work has perhaps been imperfectly done at first and afterwards
neglected. No gronnd should be prepared for Cranberries unless it

can be completely flowed, and those engaging in the business should
cither have a practical knowledge of it themselves, and give it their
personal attention, or first secure the services of some one who has—
for the capital invested is frequently lost either through ignorance
or carelessness.

[The above is an abstract from an admirable paper in " The Report
of the New Jersey State Agricultural Society," which tells the
interesting history of Cranberry culture in that State, so well suited
to its culture in many parts. The fruit is an excellent one which
could be cultivated on many of our own peaty lands. The following
are the best tested modes of cooking and preserving Cranben-ies. It
may be noted that they are extensively preserved in tins.]

Keeping- Cranberries.— Select sound berries, and store in crates
or shallow bins, or spread on floors, not more than 8 or 10 inches in
depth, where the direct rays of the sun cannot affect them. A dry,

well-ventilated room or cellar is best ; damp cellars and hot rooms
should be avoided, and the temperature kept as even as possible. In
this way the fruit will keep a long time.

General Remarks on Cooking.—As a preliminary to all

receipts, it may be remarked,to save repetition, that very soft berries

should first be removed, and those remaining thoroughly washed,
after which they should be placed in scalding water for about two
minutes, and then taken out ; this removes a portion of the acidity,

and a little less sugar will be required. Be particular to nse fine

white sugar (granulated is best), and not too much water: the pro-

portions given of each, it is thought, will suit the majority of tastes,

but when found otherwise, the quantities can be made larger or
smaller, though in using a great deal more sugar the distinctive Cran.
berry flavour will be partially lost ; some may prefer one pound of

sugar where the amount specified is three-quarters, but probably
others will be better pleased (if changed at all), to make it smaller,

perhaps one-half a pound, especially for dinner sauce, which makes
the preparations at least very palatable, and has the advantage of

economy ; bnt when desired to keep a long time, without canning or

sealing, a larger quantity should be used. On account of the acidity

of the fruit it is preferable, though not positively necessary, to use
porcelain lined cooking utensils.

Receipts.

Cranberry sauce is the great American Cranberry dish, and the
most popular one for general use, either for dinner or tea. As a
relish for game, poultry, and meats of all kinds, it is unequalled.
To every pound of fruit add three-quarters of a pound of sugar and
half-a-pint of water. Stew them together over a moderate but steady
fire, be careful to cover and not to stir the fruit, but occasionally

shake the vessel, or remove to a gentler heat, it in danger of sticking

or burning. Attention to these particulars will ensure the berries

retaining, to a considerable extent, their shape, which is so desirable,

and adds greatly to their appearance on the table. Boil from five to

seven minutes, when they should be removed from the fire, turned
into a dish, and set asirle to cool. If to keep, they can be put at

once in air-tight jars. This is preferred by many to strained sauce,

but where that is desired, one and a half pounds of fruit should be
stewed in one pint of water for ten to twelve minutes, until quite
soft, then strained though a colander or fine wire sieve, and three-

quarters of a pound of sugar thoroughly stirred into the pulp thus
obtained, when, after cooling, it is ready for use.

Pies and Tarts may be made from either of the above
preparations, no upper crust being necessary, except, if fancied, in

the shape of narrow-crossed strips.

Covered Cranberry Pies (which were known, are generally
considered superior to those above-mentioned), may be made as

follows : make an upper as well as an under crust, completely
encasing the berries, which should be put in raw, with a quantity of

water equal to about half their bulk, and sugar in the proportion of

three-quarters of a ijouud to one pound of fruit, care being taken to

sprinkle it well around the edge ; also if desired, sift a little wheat
flour over them to thicken the pulp. Bake same as an Apple pie, and
eat hot.

Cranberry Jelly.—To each pound of fruit add half-a-pint of

water ; after the berries become very soft by cooking, strain through
a bag, and add one pound of sugar for every pint of juice. Boil and
skim until jelly is produced, which can be tested by occasionally

dropping a little in cold water; when it falls to the bottom without
mingling with the water, the jelly is done, and should be taken from
the fire. Pour while warm into glasses or moulds (having first rinsed

them with cold water to prevent sticking) ; and set in a cool room to

harden. .Another, and simpler method, which produces beautiful

jelly, and is preferred by many (though it will not keep a long time)

is to add the sugar to the juice without further boiling, by sprink-

ling and thoroughly stirring it in. If the above quantity of sugar
should not make it quite stiff enough, add a little more, and after

pouring out, let it stand several hours to harden.

Preserved Cranberries.—Dissolve three-quarters of a pound
of sugar in half-a-pint of water, and after bringing to a boil, add one
pound of light or cherry-coloured berries (not allowing them to be over

2 inches in depth on the bottom of the kettle, which should be
covered), and cook until they begin to break, when remove them
with a strainer to a deep jar or dish, allowing the syrup to remain
three or four minutes longer, and then pour it over the berries, which
can be set aside for immediate nse, or sealed up in glass jars as

desired.

Sweet Pickled Cranberries.^Prepare the large berries by
punching a few holes in each with a large needle ; this will allow the

pickle to enter the frnit. To a pound of berries add half a pound
of sugar dissolved in a quarter of a pint of vinegar. Cover the
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vessel, and cook from eight to ten minutes (if boiled too lonp^ they

will not remain firm), when remove them from the pickle, and
continue boiling it until it thickens ; then pour it over the berries,

adding spices to your taste.

THE ARBORETUM.
PEACH-LEAVED CHERRY.

(CERASUS PERSICiEPOLIA.)

This shrub, the Primus Pennsylvanica of Alton, is a native of

North America, probably of Pennsylvania, whence it is said to

have been introduced into France by Miohaus. It forms a
very handsome hardy slirub, with narrow lance-shaped leaves,

borne on reddish leaf-stalks, of a lively shining green colour,

sometimes marbled with yellow. The flowers, which begin to

appear about the middle of April, are white with yellow
authers, and very numerous, on long thin stalks, and are

arranged in umbel-like clusters. The fruit, which are about

Gerasns persic^efolia.

tlie size of Peas, are also very abundantly produced; and,
being of a glistening red colour, give the tree a highly orna-
mental appearance, hardly inferior to that which it exhibits

when in flower. C. persicsefolia appears to be closely related

to Prunus reclinata (Bosc). It is easily multiplied by grafting
on the Cerasus Mahaleb, on which it succeeds to perfection.

This shrub, if more widely known, would, no doubt, take a
prominent place among our ornamental flowering shrubs.

W. M.

MOCK ORANGES AND DEUTZIAS.
Among Mock Oranges a large number of handsome species are

natives of Europe, Asia, and America, generally hardy, and well

adapted to the soils and climate of Britain. Ail the sorts have beau-
tiful white flowers, in some cases delightfully fragrant, and both in

general appearance and perfume resembling those of the Orange tree.

These fine plants were much better known and more extensively

cultivated by the gardeners of the last generation than they are now ;

but notwithstanding the numerous grand accessions to hardy shrubs

of late years, they have many qualities which still entitle them to

the attention of the decorative planter ; their free vigorous gi-owth,

in the poorest soils, and their adaptability to either sunny or shady
situations, combined with their attractive foliage and showy blossoms,

render them invaluable wherever robust, bushy, and, at the same time,
really handsome shrubs are to be desired. Of the species and
varieties of Mock Orange or Philadelphus in cultivation, we recom-
mend the following as specially distinct and interesting :

—

P. coronarius (the Garland Mock Orange).—This species is

said to have been introduced into British gardens so long ago as 1596,
and thus may fairly be ranked among "old-fashioned " plants. It is,

however, handsome enough to be associated with the finest of the
new shrubs of robust growth, producing the happiest effects when
planted on the margins of plantations of trees, woodland drives, or
large shrubberries ; while no plant thrives better amid the dust and
smoke of towns. It forms an abundantly branched, densely foliaged,

broad bush of from 10 to 15 feet in height, bearing its bunches of
creamy-white orange-scented blossoms in June, and generally in

great profusion. The leaves are ovate, acuminate, and serrated, of a
deep green colour above, and paler beneath. It is hardy enough for

the most exposed situations ; and as regards soils, prefers such as are
light and porous.

The undernoted varieties are no less hardy and interesting than the
parent, and as they are distinct and ornamental, should be extensively
cultivated ; Flore pleno has double flowers ; Variegatus, with its

leaves margined with a prominent white variegation which they
retain during the season, and which, apart altogether from its

showy flowers, gives the plant a charming effect ; Nanus is a neat,
growing miniature form, rarely rising above 2 feet from the ground,
and useful for rockeries, front rows of shrubberries, or auy arrange,
ment of compact dwarf plants.

P. grandiflorus (the Large-flowered Mock Orange), is a
North American species, and has been in cultivation since the
beginning of this century. It is a very hardy vigorous shrub, grow,
iug freely in most situations and soils if dry and porous, having a
thickly-branched bioad-spreading habit of growth, and rarely higher
than about 15 feet. The leaves are ovate, with a long acuminate tip,

and prominently dentated. The snow-white flowers are large and
showy, but scentless, and are in perfection in June or July. The
variety called speciossissimus, has larger flowers, and is said to

produce them in greater abundance than the species. Both are very
ornamental, and may be used with great advantage for similar

purposes to those for which we have recommended coronarius.

P. verrucosus (the Warted-leaved Mock Orange) is another
North American species introduced about 1800. It is a hardy and
a most vigorous-growing shrub like most of its congeners, thi'iving

best in dry light soils, and forming a close bush of about 15 feet high.

The leaves are elliptic, accuminate, light green above, slightly

pubescent and curiously warted on the mid-rib and veins below. The
flowers, which are produced in most seasons very abundantly in

racemes, are pure white, expanding in May or June. It is a most
beautiful and distinct-looking flowering shrub, very showy when in

bloom.
P. Gordonianus (Gordon's Mock Orange). — This species is

indigenous to the north-west coast of North America particularly iu

the vicinity of the Columbia river, where it occurs in woods covering
vast tracts as undergrowth. It was first sent to this country in 1823,
is of free growth in any kind of garden soil, and hardy enough for

any situation. This fine species, though wanting the sweet fragrance
so pleasing in some of the others, is most desirable, and should never
be overlooked in making a selection of strong.growing flowering

shrubs. The habit of growth is broad and bushy, the branches long,

and so slender in proportion to their length, that they have a some-
what drooping appearance. The leaves are ovate, acute, and of a
beautiful warm green colour. ^The large white flowers, which in

genial seasons are produced in such abundance that they almost cover
the foliage, generally come out in July.

P. speciosus (the Showy Mock Orange), also from North
America, and introduced about 1800, is another very hardy, free,

growing, and free-flowering species, with a broad, bushy, densel}^.

branched habit of growth, of fi'om 12 to 15 feet in height. The
leaves, which thickly clothe the long slender branches, are ovate,

sharply acuminate, prominently serrated, of a deep green on the

upper surface, and pubescent below. The flowers are pure white, and
are generally in perfection early in Jnne. When in bloom it has an
admirable effect, and, having a graceful and distinct appearance, it is

eminently worthy of admission to any shrubberry. It should always
be planted in an open sunny situation.

Deutzia.

This genus, so named by Thunberg in compliment to the accom.
plished Dutch naturalist John Deutz, though quite distinct in general

appearance, is botanically nearly allied to Philadelphus. As yet

there is a very limited number of species and varieties in cultivation,

and these, though natives of India and Japan, are either quite hardy
in our climate, or suSiciently so to withstand the rigours of an
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ordinary winter in a sheltered sitnation. All the sorts are decidnons

moderate-sized shrubs, and remarkable for their showy flowers, which,

in favourable circumstances, they produce in great abundance. From

the facility with which they may be forced into bloom, these beauti.

ful plants are extensively used, and form an important feature in the

winter and early spring decoration of greenhouses and conservatories.

D. scabra (tho Kough.leaved Deutzia).—This species is indi-

genous to mountainous districts in Japan, and was first introduced in

1832. In tliat country it is a favourite ornamental shrub, and is

frequently seen not only in gardens bnt as a hedge plant. In our

shrubberies it forma a strong.growing broad bush of about 6 feet in

heifht. The leaves are ovate, acuminate, serrated, and covered with

minute, stellate, silicious hairs ; which, we may notice, are singularly

interesting objects for examination by the microscope. Tho starry

snow-white flowers are produced in compound panicles, in May or

June, and when in perfection have a splendid effect. It requires a

light, well-drained soil, and a sheltered situation—open, however, to

the full sunshine, that it may be enabled to ripon its gi'owths

thoroughly before the winter sets in.

D. gracilis. (the Slender Deutzia).—This superb little shrnb is

also a native of Japan, and was introduced about 1833. It is of a

dwarf bushy habit of growth, rarely seen higher than about 3 feet.

The branches are numerous, very slender, and abaudantly clothed

with smooth, lanceolate, dentated leaves of a bright green colour.

The pure white flowers are produced in axillary panicles, and in

ordinary seasons are in perfection in May. Though quite hardy if

planted in a light dry soil and in a sheltered situation, and though

naturally the most profuse-flowering of the genus, it is only in excep-

tionally favourable seasons that its full beauty is developed in the

open air in this country. It is, therefore, chiefly as a greenhouse

plant or for forcing that it is now so extensively grown ; and it is

one of the best known and most popular of winter and early spring

conservatory flowering shrubs. For this purpose it is usually kept in

pots, and plunged in a sunny border out-of-doors during the summer
mouths, freely watered during the growing season, the supply being

gradually diminished as the shoots begin to ripen, and the leaves show

signs of decay. On the approach of winter the plants are stored

under glass, to protect them from frost, and transferred into the

forcing-house from time to time, thus securing a succession of bloom,

if desired, from January till May. As they are easily excited into

growth, a gentle heat is all that is either necessary or desirable,

unless, indeed, they are required very early, in which case it is best

to put them into a warm temperature as soon as possible after the

leaves fall. While growing freely, and immediately before the flowers

expand, a dose of weak liquid manure will be found very beneficial in

assisting the free development of both foliage and flowers. For pot-

cnlture a compost of three parts fresh light loam and one part well,

rotted leaf-mould, with a liberal allowance of sharp sand, is found to

suit admirably. A well-managed specimen of this lovely plant, with

its fresh, warm, green leaves and graceful blossoms, has a charming
effect in winter, and is not only invaluable for decoration, but supplies

the most beautiful sprigs for hand-bouquets, surpassing in everything

but fragrance the much-admii-ed Orange-blossom, for which they

might easily be mistaken.

D. crenata plena (the Cremilated-leaved Deutzia).—This mag-
nificent, free-growing, hardy shrub is a native of Japan, and was
sent home by Mr. Fortune in 1860. It has a handsome, open.

Blender-branched habit of growth, and is quite distinct, both in

foliage and flowers, from any of the other species. The leaves are

ovate, acute, crenulated, and of a light-green colour; the flowers are

pi'oduced in large terminal racemes, double white, and the petals

punctately tinged on tho outer surface with deep rose. Though
requiring a sheltered situation, it is quite hardy, and, in favourable

circumstances, flowers freely in the open air. Like gracilis, it is an
admirable forcing shrub, and when treated in a similar manner to

that species, gives a grand feature to the conservatory during the

winter months.

—

The Gardener.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Abies Gordoni.—Tho A. Gordoni of Carriore, to which Jilhisiou is made iu

your last nuinber (p. 7;t), is tho Picea prandis found on Vancouver's Island,
it diflers slightly from the P.'graudis of Douglas, inasmuch as it has somewhat
larger leaves, but in other respects it is tho same.

—

Geobge Gobdon".

The Catalpa as a Loudon Shade Tree.— The Catalpa in the South
Lambeth Road, of which 1 think there was a notice in an early number of Tne
Gaddbn, was a beautiful sipht when I passed it the other day. It was covered
with handsome panicles of blossom, and was well worth going some distance
to see.— F. H.

Branch-shedding iu Trees.—It is a character of some trees, of the Elm
in particular, to drop largo branches during the hot months, without any
external warning beyond, perhaps, a preliminary crack or two. The branches
that thus suddenly snap are as verdurous as any of the others ; and there
seems to be no other defence than to avoid '* the Elm tree's shade " as much
as possible.

SQUILLS (SCILLA).

This family is now becoming of so much importance in our gardens
in spring, that a full account of tho known species from a botanical

point of view, can hardly fail to be suggestive to the lover of hardy
bulbs, and useful as a reference in the naming of species. Scilla is

a somewhat extensive genus of bulbous plants, containing seventy-

two species, mostly of low stature, with linear or thong-like, lance-

shaped, radical leaves, usually appearing together with the flowers.

Flowers, numerous, small, bell-shaped or tubular, in racemes, of a
deep sky-blue or rosy-purple colour, seldom greenish or whitish

;

pedicels, not articulated; bracts, linear or deltoid, solitary or in

pairs, seldom obsolete. A few species (two of which, S. bifolia and
S. sibirica, aro of rare beauty) are cultivated in our gardens, and
thrive to perfection in a compost of rich librous loam and sand.

Key to the Species.

Sub-genus 1. Euscilla.

—

Segments of the perianth (or floioer)

spreadiinjfi-om the base; filaments, in a single series, sprinning from
the lowest part of the base of the segments.

Ovules, solitary in the cell of the ovarium
(Barnardia, Liudl.) ; leaves, two or three;

capsule, turbinate ; leaves, somewhat hard, 3

or 3 lines in diameter 1. chinensis

Leaves, herbaceous-fleshy, 4 to 6 lines in

diameter 2. japonica

Leaves, four to six ; capsule-globose 3. numiciica

Ovules, in pairs in each cell (Trospero, Salisb.)
;

bracts, obsolete ; leaves, produced after the

flowering is over ; pedicels, 2 to 4 inches

long ; leaves, nearly cylindrical, .V line in

diameter 4. auiumnalis
Leaves, linear-lance-shaped 5. ohtvsifolia

Pedicels, 12 to 21 lines long 6. Hanburii
Bracts, solitary ; leaves, produced along with

the flowers ; flowers, small, from 1 to 2 lines

long ; leaves, fleshy-herbaceous, smooth, with
sunken veins ; leaves, lance-shaped, li to 2i
inches across 7. latifolia

Leaves, thong-like, 6 to 15 lines across ; leaves,

two to three 8. ho;morrhoidalis

Leaves, five to eight ; bracts, as long as the
pedicels 9. Bertheloti

Bracts, very minute 10. messenaica
Leaves, linear thong-like, 2 to 4 lines across ... 11. piratensis

Leaves, stiff and leathery, with veins raised in

relief; leaves, pubescent
;
perianth, white ... 12. Oerrardi

Leaves, smooth
;
perianth, rosy-purple 13. firmifolia

Perianth, 2 to 2i lines long; bracts, deltoid ... 14. hijacinthoides

Perianth, 4 or 5 lines long; bracts, elongated.
linear 15. Lilio-hyacinthus

Bracts, in pairs ; leaves produced along with
the flowers (Somera, Salisb.) ; leaves, two,
seldom three, lance-shaped 16. Aristidis

Leaves, four to six, elongated, thong-like 17. italica

Ovules, few or several, placed over each other
in the cell ; bracts, small, deltoid, sometimes
obsolete ; flowers, one to three, slightly

drooping 18. sibirica

Flowers, three to twelve, or more, erect

;

flowers, usually two, seldom three or four ... 19. hifolia

Flowers, always four or five 20. armrna
Bracts, solitary, elongated, linear ; species,

natives of the Mediterranean region and
Western Europe, with a sessile ovary;
racemes, deltoid, or nearly in corymbs;
racemes, bearing from 50 to 100 flowers ... 21. peruviana

Racemes, bearing from six to fifteen (seldom
twenty) flowers ; leaves, ciliated at the margin

;

perianth, 3 lines long 22. Ctipani
Perianth, 4 to 4i- lines long 23. rillosa

Leaves, smooth at the margin 24. verna
llacemes, oblong ; leaf, solitary 25. monophylla
Leaves, three or four 26. odorata
Species, natives of the Cape, with a stalked
ovary ; leaves, stiff and leathery, with veins

raised in relief; perianth, whitish; bulb,

crowned on the top with numerous bristles... 27. HgidifoUa
Perianth, sky-blue ; bulb, without bristles ... 28. Krausii
Leaves, fleshy, herbaceous, with sunken veins

;

perianth, eky-blue ; bracts, 9 to 12 lines long 29. natalcnsis
Perianth, whitish ; bracts, 2 to 3 lines long;

leaves, linear, thong.like, 4 to 6 lines across 30. versicoler
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Leaves, lance-shaped, thong-like, 12 to 15 lines

across ' 31. pallidijlora

Bracts, deltoid, in pairs
._

33. Hohenackeri
Bracts, linear, in pairs ; leaves, linear, 2 to 3

lines across 33. riiicentina

Leaves, tongue-shaped, thong.like, 4 to 6 lines

across 34. linguJata

( 35. lusitanica

Doubtful species of this sub-genus ^36. plumbea
(. 37. fiexuosa

Sub-genus II. Ledebouria.

—

Segments of the perianth
remaining united for some considerable time at the base, and forming
a cup there. Filaments usually in a single series, and attached^

above the base of the segments.

Flowers, small (1 to Vj, seldom 2, lines long),

and usually of a roundish bell-shape ;
peri,

anth, of a deep rosy-purple on the inside

;

leaves, broad, somewhat stalked ; raceme,

dense; leaves, ovate-oblong 38. Sandersoni
Eaceme, loose ; leaves, ob-lanceolate 39. revoluta

Leaves, narrow, not contracted at the base

;

flower-stem, slender, 1 to 3 inches high

;

racemes, oblong
;

periantli, roundish, bell-

shaped ; leaves, narrowly linear 40. minitna
Leaves, lance-shapsd 41. e.cigila

Perianth, oblong, bell-shaped 42. Barberi
Flower-stem, stout, 5 to 6 inches high; raceme,

cylindrical 43. Cooperi

Perianth, greenish ; leaves, stalked ; leaves,

ovate-lance-shaped 44. zambesiaca

Leaves, thong-like 45. Camerooniana
Leaves, oblong-lance.shaped, narrowed, from

the base up, for one-third of their length ... 46. prasina
Leaves, lance-shaped, scarcely narrowed at the

base; perianth, ronndish-bell-shaped 47. Ludwigii
Perianth, oblong-bell-shaped 4'8. mcesta

Perianth, 2 or 3 lines long, roundish or oblong,

bell-shaped ; leaves, appearing after the

flower-stem 49. undulata
Leaves, appearing along with the flowers

;

racemes, over-topping the leaves ; leaves,

stalked, or almost so ; ovary, not prolonged

into a disk at the base (tropical species)
;

leaves, rounded at the base, above the leaf.

stalk 50. Currori

Leaves, narrowed into a wedge-shape at the
I base; leaves, in opposite pairs 51. Richardiana
Leaves, three to eight, forming a rosette

;

leaves, obovate-oblong, obtuse 52. maculata
Leaves, lance-shaped-oblong, acute ; perianth,

roundish-bell-shaped 53. indica

Perianth, tubular-bell-shaped 54. lilacvna

Leaves, sessile, scarcely narrowed at the base ;

perianth, greenish ; leaves, usually two,

opposite 55. paucifolia

Leaves, three or four, forming a rosette 56. socialis

Perianth, rosy-purple on the inside 57. lancecefolia

Leaves, as long as, or longer than, the racemes
;

perianth, greenish both on the inside and
outside; filaments, greenish 58. concolor

Perianth, purple on the inside ; filaments,

deeply coloured ; leaves, linear, 4 to 9 lines

broad in the middle ; flower-stem, curved,

3 or 4 inches long 59. linearifolia

Flower-stem, erect, 5 or 6 inches long 60. concinna
Leaves, lance-shaped, thong-like, 10 to 12 lines

across ; leaves, glaucous, distinctly narrowed
at the base 61. subglauca

Leaves, green, scarcely narrowed at the base ... 63. lorata

Leaves, tongue-shaped, lanceolate, 18 to 21
lines across, scarcely narrowed at the base ... 68. zebrina

Leaves, oblong, spoon-shaped, very much
narrowed at the base 64. spathulata

Flowers, large
;

perianth, oblong-bell-shaped,

4 or 5 lines long ; racemes, very loose; leaves,

distinctly stalked 65. Kirkii

Leaves, not stalked 66. lanceolata

Racemes, dense ; central pedicels, 6 to 8 lines

long 61. floribimda
Central pedicels, 12 to 15 lines long ; racemes,

containing from thirty to sixty flowers on
very slender pendulous pedicels , .,, 6&. pendMla

Raceme, containing from 150 to 300 flowers,

on stout closely-set pedicels 60. princeps
A doubtful species of this sub-genus 10. viridijiora

Sub-genus III. Endymion.— Segments of the perianth
remaining united, for a considerable time, half-way up from the base ;

filaments, in two distinct unequal series, andj inserted above the base
of the segments.

Perianth, roundish-bell-shaped 71. hispanica
Perianth, tubular-bell-shaped 72. non-scripta

Sub-genus 1.—Euscilla.
Perianth, blue, rarely purple or whitish; segments patent, wheel-

like, in the fully expanded flower ; filaments in a single series
inserted at the lowest part of the base of the segments ; ovary,
sessile ; cells containinn; two ovules or more (seldom only one)

;

bracts, linear, solitary or in pairs ; or small and deltoid ; rarely
obsolete.

1. S. chinensis (Benth. " Plor. Hong Kong ").—Bulb, ovoid,
9 to 12 lines in diameter

; leaves, two or three in number'
produced along with the flowers, as long as, or longer than, the flower,
stem, 2 or 3 lines broad, somewhat hard, raany.nerved,
channelled, acute; flower-stem, slender, straight, a foot, or more
high ; raceme, pretty dense (containing from twenty to sixty flowers)
when in full bloom, from 1 to 2 inches long, and 5 or 6 lines broad;
pedicels, ascending for some time, 1^ to 2 lines long, the lower one
frequently in pairs ; bracts, minute, whitish, lance-shaped, deltoid

;

perianth, 1 line long, rosy-purple ; filaments, a little shorter than the
segments ; style, thread-like, scarcely i line long ; ovule, solitary
in each cell ; racemes of fruit, 4 to 6 inches long ; capsule, top.
shaped, IJ to 3 lines long. Native of China, from Pekin and Macao
and Hong-KoDg.

2. S. japonica (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 9 to 13 lines in diameter

;

leaves, two or three in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy,
herbaceous, 6 to 12 inches long, 4 to 6 lines broad, acute, gradually
narrowed in the lower half ; flower.stems, slender, straight, 1 to 3
feet, or more, in length ; raceme, somewhat loose (containing from
twenty to sixty flowers or more) , 4 to 8 inches long, and an inch broad
when in fruit ; pedicels, ascending for some time, 5 or 6 lines long when
bearing fruit ; bracts, minute, linear, whitish; perianth, 1^ lines long,
rosy-purple

; filaments, flattened at the base, a little shorter than the
segments ; style, v inch long; ovules, one in each cell; capsule, top.
shaped, 2*- to 3 lines long. Native of Japan and the Loo Choo
Islands.

3. S. numidica (Poir. It. Barb.).—Bulb, ovoid, 1 to 2 inches in
diameter ; leaves, four to six in number, fleshy.herbaceous, linear, 6
to 8 inches long, IJ- to 3 lines broad, nearly erect ; flower-stems,
solitary or iu pairs, 6 inches to 1 foot high, straight ; racemes, some-
what dense (containing from thirty to sixty flowers), 2 or 3 inches lone,
and 1 inch across when in fruit

; pedicels, 3 to 5 lines long, ascendin"
for some time ; bracts, very small, linear, evanescent

; perianth, rosy,
purple, IJ inches long ; filaments, a little longer than the segments,
flattened at the base; ovules, solitary in each cell ; capsule, li lines
long, globose, deep three-furrowed. Native of Algeria.

4. S. autumnalis (Linn.).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 12 lines in
diameter ; leaves, five or six in number, appearing soon after the
flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, almost cylindrical, channelled, 4 to 6
inches long, and I line across ; flower-stems, one to three in number,
flexuose, 2 to 6 inches high ; racemes (containing from sis to twenty
flowers), IJ- to 2 inches long, and 6 to 10 lines across when fully
expanded

; pedicels, ascending for some time, the lowest ones 2 to 4
lines long ; bracts, obsolete

; perianth, rosy-lilac, li to 2 lines long
;

filaments, flattened, about half the length of the segments ; ovules,
in pairs in each cell ; capsule, globose, 1J lines long, deeply three,
furrowed ; seeds, black. Native of England, and extending to
Tauria, Algeria, and Syria. S. dumetorum (Balansa) is a variety in
which the leaves begin to appear after the bursting of the capsule.
S. racemosa (Balansa) is a stout variety, with a larger bulb and buff,
coloured seeds. S. pulohella (ilunby) is an Algerine variety, with
very slender leaves appearing soon after the flowers, and about as
long as the flower-stem ; raceme, containing six to eight flowers,
scarcely more than half-an-inch broad when in fruit

; perianth,
smaller and more bell-shaped.

5. S. obtusifolia (Poiret, It.)—Bulb, ovoid, 12 to 18 lines in
diameter ; leaves, three to four in number, appearing after tho
flowers, somewhat leathery, smooth, distinctly many-aerved, tongne-
like lance-shaped, 3 or 4 inches long, 6 to 13 lines broad, acute,
thickened at the margin ; flower-stems, one to four in number,
flexuose, 6 to 12 inches long, reddish at the base, frequently downy

;

raceme, somewhat dense (containing from twenty to sixty flowers),
3 or 3 inches long, and 9 or 10 lines broad when in fruit

; pedicels,
ascending for some time, the lowest ones 3 or 4 lines long ; bracts,
obsolete; perianth, rosy.lilac, li to 2 lines long; filaments, flattened
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at the base, a little shorter than the segments ; ovules, in pairs in

each cell ; capsnle, li lines long, globose, three-furrowed; seeds,

black. Native of Algeria. A more slender variety, S. o. intermedia

(Baker), is found in Sardinia and Corsica. It baa a smaller bulb

;

leaves, 15 to 18 lines long and 3 or 4 lines bi'oad ; and a loose

racemo of from si.K to fifteen flowers. Another variety, S. o. fallax

(Baker), intermediate between S. obtusifolia and S. autumnalis,

resembles the typo in its height and bulb, but has longer and narrower

leaves (5 to 6 inches long, and 15 to 2 lines broad). Native of Algeria

and Morocco.
6. S. Hanburii (Baker).— Bulb, ovoid, 1 inch in diameter;

loaves, produced after the raceme (I have not seen full-grown ones),

narrowly.linear, fleshy-herbaceous ; flower.stem, straight, 3 to 5

inches long ; raceme, loose, 2 or 3 inches in length and breadth, con.

taiuing from fifteen to twenty-five flowers ; bracts, obsolete ; lowest

pedicels, ultimately straight, patent, 12 to 21 lines long ; upper ones,

ascending; perianth, 2 lines long, with narrowly strap-shaped seg-

ments, half a line broad ; filaments, a little shorter than the segments

;

ovules, in pairs in each cell ; capsule, 2 lines long, obovoid, three-

furrowed, obtuse ; style, thread-like, half-an-inch long. Found on

Anti-Libanus at an altitude of 4,000 feet.

7. S. latifolia (Wil'.d).—Bulb, ovoid, lito2 inches in diameter;

leaves, six to nine in number, sheathing the base of the flower.stem

for some distance, lance-shaped, slightly fleshy.herbaceous, 12 to 15

inches long, Ik to 2^ inches broad in the middle, gradually narrowed

at the base and apex, smooth on the margin, with very many slender

sunken veins; flower-stem, straight, afoot or more high; raceme,

dense (containing from thirty to si.Kty flowers), 3 or 4 inches long, and

12 to 15 lines across, when fully expanded; lowest pedicels, somewhat
patent, 5 to 7 lines long ; bracts, very small, linear awl.shaped

;

perianth, lilac, bell-shaped, 1| lines long, with strap-shaped segments

half aline broad; ovules, in pairs in each cell; filaments, a little

shorter than the segments. 1 have not seen the capsule. Native of

the Canary Islands and Madeira. S. lusitanica (Sims. Bot. Mag.

t. 1999, non Linn.) is, probably, a robust garden variety of this

species.

8. S. hsemorrhoidalis (Webb).—Bulb, ovoid, 12 to 15 lines in

diameter, with numerous tawny membranous coats ; leaves, two or

three in number, produced along with the flowers, thong-like, slightly

fleshy-herbaceous, 6 to 12 inches long, 6 to 15 lines broad, narrowed
abruptly at the apex, and for a considerable length at the base,

smooth at the margin, and with slender sunken veins ; flower.stem,

4 to 9 inches long ; raceme (containing from twenty to fifty flowers),

4 to 8 inches long, and 8 to 12 lines broad, when fnlly expanded
;

bracts, linear awl-shaped, 1 to 1^ lines long
;
pedicels, erect-patent,

the lowest ones 2 or 3 lines long; perianth, lilac, bell-shaped, l-V

lines long, with strap.shaped segments downy at the apex ; filaments,

scarcely 1 line long; ovules, two in each cell; capsule, 2 lines

long, depressed-globose, obtusely triangular. Native of the Canary
Islands.

9. S. Bertheloti (Webb).—Bulb, of a long ovoid shape, 6 to 9

lines in diameter ; leaves, five or six in number, produced together

with the flowers, slightly fleshy-herbaceous, patent, thong-like, 6 to

12 inches long, and 6 to 9 lines broad in the middle, narrowed

abruptly at the apex and for some length at the base, and marked
•with slender sunken veins; flower-stems, slender, 6 to 8 inches high

;

racemes (containing twelve to twenty flowers each), when fully ex.

panded, 1 to 2 inches long, and 5 or G lines across ; bracts, awl-shaped,

1 line long
;
pedicels, ascending, as long as the bracts

;
perianth, bell-

shaped, pale lilac, 1 line long, with ligulate lance-shaped segments
;

filaments, a little shorter than the segments ; ovules, 2 in each cell,

collateral ; style, thread-like, as long as the ovary ; capsule, globose,

obtusely three-angled. Canary Islands and Western Guinea. Flowered

in Kew Gardens in 1860.

10. S. messeniaca (Boiss.).—Bulb, ovoid, with pale coats;

leaves, five to seven in number, thong-like, 12 to 18 inches long, 4 to

10 lines broad, with from twenty-four to thirty-six nerves, narrowed
abruptly at the apex, and for some length at the base ; flower.stem,

slender, about as long as the leaves ; raceme, ovate-oblong, containing

from seven to twelve flowers ; bracts, linear, solitary, very minute;

pedicels, erect-patent, half as long again as the flowers ; segments of

the perianth, linear, obtuse, of a pale azure colour, marked with a
deeper line in the middle ; filaments, sky-blue, flattened at the base

;

ovules, in pairs in each cell ; style, as long as the ovary. Greece,
Peloponnesus.

11. S. pratensis (Lindl. "Bot. Reg." 1839, t. 63).—Bulb, ovoid,

9 to 12 lines in diameter ; leaves, three to six in number, produced
along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, smooth, narrowly-strap-

ehaped, 6 to 12 inches long, 2 to 4 lines broad, with from ten to

twenty sunken veins, and gradually from the middle towards the apex
and base ; raceme, dense (containing from twelve to thirty flowers)

when fully expanded, li to 2i inches long, and from 15 to 18 lines

across ; bracts, very small, deltoid, solitary
;
pedicels, 4 to 6 lines

long, ascending or somewhat patent ; perianth, bell-shaped, 1^ to 2

lines long, of a deep sky-blue colour, with segments i inch wide

;

filaments, 1 to li lines long, flattened in the upper part ; ovules, in

pairs in each cell ; capsule, globose. Croatia, Bosnia, Dalmatia.

12. S. Gerrardi (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in diameter,

crowned with numerous brownish bristly fibres ; leaves three or four

in number, produced along with the flowers, linear, ascending, 3 to 5

inches long, 1 to IJ- lines broad, covered everywhere with a gi'ey

pubescence, stiff and leathery, persistent, thickened at the margin,

and marked on the upper surface with five or six raised nerves,

which stand out in bold relief ; flower-stem, pubescent, straight, 4 to

6 inches long ; raceme, somewhat dense (containing from twenty to

thirty flowers), when fully expanded, 2 or 3 inches long, and 18 to 21

lines across; bracts, solitary, linear.awl-shaped, li to 2 lines long;

pedicels, ascending, stout, 6 to 9 lines long
;
perianth, white, li lines

long, with bluntish segments half-a-line broad, and slightly hooded
at the apex ; filaments 1 line long, linear at the base ; capsule, of a
depressed globose shape, deeply three-angled, 1 line long ; seeds, soli,

tary in each cell. Natal and British Catlraria.

13. S. firmifolia (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 12 to 15 lines in

diameter; leaves, produced along with the flowers, three or four in

number, stiff and leathery, smooth, nearly erect, linear, 5 or 6 inches

long, 1^ to 2 inches broad, convex on the back, channelled on the
upper surface, and marked with very prominent veins standing out
in relief; flower-stems, firm, 5 or 6 inches high ; racemes, somewhat
dense (each containing from thirty to fifty flowers), when expanded,
of a cylindrical lance-shape, 3 or 4 inches long, and 6 or 7 lines

across ; bracts, linear, lance-shaped, | to 1 line long, the lowest ones
1^ to 2 lines long; pedicels, ascending, the lower ones IJ to 2 lines

long
;

perianth, roundish-bell-shaped, of a deep rosy-purple colour,

1^ lines long, with lance-shaped segments, V line across; ovules, two
in each cell ; filaments, 1 line long, lance-shaped at the base. Cape
of Good Hope.

14. S. hyacinthoides (Linn.).—Bulbs, large, gregarious, ovoid,

1^ to 2 inches in diameter; leaves, ten to twelve in number, pro-

duced along with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, patent, 12 to 18
inches long, 6 to 15 lines broad, narrowed, abruptly at the apex,
and for some distance at the base, minutely toothed at the margin

;

flower-stem, straight, 1 to 2 feet, or more, high ; raceme (containing

from fifty to 150 flowers), when fully expanded, 6 to 18 inches long,

and 2 to 2^ inches across; bracts, small, deltoid, whitish, persistent;

pedicels, erect-patent, the lower ones 12 to 15 inches long
; perianth,

of a deep lilac-blue, 2 to 2i lines long, with strap-shaped segments,
downy at the apex; filaments, 1^ to 2 lines long, flattened in the
upper part ; ovules, collateral, in pairs in each cell ; style, thread-
like, 1| inches long; capsule, globose. Portugal; thence through
the Mediterranean region, to Syria.

15. S. liilio-hyacintlius (Linn.).—Bulb, ovoid, 15 to 18 lines in

diameter, covered with broad, ovate, lilac-coloured scales ; leaves,

four to six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-her-

baceous, flaccid, smooth, sheathing the flower-stem for a considerable
length at the base, G to 12 inches long, 8 to 12 lines broad, narrowed
abruptly at the apex, and gradually in the upper part ; flower.stem,
slender, 6 to 12 inches long; racemes (containing from six to

eighteen flowers), 2 or 3 inches long, and from 15 to 18 lines broad
when fully expanded ; pedicels, erect-patent, the lowest ones from
6 to 12 lines long ; bracts, linear, solitary, persistent, 6 to 9 lines

long; perianth, bell-shaped, of a deep blue colour, 4 or 5 lines long,

with lance-shaped segments, 1 to li lines across ; ovules, in pairs in

each cell ; filaments, 2h to 3 linos long ; style, 2 lines long ; capsule
of a dejjresscd-globose shape, obtusely three-angled, 4 lines in length
and width. Central and Southern France, and the north of Spain.

16. S. Aristidis (Cosson).—Bulb, ovoid, 5 or 6 lines in diameter;
leaves, two or three in number, produced along with the flowers,

fleshy-herbaceous, smooth, lance-shaped, acute, 5 or 6 inches long,

4 to 6 lines broad, embracing the base of the flower.stem, which is

solitary, and a little longer than the leaves; raceme, dense (containing

from ten to twelve flowers), and, when fnlly expanded, 12 to 15 lines

long and 5 or 6 lines across ; bracts, in pairs, linear, whitish, 3 or
1 lines long ;

pedicels, ascending, the lowest ones 2 or 3 lines long
;

perianth, 2^ to 3 lines long, with segments scarcely a Ime wide;
filaments, li lines long ; ovules, in pairs in each cell; style, 1 line

long. Algeria. This species has quite the habit of S. lingulata ; but
is easily distinguished from it by its fewer leaves, and its ovules being
in pairs.

17. S. italica (Linn.).—Bvdb, ovoid, 6 to 9 lines in diameter;
leaves, four to six in number, thong-like, fleshy.hcrbaceons, flaccid,

patent, sharply keeled, 4 to 8 inches long, 3 to 6 lines broad,
narrowed abruptly at the apex, and gradually on the upper part

;

flower-stems, solitary, slender, 6 to 10 inches high ; racemes, dense
(containing from six to thirty flowers), at first conical in shape.
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when fully expanded, 1 or 2 inches long, and 9 to 13 lines broaxJ
;

bracts, in pairs, linear, 4 to 6 lines long ;
pedicels, erect-patent, the

lowest ones 3 to 6 lines long
;
perianth, of a deep bine colour, and

with a Willow-like odour, 2i to 3 lines long, with segments half-a.

line broad, and downy at the apex ; filaments, li to 2 lines long,

narrowly wedge-shaped at the base ; ovnles, two in each cell ; cap.

sale, globose, obtusely three-angled. Italy, Switzerland, Baden, and

Southern France. S. purpurea (Mill.) is a, robust garden form, with

deeper coloured flowers.

18. S. sibirica (Andrews).—Balb, globose, 6 to 15 lines in

diameter ; leaves, two to four in number, produced along with the

flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, ascending, thong.like, when fully grown,

4 to 6 inches long and 4 to 6 lines broad, narrowed abruptly at the

apex, slightly hooded, gradually narrowed in the upper part, and

with twelve to twenty sunken veins ; flower-stems, one to six in

number, fleshy, 3 to 6 inches high ; flowers, one to three on each

stem, horizontal, or slightly nodding, lateral, on short stalks
;
bracts,

email, deltoid; perianth, of a brilliant porcelain-blue colour, 6 or 7

lines long, with segments li to 2 lines broad, ascending in the fully

expanded flower, and of a deeper colour on the back ; filaments,

3 to 3i lines long, flattened at the base; ovules, eight to ten in each

cell ; style, li to 2 lines long. Southern and Central European

Kassia, thence extending to Armenia, Georgia, and Kurdistan.

19. S. bifolia (Linn.).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 9 lines in diameter

;

leaves, produced along with the flowers, most usually in an opposite

pair, embracing the base of the flower-stem for some length, fleshy,

herbaceons, hooded and narrowed abruptly at the apex, and gradually

on the upper part, when fully grown, 4 to 8 inches long, and 4 to 6

lines across, concave on the upper surface ; flower-stems, solitary,

3 to 6 inches long ; racemes, deltoid, containing each three to eight

flowers, and, when, fully expanded,! to l\ inches broad; pedicels,

ascending, the lowest ones 6 to 12 lines long ; bracts, small, deltoid,

sometimes obsolete
;
perianth, of a deep brilliant blue, sometimes

reddish or whitish, 4 or 5 lines long, with segments 1 to Ij lines

broad, patent in the fully-expanded flower; filaments, 2-^ to 3 lines

long, flattened at the base ; ovnles, five or six in each cell ; style, 1

line long ; capsule, globose, 3 or 4 lines in length and breadth,

obtusely three-angled ; seeds, two to four in each cell, of a tawny
colour, and furnished at the base with a whitish fleshy arillus.

Spain and France, and thence extending to Asia Minor and Georgia.

S. Kladnii (Sohur.) is a small, decumbent, few-flowered, Alpine,

bifoliate form.
Var. s. b. prascox (Masters).—A more robust form, with an

ovoid bulb 1 inch in diameter, and bearing ten to fifteen flowers, a
little larger and blooming earlier ; the leaves are thicker and broader,

and the lowest pedicels are from 1 to li inches long. Native of

Austria. S. rosea (Lehm.) is a form of this variety with reddish

flowers. S. b. var. taurica (Kegel) is a Taurian form, usually

producing three or four leaves.

Var. s. b. nivalis (Baker).—A more slender variety, from the

mountains of Greece and Asia Minor, with two leaves, 2 to 3 lines

broad, and two to five flowers, with smaller segments, which are

scarcely more than 3 lines long. S. laxa and S. subtriphylla (Schnr.)

are allied forms, from the mountains of Transylvania, with usually

from three to five leaves.

20. S. amoena (Linn.).—Balb, sub-globose, 6 to 9 lines in

diameter; leaves, four to five in number, produced along with the

flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, flaccid, thong-like, embracing the base of

the flower-stem, ascending, Smooth, 6 to 9 inches long, and 4 to 8
lines broad, narrowed abruptly at the apex and for some distance in

the upper part, and marked with from twenty to thirty slender
sunken veins ; flower-stems, weak, 4 to 6 inches high ; raceme, loose,

containing three to six flowers, and, when fully expanded, from 6 to 9
lines long; bracts, small, deltoid; pedicels, ascending, the lowest
ones 6 to 9 lines long

;
perianth, 5 to 6 lines long, of a deep blue

colour (rarely whitish), and with lauce-shaped segments, 1 to li lines

broad ; filaments, 3 lines lonir, flattened at the base ; ovules, six to

eight in each cell ; style, blue, 1 i to 2 lines long ; capsule, snb-globose,

obtusely three-angled, and with not very deep furrows. Austria,

Germany, and Northern Italy.

Var. S. a. bithynica (Baker).—A more slender form, with
leaves 3 or 4 lines broad, and marked with ten to fifteen nerves

;

perianth, 3 lines long. Mountains of Asia Minor.

21. S. peruviana (Linn.) (Caloscilla hipponensis, &c., Jourd. et

Fourr.).—Bulb, ovoid, 2 or 3 inches in diameter, with numerous coats;
leaves, six to nine in number, produced along with the flowers, thong-
like, fleshy-herbaceous, 6 to 12 inches long, and 8 to 12 lines broad,

narrowed from the middle towards the base and apex, and fringed on
the margin with dense small whitish bristles ; flower-stem, stout,

striated, 6 to 12 inches high ; raceme, very dense, containing from
fifty to a hundred flowers, or more, and, at first, of a deltoid shape

;

when fully expanded, 4 to 6 inches in length and breadth ; bracts.

linear, whitish, persistent, solitary, 1 to 2 inches long, very conspic.

nous before the flowering begins ; lowest pedicels, sub-patent, 2 or 3

inches long
;
perianth, 5 to 6 lines long, lilac, reddish, or whitish,

with lance-shaped segments, channelled with green, and li to 2 lines

broad ; ovules, four to six in each cell ; filaments, lance-shaped, 3 to

4 lines long ; capsule, top-shaped. Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily, Italy,

and Algeria. Caloscilla hipponensis, subcarnea, and elegans (Jourd.

et Fourr.), are Algerian forms with reddish flowers ; and C. pallidiflora,

flaveola, and subalbida, are forms with whitish flowers.

Var. S. p. glabra (Boiss.).— Leaves, smooth on tho margin;

lower pedicels, li to 2 inches long
;
perianth, of a deep lilac colour.

Spain, Portugal, and Mauritania. Soilla Hughii, from the island of

Maretini, near Sicily, is a more robust form, with tho flower-stem,

pedicels, and bracts tinged with red, and leaves from li to 2 inches

broad.

22. S. Cupani (Guss. Prodr.).—Bulb, ovoid, from 9 to 12 lines in

diameter ; leaves, six to eight in number, produced along with the

flowers, thong.like, lance-shaped, fleshy-herbaceous, patent, 3 to 4

inches long, 6 to S lines broad in the middle, transparent at the

margin and minutelj' ciliated ; flower-stem, slender, flexuose 3 to 6

inches high ; raceme, loose, containing six to twelve flowers, sub-

corymbose or deltoid in shape, and, when fully expanded, li to 2

inches in length and breadth ; bracts, whitish, slightly fringed,

lance-shaped, solitary, acuminate, 6 to 9 lines long
;
pedicels, ascend,

ing, the lowest ones 1 to 2 inches long; perianth, of a deep blue

colour, 3 lines long, with oblong-obtuse segments, 1 line broad

;

filaments, li lines long, flattened at the base ; ovules, few, placed

over each over ; capsule, obovoid, obtusely three-angled. Sicily.

23. S. villosa (Desf.).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 to -9 lines in diameter;

leaves, three or four in number, produced along with the flowers,

thong-like, fleshy-herbaceous, patent, 3 to 5 inches long, 3 to 6 lines

broad, ciliated, slightly hairy on the upper surface, and channelled
;

flower-stem, 2 or 3 inches high ; raceme, sub.corymbose, and con.

taining from six to eight flowers ; bracts, solitary, linear, persistent,

6 to 9 lines long
;
pedicels, erect-patent, the lowest ones 9 to 15 lines

long
;
perianth, of a deep blue colour, 4 to 4i lines long, with ellipti.

cal bluntish segments, li lines broad ; filaments, 25 to 3 lines long ;

ovules, four or five in each cell. Barbary.

24. S. verna (Huds. Fl. Angl.).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 9 lines in

diameter ; leaves, four to six in number, fleshy-herbaceous, flaccid,

produced along with the flowers, patent, smooth, linear, 3 to 8 inches

long, 1 to li lines broad, sub-obtuse, gradually narrowed downwards ;

flower-stem, slender, 3 to 6 inches high ; raceme, sub.corymbose or

deltoid, containing from six to twelve flowers, and, when fully

expanded, 9 to 18 lines across; bracts, solitary, linear, whitish,

3 to 6 lines long; pedicels, erect-patent, the lowest ones from

6 to 12 lines long
;

perianth, bell-shaped, of a deep blue colour,

2i to 3 lines long, with lance-shaped segments, 1 to li lines

broad ; ovules, four to six in each cell ; filaments, lance-

shaped, 2 lines long ; capsule, globose, top-shaped, 2i to 3 lines in

length and breadth. Native of the British Islands, and distributed

northwards to the Faroe Islands, and southward through France to

the North of Spain. A variety, S. v. Ramburei (Baker), is of more
robust growth, with leaves 2 or 3 lines broad, and bears from twelve

to twenty flowers, disposed in large raeemos. Spain and Portugal.

25. S. monophylla (Link in " Sohrad. Journ.,'' 1799).—Bulb,

globose, 6 to 9 lines in diameter ; leaf, usually solitary, sheathing

the base of the flower-stem for some distance, ascending, thong-like,

fleshy-herbaceous, 6 to 9 inches long, 6 to 8 lines broad in the

middle, and gradually narrowed towards the acute apex ; flower,

stem, slender, 6 to 12 inches high ; racemes, loose, containing from

five to twenty flowers each, and, when fully expanded, 2 or 3

inches long, acuminate, solitary, whitish ;
pedicels, ascending, the

lowest ones from 6 to 12 lines long; perianth, bell-shaped, 3 or 4

lines long, with segments from 1 to Ij lines broad ; ovules, four to

six in each cell ; filaments, 2 to 2i lines long, flattened at the base;

capsule, globose, top-shaped, obtusely triangular, 4 lines in length

and breadth. Spain, Portugal, and Morocco.

26. S. odorata (Hoffm. et Link.).—Bulb, ovoid, G to 9 lines in

diameter ; leaves, three or four in number, produced along with the

flowers, smooth, 6 to 9 inches long, 3 or 4 lines broad, sub-obtuse,

channelled on the upper surface, narrowed downwards for a con-

siderablc length ; flower-stem, slender, flexuose, 3 to 6 inches high
;

racemes, loose, containing from six to twenty flowers each, and,

when fully expanded, from 1 to 2i inches long, solitary, deltoid at

the base
;

pedicels, ascending, tho lowest ones 4 to 6 lines long

;

perianth, bell-shaped, fragi-ant, of a deep blue colour, 4 to 4i

lines long, with oblong segments, li lines broad ; ovules, five or six

in each cell ; filaments, 3 lines long, flattened at the base ; capsule,

globose, obtusely three-angled. Spain and Portugal.

27. S. rigidifolia (Kunth, " Bnnm." iv. 330).—Bulb, ovoid,!

or 3 inches in diameter, crowned with numerous persistent fibrous
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bristles ; leaves, five or six in nnmber, produced along with the
flowers, stiff and leathery, ascending, thong-like lance-shaped, nndu.
lated, smooth, with thickened edges and very prominent veins, 8 to
12 inches long, 6 to 12 linos broad in the middle, gradnally narrowed
towards the pointed apex ; flower-stem, straight, fi to 12 inches high;
raceme, dense (containing thirty to a hnndred flowers, or more),
conical at first, and, when fully expanded, 3 to 6 inches long, and IJ
to 2 inches broad; bracts, linear, 2 or 3 lines long; pedicels,
stout, ascending, the lower ones 9 to 18 lines long

;
perianth, whitish,

bell-shapcd, li to 2 lines long, with oblong, slightly hooded segments
half a line broad; filaments, 1 to li lines long, hai-dly flattened ; ovules,
six to eight in each cell ; ovary, globose, shortly stalked ; styles as
long as the ovary. Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Transvaal territory,
and Basuto land, and on the banks of the river Aapages. A variety,
S. r. nervosa (Baker), is a taller and more robust grower, with an
ovoid_ raceme, which, when fully expanded, is 7 or 8 inches long, .and
4 or 5 inches broad, with straight, horizontally patent pedicels, 2 to
2i inches long. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in Kew Garden in
1858.

28. S. Kraussii (Bakei).—Bulb, elongated ovoid, 9 to 12 lines in
diameter, devoid of bristles on the crown ; leaves, three or four in
number, produced along with the flowers, stiff and leathery, densely
pubescent on both sides, undulated, lance-shaped, li to 2 inches long,
5 or G lines broad, with thickened edges and prominent veins : flower,
stem, firm, 6 to S inches high ; raceme, dense (containing from
twenty to fifty fiowers), l?r to 3 inches long, and about an inch in
diameter; bracts, solitary, linear awl-shaped, 3 or 4 lines long;
pedicels, slender, ascending, lower ones 4 to 6 lines long; perianth,
bell-shaped, blue, 1-i to 2 inches, with bluntish lance-shaped segments,
three-quarters of a line broad ; ovary, globose, very shortly stalked

;

ovules, few, arranged over each other in each cell ; style, thread,
like, as long as 4he ovary; filaments, 1 line long, flattened at the
base. Natal.

29. S. natalensis (Planch, in " Bot. Mag." t. 5,379).—Bulb,
ovoid, 3 or 4 inches in diameter, with scaly coats at the crown, but
no fibresj leaves, four to six in number, fleshy.horbaceous, produced
along with the flowers, thong.like, lance-shapcd, of a deep green
colour, smooth, 9 to 12 inches long, 3 or 4 inches broad, ascending,
gradually narrowed towards the pointed apex; flower-stem, stout,
erect, tapering, 1 to Ij feet high, and 4 to 6 lines in diameter

;

raceme, den.se, containing from 50 to 100 flowers or more, and when
fully expanded, 6 to 12 inches long and 2i to 3 inches in diameter

;

pedicels, .ascending, the lower ones from 9 to 12 lines long ; bracts,
solitary, linear-awl-shaped, 9 to 12 lines long

;
perianth, deep blue,

3 or 4 lines long, with spreading star-like segments, 1 to li lines
broad

;
filaments, linear, 2 to 2^ lines long ; ovary, globose, shortly,

stalked
; ovules, ten to twelve in each cell ; style, thread-like, 1 line

long. Natal. It has been grown in Kew Gardens, together with its
variety, S. N. sordida (Baker), which is smaller, and has brownish,
tinged, fewer, and smaller leaves, 7 or 8 inches long, and 15 to 18
lines broad, a more slender fiower.stem, and perianth 25 to 3 lines
in length.

30. S. versicolor (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 1 to U inches in
diameter, tunicated at the crown ; leaves, six to eight in number,
produced along with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, smooth, ascend.
ing, linear.thong.Iike, (5 to 9 inches long, 4 to 6 lines broad, green on
both sides, and gradually narrowed towards the acute .apex ; flower,
stem, erect, 6 to 8 inches high; raceme, somewhat dense, con-
taining from fifty to eighty flowers, and when fully expanded
G to 8 inches long, and 3^ inches across, with a thickened
rachis; bracts, solit.ary, linear, 2 or 3 lines long; lower pedicels
eventually patent, li to 2 inches long; perianth, 2 to 2i lines long,
whitish tinged with green, and with bluntish strap-shaped segments
half line broad; filaments, li to 2 lines long, slightly flattened;
anthers, blue

; ovules, five or six in each cell ; ovary, globose, blue,
very shortly stalked ; style as long as the ovary.—Cape of Good
Hope. Has been grown in Mr. Wilson Saundei-s's garden.

31. S. pallidiflora (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 3 or 4 inches in dia.
meter, the outer coats devoid of fibrous bristles at the apex ; leaves, five
or six in number, produced along vrith the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous,
thong.like, lance-shaped, ascending, 12 to 15 inches long, 12 to 15
hues broad, smooth, green, with sunken veins ; flower-stem, stout,
erect, l-J feet or more high ; raceme, dense, containing from 100 to
150 flowers or more, conical at first, and, when fully expanded. 6 to
10 inches long, and 3 inches in diameter ; bracts, solitary, linear,
small

;
pedicels, straight, the lower ones horizontally patent, 12 to 15

lines long; perianth, bell-shaped, whitish tinged "with green, and
with bluntish oblong segments

; filaments, thread-like, l.V lines long;
ovary, globose, very shortly.stalked ; ovules, numerous, arranged
over each other in the cell ; style, nearly as long as the ovary.—Cape
of Good Hope.

32. S. Hohenackeri (Fisch. et Mey.).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 12 lines

in diameter ; leaves, 4 to 6 in number, produced along with the
flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, flaccid, smooth, narrowly thong.like, 8 to

12 inches long, 1^ to 3 lines broad, narrowed abruptly at the apex,
and thence gradually downwards ; flower.stems, one or two in number,
slender, 4 to 8 inches high ; racemes, loose, containing from six to

fifteen flowers each, and when fully expanded, 2 or 3 inches long, and
15 to IS lines broad ; bracts, in pairs, whitish, membranous, truncate,
half a line long, spurred at the base ;

pedicels, sub-patent, or nodding,
the lowest ones 5 or 6 lines long

;
perianth, blue, 5 or 6 lines long,

with str.ap..shaped segments, l.J lines broad, bluntish and slightly

hooded at the apex ; filaments, thread.like, 3 or 4 lines long ; ovary,

globose, very shortly stalked ; style, thread-hke, 2 lines long ; capsule,

sub-globose, 3 lines long; seeds, three or four in each cell.—Caacasos,
Afghanistan, and the East Indies.

33. S. vincentina (Hoffm et Link).—Bulb, sub.globose, 6 to

9 lines in diameter, leaves three or four in number, fleshy.herbaceous,
flaccid, smooth, linear, sheathing the base of the fiower.stem, ascend,
ing, 4 to 8 inches long, 2 or 3 lines broad, gradually narrowed towards
the pointed apex ; flower-stem, slender, 4 to 6 inches high ; racemes,
sub.corymbose, each containing from six to eighteen flowers ; bracts,

linear, in pairs, the lower ones G to 9 lines long
;

pedicels,

ascending, the lowest ones 6 to 9 lines long ; perianth, bell.shaped,
deep blue, 2h to 3 lines long, with lance-shaped segments 1 line

broad, filaments, lance-shaped, li to 2 lines long; ovules, 2 or 3
in each cell.—Portugal and Morocco. This species has quite the
habit of S. verna, but is distinguished by having the bracts in pairs,

and by the different shape of the leaves.

34. S. lingulata (Poiret).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 81inesin diameter;
leaves, six to eight in number, produced along with the flowers,

fleshy.herbaceous, smooth, ascending, tongue.shaped, thong.like,

embracing the base of the flower-stem, 2 or 3 inches long, 4 to G lines

broad, narrowed abruptly at the apex, and thence gradually down,
wards; flower-stem, 2 to 4 inches high ; raceme, oblong, somewhat
dense, containing from six to fifteen flowers, and, when fully

expanded, 12 to 18 linos long, and 6 to 9 lines in diameter ; bracts,

linear, in pairs, G to 9 lines long
;

pedicels, erect-patent, the lowest
ones 2 or 3 lines long ; perianth, bell-shaped, 2i to 3 lines long, with
bluntish strap.shaped segments J to 1 line broad ; ovules, three or
four in each cell ; filaments, li- to 2 lines long ; capsule, globose-top.

shaped, 2 to 2i lines in length and breadth.—Algeria and Morocco.

Doubtfal Species of this Sub-genus.

35. S. lusitanica (Linn.).—Leaves, fleshy-herbaceous, thong,
like, 5 or G inches long, 6 or 7 lines broad, smooth, flaccid ; flower-stem,

4 or 5 inches high ; raceme, 2 or 3 inches long, 15 to 18 lines broad,

and containing from twenty to thii ty flowers ; bracts, solitary, linear,

membranous,^ whitish, li to 2 lines long; pedicels, ascending, the
lower ones 9 to 12 liues long

;
perianth, whitish, 3 lines long, with

lance-shaped segments more than a line across ; stamens, lance-shaped,

li lines long.—Portugal, on the authority of Linna3us. I have
examined the original specimen from the garden at Upsal, in the
herbarium of Linnajus, but have seen no ovules. The plant appears
to approach S. italica in habit, but differs in having shorter and
solitary bracts, and broader leaves, &c.

36. S. plumbea (Lindl.).—Bulbs, gregarious, ovoid, 2
or 3 inches in diameter ; leaves, fleshy.herbaceous, produced along
with the flowers, thong-like, lance-shaped, about 1 foot long,

and 15 lines bro.ad, not spotted, acute, smooth ; raceme, contain,

ing from fifteen to twenty flowers, and, when fully expanded,
3 to 3i inches long, and 18 to 21 lines broad ; bracts, linear,

2 or 3 lines long ; lowest pedicels sub-patent, 6 to 8 lines long

;

perianth of a dull blue colour, bell-shaped, 3 to 3i lines long. Cape
of Good Hope. I have not seen the plant, and the above description

is that of a specimen grown in Kew Gardens in 1813. It appears to

approach closely to S. natalensis, and I am in doubt if it is not the

same.
37. S. flexuosa (Baker).—Leaves, produced along with the

flowers, smooth, fleshy-herbaceous, attaining the length of 1 foot and
1 line broad, tiexuose, sheathing the base of the flower-stem for a con.

siderable length ; flower-stem, flexuose, slender, 6 inches high

;

raceme, containingfrom ten to twelve flowers, and when fully expanded,

15 to 18 lines long, and 1 inch in diameter; bracts, lance-shaped,

membranous, persistent, as long as the pedicels ; pedicels, slender,

flexuose, the lower ones 4 or 5 lines long; perianth, bell-shaped, 21
lines long, with lance-shaped segments, three-quarters of a line

broad ; stamens a little shorter than the segments. Cape of Good
Hope.

[The foregoing descriptive enumeration of Squills, tr.anslated for

The Gakdex, forms the first part of Mr. Baker's excellent paper on
that genus, printed in a late number of the Linnean Society's

Journal. The remainder of the article wo hope to palish nest week.
—Ei>.]
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Let every effort be used to render the flower garden aa interesting

and attractive a3 possible; let beds of Verbenas and Calceolarias

still be well supplied with water while the weather continues dry, or

the former will become the prey of red spider, while the latter will

be not unlikely to die off altogether. Zonal Pelargoniums, when
fairly established, will continue healthy and will flower well with a
somewhat restricted supply of moistare j the tricolor sorts, which are

generally grown for the beauty of their foliage only, should be

divested of their blooms before they espaud, and should be encouraged

by every possible means to grow freely. Continue to thiu, stake, and
tie up the shoots of Dahlias and other tall-growing herbaceous plants

wherever this is required ; also i-emove decayed leaves and flower-

stems as soon as the flowering period is over ; and it is very likely

that many species of Larkspur and other hardy plants will, this

season, flower freely for the second time in the course of the autumn.
Many annual flowers have been of short duration this year ; they

should, however, be cleared off as soon as they are out of bloom,

unless seed is required, and this should never be saved promiscuously,

or the " strain " will gradually deteriorate, as it generally happens
that the worst flowers are the most productive of seed. If new and
distinct varieties are desired recourse must be had to artificial

fertilisation ; but if improvement of strain is merely what is sought
for, that can, with more or less certainty, be secured by judicious

selection, a practice which should be invariably pursued with annual
flowers generally, and more particularly with such plants as the

various sorts of Stocks and Wallflowers, Mignonette, Anemones,
Columbines, Antirrhinums, Pinks, Larkspurs, Helichrysums, Phlox
Drumniondii, tic, as, by this means, annual flowers, as well as

culinary vegetables of various kinds may be brought to a very
high degree of excellence. The marking of the selected blooms
may be effected by attaching to them small pieces of coloured

worsted or some such material; and the seed produced by the

marked blooms should be carefully collected as soon as fairly ripe.

Where the production of hybrids or cross-bred plants is attempted,
fecundation must be induced artificially, an operation which
requires considerable care, and as a sine qua non to success,

it is necessary that the blooms selected to bear seed, should
be emasculated at an early period of their existence, that is, the

anthers should be carefully removed, and in the case of some species,

it is necessary to do this even before the blooms have expanded, in

order to prevent the possibility of self-fertilisation ; in the case of

some small flowering species, however, there is some difficulty in effect-

ing this, although it is easy enough to accomijlish it, in the case of such
plantsasthePetunia,&o., by merely slitting a small portion of the tube
of the corolla, and removing the unripened anthers, taking care at the

same time to avoid injuring the stigma, which should be afterwards
carefully watched ; its slightly glutinous condition, will indicate its

readiness for the application of foreign pollen, which should be care-

fully applied with a camel-hair pencil or otherwise. Koses which
were budded in June or during the early part of July ought now to

be looked to ; the ligatures used to secure the buds in their places,

should be loosened, to prevent the flow of sap being in any way
impeded, and to admit of the natural expansion of the shoots and young
buds ; while buds which may have been inserted somewhat late

last autumn or grafts put on last spring will, in most instances, have
made strong shoots, and will require support in the form of stakes
to prevent them from being blown off by high winds or from break-
ing down by their own weight when wet. The clipping and cutting
in of Yew and other hedges connected with the pleasure grounds and
parterres should now be pi'oceeded with as rapidly as possible

;

although, on account of the long drought which has been experienced
during the present season, there will possibly be much less to remove
than is usual. Cuttings of all sorts of bedding Pelargoniums should
now be inserted without further delay wherever they are to be
obtained. In many instances, however, it is to be feared that they
cannot, as yet, be taken from the beds in the flower garden without
injuring them; but, where thei-e is a well-stocked reserve garden,

cuttings of all sorts may be taken from that department without
fear of disfigurement. They may be inserted in the open border in

lines or otherwise, and may remain in that condition until the begin-

ning of October, when they should be lifted, potted singly, and
placed under glass, or they may be inserted four together in 4-inch

pots, and placed on cinder ashes iu the open air.—P. Gbieve, Ciilford

Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.

Hoses.

Briar stocks will require more attention than usual this season to

get the lateral shoots to grow strong enough for budoing ; all laterals,

except two or three at the top of the Briar, should be out away, and
all root suckers should be removed at once. I find that a slight

mulching of leaf-mouhl, old tan, or of any decomposed garden refuse,

keeps the ground among Rose Stocks from cracking, and also helps

to retain moisture, whereby lateral growth is much benelited ; this

season's Stocks should havo a good watering two or three times a

day, before they are budded, an operation which will cause the bark
to rise more freely than it otherwise would do. If the bark does not

rise well it is of no use to bud, but, on the other hand, budding must
not be deferred until the bark gets set. July and August are the

two best months for budding, and our finest show blooms the following

spring are cut from Roses budded^ in the autumn. In budding,

select the best and most prominent-looking buds for the purpose

;

those from the middle of the shoot are best ; the top ones are often

too soft, and the bottom ones are not sulficiently developed and
often lie dormant ; the bud should be cut clean out and the heel

should not be more than ^ of an inch long ; make an incision with the

budding knife in the term of a T" about 1 inch long, on the base of

the lateral shoots, carefully raise the bark and then insert the bud,

taking care to get the heel close down to the stock ; then make all

secure by tying with soft wool or matting. The following six varie-

ties worked on strong Briars, if kept well trained, make excellent

umbrella and pyramidal trees, viz. :—Gloire de Dijon, Climbing

Devonionsis, Anna Alexieff, Jules Margottin, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Princess Mai'y of Cambridge. Of these, the two first are Teas, the

rast hybrid perpetuals.—H. G.

Indoor Plant Department.

Attend to the training of climbing plants, or they soon get a

confused mass. Keep a diligent look-out for insects of all kinds,

for they increase with the temperature of the season, and if left

even for a time entail much more labour and do a great amount of

injury. Give now a little more air, less shade, and give less water at

the root, as well as in the atmosphere. This will assist the season's

growth to ripen ; but do not reduce the temperature of the stove, as

we see frequently done, until the ripening process is complete, that

is, the wood well matured and hard. Plants that are prematurely

put to rest by the unnatural method of reducing the temperature

before the growth is ripened, are almost certain to start into growth

when not wanted, during the application of the extra heat required

during severe winter weather ; in which case it is useless to expect a

satisfactory amount of bloom. AUamandas, grown in pots with the

intention of training them on wire or wooden trellises, should have

their branches allowed to grow loosely upright, until they are either

opening their first flower bads, or nearly so; as, if trained down as

they make their growth, they never bloom so satisfactorily, as when the

point of the shoot is brought down lower than the head of the plant

;

the first effort the plant makes is to adjust the balance of the sap, so

rudely disturbed by pushing the eyes of the shoots that are bent

over the top of the trellis, and so starves the points of the shoots

from which the bloom ought to proceed ; and this holds good of all

plants of a similar character. Numbers of seedling Ferns of

some varieties will make their appearance—such as Adiantums,

Lomarias, Davallias, Dicksonias, and these, if carefully taken up
without materially injuring their routs, and potted in small pots,

after which kept a little close until they get established, will be

found very useful, either for standing amongst the larger plants,

filling Fern-cases, or for decoration iu other places apart from the

Fern-house proper. All the stock should be gone over repeatedly,

during the season of growth, with brush and sponge, in order to

remove any insects that will now thrive apace with the warmth of

the season, and which, if left to themselves, even for a compara-

tively short time, entail a great amount of labour, and spoil the

appearance of the plants. Continue to encourage the growth

of Azaleas by closing the house early—say by four o'clock,

syringing well overhead, and by throwing an abundance of

water about the paths and floors of the house. It should be borne

in mind that these are hill-region plants, and that, in a state

of nature, they grow in a moist atmosphere, different from what
they often receive under cultivation, where we see them making

their young growth with small sickly foliage. Azaleas are

plants not easi'y killed, and consequently exist for years under

such treatment, but they bear no comparison with plants well-grown.

Some hard-wooded plants will now have completed their growth, and

may be placed iu a sheltered place out of doors, where they will get

a moderate amount of sunshine, which will harden their growth and

help them to get through the dull autumn and winter months

without the attacks of that certain visitant to unripe foliage

—

mildew. The stock should be gone over twice a day in bright

weather to see that nothing suffers from want of water. Encourage

Heaths, but especially the summer-flowering kinds, to make their

growth. In case of such as have almost completed it move them out
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©f doors, where they will receive all the light and air possible ; but

guard the pots from the full action of the sun, otherwise the roots

may suffer, more especially such pots as are well filled with roots.

They ought to stand on 6 inches of ashes to exclude worms, and if

there are no means at hand to protect them from drenching rains,

they should be laid down on one side during heavy rainfall. This
will keep the roots from being saturated with wet.

Orcliids.

Give less moisture both at the root and in the atmosphere to such
pseudo-bulbous species as have finished their season's growth and
seem inclined to rest. It is, however, impossible to lay down general

rules as to the watering of Orchids, the most successful cultivators

being thof^e who treat every individual plant according to its require-

ments. Orchids come from so many different climes, and their

seasons of growth and rest are so variable, that all one can do ia to

assist Nature instead of thwarting her, when all will be well. Pleiones
which have finished their growth should have a few weeks rest, and
preparations should bo made to re-pot them as soon as the blooming
season ia over, for like most other Ca3logynes, their flowers and young
growth are produced simultaneously. Odontoglossums, Cypripediums,
and cool growing Orchids, as 0. macranthum, 0. serratum O. zebri-

num, and 0. obryzatum, will require copious supplies of water at

the roots. Masdevallias will, in many cases, be making new growth,
and should have as much light as possible, and cooious supplies of

moisture at the root. If the Sphagnum on the top of the pot is not

in a fresh and growing condition, it should be at once renewed.
Living Sphagnum Moss is Indispensable to the Orchid grower, and if

it keeps fresh and green it is one of the surest signs that the

temperature is sufiiciently genial, and that the atmosphere is charged
with enough humidity to suit most kinds of Orchidaceous plants.

Plants in flower, such as Odontoglossum Alexandra), O. Schlieperia-

num, 0. vexillarium, O. Roezlii, Masdevallias, Onclds, Miltonlas,

Cattleyas, and Trichopilias, may be removed to the conservatory,

where, however, a little fire-heat will be essential on cold and wet
nights, otherwise, the flowers will suffer from an excess of moisture
and decay prematurely.—P. W. Burbidge.

Hardy Fruit.

It may seem late to many to give the advice to finally thin all stone

and other fruit to a medium crop ; but, it is not yet too late. Late
Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c., are never safe until thoroughly
stoned ; even in the finishing process they often cast a good many
fruit, and, therefore, it is safer to leave reserves until the stoning ia

completed. There is something analogous to stoning in the growth
of tile seeds of Apples and Pears ; a good many fruits often fall just

as they are about to take their second or final swelling. When these

are off, all excess should be removed, and, in all cases of fruit

thinning, the worst shaped and worst placed, should, of course, be
taken. In thinning Pears, not only cracked fruits, but those that

have a tendency to crack, should likewise be picked off. The severe

thinning of fruits not only improves the quality and size of those left,

bnt adds to the health and strength of the trees. By thinning early

we probably divert the vital forces that would have gone to develop

those removed into those that remain. In late thinning we probably
fail thus to divert the strength meant for one fruit into another ; but,

the act is useful, nevertheless. The entire tree gains by the

husbanding of its force, and each fruit left shares in the greater

plenty provided by the enhanced strength of the tree. The late

showers have been very beneficial to fruit trees, and, indeed, for all

wall trees, nothing is more useful than a dally artificial shower over

head in the afternoon and evening of every hot day. These
showers refresh the leaves, and develop the fruit to a fuller size

than it otherwise would be. No practice tells more on the size and
quality of Peaches than this daily overhead sprinkling, up to, say,

within a fortnight of their maturity. It is, in fact, as much or more
needed in August than in any month of the year. It is death

to spider and most other insect pests, and gives new life

and greater vigour to the entire tree, root, leaf, and branch.
Protect, as much as possible, ripe fruit and fruit ripening from the
attacks of insects. Hollow stems of umbelliferous plants, or short

lengths of large reeds, are the best traps for earwigs and woodiice,

and if a drop of sugar and water is sent into them, also for ants

—

the most destructive of all. These should bo placed with one end
under a branch near to the fruit and emptied into boiling water every
morning. Wasps have hardly appeared yet, but, as soon as the first

is seen, hang wasp bottles, baited with beer, against the walls ; these

are so effective for wasps that the bottles will require emptying
every morning, and wasps may be destroyed in such a way as

must tell against these greedy hosts. Wasps nests must also be
sought for, discovered, and totally destroyed by being suffocated

with a fussee of sulphur and gunpowder, or, simpler still, a rag or

piece of cotton.wool dipped in turpentine or carbolic acid. A pint
of tar poured into the hole is also a disabler, and a final.—though
slow and cruel—mode of destruction. Birds can be netted off, but we
cannot master these smaller insects unless by destroying them, and
to h.ave perfect fruit, we must see to their prompt destruction.

Apricots and all other fruits should be gathered the moment they
are ripe, and no fruit be allowed to decay on the walls nor in tho
garden.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

Spring Cauliflowers aro an important crop in most places, and
require a considerable amount of attention for a long period in order
to secure a satisfactory result. The time of sowing has great
influence upon the future crop turning out satisfactory or otherwise,
for if sown too early—and a very few days will sometimes make an
important difference—many of the plants may button or turn in

prematurely, and thus be useless. To obviate this difficulty where,
ever it may have been felt, it will bo better to divide the seeds into

three portions and make three sowings, at about a week or ten days
intervals. In the north, the first sowing should be made about the
10th of this month ; in the midlands, about the 15th ; and in the
south, from the 20th to the 25th ; and, the last sowing, at least,

should be made in a frame. In cold late situations I have always
found it the best and surest plan to delay sowing till about the middle
of September, and to sow in boxes in a frame ; but, after the seed-

lings have come up, in order to have sturdy little plants, abundance
of air should be given. In January, a sufficient number for forcing,

or for hand-lights, should be potted into GO-sized pots, and placed in

any warm house or pit near the glass, where a free ventilation

can be had in favourable weather. In about a month they should be
taken to a cold frame and hardened off previously to planting them
out under hand-lights or in any warm situation. A few of the
strongest may be potted on into 8-inch pots for forcing in pots.

With liberal surface dressings and free applications of liquid.manure
very good Cauliflowers may be obtained early in this way. Of
course, all this implies that there is sufficient space under ghass for

this purpose ; and, where this can be obtained. Cauliflowers will force

as easily as Potatoes or any other vegetables. Between this and the

middle of the month is a very good time to make the last sowing of

Turnips for use m spring ; in fact, in the north this should have been
alreadj' done. For this purpose I sow tho Chirk Castle Black Stone

;

it is very hardy, and displays a less tendency to "bolt" in a mild
spring than any other Turnip with which I am acquainted. Have
the Mushroom-house thoroughly cleaned out and the walls white,

washed, pouring boiling water into all cracks and crevices to destroy
woodiice, &c., so as to start the autumn and winter beds next month
in a house free from Insect pests. There will probably be plenty

of Mushrooms in old pastures from this time till October, if we have
sufEoient rainfall to moisten the ground. A warm summer if followed

by a dripping autumn is usually very productive of Mushrooms. In
sowing Lettuce at this season the Bath Cos must not be forgotten, as,

from its compact growth, it is easily lifted when full grown and placed

under cover in bad weather. The Tom Thumb Cabbage Lettuce
should also be sown in quantity. Sow in an open situation. As the

days are now rapidly shortening, and the sun loosing its power and
wherever there is not sufficient moisture in the land to cause the

seeds to germinate, it will be better to water the bed thoroughly

before sowing, and afterwards shade with branches, rather than water
after the seeds are sown.—E. Hobd.^y.

Cottagers' Gardens.

The season for sowing some of the most useful garden crops is now
drawing near, and, if possible, ground should be selected for them
that has been dug up some considerable time ; for if very dry soil is

dug up and cropped immediately, it will be almost impossible to find

moisture enough for seeds to germinate in it. The principal sowing
of Cabbage should be made at once; Onions of the Tripoli or Giant
Rocca kinds should be sown partly at the middle and partly at the

end of the month; sown at those times they succeed better with us than

spring sown Onions, especially those transplanted from late sowings.

Turnips succeed well after early Potatoes, which may now be lifted.

Vegetable Marrows and Cucumbers will now be bearing freely, and
should receive constant attention in the way of thinning both shoots

and foliage; the fruit should be cut directly it is fit for use. Scarlet

Runners should receive liberal supplies of water
; planted in patches

by the sides of walks or against fences, they form one of the most
ornamental as well as useful crops in the garden. Herbs should now
bo dried and stored away in an open shed for winter use ; the old

plants will yet have time to make a good growth before winter. As
regards plants (such as Stocks and Wallflowers) they may be trans-

planted, and Polyanthuses and Primroses may be divided.

—

J.vmes

GiiooM.
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HOW WE ACQUIRED A TASTE FOR FLOWERS.
" Well I think I cau tell you how we all came to be so fond of flowers,

and to be able to grow them, and a few vegetables also." The speaker
was apparently a well-to.do mechanic, neat and tidy in his appearance,
and with a greater look of intelligence and refinement in his coun-
tenance than is common among people of his class ; his auditors were
strangers from a distant part of the country, to whom the pretty,
tasteful, and well -cultivated gardens attached to the cottages about
them were evidently novelties. " Yon see, when I was a young man
and just out of my apprenticeship, there was a great to-do in this city

of om-s among what were called the working classes—just as if many a
man who never soils his hands has not to work hard with his head
sometimes—about shorter hours, higher wages, and so on. I daresay
the masters and men had each some cause to complain of each other,

but I am not going to enter into their quarrels and battles ; I only
Bay, that after years of bother, matters were arranged on a basis

apparently satisfactory to both parties. When that was the case, the
men had a deal more money to spend, and more time in which to

spend it, than they ever had before. Pew suitable means of

getting rid of this time and money were available to them. Their
faculties were not trained so as to enable them to enjoy the various
museums and other interesting institutions which were open to them j

and these, although professedly free to all, were in general hedged
round with many irksome rules and regulations, rendering them dis-

tasteful to the very classes they were intended to benefit. In short,

they did not, for one reason or other, take advantage of the means of im-
provment at their disposal. Instead, then, of attempting to ameliorate
their condition by mental cultivation, the majority of men, after

their day's work was over, spent their evenings in drink-shops and
singing saloons, to the great profit of the publicans and the benefit of

the revenue ; but a few, of whom I was one, used to take good long
walks into the country, thereby enjoying the pure air, and the many
and beautiful objects which Nature so liberally provides for the
benefit of every one. In some of our rambles we had often to pass
nm-sery gardens, which always stood temptingly open, as it inviting
us to enter and inspect them. When we had summoned up courage
enough to go inside, we found no one to interfere with us, and we
were welcome to wander about just as we pleased, and to see what-
ever was to be seen. If at any time we made any iuquiries of the
workmen, they answered them with civility, and appeared anxious
to impart any information which was in their power, and by
BO doing interested several of us so much about flowers,

that we resolved, on the first opportunity we had, to visit

the Botanic Gardens, where we hoped to learn much that we could
not do in the nurseries, as we were unreasonable enough to suppose
that, as those gardens were for the public benefit, there would be
some properly qualified officials there to enlighten the ignorance of

the .visitors. The Botanic Gardens were very fine then, but not
nearly so much as they are now. In those days the entrance to

them was only by a paltry little door in a high dead-wall, evidently
intended to prevent the interior arrangements being seen by passers-

by, and reminding one far more of the entrance to a lunatic asylum
or penitentiary than a place for recreation. On ringing a beJl an
attendant appeared and opened the door just wide enough to admit
us. He cast rather a suspicious glance at us, and evidently thought
it very hard to have been put to the trouble of opening the door for

us. I remember that over the door there was a notice about the
hours when the gardens were open and when shut to the public, and
part of it was that from six till eight on Saturday evenings during
summer they were open for the benefit of the working classes. None
of us could at all make out why only one evening of the week was
allowed for this very large section of the community, as every other
night as well as Saturday could be made available by some portion of

it, especially now that the short-time movement was fairly inaugu-
rated. Whatever idea the authorities might have intended, we took
the notice as a sort of hint that the working classes* company could
be dispensed with at all other times ; and we could not help thinking
how much better it would be were the gardens open every evening
till sundown, so that all classes whatsoever might come with their

children, whose school hours would be over, to enjoy the many
pleasant sights to be seen within the walls.

" This first visit of mine was, however, the means of giving me a
new interest in life, for which I have ever since been very thankful

;

and I fancy that, from what I then saw and heard, I have been useful

in increasing the happiness and comfort of many of my fellow work-
men. Whilst walking through the conservatories. Palm-houses, &c.,

feasting our eyes on all the beauties they contained, we happened to

overtake a party of jolly, good-natured looking sailors, whe were
evidently well pleased to see growing here many plants, trees, and
flowers with which they had formed a kind of acquaintance during
their wanderings about the world, but apparently thought little of

them here when compared with the specimens they had seen abroad,

and were quite as much bewildered as we were at the prodigiously

long names that some of the things were labelled with. ' Why, look

ye here,' said one them to his companions, ' whatever do they give this

little chap—not big enough to make a thole-pin for the dingy—a name
as long as the mainto'-bowline for ?

' Should any one remark to me that

such-and-such a thing was as big as a lump of chalk, or as long as a
bit of string, I would at once know what ho meant, because everybody
knows what they are ; but to my mind the mainto'-bowline was only
an embodiment of a straight line, length without breadth or thickness,

and as I wanted to know something more about it, I asked the sailor

what it was. Instead of answering me, he only stared at me for a
while with the greatest amazement, and turning to his shipmates,

said ;
' Well, boys, longshore folk call us ignorant, but did any

mortal man ever see a fellow on board come to that one's time o' life

who didn't know what the mainto'-bowline was ! Why, I expect he
wouldn't know the best bower from the cook's tormentors, were he
to see them together. But, I say, what's the use of staying in here,

looking at these things ; we see enough of them when we're away
from home. Let's go outside, and have a roll on the Grass, for we
can't see a bit of turf like that except in the old country.' So
commisei'ating my ignorance, they left me to have their roll on the

nice velvety turf, whilst I staid behind, pitying the taste of

anyone who would prefer a patch of Grass to contemplating the

beauty of the exotics. I strolled away from my companions, and
found the very commonest flowers with names I could not under,
stand ; but pondering on the subject, I saw that owing to the

enormous multiplicity and variety of plants, some accurately distinct

appellations common to all countries were necessary. It was rather

painful to see so few people taking anything like an intelligent

interest in the plants set out for their instruction. The most of

them only admired the flowers. In the fine shady walks, ladies and
gentlemen, generally young, were seen lounging along in pairs ; the

lady intently examining the toes of her boots, and poking holes in

the gravel-walks with the point of her parasol ; and the gentleman
quite as intently examining the lady's ear, or perhaps watching her

curls—they used to be worn in those days—and both seemingly much
at a loss for anything to say to each other. The gardens, in fact,

were more a lounge for idlers than anything else. Perhaps the sight

of so many plants, native and foreign, in time works a revolution in

the feelings. In my own case, I felt no small enjoyment in my
rambles. My mind was, as it were, opening on a new world of

rational pleasure. As often as I possibly could, I returned for a
walk in the gardens, and always brought some of my companions
with me, till at last quite a large number of young men and women
began to take an interest in flowers, and to entertain a desire to

obtain information about them. So we got an obliging young
gardener to come when his work was over, and tell us as much as he
knew about the plants and flowers. By-and-byo this gathering

became a regular class ; and it was soon observable that those who
attended it began to show a great deal more taste and neatness, not

only in their dress, but in their general household arrangements,
than they did before. Here, then, was the beginning of a social

reformation, all arising from the habit of looking at plants and
flowers. The authorities saw this, and appointed a gentleman to

give popular lectures on the vegetable kingdom. The Latin and
Greek names were translated into English equivalents, and although

they still continued of a considerable length, they were in a language

we all knew, and they, therefore, conveyed some meaning to our
minds, and were more easily remembered. These lectures were
largely attended, and the gardens came to be so very much frequented,

that they were kept open till sunset every day, and the blank-wall

was pulled down, and replaced by the fine open railing and ever-open

gate which is there now, affording a refreshing peep to all who are

passing. About the same time, too, the magistracy of the city was
busy pulling down the old lanes and closes with which it abounded,

and letting more air in about it ; and some speculators, finding so

many people taking to gardening, built cottages in the suburbs,

where they could have bits of garden-ground attached to them.

Then the people who took those cottages discovered that they wanted
to know something about vegetables as well as about flowers, and, by
dint of determination, got a suitable portion of the garden set apart

where the best sorts could be grown, and where people could be
taught the best modes of growing them. Such I believe to be the

reason why so many men in and about our city have gardens, and
know how to cultivate them ; and how their wives, seeing them take

so much pride in their outdoor neatness and decoration, and vegetables,

soon learned to keep all indoors neat and tidy, and to have the well-

grown vegetables well cooked. In consequence, also, of this taste for

horticulture, the men had to consult books on the subject, and soon

had little libraries. Bat reading gardening-books led them into

reading about other subjects, and you will now see in almost every

cottage a few shelves of well-selected works by the most intelligible
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authors in almost every department of science. What a grand future
would open on the condition of the manual labouring classes general!

,

wore they simply to begin to take an interest in flowers ! With
improved tastes all else would follow. Even now, in some places we
are favoured with a glimpse of that greatly to be desired future."

—

Chanilers' Journal.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.
EOTAL HOKTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

August 5tii.

The most remarkable features of this meeting were the new Orchids and
other plants staged by Messrs. Veitch and Mr. W. Bull ; Mr. G. P. Wilson,
Mr. Ban-, and others, also furnished splendid plants and cut spikes of
Lilies, chiefly of the L. aui-atum, L. speciosum, L. Thunbergianum, and
nmbeUatuni types. Two splendid smooth Cayenne Pines, weighing 9 lbs.

each, came from the Royal Cxardens, Frogmore.

Orchids.—Messrs. Veitch & Sous exhibited several hybrid Lady's-
slippers, including Cypripedium Sedeni, C. Harrissianum, and C.
Duminianum, all of which are now recognised as valuable additions to
the genus to which they belong. A remarkably healthy plant of the
bright purple-llowered Acrides Huttonii bore a spike of flowers nearly
2 feet in length ; this plant is very distinct from any other species of the
genus in cultivation, and, evidently, improves under good culture ; a pUnt
of Saceolabium Blumei majus bore four fine wreath-like spikes of pearly-
white lilac-tipped flowers, and a species of Stanhopea, something iu the way
of S. oculata, also bore a seven or eight flowered spike of yellow flowers,
profusely spotted with brown. In addition to these the coUectiou included
a fine specimen of Masdevallia Veitchii with four spikes, Aerides suavis-
simum, the deep claret-purple flowered MUtonia Slorelliana, and others.
Mr. Bull had a plant of the snowy-white Cypripedium niveum, Odonto-
glossum Roezlii, and a healthy specimen plant of Lffilia elegans Ander-
sonii, bearing a splendid spike of deep rosy flowers, the lip having pure
white lateral lobes, and a rich crimson-purple central one ; it is one of
the best and most distinct of all the forms of this well-known Orchid.
Mr. Denning exhibited a cut flowering pseudo-bulb of an unnamed Den-
drobium bearing dense clusters of vivid orange-yellow flowers ; in habit,
the plant seems to be near D. secundum, but the flower-spikes are more
copiously produced, the bulb shown being perfectly wreathed with
flowers ; the sepals, netals, and lip, are conspicuously striped with reddish-
brown, and the plant is certainly worth cultivation as one of the most
distinct species hitherto added to our collections.
New Plants.—Of these Mr. W. BuU had a fine group. Conspicuous

among them was the ivory-veined Arad, Phyllatsenium Lindenii, with
great halberd-shaped foHage ; Dracajna Shepherdi, one of the most
robust of all the species ; Croton spirale, well coloured ; 0. majesticum,
C. volutum, and others. Some of the Cycads in this group were very
ornamental. Macrozamia plumosa is one of the freshest and most
graceful of all the species, the leaflets being a foot long and very slender,
drooping elegantly on aU sides.

hoses.—Messrs. Geo. Paul & Son, of the Cheshunt Nurseries, staged
eight stands of cut Roses, many of the flowers being in fine condition.
Among these we may note Louis Van Houtte, a fine velvety flower ; S.
Reynolds Hole, something in the same way, but much darker in colour

;

Gloire de Dijon and Madame Villermoz, both good ; Camille Bernardin,
an old favourite, of a pale rosy-crimson colour ; and La;ha, a large
flower, of the most delicate rosy-flesh ; Baronne Rothschild, one of the
very best of hght exhibition kinds ; Ettiene Levet, a deep rosy-crimson

;

Madame Baumann, and others.
Miscellaneous.—Mr. R. P. Barr staged a fine collection of cut Lilies,

among which we noticed L. tigrinum fl. pi., a double form well worth a
place in all collections, the white-flowered L. longiflorum, and others of
the umbellatum type. Mr. H. Loader, gardener to H. P. Hennell, Esq.,
Mayo Road, Forest Hill, sent a splendid specimen of Lilinm auratum
with two stems, each about 10 feet iu height ; the larger of the two stems
was faseiated towards the top, and bore the enormous number of forty-eight
flowers, while the smaller one bore seventeen. The plant was well clothed
with healthy foliage to within 18 inches of the pot, and deserves mention
as an example of what this plant is capable of becoming under superior
cultivation. Mr. Offord, of Upper Clapton, sent Ageratum, Clapton Gem, a
dwarf and tolerably free-flnwering form of A. mesicanum. Mr. Wood-
bridge sent fine cut sprays of Clethra arborea, a beautiful half-hardy
evergreen shrub, bearing terminal panicles of pearly white flowers
in great abundance ; also Pavia macrostachya, with deep green lobed
leaves and slender terminal spikes of white flowers with
long stamens aud crimson anthers ; Hibiscus syriacus, and both rosy
and white varieties of Ceaonothus americana. Mr. Stanton, SUU Mills,
Lewisham, sent two seedling Lobehas of fair average merit, and Mr.
Eckford sent cut trusses of Verbenas. Mr. R. Dean sent stands of French
and African Marigold flowers, very double and bright in colour, also fine
blooms of Camellia-flowered Balsams. Messrs. F. and A. Smith sent a
fine group of Balsams, with largo and richly coloured flowers. The plants
were sturdy aud dwarf, the colours being both variable and distinct. It
seems a pity so useful a decorative plant and one which everyone can grow,
cither out of doors or as a window plant, should not be more generally
cultivated.

Fruit and Vegetables.—These were limited in quantity, although
some specimens of both were above average merit. Mr. K. Dean sent

two fine dishes of Potatoes from Bedfont. One variety was a large
white Kidney, raised by Mr. Robert Fenn, <>f Woodstock, and the other,
Snowflake, a tine American variety of more than average merit. The
same exhibitor also sent a dish of Exhibition Runner Bean, evidently a
good form of the old Scarlet Runner, and a hardy frame Cucumber,
named Green Gem, on account of its fresh colour. It is said to have an
excellent constitution, and to be a prolific bearer during the summer
months, succeeding weU as a winter-fruiting variety treated in the usual
way. Mr. Moms sent two dishes of a new seedling Potato, not named.
Messrs. Barr & Sugden sent fruit of Marquis of Lome, Duke of Edin-
burgh, and Luton Hoo Cucumbers for comparison. Mr. Woodbridge
furnished a small collection of Plums ; Mr. Sage excellent fruit of WaJ-
burton Admirable Peach ; and Mr. J. Clark, Roehampton, an excellent

dish of Moor Park Apricot.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following novelties :

—

^letrosylon filiare (Bull) —An elegant Palm, belonging to the pinnate-leaved
section, aud having gracefully recurved leaflets, the l^af-stalka being rather
formidably armed with extremely slender brown spines. It is a usefiil addi-
tion to the genus to which it belongs.

X Zygopetalura, seedling (Veitch).—This plant resembles Z. Jlackayii in
habit, the sepals and petals being dark brown, with a bluish-purple lip, and
the curiously plaited crest peculiar to the group. It is a very interesting addi-
tion to a useful and well-known group of showy-flowered Orchids.

Lilium speciosum atro-eanguineum rubrum (\ViIson).—This is an extremely
fine and early-flowering form of the common Japanese Lily, the individual
flowers being 8 to 9 inches across, and very richly coloured, while the plant
itself is robust, and scarcely exceeds 2 feet in height.

Dendrobium, epecies (Denning).—This is a beautiful and free-fiowering
addition to a division of the genus, not remarkable for conspicuous-flowered
species. It may be likened to D. secundum, but flowers more profusely,
bearing orange-yellow flowers, with segments striped with brown.
Fuchsia procumbens (Ktaghorn).—A Botanical Certificate was awarded to

this graceful New Zealand species, which has recently been raised from seed,
and flowered in several collections. It is not showy, but possesses a graceful
habit, and may be useful to hybridisers.

The New Approach, to the Thames Embankment.—The
block plan of the proposed new approach, recently laid before the

Metroijolitan Board of Works, shows a road 90 feet wide, which is

nearly the same width as the Embankment roadway itself. Much
discussion has taken place as to the width of the street, it having
been contended that such a street in such a situation could hardly be
made too wide, the only doubt being whether it ought not to be 100
feet in width.

The Timber of the United States.-^Professor Brewer, of

the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, has surprised the
meterologists of the old world, who have been led to believe that the
climate of the United States has been gradually changing through
the destruction of its forests. Ho has written a letter, in which he
shows by figures that no such destruction has been going on, and it

there has been any change of climate, it must be from some other
cause. He says, that in the older settled portion of the Eastern
States—New England and the Middle States—one third of the whole
farming area is still woodland, and that if we extend our observations

further to the south and west the facts are still more striking.

Predatory Chickens.—Try Max Adder's method, which he de.
scribes as follows :

—" We had a good deal of trouble last summer with
Pitman's chickens ; as fast as we planted anything in our little

garden, those chickens of Pitman's would creep through the fence,

scratch out the seed, fill up, and go home. When the Radish-bed
had been ravished in this manner for the fifth time, we complained
to Pitman. He was not disposed to interfere. ' Adeler,' he said, ' I

tell yon it does 'em good ; and it does them beds good to be raked
over by chickens. If I bad Radishes, give me chickens to scratch
around them and eat up the worms. Radishes that haven't been
scratched ain't worth a cent.' Then we climbed over the fence with
the determination to take the law in our own hands. W« procured
half-a-peck of corn and two dozen small fish-hooks. Fastening the
hooka each to a grain of corn, we tied wire to each hook. Then wo
scattered the whole of the corn on the Radish-bed, and fLxed the ends
of the wires to the biggest sky-rocket we could get. The rocket
stood in a frame about 10 yards away from the hooks. That very
morning Pitman's chickens came over, and instantly began to devour
the corn. We were ready ; and, as soon as it was evident that the
hooks were all swallowed, we applied a match to the rocket. It is

regarded as probable that no barn-yard fowls that have existed since

the days of Noah, ever proceeded toward the azure vault of heaven
with such rapidity as those did. A fizz, a few ejaculatory cackles, a
puff of smoke, and Pitman's roosters and chickens were swishing
around among the celestial constellations without their feathers, and
iu some doubt respecting the stability of earthly things. Pitman
never knew what became of his fowls ; but, when we read in the
paper next day that twenty-four underdone chickens, with fish-hooka

in their craws, had been rained down by a hurricane in New Jersey,
wo felt certain that that sky-rocket had done its duty."
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Whiob does mend nature : change it rather :

The Akt itself is Natuee."—Shakespeare.

but

HARDY ERICAOBOUS PLANTS.
By JAMES M'NAB, Royal Botanic G.ardcns, Edinburgh.

No class of shrubby plants now in cultivation is, perhaps, more
interesting or better adapted for rock garden purposes than

the hardy dwarf Ericaceous group, such as the species of

Menziesia, Dabrocia, Ledum, Cassiope, Andromeda, Vaccinium,

Erica, Calluna.also Azalea procumbens, Arctostaphylos alpinus,

Bryanthus erectus, and Rhodothamnus chamascistus, &c.

They are mostly kinds which naturally grow in high and dry

situations, and stand with impunity a considerable amount of

drought, as lias been sufficiently tested during the past

summer, more particularly when they become thoroughly
established in rock garden compartments, or between the

crevices of the stones comprising them. When an Ericaceous

rockery is to be formed, the ground selected ought, if

possible, to slope towards the north, or should be placed

behind a south wall, in order to avoid full exposure to the sun,

where such plants would be apt to dry up, besides requiring

more artificial watering, which is apt to prove injurious to

their leaves during a period of bright sunshine. If the

rockery for such plants has to be constructed on comparatively

level ground, the soil laid down for the purpose should be

blocked into shape according to the taste of the operator, but

made to slope towards the north. The south slope can be

arranged irregularly, and afterwards planted with common or

hybrid Rhododendrons interspersed with portions of Grass

lawn. When the north or rock-garden slope has been worked
into the outline wanted, which can be done with any kind of

soil, the upper surface can be mixed with rough peat partially

intermixed with broken pieces of sandstone free of iron, say

from half-an-inch to 2 inches in diameter. The stones to be

used for forming the plant-boxes of the rock-work must be

about 16 or 18 inches long, and not less than 2 inches thick,

also of a porous nature, and each placed about two-thirds into

the soil, forming compartments from 6 to 12 inches in diameter,

these spaces to be filled with chopped peat and broken
stones. If the rock-work slopes much, which is highly

desirable, it ought to be arranged, if possible, to show irregu-

lar artificial quarrys, by dipping here and there into the
ground. It is of importance, while planting the boxes, to have
the surface-soil of the back portions of each compartment a
little lower than the front, so as to enable the water, either

natural or artificial, to sink down behind the plant, instead of

running off, as it is apt to do, when sloping to the front. By
this simple arrangement the moisture is not lost, and the

stones being kept much longer moist, the roots will be found
to adhere more firmly to them. All the Ericaceous, and the

allied orders of plants, possess variety sufiicient to fill a rock-

garden of themselves, and varieties can be had and planted in

duplicate to keep up a succession in a blooming state in the

various compartments more or less all the year round. For the

summit or highest portions of the rock-garden, compact plants

of Rhododendron hirsutum and R. ferrugineum are admirably
adapted, and, in such situations, mature their flower-buds well

—often more profusely than they do in ordinary peat borders,

where they may grow more vigorously, but produce flower-

buds less abundantly. Such plants as Menziesia empetri-

formis, M. Drummondii, and M. caerulea are also well suited

for rock-garden culture, and flower profusely every year. An
occasional surfacing of fresh peat and sand will be found well

adapted for such plants,partic'ularly after the flowering is over,

and before the young growths begin to form. The Menziesia

c^rulea seeds abundantly in such places ; but, with the excep-

tion of one or two rcquii-ed for seed-bearing purposes, the

flowers of all the others should be clipped off with a pair of

scissors, so as to induce a free growth for the flowering of the

following year. Cassiope tetragona and O.fastigiata are interest-

ing objects for rook-garden cultivation, and flower profusely.

Like the Menziesias, they are improved by having a little sifted

peat mixed with sand put amongst their stems ; they will root

into it, and their appearance will be improved for the following

year. The Dabojcias, white, purple, and variegated, are also

very suitable rock plants. With the exception of the compact-
growing varieties, all others must be clipped in after the

flowering is over ; they arc likewise improved by having a

little fresh soil placed amongst their stems ; it will induce

fresh roots, and the plants will be greatly benefited by it,

instead of appearing long and lanky, as they are frequently seen.

All hardy Heaths, such as Erica Tetralix, E. cinerea, ciliaris,

herbacea, Mackayana, Watsonii, vagans, as well as numerous
varieties of Irish Heaths of the E. mediterrauea breed, like-

wise the many forms and vai'ieties of the Common Ling, Calluna

vulgaris, are all extremely well suited for rock-garden culti-

vation, and all are improved by being more or less clipped.

This clipping is mostly done, immediately the flowering is past,

with a pair of sheep shears, and if properly attended to in this

respect, they will continue in a compact-flowering state

for many years, while the want of it causes them to be long

and wiry, and if allowed to get into this condition, any after-

cutting will have a tendency more to destroy than improve,

particularly if the weather should be dry and sunny after

Ijeing done. As the varieties of the Ling Heath flower at

different seasons, I generally find it best to clip each sort as

soon as the blooming is over. Pew of the hardy Heaths prove

more effective for rock-garden decoration than the varieties of

the Bell Heather (Erica cinerea). When rooted from cuttings,

which all hardy Heaths ought to be (see The Garden for 21st

December, 1872), and placed between the crevices of rook-

work stones, although not more than one inch apart, peat

soil having been previously placed there, the plants root

down, the branches spread, and flowers are freely produced

in these limited spaces ; this mode of treatment must be

towards a northern aspect. Azalea procumbens, both Scotch and

American, are well-suited for rock-work purposes, the soil for

them must be well supplied with stones, so as to allow their

long roots to get freely down between them. The Arctosta-

phylos alpina (Black Bear-berry) grows admirably in rock

gardens ; like the dwarf Azaleas and many others, it is better to

have the surface of the compartment, after being planted, covered

with pieces of freestone, which prevents the soil becoming

too dry, but which cannot happen if the compartment has a

northerly aspect, but if placed in a situation where they arc

likely to get dried, a slight covering of Sphagnum Moss placed

over the surface of the soil in the compartment before the

stones are put on, will prevent over-drying. Gaultheria

procumbens, G. carnea, G. prostrata, and G. nummularioides,

Vaccinium Myrtillus, and V. maorocarpum, Epigasa repens,

Rhododendron lapponicum, Andromeda hypnoides, Diapensia

lapponica, Pyxidanthera barbulata, all Ericaceous plants, with

numerous other dwarf shrubby ones, although not of the same

family, deserve a place in the Ericaceous rock-garden, and, as

they are reared immediately under the eye, they can receive

more attention than they generally get in low level beds or

borders, where such rarities are generally planted.and where

they often get smothered with Moss or Marchantia. Of the

latter class may be mentioned the dwarf species of Rubus,

such as R. aroticus, R. Chamiemorus, Dryas Drummondii, D.

octopetala, and D. integrifolia, Galax aphylla, Polygala

Ohamasbuxus, Liunaja borealis, both Scotch and American, as

well as the varieties of Empetrum, Pyrola, and the dwarf

Willows, as Salix reticulata, S. lanata, and S. herbacea, with

many others not named here, when so cultivated, possess an

interest infinitely greater than can possibly be derived by

being reared in the ordinary way of low border cultivation.

Most of the plants above enumerated, are now growing m the

Ericaceous department of the rockery in the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden, and, notwithstanding the dry summer, they have

all stood well, flowering more or less abundantly, and

possess infinitely greater charms for the general cultivator,

than can possibly be derived from any other method of growmf
such plants. A good quality belonging to most of these

plants is their evergreen character. An artistically arranged

group of them in a rock-garden is full of beauty in mid-winter,

even before the myriads of rosy buds of the spring flowering

Heaths begiu to open, and grouped along with silvery ever-

green Alpine plants, the effect is all the more charming.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Mr. J. BoswELL Syme, Balmnto, Kirkcaldy, writca to ua to

say that he has some seeds of Helleborus colchicus, guttatus, &c.,

which he will be happy to distribute to anyone who caros to receive

them. Early application must, however, be made as they should be

sown at once. They will not vegetate if kept till spring.

As will be seen by our advertising columns, a company has

been formed to work Mr. Cowan's patent system of lime-kiln heating,

of which we have spoken favourably on several occasions, and which
is highly approved of by Mr. Bennett, of Hatfield, and other horticul-

turists, who have already given the plan a trial. We are glad to see

that Mr. Cowan holds the position of managing director.

We have received from Messrs. Teutschel & Co., of Colchester,

a bloom of a very handsome Lily, named Lilium Thunbergianum
aureum nigro-punctatum. Its segments, which are of great substance,

are golden-yellow, shading off into soft orange.yellow at the edges,

and profusely spotted with chocolate. It is a showy and valuable

addition to late flowering Lilies.

At the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, the pretty little

antumn-flowering bulb Acis (Leucojum) autumnalis is now in bloom
;

as are also Cypella Herberti, a handsome Iridaoeous plant with
Tigridia-like flowers ; Chlora grandiflora, a charming little bright

yellow-blossomed Gentianaoeous plant; Echinacea (Rudbeckia)
purpurea ; the brilliant scarlet Pentstemou barbatum Torreyii

;

Erigeron glaucum ; and ffinothera eximia and marginata.

On the recommendation of the Streets Committee, the

Commissioners of Sewers for the City of London have passed an
order to put Moorgate Street, Finsbury Pavement, Mansion House
Street, and Queen Victoria Street under the permanent pipe system
of watering of Messrs. Brown and Co., of India Buildings, Edinburgh.
The three first mentioned thoroughfares are of asphalte, and the

last mentioned of granite.

AxMOST immediately the new road about to be made through
the Green Park, in order to relieve the traffic from Pimlico to the

West End, will be begun. The new thoroughfare will lead out of Pic-

cadilly, opposite Hamilton Place, and proceed through the park.

Constitution Hill is not touched, but, on the contrary, remains intact,

by the intended construction of an arch, under which heavy vehicles

going eastward will pass, private carriages going by Grosvenor Place.

The new road is to be 60 ft. wide, and will presumably be a macada-
mised thoroughfare.

Me. J. Lucas, of the Geological Survey of England, has just

published a treatise " On Horizontal Wells," in which he asserts that

he gives a " solution of the problem of supplying London with pure
water." Examining the geology of the greensands and chalk of Surrey,
he finds that above 1,000 feet of porous strata rests upou a bed of
" absolutely impervious clay," and he contends that " a tunnel driven
along the strike of the beds, or water-level, must of necessity arrest

all the water that is flowing down it as far as the gallery is carried."

The geological evidence given appears conclusive ; we may, there,
fore, hope that a source for the supply of London with " the best and
purest spring water" has been discovered.

Those engaged in building extensive stone-gardens, making
costly geometrical arrangements for fountains, and other purely artifi-

cial garden " adornments," will do well to ponder over the following
note :

—" At a meeting of the shareholders of the Crystal Palace Com-
pany, which took place the other day, Mr. Wakefield in the chair,

to consider a plan for the restoration of the building, Mr. Scott Russell
aaid that he had made an inspection of the Palace at the request of the
Reconstruction Committee. The whole of the capital expended on the
part of the building which had been burnt down, both upon the
building itself and its valuable contents, had been lost through the
culpable negligence of some one, and there had not been any attempt
made to restore that part of the structure. There had also, he found,
been an entire wing of the Palace blown down, and no effort had been
made to restore that portion cither. He found the whole of tho
grand cascade of tho waterworks, which had cost nearly £300,000,
going to ruin. Tho two cascades lower down wore also going to
decay, and so was the building opposite, in which iised to be seated
illustrious people who visited the Palace. A great number of tho
pipes and communications of the waterworks were likewise going to
ruin. On looking into tho state of the machinery of the waterworks
he was astonished to find that the economical portions had been
allowed to go utterly to ruin, while the most extravagant and costly
part of the works, which were but seldom used, had been maintained
in full working order. As to tho courts of sculpture, Mr. Russell
found that the works had nearly all gone—where, he could not tell.

From some a finger, a nose, or an arm was missing, and, apparently,
there had been no attempt to replace the missing parts of the statues.

The magnificent collection of art sculpture was in a moat disgraceful

condition. The works were in such a state of decay throughout, that

a very large sum would have to be speedily expended upon the
property.

The Torbay Nursery, Torquay, hitherto in the possession of

Messrs. Morgan & Sons, has just been purchased by Mr. W. James
Veitch, the eldest son of Mr. Robert Veitch, of Exeter.

. The last published part of the Linnean Society's Transactions
contains Mr. .1. Scott's Notes on the Ferns of British Sikkim, with
eighteen plates, and Prof. Reichenbach's Enumeration of the
Orchids collected by the Rev. C. Parish, in Moulmein, with six plates.

Mb. Jas. Anderson, the well-known Orchid grower, the
originator, and for many years manager, of the famous Meadowbank
collection has now taken Meadowbank, with the view of converting
it into an extensive nursery of iudoor and hardy plants generally.

Among these. Orchids will form an important feature.

Mii. Jacrson Gillbanks writes to us to say that in West
Cumberland Mushrooms are so plentiful in the fields that they appear
as if spread with '• lime," a result, doubtless, wrought by heavy
showers having fallen lately nearly every day for a week together
in that district.

We have received from Mr. Young, of Godalming, cut
branches of his beautiful Golden Chinese Juniper named Juniperus
chinensis aurea, a variety which promises to be a most valuable addi-
tion to hardy ornamental Conifers. For grouping along with Yews,
Portugal Laurels, and other sombre-tinted evergreens, where striking

effects are so much wanted, its bright golden colour will render it

invaluable.

The Board of Trade has received from the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs a copy of a French law, promulgated on the 25th
ult., instituting a prize of 300,000 francs (about £12,000), to which
may be added subscriptions from other sources, for the discovery of

an efficacious and economical means of destroying the Phylloxera or

of preventing its ravages. A commission nominated by the Minister
of Agriculture and Commerce will determine tho condition of com-
petition and the award of the prize.

The white variety of Hydrangea paniculata, now in flower
in Mr. John Waterer's nursery at Bagshot, and which will continue
blooming till November, seems likely to prove a valuable addition to
late-flowering hardy shrubs. The tree form of Hedera Ra3gneriana,
of which there are several plants in the same nursery, shows a very
distinct habit and aspect, and will be useful for planting under the
shade of trees, or as an isolated specimen on Grass. A new golden
variegated form of Juniperus chinensis also seems likely to prove
both useful and ornamental.

On Monday evening last a constable arrested a drunken man
in the act of tearing up a bed of Geraniums in Hyde Park. He had
uprooted no fewer than fifty-five before he was caught, and had
spoiled a bed for the rest of the season. Brought before Mr. Newton,
he could offer no defeuce, and he was severely punished by the in.

fliction of a fine so heavy as to render it nearly certain that he will

lie in prison for two mouths—the alternative penalty. It was stated

in evidence that lately a great many plants have been missed, among
them being specimens of choice varieties ; and that we consider the
worst symptom which the incident disclosed. Under such circum.
stances it is not surprising that the magistrate should declare, with
emphasis, his fixed intention to impose no fines, but in future to

inflict imprisonment. He hoped the fact would be made known far

and wide. We readily welcome his resolve, and give publicity to his

note of warning. The persons who steal flowers and plants are

guilty of a delinquency which bears the stamp of meanness as well

as crime. The public themselves can do a great deal in aid of the

police by keeping a watch upon depredators.

The thirty-fifth anniversary meeting of the Roj'al Botanic

Society of London was held last week in the Inner Circle, Regent's
Park, Sir Walter Stirling in the chair. Mr. Sowerby, the secretary,

read the annual report, from which it appeared that the number of

new subscribers who had joined tho society during the year, was in

excess of that of last year, and also much above the average. Tho
numerical strength of the society had been fully maintained. Tho
exhibition of flowers and the evening /rJe had been most successful,

and were gaining in popularity. The new range of greenhouses for

the preservation of plants relating to the arts, manufactures, and
domestic economy, commenced last jear, had been completed at a
considerable cost, and thus extended facilities had been offered to

teachers, students, and others seeking information relating to tho

vcetable kingdom. Free admissions to study had been issued to

twenty-six artists, 318 to professors and students, and 31,500 cut

specimens distributed to them. Several improvements had been

made in the gardens, and many new and interesting plants added to

the collection. His Serene Highness the Duke of Teck was elected

president tor the year.
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THE LIBRARY.
LANDSCAPE GARDENING "FOE PERTBTUAL

BEAUTY." *

" He who aims high, aims well, though he hit not the mark as
high as he aimed," is an oft quoted aphorism of one of our old
divines, full of grand meaning and noble purpose. On
perusing the early part of this most recent literary production
on landscape gardening, with its high sounding title, em-
bodying, as it does, beauty both past, present, and to come

—

in fact, " everlasting beauty ;
" it struck us that the foregoing

aphorism would have been most happy in its application

—

clearly the aim of the writer was high—and equally clearly,

does he fail to hit the point at which he aimed. Nay, more, as

we progress through the volume, the feeling is, that the title

of this work ought to have been not " perpetual beauty," but
" beautiful for ever." Some years ago, we were called in

professionally by an elderly gentleman of somewhat penurious
proclivities, to solve the enigma as to how the arrangements of

the grounds surrounding a new house were to be disposed of

;

we found our friend deep in the study of a dozen or more
landscape gardening works, some ancient, some modern, all

expensive; failing to realise out of one anything definite

to suit his own particular case, he purchased another and so

on, with a cumulative result, that in the end left him in a much
more confused condition of mind than at starting. After
glaucing at the books, which, were in truth, a costly and a
really valuable lot, we suggested that he should transfer them
to his library-shelves, and accompany us round his garden, or
rather round the site of his proposed garden, where we had
no doubt a few hours would place us in a position to reduce
the whole of his theoretical ideas to such practical data as
would result in the preparation of the necessary plans, and
the ultimate accomplishment of the work so as to render it, if

not a perpetual beauty, at least an object of beauty, and for

beautification, so long as it lasts. The perusal of the present
work with its high sounding title, brought the foregoing little

episode very pointedly to our recollection ; had it then been in

existence, it might well have formed the culminating volume in

the series, as of all the works on landscape gardening, it has
never been our misfortune to peruse one less practical, and less

adapted to assist the amateur who essays to try his hand at

the ornamental and picturescjue improvements of his grounds.
Why, then, should this be— why should the most recent
emanation from the horticultural press in this line require
such an unqualified verdict ? Our author has had, at least,

sonie practical experience, in addition to a practical training,

and ought to have been able to give us something more
consonant with that practice than is evinced in the work
before us ; we live in a practical age, why then preach high
sounding platitudes reduced, every now and then, to a sort of

multiplication table-like regularity, that to us appears to be
thoroughly meaningless. Evidently, our author, or possibly our
author's " learned friend," to whom he alludes in the pre-
face, is an admirer of Ruskin, and so, indeed, are we. There
is no English writer imbued with a more refined love for, or
capability of, appreciating beauty than Ruskin, and, what is

more, he possesses a power of language that enables him to
convey those ideas clearly to his reader. In his " Stones of

Venice," " Modern Painters," nay, indeed, in all his works,
there occur passages replete with poetry and the highest
moral sentiment combined, which a writer on landscape gar-
dening might fitly take for the heading, subject, or text of
each chapter of his book. The author's aim ought, however,
to be, not to soar with Ruskin after, if we may so call it, a lame-
winged fashion, but rather to remain on terra firma, which,
indeed, he states it is " his glory to beautify," and reduce those
grand thoughts and sentiments embodied in Ruskin's works
to a practical form, whereby he may benefit himself, his pro-
fession, and mankind at large. Lest it might be thought
that we are dealing too harshly with an author who, in his
preface, pleads inexperience in authorship, we will give one
or two quotations and leave our readers to judge for them-
selves. In his chapter on " Beauty and Comparison," he says :

• " Landscape Gardening for Perpetual Beauty.'* By J. F. Johnson, Curator
of the Boyal Botanic Gardens, Belfast. Belfast : 0. Aitchison.

—" The word ' comparison ' is, perhaps, the best I can make use
of in order to convey a sense of the general feeling which I

desire to express. Plants should preserve their individual char-

acter in due subordination with the general arrangement, and
not be jumbled up unmeaningly together to the ruin of all true

effect. If, indeed, plants had less beauty than they actually

possess, still it must wound the soul of the observer to witness
the harshness and inconsequence with which they are often

treated. Contrast, when rightly used, is, in truth, the source
of developing great beauty ; but if we neglect the comparison
of our subject the results must prove unsatisfactory. In con-
templating some scene of natural beauty with its refined fore-

ground dying away into Lufinity, the soul is, as it were, filled

up with and steeped in its harmony. No woi-k in which the
principles of harmony are violated can further the true

interests of art, while those which instil a just feeling of

unison with the subject, must necessarily do good. It is easy

to find examples. Scenery, indeed, must be true to Nature and
effect, else the results cannot possibly prove satisfactory."

Again, speaking of t'ne lines of infinity and mass, whatever
those may be supposed to mean, he says in his chapter on
" General Observation for Be.auty," " These lines should

be used according to the natural formation of the ground
to be beautified. No straining should be attempted to

give more than is natural to the place, in just proportion of

feelings, for there are plants of infinite characters which will

beautify either small or large effects. Thus, the line curving

concavely, in all its various forms, towards the individual,

gives material to the mind ; and the line curving convexly, or

from, gives him occasion for thought. Thus the beauty of

each character, in its development, gives either its material or

thought to the mind." The latter part of this quotation

might, we think, be more plainly and common-sensely defined,

by saying, that the concave line and the objects of which it is

composed, present to the eye the line of present enjoyment;
the convex line, on the other hand, represents the line of

prospective or future enjoyment. Again, speaking of

the planting of shrubs with reference to outlines and
masses, we quote the following : " Although these two
effects of vegetation— outlines and masses— produce an
impression, more or less, on every person, for you cannot

pass a shrub or tree, even buried in thought, vrithout

receiving an invisible influence, communicated by their

masses and outlines, yet the details must have one's particular

attention before one can see them. But the subjects that

surround you guide your path and meet every view of your

eyes, shedding an influence over your life, such as every person

is not aware of ; therefore, the general outlines and massing of

vegetation should be carefully adjusted, and, on these two
featuresof character I will venture togive a fewreniarks." These

are followed up by detailed mention of some shrubs, including

Hollies, Tews, and Rhododendrons, with special reference to

their outline and mass peculiarities ; concluding witha list of

miscellaneous evergreen and hardy shrubs, he finishes as

follows. " Much of the art of arranging vegetation consists in

placing the character of the plants planted into harmony suitable

to the scene intended to beautify," which sentiment we hope

our readers fully appreciate and understand, in which case we
can only plead that they have the advantage of us. These

quotations, will, we think, amply exemplify the style which

the author has unfortunately adopted, and fully confirm the

correctness of our opening remarks. Yet, though this style

unmistakeably pervades every page of the book, there are

passages occurring here and there that indicate a poetic

mind and one capable of appreciating Nature; in illustra-

tion of this, take the following as a sample :
—

" There

are various natural scenes which show forth beauties

from early spring till latest autumn without any assistance

from art. Some old Hawthorn hedge, for example, will display

a pleasant bordering of early Primroses and Violets, and, when
May arrives wraps itself over with fair sweet flowers. Then
the wild Rose peeps forth with her lovely delicate buds, and in

autumn Rose and Thorn alike vie with each other in bright

array of scarlet fruitage, a perfect delight to look at, yielding a

regale for birds in requital of their songs. Tet many a scene

would manifest results not less charming than these, would we
only avail ourselves of Nature's guidance, but led astray by
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technical principles, we fail to understand and miss the plea-

sures which otherwise we might enjoy." Here we are at one
with our author, especially in the latter part of the quotation,

which appears to militate strangely with the general feeling as

expressed in the work before us, consisting, as it does,

almost entirely of an enunciation of those vague technical

principles, which he himself thus condemns—less of them
and more of Nature, and the power of appreciating Nature
ought to constitute the stock in trade of a landscape
gardener.
Turning to the chapter on " Town parks," we were much

disappointed to find that little more than a single page is

devoted to this subject. Surely the importance of additional
park accomodation, and the etjual importance of turning those
that are in existence to the best account, might have formed
subject matter for a lengthy dissertation—nay, more, we think,
our author might have found therein illustrations accessible

to all—of those grand principles which he wishes to impart to

his readers, and thereby have verified the old saying, that "an
ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory." In speaking of

trees for town parks, he appears to ignore the Piatauus,
giving prominence to Robiuias, Birches, and Itlaples, none of

which are, for one moment, to be compared to the former as
town decorative trees. The concluding chapter, devoted to
" the Pinetum," consists of about three-quarters of a page

;

and out of the long array of Conifers—not all of which, we
admit, are valuable, from a picturesque or economic point of

view, but, nevertheless, many are—our author's brief sum-
mary under that heading consists only of Pinusaustriaca, Abies
(which, he does not say), Cedrus Libani and Deodara, Pinus
Sabiniana and excelsa, Taxus baccata fastigiata, and Picea
nobilis ! Where are all the goodly array of Araucarias (not,

we believe, once mentioned in the book). Sequoias, Taxodiums,
Junipers, Cupressus, Thujas, Libocedrus, Retinosporas, &c.
Should this work of Mr. Johnson's reach a second edition,
we would strongly suggest a limitation to broad and oft
repeated platitudes, that refer, in the most indefinite manner,
to everything in general and nothing in particular, and an
extension of the subjects of these two chapters. Parks and
town decoration are the order of the day, and most certainly
belong to the proper sphere of landscape gardening, not
architecture, to which fact Leicester Square, as modernised,
bears ample testimony; and Pinetums are yet in course of
formation, and have not become things of the past, as
our author's cursory allusion to them would lead one to
imagine.
The work is illustrated by eleven plates, or, more properly,

diagrams. These, to some extent, help to explain the author's
meaning, but they are far below the standard which the art of
wood engraving has now acquired. We cannot leave this book
without quoting a paragraph from the introductory chapters
that we think, as proceeding from a young author, might well
have been excised from the manuscript by the pen or scissors of
" the learned friend " before alluded to. It is as follows :

—" Much
mischief, undoubtedly, is often unwittingly done by bookmakers
who dish up other people's brains in such a fashion that, so far
as horticulture is concerned, one might as well read a romance
as peruse their writings. Disgusted with plagiarism, many
give up reading on these subjects altogether, and thereby lose
what might prove beneficial, along with what is otherwise.
It is, however, very possible to re-discover a truth that was
known before." Such a sweeping and ill-natured condemna-
tion would have been much better omitted. No doubt Mr.
Johnson himself has re-discovered truths that were known
before— aye, and that were clothed in much more intelligible
language than he has disguised them in, long before he was
born. Considering the many curiously involved ungrammatioal
and hopelessly meaningless sentences in the book, we are
surprised to learn, from the preface, that Mr. Thomas Moore,
of the Chelsea Botanic Gardens, has looked over the proof
sheets. Yet the book abounds with such sentences as the
following: •'After ihaf the sph-if is placed in the material of
hcauty, obeervation may be made on parts of its diversifi-
cyfion!"{p. 31). "In beauty, form and colour are one ; 'its

form yiving ynii Nature's character for the present andfuture ;

ivhileits colour fells you its permanent im^ircssion on its liyht
pleasant thoughts " (p. 109).

TOWN WINDOW GARDENING SOCIETIES.
Is London, Ilnll, and elsewhere, societies have been formed to

enooarage window-gardening, and wherever the beneficial influence

of such societies has been exerted they have done much good.

Many a dingy homo has been made all tho brighter by the plants

grown in them under the fostering influence and encouragement of

such societies. Nor has it been essential to the happiness of tho

owners that a high standard o£ plant cultivation should have been
set up. If only a plant will live, preserve its leaves green, and
occasionally gladden its owner's eyes with a flower, then the cansea

for supreme satisfaction are quite ample. Now and again it is

possible to meet with really well-grown plants in tho homes of the

very poor, and we well remember on one occasion to have seen in the

window of a small honse in one of our back streets nearly a dozen

healthy vigorous plants which would not have been discreditable in

any cottage window in the country. This by way of encouragement.

There are many plants which will thrive excellently well even in the

smoke of large towns, provided they receive a few extra attentions.'

For instance, the soil in which they are planted should bo fresh and
sweet, and should bo renewed at least annually ; tho dust and dirt

which will be certain to accumulate on the leaves day by day should

be occasionally removed—the oftenor the bettor—by sponging, or the

rougher and readier method of sprinkling, or the more simple one of

exposure to gentle rains when they fall. Then, again, plauts should,

on the one hand, never be over.watered, so as to convert the soil into

mud ; nor kept without water too long, so as to convert the soil into

dust. With such means most of the more robust plants which com.
monly adorn cottage windows will grow and do well in those of towns.

Evergreens of many varieties are well adapted for permanent occu-

pancy of such jjositions ; for, owing to the harder and oftentimes

glossy surface of the leaves, they are hardier than most soft-wooded

plants. The Cactus family, again, and many of the succulents, will

for a long time bear up against rough usage and neglect, and the other

adverse circumstances attendant upon town gardening; and their

uncommon styles of growth, and flowers quaint and strange in appear-

ance, invariably produce unflagging interest. Bulbs of many sorts,

too, are particularly suitable to fill creditably a prominent place in a

town window. We should like to know that window.gardening societies

were established in all our populous towns. They would accomplish a

really good work, and would encourage many who are now inert to

become cultivators. The duties of the committees of management would
not be arduous. They might well undertake the printing and distribu-

tion of such a code of instructions as would be readily understood by
all who could read. They might purchase and distribute, at thu

lowest possible price, suitable plants, bulbs, &c., properly potted.

They should arrange for the holding of two exhibitions every year

—

one early in spring, when bulbs should be shown ; tho other some
time in the summer, for plauts generally. They might also arrange

for the occasional delivery of simple, but instructive addresses on
plant life and plant growing in various parts of the town. They
would also have to collect funds, in order to cover necessary expenses
and provide prizes, which might bo in money, plants, books, or useful

domestic articles. To make the society as powerful as possible, it

would, perhaps, be advisable to arrange for the organisation of two
bodies—the one central, the other local. The local sub.committees
should, perhaps, be as numerous as the ecclesiastical parishes or the

municipal wards. They should be chosen by the residents in their

respective districts. The central committee might consist of repre.

sentative members of the local ones, one or two selected from each,

with the addition of perhaps a few other persons chosen by these

local representatives. The work of the central committee would be
to raise the necessary funds, to settle the rules, to fix the exhibition

days, and to award the prizes ; while the local committees would have
to work up their several districts, diflnse information respecting tho

objects of the society, put themselves in personal connection with
tho class in which the exhibitors would be found, and in other ways
help on the work of the organisation. By such a dual arrangement
an immense amount of work might be done, while no one
person's share need be overwhelming. The connection between
the localities each being represented in the central committee,

would bo mutually helpful, and, if well managed, the society

would prove all powerful in carrying out its objects. Here,
then, wo venture to submit, is a plan capable of yielding

admirable results, and which all classes of tho community can
assist either by subscription or personal work, or both. Cannot
such an organisation be started (says the Midland Counties Herald)

in Birmingham forthwith. No one need be frightened at the labours

involved, or the amount of money to be raised. £100 per annum
would do tho work magnificently; half the amount might possibly be
sufficient to start with, and to do it fairly well. The writer of this

article was, not very long ago, instrumental in sotting on foot in a
large town in Lancashire, a small but sncoessful society of this kind.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
COW-PARSNIP-LEAVED MONTAGN^A.

(m. HERACLEIFOLIA.)

Tnis, oue of the most stately of all half-hardy plants, has been
rescued from obscurity to decorate our sub-tropical gardens.
Tt is readily propagated by means of cuttings made of the
root, inserted in pans of light sandy soil placed on a genial
bottom heat. The plant itself grows rapidly if planted in a
deep, rich, moist soil, in a sheltered

situation, often attaining a height
of from 10 to 12 feet in a single

season. Its great cut leaves,

Tvhich measure from 2 to 3 feet iu

length and about 2 feet in breadth,
droop gracefully on all sides. It

is useful as a conspicuous central

object in a group of outdoor foliage

plants, such as Yuccas, Solanums,
Tobacco, Pampas Grass, Reeds,
and Grasses, while it also makes
a stately and noble object planted
out in a cool conservatory along
with other more tender foliage

plants and Ferns. Our illustra-

tion is a representation of a well-

developed specimen of this plant,

which is well worth a place in all

gardens, either massed along with
other robust-habited plants, or
planted singly in sheltered por-
tions on the lawn or pleasure
grounds. B.

NEW HARDY BEGONIAS.
I HAVE now iu bloom three new
seedling hybrid Begonias, raised

by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, from
whom I received the tubers in a
dormant state in the month of

April. They are named respec-
tively Rubens, Velours, and Le-
viathan ; the two former resemble
Intermedia in habit, sending up a
stem about a foot in height, and
producing flowers in profusion
from the axils of the leaves. The
flowers are produced in bunches
of three, composed invariably of

a male in the centre, with a female
on each side; the centre flower is

much larger and finer than the side

ones, but, unfortunately, usually
drops off as soon as ever the
female flowers are fertilised, thus
seldom remaining on the plant
more than a day after opening,
though the female flowers remain
in beauty for several days. The
flowers of Rubens are of a fine car-

jniue-blood colour, and the blooms
of that variety are a size larger

than those of Velours, which,
however, is a shade deeper in

colour than the former variety.

Leviathan, much the strongest and most vigorous-growing of

the three varieties, closely resembles Veitchi in its habit of

growth, and produces its fine bright fiery orange blooms, on
tall foot-stalks, well raised above the foliage. All these
flue hybrids were raised by M. Lemoine by crossing B. Veitohii
with Pearcei and cinnabarina. I also received from Nancy, at
the same time, bulbs of three other varieties of Begonia, named,
respectively, C. Glijm, Mastodonte, and Camoens, the first

named failed to grow ; the latter being small weak tubers have
not yet bloomed, but the last-named will, I think, produce a

bloom or two before the end of the season. The rare and
beautiful Begonia octopetala, from the Peruvian Andes, is
now coming into bloom with me, planted out in the open garden
in the same bed with the other varieties, and without any kind
of protection whatever. Its leaf-growth is most healthy and
vigorous, resembling small Rhubarb leaves, thus showiu" that
this fine variety is quite hardy in this climate in summer and
in nowise requires the temperature of the hottest part of the
stove, as stated in the account of the plant in the " Botanical
Magazine," vol. 61, when the plant flowered in the Glas-

gow Botanical Gardens late in
the autumn of 1836, the result of^ this over-kind treatment being the
destruction of all the bulbs^seut
over from Peru, and the loss of
the plant to European collections
till re-introduced by Messrs.
Frasbel, of Geneva, in the sDrin<^
of this year. ^y. j,^' q °

Montagnfea heracleifolia.

AUGUST FLOWERS IN
HYDE PARK AND KENSINGTON

GARDENS.
The excessive care taken of some of
the flowers planted on the bedding
and ribbon.border system has been
so judicious, and the watering so
copious, that, iu spite of the utter
failure of the bedding system in most
places, it has been comparatively snc-
cessful this season in Hyde Park and
Kensington Gardens. The small
flower garden about tire cottage iu
Kensington Gardens, which for many
years has been so richly filled with
masses of colour, is this season quite
ablaze with brilliant hues. The de-
vices are so good, and the plants com.
posing them so closely grown and
profusely flowered, that all London
devotees of the bedding system shonld
hasten to see them before the early
autumnal frosts begin to nip their
beauty. The mixed borders, along
what is popularly known as the flower
walk, have received nothing like so
much care. The fact is, that most
gardeners devote their chief atteution
to the close bedding sjstem, which
produces showy effects with little
etfort. This is a source of regret to
those who prefer the natural to the .

artificial in garden effects, as it

leaves the general public to imagiue
that a mixed border, as rich in masses
of colour as a geometrically-arranged
bed, is simply an impossibility. This
is a great unstake, for picturesquely,
irregular flower masses, either on open
lawns or in front of shrubberies,
might, with half the care and expense
devoted to the geometric system, be
made equally rich, and far more
various in effect ; for the bedding
system, as at present practised, con-
fines the gardener to a very small list

of plants to select from, as, for in-

stance. Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Cal-
ceolarias, Lobelias, and about half a

score of other things, which, on account of their compact growth,
lend themselves to the system. A mixed border, or mixed lawn
bed, on the other hand, is susceptible of an immense variety
of treatment, by means of plants of countless kinds, and end-
less and striking deviation of form and colour. To eifect this
however, with all the beauty of which the system is capable,
necessitates much study, and that of a higher kind than is required
to close-pack rich effects in geometrical devices. It also requires
much more extensive knowledge of plants, and such pictorial
taste as is required for painting a landscape on canvas. Painting
natural landscapes in living flowers, in the highest stvie of
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whicli the art is capable, requires, perhaps, even a wider range of

artistic knowledge than that of the painter, though of a strictly

special kind

Leaving Kensington Gardens, and keeping the western bank of the

Serpentine, the rock.work is reached ; this feature of the park-garden,

ing appears to be in a somewhat neglected state. The rock masonry

itself is improved, by being much more completely clothed than it

has been with trailing plants, such as Ivy, Periwinkle, St. John's Wort,

Saxifrages, and other more or less suitable plants ; but dead bushes

require clearing away, and other rock.growing shrubs planting to fill

gaps. Along the front there are many small compartments which are

needlessly empty ; but advantage should be taken of that circum-

stance to prepare for the sort of 8])ring display for which such spaces

ate calculated. Cyclamens, the hardy kinds, might, with proper

care, be made to do well. Squills of various kinds, and common Blue

Bells, both blue, white, and lilac, would tend to make this rook-work

very gay in early spring ; to say nothing of Hepaticas, blue, white,

and piuic. It does not seem, too, that either Wallflower or Antirrhi.

num seed has been scattered in places decidedly favourable to their

growth. Young Wallflowers should be now strong seedling plants in

situ, which in due time would make a splendid show of colour, and fill

the air with delicious perfume. There are, also, several kinds of

Lilies which delight in establishing themselves permanently among
the interstices of rock-work. About the narrow wending water the

ground is kept in excellent order ; and its slopes .and well-grown

trees, of various kinds, render it very attractive. There are, also,

some beds of flowers on the bedding system, which, from boiug

partially shaded , and near the water, have defied the drought, and

are in very luxuriant bloom ; their excessive formality, however, pro-

duces anything bntanatui'al contrast with the irregular character of

the ground and foliage among which they have been placed. In this

spot, without iuteiferiug with the plans adopted in other parts

of the park, experiments of a natural kind of bedding out

might be tried, distinct from the ordinary geometric system.

For instance, let the beds be of excessively irregular and
natural form ; let them, in some cases, run down to the very

water's edge ; in other cases let them lose themselves among the

trees. In filling them with the usual bedding plants, let these be

placed in irregular masses, in which they might be supposed to have

sprung up from seed. Let a couple of well contrasted colours pre-

dominate—massive inirregnlarity—not indiscriminately mixed, but

each having one or two stragglers, but not more, of the other kind,

capriciously breaking a too monotone character ; then let the other

spaces, all irregular, be filled with smaller masses of striking colour,

broken in one or two places, but not more, with solitary touches of the

predominating colour. Here is a suggestion for a new kind of

bedding, which would blend harmoniously with the slopes of irregular

ground, or an irregular distribution of trees and shrubs. The
lawns and flower-beds, which form such a vast improvement in that

part of the park which lies between the southern, or rather south,

eastern end of the Serpentine and Apsley House, are in very fair

order ; but their extent has prevented that copious supply of water,

which, alone, could have preserved them quite intact from the effects

of the excessive heat and drought of the season. There are good

effects produced among these large lawn beds by the use of

tall.growing semi-tropical plants, distributed sparsely among
the masses of Cannas and other plants which are grown more
for their luxuriant foliage than for their flowers. One expanse

of the kind, varied by tall sprays of Fiona elastica, has a
very pleasing effect ; and there are many other combinations,

produced by means of less known plants, which are equally suc-

cessful.

The series of geometrical masses of flower-colour which stud the

whole line facing Park Lane with expanses of crimson, purple, scarlet,

pink, yellow, blue, and many intermediate hues, are, on the whole,

successfully managed this season. Profuse watering has preserved

them from the effects of drought, and the plants, with the exception

of the Calceolarias and Verbenas (which are this season comparative

failures everywhere), appear just now in robust health and extremely

profuse bloom. The walk between these masses of flowers is evi-

dently a favourite resort, and its present high state of keeping is

certainly a boon to the population of London. Two or three advan-

tageous innovations upon the extreme regularity of the system may
be noted. The dazzling scarlet of some of the Pelargoniums with
variegated foliage, is both heightened and varied in a neat and
pleasing manner by the introduction of a few detached specks, as it

were, of Viola cornuta, the pale but bright purple blooms of which,

8p.irkling here and there, have a most pleasing effect. Another good
effect of an analogous, but more striking kind, is where a bright

green-foliaged plant, mottled with yellow, is dotted sparingly among
the velvety crimson masses of the gorgeous Coleus Verschaffelti.

An Ajiatkuu.

Herbaceous v. Bedding Plants in 1874.—Many will bo
astonished at the statement (p. 118) that Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell,
considers that the present season has shown the superiority of the
bedding system over the mixed border. Here, at least, it is exactly
the contrary. All things planted out since the Ist of May have had
a hard struggle for bare existence, except in cases where there was a
rea ly access to a plentiful supply of water. Well-established perennial

plants have alone succeeded. Some of these have done very well,

and most have done fairly, except Phloxes (a very thirsty family)

and Lilies. The latter have been stunted in their growth, except
the old L. tigrinum, which I never saw better. There is one class of

plants which is too much neglected (and which ought to form a
portion of every mixed border), which deserve especial notice this

year; I allude to flowering shrubs, which have, in almost every
instance, flourished well ; Yuccas, too, have been in great beauty.

—

Hexky H. BLL.icoMBE, Bitton Vicarage.

Spiraeas for Forcing.—S. japonica is decidedly the best of all

the Spiraaas for forcing, and it is also one of the most beautiful of

pot plants. This is the opinion of Jlr. Herbst, of Richmond, who
supplies Covent Garden with the earliest plants of it. Spiraja fili-

pendula has been tried, but although it produces pretty white flowers,

they are useless when cut, as they do not last any time. S. palmata,
he says, has the same fault, and, moreover, does not force well ; and
he also dislikes .S. callosa, the flowers of which, although very pretty
when seen from a distance, have, when closely examined, a coarseness
about them that detracts from their value; besides, the blooms on
the lower portion of the brauchlets of the spikes begin to fade before
those at the end have expanded.—W.
How Moss Roses are grown for Market.—Moss Roses are

largely grown for the London markets ; they thrive pretty well under
trees, and are very hardy and floriferous. Light, rich, and deep
grouud suits them best. Two rows of these Roses are generally
plauted between Currant aud Gooseberry bushes, about 2 feet

apart, but as suckers speedily make their appearance, all traces
of rows become lost, and the result is a broad band of Roses, some
2\ or 3 feet wide, occupying the central space between the bush
fruit. Under fruit trees where no fruit bushes exist, they are grown
in lines 23- or 3 feet apart, and interspersed with sprouting Broccoli,

Brussels Sprouts, Potatoes, or Shallots, aud they are also grown in

the open ground, about the same distance apart. After they have
done blooming, and have made good wood, they are layered on both
sides of the rows, and in October, or any time between that and the
following March, the layers are lifted, and after their roots have
been dressed, and their tops shortened a little, they are planted out
in permanent rows from 2 to 3 feet apart, or if space is scarce at the
time, thickly in rows a foot or eighteen inches apart, where they re-

main for twelve months before being finally planted out. They are
pruned very closely in winter, and in spring they begin to form
flower buds, almost as soon as the leaves make their appearance. It

is the buds that are gathered for market, the blooms never being
permitted to expand. In hot summers, and indeed, whenever conveni.
ence permits, the space over their roots, 2 or 3 feet in width, is

mulched with litter, which saves them from drought, and also acts as

a stimulant.—F.

NOTES AND QPESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GURDEN.

Lilinm auratum.—Oae of our customers, writing on the 4th inst., says,
" My plants of Liliura auratura have been very fine this year, having produced
stems from 6 to 10 feat high aud blooms varying from twenty up to nearly a
hundred on a root ; some blooms measuring nearly a yard in circumference."
—A. W.

Yuccas.—These have been particularly fine this year. A Y. recurva in my
garden has been looking perfectly beautiful, its panicles of creamy-whito
blossoms being unusually showy ; aud i am sure that ail passengers who have
stopped at Liss station must have noticed some remarkable Yucca bloom in a
small border adjoining the platform ; but, as you justly observe, Yuccas slionld
be grouped to obtain the best effects which they are capable of producing.^
H. G. Watkby.

Bravoa gemiuiflora.—You state (p. 92) that this plantsucceeds well treated
as a half-hardy pot plant. Some of your readers, however, may have found,
like myself, that success in making it flourish is far from easy. 1 would !uK*isc
thcni to try it as a hardy plant. I have had it for some years, and never t-ould

do anything with it in the greenhouse ; l)ut last autumn I planted it in the
open ground, and this year it has come up very strong and healthy, and
flowered well.— II. N. Kllacombe, Bitton Vicarage.

Lastine^ Sweet Peas.— If projierly grown, Sweet Peas will bloom for
nidntlis ; tuihiro arises from poor soil, sowing too thickly, and not allowing a
well-developed growth. To keep up the bloom, theseed pods must bo promptly
removed, as the growth and ripening of seeds would exhaust the strength of
the plant. By this pmees'i they will bloom all summer aad until frost. The
soil should be rich, deep, and moist.—Q.

Great White Thrift (Armeria cephalotes alba),—This is now bloom-
ing beKUtifally iu the Wellington liixtd Nurseries. It is a handsome robust-
gi-owing perennial, which, when in llower, is very effective. The blossoms
are pure white, and are borne in large roundish heads im erect stalks. It is a
phinr, which will, doubtless, succeed well in warm positions on rock-work and
in well-tlrained mixed borders in deep sandy loiuu.—M.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
BUSH FRUITS IN MARKET GARDENS.

In market gardens as iu nurseries, bush fruits are propagated
by means of the finest of the prunings of the young wood
saved at pruning time for that purpose. They are collected,

tiedinto bundles, or laid in by the heels loosely in bundles until

the Tvhole of the pruning has been finished. They are then
lifted and made into cuttings about 10 inches or a foot in

length. All buds on the lowermost half, or as far as they are

intended to be inserted in the ground, are removed ; for if left

untouched, they would produce suckers that would ultimately

prove troublesome. The ground for their reception being
trenched and manured, they are inserted firmly in lines about

a foot apart, and '2 or 3 inches asunder in the rows. Some-
times the cuttings are put in as the ground is being trenched.

The first spring Lettuces are generally gi-own amongst them.
In some instances, too, the cuttings are inserted in a line along
the base of a wall, having an eastern or northern aspect, and
about a foot from it. Both Gooseberry and Currant bushes
are also increased by means of layers. In March, whole rows
of bushes are layered, somewhat young and supple branches
being selected for that purpose ; their points are cut off, and
the branches are kept in the ground by means of wooden
pegs, slightly covering the portion layered with soil.

When they begin to grow, shoots push from every joint,

and no sooner have these young shoots attained a length of

6 inches or thereabouts than they receive another good earthing
up, which is done by loosening the soil in the alleys, cJne man
making it quite fine with a spade and throwing it into the
centres of the bushes and over the layered shoots, whilst
another spreads it regularly with the hand, so as to cover the

base of the shoots to the depth of a few inches. In this condi-

tion they are allowed to remain throughout the summer,
receiving no further attention beyond that of keeping them
free from weeds. In October, or any time between that and
the succeeding March, the layers are lifted, cut up into pieces,

leaving two or three shoots on each, and transplanted in

nursery lines, ia which they are allowed to remain for another
year. They are then lifted and transplanted to their permanent
quarters, and all sm-plus stock is sold. Market gardeners
generally grow their fruit bushes under trees where they are

liable to many disasters, such as becoming overrun with
Lichens, broken, or choked, ou account of too much shade ; and
the reason why plants having two or three branches springing
directly from the root are best, is, that if they happen to loose

a limb, still one or two sound ones remain ; while, had there

been only one main stem, all would have been lost, and afresh
plant would have been necessary. F.

THE WILD PLUMS OF TEXAS.
On reading Mr. Thompson's interesting letter (see p. 110) describing

the wild Plums of the Kansas plains, I was reminded of the wild

Plams of the Texas prairies, which, during a residence of ten years in

that state, I had treqnent opportunities of observing. As in Kansas,
so iu Texas, the favourite habitat of the wild Plums is at the head
waters of the rivers; but I found them only in the most fertile soils,

never in the sandy regions. I am of opinion that the Texan and
Kansan Plums are of the same species, as I traced them through the

Indian territory, close to the border of Kansas ; bnt I do not think,

as Mr. Thompson would appear to indicate, that the dwarf and tall

are the same, and that the difference of habit is attributable only to

difference in fertility of the soil in which the plants happened'to be
growing. I found the dense thickets of the dwarf or bush Plum (Hog
Plum the Texans call it) invariably in the richest soil, and in moist

localities of the open prairie, whilst the tree Plnm, attaining a

height often of 20 feet, as invariably locates itself in the midst of a

grove of other trees, affecting rather the outskirts than the interior

of such grove, and of which, by its white blossoms iu spring, and its

brilliantly-coloured fruit iu summer, it forms the chief adornment.
But the fruit of the Texan Plum, whether tree or bush, is far below
the Plnm of Kansas, as described by Mr. Thompson, in the important

qualities of size and flavour. The fruit of the bush or Hog Plnm re-

sembles a May Dnke Cherry in size, colour, and form, but in flavour

it is not very much better than our common Bnllace. The fruit of

the tree or grove Plum has great beauty of exterior, glowing in all

the biightest hues of scarlet, orange, and yellow ; but in size it is

not bigger than a good Gooseberry, and although not unpleasant to
the taste, and largely used by the settlers in making preserves, has
far too much acidity to bear comparison for a moment with cultivated
English varieties. Assuming the dwarf species to be a bush, and to
remain so under any circumstances of probable culture, there remains
only the melioration and enlargement of its fruit by that process of
careful selection so well understood by the painstaking pomologist,
to make out of this now insignificant Plum, in a few years, a valuable
contribution to our fruit gardens and orchard houses.

The Torbay Nursery, Torquay. J. H. MoBGAN.

FORCING STRAWBERRIES.
The potting of Strawberry plants, and the size of the pots in which
they are put, are important matters as regards forcing, and are, in
fact, next to the securing of early runners, the points upon which
success hinges. It should be known that the thorough maturation of
the plants is essential to success. The runners should be potted in
time to fill the pots with roots before the end of September. No
plant can be depended upon to produce fruit that is not in this con-
dition, for while they have room to grow they will not ripen their
buds perfectly. I like to see the roots almost bursting the pots, and
just in that matted condition that you might turn the plants out of
the pots and pitch them about like a ball without breaking them.
Different varieties, of course, require different sized pots; but on no
account should (5 in. bo exceeded, and 5 in. will be found a proper size
for general purposes. Six.inch pots should be used only for the
strongest growing kinds, and for these only when they are potted
early in the season—say between the middle and the end of July.
The longer potting is delayed the smaller the pots should be.
It must be remembered that a plant potted at the beginning
of August has little more than six weeks to complete its
growth and cram the pot with roots. I never reckon on any
real growth after the middle of September. Chilly nights
then begin to check their progress, and the leaves get less
and less m size till growth ceases. The beginning of August sees
all our plants into their fruiting pots from the Strawberry bed, for
I always layer the plants in ridges of soil from which they are trans,
ferred to the fruiting pots at once. For Black Prince 4J- in. and 5 in.
pots are used, 5 in. pots for Prince of Wales and Haricart de Thnry,
and others. Strawberries should always be potted as firmly as can
be done with the fingers and thumbs. About i in. should be left for
watering, and when newly potted they should be set closely together,
to shade one another's roots until they are established and grown
a bit, when they may have more room. I find a goodish sprinkling
of Standen's manure (which is a kind of concentrated bone-dust)
mixed with the soil, to be an excellent and immediate stimulant.
Some of the best forcing Strawberries are so subject to mildew
when forced, that many dare not grow them for forcing at all.

Among these. Black Prince, acknowledged by all to be one of the
earliest, most prolific, and easiest to force, is about the worst. I
have so often heard of its being given up for that reason, that a
word of advice at this season, when pot plants are being prepared,
may be acceptable. I have forced Black Prince uow for ten years,
and during that time, owing to the simple precautions I always
take, mildew has never given me the least trouble, I should bo
loth, indeed to give up this variety, for as a forcer it is a regular
"fill basket;" never a single plant missing to fruit abundantly;
and, though it is reckoned a small sort, the berries with me always
run from about 1 inch to li inches in diameter from plants in 5-inch
pots, and carrying each on an average from six to ten fruit
It is known that sulphur will arrest the mildew, but in conse.
quence of its being applied at the wrong time, or too often, it

adheres in a hardened condition to the berries, and the cure ia

about as bad as the disease. Now, it is rarely the plague appears
on the plants to a serious extent before the berries are set ; but it

never fails to come then, and its presence may be detected at once
by the white powdery-looking patches upon the leaves, and on the
foot-stalks of the berries. This is the time to attack it, or at least to
apply the sulphur, whether it is visible or not. If it is applied
sooner it begins to lose effect when the berries are about half ripe,
and, as the sulphur cannot then be applied, it will ruin them. The
first-set berries are of course always the largest and best, and as
soon as six or ten are set on each plant, and just set, then apply
the sulphur. I am, of course, presuming that the earliest set plants
are gathered together on one shelf, or at one part of the house.
There is no way of applying sulphur so effectively as by means of
the syringe, but it should first he disintegrated by mixing it in skim
milk. About one pound will do a great number of plants, and it will
require about one pint of milk to that quantity. Stir it well in the
milk till it is thoroughly broken up, and then pour it into the wnter
jvith which the Strawberries are to be syringed, and kejp stirring
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the water while syringing to prevent the sulphur settling to the

bottom. Thorongbly deluge the plants right and left, till the

Bulphnr can be observed on every part of them in minute particles.

Smearing must be avoided, bat there is no danger of this it the snl.

phnr has been well disintegrated in the milk before using. No further

application will be required after this, and the berries will swell off

clean and beautiful without a speck of sulphur being visible upon
them. I seldom syringe the plants after sulphuring, as it would
wash the sulphur off. If the plants are well watered at their roots,

and the house damped on bright afternoons, syringing will not be
necessary. J. S. W.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNER-TABLE DBCOEATION.

Arches.
There is no prettier way of decorating a diuner-table, if oval

or circular, than ornamenting it with a handsome arch, which
is, moreover, by no means difficult to arrange effectively. It

should, liowever, be remembered that, as a rule, no well done
or eJegant floral arrangement can be put together without a
little trouble. The size of the arch itself must, as a matter of

course, be proportionate to the size of the table on which it is

to be placed ; and, the size having been determined, next
comes the material of which the arch is to consist. This
should be strong wire, stiff enough to keep its form without
bending, and each end should be inserted in a piece of iron or
lead in the form of a large fiat weight, which forms the stand.

These supports should each be placed in a circular zinc pan,
and packed in with damp silver-sand to keep them firm.

Means ai-e thas provided for having a group of flowers at the
base of each end of the arch, which, together with the zinc
pans, should be painted green. The shade of green selected

should be as near as possible that of the Ferns usually arranged
round the edge. The next thing to be considered are the
creepers with which the wire arch is to be covered. Of this

class of plants there is such a variety (some hardy, others
tender) that it would be impossible for me to enumerate all

that are suitable for the purpose. I always use two plants of
the Creeping Pern (Lygodium soandens) for arches. Each
plant is turned out of the pot in which it is growing, the soil

is shaken from the roots, and it is replanted in the zinc pans
of sand. This is a better plan than cutting off the fronds and in-

serting them in the sand, as, not being cut, they remain fresh for

a much longer period than otherwise they would do. Through
the Lygodium sprays of Lapageria rosea, or its white flowered
variety, may be twined with good effect. On the centre of the
table, under the arch, a pot plant is often placed, but I like

best to see a small stand of flowers in that position ; it must,
however, be small, or it will detract from the effect of the arch.
For this purpose, a small-sized flat tazza, with a trumpet
rising out of the centre is best. Were I about to arrange a
table in this style, say in the month of June, I should select

the following flowers :—Round the edge of the tazza I should
arrange, lightly, fronds of Pteris serrulata, in the tazza itself

some blooms, say two Pink Cactuses, the same number of Water
Lilies, a few sprays of Pink and White Rhodauthe, and four
fronds of Maiden-hair Fern. Down the trumpet I should
twine a spray of Lygodium scandens, and in the trumpet itself

I would put a plume of wild Grasses, Pthodantho, and a few
fronds of Maiden-hair. The arch I should cover, as I said be-
fore, with plants of Lygodium scandens. and in the pans, I

should arrange some of the flowers just named, with the
addition of a few half-open Rose buds, blue Forget-me-nots,
or any other suitable flowers which may be at hand. Round
the centre vase might be placed a few specimen glasses, each
containing a Rose, bloom of Eucharis ainazonica, &c., each
backed by a Fern frond. In some cases a plant is set under
the arch, let through the centre of the table, and at the ends
of the arch growing plants are often placed in the pans, instead
of cut blooms. Those who do not have glass houses in which
to grow Lygodium scandens or other creepers of that kind,
might use in their places young shoots of Ivy, Japan Honey-
suckle, or a spray of Passion-flower, and fill the pans or trays
with whatever garden flowers are obtainable. It is useless
for A to say to B, you should use so-and-so, and place this
next to that, as perhaps B may not possess half of the plants

named by A. What, therefore, I wish to describe is how
this style of management would look best, should the flowers

recommended be at command.

Decoration Without Stands.

This also deserves attention, as one gets tired of getting up
the same stands day after day, and unless one has a very long
purse, indeed, vases cannot be constantly dressed afresh with
flowers ; I have therefore, had to manufacture (if I may so term
it) stands of my own, the foundation of which is often a
common soup plate, which if properly managed makes a charm-
ing stand. If I have friends at dinner, I use tbree plates ; if

for every day use only one. Let us first take three plates,

which being obtained, the next important matter is to

procure three nice plants to stand in them. That for the
centre should be much taller than the others, say a nice Palm,
the others being Adiantum cuneatum, one of which should
be set at each end, an arrangement about as good as any that
could be made. Having placed the pots in the plates, they
should be packed in with damp silver-sand in the form of a
mound, so as to hide the pot ; the surface of the sand should
then be covered with fresh wood Moss, or better still, if you
have it, growing Selaginella denticulata. This done, the next
thing is the arranging of the flowers, which I have done
myself as follows ; but it must be remembered that it was for

a dinner by daylight, as many of the shades, if subjected to
artificial light, would have lost their beauty. The pot plant
which formed the centre piece, was a well grown Cocos Wed-
delliana. Round the edge of the plate I had a wreath or fringe

made of the fronds of Pteris serrulata, interspered with a few
leaves of Cissus discolor. Round the base of the plant were then
arranged Gloire de Dijon Roses, Christine Pelargoniums, Pink
Rhodauthe, some sprays of Iresine, and a few fronds of Maiden-
hair Fern. The two end plants consisted of Adiantum cuneatum,
and round their base I had some more blooms of Gloire de Dijon
Roses ; in place of the Pelargoniums, I had spraj-s of Bougain-
villea, and I substituted some young brown shoots of Roses for the
Iresine, finishing off round the edges with fronds of Pteris
tremula. With reference to the single stand, it was dressed in

March and was very effective by gas-light, to which, of course, at

that season it was subjected. The pot plant which I employed
on that occasion was Pteris tremula, and round its base I had
white Primulas, scarlet Geraniums, and Begonias, Snowdrops,
and Maiden-hair Fern, while round the edge were different

varieties of Fern fi'onds. Sometimes the centre piece is a
March stand, which, some think, looks better than the three
alike ; at all events it forms a change, and, where this arrange-
ment is adopted a quantity of wild Grasses and Horse-tails
may be used in the centre piece, as well as in the end stands,
with good effect. Nothing, indeed, tends to give such a light

appearance to an arrangement of this kind, as plenty of wild
Grasses intermixed with the flowers employed. In the end
stands, Lily blooms take the places of the growing plants, and
if the soil be kept damp, they will retain their freshness for a
long period, Lilium lancifolium, both white and crimson-
spotted varieties, are well suited for this purpose, the white
more especially, a colour which does not interfere with any
other with which it may be brought in contact : I have also

seen Lilium auratum used for this purpose ; but, though good,
so far as form is concerned, its perfume is much too powerful,
and many blooms of it in a room are undesirable. As a rule,

all very fragrant flowei's should either be avoided, or, at least,

be used in small quantities. A. Hassard.

BrOChea falcata.—This old and well-known succulent is now
flowering freely in conservatories and window gardens. It has
glaucous fleshy leaves, and great dense heads of bright scarlet flowers,

which contrast well with the bright green foliage of Ferns and other
foliage plants of that kind with which it m<ay be associated. The
plant is readily pi'opagatcd by inserting fully.developed leaves in

cutting pans filled with light soil and surfaced with sand. These root
and form little plants in a few weeks, and may then bo potted oft singly
and grown on near the light. As a window plant, it has few equals
when in flower, and it is always interesting as an indoor decorative
plant. The secret in its culture is getting it to bloom in a dwarf
state, and this is done by fully exposing the young plants in a sunny
window or on a shelf in the greenhouse near the light.—B.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
THE LEMON-SCENTED GAEDENIA.

(g. citriodora.)

Tuis, porbaps the most free flowering species of the useful

geuus to which it belongs, deserves to be generally cultiyated

where choice cut flowers are in demand. It grows well in an

ordinary stove, where its bushy habit, glossy green leaves, and

dense clusters of flowers render it conspicuous, even among
the most select of stove plants. Like all its congeners, it is

readily propagated by means of cuttings inserted in a genial

bottom heat, and young
plants, if liberally treated,

seldom fail to flower the

first year. A rich peaty

soil suits it admirably,

and during the growing
season it recjuires copious

supplies of moisture both

at the roots and in the

atmosphere. Apart from
its attraction as a decora-

tive stove or warm green-

house plant, its flowers

are extremely useful for

bouquets, and especially

for button-boles, as they
can easily be mounted ou
thin wires, either singly

or in clusters. Like other

Gardenias, this species is

very liable to be infested

with insects, which must
be carefully looked after.

Its pearly sweet-scented

flowers, which are pro-

duced in winter, form a

good substitute for Orange
blossom, and on that

account alone it deserves

more attention than it at

present receives. It is a

native of Southern Africa.

B.

CHOICE CONSERVA-
TORY CLIMBERS.

The interiors of onr stoves,

greenhouses, and conserva-

tories are necessarily of such
a cramped and artificial

character, ot a style so much
at variance with everything
we are apt to associate with
the highest type of veget-
able beauty, that it becomes
very desirable to drape them
with vegetation, and to beau,
tify them as much as possible

without injury to the con-

tents of the house, by
placing the best climbers on
such pillars, supports, or
positions in the house as may be most suitable to them. Nothing
can tend more to the embellishment of the indoor department
than the introduction of a good selection of well-grown climbers,
kept clean, and in graceful training. Some climbing plants,

like the Lapageria, are so well known and appreciated
as scarcely to require mention. My object is to add the names
of a few subjects of first-rate merit not so geuerally culti-

vated. This remark, perhaps, hardly applies to Plumbago capensis,
which is grown in nearly every garden. But bow ? In many old

stoves it may be seen treated as a pot plant, with very trifling suc-

cess, compared with what may be attained by planting it out in the
conservatory. It is unquestionably the finest autumnal plant we
have for a pillar in a conservatory or any large cool house, and the
masses of lovely light blue it produces when in that position are

Flowering Branch (reduced) ot Lemon-scented Gardenia, and Bloom (natural size)

unequalled. With this Plumbago againt a tall pillar there can bo no

mistake. The large class of gardeners who have to specially provide

for an autumnal effect would do well to plant it, and, after taking it up
the tallest pillars, to train it along the roof in wreath-fashion, if

possible. In addition to the highest beauty and abundance of pro-

longed bloom, it has the great merit of being a clean plant, not a
nuisance to keep clear of green-fly, like the Mandevilla, or of scale and
mealy bug, like some of the Tacsonias and others. The treatment,

too, is quite simple; cut in close in winter, and allow it to take its

own way in the growing season, and thus will be secured a mass of

pleasant green through the summer, and in autumn every shoot

will bend down with its lovoly crest of blue. It may be planted

anywhere in the floor of a conservatory, or in a bod of any kind, and
should be cut in with a free

hand in winter. Cantua
dependens is magnificent

when planted against tlie

back wall of a conservatory,

or in any suitable position in

the conservatory, and al-

lowed to make a free full

growth there. It has a fine

effect trained up a pillar.

It should be planted in a good
free loam, but it is not par-

ticular as to soil. In South
Devon it flowers splendidly

on the open walls. From
the great fragrance and
value in winter of the flowers

of Jasminum grandiflorum

—

the -Catalonian Jasmine—

-

this plant is well worth
planting out in an inter,

mediate house or warm
greenhouse, there to afford a
profusion of its flowers—of

so much importance tor

bouquet-making or indoor

decrration, or, in fact, for

any ot the purposes of the
decorating horticulturist.

Rhynchospermum jasmi.

noides, so often shown well

in pots, is a fine thing to

plant out in the warm green,
house or intermediate bouse.

It should have a nice position

near the glass, and requires

very little more care as to

choice of position and atten.

tion, than Cobcea scandens or
Passiflora cserulea, with
which some embelh'sh their

conservatories. One can
fancy nothing more beautiful

than wreaths of this Rhyn.
chospermum in a rather low
position near the glass to-

wards the front of a house, of

a temperature suited to its

wants. It is a sweet and
beautiful thing grown in

any way. Wherever there

are conservatory walls or

largo wall-spaces in con-

servatories, a place should

be found for the Datura
or Brugmansia suaveolens, a noble plant when planted in such

a position, and whose large white pendent flowers, popularly called

Angels' Trumpets, would diffuse their sweetness through the house,

even though it were as large as the conservatory at Chatsworth. A
fine flower like this, which open and breathes fragrance wlieu

animated Nature is drowsy or asleep, is certain to command admira-
tion.

—

Florist.

Nertera depressa.—It is stated (sec p. 123) that this beautiful little plant is

seldom to be i'uuud in nurseries. I therefore think it right to mention that I

have recently seen in the Lawson Nurseries, Edinburgh, upwards of 1,000 nice

plants of it, many of them—from the smallest in thumb-pots to those gvovving

in pans—exhibiting their tiny coral berries through a carpet of green foUage.

This plant is mentioned loy Lindlcy as the most southern species of the e.xteusive

family of which it is a member.

—

Edina.
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THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
HOW FRENCH BEANS ARE GROWN FOR MARKET.
Of all market garden summer crops this is the chief ; for,
when French Beans appear in the market, the demand for
Cabbages, Caulilluvvcrs, and Peas begins to decline, Vegetable
Marrows being their greatest rivals. With the latter, how-
ever, it is possible to overstock the market, especially if they
come in largo quantities at the beginning of the season; but
French Beans always command a sale, provided they are good
and fresli, and overstocking the market with them is almost a
thing unknown

; but, when large quantities of them arc intro-
duced, prices are materially affected. The Valley of the
Thames is, perhaps, unequalled as regards the growth of this
crop, which does best in a deep soil not liable to excessive
drought, and that is made light and rich by much working
and heavy manurings. As French Beans are short-livers and
gross feeder.Sj they require manurial substances of such a
character as can be speedily turned to account : therefore, land
that was richly manured for the previous crop—such as for
Celery—and that has also been liberally dressed with short
manure, such as that from Mushroom beds or old Cucumber
pits for this year's crop suits them best. Newington Wonder
and Negro are the principal sorts grown in the London market
gardeas, and, although old varieties, are reckoned to be the
two best. Their productive qualities are groat ; for, when v.-ell

attended to as regards timely picking of the pods, they con-
tinue fresh, vigorous, and fruitful for a long time, and their
pods, as a rule, are less apt to turn tough and unusable with
age than is generally the case with other varieties. The Black
Belgian has also found its way into the market gardens ; it is
a good dwarf early sort, much like the Negro, of which it is
considered to be a variety. It is very useful for late sowings,
and for early framework. Mr. Myatt, of Doptford, prefers the
Newington Wonder to all other sorts, and ho has a dwarf
prolific sort, with the name of which he is unacquainted, that
IS used for the earliest crop. The Fulham growers, on the
other hand, prefer the Negro, which they grow in frames, as
their earliest, main, and latest crops ; but most of them now
also grow a quarter of the Newington Wonder.

In Frames and Hand-liglits.

The first crop of French Beans is generally grown in frames,
and those just cleared of CaulifloweV and Lettuce plants are
the ones used for this purpose. The frames being already
sufficiently filled with mould, it is pointed over with a spade,
and the seeds sown, provided the soil is not cold and wet

—

which might easily be avoided by keeping on the sashes after
removing the late occupants—in four rows under each light,
and about 3 or 4 inches from seed to seed in the row. The
middle of March is the common time for sowing in frames,
and then the sashes may be kept close till the seeds germuiate,
when they should be tilted up a little at the back in favourable
weather

;
but care is always taken to keep the sashes close in

the case of cold winds, and to cover them over with mats or
litter in the event of frost. As they advance they may cer-
tainly be treated more hardily, but judiciously, judging accord-
ing to the weather. After the middle of May, when all fear of
frost has passed, the sashes arc entirely drawn off these frames
throughout the day, if fine, and, as a rule, replaced at night.
Beans are commonly picked from frames about the second or
third week in June, or about three weeks sooner than the
earliest border ones come into use. A few frames, too, are also
frc(|uently occupied by French Beans sown thickly, for the
imrpose of transplanting the Beans from thence to the open
ground, and to fill any blanks that may exist in the frames in
which the sowings for fruiting therein have been made. For
the first out-door planting the warmest piece of ground or
border that can be spared is devoted, and the Beans are planted
therein in little patches under hand-lights. The usual way is,
about the first week in April, to draw lines 3 feet apart across
the border, and others 21 feet asunder lengthways, and upon
the middle of every little S(|uarc thus marked place an ordinary
hand-light, under which plant eight French Beans; but they
must have been pretty well hardened off previously. If there
arc not sufficient hand-lights for the whole space to be planted,
use half-bushel vegetable-baskets, which invert over the plants

;

and, as they are so open to the wind, they should be covered
for a time with mats. The hand-lights and baskets, being just
removed from performing the same end for the Cauliflowers,

are now available for the French Beans; from which, as soon
as they have got a good hold of the soil and begun to grow,
their protectors may be removed to fill a like office in the case
of Vegetable Marrows. Great care must be exercised with
hand-light Beans, otherwise they are a deceptive crop, and
sometimes die off' altogether, especially wheu nursed too
tenderly and changed too suddenly, if the ground be cold and
wet, and their top covering insufficient and permeable to frosty

winds.
Outdoor Croioa.

The first outdoor crop is usually transplanted thence from
the frames, and the wannest possible position is selected for

this purpose; the real time for so doing entirely depends
on the state of the weather and nature of the ground. If the
weather be fine, the soil moderately di-y and light, and the
position warm and sheltered, the plants are commonly trans-
planted sometimes during the first fortnight of April ; but, if

otherwise, they are delayed a little later. Last year Mr.
George Steel had a fine plantation of early French Beans,
treated as follows :—He had a long south border in front of a
thick hedge, just cleared of Radishes, and this he got dug
over, and lined off in cross rows at 18 inches apart, drawing
the lines in the form of seed furrows with a hoe. Herein he
planted, -'j inches asunder in the row, near the middle of April,
Negro Beans raised in frames. They grew and promised well,

until the hard mid-May frost that followed damaged them
considerably; but they nevertheless recruited themselves,
were earthed up in duo time, and came into good bearing
condition a fortnight after those Mr. Steel had growing in
frames. Mr. Wm. Bagley and others erect barricades of mats
in an upright position to stakes driven into the eartli, and
placed to the windward side of the borders ; and they also
surround frames containing them, but not covered with sashes,
with the same protection to wai-d off cold and frosty winds,
that are always detrimental to this crop. Sowing begins out
of doors some time during the first fortnight of April, just
as the state of the weather and soil permits, and tlie warmest
available position, such as in front of a wall or hedge, is

selected for the purpose. If the ground is free from all other
crops at the time of sowing, there is moi-e need for a sheltered
place than if it were cropped. In sowing, the lines are drawn at
2 feet, 2o- feet, and sometimes at 3 feet apart, and the seeds
planted about 4 or o inches asunder. The earliest crop,
as a rule, is sown on empty ground, and that just cleared of
Radishes, Spinach, young Onions, Broccoli, or Coleworts is

what is generally used ; or a piece of ground may be kept uu-
cropped from the winter purposes for tlie Beans. The drills

for the seeds are generally drawn with hoes in the forenoon
of a fine day, and left open till the afternoon, when the seeds
are sown, and some earth is drawn over them with the feet.

When empty ground is not used for them, they are sown in
drills drawn between lines of Cauliflowers, Cabbages, or
Lettuces. These crops, instead of being injurious to the
French Beans when they appear above ground, are simply bene-
ficial to thera, inasmuch as they protect the tender Beans
from cold winds, and act like foster parents to them until the
Beans have gained some strength and the weather becomes
mild and warm, by which time the bulk of the Cauliflowers
will ha\'c been removed for market. Even then, however, tho
French Beans do not get all the space to themselves, for no
sooner is the earth cleared of the other crop than it is

loosened a little between every alternate line, and those spaces
replanted with Lettuces or Brussels Sprouts. Thus one space
contains another catch crop while the other is empty ; and, by
means of having this empty space to walk in, the gatherers
can pick two lines of Beans, one on either side of the empty
alley, and, never disturb the other crops in the alternate allej-s.

Should the French Beans have come up well, and bo nearly
ready for picking before the first occupants of the soil are
entirely removed, the alleys are not cropped again until the
Beans become exhausted, when the ground is entirely cleared,

and cropped with Celery, Radishes, Turnips, Onions, trans-
planted Leeks, Spinach, or Coleworts. The first main sowing
is made on the open field about the end of the second or third
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week in April, under the same circumstances as that already
mentioned, or the field may have been previously planted out
with Cos Lettuces iu lines 1 foot, 15 inches, or 18 inches
apart ; between every two lines of these would be sown one
of Beans, for which the rows are not drawn to a line, but
merely done so by guesswork.

First Crop Failures.

Many failures of the first crop take place if sown too early,

especially in the case of cold and wet soils. Indeed, in a

market garden at Hammersmith about an acre and a half of

good ground had been sown about the end of March, in a

promising season,with French Beans at 2 feet apart, the grower
being determined to be early. All seemed to prosper well for

eight days, and the seeds had swollen nicely, when cold wet
weather set iu and the entire crop was lost ; but the ground was
immediately planted with Walcheren Broccoli, so the loss

after all was not so great. Successional sowings are made
every fortnight or three weeks, until the end of June, by some
growers, but most of the large growers sow their French
Beans about the 8th and 20th of April, the first and last week
in May, and the first week in July, the Scarlet Runners
occupying the interval. The last sowing consists chiefly of

the Negro, and just yields a nice crop of young and fine pods
before being destroyed by frost ; whereas, were they sown a
fortnight later they would be apt to be nipped when coming into

bloom. French Beans are, likewise, sown along both sides of

Asparagus ridges containing two or more rows in April, in

single rows about 6 or 8 feet apart, with Custard Marrows
grown between them ; and in rows 3 feet apart, with two rows
of Shallots or Onions occupying the intervening alleys. Some
growers sow late crops in rows 4 feet apart, and plant two
rows of Coleworts in every intervening alley. Before the

seeds appear, the soil immediately over the seeds is gone over

and slightly loosened with an iron-toothed rake, so as to

permit of an easy egress of the seedlings. When sown in

bare fields, even though Lettuces be planted amongst them, a

little ridge of soil is frequently drawn to the north or wind-
ward side of them as an additional protection from cold winds.
Whilst the plants are growing, they are rigidly attended to

as regards keeping clean and hoeing the soil, and when they

reach -1 inches iu height they are earthed up a little. The catch

ciops, too, are cleared away as soon as they are ready, in order

to give the French Beans every opportunity of a healthy
development, as they are reckoned a very remunerative
crop. Those grown iu frames come into bearing in June,

just according to how they are treated and last in good
picking condition for sis weeks ; and those in warm borders

begin to fruit in the last week of June or first week in

July, and continue to yield a fair crop for nearly two
months in a moderately moist season, and if closely picked.

The first main crop immediately follows the border ones, and
as a I'ule lasts the longest. Drought makes them short-lived

sometimes, but in rich soils and warm moist seasons, the yield

is so heavy, that it is scarcely possible to pick them as quickly

as they grow. Drought too, induces red spider, with which I

have seen half-a-dozen acre fields completely oven'un ; and,

although this pest is very prejudicial to the health and
longevity of the crop, there is no remedy for it. The Beans
are gathered by women, who put them into half-sieve baskets,

which they empty when full into larger ones ; or they may put
them at once into large ones, which, when full, they carry on
their heads to the end of the rows, there to leave them to be
carted home, where they are washed to remove the grit. They
are then packed into round half-bushel vegetable baskets, which
are covered with Bhubarb leaves fastened down with withes,

and piled one above another on the waggons that convey them
to market three times a week. The market gardeners, as a

rule, save their own seeds, and a piece of the first or second
main sowing is generally selected for this purpose. The plants

in the rows to be saved for seeds are first subjected to two or

three pickings for market ; then they are left untouched
until they are fully ripe, when they are pulled up by the roots,

tied into little bundles, which are slung in pairs across a fence

or rail to dry. Sometimes, too, the haulms are spread over

sashes to dry, and in the event of wet weather they are strewed

under some spare sashes, where they get well dried without

receiving any of the rain. I have sometimes seen them spread
out over a series of sashes resting on frames, and other sashes
laid over them again, and tilted up at back and front so as to

permit of a free current of air, and here they dry readily.

They are then safely housed until wintry weather sets in, when
they are threshed, cleaned, and stored in rough brown paper
or canvas bags, or placed in drawers, or the corner of a loft,

until sowins; time asain arrives.

—

Field.

THE BEST DWARF FRENCH BEANS.
The following^ are all useful for forcing purposes, or for the first

outdoor crop ; bat they should be grown for such purposes only, as

they are, both in size of pod and quality, less meritorious than good

second.early or main-crop kinds :

—

Osborn's Early Forcing.—Dwarf and compact ; flowers, flesh-

white
;
pods, short, very plentiful ; ripe seed, medium length, plump ; iu

colour, hnff, hea\'ily marked with dark red.

Williams' Early Proliiie.—Dwarf and compact ; flowers, large,

pale mauve; pods, medium length, flaked with purple, abundant; seed,

rather short, plump ; in colour, buff, spotted black and red.

Dell's Kidnev.—This variety seems to be in every respect an

exact duplicate of Williams' Prolific. The flowers are the same, pods the

same, and habit the same ; but there is considerable difference in the

character of the seed, which is short, rouud, thick, and dun-coloured.

M'Millan's Early Prolific.—Another duplicate of Williams

Bean in growth, colour of pod, and of seed; but, singularly enough, the

flowers differ, being of a pinkish white colour.

Carter's White Advancer.—Medium growth, less branchmg than

the previous ones ; pods, rather longer, pale green in colour ;
good when

very young, but thickens quickly ; flowers, white, good average cropper

;

seed, medium length, plump ; in colour white. This is a good first early

outdoor kind.

Yellow Canterbury.—Tall and erect in habit, pods, medmm
length, very freely produced ; flowers, flesh-white ; seed, small liver-

coloured ; a good outdoor first early.

Menier's First Early.—Tall and compact in habit, pods, medmm
length, average cropper ; flowers, flesh-white ; seed, nearly round, pale

buif; a very good first early.

Salmon Mexican.-Stout and compact, flowers, flesh-white, pods

of good length, a large cropper and of excellent quality; seed, rather

long, of average size ; in colour pale salmon-bufi'. A capital second early

vanety.
Newington Wonder. —Compact in growth, but with a great

tendency to i-un at the points ; flowers, lilac ; pods, small, abundant; seed,

very small, flat, and in colour brownish-white. .This variety is one of the

very latest ; it is inferior to some of the other Irinds.

Long-podded Negro.—Vigorous and branching ; flowers, pale

mauve
;
pods, of good length, very freely produced ; seeds, flat, long, and

black in colour. A most excellent main crop variety.

Cutbush's Giant Dwarf alias Long Red Flageolet.—Tall
and erect in habit

;
pods, long, of good shape and of excellent quality,

abundant ; flowers, flesh-white ; seed, long, large, dark red. A fine main

crop kind, and valuable for show purposes.

Exhibition Dwarf, alias Wilson's Wonder, ahas Victoria

Dwarf.—A very distinct kind ; habit, tall, branching ;
flowers, white

;

pods, very long and thin, of first-rate quality, and freely produced ;
seed,

longish, thin; "in colour, buS'-white, with small black spots next the eye.

This is a very fine late kind, valuable for main crop and for exhibition.

If I were asked to name six kinds out of this number suitable for

general garden work, I should name Osborn's Bean for forcing.

Carter's White Advancer for first sowing out-of-doors, to be followed

by Salmon Mexican, Negro, Cutbush's Giant, and Exhibition Dwarf.

Poda that have dark-coloured flakes upon them are, I think, objec-

tionable. -^^ '-'•

New Potatoes at Christmas.—For many years past I have

always managed to have a few new Potatoes for Christmas. This I

effected some twenty years ago by saving a few old tubers until

September when they more resembled pieces of sponge than Potatoes.

I then placed them in layers among damp leaf soil, when they threw

out Potatoes from the eyes, instead of foliage, but the Potatoes were

anything but good. After that I planted outside in July, covered up

with long litter when frost set in, and dug Potatoes from open

quarters r but, I mrst admit, that the disease often caught us

napping. For those six years past, however, I have pursued the

following plan and have always had new Potatoes in abundance at

Christmas. After I get clear of early Melons, I dig up the soil and

mix it with leaf mould, and plant old seed saved from last year, the

best variety for the purpose being the Lapstone. I place the lights

on the pit, tilting up both ends with bricks, so as to allow a tree

circulation of air. I give only one good watering, and tho result is

new Potatoes equal in size and flavour to those grown naturally

outside. When the tops die off, I cover the haulm with dry litter

and replace the lights, to keep out frost.—R. Gilbert, Burghleij.
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MOOR PAEK.
There are but few great gardens within a short distance of

London that are better worth a visit than tliosc at Moor Park,
while the old historical associations of the place give it an
additional charm. The park itself consists of about -500 acres
of gently undulating ground, and this diversity of surface
makes one think that it is much more extensive than it really

is. It contains some splendid old Pollard Oaks, with rugged
trunks, varying from 20 to 30 feet in circumference, the tops
being as fresh and as healthy as in specimens only a century
or two old. Of the Scotch Fir, too, one of the most characteristic
of trees for park or woodland scenery, there are some fine

specimens, with enormous stems and great flat heads. They are
judiciously planted in clumps or irregular masses, and so
treated, have a far more striking effect tlian when dotted indis-
criminately all over a domain, so as to become monotonous.
The rising ground in the park affords capital standpoints,
from which extensive views of the surrounding country may
bo obtained, more especially of Harrow and Watford. The
pleasure grounds were laid out by " Capability Brown," and
slope gradually from the pirk to the mansion, which stands on
a spacious plateau in the valley. The lawn is pleasingly diver-
sified by some splendid Conifers and masses of Rhododendrons,
that have long ago outgrown their original boundaries, and
now ramble unrestrained over the fresh velvety turf. Masses
of dark glossy-leaved Portugal Laurels, judiciously inter-
spersed, here and there, also give to the whole a pleasing
appearance ; of Cedars of Lebanon there are also some
remarkably fine examples, and a Spruce Fir is said to be one
of the oldest and largest in the country ; it has several massive
trunks forming in themselves a little grove, the roots rambling
over the surface of the ground, interlacing and forming in some
places a perfect network. At a distance of several feet from
the main trunks of this little Fir grove, another young tree
has started up from one of the large exposed roots, and this
promises to equal its associates in size in a few years time.
Looking at the mass of interwoven roots and the group of
trunks, old and young, to be found here, one is irresistably
reminded of the Banyan tree, which, by means of stem-roots,
soon covers large spaces of ground, to the exclusion of other
kinds of vegetation. Pinus Pinsapo does remarkably well
here, one specimen of it being close on -50 feet in height, a
perfect pyramidal mass of fresh glaucous foliage from top to
bottom. In localities where this prospers it is one of the most
attractive of all Conifers, and well deserves a place in the most
select collection. The drooping variety of the Lawson Cypress
forms a graceful specimen hero along with theerect normalform.
Adjoining the flower gardeii, which has been most effective
oven this dry summer, is an extensive and beautifully kept
crorpiet lawn, which is not only admirably adapted for the
purpose for which it has been specially constructed, but also
furnishes a cool fresh expanse of mossy turf, than which few
things contribute more to our enjoyment of a garden. The
fine appearance of this broad velvety natural carpet is still

further enhanced by a luxuriant hedge, formed entirely of the
common Sweet Briar or Eglantine, which cuts it off on two
sides from surrounding objects. At the time of our visit the
fence was one dense mass of fresh young growth, profusely
studded with delicate pink flowers and unopened buds. A
Rose fence, or hedge of Sweet Briar, should certainly find a
place in every garden

; for, when once well planted, they give
but little trouble, and are almost certain to succeed, especially
on deep rich soils. The kitchen and ball-room, which are
partially detached from the mansion, jut out on to the lawn.
Instead of being obtrusive, however, they have actually been
made most attractive, the walls and roof being wreathed with
Ivy, Virginian Creeper, Roses, and other graceful climbers, in
such a way as to conceal all architectural details. A terrace at
one extremity of the lawn overlooks an attractive wild garden,
in which is caught delicious glimpses of natural wildness, in
contrast with much that is more kempt and trim. In this
sheltered spot are cool winding walks that meander amid
Ferns, Heather, Grasses, and Great St. John's Wort, the great
golden flowers of which shine like golden chalices amid the
deep-greeii foliage by which they are surrounded. Great Scotch
Thistles rise here in native luxuriance, and the gracefully pendent
plumes of Carex pendula sway to and fro with the slightest

breeze. This is a native plant far too seldom seen in our gardens,
a fact sadly to be deplored, as when planted by the moist spongy
margins of ponds and streams, it forms an object of as much
beauty and grace as the most delicate exotic. In another part
of the grounds, between the terrace and the flower garden,
a fine broad sweep of fresh mossy tnrf is nearly over-shadowed
with Elms and other shade-trees, with here and there a fine

large-leaved Catalpa, or a glossy-leaved purple Beech, to break
the monotony of the surrounding green-tinted foliage.

The kitchen gardens are a considerable distance from the
mansion, and are nearly 10 acres in extent. Moor Park is

notably a fruit-growing place, and it was here that the Moor
Park Apricot, one of the best varieties in cultivation, originated.

The A'inories and Peach-houses are well stocked with healthy
Vines and trees, most of which were bearing abundant crops
of splendid fruit. When we .saw them, the early Vinery and
Peach-houses were over, all the fruit having been gathered

;

the trees were, however, not left unattended to on that
account. This is the great secret of good culture ; any ordinary
cultivator will attend to a tree or plant in fruit or flower, but how
often do we find them left to the ravages of thrips and red
spider directly the last fruit is gathered, and just at the time
when the partially-exhausted tree requires extra attention to
enable it to recruit its energies for the production of next
year's crop. A long glass wall here serves the double pur-
pose of Peach and orchard-house, and most of the small
standard trees of Plums, Apricots, and Cherries, were bearing
heavy crops of fine fruit. These appliances are extremely
useful to a gardener, more especially in cold exposed northern
districts where, all through the winter, they can be utilised for

the preservation of different half-hardy plants and vegetables,
which invariably suffer if fully exposed. The Vineries are in
part heated by old brick flues ; but, notwithstanding this

drawback, fiue crops of large well-coloured bunches of Grapes
are obtained annually from tliem. In one of the Hamburgh-
houses a Vine of the Gros Colman bore thirteen fine bunches.
This is a remarkably fine Grape in appearance, and a Vine or
two of it should find a place in every establishment. The
Muscat-house is heated with pipes, and the Vines are bearing
a good and even crop of fine well-coloured bunches. Peaches
were this season of excellent quality, and one of the houses,
just at its best, contained Princess of Wales, Noblesse, Royal
George, and other standard varieties, models of successful
cultivation ; while Figs do well trained along the back walls.

Of Pines some nicely-swelled fruit were ready for cutting at
the time of our visit. In the kitchen garden Peas, Cauli-
flowers, and other vegetables wore abundant and of excellent
(juality, while Strawberries and other small fruits were pro-
ducing immense crops.

Hampstead Heatli.—It is now some two oi» more years, says
Dr. Laukester, since Ljudon became possessed of Hampstead Heath,
yet, with the exception of the fact that a large number of persons
around the Heath have claimed and enclosed little bits of it, nothing
has been done. The inhabitants of London should remember that they
are now the possessors of this picturesque bit of land, and should do
what they can to make it an agreeable place of resort for all classes.

As far as I can see this fact has been quite overlooked. The first

thing necessary to make Hampstead Heath a healthy place of resort

is to have it drained. From its nndrained condition it is positively

in many parts malarions. Neuralgia, rheumatism, and diseases
produced by undrained land are frequent amongst the inhabitants on
and around the Heath. One of the wealthy inhabitants of the Heath
has offered the Board of ^Vorks .-£1,000 to enable them to drain that

part of the Heath aronnd his house. The ponds on the Heath are
gigantic nuisances. Now what is really, at present, so dangerous might
be converted into a great boon for health. These ponds might be made
into baths ; Hampstead Heath is a favourable situation for such an
institution. The North London, Metropolitan, and Midland Railways
have all of them stations near the Heath, and tens of thousands from
the City, Islington, Marylebone, and St. Pancras would gladly avail

themselves of an opportunity of bathing on the Heath. Let the South
Hill Pond be at once filled up, and the ponds known as " Two " and
" Three " should be cleaned and concreted at the bottom, and a fresh

supply of water obtained. These ponds should then be walled in, and
proper accommodation provided for bathers. The walls need not be
ugly, but ornamental, and trees and shrubs planted outside, to add
to their agreeable appearance.
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WILHELMSHOHB.
The palatial villas of the lesser princes of Germany were
frequently erected in emulation of the palaces of the greater

potentates of Europe, and sometimes rivalled, if they did not

exceed in dimensions and magnificence, the models from which
they were taken. They were, indeed, very often quite out of all

propoi-tion with the extent of the electorate, or landgravate, or

principality of whose sovereign ruler they formed the state

residence. Wilhelmshohe is one of the most remarkable of

the State residences of the Germanic reigning princes, and was
celebrated as a noble residence, erected at enormous cost, long

before the attention of the present generation was attracted to

it, as the palace-prison of the late Emperor Napoleon III.

It was founded by the Landgrave Moritz in the seventeenth

century, and its situation among the woods which clothe the

heights to the west of the handsome little city of Cassel,

especially as seen from between the columns of lonio

portico, greatly adds to the beauty and charm of the more
distant objects. The designing of the artificial lake and
islands certainly does credit to the whole succession of land-

scape gardeners who have gradually brought them to something
like their present state ; for the detached trees, such as those
which form the foreground of our engraving, and other
plantations, in which fine Conifers plaj' a conspicuous part,

help, with the lake and islands, to make a very graceful

picture, in which the palace, which has no great merit except
that of being built with a very beautiful white stone, plays
but a secondary part ; the gardeners' work having been, on the

whole, far more successful than that of the architect. The
great want which is strongly felt on a visit to Wilhelmshohe is

the presence of flowers, which may be antithetically said to be
" conspicuous by their absence." There is not, in fact, so

Wilhelmshohe.

sufficiently indicates that it was originally designed as a

hunting seat, just as, in somewhat similar situations, the

chateau of Compiegne and Versailles were by Louis XIII. of

France. The woods about Wilhelmshohe, at tbc time the site

was determined on, abounded with all kinds of game, especially

wild boars, of which the modern Westphalian hams still afford

evidence. The situation is, in many respects, really magnifi-

cent ; the height of the ground, above the valley of the Fulda,

being more than 1,300 feet. The vie^vs commanded from the

terrace and the principal apartments to the east, are, conse-

quently, very fine ; and, from the nature of the country seen

over, very extensive, ranging for nearly five and thirty miles

beyond the pretty little city of Cassel, which is situated in the

plain. The nature of the scenery thus seen is extremely

varied in character, exhibiting finely contrasting expanses

of woodland and open country, as well as extensive ranges
of hills and far-spreading plains. The foreground to the

extensive prospect which the lofty terrace commands.

to speak, a single flower bed to cheer, even with a solitary

mass of colour, either the western terrace or the lower ground

beneath ; nor are the fronts of any of the plantations any-

where lighted by those flashes of flower-colour, whioh,_ in

analogous situations, often produce such artistically charming

and rich effects. Till quite recently, the gardens of Versailles,

and those of nearly all the great French chateaus, were open

to a similar objection ; but,' happily, the love and knowledge

of flowers has increased so rapidly of late years that in a very

short time not even the cottage of the artizan, any more than the

palaces of a landgrave will be open to the objection that it is

without flowers. The western front of Wilhelmshohe com-

mands a view of the formal and extensive gardens, which are

of the school which the last century delighted in. There is a

grand series of waterfalls and fountains, with one especially

grand cascade, the whole of the display being supplied from

an aqueduct of fourteen arches, which are combined with a

complicated series of hydraulic engineering work on a scale
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only second to that of Versailles ; and, barring the lavish addi-
tion of sculpture, which is not altogether wauting at the
landgi-avcan palace of VVilliolmshohe, the effect produced is
almost us striking. It is certainly superior, in a general cha-
racter, to the cascades of St. Cloud, the machinery of which
is still intact, though the palace is destroyed. The Westpha-
lian palace of Wilhelmsh<ihe is, in fact, well worthy of the
.study of a landscape gardener ; for, to bo a complete master of
that diDicult art, the methods of paft schools must be as care-
fully studied as the more familiar principles in practice at the
present time. This is not the place to enter upon the his-
torical associations of AVilhelmshohe : but it should be noted,
eti panaant, that it was possessed by a Bonaparte, in the
character of master, sixty years before it became the abode of
another of that family as a state prisoner. When Western
Germany was overrun, during the first Empire, the kingdom of
Westph.-ilia was established, and Jerome Bonaparte, the ephe-
meral king of an ephemeral kingdom, resided, during his
brief term of kiugly dignity, at what was then called the roi/al
palace of Wilhelmshcihe. H. N. N.

THE A RBO R E T U M.
SEA-SIDE PLANTING.

By W. GILCHRIST.
So>tE extensive plantatioua have recently been formed, both in
England and Scotland, on barren tracts within the influence of the
sea-breeze

; and our Continental neighbours have also taught us a
great lesson in the indomitable perseverance with which they have
overcome so many difficulties and succeeded in the planting of
barren tracts and sandy wastes, where the soil was of the poorest
description, and considered altogether unfit for the growth of any
vegetable product. The providing of artificial shelter by forming
screen-fences, sowing tree seeds, and then thatching the ground
with branches

; or sowing Broom or Whin seeds along with the tree
seeds, so as to shelter the seedling plants, have been some of the
chief causes of success, especially where the soil was light and
inclining to drift-sand. About five years ago, on the west coast of
Ayrshire, I saw a plantation on soil of this description. It consisted
chiefly of Scotch Pine ; where it was fully exposed to the blast there
was not half a crop of trees on the ground, and these were either
drifted up with sand, or their roots were left almost bare of soil.
The trees appeared to be about ten years old, and what of them
were gi-owing appeared to be in a healthy condition. Had screen.
fences been erected on the exposed parts of this plantation, there
is no doubt but they would have prevented the sand from drifting so
much, and the plantation would by this time have been providing
shelter to the adjacent lands, and forming a very prominent object
in the landscape. The soils along some parts of the sea-coast are
smnotimes found to be very suitable for the growth of trees and
shrubs, and in such places there is little difficulty in growing any of
the hardy trees, and even some varieties that do not stand the frost
inland arc found to grow well along these favoured shores ; especially
13 this the case along the shores of Inverary, Lochgilphead, and
Loch Fyne. This is principally owing to these places being sheltered
from the cold western blasts of winter and spring by the range of
hills lying between them and the main ocean. One of the "most
difficult situations for the formation of a plantation on the sea-coast
is to be found where the ground is low lying, or rising from the
shore with a gentle slope, and at the same time exposed to the full
force of the ocean breeze. The difficulty can only be overcome by
erecting screen-fences at such distances as will eifectually break the
storm and provide shelter for the young plants. These screen-
fences sliould be erected with brushwood ; ( ho thinnings of young
plantations. Broom, Furze, or anything of that description, that
will make the fence open and allow the wind to pass through it,
instead of passing over it, as in the case of turf or stone dykes!
Some of the cheap and hardy varieties of underwood, snch as the
common Elder, sea Buckthorn, Willows, Sloe, Thorn, common Whin,
&c., should all be used. Of course, where these or any variety of
underwood is found growing naturally, full advantage should bo
taken of it ; but where there is none, it must be provided and
planted at from 2 to 2i feet apart, so as to act as nurses to the
young trees which may be planted at the ordinary distance apart.
This underwood, though absolutely necessary for a number of years
at the first outset, must be always kept in check, so that the trees
may have full scope for the development of both root and branches.
If the soil IS light, with a gravelly bottom (as is often to be found on
the west coast of Scotland), or dry barren sand, the kinds of trees

to be planted must be principally of the Pine tribe, such as the
Pinus pinaster, I*, montana, P. austriaca, P. Laricio, and Scotch Pino.
Where the soil is loam or peat, with a mixture of sand, and the sub-
soil inclining to clay, the broad-leaved trees may be used, such as the
Birch, Elm, Pine, Alder, and Norway Maple. All these varieties of
trees mentioned have been thoroughly tested along the shores of the
west of Scotland, and, if properly taken care of, they will in due time
form valuable timber trees for which a ready market and a high price
can at all times be had. In an exposed situation, such as has been
described, where the trees are planted near to maritime residences,

chiefly for ornament and shelter, besides the varieties mentioned,
some of the ornamental trees and shrubs may be used, such as the
Laburnum, Mountain Ash, Oak, Ash, and Beech ; and for shrubs,
the Ribcs, Sea Tamarix, Hazel, Elder of sorts, Snowberry, Privet,
and common Lilac. When these have succeeded so as to provide
shelter, some of the evergreens and finer sorts may be introduced.
To provide shelter for these maritime residences, hedges will be
found to be better than stone and lime walls ; that is, unless the
walls are higher than what it is intended for the trees or shrubs to

grow. I have often observed that where the trees grow a few feet
higher than the wall, the tops of them grow freely and are regularly
furnished, while the branches parallel with the top of the wall appear
as if a portion of them had been cut away. This is caused by the
blast striking against the wall in full force, the wall being a resisting
body through which wind cannot pass, it ascends to the top of the
wall with incresed velocity, and the higher the wall the greater is

the force at the top, and of course its influence on plants is the more
destructive. Screen-fences, composed of Brushwood, near to a
residence have a bad appearance, and at the best are only temporary

;

but I have seen them used with good effect during the most
severe winter and spring months. As before mentioned, the most
effective shelter and fence for these residences is a good hedge, viz.,

a sunk wall or fence with the back sloping inwards, and a hedge on
the top planted with Sea Buckthorn, Beech, Elder, or Blackthorn.
These hedges do not altogether resist the sea-breeze, bat they tend
to prevent it striking with so great force on a given point, and the
salt spray is very much exhausted before it passes through a good
hedge, and by that time will do no harm to any of the maritime
plants. Where the elevation rises abruptly from the shore and ter.

minates in flat or table land, even though the situation bo as fully

exposed to the blast as the one previously described, there is little

difficulty in forming plantations ; for as soon as the harder varieties

of plants can be got to grow on the exposed side, so as to provide
shelter, any sorts of trees that are suitable to the soil will grow, as
the temperature is generally higher in these situations during the
winter and spring mouths than it is in the inland districts. In regard
to the exposure of trees to the influence of the sea-blast, I consider
that it is not the blast or sea-breeze, but the sea-air that is so damag-
ing to the trees during the winter and spring months. Climatic
influence acts on the vegetable kingdom as well as on the animal,
and it is no uncommon thing in exposed districts of the west coast,
during the prevalence of westerly and south-westerly gales, to see
the windows crusted with salt like frost. When salt is in the air in
such quantities as to leave its impression on the windows, it must
of necessity be very damaging to the constitution of trees and shrubs.
It is well known that salt used in moderate quantities is a very
efficient manure, but if overdone, nothing is more damaging to
vegetable life.

Causes of Failure.

In speaking of the formation of plantations on the sea-coast, refer,
ence has often been made to the failure of the plants that were planted
by a very enterprising gentlemen on one of the islands of the Hebrides.
But too much stress should not be laid upon the failure of that under.
taking, as it was done under very adverse circumstances, and at a
time when the formation of plantations was not so well understood as
they are at present. The undertaking has been a success, in so far
as it has proved that some trees will grow under the climatic infla.

ence of the ocean ; and I have no doubt that, had the formation of
this plantation been more judiciously and carefully done, it would by
this time have been one of the monuments of arboricultural triumphs
on the sea-coast. Some of the causes of failure may be here
mentioned, such as the unsuitableness of the soil for the growth
of any trees, a great part of it being deep Moss, combined with a
humid atmosphere, which keeps the soil always in a damp and spongy
state. Yet, in that soil and situation, Pinus Pinaster, niaritima, and
montana, trees that are said to grow best in light sandy soil, not only
kept in life, but for a number of years after being planted appeared
to bo in good health. Of course none of the plants, except what
arc on tlio sides uf ravines or some sheltered sjjots whero the soil

is more congenial, will ever come to be timber trees ; but if they
grow so as to provide shelter for the growth of timber trees, a
great end will have been gained. Another cause of failure was
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tho extent of the undertaking for one season. The formation of the
j:iIantation should have extended over a number of years, beginning
with the most exposed parts, and planting such trees and shrubs
only Eis would provide shelter. As soon as shelter was thus obtained,

the remainder could be planted, and even some useful timber trees

might be introduced into the exposed parts, as they would then be
sheltered by the shrubby sorts that were formerly planted. In the

absence of this system, screen-fences ought to have been adopted,

irrespective of the extent of the plantation. The packing and
shipment of tho plants in so large a quantity would also be against

their future success ; for it is a well-known fact, that even in the
most favourable districts for growing plants, the shorter time they
are out of the nursery ground before planting the better. Acclima-
tion also exercises a very great influence on plants, whether they be
planted inland or along the shores ; but more especially would the

influence of acclimation be felt on an exposed coast, or a bleak aud
barren island, where the soil, even at the best, cannot be said to be
suitable for the growth of trees. In such a situation, to be successful

in the formation of plantations, a home nursery must be established,

and the plants grown from seed.

Best Sea-side Trees.

In a report on sea-side planting, for which the Highland and
Agricultural Society awarded their gold medal, special reference is

made to plantations that have been formed on the northern extreQiity

of the county of Norfolk, at an altitude of from 200 to 500 feet above
the level of the sea. The surface is reported as generally being poor,

and the sub-soil a hard ferruginous gravel. The plants used were
Goat Willow, Alder, Birch, Sycamore, Scotch Elm, and two varieties

of the Piuus Pinaster. The formation of the plantation, including
planting and fencing, is reported as having cost upwards of £10 per
acre. The success of the undertaking is attributed to the preparation
of the ground by trenching 18 inches deep; erecting screen-fences of

Brushwood, &c., 6 feet high ; carefully prepar-iug the plants, having
them well furnished with fibrous roots before planting ; aud having
the ground cleaned by hoeing for the first two years after planting.

The cost of the formation of these plantations appears to be very high
when compared with plantations formed on the north coast of Moray,
shire by Mr. Grigor, and reported by him as having cost £232 ISs. 7d.

for 298 acres ; or, on an average, rather less than 16s. per acre. The
plants used were Scotch Pine and Larch. However, the writer states

that the unusual small expense of these plantations was owing to "the
ground being soft, with little or no surface herbage, rendered it

suitable for small plants, which were planted by the hand-iron, by
people in the vicinity much practised in the work, and who could
plaut an acre each daily on such ground without diSiculty. The
plantations were also made at a time when the price of nursery plants
was under the usual rate," aud also that " the expense of fencing
these plantations was very small." In specifying the kinds of trees

and underwood best suited for planting within the inflaence of the
sea-breeze, our remarks must be understood as being chiefly appli.

cable to the west coast of Scotland, and none will be recommended
but what have been thoroughly tested, either along the Ayrshire
coast, the shores of Campbeltown, or on the islands of Arran and Bute

;

and first amongst these, the palm of honour must be awarded to the
Pinas Pinaster and its varieties. This tree was introduced in 1.596,

and is common throughout Europe and the shores of tho Mediterra-
nean. It is generally found in plains near to the sea, and on sandy
soils of the poorest description. It has been successfully grown on
the coast of Galloway, and on the northern coast of the county of

Norfolk, where, as Mr. Grigor, in his "Arboriculture," states that
" some of the best specimens of the tree in Britain are to be found
standing nearly 80 feet high, with trunks 12 feet in girth. Many
such trees stand at Westwick Park, where few other species of trees

would become timber." It has also been most extensively used by
our Continental neighbours in the successful formation of plantations
on the sea-coast, and on large barren tracts of drift-sand, where,
previous to its cultivation, scarcely any plants of a ligneous nature
could be found to grow. Its accommodating nature in regard to soil

and situation was also distinctly proved in the success that has
attended its introduction to some of the islands of the Hebrides, where,
under very adverse circumstances, and in soil entirely uncongenial to

its nature, or, at best, very different from that of its native habitats, it

has shown such symptoms of success as will ensure its further introduc-

tion at no distant period. On the Continent of Europe its wood is

principally used for the production of resin, tar, and turpentine, and
for the ordinary kinds of carpentry and fuel. The Pinaster has a very
strong tap-root, which, in loose, dry, sandy soils, descends perpendicu-
larly into the ground, seeking its nourishment and fixing its anchor or

stronghold in a strata that is not reached except by some of the broad-
leaved trees. This is a peculiarity which makes it, unless frequently
removed in the nursery lines, very difficult to transplant successfully

;

but this very peculiarity is what makes it, above all others of the Piue
tribe, a suitable plant for barren sands and sea-side planting. It

grows very fast; but is rather loose in its habit, and is very often
" kneed," or blown a little to the one side ; but it very rarely occurs

that any of them are uprooted by the storm. One of the varieties of

this tree—Pinus Pinaster minor, or P. p. maritima—is said to be
h.ardier than the species. It is chiefly distinguished by the smallness

of its cones and the shortness of its leaves, as compared with the other.

It is found growing on the Continent along with the P. Pinaster. The
next in order of rank amongst the Pine tribe are the Pinus montana
or Pumilio, P. sylvestris, P. austriaca, and P. Laricio. The P. montana
is of a low-spreading bushy habit; a native of Europe ; abounds on the

Alps, Pyrenees, and other high mountains ; was introduced in 1779.

It stands the exposure of the sea-breeze ; but is of little use except to

cover the ground so as to produce shelter for the more useful plants.

It prefers a dry soil and a high altitude, but will grow on Moss, or on
calcareous or chalky soils, and at a higher and more exposed altitude

than any of the other Pines. The Scotch Pine, P. sylvestris, is also

very accommodating as to soil and altitude. The merits of the

Scotch Pine are so well known amongst arboriculturists, that they do

not require to be set forth in a paper of this kind. The P. austriaca,

while growing freely on light sand or gravelly soils, will also gi'ow

well on wet or heavier soils than either the Scotch Pine or the

pinaster. However, it prefers a deep dry, calcareous sand and a
southern exposure. The austriaca was introduced from the Bremia
forest of Austria in 1835, and is a free-growing noble tree. It

grows freely along the shores of the Firth of Clyde, and many noble

specimens of it are to be seen throughout England. For producing

shelter or forming a dark background in the landscape, it is unsur-

passed. When allowed to grow in an open situation, its branches

are wide-spreading and very picturesque. Its timber is strong,

tough, and resiuous, and in its native country is said to be valuable

for resisting the effects of change from moisture to dryness. If this

characteristic holds good of its timber grown in this country, it may
yet come to be valuable as material for railway sleepers, &o. But
for this purpose it is said to be surpassed by the Pinus Laricio, one

of the most valuable and fast-growing Pines that has yet been intro-

duced. Although introduced in 1759, it has not been so throughly

tested on the sea-coast as the other Pines we have already mentioned
;

but wherever it has been carefully planted there it has given satis,

faction. Being a native of the island of Corsica, where it frequently

attains tho height of 140 feet, it will, in course of time, be regarded

as one of our best maritime plants. It is very difficult to transplant,

and requires a good, open, loamy soil to ensure success. Tho wood of it

is soft and easily wrought, of a whitish colour ; the heart-wood is

darker, and is found to be of very great duration. It is used by the

French Government for ship building, and other favourable circum-

stances, is fit for masts for the navy in thirty or forty years. I have
not seen the Corsican Pine planted to any extent along the sea-coast

;

but specimen plants of it are to be found growing within the influence

of the aea-breeze in different parts of the Ayrshire and Wigtownshire
coasts, aud also on the shores of Campbeltown. The Larch (Larix

europasa), Silver Fir (Picea pectinata), and Norway Spruce (Abies

excelsa), are sometimes found growing remarkably well within the

influence of the sea-breeze, but they cannot be relied upon unless

sheltered by other trees. In fact, the Spruce, though growing within

the influEiuce of the sea in its native country, seldom attains even to

mediocrity in the west of Scotland when exposed to the sea blast.

The American Spruces, A. nigra and A. alba, are more to be depended
on, but they do not come to be so useful timber trees. Where
the soil is suitable for hard-woods, the Larch may be grown profitably

amongst them ; but on exposed sandy soils it will not succeed. Tho
same may be said of the Silver Fir ; but wherever a suitable situation

for either of them can be got they should be introduced, as there are

some fine specimens of them along the Firth of Clyde, aud they soon

come to be profitable trees when grown in a suitable situation. We
have given the preference to the Pines for planting within the influ-

ence of the sea-breeze, both for shelter and profit ; but it cannot fail

to be observed that the broad.leaved or hardwood varieties of trees

form the greater part of the plantations along the west coast of Scot-

land and the islands we have mentioned. Conspicuous amongst
these, and growing where there roots are sometimes submerged
in salt water, are the Sycamore (Acer pseudo-Platanus), a native of

Switzerland, which withstands the sea-breeze better than most trees.

It is rarely known to grow one-sided, even in the most exposed situa-

tions, where it is often seen standing alone. The Norway Maple (A.

platanoides) is a native of the west coast of Norway and the shores

of the Baltic, where it attains largo dimensions, growing close to the

sea-shore. The Scotch Elm (Ulmus montana), when exposed to the

sea-breeze becomes a low-spreading tree, of little value for timber,

but produces good shelter, aud will thrive in almost any sort of soil

that is not water.logged. The Alder (Alnus glutinosa) is specially
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adapted for growing in the wet and marshy places along the shore.
It stands the sea-breeze well, and has been nsed as a nurse in dry
BituatiODS ; but for this purpose it is surpassed by A. incana, the
hoary.Ieaved Alder, which forms a very handsome tree, and will grow
in either dry or moist soils. The Birch (Betnla alba) is one of the
most useful trees for growing in exposed situations ; but when gi-own
fully exposed to the sea.breeze it seldom attains that graceful weeping
form which makes it such a general favourite in landscape scenery. As
a maritime plant it is most useful for jilanting in a dry peaty soil, with
a rocky bottom. On the island of Scurba, Birches are growing out of
the rocks, where they are fully exposed to the ocean blast. The fore-
going (with the exception of A. incana, which has been recently intro.
duced) are what we have found to be the healthiest and most suitable
trees for growing on the west coast of Scotland, in situations where
they are fully exposed to the influence of the sea-breeze ; but there are
others that are found growing freely in some of the more sheltered
nooks. Amongst these are the Beech (Fagus sylvatica), common
Honibeam (Carpinus betulus), Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), and Oak
(Quercus pedunculata and sessiliflora). The two former are well
suited for planting in a mass, or forming hedges ; but I have not seen
them succeed as timber trees when fully exposed to the sea-blast.
They are, however, useful for planting as a mixture with other hard-
wood trees for shelter, as they retain (when young) their leaves
during winter. The Ash, when grown in good soil and a little
sheltered, form good timber trees, and ought to be cultivated wherever
the situation is suitable. The Oak will grow exposed to the sea-
breeze

; but unless in very favourable situations, it becomes very
" scraggy," and assumes a dwarf habit. If the soil is suitable, it may
be cultivated protitably as copse-wood. The Willows also grow
remarkably well on some parts of the sea-coast ; in fact, they are so
tenacious of life that they will grow almost anywhere ; but they never
succeed and become timber trees on the coast, except when grown in
the hollow places by the side of the running water. These water
" rills " are very common on some parts of the coast ; and where they
occur, no better situation can be got for the Willows. The sorts best
suited for timber trees near to the coast are the Bedford Willow
(Salix Riisselliana), Huntingdon Willow (S. alba), and the Goat
Willow (S. caprea). Besides these, a great many of the dwarf
varieties of the Salix are saitable for growing as underwood. Some
of the Poplars are said to grow well on the sea-coast, but I have not
seen such success attend any of them as would warrant their being
recommended as maritime plants ; however, if they are sheltered and
the soil suitable, they will ultimately become profitable.

Underwood.
Amongst the underwood best suited for planting within the

infliierce of the sea-breeze must be enumerated a number of the
semi.dwarf trees. I will only give the names of these, dividing them
into two classes, viz., those that are suited for the general formation
of plantations, and those that, though equally hardy, are by the price
that is still charged for them, only suitable for ornamental planting.
In the first class may be included the Laburnums (Cytisus Laburnum
and C. alpinus). Mountain Ash (Pyrus aucuparia) is one of the most
admirable trees tor planting as a nurse in exposed plantations : it will
grow in any soil and in the most exposed situations, is a free grower,
and forms excellent copse-wood. Common Elder (Sambucus nigra),
Black or Sloe-Thorn (Prunus spinosa), Sea Buckthora (Hippopha3a
rhamnoides), which is the best of all deciduous shrubs for standing the
sea breeze : it seems quite at home on the shore, and will grow in pure
gravel, throwing out its branches to the sea; the Hazel (Corylus
avellana), common Whin or Furze (Ulex europaja), and the Privet
(Ligustrum vulgare). These, along with the dwarf Pines we have
mentioned, will produce sufficient shelter and give a very pleasing ap.
pcaranceto a plantation, as compared with the bare-stemmed stunted,
looking trees that are so often to be seen along our shores. The orna-
mental shrubs for sea-side planting are the Bird Cherry (Cerasus
Mahalcb), the Tamarisk (Tamarix), French Tamarisk (T. gallica),
common Lilac (Syringa vulgaris), evergreen Oak (Qnercnsilex), Snow.'
berry (Symphoricarpus racemosus), common Holly (Ilex aquifolium),
Laurustinus (Viburaum Tinus), red-flowering Currant (Ribes sangui.
neum), the common Arbor-vita3 (Thuja occidentalis and T. Warreana).
Besides these, specimens of the Araucaria imbricata, Cedrus Deodara,
Wellingtonia gigantea, Cupressus Lawsoniana, and Nutkaensis, and
others of the same class, are occasionally to be met with growing
freely on the sea-coast; but they cannot be recommended excepl
where shelter is provided, either natural or artificial. The Portugnl
and Common Laurel, Rhododendron ponticnm and its varieties, are
often planted^ but do not succeed unless sheltered.

Preparation of the Ground.
Before concluding this paper I would beg to offer a few general

remarks regarding the cultivation of plantations on the sea-coast and

islands; and, first, the preparation of the ground. If rank Whins or
Heath are growing on the surface, they should be burnt down ; Whins
one year before planting, and Heath at least two years. This is

better than trenching, as the natural Whins and Heath provide shelter
for the young plants ; only, the Whins must be kept in check, so as
not to injure the young trees. Hard, "benty " ground on " links,"
with coarse herbage, ought to be trenched at least 18 inches deep,
and the surface " sjiit " put into the bottom of the trench. This
should also be done a considerable time previous to planting, so that
the ground may have time to consolidate. Deep mossy or peat
ground should also be trenched, and, if possible, some of the under
strata (be it clay, sand, or gravel) brought to the surface. If this is

not practicable, sand or gravelly soil should be got and added to the
surface, so as to give the plauts a fair start. Where the ground is

wet, it must be throughly drained before planting, as nothing is so
injurious to plants as stagnant water. On drift sand or sloping banks,
much exposed to the sea breeze, screen fences must be provided. The
plants must be well rooted, hardy, healthy, and, if possible, reared in

the neighbourhood, and kept as short a time out of the ground before
planting as possible. Planting operations ought to be done in the
months of October and November, or ilarch and April. In the case
of Mossy ground it is absolutely necessary that the planting be not
begun before the latter end of March. Where the situation is

exposed, plant close and thin, early and often. Prune the hardwood
trees when young, so that they may grow compact, and not be liable

to have their side branches lashed or broken with the wind. Keep
the young trees at all times clear of Brushwood or whatever tends to
prevent a free current of air from passing through amongst them.
The last is of the utmost importance, for unless trees are grown open
and allowed to spread their branches, they will never spread their
roots ; and when the storm comes in all its fury, they become an easy
prey to its ruthless blast.

—

Transactions of the Scottish Arboricul.
tural Society.

Pines and Firs.-—1. The Pine and Firs being so numerous, and
the timbers of many being known in commerce by such a variety of
names, it is difficult to ascertain the trees which yield them. 2. The
Scotch Fir yields the red deal of Riga, called the yellow deal in

London. Norway Spruce Fir yields white deal. 3. North American
Pine, known as such here, as imported from America, has many
names there. The North American Pine or Weymouth Pine is called
white Pine in North America. Yellow Pine is chiefly employed in

the States for house and ship building, and is considered to be next in

durability to the southern Pine, which again is called Yellow Pine,
Red Pine, and Pitch Pine, The American Pitch Pine or Red Pine,
called Norway Pine in Canada and Yellow Pine in Nova Scotia, and
many others, yields deals of various qualities more or less used in

different districts. 4. The American Spruce Firs are the white,
black, and red. The last is sometimes called Newfoundland Red Pine,
and employed in ship building. Both it and the Black Pine are
exported to England.— C. Holtzapfeii..

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS,

The Eucalyptus at Balmuto.—I saw in The Gahdeit the other day (p. Vi) a
notice of this Kncalyptus, which is growing against the wall of my house. It
is, however, certainly not E. fflobulus, but apparently E. cordata.—J. Boswell
Syme, B'tlmufo, KirkcnhJy, Fifemhire.

The Japanese Quince as a Hedge Plant.—An ornamental hedge, formed
of the Ijest scarlet form of Cydonia japonica, is very beautiful when in full
bloom. Another excellent tiuality of this plant is lis defensive character.
When properly trimmed, it forms a good hedge.

Bignonia radicans grandiflora.—I recently saw in the old village of
Mhistcr, about five raile.^ frnni either Margate or Ramsgate, a magnificent
specimen of this Bignonia. It covered the south side of a house, and was full
of blossom, the tlower-heads containing some eight or ten blooms of a hand-
some orange-red colour. Anyone in that neighbourhood who cares about
such things shoukl pay it a visit.

—" Ramalho."

The Barr Oak (Quercus macrocarpa).—This is perhaps the most orna-
mental of American Oafcs. Nothing can exceed the graceful beauty of these
trees, when not crowded or cramped in their growth, but left free to follow their
own mode of development. Who has not admired these trees in American
Burr Oak openings? Their large leaves are dark green above and a bright
silvery white beneath, which gives the tree a singularly fine appearance
when agitated by the wind. The wood is tough, close grained, and more dur-
able than the White Oak, especially when exposed to frequent changes of
moisture and drjtcss.

The Duke of Edinburgh's Norfolk Island Pine at Malta.—In the ^

garden of the governor's town residence at Malta, which is surrounded un all

sides by buildings, there is, we learn from the Farmer's Qozette^ a magnificent
specimen of the .Norfolk Island Pine, Araucaria excelsa, to accommodate a
specimen of which, as most of our readers are doubtless aware, the lofty
octagon house at Glasncvin was originally built. The Malta specimen was
planted in 185W by the Duke, then Prince Alfred, and at that time was only 7
feet high. In the brief space which has intervened its growth has been so
rapid that it is now a flue specimen, at least 50 feet in height.
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"LONG MOSS."
(tillandsia usneoides.)

To the traveller in the Southern States of America no natural
object is likely to be more striking
than the Long Moss, which, from
North Carolina to Texas, drapes
the trees of all kinds, but is espe-
cially abundant upon those which
grow in damp situations. This
Moss is sometimes found only here
and there in small tufts, but fre-

quently it is in such quantities upon
a tree as to appear to fill all the
spaces between its branches, and
from the lower limbs it hangs in

pendent tufts several feet in length,
which, as they are swayed by the
wind, wave with a certain amount
of grace. lu localities where the
Moss is very abundant, its dull
grey colour and general drooping
habit produce a very sombre effect.

As it grows most luxuriantly in
situations, which, from being con-
stantly moist, are unhealthy, it is

easy to associate it with disease
and death, and in some localities it

bears the not very cheerful name of
" Coffin Fringe." Though popularly
called Moss, it does not belong to
Mosses, properly so called, at all,

but, strange as it may seem, to the
Pine-apple family, the Bromeliacea;.
Its botanical name is Tillandsia
usueoides. The genus was named
in honour of a Russian professor,
Tillands, and it.s specific name
means, resembling Usnea—a long
drooping Lichen which hangs from
northen trees in a similar manner.
Including this, there are eight
species of Tillandsia in the United
States, this being the only slender
pendulous one ; some of the others
have broad Pine-apple-like leaves,

2 feet or more long, with their bases
dilated so as to hold water. All the
Tillandsias are epiphytes

—

i.e., they
grow upon other plants, mostly
upon the branches and trunks of
trees, but they are not parasites, as
they desire no nutriment from
the plant to which they are attached

;

this merely serves them as a resting
place, and they are nourished
entirely by what the air and the -

rains bring to them. Some of the
South American aud West Indian
species are valued as ornamental
hot-house plants, and are usually
grown in pots of Sphagnum, a con-
dition which approaches nearly to
their natural one. Indeed, our
southern species are some of them
quite handsome, especially T. brac-
teata, the bright red stems of which
bear small purple flowers. The
species under consideration, T.
usueoides, is, as just stated, of a
very different habit from the others.
Its long branching stems are so
slender as to be almost thread-like.
They produce leaves at intervals of
about ;5 inches, which are narrow, recurved, and from 2 to
3 inches long ; from the axil of each a branch is produced,
which may be terminated by a flower or be much prolonged to
form a part of the tangled mass of stems of which each plant
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consists The plant presents one peculiarity, of which we find

^^.rf\T ? ''7.°^ ^^^ descriptions; each hiternode, orsp.ace of the stem betweeu two leaves, forms an open grackul
spiral of about two turns, which adds
much to the beauty of the plant, when
Its stems are separated and allowed to
grow singly. Both stem and loaves
present a uniform grey colour,which,
while the plant is growing, has a
greenish tinge ; an examination with
a glass shows the stems and leaves to
be of a light apple green, but com-
pletely covered with small, almost
transparent, overlapping scales,
which give the silvery-grey appear-
ance. The epidermis is readily sepa-
rated from the central portion of the
stem, which is tough, and resembles
horsehair in size and appearance.
J he solitary flowers are borne at the
ends of the branches

; they have a
three-parted calyx and corolla of
three petals, which, though not more
than a fourth of an inch across, is ex-
ceedingly interesting from being of
bright gamboge-green colour. The
pod is about an inch long, and splits
up in such a manner as to look very
much like a withered flower. Aside
from forming a striking feature in
the landscape, the Long Moss is of no
little economical importance. The
central portion, exceedingly tena-
cious and elastic, has long been em-
ployed as a substitute for hair. The
plant is found in Central and South
America and the West Indies, and
has been put to so many uses
by the Spanish Americans thatm some localities it is known
as _" Spanish Moss." The pri-
mitive method of procuring the
fibre is to place the Moss in shallow
ponds exposed to the sun to rot the
somewhat fleshy outer covering ; it
is then taken out and allowed to°dry,
after which a moderate beating re-
moves the outer portion, and the
fibre is left in a black tangled mass,
which but for its branching charac-
ter it would be difl3cult to distinguish
from hair. We learn that since the
war several establishments have
been erected for the preparation of
the Moss in a more rapid manner.
The Moss is placed in large tanks,
where it undergoes maceration by
heat, and after drying is beaten by
machinery

; this is said to afford "a

superior product. By itself it forms
an excellent stuffing for mattresses,
chairs, and the like, and is probably
largely used to mix with hair; it
forms a considerable article of com-
merce, and its domestic uses are
numerous. In Texas we have seen
it twisted and woven into coarse
matting, and it is said to be capable of
forming excellent ropes and cables.— American Agriculturist. [This
Tillandsia may be seen growing in
the succulent house at Kew,°on
Cereus rostratus, a climbing species

ot Cactus, and it is the opinion of many that it would succeed
in the open air in Devonshire and in some of the other warmer
parts of England, as in Texas it is often found coated with ice
a ((uarter of an inch in thickness.—Ei>.]

OSS (Tillandsia iisneoitles).
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SQUILLS (SCILLA).
(Conchided from p. 136.)

Sub-genus II.—Ledebouria (Baker).

Perianth, rosy-purple or greenish, with elrap-shaped Begments,

joined together for a considerable length at the base, and forming a

cup, falcate in the expanded npper half of the flower; filaments,

nsually in one series, and inserted above the base of the segments

;

fivary, globose, stalked, usnallyexpanded at the base into a disk; ovnles,

collateral, always in pairs in the cells ; bracts, small, solitary, deltoid.

38. S. Sanderson! (Baker).—Leaves, produced along with the

flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, ascending, ovate-oblong, sub-acute, nar.

rowed abruptly at the base, 2 to 2i inches long, 9 to IS lines broad,

with very numerous sunken veins ; flower.stems, 2 to 2i inches high
;

racemes, roundish, somewhat dense, containing from twelve to twenty

flowers each, and 9 or 10 lines in diameter ; most of the flowers are

•abortive
;

pedicels, .3 or 1 lines long, the lower ones nodding

;

perianth, roundish bell-shaped, Ij lines long, of a deep rosy-purple

colour, with strap-shaped segments, one-third of a line broad,

distinctly streaked with green on the back, and falcate in the

exjianded upper half of the flower ; filaments, thread-like, of a ro.sy-

purple colour, and 1 line long; ovary, globose, stalked, with a

discoid expansion at the base ; style, thread-like, half a line long,

deeply coloured. Cape of Good Hope, in the Transvaal district.

39. S. revoluta (Baker).—Bulb, globose, multiplying abun-

dantly ; leaves, five to nine in number, fleshy-herbaceous, spreading,

produced along with the flowers, oblanceolate, spoon.shaped, acute,

gradually narrowed at the base into a short channelled foot-stalk, 2i
to 3 inches long, 6 to 8 lines broad, green and somewhat wrinkled on

the upper surface ; flower-stem, central, very slender, flexuose, 3 to

fi inches high, at first nodding at the apex, coloured at the base
;

racemes, oblong lance-shaped, loose, containing from twelve to

thirty flowers each, and, when fully expanded, 2 or 3 inches

long, and 12 to 15 lines broad
;
pedicels, patent, the lower ones 6 tu8

lines long ; flowers, nodding
;

perianth, roundish, bell-shaped, li

lines long, of a deep rosy-purple colour, with strap-shaped segments,

half a line across, streaked with green on the back, falcate in the

expanded npper half of the flower ; filaments, thread-like, rosy,

purple, 1 line long ; style, thread-like, deeply coloured ; capsule,

globose, stalked, with a discoid expansion at the base. Cape of Good

Hope ; formerly much grown in European gardens, but now
apparently lost.

40. S. minima (Baker).—Bulb, elongated-ovoid, 3 or 4 lines in

diameter, the outer coats membranous and lengthened at the apex
;

leaves, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, ascending,

green, smooth, linear, acute, 12 to 18 lines long, 1 to 1^ lines broad ;

flower-stems, one to two in number, very slender, flexuose, 1 or 2

inches long; raceme, oblong, somewhat dense, containing from

twelve to thirty flowers, and, when fully expanded, 1 inch long and
5 or 6 lines in diameter; pedicels, 1^ to 2 lines long, sub-patent, the

lower ones nodding; perianth, roundish, boll-shaped, 1 line long, of a

deep rosy-purple colour, with segments Ij lines across, broadly

streaked with green on the back, falcate in the expanded upper half

of the flower; filaments, purplish, a little shorter than the seg-

ments ; ovary, stalked, with a discoid expansion at the base. Cape
of Good Hope.

41. S. exigua (Baker).—Leaves, fleshy-herbaceous, ascending,

lance-shaped, IV to 2 inches long, 3 lines bi-oad, streaked and spotted

with purple ; fiower-stem, straight, 2 or 3 inches high ; raceme,

somewhat dense, containing from twelve to twenty flowers, and,

when fully expanded, oblong, about 1 inch long, and 5 or 6 lines in

diameter; pedicels, li to 2 lines long, the lowest ones nodding;

perianth, roundish bell-shaped, li lines long, with Sv!gments of a

deep rosy-purple, and green at the bottom outside ; filaments, thread,

like, distinctly shorter than the segments ; ovary, shortly stalked,

with a discoid expansion at the base. Natal.

42. S. Barberi (Baker).— Leaves, produced along with the

flowers, floshy-herbaceons, linear, smooth, 2 to 2i inches long,

li lines broad; flower-stem, 2 to 2^ inches high; raceme, loose,

containing five or six flowers, and, when fully expanded, oblong,

12 to 15 lines long and 7 or 8 lines in diameter; pedicels,

li to 2 lines long, sub-patent, the lower ones nodding; perianth,

oblong bell-shaped, 2 lines long, of a deep rosy-purple colour,

greenish at the bottom on the outside; ovary, distinctly stalked, with

a discoid expansion at the base. Capo of Good Hope, on the banks
of llio river Tsomo.
43. S. Cooperi (Hook. fil. " Bot. Mag." t. 5,580).—Bulb, sub-

globose, purjiie, 1 inch in diamenter; leaves, four or five in number,
sub. erect, fleshy-herbaceous, linear lance-shaped, gradually narrowed
towards the pointed apex, 8 to 10 inches long, 6 to 9 lines bi'oad, green,
streaked on the back and spotted at the base with pnrple ; tlower.

stem, firm, flexuoso, 5 or fi inches high ; raceme, somewhat dense,

containing from thirty to fifty flowers, and, when fully expanded,
cylindrical in shape, 2 or 3 inches long and 1 inch broad

; pedicels,

sub.patent, 4 to 6 lines long, the lower ones nodding
;

perianth,

globose bell-shaped, li lines long, with segments half-a-line broad,

green on the back, and falcate in the expanded upper half of the
flower; filaments, thread-like, 1 line long, of a deep purple colour;

ovary, stalked, with a discoid expansion at the base ; style, purple,

1 lino long, finally projecting slightly. Cape of Good Hope. Grown
in Kew Gardens in 18G3.

44. S. Zambesiaca (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in

diameter, the outer coats membranous, lengthened ; leaves, two or

three in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous,

tender, acute, ovate-lance.shaped, 2 to 2i inches long, 9 or 10 lines

broad, very much undulated at the edges, and narrowed at the base
into a foot-stalk an inch long, embracing the stem; flower-stems,

erect, very slender, 2 or 3 inches high ; racemes, somewhat loose,

containing from thirty to forty flowers, and, when fully expanded,
cylindrical in shape, 2 or 3 inches long, and 5 or 6 lines in diameter

;

pedicels, patent, li to 2 lines long; flowers, nodding; perianth,

roundish, bell-shaped, 1 line long, greenish on both sides, with
segments one-third of a line broad, paler at the edges, and rcflexed

in the expanded upper half of the flower ; filaments, whitish, a little

shorter than the segments ; ovary, stalked, with no discoid expansion
at the base. South-eastern tropical Africa, at Tette, on the banks of

the Zambesi River.

45. S. Camerooniana (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in

diameter ; leaves, fleshy-herbaceous, produced along with the flowers,

sub-erect, thong-like, 5 or G inches long, fi to 8 lines broad, bluntish

and very shortly cuspidate at the apex, and gradually narrowed at the
base into a foot-stalk, which embraces the stem; flower.stems,
slender, flexuose, 4 to 6 inches high ; racemes, loose, containing from
twenty to thirty flowers each, and, when fully expanded.of a cylin.

drical lance-shape, 2 or 3 inches long, and 6 to 9 lines broad
; pedicels,

sub-patent, 3 or 4 lines long, the lower ones nodding at the apex
;

bracts, small, sometimes in pairs
;
perianth, roundish-bell-shaped,

greenish, with segments i line broad, falcate in the npper part of the
flower; filaments, 1 line long, of a deep pnrple colour; ovary,

stalked, with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope
and Caffraria. Grown in Kew Gardens in 1862-3.

46. S. prasina (Baker).—Bulb, elongated, ovoid, 9 to 12 lines

in diameter ; leaves, five or six in number, fleshy-herbaceous, spread-
ing, oblong.lanceolate, 4 to 5 inches long, 12 to 15 lines broad in the
middle, acute, lower third narrow, often spotted with purple ; stem,
flexuose, deflexed, 3 to 4 inches long ; racemes, sub-dense, with
thirty to fifty flowers, expanding, lanceolate, or sub-cylindrical, l^to
2 inches long, 6 to 10 lines broad

;
pedicels, central, horizontal,

spreading, li to 2i lines long, deflexed inferiorily
; perianth,

rounded, bell-shaped, greenish ; segment i line broad, falcate above;
filaments, 1 line long, stained with purple ; ovary, stipitate,

producing discoids at the base. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in
Kew Gardens in 1862-3.

47. S. Iiudwigii (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in diameter

;

outer coats membranous and lengthened at the apex ; leaves, five or
six in number, ascending, fleshy-herbaceous, lance-shaped, 2 or
3 inches long, 5 or 6 lines broad, hardly narrowed at the base,
gradually narrowed towards the acute apex ; flower-stem, 1 to
3 inches high ; racemes, dense, containing from twenty to forty
flowers each, and, when fully exp.anded, of a cylindrical lance-shape,

li to 2 inches long, and 4 or 5 lines broad; pedicels, li to 2 lines

long, the lower ones nodding
;
perianth, green, roundish-bell.shjvped,

1 line long ; filaments, purplish thread-like, a little shorter than the
segments ; ovary, stalked, discoid at the base. Cape of Good Hope.

48. S. moesta (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 15 to 18 lines in diameter;
leaves, five or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy,

herbaceous, lance-shaped, sub-erect, 5 or 6 inches long, 6 to 9 lines

abroad, spotted with purple, slightly narrowed at the base
and gradually narrowed in the upper half towards the acuminate
apex ; flower-stems, two or three in number, flexuose, 3 or 4
inches long ; raceme, somewhat dense, containing from thirty
to fifty flowers, and, when fully expanded, of a cylindrical shape,
shape, li to 2 inches long, and 6 or 7 lines in diameter; pedicels,

ascending, 3 or 4 lines along
;
perianth, green, oblong-cylindrical, li

lines long ; filaments, greenish, J line long, distinctly shorter than
the segments ; ovary, stalked, with a discoid expansion at the base.

South-eastern tropical Africa, near Luabo, at the delta of the
Zambesi River.

49. S. undulata (B.akor).—Bulb, globose, li to 2 inches in
diameter, scaly on the lower half, where it meets the soil ; leaves,
produced after the flower-stem, five or six in number, firmish, lance,
shaped, acute, glaucous, smooth, ascending, undulated, 4 or 5 inches
long, 3 or 4 lines broad ; flower.stem, firm, tapering, li to 2 inches
high; raceme, somewhat dense, containing from twenty to thirty
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flowers, and, when fully expanded, oblong in shape, li to 2 inches

long, and 12 to 15 lines in diameter
;
pedicels, horizontal, 3 to 5 lines

long
;

perianth, 3 or 4 lines long, oblong bell-shaped, greenish,

slightly tinged with purple; filaments, whitish, a little shorter than

the segments ; ovary, stalked. Cape of Good Hope.

50. S. Currori (Baker).—Leaves, produced along with the

flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, rounded, cuspidate, 8 or 9 lines long,

7 or 8 lines broad, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base, with

a distinct foot-stalk, 5 or 6 lines long, which embraces the flower,

stem ; flower-stem, erect, straight, about 1 inch high ; I'aceme, some,
what dense, containing ten or twelve flowers, and 9 or 10 lines in

diameter; pedicels, straight, erect-patent, 5 or 6 lines long;

perianth, tubular bell -shaped, 2i lines long, with strap-shaped

purple segments, paler at the edges, and i line broad ; filaments,

pale, thread-like, half the length of the segments ; ovary, sessile,

top-shaped, with no discoid expansion of the base ; style, thread-like,

pur]ile, as long as the ovary. Equinoctial parts of Guinea.

51. S. Richardiana (Buching).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in

diameter, and growing under the surface of the soil ; leaves, two in

nnmber, opposite, fleshy-herbaceous, produced along with the flowers,

oblong lance-shaped, smooth, sub.acute, sometimes bearing bulbils

at the edges, 2 to 2i inches long, 8 to 12 lines broad, narrowed
at the base into a foot-stalk an inch long, which embraces the

stem ; flower.stems, one or two in nnmber, erect, 4 to 6 inches high
;

racemes, somewhat loose, containing from ten to thirty flowers

each, and, when fnlly expanded, oblong or cylindrical in shape, 1 to 3

inches long, and 9 to 12 lines in diameter
;
pedicels, 3 or 4 lines long,

at first nodding; perianth, oblong bell.shaped, 2 to 24 inches long,

greenish, slightly tinged with purple, and with the segments falcate

in the upper half of the flower ; filaments, pui-ple, a little shorter

than the segments ; ovary, globose, sub.sessile, with no discoid

expansion of the base. Abyssinia.

52. S. maoulata (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 8 or 9 lines in diameter,

coated towards the apex, and growing under the surface of the soil

;

leaves, three or four in number, produced along with the flowers,

fleshy.herbaceous, oblong, obtuse, 2 or 3 inches long, 9 to 12 lines

broad, spotted on the upper surface, never bearing bulbils at the

edges, gradually narrowed at the base into a foot-stalk, which
embraces the stem ; flower-stems, one or two in number, 4 to 8
inches high ; racemes, somewhat dense, containing from twenty to

fifty flowers each, and, when fully expanded, 3 to 4 inches long, and
10 to 12 lines in diameter

;
perianth, 2 lines long, of a greenish-

purple colour ; filaments, of a deep purple, a little shorter than the

segments ; ovary, distinctly stalked, with no discoid expansion of

the base. The East Indies, everywhere in both the Concano districts.

53. S. indlca (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 1 to 2 inches in diameter,

scaly at the top ; leaves, five or sis in number, produced along with
the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, oblong, or lance-shaped, acute, 3 to 6
inches long, 9 to 12 lines broad, often bearing bulbils at the edges,

gradually narrowed at the base and embracing the bottom of the
flower-stem ; flower-stems, one to three in number, flexuose, 2 to 6

inches high ; racemes, dense, containing from thirty to sixty flowers

each, and, when fully expanded, of an oblong-cylindrical shape, 2 to

4 inches long, 9 to 12 lines in diameter
; pedicels sub-patent, 3 or 4

lines long
;
perianth, IJ to 2 lines long, somewhat roundish, bell-

shaped, of a greenish.purple colour, with segments falcate in the

upper half of the flower; filaments, purple, a little shorter than the

segments ; ovary, globose, distinctly stalked, with no discoid expan-
sion of the base. The East Indian Peninsula and Ceylon. Also
recorded from Abyssinia by Dr. Sohweinfarth, under the name of

Drimia lilacina.

54. S. lilacina (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, li to 2 inches in diameter,

scaly at the top ; leaves, six to eight in number, produced along with
the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, sub-erect, oblong-lance-shaped, acnte,

nndulated, 3 or 4 inches long, 12 to 15 lines broad, narrowed like

a wedge at the base into a foot-stalk 1 or 2 inches long, and
embracing the stem ; flower-stems, one to three in number, flexuose,

slender, 4 to 6 inches high ; racemes, somewhat loose, containing from
thirty to sixty flowers each, and, when fully expanded, cylindrical in

shape, 3 to 5 inches long, and 12 to 15 lines in diameter ; lower
pedicel', sub-patent, 3 to 5 lines long ; flowers nodding

;
perianth,

3 to 3.i lines long, tubular bell-shaped, of a lilac-purple colour, with
strap-shaped segments inflated at the side and apex, like those of a
Drimia ; filaments, deeply coloured, 2 to 2J lines long ; ovary, top-

shaped, sessile, with no discoid expansion of the base. Nnbia.

55. S. paucifolia (Baker). — Bulbs, gregarious, ovoid, 12 to

15 lines in diameter, with the top over-ground and scaly ; leaves, two
in number (rarely three) , opposite, produced along with the flowers,

jiatent, fleshy-herbaceous, oblong-lance-shaped, acute, undulated,

2i to 3 inches long, 9 or 10 lines broad, pale green on the upper
surface, marked with darker spots, slightly narrowed at the base,

and embracing the stem ; flower-stem, fii'm, not spotted, terete,

3 or 4 inches high ; raceme, loose, containing from twenty to thirty
flowers, and, when fully expanded, oblong in shape, 3 or 4 inches long,

and 15 to 18 lines in diameter; pedicels, 5 or 6 lines long, the lower
ones nodding

;
perianth, greenish, roundish bell-shaped, 2^ to 3 lines

long, with segments falcate in the upper half of the flower ; filaments
of a deep purple colour, a little shorter than the segments ; ovary,
stalked, with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope.
Grown in Mr. Wilson Saunders's garden.
56. S. socialis (Baker).—Bulbs, gregarious, ovoid, 15 to 18 lines in

diameter, with the top over.ground and scaly; leaves, three or four
in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous,
patent, oblong-lance.shaped, acute, 2 to 2i inches long, 9 to
12 lines broad below the middle, slightly narrowed at the base,
of a pale glaucous green on the upper surface, marked with
darker spots; flower.stem, firm, terete, not spotted, 2 or 3 inches
high ; raceme, dense, containing from twenty to thirty flowers,
and, when fully expanded, oblong in shape, 1^ to 2 inches long,
and 1 inch in diameter

; pedicels, 1-^ to 2 lines long, the lower
ones nodding ; perianth, greenish, roundish bell.shaped, 2 to 2.^^ lines
long, with segments falcate in the upper part of tlie flower ; filaments,

l-J- lines long, of a deep purple colour ; ovary, stalked, with a discoid
expansion of the base. Gape of Good Hope. Grown in Mr. Wilson
Saunders's garden.

57. S. lancesefolia (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, IJ to 2 inches in
diameter, with the top over.ground and scaly ; leaves, six to eight in
number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, sub-
patent, oblong, acute, 4 to 6 inches long, IJ to 2 inches broad above
the middle, narrowed for a short distance at the base, pale green on
the upper surface, marked with darker spots ; flower-stems one to
three in number, firm, terete, 2 to 4 inches long, often curved
downwards; racemes, dense, containing from thirty to fifty flowers
each, and when fully expanded, oblong in shape, 2 or 3 inches lono-,

and 15 to 18 lines in diameter
;
pedicels, 5 or 6 lines long, the lower

ones bent downwards
; perianth, somewhat globose, bell-shaped, 2^- to

3 lines long, with strap-shaped lanceolate segments, which are purple
on the inside and greenish on the back ; filaments, 2 lines long, of a
deep purple colour ; ovary, stalked, with a discoid expansion of the
base.—Cape of Good Hope, Caffraria, and Natal. Scilla maculata of
Schrank, PI. var. Hort. Monac. t. 100, is a variety with flower-stems
6 inches high, and with leaves double the length. A variety, S. 1.

ovatifoUa (Baker), has shorter and broadly ovate leaves, 2 or 3 inches
long, and 18 to 24 lines broad above the middle. Cape of Good Hope.
Grown in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

58. S. concolor (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, U to 2 inches in
diameter, of an ash colour and scaly in the upper part ; leaves, 5 or
six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous,
falcate, strap-shaped lanceolate, 5 to 8 inches long, 15 to 18 lines
broad in the middle, obtuse, or sub-acute, narrowed for a short
distance at the base, of a deep green and unspotted ou both sides

;

flower-stems, one to three in number, flexuose, green, 3 or 4 inches
high ; racemes, dense, containing fron> thirty to fifty flowers each,
and, when fully expanded, oblong.cylindrical in shape, 3 or 4 inches
long, and 9 to 12 lines in diameter; pedicels, 2 to 4 lines long, the
lower ones nodding

;
perianth, greenish, roundish bell-shaped, 2^

lines long ; filaments, greenish, a little shorter than the segments

;

ovary, stalked, with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of Good
Hope. Grown at Kew and in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

59. S. linearifolia (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, IJ to 2 inches in
diameter, growing with the top under the surface of the soil

; leaves,
four to six in number, fleshy-herbaceous, somewhat erect, linear,

9 to 12 inches long, 4 to 8 lines broad, acute, narrowed for a short
distance at the base, of a pale green, and spotted with purple for a
short distance down the back ; flower.stem, flexuose, 3 or 4 inches
high ; raceme, somewhat dense, containing from thirty to forty
flowers, and, when fully expanded, oblong in shape, 2 or 3 inches
long, and 15 to 18 lines broad

; pedicels, 3 to 5 lines long, the
lower ones nodding ; perianth, 2^ to 3 lines long, oblong bell-shaped,
of a deep purple on the inside, greenish on the outside, with seg.
ments falcate in the upper half of the expanded flower ; filaments,

li to 2 lines long, deeply coloured; ovary, stalked, with a discoid
expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope and the Transvaal
district. Grown in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.—Drimia angustifolia
of Kunth is, from the description, probably, a form of this species
with narrower leaves. They are said to bo Ij lines broad.

60. S. concinna (Baker).— Bulb, ovoid, growing under the
surface of the soil ; leaves, three to four in number, produced alone
with the flowers, fleshy.herbaceous, somewhat erect, linear, 8 or 9
lines broad, narrowed for a short distance at apex and base, of a deep
glaucous green colour, marked on the back with purple spots ; flower-
stem firm, erect, terete, 2 to G inches high; raceme, dense, con.
talning from twenty to thirty flowers, and, when fully expanded,
oblong in shape, li to 2 inches long, and 13 to 15 lines broad ; all
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the pedicels erect.patent, the lowest ones 4 or 5 lines long
;
perianth,

oblong bell-shaped, 2i lines long, of a deep rosy-purple on the inside;

filaments, li lines long, deeply coloured; ovary, stalked, with a
discoid expansion ot the base. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in Mr.

W. Saunders's garden.
61. S. subglauca (Baker).— Bulb, sub-globose, IJ to 2 inches

in diameter, growing under the surface of the soil ; leaves, five or

si.x in number, produced aloiif^ with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous,

Btrap-sliaped, lanceolate, 9 or 10 inches long, 1 inch broad in the

middle, acute, distinctly narrowed at the base, pale glaucous green

ou the upper surface, slightly spotted with purple on the back

;

flower.stem, spotted, 3 or I- inches high ; racemes, somewhat loose,

containing from thirty to forty iiowera each, and, when fully

expanded, 3 or 4 inches long and 18 to 20 lines in diameter; pedicels,

C or 7 lines long, the lower ones nodding; perianth, oblong bell-

shaped, 3 lines long, greenish outside, purple within ; filaments, 2

lines long, of a deep purple colour ; ovary, stalked, and with a discoid

expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in Mr. W.
Saunders's garden.

62. S. lorata (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, li to 2 inches in diameter,

growing under the surface of the soil ; leaves, five or six in number,
produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, somewhat erect,

thong-like, lance-shaped, 8 or 9 inches long, 10 to 12 lines broad in

the middle, acute, narrowed for a short distance at the base, of a

deep green colour, spotted with puiple downwards on the back

;

flower-stem, terete, erect, 8 or 9 inches high, spotted on the lower

half ; raceme, somewhat dense, containing from thirty to sixty

flowers, and, when fully expanded, of an oblong-cylindrical shape,

3 or 4 inches long, and from 18 to 21 lines broad
;

pedicels, 4 or 5

lines long, the lower ones nodding
;
perianth, of a livid purple colour,

the segments tinged with a greenish hue on the back and edges,

3 or 4 lines long, and oblong bell-shaped ; filaments, purple, shorter

than the segments ; ovary, stalked, and with a discoid expansion of

the base. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

63. S- zebrina (Baker).—Bulb, li to 2 inches in diameter,

growing almost beneath the surface of the soil ; leaves, five or six in

number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, strap,

shaped lanceolate, somewhat erect, 8 to 12 inches long, 12 to 21 lines

broad, acute, slightly narrowed at the base, of a pale glaucescent

green on the upper surface, streaked with purple ou the back, and
spotted with purple downwards ; racemes, dense, containing from
thirty to forty flowers each, and, when fully expanded, of an oblong
cylindrical shape, 3 or 4 inches long and 15 or 16 lines in diameter

;

pedicels, 3 or 4 lines long, the lower ones nodding; perianth,

roundish bell-shaped, 3 lines long, of a greenish.purple colour

;

filaments, of a deep purple, distinctly shorter than the segments

;

ovary, stalked, and with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of

Good Hope. Grown in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

64. S. spathulata (Baker).—Bulb, ovoid, 2 to 2i inches in

diameter, purple, the upper part over-ground and scaly, leaves, five

or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herbaceous,

thong-like, spoon.shaped, 6 to 8 inches long, 18 to 21 lines broad, of

a pale glaucous green colour, marked with darker and purple spots
;

flower-stems, flexuose, 3 or 4 inches high ; racemes, dense, containing

from thirty to forty flowers, and, when fully expanded, 3 or 4 inches

long and 18 to 21 lines in diameter
;
pedicels, 6 or 7 lines long, the

lower ones nodding
;

perianth, oblong bell-shaped, 3^- lines long,

purple on the inside, greenish on the outside ; filaments, of a deep
purple colour, a little shorter than the segments ; ovary, stalked, and
with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape ot Good Hope. Grown
in Mr. W. Saunders's gai-den.

65. S. Kirkii (Baker).—Leaves, produced along with the
flowers, lleshy-herbaceous, thicker and firmer than those of any other

species, oljlong lance-.shaped, acute, 6 to 8 inches long in the blade,

li to 2 inches broad, narrowed at the base into a wedge-like, broad,

channelled foot-stalk, 2 to 4 inches long ; flower.stem, stout, about a

foot high ; r.aceuie, loose, containing from thirty to forty flowers,

and, when fully expanded, 5 or G inches long, and IS to 20 lines in

diameter
;
pedicels, 2 to 5 lines long, the central ones sub-patent,

lower flowers nodding
;
perianth, 4i lines long, tubular bell-shaped,

greenish outside, purple within, with narrow segments which are rolled

inwards at the sides and apex, like those of a Drimia ; filaments, 3i

lines long, of a deep purple colour ; ovary, stalked. Zanzibar.

66. S. lanceolata (Baker).—Bulb, snb-globose, 15 to 18 lines in

diameter, and growing entirely under the surface of the soil ; leaves,

five or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-herba-
ceous, lance-shaped, acute, 3 or 4 inches long, 8 to 10 lines broad,
green, without spots ; flower-stem, flexuose, 4 or 5 inches high

;

raceme, very loose, containing from eight to twelve flowers, and,
when fully expanded, li to 2 inches long, and li inches broad;
pedicels, doited with red, sub-patent, the lower ones 5 or fi lines

long ; perianth, tubular bell.shaped, 4 to 4i lines long, of a purplish.

green colour ; filaments, deeply coloured, a little shorter than the

segments ; ovary, stalked. Cape of Good Hope.
67. S. floribunda (Baker).—Bulb, sub-globose, 2 to 2i inches

in diameter, growing almost entirely unfler the surface of the soil

;

leaves, five or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy-

herbaceous, somewhat erect, thong-like, about a foot long, 21 to 24
lines broad in the middle, acute, hardly narrowed at the base, of a pale

green colour, marked with deeper spots ; flower-stem, stout, erect,

G to 9 inches high ; raceme, somewhat dense, containing from sixty

to 100 flowers or more, with a thickened, furrowed axis, and when fully

expanded, 6 to 8 inches long and 2 inches broad; pedicels, 6 to 8 lines

long, the central ones patent, lower ones nodding; perianth, oblong
bell-shaped, i^ to 5 lines long, greenish on the outside, and rosy-purple

within; filaments, 3 lines long, deeply coloured ; ovary, stalked, and
with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope. Grown in

Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

68. S. pendula (Baker).—Leaves, produced along with the
flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, thong-like, 12 to 15 inches long, 15 to IG
lines broad in the middle, acute, slightly narrowed at the base,

flatfish, of a pale green colour, very faintly spotted ; flower.stem,

very slender, flexuose, 8 or 9 inches high ; racemes, somewhat dense,

containing from thirty to sixty flowers each, and, when fully

expanded, 3 to 6 inches long, and 2i to 3 inches in diameter;
pedicels, very slender, 9 to 15 lines long, many of them nodding;
perianth, 4 to 4i lines long, oblong bell-shaped, greenish on the

outside, purple within ; filaments, of a deep purple colour, a little

shorter than the segments ; ovary, stalked, and with a discoid

expansion of the base. Cape of Good Hope.
69. S. princeps (Baker).—Bulb, globose, 21 to 3 inches in

diameter, growing entirely under the surface of the soil ; leaves,

five or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy,

herbaceous, thong-like, 18 to 24 inches long, 2 to 2\ inches broad,

acute, narrowed at the base, of a pale green colour, marked with
deeper spots; flowor-stems, two or three in number, stout, 7 to 9
inches high; raceme, dense, containing from 150 to 200 flowers,

with a thickened furrowed axis, and, when fully expanded, a foot

long, and from 3 to 3i inches in diameter; pedicels, 12 to 15 lines

long, the central ones patent, the lower ones nodding
; perianth,

oblong bell-shaped, 4i to 5 lines long, reddish-purple on the inside,

and greenish without, with segments 1 line broad, reflexed in the

upper half; filaments, 3 to 3i lines long, of a deep purple colour;

ovary, stalked, and with a discoid expansion of the base. Cape of

Good Hope. Grown at Kew and in Mr. W. Saunders's garden.

Doubtful Species of this Sub-genus.

70. S. viridiflora (Baker) (Drimia viridiflora, Ecklon, Knnze,
Linnaja, xx. 10).—Leaves, linear awl-shaped, channelled, shorter

than the flower-stem; raceme, many-flowered; pedicels, patent,

shorter than the flowers
;
perianth, greenish on the outside, whitish

within. Cape of Good Hope (Gueinzius). I have not seen a specimen.

Sub-genus III —Endymion (Baker).

Perianth, normally blue, but frequently varying to rosy-pnrple or
whitish ; segments, remaining united for a considerable time in the
lower half of the expanded flower ; filaments, in two distinct series,

inserted above the base of the segments ; ovary, sessile, with
numerous ovules in each cell ; bracts, linear, in pairs.

71. S. hispanica (Mill. Diet.).—Bulb, ovoid, 6 to 12 lines in

diameter; leaves, five or six in number, produced along with the
flowers, fleshy-herbaceous, smooth, ascending, linear thong-like, G to

9 (or, in cultivated specimens, 12) lines broad, bluntish, convex on
the back ; flower-stem, G to 9 inches high ; raceme, equilateral,

somewhat loose, containing from six to twelve flowers; bracts,

linear, in pairs, G to 9 lines long ; lower pedicels, G to 12 lines long ;
•

flowers, more spreading than those of S. non.scripta; perianth, snb-
globose, bell.shaped, G to 9 lines long, with segments 2 to 2.1 lines

broad ; filaments inserted alternately above the base, and at the top
of the upper third of the segments ; free part, 21 to 3 lines long;
ovules, six to eight in each cell ; capsule, like that of S. non.scripta.

Spain and Portugal. Frequently grown in gardens. S. canipiinu-

lata (" Bot. Mag." t. 1102) is a form with spreading flower.s, a
little smaller and more oblong boll-shaped, approaching S. non-scripta.

It is also found in Southern France and in Italy.

72. S. non-scripta (Hoffm. ct Link. ; Hyacinthus non-ecriptns,

Linn. ; Scilla nutans. Smith).—Bulb, ovoid, G to 9 lines in diameter;
leaves, five or six in number, produced along with the flowers, fleshy,

herbaceous, smooth, ascending, linear-thong-like, convex on the back,

8 to 12 inches long, 3 to G lines broad; flower.stem, G to 12 inches

high ; raceme, nodding, containing from six to twelve flowers, some-
w liat turned to one side of the stem ; pedicels, 4 to G lines long, nodding
when in flower, but ascending when bearing fruit; bracts, linear, in

pairs, G to 9 lines long; perianth, tubular, bell-shaped, G to 9 hues
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long, with strap-shaped segments, IJ to 2 linos broad; filaments,

alternately inserted in the middle of the segments (when the free

part is IJ lines long), and alternately at the top of the lower fourth

(when the free part is a little longer) ; ovules, six to ten in each cell

;

capsule, sub.sessile, ovoid, 5 or 6 lines long ; seeds, globose, black,

scarcely 1 line in diameter.—Britain, and extending to Spain, Italy,

and Illyria. S. oernua (Hoff. et Link. ; Hyacinthus cernuus, Linn.),

is a small Spanish and Portuguese form, with reddish flowers. There
is a garden form called bracteata, distinguished by its elongated

bracts, which are 2 inches or more in length.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAK.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Orounds.

Continue to increase, by cuttings, the stock of bedding Pelargoniuma

for next year's embellishment as fast as such cuttings can be

obtained, although it will still bo unadvisable to, in any degree, despoil

the flower beds for this purpose ; but, in the meantime, endeavour to

make the most of any surplus stock which may have been left in

pots at the time of bedding out, or which may have been planted in

the reserve ground. Attend well to the watering, stopping, and
pegging down, when required, of plants forming what are known as
" carpet beds," as such beds will be found to be by no means the

least attractive in the flower garden during the present season,

being composed, in a great measure, of succulents and other plants

upon which extreme drought has not so injurious effects as it has upon
many other decorative plants. The brilliantly coloured foliage of the

Alternantheras, Colenses, Golden-feather Pyrethrnm, &c., renders the

use of flowering plants little, if at all, necessary in this style of

planting. Still, a bright blue colour is a desideratum which is hardly

secured in the glaucous hue of the foliage of the Echeveria secunda
glauca or the Sedum glaucum ; but can, nevertheless, be obtained

by using some of the dwarf blue Lobelias of the " pumila section,"

and of which the new double variety is decidedly the best, and
appears to be less apt to die off in patches than some of its single

flowering congeners. Beds of sub-tropical plants should still be

abundantly supplied with water, as they are nearly all gross feeders
;

and tall-growing species, such as the Castor-oil plants, should, if iu

exposed situations, be securely staked to prevent injury from high

winds. Very few annuals can be confidently recommended as bedding
plants, on account of their short duration ; although such
species as the blue Lobelias, the Perilla, and the Golden-feather

Pyrethrum, generally succeed best when raised from seed every

season. It is also found that the Abronia umbellata grandi-

flora succeeds well when treated in this manner, and forms an
exceedingly pretty and interesting bed, more particularly during

such dry and hot seasons as the present has so far been, and as its

native habitat is tho loose dry sands on the sea coast of tropical

countries, it will naturally suffer little, if at all, from the heat and
drought of this country. Its habit of growth is that of a trailing

plant, which, with a very little training or regulating, soon com-
pletely covers the surface of the soil, while its stout glossy dark green

foliage is plentifully bespangled with sparkling trusses of bright pink
white-eyed flowers, which do not rise above 6 inches from the surface

of the soil. Plant out in properly prepared soil, in beds or patches,

where they are intended to flower, rooted cuttings of Pinks and
Picottees, also of Pansies and double-flowered Wallflowers, &c., and
as it is advisable to perpetuate unusually fine varieties of Sweet
Williams by cuttings, if these cuttings were inserted under hand,
glasses when the plants were in flower, they will now be rooted, and
may at once be planted in beds or borders, where they are intended

to remain. Plant oat at the same time the various sorts of biennial

and perennial hardy plants which have been raised from seed, includ-

ing the German and other Wallflowers, the strain of which has of

late years been so greatly improved, that such seed generally produces
varieties nearly, it not altogether equal to the old double sorts, which
can be perpetuated by cuttings only. Plant also Brompton and Queen
Stocks in situations where they are intended to flower ; and where it

is desired to have the Ten-week and Intermediate sorts in flower in

spring, they should bo sown now, and a portion of them, at least,

should be afterwards potted-up and kept in cold pits or frames during
winter. Look frequently over beds of seedling Hollyhocks, and pull

up at once all worthless varieties as soon as they flower, and increase

promising seedlings and named sorts by cuttings or eyes. Attend
also to the watering of Auriculas and Polyanthuses in pots, keeping
them, as yet, in a somewhat shady situation, and free from weeds,
Ac.—P. Geiev«, Cvl/ord, Bury St. Edmunds.

Roses.

Where pot Rosea are required for forcing, if not already done, no
time should be lost in giving them a shift, and in seeing that the
drainage is effective. Roses, to keep up a supply of bloom from
December to March, should not, however, be shifted ; only see to

the drainage, and top-dress with some nice fresh loam and rotten

dung, as it is rather too late now to disturb the roots too much. Tho
drainage of the pots sometimes gets filled up through worms ; and,
in that case, water continually given sours the soil and rots the roots.

When this occurs, I shake the plants out, wash their roots, and while
wet, sprinkle them with sand and re-pot. In this way I have saved
many a plant of some of the best varieties. The best compost for

pot Roses is half loam, half good rotten dung, and plenty of sharp
sand ; silver-sand is too fine. I have used for some time washed
road grit, but river-sand, where it can be got, is best for Roses, which
require to bo potted tolerably firm. Pick off all flower buds, and
keep down mildew, to which pot Roses generally are subject this

month. I have found syringing with soap-suds and sulphur a
good preventive. It is, however, rather too unsightly to syringe
planted-out Roses with this mixture, as it stains tho foliage.

Cuttings may now bo made of the ripened shoots. They should be
removed at the point from which they grow from the old wood, and
a slip of this wood should be removed with them, forming "a heel."

The cuttings, about 3 inches long, should be inserted to the depth
of 1 inch, round the edge of a pot filled with a light rich soil of

leaf-mould and loam, with au abundance of silver-sand; and being
well pressed round the roots, and well watered through tho rose,

should be put in a frame under a north wall until they have
" callused." They should then be placed in bottom-heat under glass,

and when rooted should be dignified with pots of their own, restored

for a little while to heat, and then gradually inured to the air,

grown on, and re-potted.—H. G.

Indoor Plant Department.

Although most kinds of indoor plants will now have completed their

growth, they should nevertheless still receive abundance of water, be
kept as far apart as possible, and have plenty of ventilation. Such
as are in flower on front stages will still be benefited by a little

shading. Introduce from frames, pits, and greenhouses successions

of flowering and fine-leaved plants, and those turned out to accom.
modato them, if annuals or biennials, and seed sowing is not an
object, should be discarded at once; perennials should be retained,

and have their flower-spikes cut off, and the plants placed on north

borders, or if necessary potted and placed in frames. Greenfly, thrips,

mealy bug, and scale must be vigilantly searched for and destroyed.

Large plants of Camellias, now that their wood is pretty firm and
their flower-buds well developed, should be placed out of doors in

shady sheltered places, and their pots should be fixed in position by
means of three or four stakes driven into the ground. Syringe every

fine afternoon, so as to keep them fresh and clean. Such plants as

are not placed out of doors should be kept in cool, light, airy houses,

their leaves, if dirty, should be washed, and the plants should be
kept well watered. Young growing plants, if necessary may be re.

potted, and also spring grafted plants. The ligatures may in nearly

all cases now be removed from tho latter ; lateral growths on the

stocks rubbed off, and part of the points of the stocks cut off if the

scions are making good progress. Proceed with the grafting of

Camellias as previously directed, and propagate an additional quan-

tity of stocks of C. japonica from cuttings. If a portion of a north

wall in any cool house can be devoted to this sort, its young shoots

may bo used every August for propagating for stocks. A close frame

or a very gently heated bed is the most suitable place in which to

strike them. If last year's cuttings, when rooted, have been potted

singly and grown on favourably since, they may now be turned out

into a cold pit, so as to get their young wood well ripened. They
will then be in a good condition for "working" on next year.

Pick decayed blooms off Heaths, and encourage the ripening of the

wood by fully exposing the plants, either by plunging them out of

doors in a bed of ashes, or by keeping them in pits or frames that

are well ventilated night and day. No more pinching should be

done now, unless it bo to remove any useless growths in the centre

of large specimens, which growths are generally very weakly and

subject to disease. Do not water the plants overhead, but supply

them liberally at the root, and pour plenty of water about the flocrr

of the house or on the beds. Any young plants that were pricked

off three in a small pot in the spring may now be potted off singly

and placed in a cool frame. The earliest Azaleas should now have

completed their growth and formed well-developed flower.buds

;

therefore remove them to cooler quarters that are light and well

ventilated. Water Azaleas plentifully at the roots, but not over-

head, and maintain a moist atmosphere by spilling plenty of water

about the floor and on the stages. Indeed, towards the end of this
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month all the plants, both early and late, should be transferred to

cooler houses ; but on no account pat them out of doors. Pick off

withered leaves, and destroy thrips, scale, and any other depredators

that may make their appearance. No more pinching of the shoots

should be done now ; on the contrary, tho maturation of the wood
should bo the main object kept in view. It is a curious fact, how-

ever, that young Azaleas may be treated for the first twelvo or

eighteen months after being grafted and re-potted, as cool stove

plants, with beneficial effects in the way of securing a strong and
rapid growth; and, if properly attended to in the matter of pincb.

ing, they will form excellent and stubby plants. Those plants that

were grafted about the end of June and first of July, will now have

taken well ; therefore the ligatures should be cut away, and the

plants re-potted from thumb-pots—which are commonly used for

stocks that are to be grafted—into GO-sized ones, and still kept

moderately close. Proceed with the grafting of these plants, if not

already finished, as recommended last month. Ke-pot and place in

pits some Zonal Pelargoniums for late blooming, and pot off rooted

cuttings of show varieties. Keep up a succession of Fuchsias.

Soft-wooded Plants.

Of Gomphrena globosa, have a good stock of plants, both in flower

and coming forward ; they may be treated like Balsams, but less

liberally, and should be protected from heavy rains. Preserve some
of the best flowered Balsams for seeiling purposes; keep plants of

them for late blooming gradually shifted as they require it, and keep
the flower-buds picked off until a short time before they are re-

quired to open. Balsams, as well as Cockscombs and other Celosias,

should be grown in cool pits, with the sashes removed during the day,

and replaced, but tilted up, at night. Sow Mignonette in pots ; thin

out advancing plants, and shift them, it necessary, into larger pots

without injuring their roots. Sow the latest batch of hybrid Calceo-

larias, and prick off or pot singly plants from previous sowings.

Cineraria seedlings or off-sets should be shifted when necessary,

using a rich soil for the purpose, and place the plants on a layer of

gravel or ashes, in a frame with a north aspect. Pot on Chinese

Primroses, using a light rich soil, and pinch and grow on moderately

Bouvardias for winter blooming. Keep hybrid herbaceous and other

Begonias as near the glass as possible, and shade them a little from
bright snnshine. B. Weltoniensis is one of the best compact autumn
blooming plants which we possess. When Begonias become pot.

bound give them a little manure.water occasionally. I'ropagate

this class of plants by means of seed and cuttings, but be careful

not to cover the cuttings with a bell or hand-light, as they strike

better without such assistance. Young Hydrangeas for September
blooming should be kept moderately close and well watered

;

but old stocks that were potted in spring and since plunged out

of doors, or which, having their roots cut round, are now lifted

and placed in largo pots, will also yield a great quantity of late

blooms. Pot a few plants of the common and larger-growing

varieties of Mnsk in rich soil, and grow them against a wall

with a north aspect, for blooming between September and Christ.

mas. Keep tho different varieties of Monochajtum in a growing

temperature, and pinch thorn in no longer. Give Chrysanthemums
plenty of mannre-water, and take off and strike a few flowering

points for dwarf plants. Tall plants produce tho best single

Ijlooms, and pyramidal or mushroom trained ones the greatest pro.

fusion of flowers. Nerines that have done blooming should bo kept

moderately dry ; and Cyclamens should be examined and watered a

littlo more liberally than they have been, Lantanas, particularly

one-year old pl.ants, if kept pinched until now and grown on mode,
rately, will have formed good plants that will continue flowering for

a long time. Keep succession plants of Coleus in open frames,

merely protecting them from wind and rain ; in this way they grow
freely and stubbily, and seldom require pinching. A few Coleuses

may bo propagated for keeping through the winter, as young well,

hardened or half-starved plants keep better than old ones, and in

spring under exciting treatment they readily take to growing

and yield plenty of cuttings. The same remarks are equally

applicable to Iresines, Centaurcas, and Alternanthcras. Lilies, as

Boon as done flowering, should bo placed in a sheltered position

out of doors, and watered a little until their stalks have withered,

when the pots may be laid on their sides to prevent wet getting

tb their bulbs. Treat succession plants liberally, as well as those

of Campanula pyramidalis. Where Dahlia imperialis is grown, the

plants should have been kept out of doors from June till now, and
then introduced into a little heat, when they will soon expand their

flowers. Salvias form excellent winter.flowering plants, and old

plants may be started now for that purpose, and young ones for

winter and early spring use. In stoves, as in other plant houses, our

chief object should bo to get the wood well ripened. Ventilaia well

in the first part of the day, close early, and shade moder '-.ely.

Train out the shoots of Dipladenias along the roof. Store away in
dry places Achimenes and Gloxinias that have flowered early, and
grow on moderately Gesneras of the Exoniensis section. Transfer
such Allamandas as have come well into bloom to the conservatory,
where thoy continue longer in perfection than in warmer quarters.
Thin out the shoots of Bougainvilleas as soon as the flowers are shed,
preserving only such as are necessary for next year's work. Keep
Aphelandra Roezlii in a growing condition; this is one of the best
and most showy of winter-blooming plants. Some of the earliest

started Caladiums may bo permitted to go to rest, as may also early,
bloomed plants of Clerodendron squamatum. Plants of Euphorbia
JacquiniasHora and Poinsettia pulcherrima should be encouraged to
make growth, and should be kept near the glass. The general stock
of young plants may be re-potted and kept growing a little through,
out the whole year. Libonia floribunda and Sericographis Ghies.
breghtiana should now be permitted to grow without further
pinching ; they will form good blooming plants for winter use.
Preserve a young stock of Torenias, Pentas, Scutellarias, Centra,
denias, Thyrsacanthus, &c., as well as of fine-leaved plants for

decorating the front stages, baskets, and apartments. Most
of the stove plants may now bo increased by means of cuttings
made of the half-ripe wood, as well as from seeds. Keep
Gardenias in a vapour-ljath, a mode of treatment that applies equally
well to the Eucharis amazonica, and to Marantas and Alocasias.

Stove aquariums should bo kept clean from Confervas, as well .as

from the decaying leaves and flowers of Nympha;as, Nelumbiums,
and other aquatics. In the case of Ferns, while the weather is fine,

fire-heat may almost be dispensed with, provided Ferneries contain,
ing tender plants are shut up early. Shading should still bo used
during strong sunshine, for the young fronds are yet tender, and the
sun's rays powerful. Abundance of water must be given at the
roots, and a gentle syringing overhead to Aspleniums, Polypodiums,
&c. ; but Adiantums, Nothochlasnas, and Gymnogrammas prefer
having their leaves kept dry. A moist atmosphere must be main,
tained, especially in the tropical Fernery. Thick shading must be
used in tho case of filmy Ferns, which, if in cases, may bo assisted
by green gauze, in addition to the ordinary canvas outside, or a
thick coating of paint may be rubbed over the glass outside. They
must be kept cool and in a moist atmosphere, and_ gently dewed
overhead daily. Take off and wipe the bell.glasses used for covering
them every day, or wipe the glass inside the cases, so as to preserve
a sweet and genial atmosphere. Greenhouse Ferns require to bo
kept cool and in well ventilated houses or pits, and hardy Ferns in

pots should be placed in frames having a northern aspect, or they
may be set against a wall having a similar position. Seedling
Ferns, which may now bo picked np on the surface of pots, damp
walls, paths, old stages, and amongst Orchids, should be selected,

potted, or inserted in wire baskets, or they may be left where they
are, for yielding fronds for associating with cut flowers during winter
and spring.

Orchids.

Less water and shading will now bo required in the case of such
plants as have finished their season's growth, but Masdavallias,
Odontoglossums, Oncidium macranthum, and many Dendrobes, which
will now be growing freely, must have a copious supply, and as much
light and air as possible during fino weathei'. Cyprlpediums should
be syringed once or twice daily, and Cattleyas, Laelias, and other
leathery-leaved species will be all tho better for occasional spougings
with clean tepid water. The bare surfaces of the pots should be
covered afresh with living Sphagnum Moss, and plants in baskets
should be overhauled and examined every two or three days, while
those on blocks will require attention oftener. A little fire heat will

be needful for tho cool houses on cold nights, but air should still be
left on night and day. Plants in flower, such as Odoutoglots, Den-
drobes, Cattleyas, La)lia3, and Cypripediums, may be removed to a
drier house or to the conservatory, where they will last much longer
in perfection than in an atmosphere heavily charged with moisture.
Cleanliness should prevail in every department, and all pipes, boilers,

and other appliances should now be seen to before sharp weather seta

in. Now is a good time tor carrying out any repairs not already

attended to. Totting may still be done in the case of strong.growing
species and imported plants. Now, too, is a good time to re.pot Disas

that have finished blooming, using a fresh open compost of peat, leaf,

mould, and living Sphagnum, with suificient coarse sand or grit to

keep the whole open and porous.-—F. W. Burbidoe.

Hardy Fruit.

Tho gathering and storing of ripe fruit now claims considerable

attention. The temptation is strong to gather fruit before it is ripe,

as every day the nearer it approaches to perfect maturity, the dangers

to which it is exposed increase. Insects lurk in hidden places to

devour it, and hosts of hungry birds hover over it, but once safely
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atored it is secure. Still, it must not be gathered too soon. The last

service the growing tree confers on fruits, is to fill them brimful of

flavour, and if we sever the connection prematurely, this service

cannot be rendered. The result is, the fruit becomes shrivelled, or

preserves a tartness more sharp than agreeable. In no simple opera,

tion is the skill of the cultivator more severely tested, than as regards

the right time and mode of gathering fruit. Neither too soon nor too late

must bo our rule. Each fruit has the right day, perhaps, its proper

hour, to be gathered—a set time, in which it has reached the greatest

perfection. If this be true, and it is, how often in our hap-hazard

mode of harvesting, must we, as a matter of course, make mistakes.

No doubt, as a rule, fruits arc gathered too soon ; still, it is possible,

though less excusable, to err on the other side. There is hope of a

fruit gathered too early. Many ripen more or less after being gathered,

but a fruit once past perfection is comparativaly ruined. In general

terms, it may be stated, that no fruit should be allowed to drop from the

tree, certainly uo stone fruit. The experienced eye can readily detect

the gathering signs ot maturity; and just as the fruits are about to fall,

the cultivator's hand should be found waiting to receive them. A word
as to the time of day to gather fruits ; this has often to be determined
by convenience. But supposing a choice possible, early in the morn-
ing is the best time, when the nourishing dews or quiet coolness, and
darkness of the night will have given the last touch of quality to

the fruit
;
gather it before the sun warms or dissipates part of its

luseiousness and flavour. The worst time to gather fruit is at noon,

when the sun expends its maximum force upon it. No fruit should

be gathered—none sent to the table—warm, nor must it be made cool

by being iced ; a sudden chill as well as a fierce heat, drives the

flavour out of it. Flavour is a more fugitive quality in fruits than many
seem to think. Hence the importance of these minute instructions.

Fruit should be gathered tenderly and touched gently ; the true

cultivator is ever careful not to mar the beauty or blemish the flesh

of his fruits, each bruise being a step towards decomposition.
Gather the fruit for the day's consumption as early in the morning
as possible, store it in single file in a cool place till wanted ; dish it

up with a profusion of fresh green leaves, and arrange it with taste

and judgment, and in quantity proportioned to the number of guests,

and it will be sure to be appreciated and enjoyed. In gathering for

storing in the fruit-room use shallow baskets padded with cotton

wool, carry and store the fruit in single layers, and it will keep well

and go to table in its season perfect alike in form, appearance, and
flavour.—D. T. Pish.

Kitchen Garden.
Potatoes in many places, in consequence of the retarding influence

of spring frosts and the subsequent check caused by drought, are

small, and the crop therefore light. Super.tuberation also is taking
place amongst later crops to a considerable extent ; and, in all cases

where the skins of the tubers are suiSciently set, it would be advis.

able to take up the crop, but not to store it in large heaps at

present. Although the main crops of Broccoli and winter Greens
should have been planted last month, there is yet time to make a
farther planting for spring use, provided good plants can be obtained.

They will not attain the same development as those planted earlier,

but, wherever the Potato crop falls short, all vacant spots should be
filled up, as the chances are, they will be found to be useful in

spring. Make the last sowing of White Lisbon and Tripoli Onions

;

sow thickly, as they may be transplanted in spring; in fact, in all

places where the Onion maggot is troublesome, this may be looked
upon as the most reliable time to sow, so as to escape its ravages.

This is also a good time to sow prickly Spinach for spring use. It

delights in deep, rich, well-manured land ; both this and previous

sowings should be thinned out to about -1 or 5 inches apart, and, if

necessary, the thinnings may be planted to furnish a succession.

Wherever no provision has been made for a good supply of Parsley
for use in bad weather, such should now be seen to ;

plants from the
main bed may be lifted, the larger leaves cut off, and the roots

planted in some warm sheltered place, where they can easily be pro-

tected by placing a frame over them. Hurdles thatched with straw
form some of the most useful protections for this and other crops, and
are usually available almost everywhere. A row of Parsley might
also be planted at the foot of a south wall for the sake of early

growth in spring. Late Peas now coming into bearing, considering

the ordeal through which they have passed, are looking well, and are

at present free from mildew. It is necessary that great care should
be exercised in gathering the crop so as not to bi'eak any of the shoots

or foliage. This has more significance now than early in the season,

as upon its observance depends, in some measure, their continuous
bearing. South borders will again prove useful for the purpose of

sowing and transplanting such things as Endive, Lettuces, Radishes,

&c. We have latterly had cooler weather, accompanied by mode,
rate, but refreshing, rains, which have very much benefited every,

thing, and the growth of recently planted crops will now be very

much accelerated. Keep the Burfaoe stirred among growing crops
;

never allow a weed to seed ; and thus weeds will soon cease to be trouble,

some. Clear off all run-away crops the moment they are done with ; the

proper place for such matters is the pigstye, where what is not con-

sumed will be quickly converted into excellent manure. Any bad

smell arising from the process of fermentation will be neutralised by
a free nse of the long littery manure from the stables. In the same
way any bad smells arising from the fermentation of short Grass, or

other vegetable refuse, in the rubbish yard should be attended to with

sprinklings ot lime ; burnt earth or dry earth of any kind is a capital

deodoriser. If any symptoms of mildew should appear upon Cucum-
bers in frames, or on ridges in the open air, sprinkle sulphur freely

amongst them.—E. Hobday.

How to Soften Hard Putty.—Amateurs who, for amuse-
ment, make themselves " handy " about their premises, sometimes

adopt modes of doing work that would be repudiated by professed

workmen, either because it was not the custom of the trade or that

the work was dispatched too quickly. My object is to assist those

who may sometimes try their hands at glazing. Those who have

repaired broken glass in an old greenhouse or pit know well the

labour of cutting out the hard putty without destroying the wood,

work. After many trials, and with a variety of differently shaped

tools with various success, I at last accomplished my end by the

simple application of heat. My first experiment was with a soldering

iron, when, to my great delight, I found the putty become so soft

that the broken glass could be removed by the fingers and the putty

be easily scraped away. All that is required is a block of iron about

2i inches long by 1^ inches square, flat at the bottom, and drawn out

for a handle, with a wooden end like a soldering-iron. When hot (not

red) place this iron against the putty or flat on the broken glass, if

any, and pass it slowly round the sides of the square. The heat will

so soften the putty that it will come away from the wood without

difliculty. Some of it may be so hard as to require a second applica-

tion of the hot iron, but one experiment will give sufficient instruc-

tion to meet all difficulties.—C. J. C, Cat/ord Bridge.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—In refe-

rence to a " Head Gardener's" observations upon^this institution (see

p. 102), I should like to make one or two remarks. In the first place,

the smallness of the pensions given deters gardeners from becoming

subscribers, owing to the fact that they are not sufficient to exist

upon now-a-days, whatever the original pensioners may have managed

to do. Raise the pensions even at the cost of electing fewer pen.

sioners at each half-yearly election, and as death makes vacancies,

there will be fewer to pay until the requisite funds come in to give

an increased sum per annum. By this means a greater inducement

would be offered to gardeners to join the charity. I often peruse

the reports of various benevolent societies, and I must confess that

the gardeners' pensions are the lowest of any. Let each member
put the question to himself—Is the miserable sum offered to live upon

when old age comes, any enticement for the craft to give their guinea

per annum ? Let the committee make it to a gardener's interest to

subscribe, and they will soon have an increase of members. The

majority of gardeners have but few friends left to give them a helping

hand after they have reached sixty years of age, and I certainly do

hope that some scheme may be introduced, by which the pensions

may be increased. There are, doubtless, many large-hearted sub-

scribers, who, if they knew that there was an endeavour being made
to give poor gardeners a trifle more, would only be too happy, in

some cases, to double their subscriptions, and in others, to give some

three or four shillings more per annum. In the latter case subscribers

would not miss the trifling sum, and they would have the satisfaction

of knowing what an inestimable benefit it was to the recipients.

—

C. D., Chelsea,

Darwinism Again.—A Darwin philosopher was brought before

a justice on a charge of drunkenness. In defence, he said, " Your

worship I am a Darwinian, and I have, I think, discovered the origin

of my unfortunate tendency. One of my remotest grandfathers was

an anthropoid of a curious turn of mind. One morning, about

4,391,633 B.C., he was looking over his store of Cocoanuts, when he

picked up one for his breakfast in which the milk had fermented.

He drank the liquor and got gloriously drunk, and ever after he

always kept his Cocoanuts until fermentation took place. Judge,

then, whether a tendency handed down through innumerable

ancestors, should not be taken in my defence." Casting a sarcastic

look at the prisoner, the justice said, " I am sorry that the peculiar

arrangement of the atoms of star dust resulted in giving me a dispo-

sition to sentence you to pay a fine of five shillings and costs."

Large forests of the India-rubber tree have been recently discovered

in Columbia, near the river Chuoumagne.
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THE HOUSEHOLD.
VARIOUS WAYS OF COOKING APPLES.

There ia no article of food which can bo prepared in such varied

ways, and in such palatable dishes, as Apples. Whether eaten raw

or cooked, this fruit is generally popular, and is equally desirable

and nutritious for yonng and old ; it may therefore be desirable to

direct attention to some of the different ways in which it may be

used. Apples that are to be employed for sauce should be pared,

cored, and put into cold water unless cooked directly, to keep them
from discolouring. Add a little water, cover closely, and cook gently,

not stirring them until the whole are softened, or you will cook them
in lumps ; when soft, stir and mash, add a little butter, sweeten and

strain through a colander.

Apple Souffle.— Stew the Apples as directed for sauce, adding a

little grated Lemon peel and juice, and omitting the butter ; line the

sides and bottom of a baking dish with them. Make a boiled custard

with one pint of milk and two eggs, flavouring with lemon and
sweetening it to taste. Lot it cool, and then pour into the centre of

.the dish. Beat the whites of two eggs to a stiff froth (they can be
left out of the custard), spread them over the top; sprinkle white
sugar all oyer them, and brown in the oven. The stewed Apple
should be about half an inch thick on the bottom and sides of the

pudding dish.

Apple and Tapioca Pudding.—Soak overnight a quarter of a
pountl of Tapioca ; in the morning pour off the water, and add one
quart and a gill of boiling water, sweeten, and flavour with grated
Lemon peel and the juice of one Lemon. Take six or eight tart Ap.
pies, pare, core, and place in a pudding dish ; fill the centre of each
Apple with sugar ; then pour the liquid Tapioca over the Apples,
filling the dish, and bake in a hot oven until tho Apples are perfectly

soft. Serve cold with cream. 11 preferred, tho Apples can be sliced

into the Tapioca. If one desires to prepare it in haste, turn cold

water on to the Tapioca, let it soak for fifteen minutes, then pour
boiling water on, and stir it nntil it looks like thin starch.

Apple Meringue.—Pare, core, and stew ten good sized Apples
in as little water as possible; sweeten and add a small piece of but-
ter, put into a pudding dish, cover the top with the beaten whites of

four eggs, sprinkle them thickly with powdered white sugar, and
brown in the oven.

Apple Dumpling.—Make a nice crust, line a quart bowl with it,

battering it well ; fill up the bowl with sliced Apples, sugar, grated
Lemon peel, and Lemon juice. Cover with the crust, pinching the
edges close together, flour a thick cotton cloth, and tie it closely over
the top of the bowl, and set it into boiling water, but not enough to

cover the top of the bowl. Boil two hours, not letting the water go
below the boiling point, and keeping it well filled in as it evaporates.

Serve with a sugar and butter sauce, or with sugar and cream.

Apple [Pudding.—Grate ten large Apples, paring them first

;

add to them four table-spoonfuls of melted butter, eight of sugar,

.
grated peel and juice of one Lemon, and the'yolks and whites of six

eggs beaten separately. Line a dish with puff paste, and bake like a
custard pudding.

Apple Cobbler.—Pare, core, and slice twelve large tart Apples,
add to them tho juice of two Lemons, grated peel of one, sweeten to

taste ; stew very slowly for two hours ; turn into a mould. When
cold, serve with cream.

Apple Float.—Take one pint of stewed Apples ; sweeten and fla-

vour to taste. When cold, and just before you desire to serve, add
the beaten whites of four eggs, stir thoroughly into the Apple; serve
with cream and sponge cake.

Apples and Rice.-—Core and pare as many Apples as will fill a
pudding dish, stew them so that they are nearly soft. Boil half a
teacup of Bice ; when nearly soft, add sugar, salt, and a pint of milk.
Place the Apples in the pudding dish, turn tho Bice over them, filling

up the core of each Apple with sugar before putting in the Bice.
Bake until it is a nice brown. Serve with cream, or without any
sauce.

Another Rice and Apple Pudding.—Boil two large spoonfuls
of well washed rice in a pint of new milk ; slice into it while boiling
two or three Apples, pared, and a few currants or raisins. Simmer
slowly until the rice is very soft, then add one well-beaten egg. Stir
for a few minutes, and serve with cream and sugar, or a butter and
sugar sauce.

Apples in Imitation of Ginger.—To three pounds of very hard
Apples, take two pounds of loaf sngar, and a quarter of a pound of
best white ginger. Put these in layers (having first sliced the Apples
in eight pieces and cored them) alternately in a wide-mouthed jar.

Next day infuse an ounce of white ginger, well bruised, in abont a

pint of boiling water ; let it stand till next day. Then put the Apples,
that have been two days in the ginger, into a preserving kettle, and
turn over them the water from the bruised ginger. Simmer slowly
nntil the Apples look clear. Take great care not to break the pieces.

If closely covered, over a slow fire, half an hour will cook them enough,
without needing to stir them. Put into jars, and cover tightly while
boiling hot. Let the bits of ginger remain in the syrup until it is

served.

Rice and Apple Souffle.—Boil two tablespoonfnla of rice in

half a pint of milk ; add, when soft, the yolks of two eggs, and sugar
to taste. Make a wall with it around the sides of the dish ; stew some
pared and cored Apples until soft, fill the centre of the dish with
them, fill up the apertures in the Apples with candied sweetmeats or
jelly, and cover tho whole with tho whites of the eggs, beaten to a stiff

froth, and sprinkled thick with white powdered sugar. Brown in the
oven, and serve with cream.

—

Cultivatcyr.

Fruit in Tin Cans.—An impression prevails among those who
freely use fruit put up in tin cans, that it is injured thereby, and
this impression is in many instances correct. We have long contended
that all preserved fruits and vegetables should be stored in glass,

and that no metal of any kind should be brought in contact with
them. All fruits contain more or less vegetable acids, and others

that are highly corrosive are often formed by fermentation, and
metallic vessels are considerably acted upon. Tin cans are held
together by solder, an alloy into which lead enters largely. This
metal is easily corroded by vegetable acids, and poisonous salts are
formed. Many persons (according to the Bo'iton Juurnalo/ Chcmistnj)
are greatly injured by eating Tomatoes, Peaches, &c., which have
been placed in tin cans.

CuUnary Uses of the Papaw in Tropical Countries.—
Tour description of the Papaw in a late number of The Garden',
reminds me of what a treasure it is to the cuisine in a tropical

climate, where meat cannot possibly be hung up to make it tender.
In tho West India Islands, where the Papaw abounds, its leaf or its

fruit (I am not sure which) is rubbed well into the meat about to

be cooked, and tenderness, otherwise unattainable, is produced at
once. The leaf of the Papaw has a curious kind of odour, reminding
mo of our Fig-leaf's scent

;
perhaps, therefore, an infusion made

from Fig-leaves might be of similar eflicaoy. I certainly have
heard in the County Wicklow, of a turkey having been rendered
tender by suspension in a Fig tree.—A. L., Bala, North Wales.

Fruit Eating.—A very mistaken idea found a lodgment in the
minds of many, otherwise sensible persons, to wit, that summer
complaints, the generic term under which the disorders peculiar to

the season are known, are caused mainly by the use of fruit, and
that the wise and safe plan is to prohibit its use altogether. This
method, which neglects to take advantage of one of the most bene,
ficient provisions for man's use, is detrimental to health. When
fruit does harm, it is because it ia eaten at improper times, in
improper quantities, or before it is ripened and fit for the human
stomach. A distingnighed physician has said that if his patients

would make a practice of eating a couple of good Oranges before
breakfast, from February till June, his practice would be gone. The
principal evil ia that we do not eat enough of fruit ; that we injure

its finer qualities with sugar ; that we drown them in cream. We
need the medicinal action of the pure fruit acids in our system, and
their cooling, corrective influence.—II.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE HOUSEHOLD.

Carrot Jam.—Boil a few Carrots quite tender, rub them through a cullender,
afterwards through a sieve, and to lib. of pulp add lib, of lump sugar, boil it to

a jam, and when nearly cold add the juice of two Lemons (strained from tho
seeds), and the rin<ls grated very fine, to that (luantity of pulp. Chuoso deep-
coloured Carrots.—L.

To Dry Plums-—Gather the Plums when not too ripe. Prick each one with
ft darning-needle in several places. Take half a pound of sugar to each pound
of fruit. Melt the sugar with a little water ; skim it thoroughly ; then add the
Plums, and boil for half an hour. Lift out tho Plums, and boil tho sugar for
twenty minutes longer, or until it nearly candies, which you can tell by taking
up a small quantity in a spoon and letting it drop down until it threads out in
strings. Turn it over the Plums, and put them to dry in a cool oven, stirring
them up every few minutes. When candied, put into boxes.

"Walnut Jam.—Walnuts, taken in the same stage as that in which they
are used for pickling, and made into jam, are an excellent laxative. Tho
following is the recipe for making the jam :—Take fifty Walnuts in which tho
shell has not begun to form, prick them all over, and boil them in water till

quite soft ; strain the water off. put a cIoto in each, and stew them over two
ounces of bruised pinker. Make a syrup of half-a-pint of water and two at d
n-balf pounds of coarse brown sugar, stirring on the fire till all is melted ;

then put in the Walnuts and boil for twenty minutes, stirring to prevent ihem
burning.
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" This is an art
Which does mend nature : chanfje it rather : but
The Akt itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

THE KOSES OP 1874.

WuEN the rosarian has carefully selected his Briar or Manetti
stocks, and has planted them in rich soil, and in a favourable
site ; vrheii he has seen them break luxuriantly in the following
spring, and in the summer has " budded " upon them the
varieties which he loves the best; when, some eight mouths
afterwards, he has watched, in gladness of heart, the " eyes

"

swelling and bursting into life, the development of the leaves

upon the straight strong stem (as round and as smooth as a
ruler), the robust young bud atop—that egg which holds the
loveliest of Flora's birds ; and when, upon a clear, cold, cloud-

less night, somewhere about the 20th of May, he goes to bed,

hopelessly sure that, waking to-morrow he will find every one
of those delicate darlings crippled beyond recovery by frost

—

well, I will content myself with observing, lest I sbould be
tempted to use violent language, unbecoming a peaceful

florist, that the rosarian in question should refrain from pre-

senting himself at this particular epoch of his existence as a
study for the photographic artist, and that any friend of his,

desirous of negotiating with him a considerable loan of money,
had " better bide a wee." For a brief period the rosarian,

usually the most agreeable of men, is not good company. The
blackness, which has discoloured his Walnut trees, seems to

have fallen upon his visage also, and not only in his Potatoes,

but in his personal mien, we may discern a limpy droop. This
great discouragement has come upon him with disastrous

consequences in the last two summers, and never, I think,

more generally or more grievously than in this present
year. With the exception of mural Roses, which were
sufficiently protected and sufficiently advanced to resist the
vernal frosts, and which (Marechal Niel and Souvenir d'un
Ami, specially) produced their flowers in perfection, I have
seen no Roses this season in their complete integrity. We
have had Roses bright in colour and Roses symmetrical in

shape—no lack of those flowers which we rosarians term
" nice, pretty, little blooms," but the Rose in her royal
grandeur has been nowhere seen. Having won the only
silver cup for which I have contested, against growers
of reputation, and having seen the Roses of our chief

exhibitors, I know that my own have been as good as

those of other folks, and their shortcomings, as to

substance, may be gu^ged from the fact, that my victorious

collection of three dozen were very comfortably accom-
modated in a box, which, on many happier occasions, I

have seen well filled by two. And I would suggest, en
passant, a hint for young exhibitors—never make a small boy
ridiculous by putting upon his head a man's large wobbling
hat ; show your bantams in a diminutive basket, and your
little Roses in a little box. Reverting to the season—^although

untoward, it has brought us important teaching ; and sweet
may be the uses of adversity, if we will observe and act upon
them. Just as misfortune reveals to us the fidelity and
fondness of our true friends, so 9'^ of frost towards the end
of May will surely indicate the constancy and constitution of

those Roses which alone can withstand the eccentric severities

of our English clime. We may safely assert that all Roses
which, despite the frosts of the spring and the drought of the

summer, have worn an attractive, or even a respectable,

appearance in the year 1874, are as weather-pi-oof as Roses
can hope to be, and should be found, accordingly, in every
Rosarium, chosen first as maids of honour and ladies in

waiting to attend upon the queen of flowers. I will, there-

fore, name, for the information of those who have not had
any opportunities of acquiring it, the Roses which have most
distinguished themselves in the perilous conflicts of our last

campaign ; and I strongly advise any young amateur, who is

forming a collection, and may read these lines, to order them
one and all. Alfred Colomb has shown that magnanimity in

affliction which characterised his regal namesake, and though
looking somewhat thinner than usual, and wearing sombre

purple instead of vivid scarlet, has been " every inch a king."
No other Rose, among the As, has been Al, except Abel
Grand, which has retained all the freshness of its clear pink
complexion and all the fullness of its form. The Baroness
Rothschild has been Queen of the Bs, " looking more like her
own daughter " (as was said of Mrs. Nickleby by one of her
lovers) in her diminished size, but, as ever, fairest of the fair.
Not many great guns in the battery—Camille Bernardin,
Charles Lefebvre, Centifolia Rosea, Chabrillant, and others
hanging fire or bursting inglorionsly. The best have been
Countess of Oxford, a large well-shaped, rich-coloured Rose ;

and the pretty, pink, waxy. Tea-scented Catherine Mermet.
Our old friends Caroline de Sansal and Celine Forestierhave
also been attractive as garden Roses. Doctor Andry and
Dupuy Jamain have been best in the D division, but neither
of them in true character. The Climbing Devoniensis has been,
and promises to be, very beautiful. Pursuing our alphabetical
survey, we come now to four of the best Roses of the year, an
admirable quartette in the key of E. Etieune Levet has been
the finest bloom which I have cut this summer, and is, in my
opinion, the most valuable of our recent acquisitions. I have
budded it " in four places," as auctioneers say, when the
bidding is brisk. Emilie Hausburg has bravely maintained,
against bitter frost and broiling heat, her form and complexion;
also Edward Morren has kept his symmetry though not his
size ; and Exposition de Brie, though disturbed in toilette by
the inclement weather, has glowed with brilliant tints.

Francois Michelon has now won his spurs (or spines) as a
Knight of the Rose, and should have a place wherever Roses
grow ; and Felix Genero has been one of the few who have
presented themselves at the roll call in tolerable preserva-
tion after the great battle against General Frost and General
Drought. Surely dear old Gloire de Dijon, " Glory de John,"
as cottagers name it, may complacently paraphrase Tennyson's
"Brook" :

Roses come, and Roses go.

But I bloom on for ever.

There is a plant, growing upon the church wall at Cauutou,
and fast growing into a timber tree, which had many hundred
beautiful Roses upon it in the month of May, which has now
several excellent flowers, blooming at intervals, and which
will continue its inflorescence until December. I rejoice to
thiuk, when I contemplate this tree, that, however fidgetty
and destructive the people and the Parliament may be, there
are certain institutions which they never can disestablish, and
that one of these is—Glory de John ! S. Reynolds Hole,

(_To he continued.')

HOW MARKET-GARDENERS MANAGE MUSHROOMS.
Most people are acquainted with the mode of growing Mush-
rooms in sheds, cellars, tunnels, or in regular Mushroom-
houses ; but it is astonishing how few, even among gardeners,
know anything about the way in which Mushrooms are grown
for market. Between the end of September and April immense
quautites of Mushrooms are disposed of, three times a-week, in
Covent Garden, all of which are grown in the open air. Mush-
room growing is, however, a somewhat uncertain matter in
bad seasons ; but, under favourable circumstances, if the ridges
on which they are grown are in good order, they form one of
the most remunerative crops. Mushrooms for market are
all grown on ridges of manure, moulded over as in the ease of

indoor beds, and covered with a layer of loose litter, which is

generally all the protection they get. They are built so

as to form a series of successive ridges from "20 feet to 100
yards in length, and 8 feet apart from the centre of the one to

the middle of the next. An open sheltered position is the
most favourable for them, but they are also often made along
the intervals between rows of fruit trees, where they do
remarkably well. The manure used for making them is

ordinary stable-dung, from which the most strawy portion has
been shaken out with a fork, and laid aside for covering the
beds when completed, or for other purposes, and turned once
or twice so as to sweeten it, and prevent it as much as possible
frem heating ; for, the fresher it is when used the more depen-
dence there is on it. When the manure has been prepared the
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gi-ound is selected, levelled, and cleared of all other crops. It

is then lined o££ into breadths 6 foot apart, with a space of

2 feet between them, lines being drawn with a hoe, and wooden
pegs, from 2 to 3 feet long, inserted firmly in these lines a few

feet apart, to mark the place after the hoe-lines liave been
obliterated by trampling and wheeling barrows across them.

The manure, being now moderately short, sweet, and fresh, is

carted alongside the selected piece of ground, if it has not been
previously prepared there, and some men are then set to wheel
it along the rows, whilst others build it very firmly into ridges

with forks. It is the 2-feet wide space that forms the basis of

the ridges, which are made at first about 2 feet high, or a little

more, and bluntly tapered towards the top. They are then left

exposed for some days before being spawned, so that the heat

may subside to about 80^, which is readily determined by sticks

inserted in the litter being drawn out and felt with the hand.

If the heat gets strong, the ridges are immediately turned
down, so as to form two out of the one, in order to cool the manure
and prevent a violent fermentation. This is no uncommon
occurrence, for we frequently see whole fields in August
and September so overturned after having been put
light. Now the use of the pegs is more than ever
apparent, for they prove infallible guides, without any addi-

tional trouble, in lining off for the reconstruction of the ridges.

When the heat has subsided to a proper temperature the beds
are spawned on both sides. jMarket gardeners formerly made
their own spawn, but now they find that they can purchase it

much cheaper than they can make it, consequently they buy
their spawn. They break the cakes up into pieces from 2

inches to ''• inches square, and these are inserted in three rows
along each side, placing them pigeon-hole fashion, and from
9 inches to 1 foot apart in the rows. After being spawned, a
layer about 3 inches in depth of mould is placed over the
manure, and made very firm thereon by means of beating with
the back of the spade ; indeed, the ridges are commonly now
watered through a water-pot rose, and again beaten very firmly
and the surface left smooth and even. All is now left alone
for a few more days, when, if the inside is not likely to get too
hot, a loose covering of litter is applied over them, and
increased in thickness a short time afterwards. This completes
the ridges, which usually come into bearing about eight or
ten weeks after being spawned. The first ridges are made
about the end of July and 1st of August, and the main series

in the latter part of August, and in September, whilst some
are made as late as October. It is not altogether to form a suc-
cession that the ridges are made at intervals, but because it would
be a difficult matter to get fresh dung sufiioient to make many
beds at one time, nor could the labour be conveniently spared
all at once. Moderately dry and frosty winters are very
beneficial to the Mushroom crop, but dull and damp weather
is equally detrimental, hence the great risk they incur. Mr.
Steel, of the Fulham Fields, informs us, that he once knew a
most successful Mushroom grower, a friend of his own, to lose
as much as £'500 in one season, owing to the failure of
the crop by reason of bad weather. Last year many of the
growers did not nearly clear their expenses, because the winter
was a continuous dull and rainy one, which soon rotted the
spawn and rendered the ridges Ijarren. In hard frosty weather
additional protection is applied in the way of more litter, and
to guard against wet, the beds are covered with mats pegged
on either side with old Tomato stakes, or held in place by
means of boards, stones, slates, bricks, or any other heavy
materials; the same protections are also used to prevent the
strawy litter from being scattered by the wind. The frost can
thus be excluded, the wind prevented from doing irre-
parable damage ; but, notwithstanding all these coverings,
the cold rains find their way to the interior, and act with
deadly effect upon the spawn. Even before the beds
are spawned, and after that time and before being
moulded over, they are covered with mats to exclude
wet. We never yet knew out-door beds to be artificially
watered, except at moulding time ; nor yet have we seen
them in a bearing condition at midsummer. In gathering the
Mushrooms the rank litter is carefully removed by one maii, and
after him come others with baskets in which the Mushrooms,
are put, and following the pickers is another man replacing the
covering, for it is an important point not to permit'the ridges

to become much exposed at any time. After April, or the 1st
of May, they are seldom any good, consequently they are then
uncovered and entirely removed to be spread on some piece of

ground about to be dug over, or carted into one solid heap to

await such an opportunity of being committed to the soil. This
manure, being thoroughly decayed, is in excellent condition for

feeding gross and quick growing plants, such as Vegetable
Marrows, Tomatoes, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, Celery, or French
Beans, and is much relished by them. Mr. Geo. Steel, how-
ever, instead of removing his Mushroom beds as soon as they
become exhausted, uncovers them and plants his earliest

Tomatoes on either side of them, and, as they advance in

growth, he pegs them to the ridges. As this is a warmer
place for Tomatoes than the open border, Mr. Steel generally
gets ripe fruit from them a week earlier than he does from any
other plants in his extensive range of garden ground. Mr.
Dancer, of Chiswick, grows Mushrooms in ordinary frames,
and sometimes with extraordinary results. In autumn, winter,
or spring, the Mushrooms do well grown in this way, but in the
summer time they do not repay the trouble and cost incurred
in producing them ; for, Mr. Dancer tells me, they come up
small, scantily, and irregular, and no sooner do they appear
above the surface than they turn bad, no matter how carefully
tended. His mode of culture is as follows :—Good fresh litter

is selected, laid in a heap, and turned, to sweeten and amelio-
rate it. A trench is then cast out as for a Cucumber bed,
5 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, and this is iilled with the
prepared manure, which, after it has subsided to a proper
temperature and wooden frames placed thereon, is spawned,
and afteiTvards earthed over with 2 inches deep of mould.
The sashes being thus put in position, are covered over
with two or three folds of mats or a 4-inch thick layer
of litter, held in its place by means of boards laid across
it. In these frames, so darkened, the Mushrooms appear in two
months or less, and continue in good bearing for the next three
or four months. Mr. Livermore (Mr. Dancer's foreman)
informed me that from one plot of these frames, including four
large sashes, he gathered four half-sieves of Mushrooms in one
week. This bed, instead of having the fermenting material
buried in a trench, was built above ground, precisely in the
same manner as a common hot-bed, and was little shaded by
the neighbouring fruit trees. F.

HERB CULTIVATION AT MITCHAM.
MiTCHAU has long been celebrated for its herb fields, from which the
London herbalists derive their Miut, Sago, Liquorice, and similar

herbs. Of these, as a rule, distillations are made by the growers,
and they are disposed of in a semi.refined condition, or the herbs
themselves are brought into market as soon as they are harvested.

Chamomile.—To this several acres are devoted, the double-
flowered kind being preferred on account of the weight of tho
produce ; but both single and doublo sorts are grown. In March,
old and somewhat " spent" plantations .are broken up and the plants

divided into good.rooted slips, which are planted iu well prepared
ground in rows 2i feet apart, and 2 feet asunder in tho rows. A
common practice, however, is to plant as thick again as this, and to

thin out the plants afterwards to the distances just named. Tho
plantations are intercropped with Lettuces iu spring. As Boon as
the blooms begin to expand, they are fit for gathering, and from
that time, as long as they yield sulHciently to pay, the flowers are

gathered several times in a season by women, who are either paid a
regular day's wage, or a penny, or thereabouts, per pound for

picking.

Liavender.—This is extensively onltivated at Mitcham, both
farmers and cottagers bestowing special attention on it ; and this

district presents a lovely sight in the last fortnight of July, when the

different fields of it are in full bloom, the air for miles around being
loaded with its fragrance. Lavender is increased by means of rooted

slijis, planted out, iu rows about 18 inches apart and half that distance

asunder, in March or April. Sometimes the sets arc planted as wide
in the row as the drills arc apart. For tho first year the produco
amounts to but little; and, therefore, Parsley or Lettuce ia planted

between tho rows. As soon as tho plants have grown sufficiently to

become crowded, every alternate row, and also every alternate plant

in the rows left, are lifted—say in spring—and transplanted into

another field, so as to form a new plantation. Thus tho plants stand

3 feet apart each way, or 3 feet one way and 18 inches the other.
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Coleworts, Lettuces, or other early and quickly matured crops, are

raised amongst the Lavender in the early pai't of the year ; but, after

June, all such catch-crops are removed. The flowers are usually

harvested in the first fortnight of August, and, as has been stated,

are distilled at the farm on which they are grown.

Liquorice.—This was once largely grown at IXitcham, but'

although it is still grown in considerable quantities, it is not now so

extensively cultivated there as formerly, on account of the cost

attending its culture. It entirely occupies the ground for three

years, and during that time requires great attention in the way of

cleaning, besides the ultimate cost of trenching out the roots, or

rather, underground stems. The ground being deep, is heavily

manured in autumn or winter, when it is trenched and laid up in

ridges, in a rough state, till spring. It is then levelled, marked off

in drills about 2 or 3 feet apart, and some 3 or 4 inches deep, and
in these the sets are planted in Mai'ch. The sets consist of finger,

length pieces of the old root-stcms, each containing an eye or two.

During the first year the ground is usually intercropped, as is also the

case in the earlier portion of the second year ; but after the middle of

the second summer, and throughout the whole of the third year, the

Liquorice requires all the room. When the stems are matured in the

autumn of each year, they are cut over close to the ground, and if

time can then be sjiared, the soil between the rows is forked over,

some well-decayed manure being occasionally worked into it at the

same time. The lifting of the crop, which usually takes place in the

end of the third season, is a diiEcult operation, involving much
labour. A deep trench is cast out, lengthways, alongside the first

row, and by means of forks, pulling-ropes being even sometimes
employed, the root-stems are extracted. In this manner the

whole of the rows are treated, until all are successively lifted. The
roots may then be stored in sand or pits, like Beets, Carrots, or

Potatoes. Growers of Liquorice do not always harvest the crop ; on
the contra'^y, they sometimes sell it as it stands in the field, and
the purchaser lifts it himself.

Mint.—Both Spearmint and Peppermint are largely grown at

Mitcham, particularly the latter ; indeed, this crop ranks second in

importance only to Lavender. It is iirst planted in rows 13 inches

apart each way, and in the end of the next two seasons it is ploughed
in. The plantations are kept free from weeds during the summer by
means of hoes ; and about the end of the first week, or during the
second week of August is the usual time for catting Mint for distil-

lation. In the Fulham Fields, and in other districts in which
market-gardening is carried on, Mint is largely grown for sale in a
green state. For this purpose the dampest piece of ground is

selected for its culture, if it ife to be a permanent plantation, but it

will grow in almost any soil. It is planted in rows a foot apart,

and the ground is intercropped the first year, but afterwards it runs
through the soil in such a way that it becomes a complete mass of

under-grown stems and roots. It is cut and bunched for market as
required, the greatest demand for it being during the Pea season.

It is also forced in large quantities. I have seen a range of 43
light frames filled with Mint alone. These beds are made up in

December or January, when the ground they occupy is excavated to

a depth of 20 inches, and filled in with fermenting manure packed
firmly. A few inches deep of soil are then added, and in this the
Mint roots are thickly planted. Linings of manure are also placed
round the frames, the sashes during the night and in cold days being
also covered with it.

Poppies.—Of the white kind several acres are grown. They are
sown in rows in spring, some 20 or 24 inches apart, and require no
further care, beyond a little thinning and cleaning, till August, when
their seeds ripen.

Sage.—This forms an important crop, which, under favourable
circumstances, is pretty remunerative ; the stalks being cut over,
bunched, and sent to market at once. New plantations are fonned
with rooted slips, obtained by dividing the old plants ; they are
inserted, late in spring, in rows 1 or 2 feet apart, and about a foot
asunder in the row. During the first season Parsley or Lettuces forms
an inter-crop, which also occupies the ground during the earlier part
of the succeeding ones. Except hoeing and cleaning, the plantations
need no care so long as they continue in a thriving condition ; and,
when the lines get broken, and blanks and sickly plants occur, the
plantation is broken up. Both the reddish and green-leaved kinds are
cultivated.

Squirting Cucumbers.—These are raised in frames, like
Vegetable Marrows, and are planted out, about the end of May, in
rows some 4 or 6 feet apart, and 4 feet asunder in the row. They
flower and fruit at the same time, and the fruits are gathered before
they are ripe, otherwise a mere touch would burst them. The fruits
are usually distilled by the growers. \V.

NATURAL SELECTION.
In this matter Natui-e (says Prof. Tyndall, in his address delivered

before the British Association at Belfast) gives the hint, man acts

upon it, and by the law of inheritance exaggerates the deviation.

Having thus satisfied himself by indubitable facts that the organisa-

tion of an animal or of a plant (for precisely the same treatment
applies to plants) is to some extent plastic, he passes from variation

under domestication to variation under Nature. Hitherto wo have
dealt with the adding together of small changes by the conscious

selection of man. Can Nature thus select p Mr. Darwin's answer is,

"Assuredly she can." The number of living things produced is far

in excess of the number that can be supported ; hence at some period

or other of their lives there must be a struggle for existence ? and
what is the infallible result ? If one organism were a perfect

copy of the other in regard to strength, skill, and agility,

external conditions 'would decide. But this is not the case.

Here we have the fact of variety offering itself to Nature as in

the former instance it offered itself to man ; and those varieties which
are least competent to cope with surrounding conditions wOl infallibly

give way to those that are most competent. To use a familiar proverb,

the weakest goes to the wall. But the truimphant fraction again
breeds to overproduction, transmitting the qualities which secured

its maintenance, but transmitting them in diilerent degrees. The
struggle for food again supervenes, and those to whom the

favourable quality has been transmitted in excess will assuredly

triumph. It is easy to see that we have here the addition of incre-

ments favourable to the individual still more rigorously carried out

than in the case of domestication ; for not only are unfavourable

specimens not selected by Nature, but they are destroyed. This is

what Mr. Darwin calls " Natural Selection," which " acts by the

preservation and accumulation of small inherited modifications, each
profitable to the preserved being." With this idea he interpenetrates

and leavens the vast store of facts that he and others have
collected. We cannot, without shutting our eyes through fear or

prejudice, fail to see that Darwin is here dealing, not with imaginary,

but with true causes ; ncr can we fail to discern what vast modifi.

cations may be produced by natural selection in periods sufficiently

long. Each individual increment may resemble what mathematicians
call a " differential " (a quantity indefinately small) ; but definite and
great changes may obviously be produced by the integration of these

infinitesimal quantities, through practically infinite time. If Darwin,
like Bruno, rejects the notion of creative power acting after human
fashion, it certainly is not because he is unacquainted with the

nuitiberless exquisite adaptations on which this notion of a super,

natural artificer has been founded. His book is a repository of the

most startling facts of this description. Take the marvellous obser.

vation which he cites from Dr. Craiger, where a bucket with an aper-

ture, serving as a spout, is formed in an Orchid. Bees visit the flower

:

in eager search of material for their combs they push each other into

the bucket, the drenched ones escaping from their involuntary bath

by the spout. Here they rub their backs against the viscid stigma of

the flower and obtain glue ; then against the poUen.masses, which
are thus stuck to the back of the bee and carried away. " When the

bee, thus provided flies to another flower, or 'to the same flower a
second time, and is pushed by his comrades into the bucket, and
then crawls out by the passage, the pollen.mass upon its back
necessarily comes first into contact with the viscid stigma," which
takes up the pollen ; and this is how that Orchid is fertilised. Or
take this other case of the Catasetum. "Bees visit the flowers in

order to gnaw the labellum ; on doing this they inevitably touch a

long tapering sensitive projection. This, when touched, transmits

a sensation or vibration to a certain membrane, which is instantly

ruptured, setting free a spring, by which the pollen.mass is shot

forth like an arrow in the right direction, and adheres by its viscid

extremity to the back of the bee." In this way the fertilising pollen

is spread abroad. It is the mind thus stored with the choicest mate,

rials of the teleologist that rejects teleology, seeking to refer these

wonders to natural causes. They illustrate, according to him, the

method of Nature, not the "technic" of a man.like artificer. The
beauty of flowers is due to natural selection. Those that distinguish

themselves by vividly contrasting colours from the surrounding

green leaves are most readily seen, most frequently visited

by insects, most often fertilised, and hence most favoured by
natural selection. Coloured berries also readily attract the attention

of birds and beasts, which feed upon them, spread their matured
seeds abroad, thus giving trees and shrubs possessing such berries a
greater chance in the struggle for existence.

In Sweeden gardening forms a part of the educational system.

Upwards of 2,000 schools have gardens for planting attached to

them, and the teachers of elementary schools are obliged to learn

gardening.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Brugmansia sanguinea, Mr. Ellacombe informs us, ia now
flowering very freely in his garden at Bitton, near Bath, the plants
having remained in the open air unprotected for the past dozen years.

The plants called Loco and Rattleweed in California, and
which have proved destractive to largo numbers of horses and cattle
which had eaten them, are pronounced hy Dr. Gray to bo Astragalus
Homii, and Astragalus lentiginosus var. Fremontii.

MusHROOiis spring up in a night and cover meadows and
pastures so plentifully that the business of gathering them has lately
been quite brisk. Cheap as they have been on account of their
superabundance, many of the Mushroom.gatherers have made
considerable sums of money.

Mr. Ellacombe informs ua that the Eucalyptus cordata
which grows against Mr. Symes's house at Balmnto, Kirkcaldy, fruits
and flowers freely, and reaches to the top of the house. As we have
not noticed E. globulus, the much-talked-of fever Gum tree, display
such vigour in the south of England as E. cordata does in Scotland, it
is probable that the last-named plant is most suitable for cultivation
in this country.

At Abney Hall, Cheadle, the residence of Sir James AVatta,
there is now in flower a plant of the Dove Orchid, bearing six spikes
of flowers. Although said to be comparatively seldom met with in
blossom, it flowers annually at Abney Hall, where it is treated in no
way different from other stove plants. Its flowers are very interesting,
and the so-called dove wings are especially pretty when viewed
through a magnifying glass. Single flowers of this plant, mounted on
wires, are found to be useful for bouquets.

The French husbandmen may rejoice (Galirjnani remarks),
as the Phylloxera seems disposed to amend its ways, if not to disap-
pear altogether. The following interesting information on that
subject is from the Midi of Nimes, and seems of a character to
encourage Vine-growers. M. Monrret writes thus to that journal :—
From all sides, and from the men most competent to judge, I hear it
said that many Vines considered aa dead are retarning to life in our
arrond issoment.

Much has been said at various times in praise of Eucharis
amazonica, but not one word more than it deserves. At Abney Hall,
Mr. McKeller, has three plants of it under his care at the present
time, beautifully in flower. On the first plant there are thirty-niue
spikes or flower-heads

; on the next, thirty, and on the third, twenty-
seven heads. Before the plants threw up their flower-spikes, they
were kept dry for a considerable time, but not so dry as to injure
the health of the foliage. There seems to be no difficulty in growing
this plant and flowering it well, and it is one of the most beautiful
of Amaryllidaceous plants.

Mit. Chakles Moore, who recently brought a good many
valuable and very novel plants to this country from the South Sea
Islands and Australia, returns to Sydney by the next mail, having
visited many of the best botanic gardens and nurseries in Europe',
and selected an immense collection of valuable and rare plants for the
Sydney Botanic Garden, which is said to bo one of the most beautiful
in the world. Mr. Moore, whom many of our readers will know as
the brother of Dr. Moore, of Dublin, informs us that he was every,
where most kindly received, and that both directors of botanic
gardens and the chief European nurserymen placed their collections
at his disposal.

There is now coming into bloom, for the second time, in the
open border, at the gardens of the Royal Irish Society, at Glasnevin,
near Dublin, a most beautiful deep rose-coloured' variety of the
Crinnm family, figured without description (which was lost in going
through the post) in the number of the Botanical Magazine for the
current month, and raised by the learned Curator of the Gardens,
Dr. David Moore, from seed received from the higher mountains of
Natal. This plant has now withstood the Dublin winters without
any protection for the last four years, and may thus be considered
perfectly hardy in this country, as the Dublin climate in winter is
ijuite the reverse of mild. This plant is likely to be a grand acquisi-
tion to our hardy plants.

Two new flower markets were opened in Paris this month.
One of these occupies all the Avenue des Femes between Avenue
de Wagram and the Rue des Acacias, and contains ninety-one
places of si.x square metres each ; it is to be open on two days in
the week. The other is in an open space at Ospincour ; it contains
nmety.nme places of the same dimensions, and ia tobe open three times
a week. The rent for one of these places is only equal to sixpence a
day, with a charge of fourpence per month extra for sweeping, &c.
The two markets will consequently bring in to the city funds between
four and five pounds each day that they are open. These markets
are constructed in the simplest manner, with light roofs supported
on thin iron colonnettes, or moveable standards, according to the

nature of the locality, and while they give a great air of gaiety to
the city they supply employment to a large number of persons.

'

Would not Trafalgar Square and others of our open spaces be very
suitable for flower markets of this kind ?

Mr. Pulhasi is engaged in the construction of several very
extensive rock-gardens in the north—at Smithall's Hall, Bolton, at
Hutton Hall, Gisborongh, and at Pierremont, Darlington.

The lovely little Irid Anomatheca cruenta is well worth the
attention of those who have dry gravelly banks or rock-work to

decorate. It lasts long in bloom and is quite hardy in situations such
as those just indicated. Plants of it have been finely in flower at
Messrs. Hooper's, Coveut Garden, during the past month.

The singularly beautiful Gladiolus brenchleyensis, by far the
most eSective in the tall-growing section, is now beautifully in

flower in the cottage gardens all along the Suffolk coast. In Belle

Vno Park, Lowestoft, there is a magnificent bed of it. The light

sandy soil, both there and at Yarmouth, seems to suit both this and
other Gladioli perfectly.

There are now some remarkably fine examples of the new
Potato " Climax," at Messrs. Hooper's, Covent Garden. It is a large

handsome root, distiuguished from many of the newer Potatoes by its

good eating qualities, and is considered by many to be the best of

all the new American Potatoes, so far as they have been as yet tried

in this country.

The late spring frosts having spared some Shiraz Apricots,

we have been enabled to taste this variety, and to confirm what has
already been said of it. It is, without doubt, the best of all Apricots

;

its flesh, which is melting and sweet, has but little consistence.

^Vhen better known the Shiraz must occupy a prominent place
among Apricots ; but it has one fault, and that is, it is not a hand-
some fruit on the table ; it also travels badly. Nevertheless, it is a
variety which no garden should be without. Such is M. Carriere's

opinion of this Apricot, as given in the Revue Uorticole. Dj any of

our readers grow it ?

It is stated that there are 2,300,000 Vineyard proprietors in

France ; that there are only eleven departments which do not grow
the Vine ; that twenty cultivate Grapes for home consumption, and
fifty-one for export. Most of the fruit is intended for the wine.
presses ; but the best dessert Grapes also come from France. The
famous Chasselas de Fontainebleau (Royal Muscadine) are grown in

the two little townships of Thomery and Champagne. The Vineyarda
there produce an annual crop of about 2,000,000 pounds, of which
the capital consumes about 1,000,000 kilogrammes, while the rest ia

exported to England, Austria, and even Russia. The trade in

Grapes, foreign and home grown, amounts in value to several mil-

lion francs a year. This, of course, does not include Grapes used for

wine.

The August number of the fiorisf contains excellent coloured

representations of two of the finest of the new hybrid Clematia
raised by Messrs. Jackman & Son, of Woking. These are Stella, an
eight.sepalled variety, nearly white, with a band of purplish-lilao

down the centre of each segment, and Fair Rosamond, a fine bluish,

purple flower, the centre of the segments of which are tinted with
claret-purple. There is also a second coloured plate containing three

varieties of Cyclamen persicam, raised by Mr. Little, of Twickenham,
a well-known amateur cultivator of Cyclamens, to which we have
frequently alluded in The Garden. These are Royal Purple, a fine

massive flower of a rich purple colour ; Rose Queen, also a fine

variety, with purplish-crimson flowers ; and White Perfection, a pure
white-flowered form with nicely rounded segments.

We have lately seen some fine samples, grown by Mr. Knight,
at Floor Castle, of Monstera deliciosa, the very ornamental tropical

Araid, which is often classed among edible fruits. Its " prickles"
must, however, prevent this ever taking a place as a useful tropical

fruit. Many who know this merely as a fine foliage plant, or

as a fruit-producer when grown in a warm humid atmosphere,
may not be aware of its adaptability aa a balcony plant during
the summer months, and a useful decorative plant for a warm
drawing-room or front hall during the winter season. It is often used
along with some of its larger-growing allies as a sub.tropical plant
throughout the summer, and has a noble appearance when tastefully

grouped along with lighter and more graceful forms of vegetation.

Just now a fine robust specimen is flowering freely in front of a con.

fectioner's shop in Lowndes Square, where its great ivory-white

spathes and bold laciniate foliage attract a large amount of attention

from pedestrians. It is planted in a large square tub, and looks as if

it had occupied that position for some years. When grown under
cool treatment the plant acquires a short-jointed sturdy habit of

growth, and does not extend so rapidly as when grown in a hot stove ;

nevertheless, it is none the less attractive, and deserves more general

culture in the way suggested.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
CULTURE OF THE GREAT WATER LILY.

(VICTORIA REGIA.)

Tnis is one of the largest and most interesting of all tropical

ac[natics, althongh its indoor cultivation is almost necessarily

limited to perhaps, less, than half-a-dozen gardens in this

country, if we except Oxford, Kew, Sheffield, Birming-
ham, and other public gardens. Its culture with us is

expensive, requiring a large house and tank from 1-5 to 30 feet

in diameter, and a costly heating apparatus, to say nothing of

minor details, all more or less troublesome and costly. In
face of these facts, the question naturally arises, whether it

would not be better to expend a hundred pounds annually
on h.irdier plants, fine trees, fresh green lawns, or in the

fruit garden, rather than expend twice that amount or more
on the culture of a single plant, which, however beautiful, lasts

only a month or two in perfection. No doubt, this question
has occurred to many before, as the plant rarely finds a place

in private gardens. Apart from its expensive surroundings,
however, the indoor culture of this plant is very simple.

Although not naturally an annual, it flowers much better when

to have the young specimen planted in a coarse basket of wicker-
work, using a rich compost of saudy-loam and well rotted hot-
bed manure. This basket and its contents would not take up
much room in a shallow tub or tank in the plant stove, and
when the mild weather arrived the plant could be gradually
hardened off, and the basket and its contents might then be
placed in a suitable position in the open-air tank. The Victoria
regia is readily propagated from seed sown during the winter
months, or nearly as soon as it is ripe, and but little difficulty

would l]e experienced in obtaining a plant, early in the spring
months, for experimental purposes, from Kew, Chatsworth, or
other large garden where it is grown. The plant is a native
of Guiana, where it occurs in the Pai-ana River, and South
America, being found abundantly in some of the sheltered
tributaries of the Orinoque and also in those of the Amazon.
In its native habitat the flowers acquire a richer rosy
tint than in our hot-houses here at home, where it is a
rarity to see more than one of its delicately-perfumed flowers
open at the same time. The leaves of this species are
frequently 6 feet, or even more, in diameter, and float on the
surface of the water, being supported by a beautiful net-work
of hollow veins. The under surface of the great table-

like expansion is of a rich purple colour, the upper surface

Victoria regia in flower.

so treated iu this country, and seedlings are raised every

winter. These are simply planted out, in the spring,

on a mound of richly manured compost, the temperature of

the surrounding water being kept as near 80° as possible, by
means of hot-water pipes which are conducted round the

bottom of the tank. In order to keep the water fresh and
sweet, some system must be adopted to secure circulation, and
this may be obtained by having water constantly flowing into

the tank on one side with an outlet at the other. Some culti-

vators employ a small overshot wheel, which is turned by the

inflowing water, and at the same time keeps the whole body of

the water in constant motion. This appliance is, however, not
absolutely necessary, as the inlet and outlet pipes, with a

constant supply of fresh water, is all that is requisite to ensure

success. There are, however, many situations out-of-doors in

which this plant will not only make a luxuriant growth, but pro-

duce flowers duringthe summermonths. It has already flowered

at several places in England, where tanks have been formed to

receive the condensed steam from the engines of water-works
or manufactories, and in favourable situations like these it

deserves a fair trial. The main elements of success consist in

having a strong healthy well-established plant ready for plant-

ing out in the latter end of May or beginning of June, and, in

order to prevent the growth being checked, it would be advisable

being deep green,

elsewhere.

The plant is just now iu bloom at Kew and

DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSES.
These are more nseful, though liardly more beantifiil, than the

single varieties. For pot plants the latter are as good as the former,

and perhaps even more showy, and assuredly far easier grown. But
they have a weakness for falling off the stems when cnt fnr vasea

and bouquet work, whereas the double ones stick to their stalks well,

and will keep a week or more in a damp bouquet, and at least a
fortnight in water. They ai'e also quite diiierent in form, as, instead

of a single flower, we have a ball— soft, lasting, pure—of white,

purple, or other exquisite colour. As a rule—though a new race

has of late years been introduced that may be held as more or less

an exception—the doable Chinese Primroses do not seed nor come
from seed. They are perpetuated and propagated by division and
cuttings, or Irish cuttings, as they are called—that is, single shoots

with a small piece of root-stock adhering. If the latter are used,

they should be potted deeply, so that the crown of the plant should

almost rest on the soil. Snch cuttings, with a root, cannot always
be had without splitting the main stem of the plant into as many
pieces as there are crowns. The modicum of root secured at the

base of each piece is retained chiefly for a temporary object : it

supports the plant until it emits fresh roots, just at the base of the
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leaves. When this is accomplished, the lower roots and the lanky

stem alike maj- both be dispensed with, and the pl.ant treated

like a cutting; or, if the old stem continues healthy, heals over

Bonndly, and fresh roots are produced at t:ie base, the whole
may bo left, and the plants potted on, with the old and new
parts complete. But the old stem is likly to canker afterwards, and
it is safer practice to remove it entirely with the knife, jnst under
the main roots at the base of the leaves. If propagation Isy division

is adopted, the plants should be earthed up right to the base of the

leaves, as soon as they are out of flower, with light sandy soil, and
encouraged to grow rapidly for a month or six weeks in a temperature of

55° to 60^ They must be watered sparingly, as the oarthed-up stems

are liable to rot. To faciUtate the rooting of these shoots, it is well

to peg each down separately, or even layer them. When rooted,

shake ont the plants and pot each shoot separately, and also make
the most of the stem and bottom roots, if sound, by sub-dividing them,
as already advised. Where large plants are desired, the plants may
be treated as above, and then, when the branches left on the original

plant are rooted from 3 to 6 inches, shift them into a larger

pot ; or the layering, &c., may be dispensed with, and the old plants

simply potted into larger and somewhat deeper pots than before. In

this mode of culture great care must be taken to have the drainage

perfect, and also to use some crocks or pieces of charcoal around
the old stem, as these plants are marvellously impatient of damp,
especially in a dormant state, and stagnant water is sure and
certain death to them at any time. These old crowns are apt to give

way in the midst of their beauty, and for this reason I prefer making
np a large plant, from a number of separate and independent ones, a

month or so before they aie wanted, to growing large plants as above.

Besides, double Primroses never look better than in 6-inch or 8-inch

pots ; and, with good culture, a single crown may be grown large

enough to fnrnish either in about ten months. Cuttings, to those

who are pretty skilful propagators, is the most expeditious mode of

increasing these charming Primroses. Perhaps the best method is to

cut off the shoots, with about half an inch of heel under the leaves.

Insert each separately in thumb-pots, well drained in pure sharp

silver-sand. No stagnant water can rest in this medium. Place the

pots in a light house or pit in a temperature of 55° to 60°, top and
bottom, and see that no water is allowed to lodge in the crowns of

the cuttings, and that the part in the pots is kept dry rather than
wet. The base of the cutting must also be inserted firmly. In a
month or five weeks they will be rooted and should at once be potted

on, and grown throughout the season in a cool pit or greenhouse fully

exposed to light and air, but not set in the eye of the sun nor the

way of a draught. April or May, or as soon as may be after the

plants cease blooming, is the best season for these modes
of increase. Another simple mode of obtaining large plants is to

reserve the latest and weakest of the plants struck one year ; prevent
them flowering, next season grow them on freely, and huge masses may
thus be prepared for furnishing a 12-inch pot. But in such sizes

rough lumps of peat and loam, and at least 2 inches of drainage
must be used, to prevent the possibility of stagnation, with its con-

sequent swift destruction. For the general stock a compost of equal

parts loam, peat, and at least a sixth part of silver-sand, suits well.

A small proportion of thoroughly rotted cow-dung is useful in giving

colour and size alike to leaves and flowers. But it is safer to water
occasionally with weak manure-water, as the unctuous nature of dung
is apt to injure the free and open texture of the soil. As to varieties ;

For many years there were but two, the double white and the double
purple, or rather lilac, for the purple was somewhat pale. A
few years ago Messrs. Smith, of Dulwich, I think, introduced an
improved set of double Primroses ; and since then Messrs. Henderson
and Son, and others, have raised or sent out many more, so that now
wo have quite a choice selection of double Primroses. Among these

Candidissima fimbriata plena, King of Purples, Magenta plena. Gem,
Magnifica, Lilac Queen, and Magenta Queen, are perhaps as good as

most of them. For bouquet and vase-work, the old double white,

which is easier grown than some of the newer varieties, is exceedingly
useful. The semi-double varieties that am offpi'ed as coming true

for seed are uncertain, and hardly worth the trouble. Better grow the
best strain of single Primulas, and purchase plantsof the finest double
varieties, and propagate and grow them as above directed.

—

Connin/.

[The following excellent selection of kinds is that of Messrs. E. G.
Henderson, of St. John's Wood, who have a capital collection of these
plants :—Double-flowered Atro-rosea, Candidissima, King of Purples,
Exquisite, Emperor, Mrs. Eyre Grabb, Magnifica, Rubra grandiflora,

Blushing Beauty, and Princess of Wales.—-En.]

Large Cockscomb.—I have a Coekscomb which om- local cnltin-ators say is

tlie bpsL they have .^een. Would some of your readers therefore kindly say if

it it* of more than ordinary size ? It measures from tip to tip 25t inclios, and
in deptli over the crown 18J inches. It is chiefly its width that is remarkable.
It was Ernwn, I think, from Erfurt seed, and it looks as if it would increase
Bcveral inches yot.—JiiiEs Simpson, Jbrt A'urtu-^, liroughlij Fcriy.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNER-TABLE DECORATIONS.

Plants through the Table.

Having already described (see p. 101) the manner in -which

plants are put through the table, I shall now treat only of the
floral arrangements round their bases, taking it for granted
that the zinc trays are fixed in their proper places. Let us
take the case of a dinner-table laid for sixteen persons. If the
centre piece is a March vase, with a trumpet rising out of

the upper tazza, it should be arranged thus :—In the bottom
dish scarlet Cactus blooms and trusses of Stepbanotis
should be placed alternately with spikes of Astilbe (Spiraea)

japonica and Cyperus alternifohus ; around the edge, resting

on the table-cloth, should be fronds of A.diautum Farleycnse
and Pteris scrrulata alternately. In the top dish should bo
p.ale-flowered zonal Pelargoniums, Lily of the Valley, and
Maiden-hair Fern ; in the trumpet, Astilbe (Spirrea) j.aponica,

Rhodauthe Manglesii, small-flowered scarlet and pale pink Bego-
nias, Maiden-hair Fern, long-trailing sprays of Lygodium,anda
few spikes of wild Grasses. The plants put through the tables

should be Ferns (Pteris tremula), round the base of which
should be arranged trusses of Stepbanotis, white Rhodauthe,
Maideu-hair Fern, and Lastrca Felix-mas. The baskets should
be of glass, and might contain Grapes, two of white, and two
of black, which should be set off with Ferns, a spray of Lygo-
dium being also twined around the handle of each basket.
There should be four oval glass dishes on the table, for Cherries
and Strawberries. A Pine and Melon might be placed at top
and bottom, which, like all the other dishes of fruit, ought to be
decorated with foliage ; between the baskets should be small
circular stands or dishes for sugar. In front of each person
might be a finger-glass, containing a button-hole bouquet, or
coat-flower, of a colour to harmonise with those in the centre-

piece, and on the surface of the water should lie double scarlet

Pelargonium pips, and small leaves of the sweet-scented Gera-
nium, called Lady Plymouth, the stem of each Pelargonium
pip being inserted through the centre of the Geranium-leaf,
so as to keep it firmly in its place. This table is suitable either
for daylight or gaslight.

Groups of March-stands.

The lighterMarch-stands can be fitted, the greater isthe effect

produced, and for this purpose nothing is better th.an some of

our wild field Grasses and Horse-tails ; the foliage of Asparagus
may also be usefully employed in decorations of this kind. I once
awarded a first prize to a group of three stands ornamented
after this fashion. Their forms were alike, with the exception of

the ccutre-pieoe, which was the tallest, and which should always
bo the case where three stands are thus arranged. But few
flowers were used in their decoration ; and yet they were very
beautiful, and much admired by all who saw them. The bases
of the stands were concealed by a fringe of large Pern-fronds,
on which were laid flowers of the showy Eucharis amazouica
and the brilliant Scarborough Lily alternately. From among
these the beautiful blue buds and ex]ianded flowers of Agapan-
thus umbollatus peeped here and tliero ; and the effect of the
lower parts was still further enhanced bj' the judicious use of
Lagnrus ovatus, and other graceful ornamental Grasses. The
tier above was fringed with Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum
cuneatum), beneath which drooped gracefully the beautifully
formed blooms of both the rose and white-flowered Lap.agerias.

The other flowers in this tazza were Eucharis and Yallota, with
the addition of Franciscea calycina, Rondeletia speciosa, and
blue African Lily. The trumpet-shaped vases al)Ove were lightly

filled with spikes of Chelone barbata, or scarlet Pcntstemon, and
light Grasses—the whole forming a most charming arrange-
ment, and as good an example of a florally-dressed group of

March vases as it would be possible to give as an illustration.

Decorations for Buffets.

The decoration of the buffet or sideboard forms an important
point in the floral arrangements of the dining-room, and one
not to be overlooked, though such is too oftoi the case. Across
the back of the sideboard nothing looks better than a hand-
some arch, formed of flowers and foliage ; cut spnays can either

be emploj'ed for this purpose, the ends being inserted in wet
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sand at each end of the sideboard, or growing plants, one at

each end, may be substituted, the pots being cither concealed

by ornamental oases or Pern fronds. Common Ivy forms a
' good foundation, as do also sprays of Cobaaa, through which
flowering creepers may be twined. The latter must be selected

according to the season of the year, but the former, I need
hardly remark, are always obtainable. A largo stand of cut

flowers looks well placed in the centre, and if a silver epergne,

so much the better; for, though I dislike silver stands for

flowers on the dinner-table, they are by far the handsomest
for the buffet, where too much silver can hardly be grouped,
provided that flowers and foliage are associated with it in such
a manner that one sets off the other to advantage. Flowers
for stands on the sideboard should be large, and arranged with

as bold an effect as possible. A rough block of ice, with Ferns
and flowers round the base, a few stems of bloom inserted in

the ice (little holes having been drilled for that purpose), and
a few light sprays of Lygodium soandens lying over the whole,

have a charming effect ; but where this style of decoration is

used, there must be some vessel employed, into which the

water from the ice can drip. Well-grown Palms, Ferns, and
flowering plants also look well, but neat small plants are the

most effective, as, if large-sized, they tend to give the arrange-
ment a heavy appearance. A. Hass.vrd.

AQUATICS IN BOTTLES.
The more we see and know of plants for room and window
gardening the more apparent does it appear that we have yet

much to learn. Ferns, succulent plants, dwarf half-hardy

Palms, and even some of the cooler-growing tropical Orchids,

Pontederia crassipea in a Bottle.

have Ijeen repeatedly recommended for indoor culture in

window-cases and rooms, and I now wish to point out the

adaptability of ar[uatics for that piirpose, many of which will

grow in a bell-glass in open windows, while some of those com-
monly grown in plant-stoves will luxuriate in a Wardian case

or xmder a close glass shade, and actually give less trouble to

their owners than Geraniums and Fuchsias. Our illustration

represents a plant of Pontederia crassipes, grown by Mr.

Kennedy, in a common Hyacinth-glass filled with soft water.

His establishment in Covent Garden is, indeed, full of curiosi-

ties in this way. This plant was one of several which had
been grown in an open shady window along with plants of the

common bright green water Lettuce (Pistia stratiotes), which
also grow well similarly treated. One of the best of all

aquatics, however, for window or sitting-room cultux'e is the

smaller variety of Aponogeton distachyon, which grows
vigorously planted in sandy loam placed at the bottom
of an inverted bell-glass. Another favourite plant for indoor
aquaria is Vallisneria spiralis, the bright green semi-translucent
grassy foliage of which is very ornamental. Apart from
exotics, we have an abundant store of native plants, which may
be grown either in Hyacinth-glasses or in inverted bell-glasses

;

and many of our common water-weeds, such as Chara, Pota-
mogeton, Auacharis,Callitriche,Lemna,or Hydrocharis, readily
submit to this system of culture. In addition to plants, a few
water-beetles or small gold-fish might be added, to give life and
interest to such aquaria. The only attention which v.-ater-

plants require is a fresh supply of rain or river-water
every week, taking care, at the same time, to remove all

dead or decaying matter, so as to keep the whole fresh and
pure. All through the summer and autumn mouths many
sub-aquatic plants, such as Cyperus alternifolius and its

variegated variety, Narcissus, Nerines, and other bulbs, may
be grown in Hyacinth-glasses with as little trouble as that
which attends the culture of the most ordinary window-plants

;

or, if they are filled with wot Sphagnum, sprigs of Spear-
mint or sprays of Wood Ivy will root and grow as freely as if

they were in their natural haunts. B.

GARDENING AT SALT LAKE.
On making a late trip to the Rocky Mountains, I certainly did
think it very curious that at none of the mines or mining
camps, nor at any of the houses of the owners or managers,
or at the mines or farms that I visited, did I ever see any
attempt made to form a flower garden—very rarely even an
attempt at raising a few vegetables. At all the stations or
settlements, or houses in mining camps that I saw, the houses
were placed on the bare ground, without enclosm-e or attempt
at neatness or consideration for amenity. Sometimes, indeed,
you would see a sort of enclosure at the back, but this is

for the cattle or waggons, and is devoted to their use, and
almost invariably is put up in the most temporary and make-
shift fashion. The only places where I saw gardens in Utah
were in Salt Lake City. It was otherwise in California, where
the usual evidences of longer civilisation showed themselves in
most towns, even mining towns of any standing. But with
the exception of Salt Lake City, all the towns in Utah are of

comparatively recent date. In the accounts of that city we
usually read of the beauty with which it bursts upon the eye,
with fruit trees rising among the houses, and reminding one
of an eastern city. ' I can only account for this style of (according
to my view) exaggerated admiration, by supposing the writers

to have been sojourning for some time, either on the tree-

less prairies of the east, or among the alkaline deserts in the
west, and so to have had their minds disposed to see excep-
tional beauty in anything approaching to trees or foliage. To
one not so prepared, it needs a strong imagination to be able

to see in the small orchards of less than five-and-twenty years
growth, the richness and beauty claimed for the city ; for with
the exception of a single cluster of larger Cotton-wood trees

(Populus monilifera), around one of the older houses, and which
probably were there before the arrival of the Mormons, all the
trees, whether Cotton-wood or fruit trees, are young, and have
been planted since the foundation of the city in 1848. When in

the city itself, young as they are, the trees look tall, but when
seen from a little distance, as from the hills at its back, they
dwindle to their proper value. They do not overtop the buildings,

and, in general, scarcely reach the house-tops. Looking down
on thecityfromthesehills,we see far to the south the wide valley

stretching before ns. Its aspect is desolation itself. The few
cultivated farms beyond the city are all within three or four
miles of it, and then nothing but an unbroken expanse
of Sage meets the eye. It has nothing of the greenness of Grass,
but a uniform brownish-olive colour, spread out without inter-

ruption, until it melts in the haze of some distant low bills.

The lofty ranges on each side redeem the landscape from
sameness, but cannot save it from dreariness or desolation. On
this side no water is seen, for the Jordan, which flows down the
middle of the valley, creeps along out of sight between muddy
or sandy deposits, through which it has cut its way ; and when
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the eye looks for relief to the nearer city beneath, it turns

away disappointed, for the buildings are generally placed wide
apart, and being wholly built of wood, both walls and roofs

have all a grey uniform tint, giving them, at some distance, the

aspect of rcctanguL-xr grey boulders dotted over the plain.

The absence of chimneys strikes the European eye ; they are not

needed, for the heating and cooking is all done by stoves, whoso
chimney is a slender iron pipe sticking up out of the side or in

the rear of the house. I had no previous idea how much the

picturesque beauty of our landscape at home owes to our sr|uare

massive chimneys and to our roofs being slate, thatch, tile, or

something different in colour from the walls below them. On
a closer inspection of the trees I found that the young Cotton-
wood trees which line some of the streets, are suffering badly

from the attacks of a goat or leopard moth, which bores in and
eats away the wood, exactly as our goat moth does. While I

was there a tree close to the hotel in which I boarded was
broken right across the middle, at a place greatly eaten away by
these insects. I got some old cocoons, but saw no specimens
of either the larva or the perfect moth, so cannot give it a

name. Some of the trunks, much bored by them, which they
had deserted, I found taken possession of and utilised by
swarms of a small black bee. The fruit trees seem perfectly

healthy ; they were principally Peach trees and Apple trees, and
their lavish flowers beautified the place immensely in spring.

I did not happen to notice any of them attacked by insects,

their position in private enclosures not being favourable to

entomological examination ; but I have no doubt they must
suffer considerably from the attacks of an insect very similar

to our lackey moth, for in the hills, a mile or so off, I found a
wild Pruims which occurred in considerable abundance in the
hollows on the hill sides (and which is probably the Choke-
berry of the settlers, or Prunus virginiana of botanists),

terribly infested by the caterpillar of such a moth. I found
the necklaces of eggs surrounding the twigs exactly as with our
own, only slightly smaller, and almost every bush disfigured by
such a caterpillars' nest as the larva of the lackey moth spins,

consisting of a thick white web, tying together a few twigs in and
around which scores of caterpillars, very similar to those of the
lackey moth, were busy at work, creeping out and creeping in.

I brought home with me to my room, two or throe of these nests,

first carefully removing all the caterpillars that I could find,

and for a week after I had to endure a succession of them

,

making their appearance and crawling over the walls and fur-

niture, and not even holding ray own person or that of my
friends sacred, one of whom I had the mortification to see a
good deal discomposed by the appearance of first one and then
another upon his clothes during a short visit that he paid to

me, but I did not feel called on to enlighten him as to the
source whence they came. The Apples are said to be good

—

whether better than our own or not, I had no opportunity of

judging, not even such a one as Hepworth Dixon tells of

—

" When I was leaving Salt Lake City," says he, " Sister Alice,

the daughter of Brigham Young, put up some very fine Apples
in a box for me to eat by the way. At a station on the plains,

I found that a lady, a fellow-passenger in the waggon, had
been opening my box and helping herself to the fruit ; and
when she saw me looking at her, with some surprise perhaps
visible on my face, she merely said, ' I am trying whether your
Apples are better than mine.'

"

The Peaches I can vouch for being the worst that ever I met
with ; small (not much larger than a Walnut), yellow, fuzzey,
juiceless, flavourless, bits of sponge. Until I tasted these, I

never knew the meaning of the American boast, that on the
settlers' farms the Peaches vrere so plentiful that they were
given to the pigs. I am sure that in Utah they could not be
put to a fitter use, provided only you can persuade the pigs to
eat them.

Burton, in his " City of the Saints," records—that when he
visited Utah in 1867, a Vineyard was then being planted on the
hill-side near Mr. Young's block, and expresses his belief that
" home-made wine will soon become an item of produce in

Utah." I heard and saw nothing of this, although I know
well a Sage-clothed brae behind Brigham Young's block that
i.s well adapted for the experiment. I imagine it must have
failed, because I was asked by Mr. Jennings, one of the most
jiro-sperous merchants in Utah, to advise him as to the health

of some Vines he had growing in a greenhouse in his garden.

I found the Vines to be slender pany canes, with the leaves

small and yellowish. Mr. Jennings was inclined to refer their

unsatisfactory condition to potash and other alkalies in the

soil. But one would think that the alkali had surely been
sufficiently washed out of the soil in and around the city by
this time to allow everything that suits the climate to grow
freely. It is said the worst alkali lands will get rid of their

superfluous alkali by five years' lixiviation, and here the

ground has been sul)jected to flve-and-twenty years' irrigation.

I therefore, incline to think that we must look elsewhere for the

cause of the failure of the Vines, and I am more disposed to

charge it to the cold of the winter. Mr. .Jennings's greenhouse
was a common small span-roof structure of glass and wood, stand-

ing on the bare ground, without foundation or flues, and the

roots of the Vines of course as much out as in the house. A
few days previously the ground had been covered with snow,
and, the cold during winter, without being very intense or

uninterrupted, is nevertheless pretty sharp ; and it may help

the reader to judge of the severity of the winter, if I mention
that Mr. Jennings had tried the Irish Yew, the Bay, the
Portugal Laurel, the Holly, and various other common ever-

greens, but they had all died during the winter ; and, although
he intended to try Elms, Planes, and other old country trees,

he greatly feared they would not live. Nor had he been more
successful in introducing Pines from the neighljouring

mountains, which he had tried to do by transplanting them ;

but, I would not despair of these, for I found some Douglas
Firs and Picea grandis growing in the bottom of one of the

neighbouring canons only 200 or :^>f)0 feet above the level

of the plain, and, at any rate, it could not be the cold

that hurt them—it might be want of care in transplanting.

But having no pretensions to practical knowledge of Vine-
growing, I should be glad if any of the able Vine-growers,
who from time to time impart their knowledge to us through
the pages of your journal, would say (so far as the informa-
tion given allows) to what they would ascribe Mr. Jen-
nings's want of success. I should add that he had a Scotch
gardener, that is to say, a Scotch labourer, who, at some
former period of his life, had picked up some knowledge of

gardening, and who kept the rest of the garden, especially

the vegetable part, in very fair order. Gooseberry bushes
seemed to thrive well enough; which,- perhaps, is not sur-

prising, seeing that they grow wild in the Sierra Nevada,
where Douglas found them. I found one in the Sierra

Nevada in fruit in July ; the berry small but verj' hairy, and
the hairs very long and very stiff, almost as long, indeed, as
the diameter of the berry.

I did not notice our Black, Red, and AVhite Currants,
although I have little doubt they were there ; but the yellow-
flowering Currant seemed a great favourite. Mr. Jennings's
garden was surrounded by an excellent hedge of the Osage
Orange, which was almost the only fence that could be called

a hedge in all the City. The common Hawthorn will not grow
there, the winter being too severe for it. I found the same thing
even in Upper Canada. As to flowers, I saw nothing that is

not common in England. In front of one or two of the best
houses you might, in spring, see a few Hyacinths or Parrot
Tulips planted out, and the usual common flowers, such as the
purple Iris, Roses, &c. In Mr. Jennings's greenhouse were the
usual Tom Thumb Geraniums, scarlet-flowered Pelargoniums,
the variegated Coleus, and such like ; but I do not think that
anything interested me or affected me more than to see in a
little patch, not 12 feet square, in front of a small house, a few
plants of the variegated Balm that you commonly see in the
cottage gardens in Scotland. I could have wagered that the
residents were, or had been, " cotters " from the old country, as
I could that those in the next plot were not, who had, in the hot
days of July, removed their double cooking-stove out of the
house into their little plot, where I saw it standing busily at
work in the open air.

I cannot pretend to nominate all that I saw or missed ; it

would serve no good purpose, and the cursory notes that I

have given should be enough to enlighten anyone, that is

interested in the subject, as to the true character of the climate
and the great, but as yet undeveloped, horticultural capacities

of Utah. Andrew Murray.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
STRELITZIA NICOLAI.

This plant is one of the most graceful members of the Musal
alliance, and deserves to become popular in our gardens and
conservatories as a striking and elegant decorative foliage
plant. It is sufficiently hardy to withstand our climate during
the summer months, and grows even more freely than most of
the Musas when planted in a richly manured soil and in warm
sheltered positions. In habit the plant is morn robust than
any of its congeners, if we except S. augusta, which frequently
attains a height of from 30 to 40 feet, treated as a warm con-
servatory plant. Both the last-named plants are chiefly
remarkable for their fine foli-

age, but some of the smaller-

growing kinds, as S. ovata and
the even more beautiful S.

regina3, are well-known flower-

ing plants, generally grown in

a warm conservatory or in a
humid plant stove. These
species will, however, both
grow and flower well in warm
sheltered positions out-of-doors,

and form striking objects

massed along with Musas,
Palms, and the larger Arads.
Our illustration gives an ex-

cellent idea of the noble port
assumed by well-grown speci-

men s of StrelitziaNicolai,which,
although common as a half-

hardy foliage plant in many
Continental gardens, is very
rarely to be met with in this

country. B.

NEW DOUBLE-FLOWERED
ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

SojiE months since, those of

yonr readers who were inter-

ested in the above class of

decorative plants were much
indebted to M. Jean Sisley for

some very interesting informa-

tion regarding the origin of

these popular and really beauti-

ful plants, and certainly no one
could be found better qualified

for the task he set himself, than
M. Sisley, who has probably
done more than any other culti-

vator towards the improvement
of this useful family of plants,

and was the first, and, I believe,

as yet, the only raiser who has
succeeded in producing a double
white variety. The improve-
ment which has been efiected in

this section of the Zonal Pelar-

gonium during the last fifteen years, or since Triomphe
de Gergovia was discovered in the Botanical Gardens of

Clermont-Ferrand, Puy de Dome, in France, is some-
thing very remarkable ; and this would, no doubt, be
readily admitted were it possible to compare some of the
more recent introductions with the above-named variety.

On seeing the first blooms of some of the very fine

sorts which were introduced last year, the production
of English as well as of Continental raisers, I felt inclined

to think that the double-flowering Pelargoniums, like their

tricolored-lcaved congeners, had nearly, if not altogether

arrived at their ultima tlude, and that the march of improve-
ment could proceed little, if any, further. But on flowering

three of M. Sisley's latest productions, which M. Alogatiere,

of Lyon, is now distributing, I felt pleased to find what I,

at least, considered a very decided advance on all previous
introductions ; indeed, I think the variety named Franijois

Pei-tusati must certainly be considered amongst the most
unique and beautiful of all the double sorts which have,
as yet, been introduced. The habit of the plant appears to be
very good ; the foliage is slightly zoned, and it has the appear-
ance of behig a very free-blooming variety ; but, as my plant
is, as yet, small, I cannot, of course, speak with certainty as to
this quality. The florets or individual blooms are large and
loosely double, and appear to loose their entire individuality in

the formation of a finely-shaped globular truss of immense
size and of a richly-shaded salmon colour; the petals being
long, become lighter in colour or nearly white towards the
margins, which imparts to the well-formed truss a singularly

beautiful appearaiice. George
Sand is also a very remarkable
and distinct variety of dwarf
and compact habit of growth,
the foliage being of a light

green shade of colour and
slightly zoned. The individual
flowers are exceedingly large,

with long and somewhat in-egu-
lar petals ; forming, however,
a finely-formed truss of large
size. Under glass the flowers
are almost pure white, but they
assume in the open air, or
even in a situation much ex-

posed to the sun, a delicate

rose-coloured tint,which renders
the truss exceedingly beautiful.

Carl Vogt is of a somewhat
stronger habit of growth, with
a well-defined zone upon dark
green foliage. This is also a
very striking and fine variety,

the shade of colour being new
and peculiar. P. Grieve.

Gulford, Bury St. Edmunds.

A noble Strelitzia.

THE FLOWER-WALK IN
REGENT'S PARK.

The ornamental part of the

Regent's Park, so tastefully laid

out a few years ago by tbe late

Mr. M. Nesfield, consists of two
parts—one, an Italian flower gar-

den, placed on each side of the

fine Horse Chestnut avenue ; and
the other, an open undulating
space, laid out after the manner of

an English pleasure ground, with
serpentine walks and diiierent-

shaped clumps, containing ae'ec-

tions of the tiner kinds of flowering

shrubs and evergreens. Of these,

some of the more striking are

also planted singly on the Grass,

along with the original trees,

which having now attained con.

siderable size, form fine objects,

and provide ample shade in summer. In the Italian garden are some
handsome vases, judiciously placed, and which, when filled with

Geraniums and other suitable plants, form striking objects. There

are also a number of fine Yuccas, variegated Hollies, and other ever-

green shrubs, planted singly on the Grass borders which surround the

sunken beds in the central compartments. The flower-beds are

edged with Box, the small walks gravelled, and the whole surrounded

by an edging of Austin's stone, inside of which is a border of Ivy.

Lombardy Poplars, supporting Grape Vines, which twine around

their stems, are planted at regular distances on each side of the

straight main walks. These, when regularly pruned, form a good

substitute for the upright Cypress, which does not thrive

about London. Some of the circular beds in this part, are

filled with Bub-tropical plants, and are now very effective.

What is called the Colosseum ground was originally quite flat, and,

owing to the crowded state of the trees, in many places destitute o£
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Graaa. The undulations consist chiefly of material supplied by the
Umlorgmuiul llailway, surfacocl with the orifrinal soil. This garden
is at present in full beauty. In the bods are Castor-oil plants,

Dracicnas, Aralias, Aruudos, India Rubber plants, and tho old-fashioned
Hollyhock, wlioso fine form is desirable fur the sake of variety.
Notliiug very delicate or tender is introduced. It was llr. Nesfield's

intention to have had, if possible, a lino entrance to the park from
Portland Place, in a direct line with tho broad walk ; another wing
added on tho west side, similar to that on the east ; and, on going
nortliwards, three rows of Elms swept away to make room for a row
of Limes, scarlet and white Chestnuts, and a few of tho larger
Coniferaj planted on what might become a lawn, provided the idea
was carried out.— I.

SBDUM SPBCTABILB.
Sedu.m .si'Ecr.\i!iLE—Pabaria of some, and roseum of others—is a
most useful plant for flower-garden decoration. It flowers late iu
the season, when most of tho sammer.blooniiug plants are losing
their lustro. Previous to its coming into flower, the glaucous foliage
of this Sedum tends to give a pleasant relief to any high coloured
jilant which may be in conjunction with it. "Its fine heads of rosy.
])uiple flowers e.-jpand about the beginning of August, and it remains
fur two months, and sometimes longer, in stately perfection.
Planted in lines in ribbon.borders, it is particularly effective when
placed in centres of beds, or in patches by itself it also looks well.
Like others of its class, it withstands extreme cold, heat, or wet,
with impunity. I saw it in quantity a few days ago, with Mr.
Knight, at Floors Castle, Kelso, where it has been extensively used
for years with telling effect. I remember seeing it in magnificent
order at Hampton Court, some years ago, when the gardens theie
wore under the control of Mr. Donald, at which place it was
principally planted under and around the large spreading dense
Yew trees in the flower garden. In this situation, as in the
uusiiaded beds, the tine heads of flower, some of them a foot across,
were fully developed, high in colour, and perfect in every way. Not a
great many plants will grow, and fewer still will flower, in such
shaded places, and this Sedum, doing both to perfection, should
secure general cultivation in like situations. It is often grown on
rock-work or elevated mounds, but, as it grows from 1 to 2 feet
high, it is best suited for the lower flats and cavities, where the whole
plant can be seen to advantage. A rich soil suits this Stonecrop
best, but it thrives in nearly any compost. The stock may bo easily
increased by dividing the old crowns. Unless where a change is

desired, it is not necessary to remove it annually. Cultivated in
pots for late summer or autumn decoratiau of the greenhouse, or
wherever hardy plants in pots may be needed, this variety has no
equal amongst Sedums or succulents generally. In an 8-inch pot it

produces from si.^ to twelve spikes, and these, when furnished with
their large heads, form a collective mass of bloom 3 and l feet iu
circumference. J. Muir.

Clovenfords.

Sweet Peas and their Culture.—The Sweet Pea has improved
in common with many other popular flowers, and there is reason to
believe it is capable of a greater improvement than it has yet
received. The recent introduction of two large-flowering varieties,
the Scarlet Invincible and the Black Invincible, both very fine, show
that valuable selections are being made. One of the best knowu
varieties is the Painted Lady ; this has a pale rose standard, as the
upper petal is termed, the wings (or side petals) and the keel being
white. This is a very charming form, and it is a great favourite in
our gardens. There is an improvement on this known as the IS'ew
Painted Lady, in which the standard is of a deeper rose, and
contrasts most effectively with the white wings. The Black
Sweet Pea has a very dark purple standard, and deep rosy-red wings
and keel. Then tho Purple comes in the same way, but with a
paler standard

; the Purple Striped has tho wings and keel striped
with white. One of the handsomest is the Scarlet Invincible, a
fine largo variety, with the standard of a bright scarlet hue, and
the wings of a clear rose. Tho Scarlet Sweet Pea is a smaller form
of this, and the Scarlet Striped is the same, but prettily striped
with white. Tho Blue-edged Sweet Pea is a form of the purple,
with a margin of blue to the wings ; but its character is scarce fixed
enough to be regarded as a permanent variety. The White Sweet
Pea is wholly of this colour, and is very charming indeed where
mi.xod with varieties of deeper tints. There are many ways ii\ which
the Sweet Pea can bo turned to account in the adornment of a garden.
A common method is to sow little patches in borders, the seed being
generally that of mixed varieties, and then, by placing sumo stakes
against them, secure pillars of flower. When it can be done, a hedge

of Sweet Peas is au attractive sight, and sometimes it can be turned
to account to hide an unsightly place during the summer. Many
gardeners grow a hedge iu this way in order to yield a supply of cut

flowers, which it always does in plenty. I once saw a charming com-
bination at Muckross, Killarney, the seat of the Hon. Capt. Herbert,

M.P. Across a portion of the kitcheu-gardeu were several hedges,

made of the bright-coloured Scarlet Invincible Sweet Pea, and
Tropsoulnm canarieuse, mingled together. In the soft moist climate

of Killarney there was a profuse growth and an abundant bloom, tho

(lowers of both being very fine. It is useless to grow tho Sweet Pea
unless planted iu good soil. Many gardeners sow iu pots in the

autumn or early spring, and place them under glass, so as to bring

the plants in flower early in summer.—K. D.

Flowers on Lawns.—We could do much better with a portion

of our lawns than continually shaving them. Numbers of pretty

Alpine and bulbous plants thrive freely and flower abundantly iu short

Grass.ovenif occasionally mown. There is a little lawn at Worthing now
dotted with the flowers of the Harebell. It seems to have been mowu
several times during the season ; but the Harebells have come up
again, the delicate blue bells being on stems 3 inches high instead of

the usual height of the plant. Such a very attractive system is not

in keeping on the more frequented parts of the lawn ; but there is in

many gardens a good deal of mown surface which would look much
better if adorned with such jewellery of plant life.—R. W.

The New Rockery at Kew.—This, notwithstanding what
has been said against it, is now looking better than any rockery I

have seen this season, and, though I am afraid a good many of the

plants on it will hardly stand a severe winter without protection, it

has been a great success at present. Among the rarest and most
interesting plants I noticed on it, most of which are now in flower,

were :
—

• Spraguea umbellata, Saxifraga Straeheyi, Polygonum
Brunonis, P. capitatum, Dianthus liburnicns, D. saxicola, Mazus
bellidifolius, Hebenstreitia dentata. Astragalus sericeo-albus, Micro-

meria piperella. Lobelia littoralis, Stobaaa purpurea, Corethogyne
spathulata, Anchusa capensis, Stachys Corsica, Eustachys distichi-

folia, and the finest plant of Omphalodes Luoilia; I have ever seen.

Several of the half-hardy Begonias, as Sedeni, intermedia, Ac, were
flowering freely at the same time. In the herbaceous ground I

particularly noticed a very fine Datura (D. meteloides) in flower ;

also, Aquilegia chrysantha, a splendid plant ; Nigella Fontanesiana,

and Didiscus ctcruleus.—H. J. Elwes.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Lilies in 1874.—I think the past dry season has licen pcculiai'ly well
suitetl for Liliums. L. excelHum has bloomed strongly hero, the stems being
more than 6 feet hi?h. I think I never before saw that glorious old plant,
Lilium caudidum, so flue as it has been this season. Lilies are the easiest to

grow and among the noblest of flowers. We shall, I believe, soon see them
again in every garden.—J. W.

Gaura Lindheiineri.— Thia graceful plant is now blooming beautifully
here. It has attained the height of i feet, and when its slender branches are
moved by a geuLic breeze, the beautiful white blossoms, seen at a distance,
appear like so many butterflies dancing in the air. It is not quite hardy in
this cold damp locality. It is best raised from cutLinga in autumn, which may
be kept iu a cold fi'ame through the winter and planted out in May; rich
loamy soU suits it well.—J. Whittakeb, Mjrhi/. Derbj/.

Wintering the Spring Navel-wort (Umbilicasspinosus).—The striking
resemblance this plant has to the hardv Sempeivivum^ is likely to lead
anyone, who may have procured it through the summer, to suppose it is hardy,
jini-l treat it accordingly. It should, ho\ve\'er, have the same protection and
treatment during the' winter as Echeverias. We lost a very fine bit of it

through its being iualvertently left out in the cold last winter, and I write this

that others may not go and do hkewise.—J. Mcis.

Hardy Plants for a Dry Soil. — I shall be greatly obliged by your
informing me of some hardy plants suited for a very dry and rather poor
soil.—Sep. [The following " plants will bo found to succeed:— Armoria in

variety, Statice in variety, Vinca major and minor in variety, Pyrethram
Tchiatchewii, Anthennis nobilis plena, Alyssum saxatilc, Arabis albida.

Antirrhinum majus. Wallflowers, Centranthus ruber. Cerastiunis in variety.

Pinks and Carnations, Campanula various, Lysimachia nummularia,
Uudbeckia hirta. Solidagos, Asters, GypsopUila pauicnlata, Saxifraga in great
variety, Sedums, Scmporvivums, Thymus in variety, and Corydahs lutea.

l*ea-flowered plants generally thrive well in dry soils, so do many of the
Composita;.—En.J

Wilderness Roses-—For this idea, says Mr. Rivers in his "Amateur's
Guide," I am indebted to Professor Owen, who, wishing to ornament a wild
part of his ground full of Thorns, Grass, and weeds, adopted the following

plan, which, I am inclined to think, is quite worthy of record. Large sewer-
tubes, rejected on account of flaws in the enamel Uning, were sunk vertically

in the pure gravelly soil to within an inch or so of the surface, and filled in

with loam and maruu*e, and a Rose planted in the centre of each. The soil in

the tube was kept free from weeds, aud the running Grass and other weeds
outside were prevented making theii' way into such good quarters. To give

the Roses extra vigour, some manure-water was given to them occasionally in

the summer. The effect of Roses growing in tho highest state of lusurianco

in a wilderness was most charming." The inside diameter of these tubes is IB

inches, their length 30 inches, so that thoy go below the roots of weeds, which
would otherwise soon devour tho rich compost iu which the Rosea dehght.
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THE SHAKESPEAREAN GARDEN.
JLuNY o£ the allusions made by Shakespeare to plants aud their
products, iuTolTe or seem to acknowledge the superstitions
and credulities of former ages, especially as recorded in books.
He tells us that Fern-seed has the power of rendering a person
invisible

; that the use of Rosemary quickens the memory

;

that the sudden perishing of the Bay-tree is ominous of evil

;

that the use of Fennel improves the sight, and that when " torn
out of the earth " the root of the Mandrake " shrieks," withresult s
so terrible to the bystanders

—

That living mortals, hearing it, go mad.

Shakespeare, of course, never believed these things ; ho
knew the difference, as well as any man, aud better by far
than thousands of men, between fact and fiction ; ho simply
accepted the superstitions and the folk-lore that were current in
his day, for what they might be worth, and left it to his readers
to separate the veritable from the falmlous. So doing, he paid
them the most graceful compliment that an author can render,
which is to assume that his reader is sufficiently intelligent
to distinguish at all times between the mythic and the genuine,
and so well read iu the literature of all past ages that he will
recognise every allusion, and never need to be told which is
legend and which is history. A man of liberal education and
well cultivated taste is at once differentiated from the vulgar
aud the uninformed by the ease with which he separates the
poetical ornament from the prosaic warp and woof. Shakespeare,
more perhaps than any other man who ever lived, quickens
our powers and aptitudes for so doing ; not by pi-ecept, but by
that sweet magic of secret influence which always sinks so much
deeper than didactics : hence he becomes our tutor, though we
may not think it as we go along, in everything that makes
intellect strong and beautiful. Where Shakespeare got all his
information is a mystery. Of the extent and qualities of his
education, conventionally so called, we have no exact aud minute
records. It may reasonably be doubted if he was ever diligent
at lessons. It is pleasanter, iu truth, to think of him as a man
who, from his youth upwards, stood away and apart from mere
book knowledge, since we then become more impressed with
his originality. That which in Shakespeare was pre-eminently
remarkable, and which stood with him in place of what iu
modern days is called " information, "or ''a good education " was
iusir/ht, the superb faculty by means of which the mental vision
instantaneously co-ordinates itself with the breadth and altitude
of things, the least as well as the greatest, and which, at the
same time probes, without effort, to the innermost centre.
Shakespeare had the felicitous power, most especially, of seeing
things, not only as to their outsides, as most people are fain
to content themselves with doing, thereby falling every
day of their lives, into the most ridiculous and unfor-
tunate mistakes, but as to their inmost substance and
kernel. Whatever he looked at, he saw through it. With
a mau who can do this, book-learning, despite its value
to the mass of mankind, is intrinsically of slight importance.
There is little need, therefore, to inquire who were his
schoolmasters, or what was the range of his reading as
a student by the "midnight oil." It would be interesting
could we know authentically what books he was accus-
tomed to resort to for his chief pastime in reading, when
a lad

; but I question if it would throw much, or any,
light upon the source of the grandeur of his utterances.
Shakespeare was the representative of Power, rather than of
knowledge, taking the latter in its accustomed arbitrary and
technical sense of a heap of facts which too often—

Like Saul's plate-annour on the shepherd boy,

serves less to arm than to encumber. He discerned the funda-
mental and essential beauty of things, as it exists indepen-
dently, of what man may do, or fancy he may do, to render
it trim and tidy, penetrating through the apparel imposed
by art, to the glorious first principles that endure unchanged
for ever. How accurate his perception of what constitutes
a garden! How charming the sentiment that pictm'es the
" Woodbine coverture "

; the quick eye for

The Marigold, that goes to bed with the sun.
And with him rises weeping.

And how exact his ideas of the rule, the design aud result of

many a little detail of the gardener's art, that one would fancy
belonged only to the professional. Take, for example, the

refei'ence to grafting ;

—

You see, sweet maid, wo marry
A gentler scion to the wildest stock

;

Aud mttko conceive a bark of baser kiud
By bud of nobler race. This is an art

Which does mend N.iture : change it rather : but
The art itself is Nature.

I doubt if many of our cui'rent horticulturists, except those
who are readers of Shakespeare, i-ecognise so perfectly in the
worlv of their hands (the admirable practical work which helps
to render our island so fair and fruitful), that when pure and
noble art is wisely applied, instead of interfering with Nature,
or superseding it, the act is really one of ministration to Nature.
The gardeuers, more than any other men, are the trustees of

living Nature ; it is theirs, not only to protect it, to eat of it,

aud to supply the market-place with what it yields in the form
of flowers and fruit, so that money shall flow to their pockets,
all of which is extremely proper, aud exemplary, and hiudable

;

it is theirs, at the same time, so to cherish and foster it that the
world shall wax more lovely through their work. Magnificent,

no doubt, are the uses to the world subserved by manufacturing,
by commerce, and by literature ; but the beauty of the earth, as

regards its cultui-ed vegetation, is to civilised mankind every
bit as important. Beauty is quite as large a fact as utility ; ib

is the happy function of the gardeners to sustain it ; no mau
should presume to call himself a gardener who does not feel in

his inmost heart a deep and reverent love of beauty, and that

he is an enthusiast for life in its behalf.

That Shakespeare's aquaintance with individual species of

trees aud plants, iu the strict botanical sense, was scanty and
casual, is likely enough. He had no occasion to possess the

minute knowledge that we expect in the curator of a botanic

garden. Sufficient for tis is it that his piercing eye saw in

many a little flower what had never been detected by anyone
else. I do not dispute the desirableness of knowing that the

Campanula rotundifolia is distinguished by having the " lobes

of the corolla considerably shorter than the tube," as taught
in the floras ; but it seems to me quite as pleasant to be able

to see without instruction, as Shakespeare did, that this

darling of the ripened summer, the little Harebell, is

" azured," and not simply blue, as a hundred other flowei's

are. Of the two features in question, for my own part 1 think

I would rather see, as the better, the one that Shakespeare
saw ; and similarlj', at another season, that although the

Daffodil is differentiated by its " elongated crown," it comes,

not merely in spring, but " before the swallow dares." Bare
facts, such as Shakespeare never rested iu, are but like " the

letter which killeth," i.e., serves the intellect withoutever
touching the heart ; contrariwise, the " spirit which giveth

life," is found, as regards temporal things, iu the faculty,

which, like the stream in the "Two Gentlemen of Verona,"

not only " makes sweet music vfith the enamelled stones," but

giveth
A gentle Idss to every Sedge,

He overtaketh in his pilgrimage.

A proper question at this point, as a first step iu the study

of the Shakespearean garden, is what books the great

dramatist may probably or possibly have been indebted to—

-

directly or indirectly—for the quaint credulities and supersti-

tions above indicated.

Books on Plants in Shakespeare's day.

Fanciful properties existing iu plants formed a consider^

able portion of the herb-craft of the time; and, though
amusing enough in our own enlightened age, from their

very absurdity appear to have been implicitly believed iu

by the mass of the people. Let us not forget that out of

many of them have arisen the facts of the pharmacy of to-day.

Falsehood there is iu the world, aud in abundance, no doubt,

but there is not so much falsehood as misconception and
misunderstanding. We may gather plentifully, from his own
utterances, that, th,ough in a certain sense independent of

books, he was by no means unacquainted with them. A man
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insensible to the value of books could never have penned those
Hoble words

—

My library

Is dukedom large enough.

So far from it, they could only have come from one who under-
stood to the very core that, next to Nature, good books are our
truest and most precious companions. " Wiien I come into

my library," said Heinsius, " in the very lap of eternity,

amidst so many divine souls, I take my seat with so lofty a
spirit and such sweet content, that I pity all those great and
rich, who know not this happiness." " These friends of mine,"
writes Petrarch, " regard the pleasures of the world as the
supreme good ; they arc ignorant of my resources. I have
friends whose society is delightful to me ; persons of all

countries and all ages, distinguished in war, in council, and in

letters. Easy to live with, always at my command, thej- come
at my call, and return when I desire them ; they are never out
of humour, and they answer all my questions with readiness.
Some present before me, in review, the events of past ages

;

others reveal to me the secrets of Nature ; these teach me how
to live, and those how to die ; these dispel my melancholy by
their mirth, and amuse me by their sallies of wit ; and some
there are who prepare my soul to sufier everything, to desire
nothing, and to become thoroughly acquainted with itself. As
a reward of such services they require only a corner of my
little house, where they may be safely sheltered from the
depredations of their enemies." By the time of Shakespeare
books were much more numerous than in the days of Petrarch,
who died exactly 190 years before the former was born.
Printing, moreover, was not invented for nearly a century
after Petrarch breathed his last. Shakespeare stepped
into a period when the truth of the immortal words just
([uoted was possible at least to every gentleman. When we
ask what books he had, in other words, what was the composi-
tion of his library, of course it does not imply that Shake-
speare held one of his very own, a private possession, bought
or inherited, and contained within his house. His library is to
be thought of in the same sense as the public or semi-private
collections of books accessible to men of culture in this existing
nineteenth century, and which are virtually the property of
everyone who uses and appreciates them. Men should
remember at all times, when reckoning up their wealth or
estimating the value and the area of their possessions, that,
by the munificence of God, we are all of us far richer in regard
to what is usually omitted from the catalogue, than what we
may have legal control over. The best property is that to
which no individual holds, or ever can hold, the title-deeds.
I count it equivalent to a thousand a-year, to possess, as my
own, originally and inalienably, the sunshine, the fresh breeze
upon the mountains, the sea, the trees, the wild flowers, and
the sweet spectacle of the green fields. I count it equivalent
to another fortune that I have the command of all the books
in the British Museum. They would embarrass me, were they
mine to sell and to keep in order ; being mine to use, for solace
and aliment, whenever I please, I am finally happy aud con-
tent

; yea. I feel myself as rich as the ancient Ptolemies of
Alexandria.

Shakespeare, in this broad, and though external, thoroughly
satisfying sense of ownership, had an enormous library.
He was born, be it remembered, in 15(jl, and lived till

lt)16. All the great authors of ancient Greece and Rome
were his—Sophocles the pathetic, Horace the polished,
Lucretius the philosophical. The Pha;don of Plato, the Poetics
of Aristotle, Cicero upon " Friendship" and " Old Age," the
pictures(|ue histories of Xenophon, entertaining Lucian,
lively and romantic Ovid, were all at command. Virgil had
been printed as early as 1469, and for those who could not
read Homer in the original, by 1603 came the translation of
the Iliad, by glorious old Chapman. Of the ancient writers
upon plants and the Materia Mcdica, Thcophnistus had
been printed in 14!>5, aud four years later Dioscorides,
both by the celebrated Aldus. Of the polite literature
of the two or three centuries preceding his own era,
there had come from Italy, besides Petrarch, the tales
of Boccacio, the poems of "D.ante, who died in 1321; of
A.riosto, who died in 1533, and of Tasso, who lived into
his own time, viz., till 1595. Cornaro, author of the

most amusing little volume ever compiled upon the " Art of

Prolonging Life," died in 1566. From France had been contri-

buted the fun of Rabelais (ob. 1.533), and in 1.580, appeared the
far-reaching and sprightly essays of Montaigne. Brantome,
the very man to attract a dramatist, was outlived by Shakes-
peare only two years ; aud it was upon the vei-y same day that
Shakespeare closed his eyes that the most illustrious of Spanish
writers, Cervantes, author of " Don Quixote," also expired.

England had reason already to be proud of her Chaucer ; in

Shakespeare's own time lived the author of the " Faerie Queene,"
Samuel Daniel also, who survived him three years, and the
chivalrous and ill-fated Sir Walter Raleigh, author of that
noble book, " The History of the World." To the English
prose of this period belong likewise the writings of Lord
Bacon, and of many another it is needless to specify. Enough
has been mentioned to show that in the time of Shakespeare,
the world already possessed some of the best books that give
value to our own shelves. That Shakespeare had read them,
or consulted them, or even a tithe of the number, of course, is

not implied. Probably, he knew very little about any of them,
except by hearsay ; nor is it probable that he had read much
even of the curious herbals which relate the superstitions

respecting Fern seed, &c. The argument is simply that, in
the old writings upon plants, we find the tales and fables,

which, creeping into the folk-lore of his time, he introduces
so felicitously when occasion invites. The earliest of these old
herbals appears to have been the curious volume compiled
about 1360, by Bartholomew Glanville, an English Minorite
or Franciscan, of the family of the Earls of Suffolk, and who
appears to have been the Pliny of his time. The book, which
was called " Bartholomseus de Proprietatibus Rerum," deals

not only with plants, but like Pliny's great Cyclopaedia,
with Nature in general. In 1398, an English version
was made by a celebrated Cornishman, John Trevisa,
included by Fuller in his " Worthies of England," and
who, at the time of his work, resided at Berkley, in

Gloucestershire. It was printed in London by Wynkyu de
AVorde, and a second edition was issued in 1.535, or twenty-
nine years before the birth of Shakespeare. Abroad ic was
several times reprinted, not only in the original Latin,

but translated into French, Dutch, and Spanish. In some
degree contemporary with it was the famous Ortus, or Hortus,
Sanitatis, the German version of which appeared in 1488.

The " Historia Plantarum " of Fuchsius, with its hundreds
of facetiously accurate and beautifully engraved drawings,
was published in 1-542, and was followed by the writings of

Gesner, obiit 1565; Matthiolus, ob. 1577; Cajsalpinus, ob.

1603; Clusius, ob. 1609, Lobel, ob. 1616; the two Bauhins,
Dodonaeus, and several others well known to the archaeology
of botany. The " Historia Stirpium " of the last-named was
translated into Enghsh by Henry Lyte, who died 1607, the
same year as the celebrated John Gerarde, constructor of the
well-known massive folio, and owner of the thrice-famous
garden in Holborn. The date of tlie catalogue of this garden,
1596, is the one so often quoted as the year of the introduction

into England of various exotics, no doubt brought over,

some of them, long before, but of which this is the earliest

mention. Wm. Turner, Dean of Wells, published his
" Herbal " at twice, viz., in 1551 and 1562. Lord Bacon's
" Sylva Sylvarum " should not be forgotten ; a dozen other
works, of more or less inferior note, might also be named. Pliii j'

was translated into English by Philemon Holland, who was
thirty-five when Shakespeare, at twenty-two, removed from
Stratford-upon-Avon to the metropolis.

.Such, according!}-, was the literature which Shakespeare
had at command. Man}- things in his dramas are plainly illus-

stratcd in it ; the best part of Shakespeare, nevertheless, is

that which earlier authors do not illustrate, nor even antici-

pate. His influence upon our hearts comes not of what
he had studied aud learned, but of ) he richness of his insight.

He was not a professed botanist, nor even an amateur florist,

but we can always accept, vmhesitatiugly, whatever he has to

say about simple Nature. G.

Scios and cuttings of fruit trees have been worked with success

niuo mouths after being severed from the parent stock.
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WATER.
Ix natural landscapes, grand and peaceful expanses of

•water are always highly "beautiful. Even on the reduced

scale of garden landscape it is almost always attractive, and
even an essential feature, where there is sufficient space to

develop it fitiingly. But where beauty is the object in

small gardens, we must not meddle with water-features,

which, if to be well carried out, require sufficient space. We
must have no muddy duck ponds ; no mere frog pits. Where
it is attempted to introduce water as a feature in garden land-

scape, there must be ample room for the lakelet ; otherwise,

it becomes a mere caricature. A hole fall of water covered

from every important point, sufficiently distant for a slight blue

veil of intervening ether to "lend enchantment to the view ;

"

or the distance must, at all events, be such as a man could
not easilj' jump across, or else the so-called piece of water
becomes a mere pond or ditch, and should be relegated to the
poultry-3-ard as the muddy paradise of the water-fowl. It is

not only for the sake of securing breadth and beauty in the

water itself that makes it desirable to avoid artificial water
in small gardens. A better reason is that water in

such places must necessarily be brought much nearer the
house th\n it ought to be. A filthy and formal piece of

water is bad enough anywhere in a country place, but

A piece o£ Artificial Water.

either with Duckweed, or any other surface growth that so soon

covers any small space of stagnant water, is in that state not

beautiful—but the reverse. How many otherwise pretty places,

all over the country, are spoiled by the attempts to introduce

the effect of water—when there is not sufficient space for any-

thing of the kiud ? A natural rivulet meandering through the

grounds, be it only a mere thread of silver, is always

a valuable addition, even in gardens of the most limited

extent ; but to attempt the eilect of sparkle and repose,

which is obtainable by the means of a sheet of clear

water, is utterly futile unless the area at disposal be amply
sufficient for its fitting display, and for sufficient breadth of

water to enable the designer to make the opposite shore, as seen

it is unendurably hideous when fully seen from the

windows. In Warwickshire and many other parts of England

we have frequently seen wretchedly formal ponds within a few

perches of the house. Frequently, to place these ponds in

such objectionable positions, they are bolstered up on levels

where water would not naturally lie ; and, perhaps, when
standing near them, one maj' see on the other side the tops

of trees growing in the hollow where the water ought to

have been—that is, if it were wanted at all. Very little con-

sideration will suffice to point out that water should occupy

what appears to be the lowest position, or, in other words,

appear to be, as far as possible, in a valley. It need hardly be

said that sanitary, as well as artistic, reasons point to the
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necessity for not placing water too near the house. An
indispensable point in the disposition of artificial water is,
that its terminations should be concealed. Many natural pieces
of water would look poor indeed if their whole surface were as
plainly visible to the eye as a basin, and unbroken by project-
ing hills, trees, or the windings of the water itself. In the case
ot the pieces of artificial water we have alluded to, the margin
IS frequently as clearly defined as that of a fountain basin. It
is quite easy, in forming a piece of artificial water, to conceal
the terminations by planting, or by the placing small islands,
so as to give It a very natural expression, and even to
apparently add much to its real extent. In many cases,
where the designer has neglected to veil the termination of the
water so far as its plan is concerned, much may be done by
J udicious planting

; but this should never interfere with the
best aspects of the water, as it may bo seen from the most
frequented points of view, and much of the ground near a piece
ot artificial water should be devoted to gently-graded turf,
ihe violent railway-embankment-like slopes, so commonly
seen where the landscape gardener has been at work, are
hatelul. The pretty sheet of water devised in the accom-
panying illustration is not intended, necessarily, to exceed
an acre

;
but, by concealing its real boundaries by means of

promontories or islands, its extent has been made to appear
much greater. Prom every important point of view a turn
or slope should be made to appear as a channel leading
on to other portions of the lakelet ; though, in fact, its absolute
termination is only concealed behind a promontory. The
points of view from which the greatest apparent extent of the
water is visible may be forced upon the spectator by the
direction and nature of the approaches—as shown in the pre-
sent design—while those points from which its real termina-
tion would be visible, must be rendered inaccessible by planta-
tions and other natural devices. If the apparent cause of the
lake or lakelet can be made to appear as a streamlet pourino-
down in a series of small cascades, as in our illustration, so
much the better, as the general illusion of Nature in the
midst of art, is thus rendered more complete. Finally, the
banks and beaches must be naturally designed ; there must be
no regular or rigid outline, and the banks must occasionally
sink mto low gravelly beaches, losing themselves in the
water, and in other places they may rise as high as the
situation will admit. These heights must be clothed with
brushwood and shrubs, and in one or two places, but not more,
a weeping tree may be planted, not omitting a Kilmarnock
Willow. Reeds must be very sparsely introduced into the
shallows, as they spread rapidly, and even Water Lilies, so
beautiful when only one or two groups appear, must not be
used too freely. Water Lilies, the white and yellow, if too
protusely planted, and not sedulously kept down, will some-
times entirely choke up a sheet of water in a very short time,
and make its surface as green as a meadow. H. N. H.

Peach Kernels Poisonous.—It is not generally known, as
it ought to be iu gardens, that the kernels of some stone fruits,
especially Teaches, contain prussic acid to an extent which may
prove poisonous if a large number of the kernels be eaten. The
following case, reported in the last number of the Auatmlian Medical
Journal, by Dr. W. K. G. Samuels, ot Wanganui, New Zealand,
should make parents cautious :—" I was sent for to attend a little
boy, aged five years, the son of a carpenter of this town. On ray
way I was informed that the little fellow had eaten something
unknown to his parents, and was believed to have been poisoned. On
my arrival, I found him lying on the sofa in a state ot partial coma.
The pupils were dilated, the skin somewhat cold and clammy, the
pulse feeble. He seemed, in short, to bo suffering from the effects of
some narcotic poison. Upon making inquiries, I was informed that
about half an hour previQus to my arrival he had been seized with
dizziness, stupor, tainting, inability to stand without assistance—in
fact, it was described to me as partial intoxication. He vomited
1 oz. or more of masticated Peach kernels. I at once administered
an emetic, followed shortly by a full dose of castor oil, which soon
acted on the bowels. I ordered him to be kept warm. After being
placed in bed, he slept for about two hours, after which he awoke and
seemed recovered. This was obviously a case of poisoning by hydro,
cyanic acid (prussic acid) contained iu the Peach kernels, of which
tho child had oaten a large tjuantity."

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
FINE CROrS FROM YOUNG VINES.

The way in which Vinos arc cropped is an important matter,
as regards successful cultivation ; over cropping is a great evil,

and under cropping is equally injudicious. If over cropped,
although free from insects, the bunches will bo found to bo
deficient in colour and size, and comparatively destitute of

flavour ; shanking, which yearly destroys so many Grapes, is

often attributed to imperfect root-action, but I am persuaded
that in many eases it is induced by over cropping. Some
varieties suffer more from over cropping than others, a remark
especially applicable to Muscats of all kinds, while a much
heavier crop than any of tho Muscats could finish, is found to

suit the Golden Champion, and other large-berried sorts, as in

that case the excessive flow of sap is absorbed and the berries

prevented from cracking. Under cropping is wasteful, as in

that case the strength of the Vine is wrongly directed, and
the crop is deficient. To allow only six bunches to remain ou
a Vine when twelve equally good ones might have been
obtained, betrays bad management. I have frequently heard
of, and sometimes seen, light crops sanctioned for exhibition

purposes, but the best prize Grapes I ever saw were cut from
Vines that were bearing a full crop. No very coirect standard
can be set up as to what constitutes a proper crop ; according
to some, a bunch to every alternate shoot should be allowed

;

this, however, depends on the size of the bunches ; others
recommend a certain weight for every square foot of glass

;

but what I consider the best guide is the strength of tho
Vines. Some Vines would produce forty pounds of Grapes
with ease, while others of the same dimensions and ago
would fail to finish off properly twenty pounds. The
capabilities of the Vine, therefore, whether great or small,

should always be taken into consideration. This is the best of

all tests, and one which, when applied with discretion, never
fails to prove correct. Not a great many years ago, few Vines
were allowed to bear fruit until they were three or more years
old, and a full crop was not considered obtainable from them
till they were more than double that age. Vine growers of

the present day, however, find no difficulty in getting a full

crop from Vines the third and fourth year after they have
been struck from eyes, or in other words. Vines uow-a-days, are

allowed to bear full crojjs at an age when formerly they were not
allowed to produce a single bunch. I have never known any pre-

mature failure or untimely end to result from early cropping.
Indeed, I have seen better Grapes cut from Vines thi'ee years
old, and which were continued to be produced for successive

years, than over I have known to be taken from Vines which
were denuded of their fruit, under the impression that that
operation would have the eli'ect of husbanding their energies

until they were six or seven years old. A Vine thus treated
may make stronger wood than it otherwise would do, but
strong wood is by no means the most fruitful or lasting. The
best crops of Grapes I ever recollect having seen, were in two
houses at Drumlanrig, in 1872. These were on Vines struck and
plantediiily70,and wheni saw them they were not only bearing,
but had superbly-finished, eight, ten, and twelve great clusters

each. Unfortunately, these tine Vines, as has been stated in your
columns, wore destroyed by Phylloxera, but they were imme-
diately replaced by youug ones in 1870, and this season the latter

are bearing crops equal to those on many four-year old Vines.
When I first saw the Vines at Tweed Vineyard they were two
j-ears old,and were bearing eight and ten bunches each, and any-
one who saw these Vines then, or may have seen them since,

will have little apprehension of untimely failui'e. The Grapes
with which Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Castle, obtained the first

prize at the great International fruit show in Glasgow in 1872,

were cut from Vines raised from eyes in ISb;' ; and Grapes
from the same Vuies carried off all the leading prizes at the

grand International show in Jlanchester in 1873. I saw the

Vines soon afterwards, and the crop was abundant and excel-

lent. Tho Black Hamburgh Vine, from which the lo pound
bunch was cut, had seven clusters hangmg on it, none of

which were under 1 pounds, and some nearly as large as tho
" big one." These cases do not relate to extraneous produce,
but to that of permanent Vines, which will continue to perfect

line crops for years. Still, notwithstanding the advantage of
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such management, early and full cropping is not carried out

as it should or might be. Judging from what I read in a

contemporary, six and seven bunches, on Vines struck from
eyes in 1870 (nearly five years ago), is considered an exemplary
crop in some quarters. If Vines are at all what they should

be at that age, they are capable of bearing far more than that

amount with impunity, especially such sorts as Golden
Champion, Trebbiano, Lady Downes, and Black Alicante.

Borders have always an intimate connection with the produc-

tion of good, bad, and indifferent Grapes, and success in the

cases just cited, are attributed to the borders. These were
made in the simplest possible manner with turf, to wliich was
added one handful of bones to the cartload. J. H. M.

STONE FRUITS AND HARD SOIL.

It has often occurred to me, while observing the fruit trees

growing ou the walls of houses in many of the villages through-
out England, especially in the southern districts, that the

firmness of the soil has much to do with the longevity, hardi-

ness, aud fruitfulness of these trees, which are generally

loaded with fruit of very fair qviality. There is little atten-

tion given in the way of cultivation ; all the training they get
is a out here and there to prevent the young branches from
pulling the old ones from their fastening. They must have
grown apace at some period, as large breadths of mason-
work are covered with single trees, such as are not met with
in many gardens. In this locality (Oxford) Apricots have
been famous for many years, aud great crops have been
gathered ; and the indnstri'ous villagers have often been
able to pay their rents from the old trees on the ends of their

houses. It has appeared to me in most cases that these
veterans have been planted with very little care—probably
a hole had been made large enough to twist the roots into,

and the soil replaced over them, and r.ammed down as if

to form part of a floor. The hard-trodden gravel (in

mauy cases causeway and pavement), would lead one to

suppose that moisture could never reach the fibres, but I

suppose the fibres must travel to the moisture ; a wide street

is generally the space where the border should be. Other
trees have the usual outhouses standing over the space where
the roots are supposed to find their food. It is evideut there
must be food, or where is such fine foliage and luscious fruit

manufactured ? Vines are met with often growing under the
same circumstances; one on a tradesman's house in a town
not far from here, is something wonderful in its way—the kind
is the black Esperione. I am told that it has produced heavy
crops for many years past, and this year the bunches almost
touch one another. There are only a few inches of open space
between the pavement and base of the house front wall. The
pavement and causesvay together, between the Vine and the
street, may be 12 feet wide, yet this Vine luxuriates, and sup-
plies its owner with plenty of fruit, which is used generally for
wine-making. Without discussing the matter further, is there
anything we can learn from these trees, which are more pro-
ductive, of stronger constitution, and less liable to disease
than the finest-trained trees under the care of some of our
most distinguished gardeners ? From experience, I believe
that the firmness of the soil prevents over-luxuriant growth,
inducing the roots to become a mass of healthy fibre, instead of
their sending out large soft feeders, drawing up large quantities
of water, which remains in the branches till the short dark
days of winter. No fruit-buds are matured ; the buds start
early into growth long before they are safe from frost ; the
sap, which has been flowing freely, receives a check ; nothing
is seen at the time, but before summer has advanced very far,

a large limb (perhaps the healthiest-looking in the tree), dies
oil suddenly ; it is cut out, other branches die off in the same
way, and the poor tree is sadly deformed. Cases similar to
this are met with all over the country, and yet we have found
no preventive.

One thing I would suggest to young planters —that is,

never accept a tree which has been often cut back in the
nursery, or one which has not been properly cut. When pieces
have been left, the branches are always liable to die back where
these pieces have been attached. When the cut is clean and

properly done, the bark will grow over, and the wound will heal

up nicely. When planting is done, never use manure (except

for mulching, to keep out frost or drought) ; let all the soil,

after it has been prepared, be made as firm as a rammer can

make it—if stones are plentiful, so much the better ; the soil

may be placed over the. roots, and made only moderately firm.

Endeavour to get the tree to start freely, and use the knife

only where it cannot be avoided. When the roots have run a

little, they will come in contact with the hard-rammed soil, and
will throw out fibre in all directions, which will cause the tree

to grow sturdy, and the young wood will become very hard.

When any shoot takes the lead, and is likely to monopolise tho

whole growth, take off a joint or two at the top, and a number
of small shoots will spring up ; train them over the empty
space, and the foundation of a sound tree will be formed.

Avoid the use of the knife in winter, if possible, and, if^ root-

pruning should become necessary, let it be done early in the

autumn ; but examine the roots first at one side, taking off

none except they may be going downwards, or away from

heat and air; replace the soil, or fresh loam instead, ram it

as hard as possible under the roots, lay every fibre care-

fully in its place, and cover them over as before. A very small

portion of the tree thus treated will be enough to check

unnecessary growth, and large firm leaves, plenty of natural

fruit-spurs, and a hardy tree, will be the reward. The cutting

round the whole tree with a spade, as some have done, is reck-

less and mischievous in the extreme. If too rich soil should

be the cause of watery growth, lift the tree and mix some lime

rubbish in the earth ; ram it down, lay out the roots over

it, and place 6 inches of loam over them. This should be done

in autumn, when the leaves are about to fall. We should

never despise the lessons which old trees in cottagers'

gardens teach us, but search out the cause of their success,

and it will be found that the roots are in their natural

element ; and the roots of our own trees, which are growing

at railway speed, are in unusually rich quarters, where they

will luxuriate till they bring about their own destruction.

—

Gardener.

Fruit Crops in Koscommon. — Apples here are a very

heavy crop, especially Hawthorndcn, Devonshire Qaarrentlen,

Jaueatiag, Eibstou Pippin, Kerry Pippin, Lemon Pippin, aud King

of the Pippins ; Pears are a light crop, as are also Plums, Damsons,

Cherries, and Filberts; Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots are not

grown outside here, with the exception of one tree of the Moor-

park Apricot in a very warm sheltered spot, and that is bearing a

fall crop ; Raspberries are always good here—this year the second

gathering was larger th.in the lirst ; of Strawberries, some sorts

were very fine, iiml a heavy crop, more especially Eclipse, President, •

British Queen, and Wizard of the North. From the latter I am now

gathering (July 27) at the rate of 5 lbs. every day. It is, in my
opinion, the best and most prolific Strawberry which we possess,

Frogmore late Pine being over a fortnight ago, whereas the Wizard

will run on until the middle of August. Gooseberries are a heavy

crop, and tho fruit large ; Black Currants were an extraordinary

crop, and the berries large ; Red and White Currants also a heavy

crop, notwithstanding no manure has been applied to theai for five

years.

—

Jajies Clews, Rodiirujham, Boyle.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Rivers's Early Prolific Plum.— This Plum, to which such favourable

reference has beea ma'le in our fruit reports of this disastrous seasnu, is very
largely planted in the pyramidal form, so as to allow of good crops being

gro\yn between, at the Sawbridgeworth Nurseries by Mr. Rivers, ]un.

Large Apple Trees.—Can any reader give us the measurement of any very

large Apple trees? Henry Ward Beecher describes a tree at PeekskiU as

1 1 teet 10 inches round at i feet from the ground. Have we larger specimens
than this ?

Golden Champion Vine.—Have any of your readers who fruit Tines in

pots grovrn this variety ? I am told it succeeds in a very perfect way under this

system. It would bo a noble looking Grape in a pot, as it is, indeed, anywhere.
I should feel obliged to anyone who would kindly favour me with trustworthy
information as to where it is grown well in pots.—J. M.

Raising Apple and Pear Stocks mixed together.—f read in one of the

last numbers o[ The GiRoErf a notice that, a kind of Sorbus will grow better

mixed with other kinds of trees than by itself ; it was observed that this was
even the case with seedlings. In the niirseries of Germany and Frautie, Peara
and Apples sown for stock are mixed together , and everybody who tries it will

find that both, but especially tho Pear stocks, grow much better and more
vigorous that way thau b,y themselves.—G. Weemig.
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THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
VEGETABLE JIARROW CULTURE ROUND LONDON.
Vegetable ]\Iarrows constitute one of the principal surnracr

crops in the immediate neighbourhood of London, and, where
soil and other conditions are favourable, they are very produc-

tive. They require, however, a rich and substantial soil,

liberally manured, and also one that does not readily become
parched in summer ; therefore light and dry soils are not so

suitable for them as such as are heavier. Mr. Poupart, a
market gardener at Bermondsey, used to grow Vegetable
Marrows there in great abundance, hue when he was obliged

to move to the neighbourhood of Mortlake, in order to make
way for bricks and mortar, he discontinued their culture owing
to the expense incurred in watering them, the land being
lighter and dryer. Their marketable value is various ; some-
times they hardly pay the grower, whereas, at other times they
are highly remunerative, much depending on the scarcity or

abundance of Peas, French Beans, Cauliflowers, and other

vegetables. Last year Mr. G. Steel's first crop became market-
able about the first week in June, but he could not command
any sale for them, and consequently had to cart the first

gathering to the rubbish heap ; afterwards the demand became
greater, and the price accordingly higher. Early in March
liotbeds are erected for producing Vegetable Marrows,
Cucumbers, Celery, and other plants from seeds, the
Marrows being either sown thickly in pots or pans of

common soil plunged in the beds, or broadcast on a bed
with a few inches deep of soil placed over the fermenting
material. As soon as the plants show two rough leaves, they

are pricked into other beds or into pots. The usual method is

to prepare a series of frames set on slightly heated hotbeds

;

on the surface of these place a few inches deep of soil, into

which plunge 6-incli pots, filled with common garden mould,
to the brims, as thickly as they can be stowed together. Into
each of these pots two Marrow plants should be dibbled, and
here they should remain till planting time, hardening them off

by gradual but increased exposure in fine weather. The first

plantation is made out of doors during the first week in April,

but the plants make little progress until the end of the month.
The ground is marked oft' iu lines for them about 10 feet

apart, and each plant is about i5 or 8 feet asunder in the

row. Where each is to be planted, a hole about 20 inches
deep, and 2 or 2^ feet wide, is dug out and filled with
fermenting manure, which is covered over with the soil that

has been thrown out in the excavation. Here the plants are

planted, the contents of one pot being put in every ridge, and
covered over with hand-lights or large cloches. A little earth

is at first drawn around the base of the lights, so as to keep
all close and free from cold currents of wind, and, in the

event of frosty or cold windy weather setting in, mats or litter

are also placed around and over the lighis. Excited by the

heat from the fermenting manure beneath them, and protected
from cold overhead, they are almost as snug as in a hotbed,

and consequently they soon take kindly to their new quarters,

form fresh roots, and begin to grow. AVhen this is the case,

the lights are tilted up a little on the south side, by means of

half bricks or small flower pots, during favourable opportuni-
ties, but shut up at night. When growth, however, begins to
make rapid progress, the lights are left a little tilted up at

night, so as not to injure the shoots that are pushing forward,

and require more room than is afforded under their little glass

houses, until finally the lights are entirely removed, which
will probablj' be in the latter half of May. This plantation,

when it does begin to grown in earnest, grows most rapidly,

and from it fruit is genei-ally cut in the first or second week in

June—much certainly depending on the warmth of the season.

Large growers have generally from four to six plantations

of Marrows, each succeeding the other by a fortnight, so that
the last planting is made late in June. The seedlings are all

raised on hotbeds, as already descriljed; but I have known
instances in which the seeds have been sown in June, in clumps
of four, where they are intended to remain permanently in the
open fields, and afterwards reduced to two ; this plan is,

however, a very uncertain one. Until the middle of May the
plants are planted out on the maniire pits, as in the case of

the first sowing ; but less care is necessary for them. Where

the supply of lights and cloches is deficient, round vegetable

half-bushel baskets are used ; but, unless these are covered
with mats or litter, in the case of frosty winds the plants

beneath them often perish. After the middle of May, lines

are drawn on the open fields at the required distances apart,

and the Marrows are turned out of their pots and planted in

the ground, which received no further preparation than that of

a slight digging. If the weather be warm and genial, they
generally do well, if cold and wet many of the plants frequently

succumb ; but the blanks are made up from a reserve stock,

which is always at hand to meet such emergencies. Although
the distances apart of the first planting is 10 feet by 6 or 8
feet, that of the June plantations is lb feet by 10 or 12 feet,

and the intervening crops are planted at con-esponding inter-

mediate distances. The earliest crop is planted on ground
just cleared of Radishes and Celery, or, if the Radishes be not
cleared at the time of planting, the Marrows are planted in

every alternate alley between the beds, thus permitting the

Radish crop to be removed at convenience. For the later

crops, ground occupied by spring Spinach, Radishes, autumn-
sown Onions, Cabbages, or Cauliflowers, forms a good
medium. The space between the rows is not. lost during
the minority of the Marrows, but is cropped to within 2 feet of

them with Lettuces, in addition to which there are generally

three or four lines of Cabbages or Cauliflowers planted along
the centre of the space. Turnips also sometimes form the

inter-crop. When the Vegetable Marrows begin to grow, if

the weather be dry, little basins of earth are drawn to them
with a hole for the retention of water, of which they get a
good supply until their foliage covers the ground, and thus

prevents speedy evaporation from it. The plants begin to

iruit when the vines are 3 feet or so in length, and continue

growing and fruiting until frost, drought, or mildew renders

them useless. In a dull rainy season, provided it is warm,
they thrive apace and fruit heavily ; but in a hot and dry one
they are short-lived and unprofitable. AVhen they are growing
pieces of stone or brick are sometimes placed on the advancing
vines or they are pegged to the ground, to cause them to root

at the joints and thus afford themselves increased means of

support. No care is, however, taken of them as regards thin-

ning the overcrowded vines ; but sometimes the growers mulch
the ground with litter, which not only enriches it, but preserves

its moisture, prevents to some extent evaporation, and keeps
the fruit clean from grit. As soon as the plants begin to bear,

every fruit is gathered when it attains a marketable size, no
matter whether they are sold or not, for if any were
left too long it would tend to render the plant less

fruitful. They are gathered three times a week, the

gatherers being supplied with fruit-collecting baskets, a stick,

and a knife. With the stick they turn aside the leaves of

the plants in search for the Marrows, and they are thus

ennbled to go over the ground quickly, and without much
bending of the back. When each gatherer has filled a basket,

it is carried to the outside of the plantation, and emptied into a

heap, or into large baskets or a waggon stationed there to

receive them. The trampling the Marrows seem to undergo

in the process of gathering does not seem to injure them
much. In August some good fruits are selected and marked
by inserting an upright peg alongside of each, and these are

allowed to remain untouched till ripe, when they are cut and
placed within frames or in exposed situations before the sun,

so as to become thoroughly ripened. They are afterwards

placed in a corner in some of the sheds, to await a convenient

season for extracting and washing the seeds. After the middle

of September Vegetable Marrows are commonly useless, and

the demand for them diminishes : consequently they are not

after that time worth the ground they occupy. Sometimes

they are cleared off the ground at once, and at other times

they are left until frost completely kills them ; but in all cases

the haulm is r.ikcd off and carted to the manure heap before

manuring or digging the groimd, which is usually planted at

once with Coleworts. Custard Marrows are grown out of doors

on the same system as early Vegetable Marrows ; but, as they

are weaker growers than the latter, they are only planted about

8 feet by 6 feet apart. The ground is also, as a rule, mulched

all over, and in the event of dry weather they get occasional

good waterings P-
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THE ARBORETUM.
SPIKE-FLOWERED BIRD CHERRY.

(rADUS CORNUTA.)

This species, the origin of which is unknown, has been grown
for many years in the gardens of tlie Museum at Paris, wliere

it first flowered in 1869. It forms a very robust and liardy

shrub from 13 to 20 feet high, with exceedingly tbiclc, and
comparatively short, erect branches, covered with a deep red,

almost black, shining bark. The shoots, from their first

appearance, are furnished at the base with long and broad
stipules of a deep red colour, which continue for a considerable

time. The leaves are oval-elliptical in shape, ending in a short
point, undulated, a foot or more in length, and nearly 4' inches
broad; at first of a rusty colour, but afterwards becoming
green and shining on the upper surface, and glaucescent
underneath. The flowers, which are white, are very numerous,
and are disposed in dense erect spikes, as shown in our illus-

tration. This shrub is very ornamental, both in habit and
foliage, in which it somewhat resembles Syringa Bmodi
(Wall.), that is, in its general aspect. It flowers in April and
May, and is easily mnltiplied by grafting on the common

Horned Bird Cherr.y.

Padus (P. racemosa—Spaoh.), which itself is a very handsome
shrub, and one that deserves more extensive cultivation.

W. M.

MISMANAGED TREES.
In suggesting the necessity for uprooting a tree, however much
misplaced it may be or injurious to other trees of greater im.

portauce, we generally meet with as much repugnance as one
would encounter in a proposition for removing a house, unless the

individual happens to have some knowledge of arboriculture or is

acquainted with the principles of landscape gardening. Hence may
be seen in nineteen-twentiefchs of such places as those under con-

sideration innumerable instances amongst the trees and shrubs of a
struggle for life that goes on until a portion, and generally those of

the greatest importance, die, leaving those behind half killed and in

a condition from which they never recover, through the effects of the

fight for food and air in which root and branch have so long been

engafed. The fatal effects of this overcrowding are most apparent

after seasons such as the present, when the comparative absence of

water in the soil through the spring is followed by a hot, dry, rain,

less summer. Throughout the country, in extensive tracts of land,

resting on a sand or gravelly stratum, the soil at the present time in

which the roots of the trees are placed is as dry almost as the dust

on the surface, and which the ordinary rainfall of any single season
will never moisten. Where trees are too much crowded in dry
seasons their roots extract the moisture from the sub. soil to such an
extent as almost topreclude the possibility of its afterwards becoming
moistened deep down, where the principal feeding roots exist.

Frequently in removing trees so placed even after very wet seasons,
I have found that when the first 2 feet of the surface soil were
removed the earth underneath was as dry as dust—the water
evidently having found its way further out from an apparent
inability to enter the dry impervious mass, which, in all probability,
when once reduced to this state, never after gets sntticifutly moist-
ened to be in a condition fit for the support of healthy vegetable life.

Again, on the boundary line of places such as those under considera-
tion, how often do we see good intentions defeated through mis-
management. To secure the wanted privacy, or hide something
objectionable, trees are planted with little or imperfect preparation
of the ground, which just receives a shallow digging, after that they
are planted as closely as possible, the intention being to accomplish
the object in the least jjossible time, forgetting that, however good
the land may be, there is still a limit to its capabilities in supporting
vegetable life. In exposed situations sufficiently close planting
is necessary, the hardier trees acting as nurses to such as are more
tender ; but too often we see the nurses, instead of being removed
when their services have ceased to be required, allowed to remain
all intergrowu, until the under branches of the whole are destroyed,
leaving the weakly attenuated stems standing like a planta-
tion of clothes props, showing most objectionably their in.

ability to fulfil the purpose for which they were planted. In
all cases such as those in question the preparation of the land
should be of a nature to give a reasonable chance for the well,
doing of the trees after they have been planted. This cannot possibly
be done unless the ground is trenched 2 feet deep, if its character is

such as to admit of this depth. The trees should be judiciously

selected with a view to their adaptability to the nature of soil and
and locality, and not too closely planted ; as they grow up thinning
should be carried out with judgment, and at the proper time. Where
the treatment is in accordance with these simple rules, especially as
to timely thinning, there need be little anxiety as to the result. I

have frequently remarked that a great number of people in planting
fcrget that the trees they plant will ever get any larger ; and that
others appear to think that everything planted should be allowed to

remain for time indefinite. In the inner or more central parts of

suburban places, in addition to the mistaken management of the
existent trees, any after-planting that is carried out is often of

the most objectionable character, not only as to the description

of the trees selected, but the position in which they are placed,
and the preparation of the ground. In the selection preference is

frequently given to Coniferous trees, the whole of our fine deciduous
trees being excluded. A greater mistake than this cannot possibly

be committed, if we think of the distant future; for the time will

inevitably come when the existent deciduous trees will decay, leaving

nothing to take their places except such of the Conifers as are ulti-

mately found capable of withstanding the severest frosts experienced
at long intervals. Then, as to position ; instead of leaving the all.

essential open vistas, so indispensable to give breadth, repose, and
impart general effect, the dotting system is perpetrated, having much
the appearance of an orchard on a large scale, with the trees at more
than ordinary, though regular, distances apart. This is a glaring

mistake, and one that is much on the increase. If we come nearer

the mansion how often do we see a Sequoia, or some other monarch
of the forest, placed so near that by the time it has fairly begun to

show its character it will become a matter of necessity to remove
either the tree or the house. In the preirarations for planting these

trees the common mistake is often made of digging the ground over

a considerable depth without anything in the shape of a drain to

carry off the water that is certain to accumulate in the newly-

loosened soil, which acts as a receptacle for the water that drains

into it from the surrounding ground, thus precluding the possibility

of the tree so placed thriving as it should do. T. Baines.

THE BAMBOO IN EGYPT.
A PAMPHLET has been published at Cairo by the Agricultural Depart,
ment of Egypt, on the Indian Bamboo, which it is said, is being
acclimatised there with great success. We append a few notes

therefrom ;—The gigantic Bamboo, which is of colossal dimensions,
growing to the height of 20 metres, with a circumference of 40 or 50
centimetres at the base (say 65 feet high and 15 to 18 inches

in circumference), from the joints of which, especially those of the

middle and upper parts, grow numerous branches with long leaves, is

the most vigorous species of this arborescent plant. It was intro-
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(Inced some years ago into tlie gardens of the Khedive of Egypt, at

Ghozireh, from whence it has been multiplied in two or three other

gardens of Egypt. It was so much admired by the Emperor of

Brazil, on his visit to the gardens of the Khedivo last antumn, that

he expressed his determination to import it into Brazil, and to culti.

vate it upon the Imperial estates as a shade for animals during the

heat of summer. The gigantic Bamboo originates in India and China,

and is highly appreciated wherever it is cultivated, being used tor

posts in pavilions and the houses of tho inhabitants. The hollow

joints are utilised for carrying liquids, for flower.vases, &c., and in

China, and especially in India, for bottles and tobacco-boxes, highly

wrought and polished and sold at great prices. The larger stalks

are afso used for bridges, water pipes, and carts and other vehicles.

In flue, the wood is employed in the arts, in a multitude of industries,

and for implements of agriculture. This species of Bamboo vege-

tales with such rapidity that it can almost be said that one can see it

grow. Its progress may be seen from day to day, and at Ghozireh it

has been known to grow 9 inches in a single night. A humid soil

is congenial to the gigantic Bamboo, although it suffers under a

prolonged inundation. It is proposed inEgygt to cultivate it upon

the borders of the canals in the vast domains of the Khedive. There

is also in tho gardens of Egypt another species of Bamboo, believed

to be the Bambusa arundinacca of VVilldenow. It presents the follow-

ing characteristics :—The stalks are smaller and shorter than the

gigantic Bamboo of India; it attains about 12 metres (39 feet) in

height ; it forms larger tufts or clusters than the great Bamboo, and

throws'out a greater number of stalks, which are furnished with

numerous slender and flexuous branches, bearing ordinarily tolerably

large thorns, a little arched at tho joints or articulations, and the leaves

are smaller than those of the gigantic species, being rounded at the

base, lance.shaped, tapering to a point, and a little downy. There is

another species of Bamboo which it is proposed to cultivate in Egypt.

It attains a height of 5 or 6 metres, produces enormous clusters of

canes, about the size of the finger, and makes excellent props for use

in horticulture. A plant of two or three years' growth will fnmish

a hundred stalks, forming a cluster of vast size. The species is the

Bambusa ednlis, so called from the fact that its young shoots are

edible, and in China regarded as very nourishing. There is still

another species of Bamboo to which the attention of the cultivator

in Egypt is called. It is the black Bamboo (Bambusa nigra). It is

distinguished principally by its slender branches, which are of a fine

black colour, and from which canes are manufactured extensively for

exportation. Pens are made from the smaller stems, which are

commonly used for writing in Egypt.

THE SILVER FIR.
(PICE.V PECTLNATA.)

By C. T. MITCHIE.

The common Silver Fir, Picea pectinata (Picea of Linnaeus, but

Abies of some other writers), is one of the most picturesque and orna.

mental of forest trees, and in some cases the most handsome of the

ConiferEB. At times it diverges from the beautiful into picturesque

and even grotesque. With all deference to Gilpin's admitted good

taste, he has evidently tailed in displaying it here, when he speaks of

the Silver Fir in the following strain :—" The Silver Fir has very little

to boast in point of picturesque beauty. It has all the regularity of

the Spruce, but without its floating foliage. There is a sort of harsh,

stiif, unbending formality in the stem, the branches, and in the whole

economy of the tree, which makes it disagreeable. Wo rarely see it,

even in the happiest state, assume a picturesque shape. Assisted it

may be in its form when broken and shattered ; but it will rarely get

rid of its formality. In old age it stands the best chance of attaining

beauty." The Silver Fir was inti-oduced from Germany or Switzer-

land, by Sergeant Newdegate, in 1603, who planted some at his

residence at "llarefield Park, Middlesex, and which, according to

Evelyn's account, became very large trees. It is a tree that attains

to an immense size, both in this and other countries, and grows to

150 vears of age under favourable circumstances. Wo are informed

by those travellers who have seen it growing in Switzerland, Germany,

and France, th,it it appears to luxuriate under circumstances

similar to tho Larch, but prefers a rich dry soil, though at

times it is found on ground rather poor, but not gravelly. The Silver

Fir is propagated chiefly from seed, which is ripe in November; but

it can also be readily propagated by cuttings and layers. Wo have

also seen a considerable number of trees that had been blown down

with tho wind at different periods, which had struck root in the

ground all along that side resting upon it ; and this not only with

young trees, but with others also exceeding forty years old. The roots

also possess considerably more vitality than any others of the Coni.

ferous common forest trees, and not only remain longer in a vital

state after the tree is cut down, but make an effort to prolong life,

as is seen in the exuding resinous matter around the top of the stool,

between the bark and the sapwood. We never observed any tree

actually produce shoots (termed stockshots) in the same manner as
hard-wood trees do ; but in cases where the tree is cut over at such a
height above the ground as to leave a few living branches upon tho
stool, they often produce vertical shoots which would become trees.

Another peculiarity of tho Silver Fir must be familiar to most
foresters, in its proclivity to produce vertical shoots at any part
where an accident or injury has occurred, or when the top or limb is

broken off. It is in connection with this peculiarity of growth that

double tops are produced, for it possesses, in common with hard-wood
trees, the quality of producing shoots of two distinct kinds, viz.,

those that grow horizontally and spreading, termed branches, and
those that grow upright, and which constitute the stem or trunk.

Probably every other tree as well as that of the Silver Fir possesses

that inherent power of producing both kinds of shoots, and only

require to be placed under peculiar circumstances in order to develop
them ; but the Silver Fir undoubtedly possesses it in a much higher
degree, and different from all others of the Coniferous class of forest

trees, at least the common Scotch Pine, Norway Spruce, and Larch
;

though the Larch, it must be admitted, possesses it to an appreciable
extent. So different, varied, and even conflicting are the accounts
given of the culture and success of the Silver Fir, that many persons
have been induced to plant it extensively to the exclusion of the

Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Pine ; while others have been so far

influenced on the other side as to have abandoned planting it alto-

gether, each party believing they have sufficient grounds for acting

as they do, and are justified in the course they pursue. Without
arrogating too much, we shall endeavour to show at least some of

the reasons for each party maintaining their own views and acting

upon them, and how far each is right in going to the extreme to

which they go in either direction.

In almost every county of Scotland, very flne specimens of the
Silver Fir are to be met with, growing upon a diversity of soils,

and variously situated, both in regard to shelter and altitude. We
have seen it grow well upon almost all soils, except gravel. On such
gravel at least Scotch Pine, Birch, and Larch, will grow tolerably

well upon, Silver Fir appears not to succeed. We have sometimes
thought that we knew cases where this rnle was violated ; but on
examining the soil, and especially the sub. soil, we found that although
the surface presented gravel, the sub.soil was of clay or sandy loam.
The counties of Moray and Inverness are proverbial for their extent
of gravelly and sandy soils, and these counties generally are ill

adapted for the growth of Silver Fir. In corroboration still of this

opinion, we met with Lord L., of B Castle, a few months ago, and
this nobleman, being eminently versed in forestry, entered into a
conversation about the Silver Fir, and his lordship informed us that

Silver Fir does not succeed upon his estates in Inverness-shire, but
invariably lose their leading shoots at 10 to 20 feet high, and many fail

long before that stage of growth. On further inquiry, we found that

the soil, where the failures occurred, was of a gravelly and sandy
description, which probably accounted for it. We know of some flne

healthy growing Silver Firs situated upon very cold and wet clay, and
upon such soils they are certainly the flnest specimens of any forest

trees in their locality. The counties of Dumfries, Peebles, Selkirk,

and Roxburgh, comprise soils at once the coldest and most claj-ey and
wet of any in the country ; and yet in each of these counties are to

be found splendid Silver Firs. Take for example those trees in

Mainswood, near Durrisdeer, Dumfries, some of which contain 200
cubic feet ; or those at Cowhill, near Dumfries, of equal size ; on the
roadside at Annan ; and also at Dnmcrieff, near Moffat, all of which
are noble trees. Or again, look at those splendid specimens at Stobo
Castle, and Dauwick House, Peeblesshire, or those at Oldhouse of

Killearn, Riddell, and Borthwick Brae, and also at Stobs Castle,

Branxholm, Wanchope, and many other places that might be named.
We have remarked that soils, however cold or clayey, do not injuri-

ously affect but rather favour its growth ; and we would next glance

at the altitudes at which it is found to succeed. These as may be
conceived cannot definitely bo ascertained ; but we know of lai'ge

Silver Firs growing at altitudes over 1,000 feet, and we are informed
by others that they know of them of immense size at nearly 1,200

feet altitude. Takiiig therefore the two circumstances together,

coldness of soil, and the extreme altitude at which it grows luxuri.

antly, there can be no doubt as to the hardiness of the tree in relation

to those influences. In regard to situation, it appears very accom-
modating, and is found growing well in any. But judging from the

appearance of old trees, we are inclined to think it will attain the

greatest age and largest dimensions in a northern aspect ; and in

such, the trees appear less disjiosed to become forked or double topped,

but prolong their upward growth with fewer interruptions ; hence
becoming taller than iu southern exposures. Having stated several
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advantages of the Silver Fir, we shall state a few objeotiona to it.

After a minute and cai'eful examination of all the various circum-

stances connected with the culture of the Silver Fir, we are led to the

conclusion that those influences which most injuriously affect it ai'e

its liability to spring frosts injuring it, which occur after it has begun
to grow, and being then exceedingly tender, it is very apt to be
injured by the frost. In addition to frost, there are evidently other

influences which injuriously affect the Silver Fir, it may be exposure
to a low temperaturt"', or it may be easterly winds, or other atmos.
pheric influences. This distinctive influence, be it what it may, so

far affects the trees of all ages by causing them first to decay on
the top, and ultimately causing the whole tree to perish,

that the magnitude which it has assumed has caused no small alarm
and loss to proprietors. This influence, which, in the writer's opinion,

is different from frost, whose effects are visible to the eye, is succeeded
by the insect popularly Icnown as the mealy bug. And with many it

has long been the established opinion that it is the cause, and not the

result or consequence of a predisposing cause. It is not, however,
essential for our present pm-pose to know which is the primary and
which the secondary cause ; but it is nevertheless, to be deplored

that through this influence the culture of Silver Fir is rendered
precarious and uncertain, so much so indeed that many persons have
ceased to plant it. Many Silver Firs have doubtless been thrown into

disease by being planted upon land in a state of cultivation, or in

other words, by being manured. The effects of manure upon certain

Coniferre is so hurtful, and often fatal within a very few years, that
most people avoid it entirely ; but ground is often planted in which
both sufficient manure and lime are present to prove hurtful without
a ray of suspicion being awakened respecting them ; or of the future
failure of the plantation, when it occurs, having even a remote
connection with the lime and manure present in the soil when planted.

Why one tree should decay and another close by it survive and flourish

is a matter involved in mystery ; but if we consider that in a plantation

of any description there are trees that come early into leaf,

and others that are late, differing as much as twenty days or more
between the earliest and the latest in foliating, we need not be
surprised at the different results that take place throughout the whole
period of the tree's existence. And in the event of frost being the
sole influence which affects the Silver Fir injuriously it is easily

discernible how the results are brought about. If, for example, a
frost should occur a few days after the earliest plants have foliated,

they would, of course, fall its victims, and those later of foliating for

that season escape. And, on the other hand, should a frost occur
twenty days after the first or earliest plants have unfolded their leaf,

lets, the latest ones in leafing would suffer, while the earliest ones,

being to some extent hardened in consequence of being so long in

leaf, would, in like manner, escape. A repetition of frosts npou a
certain plant may so weaken its constitution as to predispose it to

disease; hence frost may produce diseases of which it was little

suspected. So much in regard to the culture of Silver Fir ; we shall

next state some of the uses to which it is put, and its general and
comparative value as a timber tree :

First, in the market for railway sleepers there is no difference or
distinction made between those of Silver Fir, Norway Spruce, or Scotch
Pine ; the general price for either in the Glasgow and Newcastle
market is 2s. 6d. each, for what are termed 10 inch sleepers, that is

sleepers 9 feet long, 10 by 5. They are seldom required to be die square,
but must have a face upon the round side 5 inches broad for the chair

to rest upon. When clean grown, it is sawn into staves and heading
;

but as it is generally knotty, it is not fit for that or any other purpose
when cut into thin deals, in consequence of the knots falling out, to

the detriment of the articles into which it is manufactured. Boards
cut out of old mature trees make excellent flooring, especially for

bedrooms. If of heart-wood, and put down dry, nor once allowed to
become wet after being laid, the seams or joints are not liable to open
as is the case with Scotch Pine ; but the surface being partly very
hard where the knots are, and partly soft where they are not, cause
floors without carpets, or where much traversed over, to wear into holes.

Boards or scantling of Silver Fir do not warp or twist as Larch or
even Scotch Pine does ; hence, on that account it is vei'y serviceable
for water spouts, troughs, cisterns and such like. It ia an excellent
wood for any purpose connected with sluices, embankments, or canals,

and is specially adapted for making coffer dams. For roofing

purposes there is no home-grown wood better adapted, being equally
suitable for rafters, joists, beams, and lintels ; but its greatest

superiority is for soaking, as it does not warp or twist, or spring the
nails at the ends or edges, which some other description of wood does;

a circumstance which is very hurtful to the roof, as it causes the
slates or tiles to get displaced. No wood is more suitable for parti,

tions, especially to cover with paper, as it is not liable to crack and
break as Scotch Pine does, nor is it so liable to worm eat as is the sap.
wood of Scotch Pine. For roofing stables, breweries, dye-houses, and

other buildings where the breath of animals or steam very shortly
affects the wood with dry rot. Silver Fir possesses several peculiar
advantages, and lasts twice as long or even longer than Scotch Pine
does. It is very well adapted for fencing purposes, especially for
posts, and in wet ground remains sound much longer than the sap.
wood of Scotch Pine. It is not so suitable for rails (especially top
ones) as for posts, as it is apt to break at the knots ; but whore the
wood is clear of knots, and of moderately slow growth, it makes
excellent rails for all except the top, which should be of Larch. In
manufacturing Silver Fir, it is advisable, as far as practicable, to
convert it into scantlings as large as possible, which avoids breakage
at the knots. From all we have seen of the Silver Fir, we conclude,
that as heavy a crop of it can be grown per acre as of any other
description of wood. For example, we to-day examined a group of
Silver Firs, and found them growing at an average distance apai-t of
12 feet, and each tree on an average, containing 30 cubic feet of
timber, thus making the value of the crop at the following rate per
acre :—300 trees multiplied by 30 gives 9,000 cubic feet, which, at
6d. per foot, is £223. The age of the trees is about eighty years, and
they appear to be quite sound and healthy. We know of no trees
which, upon the same description of ground, and within the
same period of time, would produce so many feet of timber, save
perhaps, the black Italian Poplar, and the Austrian and Corsicau Firs •

but the rapidity of its growth entails a great profusion of branches
which as a consequence, produces coarse and knotty wood. A
valuable crop, however, and probably the most so of any would be
say 500 trees per acre, which would necessitate such proximity of the
trees to each other as to prevent undue development of branches
hence wood of finer grain and smaller, if not fewer knots. The
Norway white wood, which corresponds with our Spruce, ts, as may
be seen in the boards, thickly but irregularly dotted all over with
knots.

Remarks.

1. The Silver Fir may be planted as a mixture amongst hard-
wood trees, or rather in groups, or single trees at wide distances apart
amongst them, to form a contrast, at once bold and striking, amidst
the rounded cloudy tops of the hard-woods. 2. It is a tree very
productive of branches if allowed room to develop them, and these in
turn produce coarse grained and knotty wood. On the other hand
if much confined, it is apt to contract certain diseases on the top,
which dies down several feet, and sometimes causes death to ensue.
3. Its tendency and liability is to blow down with the wind, in con.
sequence of the immense quantity of branches with which it is usually
clothed. 4. The great expense of the plants compared with those of
Scotch Pine, Larch, or Spruce, and tardiness of growth during the
first eight or ten years. 5. The comparatively low prices derived for
the wood in market, compared with many other trees that might grow
upon the same soil, and occupy similar space. 6. Its liability to
contract diseases, some known, others unknown, but all beyond con-
trol, and some fatal. 7. Though personally the writer is a great
admirer of the Silver Fir, yet, for general forest planting, he objects
to it on the preceding and following considerations:—they are, when
planting, if he finds soil adapted to the Silver Fir, he plants other
trees upon it more certain to grow, and likely to pay better when
grown. 8. One great objection to the Silver Fir in the present day
is its great liability to be destroyed by rabbits and hares, which are
exceedingly fond of its bark, and prefer it to Scotch Pine, Larch, and
Spruce. We have seen the Silver Firs selected and destroyed in the
midst of those above named without their being at all injured. 9.
Another objection to the Silver Fir is, its tendency to become forked
and divide into several stems, which the wind so acts upon as to break
off. These must either be pruned off at a considerable expense, or
left on to the injury of the tree. 10. The knots of the Silver Fir are
so excessively hard as to injure almost any sort of tools, and carpen.
tersobject to it on that account. The woodmen dread it for their axes,
the sawyer for his saws, and the cax'penter for his planes and other
tools. 11. The knots being so excessively hard, and the other part
of the wood moderately soft, it on that account wears into holes which,
in floors, are highly objectionable. 12. In consideration of all the
objections to the Silver Fir (not ignoring its good qualities), we are
personally in favour of planting in its stead Picea Nordmanniana, a
tree much resembling the common Silver, possessing all its good
qualities and avoiding its bad ones, save that its plants are for the
present probably six times dearer, but will, it is anticipated, gradu.
ally become cheaper.

—

Transactions of The Scottish Arboricrdtural
Society

.

The Pottery Tree.—Among the many vegetable products of
Brazil the Pottery tree of Para is not the least worthy of note.
This tree, the Moqnilea utilis of botanists, attains a height of 100 feet
up to the lowest branches. The stem is very slender, seldom much
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exceeding 1 foot in diameter at the base. The wood is very hard,

and contains a larf^o amount of silica—not so much, however, as the

bark, which is largely employed as a source of silica in the manu-
facture of pottery. In preparing the bark for the potter's use, it is

first burned, and the residue is then pulverised and mixed with clay

in varying proportions. With an equal quantity of the two ingredients

a superior quality of ware is produced. It is very dnrable, and will bear

almost any amount of heat. The natives employ it for all manner of

culinary purposes. When fresh the bark cuts like soft sandstone, and
the presence of the silex may be readily ascertained by grinding a
piece of the bark between the teeth. When dry it is generally brittle,

though sometimes hard to break. After being burned, if of good
quality, it cannot be broken up between the fingers, a pestle and
mortar being required to crush it.

Gas Pipes fatal to Trees.—Cuttings of Willow, the lower

ends of which were placed in flasks containing a little water and
filled with coal gas, developed only short roots, and the buds on the

nppor parts died shortly after unfolding in the air. Of ten plants in

pots (varieties of Fuchsia and Salvia), among the I'oots of which coal

g.as was conducted through openings in the bottom of the pots, seven

died in four months. To show that the plants were killed, not by
the direct action of the gas, but in consequence of the poisoning of

the soil, several experiments were made with earth, through which
coal gaa had passed for two or three hours daily for two and a half

years. Tlio rootlets of seeds sown in this soil remained very short

and soon rotted. A plant of Dracaena was re-potted in the soil; in

ten days the leaves dried up and the roots died. These results sufli.

ciently account for the fact, that trees planted near gas pipes in

streets, so often die ; the enclosing of gas pipes iu wider tubes,

having openings to the air, and through which currents could be

maintained by artificial means, has, therefore, been recommended as

a remedy. Such a plan is still more to be recommended on hygienic

grounds, since it has been shown, than infiltrfition of coal gas through
the soil, takes place even into houses not supplied with gas.

—

Scientific

American.

The Hatchet-leaved Thujopsis (T. dolobrata).—Indi.
genous to high but sheltered valleys in Japan, and frequently met
with in cultivation in that country as well as in China, both as an
ornamental tree and for its timber, which, from its closeness of grain

and durability, is highly valued, and used for a great variety of pur.

poses. It is described as forming in Japan a lofty, handsome, conical

tree, with vertical branches, gracefully drooping at the points; the

branchlets numerous, much compressed, and abundantly clothed with

flat scale-like leaves regularly imbricated, of a bright glossy green

colour on the upper, and silvery on the under, surface. This grand
species was first sent to Britain in 1854, having since been widely
distributed, and exposed to the rigours of our winters in the open air

without injury. It makes most progress in strong loamy or peaty
soils, moderately moist, and prefers a shady situation. A fine

variegated variety of this species was sent home from Yeddo, Japan,

in 18G1, by Mr. Fortune, who found it cultivated in gardens. This

pretty plant has the branchlets more or less freely tinted with pale

yellow. It has proved to be equally hardy and of as free growth as

the parent, and is well worthy of a place in the most select collection.

—Qardener,

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Branch-shedding in Trees.— The Aspen (Populns tremula) sheds its

bnuiches in liot \w;ahor more suddenly and more lrc«iucntly tlian even the
Khn. Lart,'i' liinlis ln-euk ofT without tlio sli^'htest warning. There ai'e some
fine Aspens in this neiKliboiuhood.—H. G. W.vtnbt, Xw».

Undergrowth in Woods.—How can I increase Elder and Dog-wood for
Xlnderpiowtll in woods ? Should I take cuttinjjs or sow seed, as I want many
thousands?—K. B. [The best way of increiisint: Elders and Dog-wood is by
cuttinvrs, inserted in rows on well-dug ground in tbo autumn or spring, it

would be best for you to obtain the advice of a practical nurseryman previous
to conunenciug on such a huge scale ns that yon suggest.

—

Ed.]

Extraordinary Growth of a Tree.—The following are the dimensions of
a Fever tJuni tree, nine years old, grown on the grounds of Gen. Vallego,
thirty-five miles north of San Francisco. The tree occupied a place among
bis Orange and Olive trees, and approaclied too near his house. Not wishing
to take the chance of having a seveie wind throw the sapling across his house,
he proceeded Iv hiy the nine-year-old prostrate, and in that position a tape line
determined it to be il6 feet from root to top, and a cut sawed off, 4 feet above
the roots, showed the diameter to be 19 inches one way across the stump, and
17i inches at a right angle the other way.

—

CnHixmtor.

Shrubs to Flower in Autumn.—I should like to have the names of a few
flowering shiubs that would blossom iu the autumn, with hints about the kind
of soil best suited for each. The bank where they are to be placed is partially
shaded by Oak trees, and the climate so mild that asmall Camellia hns survived
the winter w ithout jirotection.— M. L. W. [Japan Privet, Khus Cotinus,
Spiraeas, and Hydrangeas in variety. Yuccas, Fuchsias, Menziesia cau-ulea,
many hard,y Heaths, Clematis flammula, tubulosa, and others, Leycesteria
formnsa, Kscallonias iu variety, and Calycanlhus occidentalis are all autumn-
flowering shrubs which will succeed in ordinary soil, with the esceptiou of the
hardy Heaths which succeed best iu peaty soil.

—

Ed.]

THE MUSIC OF TREES.
The sounds and motions of trees constitute subtle but important
elements of pleasure. It is not enough that a tree have a comely
form as a whole ; that it cast a dense shade in the sultry days of

summer ; that, perhaps, it yield a nut or fruit ; and that, finally,

when it gives np its life to the inevitable axe, its prostrate trunk
shall furnish good timber. Besides these uses of comfort and of

economy, a tree, like a rich-hearted person, has a hundred nameless
ways which we hardly stop to analyse, but which, were they sud-
denly taken away, we should miss. The murmuring of trees is pro-
foundly affecting to a sensitive spirit. In some moods of imagination
one cannot help feeling that trees have a low song, or a conversation
of leaves. They whisper, or speak, or cry out, and even roar. No
one knows this last quality so well as those who have been in old

Oak forests in a storm, with violent wind. A dense forest opposes
such a resistance to the free passage of the air, that the sound is

much deadened. But in a park or Oak-opening, where spaces are
left for the motion of the air, and among open-branched trees, a storm
moves with such power and majesty, that not even the battles of
thunder-clouds are more sublime, and, under certain circumstances,
it becomes terrific. At the beginning of the tempest, the trees sway
and toss as if seeking to escape ; as the violence increases, the
branches bounce back, the leaves, turning their white undersides to
the light, fairly scream. The huge boughs creak and strain like a
ship in a storm. Now and then some branches which have grown
across each other are drawn back and forth, as if demons were
scraping infernal bass-viols. Occasionally a branch breaks with .a

wild crash, or some infirm tree, caught unawares in a huge puil of
the storm, goes down with a crashing fall, and with a thunder,
stroke when it reaches the ground. I would go farther to hear a
storm-concert in an old forest, than any music that man ever made.
No one who is familiar with forest sounds but is sure, when he hears
Beethoven's music, that much of it was inspired by the sounds of
winds among trees. There are milder joys, however, in tree converse.
Only this morning I awakened to hear it rain. That steady splash
of drops which a north-east wind brings on is not easily mistaken. I

flatter myself that my ear is too well trained to all the ordinary
sounds of Nature to be easily deceived. I rise, and throw back the
blinds, when lo ! not a drop is falling. It is the wind in my Maple
trees. I had thought of that, and listened with the most discrimi-

nating attention, and was sure that it was rain. Twice we lived iu

houses built on the edge of the original forests. These had been
thinned out, and recesses opened up. It happened in both cases that
an Ash and a Hickory had been left, which shot up, without side

branches, to a great height. The trunks were supple and tongh.
Whenever the winds moved gently, these long and lithe trees moved
with singular grace and beauty. As there was no perceptible wind
along the ground, the movements seemed voluntary. And yet there
was in it that kind of irresolution which one sees in sleep-walking. Bat
as soon as the breath became a breeze, the wide circles through which
these rooted gymnasts moved was wonderful. They seemed going forth

in every direction, and yet surely and quickly springing back toposi.
tion again. And in every motion, such was their elasticity, they mani-
fested the utmost grace. The sighing of winds iu a Pine forest has
no parallel sound except upon the sea-shore. Of all sounds of leaves
it is the sweetest and saddest, to certain moods of summer leisure.

The Pine sings, like the poet, with no every-day voice, but in a tone
apart from all common sounds. It has the power to change the
associations, and to quicken the poetic sensibility, as no other singing
tree can do. Everyone should have this old harper, like a seer or a
priest among trees, about his dwelling. Under an old Pine would
naturally be found the young maiden, whose new lover was far across
the seas. In the sounds that would descend she could not fail to hear
the voices of the sea,—the roar of winds, the plash of waves running
in upon the shore. Every country place should havethatvery coquette
among trees, the Aspen. It seems never to sleep. Its twinkling
fingers are playing in the air at some arch fantasy almost without
pause. If you sit at a window with a book, it will wink and blink,

and beckon, and coax, till you cannot help speaking to it ! That
must be a still day that does not see the Aspen quiver ! A single

leaf sometimes will begin to wag, and not another on the whole treo

will move. Sometimes a hidden breath will catch at a lower branch,
then, shifting, will leave that still, while it shakes a topmost twig.

Though the air may move so gently that your cheek does not feel it,

this sensitive tree will seem all a-shiver, and turn its leaves upward
with shuddering chill. It is the daintiest fairy of all the trees. One
should have an Aspen on every side of his house, that no window
should bo without a chance to look upon it nods and becks, and to

rejoice in its innocent witcheries. I have seen such fair sprites, too, in

human form. But one does not get off so easily, if he sports too

much with them. The Aspen leaf makes no wounds. Its frolics spin

no silken threads which one cannot follow, and which will not break !
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Tho musical qualities of trees have not been considererd enough, in

planting aronud our dwellings. The great-leaved Magnolias have no
fine sound. Willows have bat littlo. Cedars, Yew-trees, and Lom-
bardy Poplars are almost silent. It is said that tho Lombardy Poplar

is the male tree, tho female having never come over. It is very

likely. It is stiff enough to be an old bachelor. It spreads oat no
side branches. Its top dies early. It casts a penurious shadow.

H. W. Beecheu.

T H E H QUS E HOLD.
SCIENTIFIC TESTIMONY IN FAVOUa OF FRUIT

AND VEGETABLE POOD.
Professor Owex.—" The apes and the monkeys, which man nearly

resembles in his dentition, derive their staple food from fruits, grain,

the kernels of nuts, and other forms in which the most sapid and
nutritious tissues of the vegetable kingdom are elaborated ; and tho

close resemblance between the quadrumanous and human dentition

shows that man was, from the beginning, adapted to eat the fruit of

the trees of the garden."—" Odontography," p. 471.

BarOiV Cuvier.—" The natural food of man, judging from his

structure, appears to consist principally of the fruits, roots, and other

succulent parts of vegetables."—" Animal Kingdom," p. 46 (Orr,

London, 1810).

M. Daubenton.—" It is, then, highly probable that man in a state

of pure nature, living in a confined society, and in a genial climate

—

where the earth required but little culture to produce its fruits—did

subsist upon these, without seeking to prey on animals."—" Observa-
tions on Indigestion."

LiNN.EUs.—" This species of food [trait] is that which is most suit-

able to man; which is evinced by the series of quadrupeds ; analogy;
wild men ; apes ; the structure of the mouth, of the stomach, and the
hands."—"Linnroi Amoenitates Academica?," vol. x., p. 8.

Bay.—" Certainly man by nature was never made to be a carnivorous

animal, nor is he armed at all for prey or rapine, with jagged and
pointed teeth, and crooked claws sharpened to rend and tear ; but
with gentle hands to gather fruit and vegetables, and with teeth to

chew and eat them."—" Evelyn's Acetaria," p. 170.

Bell.—" It is, I think, not going too far to say, that every fact

connected with the human organisation goes to prove that man was
originally formed a frugivorous animal This opinion is prin-
cipally derived from the formation of his teeth and digestive organs, as
well as from the character of his skin ; and the general structure of

his limbs."—"Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the Teeth."
Haller.—" This food, then, which I have hitherto described, and

in which flesh has no part, is salutary ; insomuch that it fully nourishes
a man, protracts lite to an advanced period, and prevents or cures such
disorders as are attributable to the acrimony or grossness of the
blood."—" Elements of Physiology," vol. vi., p. 199.
HuFELAND.—" The more man follows Nature, and is obedient to

her laws, the longer will he live ; the further he deviates from these,
the shorter will be his existence. . . Plain, simple food only,

promotes moderation and longevity ; while compounded and luxurious
food shortens lite. . . Instances of the greatest longevity are to
be found among men who, from their youth, lived principally on
vegetables, and who, perhaps, never tasted flesh."

LiEBiG.—" Grain, and othernntritions vegetables, yield us, not only
in starch, sugar, and gum, the carbon which protects our organs from
the action of oxygen, and produces in the organism the heat which
is essential to life, but also in the form of vegetable flbrine, albumen,
and caseine, [the elements of] our blood, from which the other parts
of our body are developed. Vegetables produce, in their organism,
tbe blood [matter] of all animals ; for the carnivora, in consuming
the blood and flesh of the graminivora, consume, strictly speaking,
only the vegetable principles which have served for the nutrition of
the latter."

Dr. Carpenter.—" We freely concede to the advocates of vege-
tarianism that, as regards the endurance of physical labour, there is

ample proof of the capacity of what is commonly called the vegetable
regimen, that is, abstinence from flesh meat, to afford the requisite
sustenance We are inclined, then, to believe that a
purely vegetable diet, if it contains a due proportion of oleaginous
matter, is capable of maintaining the physical powers of the body at
their highest natural elevation, even under the exposure of the extreme
of cold," &o.

Dr. Cullen.—" I am firmly persuaded that any man who, early in

life, will enter upon the constant practice of bodily labour and of

abstinence from animal food, will be preserved entirely from gout. . .

The cure [of rheumatism] requires, in the first place, an antiphlogistic
regimen ; and particularly a total abstinence from animal food, and
from all fermented and spirituous liquors."

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

It is hardly necessary to say that the present season, on account of

its great drought, has been by no means favourable for tho flower

garden. The rainfall has been exceedingly partial as well as

deficient; and many instances have occurred where, in certain locali-

ties, considerable falls of rain have been experienced ; while in

others, removed by a distance of only a mile or two, no fall has taken

place. It may give an idea of the drought experienced in this part

of the country to know that the rainfall of the first seven months of

the preseni; year amounts to only 6-61 inches. The season, however,

has afforded ample opportunities to judge of the great advantages to

be derived from an extra depth of soil, and also of a system of mulch-

ing wherever this is practicable, as, in too many instances, watering

without this really avails but little. Notwithstanding the arid and

ungenial character of the season, some varieties of bedding plants are

succeeding even better than could have been expected, and notable

among which are the Ivy-leaved and hybrid Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,

reference to which was made in a former calendar ; while the

failure of the yellow bedding Calceolaria in many localities is

a circumstance, however much it may be regretted, unlikely

to cause much surprise ; indeed, the total e.xclasion of

this plant from the parterre has almost become a settled

question with many cultivators, and is only postponed from year to

year on account of the difficulty of finding a suitable substitute, or

one likely to supply the desired colour Many varieties of annuals

and other plants have been recommended for this purpose, but none

of them free from grave objections ; among the best are Tagetes

signata, and some of the various sorts of dwarf French Marigolds,

the Gaillardias, Calliopsis, or CEuothera Drummondi, all of which

have, however, a more or less weedy appearance, and in all respects

tall far short of the Calceolaria, when seen in a flourishing condition
;

but, in the meantime, a fair trial might be given to the varieties of

yellow bedding Pansies, Tropaaolum compaotnm, and some of the

orange and yellow-flowering Lantanas. Though the flower-garden

may be less attractive than it usually is at this season, the various

routine operations must nevertheless be adhered to, and every effort

should be made to make neatness and order compensate, as far as

possible, for any deficiencies which there may be in floral display.

Go over flower-beds daily, or as frequently as may be necessary, and

pick off decayed flowers and leaves. Finish the clipping of Box

and other edgings, it this is not already done, and sweep and roll

Grass belts and gravel walks as often as is found necessary. Push

on the propagation of bedding plants as fast as possible, wherever

cuttings can be obtained. Put in cuttings also of various sorts of

hardy herbaceous plants, wherever it may be considered necessary to

increase the stock of the same—such as the various hybrid Phloxes (all

of which are exceedingly beautiful), Pentstemons, and Mule Pinks,

all of which may now be struck from cuttings in a close frame,

along with Verbenas and other bedding plants ; and they may be

wintered in the store pots, from which they can be transferred to

beds or borders where they are intended to flower, in spring, or, to

further forward them, they may be potted off singly in spring, and

planted out about the beginning of May. Collections of valuable

hybrid Phloxes, Pentstemons, Delphiniums, and Mule Pinks, should

be cultivated in every garden, as they are all beautiful decorative

plants, and always afford an abundant supply of cut flowers during

a very considerable portion of the season ; and the improvement

which has been effected in them of late years is very remarkable.

—

P. Grieve.

Rosea.

Marechal Niel is the flnest yellow Kose we have in cultivation,

but beiug a free grower and bad one to flower in some localities,

and having grown it in pots and out of doors on its own roots.

Briar, Gloire de Dijon, and other stocks, a few remarks as to the

best way, and the stocks I have flowered it on most successfully, may
be useful to amateurs wishing to grow this fine Rose ; I will,

therefore, commence by taking the Marechal on his own
roots. I have a Rose-house, with the spans facing north and south,

with a pit for fermenting materials, and bottom-heated by hot-water

pipes. The paths and stages all round are 2 feet 6 inches wide. I

took off a cutting from one of the grafted plants, which, when rooted,

it was potted into a large 60-pot, in March, 1873, and then plunged in

Cocoa fibre in the Rose-honse and grown on up to the middle of

July, during which period it received several shifts, and at the end

of July I gave it its last shift for the season. By this time the plant

had two shoots 6 feet long. I had the pot placed near a south

fence, and the shoots nailed to tha fence, in which position it remained
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till the beginning of November, receiving an occasional watering.

It was then removed, with other Tea Roses, into cold pits. At the

latter end of January, 1871, I had it removed to the Rose-house, and
placed the pot on the south stage of the house, as near the front,

lights as I could place it. I then had two lines stretched horizontally,

about 1 foot apart, along tho front rafters, to which 1 tied the two
shoots, without pruning them ; but previous to doing so, I had tho
Roses washed with a solution of weak Gishurst compound. From
that plant I have cut over one hundred fine blooms tin's season. It

commenced flowering in March, and has had three or four successions
of blooms up to the end of July, all of the blooms being fit to exhibit
at any exhibition of Roses. (The Mai cchal docs not succeed so well on
its own roots planted out, as in pots.) I also liad two plants, started
in the spring of 1873, specially picked out, and worked on tho Briar
stock ; one was budded, and tho other was grafted on the French
system ; they both made excellent growth ; the grafted jilant seemed
to do tho best for some time, but when removed from the house to
the open air, by some means or other, tho graft was broken off, so I

am qnite certain tho grafts do not succeed for such strong Roses,
except they are potted deep. Tho budded plant made excellent
growth, and it was quite as good as tho plant on its own roots, and
one thing I must mention, that the Roses that were cut off the ]3riar

were of a deeper colour. Tlie Rose was trained on front wires in the
same way as the oneon its own roots, and received tho same treatment.
Mareehal Niel succeeds well planted out worked on tho Briar, but I

do not like grafted plants. I bought twelve grafted plants, and not
Cne is alive now. Standards especially, bloom freely, and are very
deeply coloured. I have dwarf ones worked for trellis-work. Care
ought to be taken in selecting good healthy stocks, and do not prune
too freely, only cut out weak shoots, leaving the strong growth to
flower.—H. G.

Indoor Plant Department.
To soft-wooded conservatory plants in flower, pure water only should

bo given ; but to such as are making growth, occasional applications
of manure-water may bo given. Lap.agerias, both red and white,
are now in great beauty, as are also Passion-flowers and Fuchsias on
trellises. Lilies placed amongst the green masses of Camellias,
Azaleas, Acacias, &c., have a pleasing effect, aud few plants can be
more charming for fronts of borders than Hydrangea paniculata,
Agapanthus umbellatus, Vallota purpurea, Trachelium caDruleura,

and Plumbago capensis. Keep up a good succession of Gomphrena
globosa. Balsams, Cockscombs and other Celosias, Ehodantho
Manglesii, Begonias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Achimenes, Fuchsias,
Pelargoniums, Asters, Schizanthusos, Zinnias, Colenses, and others.

Remove plants, the beauty of which is over, to frames ; in the case
of tall straggling plants, however, it may bo more desirable to save
cuttings of them than to preserve the old plants through the
winter. Annuals may be consigned to the rubbish.heap as soon as
their flowers become faded, unless seed-saving is an object.

See to repairs in the way of glazing and painting, aud put every-
thing in good order before winter sets in. The general stock
of hard-wooded plants in greenhouses, such as Coronillas, Cjtisuses,
Heaths, and Azaleas, must bo freely exposed, if in frames, to
atmospheric influences, but if out of doors they should be screened
from strong sunshine by plunging the pots in Cocoa-nut fibre or
ashes, aud by laying the pots on their sides in the event of heavy
rain-falls. The earliest started Fuchsias if now cut back, rested,

re-potted, and started into growth, make fine late-blooming plants,

but young plants are preferable. Transfer a few Lilies to a house
with a north and cold asijcct, so as to keep them as late as possible
in coming into bloom. Tho earliest ones should now be kept
quite dry and in a cool shady place, aud succession ones just moist
enough to prevent the leaves from shrivelling until tho stalks turn
yellow, when the bulbs may bo kept altogether dry. Of Amarantuses
have a good stock, as they are very effective mixed amongst flowering
or white-leaved foliage plants, such as Centaureaa. A. salicifolius will

now be at its best, and in order to maintain a good brilliant colour in

the leaves, keep the plants near the glass and in an airy position; a
little peat put into the soil in which they are growing serves to
increase brilliance of colour in Amarantuses, Coleuses, Iresines, Alter,
nantheras, and similar plants. Be very careful in watering plants
of Gomphrena globosa ; for they are apt to damp off quite suddenly at
the neck, and to become useless ; a little charcoal dust placed around
the base of tho stem has been found to bo a good preventive of this
malady. Permit the earliest started hybrid Begonias to go gradually
to rest, for although they might continue to flower for a short time,
yet their habit would bo of such a loose and straggling character
that young plants would be vastly superior to them. Sow Cyclamens
in a very gentle temperature and light soil, for, by sowing now,
excellent flowering plants will bo obtained when the seedlings are
fifteen months old. Attend to the pricking off and potting of Calceo-
larias, Cineraries, and Chinese Primulas, and pot Auriculas and

place them in a frame with a northern aspect. Graft a few
Epiphyllums on Pereskia stocks, and propagate a few of the latter by
means of cuttings. Unfasten the ligatures of Camellia.^ and Azalras
that have " taken," and re-pot the plants as soon as practicable, lu
stoves fine foliago is now more predominant than flowers, therefore
the plants should be arranged accordingly, giving a light and pro-
minent position to highly-coloured plants. Syringe every fine daj',

water plentifully but moderately, and shade thinly from strong
sunshine. Pot singly young Gloxinias raised from cuttings made of
the leaves, or seedlings, and gradually dry off those that have dono
blooming. Snch plants of Achimenes as are exhausted place on a
dry shelf, and keep them pretty dry. Some Eranthemums, Gymnos-
tachyums, Souerilas, Cyrtodeiras, Bertolonias, &c., if rooted at
their several joints, may be separated, and each division to which
roots are attached, potted singly. Euphorbia jacquiniasflora and
Poinsettia pulcherrima should have a position close to the glass in a
moderately warm place. Encourage the growth of Gesneras of tho
Exoniensis section ; they make fine blooming aud ornamental
plants from October throughout the winter. Plants of Clerodendrons
of the KiBmpferi and Fallax section must be stored away in some dry
place.

Orchids.

Most of the work now to be done in tho Orchid-house consists in

keeping plants, pots, and stages scrupulously clean aud sweet.
Watering will require more care and attention as the dull foggy
weather commences, especially such pseudo-bulbous kinds as have
completed their season's growth. Others, as Vaudas, Aerides,
Angraicums, Phala)nopsis, aud Cypripedinms, will always re(iuiro a
liberal supply, even during the depth of winter, and the last-named,
together with Disas, and such of the Deudrobes as are making their
growth, should be gently dewed with the syringe in the middle of the
day during bright mild weather. Loslias, on blocks, and Sophronitig
will now require constant attention, and must be repeatedly
plunged or dipped in tepid water, so as to thoroughly moisten tho
Sphagnum, which will then continue in a genial state, and foster
the increase of root-growth and the consequent vigour of the plants.
Carefully renew the top growth of Sphagnum in all cases where it

has failed since the general re-potting took place. The Moss used
for this pui'pose should be carefully picked over, bit by bit, so as to
remove all rubbish, insect pests, and slugs. Where Cattleyas have
made their growth, every precaution should be adopted to prevent
their again starting into growth before the turn of the year. This
may be done by keeping them moderately cool and dry at the roots,

and by admitting plenty of fresh air daily during fine weather. Tho
bottom ventilators may be left open during mild nights, and this

treatment conduces to pioduce a fresh and healthful appearance
among the plants that cannot be attained in any other way.—P. W.
BuiiBIDGE.

Indoor Fruit Department.
As soon as Pines are cut in any of the pits, get the latter

thoroughly washed, cleaned, and repaired, the wood-work jiainted,

and the walls lime-washed. The heating apparatus should likewise
be seen to, and all got into good working order. Remove such
suckers as are good and strong as soon as they are ready for separa-
tion, with a heel of the old wood attached to them if practicable

; pot
them at once, and start them in a kindly tempei-ature. Crowns, as a
rule, should bo avoided unless for the perpetuation of new or scarce
sorts, and then only those from first-class fruits ought to be chosen.
No matter at what season suckers are ready, they should bo potted.
Shift all plants that require it, shade them and keep them a little close
for a time, and dew them overhead with tepid water through a fine

rose or syringe at shutting-up time. Those intended for early
summer fruiting should now jiave their pots well filled with roots, and
should be kept moderately dry, but at no season of the year abso-
lutely so. Such plants as are about to throw up their fruits enjoy a
good growing temperature and a kindly bottom.heat, and for this

purpose fresh linings and plunging may be necessary. Remove the
lights if practicable from the earliest Vineries in which all the
wood is thoroughly well ripened and the fruit cut, and paiut
and repair the house. Where Grapes are ripe and lianging,

precautions should be taken against the ravages of wasps and
other depredators, either by placing the clusters in little muslin
bags, or if convenient, covering over all openings for ventilation

with sheets of tiffany, hexagon netting, or frigi domo. A somewhat
dry atmosphere is necessary where Grapes are ripe and colouring,

but still guard against too much aridity. In late Vineries where
the berries are swelling, give air night and day, and maintain
an equable temperature by means of a little fire.heat, which dispels

stagnant damp in dull weather, and renders the atmosphere sweet
and healthy

;
give also abundance of water, and sometimes manure-

water, to the borders, aud liberally damp all paths, walls, and floors

during the day, otherwise shrivelling soon sets in, and red spider
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makes ita appearance. The earliest pot Vines will now have

their canes well browned off and thoronghly matured, and aa soon

as this is the case they may be inrned out of doors and set in well

sheltered places where their rods can be kept erect. Turn the pots

on their sides when it rains heavily. Other put Vines may bo kept

in a growing condition until they are ripe, when they should be

treated like the earliest ones. In order to give late Peaches and
Nectarines every chance of ripening properly, fully expose them to

the iuilnence of the sun. Trim out all shoots not required for next

year's work, so as to thoroughly ripen those retained. Where tho

fruit has been gathered, and the wood is well matured, ventilate the

houses as much as possible night and day, and syringe with a
solution of sulphur for the eradication of red spider, and use some
dissolved soft-soap or Gishurst compound in the water when
syringing for the destruction of scale. Keep the borders moderately

moist, for drought under any circumstances is exceedingly deleterious

to the trees. The second general crop of Pigs will now bo ripening,

and consequently the atmosphere should be kept a little drier than
usual, and the house more freely ventilated so as to improve the

quality of tho Figs. Trees swelling their fruits must be liberally

fed and syringed, and scale and other vermin eradicated. Prevent
over-luxuriance in Melons by means of kindly treatment and a little

ventilation at night as well as during the day, in preference to

stinting the supply of moisture and pinching severely. However,
their growth must be regulated and held in check, and attention

must be paid to the fertilisation of the blooms. To those whose
fruits aro swelling, give heavy applications of water, and occasionally

some manure-water. If the plants for winter fruiting are not yet
planted, no time should be lost, for late-planted ones seldom give

much satisfaction. Seed of Cucumber plants for winter fruiting

should now be sown, and cuttings struck from present fruiters to

succeed them. Worn out plants may now bo cut in rather severely,

the borders mulched and well watered, and the linings renewed
;

the plants will then soon make a fresh start, and bear well for

some time. Attend to the usual routine of thinning the leaves,

shoots, and fruits whilst in a young state.

Hardy Fruit.

Each day now the sun begins to lose power, and we have only a
few more weeks left of sunshine of suiEoient force to mature the
wood of our fruit trees. This fact should now govern all our practice in

the fruit garden. Each superfluous shoot, in the case of wall trees,

should now be removed ; for, where the wood is laid in at all thickly,

and the leaves are well developed, it is nearly all densely shaded.
It continues green instead of brown ; now green wood means weak
wood, with great buds and an excess of sap in them. The two
together are capital food for the frost, and many a deep cut have I seen
it make in such wood, producing running gum and cankered blotches
innumerable. The best means of steering clear of such evils, and others
that ai'e pretty sure to come, with the winter's cold and the erratic

freaks of spring, is to see that the wood of all fruit trees is thoronghly
and soundly ripened in the autumn. Ripe wood is well-nigh invul-
nerable to cold ; its buds have gone safely to sleep, and they have
thick, warm, hard nightcaps, in which they repose in safety. But
green wood and watery buds are altogether different ; they have
hardly gone to rest, when the spring flow of the sap begins to rise,

and this early rising means sure destruction. That the early bii'd

gathers the worms, is not more true than that early trees are
blighted by frost. The fact is, those least matured in autumn are
the first to move in spring, and the tenderest during winter.
The fruits will mostly ripen without much of our help, but it is different
with the wood. Even the colour and flavour of late Peaches, Plums,
and Pears are often much improved by the removal of supurfluous
branches. The wood is still more benefited. Occasionally strong
growing fruit trees should be partially root-pruned this month.
'Nothing hastens maturity like the knife on a few leading roots;
but such early root-pruning must not be carried to excess. If
so, we would reap a harvest of shrivelled wood buds, and few
fruit-bearing ones. A full crop of fruit I always look upon as the
most satisfactory and effective wood ripener.—D. T. Fish.

The Kitclien Garden.
Cucumbers in pits or frames, that are expected to continue in a

bearing condition till the end of October, should have the linings
partially renewed to stimulate root action ; and, as the nights will

soon be getting colder, mats should be resorted to to prevent radia.
tion. Any plants that are showing symptoms of exhaustion should
be top-dressed with rich soil, and be occasionally watered with
liquid-manure, sprinkling them freely with clear soft water on the
afternoons of fine days, and shutting up early. Where autumn and
winter Cucumbers are in large demand, the first house should soon be
planted. By planting early there is no oooasiou to push tho plants

unduly with fire-heat, and they will attain to a^jjrength and firgj. r;-

ness of growth that will stand them in good steaa^ when the shott
dark days come. The best form of house for tho growth of mntec

.

Cucumbers is a low span-roofed structure running east and west)
the sides of the span should be of unequal width, the wMcst
facing the south, whilst the north side need not be iimro

than 4 or 5 feet wide. This kind of house for winter work pos-

sesses many of the advantages of the lean-to, with abundance
of light, and docs not require so much fuel as the fuU.sized equal
span-roof. There are one or two points on the heating of such houses,

that I think ought to be briefly noticed and insisted upon. The first

is—it is false economy to stint the number of pipes, the number of

which of course must depend upon the size of the house. When hot-

water pipes become very hot, a dry scorching heat is given off, that

acts injuriously upon soft-leaved plants like Cucumbers, therefore,

with a liberal allowance of piping, there will be less necessity to

force the apparatus in cold weather, in order to maintain the requisite

temperature. Another thing that is often forgotten at the timo
when the pipes are fixed, is having separate valves to regulate tho

bottom heat, so as to have it under thorough control ; I look upon
this as an important matter, for an excess of bottom heat has been
the cause of many failures. The question as to the best soil for winter

Cucumbers, has often been discus ed, with the usual variations of

opinion. I have at various times used almost all kinds of soil obtain-

able, but there is nothing better than good turfy loam that

has been laid up in a heap eight or ten months, in which layers

of stable or cow-shed manure had alternated with layers of turf.

This can be obtained on most estates ; and I think it is most
unwise to go to a "great expense to build houses for wiuter

forcing, and then deny a man the few loads of soil requisite for

successfully carrying it out. Whatever soil is used, let it be free from
wireworms ; and a sprinkling of soot will be useful, both for expelling

insects and imparting vigour to the plants. Cardoons are not so

much grown as they were twenty years ago ;
perhaps they occupy

too much space to be profitably grown in small gardens. In large

places, however, where iii'st-class French cookery is appreciated,

they will be in demand. There seems to be arising a demand for

novelties in vegetables as well as in flowers; therefore, I think

Cardoons should have more attention bestowed ou them, so as to

anticipate the probable requirements of the kitchen. The first lot

will soon require earthing up, having first gathered the leaves

together and bound them round with hay or straw-bands ; hay is

generally used, because it lies close. The whole row is then earthed

up, packing the earth in firmly in the same way in which Celery is

usually done.—E. Hobday.
Cottagers' Gardens.

Where Potatoes are making a second growth, no time should

be lost in lifting them, as they would, if allowed to remain,

soon be rendered worthless. The ground, if dug up directly, will

be in good condition for the earliest Cabbage crop, the latest

sowing of which may now be made. All hedges should be clipped,

and ditches thoroughly cleansed while they are so dry ; all will then

be in readiness for autumnal rains. Attention must still be given to

watering many crops, as the slight showers we have had are very

deceptive, and while the surface looks moist the roots may be
suffering from drought. Any fruit trees that are heavily cropped

will be greatly benefited by a good root watering. Window plants

must be kept clear of decaying flowers and foliage, and some
stimulant applied in a liquid state to continue the blooming period

as long as possible. Leaves are falling early this year, and extra

attention will be required to utilise these as manure, and to keep
everything neat and tidy.—J. G.

^41

Pi'ogress of the New Potato Pest. — Colorado beetles

(Doryphora decem-lineata) are working eastward. They were quite

severe in Wayne, New York, but wero comparatively harmless in

Wyoming. In Alleghany they were strenuously resisted with Paris-

green ; they were also noted in Cattaraugus, Delaware, Madison,

and Tioga. They were also operating in Burlington, New Jersey.

In Butler, Pennsylvania, Paris-green is pronounced a failure ; resort

was there had to patent preparations, but the most effective method
of resistance was to shake the bugs into a bos and dispatch them.
In Union, Paris-green and lime were also effective. In Adams and
several other counties the virtues of Paris-green were utilised by a

persistent and intelligent application. In Dauphin and Forest

Counties the insects appeared to be departing, leaving no great

damage behind them, especially upon late plantings. The Depart-

ment of Agriculture has numerous reports recording the progress of

the insect towards the Atlantic. In some counties it appears to be
checked by other insects. Great good appears to have come from
the prompt and energetic application of Paris-green and other
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remedies. The plan of having a paid state entomologist, adopted

by some of the American States, and the prompt information as to

the enemy's movements, and the best modes of fighting him,

supplied by the excellent American agricultural press, have been of

great use in this case. The best remedy that can be recommended

is pure Paris.green, mixed with ashes or flour, in the proportion of

one part to twelve or fifteen. It should be dusted over the plants

in the morning when the dew is on the foliage, and shoald always

be repeated after rains. Three pounds of Paris-green to about

40 pounds of flour, ashes, or air.slaked lime, will answer for an acre

of Potatoes.

More London Improvements.—TVe are glad to learn that the

Duke of Northumberland, in consideration of the large sum gener.

ously paid to him, without a proper valuation, for his old palace in the

Strand, has decided to follow the example of Baron Grant, and trans-

form Trafalgar Square from its present stoney wilderness into a

blooming garden. According to the plan submitted for our inspection,

Landseer's lions will be surrounded with beds of green and protected

by dwarf-railings. Now it is the Duke of Bedford's turn ;
for such

public spirit ought to be infectious.

—

Unmet.

Not a Gardener's Paradise.—A cultivator in the Western

United States can hardly be having a sweetly pastoral life of it. A
newspaper there sketches his daily troubles :

—
" At daylight he

investigates his corn-hills for cut-worms. Then he gets up an

appetite for his breakfast by crushing codling-moth larva) with a

hoe-handle. During the forenoon he indulges the Potato-bugs with a

solution of Paris green. His post-prandial pleasure is to scald the

chinch-bugs. His evening delight is to smudge Peach trees to keep

down the curculio. "When he wakes to another day of toil, he hears

fiesh grasshoppers tinkling against the pane."

Middlesex Plants.—Numerous specimens of Sedum dasyphyl-

lum, I am informed by Mr. W. G. Smith, have been sent him from

Mr. J. T. Clarke, who writes that it grows on very old walls for about

a mile round Hillingdon. There can be little doubt that it is planted

there. Since the publication of the " Flora of Middlesex " this Sedum
has also been found in abundance on the left hand wall of Sion Lane,

Isleworth.—The Rev. Dr. Hind sends Mr. Trimen, editor of The

Journal of Botany, specimens of Pyrola minor from the Grove, on the

east side of Stanmore Htath. It occurs in considerable quantity,

covering several square yards, under some venerable trees. He
states that there appears to be no reason to suppose it introduced.

Remedies for Stings.—Among the various cures recommended
for bee slings are liquid potassas, olive oil, vitriol, laudanum, vinegar,

honey, salaratus and water, salt and water, soft soap and salt, raw
Onion, tobacco juice, a paste of clay or flour, the expressed juice of

any green leaf, or of the ripe berries of the coral Honeysuckle. As
animal poisons deoxydize the blood, their antidotes will be anything

that contain much oxygen. The poison of a bee being acid, an
alkali must be employed to neutralise it. If, therefore, we were

selecting for trial any of the above so-called remedies, we should

choose either soft soap or ammonia. But if the individual stung is

not very nervous, cold water applied to the wound will be quite

sufBcient, and it should not be rubbed. Que great essential is, if

heated, to get cooled as soon as possible, and to avoid becoming

heated again for at least two days. Nothing is so apt to make the

poison active as heat, and nothing favours its activity less than

cold. Let the body be kept cool and at rest, and the activity of

the poison will be reduced to a minimum. Any active exertion,

whereby the circulation is quickened, will increase both pain and
swelling.

Toads in the Garden.—Many persons have a loathing of this

really intei'esting, but certainly not handsome, Bufo, the result of

superstition or want of education. It is time wo learned that they

cannot bite, and if they cmdd, that bite would bo harmless. We
suppose the fiction that they carry a jewel in their head is no longer

believed, Shakespeare to the contrary notwithstanding; yet the

latter is more true than the former—indeed, it is half true. They
carry two ; their eyes, at least, are as bright as any jewels that ever

sparkled in a diadem. They are the most innocent of creatures that

ever ate indiscriminately anything that had life that they could

swallow that came within reach. They are worth more per head to

the horticulturist than chickens, even allowing that chickens did not

scratch ; and, to put our readers thoroughly in good humour, with

these insect.devourers, we reproduce the following story by Dr.

Harris :—He supposed the odour of the squash bug (Coreus tristis)

would protect it from the toad; and, to test the matter, he offered

one to a grave-looking Bufo, under a Cabbage. He seized it eagerly,

but spit it out instantly, reared up on his hind legs and put his front

feet on top of his head for an instant as if in pain, and then disap-

peared across the garden in a series of the greatest leaps a toad ever

made. Perhaps the bug bit the biter. Not satisfied with this Dr.

Harris hunted up another toad which lived under the piazza, and
always sunned himself in one place in the Grass, and offered him a
squash bug, which ho took and swallowed, winking in a very satisfied

manner. Twenty other fine bugs followed the first in a few moments,
with no diflicuUy or hesitation in the taking or swallowing, though,

from the wriggling and contortions, it appeared their comers did not

fit well within.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 19th.

One of the most curious plants brought before the floral committee on
this occasion was Decabelone elegans, sent by Mr. J. T. Peacock, and
splendid cut specimens of the gorgeous crimson-lipped Cattleya Dowiana
came from Mr. Brockett's collection at Muswell Hill. A fine new seed-

ling black Grape, having large well shouldered clusters, and oblong berries

of a distinct Muscat flavour, came from Mr. Sweeting, gardener at

Sneyd Park, near Bristol. Mr. James Groom, of Henham -Llall Gardens,
Sulfolk, exhibited a large oblong Melon a foot and a half long by about
half as much in diameter. It is of a rich deep yellow colour with white
flesh. Notwithstanding its coarse appearance, it was found to be of

excellent flavour, and is interesting as having been raised from seeds
brought home from Africa by Sir Samuel Baker, the well known
explorer.

Miscellaneous.—Mr. W. Bull sent Weigela Lavallei, a new kind with
dark rosy flowers ; Mr. Chambers, of the Westlake Nurseries, sent finely,

flowered plants of the bright blue double-flowered Lobelia pumila grandi-

flora, to which we have before alluded as excellent for carpet bedding and
pot culture. With these came the Californian annual Diplacus califor-

nicus, with orange or orange-yellow flowers, and specimens of a dwarf-
growmg variety of the well-known Artillery plant (Bilea muscosa) ; Mr.
J. Croucher brought Aloe Fraskii, having thick amplexicaulent leaves;

Messrs. KoUisson & Sons, of Tooting, sent a splendid group of cut
herbaceous Phloxes, the colours being very clear and distinct, and these
were much admired ; Mr. J. Blackwood, gardener to W. Collinson, Esq.,

sent Bonatea speciosa, an old terrestrial Urchid from the Cape, having
green and white flowers in terminal spikes. This plant is remarkable on
account of the peculiar arrangement of the pollen masses, which are borne
on long stalks similar to those of the large-flowered Disa. It is some-
times known as Habenaria Sandersonii, and may bo seen at Kew.
Mr. 11. Dean, of Ealing, sent a large white-flowered Phlox, named Miss
llobertson; and Messrs. Hender ^fc Son, of Plymouth, sent an excellent

strain of variegated Amarantus, having very brilliantly coloured foliage,

the most distinct colours being rich orange, purplish-crimson, and creamy-
yellow. Messrs. George Paul & Sons, of the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt,
sent some nice stands of choice cut Roses, the blooms being of excellent

quality for the season of the year.

Fruit.—Messrs. Lane & Sons, Berkhampstead, sent a seedling Grape
of excellent quality ; but not quite ripe ; the committee, therefore, deferred

judgment until it can be shown in better condition. From Messrs.

Dobson and Sons, Isleworth, came a brace of white-spined Cucumbers,
named Prince of Wales; and Mr. Chambers, also of Isleworth, sent a
seedling variety, named Westlake Rival ; but neither were considered
sutflcieutly in advance of existing kinds to merit an award. Mr. Brown,
gardener to Earl Howe, Gopsall Hall, sent some nice fruit gathered from
trees which had been removed last season ; and Mr. F. Dancer, of Chis-

wick, the eminent fruit grower, brought excellent specimens of the
Souvenir du Cougres Pear. A new Bcarlet-ruuner Bean came from Mr.
A. Henderson, of Shrublands ; but it was not thought distinct from other
varieties.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following plants :—

Cheilanthes Bergiana (Blackwood).—An elegant Fern, from the Cape of Good
Hope. Well worth culture.

Cerasus Mahaleb pendula (G. Paul).—A striking variety of a well-known
ornamental tiowering tree, remarkable as having an elegant drooping habit.

CornuB albaraarginata(G. Paul).—A pretty shrub of moderate growth, chiefly

remarkable for the white marginal leaves. A nice addition to variegated
deciduous shrubs.

Black Muscat Grape " Sneyd Seedling" (Sweeting).—A new and desirable
variety, having large and well shouldered clusters of oblong berries, the tlesh

being tender, juicy, and of a very rich Muscat tlavour.

Hollyhock, Mulberry Gem (\V. Chater).—A stout dense spike of deep rich
blackish-purple Howcrs.
Hollyhock, Rose Supreme (W. Chater).—A fine dense bright rosy flower, and

a nice addition to these stately plants.

A Botanical Certificate was awarded to Mr. J. Croucher, gardener to J. T.
Peacock, Esq., for the curious Stapeha-likc Decabelone elegmis, having spinose
erect angular stems of a glaucous green colour, and drooping longish bell-

shaped tlowers of a greenish-yellow colour, profusely dotted and streaked with
reddish-purplo. It is well figured in the last number of the Botanical Magazine,
t. 6165.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—With
reference to the articles recently published concerning this institution,

a correspondent, who agrees with the inadequacy of the support,

nevertheless, considers the payment of a guinea a year to the insti-

tution as good an investment as a gardener can make, inasmuch as

the payment of this for sixteen years secures his election.
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THE GARDEN.
" Thi3 is an art

Whioli do83 mend nature : ohanwe it rather : but
The Art rrsELr is Nature."—Shakespeare.

rLOWER-GARDENING IN HYDE PAEK.
By AN ARTIST.

Havlsg, in a recent number of The Gardex, read with much
interest the remarks of " An Amateur " on the flower-gardening

in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens, " An Artist " ventures

to communicate a few remai'ks on points npt touched upon by
" An Amateur," and on some others on which his views slightly

differ. On entering Kensington Gardens, and passiug the

northern end of the Serpentine a welcome improvement iu the

treatment of the bare ground in front of some of the shrub

-

berries is at once observable. The bareness has been partially

clothed with flowers and leafage by means of a copious scatter-

ing of mixed seed of the more popular annuals. Enough has
been done to show that a thick sowing of mixed annuals along
the front of irregular shrubberries will prove itself a successful

innovation, as heightening the effect of such plantations without
the drawback of a certain amount of formalism which neces-

sarily accompanies the old system of distinct patches of herba-
ceous plants introduced at regular, or nearly regular, distances

from each other ; or, the still more objectionable system of

"ribbon" bordering. On approaching " the cottage," with its

rich and pleasing effect, so justly noticed by "An Amateur," it

becomes a question, to one with an eye specially educated in art

matters, to ascertain what are the principles which produce the
undeniably pleasing effect of the whole ; and the result of artistic

reasoning was this—that the success did not depend nearly so

much upon the extremely perfect production of the pretty geo-
metric mosaic of flowers, in set patterns, as upon the occasional

introduction, here and there, without formality, of naturally

graceful plants—and to the interruption of the architectural

lines of the mass of plants rising high above the window sills,

and the partial (not complete) covering of the building with
Ivy, each of which features tend to break up gracefully the
formality of the geometric system, but above all, it is the

situation of this little oasis of brilliant flower-colour, in the

midst of a wide expanse of undulating turf, and its embowered
site, beneath clusters of great trees (which are among the finest

in the gardens), that make it a highly-coloured spot, in the

midst of the soft repose of far-spreading green, so universally

attractive. On approaching the so-called rock-work, at the

southern extremity of the Serpentine, one cannot but feel that

our " Amateur " has been somewhat too tender in his otherwise
just criticism. The " rock-work " is, indeed, only tolerable

where entirely covered ; the brick-end and clinker work
being lumped together, with unmeaning ups and downs, iu

that truest type of Cockneyism which is so odious to artistic

eyes. The interstices of this " ingenious " piece of work
were originally filled with expensive plants, utterly unsuited
to the situation, which must, in the aggregate, have cost a
large sum of money ; and which, after making a very brief

display, soon died out, as a matter of course. Their places

have been usurped by a few rank-growing things, such as the
wild hedge Clematis, stunted Periwinkle, and other things of

the kind, assisted by mere weeds, which, however, perform
the useful office of partially covering the ugly nakedness of

the clinker heap. The irregularity of surface produced by
the brick-ends being effected, it ought to be taken advantage
of for the display of such sorts of hardy plants as are suited

to that kind of situation ; and, with the better taste that is

beginning to prevail in the decorative treatment of the Park,

a great improvement in the aspect of the soi-disant rock-

work may perhaps be expected. There is a long and important
strip of gardening not far from the odious rock-work, which
has been raised sufiiciently high to conceal the most
offensive portion of the backs of a row of mean houses in

Knightsbridge ; an addition which is certainly a vast

improvement upon the former appearance of that portion

of the park. Some of the slopes of this piece of raised land
are very well managed, and produce a very pleasing effect

;

but, in several places, a kind of blemish occurs, which is but

too common in works of that kind. The defect alluded to,

consists in the fabrication of mere hammocks by way of variety,
which have generally somewhat the form of gigantic mole-
hills ; and, as though to make the unnaturalness of this ,

tasteless device more palpable and call it into notice, there is,

in almost every instance, a plant of some kind or other stuck
on the apex, like a sprig of Holly in a Christmas pudding.
The effect of this is sometimes ridiculous, and the nuisance
ought to be abated as soon as possible, by reducing those turf
puddings to gentle and natural undulations. Another defect
is the spottiness with which the more conspicuous plants are
introduced. One or two kinds of Banana, for instance, have
been planted out for the summer with very good effect, as giving
a semi-tropical aspect to some of the shrubby plantations ; but
the otherwise successful attempt is marred by dotting these
noble plants about in all directions, at about equal distances.

Sir Fretful Plagiary, iu " The Critic," is represented as intro-

ducing the boom of the " evening gun " at a special crisis of

his drama, but to his horror, the manager, thinking the effect

exceedingly good, determined to have half a dozen evening
guns, one .after another. " Give them a good thing," said Sir

Fretful, "and they ruu it to death;" and so it is with the
Bananas, Palms, &c. Varied groups, or even single plants, in

suitable companionship, would have been exceedingly success-
ful, but they are sadly overdone, like the booms of the evening
gun. No one can look at the slopes of turf in question, spotted

all over with nearly equi-distant shrubs, as thick as plums in

a pudding, without longing for some clear spaces of turf, to

give repose, and something like the aspect of tasteful design.

Another defect, from an artistic point of view, is the bordering
of irregular shrubberies with set ribbon lines of flowers,

in one, two, or three formal stripes of colour—the glaring

border entirely destroying the repose and grace of the

shrubs, which are, as it were, tied up in this tawdry cable. If

we must have ribbon-borders, the fringe of an irregular

shrubbery is not the place for them. The lines of Gnaphalium
look bad iu the same positions. The forms of the detached
flower-beds, again, are often ridiculously bad. The kidney-

shape appears to be a great favourite, and so does the heart-

shape, .and also the crescent-shape ; all of which, by abundant
repetition, fatigue the eye, and call undue attention to this kind

of torturing of flower-bed forms, which ought, ou the contrary,

to be as simple as possible, when not forming part of a set

design of geometric character. Detached beds should always

be simple in form, in order that the hardness of their outline

may not be brought into unnecessary prominence. The circle

is the best of all forms for this purpose, and next comes the

oval. So far from seeking to occupy the eye with the flowers

themselves rather than by the shape of the compartment in

which they are planted, the shape itself seems to have been

the chief object of the designer of some of these flower

patches. The best shapes for flower-beds are those so simple

in outline that the attention is not attracted by the shape

at all, but reserved wholly for the flowers and plants. Very
objectionable features are the mud-wall edgings. The beds

have been puddled round with ridges of earth and cow-

dung, in which Echeverias, or Sempervivums, or Sedums have

been stuck round, as regular as clock-work, just as children

stick pebbles round their mud pies. This is the greatest

blemish this year in the gardening of Hyde Park. Every-

where, in looking closely at the beds, the wretched little earth-

wall catches the eye. In scores of cases the plants have not

fallen over so as to cover these edgings ; and, where no succu-

lents were stuck in, they are quite bare. One is glad to see

that this system is not spreading; at the Crystal Palace

gardens, and elsewhere round London, where the old

gently-rounded edge obtains, a much better effect results,

and the plants look in better health than when raised

by these ugly little banks. It is to be feared that neither

our gardeners nor our public are at present prepared

for such a sweeping innovation as " Amateur " suggests in the

massing ; it is, however, already carried out to some extent in

the case of the annuals that are so well employed to hide the

bare earth in Kensington gardens. There is nothing more
objectionable than the brown dug surfaces in our public

gardens, and this attempt to cover them is a move in the right

direction.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

A nuNCH of Black Hamburgh Grapes was shown tho other

day at tlio Great International Ilorticultural Exhibition at Belfast,

which weighed 20 lbs. 13 ozs. This was furnished by Mr. Hunter, of

Lambton Castle, and exceeds the weight of Speechly's cluster of

Syrian by about a pound ; setting aside the fact that the latter variety ia

a much coarser Grape, bearing large clusters under the most ordinary
cultivation, the analogy between the two Grapes in this case being
similar to that existing between a Queen Pine and a Providence. This
cluster is the largest as yet grown in Britain, and, like the celebrated

15 lbs. Providence Pine grown at Gunnersbury by Mills, will long be
remembered as a triumph in the history of fruit culture. It will

be remembered that Mr. Hunter exhibited a bunch of Black Ham-
burgh last season, weighing 13 lbs. 4 ozs., a figure and description of

which appeared in The Garden (see p. 514, Vol. IV.) at the time.
SojrE of the papers allude to what they term a new kind of

table decoration, and describe a recent instance of it in the honse of

a Russian lady in London. The table was entirely covered with Moss
—the Fern.like Moss which is plentiful in Covent Garden. There
was the usual white cloth, but the only evidence of it was seen in

that portion which hangs at the sides of the table. Flowers were
profusely introduced, and the effect was altogether unique. This is

said to be one of the most ordinary kinds of table decoration in the
artistocratic houses of Russia. We have seen much the same idnd of

decoration carried out by Mr. Wills.

An appeal recently made through tbe press for the preserva-
tion, as an open space, of a small piece of land in the east of London,
abutting on Victoria Park, has met with success. The Commissioners
of Woods had stated that they would accept the sum of £900 for the
fee simple of this land, if secured for the public as a part of Victoria
Park. Mr. Bryant,of the firm of Bryant & Maj', has now come forward
and has offered to hand over to the Committee of the Park Preserva-
tion Society the sum of £900 for the ground in question, in order
that it may be purchased from the Commissioners of Woods, and
preserved as an open space for ever. It is further stated, that the
piece of laud thus generously given to the public by Mr. Bryant,
would be admirably adapted for a site for the Temple Bar Gateway.

We are pleased to note the great abundance of fruit now to
be seen daily in Covent Garden Market, and even that of the street
barrows ia of far better quality than has usually been the case in
former years. Pears and Apples are alike of excellent quality, and
extremely moderate in price. Grapes of home growth are now
augmented by supplies from the Continent (Lisbon). The trade in
imported fruit is as yet in its infancy, and ia evidently destined, ere
long, to influence the prices of home-grown produce in a remarkable
degi-ee. When we see that it is remunerative to import fruit from
America and the Continent at considerable expense and trouble, the
thought naturally suggests itself that it would pay us in more ways
than one to grow fruit more abundantly at home.

Conspicuous among plants in bloom on the rock-work at
Kew, is a small example of Rhexia virginica, a hardy Melastonad,
which bears bright rosy-purple flowers in tolerable abundance. This,
by no means common plant, may also be found associated with various
hardy Ericaceous plants in Messrs. Osbom's nursery at Fulham.
Another desirable plant now in flower on the rock-work at Kew. is

Micromeria piperella, a member of the Sago family, dwarf and
spreading, and bearing a profusion of pretty pink or pale rose-
coloured flowers. In the herbaceous grounds a plant of Clematis
tethuBEofolia is likewise flowering nicely. Its blooms are of a creamy
white colour, and although not of a striking character, are borne
somewhat freely, and the plant is, moreover, desirable on account of
its distinctly cut foliage.

On Monday next, and the succeeding Mondays throughout
September, the beautiful gardens at Heckfield Place, the seat of Lord
Everslsy, are, by his lordship's kind permission, thrown open to the
public on the presentation of tickets of admission, which may be
obtained at Mr. Wiklsmith's cottage on the common close by.
Heckfield is charmingly situated on the highlands of North Hants,
five miles from Winchfield Station, on the South-Western Railway,
and is surrounded by a finely wooded country and much picturesque
scenery. It lies in the centre of such fine places as Bearwood, Strath-
fieldsayo, Elvetham, and Dogmersfield Park, and, although not so
palatial in character as either of these residences, is yet the most beau-
tiful in all that relates to gardenesque effects. Just now the flower
beds are at their best, and there is also a beautiful piece of decorative
bordering in the kitchen garden, and something very diverse, but
equally pleasing, in the sub-tropical bedding around the lakes. The
fruit houses, and plant houses, too, have their attractions ; one has
but to glance within the doors of that fine spau.roofed Vinery on the
west side of the kitchen garden to see that Grapes can be grown
here in perfection. This house is wholly devoted to Lady Downea,

the crop of which is faultless, both as regards bunch and berry. In
all departments the utmost neatness prevails, and those, therefore
who may be induced to pay Heckfield an early visit may be assured
of a genuine treat.

The grounds surrounding the East London Museam are being
converted into an ornamental garden, under the superintendence of
Mr. Mclntyre, the chief gardener of Victoria Park.

Wasps this year abound in the north of Scotland and in

Wales. No one ever remembers having seen so many in one season
and they are at present making themselves very troublesome in
every household. Several hives of the honey bee have been killed

with them, and in almost every garden the fruit has been destroyed
and eaten by them.

OuE attention has been called to the numerous new forma of
the tuberous rooted ' hybrid Begonias, so admirably adapted for
rock-work and border culture. Messrs. Veitch & Sons have many
fine varieties planted out on their rockery, a position in which they
grow vigorously. One plant has stood out for the last three winters,
and is now a great mass, a yard through and'about 2 feet high, and as
it bears a profusion of bright scarlet flowers, it is a very attractive obj cot.

Gkowers of what are called Dutch bulbs will be glad to
know that the supplies imported this season are unusually fine in
quality, being even superior in that respect to those imported last

year. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus, are said to be considerably
above the average in weight. This is all the more satisfactory,

inasmuch as the quality of nearly all Dutch bulbs, especially
Hyacinths, has been on the decline for several years past. Next
year we may, therefore, expect our spring exhibitions to be auuaually
brilliant.

The authorities of Paris set up recently a large steam-engine
at Clichy to supply the sandy plain of Gennevilliers, on the opposite
side of the Seine, with sewage-water. The experiment has proved
successful. The Journal of the Society of Arts says that the market
gardeners are now asking for a fuller supply, and the machinery is

not powerful enough for the extension of the service. A good supply
of sewage-water is air advantage likely to be fully used by the Paris
market gardeners, who, unlike our own, have long been accustomed
to water profusely with ordinary water.

Immense quantities of Plums, Apples, Pears, and other
fruit, are being brought to the Tyne by the General Navigation
boata from Hamburgh, Rotterdam, and Antwerp. Contrary to

expectations, the Continental fruit crop is a large and bountiful one,
and many thousands of baskets of Plums and Apples, brought thence
by steamer to Newcastle Quay within the past ten days, have been
sent into the mining and manufacturing districts of Northumberland
and Durham for sale. The fruit ia fine in quality, and ia sold retail

at a very moderate price.

Mr. Grooii has sent us from Henham Hall Gardens, Suffolk,

a very remarkable Melon, of which the seed was brought from Africa,

by Sir Samuel Baker. This Melon is wholly distinct from anything
we have seen cultivated in Europe or America. In size it ia more
like a large Gourd than a Melon, yet is has the true Melon skin,

and is beautifully netted on a deep golden ground. Large fruits

are not usually distinguished for superiority of flavour, and wo were
suprised to find on cutting up the fruit in question, that the flavour

was of the finest possible quality. Mr. Taylor, of Covent Garden,

who, as a judge of fruit, is second to none, also examined the Melon
and pronounced its flavour to be of the finest kind ; such as he had only

previously experienced in jVsia Minor and North Africa. We hope that

Mr. Groom may be enabled to preservesuch a valuable variety true, as

it ia sure to deteriorate if grown near the kinds commonly cultivated.

AVo hope to say more of this fine fruit and its culture on another

occasion.

At Anner Mills, the residence of Mr. Clibborn, near Clonmel,

the gardener lately found a strange-looking object suspended from a

slender branch of an Apple tree. It waa nearly spherical, about as

large as an ordinary-sized cannon ball, and was streaked all over with

the brightest colours. He soon discovered that it was a wasps' neat,

but for some time was puzzled to account for its varied tints and
singular formation. At lengh the problem was solved. Mr. Clibborn

had, some time before, procured a quantity of long paper " shavings "

of different colours—red, blue, green, yellow, and white, which he

flung over hia Strawberry beds, to protect the fruit from the attacks

of birds and insects. A colony of wasps, instead of being " warned

off," made frequent visits to these coloured streamers, and, with

sincnlar ingenuity, reducing the paper to pulp, soon carried it away
for the construction of their nest, which quickly grew under the united

efforts of quite an army of these little busy artists. The most

wonderful part of their work is the regularity of those undulating

lines of colour as they were carried around from side to side. This

curious nest has been preserved intact, and it is now an object of

much interest to visitors at Anner Mills.
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HAEDT PLANTS OF THE HIMALAYAS.
Though a good many fine plants from the Himalaya Mountains
are tolerably well known in English gardens, yet few, except

botanists and travellers, have any idea of the number which still

remain to be introduced. With a view of calling the attention

of those who have friends in India, and who might easily get

seeds and roots from them if they took a little trouble, I should
like to mention a few of the most beautiful and curious plants

I know of. Some of these I have seen myself, but most are

unknown to me, except from the figures and descriptions uf

Wallich. Rovle, Baker, and others. As these works* are to be
found in most public libraries, it is unnecessary to give more
than an idea of the plants, with their localities, as far as

at present known. When it is considered that the whole
of Nepaul, except the environs of Kathmandu, which
wei-e explored by Wallich and his native collectors, and
almost the whole of Bhotan and the hills east of it, are still

quite unknown to travellers or naturalists, some notion may
be formed of the wonderful wealth of the flora of these moun-
tains. It must also be borne in mind that the plants here

mentioned, which are hkely to prove hardy in England, are

only found in the temperate and Arctic zones of the mountains,
and that the plants of the sub-tropical and tropical zones are

probably three or four times as numerous. It must also be
observed, that though a number of plants are common to

the whole range, from Kumaon to Sikkim, a larger part of

them are more restricted in their range, which may be attri-

buted in a great measure to the difference between the climate

of Sikkim and the north-west Himalayas. In the former the

rainy season commences in April, and continues until the end
of October, almost without intermission, whereas in Kumaon
and the hills above Simla, the heavy rains do not begin until

June, and though the rainfall is not much, if at all, less than
in Sikkim, the winter is colder, and the summer, or at any
rate the early part of it, dryer and hotter. Of course the
climate, temperature, and rainfall vary immensely in different

parts of the mountains, but, as a rule, it may be said that the
mean temperature of the [region, 8-11,000 feet in Sikkim, and
5-9,000 feet in the north-west, approaches pretty closely the

average mean temperature of Great Britain. Most Himalayan
trees and plants, especially those of Sikkim, which suffer in this

country more from spring frosts and dry summers, than any-
thing else, would probably thrive better in an unheated house,
where they could be shaded and syringed constantly during
summer. I will commence with a few of the Monocotyle-
donous plants, as being those in which I am most interested,

and also because several of the principal genera have been so
well worked up by Mr. Baker, in those able and careful revi-

sions of Liliacese and Iridaceaj, which have appeared (and which
I hope will continue to appear) from time to time in the Journal

. of the Llnnean Society and elsewhere.

AmDng Lilies, we have already introduced L. giganteum,
polyphyllam, and Wallichianum, the latter of which, though
possibly hardy in mild localities, is, I have no doubt, much
better suited for greenhouse cultivation. Besides these, I
gather from Mr. Baker's last paper that there are two species

not yet introduced, viz., L. nepalense (Don) figured by Wallich
in his " Plante Asiaticaj Rariores," iii., p. 267, belonging to the
Eulirion group, and found in the west central Himalaya from
Nepal to Kumaon ; and L. oxypetalum (Baker), figured in Bot.
Mag. 4731, as a Fritillaria, but now, I fear, quite lost in Europe,
which grows in Kumaon up to an elevation of 12,000 feet. Of
Tulips, only one is known, namely, Tulipa stellata, a species
resembling T. Clusiana, but with larger flowers, and all the
segments obtuse. It is found in the north-west at from 5,000
to 8,000 feet elevation, and also in southern Persia. This
Tulip is included in Messrs. A. Eoozens bulb list this year, but
whether they have the true species or not I cannot say.

Among Fritillarias we have the well-known F. rosea or
Thompsoniana, \ usually classed with the Lilies, the right
name of which, however, is Fritillaria macrophylla (Don), and a
nearly allied species, F. Hookeri (Baker), from Sikkim,
where it was discovered by Dr. Hooker at an elevation of 9,000
to 10,000 feet. Then there is F. Roylei (Hook.) figured in
" Royle's Illustrations," p, 92, a handsome species with tessel-

• Wallich's "Plantse Asiaticse Hariores," Royle's "IllustrationB of Hima-
layan Plants," Baker's " Bevision.ot Tulips," in JTourn, Lin. Soc, 1871, p. 211.

lated flowers, ranging from Kumaon to Ladak, at high eleva-

tions. Also F. cirrhoaa (Don), a species with numerous
narrow leaves curled at the tip ; it grows in Nepaul and Sikkim
up to 10,000 feet elevation. F. Gardneriana (Wall.), is a one-

flowered species found in the same districts as the last, but at

a lower elevation. Of Crocus, one species only is at present

known from Cashmere, which is referred by Mr. Baker to

C. sativus. Other species will, no doubt, be discovered ere

long in the mountains of AfEghanistan and Central Asia.

Among Irises I know the following :—Iris decora (Wall.),

from Nepaul and Sikkim, at about 8 to 10,000 feet elevation.

This is the plant figured by Sweet, Ser. II, vol. i, pi. 1, as Iris

nepalensis (Don), and was introduced by means of seed many
years ago, but is, I am afraid, quite lost now. It is said by
Sweet, to have fleshy roots resembling those of a Hemero-
callis ; the flowers are pale blue, streaked with white, and very

pretty. Sweet mentions another very dwarf species from
Nepaul, somewhat resembling I. ruthenica, but I can find no
such plant in the Kew herbarium from the Himalayas. Iris

fragrans is a species from Sikkim of which I know nothing ; I

have a species under the name from Mr. Wilson Saunders's

garden, but have not yet flowered it. Iris kumaonensis (Wall.),

longifolia (Royle 111. Him. pl.j, a species which appears from
the plate to resemble decora. It is found in the north-west up to

11,000 feet. Iris sulcata (fasciculata of Jacquemont)?, found from

the Khasia hills up to the north-west. Iris aurea (Lind.) from

Cashmere, a plant which resembles and is very likely the same

as I. ochroleuca of Europe. I have seedlings of two of these,

and possibly of another species from Tarkand, but they have

not yet flowered.

Of Polygonatums we have a large number of species,

only one "of which, as far as I am aware, is now grown in

Europe, viz., P. oppositifolium (Wall.), a very fine plant with

large clusters of white flowers, streaked red, and succeeded by

bright red berries. Polygonatum Hookeri (Baker) is a very

minute plant, not more than 2 or 3 inches high, but having

purple flowers as large, if not larger, than any species of the

genus. It is found in the interior of Sikkim at 10,000 to 12,000

feet elevation. P. cirrhifolium (Royle) is a curious and pretty

species, with small axillary flowers, and narrow leaves, much
curled at the tip ; it is probably the same as P. sibiricum, and is

found in the Himalaya from 7,000 to 12,000 feet high, also in

Chinaand Siberia. P.punctatum(Royle,Bot.Mag. 5061) andP.

roseum (Bot. Mag.) are, I am afraid, not now in cultivation,

though both pretty species.* P. peristylum (Baker), from

Sikkim, has yellow flowers, but is not so fine a plant as some

of the others; and P. graminifolium (Hook.), though a very

graceful little plant, is not showy. It grows in the north-

west at 10,000 to 11,000 feet.

Nearly allied to the Polygonatums are the Smilacinas, of

which there are several sorts. First and finest is S.

oleracea, a most striking plant, which is found in the tempe-

rate region of Sikkim ; it grows to a height of 5 or 6 feet, and

produces a large terminal panicle of purple flowers. The

young shoots of this plant, which somewhat resemble Aspa-

.

ragus, are eaten by the natives of Sikkim under the name of

Chokli-bi, as related by Dr. Hooker,who was himself, during his

arduous and adventurous explorations in that country, reduced

to eking out his scanty store of provisions with such herbs as

he could get. Let me recommend any gardener who has not

read this charming and most valuable work—" Hooker's

Himalayan Journals "—to take the flrst opportunity of doing

so. It is one of the best and most interesting books I know.

Another very pretty Smilacina, from Sikkim, is S. oligophylla

(Baker), a small plant with four Cypripedium-like leaves, and

a raceme of pink flowers resembling those of Convallaria

majalis. S. purpurea (Wall.), from Kumaon and Nepaul, is a

pretty plant, in the style of S. stellata, but with_ purple

flowers. There is a white variety or species called pallida, also

from the north-west. In the genus Fluggea, which comes

near Smilacina, we have one or two fine plants, especially

F. Wallichiana (Kunth), which grows near Darjeeling, at 8,000

feet elevation. It resembles Ophiopogon in habit, but has a

spike of Convallaria-like flowers of a purple colour. The

roots are curious, forming many tubers like those of Apios

• I see a Polygonatum roseum in Messrs. Backhouse's catalogue, from

Siberia, which may very likely he the same.
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tuberosa. F. dracfeuoides (Baker) is a plant more curious than
pretty, the stem of which is covered with sheathiuj^ bracts or
loaves of a darlj purple colour. It is also found near
Darjecling. H. J. Elwjes.

(To ie continued.)

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
Arrangement of Fruit for Dessert.

In the case of all handsome dessert services, six dishes are
generally devoted to fruit, the highest being intended for the
top and bottom of the table ; and, where additional dishes
are wanted for mixing in amongst china stands, none are
more suitable than gracefully-shaped glass baskets, oval-
shaped glass dishes, which lay flat on the table, and small
groups of Parian figures supporting dishes made of the same
material. Monotony or sameness in the character of the
stands should always be avoided ; therefore they should be of
different heights and shapes, the tallest being placed, as has
just been stated, at the top and bottom of the table. The
fruits generally selected for these end stands, when in season,
arc a Pine and Melon, and they look best resting on a mat
formed of Vme leaves, which, in autumn, when a little tinted,
have a prettyappearance ; and,iu addition to the leaves, a wreath
of Maiden-hair fern may be arranged round the base of each
fruit. Next in importance are Grapes, which, when Pines and
Melons are unattainable, take their place ; but, at other times, I
like to see them arranged in the glass baskets already referred
to. The white and black may be mixed, but if the baskets be
small (which look much the best), I like one bunch of each
colour in each basket. The baskets should be lined, if

possible, with fresh green Vine leaves. Round the handles
should be twisted a spray of Lygodium scandeus, and among
the fruit itself should be inserted a few fronds of Maiden-
hair and some Vine tendrils. Along with the white Grapes
might be put a few tinted leaves of Virginian Creeper, and
among the black a few variegated Maple leaves. These also
associate well with Plums of the same colours, which look
best grouped in flat oval dishes, and may be treated much in
the same manner as Grapes ; both Plums and Grapes must be
carefully handled, or their delicate bloom becomes destroyed,
and then much of their beauty is lost. Peaches and Apricots
look handsomest in the Parian stands, resting on a mat of
bright green Moss, and decorated only with a spray of
Lygodium twined through them, so as just to tone down their
bright colours, but nothing more, their individual beauty
being too great to be hid. Strawberries and Cherries also look
well in these stands, and should be grouped in the form of pyra-
mids (the stems being turned inwards), with leaves of the latter
built up amongst them, the whole being decorated with fronds
of Maiden-hair Fern. Greater variety may still be created, if

re(iuired, by using some of the tropical fruits which are
generally on sale in Covent Garden, such as Bananas, Figs,
and Dates ; Nuts also come in usefully for such purposes. Then
there are Apples and Pears, a few handsome fruits of which
look well on an oval glass dish decorated tastefully with Ferns,
or other foliage of a similar kind. Where fruit dishes
are used on the breakfast-table, I like them to be of
china, as I think glass there looks out of place. The
fruits used for this purpose consisting, as they do mostly, of
Strawberries and Currants, should be merely decorated with
their own leaves. Where baskets of fruit are employed on the
dinner-table, they look best arranged around the centre piece.
Stiffness and formality, as regards the position of fruit dishes,
should be avoided as much as possible ; for instance, a straight
hue of dishes, running the length of a table, gives it a heavy
look. The only fruit which I dislike to see on a table are
Oranges

;
not that 1 have any dislike to their taste, for nothing

IS more refreshing on a hot July day, after dinner, than a well
kept Orange. It is the colour to which I object, and which
does the damage. It kills other fruit, flowers, and even the
chma, if the latter has any shade of yellow in it; and no
amount of foliage seems to tone it down. The only fruit

with which they at all associate well are purple Grapes, and
Plums of the same colour. I have found the effect of my table so
often spoiled by having Oranges on it, that now, when I want
it to look particularly well, I make it a rule not to have them
placed amongst other fruits, but handed round with others
different from what are already on the table. Many place
flowers through their stands of fruit, and in some few cases the
mixture looks well; but it will be found a good plan, where
this is done, to insert the stems of the flowers in small glass
tubes, such as are sold for coat flowers, filled with water—

a

])lan which also answers for keeping the Fern fronds fresh, if

required for any lengthened period. A. Hassard.

Barrelier's Bell-flower (Campanula Barrelieri) as a
Window Plant.—I consider this to be one of the finest of all dwarf
growing BeU-flowers for window culture, and after trying many other
kinds, inclading C. pulla, C. turbinata, C. fragilis, and others, I have
given this the preference. Grown in a pot of rich sandy earth it

forms a bushy little plant in the spring, while a month or two later

its branohe.9 elongate until they hang gracefully over the pot sides

covered with pale purplish.blue salver.shaped flowers. One of my
plants looks splendidly just now, being a perfect mass of flowers. A
good potful of this plant makes a capital substitute for a hanging,
basket, and the flowers show to better advantage when the plant is

suspended in the window or on the balcony outside. It is also a
capital bracket plant, or it looks well on the window-sill, where the
shoots can hang down freely. The two beat Campanulas for the
window gardener are, undoubtedly, this and C. pyramidalis, which are
very distinct from each other in habit of growth, and both perfect in

their way.—B.

COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETIES.
I.v the following remarks on these societies, which are so useful in

spreading a taste for gardening amongst the working classes, I wish
to direct special attention to a system that is found to answer
admirably here, viz., that of offcriug prizes for the best kept and
cropped gardens and allotments, and for the best specimens of window
gardening. These are annually inspected during the summer
months, generally in June, and from several years' observation, as

one of the judges, I can confidently state that for a very trifling cost

a great amount of good may be effected, not only as regards advancing
the art of gardening, but in helping those who strive to help them,
selves. In fact, the competitors are sure of a reward, either in the
shape of a prize or in the form of increased production, and, conse-

quently, an increased amount of food for themselves and families.

In looking over a number of gardens lately, situated in different

parishes, I was agreeably surprised to find the crops in them most
luxuriant, and that after one of the most persistent droughts that

wo have experienced for years. In fact, the difference between
garden and field crops, or, in other words, between deep cultivation and
shallow, was more marked than I ever remember to have seen it,

giving substantial proof that in deep culture and thin seeding lie the

chief elements of success. Many of our principal prize winners for

Potatoes trench their ground three spades deep, and plant the sets 3

feet apart each way. The gardens, too, were one and all profitably

stored with a good stock of plants ready to succeed crops that are

early cleared off ; and, although many of them are large, scarcely a

piece of vacant ground was to bo seen in the whole number, as I need

scarcely remark that fallow ground is not considered profitable

gardening. The alloiments do not, as a rale, present much
variety, being mostly occupied with root crops for the winter

consumption ; but all of them are most excellently cultivated.

Window gardening was also well represented, considering the means
at the disposal of the competitors. Some of the old-fashioned cottages,

overhung with sweet-scented climbers and the window aglow with

flowers, presented quite a picturesque appearance. The favourite

window plants seemed to be Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Geraniums,

and a few fine foliagod plants, such as Tricolor Geraniums and Coleus.

As regards the little flower gardens in front of some of the cottages,

they, likewise, bore evidence of the effect of example being more
powerful than precept. I have often observed, indeed, that in the

neighbourhood of large public gardens, or of large private estabhsh.

ments, that, through the liberality of their owners, are opeu to tho

public, the system of flower gardening adopted in such places is

reflected, as it were, in the smaller gardens around. Therefore,

whether in the case of the scarlet and gold of geometrical gardens,

or that of mixed borders of herbaceous plants, or the thousand lovely

forms of foliage plants, let us at all times be careful to set up such

examples as will be worthy of imitation. James Guoom.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
AN ORNAMENTAL MINIATURE GOURD.

(bryanopsis laclniosa.)

The pretty illustration of the Gooseberry Gourd, iu the first

number of the present volume of The Garden (see p. 3), has

induced me to bring under the notice of your readers another

pretty variety of that

interesting family of

plants. The plant

from which the ac-

companying sketch

was taken was raised

from seeds brought
from Africa last year

by Sir Samuel Baker,

and presented by him
to my employer last

winter. It is, there-

fore, looked upon as

a sort of souvenir

from a comparatively
unknown land. Sir

S. Baker informed
me that, in its wild

state, this variety

covers dwarf trees

and shrubs with its

slender climbing

shoots, which are

loaded at every joint

with pretty little

fruits, which, in a
young state, are

bright green, striped

and spotted with
white, but which,

when ripe, change to

scarlet, a colourwhich
sets off the white

spots and pencillings

to increased advan-

tage. The fruits, as

will be seen, are borne

in clusters of from
three to four to-

gether. The foliage,

being of a distinct

shade of green, ren-

ders the plant effec-

tive, even when not in

fruit. It has been
growing in our

Melon-house,in which
it quickly covered a

large trellis, and is

loaded with fruits

which, were it not
for their white mar-
blings, might easily be
mistaken for those of

Solauum Capsicas-

trum. I was told that

some of the African

tribes use the long

slender shoots of this

Gourd for garlands

and head dresses, purposes for which its habit of growth
eminently fits it. Long festoons of it, laden with fruit, might
be usefully employed for garnishing our desserts and for twining

round stems of March stands on the dinner-table, or the sprays

of crimson fruit might be allowed to hang naturally and grace-

fully from the margins of ornamental vases. Gourds of this

description well deserve more attention than they have hitherto

had. James GROOii, Gardener to Earl StradhroTce.

Henham Hall, Wangford.

Fruit-bearing sprays of Bryauopsis laciniosa.

INDIAN GARLAND FLOWER.
(HEDYCUIUM gardnerianum).

This truly beautiful and Oriental flowering plant, was intro-

duoed into our gardens as far back as the year 1819, and, being
a native of the East Indies, has generally been considered and
treated as a stove-plant, where it grows and flowers profusely.
Dui'ing 1868, I first saw this species cultivated and freely

flowered (under cool treatment), iu the conservatory belonging
to William Craven,
Esq., of Brunniugton
House, Corstorphine,
near Edinburgh, in
which it is kept all

the year round. I
was not aware till I
saw it at Brunniug-
ton House, that it

could be so treated.
It is frequentlygrown
in warm-houses and
removed to the green-
house or conservatory
during the flowering
period, and whc'U
past, again returned
to warm quarters, and
is now very generally
seen in many of the
cool conservatories
and greenhouses
around Edinburgh,
where it presents
rather a tropical ap-
pearance amongst the
ordinary greenhouse
plants. Havingascer-
tained that it thrives
so well in a cool
greenhouse, I planted
some strong roots in
the open border
during the spring of

1873,where they grew
well but did not pro-
duce flower-spikes.
Late in autumn the
surface of the ground
over the roots was
covered with some
stable litter, which
was afterwards dug
in. During the spring
of ISyi, numerous
stems were produced,
but none of them
strong enough to
carry flower-heads,
evidently from the
want of climate, but
I have great hopes
that it will suceeed
when planted at the
base of a wall
with a south aspect,
where it is but natural
to suppose that the
growth should be
nearly as well

matured as in a cool conservatory. In the climate of

London it ought to produce flowers in many gardens under
border-cultivation, particularly iu the so-called sub-tropical
ones. If it is cultivated in the open air round London,
which I have not been fortunate enough to observe, it is cer-
tainly not to such an extent as it is justly entitled to from its

stately appearance. As soon as the blooming is over in the
conservatory, the early flower-stems ought to be cut down, so

as to strengthen the later-blooming ones. A few of the un-
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flowered stems may safely romaiu on througbout the winter,

and, if strong enough, will bloom early. During spring the

plants can be re-potted, and, if necessary, divided, a-s the

rhizome or surface roots are capable of Ijcing separated into

numerous plants. If specimens are wanted to flower early, the

pots or tub containing them should be placed in flats ofwater,

some may be put in the conservatory, and treated in the

ordinary way without water flats, some could be put in heat,

while others, after their flower-stems are matured, can be

placed in sheltered situations in the open air and taken. in

when required ; by these various moans, a succession of flower-

ing plants may be obtained during eight or nine months in the

year. The Hedychiums thrive well when planted in soil mixed
with a little old manure and sand, while, liquid manure, occa-

sionally applied during the growing season, will strengthen

the plants and increase the richness of the flower-spikes.

Plants in pots or tubs about 14 or 15 inches in diameter,

frequently have from eight to ten blooming heads at one time,

while larger pots or tubs may have double that number; many
of the heads being 14 inches long and 18 inches in circum-

ference ; a succession of flower-spikes is often got on the same
plant. For exhibition or competition purposes, flowering

Hedychiums would prove most interesting subjects. Numerous
species are now in cultivation, in colours red, yellow, orange,

and white. It is, therefore, quite possible to conceive, that in

the hands of a skilful hybridiser, a series of crosses may be
produced, which, some day or other, may prove interesting

objects for the conservatory. James M'Nab.

THE FRENCH MARIGOLD.
" Handsome, but unsavoury," is the claaracter truth compels me to

give to the French Marigold. Still, its peculiarity of perfume is not
discernable uutil it is handled, and, perchance, that should be to many
gardeners a good reason why they should largely use this flower to

decorate their borders, as nothing can be more annoying than to see

the members of the household traversing the flower-borders and
beds, day after day, with basket and shears, and sweeping off all that

is gay and beautiful amongst the flowers. But this Marigold has

other claims than this upon our notice. As a decorative plant it is

one of the most effective of all tender annuals, and none gives such a
continuity of bloom ; as, did not the frosts interfere, it seems
doubtful whether it would ever die, and certainly as long as there

was life there would be flowers. Our knowledge of the French Mari-
gold has hitherto been chiefly linked with a tall branching and strair-

gling habit of growth, and flowers of medium size and indifferent

quality, and chiefly dark-coloured. In the south the French
Marigold has rarely, if ever, been elevated into the position

of an exhibition flower, ,aud in this respect, there has been but
little stimulus given to its improvement. In the northern por.

tiong of the kingdom, however, it is much cultivated for show
purposes, but the striped flowers are only favoured, and as

these have generally been found on the strongest.growing plants,

there has been no inducement to improve the habit of the plant for

border or bedding purposes. Two things, however, have assisted to

promote that object, quietly, but surely ; first, the failure of the
yellow Calceolaria as a bedding plant ; and, second, the introduction

from the Continent of single and doiible forms of the Tagetos,

whiqh drew attention towards the French Marigold as a proper
substitute. It may be that a dwarfer habit of growth sported

out from the taller kinds, natui'ally, but it is certain that several

years since, when I took these Marigolds in hand, I selected some
that displayed a more compact form of growth, and these were lifted

from the others and set aside to seed, without being impregnated
with the pollen of the tall kinds. Thus, in a few years a distinct

dwarf compact.growing strain was obtained, having flowers of good
quality and of several hues of colour. From among these again I

commenced to select colours that would make effective bedding
varieties, securing first the form known as Aurea floribunda,

which received a first-class certificate at South Kensington, and
which promises to make the best yellow summer bedding plant
in cultivation. Its habit is exceedingly dwarf and compact, being,
when in full bloom, about 10 inches in height, and covering a square
foot of ground. Tho flowers are very double, of good size, golden,
yellow in colour, and borne most profusely. Allied to this is another
selection that is just a trifle taller in growth, the flowers being
equally double, but of a rich orange. And still another selection has
an exactly dnplioate habit and quality of bloom, tho flowers being
chestnut and edged with gold. Either of these varieties will make

very effective beds, and when once established, are quite independent

of climate, flowering freely whether it be hot or cold, wet or dry.

As I grow a large quantity of these Marigolds, I simply transfer

them from the seed bed to the open ground, dibbling them in about
12 inches apart, but, if used for bedding and treated in this way, it

would be well to have some plants in reserve potted off singly,

as in the finest strain there will always be some flowers that

would be better out, and, with plants in reserve, the vacancies are

soon filled up. It is a curious fact in relation to these dwarf kinds,

that while some of the plants produce semi.double flowers, none of

them produce single ones. In the finest of the tall strains some single

flowers will always result. In addition to these selected bedding
forms, I am trying to secure on tho dwarf habit of growth, not

only good shaped flowers, but also some of increased size, and
am this year rewarded by having some self-coloured blooms on
plants 12 inches in height, as large as are the best flowers of the

lemon-coloured African Marigold. Striped flowers are also showing
profusely on plants 9 and 10 inches in height ; and I am hopeful that,

in a very few years, the tall branching kinds may here be looked on

as things of the past. During the past week or two the wind has

been blowing with great force, and now and then a largo branch of

the tall kind is twisted off with ease ; the dwarf kinds are, however,
quite uninjured, as they are so stiff and strong that the wind
exercises no injurious influence over them. The mixed strain com.
prises striped, yellow, orange, chestnut, brown, and many vari.

coloured flowers, and furnishes most admirable plants for border

decoration. Seed should be sown, in boxes or pans, at the end of

March ; and, if placed on the shelf of a cool house or in a frame, will

speedily germinate. When the plants are 3 inches in height, it will

be better for them to be pricked out from 2 to 3 inches apart in a
cool frame, giving plenty of air, and then they will plant out safely,

and with nice balls of earth attached, as soon as all danger from frost

is over ; and, as I have before mentioned, if a few plants of the bedding
kinds be kept in reserve, then tho beds may be filled to tho best

advantage, and all the flowers prove of the best quality and true to

colour. Alex. Dfan.

Bedfoiit.

CBNTAUREA RAGUSINA.
Foe toning down glaring colours, nothing could possibly be finer than
this. Solitary plants of it placed in the centres of small circles, and
surrounded with any bright colour, look grand. Long lines of it,

backed and fronted with any dark-foliaged plant or glowing flowers,

give a very pleasing and harmonious relief. Where large ground-
works of scarlet, purple, or blue are made, an elevated plant of this,

placed here and there, break up the monotony which would other-

wise exist, and enhances the appearance of the outlying colours in a
very marked degree. Wherever any vivid or intense colour appears,
this plant should never be far from it. The pale silvery foliage of

isolated plants judiciously dotted on lawns on the bright green Grass,
and amongst dwarf dusky.leaved shrubs, has also a good effect. When
used for this purpose, the plants may either be planted out or plunged
in their pots, as many of the sub-tropicals are. It is never injured
by wet, and its robust compact-growing habit prevents the wind from
having any tarnishing influence on it. It thrives in the coldest sitiia-

tions throughout the summer. The propagating of Centaurea ragusina
is a matter often attended with very indifferent results. It is, however,
as easily, and may bo as successfully, rooted as Zonal Pelargoninms.
When taking cuttings from the old plant, they should not be cut away

;

but pulled off with a heel, so that they may have a hard base. The
small firm shoots should be chosen in preference to large soft ones. In
making, the knife should be used as little as possible. Each cutting
should be put singly into a small thumb-pot filled with a mixture of

loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and set in a cold frame. One good water.
ing is sufficient until they are rooted ; and, if the weather is exces-
sively damp, the lights may be drawn over them, and tilted up in

back and front ; otherwise, they may remain fully exposed. Treated
in this manner, I have rooted a batch of 2,000, without losing twenty
out of the lot. Autumn is the best time to propagate them. They
will fill their pots with roots in three weeks ; and, if plenty of winter,
ing accommodation exists, they make all the better plants by being
shifted into -l-inch pots, where they will grow a little this autumn,
and make nice strong material for bedding out next year. A cold

frame, from which frost can be excluded, is a suitable place for their

winter quarters. Tho leaves should be kept dry, as they are rather
liable to damp during the short days. Every favourable opportunity
should be embraced for liberal air-giving; they also winter well in an
airy Vinery or greenhouse. Old plants are sometimes lifted and
kept over the winter. Where large plants are required, this is a sure
means of obtaining them ; but, for ordinary bedding purposes,
antumn-struck cuttings are the best. J. MuiB.
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BEARDED IRIS (I. BARBATA), COMMONLY CALLED
GERMAN IRIS.

My collection of this section of Iris has been pronounced
to be very complete. It numbers upwards of 200 varieties,

from which I have selected those enumerated. The
better to understand my descriptions, I furnish a wood-
cvit, by which ib will be observed that one half of the petals are
erect— these are called standards; the other half droop

—

these are called falls, while the small tongued parts of the flower

are called petioloid stigmas, under which run the "beards."
The flowers in this section are all large and handsome, and
more or less beautifully mottled in the standards and reticu-

lated in the falls, the beards ranging from delicate primrose
to orange, and the petioloid stigmas frequently materially
enhancing the general effect by colour and contrast. I

mention this, as in my descriptions I have not attempted
to take in all these points, but deal with the colours which
strike the eye on first looking at the flower. There is no
flower, however, that so improves by examination. At first

sight its beauty is equal to that of an Orchid, but, on closer

examination, I have no hesitation in saying it possesses
points of interest surpassing those of the finest epiphyte. In
colours there are the richest yellows, the intensest purples,
the most delicate blues, the softest mauves, and the most
beautiful claret-reds. There are whites and primroses, and
bronzes of every imaginable shade ; indeed, language fails

Ii'is iberica.

to picture the beauties of this flower ; and, consequently,
my descriptions fall far short of the reality. And this will

be readily understood when I state that there may be found
in almost any one of the flowers from ten to thirty different

shades, all harmonising and blending in the most perfect
manner imaginable. Those who have not used this Iris

for surrounding artificial lakes and ponds, or for growth
in the flower borders, shrubberies, and woodland walks, should
do so ; for, wherever a large quantity of cut flowers is i-eqnired

from May to July, these plants, when established, will yield

them bountifully ; as, with good cultivation, they increase in
size annually till they attain large proportions, each plant
yielding from fifty to a hundred spikes of bloom.

I. germanica (Reich.).—Standards, blue; falls, purple.

„ violacea.—Standards, purple ; falls, dark purple.

„ alba (Florentiua).—Standards and falls, white.

The above are the first of the barbata section to flower, and,
being distinct from each other in colour, and flowering at the
same time, produce a fine effect early in May, and furnish a
striking contrast. The following species and vai'ieties come
into flower as the above are going out of bloom ; and it may be
worthy of notice that Aphylla embraces the species plicata

and Swertii, and the section is remarkable for the flowers
having a frill-like appearance—an effect arising from the
multitude of coloured transverse lines running round the
margin of the standards.

Porms of I. aphylla (Bot. Mag.).—Standards, creamywhite, margined
with dull lilac ; falls, white, margined with lilac.

„ Beauty.—Standards, white, margined with Ulac; falls, white,
the upper part reddish-lilac.

„ Bridesmaid.—Standards, very pale lavender; falls, white,
margined with lavender.

„ ccelestina.—Standards, lavender-blue, mottled with deeper
lavender ; falls, white, margined with lavender-blue.

„ Gazella.—Standards, red-lavender, mottled with white ; falls,

white, edged with pui-ple.

„ Madame Chereau.—Standards, white, mai'giued with blue ;

falls, white, margined with blue.

,, sti-iata.—Standards, white, margined with lavender ; falls,

"white and lavender.
I. amoena (Sweet).—Standards, white, tinged with lavender; falls,

white, sHghtly margined with lilac.

„ Alice Barr.—Standards, white ; falls, white, tinged with lilac.

„ Ariadne. — Standards, white, mottled with purple ; falls,

crimson, reticulated with white.

,, Alvarez.—Standards, white, mottled with purple; falls,

crimson, reticulated with white.

,, Calypso.—Standards, white ; falls, mottled with pui'ple and
white.

,, Comte de St. Clair.—Standards, white ; falls, crimson-
purple, reticulated with white.

,, Clio.—Standards, white ; falls, crimson-purple.

,, Donna Maria.—Standards, white; falls, white, tinged with
lilac.

,, Duchess de Nemours.—Standards, white ; falls, purple, mottled
with white.

,, Duchess d'Orleans.— Standards, white; falls, crimson.
purple, mottled with white.

„ Glorietta. — Standards, white, slightly tinged with Ulao

;

falls, white, heavily tinged with crimson.

„ Incomparable. — Standards, pure white; falls, crimson-
purple, reticulated with white.

„ Juliette. — Standards, white, tinged with lavender ; falls,

violet-blue, tinged with white.

,, Morpheus. —-Standards, white, tinged with lavender; falls,

violet, heavily mottled with white.

„ Poiteau. — Standards, white, tinged with lavender ; falls,

very rich velvety-crimson.

„ reticulata alba. —• Standards, white ; falls, pm-ple-crimson,
reticulated with white.

„ Sir Garnet Wolseley. — Standards, pure white, slightly
margined or flaked with purple ; falls, velvety-crimson,
very heavily reticulated with white.

,, Unicxue.—Standards, white ; falls, violet-purple, reticulated
with white.

,, Unique Surpassed.—Standards, white, tinged with lavender

;

falls, deep crimson, edged and reticulated with
white.

I. negleeta (Bot. Mag.),—Standards, lavender ; falls, upper part red-
lUac.

,, Agathe. — Standards, white, margined and mottled with
lavender ; falls, white, margined with lavender.

,, Alice. — Standards, pale lavender ; falls, rich purple,

mottled with white.

,, Alonzo.—Standards, lavender ; falls, purple-crimson.

„ amabilis.—Standards, lavender-purple ; falls, rich deep crimson.

,, Aspasia. — Standards, white ; falls, purple-crimson, mottled
with white.

,, Aspasia Variety.— Standards, white ; falls, dark purpUsh
crimson, mottled with white.

,, Atropos.— Standards, lavender-blue; falls, rich velvety crim-
son, upper part mottled with white.

,, atro-purpm-ea.— Standards, deep purple ; falls, very deep
purple.

,, Bocaze.—Standards, decided lavender; falls, purple, mWtled
with dark Hnes.

,, Cameleon.—Standards, rich blue ; falls, light crimson.

,, Clara.—Standards, lavender ; falls, rich purple-crimson, reticu-

lated with white.

,, Clarissima.—Standards, purple, shading to blue; falls, ricli

crimson, mottled with white.

„ Cleopatra.—Standards, light lavender; falls, velvety purple-
crimson, reticulated \vith white.

,, De Bois de jtfilan.—Standards, light lavender; falls, rich

crimson.

,, Fairy Queen.—Standards, white, flaked with pui-ple-blue ; falls,

purple-blue, heavily reticulated with white.

,, Fantasie.—Standards, lavender-blue ; falls, purple, mottled
with dark lines.

„ Florence Barr.—Standards and falls, delicate lavender.

„ halophylla.—Standards, lavender-blue ; falls, red-lavender.

,, Harlequin jMilanais.— Standards, white, tinged with lavender;
falls, rich crimson-purple.

,, Indigo.—Standards, purple ; falls, deep velvety purple.

„ Irma.— Standards, lavender; falls, crimson-purple, heavily
mottled with white.

„ Monsieur de Seble.—Standards, deep lavender-blue ; falls,

lavender-purple.
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1. neglecta.—Nationale.—Standards, parple-blae; falls, ricb velvety

cirmson.

„ Penelope.—Standards, white, variegated with lavender; falls,

white and lilac, reticulated.

,,
purpurea.—Standards, purple ; falls, dark purple.

„ reticulata. — Standards, pale lavender ; falls, rich velvety

crimson, reticulated with white.

„ Rowlandiana.—Standards, lavender-blue ; falls, Ught purple,

upper part reticulated with white.

,, ruberissima.—Standards, red-purple; falls, claret.

,, Sultan.— Standards, lavender-blue; falls, very rich velvety

crimson-black.

,, Tatie Barr.—Standards, lavender-primrose ; falls, pale purple.

„ Victorine.—Standards, white, mottled with blue ; falls, rich

violet-blue, upper part mottled with white.

,, Virgmie.— Standards, lavender; falls, rich velvety crimson,

lined with white.

I. pallida {Reicli.).— Standards, dark lavender, passing to light

lavender ; falls, purple, passing to light purple.

„ Assaurez.—Standards, rich red-purple ; falls, claret.

,, Astarte.—Standards, purple-lilac ; falls, rich crimson-purple.

„ azurea.—Standards, azure-blue ; falls, violet-blue.

„ Daimatica;.—Standards, lavender-blue ; falls, lavender, tinged

with purple.

„ Duke of York.— Standards, light claret ; falls, dark claret.

„ Gtaribaldi.—Standards, rose-lilac ; falls, rose-purple.

,, Maerisart.— Standards, mauve ; falls, purple-crimson.

,, Madame Pacquitte.—Standards, rich claret-red ; falls a deeper

shade of claret-red.

,,
Queen of May.—Standards and falls, rose-lilac.

„ Raphael.—Standards and falls, deep lavender-blue.

,, Rowlandiana purpurea.—Standards, deep lavender; falls, purple.

,, rubella.—Standards, red-purple ; falls, deep red-purple.

,, speeiosa.— Standards, red purple ; falls, rich crimson-purple.

,, variablis.—Standards, light purple; falls, deep pui'ple, both
fading off to slate-lavender.

,, Waluer.—Standards, deep Lavender-blue; falls, purple, mottled
with white.

I. squalens (Rcic/i.).— Standards, primrose-bronze; falls, crirason-

pui'ple, reticulated with white.

„ Arnols.—Standards, bronze-purple ; falls, rich velvety crimson.

„ Bossuet.—Standards, sulphur-bronze ; falls, crimson, heavily

reticulated with white.

„ Cerbere.—Standards, lavender-bronze ; falls, crimson-purple,

reticulated with white.

,, Dr. Bernice.—Standards, coppery-bronze ; falls, very rich

velvety crimson.

„ Folgerie.—Standards, yellow-bronze ; falls, crimson-brown,
reticulated with white.

„ Hericart de Thury.—Standards, bronze-primrose ; falls, red-

brown, reticulated with white.

,, Hugh Block.—Standards, primrose-bronze; falls, reticulated

with light purple, white and brown.

,, Icarus.— Standards, primrose-bronze; falls, puq^le-crimson,
reticulated with white.

,, Innocenza.—Standards, blue-lavender, tinged with primrose

;

falls, decided lavender.

,, Judith.—Standards, bronze-primrose ; falls, dark crimson-
purple, reticulated with white.

„ Julius Ca?sar.—Standards, yellow-bronze ; falls, rich velvety-

crimson.

,, Lady Jane.— Standards, brown-bronze ; falls, crimson-bronze.

,, Lady Seymour.—Standards, lavender; falls, white and purple
mottled.

,, Lady Stanhope. — Standards, bronze -primrose ; falls, rich

velvety crimson, nan-owly margined with yellow and
reticulated with white.

,, La Prestiose.—Standards, i^ditteriug bronze ; falls, rich velvety-
crimson, reticulated with white.

,, latifolia.— Standards, primrose-bronze ; falls, purple, mottled
with white.

,, lavendulacea.—Standards, lavender, tinged with primrose ; falls,

decided lavender.

„ La Vesuve.—Standards, blue, mottled with bronze ; falls, rich

purple.crimson.

,, Lord Grey.—Standards, copperyrose; falls, deeper coppery rose.

,, Monsieur Cherion.—Standards, sulphur-bronze ; falls, crimson-
velvet, mottled with white.

,, Monsieur Fries.—Standards, primrose-bronze; falls, light purple.

,, Mozart.—Standards, brown-bronze ; falls, purple-bronze and
white mottled

„ Mrs. Meston.—Standards, bronze-purple ; falls, rich purple.

,, Pancratius.—Standards, primrose-bronze ; falls, pale purple.

,, Pbydias.—Standards, brown-brouze ; falls, rich deep crimson.

,, Racine.—Standards, Ught bronze-purple ; falls, rich purple.

„ Rebecca.— Standards, primrose-bronze ; falls, intense crimson.

,, Rigolette.—Standards, bronze-yellow; falls, crimson, reticulated
with white.

„ Solomon. — Standards, browu-bronze ; falls, rich crimson,
heavily reticulated.

„ Van Geertii.—Standards, purple.bronze ; fall, rich crimson,
reticulated with white.

I. squalens.— venQ8ta.—_Standards, bronze-primrose j falls, rich
crimson, reticulated with white.

,, ^Valneriana.—Standards, bronze-purple ; falls, purple, upper
part reticulated white and bronze.

,, Walter Scott.—Standards, bronze-yellow ; falls, rich brown-
crimson.

I. variegata(Bof. ilaij.).—Standards, rich yellow ; falls, rich crimson-
brown.

,, Abon Uassan.—Standards, tine clear rich yellow ; falls, yellow,
mottled with crimson -brown.

„ Adonis.—Standards, chrome - yellow ; falls, crimson-brown,
reticulated with white.

,, Alcibiades.—Standards, yellow ; falls, velvety crimson.

,, angustissimus.—Standards, rich golden yellow ; falls, velvety
crimson-brown.

,, Bergiana.—Standards, rich yellow ; fails, very rich crimson-
brown.

„ Chelles. — Standards, rich yellow ; falls, crimson-brown,
heavily reticulated with white and yellow.

„ Czarewitch.— Standards, fine chrome-yellow; falls, crimson-
purple.

,, De Bergii.—Standards, sulphur-bronze ; falls, velvety crimson,
mottled with white.

,, Dr. Bersine.—.Standards, chrome-yellow ; falls, white and
crimson mottled.

,, Honourable.— Stindards, deep yellow; falls, crimson -brown,
reticulated with yellow.

,, Humboldtii.— Standards, yellow ; falls, velvety crimson-brown.
,, Louis de Cerise.—Standards, light yellow ; falls, crimson-purple,

reticulated with yellow and white.

,, major.— Standards, rich deep yellow ; fulls, crimson-brown,
reticulated with white.

,, Malvina.—Standards, yellow, tinged with bronze ; falls, brown
and white, mottled.

„ Mexicana.—Standards, fine chrome-yellow ; falls, crimson,
reticiUated with white.

„ Mimico.—Standards, rich yellow ; falls, rich crimson-brown.
,, Minnie.— Standards, orange-yellow; falls, crimson-brown,

reticulated with white.

,, multicolor.—Standards, rich deep yellow; falls, crimson-brown,
mottled with yellow.

,, Orphee.—Standards, rich yellow ; falls, white and crimson
reticulated.

,, Prince of Orange.—Standards, orange; falls, crimson-brown,
mottled with white.

,, Samson.—Standards, yellow ; falls, crimson, mottled with white.

,, Sans Souci.—Standards, orange-yellow; falls, crimson, reticu-

lated with yellow and white.

,, spectabilis.—Standards, yellow ; falls, rich velvety crimson.
I. aurea (Rob. ijciye!).— Standards and falls, rich yellow.

I. flaveseens (Su-eet).—Standards, primrose ; falls, light primrose.

„ Munite.—Standards, primrose ; falls, primrose, reticulated with
lavender.

I. florentlna (Reicli.).—Standards, white; falls, white.

I. lurida {Reich).— Standards, bronze-purple; falls, rich purple-
crimson, richly scented like elder.

I. sulsiflora (Bot. Ma<j.).—Standards and falls, very rich deep purple.

I. sambueina {Bot. Mug.).— Standards, hlac-bronze; falls, rich
purple-crimson, richly-scented elder.

,, major.—Differing from the above in height. Peter B.iRR.

NOTES AND QUESTION S ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

Japanese Primroses (P. japonica).—My Japanese Pi-imroses, which have
been so fine this year (see p. 4t)), are all in the open air, and much admired
they have been.—Annie Owen.

Evening Primroses ((Enotlieras)-— These have been very fine with me
this season. Ol. anisoloba is more than 2 feet high, and flowering profusely ;

the blossoms are nearly 6 inches across. Of the white flowering prostrate
kinds, taraxacifolia and eximia are the best, and the latter has the advantage of

being perfectly hardy. Marginata, though very distinct, is poor compared
with either of these. Of the large yellow-flowered kinds, missouriensis is

excellent and {[uite hardy. Lamarckiana is a fine liennial species which sows
itself freely, but it is too large for small beds.—J. Whittakbh.

Bedding Geraniums.—Dr. Denny and myself are anxious to get up some
good prizes, open to everyone, for bedding Geraniums, subject only to the
condition that the raiser's name be attnched to each plant. Will any of my
friends 'assist ns ? Any contributions to this object will be gladly received b3-

me. and the names will be published in the papers. Wo are each prepared to

give five guineas, and any assistance will be welcome. Our object is to gather
together all the best varieties in the country, so that all may have an opportunity
of seeing which are the best worth cultivation.—J. R. Pbahson, ChiUcelt.

Puchsias in Ireland.—A correspondent of one of the daily papers speaks
of the astounding luxuriance of the old red Fuchsia in Ireland, near Carlingford
Bay. It assumes the proportions of trees, mounts above the eaves and
chimneys, and shades the windows with big clustering sprays of tiny dark
grreen leaves and deep scarlet waxen bells. Many of these shrubs must be of
patriarchal age, ior their trunks are gnarled and tough as Oak ; but the older

they are the more detertuincd is their perseverance in showering around an
exhaustless wealth of hardy grace and colour. In one or two instances the
dwellings were completely hidden and turned into bowers by this tiuaintly

beautifuliplant or tree. This sight may be seen at or near the village of
Dunavan.
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THE I ND OOR GARDEN.
HYMENOCALYX UNDULATA.

The genus Hyraenocalyx was founded by Herbert, who
separated it from the genus Pancratium of Linnaaus. The
species which forms the subject of this note (H. undulata,

Herb., Pancratium typhyllum. Wild.) is a native of Caracas,

New Granada, and is one of the handsomest stove-plants in

cultivation. From an elongated bulb it sends up a stout com-
pressed scape or flower-stalk, about Ih feet high, terminated by

an umbel-shaped inflorescence, at the base of which are nume-
rous scarious bracts of a greenish-white colour. The flowers

are tubular, very fragrant, about 6 inches long, pure white,

slightly greenish at the ends of the petals, which are five in

number, linear in shape, reflexed and twisted, and from 3 to 4

inches long. In the centre of each flower is a shallow cup,

from which issue sis long stamens. The leaves are radical,

persistent, stalked, oval-elliptical in shape, and a foot or more
in length ; leaf-stalks, winged, and sheathing the flower-stem.

This very striking plant, the habit of which is well shown in

our illustration, deserves more attention than it appears to

K\} US.^.

Hymenocalys undulata.

receive at present. It is easily multiplied by separation of the

young bulbs, which should be taken from strong plants, after

they have done flowering. It may also be multiplied by means
of the suckers wUich the plant frequently produces. W. M.

NEW TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS.
A FEW years ago Messrs Veitch & Sons , introduced to our gardens

three or four species of Begonia, distinct in character and very

beautiful ; and when it was found that they, or at least one or two
of them, were hardy enough to stand considerable exposure
without harm, their value was materially mcreased. One was
Begonia boliviensis, a bulbous-rooted type, from Bolivia ; the

foliage light green and the flower j bright glossy red, very freely

produced, generally in pairs, but sometimes in whorls of three.

B.Pearceihasmuch distinctness of character, having handsomely
shaded light olive-green leaves, and large bright yellow flowers,

produced singly, and occasionally in pairs. B. Veitchii was
found near Carzo, in Peru, and it has immense blooms of a

vivid vermilion or cinnabar red ; and, having been discovered

at an elevation of upwards of 12,000 feet, it has proved in this

country sufficiently hardy to stand the winter without injury.

These imported forms were found to seed freely, and by cross-

ing them a progeny has resulted, partaking of the characters

of all the foregoing, and so good as to demand the attention of

all lovers of flowers. The blossoms are of all shades of

scarlet, from yellow to carmine, and from pink to crimson.

They are not in the hands of one or two men only,

for, as usually happens, many have tried their

hands at cross breeding ; and batches of new Begonias are

as common as new bedding Geraniums, Dahlias, &c. Some of

the earlier hybrids were Chelsoni, Intermedia, Sedeni; and
then from these have sprung a very large progeny. If I were
disposed to recommend a few, in order to lay the foundation
of a collection, I should name Carminata, Carnea splendens.

Dr. Masters, Brilliant, Dazzle, Rosea alba. Gem, Glitter,

Lothair, Mazeppa, Meteor, Surprise, and Wojan. When the

plants have done blooming, and the foliage decays—for this

race of Begonias are all of a deciduous character—the plants

should be allowed to dry off ; the soil should be shaken from
the roots, and these should be put away to winter in a dry
place, as one would Dahlias. In oai-ly spring they can be
potted and grown on for the summer display. It will thus be
seen that their cultivation is within the reach of anyone
having a fitting place to flower them in ; and there is reason

to believe that, like Begonia Weltoniensis, many of them will

make most acceptable window plants. R. D.

Plants for Screens.—What plants are best to use for a wicker

screen, in front of which is a long trough for flowers, about a foot

and a half deep ? I want it to look bright and gay all the winter.

—K. B. [Nothing makes a screen so good and pleasing as the

common Irish Ivy. Besides its great lasting properties, it may be

tampered with at the roots more than anything else will stand. It

the trough of the screen is wide enough at the time the Ivy is

planted, place in the soil, in front of the Ivy plants, a row of empty
pots, so that you can introduce any sort of variegation you like by
changing the empty pots for the full ones, or flowers may be used j

but, as you will see, the pots give a chance of more variety all the

year round. Some of our screens are only 1 foot wide in the

trough, yet they are in beautiful order after a service of twenty

years, although a row of 32.sized pots takes up so much of the

Ivy's root space.—J. Fleming, Cliveden.']

Palms for Market.—Palms always command a sale and realise

good prices, being, as they are, alike suitable for the decoration of

halls, windows, or the dinner-table. Foremost amongst market

Palms is the Livistona borbonica, a kind which is raised from seed

in large quantities, and which is in good saleable condition at two,

three, and four years old. L. altissima is certainly in greater

demand than L. borbonica ; but it is seldom to be met with in the

market on account of the difliculty experienced in obtaining seeds of

it from which to raise young plants in quantity. Rhapis flabelli-

formis is another good market Palm, and, when grown to the height

of 2 or 3 feet, it has a graceful tree-like appearance. Like the last,

it is always scarce and dear on account of the diificulty experienced

in getting seeds of it. Such plants of it as make their appearance

are usually the produce of offsetts or suckers. The Rhapis, when
sent to market, has never more than one stem, but, if necessary, it

might be grown so as to have scores of stems like the specimens of

it in the Palm stove at Kew. Corypha australis is another common
market Palm, and also a desirable sort on account of its hardy

constitution, as well as its neat appearance.—Q.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Dolichadeira (Gloxinia) tubiflora-This is a useful decorative plant

when grown in small pots and flowered in a young state. It Las oblong

crenate, rather hairy, leaves, and bears pure white flowers on stems trom 12 to

13 inches in height. The individual flowers are 1 or 5 inches long, and last a

lonii- time in perfection. It grows well in a moderately warm greenhouse or

plant stove, and is readUy propagated, with ordinary care and attention, either

by means of cuttings or seeds.—B.

Fine-leaved Plants for Cool Greenhonses.-I should be obliged to you,

or anv of your readers, for a list of plants with flue foliage or habit which will

grow'in a crreenhouse.— S. G. [Aralia Sieboldi, Dracsena australis, D. indivisa

congesta-rubra, Araucai-ia excelsa, A. columnaris ;
the Fan, Date, and Chusan

Palms common Maize, Rhapis flabelUtormis, Musa superba, Oannas, many
fine Solanums, Passion-flowers, Picus elastica and others ;

Phorniiuni tenait,

P. Cookei, Yucca aloifolia, Y. Blamentosa, and Y. fllifera.—Ed.]

Goodvera Dawsonii.—It may interest some of your readers to know that

this plant will make a vigorous growth in a cool humid shady greenhouse

dui-ing the summer months. In habit and flowers it resembles G. discolor, but

the leaves are lined with Ijronze-coloured streaks, and are of a fresher green.

I recently saw a fine plant of it growing under the above conditions in Mr.

Lev's nursery at Croydon, and it was in the most luxm-iant health, notwith-

standing that the plant had had repeated overhaulings at the hands of that

merciless operator—the propagator,—B,
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THE SHAKESPEAREAN GARDEN.
The celebrity of several of Shakespeare's plants dates from the

earliest ages of literature ; the sweet and immortal fame of

others began -with himself. To the latter class belong the

Cowslip and the Daffodil, the Harebell, Hawthorn, and the

Pansy ; Lavender also. Ferns, Furze, and many besides. To
the former, or the ancient, belong the Rose, the Lily, the

Violet, and the Poppy ; among trees, the Pine and the Oak, the

Cedar, the Cypress', and the Willow ; and of miscellanea.

Reeds, Sedges, Darnel, Briars, Rosemary, &c. Of course these

lists are not exhaustive, but they will serve to indicate under
what very different associations the history of the several plants

has to bo contemplated. That the plants allow of being thus
marshalled is a fact ver}- important to notice, since many of the
names commonly employed in classical verse became in

subsequent ages stereotyped metaphors with mere rhymesters.
The plants and flowers in question came to be cited much in

the same way as the pearl and the emerald, the deserts of

Africa, and similar phrases. Sometimes, no doubt, they were
spoken of from personal knowledge—far more frequently, it is

quite certain, they were cited only at second-hand, on the
strength of the reputation already acquii-ed. The mention of

the Rose may be assumed, perhaps, to have been always or
usually genuine, this flower having been so generally cultivated;

so, probably, may be regarded the mention of the Oak, at all

events by English authors. But I very much doubt if with the
great mass of the writers who have introduced the Lily into

their verses, there has been one in a hundred who has known
more than that it is a kind of beautiful white flower, proper,
and orthodox, and poetical, to praise, and to use as an
image of the fair and queenly. Whether it has three petals

or four, whether it blooms in May or September, whether
it grows singly or in clusters, would be questions that

very few could answer correctly, if at all ; those who are

most prone to employ such terms are very generally the most
deficient in practical knowledge of the things themselves.
Shakespeare, on the contrary, scarcely ever used an old-

established botanical simile without proving to us, at the same
moment, that he knew the plant ; with him, therefore, the
simile was essentially, and to all practical ends, original.

Authors in general are distinguished by casting their light

sideways. In Shakespeare we get not only the sideways, but
there shines upon us at all times that strong and unmistake-
able vertical light which declares the master ; one who speaks
with authority, and not as the scribes. While, moreover, he
shows us, by the way in which, for his own part, he introduces
the Rose and the Lily, the Oak and the Pine, that, although
employing the ancient images, he has found them for himself

;

he vindicates his independence of the authors who had gone
before by adverting to things they never mention, and in the

same consummate manner. It is this last which gives energy
to his allusions. Many an author mentions a thing for the
first time, but for it to step forth like one of the goddesses in

Homer is quite another matter. Shakespeare was not only no
copyist of the old-accustomed imagery, or such as had been
employed by Ovid and Virgil; but, through possessing so

much eyesight of his own, so much of that sweet aptitude to

observe for one's self, which is better than any amount of mere
capacity for echo and reverberation, however timely, he per-

ceived everything that they saw, and along with it a great deal

more. With him blossom the Cuckoo-flower, long Purples,

the Crown Imperial ; he talks of burnet and of pig-nuts, the
common things of the world, which, along with its hijouteric,

are, after all, the least familiar to people in general ; for seeing

is, in reality, one of the fine arts ; the principles may come
by Nature with most or all of us, but it is only here and
there that seeing is really exercised. Had his attention been
specially drawn to plants, by any accident of abode or sur-

roundings, no doubt he would have told us of many more. It

does not matter. Perhaps we are best off as we are. An
excess of botany would have done nothing moi-e for his repu-
tation than the agreeable and temperate sprinkling he has
given us, and which is still so grand an illustration of his

independence and originality. The way in which the botany
comes in always seems to me like his allusions to the tales and
impersonations of the Greek mythology ; wo have plenty,

without plethora, enough to show the vast compass of his

acquirements
;

yet nothing is ever intruded " or present

without a good reason, and whatever does come, comes grace-

fully. It is in these latter qualities that we find so much of

the secret of his wonderful harpooning power. We feel that

in his allusions to trees and plants there is scarcely ever

anything but what he got out of Nature as a hand fide

disciple. Instead of glittering crystals, hard and mathemati-
cal, dug from the mines of ancient Greece and Rome, such as

cover the pages of most of his cotemporaries, and such as are

constantly being employed even in our own day, we have the

warm sweet fluent reality that pertains to life. In some few
cases, wit'nout question, his allusions are of the crystalline

class. That he got his idea of the Cedar, for instance, from
earlier writers, possibly from scripture, and mentioned it

because they had done so, must be conceded on the instant,

since this tree was not brought to England till many years

after his death, or in 1683. The Cypress he may possibly

have seen, the introduction of the latter having taken place

in 1.548, and possibly he may have seen the Myrtle, which
shrub was brought from Spain during his lifetime, at the same
period as the Orange tree, by Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir

Francis Carew. I am inclined to think, however, that his

allusions to both plants were founded on hearsa}', or, like

those which he makes to the Cedar of Lebanon, adaptations

of what he had learned from the literature of a remote age.

Another very important matter in regard to the botanical

images and comparisons employed by the poets, and which it

may be well here to point out, is that in ancient times names
held a breadth of significance very different from the precise

meaning which to-day is very properly confined to them.

That colleotiveness should have characterised the ancient

nomenclature of plants and trees, is in no degree surpi'ising.

Exact ideas as to botanical affinity the ancients were quite

devoid of. They grouped things on the most feeble points of

resemblance. Because the Acanthus was a thorny plant, the

name was extended to the Acacia, and to the Whin ; while

Robur, which was emphatically the Oak, appUed to any of the

Cupuliferffi that were of immense bulk and stupendous age.

Relics of this ancient practice survive to our own day, as wiU be

illustrated by-and-bye, under particular heads. Here it is

needful only to say that Shakespeare is absolutely free from
the errors which arose on the supposition that Lily always

meant the Lily, p»r et shnide, and that by Acanthus
was always intended the leaf which gave to Callimachus the

first hint of the Corinthian capital.

The Rose.

" Rose," in its primitive form, is a name of unfathomable
antiquity. It belongs to the wide-spread Indo-European family

of words which includes our own " red " and " ruddy "

—

the Latin i-utilus, and the Greek rhodon, all of which various

terms are probably referable to some venerable root-word,

born thousands of years ago in fertile and patriarchal Asia,

and from v/hich, by slow degrees, they have been derived. The
etymological meaning appears to be just that which is expressed

in our old-fashioned English " red." Strictly, therefore, to speak
of a white Rose is an inconsistency. Rhodon, the earliest form
preserved in literature, and the first occm-rence of which is

in Homer's Hymn to Ceres, whatever it may have designated
in the beginning, in course of time became the appellation of

red-hued flowers in general, and as red flowers are the most
showy and conspicuous of any, it very naturally became
extended therefrom to flowers of all descriptions, whether
red, blue, white, or yellow. This is illustrated in that charm-
ing passage in Pindar, when, after comparing domestic trouble

and adversity to a wintry snow-storm, he exclaims, " But
now this happy household, hke the earth, has blossomed
with purple Roses."* The epithet "purple," it will be
I'emembered, was, with the ancients, the designation

not only of a particular colour; it also denoted bright,

luminous, or effulgent, and in the latter sense it is that Pindar,

so renowned for his picturesque figures, employs it in the verses

quoted. Virgil uses it in precisely the same sense, ver pitr^ii-

reiim, "shining spring,"t and elsewhere applies it to the white
Narcissus, ono of the most lucid of white flowers.^ Horace
gives it, in the same fashion, to the swan.§ Many passages

lath. ui. 30. t Eel. is. *). t Eel. T. 38. § Odes 4 I, 10.
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might be quoted to show that with the ancients Koses often

signified flowers in general. One of the prettiest occurs in the

episode where we have the bevy of little maids at play upon
the shore, delighting in the sound of the dimpling sea, their

companion, the daughter of Telephassa, who presently is borne
away by the snow-white bull, meantime " culling Roses."*

The Egyptian Water Lily, the superb Nelumbium of modern
botany, bore, for one of its names, the " Rose of the Nile," and
it scarcely needs to be remarked that to this day we speak

of the crimson Poppy among the cereals as the Corn Rose, of

the lilac field Scabious as the Gipsy Rose, and of the white

Hellebore of mid-winter as the Christmas Rose. A beautiful

Mallow is called Hibiscus rosa-sineusis ; the Camellia is with
many the Japan Rose. We have also the Rook Rose, the

Guelder Rose, and the Rose of Barbadoes. It certainly is

veiy interesting to note, as an illustration of how the ideas of

redness and of flowers go haud-in-hand, that the epithet

applied to a deep-coloured or rosy human countenance is

" florid " or " flower-like." It may be interesting, also, to

point out that wiiat is true of the Greek rhodoii is true in

other and very dLffierent languages. Metaphor, in its prin-

ciples, is everywhere alike, because founded upon the natural

harmonies of things, and whatever " rose " may denote

figuratively in one language, its ec(uivalents will denote the

same elsewhere. In the Persian language the word for red is

gttl or yhul. Thence, on the repulsive side, comes ghoul, the

eater of blood, as in the "Arabian Nights;" while, on the

pleasing one, it signifies both a Rose and flowers in general.

Gulnare, that beautiful feminine name, so common with the

Arabs, is their word for the Pomegranate blossom, and the

oriental equivalent of our loveable English " rosy-cheeked."

Gules, the term for red in the heraldry of the Crusaders, is the

same original word over again.

At what period the precise word Rosa was contrived, or

when it first came to denote the Rose specially so called, is not
known. The earlier Romans seem to have used Rubus, a
name subsequently transferred to the Bramble. The species

which, in the times of their pride and luxury, they so highly
valued, and respecting which so many incidents are men-
tioned in history, to say nothing of the allusions made by the

poets, would seem to have been the incomparable Centifolia,

commonly called by the ugly name of the Cabbage Rose ; the

Damask or Damascus Rose, and, probably, also the African
Musk Rose, and the Galhca. Descriptions more or less

accurate are given by the naturalists, but which of them filled

the famous gardens of Passtum, remains a pure matter of con-

jecture. Pffistum, the Poseidonia of its Greek founders, was a

delightful looaUty to the south of Naples, on the gulf of the

same name, and was celebrated, not only for the abundance of

its Roses, but for their blooming twice a-year. There is no
evidence either as to the date of their first appearance in

England, though, unquestionably, it was very early. Some of

the varieties have probably been in British gardens ever since

the occupation by the Romans. When they took their departure
the plants would be cherished where so many other things
found a refuge during the dark ages, within the precincts of

the monasteries, and there the modern pedigree may be said

to begin. All four of the species that have been named were
known, in all likeUhoo'd, to Shakespeare. If there be a doubt
as to either it will attach to the Gallica.

The Centifolia, the first and most renowned of the four, is

well distinguished by its large and cernuous flowers ; the
large, unequal, and curving prickles, the clamminess of the
calyx, and the concavity of the petals, which remind one of

some of those lovely shells we see strewn upon the " yellow
sands." The fruit, also, is characteristic, being oblong or

rounded, but never elongated ; the leaves, again, are large,

compared with those of other common species of Rose, and the
height, in full-grown plants, is 6 or 6 feet. The name is appa-
rently an adaptation of the ancient one bestowed by Theo-
phrastus, whose hecatophyllon or Hundred-leaved Rose grew
abundantly in the neighbourhood of Philippi. This plant

is probably intended also by Herodotus, in his reference to a
Rose indigenous to Macedonia, which had sixty petals, and
was remarkable for its fragrance. Whether indigenous or
not to south-eastern Europe, there seems to he no doubt that

MOBohus, Idyll, ii. 36-36.

this lovely plant occurs truly wild in certain parts of the Cau-

casus, where it was noticed by Bieberstein, sometimes with

double flowers, and whither it was not likely to have travelled

from a garden. This was the Rose, par excellence, in ancient

times ; the Rose which the Greeks dedicated to Aurora, as an

emblem of youth, because of its freshness and reviving fra-

grance; to Aphrodite, as an emblem of love and beauty ; and to

Eros, as a symbol of fugacity and peril; the charms of love,

though so full of allurement, being transitory, and thorns

being inevitable. The restless little deity, says the legend,

gave one to Harpocrates, the god of Silence, to imply that love

is not for disclosure, wherefore the gift of a Rose to this very

day, when we wish to impose secrecy, and the celebrated phrase
" under the Rose." This is the beautiful flower which,

according to the author of the " Episodes," is unvisited by any
insect, except that large, handsome, shining, green and golden

beetle, the Cetonia aurata, in the south of England called the

goldsmith. This, too, is the flower which in respect of its

equal charms, whether in bud, or fully open, is iinique. With
the ancients, Roses, while unexpanded, were so much admired,

that it was sufiioient to speak of them as " buds." Theocritus

calls them simply calyces, or flower-cups.* In Shakespeare

we have that beautiful passage, where the unhappy Constance

says to her boy, the pride and joy of her heart, ill-fated little

Arthur :

—

But thou art fair, and at thy birth, dear boy,

Nature and fortune joined to make thee gi'eat.

Of Nature's gifts thou may'st with Lihes boast.

And with the half-blown Kose.f

This one again, the Centifolia, is assuredly the flower

intended in that most lovely picture of premature winter,

when
Hoary-headed frosts

Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson Rose ;J

and which, in another place is intended to suggest the idea of

a smiling female countenance, when, at all events to the Jover,

it

Looks as clear

As morning Roses newly washed with dew.§

In regard to the same, come the immortal lines spoken by
Juliet :

—

What's in a name ? That which we call a Rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.

So Romeo would, were he not Romeo called.

Retain that dear perfection which he owns
Withoutthattitle.il

And, by and bye, in the same tragedy, when the operation of

the sleeping-draught is described to her by Friar Laurence,

comes in all its warmth the sweet old metaphor, as old, at

least, as the time of Theocritus, in whose twenty-third Idyll

we have " rosy-cheeked " :

—

The Roses in thy lips and cheeks shall fade

To pearly ashes.^f

I cannot but think that it was the Centifolia which Shake-

speare had in his mind also when Laertes addresses Ophelia

as " O Rose of May !
"** The association was not with the

May of the calendar, but with the early summer of woman's
life, when her cheeks as well as her hopes are clad in roseate.

Would that all our young ladies would receive the truth that

rose colour is only oxygen in another shape, and that cheeks

get it best where the flowers do—out of doors. The Centifolia

was at one time called the Provius Rose, whence Miller's

name of Rosa provincialis. It is under this name that Shake-

speare alludes to the ribbon rosettes worn by players as

ornaments to the shoes.ff The same species has furnished

the beautiful variety so much valued as the Moss Rose.

The Damask Rose is distinguished by its pale green, far-

apart, pubescent leaves ; the greenness of the bark upon the

shoots, the long, reflexed sepals, and the elongated fruit. In

colour it is exceedingly brilliant ; wherefore in Pliny, who calls

it Rosa Milesia, it bears the happy epithet of ardentissima,
" very burning.''JJ As implied in the name, it is a native of

Syria, where it attains the height of 8 feet. Shakespeare

* Idyll, iii. 23. + King John, iii. 1. J Midsummer Night's Dream, ii. 2.

§ Taming of the Shrew, ii. 1.
II
Komeo and Juliet, ii. 2, H Ibid. iv. 1.

** Hamlet, It. 6. ft Ibid. iii. 2. it Lib. xxi., cap. 10.
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evidently knew it well, delighting especially in the deep rich

colour of the petals.

She never told her love,

But let concealment, like a worm in the bud,
Pine on her damask cheek.*

So again in Phebe's description of the Shepherd :

—

There was a pretty redness in his lip ;

A little riper and more lusty red
Than that mixed in his cheek.

'Twas just the difference

Betwbct the constant red and mingled damask.f

" Mingled damask " seems to refer to the admixture in the
cheeks of dift'ereiit shades of their natural hue, such as never
occur in the lips, the colour of which is uniform.
The Musk Kose is told quite as easily as the preceding,

being a plant of very rambling habit of growth. The branches,
which are often 10 or 12 feet long, are too weak, as a rule, to
rise or stand without assistance from kindly neighbours. The
flowers are produced in large umbellate clusters, which arise
from the extremities of the branches ; the petals are pure
white, but there is a variety in which they are delicately tinged
with blush. The musk-like perfume is very perceptible, par-
ticularly in the evening, and coming chiefly at this hour, in

connection with the purity of the white, we need not wonder
that the flower recommended itself to poetry and to Shake-
speare. Mark the taste with which he connects it exclusively
with Titania and the fairies, the only play in which it is men-
tioned being the Midsummer Night's Dream, where we find it,

on three separate occasions. Musk Roses lay upon her couch

;

they are the same with which she proposes to adorn the head
of Bottom ; and a part of the duty of the attendants is to
" kill cankers in Musk Rose buds."^ This exquisite species,
which in the wild state extends all across the African continent
iiom Egypt toMogador, occurring also in the island of Madeira,
assuredly deserves to reckon with the most delightful of the
old English Roses. Quite uncared for by modern connoisseurs,
it is prized in many a cottage and farmhouse garden, and
ought to be found in many another, if only because it was one
of Shakespeare's flowers. I take it to be the Rose which
Virgil intends in his description of Venus, when " turning
about, she gave a bright display of her rosy neck."§ Shining
whiteness of the neck being appropriate to a goddess, and the
idea of redness absurd.
The Gallica approaches the Centifolia, but has coriaceous

leaves and nearly globular fruit ; the flowers, also, are borne
difierently, being nearly or quite erect. No specific mention
of this one appears to occur in Shakespeare ; the plant is

interesting, however, as being the parent of that curious and
interesting form with variegated petals, called the " York and
Lancaster." The variety in (juestion appears to be compara-
tively modern, not being mentioned by Gerarde ; nor even, at a
later date, by Parkinson. The assumption of the red and
white Rose respectively, as lodges of the houses of Lancaster
and York, took place in the Inner Temple Gardens; so, at

least, it would appear from the scene in Heniy VI., which
depicts the quarrel between the famous rivals :

—

This brawl to-day.
Grown to this faction, in the Temple Garden,
Shall send, between the red rose and the white,
A thousand souls to death and deadly night.

i

The above are by no means the whole of the Shakespearean
allusions to Roses, but they suffice to illustrate their temper.

G.

The Common Puff-ball in its Mature State.—I send you a
morsel of Fungi, taken from a huge specimen found at Innerleithen,
filling a vacuum amongst large stones, and entirely covered with soil.

Had space admitted development, it is impossible to say what size it

might have attained.—J. JUiu, Clnrenfunh. [Reply by Mr. Worth,
ington Smith :—All I'nfT-balls ultimately dry up into a dusty mass of
threads and spores; the Fungus referred to in this nolo is the Giant
Puff-ball (Lyo jpcrdon giganteum), and the specimen enclosed belongs
to that species in its ultimate dusty condition. Tin's stuff used to be
employed as tinder by country folks, and is now often used to assuage
bleeding.]

Twelfth Night, ii. i. t As you like it, iii. 6. J Midsummer Night's
Dream, u. 2, u. 3, iv. 1. § .Slneid, i. 102. || Act ii. scene 4.

CHINESE GARDENS.
G.^RDENiNG has been studied and practised by the Chinese from
time immemorial, and many of our most beautiful decorative

trees, shrubs, and flowering plants have been derived from
China, the gardens there being very rich in variegated

plants, and especially in dwarfed and double flowered forms of

vegetation. Nearly a hundred years ago the skill and enter-

prise of Chinese gardeners attracted the attention of SirWilliam

Chambers, one of the most noted landscape architects of the

time. Speaking of their gardeners, he says :
—

" Far from being

either ignorant or illiterate, they are men of high abilities, who
join to good natural parts most ornaments that study,

travelling, and long experience can supply them with. It is in

consideration of these accomplishments only that they are

permitted to exercise their profession ; for, with the Chinese,

the taste for ornamental gardening is an object of legislative

attention, it being supposed to have an influence upon cul-

ture in general, and consequently upon the beauty of the whole
country. They observe that mistakes committed in this art are

too important to be tolerated, being much exposed to view,

and in a great measure irreparable, as it often requires the

space of a century to redress the blimders of an hour." We are

told that their spring scenes " abound with evergreens, inter-

mixed with Lilacs of all sorts. Laburnums, Limes, Larches,

double-blossomed Thorn, Almond and Peach trees, with Sweet
Briar, early-flowering Roses, and Honeysuckles. The margins
of thickets and shrubberies are adorned with wild Hyacinths,

Wallflowers, Daffodils, Violets, Primroses, Polyanthuses,

Crocuses, Daisies, Snowdrops, andvarious species of Iris, with
such other flowers as appear in the months of March and
April." In addition to these glimpses of early beauty, their

summer scenes are said to " compose the richest and most
studied parts of their gardens, and are formed by grouping
nearly every fair deciduous flowering plant and shrub that will

grow in the climate, all uniting to form the finest verdure, the

most brilliant and harmonious colouring imaginable." Their

autumn scenes are said to consist of many sorts of Oaks, Beech,
and other noble deciduous trees that are retentive of leaf, and
that afford, in their decline, a rich variegated colouring, with
which they blend evergreens, fruit trees, shrubs, and flowers

that blossom late in the year. Even during the winter months
a pleasing effect is obtained by grouping Pines, Firs, Cedars,

evergreen Oaks, Phillyreas, Hollies, Yews, Junipers, and many
other evergreens, these groups being further em-iched by a
judicious use of Laurels. Laurustinus, Arbutus, and other plants

of distinct habit that will flourish out of doors during the colder

part of the year ; and, in order to give variety and interest

to the winter scenery, we read that they plant many of the i-are

shrubs, trees, and flowers of the torrid zone, which they cover
during winter with glass frames, warmed by subterranean fires

or other artificial means—a circumstance which shows that

geothermal culture was not unknown in China a ceuturj' ago.

Our illustration owes its attractiveness mainly to the artistic

disposition of the rock-work and water—garden embellishments
well understood by the Chinese. On the rocks are planted
many " kinds of Grass and creepers, and shrubs which thrive in

such situations, together with Mosses, ground Ivy, Ferns,

Stonecrop, and various other sorts of Sedum, Houseleek,
Cranesbill, rock Roses, and Broom, with Birch and other

elegant trees that root into the crevices and assist in draping
bare sm-faces in an effective manner ; while, on the summits,
are placed hermitages and temples, to which one ascends by
means of rugged winding steps cut in the face of the rock."

These hermitages are not always useless accessories ; on the

rontrarj', they frequently afford shelter to aged and infirm

gardeners and other dependants of rich mandarins ; who,
instead of being turned adrift when unable to work, are here

allowed to end their da3's in peace and comfort, surrounded by
scenes with which they have, in most cases, been associated

from childhood. ^Vater forms a prominent feature in nearly

all the best Chinese gardens ; indeed, Chinese artists assert

tliat no garden, particularly if it be extensive, can be perfect

without it. Its extent is generally cleverly concealed

by means of various devices, such as the introduction of

islands and groups of trees. The trees used for such purposes

arc the slender silvery-barked Birch, columnar Poplars and
Cypress, Laburnums, Larch, or Weeping Willows, the pendent
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branches of which frequently dip down gracefully to the very

water's edge. There are few countries in which greater

diversity of trees, shrubs, and smaller decorative plants are

cultivated in the open air than in China, a cu'cumstance partly

due to the fine inter-tropical climate possessed by the southern

provinces, and partly to the skill and enterprise of the Chinese

gardeners, who employ every distinct and beautiful plant

obtainable, in order to form the scenes to which we have just

alluded. lu the more extensive of these gardens even some
of the effects of woodland scenery are obtained by massing
Oaks, Elms, Beech, Tulip trees. Planes, Maples, and Syca-

mores, "Walnuts, and Limes, which form bold rounded masses

of varied tints ; and with these are judiciously contrasted

striking columnar Poplars, Conifers, and other trees of a spiral

kind, so as to vary the outlines and add variety. Even
herbaceous plants are arranged so as to form a series of little

scenes or pictures on the outskirts of borders or plantations

of hardy shrubs, instead of being indiscriminately planted in

strips without any special object in view. It is stated,

indeed, that the best Chinese gardeners dispose of them with

great circumspection, and " jjaint their way very artfully
"

along the borders in which they are planted. They reject

all plants of very straggling growth, harsh colours, and poor
foliage, choosing only such as are of some duration, either in

large or in picturesque masses, or such as are either graceful

in form, with fine foliage, or of tints that harmonise with the

colours and bright green foliage with which they are associated.

In the culture of tender pot-plants for the decoration of

temples and apartments, few cultivators excel the Chinese.

Decoi-ative plants are largely used in their various temples,

especially during the ceremonies which take place at the new
year. These include Chrysanthemums, Narcissus Tazetta,

Dielytras, and scores of other plants. In few other countries

of the east is the soil so well cultivated as in China, and
wherever the Chinaman emigrates, he is found to turn his

cultural proclivities to good account; nowhere is this seen

to better advantage than in San Francisco, Chicago, and other

cities of the United States, to which, of late years, Chinamen
have flocked in large numbers. F. W. BuRBroGE.

Daagstein.—The best private collection of rare plants I have
ever seen is at Lady Dorothy Neville's, at Dangatein. I went there

with a party of friends a few days ago, and was perfectly charmed
with the beauty of the place and the numerous curious specimens to

be found there. Wonderful Ferns from all quarters of the globe,

exquisite Pitcher Plants, singular Orchids of great value, Tea, Coffee,

and Croton-oil plants, the Lattice Leaf plant (Ouvirandrafenestralis),

and a marvel of a terrestial Orchid belonging to the Anasotochilus

family, all attracted my attention so much that I could scarcely be
constrained to take a peep at her ladyship's famed silk-worms, feeding

on their favourite food, the leaves of the Ailantus tree. Of one thing

I feel certain, that the Silkworm cannot, at least in the caterpillar

state, have a keen sense of smell, otherwise, the odour of these leaves

would dismay it. Truly, the grounds, gardens, and various houses at

Dangstein are well worth a visit.

—

Helen B. Watney, Berrtj Grove,

Liss.

Death, from the Sting of a Hornet.—The deputy coroner for

the Reading Division of Berkshire has held an inquest at Mortimer, a
village near Reading, touching the death, nnder extraordinary circum.

stances, of Mrs. Sarah Merrett, a labourer's wife. Deceased was stand-

ing in the road near her house when a hornet flew out from a nest in the

bank and stung her on the right side of her neck. She went indoors,

and a neighbour bathed her neck with water and vinegar. However,
she fainted almost immediately and expired in a few minntes, before a
medical man could reach the house. Mr. G. H. Davis, surgeon,

stated at the inquest that he knew Mrs. Merrett as a nervous,

excitable woman, and he believed the immediate cause of her death
was syncope, the result of a nervous shock caused by the sting of the

hornet. The jury returned a verdict in accordance with that opinion.

Deceased was fifty years of age.

Guarana as a Remedy in Cases of Nervous Headache.—
Guarana, made from the bruised and roasted seed of the PauUinia
sorbilis, growing in Brazil, contains an alkaloid allied in character to

that found in tea and coffee, and which comes nearer to a specific for

sick headache, and any other ill-effects from over exertion, than any
remedy I have ever found for any disease, in a practice of over forty

years. Taken at the first warning of an attack, it will ward it off

entirely in nine cases out of ten, and do more than any medicine I

have ever found to prevent its return.

—

Cultivator.

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
FRUIT-GEOWING FOR THE LONDON MARKETS.

Or orchards there are but few properly so called in the neigh-

bourhood of London ; the large area devoted to fruit tree

growing being also used for the production of vegetables.

There are, however, a few " Grass " orchards, but these are

the exception rather than the rule. The trees, for the most
part, are of the old-fashioned large standard kind—in short,

regular orchard trees—but as these die out or are removed,

they are replaced by young ones, which are, as a rule, more
carefully trained. The tall large-headed trees of olden times

are giving place to dwarf ones, which not only ijroduce good
crops of large fruits, but aS-ord special facilities for gathering

the produce, and also permit the ground underneath them to

be cropped with better results than in the case of large, widely-

spreading trees. Thus, when a failure of the fruit crop takes

place, its effects are only partially felt, as there is the vege-

table crop to fall back upon. Low-worked, bush-shaped trees

are preferable to pyramidal ones, as they are more prolific, and
not so subject to the influence of high winds. The last fort-

night in July and throughout the month of August (the Apples

then usually bending the branches into the form of arches.

Pears being found in loads ripe and ripening, and Plum-tree

boughs supported with props, in consequence of the heavy

crops which they are producing) is perhaps the best time to

see fruit trees in market gardens in perfection. Orchards were
at one time planted in rows at various distances, varying from
9 to 16 or even 20 feet apart ; but in many cases these lines

have been much thinned by natural causes as well as by the

saw ; the blanks thus created having been for the most part

planted with young trees that become so choked as to be as

short-lived as their ancient neighbours. On the contrary,

where entire clearances have been made, aud a whole field is

planted afresh, no matter whether the distance be 6 or

18 feet from row to row, the trees look thriving and
fruitful, and, in excellence, promise to surpass their pre-

decessors. Market gardeners make it a point not to

plant the rows of a new plantation exactly in the place

which the old ones occupied, but rather between where the old

ones grew. Fruit trees are also sometimes planted in lines, so

as to form boundaries to quarters or large squares of ground,

thus affording shelter to the vegetable crops. A .50-acre piece

of excellent ground, quite level, I observed treated as follows :

—It was divided crosswise by means of five rows of Pear and

Apple trees ; between these rows were open fertile spaces

for vegetables, the ground thus being cropped up to the base

of the trees, which annually bore good crops. Where trees of

these kinds are closely planted the vegetables are good. As
soon as the leaves have fallen the surface of the ground is

cleai'ed of all remains of previous crops, prunings, and similar

litter. It is then manured and dug over for Radishes. This

crop is partially sheltered in winter by the naked branches, and
is removed before the leaves again unfold. Parsley from July

sowing, transplanted in autumn under fruit trees, does well,

and Mushroom beds bear abundantly in similar positions.

Under fruit trees is almost the only place assigned to Wall-

flowers and bulbous plants, and there, too. Leeks and early

Potatoes are often grown. Sprouting Broccoli, Brussels

Sprouts, Spinach, and Kale are the recognised crops for such ,

shady places during the summer and autumn months ;
and,

although it must be admitted that these do not thrive so well

as they would do in the open field, yet they succeed moderately

well, and amply repay any trouble bestowed on them. Such
herbs as Thyme, Mint, and Sage are also often grown under
fruit trees. Perhaps the best of all ci-ops for such situa-

tions is Rhubarb ;
plants of it thus placed are usually the first

to start into growth ; and, under the overhanging boughs, the

stalks come up more tenderly than they do in open quarters,

but then- inferiority in point of colour lowers their market value.

Moss Roses, Gooseberry and Currant bushes, are likewise exten-

sively grown between the rows of fruit trees, where, considering

their position, they usually yield fair crops ; but a great draw-

back to such intercropping, where the trees are closely planted,

is that the drip from them causes a deal of grit to lodge on the

berries. Except in the case of young trees, little is done in the

way of pruning or training. All the pruning old trees get
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merely consists in cutting away annually with the saw all dead
or dying limbs, or thinning out some of the worst placed
branches, in the event of the tops being too much crowded.
Market gardeners dislike hard pruning; still, many of them,
although adhering in the main to the old system, use the knife
a little, and branch thin the big standards to a greater extent
than was wont to be done, and they admit that by this practice
better fruit is produced. Although considerable knife pruning
is necessary for very young trees, yet, as soon as fruit-spurs
are induced and gross growth subdued, hard pruning is

gradually discontinued. It is very desirable to have the trees
somewhat open in the heart, and the branches well exposed to
the sun. In market gardens fruit-tree ground is manured
just as heavily as open quarters, if vegetables are to be grown
on it, and in winter it is trenched and ridged, or deeply dug
up to within a very sliort distance of the trunks of the trees.
This may seem bad practice, and in ordinary cases, doubtless,
it would be ; but in market gardens deep soil and heavy
manuring help to repair the evil. The suckers that spring
from the trees are lifted with the roots attached to them at
digging time, and are either kept for stocks, or are disposed of
to nurserymen or others for a similar purpose. When lifted,
they are usually " heeled " in in bundles in a piece of out-of-the-
way ground until a convenient time arrives for planting them
in rows, when they are trimmed root and stem, and planted in
rows 2 feet apart in well-trenched and manured ground;
afterwards they are treated as is done in nurseries. During
the first, and in many cases the second summers. Spinach,
French Beans, Turnips, Cabbages Asparagus, or Beet are sown
between the lines, or Seakale is planted there. Here they may
remain imtil fit for grafting, when they are worked some
t> inches from the ground, using grafting clay over the inci-
sion, and earthing up sufficiently high to cover the union, so as
to keep the clay moist. Sometimes, however, these stocks are
grafted some 3 or 4 feet high, and clayed as in the other case

;

the stocks are then bent on one side, so as to lie near enough
to the ground to permit the grafts to be buried in the soil.
When the union is considered complete, the soil is taken away,
and, after a lapse of some days, the clay is likewise removed.
Market gardeners do not, however, raise all their own fruit
trees; on the contrary, they obtain their chief supply from
nurserymen. Where it is desirable to graft another kind on an
old tree, in order to replace a lost limb, or for any other
purpose, the part to be grafted is cut back some weeks before
" working." During the summer time fruit trees in market
gardens get but little attention until the fruits ripen, when
harvesting them, either for storing or for immediate marketing,
requires much time and care. In gathering, large baskets are
usually set here and there in the orchards, and the pickers
collect the fruits into smaller ones, and empty them into the
large ones, accordmg to the kind. The fruits are then either
sorted on the spot, or are conveyed to the packing shed. The
largest, medium-sized, and smallest fruits are all picked out and
kept separately, as they sell better when thus sorted than when
all are mixed. Lime is often dusted over fruit trees to keep
down caterpillars, and other leaf-eating insects. Limewa.sh,
too, is frequently painted on the main stems after they have
been scraped clean in winter. This is to prevent the ascent of
insects from the ground, and to prevent the growth of Lichen

;

but some consider it of little use. F.

Queries Respecting Vines.—The following replies furnished
by Mr. Thomson, of Clovenfords, may be taken as trustworthy answers
to the questions to which they respectively refer. When is the best
time to plant Vines ? [From the end of February to the begiiming
of April.] What are the best Grapes for two houses, each 14 feet long—one with stove and the other with greenhouse temperature—both
well furnished with heating power? [The space (14 feet) will
admit of five Vines being planted in each house ; the varieties best
suited for the stove are, two Muscats of Alexandria, one Tvnningham
Muscat, one Mrs. Pince, and one Gros Guillaume ; for a groenhons",
with or without fire heat, select three Black Hambnrgha, one Duke
of Buccleuch, and one Koyal Muscadine. J What is the right age and
condition of the Vines for planting f [Twelve months is the time a
Vine requires to get into a proper condition for planting. Struck
from eyes this spring, grown on throughout the summer, and well
ripened in autumn, they are in fine order for planting the following

spring. Vines struck in spring and planted in May in a growing
state are, however, in every way best.]

A Novel Cure for Diseased Vines.—The Abbe Holland
has communicated to the Cultlvateur de la Region Lijonnaise an
" infallible remedy" against the Phylloxera, which, after two years'
trial, he recommends " with confidence " to Vine growers. It con.
sists in inoculating the Vine with the pure essence of Encalyptns
globulus, which has lately attracted so much attention in medical
circles. A broad incision is made through the bark at the neck of
the Vine, in which a few drops of the essence are deposited by
means of a small camel-hair brush. The result is, that in about
three days the Phyllo-iera entirely disappears, while the Vine is not
in the least injured by the operation. The incision may be made
through any other part of the bark with equal success ; but the result

;s more speedily attained the nearer it is made to the roots.

Another Early Peach..—We received on the 15th of July a few
specimens of Amsdeu's June Peach, a very early kind, from our old

correspondent Mr. Teas of Carthage, Mo. They were in good order
after so long a journey. The specimens received measured a little

over an inch and a half in diameter for the smallest, and the largest

nearly two inches. They were forwarded from Carthage on the 10th.
Mr. Teas, whose statements can be fully reUed on for accuracy, informs
us that the original tree has been allowed to over.bear, and he was not
able to procure good specimens. On trees two years from the bud
many of the Peaches, when cut in two, have measured 2 j inches wide
and 2 inches high. Illness prevented his sending these, and also com-
pelled him to defer for two days forwarding those that were gathered.
Consequently these last specimens were ripe on the 8th of July. This
Peach was raised by Mr. Amsden of Carthage, Mo., and is a chance
seedling from an unknown sort, the collection of seeds from which it

originated having been gathered from different sources. It fruited
for the first time in 1872, and the earliest specimens were ripe the
last of June—the latest on the 7th of July. Last year the frost

destroyed the crop. This year, although a late season, the first

specimens were ripe July 3, and those sent us, on the date already
mentioned. With the specimens forwarded was also one of Hale's
Early, less than half the size of Amsden's, and perfectly green. Mr.
Teas informs us that this was taken from a tree growing alongside, and
as good as could be found, with precisely the same soil, situation, and
treatment throughout. He further adds :

—" Early Beatrice we have
bearing a very few. While it is far ahead of Hale's in ripening, it is

as much behind Amsden's in earliness and colour, and, as far as we
can judge from onr samples, not half its size. Amsden's far surpasses
Hale's in quality, and is thought to resemble Large Early York. Like
that variety, the flesh partly adheres to the small stone." There is

no question that this is a Peach, as yet, unequalled for earliness.

Allowing a difference of a month in the ripening of fruit at Carthage
and in Central New York, it would still be at least two weeks earUer
than Hale's, and we are assured by onr conespondents at Carthage
that there is at least this difference between the two. The tree is

stated to be a free grower, hardy and productive, the flowers large,

and the leaves with globose glands. The specimens sent us were
mostly dark red ; flesh, greenish.white, juicy, and with a fine flavour.

We cannot but regard it as a valuable acquisition, and shall look with
interest to its character when fruited in other localities.

—

Cnltivator.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Plnms for Wall Cnltare.—I should like a short list of Plums suited for
wall culture ; the a.spect is a sunny one.—W. E. E. [Greengage, Kirke's
Admirable, Coe's Golden Drop, Jefferson, Washington, Magnum Bonom,
Orleans, and Reine Claude de Bavay.

—

Ed.]

Pears for a South Wall.—I wish to devote a good south wail to Pear
culture, and shall be obliged by your giving me a list of the very best kinds
for this purpose.—J. H. [.Jargonelle, Beurre d'Amaulis, Ganscl's Bergamot,
Mario Louise, Van Mons Li-on le Clcrc, General Todtleben, Glou Mor^eau,
Josephine de Jlalines. Winter Nelis, Bergamotte Esperen, Ne plus Meuris,
Easter Benrn'', Beurr^ Diel, Beurre Ranee, and Duchesse D'Angouleme.—Ed.]

Old Apple Trees.—The Secretary of the Maine (U.S. .4.) Board ot Agri.
cuUuio. in his late report, mentions an Apple tree at New York, that was
broucbt from England over 200 yeai-s ago in a tub, and was still bearing fruit

iu 1S70; another, near Wiscasset Bay, that was an old tree in 1805, but is still

fruitful ; another, in the town ot Bristol, known to be over 200 years old, still

bearing fruit, and other trees that yield occasionally from 25 to 65 bushels of
fruit each.

French Einging-tongs.—These, though useful, arc not ^o generally used
as they deserve to Ije. As is well known, ringing is generally practised on
Vines "in order to induce llicm to produce larger and better Grapes than they
otherwise would do. By means ot the French ringing-tongs, ringing is niado
easy, as the operator has only to apply the top of the instrument imdemeath a
bunch of Grapes, and, by turning it round, a small piece o£ bark is removed
bv the knives, which are'ojiened and then firmly pressed together by the spring.

The same instrument may also be used in the case of Apjile and Pear trees.—
A. M. C. JoNGKlNDT Co.MXCK, Totteuham Ifiirtn-icn, Ihdfmsvtuiff, neat- ZtcoUe,

ifetherlandtt
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THE TRAVELLEES' TREE.

(RAVEN.\iA MABAGASCARENSIS.)

This is one of the most striking of all Musads, and one not
nnfrequently met -with in cultivation in this country. A fine

specimen of it may be seen in the Palm-house at Kew, .and it

forms a noble ornament to the conservatory at Chatsworth and
other places. The plant has a peculiar appearance, owing to

the fan-like arrangement of its great glaucous leaves, which
are larger than those of any other ligneous plant having simple
foliage. It is nearly related to Musa and Strelitzia, but differs

from both in having six stamens and woody capsular fruit.

The seeds of this plant are especially beautiful, being partially

surrounded by a clear blue arillus, which shines with metallic

lustre when in a fresh state. The plant is a native of Mada-
gascar; but it is also found in the Straits Settlements, especially
in Singapore, where it is known as the " Travellers' Fountain,"
a popular name derived from the fact that the great sheathing

LEAF MUSIC.
The music of the leaves, always beautiful in its infinite variety', is
perhaps, fuller in tone and at its very best jast at this particular
period. In a fortnight's time its melody will have a hai-sher sound •

it will have a slight discord; it will have a sad undercurrent of
melody in a minor key, suggestive of decay and death, a forerunner
of the melancholy of autumn, and the gloom and desolation of winter.
So charming is this music, so suggestive is this melody, so teeming
with fantastic ideas, so replete with poetry and beauty, that it is a
matter of great wonder that it has not been long ago utilised by
musioans. Why have wo not a " Foliage Fantasia," and why has
not some one composed a " Loaf Sonata ? " What a number of
" songs without words " do we hear sung in the upper branches of
trees at this period of the year ! Is it possible to put down upon paper,
is any one equal to the task of producing in type, the myriad of
fancies that occur to one, the thousand of sweet songs that are suno-
for your especial delectation as you fling yourself down on the greent
sward and gaze upwards, and start on a dreamy excursion amid the
rustling leaves of some superb old Elm p Experts in leaf music.

The Travellers' Fountaiu Tree of Madagasi

Stalks or petioles are capable of holding a considerable quantity
of rain-water or condensed moisture, which trickles down from
the flat leaves above, and is readily obtained by piercing the
lower part of the sheath and catching it in a vessel beneath.
In this way the tree is said to be a great boon to thirsty
travellers in the islands in which it luxuriates. As jiu
ornamental or decorative plant it ranks with the Musas,
properly so called, and grows well under the same treatment!
Fine effects may be obtained by planting out a specimen of it

in the richly-manured bed of a warm conservatory, where,
under liberal treatment, it soon develops itself. It is sufficiently
hardy to withstand our summer climate as a sub-tropical plant,
but, when so used, a warm sheltered nook should be selected
for it, as its foliage, like that of Musas and Strelitzias, is
extremely liable to be slit or torn by rough winds. Our
illustration, from an interesting book of travel entitled "The
Land of the White Elephant," represents a specimen met
with on a roadside in Singapore, where the plant is said to
grow luxuriently, and Ellis found it growing plentifully in the
thickets in Madagascar.

enthusiastic arboriculturists, people who have devoted their lives to
the study of this matter, are able to draw fine distinctions between
tlie Elm, the Oak, the Ash, the Larch, the Birch, the Poplar, the
Willow, the Plane, the Lime, the Beech, and the Fir. They aver
they could tell with their eyes shut any tree by the flutter of its leaves.
Though undoubtedly the ear would require education and constant
practice to arrive at such accurate discrimination, there is no reason
whatever that it should not be achieved in time. One man
hears only the singing of birds, but another can tell you exactly
what particular kind of bird is singing ; there is no reason whatever
that the same rule should not be applied to the rustle of leaves. The
skeleton of each variety of tree is differently constructed, the
foliage of each is of a totally distinct nature, so there is but little
doubt that every species of tree rustles in a different key and a
different measure. With the finer theories of leaf-music and tlie
more profound depths of the study of foliage-melody it is scarcely
necessary to treat in this present paper. It is rather proposed to
speak of the subject from a popular point of view, and to show the
universality of its influence. Undoubtedly its influence has become
greater during the last few years

; people will have leaf music if they
can have nothing else. You may see in the poorest room in some
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close over populated court in the lowest part of the town, a creeper

growing outside the window, which by the flutter of its leaves brings

back a world of pleasant fancies to its proprietor
;
you may note that

trees are being planted wherever it is possible for them to grow, and

you will find even among the ruffians who haunt the Thames Embank,
ment that trees are infinitely more respected than are the ornamental

iron railings ; and there is but little doubt that if the proposal to plant

trees more generally in our streets were carried out, not only would
they grow, but they would bo rigorously respected and protected by
even tho roughest portion of the population. Nothing is more
unpopular in the present day than cutting down trees. It may be

remembered what severe lectures the daily press read the Benchers of

the Middle Temple for treating in summary fashion one or two old

Elms in Garden Court, and desecrating the quaint, picturesque little

enclosure hallowed by the memories of Ruth Pinch and John Westlock.

We can call to mind the vigour and enthusiasm displayed by those

who are resisting all attempts to convert Epping Forest—with its

vast orchestra of tree-musicians—into desolate " desirable building

sites," and it is pretty certain that if Mr. Albert Grant, in the place

of erecting a statue of Shakespeare in Leicester Square, had trans-

ported thither and planted a few large trees, he would have added to

his popularity four-fold. It the Draper's Company, which by the

way is quite rich enough to be able to withstand the temptations of

speculative builders, were to decide to preserve their quaint gai'deu

with its Mulberry trees, its Poplars, and its Maples, with its pond
and its bright green turf, in all its intregrity, what an incalculable

blessing they would confer on weary mankind ! To think there would
be a pleasant haven, within the roar of Capel Court, the hum of high

'Change, and the aui-iferous babble of Lombard Street, where one could

retreat and enjoy a little rest and a thousand exquisite fancies as one
listened to the music of the leaves, would be joy indeed. Leaf music
is especially valuable in crowded cities, it is rarer, and therefore the

more prized Possibly leaf music is more poetical than

the music of the sea, because it has more variety. It is a fascinating

study, and the more you pursue it the more enchanting does it become.
How often when you have taken your favourite author to read
beneath some old tree, do you find that you remain for hours without
turning a page ! Tou are listening to the music of tho foliage, and
the untold fancies and I'eminiscences that are whispered through it.

Come back swecit voices long since hushed ; come back the vision of

bright eyes ; come back the dreams of long ago ; come back days that

you have forgotten ; come back a thousand fleeting fancies and a
thousand poems and pictures that you fain would fix on your brain,

but which vanish like Thistle-down in a summer breeze when you
cease to listen to the music of the leaves.

—

Grax>hic.

THE A RBO RETU M.

PEBSERVATION OF TIMBER.
Over two hundred years have elapsed since a patent was taken out

to preserve wood from decay; but the means employed by the

inventor of that period were cumbrous as well as costly and in.

applicable, except on dry land. The idea was to plaster constructions

of timber with a coating of clay. To speak modestly of the progress

which has been made in the same direction in the interval, it has not

been great. Successive inventors have struck out plans for arresting

rot by permeating the wood with creosote or chemical solutions of

different kinds ; but none of the methods adopted answered either

the need or the expectation. Tho process of creosoting timber is

decidedly antiseptic ; the vegetable germs are destroyed, bat then
the moisture is driven into the centre, and the material rendered more
inflammable. Then we have had BurnetisiBg (so called after

the name of the inventor), and kyanising ; but though both have
good qualities they are open to objections, which are claimed not to

lie against a system jnst introduced by the Rev. Dr. Jones, and which
was experimented with in presence of several gentlemen on the
afternoon of the 8th inst., at the residence of Mr. W. C. Jarvis, the
Priory, Tandridge, near Godstone, Surrey. Dr. Jones is confident

that bis patent will not only avert dry-rot, but abosolutely cure it,

and render timber considerably less liable to the action of fire. The
first experiment was tried on two pyramids, constructed by placing a
large number of pieces of wood together, one being "pickled"
with tho preparation and the other unprepared. A pint of

petroleum was placed on each, and whilst all that remained
of the unprepared timber was tho usual residuum of ashes, that
which was soaked with the preparation remained almost intact.

The next experiment was that tried on a barrel of the usual Govern,
ment size, under the head of which was placed a quantity of gun.
powder, wrapped in a piece of tissue paper, and then enveloped in

brown paper prepared with Dr. Jones's solution. Though subjected

to the heat caused by petroleum being poured over unprepared

shavings, the gunpowder did not explode even when the flames were
directed to the interior of the barrel. When taken out the gun.

powder was found in precisely the same condition as- it was prior to

being subjected to fire. The third experiment was that of setting

fire to two wooden houses, one being prepared by the process and
the other not so treated. In the instance of the former, though
subjected to the heat caused by a large fire being placed in the

centre of the basement, the floor was but slightly charred ; in

the other, as might havo been anticipated, the flooring was com.
pletely burnt, and had time been allowed the whole structure would
have been destroyed. A fourth experiment was that of subjecting a
wooden box, of several inches thickness, to the flames of a fierce fire

for some fifteen minutes. When taken out the exterior of the bo-K

was but little charred, and on it being opened a parchment deed, to

which a large seal had been attached, was found unharmed, the

sealing wax itself not presenting any appearance of having suffered

from melting. After these tests of the efficacy of the treatment

had been concluded, those present were shown a piece of timber

taken from her Majesty's ship " Lord Clyde," which had been
restored from a state of almost pulp to its normal condition.

A Murdering Liane.—The Fig springs up close to the tree

on which it intends to fix itself, and the wood of its stem grows by
spreading itself like a plastic mould over the stem of its supporter.

It then puts forth, from each side, an arm.like branch, which grows
rapidly, and looks as though a stream of sap were flowing and
hardening as it went. This adheres closely to the trunk of its victim,

and the two arms meet on the opposite side and blend together.

These arms are put forth at somewhat regular intervals in mounting
upwards, and the victim, when its strangler is full-grown, becomes
tightly clasped, by a number of inflexible rings. These rings
gradually grow larger as the murderer flourishes, rearing its crown of

foliage to the sky, mingling with that of its neighbour, and in course

of time they kill it by stopping its flow of sap. The strange spectacle

then remains of the selfish parasite clasping in its arms the Hfeless

and decaying body of its victim, which had been the help of its own
growth. Its ends have been served, and it has flowei-ed and fruited,

reproduced and decimated its kind.

A Fine and Bare Shrub (Stuartia pentagrynia).—We have
few ornamental shrubs which show flowers at the end of summer

;

henoo our appreciation of those blooming at that season. The Phloxes,
Gladioli, and various summer-blooming herbaceous and bulbous plants,

keep the garden gay and relieve the monotony of those "walls of
green" formed by dense groups or borders filled with only late or
early flowering shrubs. Still, a little variation from general appear,
ances is sometimes quite a relief to the eye. I was reminded of this

by noticing the other day that a large plant of this Stuartia was in
full bloom, its large, pure white, shell-like flowers peeping out from
among the deep green leaves of the surrounding plants in a most
fascinating manner. This elegant shrub is a native of the mountains
of Virginia and still further south ; it is far superior in all those
qualities which go to make up an elegant ornamental shrub than
nine-tenths of the far-fetched and dear-bought varieties imported
from China and other distant countries. We have two native species
of Stuartias, both superb ornamental plants. The S. virginica is also

a native of the Old Dominion and further south, but is found chiefly

in low grounds along the borders of streams, and is not quite as hardy
as the S. pentagynia, therefore it is likely to be winter-killed when
cultivated in the more Korthern States. It is a beautiful shrub,
growing 8 to Iftfeet high, with finely serrated leaves and pure white
flowers 2 to 3 inches in diameter. The Stuartia pentagynia being a
native of more elevated regions is, in consequence, more hardy, never
having been injured in my garden during our severest winters. It is

a handsome, erect-growing shrub, with ovate-pointed leaves 5 to 6
inches in length

;
petals, white, mth finely fringed or jagged edges.

—

Moore's Rural.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

A New Andean Cranberry (Vaccinum Mortenia).—In mypaper on the
Hardy Kricacea) (see No. 113, page l-ll), you make me say Vaccinum Myrtillus
instead of V. Mortenia. Tho latter is a beautiful new evergrreen species intro-
duced by J. Anderson-Henry from the Andes, clothed in spring with pink
flowers, and now with numerous purple berries covered with a white powdery
bloom.

—

JamB8 M'Nab.
Curious Growth of Hawthorn.—A verj- curious phenomenon was noticed

upon a Hawthorn the other day in Cheshire. On a perfectly healthy bush, on
which the fruit was ripeninp. there was one branch apparently withered, not
a single loaf upon it, but in the place of the leaf-buds were small close clusters
of white flowers, g^iving the whole branch much the appearance of the Black-
thorn. It was as if the flow of sap had mot with a sudden check in the sprinfr,
and the branch was unable to produce its leaves, but recovering itself in the
warmer weather, managed to produce its flowers six or seven weeks behind
time.—G.
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THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
WHAT TO DO WITH THE POTATO CROP.

The season being so far advanced with little or no disease of

consequence, the Potato crop may be looked upon as safe from
the dreaded disease, which, from the first year of its visitation,

has never appeared in a virulent form after July. But the

crop, except in the best Potato land, or where the soil is of a deep
alluvial nature and somewhat damp, will not be heavy, nor par-

ticularlj^ good in quality. In many parts of the country, even
the second early varieties were severely cut with the late frosts.

This always has the effect of reducing the size of the tubers

at taking-up time ; but the principal cause in affecting both
quantity and cjuality is the continued drought, which in far

the greater portion of the country has checked growth to a

damaging extent. What remains of the early sorts yet in the

ground should at once be taken up ; for, in their case, after

the tops are dead down, nothing can be gained by allowing

them to remain longer. The second earlies and late sorts,

since the third week in July, have shown unmistakeably in most
places that growth had stopped, the under leaves flagging in

the sun, and the tubers, when examined, being found to have
the eyes just starting about the size of pin heads. Whilst
the soil remains in its present dry state, there will not be
much danger of the tubers pushing this second growth to a
serious extent ; but as soon as rain comes in any quantity,

they will at once begin to form the second tubers. Such of

the second early sorts as have their skins tolerably firm, and
not easily removed with the hand, are better taken up ; but
the late varieties, the tubers of which are young and the skins

tender,arebetterleftinthe ground whilst the weather continues
as it is. But as soon as enough rain falls to excite them, up they

must come without any delay, for the second tubers they push are

fit for nothing but pigs. I speak this from actual experience,

having tried the effects of taking up at different periods, after

the stoppage of their growth through drought in seasons

similar to the present. Pitting Potatoes is a barbarous system
under any circumstances : on no account should these pre-

maturely-taken up, half-ripened Potatoes be stowed away in

pits ; they should be laid, not too thickly, in a darkened
Ijuilding, as cool as they can be kept, and turned over two or

three times during the next three months, to prevent anything
like heating. From lengthened experience in Potato culture, I

have long come to the conclusion that the time for taking up the

crop is the time to commence preparation of the seed for the

succeeding year, in the case of either early or late varieties, by
fully exposing them to the open air, so as to allow their

becoming thoroughly green. In the case of the limited quan-

tities recjuired for garden culture, they should be kept where
they can receive as much light all through the winter until

planting time as will prevent the sprouts becoming drawn and
weakened. By nothing short of this can the seed be in a state

best calculated to have a reasonable chance of producing a
crop that will escape the disease. The advantages gained by
this continvied exposure to the light are two-fold. First, that

the sprouts never become lengthened and weakly, so as

to cause their being easily broken off in the operation of

planting, with the consequent weakening of the tubers pro-

duced by the second effort ; secondly, by the retention of the

first sprouts in a strong vigorous condition, this treatment
ensures the crop coming to maturity something like a month
earlier than when the seed has been treated in the usual way.
As to the exposure of the seed for the purpose of greening, if

the disease at all makes its appearance amongst such as are

yet in the ground, any that are laid in the open air greening
should at once be removed under cover ; for, even if there are

no other Potatoes within some hundreds of yards, the exposed
ones will become affected to even a greater extent than if they
had been in the ground, and in a gi-owing state. This I expe-

rienced some dozen years ago, to such a degree that not more
than one-twentieth of the seed so exposed escaped ; a circum-

stance that was so far conclusive with me, as to warrant the

conviction that the spores of the disease are present in the air

only requu'ing such conditions of the atmosphere as are favour-

able to their development. So far as the infiuence of greening
the seed and keeping it where too early and a weakened con-

dition of the sprouts will not be produced, I may be charged

with repeating advice a hundred times previously given ; but

where we see, year after year, the seed, in cases innumerable,

still treated in the same barbarous manner, with little attempt

at a better system, it becomes almost a duty to continually

urge the necessity for a more rational treatment for this indis-

pensable vegetable. T. Baines.

Keeping Old Potatoes.—Potatoes, to be good, should never be
exposed to the light, but be kept in as dark a place as possi ble.

After they begin to sprout in the spring they should be taken up
from the bins or heaps, and be kept in boxes or barrels. If you have

a few barrels saved out for family use, instead of picking them over

and spreading them every few weeks, put them into enough barrels

so that you can easily turn them from one to another. Have one

extra barrel, and once every week turn them all out from one barrel

to another. This keeps them moving so often, that the sprouts

cannot grow enough to do much harm. The sprouts which come out

from the Potato use up the nourishment it contains, and leave it

soft, watery, and insipid. By treating them as proposed above, they

may be kept in condition for the table several weeks longer than by
sprouting them, and at the same time save a deal of work.

Th.e "New" Asparagus.—As some may be incrednlons on
the subject of making a new variety out of the old and common sort,

and at the same time make the people, or a larger portion of them,
believe it, we have only to call to mind the so-called " Connover's

Colossal " Asparagus, which was brought out as new, at a big price
;

and, according to an able correspondent of Moore's Rural, no uniu.

terested party has ever been able to discover wherein it differed from
the old and common sort. But the parties interested in bringing out

this pseudo new variety are deserving of much credit in recommending
that the roots be planted at a far greater distance apart than the old

sort, for it was said that this giant required room con'espondiug with
its size ; and herein lies one of the secrets of its success, as well as

many of the endorsements regarding its distinctive and superior

merits. This recommendation of allowing more room in which to

grow is also the secret of the continued success j and, at the same
time, it is a great innovation upon the old-time system of crowding
the roots, as recommended in all of our earlier standard works on
vegetable gardening.

Th.e Autumn Mousseron (Agaricus prunulus).—This is

just now putting in an appearance on the grassy borders of woods
and in sheltered pastures. Not a vestige of the spring Mousseron
is now to be seen. The cap of A. prunulus is of snowy whiteness

when it first appears ; even the gills, in the young stage, are white,
though, as the Agaric attains maturity, they change to pale salmon.

They are conspicuously deourrent on the stem, which is slightly bent
and bulboid, with felt-like down clothing it below. The spores in

prunulus are rosy.salmon aud pip-shaped ; those in gambosus white
and oval. Both Agarics have a strong smell of fresh meal, and both
are esculent and savoury, requiring, however, more cooking than the
common Mushroom. No difficulty should be found in identifying

this species ; I will add, however, a further diagnosis : The young
snow-white cap is waved and contorted, as in the spring Mousseron,
smooth to the touch, like a white kid glove, and revolute at the edge.

The gills groove the upper part of the stem ; they are white in

youth, the white assuming a pale salmon colour with age. The
gills are in sets of five varying lengths. The stem is firm,

white, bulboid, and clothed with byssus at the tortuous base. These
characters should be sufficient to enable an ordinary observer to

distinguish it at once. This Agaric is sold, in the markets at Paris,

dried, and used as a seasoning to gravies, like the Morel.

—

Petee
Inchbald, Hovingliam Lodge, York.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus Culture in Germany.—tt is asserted that near Brauneschweig,
Germany, :i5,000 acres are cultivated in Asparagus, most of which is canned.
The variety cultivated is called Rose Hollande. We have received and eaten
samples of this German canned Asparagus, and it is most excellent.

Culverwell's Prolific Marrow Pea.—We have received a sample of this
Pea from Mr. Culverwell, of Thorpe Perrow, who states that it is the result of
a cross between Veitch's Perfection and Champion of England. It grows
about 18 inches higher than Veitch's Perfection, and is very prolific. The
pods sent were large and well filled, and the flavour all that could be desired.
To tall-growing Peas it is a very remarkable addition.

Planting Asparagus in Summer.— Chief Gardener Streubel, from
Karlowitz, read an essay before the iSociety for Garden Culture in Breslau,
Germany, in which he advocated the planting of Asparagus during the summer,
instead of in the spring and fall. He gave as his reasons that, by planting in
spring, two different functions were requii'ed of the plant, viz., to take root
and to continue to grow. By fall planting, the actions of the plant remain
dormant until spring, whereas, by summer planting, the plant gains time to
attach its roots, and then is ready for a vigorous growth in the spring. No
particulars are added as to the condition or age of the plants at planting time.
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FERTILISATION OF WILD FLOWERS BY INSECTS.

A LECTURE on common flowers in relation to insects, was delivered

to the British Association, at Belfast, the other evening, by Sir J.

Lubbock, who, after a short historical introduction, in which full j ustice

was done to the labours of his predecessors, especially of Sprengel,

Darwin, and Miiller, went on to say :—While every one knows how
important flowers are to insects, comparatively few are aware how
important, on the other hand, insects are to flowers. Many flowers,

indeed, are entirely dependent on insects for the transferrance of the

pollen from the stamen to the pistil, without which no seed could be

set ; while, in others which can fertilise themselves, it is yet of the

greatest importance by avoiding " in and in " breeding. Every

breeder of cattle or sheep will appreciate this. It is not less advan.

tageous to plants that the pistil of one flower should, at any rate

occasionally, be fertilised by the pollen from another. If, then, it is an

advantage to flowers that they should be visited by insects, it is

obvious that those flowers, which, either by their larger size, or

brighter colour, or sweeter scent, or greater richness in honey, are

most attractive in insects, would cwteris paritits have an advantage in

the struggle for existence, and be most likely to perpetuate their

race. In most flowers, indeed, the pistil is surrounded by a row of

stamens, and it would at first sight seem a very simple matter

that the pollen of the latter should fall on the former. This, in fact,

does happen in many cases, bat in others, from the structure of the

flower, it is impossible. In these cases the transferrance of the pollen

from one flower to another is effected principally either by the wind

or by insects. Wind-fertilised flowers, however, as those of Birches,

Poplars, and Grasses, are never brightly coloured, and are, indeed

not popularly recognised as flowers. In our ordinary flowers, the

transferrance of the pollen from one flower to another is effected by

insects, and the colour, the scent, and the honey are the attractions

by which the visits of insects are secured. That the beauty of flowers

is useful in attracting insects is shown, moreover, by those genera in

which wo find species which vary very much in size and beauty.

Thus we have two common species of Mallow (Malva sylvestris and

Malva rotundifolia) which agree closely with one another in other

respects, but of which the former is much larger than the latter, and

Sir John showed that the former is dependent for its fertilisation on

the visits of insects, while the latter is capable of fertilising itself.

To show that this is no isolated case, he brought forward several

other examples of the same fact, especially one very striking one

in the genus Geranium. Geranium pratense is one of our larger

species, and is nearly twice as large as Geranium pyrenaicum,

which again is nearly twice as large as G. molle, while G. moUe
itself is considerably larger than G. pusilum. Now in G. pratense

the pistil does not come to maturity till all the stamens have ripened

and shed their pollen, and the flower, therefore, is absolutely

dependent on insects for its fertilisation. In the second G. pyrenai-

cum some of the stamens have shed their pollen before the pistil is

mature, but the visits of insects are, therefore, not absolutely

necessary. In G. molle the pistil matures still earlier ; while,

lastly, in G. pusilum it matures even before the stamens. Here,

therefore, we have a complete series, and the more the flower

is dependent on insects the longer it has become. As already men-

tioned, the self-fertilisation of flowers is guarded against in various

ways. Very frequently the stamens and pistils do not ripen at the

same time. In some cases the pistil ripens before the stamens. Thus

the Aristolochia has a flower which consists of a long tube with a

narrow opening, closed by stiff hairs which point backwards,

so that it has some resemblance to an eel trap. Small

flies enter the tube in scjarch of honey, but from the direction

of the hairs find themselves imprisoned and cannot get out again.

Gradually, however, the pistil passes maturity, the stamens ripen,

and shed their pollen, by which the flies get thoroughly dusted.

Then the hairs of the tube shrivel up, and release the prisoners, who
fly away and caiTy the pollen to another flower. Again, in the

common Arum we find a somewhat similar arrangement. The well-

known green leaf encloses a central pillar, which supports a number
of pistils near the base of another somewhat higher. Now, in this case,

nothing would at first sight seem easier or more natural than that the

pollen from the anthers should fall on and fertilise the pistils. This,

however, is not what occurs. The pistils mature before (he anthers,

and, by the time the pollen is shed, have become incapable of fertili.

aation. It is impossible, therefore, that the plant should fertilise itself,

nor can the pollen be carried by wind. When it is shed, it drops to the

bottom of the tube, where it is so effectively sheltered that nothing

short of a hurricane conld dislodge it. Although the Arum is common
enough, still the chances against any of the pollen so discharged being

blown into the tube of another plant would be immense. As, however,

in the Aristolochia, so also in the Arum, small insects, which, attracted

by the showy central spadix, in the prospect of shelter or of honey, enter

the tube when the stigmas are mature, find themselves imprisoned, as

the fringe of hairs which permitted their entrance prevents their

returning. After a while the period of maturity of the stigmas is

over and each secretes a drop of honey, thus repaying the insects for

their captivity. The anthers then ripen and shed their pollen, which
falls on and adheres to the insects. Then the hairs gradually shrivel

up and liberate the insects, which emerge, carrying the pollen

with them, so that those which then visit another plant can hardly
fail to deposit some of it on the stigmas. Sometimes more than a
hundred small flies will be found in a single Arum. In these two cases

there is obviously a great advantage in the fact that the stigmas
arrive at maturity before the anthers. Generally the advantage is

the other way, and the stamens ripen before the pistil, as was shown
by diagrams representing the Pink, Thyme, and other flowers. Of
this the common so-called Nasturtium (Tropaeolum) is an interesting

case. It produces much honey, which is situated in a long hollow

spur. The flowers are much visited by insects, which thrust their

proboscis down the spur in search of honey. When the flower first

opens neither the stamens nor pistils are mature and they are all

turned slightly downwards. Very soon, however, one of the stamens
turn upwards, so as to stand just at the entrance to the spur, and in

such a position that the under side of the proboscis of any insect

wanting the honey almost inevitably rubs against it and carries

off some of the pollen. One after another the eight stamens raise

themselves and occupy this position, a process which occupies

several days, after which they turn down again to the original

position, and the pistil in its turn raises itself to the mouth of the tube.

From this beautiful arrangement it is evident that the bees and other

insects visiting this flower for the sake of the honey inevitably dust
themselves with pollen from the younger flowers, and transfer it to

the pistil of the older ones. In few flowers is the adaptation of

the various parts to the visits of insects more clearly and
beautifully shown than in the common white Dead Nettle
(Lamium album). The honey occupies the lower contracted portion

of the tube, and is protected from the rain by an arched upper lip

and by a thick ring of hairs. Above the narrower lower portion the
tube expands and throws out a broad lip, which serves as an alighting

place for large bees, while the length of the narrow tube prevents the

smaller insects from obtaining access to the honey, which would be
injurious to the flower, as they would remove the source of attraction

for the bees, without effecting the object in view. At the base of the

tube, moreover, there is a ring of hairs, which prevents small insects

from creeping down the tube, and so getting at the hone}'. Lamium,
in fact, like so many of our other wild flowers, is especially adapted
for humble bees ; they light on the lower lip, which projects at the

side, so as to afford them a leverage by means of which they may
press the proboscis down the tube to the honey, while, on the other
hand, the arched upper lip in its size, form, and position, is admirably
adapted not only as a protection against rain, bat also to jirevent the
anthers and pistil from yielding too easily to the pressure of the insect,

and thus to ensure that it presses the pollen it has brought from other
flowers against the pistil, and, on the other hand, carries away a fresh

supply from the anthers. From the position of the pistil, which
hangs down below the anthei's, the bee comes in contact with the
former before touching the latter, and, consequeutly, generally
deposits upon the stigma pollen from another flower. The small
processes on each side of the lower lip are the rudiments of the lateral

leaves with which the ancestors of the Lamium were provided. Thus,
then, we can see how every part of this flower is either, like the size

and shape of the arched upper lip, the relative position of the pistils

and anthers, the length and narrowness of the tube, the size and
position of the lower lip, the ring of hairs, and the honey, adapted to

ensure the transferrance by bees of pollen from one another, or, like

the minute lateral points, is an inheritance from more highly developed
organs of ancestors. Sir John Lubbock then called attention to

certain species of the genus Salvia, a form allied to the Derd Nettle,

bat in which the back of the bee does not come in contact with its

arched upper lips, and consequently does not touch th? anthers in

their natural position. They possess, however, a very curious tinge

point, so arranged that the proboscis of the bee, in passing down the
tube, presses one arm of a lever, and thus brings the other, which
bears the anther down on to to the back of the bee. The common
Heaths (Erica tetralix and Erica cinerea), offer us .nnother very
ingenious arrangement. In Erica tetralix (the cross-leaved Heath),
for instance, the flower is in the form of a bell, which hangs
with its mouth downwards, and is almost closed by the pistil

which represents the clapper. The stamens are eight in number,
and each terminates in two cells, which diverge slightly, and have
at their lower end an oval opening ; but, though this opening is at

the lower end of the anther cells, the pollen cannot fall out, because
each cell, just where the opening is situated, touches the next
anther cell, and the series of anthers thus form a circle surrounding
the pistil, and not far from the centre of the bell. Each anther cell
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also sends out a long process, which thus form a series of spokes

standing out from the circle of anthers. Under these circumstances,

a bee endeavouring to suck the honey from the nectary cannot fail,

firstly, to bring its head in contact with the viscid stigma, and thus

to deposit upon it any pollen derived from a previous visit ; and,

secondly, in thrusting its proboscis up the bell, it inevitably comes
in contact with one of the anther processes, which acts like a lever,

and dislocates the whole chain of anther cells, when a shower of

pollen falls from the open cells on the head of the bee. In many
cases the effect of the colouring and scent is greatly enhanced by
the association of several flowers in one bunch or raceme, as, for

instance, in the wild Hyacinth, the Lilac, and other familiar instances

in the great family of Umbelliferfe. This arrangement is still

further taken advantage of, as in the common wild Chervil (Cha3ro-

phyllum sylvestre). In this group the honey is not, as in the flowers

just described, situated at the bottom of a tube, but is exposed, and
is therefore accessible to a great variety of small insects. The union
of the florets into a head is, moreover, not only of advantage in

rendering them more conspicuous, but also effects a considerable

saving of time, as it enables the insects to visit a given number of

flowers more rapidly, and, consequently, renders their fertilisation

more certain than if they had stood singly. The self-fertilisation

which, in small flowers such as these, would otherwise naturally

occur, is provided against by the fact that the stamens ripen before
the pistil, and the latter is not mature until the former have shed
their pollen ; so that the flowers cannot, therefore, fertilise them-
selves in some cases, as, for instance in Myrrhis. The flowers of one
head are all, firstly, in the male condition, and subsequently in that
with mature stigmas, none of them arriving at the second stage
until they have all passed through the first. It will be seen that in

these florets the petals are not symmetrical, the outer ones being con-

siderably larger than the others, and in many Umbellifers the florets

themselves, on the outer edge of the bunch, or umbel, are consider-

ably larger than the minor ones. This distinction is carried still

farther in the Composite, where also the florets are so closely packed
that the whole umbel is commonly—though, of course, incorrectly

—

spoken of as a flower. For instance, the heads of the common Daisy
are not, strictly speaking, flowers, but bunches of flowers closely

packed together on a common base or receptacle. The advantages of

this arrangement are, first, that the flowers become much more con-
spicuous thanwould be the case if they were arranged singly ; secondly,
that the facility with which the honey is obtained renders them more
attractive to insects ; thirdly, that the visits of the insects are more
likely to be effectual, since the chances are that an insect which once
alights touches several, if not many, florets. In the large white
Daisy the flower-heads consist of an outer row of female florets in

which the tubular carolla terminates on the outer side in a white leaf

or ray, which, doubtless, is useful in making the flower conspicuous.
The minor florets are also tubular, but are small, yellow, and without
rays ; each of these florets is furnished with stamens as well as a
pistil. The stamens are united on their minor sides, so as to form a
closed tube, within which the pistil lies ; they ripen before the pistil,

and the pollen is discharged into the upper end of the tube above the
head of the pistil. When the flower opens the pollen is already ripe,

and fills the upper part of the stamen tubes. The pistil, however,
also continues to elongate, and at length pushes the pollen against
the upper end of the tube, which gives way, and thus the pollen is

forced out of the tube. The pistil itself terminates in two branches,
which at first are pressed closely to one another, each terminating in

a brush of hairs ; the style elongates, the brush of hair sweeps the
pollen cleanly out of the tube, and it is then soon removed by insects.
When the pistil has attained its full length the two branches open and
curve downwards, so as to expose the stigmatic surfaces, which had
previously been pressed closely to one another, and thus protected
from the action of the pollen. From this arrangement it

is obvious that any insect alighting on the flower-head of
the Chrysanthemum would dust its under side with the pollen
of tho younger flowers, which then could not fail to be brought
into contact with the stigmatic surfaces of the older ones. As
the expansion of the flowers begins at the outside, and thence
extends to the centre, it is plain that the pollen of any given flower
cannot be nsed to fertilise one situated on its inner side ; conse-
quently, it the outer row of florets produced pollen, it would, in the
great majority of cases, be wasted. These florets, therefore, do not
produce pollen, while the saving thus effected enables them to
produce a larger corolla. It is also interesting to observe that, in

these outer flowers, the branches of the pistil do not possess the
terminal brush of hair, which, in the absence of pollen, would be
useless. In other Composites, as in the Marigold, while the ray
flowers produce no pollen, the disk flowers develop no stigmas. In
this case the pistil of the ray flower does not require or possess the
terminal brush of hairs, as there is no pollen to be swept out. The

central flowers, on the other hand, though they develop no stigmas,

require a pistil in order to force the pollen out of tho anther tube
;

hence, the pistil is present. This alteration of tho function of the

pistil is extremely curious. In the flowers hitherto described, while

the several species offer the most diverse arrangements, we have met
with no differences within the limits of the same species, excepting
those dependent upon sex. He then proceeded to call attention to

some cases in which the same species possess flowers of two or more
kinds, which sometimes, as in the Violet, are adapted to different

conditions, but more frequently are so constituted as to ensure cross

fertilisation. In some of the Violets—viz., odorata canina, &c.
—besides the blue flowers with which we are all so familiar,

but which produce verv little seed, there are other autumnal
flowers, almost without petals and stamens, in which the

seeds are produced. As these curious flowers, however, have no rela-

tion to our present subject, said the speaker, I shall not now dwell on
them. The genus Primula offers a most interesting case of dimorphism.
The Cowslip and the Primrose resemble one another in many respects,

though the honey they secrete must be very different ; for while the
Cowslip is habitually fertilised during the day by bumble bees, this is

not the case with the Primrose, which, in Mr. Darwin'sopinion, is ferti.

lised almost exclusively by moths. If a number of specimens of Prim.
roses or of Cowslips are examined, we shall find that about half of them
have the pistil at the top of the tube and the stamens half-way down,
while the other half have, on the contrary, the stamens at the top of

the tube and the pistil half-way down. An insect, therefore,

thrusting its proboscis down a Primrose of the long-atyled form
would dust its proboscis at a part which, when it visited a short-

styled flower would come just opposite the head of the pistil, and
could not fail to deposit some of the pollen on the stigma conversely.

An insect visiting a short-styled plant would dust its proboscis at a
part further from the tip, and which, when it subsequently visited a
long-styled flower, would again come just opposite to the head of the

pistil; hence we see that by this beautiful arrangement, insects will

carry the pollen of the long-styled form to the short-styled form,

and vice versA. The genus Lythrum is a still more remarkable case,

as there are no less than three distinct forms belonging to one
species. In the course of his lecture. Sir John Lubbock described

the arrangement and contrivances by which fertilisation was secured

in many other plants, the moat curious of which, however—such, for

instance, as those in the various species of Orchids—could not be
made intelligible without the aid of figures to replace the diagrams
by which the lecture was illustrated. He also described the points

in which the anatomy of insects has been modified to adapt them to

the fertilisation of flowers, dwelling especially on the structure of

the mouth and of the legs. He also referred to one other peculiarity

of flowers, which is explained if we take this view of the relations of

insects to flowers. Many flowers close their petals during rain,

which is obviously an advantage, since it prevents the honey from
being spoilt or washed away. Everybody, however, has observed

that even in fine weather certain flowers close at particular hours.

This habit of going to sleep is surely very curious. Why should

flowers do so ? In animals we can understand it ; they are tired and
require rest. But why should flowers do so ? Why should some
flowers do so and not others ? Moreover, different flowers keep
different hours. The Daisy opens at sunrise and closes at sunset,

whence its name, Day's-eye ; the Dandelion (Leontodon taraxacum)

opens at seven and closes at five ; Arenaria rubra is open from nine

to three ; Ear Hawkweed (Hieracium pilosella) is said to wake at

eight and go to sleep at two ; the scarlet Pimpernel (Anagallis

arvensis) to wake at seven and close soon after two ; while Tropo.

pogon pratensis opens at four in the morning, and closes just before

twelve, whence its English name, " John.go-to-bed-at-Noon." Farmer
boya and labourers are said to regulate their dinner hour by it. Other

flowers, on the contrary, open in the evening. Now, it is obvious

that flowers which are fertilised by night-flying insects would derive

no advantage from being open by day ; on the other hand, those

which are fertilised by bees would gain nothing by being open at

night—nay, it would be a distinct disadvantage, because it would
render them liable to be robbed of their honey and pollen by insects

which were not capable of fertilising them. He believed, then, that

the closing of flowers had reference to the habits of insects. He
observed, also, in support of this, that wind-fertilised flowers never

sleep, that some of those flowers which attract insects by smell emit

their scent at particular hours ; thus, Hesperis matronalis and Lychnis

veapertina smell in the evening, and Orchis bifolia is particularly

sweet at night. He had been, he said, good-humouredly accused of

attacking the little busy bee, because he had attempted to show that

it does not possess all the high qualities which have been popularly

and poetically ascribed to it ; but, it scientiflo observations do not

altogether support the intellectual eminence which has been ascribed

to bees, they have made known to us, in the economy of the hive,
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many varions peculiarities •nhicli no poet had ever dreamt of, and
have shown that bees and other insects have an importance as regards

flowers which had been previously unsuspected. To these we owe the

beauties of our gardens and the sweetness of our fields. To them
flowers owe their scent and colour—nay, their very existence in its

present form. Not only have their brilliant colours, the sweet scent,

and the honey of the flowers been gradually developed by unconscious
selection of insects ; bnt the very arrangement of the colours, the
circular bands, and radiating lines, the form, size, and position of the

petals, the arangenicnt of the stamens and pistil are all arranged with
reference to the visits of insects, and in such a manner as to ensure
the grand object which renders these visits necessary. In conclusion,

he observed that, "while he had attempted to point out relations

which exist between insects and some of our common wild flowers, the

whole subject is one which will repay most careful attention ; for, as

Miiller has very truly said, there is no single species the whole history

of which is yet by any means thoroughly known to us.

The lecture, of which the above is a mere summary, was received
throughout with great applause, the colours of tho diagrams being
admirably brought out by the action of the electric light.

Carnivorous Plants.

Dr. Hooker offered some interesting observations on this subject,

which is one to which we have previously fnlly alluded. Varions
observers, he said, have described, with more or less accuracy, the
habits of such vegetable sportsmen as the Sundew, the Venus's Fly-
trap, and the Pitcher plants, but few have inquired into their

motives ; and the views of those who have most accurately appre-
ciated these have not met with that general acceptance which they
deserved. Quite recently the subject has acquired a new interest,

from the researches of Mr. Darwin into the phenomena which
accompany the placing albuminous substances on the leaves of

Drosera and Pinguicula, and which, in the opinion of a very eminent
physiologist, prove, in the case of Dionsea, this plant digests exactly
the same substance, and in exactly tho same way, that the human
stomach does. With these researches Mr. Darwin is still actively
engaged, and it has been with the view of rendering him such aid as

my position and opportunities at Kew afforded me, that I have, under
his instruction, examined some other carnivorous plants. The early
history of the subject was then explained up to the date of Mr.
Darwin's investigation, the conclusions arrived at being that in the
small family of the Droseraceao we have plants which, in the first

place, capture animals for purposes of food ; and, in the second, digest
and dissolve them, by means of a fluid which is poured out for the pur-
pose; and, thirdly, absorb the solution of animal matter which is so
prodnced. Tho very curious group of Pitcher plants called Sarracenias
next engaged attention. This genus consists of eight species, all similar

in habit, and all natives of the eastern States of North America,
where they are found more especially in bogs, and even in places
covered with shallow water. Their leaves, which give them a
character entirely their own, are pitcher-shaped and trumpet.like,
and are collected in tufts springing immediately from the ground

;

and they send up, at the flowering season, one or more slender stems
bearing each a solitary flower. This has a singular aspect, due to a
great extent to the umbrella-like expansion in which the style
terminates ; the shape of this, or perhaps of the whole flower, caused
the first English settlers to give to the plant the name of " Side-
saddle Flower." The first fact which was observed about the Pitchers
was, that when they grew they contained water ; the second, that
they have a digestive process analogous to that which takes place in

tho stomach of an animal. It is evident that there are two
very different types of Pitcher in Sarracenia, and an examina-
tion of the species shows that there must probably be three.

These may be primai-ily classified into those with the mouth
open and lid erect, and which, consequently, receive the rain
water in more or less abundance ; and those with the mouth
closed by the lid, into which rain can hardly, if at all, find ingress.

I cannot take leave of Sarracenia without a short notice of its near
ally, Darlingtonia, a still more wonderful plant, an outlier of Sarra-
cenia in geographical distribution, being found at an elevation of

5,000 feet on the Sierra Nevada of California, far west of any locality
inhabited by Sarracenia. It has pitchers of two forms; one, peculiar
to the infant state of the plant, consists of narrow, somewhat twisted,
trumpet-shaped tubes, with very oblique open mouths, the dorsal lip

of which is drawn out into a long, slender arching, scarlet hood, that
hardly closes the mouth. The slight twist in the tube causes these
mouths to point in varions directions, and they entrap very small
insects only. Before arriving at a state of maturity the plant bears
much larger, sub-erect pitchers, also twisted, with the tip prodnced
into a large inflated hood, that completely arches over a very small
entrance to the cavity of the pitcher. A singular orange-red flabby
two.lobed organ hangs from the end of the hood, right in front of the

entrance, which, as I have been informed by Professor Asa Gray, is

smeared with honey on its inner surface. These pitchers are crammed
with large insects, especially moths, which decompose in them, and
result in a putrid mass. I have no information of water being found
in its pitchers in its native counti-y, but have myself found a slight

acid secretion in the young states of both forms of pitcher. I might
have added some additional cases to those I have dwelt upon. Pro-
bably, too, there are others still unknown to science, or whose habits
have not yet been detected. But the problem that forces itself upon our
attention is, how does it come to pass that these singular aberrations
from the otherwise uniform order of vegetable nutrition, make their

appearance in remote parts of the vegetable kingdom—why are
they more frequent, and how were such extraordinary habits brought
about, or contracted ? These remarks will, I hope, lead you to see
that though the processes of plant nutrition are, in general, extremely
different from those of animals, and involve very simple compounds,
yet that the protoplasm of plants is not absolutely prohibited from
availing itself of food, such as that by which the protoplasm of

animals is nourished, under which point of view these phenomena of

carnivorous plants will find their place, as one more line in the con-
tinuity of Nature.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

When cuttings of the various kinds of bedding Pelargoniums can bo
obtained as early as the end of July or beginning of August, they
may be inserted in ordinary garden soil in a sunny situation in the
open air, and will only require to be made firm in the soil, watered
occasionally, and kept free from weeds, &c., when they will generally

be found to root freely, and will be found fit for potting up by the
beginning of October. In many instances, however, it has been
found difficult, during the present season, to obtain cuttings suffi.

ciently early to do this, and it is now too late to insert cuttings of

these plants in the open borders. Let them, however, be inserted in

pots some 4 or 5 inches in diameter, in pans, or in boxes, and placed
on cinder ashes in frames or pits, without, however, placing the
lights over them as yet, bnt having them in readiness to be applied

whenever heavy rainfall or depression of temperature renders this

necessary. It will, doubtless, also, in many instances be found
necessary to pot up a considerable number of zonal and other Pelar.

goniums from the beds, and, as such plants have this season made
comparatively little growth, they will, consequently, be found to be
in good condition for this purpose. As regards the more tender or,

at least, less easily increased variegated and tricolor sorts, it is not
advisable during any season to trust altogether to the autumn-struck
plants ; but, in addition, such a number as may be required of

the smaller plants from the beds should be lifted and potted before
they have been injured by frost. These plants will generally
make fine healthy material for furnishing the beds during the follow,

ing season, supplemented by the smaller plants which have been
struck during the present autumn. In the formation of ribbon
lines, however, it is generally desirable to use autumn-strnck
plants of the previous season, in order to secure, as far as possible,

uniformity of size. Carpet beds have this season succeeded well, and
are now in great beauty, and this style of decoration appears to

increase in public favour. To be really effective, however, snch beds
should have their divisional lines kept well defined by constant
pinching or stopping, and this involves but little labour, and is easier

accomplished than might at first sight appear to be the case. The
various species of Altemanthera are among the most useful pl.ants

used in this style of ornamentation; but owing, probably, to some
peculiarity of the season, some of the species, such as amabilis

and paronychioides, although they have grown well, and have long
ago quite covered the soil, are only now beginning to assume the
brilliant tints for which they are so very remarkable when grown
in the open air, but, their folieige, up to nearly the present time, has
been almost quite green. The beautiful species known as A. amoena
has, however, been an exception to this state of things, having,

thronghont the season, been as brilliant as usual. The present is a
suitable time to study carefully the arrangement of the flower

garden, &c.; and, if any desirable alterations or improvements
suggest themselves, a note should be made of the same at once, and
this should be attended to and carried out at the proper time.

Observe, also, the effect produced by the blending of the various

shades of colour in flowers and foliage, as much can frequently be
done in this way without either additional labour or expense ; and tho

effect produced by the admixture of certain flowering and fine,

foliaged plants must be seen to be sufficiently appreciated, such as
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that of some of the finest blue Lobelias, or tho Viola oornata, with

the finest silver-margined or gold and silver tricolor Pelargoninms,

&o. ; or that of the late Mr. Beaton's celebrated shot-silk bed, pro.

duced by the admixture of Mangles's variegated Pelargonium and

Verbena venosa. Make notes, also, of the probable number of the

various sorts of plants required to carry out the contemplated arrange-

ments of the following season, allowing, at the same time a wide

margin for probable contingencies or losses. If not already done,

finish at once tho planting out of Carnations and Pinks, bearing in

mind that, if this is done now, they are more likely to lace well than

when planted in spring. Attend carefully to the various routine

operations connected with tho pleasure grounds. On account of

the long-continued draught, mowing will bo but little required

;

while the broom will be found to be in greater requisition than ever,

aa the " sere and yellow leaf" already litters the lawns and walks, and
must, of course, be removed every morning if order and neatness aro

to be preserved.—P. Gkieve, Culford, Bm-y St. Edmunds.

Eoses,

The Manetti forms an excellent stock for many kinds of Koses, but
it does not suit Marechal Niel, on heavy soils so well as the Briar.

Hybrid Perpetuals, however, do well on it, and I have some very
good pot Roses on it. In all cases I have found the Manetti stock

better suited for light soils than for heavy ones. I have Gloiro de
Dijon in pots, budded on the Briar, and then Marechal Niel budded on
that ; the Marechal thus treated, forms a beautiful bush, and flowers

freely. From this union I have been cutting good blooms all through
the season, and I can thoroughly recommend Marechal Niel as a pot

Rose, " worked " in this manner. After trying many stocks, I have
found tho Briar to be the best for general use ; in the case of the
Marechal, provided care is taken not to prune him in too freely, a good
succession of beautiful yellow Roses may be kept up all through the
season. Continue to give plenty of water to Roses in general, out of

doors, while the weather is so dry ; where they are planted in shrub-
beries or close to plantations, this is especially necessary, as the
surrounding vegetation deprives them of moisture, rendering them
unable to make flowering wood for the following season. Dust a
little sulphur on all trees on which mildew makes its appearance.

—

H. G.
Indoor Plant Department.

The moat attractive flowering plants in conservatories at present
are the different varieties of Lilium speciosum, Vallota purpurea,
the good old, but often neglected, Eochea falcata, and the still scarcer
Griifinia hyacinthina. If these things are grown well in sufficient

quantities, intermixed with the general occupants of the conserva.
lory, they will keep up a display for five or six weeks, especially if a
portion of the stock is retarded by being placed where it will receive
comparatively little sun and abundance of air. See that all these
things receive regular attention as regards water, as any omission in

this matter will make short work of the blooms, and in the case
of Lilies will destroy the foliage. Keep a good look-out for that
moat destructive of all plant peats—red spider. If allowed to esta-
blish itself even thua late in the year, it doea irreparable damage for
another aeason, by premature destruction of the foliage of any plant
which it happens to attack. Chrysanthemuma will now require rich
and copious waterings twice a-day, if the weather continues dry, and
their pota filled with roots, as they ought to be by this time. Syringe
them overhead in the evenings of bright days ; if this is attended to
they rarely get infested with greenfly. Pay every attention to
winter-flowering plants, such aa Cinerariaa, Primulas, Euphorbias,
Poinsettias, Bouvardias, Salvias, &c. ; the more stout and robust
tliese plants are now, the better they will bloom, provided they are
well ripened. If Poinsettias and Euphorbia jacquiniajflora have been
placed in a cooler situation during the present month than they have
previously occupied, they should be removed from such a position
before the nights become too cold, or both leaves and roots
will sufier, which will be fatal to their blooming. All the occu-
pants of the stove and intermediate house that have been used
for conservatory decoration during summer months will soon have
to be removed to warmer quarters, otherwise they will be injured.
Achimenea, Tydseas, Gesneras, and Gloxinias, should soon be dried
off and put to rest, placing them in a situation free from damp,
where the temperature will not get lower than 50^, otherwise they
are in danger of rotting. Eucharis amazonica will soon require to
be placed in a warmer temperature than that of the conservatory,
or it will suffer. If a late sowing of Asters has been made, with
a view to their being potted for conservatory decoration when coming
into flower about the end of next month, provision should be
made for covering the bed with loose lighta to protect them. See
that such things as Acacias and Cytisua are fully exposed to the sun
in an open situation, for the better they get hardened out of doors the
more satisfactory will be their blooming. Put in another batch of

Hydrangea cuttings ; theae will bloom late in the summer if kept cool

during the spring, and will come in when flowering plants are scarce.

Attend well to herbaceous Calceolarias, so aa to get the plants stout

and strong ; by this means they get so much better through tho

winter. Conservatoiy climbers should now be regulated, reducing

freely all excessive growth, so as to allow of its being sufliciently thin

for each plant to get thoroughly ripened before the short days aro

upon us.

Orchids.

These generally require less shade and water at this than at other

seaaoua, and now is a good time to overhaul and rearrange tho

entire collection, after having first cleaned the glass, wood-work, and

benches. It is particularly desirable that the glaaa should be kept

clean, as all the light it is poaaible to obtain during the winter

montha in our climate ia small in proportion to what is desirable for

Orchids, and to which nearly all of them are subjected in their native

habitats. Abundance of light and air exert a wonderful influence

in ripening up the growths and pseudo-bulbs ; and one of the con-

sequences of this is that the flowera produced are not only larger and

of better substance than they otherwise would be, but also much
brighter in colour. Calanthes should have plenty of tepid water at

the root, and be kept near the glass in a warm equable temperature.

Their foliage is very apt to become spotted and disfigured unless

carefully protected from cold draughts. Few Orchids are more

easily grown] or yield better results than these, but even slightly

irregular treatment with regard to either heat or moisture will ruin

them for a season at least. Pleiones do best on shelves near the

glass, whence they can, however, be brought down nearer the eye

when in bloom. The surface of the pots should be carefully

examined for slugs, woodlice, and other pests of that kind, the

best time to do this being at night, with a bull's-eye lauthorn.

During the daytime they hide under the pots or among the compost.

Slugs are frequently very troublesome, as they seem to prefer tho

fresh succulent flower-spikes to leaves, and in this way they soon

commit a great amount of damage unless constantly kept in check.

—P. W. BUKBIDGE.

Indoor Fruit Department.-

We have now arrived at the kindliest growing part of the season as

regards Pines, so that little trouble or anxiety ia necessary in that

direction. Fruit will colour freely by the application of abundance

of light and air, and the withholding of humidity. Swelling fruit

requires applications of tepid clear manure-water, kindly applications

in suitable weather of atmospheric humidity, and the interior atmos-

phere charged with ammonia. Give air freely by day, and use no

shading. From plants now showing flower, atmospheric moisture

should be withheld till after they have bloomed, after which apply

it freely. Planta intended to show fruit in October and November

ahould now be aired freely, night and day, humidity being withheld,

and root wateringa not too freely applied ; but never let them be

famished for lack of water, or they will produce weak and abortive

fruit. Plants intended to rest and harden in October and November

for starting into fruit in December and January next, should have

every encouragement in the way of applications of tepid manure-

water at the root. Succession planta will have arrived at the

very best part of their growing season, and will require previous

instructions to be fully carried out, and the night atmosphere

reduced somewhat aa the days decrease. The application of

abundance of air in maintaining healthinesa and a robust

growth, abundance of heat, air, and humidity, and no ahading,

are sure to ensure all that can be wished. Suckers, of courae,

should be taken off and potted at once ; to grow on, without

loss of time or check, ia the only way to succeed iu always having

at command fine healthy plants, in every stage, at all seasons.

The foliage of the Vines in the early house will now be getting ripe

and falling, and the Vines may be pruned and dressed for forcing in

November. Vines in pots for early forcing may be placed out of

doors, and the pots should be laid on their sides in very wet

weather, to prevent the roots from being too much di-enched before

they are taken into the forcing houses. Late Vineries, wherein

Grapes are ripening, should have plenty of air in favourable weather.

All outside borders should, if possible, be covered with lights, or

wooden shutters, to keep them dry, before the cold autumn rains

chill the roots. The crops of Peaches and Nectarinea in the late

houaea will now be nearly all ripe, and when the fruit is all gathered

the trees must be well syringed with soft-soap, or Gishurst

compound, to prevent the brown scale from attacking the wood.

The trees in the early houses which have ripened their wood may

now have the foliage brushed off with a new broom, and the wood

loosened from the trellia. Now is a good time to get a store of turfy

loam stacked up to keep it dry, should the planting of Peach and

Nectarine trees be decided on in October or November, either for
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ont-of-doors or in the houses. Peach and Nectarine trees do best
in pood fresh tnrfy loam without the addition of manure of any
kind in the soil, as it only makes them produce strong watery shoots,

which never ripen we!!. Of all things to be avoided in the soil

is old rotten tan, vegetable mould, or any material containing
pieces of rotten sticks, for they all breed Fungi ; and, when they
attack the roots of Peach trees they are soon totally unproductive.
The roots of Vines are likewise liable to be attacked by them, and
the failure in crops of Grapes from root Fungi is often attributed to
some other cause. When the fruit is all gathered from the trees in
pots in orchard houses, the pots may be placed out of doors, and, if

they are plunged in some warm corner, it will save some watering.
The late crops of Peaches and Nectarines, Plums, and so on, will want
a thorough watering now to swell the fruit. In cool orchard houses
some of the late varieties of Peaches and Plums can be kept later
than those on the walls or open borders. Too much syringing will
now be injurious to late Cucumber plants, as the sun's heat will be
gradually declining. If thrips put in an appearance, remove the
infested leaves, which are generally the old ones, and fumigate two
or three times, at intervals of four or five days, till these pests are
conquered. Mildew will sometimes attack Cucumbers in frames or
damp pits, and flowers of sulphur must be applied till it disappears.
The plants intended for the winter supply must now be planted in
the house or pit as early in the month as possible, on purpose to get
them strong before the short days set in.

Hardy Fruit.

One of the most useful fruits in the garden is the autumnal Rasp-
berry. It is one of those fruits which emphatically pay for culture

;

but, as often seen, they are hardly worth a moment's attention. To
bear fine luscious fruit the plants must have good preparation and
proper treatment. By the first I mean a deep rich soil with a foot of
farm.yard manure incorporated with it. The strain upon plant life

reaches its maximum in autumn ; the sun does its best to exhaust as
well as m.ature, and, unless the roots are duly fortified, the plants
will be likely to succumb to its exhausting, as well as yield to its

consolidating, force ; but, with depth of root-rnn, the plants
flourish, for depth of tilth supplies the needs of plant-food
and water. These require to be well supplied when jilants

have not only to ripen but grow, and bear a full crop of
juicy frnit, such as Raspberries in the autumn. Having
duly prepared for the wants of the plants, the next point is

to duly qualify the plants themselves for their work. The old
name of Double-bearing has proved most mischievous, inasmuch as it

has led the cultivator to expect two crops a-year from his Rasp,
berries; and so he may, if size and quality are no object; but if

they are, then he must take but one crop only. As soon as this is

gathered, which may not be till the middle or end of November, cut
the plants level with the ground, leave no wood, old or new ; top
dress the stools with rich manure, and leave all bare till the spring.
When the young shoots appear, select from three to nine, according
to their size, strength, distance apart, &c. ; and if the growth is

moderate and the garden tolerably well sheltered, allow them to
grow as they choose, without tying ; but if not, and there is

danger of breakage from wind, then tie loosely for the sake
of safety, and so that sun and air may freely reach all sides
of the young shoots. Canes thus treated will soon break
into branchlets, fruiting all over, and from the middle of Sep.
tember, in suitable localities, till caught by the frost, excellent
Raspberries may be gathered. The active vital force of the plant is

thus concentrated, as it ought to be, into its autumnal crop, and the
crop is good accordingly. Should dry weather ensue, water copiously,
for the Raspberry likes water, and, if seasoned with guano, or other
manure in solution, better still, for the plant is a gross feeder,
especially when laden with fruit. Cultivators are much indebted to
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, for improved varieties of these
autumnal fruiting Raspberries. Ilis antnnm Black and largo Orange
are valuable plants ; the first, however,does not produce many suckers,
but comes pretty true from seed. The October Red and Yellow are
likewise great improvements on the old Double-bearing Raspberry,
and have the blood and much of the quality in them of the well,
known and justly prized Fastolf. Cultivators who have not these
useful Raspberries, should prepare a piece of ground at once, and
plant early in November, cutting the canes in February or March,
and thus lay the foundation for fruit next autumn.—D. T. Fisn.

The Kitchen Garden.
Now is the time to push on the main crops of Celery with frequent

soakings of liquid manure ; as, during the longer cooler nights of
approaching autumn, the growth will be rapid aud crisp if well fed.
All early crops should now have a final flooding of water, and be
earthed up, pressing the soil firmly round the plants ; but, of coarse.

not burying the hearts. Referring, for a moment, to the question of
earthing-up Celery, my own experience would lead me to recommend
this to be done, as far as possible, at one operation only. I never
could see that earthing-up added anything to its growth, but it

certainly is a bar to the free application of water, so necessary to the
full development of a marsh plant like Celery. Rather than recom-
mend the plan of earthing-up by small instalments, I should advise
heavy mulchings of short manure amongst the plants to check
evaporation during the growing season, and at the proper time, of
course selecting a dry day , earthing up to the requisite height at once.
Now that tho weather has apparently set in dry again, late Peas
must be well supplied with water to assist thera in setting and
swelling their crops. Prepare a bed for French Beans in any spare
pit or frame ; if a little bottom-heat can be provided by working up
an exhausted hot.bed with a little fresh stable dung so much the
better. This sowing will probably come in usefully during the autumn,
after those in the open air are cut off by frost; dwarf early kinds, like

O.sborn's Forcing, or Newington Wonder, are best for this crop.

Plant them in rows 15 inches apart, and tho Beans should
be about 3 or 4 inches apart in the rows. Dust young Cab.
bage plants freely with soot or lime to banish the fly which
will, perhaps, be troublesome. If the plants are at all thick in the
seed-bed, thin them out, and transplant the thinnings about 3 inches
apart, so that all may grow up strong and short in the leg. Look
Tomatoes over frequently to remove all superfluous growths, and to

gather the ripe fruit. A good soaking of water, if the weather
continues dry, vfill be beneficial, at the same time keeping them
closely mulched. Sow French Breakfast, White and Red Tnmip, and
the Black Spanish Radishes in light rich soil. Make another sowing
of Brown Cos and other hardy kinds of Lettuce for winter on a south
border. After this date Cauliflowers will be better sown thinly under
glass, those plants just coming up in the open border must have
frequent dustings with lime and soot. Sow Chervil for the last time,

and do not forget to have a box or two filled to take under cover when
bad weather comes. Transplant a good breadth of Lettuce and
Endive for winter, and there is no occasion to plant all in one aspect,

but, rather the reverse, so as to be prepared for any weather. Keep
up the necessary successions of small saladiug, according to the
demand. This is the best time to gather the various kinds of vege-
tables for pickling ; and also for drying such herbs as Basil,

Marjoram, &c. ; they may be dried well in the Vineries, laid on sheets

of paper under the shade of the Vines, to be afterwards kept in wide-
mouthed bottles, closely corked. Thin late sown Turnips to about a
foot apart. Maintain a loose friablo surface among growing crops
by frequent stirring. Weeds are much easier destroyed when small

;

therefore keep the hoe going freely ; every inch of bare surface should
be loosened np.—E. Hobday.

Moles in Cutting Beds.—Of all garden pests, I know of none
that can equal the mole in the production of annoyance. It is not so

much a destructive animal as a nuisance, and as for the good it is

said to do, if its food consists mainly of the harmless earth-worms,
then I question its usefulness in any degree. If one of them starts a
run amongst a plot of Potatoes, Cabbages, or other established vege-
tables, it cannot do much harm, except when very dry weather
prevails, and then the soil is drained rather too freely ; but when ono
gets in a seed-bed or amongst flowers, or, as one did with me the
other night, amongst a large bed of Pansy cuttings, it does a deal of

mischief. When in a nice loose moist soil, such as my cutting bed,
it runs hither and thither with the most disastrous results ; and the
work of days is in an hour almost entirely destroyed. In this special

case I had just replaced the cuttings, and made all ship.shape, when
my sable friend commenced working again, and I at once dug him out.

In such cases it is no good to attempt trapping moles. The best mode
of dealing with them is to have a small fork in hand, and watch ; then
seize tho favourable moment, and give the subterranean worker a
quick lift out of the ground.—A. D.

A Valuable Recipe.—-The Journal nf Chemistry publishes a
recipe for the destruction of insects, which, if it be one-half as eflica.

cious as it is stated to be, will prove invaluable. Hot alum water
is a recent suggestion as an insecticide. It will destroy red .and

black ants, cockroaches, spiders, chintz bugs, and all the crawling
pests which infest our houses. Take two pounds of alum and dissolve

it in three or four quarts of boiling water ; let it stand on the fire

till the alum disappears ; apply it with a brush, while nearly boiling

hot, to every joint and crevice in your closets, bedsteads, pantry,
shelves, and the like. Brush the crevices in the floor of the skirting

or mop boards, it you suspect that they harbour vermin. If, in white-

washing a ceiling, plenty of alum is added to the lime, it will also

servo to keep insects at a distance. Cockroaches will flee the paint
which has been washed in cool alum water.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather :

The Aki itself is Natuek."—Shakespeare.

but

THE EOSBS OF 18 74.

By S. BEYNOLDS HOLE.

(Continued from p. IGo.J

In Connemara, with the great Diamond Mountain, in all its

solemn majestic dignity, before me, as I look through the

window and over the Fuchsias of Casson's tidy little inn at

Letterfrack, in the land of the Shamrock, sitting down to write

about the Rose—going back in thought upon that telegraph of

the imagination, which makes the operations of the electric

wires seera halt and hampered, through the magnificent scenery

of the Twelve Pins, by Lough Corrib to Galway; and thence,

straight as a line, through Ireland, over the sea (with a shudder

as I recall the exhibition of sickly men which I saw six days

ago upon the deck of the steamer Connaught !) to Holyhead,

home, and the Roses ! And, though I have seen so much that

is beautiful, and so little that is horticultural,* how distinctly,

in all their vivid loveliness, those Roses gleam ! for every true

gardener carries with him, as every true lover the miniature

of his absent love, a likeness of his garden—painted, not

merely photographed, upon memory, in form and colouring

complete. Yes, I can see my Rose trees just as I left them,
and can tell ray readers of their recent failure or success as

accurately as though I took, like Alphouse Karr, an actual tour

round my garden, and wrote, Iil<:e Gluck, out of doors.f

Returning, accordingly, to my alphabetical review of the

Roses, as I have seen them in my own garden and elsewhere in

the summer of 1874, and recurring to the letter G, I would
observe that only Dijon has maintained its Glory. The Glory
of Bordeaux has not been La Rose in the garden, whatever it

may be among the "Vines. The Glory of Santenay, and of

Vitry also, have paled their ineffectual fire. Henri Ledechaux
has been very good with mo, and is now an established

favourite; and Horace Vernet has displayed a variety of

military and sanguinary scarlet and crimson tints, which
would have gladdened his namesake's heart. John Hopper
has shown, by his dusty and disordered raiment (I mean by
the mildew on his crumpled leaves), that he has had a close

tussle with John Frost, but he has " come up smiling," in

pugilistic phrase, and with victory written upon his haudsome
face. Never, since I gave half-a-guinea for Jules Margottin
(it must be twenty years ago), have I seen that Rose so

dwindled and discomfited, but it must still be retained in every
collection as an excellent garden Rose. La Belle Lyonnaise
made her dcldt a little too late, and if, as the Irishman
remarked, she had only been born before her mother, she
would have made a sensation. She has, nevertheless, many
charms of her own, though we may not notice them, when we
meet her side by side with her mamma— Gloire de Dijon ; and,

where the Rosarian is rich in walls, the Beauty of Lyons
should find a place. And now for the Rose, which must, I

think, claim the premier prize for the quantity and quality

of its blooms, in this untoward season, and which Guillot,

fils, had the good fortune to send out, in the year 1867, and
the good taste, as a true Frenchman, to name La France.
Reader, do you remember how the slim delicate " swells " of

Rotten Row distinguished themselves, half froze and half

starved, in the trenches before Sebastapool, and how some
said, when the war-news reached us, " There's something in
' blood ' after all !

" So has it proved with this high-bred
beauty. She has stood cold and heat, to which the luxuriant
and obese have succumbed, and has emerged from adversities

(so may La France herself come forth from her trials)

with a sweet and graceful beauty. I must next select

from the L division, as one of the best Roses of the
year, Louis Van Houtte, rightly named after the great

* I may have something to say hereafter of the gardens which I saw in
Ireland.
f It is said that Gluck had his piano carried into the most picturesque spot he

could find ; and there, with waving trees, and wild flowers, and sinking birds
(and, softly be it spoken, a bottle of Champagne ! ) around him, composed his

beautiful melodies.

florist of Ghent, and admirable as a well-shaped dark

crimson Rose. Wo have to thank Lacharmo for this acqui-

sition. And now we must take off our hats to a proces-

sion of ladies

—

mcsdanies et iii'isdemoiselles—glowing, radiant,

as those who wait upon our Queen at a drawing-room ; but ia

this superior, that every blush is real, that upon their cheeks

there is neither rouge nor pearl-powder, and that tho

gloss upon their fohage knows no oil. Tho first I

would select (still following the principle of " The ABC
Guide") is Madame Berard, like La Belle Lyonnaise, a

daughter of Gloire de Dijon, but distinct in its rich Apricot

colouring. It was sent to me by my friend, Mr. Prince, of

Oxford, and grows luxuriantly upon the seedling Briar.

Mesdames Boll, Bravy, Caillat, Crapelet, and Charles Wood,
have resented the rude insolence of Mr. Vernal Frost, either

by declining to come out altogether, or by publicly wearing

the shabbiest dresses in their wardrobe— raiment much
resembling that of the individual referred to in tho great epic

of " The House that Jack built," who took advantage of tho

heroine's forlorn condition for osoulatory advances, which led

to matrimony. Not one of them have I seen in her Sunday
clothes ; but it has not been so with all the sisterhood. Just

as you may see in this humid island fair ladies come ashore

with their lords from fishing, after they have been overtaken

by drenching showers, or exposed to cold boisterous winds,

looking all the bonnier and brighter for the storm, so Madame
Clemence Joigneaux, whose praises I have so often sung, has

bloomed this season, as though May had been all that those

gay deseivers, the old English poets, describe it—shepherds

flirting, in silk stockings and pumps, to shepherdesses in book

muslin and blue ribbons, by purling streams and under cloud-

less skies, in a climate where catarrhs were unknown. Were
I permitted to grow but half-a-dozen Roses, this hardy, honest,

buxom beauty, whom age cannot wither, should certainly bo

one of the six ; and, were I called upon to name the remaining

quintette, I should elect Gloire de Dijon (for its semperfloreut

quahties), the Baroness, La France, Marie Beaumann, and

Marechal Niel. Resuming our " dream of fair women," I

have been much delighted to see a Rose, which has almost

gone out of cidtivation, because, owing to a delicate constitu-

tion, it is so seldom realised, blooming beautifully in this

untoward season—I mean Madame Furtado, which has been

one of the best in my rosarium, growing upon the seedling

Briar. Concerning this stock, as a nurse and mother of Roses,

I promised and hoped, having used it largely, to make this

summer a comprehensive statement, but the severity of

the weather has rendered it impossible to guage or compare its

capabilities. I still retain my confidence in its superiority, and

I believe that Rose trees, thus established, will prove to be the

most enduring of all. The process is slow ; and, should the

nurserymen adopt it, they must raise the price of their Rose

trees, but these will be in the end much cheaper to the pur-

chaser than the standards and half-standards which, violently

pulled out of hedgerows, rarely live long in the garden. As
to the fair Madame Lacharme, with her delicate complexion, I

am afraid that our ordinary summers will be too severe for her

(as for Miss Ingram and many other of our most charming

Roses), but in one of those exceptional and glorious seasons,

when there is no winter in our spring, and when the heat of

our summer is tempered by refreshing showers, I shall expect

to see a vision of beauty in the Rose called Madame Lacharme.

The lovely Madame Therese Levet has sufiered severely,_ and

Madame Victor Verdier also, but her daughter. Mademoiselle

Eugenie Verdier, has realised most of her charms; and

another young lady, Mademoiselle Marguerite Dombrain, has

sustained small hurt from the storm. Marguerite de St.

Amand, though much reduced in her proportions, has been a

most interesting invalid ; and last, but not least, of the ladies.

Marquise de Castellane and Marie Beaumann have both been

excellent. Marechal Niel, upon the border and upon walls

looking east, has been unusually grand and glowing, and

brave old Marechal Vaillant has once more shown himself

worthy of his ancient fame. Nardy Freres and Paul Neron

have both profitted from their " robust habit," and have given

us substantial proof of it. A large bed of the latter variety is

invaluable for supplying cut Roses. Senateur Vaisse, like some

other members of Parliament, has not distinguished himself
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this session ; nor, as I look through my list to its close, do I

see any other Rose, except Xavier Olibo, which has not evinced

melancholy evidence of vernal and a)stival adversities.

So we will leave our old favourites, with a sigh and a tear,

and refresh ourselves with a look at the new Roses.

(To he continued.)

THE DECAY AND SPOLIATION OF THE CRYSTAL
PALACE GARDENS.

Moved by Mr. Scott Russell's report wo visited the Crystal

Palace gardens during the past week with a view of examining
their condition. Wo found the ruin apalling and apparently

beyond repair. In its best days there was a good deal of the

Palace gardens which no one with any artistic insight into

landscape gardening could admire. All the geometrical

gardening below the upper terrace was a gigantic mistake,

resulting from an unfortunate desire to outrival the stony
glories of Versailles, and the many arid triumphs of Conti-
nental gardens. The great fountain,'? and fountain-basins cost

hundreds of thousands of pounds, and, combined with such
barbarisms as water temples and Rose temples, too high for

the tallest Roses to scramble over, made hideous what might
have been easily made the finest garden-landscape in England.
At this moment much of this part of the grounds presents a
most hideous ruin. The enormous and ugly fountain-lakes

with their miles of huge iron piping, like sea-serpents stranded
in muddy waters, are now rendered more offensive than ever
by the foul-looking water having fallen low from the banks,
and by the almost unaccountable ruin of the water temples
and colonnades. The enormous cascades have not played
for eleven years ; a fitting result of the waste of precious
means in such ignoble masonry. In its best days all this

showy water tossing had not as much beauty as a mountain
streamlet ; now it is the most lamentable sight we have
ever witnessed in a public garden. Wo question very much
if any reader would or could imagine the disgrace to
which these v.ast works have come without personally
examining them. Let us turn aside and seek for a little

relief in those parts of the garden devoted to trees and
flowers. In what might be a quiet verdant spot, a board
announces—" To the stalactite cave : admission, one penny."
On entering, the " stalactites " are found to be white-
washed, and most effectively whitewashed ! The large
collection of vulgar noisy swings, &c., <fec., which occupy a
considerable space in what might be a very charming part of

the grounds, is in good keeping with this whitewashed stalac-
tite cave. But is the garden of the " People's Palace " at
Sydenham the place for exhibiting the commonest features of
Bartholomew or Donnybrook fairs ? Surely every part of
these noble grounds might be occupied with something much
more attractive and beautiful to the very commonest people
than these wretched toy railways, &c., and not offensive to any.
Such features are sufficient to spoil even a decent tea-garden,
but the worst has yet to be told. The one thing for which
those with feeling for the beautiful in landscape gardening
always felt grateful to Paxton, was the belt of beautiful
plantation that so gracefully cut off the grounds from the
chimney-pots around. This plantation was formed at a cost
of many thousands of pounds, and contained specimens of
nearly all that was beautiful in the trees and shrubs of northern
and temperate regions ; when wearied with the crater-like
dreariness of the great stony region, one could lift the eye to
this splendid belt of vegetation, and therein find rest. Often,
when tired of the more showy attractions of the Palace, we have
walked round this noble plantation, admiring tree after tree,
o£ many of which no such good specimens were elsewhere to
be seen about London. So careful were the original projectors
of the Crystal Palace to secure that first principle in landscape
gardening—a quiet boundary to frame their garden picture-
that they bought a great de.al of the land around, and laid it

oat in large well-planted villa gardens, with a view of pre-
venting, as far as possible, all intrusion of houses on tbeir
paradise. Then the noble plantation above-mentioned was
formed, and so well, that for many years it was the chief
garden charm of the place. This jilanlation has been almost

entirely cut down, and long lines of red villas stare info the

(jarden in its place. The consequence is, that the beauty and
repose of the garden landscape is destroyed. And to what end ?

For the gain of about £1,200 a year (the ground rent of these
villas) the grounds have sustained a loss which no money can
repair. Tiie present expenses of the Company amount to

£109,000 a year, and for a miserable gain of little more than a
thousand a year, the Company has damaged the gardens in

the most effective way possible. One unhappily sees many
instances of poor design in public gardens, and of noble
surfaces of garden-ground frittered away to unmeaning and
tormenting ends, like the gardens at South Kensington, but
of blind destruotiveness or rank bctise in the direction of a
great public garden, we have never witnessed such an instance.

As for the indoor collections, the great fire and various other

causes have long ruined these ; but, before it took place, the

fine collection of Camellias and Oranges, and the many superb
plants purchased from the Loddiges, had, for the most part,

perished from sheer neglect.

Iiilium pomponium.—As far as my observations go, the truo
Lilium })omponiQm of Grenier and Godron, is not known to En^lisli

cultivators, although the name occurs in most nurserymen's cata-
logues. There seems to be much confusion between L. pomponium
and L. pyrenaicum, the latter species being almost invariably sold by
nurserymen for pomponium. In June, 1872, I dug up two roots of a
Lily in the Maritime Alps, which have flowered with me this year,

and are the true Lilium pomponium of Linneus, and of Grenier and
Godron. It is a much handsomer species than the plant generally
cultivated under the name, which is merely a red variety of L. pyre-
naicum. L. pomponium of the M.aritime Alps is easily distinguished
from L. pyrenicnm, by its strictly linear and very narrow leaves,

which have no tendency to be lanceolate. The flowers are consider-

ably larger, and instead of being dull red in colour, are of a clear

scarlet, approaching Chalcedonicum in size and colour, though a trifle

darker ; the bases of the perianth segments are covered with warty
protuberances, and the anthers are disproportionately large, and quite
twice the size of those of L. pyrenaicum. L. pomponium seems to
be tolerably frequent in the Maritime Alps, though confined to a
limited range in the district surrounding Nice. L. pyrenaicum
has, I believe, not been found west of the Pyrenees, excepting in the
Devonshire habitat, near South Molton, where I observed it in lSo2,
apparently wild. I still have it in cultivation, and it differs slightly

in habit from the species obtained in the Pyrenees.

—

George Maw.
Exhibiting Roses.—During the last few weeks a spirited con.

troversey has been carried on in the horticultural and gardenin"
papers as to the best way of exhibiting Roses. The gauntlet was
thrown down by the redoubtable Mr. WiUiam Paul, who exhibited a
collection of 6,000 trasses in groups, and arranged in geometrical
patterns according to colours. Under certain conditions we can sea
no objection to a great Rose grower exhibiting the superabundant
riches of his gardens in this way ; and in our opinion it is certainly
an advance on the usual way of exhibiting the same masses of flowers
in rectangular green boxes margined with ragged Moss. Such a
blazo of symmetrical beauty reminded one of a royal night at the
Opera in comparison with a " Foresters' Day" at the Crystal Palace,
or the " Hallelujah Chorus " after an energetic German band. When
masses are at hand who can object to their being arranged in pleasinr-

forms ? Geometrical patterns are not objected to in flower beds, or
Roses in wreaths, and in both of these the individual forms of the
flowers are lost. We incline to the opinion that both disputants are
more or less in the right, for whilst ijoses are perfectly lovely when
arranged in devices or scrolls, they are equally (or still more) lovely
when isolated. But because the isolated face of one of Raphael's
heavenly Madonnas transfixes us by its unearthly beauty, is that any
reason why we should rip up Michael Angelo's " Last Judgment ?

"

Because we are charmed by Mozart's " Minuet," are we not to be
spellbound by the involved beauties of Beethoven's "Pastoral Sym-
phony ? " There can bo no doubt that, to cesthetically enjoy Rosea
the flowers should be isolated, so that every quality of the bloom is

made manifest ; aud to most Rosarians we imagine that ten perfect
flowers would bo more satisfying than 10,000. We have had more
mental enjoyment whilst comtemplating three or fom' perfect Rosea
on our own table than in all the " Rose shows " at South Kensington.
One is like chassical chamber music, the other like a contest of brass
bands at the Crystal Palace. We must take Roses for their own value
and they are never so exquisite as when seen singly in slight transparent
flower-glasses, as used for the table ; but when they are wanted in
masses, pray let ns give a preference to pleasant curved lines over
square deal boxes.—W. G. S., i)i Floral Majazinc.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

We are at a loss to understand the motives which prevented

the fi'uit committee at Kensington from giving a certificate to the

excellent and distinct Melon brought from Africa by Sir S. Baker,

and grown by Mr. Groom, at Henham Hall Gardens, particularly as

we know not a few of the best judges on the committee pronounced

the Melon the best flavoured they had ever tasted. The stated reason

was that the fruit was "rough and coarse," to which we wholly

demur. It increase of size is accompanied by deficiency of flavour

in a fruit than it may be termed " coarse," but when the flavour ia

actually better, such a decision seems a puerile one. Perhaps the

committe do not like such a deviation from the shape of the nice

round little Melons they are accustomed to. To ns, however, it

seemed a much handsomer fruit than the common type.

M. Jean Sislev writes to say that the great Eose show,

wbich was to have taken place at Lyons in July last, and which was
postponed on account of the hail storm that occurred on the 21st of

June, will take place at the same time as the general exhibition of the

Association Horticole Lyonnaise, which will be held on the 17th, ISth,

19th, and 20th of September, in the park at Lyons. A special jury

of English, Belgian, Swiss, and Parisian Rosarians will judge the

new Roses, which, it is expected, will be numerous and fine.

We are informed that M. Max Leichtlin has just returned

from Montenegro, and that he has brought with him a large quantity

of the purple Lily (L. Cattanii or L. Martagon dalmaticum). He is

also in possession of supplies of the famous Tulipa Greigii, one of

the most remarkable hardy plants ever introduced, and of a Sparaxis-

like Cape bulb, the Freesia Leichtliniana (Klatt.), with yellow and
orange.coloured flowers deliciously scented, all desirable plants,

which we may soon expect to see in our leading nurserymen's lists.

At last, in order to meet the requirements of the market
gardeners and the salesmen at Covent Garden Market, his Grace the

Duke of Bedford has given instructions to Messrs Cubitt, builders

and contractors, to erect a roofing over the south wing, similar to

that which covers the vegetable market on the north side. During
the past week workmen have been engaged in erecting a large trolly

for the purpose of carrying out the work. This may save a small

portion of the busy multitude of porters and others from the heavy
winter rains. London has now some of the finest markets in the
world : when shall we see a fruit, vegetable, and flower market worthy
of it?

The Hollyhock disease, produced by the attacks of Puccinia
malvacearum, has, according to the Florist, been successfully grappled
with by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, by alternate applications of

Gishurst compound and flowers of sulphur. The Gishurst was first

applied at the strength of a shilling box, to 12 gallons of water,

followed the next day or so by a good syringing, and subsequent
application of sulphur, through one of Pooley's distributors. These
two distinct operations were performed twice a week, the Gishurst
being gradually increased in strength to a three-shilling box to 12
gallons of water, which is a very strong dose, and perhaps more
powerful than is necessary. In this way a cure was effected, and the
plants are now clean and free from the disease, and growing away
well, considering the heat and absence of rain.

FuoM Mr. Culverwell, of Thorpe Perrow, Bedale, we have
received a cut spray of Tropteolum speciosum, loaded with crimson-
scarlet blossoms. This species he finds most useful in an ornamental
point of view when allowed to over-run neighbouring shrubs, as for

instance, the Rhododendron, and the soil that suits the one does for

the other. Now, he says, is a good time for planting it, if strong
plants for flowering next season are required ; and, he adds, that most
of the Scotch nurserymen keep it for sale in pots. It is better suited

for bushes than walls, as in winter it leaves a blank on the latter;

it may also be grown and staked like Peas where screens or blinds

aro desired. Many have expressed an opinion that it grows nowhere
but in Scotland, which is a mistake; country makes no difference,

provided it has a moist peaty soil to grow in. It grows and flowers
well on walls at Barningham Park, the summer residence of Mark
Millbank, Esq., in the north of Yorkshire.

In confirmation of Mr. M'Nab's remarks (see p. 193) on
the Indian Garland flower (Hedychinm Gardnerianum) Mr. Howell,
of Heligan, Cornwall, informs us that he has a specimen of it which
was planted out-of-doors six or eight years ago, and which is now
bearing fifty heads of flower in different stages of growth, besidesshoots
not sufficiently advanced to indicate whether they will flower or not.

The strongest shoots are about 6 feet 6 inches in length and are very
stout at the base. It ia planted in a small border at the west end of

a plant stove where it receives no other protection than that whichthe
house affords. It remained, he says, quite green all last winter, the
old shoots only being cut out in spring when the young ones were a
foot high. The flowers are beautifully scented. At the other end of

the house there is, it ia stated, a noble specimen of the Coral tree

(Erythrina Cristo.galli) on which there are some forty-five fine spikes

of flower.

Mr. Ware has sent us some fine blooms of Cyclobothra lutea

which he says is flowering freely in the open border at Tottenham,

and which is Ukely to become a useful autumnal plant.

. We have received examples of Blyde's patent flower or fruit-

gathering scissors, which cut and retain the flower or branch at tho

same time. For cutting either flowers or fruit they will be found

very handy ; they are simple in construction and moderate in price.

Mr. Voice, of Horloy, sends us examples of his screws for

tightening trellis or light fencing wires. They are cheap, and may
be readily used by any ordinary workman ; indeed, they constitute

ono of the simplest and most effective of raidisseurs.

We have received a copy of " The Rural Life of Shakespeare,"

by Mr. Roach Smith ; a highly interesting pamphlet, containing, in

a handy form, nearly all the passages from the poet's works, in

which allusion is made to objects of natural history.

With reference to our remarks on Chinese gardening (see

p. 200), Mr. Hanbury writes to us as follows :—Chinese gardening is,

he says, in a very primitive state, in spite of the poetical name given

to the whole country, viz., " tho flowery laud." Tho Chinese aro

clever in dwarfing shrubs and fruit trees, and in making miniature

lakes and artificial rook-work, but that is about all that can be said.

I never met a Chinaman who, in our sense of the word, was either a

fair botanist or a passable gardener.

The last number of the Botanical Marjazine contains coloured

figures of the following new or rare plants, viz. :—Iris lectorum, a

native of Japan, having large blue or bluish . purple flowers. It

flowered recentlv with Mr. Bull, who had it under the name of I.

tomiolophia. Bolbophyllum Dayanum, a large flowered species from

Moulmein, similar in habit to B. cupreum. The flowers are greenish,

blotched and spotted with reddish-brown, the segments being fringed

with long hairs. Cinnamodendron corticosum, or Mountain Cinnamon

of Jamaica, a West Indian tree having bright green leaves and axillary-

clusters of small bright orange-scarlet flowers ;
Drosera Whittakerii,

a dense dwarf-growing plant from South Australia having large

white solitary flowers on scapes about 2 inches in height ;
Pentstemou

humilis, a dwarf plant 4 or 5 inches high bearing spikes of showy blue

flowers. It is a native of the Rocky Mountains. Brodiasa volubilis

a plant having a dense head of rosy flowers borneou a twining scape,

which sometimes attains the enormous length of 12 feet. It is a

native of California.

For several years past the inhabitants of Soho Square have

been vainly endeavouring to obtain power to throw open this square

to the general public, but it was found to be impracticable. The fee

simple of the property was supposed to be vested in the Duke of

Portland, and all attempts to gain either an interview on the subject

or the surrender of his lordship's rights having proved futile, a

meeting of the inhabitants was convened and a committee formed.

Mr. Albert Grant, to whom the public are indebted for Leicester

Square, offered to lay out and develop the grounds at an est,imated

cost of £7,000, and to endow it with an annual income of £150 in

the names of a committee to be appointed by the inhabitants. The

square was originally known as King's Square, and in the centre

stands a monument to Charles II. (in a very dilapidated condition),

with four figures at the base, representing the rivers Thames, Severn,

Tyne, and Humber. This will be removed at an early period,

together with the present shabby rails and shrubs. The square will

be surrounded by a sweep of wrought iron railings similar in design

to those used in Leicester Square, the ground laid out in flower beds

and walks, whilst statues of illustrious men, who, at some time or

other, were residents in the district, will be placed at various points,

amongst others Evelyn, who in 1690 lived there. At present there is

a sli.'ht hitch in the acceptance of Mr. Grant's offer, owing to the

opposition of a few of the oldest residents, who object on the ground

that the contiguity of the square to the Seven Dials will cause it to

be the resort of disorderly characters. The orderly conduct, however,

of the visitors to Leicester Square, which of the two is nearer to the

Dials, quite does away with this objection, and as the custody of the

place will really be vested in the Metropolitan Board of Works the

bye laws of that body are suSiciently stringent to cope with any

dan<rer. Mr. Grant's offer will be brought before the board imme-

diately after the recess. Considering the very doubtful effect of the

statues, &c., in Leicester Square we regret that it should be proposed

to embellish Soho Square in the same way. In our climate, or in any

climate, a building of some kind is the place for marble statues and

busts ; a garden is best, as a rule, reserved for trees and flowers and

Grass. But, even if the square be unwisely and expensively " laid

out," all lovers of gardens will be pleased to learn that there is a

probability of another of the squares of London being rescued from

its present condition of melancholy sliminess.
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COMPARATIVE RATES OP GROWTH IN STEMS
OF TREE-FERNS.*

By DR. MOORE, F.L.S,, &c., Director Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

Considering that well authenticated data concerning the nature and
rates of growth of tree.Ferns, would possess a certain amount of
interest, I havo arranged some notes made from time to time on
this subject, on kinds which have come constantly under my obser-
vation. At the beginning of the period I purpose to review there
wore only very few of those beautiful plants introduced to Europe,
and even yet, the number cultivated in collections is few, compared
with those which are now known and described. The idea which is

generally entertained concerning those plants is that they grow verv
slowly and that the stems of them, which are brought to this country
from their native habitats, must have taken a great number of years
to attain to the heights of 10 to 12 feet, which are about the largest
sizes that are introduced. I have, however, been able to prove that
the growths of several of the kinds are b/ no means so slow as they
are supposed to be. We have grown at Glasnevin one spo;;ies from a
spore to a height of 10 feet in less than twenty years. It was,
however, one of the most robust and quickest growing among the
Australian and Polynesian species, tho Cyathea medularia (Swartis).
When the late Dr. William Harvey visited some of the Polynesian
Islands in 1853, he sent to Glasnovin a small packet of the spores of
that Fern, or rather the variety of it, which differs from the normal
New Zealand form in having more slender fronds, with their ultimate
pinnules more divided, along with several minor differences, which
have led authors to consider it a distinct species from the New
Zealand plant. It is the Cyathea Mertensiana of Bongard, which
tho lato Sir William Hooker, in one of his last works, " Synopsis
Filicum," treats as a mere variety, differing slightly from the normal
type.

A few plants were produced from the spores sent, one of which
was grown on as rapidly as possible until 1872, when it had attained
a stem 10 feet long in seventeen years. At this period of its growth,
owing to some inexplicable cause, it turned sickly, and gradually
dwindled away until it died during the present year. There is yet a
fine example of the Now Zcalaud form in the Glasnevin collection,
which is historically interesting, from being one of the first batch of
seedlings of this species raised by tho late Messrs. Loddiges, of
Hackney, about the year 18 11. Another of tho same lot perished in
the conflagration which took place at the Crystal Palace a few years
ago. I have no exact note oE the time it came to Glasnevin, bat
suppose it must have been in 1815, when it was very small. It is now
a noble-looking Fern, with a strong stem 11 feet high and fronds from
8 to 10 feet long. These examples afford us a tolerably correct idea
of the sizes the stems of this species attain within thirty years. The
next species I have reliable information on is that which is generally
known in collections as Alsophila excelsa (R. Browa), but which I
have reason to suspect is Alsophila Cooperi (Hooker). There are
certainly two very distinct species in the Glasnevin collection, under
the speciQo name excelsa, the common Australian kind, and that from
Norfolk Island. The latter was grown from spores collected by the
late Mr. John Veitch, taken from plants growing on Norfolk Island,
and there are also plants in tho same collection raised from spores
taken from the fronds in the Kew herbarium, from which the late
Sir William Hooker described his Alsophila Cooperi. I can see no
difference between the latter and plants sent from Australia by my
brother, Mr. C. Moore, of Sydney, as A. excelsa ; but there is a great
difference between them and tho Norfolk Island plants brought by
Veitch, which may be the true A. cxcolsa of Brown. The first ptant of
the A_ustraliau kind was sent in a Wardian case to Glasnevin,
in 18.50, when it had no woody stem, and the fronds only about
a foot long, it has now a beautiful clean stem, nearly 12 feet in height
under the fronds, which it has mado within the last twenty-four
years

!
I have also been able to observe tho growth of Dicksonia

antarctic.a, from a seedling upwards, to a rather large stem. The
plant was obtained in 18 10, when it was only about 8 inches high,
including fronds ; and now it has a strong thick stem fully 5 feet
high from the surface of tho tub in which it grows to where the head
of fronds is. These, instances, therefore, show that some of the
Australian and Polynesian kinds of treo-Ferus make their stems
quicker than has generally been supposed to be the case. There are,
however, others of them which, so far as my experience concerning
them extends, grow at a much slower rate. One healthy plant of
Alsophda australis (R. Brown), at Glasnevin, was obtained when a
seedling in 1850; and, although it has continued strong and healthy
ever since, the rhizomatous stem is only now takin<' an npri<rht
direction. Another plant of the same species, which has been cuTti.
vated nearly as many years, has only begun to form an upright stem
lately; and it, too, has continued healthy throughout. A further

•.Read before the British Aasociation at Belfast.

instance is afforded of tho slow progress many of those plants make
during the earlier years of their growth, from a plant of Cyathea
dealbata, which was obtained in 1855, and has grown vigorously ever
since

;
yet the woody stem has only begun to form within the last

eighteen months. These, and other similar examples, lead me to
believe that many kinds of tree-Ferns make slow progress until their

stems form and take an upright position ; after which they grow
much faster, until they attain a height of 12 or 11 feet, when the
growth becomes slower and more consolidated. Tho observations I

have had opportunities of making on South American tree-Ferns are
confined to a few species. Daring the year 1858, the Hon. Judge
O'Reilly, then residing in Jamaica, sent us from thence small plants of

Cyathea arborea (Smith) and Cyathea aculoata (Willdenow), in a
Wardian case, when they were without hardened stems. They soon
began to grow vigorously, and the former has now a clean stem
13 feet high, the latter has one 5^ feet high, which they have made
in sixteen years. Examples of the slow increase in height of Fern.
stems after they attain a certain height, have been afforded by both
Australian and South American kinds : among tho latter, I may
mention a fine plant of Cyathea serra (WiUd.), which came to Glasnevin
in 18G2, from Lady Dorothy Neville's collection at Dangstein, when it

had a stem nearly 15 feet high. It has continued in good health ever
since, but it has hardly increased 3 feet in twelve years. Among tho
New Zealand kinds, fine plants of Dicksonia squarrosa (Swartz) and
Cyathea dealbata (.Swartz) were obtained in 1868, with stems 6 and
8 feet high. They have both continued in good health ever since, yet
their stems have scarcely increased a foot in length in six years. To
c-ontrast with these, I may mention a plant of tho beautiful Cyathea
princeps (J. Smith), which has made a stem nearly 7 feet high within
fourteen years. The foregoing observations have been made on
plants growing in conservatories, to which the public are daily

admitted, and, consequently, the atmosphere must necessarily be kept
in a much drier state than is favourable to the healthy development of

those plants. I have the experience of some fine examples of several of

them which are growing in Dr. Hudson's splendid Fernery, near Dublin,
at present ; and also, those of Mr. Bewley's, where, in both cases,

the atmosphere is kept close and moist, and with more shade,
under which regime they make quicker growth in a given time
than they do in tho drier and more exposed conservatories at
Glasnevin. The foregoing notes have not, however, beeen arranged
for horticultural purposes, but simply, to afford some retiablo

data on the progress of the growth those plants really make,
about which one hears so many mythical conjectures respect,
ing the great age of their imported stems. I shall, there-

fore, not enter farther on the horticultural consideration of the
cjuestion ; but, before concluding, I may state my belief, that one-
half, at least, of tho many fine examples which have been imported
during the last twenty years or so, have perished, owing to their

being too freely exposed at first, and placed in situations unsuited
for them. If they once get thoroughly checked, by being too dry at
the roots or stems, they seldom recover, but gradually lose their

fronds aad die off. In summing up these brief observations, I have
first to state, that some of the kinds of tree-Ferns grow with greater
rapidity, and form their stems in a much shorter period than is

generally supposed to be the case. Secondly : After they attain a
certain height, tho acrogenous buds are formed much closer together,

the one above tho other, than they are lower down on tho stem,
hence, thoir elongation is much slower. Thirdly : Some of the sorts

which at first form short rhizomatous stems, before they take an
upright position, require a considerable number of years to perfect
the early part of their growth, but after the stem has been formed,
and an upright position taken, the growth is much quicker and the
elongation advances rather rapidly, compared with what it did while
the stem remained in a rhizomatous state.

Considerable discussion followed the reading of this paper.
Dr. Hooker stated that at Kew they had not found thoir tree-Ferns

to grow slower on attaining a height of 15 or 17 feet, as had been
stated to be the case in the communication just read. There were
somo tree-Ferns at Kew nearly 30 feet high, which wore growing as
fast at that height as they did when only 10 or 12 feet. Dr. Balfour
stated that at tho Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, they had resorted to

the mulching of their tree-Fern stems with Moss, which had been
found beneficial in preserving them from drought, Ac.

A Large Flower Bed.—The great central plain of California

for six months of tho year is a scorched and dust.swept desert. In
April it becomes one flower bed nearly 400 miles long and thirty wide,

set under a range of snow mountains. A traveller writes of it :
—" Go

where I would—east, west, north, south—I was still surrounded by
flowers which closed over my feet at every step as it I were wading
in water."
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THE IND OOR GARDEN.
CYCAS KEVOLUTA.

Our illustration represents a fine specimen of this noble and
distinct-looking Cycad, which is one of the most stately in the
group to which it belongs, and eminently adapted for the
decoration of conservatories or winter gardens. It is suffi-

ciently vigorous in constitution to withstand the temperature
of a moderately warm greenhouse during winter, and iu

summer it may be used in the flower garden, massed on the
lawn along with Aralias, Ficuses, slender-growing Palms, and
numberless other foliage plants of similar habit ; while, when
in a small state, plants of this species, together with its con-
gener C. circinalis, are invaluable for room or l^alcony

gardening. It is, however, as an indoor plant in which its

true value consists ; and, although one of the oldest of Cycads,
it is still one of the best in the whole gi'oup. The plant here
represented is nearly 8 feet high

;

and, when such stately dimen-
sions have been attained, it forms
an effective object for grouping
along with slender Palms, Bam-
boos, and other plants of a
graceful character, in conserva-
tories. It is readily propagated
by means of the woody bnlb-like

masses which are freely borne
on dwarf or stunted specimens.
They are simply clusters of

adventitious buds, that emit
roots freely if placed in a pot
of light rich compost. B.

to the use required, bnt a succession of bloom may be had from
Christmas to the end of April by commencing the second week in

September, and continuing every fortnight to the end of December.
After the pots are removed from the bed of ashes they shonid be
cleaned from all impurities and gradually inured to light, and intro.

daced into the forcing pit. Give them an abundance of water, and
keep them as near the glass as possible. If not required for early
purposes, they may be placed on shelves in a cool greenhouse, frame,
or window sill, but protected from frost.

Hyacinths in water should be planted in Tye's Hyacinth glasses ;

fill the glasses previously with water (not from a spring, unless
exposed to the air some hours previously), and place the bulb so that
the base just touches the water. Then put them in a dark closet for

three or four weeks, until the roots have grown some 3 or -i inches,

after which gradually inure them to light, and fill up the glasses with
water. A few pieces of charcoal will help to keep the water pure,
which it is not necessary to change unless it becomes offensive. Keep
the leaves clean. The best position is in a cool room, as near the
window as possible, but out of the reach of frost. October is the best

month for placing Hyacinths in

water. W. Cutbush & Sons.

HYACINTH CULTIVATION
IN POTS AND GLASSES.

Select clean healthy.looking bulbs,

not large (unless the sort produces a

large bulb), but well-ripened heavy
bulbs. It must be borne in mind
that many varieties having small-

sized bulbs very frequently give the

best spikes of bloom, and must not

be discarded. Procure them early,

and do not select from those ex.

posed in shop windows or in open
baskets ; this treatment sadly de-

tracts from the bulb. The system
adopted here is to keep them in

bags, as imported, and we have
found that the bloom is not deterio-

rated (although retarded), even if

planted in December. The best

compost is well-seasoned turfy

loam, well broken, but not sifted,

mixed with a large proportion of

thoroughly decayed manure, and
silver or river sand ; but if this is

not at hand, take any good garden
soil, and a good proportion of well,

decayed vegetable refuse or manure
from an old hot-bed, to which add silver or road sand—in fact,

anything to keep the soil porous. Avoid all soils that run together

hard, for the more porous the soil, the better the bulbs succeed.

If this compost is mixed together two months before it is used it

will be all the better.

For Hyacinths in pots, any sized pots will do ; we use for general

purposes 6-inch or 32's. In potting, place a large crock or potsherd

at the bottom for drainage, fiUing up the pot with compost. Clear

the bulb from all offsets and loose parts, and press it into the soil,

leaving the apex of the bulb above the surface. Have previously

prepared a level plot of ground having a hard bottom of coal ashes,

to prevent worms getting into the pots. Place them on this, and
give them a good watering to settle the soil. After the surface has

become moderately dry, cover the whole with fine coal ashes, old tan,

sand, or any other like material, to the depth of 6 inches. Let them
remain four or six weeks, so as to get the pots well filled with roots

before the foliage starts into growth, as this is one of the most
essential points. The time of potting should be regulated according

Cycas revoluta.

Hydrangeas in Covent
Garden.—Doubtless some of our
readers may have seen the beautiful

little plants of Hydrangea now
being brought into Covent Garden
Market by the London market-
growers. These plants are propa-

gated from cuttings in the autumn
and spring, and fiowered in from
twelve to fifteen months, bearing

from one to four magnificent
clusters of rosy blossoms. Some of

the largest, or autumn-struck plants,

vary from 18 inches to 2 feet across,

and are literally one mass of bloom,

and invaluable either for window,
plants or conservatory decoration.

I visited a small market garden at

South Acton the other day, and saw
a long span-roofed greenhouse quite

full of this beautiful plant, while

hundreds had already found their

way into Covent Garden before my
visit. In the turf-pits outside,

4,000 cuttings had been potted off

ready for next year's supply; and
this in one small establishment only

—a fact quite sufficient to show the

high estimation in which this plant

is held around London. Old plants

furnish quantities of fine cuttings,

which strike freely in a moderate
temperature, after which they are

at once potted off in good fibrous

loam, leaf-mould, and sand, and
placed closely together iu any empty
space at command. The leading

growth is pinched out at the

second or third joint, so as to

obtain strong bushy plants as

dwarf as possible. As the pots

become filled with roots, they

are again potted-on into 4S's, and the larger ones into 32'3, and

in these they produce their flowers. During summer they

are liberally supplied with water, a little manure-water being

occasionally added to strengthen their growth. They are kept as

near to the glass as possible while growing, and fully exposed to the

sun, by which means the plants are kept dwarf and bushy. The aim

of the market-grower is to get these plants into the market as early

as possible, as a mnoh better price is then obtained. Those now in

the metropolitan market sell wholesale at froni 243. to 30s. per dozen,

and are eagerly bought up at that price. The raarket.grower has but

little difficulty iu disposing of his flowering plants or cut flowers.—B.

Good Double Geraniums.—Have any means been successfully used of

dwarfing or of reducini? the too succulent and rampant growth of these plants,

so as to make them more floriterous ? This is much to be desired, as at present

they grow too rank and leatly. A list of the best kinds and colours would
oblif^e! I wonder at anyone recommending Laxton's Aurora, it is a semi-

donble nseless kind, which I would not grow again. His Jewel and E. J. Lowe
are flrst-rate.—W. H. B.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUITS IN LONDON MARKET GARDENS.

The Apple.

Apples are naturally spreading-headcd trees, well suited for

standards, and, therefore, mostly grown in that way. They
are planted in rows, varying from 15 to 20 feet apart, and they
stand from "J to 12 feet asunder in the row. For ordinary
medium-sized trees, 1.5 feet by 9 feet are perhaps good dis-

tances, but I have seen hundreds of trees of Cox's Orange
Pippin, a great favourite, in the form of dwarf bushes, on the
French Paradise Stock, planted in rows only 6 feet apart each
way. Apples are much more cultivated around London than
any other sort of fi'uit tree, as they are more certain bearers
than most other kinds of fruit, in consequence of the compara-
tively late period at which they flower, and there is always a
ready sale (or good Apples. Almost all our cultivated varieties

of that fruit, including the newest as well as the oldest, are to

be found in the market gardens, but certainly some sorts are
more appreciated than others. The largest bearers, and such
as produce fine handsome fruit, are usually the greatest
favourites. The following is a list of sorts grown by Mr.
Dancer, of Chiswick, and exhibited by him at a meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society, at South Kensington, where they
were universally admired as the most superb samples of fruit

from standards ever produced in the neighboui-hood of London.
Their names were—Fair Maid of Kent, Northern Greening,
Small's Admirable, Cox's Pomona, AVellington, Blenheim
Orange, Gloria Mundi, Brabant Belleflcur, Minchall Crab,
Stirling Castle, Braddick's Nonpareil, Hollandbury, Reinette
du Canada, New Hawthornden, Beauty of Wilts, Kentish
Fillbasket, Barchard's Seedling, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Emperor, King of the Pippins, Scarlet Nonpareil, Ribston
Pippin, Mere de Menage, Northern Spy, Cellini, Incom-
parable, Ingestrie, Old Golden Pippin. To these may be added
Lord SulReld, a great favourite and heavy cropper, Salopian,
Julian, Norfolk Pippin, Court of "Wick, Autumn Pearmain,
Oslin, Ord's Apple, Bess Pool, Baxter's Pearmain, Devonshire
Quarenden, Early Nonpareil, Kerry Pippin, Syke House
Russet, Wormsley Pippin, Carlisle Codlin, Yorkshire Green-
ing, Tower of Glammis, Nonesuch, Nelson Codlin, Rymer,
Keswick Codlin, Golden Noble, and many others. Barchard's
Seedling is a beautiful medium-sized Apple, richly coloured,
and an immense bearer. Although ilr. Dancer has several
large trees of it, it is comparatively new to cultivators. He
received a first-class certificate for it at South Kensington last
year. Unless Apples, like other fruits, are of first-rate quality,
they fetch comparatively low prices ; hence, it is, that Apples
are so largely imported from the Continent, and from the
United States of America. The American Newtown Pippins
arrive in this country in such good condition, and are of such
fine quality, that, in their seasou, they stand at the head of all

fruits in the market. During the scarce season, nice eatable
Newtown Pippin Apples realise from 3d. to 6d. a piece.
Dealers state that it is cheaper and better for retailers to pay
70s. a bushel for such American Apples, as have been re-picketl
by the wholesale men at Liverpool and Glasgow, than it would
be to pay 40s. for them just as they arrive. The Apples are
packed firmly in barrels, no kind of packing being used, and
they travel and keep satisfactorily treated in that way.

The Pear.

Pears are chiefly grown on the old-fashioned standard run-
wild system, no pruning being given but what is done with
the saw ; and, in a good season, it is wonderful how heavily
the trees are laden with fruit. These standards have been
" worked " on tlie Pear stock, which forms a clean stem, the
branches usually springing from near the union of the stock
with the scion. There are dwarf Pear trees, too, and many
that succeed better on the Quince than on the Pear. Market
gardeners generally are not, however, very particular about their
.stocks, for they get the bulk of their trees .at the nurseries,
and what they graft, themselves is usually done on whatever
stock they have at hand, be it seedling, sucker, or layer of
Pear or (Juiuce. Tluy pr.actise grafting more on old and
worn-out trees than on young stocks, and for this purpose

they head back the trees in winter or early in spring either
at pruning or digging time ; the scions, after being selected, are
" heeled in " until March, when they are put on the trees.

Grafting more than one kind of Pear on a tree is said to be a
preventive of fruit cracking during the swelling period. This
is the experience of Mr. Mills, of Chiswick ; and, on paying a
visit to his grounds early in September last year, I was much
struck with his remarkably fine Pear crop. Not only was it

an unusually heavy one, but the size and symmetry of the
fruits exceeded anything I had previously witnessed on stan-
dards. On directing aitentiou to this fact, Mr. Mills admitted
that it was universally acknowledged that the very piece of
ground on which these trees were gi-owing was the finest

natui'al Pear-tree soil in the district. It was a somewhat light

yet deep, substantial, hazelly loam. In reference to cracking,
he informed me that many years ago he found that, although
the trees were in a thriving and healthy condition, and annually
set good crops of fruit, yet, at gathering time scarcely a half

sieveful of good marketable fruit could be obtained from them,
the fruits being invariably all cracked. This induced him to
try the effect of grafting more than one sort on each tree, and
the result proved most satisfactory; for, not only did the
grafted portions produce excellent fruit, but the original kinds
no longer cracked ; on the contrary, they produced fruit of

exceedingly fine quality, well-formed and symmetrical. Finding
grafting in this way successful in a few cases, he extended the
practice throughout his orchards ; therefore, where one kind of

Pear grew alone on a tree, now there are at least three sorts,

each apparently being of material benefit to the other. I
noticed a number of trees, formerly Beurre Diel only, that
consisted of that sort as a centre-piece surrounded by Beurre
Boscand Louise Bonne, the branches of all three sorts bending
under a heavy burden of fine Pears. Bishop's Thumb was the
only sort that I saw doing well by itself, and its fruits were so
large as to bo quite unlike the usual type. Mr. Mills also
informed me that the Duck's Egg does well alone, and is a
valuable early market Pear. Of William's Bon Chretien no fewer
than 100 bushels were sent to market from one garden alone in one
day. In addition to a plurality of kinds, it is found that running
a longitudinal cut down the bark of the stems every second year
is of material benefit to Pear trees, inasmuch as it prevents
the stems becoming hide-bound, and producing sudden swollen
protuberances near the union of stock and scion such as are often
observed ; besides, it maintains a healthier connection between
the branches and the roots, than would be the case if the stems
were bark-bound. Mr. Pitman, the fruit tree foreman at
Osborn's nurseries, also recommends this pi'actice. In the
case of fruit tree stocks, particularly those for standards, Mr.
Pitman, before grafting, and even a year or two afterwards,
permits some little twigs to grow out of the stock or trunk,
but he pinches them always well back ; this he maintains pre-
vents hide-binding, and helps to strengthen and increase the
size of the stems. The necessity of a change of crop, in regard
even to fruit trees, was plainly evident in Mr. Mills's grounds.
In a portion of them old Pear trees had been grown for years

;

these were removed and replaced by young oues, but the latter
have made but indifferent progress, while, had Apple or Plum
trees been subsituted for the young Pears, the result woidd
probably have been more satisfactory, as both of these thrive
remarkably well in company with Pears. Last September, Mr.
Mills, having occasion to leave home for some time, had all his
Pears harvested before his departure, marketing such as were
ripe and ripening, and storing the rest. The result was, that
he had some of the very finest-flavoured fruit ever tasted.
Louise Bonne was splendid, and Beurre Diel he never had so
tine, giving him a succession of ripening fruit from October
till February. He, however, regards Beurre Bosc as the king
of market Pears, on account of its prolific bearing-habit and
handsomely-formed and large-sized fruits, of fine quality. The
distance apart of large standard trees is, as I have stated, very
variable, but from 12 feet to 20 feet may be regarded
as the average for rows, and from 12 feet to ItJ feet

asunder in the row. In fact, in some cases, the trees
are growing so thickly together, that their branches
partly intertwine, whilst, in others, the distance is

sufficient to give ample room to the trees, and space and
exposure enough to both bushes and vegetables growiug
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between them. The trees are not all tall standards, however,
for some are as dwarf and symmetrical as one could wish to

see. Mr. Dancer prefers naturally grown bushes to rigid

French pyramids, as the former bear more fruit and resist wind
better than pyramids. Some kinds of Pear trees have naturally
a pyramidal habit, which, as a matter of course, is encouraged.
Mr. Dancer's bush Pears are in rows, about 9 feet apart and
8 feet asunder in the row, and he has some even closer than
that. Of wall Pear trees, or, in fact, of fruit trees of any
kind grown against walls, there are but few in market gardens,
and such as are grown in that way are often much neglected.

I have, however, frequently met with trees, chiefly Pears,
planted against a north or east wall, and having their branches
trained fan-shaped down the other side. This enables south
borders to be cropped without interfering with the roots of the
trees, and also prevents the trees from starting into growth
so soon as they otherwise would do, and hence diminishes the
chances of their being injured by spring frosts. In order to

indicate the kinds of Pears grown in market gardens, I

append the names of the sorts exhibited at South Kensington
last autumn from Mr. Dancer's gardens, and which,
as regards excellence and size, contrasted favourably
with those sent from France and the Channel Islands :—

•

Beurro de Capiaumont, Althorp Crassane, Bishop's Thumb,
Seckel, Napoleon, Beurre Leon le Clorc, Conseiller de la Cour,
Dr. Nelis, Winter Nelis, Marie Louise Nouvelle,Oolmard'Arem-
berg, Gratioli, Madame Treyve, Lonise Bonne, Marie Louise,
Belle Julien, Bevirre d'Aremberg, Foudante d'Automne, Beurre
Hardy, Durandeau, Bergamotte Cadette, Baronne de Mello,
Huyshe's Victoria, Urbaniste, Doyenne du Comice (fine),

Bergamotte d'Esperen, Bezi Mai, Catillac, Marie Louise
d'Uccle, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre Bachelier, Leon de Clero
(Van Mons), Belle et Bonne, General Todtleben, Calebasse
Grosse, and Beurre Bosc. In addition to these there are
also grown Glou Morcean, Beurro Ranee, Thompson's,
Windsor, Doyenne d'Ete, Ne Plus Meuris, Knight's Monarch,
Soldat Esperen, Broom Park, Comte de Lamy, and many others.

A great proportion of the best dessert Pears seen in the
English markets are imported from France and the Channel
Islands. Indeed, California and many parts of Eastern
America are likely to play an important part as regards
furnishing Pears to the English markets ; but the distance and
length of time that elapses from the period when the fruit is

packed till it is unpacked in England sometimes tells badly in
regard to Pears.

Plums.

These are extensively grown in the form of standards, and
but a small proportion is cultivated against walls. The
standards are chiefly grafted or budded on the Muscle stock,
or Plum tree suckers are preserved and lined in to be used as
stocks. It is dif&cult to give exactly the distance between the
trees as they are planted so variously in different gardens.
Bows 12 feet apart, and the same distance from tree to tree in

the row, or 1-5 feet by 15 feet, may, however, be considered to

be the most general distances. As far as I have been able to
observe, the greater the distance between the rows the heavier
is the crop of fruit ; besides, wide planting is better for vege-
tables growing underneath the trees than close planting. As
Plum-tree roots keep so close to the srirface of the soil I
consider the market gardener's method of deep digging annually
between the trees a commendable practice, as he thereby prevents
over luxuriance by repeated root-pruning, which is never so
severe as to be injurious ; besides, were he to leave the ground
for one year undug it would be dangerous to dig it next season
on account of the injury that would thereby be done to the
trees, and he would also loose his under crops of vegetables
which are always useful, in so far as they render the loss of the
fi'uit crop less to be regretted. The digging, however, together
with the annual heavy manurings renders the trees very
productive, so much so that I have seen the young Plums
thinned a little three times before a crop was permitted to
ripen, and even that had to be picked gradually, taking the
ripest first, or else one half of the fruit left would never have
ripened. The trees, too, required supports in the way of forked
props put under their branches. The kinds grown consist of

those usually cultivated in ordinary gardens, especially Damsons,
Belle de Septembre, Coe's Golden Drop, Victoria, Jefferson,

Mirabelle, Gages, Blue Imperatrice, Eoyal Hative, Kirke's,
Washington, and others.

Cherries.

The Cherry orchards of the south of England are celebrated
for their beauty when in flower, and the richness, quality, and
quantity of their fruit when ripe. Cherry trees are principally
grown in Grass orchards, particularly iu Kent, and are there-
fore rather beyond the bounds of what may bo termed metro-
politan market gardens. In these, however. Cherries often
find a place ; indeed, 1 never yet saw Kentish Grass orchards
bear such flue fruits, or so plentifully, as I have seen some
young trees do in Mr. F. Dancer's gardens at Chiswick.
These trees are in the form of dense, but open-hearted, bush
standards, grafted near the ground on the Mahaleb stock.
This stock, however, is only available for dwarfish-growino-
kinds, such as the Kentish and May Duke. Cherry seedlino-1
make the best stocks for strong growers, like the Bio-arreau.
Dwarf trees are usually kept trim by means of the pruning
knife, although few trees dislike cutting so much as tho
Cherry. Tail standards are allowed to grow at random

;

indeed, they make so little young wood that pruning, beyond
removing dead wood, is seldom necessary. The kinds chiefly
grown are the Kentish, Black Heart, Knight's Early Black,
May Duke, Late Duke, Elton, and Morello.

Raspberries.

Raspberries are a profitable and accommodating crop.
Raspberry culture iu market gardens may seem to some to be
carried on with comparative carelessness, compared with the
staking and arching methods practised in private gardens.
The Red Antwerp is almost the only variety grown. The
stools are planted in rows .3, 4, or 5 feet apart, and from 20
inches to 2| feet asunder in the row, but 3 by 2 feet may be
regarded as the usual distances. At pruning time—say
November—the canes are thinned out to six or thereabouts, if
there are so many, and these are cut over about 2^ or 3 feet
from the ground. In early spring these are loosely tied
together with a piece of rope yarn, no stakes being used. The
Raspberry plantation may either be in an open quarter, or rows
of Raspberries may be planted between fruit trees, and inter-
cropped with ordinary quick growing vegetables. The plants
get no further care, beyond the replacing of a loose tie, till
gathering time ; nevertheless, thus treated, I have seen them
bear immense crops

; I must confess, however, that I have seen
larger and finer berries grown in private gardens than I ever
did in a market garden. j'_

SMALL VERSUS LARGE POTS FOR PINES.
One of the prevailing evils of the age, as regards Pine-growing, is
large pots. 12, 14, and 16-inch pots are the sizes generally nsed to pro-
duce fruit 3, 4, and 5 pounds in weight. An impression seems to prevail
that plants grow in proportion to the sizes of their pots, and that the
largest plants will bear the best fruit, which is not by any means the
case. My experience of large pots is, that they require 'much more
room than smaller-sized ones. The space required for two plants iu
14 or 16.iueh pots would accommodate three in lO-inch ones

; plants
in 14 and 16.inch pots to have suflacient space require at least
3 feet between each plaut in the row, and supposing a Pine.bed to
be 100 feet loug and 3 feet wide (which are the dimensions of some
here), at this rate there would only be thirty,three plants in the row,
or sixty-six in the bed. Plants in lO-inch pots have ample room'
plunged 2 feet apart, which allows of fifty plants in the row and one'
hundred in the bed. This gives thirty-four more plants when in the
small pots than in the large ones, in the same space, which means
thirty.four more fruit As to weight, allow the average to be 4
pounds ; out of the sixty-six in large pots there are 264 pounds of
fruit, while those in the small pots yield 136 pounds more, or 400
pounds of fruit altogether—besides other advantages, the positive
gain in this way, is absolutely unquestionable. These calculations
are not vague speculations ; I have seen them verified repeatedly.
There are, however, other unprofitable' disadvantages connected
with large pots. I consider plants in the larger-sized pots generally
take six, and often twelve, mouths longer to come into fruit than
those_ iu the small ones. The reason of this difference is easily
explained. It is next to, if not quite, impossible to get a Pine into
fruit if the pot is not entirely filled with roots. Few, if any, of
even the strorgest-growing Pines will fill a 16-inch pot sufficiently
full of roots in one season to ensure fruit ; and, if fruit is not got from
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the first growth, farewell to any definite period when it can again be

had. Plants in small pots make plenty of roots in four months
;

while those in tho larger ones, at the end of that time, are few

and far between. I am convinced that a well-packed potful of

healthy roots does ensure and produce fruit in a far more perfect

manner than any quantity of leaves. As to the case of tho plants in

the large pots, taking ao much longer to come into fruit than the

small ones, three crops may be secured from the latter while only two
cau be depended on in the same time from the former. Generally,

there is no variety of Pine so uncertain of fruiting as the Queen,

and there is none that will fruit surer or more satisfactorily in a

small pot than that variety. I believe that the whole of its freaks

in fruiting are due to the large pot in which it rambles about.

I have frequently observed that the plants most liable to show
any tendency to ill health were those in the largest pots. A
IG.inch potful of soil, with not many roots therein to utilise the

moisture, takes a long time to become dry when thoroughly soaked

with water, a circumstance which is not always taken into proper

consideration. Pines, like other small plants put into large pots, are

lost for a considerable time, sometimes altogether. Even youthful

vigour takes a long while to overcome and thwart the many
impediments which it has to encounter in this way, I have seen

young Pines potted out of 6-ineh sucker pots Into 14.inch ores, others

shifted from 6-inch ones into 10-inch ones, and from these into

IG-inch pots, thereby giving much nuneoessary trouble and labour.

J. MUIR.

THE SUSSEX FIG ORCHARDS.
AiiruMN visitors to Worthing and its vicinity may have noticed the

abundance of green Figs which are offered for sale there during the

season, bnt it is not generally known that this fruit is cultivated not

only to an extent but also in .a manner that is peculiar to that part

of Sussex. In other parts of England wo find single Fig trees trained

along the wall, but here there are whole orchards full of these

trees grown as standards, some of large size and patriarchal age, and
so thickly covered with broad indented loaves that they irresistibly

bring to mind the scriptural figure, whereby a period of peace and
prosperity is indicated by a man " sitting under his own Fig tree."

Notwithstanding the neighbourhood of the bare chalky downs, there

is immediately above Worthing a belt of very fertile country, with a

light clayey soil. Probably there is not in all England a more garden-

like district than this ; the lanes and hedgerows are bright with wild

Honeysuckle and Clematis, and wood Anemones and wild Straw,
berries rustle in copses. Gardens in general abound in this district,

but the special object of culture is the Fig. In one orchard at

Tarring there are no less than 120 large standard Fig trees, which
sometimes in a good season produce upwards of 2,000 dozen of Figs.

A goodly sight it is to see the luscious blue-black fruit hanging from
the trees, beneath whose overarched and interlacing boughs one walks
as in a bower. The crops vary a good deal, both in quantity and
quality, according to the season. This year it is a good crop. The
heat and dryness of the " comet season " have been propitious to the
Figs ; and in another week or so the inhabitants of this region will

be busily occupied in gathering the fruit, and packing a large portion
of it for transit to Covent Garden and Brighton Markets. The trees

at Tarring are very old, having been planted more than 100 years,

but the old stocks in a garden occupying the same site, from which
these were taken, are gifted by tradition with a greater age and more
illnstrious origin. They are said to have been placed there by no
less a person than Thomas-a-Becket. That famous ecclesiastic—as

the story goes—on his retnrn from Italy brought with him the
Fig which he was the first to plant on British soil. Whether the
tradition be true or not, it seems certain at least that the martyr
Archbishop did sometimes reside at Tarring. The ruins of a house
which is said to have been his palace are still shown, and the Vicar-
age of Tarring remains to this day in the patronage of the see at

Canterbury. The neighbouring village of Sompting claims a still

higher antitinity for its Figs. Going back to the time when the king,
dom of England was an appanage of a Norman dukedom, it relates

how the Abbot of Fecamp, on the opposite coast of Normandy, who
was accustomed to honour this island with an occasional residence in

it, purchased a manor at Sompting and introduced the Fig. As a
credential of the truth of this story it points to the name which the
place still bears Sompting-Abbots. But there is a another and more
modern visitor from foreign parts who makes an autumn trip, each
year, to the Sussex Fig orchards, and the report of whose annual
advent rests not on uncertain tradition, but on the concurrent and
indignant testimony of the Fig growers. This is none other than the
Italian Beccafico or " Fig-eater "—not one of the native species to
which the title of " Pig-bird " is sometimes given, but the genuine
" Fig.cater" of the Roman Campagna. Unknown to any other part

of England, this knowing little " gourmet " has discovered that his

favourite fruit has been transplanted here, and shows his appreciation
of the success with which it is cultivated by travelling northwards
every year at the beginning of September, and paying an unin-
vited and unwelcome visit to the Sussex Fig orchards. At
the close of the Fig season, and before the first frost has
given notice of the approach of winter, he spreads his wings
and returns to the shores of the Mediterranean. [So writes a
correspondent of the Morning Post, concerning tho Sussex Fig
orchards, which are most interesting to the Eugliah fruit-

grower, as showing that the Fig can be grown with perfect

success as an orchard tree in England. We have recently visited

some of the most extensive of the Sussex orchards, and found
that whatever merits they have, is in no way owing to cultivation or
pruning. We believe that with the introduction of early and superior

kinds of Pigs and improved culture, we could have Fig orchards in

Enghand as good as any in existence. Apart from the fruit, which is

destined, like the Tomato, to become much more popular in England
than it is, the Fig is an exceedingly beautiful tree when grown as a
standard. We have seen some in the south of France this year, 60
feet in spread of branches, and though trees in England would pro.

bably never attain that size, they would grow large enough to prova
very ornamental objects.

—

Ed.]

A Simple Method of Cleaning Melon Seed.—Some little

ingenuity is required to free the seeds of Cucuaibers and Melons
from the slimy mucilage in which they are imbedded in the ripe

fruit. Gardeners generally save these seeds from some particularly

prolific or richly-flavoured variety in which they have full confidence,

and each adopts a system of his own in cleaning the seed. I have
tried washing in water, rubbing in dry sand, and several otber

methods, but, as regards simplicity, the following is best :—Place the

seeds and pulp, just as extracted from the fruit, in a piece of fine

netting or tiffany and squeeze the whole so as to get rid of superfluous

moisture, and then empty the mass of pulp and seeds into a coarse

towel and rub them dry. This can be done in five minutes and every
seed will be as clean and as bright "as a new pin," and their is no
danger of mildew or Fungus attacking seeds thus cleansed if they
are stored in a dry place.— F. W. B.

The Best Currants.—The old Red Dutch and White Dutch are

good, reliable sorts, and we would not advise anyone who has them
growing in his garden to throw them out. Larger Currants, however,
may be picked more readily ; thoy make a finer show on the table, and
they last longer on the bushes without shrivelling. The two sorts that

we place above all others, therefore, are the White Grape and
A''ersailles or Cherry. Mixed together, they make a beautiful table

dish. The only drawback on the White Grape is the slow and
straggling growth of the bush ; but this objection is obviated by
giving them clean and mellow culture, applying manure occasion.ally,

and keeping them sufficiently pruned. It will not do to neglect them,
and to allow them to become enveloped in Grass and weeds, the usual

fate of Currant bushes with careless managers. The Cherry, on the

other hand, is a strong grower, and does not absolutely need such
generous treatment, but it is better to cultivate it well, and prune
the bushes as they require it. Our own bushes of the Cherry, which
have stood in the garden fifteen years, are three times as large as

those of the White Grape planted at the same time, and they always
bear profusely. When allowed to hang long, and become fully mature,
they lose their objectionable acidity, and are a rich and agreeable
berry. The Versailles is so nearly like the Cherry, that if tho
planter has one, he need not take the trouble to procure the other

—

although the bunches of the Versailles have the advantage of being
rather the longer. The Victoria and Prince Albert are good very
late varieties—the former red, the latter pale red—a few of which
maybe planted for a succession. All that is absolutely needed in the

pruning which we have alluded to, is to cut out the old and enfeebled

wood, to give the younger shoots, evenly distributed through the

bush, a better chance to grow. This will make large banches and
berries.

—

Cultivator.

Trehhiano as a Late Grape.—I often wonder this fine old variety is not
ninre jjeuerally grown, as its quality is really excellent when thoroughly
finished off with a little fire heat and plenty of sun aud air. Here it makes a
nice addition to the winter's dessert, and forms a good companion to
Biirbarossa, the latter being another fine late Grape which requires similar
treatment.—B. J., Ftiriihmn.

Fruit in Yorkshire.—Apricots have been so plentiful that at Thirsk, North-
allerton, and Kichinnuti, they could be bought at from (id. to 8d. per score.
Some of the wholesale buyers offered only 2s. 6d. per stone for them. Victoria
Plums realised a good price, viz., 6d. per pound ; Orleans Plums fetched 4d.
per pound. The difference between weight and measure is that 3 pounds of
Plums would be equal to 2 quarts. Apples are selling at from 2d. to 4d. per
pound ; Jargonelle Pears from 3d. to fid. per pound, according to size and
"luality ; common Pears are 2d. per pound.—T.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
POT CULTURE OF THE IVY HAREBELL.

(CAMPAXULA HEDEEACEA.)

The best -vray to get this graceful British plant into cultivation

is to secure a plant from its native habitat ; but, failing this,

it may be readily obtained from seed, which is to be found on
plants of it in September. It must be particularly noted, as
regards its cultivation, that it is a trailing herb, vpith shoots
18 inches or more in length, and that the prettiest vray is to
let it hang over a pot all round, a 7-inch or 32-siised one suiting
it best. It groTvs well during the early part of the summer, if kept
in a nice moist condition, never dry, as it is in reality a bog plant.

Do not, however, try to grow it in a pot plunged in water, for,

imdcr such treatment, it will soon die ; and it is singular that
it should do so, seeing that it only roots half an inch deep or
so at the most. After blooming it gradually dies back, when
seed may easily be saved from the old stems. During winter
it will be dwarf and sickly looking ; but this may be disregarded,
and, as soon as it shows signs of moving in December or .lanu-
ary (if kept in a greenhouse), it should be re-planted in the pot,
filling up with
nice open soil,

and plenty of

drainage to

within about an
inch of the rim

;

then get a piece
of the old plant,

which will be
found like a net,

half an inch
thick of fibre and
undcrgrou nd
runners, and
after opening it

out a little, lay it

on the mould in

the middle of the
pot, and cover it

over with small
bits of turfy
mould to the
thickness of

half an inch

;

water it and keep
it moist, and it

will very soon
run all over the
pot, coming up
at the edges, and
finally hanging
down all round,
and blooming
beautifully. Though a hardy plant, few gardens can supply
the conditions of a turfy moist corner for it, and it is as well
to know that it does first-rate in a greenhouse. It is a
thoroughly good plant for indoor culture for either amateur or
connoisseur. A. Dawson.

The Ivy Harebell (Campanula hederacea)

THE PLANTING OF GARDEN VASES.
Vases for flowers are made of varioTis shapes, and the shape should
determine the way in which the vase should be filled. There is the
flat shallow vase with broad brim, inviting you to hang a fringe
over the edge, and a little garden of plants gently swelling over its

surface ; then there is the tall deep vase, which should be planted
fountain-like, plants tall and spreading. Then there are vases inter,

mediate between a cup and a bottle, tall, large in the centre, and
contracted at the neck, with perpcndicalar.looking handles or ears

;

these should be planted with something tall in the middle, and with
dwarf trailing plants frothing over the shoulders ; again, there are
vases of all intermediate shapes, some flattish, with swelled bodies
and rather contracted necks, some neither the one nor the other, but
capacious, with exaggerated freedom of handle ; some in the form of
Tulips and Water-Lilies, some ornamented with goats' heads and

griSins, some encircled with human heads, with ample flowing beards
that ultimately get obscured when the tresses of Minnie Warren or

the sprays of L'Elegante fall over them. As a rule, flat vases should

be planted with dwarf plants, giving the vase at a distance a flat

rounded outline. Tall vases should be planted with tall things in

the centre, modifying the manner of planting with the intermediate

shapes. A tall cup-like vase would look poor with a short flat

bouquet of flowers growing on the top of it; but with tall fountain-

like plants in the middle, with the rim gracefully covered with some
trailing plant, it will prove a pleasure to look upon. A flat shallow

vase planted with tall plants would look even worse, or propped up
to a pyramid like the top of a Wheat-stack, as is often done. We
have tried various modes of planting vases ; we have had immense
bouquets of one sort of plant, which were showy enough from a dis.

tance, but vulgar
;

planted in rings of colour, ribbon fashion, is

perhaps worse ; in almost every instance, except when the vase is

very small, and a single plant suflicient, it is much the best to use a
mixture of plants.

Materials for Filling Vases.

Ours, like our flower-beds, are tilled twice a year—in summer, at

the bedding-out time, with summer-flowering plants ; and again, iu

the autumn, with hardy plants. The summer plants are all of the

same character as the bedding plants, of which Geraniums form the

staple for the
vases ; but we find

that, as a rule, the
cuttings of the
autumn are not of

much use ; large

plants in small
pots are the best,

the top fills out
when for the time
the root occupies
but a small space.

Lifted plants from
the beds in the
autumn, of what-
ever sort, can
always be put into

small pots and
kept so throughout
the winter ; this

applies to Mesem-
bryanthemums,
Ivy-leaf Gerani.
urns, AbutiloEs,
Gazanias, Cine-

raria maritima,
Centaurea gymno.
carpa, Tropceolum
Minnie Warren,
and others, as well

as to the general
run of Geraniums.
A special eyemust
be had to plants
for vases where

there are many to fill, else there will bo disappointment when the
time of filling comes. Much can be got ready in spring, and grown
into the desired size, such as common Tropteolums, Lobelias, Petunias
from seed, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and cut-back Fuchsias. There is

quite a wealth of plants suitable for vases when prepared for the
purpose ; but the chief point is the tasteful planting of the vase : these,

like flower-pots, should be provided with a hole in the bottom to carry
oif superfluous water, although it is seldom they get over-watered. A
small pot may be put over the hole, mouth downwards, or a few
large crocks, jnst to prevent the hole from becoming stopped up.
Many crocks are objectionable, except when the vase is very deep and
bottle-shaped.

Soil for Vases and Planting.

The soil used should be a mixture of fresh fibrous loam and rotten
dung, the richest which can be had, the soil to be put into the vase as
the work of planting proceeds. It is convenient for the work and
for comparison to collect all the moveable vases to one place where
the heap of soil is, and the plants at hand for selection as wanted;
the work of filling then goes on more expeditiously. In planting,
begin at the rim with the plants which are to hang over the edge.
Pelargonium Willsii roseum. Ivy-leaf L'Elegante, Duke of Edinburgh,
Minnie Warren Tropaiolum, and Lobelia, make a fine mixture for a
marginal row to hang down ; the old pink Ivy-leaf Geranium, Mangle's
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Variegated, spreading plants of Gazania and Abntilon vexillarium mar.
moratum, with Cineraria maritiina and Lobelia, also make rim plants ;

the next series inwards may consist of Colens, Centaureas, Calceo-

larias, Fuchsias, and various Geraniums, choosing the plants as to

size until the vase is finished ; but wo do not care for finishing a vase

with one conspicuons staring plant in the centre, as is sometimes
done. It is often necessary in planting vases with a bulging shoulder

to run two or more thin wires round on which to tie the hanging
plants in order to prevent them from being chafed to pieces by the

wind ; they also look much better regulated and tied down ; some
done iu that way here are much the most effentive, for, although tied,

they still appear to hang. For the centres of tall vases Acacia
lophantha is very useful with a piece of bare stem, to which can bo
tied the long sprays of Abutilon vexillarium marmoratum; the
variegated Japanese Maize also suits well for this purpose;
pyramidal-shaped Fuchsias, the narrow.leaved Dracfenas, Hamea
elegans ; also for such vases I use plants of the semi-trailing Geranium
Orange Nosegay, Centaurea gymnocarpa. Salvia patens, with a few
plants of Petunia to fill up the bottom and hang gracefully over.

Few plants are better adapted for vases than Petunias, which flower
more profusely when pinched for root-room ; but water must be
supplied to them liberally—indeed, the question of water must always
be particularly attended to, and with a liberal hand. Sometimes
it will be necessary to soak the vases thoroughly twice a day ; for, if

once allowed to get too dry, their beauty is marred for the season.
After midsummer weak liquid manure should be given every time
they are watered ; for, if allowed to get seedy and starved, instead
of an ornament, they become a decided eyesore.

Winter Vases.

Vases for winter may be filled in various ways : first of all,

dwarf shrubs may be used entirely ; one shapely Rhododendron
will fill a vase at once, or a mixture of small things may be
used. The pretty Erica herbacea makes a nice winter edging,
and the various Vincas and Ivies are suitable for hanging
over ; we used Aucubas and Retinosporas largely last winter. Reti-
nospora pisifera aurea, Euonymus radicans variegata, Erica herbacea,
Iberis senipervirens, and I. tenoreana, are stocky little plants, which
associate well together in filling vases. Featnca glauca in thick tufts
also harmonises well with these, but it loses its blue colour in winter.
None of these seem to suffer much when the soil is allowed to be
dry; they were never watered; and if the soil is raised in the middle
and made hard on the surface, much of the rain runs off. The chief
feature last winter, however, in the way of vase-filling was in the use
of hardy succulents for low flat vases, such as Sedum glaucum and
lucidum, Sempervivums californicum, montanum, and the common
House Leek

; Saxifrages ; also variegated Thyme, Pyrethrum Golden
Feather, &c. A very pretty and tasteful effect may be made with
such things in large vases if they happen to be under the eye, the
soil raised and rounded over, and each vase planted with a different
design like a miniature flower-bed. The Golden Feather and Golden
Thyme associate well with the succulents, and the drier the soil the
more successful will bo the result—Golden Feather being the least
satisfactory. In planting vases at all times we never make any
allowance for growth, but plant thickly and make them look full at
once

; the plants then support each other, they have plenty of room
to extend themselves outwards, and the effect improves as they get
interlaced. If possible, it is always better to group the vases in
some shady sheltered place for a few weeks after filling in summer,
before being placed in exposed positions on terraces in the blaze of the
sun ; this is, however, not so necessary in the case of large vases with
a large body of soil in them as with smaller ones.

—

The Gardener.

Saxifraga florulenta.—I have made several attempts to grow
this interesting species, which, I believe, has hitherto almost baffled
the attempts of English cultivators. In 1872, I collected a consider,
able number of plants from an Alpine ravine above St. Martin
Lantosca, nearly the whole of which, including those I distributed
to other gardens, were lost, and, I believe the plant is not capable of
pot-culture. With a further supply obtained last autumn, I have
been more successful, and have now about a dozen plants in luxuriant
growth. In its native habitats, the rosettes almost invariably grow
in a vertical or partly inverted position, generally under projecting
ledges of rock with a northern aspect, and, I believe, that successm its cultivation can only bo attained by imitating as closely as
possible these natural conditions. M. Boissier, I understand, grows
it in the interstices of a brick wall, and following his example, I
find that the plant is quite amenable to cultivation. Of seven
plants I wedged tightly under the coping stone of a brick tank,
SIX have become nicely established, and are increasing rapidly in
size. This position seems just to supply the native conditions of the

plants, viz., moderate moisture, and firm root-hold, thorough drainage,

vertical shelter, and northern exposure. I have also several plants

in good health, wedged tightly into the crevices of the northern side

of a steep bit of rock-work. The figure in the Botanical ilaijazine

for June, from a specimen I found in flower last September, near
the summit of the Col du Finestrelle, in the Maritime Alps, faith-

fully represents this beautiful species, which is a Dodo amongst
Saxifrages. It has no near ally, and is only known to exist within a
limited district of a few square miles, in the highest parts of the

range of the Maritime Alps, west of the Col du Tenda. Judging
from the association of species in the central mountains of Corsica, I

think it not at all improbable, that it may also be discovered in the
Monte Rotundo district, near Corte.

—

George M.\.w, Benthall Hall,

Broseley.

Hardy August and September Blooming Plants.—I find

that my garden is prett}' gay with flowers of hardy herbaceous plants

during the spring and early summer months ; but, in August and
September, I have but few plants in bloom, and should therefore be
obliged by your giving me the names of some of the best hardy plants

that flower in these months.— SniO-V. [Among the finest of autumn-
blooming plants are the red-flowered Anemone japonica, and its

beautiful white variety known as Honorine Jobert ; the genas Aster,

also, affords some highly attractive autumnal blooming plants, among
which turbinellus, pyrenieus, Drummondii, Shortii, Novi.Belgii,

Novas AnglisB, loevis, and its varieties, are the best. In many places

the Arundo conspicua and Pampas Grass are also highly attractive in

September, particularly the latter. The Snapdragon, too (Antirr-

hinum majus), will be found worthy of attention, as will also many
sorts of Fuchsias, especially F. gracilis, which, for general purposes
of decoration, is, we think, the best, being both very hardy and
floriferous ; Coreopsis lanceolata is usually a mass of bloom late in

summer, as are also such plants as Phygelis capensis, Pyrethrum
sei'otiuum, a tall late flowering species, Eupatorium purpnreum,
Helenium autumnale, Helianthus multiflorus fl. pi., a free-flowering

kind, the blooms of which are as large and as conspicuous, in most
cases, as those of a yellow Dahlia, for which it forms a capital

substitute. Several of the Stonecrops (Sedums) bloom freely in August
and September, and rank amongst the most attractive of hardy herba.

ceous or Alpine plants. We especially allude to the now well-known
Seduui spectabile, which produces masses of rose-coloured flowers in

abundance, as do also two distinct dwarf species known as Sieboldii

and Ewersii. To the above might be added such perennials as Cory,
dalis lutea, Gaura Liadheimeri, Stokesia cyanea, Poh'gonum cuspida.

turn and vaccinifoliuui, Statice latifolia, and many autumn.flowering
bulbs, among which may be mentioned Crocus speciosus, many
varieties of Colchicums, Sternbergia lutea, Merendera Bulbocodium,
and others. Some hardy annuals bloom freely during the later

months of the year, particularly if they are sown about the end of

June or middle of July, and such plants as the Saponaria and Marigolds
keep flowering until cut off by autumual frosts.—T. S.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Sparaxis pulclierrima Thuubergii,—This beautiful, and by no means
common, Sparaxis js now flowering well with me in the open border, sending
up five spikes of its lovely and most gracefully pendent rose-coloured bto&soms
resembhng the fiugcr of a glove in shape.—\V. JS. G.

Snseda dendroides.—This is one of the finest ornamental annuals I have
ever seen. Looked at a short distance off, it somewhat resembles a young
Larch. It is of a fine branching pyramidal habit, attaining a height of between
2 and 3 feet. The leaves are of a glaucous green colour. It forms a beautiful
sub-tropical plant.—R. H. B.

Fuchsias iu th,e Isle of Man.—Here these are trnlywonderful; they grow
up the house fronts, and grow into large trees—so large that you can have a lea-
party around the bole of the trees. They are also grown for hedges and kept
nicely clipped, and with their bright green leaver and scarlet tlowers look
cheerful and refreshing ; the winds and the spray from the tea do not in the
least affect theai.—VV. Newtox.

Hutton's Cockscomb (Celosia Huttonii).~What means should I use to
make this flower? 1 have some good stubby plants about a foot high, but they
show no indication of flowering. Is it now too late to expect them to do so?
The plants were raised in heat, and have been grown on in a very warm green-
house, and some seedling Cannas niised at the same time, and under similar
circumstances, are unexpectedly showing flower.—A. B. [Messrs. Veitch inform
us that Celosia Huttonii does not flower till late in the season, generally in the
latter end of September, after the plants get a little beyond a foot in height.
No particular treatment is required to make them flower.J

ErpetiOU reniforme.—This little Australian gem is flowering remarkably

well with me this season. As it is not perfectly hardy here, it requires the
protection of a cold frame in winter, and to be planted out in Slay. It
luxuriates in peaty loam, and forms compact tufts of reniform leaves adorned
with a profusion of blue and white Violet-like flowers. I am sure that all who
appreciate modest beauty will thank me for directing attention to this little

plant. When grown in pots under glass, it is not nearly so beautiful as when
planted iu the open border. Well do I recollect the pleasure with which I
coUectcfl specimens of it, some thirty-five years ago, when wandering among
the valleys of the Australian ranges.—J. Whittakbb, Morley,
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNEK-TABLE DECORATION.

Vases for the Breakfast-Table.

On the breakfast, as -well as on the dinner, table there should
always be at least one vaseful of flowers, and as the breakfast-

table is seen b}' daylight, the decorator has a much larger

amount of blooms to select from than is the case when they are

to be subjected to artificial light. In summer such decorations

should consist nearly altogether of hardy Fern fronds (or, at

least, those which will remain fresh for some time after they
have been cut) and wild Grasses, with only just a few flowers
dotted through them, here and there, to give colour; as the
flowers fade much sooner than foliage, they can be removed
wheu necessary, and fresh ones put in their places. Thus a
variety of shades of green may be blended together, iu such a
way as to show up well, in contrast with the white damask
cloth. I have seen very charming arrangements made, wholly
without flowers. Ferns and other foliage being iised alone

;

but to make these effective is by no means an easy task,

and should never be attempted by a beginner, as failure

is sure to be the result. A little practice, however, and
a good eye for colour, will soon overcome the difficulty. The
following is one of the prettiest little ornaments for the break-
fast-table I ever put together. The vase which I employed
consisted of a sovip-plate, and in the centre was a plant of

Cyperus alternifolius ; round the edge of the plate I jout a
fringe of different varieties of Ferns, some golden ones, so
placed as to exhibit the colour on the backs of the fronds

;

over the surface of the Moss I then arranged sprays of rich

purple Cinerarias, white Azaleas, Lily of the Valle}', and
white Cyclamens with purple tips, a few fronds of Maiden-hair
Fern being interspersed through the whole, and up the slender
stems of the Cyperus alternifolius ran a few slight shoots of

Tase decorated chiefly with Grasses.

Cissus discolor._ Another pretty little vase, but of much
smaller dimensions, I have often used during the summer
months. It was a simple trumpet of white China resting
amongst a cluster of silver rustic branches ; in the trumpet I
put white Sweet Peas, blue Corn-flowers, a few Fern fronds,
and wild Grasses. This style of vase takes but very few
flowers (an important point where there are not many plants
to cut from) ; and, for a small-sized circular table, an

will be found large enough,
is quite different from any to

arrangement of this kind
The next I shall describe

which I have yet alluded, and is well adapted as to
form for either the breakfast or dinner-table, and it would
also be found, I have no doubt, to be a very elegant orna-
ment on a side table in the drawing-room, but as the decoration
of the breakfast-table is the subject now under consideration,
I shall confine my directions to dressing it for that purpose.
In each of the tiny tubes grouped round the glass ball in the

•"^^

Vase ornamented chiefly with Ferns.

accompanying illustration a Moss Rose-bud might be placed,

backed up by a few fronds of Fern, while the tazza may be
filled with various other kinds of flowers, and the trumpet
finished off with a plume of Grasses or Ferns. Any style of

floral decoration, indeed, is acceptable on the breakfast-table ;

for, as a rule, not one in a dozen has a vase of flowers on it,

while, on the contrary, one often meets with decorations on
dinner-tables that might very well be dispensed with. When-
ever possible, however, always have a cheerful vaseful of flowers

on the breakfast-table. A. Hassabd.

Maize as a Window or Balcony Plant.—Maize or Indian
Corn has much to recommend it to the notice of window gardeners,

being easily grown and readily propagated. Its appearance is quite
distinct from that of anything else in the way of window plants, and
it will make a liixiu'iant growth even in the most smoky and densely,

populated parts of London. If sown on a genial hotbed in Feb-
rnary, and potted on in rich well-manured compost, young plants

of it will be strong and vigorous, and ready to place on the balcony
or outside the window, in May. As a central plant for a hanging-
basket or rustic stand, Maize is equal to a Dracasna in grace and
beauty of outline, besides being much more hardy. It grows fi'om

2 to 3 feet high, and its fresh green wavy leaves hang gracefully
over the sides of the pots in which it is grown, and do much towards
adding variety of outline to the most formal arrangement. There is

a variegated variety, the foliage of which is profusely striped with
creamy white. This is an effective addition to the centres of vases
in which bedding Geraniums, Nasturtiums, and Lobelias are planted
during the summer months.—F. W. B.
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THE GARDENS OF ENGLAND.
MARTON HALL.

This, the residence of H. W. T. Bolkow, Esq., M.P., occupies

cue of the finest sites in Cleveland. It is of modern erection,

in the Italian style, rich in ai'chitectural ornament, and is sur-

mounted by a lofty dome, wliicli has become a landmark for

ships entering the Hartlepools and the Tees. The view from
the roof, which is flat, can hardly be surpassed as regards
extent ; right in the foreground the town of Middlesborough,
so closely identilied with the Cleveland iron trade, sends sky-

wards dense columns of flame that illuminate the midnight sky
for miles around. Eastward, at a distance of five miles, is the
broad estuary of the Tees, dotted with ships ; in the back-
ground the ancient town of Hartlepool stands out in bold
relief . To the south is the German Ocean ; westward stretches

Teesdale, rich in natural beauty, with the town of Stockton,
standing high upon the left bank of the river, while the Cleveland
Hills, so rich in ii'ou ore and other minerals, in all their varied
beauty of form and outline, make a fine background to the
picture Here, too, Captani Cook was born ; but the cottage in

which the event took place has long since been demolished,
and a hall, built upon its site, was burned down some forty
years .ago. This old hall was never rebuilt, and a portion of

its ruins, standing within a few yards of the south front of the
present mansion, is clothed with Ivy, and shut out from
view by means of evergreens and other trees. In making
some recent improvements in the ornamental portion of

the grounds, several old fruit trees that stood in little gardens
adjoining have been wisely spared, and now form interesting
objects amidst rare Conifers, purple Beeches, and weepmg
trees of various kinds. In autumn these trees yield good
crops of fruit, besides forming ornaments to the lawn when in

blossom in spring. Let us hope that the day is not far distant
when the Apple and other fruit trees will find places amongst
the ornamental trees that surround even our best English
mansions. I was pleased, too, to see that no systematic
attempt had been made to destroy the nndulations of surface
that naturally existed around this fine mansion, by what are
termed modern artificial improvements. No flower beds are
in close proximity to the residence ; on the contrary, the
beautiful green sward is clothed over in a very natural
manner with endless variety in the shape of graceful trees
and shrubs. Amongst other things I observed many fine

standard Rhododendrons of the newest varieties. Mr.
Hanson, the gardener, informed me that in such dry years as
this, water has to be applied frcelj' to these Rhododendrons
during the growing season, otherwise their flowers would be
small and imperfect. The soil here is naturally dry and light,
and well adapted for the growth of Conifers, among which I
noticed different varieties of the Lawson Cypress, very fine,

particularly that called C. Lawsoniana erecta. Different kinds
of Japanese Conifers, introduced by Fortune and Veitch, are
here in abundance. Nothing can exceed many of them in
beauty of habit and richness of colour; indeed, they only
require to be seen to be appreciated. The Retinosporas are
truly charming, varying as they do in colour from the richest
green to the most exquisite golden tints. Juniperus japonica
aureo-variegata, a species of Golden Juniper, bids fair to
become an object of great beauty here, as do also many others,
such as Thujopsis dolobrata, and, considering the time such
things have been planted, the progress that has been m.-ide by
them is wonderful. The same may likewise be said of the
Coniferaj, planted along the base of the Cleveland hills at the
difliercnt gentlemen's pl.aces, made there within the last twelve
years, a circumstance which would seem to support the idea
that a soil strongly impregnated with iron is favourable to the
growth of Conifers.
The flower garden, which is small, occupies a hollow in the

awn, about -W yards from the west end of the hall, and a
broad terrace from the south front leads to it, past a small
conservatory that is attached to the house. A broad
avenue leads from the east end to the forcing-houses,
which form three sides of a S(|Uare; running north and
south, is an orchard-house, TO yai-ds long and IS feet wide,
in which the trees are ranged in parallel lines on each

side of a pathway, and its sameness of aspect is relieved by
means of the introduction here and there of both foliage and
flowering plants. Both in construction and finish this must
be acknowledged to be a very superior orchard-house, and,

being span-roofed, light is abundant, and the benefit which it

coufers on the fruit trees is mdicated by their deep green
foliage, dwarfness, and compactness of growth, as well as by
the fine crops which they produce. Mr. Hanson finds Mere-
dith's Vine manure to be excellent for Peaches, Pears, and
Plums, and he uses no other stimulant for his trees in pots.

Another range of glass, equal in length to the orchard-house,

is divided into three compartments, the centre one being
devoted to the growth of hard-wooded plants ; amongst these
were some fine Heaths, Epacrises, and Azaleas. Winter
Cucumbers are grown in another division, as are also French
Beans and other early vegetables. The third division is occu-

pied with fruiting Pines, principally Queen.?, Black Jamaicas,

and Charlotte Rothschild. In the centre of another range are

Palms and other plants, among which I observed some fine

examples of Allamanda grandiflora grafted on the roots of A.
Schottii. The other divisions in this range are filled with
Grapes, Peaches, and Pines. Seldom have I seen a finer

crop of Peaches than I found here ; one house had
just been cleared of fruit, and the foliage looked green and
healthy without symptoms of mildew or red spider. Nectarines
have also been exceedingly fine, considering the season. The
kitchen garden is small and compact, and is enclosed on three
sides by the ranges of glass structures ; on the walls are some
very fine Nectarines and Apricots ; standard fruit trees are
here kept very dwarf and bear most abundantly, especially

Pears, Apples, and Plums ; Gooseberries, Currants, and other
small fruits seemed to be also plentiful. There is a frame-
ground furnished with several forcing pits, in which are grown
Melons and Cucumbers in great abundance ; in short, nothing
has been spared to make the gardens here perfect in every
department. J. Thomson.

A Good Plea for Public Gardens, &c.—It is all very well
(says a " Working Man," in the Wolrerliainptoii Chronicle) for the
upper classes to talk about abolishing the fairs and the races ; it would
make no difference to them, as we are quite awaie that the gentry
think it beneath them to go to such places. They can go to London
antl the sea-side to amuse themselves ; but they should consider that
if onr amusements are not much to speak of in their estimation, they
are the best that are provided for us, and we have to put up with
what we can get till we can get something better. For my own part,
and many more are of the same miud, I would sooner the races were
done away with, if there was a public park for us instead. I should
often take my good woman and the young ones there in an evening,
instead of gjing to the " Fox and Goose " or the " Pig and Whistle,"
where, of course, I should get into company, and out of my money.
I should feel as much pleasure sitting by her side drawing a quiet
pipe and watching the children romp on the Grass, as my employer
does with his cigar in his pleasure grounds looking on while his

children are at their games. Many think ill of us because we spend
our evenings in public houses ; they don't think that working men's
houses are very small and inconvenient, and that where there's a
family there's plenty for a woman to do, and a man is apt to feel he
is in the way ; it isn't much pleasure to a man to walk on the road-

side over the same ground year after year; and, as for the children

—

it is true they have the road or street to run about in, provided they
keep a sharp look out for horses and cabs, bat if they go into a grassy
field, where there is plenty of room and no danger, they are pretty
sharply ordered out, and it is well for them if it ends there. A
people's park would do a good deal for the enjoyment of working men
and their families, and now is the time for those gentlemen who tell

ns that they have the elevation of the working classes at heart, to

show it.

The Necessity for Public Playgrounds.—At an inquest
held by Dr. Uardwicko on the body of a child who had been run over
by a railway van, the learned coroner remarked that, owing to the
inaction of the municip.al authorities, the metropolis was almost
without .accommodation for persons to sit or rest, and the same
remarks applied to open spaces for children's playgrounds. He
advocated the throwing open of the gardens in the squares for certain
hours in the daj'. All children ought to have at least two or three
hours, or more, exorcise in the fresh air daily. The general public
and authoritius appeared indifferent to this most important matter,
but it was one affecting the future of the country.
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HIGH WALLS OF EOCK IN GARDENS.
AccoMrANYiNG the rock-works whoso peurihties have been so

ofteu commented on iu this journal, there is frequently an
attempt at making a cascade, which is ofteu a complete failure

so far as regards the picturesque effect. Forming anything of

this nature in connection with artificial rook-work requires

much taste and judgment, and the attempt had better never be
made than made without such conditions. In public and
))rivatc gardens, however, there are not uufrecjuently to be
found high masses of natural rock, over which cascades may
be conducted with almost tho certainty of producing a good

Arabis and Aubrietia. On such walls of rock, Alpine flowers

present an appearance as natural and beautiful as on their

native cliHs. Another notable mode of embellishing such sur-

faces is by the planting of free-trailing and cliniljing plants

above, and allowing them to hang down the face of the wall.

By this mode one is enaliled to show the full beauty and grace

of many flue plants, now mutilated on wall?. It is easj' to

find plants that will curtain the rooks for many feet, the

main point being to select kinds that will furnish beautiful

or fragrant flowers, as well as a profusion of graceful

shoots. For the higher parts, such species of Clematis as

eSect. And such opportunities should be taken advantage
of as often as possible; for, as pointed out in The
Gakdex in spring, some of the most imposing and beautiful

waterfalls in existence have been formed artificially by turning
the course of running water overhigh walls of rock; and this

is but one of the many beautiful ends to which such walls may
be converted. In their seams and patches of earth brilliant

rock and mountain flowers may be grown to any extent. As
any " preparation of the ground " must be difficult in such cases,

the best and simplest way is to sow a good and varied collec-

tion of seeds in the chinks and patches of earth in spring and
also in autumn, using in this case extremely hardy kinds, like

C.FlammulaandC.montana, would be admirable; whileforthe
lower parts and low cliffs, the new hybrid varieties would do
well. For the base of such walls there is nothing more appro-

priate than the more vigorous of the hardy forms (native or

exotic) of American plants, and some choice and free-growing

herbaceous plants. On the crest of such masses, we have one
of the best sites for the placing of fine and distinct tree forms,

particularly those of bold or pointed' habit, like many of the

Pines, and some deciduous trees of erect or pyramidal habit.

On the lower flanks and fringes rock and mountain shrubs,

dwarf American plants. Heaths, and wild Roses should be
introduced.
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VILLAGE GARDENS AND COTTAGERS'
ALLOTMENTS.

EvERV cottager should have a little garden, in which ho should be
encouraged to take an interest. This might readily be effected—by
apportioning out allotments, in the culture of which he shall be sub-
ject to certain mildly restrictive rules, and to a periodical inspection,
resulting at the close of each season in the distribution of prizes
amongst those who have proved most successful in their management.
The importance of such a movement has been recently brought
prominently under my notice, in connection with a scheme of this sort,
which has been ably and practically carried out at the village of
Brantingham, some twelve miles distaut from Hull, by Mr. Kingston,
gardener to Christopher Sykes, Esq., M.P. ; and so much impressed
am I with the value of the results, that I have no hesitation in sub.
njitting to your readers a general outline of the mode of procedure,
which has now, as the result of considerable experience, received
such modifications as practical working through a series of years can
alone give. Having myself assisted in the adjudication since the
commencement, I can with confidence bear testimony to the impor-
tant change which has taken place in the appearance of the village.
Nor is the improvement confined to the gardens and allotments alone,
but extends its influence to everything about the cottages ; neatness
and order pervading the whole of the out-buildings. Surely,
therefore, I cannot be wrong in thinking that the healthy stimulant
which a competition gives may find numerous emulators through the
country. In many cases (as in the one I allude to) nearly the whole
village is the property of the squire, whose residence adjoins thereto.
In that case the expenditure of a few pounds by the owner, and a little

organisation and trouble on the part of his gardener, will lead to
invaluable results. But its advantages are by no means confined to
small villages alone. Where the owners are numerous, what easier
than to form a society—a horticultural society in the truest and
highest sense of the word, as distinguished from a "flower show
society ? " There are towns in which allotments may be counted by
hundreds, and even tens of hundreds, where the stimulant of compe-
titionhas never been thought of. Surely the landlords, who are
receiving a double return in the shape of a good rental and a
thorough working of the land by spade labour (in the highest degree
conducive to its permanent improvement), would find it—setting
aside even philanthropic motives—to their interest to contribute to a
prize fund, and to any expense incurred in the competition ; nor do
we think the tenants themselves would object to add their quota in
the form of an entrance fee or such like. Tastes vai-y ; some of the
allotment holders may have a partiality to flowers ; others to fruit
and vegetables

; others, again, to the more marketable commodities in
the way of Potatoes, Carrots, Turnips, &c., all of which have a ready
saleable value in the neighbourhood of large towns. These variations
would obviously lead to a system of classification, each separate group
competing within itself. An important point in all snch competitions,
and one followed out in the case in question, rests on the fact that
adjudication is not the result of one inspection, but of three periodic
inspections

; thus, as it were, keeping the interest continuous during
the season. And, what is more, the services of a different set of
judges for each inspection might readily be secured, thus avoiding
even the possibility of favouritism. Though at first sight this change
of judges may appear impracticable, yet it is easily worked by fixing
a certain numerical value to the various gradations of excel,
lence—such as bad represented by one; moderate by two; good by
three; very good by four; excellent by five. The sum total of the
three adjudications will generally be found to reduce the numbers
amongst the competitors to a very small limit, and not unfrequently
to leave the best tenant alone as master of the situation. Were the
competition on a very extensive scale, possibly it would be best to
use numbers alone ; the various gradations, from bad to excellent,
being represented by numbers extending from one to ten. This
system of having a standard to work by obviates the necessity of
attempting the impossible task ou the part of the judges of carrying
in the mind's eye the various perfections or imperfections of each o't

the competing gardens. In competitions of this class, it would be
necessary to remunerate the judges; but in villages there are
always able men for the purpose to be found in the gardeners of the
neighbouring gentry, who would willingly give their services for
this purpose, and consider the stimulus to horticulture and the
benefits they thus assist in conferring on their fellow.men ample
reward for their trouble. Possibly it may interest your readers to
give an illustration of a bit of originality I noticed on the occasion
of my last inspection of the gardens at Brantingham. The season
just passed has been unp'recedcnted for its dryness, and, indeed,
general ungeniality for anything like a floral display. The soil in
the neighbourhood is of a somewhat sandy nature, the village lying
at the base of a ravine occurring in the chalk hills, drying to an
nnooinfortable.lookmg whitish crust even soon after it is watered.

Some little distance therefrom there is a boggy locality, with soil

almost ebony black. Now, a happy thought suggested itself to ono
of these cottagers to use this black soil as a top dressing amongst
his plants ; and what was the result ? That the golden hue of his

variegated Geraniums and his Thyme was doubly intensified ; that
the silvery purity of his Cerastium border was rendered moro
silvery by contrast ; and that, while bringing out the beauty of the
colour, the black bog soil answered the purpose of a mulching,
whereby the moisture was retained in the soil- as effectively as
by the use of those unsightly materials that are generally recom.
mended for this purpose. Here is a wrinkle for my gardening friends
worthy to be chronicled far beyond the boundary even of our big
county of Yorkshire. So much for originality. Now let me give an
illustration of the change which may be made—or perhaps I ought
to say the result which follows a competition of this sort. Last year
there was adjoining ono of the cottages a somewhat commodious
pigstye, measuring perhaps 8 feet by 12 or li feet. The cottage
was undergoing repairs, and consequently tenantless. The stye was
empty, and had been so for some time, as there was a most luxuriant
crop of Docks and Nettles therein. This year the scene is changed
as if by fairy wand ; the pigstye has been removed some distance

to the rear of the house—and very properly too; and, in lien of

Nettles and weeds of all sorts, a. flower bed almost as perfect as
those even in Battersea Park presented itself, the boundary wall

covered with creepers, growing and flowering as freely as their

predecessors (the weeds) had done, and the little garden a very
model of beauty, originality, and industry combined. This is a mere
sample of what changes may be worked out by calling into play a
wholesome competition.

A novel feature was iutroduced into our village gardens this year
for the first time, in the addition of a spring flower competition, as
represented by class -i. At the adjudication of this, which took
place in Easter week, I was unable to be present, but have since
learned that the result was quite as satisfactory as attends the
wonted summer competitions, the little gardens being gay with
Wallflowers, Violets, Pansies, Daisies, Feverfew, and Forget-me-
nots, all plants readily and cheaply accessible to the cottagers. If

not encroaching too much on your space, I would ask you to kindly
insert the rules and regulations, as well as the classes, as defineil,

and prizes awarded in each class ; the former may recjuire slightly

raodifviug to suit local peculiarities, but the principles will remain
the same. J.vmes C. Niven.

Hull Botanic Gardens.

The following are the rules and regulations :
—

1. The allotments shall be let from year to year. Six month's
notice shall be given at Michaelmas to leave at Lady Day only.

The incoming tenant shall take possession on the 1st day of

February.
2. Every tenant shall pay for the Ringbeck Allotments twelve

shillings per year, for the Wooddale Allotments fifteen shillings per
year, in half-yearly payments, the first Monday in May and the
first Monday in November.

3. Every tenant shall cultivate the land by spade husbandry only.

He shall not be allowed to use a plough or any agricultural imple-
ment ; nor shall he be allowed to grow more than one.third Corn or

CaiTots, or two-thirds Potatoes at those rents. Any tenant breaking
those regulations shall be charged double rent.

4. On no account shall any tenant be allowed to underlet his allot-

ment.
5. The examination of classes Nos. 1, 2, and 3, shall be made three

times during the season—viz., in Trinity week, the third week in

July, and the first week in September.
6. The examination of class 1, for spring flowers, shall be made in

Easter week.
7. The examination of Hollyhocks shall be made the second week

in August.

Class 1. For the best managed and best cropped allotment garden.
—1st prize, ISs.; 2nd prize, 143.; 3rd prize, lOs. ; 4th prize, 7s. 6d.

;

5th prize, Ss.

Class 2. For the best managed cottage vegetable and fruit garden.
—1st prize, 18s. ; 2nd prize, lis. ; 3rd prize, 10s. j 4th prize, 7s. 6ci.

;

5th prize, 5s.

Class 3. For the neatest and best kept cottage flower garden in

Brantingham.—1st prize, los. ; 2nd prize, 123. ; 3rd prixe, 83. ; 4th
prize, Is. 6d. ; 5th prize, 23. 6d.

Class t. For the cottage flower garden having the best show of

spring flowers during Easter week.—1st prize, 63. ; 2nd prize, 53.

;

3rd prize, 4s. ; 4th prize, 3s. ; 5th prize, 2s.

Class 5. For the best four distinct kinds ot Hollyhock.—Ist

prize, 63.; 2nd prize, 53.; 3rd prize, 4s.; 4th prize, 33.; 5th
prize, 2s.
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THE SHAKESPEAREAN GARDEN.
The Lily.

The name of the Lily, like that of the Rose, originated in the

remotest times, and like the latter again, is probably traceable

to some primitive Aryan word. Whether in the beginning it

held tlie etymological sense of whiteness, there is, at present,

no positive evidence, but the probability is certainly in that

dii-ection ; legend and tradition, and the customs of language,

having always associated the two things, and employed the

Lily, moreover, as a counterfoil to the Rose, when a metaphor
was wanted for red and white. At times, indeed, we find Lily

and Rose used as convertible terms, one of the old names
of the common white, or the Madonna Lily, having been
Rosa Junouis.* When reading of Lilies, therefore, in an
ancient author, and of the Narcissus, and even of the Rose, it

is essential to bear in mind that the words sometimes occupy
each other's places. To dissever the two names. Rose and Lily,

as used in fable, tradition, and poetry, and to dissolve them out

of the still broader idea of " JTlower," is in truth almost
impossible. There is something very beautiful in the associa-

tion, something that seems to go a great deal deeper than
appears on the instant.

Which of the Lilies were in earliest cultivation, and were
familiar to the lovers of flowers in the time of Shakespeare—is

a matter not difficult to decide. Numerous as the additions

have been in modern days, none were brought to Europe
between the time of the Romans and the year 1629, when
the Lilium canadense was received from North America. The
common L. candidum, or Madonna Lily, is the only species

having white flowers with which they were aoijuainted. They
had noticed, however, the scarlet Martagon, commonly called

the Turban or Turk's cap Lily ; perhaps also the spotted or
purple Martagon, the pomponium, and the orange-coloured
and erect-flowered bulbiferum. Pliny, who seems to follow

Dioscorides, enumerates three kinds ; the white (which is

clearly the candidum), a purple, and a red, which last he says
is Syrian ; and by this he no doubt intends the Turk's cap, by
LinujBUS named Lilium Chalcedouicum. With the early

gardeners of Western Em-ope the coloured species, like the
white one, appear to have been great favourites, and the eyes
of Shakespeare no doubt rested on them in summer mornings
—the splendid Chalcedouicum in particular. Bauhiu registers

this one as Lilium byzantium miniatum ; Parkinson calls it

the " Red Martagon of Constantinople." It is a glorious plant,

the blood-red and pendulous flowers, which vary in number
from two to six, having the petals so much recurved that when
fully expanded the blossom becomes nearly spherical. The
native countries are Greece and the Ionian Islands ; it is

vaguely ascribed also to Persia and Asia Minor, but chiefly, it

would seem, upon horticultural tradition. The spotted or
purple Martagon, the L. Martagon (Linn.), called by Clusius

and Dodonasus Lilium sylvestre sive montanum ; by Bauhin
Lilium floribus reflexis montanum, and by Camerarius simply
Martagon, is at once told by the colour, which is dift'erent from
that of all other Lilies yet discovered ; also by its large and
almost pyramidal cluster of bloom. The petals are copiously

spotted with purple of a deeper shade, and bend back like those

of the Chalcedonicum, but not so thoroughly. In the wild

state it is the commonest of the European species of Lily,

stretching from Spain and France all through the central and
southern parts of the Continent. It steps even into Siberia,

and is figured in " English Botany " as British. The pom-
ponium, or Pyrenean Lily, is allied to the Chalcedonicum. and
in some respects resembles it, but the leaves are narrow and
scattered instead of broad and verticillate ; while the flowers

are either red or yellow, with black spots. Lastly, the

bulbiferum, or common Orange Lily (called by Bauhin Lilium
purpureo-croceum, and figured by Parkinson as Lilium
aureum) is told immediately by the flowers being perfectly

erect, and by the deep orange-red petals being studded on the

upper surface with small projections. It is indigenous to

Austria, France, Italy, and Switzerland, and, by the time of

Queen Elizabeth, had become very widely diffused by florists

and cultivators.

The Lilium candidum, the Lily par excellence, extends, in

• See Gerarde's Herbal, p. 130.

the wild state, throughout the southern parts of Europe, from
Corsica to Greece and Turkey. Whether it has ever been found
wild in Syria, or anywhere in south-western Asia, or elsewhei-e,

is extremely doubtful. The tall, stiff, and upright stems, 2 to

3 feet high, more or less clothed with leaves that are neither
large nor small, and terminating in a noble and well-balanced
cluster of five or six pearly white bells, that are neither
pendulous nor erect, the spotless petals, smooth upon both sur-
faces, curving outwards with perfect grace, might well establish

it as the empress of its order. It stateliness it may be rivalled

by some of the splendid peerage of the far east, but none,
even of the Japanese Lilies, can surpass it in foiU ensemble,

aided as this is by golden anthers, and an odour like that of

the Rose. We never need hesitate in accepting this as the
Lily intended whenever the term was used with knowledge
of the plant, and in the special sense. The early botanists

were content to call it Ijilium album vulgare. Yirgil, fifteen

centuries before, called the flowers simply grandia Lilia, Lilia

alba, and Lilia Candida.* With Horace, they were fast-fleeting

Lilies ;) with Propertius, fair Lilies, and shining Lilies, and
silver-white Lilies. J Tibullus says the young Roman ladies

twined them with Amaranths to form chaplets.§ Hylonome,
in Ovid, wears white Lilies in her hair.|| Shakespeare's Lily,

when he used the word specifically, was no other. Thus,

Now by my maiden honour, yet as pure
As the unsullied Lily.If

And in King John :

—

Therefore to be possessed with double pomp,
To guard a title that was rich before,

To gild refined gold, to paint the Lily,

To throw a perfume on the Violet,

To smooth the ice, and add another hue
Unto the rainbow, or with taper light

To seek the beauteous eye of Heaven to garnish.

Is wasteful, and ridiculous excess.**

" To paint," in this admired passage, does not, as in the
colloquial, imply the addition of colour, much less a surcharge
of crimson or yellow. Just as " purple " denotes brilliant, so to

paint is metaphorically, to enrich or adorn. The use of the
word in this sense is exceedingly ancient. Plautus, the old

Roman dramatist, 200 B.C., applies it to the strewing of the
ground with flowers. Cicero, b.c. 52, to the employment of

picturesque and expressive words. Chaucer describes

A garden full of leaves and of flowers

Which May had painted with his softe showers, tf

Amid many other passages, to quote which is unnecessary,
take just one more, the tender simile in Henry VIII. , when
the unhappy Katherine forebodes her fate :

—

Would I had never trod this English earth,

Or felt the flatteries that grow upon it

!

Shipwreck'd upon a kingdom, where no pity,

No friends, no hope ; no kindred weep for me,
Almost no grave allow' d me : like the Lily

That once was mistress of the field, and flourished,

I'll hang my head and perish JJ

" Field," of course, is here used in the large and collective

sense which it bears in the language of heraldry, not intending

a meadow or pasture, but a productive surface, no matter of

what tincture ; while the " once " refers to the brevity of the
flower's endurance. We might almost fancy that in penning
these mournful lines, Shakespeare had before his heart the

celebrated passage in the musings of Job. " Man that is born
of a woman is of few days, and full of trouble. He cometh
forth like a flower, and is cut down ; he fleeth also as a shadow,
and continueth not."§§

The Crown Imperial.

Occasionally, Shakespere employs the term Lilies in tho

broad or general sense. In the Winter's Tale, for example.

Bold Oxlips, and
The Crown Imperial ; Lilies of all kinds.

The Flower-de-luce being one.||||

The context seems to indicate that having mentioned the

* Georgic, iv. 131. ^neid, vi. 709 ; xii. 63. t Odes, 1. xxxvi. 16. i Elegies,

1, XX. 37; 2, xiii. ; 6, iv. 26. § Elegies, 3, iv. 33. 1| Met. xii. ill. If Love's
Labour Lost, V. 3. *• Act iv. scene 2. ft The Franklin's Tale, 235. M Act
iii. scene 1. §§ xiv. 1. |||| iv. 3.
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Crown Imperial, he bethought himself that it was a Lily, and

that other liowers it was customary so to designate must be

mentioned as well. That it counted as a Lily in the Shakes-

pcrean age, is plain from Parkinson, for although this writer's

" Paradisus Terrestris " was not published till 1629, the names

he employs must needs, in such cases, have been established

ones and retrospective. The same remark will, of course, apply

to the names (|U0ted from Baubin, whose " Pinax (literally

Index or Register) Theatri Botanici," containing all the names
which up to the Shakesperean period, had been applied to

l)lants and (lowers, appeared only in 1623, or not until seven

years after Shakespeare's decease. Forgetting his fealty to

the candiduni, " the Crowne Imperiall," says Parkinson, "for

his stately beautifulnesse, deservcth the first place in this our

garden of delights, and to be entreated of before all other Lilies."

Clusius had already called it Lilium persicum, and Bauhin.

Lilium sive corona imperialis. By the ancients it is not men-
tioned, though being a native of Persia, it could hardly have
escaped notice. Not indeed, until 1576, does it appear to have
been brought to Europe. In that year it was introduced into

the royal gardens of Vienna, and very shortly afterwards it

found its way to England, being included in the Catalogue
compiled by Gerarde. Nature produces few plants more
remarkable. The leafy stem is 2 feet high. At the very summit
is a tuft of erect green leaves, similar to those which proceed

from the root. Immediately below the tuft, is a ring of

Tulip-like and pendulous flowers, which are either yellow or

copper-coloured ; and at the base of every one of the six large

petaline pieces that compose them, is a white and concave
nectary, from which, when the bloom is in perfection, depends
a drop of honey. Looking into the flower, as one would
look into a bell, it seems to possess six great round eyes

carved out of pearl. G.

A PLEA FOR A MORE NATURAL ARRANGEMENT
OF BOUQUETS, &c.

He tnuEt mnst Lave an artist's eye for colour and form who can
arrange a htindred flowers as tastefully, in any other way, as by
Ktrolling through a garden, picking here one and there one, and
adding them to the bouquet in the accidental order in which they
chance to come. Thus we see every summer day the fair lady coming
in from the breezy side-hill with gorgeous colours, and most witching
effects. If only she could be changed to alabaster, was ever a finer

show of flowers in so fine a vase P But instead, allowed to remain
as they were gathered, the flowers are laid upon the table, divided
and re-arranged on some principle of taste, I know not what, but
never regain that charming naturalness and grace which they first

liad. As to the bouquets put up for market, the less said about them
the better. They are mere pillories in which, like innocent children
put into the stocks, flowers are punished ! Squeezed, tied on sticks,

formal and pedantic, the flowers lose their rare charms, their delicacy,
their individuality, their exquisite variety of form, every element of
floral beauty except colour. They are used as mere pigments. They
are poor studies in colour. With what complacency can such a one
look upon the merchandise of flowers which is exhibited at every party,
every wedding, every congregation of rich people, who torment them,
selves through untimely hours for the sake of tormenting their host P

Look at the atrocious bridal bouquets ! If, instead, the bride were
to issue forth bearing in her hand a sprig of Orange-blossoms just as
it was plucked from the branch, or two or three simple Rose-buds on
the one stem, loosely clustered, and with their own fresh green leaves,
or a simple white Lily, would not every one feel how superior flowers
were for such an occasion, in their own simplicity and individuality,
than when, as generally happens, they are smothered up in an artiii.

cial heap, in which all naturalness is utterly lost ? A single blossom
of Carnation with a Geranium leaf ; an exquisite Saffrano Rose-bud
just beginning to open, with a fresh leaf from its own bush for company;
a stem of Mignonette, girt round with a dozen fragrant blue Violets;
a long sprig of Maurandia Creeper, with its charming blue bells, hang,
ing from a tall wineglass, or carelessly trailing round it,—these, and
such little things, confer a pleasure on those who have a sensitive eye
for grace and simplicity, which the formal and pudding.like arrange-
ments cannot. We would not be understood as objecting to all masses
of flowers, nor to large combinations For coarser and more distinct
effects, they are permissible. But even then, the more they can be
made to have a loose, airy, open habit, the finer will be their effect.
But first, simplicity, naturalness, singleness, and individualism in
flowers. H. W. Bkecreu.

GARDEN DES TROYERS.
Wasps' Nests in Trees.—Are the wasps which have nests in

trees a different species from those in the ground ? Or has the

difference of season anything to do with the position of nest ?

I ai?k because during the last two years, when the summers were
wet, I do not remember seeing a nest in a tree, but plenty in the
ground. This year with a dry summer, I have seen the proportion

of three of the tree kind for one of the ground ones as yet.—A. D. C.

[There are two sections of British wasps, called respectively " ground
wasps "and "tree wasps;" of each section there are three species.

Vespa vulgaris, V. germanica, and V. rufa, belong to the first section
;

and Vespa arborea, V. sylveslris, and V. norvegica belong to the second
section, and build their nests in trees and bushes. The plan of con-

struction of these latter nests corresponds with that of the ground
wasps, but they seem firmer in texture, and are certainly more
capable of resisting the effects of weather ; they are impervious to

rain, and are so securely fixed among the branches and twigs that the

wind however boisterous, has rarely any effect on them. The species

to which your query more jjarticularly applies is V. norvegica, which
has been abundant this year in Scotland—perhaps owing to the drier

weather, as you suggest. The young nests, if we may so denominate
them, are beautiful and interesting ; we have seen some about the

size of a tennis ball, constructed among the wiry twigs of the Ling in

such a manner as to ensure their safety. This species and its nest

appear to have been found at a very early period in entomological
science. Fabricius gave it the name of Norvegicus because the

specimen which he described, then in the cabinet of Mr. Lund, was
labelled as from Norway; see "Species insectorum," vol. i., p. 460.

Many years afterwards it was re-descrlbed by Dr. Leach in his
" Zoological Miscellany," vol. i., p. Ill, and is so well figured on
pi. 50, male, female, and neuter, that there cannot be a doubt of the
species. The nest figured there is still in the British Museum, and is

labelled " taken near Edinburgh." Dr. Leach named the insect

Vespa britannica, evidently in ignorance of the earlier name. It is

by no means uncommon. We have found nests of this species as large

as a man's head in a garden at Leominster ; they are bnilt in the
branches of several species of Conifer, and also sometimes in Goose-
berry bushes. In addition to the authors above named, Villars,

Olivier, Ponser, Zetterstedt, and Smith seem to have been well

acquainted with it. We need scarcely add, after saying so much,
that the peculiar situation of the nest is dependent on the species

of insect, and by no means on the season.

—

Ed. Fietd.^

Destruction of Wasps. — Never in my experience can I

remember such a plague of wasps as we have had this season ; and,

if as numerous elsewhere as here, much valuable fruit will be
devoured by them. I have found the following simple and safe

method of destroying their nests : procure say half-a-pound, or less,

of cyanide of potassium; dissolve this in just sufficient boiling water
to cover it, then have in readiness some cotton wool, and proceed to

where the nests are ; saturate a small portion of wool in the poison,

then with a stick deposit it at the mouth of the hole, slightly pushing
it inside, the entrance mnst be nearly stopped with the wool ; this

done, in half-an-hour's time, safely dig out the nests and smash them
up. Some ne.sts may require a second dose, but that will be but
seldom, if well done at first. Anyoneunacquainted with their habits,

will be surprised at the number of queens to be found in a nest in

October, whereas the workers and males grow weaker and die ; and
before the end of the year scarcely one will be seen. A few queens
will remain at the bottom of the nests, others will take to buildings

or any warm sheltered place, wherever that may happen to be, and,

in a state of lethargy, they will often pass through the dreary months
winter, but, immediately on the approach of warm spring weather,

they become re-animated by the heat, and will then issue from their

retreat, and seek to find out a suitable place in which to establish

their nest. I ought to have said that as soon as the cyanide is

dissolved it should be put into a bottle, and be securely corked and
labelled dangerous poison.—J. Eastek, in Gardener's Record.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON GARDEN DESTROYERS.

Pear Slugs.—The.sc are, a-s «Riial, abuudant and very destructive. They are,

however, rciidily destroyed by dusting the leaves with lime, ashes, or even fine

dry road dust, which adheres to tho slimj' coat of the slugs and soon kills them.

Ants and Chalk Marks.—A chalk mark, at least half an inch in I»rea<iih,

around the upper etipe of sujjar bncket-s, barrels, &c., will not admit one anl
into their interior. The same mark drawn on the edges of shelves will also

prevent the approach of an ant, at* they arc not able to crawl over the chalk.
—C.

Earth Worms in Pots.—A correspondent of Vick's l^oral Ouid^, who Imd
been much annoyed with earth worms in pots, succeeded in eradicating them
by watering witli ten drops of carbolic acid added to a pint of water. " It

operated like a charm, killed all the worms, and the plants began to improve
at once."
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THE A RBO R E T U M.

A BEAUTIFUL SHRUB.
(rhodotypus kerrioides.)

Tn passing tlirongh Paris, on May-day of the present year, the

shrub which most of all attracted our attention for its novelty

ns well as beauty, was Rhodotypus kerrioides, of which the sub-

joined is a representation. 'I'ho illustration reminds one of the

single Kerria, but as the flower is pure white, the distinction

is sufficiently obvious. The flowers arc abundantly produced

on a graceful-looking shrub, about 3 feet high ; the plant is

quite hardy ; it is easily increased by cuttings, and sometimes

by separation of the suckers. In favourable seasons it begins

to flower about the middle of April, and continues to bloom

Rhodotypus kerrioides.

throughout the month of ]\[ay. It comes from Japan, and we
know of no subject more worthy of a place in the flower-gai'den

or choice shrubbery.

PL.iNTENG AND MA.INTAINTN'G OP UNDERCOVER
FOR GAME.

By W. GILCHaiST.

The planting anil maiutaining of undercover for game is so closely

allied to the general management of plantations, that it is impossible

to consider it aright without taking a summary survey of the fol-

lowing subjects connected with arboriculture ;^
1. Planting and thinning of young plantations.

2. Thinning, draining, and planting undercover in old plantations.

3. Plants best adapted for undercover.

I.—Planting and Thinning of Young Plantations.

The ordinary method of rearing young plantations where game are
nuniorous is to plant close and thin early, regulating the distance
aj>art according to the soil and situation, also the size and kind
of trees to be planted. As a general rule, 2} or 3 feet apart is wide
enough in exposed situations, and 3 to 3;^ feet apart where the soil is

good and the situation sheltered, or even 4 feet apai-t if the plants are
large. Whore there is no game, or where the young plantation is

protected from the ravages of game, the young trees may be planted
at from -t to 6 feet apart, according to the soil and situation. This
last mentioned method is perhaps the best, where the young trees,

after being planted, are left entirely to themselves until they are fit

to be used for stobs, or some other estate purpose j for if they were
planted close, and left unthinnod until they were suitable for some
estate purpose, the most of the young trees would receive a check
froQi which they would never thoroughly recover. To this cause,

viz., planting close and neglecting to thin in due time, may be attri-

buted the stunted, overdrawn, and unhealthy appearance, and con.

sequent absence of undercover, which a great many young plantations

present. However, I have invariably found, that to plant close and
thin early, hardly ever allowing the lateral branches of one tree to

touch another, is the only sure way to rear healthy trees, and form
good undercover. And one great advantage to be derived from
planting close is, that in thinning the first and second time, the

healthy plants requiring to be taken out may be lifted with balls,

and used for making up wants in young plantations, or forming
clumps of undercover in old plantations. No definite rule can be
given for the thinning of young plantations, or for the time that

should be between the first and second thinning ; all this can only
be determined after a careful examination of the plantation. Bat,
in general, young plantations, if healthy, will require to be looked
over, and a few trees taken out, or a little pruning done every third

or fourth year.

Young plantations are sometimes required to be formed and reared,

not so much for their value as a crop of trees, but for the purpose of

affording protection and shelter to game ; and where this requires to

be done, we would recommend that the young trees be planted .about

C feet apart, and intermixed with low.growing underwood—such as the

IJramble, Broom, and common Whin. The two latter varieties are

generally raised by sowing seed in rows, which intersect the young
trees both ways. Before sowing the seed the ground must be pre-

pared for its reception. This is done by digging the ground about
(i inches deep and 12 inches broad, leaving it rough on the surface so

as to get the seed thoroughly covered. In situations where under-
wood suitable for cover is found growing natural it should bo taken
advantage of and cultivated in preference to all others ; and, when
the soil is suitable, the young trees used should be all evergreens

—

such as the Scotch Fir, Spruce, and Silver Fir, Austrian, Corsican,

and Mountain Pine, and the underwood, though growing among them,
should always be kept in check, and not allowed to get overdrawn or

to grow too near the young trees. This system of rearing undercover
is very extensively practised in some parts of England, where it is

esteemed, both for its usefuluess and cheapness—two very essential

considerations in the providing of undercover.

Young plantations are sometimes formed in the demesne or

pleasure-ground, for the threefold purpose of shelter, ornament, and
game-cover. Where this requires to be done, a selection of orna-

mental trees and shrubs will require to be used, and in this promis-
cuous planting of trees and shrubs, whether in the park, the pleasure
ground, or the forest, much attention requires to be given to the
individual character of each variety to enable the planter to arrange
them so as to bring out their most prominent features in the land,

scape, and, at the same time, preserve the individual character and
appearance of each variety ; for whether it be a clump of shrubs,

gi'oup of trees, or single specimen, the effect which is produced by
judicious arrangement is very remarkable. No definite rule for the

arrangement of the plants can be given, as a good deal depends
upon the nature of the ground, situation, and exposure. Where
the situation is sheltered, the young trees may be larger, and planted

farther apart, and the shrulDS used for undercover should also

be proportionately larger. The low-growing shrubs, such as the

evergreen Privet, Mahouia, common Laurel, Rhododendron, &e., should

bo planted in clumps, with perhaps an upright-growing tree, or a
Cupressus, in the centre. The Scotch Yew, Portugal Laurel, Holly,

and the deciduous shrubs, should be used as nurses for the trees, ami
for this purpose, as well as for the benefit of the game-cover,

they will require to be occasionally cut to prevent them from getting

overgrown. The deciduous shrubs that are of a straggling habit,

such as the Dogwood, Ribes, and Elder, should be kept in the back-

ground, while the Snowberry and Spirfea should be kept nearer the

front. The Holly and Elder should be planted in the exposed parts,

and nursed with Beech or Sycamore ; the Beech makes a capital

nurse, as, if cut and kept low, it retains its leaves during winter
;

the Scotch Fir and Austrian Pine are also well adapted for growing
in exposed situations. Clumps of Rhododendrons and Azaleas should

be planted along the sheltered sides and rides, with occasionally a
single plant of Scotch Yew, Holly, Portugal Laurel, or some of the

deciduous shrubs. For the sake of variety, low-growing weeping
trees, such as the Kilmarnock Willow, are also admirably adapted
for this purpose. In fact, where shelter, ornament, and game-cover
is the object, the dwarf trees and shrubs should be planted nearest

the front, and the taller ones in the background, and the contrast of

size, form, and colour of the different varieties will then show to the
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greatest advantage. In a plantation of this description, where hares

or rabbits are nnmerous, some of the shrubs and hardwood trees will

require to be protected from their ravages, and for this purpose a

quantity of small Spruce branches should be prepared. Have boys

following the planters, and put in three or four branches closely

around each plant, and bind them together with rope-yarn. In pre-

paring the branches they should be cut with a slant, so as to go freely

into the ground. We have practised this method for a number of

years, and have found it to be the cheapest and most effective way
of protecting shrubs and hardwood trees from the ravages of these

animals. In maintaining a plantation of this description, the shrubs

must be kept low, and prevented from getting into a confused mass.

The trees should be kept thin, and the evergreen ones allowed to

remain green and branched to the ground, as it is their natural form,

and affords the best shelter and protection to the game.

II. Thinning. Draining and Planting Undercover in Old
Plantations.

What I wish to be understood by the term old plantations, is plan-

tations from thirty or forty years old and upwards. Plantations of this

description are to be found on almost every estate ; and unless where

they are chiefly composed of Firs, and have been under good manage-

ment, they are generally devoid of undercover, although some of

them possess plants suitable for that purpose, such as the Black,

thorn, Bramble, Briar, wild Raspberry, Broom, common Furze, Birch,

Willow, Hazel, and other natural copsewood plants ; but instead of

these plants, which are naturally adapted for undercover, being kept

in check, they are generally found striving for the mastery over the

standard trees, and preventing the free circulation of light and air,

thereby impairing the health of the trees, and deteriorating from

their value as a crop.

Plantations of the above description only require to be judiciously

thinned, and the overgrown underwood cut close to the surface, and

the ground thoroughly cleared (by burning or otherwise) of all

brushwood or decayed branches, also the drains cleaned and new
drains made where necessary, and in two years the undercover will

be in a condition to please the most fastidious sportsman. In con-o-

boration of this statement, I will give a description of a plantation

that came under my noiice a few years ago. It consisted principally

of hai'dwood trees, about fifty years old, a full crop of which was on

the ground, plants naturally suited for underwood were also in abund-

ance, but they were so ranch overgrown, that they had become quite

open and bare below. As Brushwood was required for estate purposes

not far from the plantation, the whole of the underwood was cut close

to the ground and the best of it taken away. Immediately there-

after, the trees were regularly thinned, and the ground thoroughly

cleared of all brushwood and branches ; these operations were done

in the summer season, and in the month of December following, when
the gamekeeper and proprietor went through on their annual shoot-

ing excursion, they agreed that, however bad it was before, it was

now thoroughly spoiled ; however, the following season, the under,

wood and natural Grasses had grown so well, that they as unani.

mously agreed that they had never seen the undercover of any plan,

tation so much improved. The successful growth of the undercover

in this plantation was entirely owing to the brushwood and branches

being cleared away, thereby allowing the light and air to have free

circulation, and causing the natural Grasses and the shoots from the

underwood to grow freely at first ; seeing that clearing the ground

of the brushwood and branches is so beneficial to the maintaining of

undercover, it is very much to be regretted that, in thinning planta.

tions that are overgrown with underwood, the common practice is to

spread the brushwood and branches all over the ground. This

practice, though common, is very detrimental to the maintaining of

undercover, as there is no surer way to stop the growth of under-

wood than to cut it close to the surface and leave tho brushwood

spread over the ground.

Plantations with a full crop of trees, but no underwood suited for

cover, and in plantations of this description cover for game must be
provided artificially. This is generally done by planting such plants

as are considered suitable for undercover, and in some instances, where
the plants are well selected, and the ground thoroughly prepared, the

system produces the desired effect, but a much less expensive and
surer method of obtaining cover for game in plantations of this

description is to give the trees a regular thinning, and afterwards
gather together all the branches and brushwood, and put them up
into heaps about 4 to S feet high, and 10 to 18 feet in diameter.

These heaps are erected by driving a stob into the ground, and putting

tho shortest of the branches round about it. For the sake of stability,

these short branches should be pointed and stuck firm into the ground.
Keep the branches close at the top and open below, using the larger

branches as the work proceeds, and turning them end for end alter-

nately, BO as to get the points of some of tho best furnished branches

to the ground. In finishing, have the branches spread well out and
rather flat, so as to allow Grass to grow np through them in the

summer season (for it must be remembered that ihere is no better

cover for hares than good natural Grass) ; and the branches being
laid nearly flat, keep the Grass up during the winter. These artificial

heaps are sometimes formed round the bolls of the trees ; and near
the outside of plantations to break the view, and also near to the

places where the pheasants are fed. A few well-furnished branches
or tops should be pointed and stuck into the ground, in places where
there is the appearance of low.growing underwood, such as tho
Honeysuckle and Ivy, as they grow np through the branches and
form nice clumps of cover, which are generally very productive of

game when the shooting day comes. If there are any small Beech
or Thorn trees growing in the plantation, they should be cut halt

through, about 2 or 3 feet above the ground, and laid down flat.

These trees being only cut half through continue to ^row, and have
all the appearance of low-growing underwood ; and though at first

sight they are not very pleasing to the eye, they soon come to be
useful for game-cover.

This method of forming and maintaining nndercover for game is

considered by all who have given it a fair trial to be the surest and
most economical way of providing undercover in plantations, where
there is no natural underwood suited for that purpose ; and its bene-
ficial effects are realised in one year by the increase of game, as in a
portion of a plantation on the estate treated in this manner the
increase of game in one year was seven-fold. It is also specially

adapted for outlying plantations, where there is a full crop of trees

on the ground, as it can be renewed every time the plantation is

thinned ; in fact, the branches of every tree that is cut should be put
neatly up into heaps to maintain the game-cover.

Old plantations, where there is not a full crop of trees on the
ground, and also a deficiency of plants naturally suited for under,
cover.—Some practical men may consider that the best way to make
a plantation of this description a good game.cover is to cut it down
and replant it; and, no doubt, where the trees have almost arrived

at maturity, looked at from a pecuniary point of view, this wonld be
sound practice ; but in a great many instances, and more especially

on small estates, these old plantations are not valued by the ordinary
rule of pounds, shillings, and pence, but they are valued and prized
for the shelter they afford to the adjacent lands, and the beauty
and ornament they impart, not only to the estate, but to the whole of

the immediate neighbourhood. Where plantations of this description

have been under good management, no thinning will be required
farther than taking out any trees that may seem to have arrived at
maturity. On the contrary, where they have been neglected, they
will require to be gone over and thinned very carefully, leaving the
healthiest and best furnished as standai'd trees, and taking ont all

such as are overdrawn, or are encroaching too near any of the
standards, and also all those that are stunted in growth and have an
unhealthy appearance. As we are presuming that there is not a full

crop of trees on the ground, there will probably be some portions
where the trees will be too close, and other portions where there will

only be a tree here and there, so that in thinning it will be better not
to attempt to have the trees at regular distances from each other,

but rather have them in groups, and clear out the open spaces of the
ground so as to get good large clumps of trees or shrubs planted to

form undercover. After the trees are cut, the best of the branches
should be gathered and put up in heaps (as formerly described)

where the trees are closest, after which the bnishwood should be
burnt and the ground thoroughly cleared. If it is not necessary to

use the branches to foi-m undercover where they are cut, they should
either be burnt or carted away to some plantation where they are
required.

Before proceeding to plant any nndercover all the old drains
should be examined and cleaned out, and new ones formed where
they are required, after which the planting of undercover may be
proceeded with ; and, in selecting the varieties of plants to be used, the
planter will generally bo gnided by the wishes of the proprietor and
by local circumstances, such as whether plants of a suitable size and
variety can be had in the district at a reasonable outlay. Some recom.
mend the planting of deciduous planta, such as tho Hazel, Birch,

Willow, Mountain Ash, &c., and cutting them down regularly when
they are fit for cratemakers' or other purposes. This system of rearing
underwood may realise a little money ; and, no doubt, in plantations

where deciduous plants are growing naturally, or as coppice woods,
they make admirable nndercover if well managed ; but, nevertheless,

it is impossible for nndercover formed chiefly of deciduous plants to

afford the same protection to game, or have the same clothed appear,
ance, as where it is formed with evergreen plants. Therefore, we
would recommend that„ wherever nndercover requires to be planted,

only evergreen trees and shrubs should be used, except where a variety

of plants are required for ornamental purposes. Our own method of
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forming undercover in plantations of this description is to plant large

clumps in some of theopeu spaces, with woU-furnished plants of Spruce

and Scotch Fir, from 3 to 4i feet high, and about 6 feet apart, mixing

them well as possible so as to get the Scotch Fir taken out as the Spruce

grows up. The Scotch Fir, not being a plant suited for undercover,

is only used as a nurse for the Spruce, so that where the Spruce Fir

can be had in sufficient quantity, the Scotch Fir should not be used.

We also occasionally use the Austrian, Corsican, and Mountain Pines

to foi-m groups of cover in exposed parts of plantations, where
neither the Spruce Fir nor any of the evergreen shrabs would succeed

well, unless protected from the cutting winds which prevail at certain

seasons of the year. These evergreen trees must be kept very thin,

and allowed to remain green and branched to the ground. In the

other spaces we plant small groups of Scotch Yew, Holly, and For.

tugal Laurel; and in the sheltered and shaded parts we plant clamps
of evergreen Privet, Mahonia, common Laurel, Rhododendron, &o.

Each variety is arranged in separate clumps, each containing from
ten to a hundred plants and upwards, according to the situation and
extent of the plantation. The distribution and arrangement of the

different shi-ubs described in a former part of this paper is equally

applicable to this, except that the groups and clumps in old planta-

tions are made larger, and consequently more space will be allowed

to intervene between the clumps, so as to admit the free circulation

of light and air ; but we would specially recommend the planting

of low-growing trees or shrubs along the "rides" and margins of

plantations, as being suitable for the preservation and protection of

game. In planting these shrubs, the whole secret of success is in

the thorough preparation of the ground. This may be done by
making large pits, and adding some suitable soil when planting, or,

what is much better, to trench the ground IS inches deep where the

group or clump is to be planted, and at the same time adding some
suitable soil if it is required. The plants used should be a good size,

well rooted, and of ,a bushy form ; and we consider that to plant

them close together and in groups and clumps, is a much speedier

and surer way of securing cover for game than the general way of

planting single plants about 6 feet apart. Tbe advantages in favour
of planting in groups or clumps are fourfold, viz :—1. Being planted
close, they provide immediate protection and shelter to game. 2.

Plants are healthier in appearance, and grow faster in groups or

clumps, as they receive shelter from each other. 3. Groups or clumps
of undercover are more ornamental and less tantalising to the sports-

man than a mass of underwood without any arrangement. 4. The
plants being planted close together in these groups or clumps, they
serve as nurseries, from which plants may be taken to form under,
cover in other places ; and, moreover, after the plants in these clumps
have been thinned out and thoroughly established, an almost
unlimited supply of plants may be obtained from some of the varieties,

by layers. These layers are got by pegging the side branches to the
ground till they are rooted, when they should be detached from the
stem and allowed to remain for two years, after which they may be
planted to form undercover elsewhere.

Where undercover is judiciously thinned and pegged down, no
cutting over will be required for a number of years ; but as most of

the plants used for undercover have a tendency to get overdrawn
and bai'e below, they will require to be cut down occasionally, even
where they are under the best management. However, this cutting
down should not be all done in one year, but a portion of it should
be done every second or third year, not cutting it down straight-

forward, but cutting down portions here and there, so as to keep up
a regular supply of undercover all over the plantation. The quantity
to be cut down at one time must be regulated by the size of the
plantation, quantity of undercover, and other local circumstances.

III.—Plants Best Adapted for Undercover.

This to the planter of undercover is the most important part of our
subject, as the success or failure depends in a great measure, on the
proper selection of plants to suit the diSerent soils and situations.

We will, therefore, endeavour to give a descriptive list of the plants
that are best adapted for the maintaining of undercover for game.
Norway Spruce (Abies excelsa) is admirably adapted for formini»

clumps of undercover in old plantations, or for planting as a nurse in
mixed plantations. Being abundantly furnished with branches, if

thinned in due time, and its branches allowed to remain green to the
base, it forms good shelter and cover for game. On dry soils or
exposed situations it invariably becomes stunted in appearance, and
dies prematurel}'. Suitable for a great variety of soils, it thrives
best in a moist loam and sheltered situation.

AmericanSpruce (A. nigra), a dark-green variety, well suited for
ornamental planting or game-covers, as it is impervious to the attacks
of hares and rabbits ; specially adapted for planting in poor soils and
exposed situations ; but like most of the Sprncfe tribe, it thrives best
in a moist loam and sheltered situation.

Austrian Pine (Finns austriaca), if planted and kept thin, so as
to allow its branches to spread, is well adapted for cover in exposed
situations, along with the Holly and Elder. Being naturally of a
spreading habit, .and a rapid grower, it is well worthy of being more
extensively used ; but as it is liable to be injured by hares and
rabbits, it should bo protected for a few years, where these animals
are numerous. Plants that are intended for planting in old planta.
tions should be of a bushy form, well rooted, and f ''om 25- to 4 feet
high. The Austrian Pine is quite hardy, and thrives in a great
variety of soils and exposures.

Corsican Pine (P. Laricio).—This tree is not so well adapted by
habit for cover as the Austrian Pine, its only recommendation beino*

that it is not liable to be injured by hares or rabbits. It thrives in
a great variety of soils, and is very much valued as a fast-growing
hardy tree.

Mountain Pine (P. montana).—This is the best of all the Fira
for forming undercover, as it is of a low spi'eading habit, very hardy,
and thrives in a great variety of soils. Being of slow growth and
dwarf habit, it cannot be recommended as a usef al timber tree, and
should only be planted so as to intermix with the other trees for the
purppse of maintaining the undercover.

The Cluster Pine (P. Piuaster) .—This is the most suitable tree
of the Fir tribe for " planting and maintaining cover for game " in
exposed maritime districts, as its branches, when young, are natu.
rally of a low spreading habit, and it seems to grow best when
exposed to the influences of the sea breezes. It is suitable for a, "reat
varietj' of soils, but thrives best in a light, dry, sandy loam.

Azalea pontica, a slow-growing hardy shrub, well worthy of beino-

more extensively cultivated, suitable for planting along the sheltered
sides of plantations ; is not liable to be injured by game, p,nd besides
flowering in summer, it has very ornamental foliage in autumn. It
thrives best in rich peaty soil and sheltered situations, but will grow
well in any light dry loam.
Box tree (Buxus sempervirens) is a slow-growing hardy shrub,

specially adapted for planting in ornamental plantations, as it is not
injured by hares or rabbits. It thrives well under the shade of large
trees, and forms excellent cover for all sorts of game. Soil, licht
sandy loam, and situation sheltered.

Bramble (Rubus fruticosus) is found growing natural in a great
many plantations, but in "game preserves," where it is not found, it

is well worthy of being introduced, as, from its free-spreading growth,
there are few deciduous plants better adapted for the protection of
game. In young plantations it requires to be cut back every third
or fourth year, to prevent it encroaching too near the young trees.
It luxuriates on a great variety of soils and situations. The price is

also very moderate.

Common Broom (Cytisus scoparius) is sometimes raised from
seed for the purpose of forming " game-cover," but is generally
found growing natural. It is one of the best plants for maintaining
game-cover ; for, although it should be partly destroyed by game in
the winter season, it soon regains its former healthy appearance. It
thrives best in light gravelly soils and exposed situations. To main-
tain good cover it should be pegged to the ground or cut down every
fourth or fifth year.

Elder (Sambucus nigra) is principally adapted for planting in
exposed situations as a nurse to the Holly and Pines. Its hardiness
and rapid growth are its principal recommendations for game-cover.
It will grow on almost any soil, but thrives best on deep loam mode-
rately moist. To maintain efficient cover it requires to be cut down
every second or third year. The Beech, Sycamore, and Birch can be
grown as copsewood in the same situations.

Common Holly (Ilex Aquifolium) is very liable to be injured by
hares and rabbits when first planted, and should, therefore, be pro-
tected for a few years till it is beyond their, reach, and even some of
the old plants will require to be protected with Spruce branches
during a severe winter. It is the best evergreen shrub for planting
in exposed situations, and it is also specially adapted for planting in
groups on the outside of plantations. It thrives best on rich loam
containing a quantity of vegetable matter. Being considered a shy
grower at first, the plants should be well rooted before being removed
to the plantation.

Common Laurel or Bay (C. Laurocerasus).—This is one of the
most free-growing evergreen shrubs, suitable for a great variety of
soils, but grows best on a light loam with a dry bottom, and mode-
rately sheltered ; liable to be injured by hares and rabbits when first
planted

; but, if the plants are large and well-rooted, it soon grows
beyond the reach of these animals. Being naturally of a low-
spreading habit, with its branches generally reclining to the ground,
and a very rapid grower, it is admirably adapted for the maintaining
of " game-cover." After it is thoroughly established, it will require
to be cut back or pegged down every sixth or seventh year ; in fact,
the more it is cut back or pegged down it seems to grow the faster!
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It is boRt adapted for planting in clumps, and can be propagated by
layers or cuttin«^a.

Portugal Laurel (C. Insitanica).—This, like the two former, is

very liable to be injured by harea and rabbits when first planted

;

and sliould, therefore, be protected for a few years where these

animals are numerous. Large plants of it are difficult to transplant,

unless they are well rooted. IJeing of a compact habit it is well

adapted for planting, either in groups or single specimens. It stands

cutting well, and can therefore be kejit to any size. Soil most
suitable, rich loam, and situation moderately sheltered.—Mahonia
Afiuifolium is a low.growing hardy shrub, well adapted for forming

clumps of undercover for pheasants ; but, as it is generally destroyed

by hares and rabbits, it cannot be recommended where these animals

are numerous. It thrives well in any light loamy soil, if the situation

is sheltered.

The Privet (Lignstrum vnlgare) is a plant well adapted for

forming clumps of undercover, and is one of the cheapest and easiest

cultivated plants that can be used. It is a very rapid free grower,

thrives on a great many varieties of soils, but requires a moderately-
sheltered situation. It should be pegged to the ground or cut every

sixth or seventh year. A great many young Privet plants are choked
by Orass and other weeds after they are planted. They are also

sometimes destroyed by rabbits. The Privet can be readily propa-

gated by cuttings in any ordinary soil.

Rhododendron (R. ponticum) is the best of all evergreen shrubs
for the " planting and maintaining of game-cover," as it will thrive

on almost any descrijjtion of soil, and is perfectly hardy, and in the

most severe winters is never injured by hares or rabbits. It may
be grown as single plants, but is specially adapted for planting iu

clumps. After the plants are thoroughly established in these

clumps, they should bo regularly pegged to the ground every year,

as the more the Rhododendron is pegged down the faster it grows.

When the clumps get loo thick, the plants can be removed and
planted elsewhere, as it stands transplanting well, even after it has
grown to a large size. In fact, wherever permanent game-cover is

required, the Rhododendron ponticum is quite indispensable, espe-

cially in old plantatious. It thrives best in good peaty soil and shel-

tered situations.

Scotch Yew (Taxns baccata) is a very ornamental and nsefnl

evergreen shrub, well adapted for planting either as a single plant

or in groups ; thrives well under the shade of trees, but is of very
slow growth for a few years after being planted. Its leaves are

poisonous for cattle and sheep, j'et it is often injured by hares and
rabbits. It should, therefore, be protected for a few years till it is

beyond their reach ; thrives best in a sandy loam, and moderately
sheltered situation.

Sea Buckthorn (Hippophac rhamnoides) is specially adapted
for planting in maritime districts, either as a nurse for the Pinaster
or for the formation of "game-cover;" being of a straggling habit,

it is well suited for this last-mentioned purpose, and is well worthy
of being more extensively used, as it will luxuriate on the sea-coast,

in exposed situations, and at an altitude where few other trees would
grow

; it thrives best in a deep sandy soil, but will grow in almost
any ordinary soil ; it can be readily propagated by layers or suckers.

Snowberry (Symphoricarpus racemosus).—This is a low, free,

growing, decifluous shrub, well adapted -for forming undercover, as
it is seldom injured by game, even iu severe winters. It luxuriates

in any light free soil ; and when once planted and established, it

throws up numerous suckers from the roots, which scon spread over
the ground. Its berries are very ornaraenlal in the autumn and
winter months.
A great many more plants may be used for undercover where

there is little or no game to contend with ; but as our subject is tlio

" planting and maintaining of undercover for game, with an account
of the plants best adapted for that purpose," the foregoing must bo
considered as selected according to the best of onr knowledge. And,
in conclusion, wo beg to state that this paper may be considered
more as a practical report than as a " finished essay," for we have
recommended nothing to be done but what has been proved by expe.
rience to be beneficial to the " planting and maintaining of under-
cover for game."

—

Transactions of the Scottish Arboricultural Society.

The Sea Bnckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides).— This native shrnb, ot
wliich we seUiuin niiike oflL-ctive use in tlio &outhern counties, is very striking
in Ki'oiips and olumps on the liiwns in the northern part of Scotfand, near
the sea. The Fuclisia at Dnnroljin, as iu various parts of Ireland and the Islo
of Man, forms tlie most lieautiful of all hedge plants.—M.

Durability of the Catalpa.—The Gfrmanttown Telegraph says that timber
of tlic t'iital|)a wliich liua liecu in use many years in Delaware and other places,
lias iiroved eciuiil to tlic Chestnut in durabilitv when used as posts, and in
otlier particulars it has been found of great value. Its rapidity ot growth is
also mentioned, the annual rings being found from a quarter to half an inch
thick.

THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
BEETROOT IN MARKET-GARDEN.S.

Beet is a vegetable which is much appreciated in the London
markets, and one which is very accommodating in regard to

culture. The main sowing is made to succeed Wallflowers,
Radishes, Spinach, or Cabbages, and it is often, also, grown
on Asparagus ridges, between rows of fruit bushes, and
between lines of Vegetable Marrows, and even when grown in

the open field, it permits of being intercropped. It is also an
accommodating root in winter, as it may either be left in the
ground and thence marketed, or lifted and stored, as may be
convenient to the grower, who may want the gromid manured
and trenched for Radishes or other spring crops. Dark
crimson coloured Beets are those which are most esteemed by
market-gardeners, most of whom grow their seeds saved from
select plants having I think the Red Castelnandary and
Dwarf Red for their parents. Carter's St. Osyth is a favourite
Beet with many growers. Although Beet does best iu an
open situation, it is not in all cases that such a position can be
assigned to it. The ground in which it is to be gi-own should
not be manured beyond what it received for the previous crop,
as freshly-manured ground causes the roots to fork, thus
materiallj' lessening their value. The soil should be deeply
worked, however, in order to give the roots a downward ten-
dency unchecked, and in this way fine clean medium-sized,
entire roots arc obtained. Such roots always fetch good prices.

The first sowing is usually made whore the plants are to
remain, in lines about 15 inches apart, in the first week of May.
Cleared ground is not always employed for this sowing, but, as
a rule, the Lines are drawn betweeu rows of Cabbages or
Lettuces, recently planted ; after they germinate thoy are
thinned a little with short hoes, and again when they form a
few rough leaves they are thinned out to single plants. Many
open the drills in the morning and sow the seeds in the after-

noon, thus ensuring, the}' affirm, earlier germination than
would otherwise be the case. Mr. Pocock raises good Beets
after AVallflowers are cleared off between the rows of Goose-
berry bushes. Mr. Dancer, of Fulham, and others, sow Beet
seed on either side of their Asparagus ridges, but, thus
circumstanced, they do not grow large. Transplanting Beets
is only resorted to to fill up vacancies in the rows, as in the
operation the main roots are often broken or otherwise so
damaged, as to re'nder it almost impossible for them to produce
good roots. Some make a sowing in March iu a sheltered

piece of ground, for yielding an early supply. In hatTestinga
field of Beet where the roots have to be kept through the winter,
the roots are carefully dug up, preserving the whole length of

the root intact, and keeping 2 inches of the crown attached to

it after the leaves are removed. They are first stored in pits,

4, 5, or 6 feet wide at the base, tapering about :! feet in height.

They are then covered with straw, over which a coating of

soil is put to exclude frost. Leaving the roots in the ground
is reckoned the best plan, as their proper flavour is thereby
preserved better than when lifted and stored, but they are
liable to be injured by frosts in January, or to be locked in the
soil when it might be convenient to send them to market.
Some of the darkest and finest shaped roots are kept for seed-
bearing plants, and are planted in some out-of-the-way nook
by themselves. F.

MARKET GARDEN TURNIPS.
Spring Turxips are produced in quantities round London, but
supplies for summer, autumn, and winter, are mostly furnished
from a distance of ten or more miles from the metropolis. The
Fulham Fields and Greenwich Thames Level are too high-
rented to be devoted to late Turnip culture, but early outdoor
and forced ones are raised in these districts in large quantities.

The Early White Dutch is the variety commonly used for

spring work. The seeds are, sometimes, sown on gentle hot-
beds luider frames, and sometimes on similar beds covered
with litter, or hoops and mats. When grown under frames
the routine is the same as that practised with most kinds of

plants raised from seeds. The method of growing them in

hotbeds without frames is as follows :—Pits are cast out
18 inches deep, 6 feet wide, and of any length, and firmly filled
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with manure ; over this a coating of soil is placed and rolled

or beaten solidly with the back of a spade ; the seed is then

sown, slightly covered, and finished off by rolling again
;
hoops

and mats are then fixed over the beds, and, in the event of hard

frosty weather setting in, some strawy litter is added to the

covering. It at all practicable, the mats are partly unfastened

and let down every day so as to admit light to the yoving

plants ; and, as soon as it can be done with safety, they are

removed from the beds altogether, but are left erect around

their sides in order to ward off winds. Turnips are sometimes

grown without the aid of either frames or hoops and mats, on

hotbeds like those just described, and in this way I have seen

excellent Turnips produced. When the seed is sown the

beds are merely protected by means of a layer of litter,

which is put on and off as in the case of Kadishes.

The earliest sowing is made in the last fortnight of

January or early in February, and main sowings of the Early

AVbite Dutch, or White Stone, but generally the former are

made broadcast on a field about the end of February, or in

March, to be succeeded by another sowing made in April.

After the plants come up they are thinned, and the surface-

soil is at the same time loosened by means of small hoes. The
largest roots are first drawn for market ; thus the plants get

thinned, and those that remain have more space for develop-

ment. Some use the space between the Hues of frames for

growing Turnips ; and well it answers for that purpose, as,

owing to the soil being under the general level, it keeps com-

paratively moist, and the belts of frames protect them consi-

derably from inclement weather. Spring Turnips are generally

got off the ground in good time, to permit of its being cropped

with French Beans, Summer Cabbage, Spinach, or Celery.

Turnips for autumn use, and also the winter ones, consist

chiefly of the White Stone, which is a beautiful white-rooted

sort, which cultivators generally sow on ground just cleared

of Peas, and send them to market in winter. In February,

Turnip Greens are usually a valuable part of the crop. W.

A Normandy Vegetable Market.—One has to push through

throngs of basket-women to reach the fruit and vegetable stalls.

The clatter, the laughter, the gesticulation and harangues of a keen-

faced dark-eyed man, in a blouse, who is selling an immense pile of

Melons by auction—all the merry sounds so indescribably French,

are bewildering, but they seem to fill the place with sunny mirth. It

is a bright morning, too, after the rain, and the sun seemingly revels

among the Potirous and Citronelles lying about in front of the stalls,

some of them with a slice cat out, glowing with the delicate golden

tint within. Beside the stall is a heap of tin and wooden measures,

and on these lies an open sack of Cornichons, another of rosy

Onions; in front is a basket of large white Radishes, a heap of

orange Carrots, glowing against their feathery foliage, and a bunch
of silver-skinned Leeks ; Cabbages, not crammed out of sight in a

basket, but arranged on the stall so as to show their equisitely-

veined leaves to the best advantage ; a few creamy Canliflowers,

placed temptingly beside a pile of scarlet Tomatoes ; and, raised

higher, so as to be more under the shadow of the canvas overhead,

are Plums and Peaches and Grapes. The Pears are not unpacked
yet, but they lie brown and tempting in the mouths of their open
baskets. There does not seem any attempt at effect, and yet every-

thing is placed in happy harmonious contrast ; the Turnips and
Carrots have been carefully washed ; everything is at its brightest

and best ; no one seems to have a care or a trouble on market day.

Our friend, the Melon auctioneer, is having a fierce battle with a
woman as sharp.looking as himself. He has been brandishing a
clasp-knife so close to his own thin nose that the effect has been
alarming ; and now, as his customer flattens her nose on the Melon,
in the endeavour to test its soundnes, he snatches at the fruit and
plunges the knife into it, as if he were stabbing an enemy ; he
bands her the slice, but she shakes her head. " Gathered green,"
she says, with a smile. She turns away, and our friend stamps, and,

catching sight of us, holds out the Melon. " Gathered green !—ma
foi—smell it," he screams ;

" taste, and then see it it is not the

cheapest of Cantaloups, only one franc-and-a-half for the best fruit

in the market."—K. S. Macquoid.

FairV Rings at Rothamsted.—It is rather remarkable, considering how
largely Fungi abound in nitrogen and require ammonia as manure, that in my
Grass experiments the only places where the Fairy Kings abound are upon those
Bpaces in which mineral manures alone have been used, and where no manure
containing ammonia or nitric acid has been applied for twenty years. Where
the two latter substances have been used, either with or without mineral, I am
unable to find any of the Fungus tribe.—J. B. LiwES, Uothamated,

CHANGE OF CLIMATE IN SCOTLAND.
Mr. M'Nab some time ago (see p. 238, Vol. V.) made some remarks on

this subject, the drift of which was to the effect that, as compared with

forty or fifty years ago, a perceptible change to a lower summer

temperatm-e has taken place. This opinion is based, so far as

appears, entirely on the growth, or defective growth rather, of

various of the less hardy trees and shrubby plants, several of which

are enumerated—such as the Myrtle, the Acacia, the Almond tree,

the Hydrangea, the Arbutus, and others. Tho comparatively unsatis-

factory growth of the Larch now-a-days is also adduced as a proof of

diminution of temperature. Indeed, the general belief is that our

summers now, in point of temperature, are not what they were.* Mr.

Buchan, secretary of the Meteorological Society of Scotland, however,

is of opinion that little or no change has taken place. The current

notions about a change in climate includes not only a lessened summer

heat, but still more—a change in the direction of a higher tempera,

ture, or less severity in winter. In a word, that the summers are

cooler and the winters milder than, say, fifty or sixty years ago.

What, however— and it is, perhaps, the crucial point —do tho

meteorologists say ? How far do tabulated results strengthen

the case for a change of climate ? Unfortunately, there is for

the early period indicated by Mr. M'Nab no ofBcial data at all.

The Scottish Society has only been in existenc since 1855,

and its labours do not therefore include a period of much
more than fifteen years. Observations of a reliable kind, and for

longer periods, are extant, but even they do not extend backwards far

enough. We have tho results then, for fifteen and about thirty years

respectively, but there is nothing of an earlier date to compare them

with. It is very interesting to notice, by the way, thatthe difference

between the mean temperature of these two periods is infinitesimally

small. Edinburgh, for example, in tho tables furnished by Mr.

Buchan, shows in the one table 46'-9, in the other 47'"1
;
Arbroath,

46''5, and 47"'0 respectively. As an e.xample of the influences of the

western sea in equalising the temperature on the west coast, the

case of Bute may be added (although not from the same tables),

which shows nearly three degrees less than Edinburgh, and about a

degree and a half less summer heat. Here the case may be supposed

to break down for want of evidence. Lately, however, in going ovef

some old volumes in the Scots Ma.ja::ine, it was observed, that for a

considerable number of years a table of daily thermometric observa-

tions in the vicinity of Edinburgh was printed. And it was

thought that the data obtainable from these records might,

in the absence of official returns, be availaible for the purposes

of comparison. The mean temperature deducible from the

figures was therefore worked out for the three coldest and

warmest months for a period of thirteen years at the beginning of the

century, and the results are presented below, along with a table of

the mean temperature of Edinburgh, for the same number of recent

years, extracted from the Journal of the Meteorolor/ical Societ]/. The

question, however, immediately arises, how nearly these earlier

observations correspond, as to the time of day at which they were

made, and so on, with those on which the Society's tables are based.

The latter indicate the mean of the maximum and minimum tempera,

ture of each day of twenty-four hours. Theobservations in the Magazine,

on the other hand, must have been made without the aid of the more

exact modern instruments, for as yet registering thermometers,

although invented, were imperfect and not in general use. Hence,

instead of the daily maxima and minima of the recent tables, wo

have a daily observation " in the morning before sunrise," and agam
" at noon." These, however, although failing perhaps to give the

very highest and lowest point, will probably indicate a pretty close

approximation to the true mean temperature, inasmuch as the times

of examination may bo considered about equally distant from the

extremes. The figures in the first column are, as has been said,

based on an induction of thirteen years, and include the year 1801,

and from 1804 to 1815 inclusive. The intermediate years were not

Mean temperature for Mean temperature for

thirteen years thirteen years

WABM ilONins. fromlSiii, &c. from 1«7 to 1869.

June 57°-6 .... Jo'S

July 6^-0 .... 58'-.3

iulust. 59-_9 .... 57-7

Average of three warm months 50 '5 .... 57 1

COLD MONTHS.
December i7y .... 39-8

January 30 'S .... 3b 'd

February 39'0 .... 39;-l

Average of three cold months 37°'9 .... 38 4

Those comparative statistics, so far as they are reliable, do certainly

afford countenance to Mr. M'Nab's contention for a diminished summer

* The month of July just past is, probably, an exception to this remirk.

This paper, it may be mentioned, was written some time since.
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heat. There 13 a difference, it will be observed, ot almost 2i degrees

in the summer months, which is a tangible diminution, equivalent to

the difference of mean annual tempei'aturo at Edinburgh and Great
Malvern. In the winter months, again, the heightened temperature
of the latter period shows itself almost entirely in December, the

variation in which month in the two tables is over 2 degrees—a result

entirely according with the general experience of many recent years,

A few months ago Mr. M'Nab laid on the table of the Botanical
Society an extraordinary collection of plants and flowers gathered in

the Botanic Gardens on Now Year's Day, and come to somo measure
of maturity long before their time. May not the fact, by the way, of

these oft-recurring mild Decembers account somewhat for the defi.

ciency of vigour later in the year, which is the foundation of his

argument. The nnseasonably high temperature hastens unduly
vegetation of all kinds, which, nipped by the frosts of the spring
months, does little more good for the season.

—

Scotsman.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUB'S CALENDAR.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Vines.—Lady Downes, Black Alicante, Barbarossa, Mnscats, Syrians,
and other Black and White late kinds, should now be on the eve
of maturity ; where the borders were liberally watered until the fruit

began to colour, no more water will be needed at the root, otherwise,
and where the Grapes have to hang until late in the season, or into
next year, a good watering should be given at once to prevent ulti-

mate shrivelling. The condition of the roots has as much to do with
the perfect keeping ot Grapes as a genial state of the atmosphere

;

where Grapes are not yet ripe, keep the temperature during
the day from 85° to OO'with sun heat; shut up early in the afternoon,
and do not let the temperature fall below 65" at night. Such as are
ripe will do with 10' less by day and night, and the inside of the
bouse in which they are grown should be kept dry, and should have
a little air at top and bottom left on at all times ; half an inch is

snflicient, more dissipates the heat, and then cold air is admitted in
voluminous currents. Pinch or cut away all growths which may
have been formed beyond where the shoot was originally stopped, to
.allow a free circulation of bracing air about the wood and bunches.
Do not use any of the thick-skinned sorts where thin-skinned ones,

such as Hamburghs, Golden Champions, Muscadines, &c., are still to
be had. The latter will not keep well if wet weather sets in, while
the former will improve in flavour by hanging a considerable time
after they are ripe. Clip out all decayed berries as soon as visible, for
if even one is left, it soon affects and destroys numbers of others. Vines
that have produced the midsummer supply will now be clear of their
crops; their foliage should, therefore, be syringed thoroughly to dislodge
red spider, &c., in order that the leaves may remain fresh to assist in

ripening the wood. Now is .1 good time to put an addition to outside
borders

; where these are not fully made up, 2 feet of new soil should
bo added to them ; the best fibrj' loam that can be got should be
selected for that purpose. Numbers ot different ingredients are not
necessary at any time, but often hurtful. Add one bushel of ground
bones to every two cart-loads of loam, and mi.x the whole well up
together. In applying it, gently fork down the old soil, until

roots are observed ; then apply the new soil, and they will at once
work into it, and be prepared for vigorous action when required next
year. Pot-Vines will be fast ripening their wood. Do not give so
much water at the root. Never let them get over dry, or they will

cast their foliage prematurely, and not thoroughly ripen their wood.
Those intended to fnrnish an early supply, and which have been grown
in a high temperature, should be removed into a cool house, or outsido
altogether, that they may have the more perfect repose. Do not set
them at the back of a north wall, or any such place ; but let them be
fully exposed to the sun, and a little sheltered from strong and cold
winds at night.—J. Ml'iu, Cloi'ert/ords,

Hardy Fruit.

Seldom or never have the roots of fruit trees been so dry as this
season

; and to this circumstance may be attributed, chiefly, the
premature dropping of so many fruits. It is, however, not yet too
late to water late PInms, Pears, Apples, and Peaches, and enough
shoiild bo given to soak their root-runs through. Hardly will this
liave been done, wlien the fruits will be seen to enlarge in size and to
grow in luscious juciness. The fact is, in dry situations the fruits
have been half-starved and parched ni>. They are waiting for the
coming of autumnal rains to enable them to finish creditably ; but,
hitherto, they have waited in vain. Sewage will now do more good
than clear water, provided the fruit is very late; but it is safest not

to give sewage within a fortnight of maturity. It is good
practice, in such seasons as the present, to water the roots
of the trees thoroughly, even after the fruit is gathered. Excessive
dryness at the roots may seem to hasten maturity ; but, if it does so,

at all, it is brought about prematurely, and wood prematurely ripened
can hardly yield good crops. Continue also to wash the trees on
walls overhead daily with the garden engine; a clean top and snffi.

cieut moisture at the root are two of the best moans of furnishing
and finishing fruit.bearing wood. Autumnal waterings are likewise
useful in destroying root fungi, which, if unchecked, work sad
havoc among wall and other trees. Protect late Plums, Cherries,

Pears, and Peaches, with tiffany, hexagon, or other wasp or fly-proof

matting ; also, trap these pests in bottles baited with sugar and water,
and beer. Watch fruit that is ripening and gather it daily. Fruit
is higher flavoured gathered a day or two before it is ripe, than when
allowed to hang on the tree until it drops.—D. T. Fisn.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

In favoured localities flower gardens will by this time bo at their
best ; but in many others, perfection, as regards floral beauty, will
hardly be realised this season. This, however, must not be allowed to

interfere with such attentions as must necessarily be paid to routine
operations, such as mowing, sweeping, removing dead and decaying
flowers and leaves from the beds and borders, and by this means they
will be rendered attractive and enjoyable for at least a month or
more to come. The mixed or herbaceous border should now have
careful attention, as Phloxes, Pentstemons, and many other late

autumnal flowers, will now be in full beauty, and should not be in
any degree marred or disfigured by being associated with the decaying
flowers and foliage of other occupants of the border, nor should such
plants bo by any means cut down prematurely, or in an unripened
condition ; but, at the same time, all dead and decaying matter may
be removed with advantage to them as well as to the general appear,
ance of the garden. As regards .annual plants, they should be at
once removed as soon as their beauty is over, unless in cases where
seed may be required, and this should be carefully picked as it

becomes ripe. A border of herbaceous and Alpine plants and bulbs,
whether situated upon the margins or belts of flowering and evergreen
shrubs or otherwise, should be so arranged as to have the flowers
peculiar to the different seasons so distributed throughout the entire
length and breadth of the border that no portion of it will, at any
season of the j-ear, be entirely destitute of flowering plants ; and care
should also be taken to properly graduate the various species as
regards their bulk and height, so that dwarf growing plants may not
find themselves partiall}' hid or overshadowed by taller growing sorts.

Beds or clumps of double-llowered Zinnias are now in fine condition
and are most valuable as autumnal flowering plants, and possess the
power of resisting drought to a very considerable extent, especially if

a deep, rich, and well-manured sod has been selected for them, and
such encouragement they well deserve. They should be sown under
glass, about the end of March or early in April, and should bo planted
out about the end of May. They may be planted tolerably close

together, say about 6 or S inches apart, and all inferior sorts should
be extracted from the bed or clump as soon as they show flower,

and the space they occupied will soon be taken possession of
by the remaining plauts. Go carefully over the beds now and select

a few of the very finest aud most distinct blooms as seed-bearers,
and mark them by securing to them pieces of coloured worsted or
other material, and pick them as soon as they are ripe ; and, by this

means, the strain will bo continually improved, while the reverse will

sure to be the case if the seeds are gathered indiscriminately. Let
Chrysanthemums, German and other Asters, as well as all otlier late,

flowering plants, be carefully staked to prevent them being blown
down or injured by high winds. Order, or get in readiness, the
various bulbs which will soon be requu-ed for fnrnishing the flower,

beds for spring. The cuttings of such plants as the Verbena,
Petunia, Coleus, and Alternanthera, which may have been struck in

close frames or pits, will now, in most instances, be well rooted, and
the store pots or pans containing them should bo placed on cinder

ashes in the open air, fully exposed to the sun for somo time, or as

long as it can be done with safety, and this will have the effect of

rendering them robust and hardy, aud it is of the greatest importanco

to have them in this condition before the approach of winter ; only

care must be taken not to expose them too long.—P. Geieve, Cul.

ford, Bury St. Edmunds.
Boses.

As autumnal Roses will now be coming into flower, all who need a
further supply of them will do well to visit some of our great Rose
nurseries, and select, while they can, such sorts as please them best,

some being fond of a full-cupped Rose, others of large flat kinds, and
a few even like loose-petalled Roses. In selecting new varieties for

planting oat, it is best to bay the strongest and best plants, for
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great disappointment is often caused through buying a small plant

which, when planted out, looks very small ; and, if a weak grower,

sometimes dwindles away and dies. I always have the smallest plants

potted and put into a cold pit or plunged among leaves in some warm
corner out of doors, and plant out in March, if I cannot get plants

strong enough to plant in November. The following are a few
varieties which I noticed this week in full bloom, viz., Devoniensis,

Belle Lyonnaise, Gloire de Dijon, Safrauo, Marechal Niel, Celine

Forestier, Lamarque, Ophirie, Souvenir de Malmaison, Rev. H.
Dombrain, Louise Odier, Anna Alexieff, Baronne Prevost, Beauty of

Walthani, Boulo de Neige, Charles Margottin, Jnles Margottin, Diike

of Edinburgh, Elizabeth Vigneron, Princess Mary of Cambridge,

Madame Jnlie Duran, Auguste Mie, Prince Camille de Rohan, and
Princess Louise Victoria. At this time of the year we have little to

do except to remove suckers and weeds and enjoy our second harvest

of Roses.—H. G.
Indoor Plant Department.

In stoves reduce the shading to a minimum ; but do not

remove it altogether, for sometimes we get extremely bright weather
even up to the end of this month, by which injury is often done
through scorching, especially as it is necessary now to use much less

moisture in the atmosphere, as well as to admit more air; both of

which render the foliage more liable to scorch. The object of the

cultivator in this matter ought to be to just shade sufficiently to

prevent injury, but no more, not even fur a single hour. This is a
point the importance of which should be urged, as so much depends
upon the manner in which stove-plants are treated in this respect,

daring this and the following month, with a view to their flowering

freely the ensuing season. From AUamandas, Clerodendrons, and
Bougainvilteas, gradually withhold water, allowing them to flag

for a day or so before giving any, and then only give it in

reduced quantities ; by continuing this treatment the soil in the

pots will gradually get to that (at this time of the year) neces-

sary condition as to moisture, that it contains just sufficient

moisture to maintain the roots in health, without inducing any
disposition in the plants to form more wood. Stephanotis requires

to be kept after this time comparatively dry j but, unlike the
preceding plants, being evergreen, it will not answer if the soil

gets too dry, as the leaves would suffer and drop off. Dipladenias
should also be kept drier than when it is desirable to encourage
active growth, yet not so dry even as the Stephanotis. Ixoras,

again, must be kept at this season drier than when their growth is

most active, but must never be allowed to get too dry, or they will

suffer to an extent that will take the best part of a season to recover
them. Nothing adds more to the good appearance of the stove than
a few suspended baskets of such things as Hoya bella or the different

varieties of j^schynanthus ; of the latter, JE. splendens and JE.
Boschianus are most desirable plants, of graceful drooping habit,

brilliant and free-flowering
;
growing freely in an equal mixture of

loam and peat, with sufficient sand to ensure porosity. Reduce the
atmospheric moisture of the Fern house, and also the roof-shading,
but this only in a comparative degree ; Ferns having no wood to
mature and solidify like flowering plants, neither require, nor will

they bear this additional sunlight, and drier root treatment being
carried so far as in the case of flowering plants, without suffering
seriously. What they do require at this season is simply to carry this

treatment so far as to check the disposition to make growth and rest
the plants, so as to get them in that condition that they will
move vrith vigour when the season of active growth comes
round. The late-blooming Azaleas will now be setting their
flower buds, and should be no more shaded. The syringe should also
be withheld, simply throwing a moderate amount of water about the
floors and paths, at, say, four o'clock, when the house should be closed,
allowing the temperature to rise by sun-heat, which is at once the
most genial to the plants and the most economical. Continue this
practice until the flower-buds are up as large as small Camellia buds.
If their inveterate enemy, the thrips, makes its appearance, give it no
quarter ; any delay in this matter entails a serious after expenditure
of labour. Get all the plants, large and small, tied before they have
quite completed their growth and the wood becomes hardened
thoroughly, as after that they are too stiff to regain the natural
position a ter tying. Hard-wooded plants will still be out-of-doors to
harden and mature their seasons's growth. See that they are well
attended to with water, and syringe in the evenings all such as are
not liable in the winter to the attacks of mildew. On the other hand,
see that they do not get their soil too much drenched by heavy rains,
otherwise irreparable injury will follow. Heaths should all be now
fully exposed in the open air, except such as evince by the absence of
free growth, that they are weak at the roots. If any such oxist, it

is better to keep them under cover, giving all the air possible night
and day, and be careful not to let them get too wet at the roots.
Heaths that become somewhat stagnant at the roots in the way

described may sometimes be brought round by careful treatment of

the soil.

Kitchen O-arden.

Mushroom beds should be made up in September for winter bearing.
In most private gardens Mushrooms are usually grown for winter
supply in houses or sheds built for the purpose, generally at the back
of the forcing-houses, and such houses are exceedingly useful fur

forcing many other things besides Mushrooms. Rhubarb, Seakale,
Chicory, &c., may be quickly and cleanly forced in a Mushroom-
house without the labour and litter which usually accompany the
forcing of these plants in the open air. Although I do not consider
any private garden complete without a Mushroom-house, taking into

consideration the many uses to which it can be put, I do not, of

course, consider such a structure absolutely necessary for the success-
ful culture of Mushrooms alone at any period of the year. With
respect to Mushroom culture, however, whether it is carried on in

sheds, cellars, or in the open air, it is necessary that a steady heat of
75' or SO' should be maintained in the beds, during the time when the
spawn is running, but which may be allowed to fall to 60' or even 55'

during the growth of the Mushrooms. In Mushroom houses properly
constructed and heated there will be no difficulty in maintaining the
requisite temperature, but open air beds in winter, sometimes,
involve a good deal of trouble in covering to keep off heavy rains

and maintain the necessary amount of heat in the beds, without
which the spawn would perish. All this is, however, a question of

skill and care on the part of the cultivator ; and let me add also

a question of means in the shape of plenty of fresh stable dung,
to make the beds, and for coverings and linings to them after-

wards, in bad weather. Years ago, it was considered necessary to

shake out, as far as possible, all particles of straw, and to use only
the droppings in the construction of the beds—a practice now proved
by many cultivators to be unnecessary. I have seen better crops of

Mushrooms grown with the dung fresh as it came from the stable.^,

with only the longest and driest straw shaken from it, than when
considerable pains have been taken to secure only the droppings, and
a good deal of time lost in waiting for and watching its fermentation
before it was considered safe to make up the bed. Whenever the
dung is used fresh, however, or comparatively so, it is necessary that

a certain proportion of fresh loamy soil, varying from a sixth to a
tenth of its bulk, should be thoroughly mixed with it ; and the beds
should be built up in layers, and each layer well beaten or trodden
down ; and the more thoroughly this is done the less danger there

will be from over.heating, and the longer and better will the beds
bear. I am of opinion that, in many cases, where several

weeks are occupied in fermenting the dung before it is used, a
good deal of the nitrogen which it contains is drawn out of it in tho
process, and that the chances of a good crop are thereby rendered
more uncertain. This is a good time to sow a few seeds of Brussels

Sprouts and of the various kinds of Broccoli for next year's planting.

Sow thinly, as the plants will remain in the seed-beds till the end of

February, when they may be pricked out. I am convinced that one
of the chief causes of such things as Broccoli suffering so much
during severe winters is late sowing, and, as a cousequence, late

planting and late autumn growth, which must be soft and watery
;

and, therefore, a prey to the first severe frost. lu autumn, before

the earth has parted with its summer heat, seeds of all kinds vegetate

freely ; it is best to sow in a dry south border. Red Cabbage should
also bo sown now for next year's pickling; and, if desirable, a few
seeds of other kinds of Cabbages may be sown to succeed the spring

Cabbage. Spring-sown Onions should be pulled up and harvested
previous to storing.—E. Hobday.

Cottagers' Gardens.

Advantage should now be taken of spare hours to thoroughly
eradicate all weeds before the dark dull days of early winter have
arrived. The most effectual remedy is to hoe the ground deeply

several times in succession at short intervals, so as to bring the seeds

to the surface, an operation which will also be beneficial to growing
crops. Onions will now require harvesting, and when thoroughly

dry should be stored in an open airy situation. The best crop to

succeed Onions is Cabbage; as soon, therefore, as the ground is

cleared, wheel on to it a good dressing of well-rotted manure, of

which too much can scarcely be given, as Cabbages grown as they
should be on highly manured ground, are very different from the

stringy produce of poor land. Early Apples will require gathering,

but on no account should valuable late keeping sorts be gathered before

they come easily off the tree. In flower borders a few seeds of such
pretty spring flowering plants as Saponaria, Nemophylla, Silene, &c.,

may be sown, and cuttings of Geraniums should be at once inserted

either in boxes or pots to be protected through the winter. Collect

seeds from annuals and such other plants as are usually increased in

that manner.—J. G.
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Dahlias, which formed the chief feature of this meeting, were nnusually
pood, although somewhat limited as to numbers ; and one or two of the
stands of Gladioli shown were also above average excellence. ITiere were
one or two good collections of Apples and Pears ; and vegetables, more
especially Potiitoes, were of splendid quality. Messrs. James Carter & Co.
sent a good collection of culinary herbs and curled Kales ; while Messrs.
Veitch & Sons contributed a fine miscellaneous group of Orchids, Sola-

nums, liicinus, and other decorative plants, including specimens of the
extremely curious orange-flowered Bluraenbachia (Cajophora) coronata.

It may be remarked that, as the generic name Blumenbachia had been
previously appHed to a section of the genus Sorghum, Cajophora, Hooter's
name ought, therefore, to have preference, so as to avoid that confusion
which is becoming intuler.aVilo to cultivators as well as to botanists.

DaWias.—Of these, Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, had a splendid stand
of thirty-six varieties, among which wcro John McPher.son, fine purple

;

Mrs. Eckford, blush white; Pauline, orange-red; Willie Eekford, rich
crimson, purjjle centre ; and Monaicb, a deep velvety. purple ; Picotee is

a fine flower of a golden-yellow colour, with a reddish margin to the
florets ; Memorial, bright rosy-purple ; Tellow Boy is one of the best
of the golden-flowered section ; and Flora Wyatt is a good red. Mr.
Charles Turner staged a nice lot of well formed flowers, the following
being especially worthy of note, Prince Arthur and Julia Davies, both
fine yellows; James Service, crimson-maroon ; King of Primroses, straw
yellow; Mrs. Henshaw, white; W. P. Laird, lilac striped with purjjle

;

Princess, white ; and Earl Radnor, crimson-purple.

Gladioli.—The season for these is, of course, on the wane, but
several good stands were shown by Messrs. Kelway & Sons, and Lord
Uawke, staged twelve excellent spikes in the amateur's class. Among the
varieties staged by the different exhibitors, we noted the following as
worthy of more than a passing notice :—Norma, white, purple stripe

;

Sparkler, a fiue vivid scarlet ; Mr. Tucker, white, rosy-purple stripe. Mr.
J. Douglas, a well-known amateur grower of this noble flower, had a fine

stand, a large proportion of thera being seedlings of his own raising, and
although the spikes were scarcely so large as those of Messrs. Kelway,
they were especially remarkable for richness of colouring. One of the
best in Mr. Douglas's lot was Horace Vernet, a glowing fiery scarlet, the
colour being intensified by a pure white stripe.

Asters.—These are amongst the finest and most generally useful of
all hardy annuals, and every year seems to improve them either in per-
fection of flower or habit. Messrs. Veiteh &, Sons staged a tine group of
" Boltze's Dwarf Bouquet," a fine dwarf profuse flowering strain, well
.adapted for pot culture, the flowers being compact and of the most bril-

liant shades of rose, lilac, purple, and carmine. Messrs. Carter & Co. staged
fine cut blooms of Anemone-flowered kinds, these being nearly as beautiful
as the show varieties. The only collection of Asters in pots for competition
came from Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, the plants being well bloomed, but too
large and coarse in habit as pot plants. Mr. Lakin, of Chipping Norton,
staged an excellent group of cut blooms in the class for French varieties

;

these flowers were of good size and well coloured, the leading shades
being blue, purple, rose, lilac, and white. Mr. T. Benham staged an
equally fine collection of Quilled or German Asters, which are as easily
grown as the others, and quite different in form, thus affording an agree-
able variety. Mr. Lakin also exhibited cut flowers of Zinnias, the colours
being remarkably rich and brilliant, the prevailing shades are orange,
yellow, crimson, and purple.

Miscellaneous.—Mr. W. Bull staged a well-grown group of Croton
inajesticum, the foliage being remarkably well coloured. As shown, it

promises to be one of the finest of all for "exhibition purposes. Mr. Barr
sent a splendid group of LiUes (cut spikes), principally of the auratum,
tigrinum, and speciosum types, some of the forms being very fine. A
spike of L. tigrinum splendens was the finest hitherto exhibited— even
better than the excellent reprcsentition recently given in the Flnrc des
Strres (t. 803). Cut flowers of a fine double Sunflower, named Helianthus
fistulosus, came from Mr. R. Tanton ; but it proved to be the li. cali-

fornicns iniignis of Otto, and, in all probability, is only a double form of
H. annuus. It is a fine showy plant, well worth culture. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Sons sent a group of decorative plants consisting of white,
rosy, and yellow-flowered Neriums and new Sonerilas, to which we alluded
at the time when certificates were awarded them, and also two or three rare
Selaginellas and other plants. Mr. Piirker, of Tooting, sent fruiting
plants of the curious Epigynum leucobotrys, having Ijright green leaves
and clusters of berry-like fruit of ivory whiteness, marked with black in a
very distinct and striking nuanner.

Fruit and Vegetables.—These formed an interesting addition to
the show. Early dessert Apples were fairly represented, the fruit being
of excellent quality and flavour. Mrs. Benham had a nice dish of fruit named
Duchess, and Mr. T. Benham had a handsome dish of Red Astrachan,
fresh as when gathered, and covered with a delicate bloom. This is one
of the prettiest of all dessert Apples, and is worth culture for its distinct
and novel colour, and fine appearance on the table. Pears were in most
cases excellent, and like the Apples, were partially judged by flavour, the
prizes going in nearly every case to Williams's Bon Chretien, undoubtedly
one of the most delicious of all Pears at this season. Those sent by Mr.
B. Porter, and Mr. Moorman, were very fine. Mr. Dancer sent fine
specimens of Souvenir du Congres Pear, whicli in colour and flavour
somewhat resembles the last-named, but the fruit is larger, and curiously

flattened at the apex. It is said to ripen well on the tree, whereas
Williams's Bon Chretien requires to be gathered before it is ripe, in order
to fully mature its delicate flavour. Mr. Groom, of Uenham Hall
Gardens, sent another specimen of his new African Melon, which the
committee thought most excellent iu point of flavour, but considered it to
be too largo. We can only repeat our previous statement, that it is tho
finest.flavoured Melon we have hitherto tasted, as well as one of tho
noblest in appearance. Fine Cucumbers came from Mr. Bloxhara, but
were not considered any improvement on exi.'-ting kinds. Mr. Bennet, of
Hatfield, sent specimens of Lord Palmerston Peach, and excellent fruit

of Keye's Early Prolific Tomatoes. Mr. G. Pragnell sent a fine basket,

well filled with various vegetables, usually known as Salads. These con-
sisted of Mustard, C'ress, Endive, Lettuce,Chickory, Cucumbers (RoUisson's
Telegraph, true), Water-Cress, and Radishes, the whole being neatly

an-anged. The same grower also sent remarkably fine specimens of tho
(iiant Rocca Onion, some of which were nearly 8 inches in diameter.

The collections of vegetables were of excellent quality, especially those
sent by tho last-named exhibitor, who had White Spanish Onions, viry
fine; Potatoes, Brussels Sprouts, Peas, Artichokes, Carrots, and French
Beans. Mr. Bloxham had fiue specimens of Smith's Frame Cucumber,
which is a fine, fresh-looking variety, said to be more prolific than tho
Duke of Edinburgh, which it somewhat resembles. The Leeks iu this

collection were of especially fine quality. Mr. G. T. ililes had a fino

group of produce, but slightly inferior to the last.

Potatoes —There was an excellent display of fine tubers from some
of the principal nurserymen and growers, and it is surprising to see tho
improvement elTected during the last few years in producing smooth, fine

skinned, shallow eyed varieties, retaining a fine flour-like appear-

ance when cooked, the best quality in a good Potato. The best kinds now
in cultivation were exhibited in excellent condition as a rule, although in

one or two eases the disease was but too evident. The twenty dishes

sent by Mr. R. Dean were really excellent in every way, and deservedly

obtained the premier award. Mr. Ross, Mr. G. T. Miles, Messrs. Carter

& Co., Mr. Pragnell, and Mr. Osman, also had good collections. Among
the best sorts shown were the following. Model, Early Coldstream,

Early Market (one of the very best). Bountiful, FUlbasket, Early Good-
rich, Red Emperor, Snowflake, Myatt's Prolific, Mona's Pride, Dalmahoy,
Red Regent, and Oxford Kidney.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following new plants :—
Nerium New Red (K. G. Henderson).—A fine free-flowcring single form of

the old N. splendeus, compact in habit, and well adapted for a grccnhoute
decorative plant.
Dahlia John McPherson (Keynes).—This is a finely-formed flower, o£ good

size and of a rich violet-purple colour. It is a good exhibition flower.

Dahlia Countess of Pembroke (Keynes).—A large finely-formed flower ot a
delicate yellow colour, the central florets being tipped with violet-purple.

Odontoglossum maxillare (Shields).—A very striking species, the flowers

being of pearly whiteness, with the exception of a soft yellow st.ain on the

crest of the lip, and a large velvety blotch of dark brown at the base of eacti

segment. It is dw.arf in habit, and a decided acquisition to a beautiful group.

•llceoclades guinensis (Bull).—A distinct and handsome terrost-al Orchid,

bearing tall spikes of showy flowers. The sepals and petals are brownish-
purple, the chief beauty of the flower being in its large flat rosy-purple or lilac

coloured lip. It is of easy culture and worth a place iu every collection.

Solanum Quitoenso (Veitch).—A strikingly handsome plant ot the large-

leaved section. The leaves are fully 2 feet in length and nearly as broad, of a
vivid velvety green with couspicuous hairy purple-tinted veins. As a sab-

tropical or conservatory plant it will be very valuable.

Hybrid Begonia Model (Veitch).—This is a strong-growing profuse-blooming

plant, well worth culture either as a decorative pot plant or for cut flowers.

The individual flowers are very large, ot a vivid rose colour, borne in axillary

cluster on long pedicles.
Sclaginella Icpidophylla (E. G. Henderson).—This plant is sometimes known

as the •' Rc-urrcctioii plant," and is well worth culture as a decorative plant.

Its fronds are flat and of a vivid green, freely produced in a rosulate manner.
Gladiolus Duchess of Edinburgh (Kelway).—A nice addition to new varieties,

bearing a fine spike ot large rosy flowers, having a white purple-striped centre.

Gladiolus .lames Kelway (Kt-lway).—This is a glowing scarlet variety with a
white stripe, anil an excellent kind for exhibition purposes.

Botanical Certificates were awarded to the following; —
Uroscia gjanduligcra (Bui ).—In habit this interesting plant closely resembles

a largo-growing form of D. rolunrtifolia. It is a native of Australia, ami is

undoubtedly tho same as D. Whittakerii. figured in tho current number of the

Bnlmiieiil M'ii],izinr. The flowers are solitary, as large as a sdver sixpence, and
ot a pure wh'iie colour. Neat in habit and a profuse floworer, it deserves a
place in cveiy collection.

Droseia Menzicsii (Bull).—This is an extremely slender-growing caulescent

species, from Australia, good specimens being fully a fool high. It merits a
place in gardens devoted to vegetable curiosities.

Whiskey from Illoss. — The Department ot Agricniture at

Washington has received a communication from Mr. C. C. Andrews,

representative of the United States at Stockholm, rcprescntinp! the

production of whiskey, ia Sweden, from Lichen or Reindeer Moss.

The manufacture was begun in 1863, by a process invented by a

Swedish chemist. Professor Stenberg. For six years tho quantities

of Moss used, and ot whiskey—50 par cent, alcohol—produced, were

as follows :

—

Year.

ison
mm
US70

Moss, lbs.

3,315.928
0,001 ,1-0

3,6ti5,3Sl

Whiskey,
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : ohanss it rather : but

The Aet itself is Natuee."—Shakespeare.

THE ROSES OF 1874.
By S. REYNOLDS HOLE.

(Contimied from p. 213.J

It mixy be expected that writing in Ireland, I should say some-
thing of Irish gardens ; but Nature has made in the scenes

which I have visited, such a grand exposition of beauty, that

Art seems to hide herself, fearing comparison, and I have
had no time to go in search of her. Very rarely do wo see

here, as in England, the fruitful little orchard and gay garden
plot, surrounding the cottage home, but in their place, the
invariable patch of Potatoes, that supercilious potentate, the
pig, roaming where he pleases, indoors and out, and the grey
geese, with feathers inserted in the upper beak, to stay their

incursions upon the adjoining Oats. Some benevolent land-

lords, such as Lord Kenmare and Mr. Herbert, in the neigh-
bourhood of Killarney, are improving the dwellings of the
poorer classes, and making them bright and cheerful with a
garden ; but, as a rule, you seldom see any but wild flowers
(the exception being here and there a bush of Fuchsia or
Hydrangea) about the homes of the peasantry. Again, it

must be remembered that the localities through which wo
tourists travel (mountainous for the most part) are unfavourable
for horticulture, both as to site and soil ; and also that such
residences as would require a garden, and such residents as
would desire and could afford elaborate floriculture, are (unhap-
pily for Ireland) few and far between. I have seen, in conse-
quence, only two gardens upon my line of march, but these
have been well worthy of inspection, and welcome refreshments
to an exiled florist. Walking from Letterfrack to Kylemore,
to see the lake, wherein, sixteen years ago, my beloved friend
and companion, John Leech, caught the salmon and enjoyed
the triumph, which he has drawn so admirably in our
" Little Tour in Ireland," I was astonished and delighted
to find, where, at my former visit, were only mountains above
and a bog below, a spacious and attractive mansion, built in
castellated form of a very beautiful stone, with extensive
gardens and greenhouses not far distant, and shrubberies and
cultivated fields around, the property of Mr. Mitchell Henry,
M.P. for Galway. Hearing that Mr. Henry was not only a
generous benefactor to those around him, but kindly dis-

posed to strangers also, I ventured within .the handsome gate-
way of his garden, and soon received from his chief gardener,
Mr. Garnier, that hearty welcome which all true brothers of

the spade rejoice to give and to accept. It is wonderful to see
how much skill and perseverance, encouraged and sustained
by the good taste and liberality of a wealthy master, have
effected at this Castle of Kylemore, and especially in its garden.
When we consider the situ.ation, not only exposed to the per-
petual humidity of this rainy clime, but to the sweeping storms
from the Atlantic, which leave their mark, saline and briny, upon
the foliage of the plants ; the soil, chiefly peat and gravel, so
light, loose.andwanting in tenacity, that the walls of the garden
in one part have their foundations more than 20 feet below the
surface ; and, added to these, the difficulty of inducing Irish-
men to finish any hard or large undertakings (" shure, your
rivirence," said one of them, " ther's so little work to be found
in the country, 'twould be wicked not to makethe most of it ")

;

when we reflect upon these obstacles, and then look upon the
bright beds and green sward without, and the fruitful Vines,
and Pine-apples, and Peaches, and flowering plants within,
the desire comes upon us to see a statue of Mr. Henry, like

that of Lord Shrewsbury at Alton Towers, placed somewhere
between those magnificent beds of roseate Sedum, and bearing
the same inscription—" He made the desert smile." Cowan's
lime-kiln system is here most successfully applied to some
9,000 feet of piping ; the whole range of houses is admirably
supplied with water ; indeed, all the arrangements (specially
the forcing of early fruit) are those of a master mind.

I was indebted to an incident, which in England we should
consider remarkable, but which, among our more excitable

neighbours, may not be regarded as abnormal, for a brief visit

to another Irish garden which pleased me greatly. To vary
our route, as we returned from Connemara, we proposed to

travel from Cong, down Lough Corrib, to Galway; but, when
we arrived at the former place, we were told, to our dismay,
that there had been " just a taste of a scrimmage " between
the captain and the engineer of the steamer, and that, con-
sequently, the vessel in question was lying motionless in

Galway harbour. So we went to see the celebrated caverns,
and, being a giant, I became so convex in Cong Cave, and so

suffocated from the smoke of the straw torches, by which it

was illuminated, that I was heartily glad when the sight was
over, aud we went " bedward ruminating." Next morning,
we dispatched a message of inquiry to Galway, or rather to

the post office at Cong, for it got no further, but was returned
to us in a couple of hours with the compliments of the authori-

ties and the pleasing information that the wires (emulating the
steamer) declined to work that morning. Our only escape from
this dilemma was to hire a couple of cars ; and, as these would
not be ready for an hour or so, I took the opportunity of visiting

the park and gardens, just outside the village, belonging to Sir

Arthur Guinness. More picturesque grounds it is difficult to

imagine, beautifully timbered, intersected with rivers of

waters, which flow by the ruius of Cong Abbey into Lough
Corrib, at the head of which, and commanding lovely views, is

the house, spacious already, but in process of extensive

enlargement. How did I know, before I saw the gardens or

the houses, that both would be as they should be ? Because
the gardener, Mr. Ellis, came to me with his coat off, " his

brow was wet with honest sweat," and there was nothing of

the cockscomb about him, except some excellent specimens of

the plant which bears that name, and which were large enough
and velvety enough to have made easy chairs for some
fairy nobleman at his club. Therefore I found, as I antici-

pated, healthfnlness and cleanliness, both in greenhouse aud
stove (for it is indolence which brings du-t,and it is dirt which
brings, in the form of animalculas, " a plague on both your
houses ") ; and, in the garden, some 20,000 bedding-out plants,

well-grown and tastefully arranged—the colours artistically

blended, with an ample intermixture of ornamental foliage.

It is known that we, who write for The Gabden, are not much
enamoured of gaudy horticulture. We think that flora looks

best in simple garb ; and, when we tee her in yellow satin and
rouge, we move aside as from some object whereupon is

written, " Take care of the paint." But I, for one, have
ever maintained, notwithstanding, that bedding-out, skilfully

handled, aud applied as an adjunct, not as a monopoly, may
add much beauty to a garden ; and it is thus successfully

introduced in the pleasant grounds of Cong. You walk
between two bright lines of flowers (and this walk, Mr. Ellis

informed me, is to extend next summer for a quarter of a

mile), but your eyes are not dazzled or wearied, partly because

the combinations and contrasts (I have especial remembrance
of the blue-grey Ageratum in conjunction with one of the

pink Geraniums) are so aptly arranged, but chiefly because

there are ample margins and diversifled views around. These
glowing beds are but as the ornamental jewels, the necklaces

and bracelets, of some winsome maiden, which enhance, but

never vie with, her beauty. I would as soon live in Madame
Tussaud's collection of waxwork, or, like Mrs. Crumles, in the

final tableau of the drama, standing upon her head and sur-

rounded by blazing fireworks, as be constrained to dwell in

certain gardens which I have seen exclusively absorbed by
" bedding out." The first sight, I admit, is a surprise and an
enjoyment, but when you have been twice round, and there is

nothing else to see, and nowhere else to go, I must say that I

am influenced by a great desire to copy the conduct of a small

dog, whom a peacock of my acquaintance followed^ per-

sistently, displaying, whenever the dog would look at it, his

gorgeous tail—he barked sarcastically on the thirteenth exhi-

bition, barked, and ran away ! Not so with these gardens of

Cong, for their beauty is never obtrusive ; but we must leave

them in a hurry, or we shall never get to Galway in time for

the train to Limerick ; aud, moreover, it may be as well to

remember that in this article upon Roses we have not {more

Hihernico) said a word about them.

{To 6e contimied.)
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

We have received speoimons of the Japan Nerino from Dr.

Wallace of Colchester ; it grows in sandy places by the waysides near

Yokohama, flowering in October, and sending up its leaves in early

spring. The trasses of bloom on native plants are about G inches in

diameter, and the flowers of a deep rod. It is likely to prove a usofal

addition to our garden flowers.

A NEW winter-garden and aquarium are to bo opened at

Southport on the 16th inst. Their cost is stated to have been

£100,000. The heating apparatus for this new place of public

resort has been supplied and iitted up by Messenger, of Lough,

borough.

Mk. Wills, the deservedly popular floral decorator, has now
taken a third nursery, this time in the Fulham Fields, at Lewis Place.

This will be devoted to Palms and cool Orchids indoors, and to lioses out-

of-doors. We recently saw in his Annerley establishment a fine plant

of Jasminum grandiflorum, planted out and trained up the roof of one

of the plant houses. So treated it grows freely and bears a profusion

of white star-shaped sweetly-perfumed flowers, which are found

most valuable for bouquets or " button holes."

The Pine forests on both sides of the boundary dividing the

provinces of Nyland and Tavastehus, in Finland, appear to have been

suddenly desolated by the ravages of a great caterpillar. The
Helsingfors Daghlad describes this plague in minute terms, which

leave no doubt that the insect is the larva of a hawk-moth, in all

probability Spins Pinastri. More than 6,000 acres of forest have

been entirely destroyed, the larva3 stripping off leaves and bark, and
leaving nothing but this year's shoot.

A MOVEMEXT is on foot to get the gardens at Kew opened
earlier than one o'clock on week days, an hour inconvenient for the

public generally. Large numbers of excursionists who come from a

distance are disappointed at finding the gardens not opened till the

afternoon. Many of these are poor people, who only obtain a holiday

once or twice a year ; but this is not the only class that suffers, for

many other persons would visit the gardens if they could obtain

admission at an earlier hour. Were they opened earlier than at

present the public would, doubtless, appreciate the concession.

At a recent seance of the Paris Academy no fewer than eleven

communications were received relating to the destruction of Phyllo.xera.

A letter from a Vineyard proprietor proposed sowing Tobacco-seed
among the Vines ; he had found this an effectual remedy, in the case of

Artichokes, for destroying an aphis which attaked the roots. Hemp and
Datura Stramoniumwere proposed as preferabloto Tobacco, on account
of fiscal restrictions on the latter. One suggestion was to destroy the
insect by electrical discharges. A committee of the Linna)an Society
of Bordeaux have pronounced, as the result of their researches, that

the Phylloxera is not the cause of the disease, but an effect of an
organic malady attributable to five causes, which they specify, viz.,

exhaustion of soil, inclement seasons, bad choice of stocks, and bad
treatment, &c. They state that while Phylloxera is an effect, it may
aid in deteriorating the Vine.

The pretty and curious little Gnaphalium Leontopodium is

frequently the cause of newspaper paragraphs like the following:—
*' The Alpine Eidelweiss, to obtain which botanical explorers arealways
prepared to encounter dangers and diflioulties, has lured many to
their death. The other day a Mrs. Lockhart ascended the Rosegg
glacier in search of it, lost her footing, fell from rock to rock, a
distance of 60 feet, and was finally found in a state of exhaustion and
seriously injured. It is hoped she will recover, to remember, without
over-much pain, her search after the Eidelweiss." There is no
occasion for botanical explorers " to encounter dangers " in seeking
for the plant, as we have walked over many miles of mountain
meadow with the Eidelweiss always within sight, and to be gathered
as easily as any other Alpine flower. It is, of course, necessary to
ascend to a certain elevation to get the plant, but so it is in the case
of scores of others, many of which are much more difficult to obtain
than this.

The exhibition of insects in the Taileriea Gardens is now open.
It is divided into two great classes, the useful on one side and those
which are injurious on the other. The bee and the silkworm have, of
course, promineut places, as also has the spider. Ciickets, beetles,
and other familiar insects, which we treat as enemies, are placed
among the auxiliaries. The direct and indirect utility of the ant is

lectured upon by an aged savant, who has spent his life in studying
the ways of insects in the woods and Vineyards of the Jura. The
Phylloxera is an object of peculiar interest to Parisians, because of
the rise it has caused in the price of wines produced on the alluvial
soils, where it most multiplies. Each insect is pinned to a card,
stating briefly its natural enemies, habits, appetites, capacities of
increase, uses (direct and indirect), or the ravages it commits in

accomplishing its destiny. In an annexe there is a collection of

insectivorous birds, each bird having round its neck the bill of faro

which its palato and necessities dictate.

Db. Schwei.vi'UKth is busily employed in the arrangement of

the magnificent collection of the flora of Africa which he made during
thoso travels which have excited so great an interest throughout the

civilised world. We are not, however, as yet, aware of the value of

his discoveries from a gardening point of view.

We understand that the entire stock of the new Coleus
Duchess of Edinburgh, raised by Mr. Chitty, of Stamford Hill, has

passed into the hands of Massrs. James Carter & Co., of High
Holborn. It is of compact habit, the leaves beiug of a rich crimson
or carmine-purple, margined with clear golden yellow. It ia figured

in the current number of the Floral Majaziiie.

Dr. Wall.ice sends us specimens of MiUa biflora (which ia in

flower in the open air in his garden at Colchester), a most valuable

autumn-flowering bulb, producing flowers which are of a clear paper.

white inside, the outer side of the division having a clear band of

green running up the centre of each, which gives the flowers quite a
distinct appearance. It ia sweet scented.

Ma. DisK.iELi (says a daily contemporary) is fond of, or affects

a fondness for, gardening. Perhaps nothing could be more charac-
teristic of the two rival leaders than the circumstance that some two
or three years ago, while Mr. Gladstone's " passionately earnest "

nature found a congenial relief in felling trees on his Hawardeu
estate, Mr. Disraeli was, like a second Bacon— ri'iie the immortal essay
" On Gardens "—cultivating his Roses at Hughendon.

The much-talked-of Colorado Potato beetle has at last made
its appearance in the suburbs of New York city. At present, how.
ever, the insect is found only in comparatively small numbers, a few
of the yellow grubs perhaps being scattered here and there in a field,

or clustered on a Potato hill or two in some corner, but there is enough
to furnish an abundant brood next spring, because nearly all thoso
which came to maturity this fall are going to burrow in the ground
and be ready to multiply their kind next spring. We trust none of

them may take passage, by one of the quick steamers, to this country.

It is stated by the Qraphic that Trafalgar Square is about to

be beautified by the Duke of Northumberland, who intends to spend
some of the purchase-money of Northumberland House in making a
garden of it. A bed of dwarf evergreens will surround the Landseer
lions, and the dismal stone flags will give place to neat gravel walka
and parterres of flowers. We trust the Duke may not be misled
into planting many evergreens in this position. What is most wanted
are some good deciduous trees that will do well and improve from year
to year. These need not exclude a graceful arrangement for flowers

or such evergreens as are really suited for the position.

. We never remember to have seen Coveut Garden Market
better supplied with fruit than at present. Souie fine Pines have
just arrived from St. Michael's in excellent condition. Grapes are
imported in large quantities from Lisbon, and also from Jersey.

These are of good quality, and realise, on an average, sixpence a pound.
Figs from Worthing and the Channel Islands (Guernsey) are
plentiful. English Melons are now in season, and large quantities of

Melons also come from Spain (Denia and Cadiz). Apples, Pears, and
Plums, of home growth, aro excellent in every way. Bananas and
Prickly Pears are now arriving in quantity, and there seems a
plentiful supply of Filberts, Cob-nuts, and Walnuts.

Those who are interested in decorating public baildinga with
living plants should not tail to inspect Messrs. Dick Radclyffe's

pretty arrangements, now to be seen in the concert promenade of

Covent Garden Theatre. They consist of rock-work made with tufa
half hid among Ferns, Palms, Cyperus, and similar plants, that
over-hang pools of running water. For such pretty devices, crowded
gas-hoatod saloons are not the best of places ; hence some ingenuity
and tact are necessary in order to preserve tho plants used in a
healthy condition as long as possible, and in this somewhat diflicult

art Messrs. Radolyffe have succeeded admirably, as the examples
just alluded to amply prove.

We have received a splendid spike of the Zebra.striped Onoid
(0. zebrinuin) from Sir William Marriott's collection at Down House,
Blandford, Dorset. Its total length was 12 feet, numerously branched.
Tho individual flowers measure about an inch and a half across, the
sepals and petals being undulate or heavy, and white in colour,

marked with purple blotches and bars. The dagger-shaped lip has a
large corrugated crest of a bright yellow colour, and the habit of the
plant is nearly identical with that of the Peruvian 0. macranthnra.

The plant flowered in tho Mauley Hall collection about two years ago,

but neither flowers nor flower-spike were so fine as in the present
instance. Mr. Hill, who has grown the plant, kindly informs us
that it luxuriates in a cool Odontoglossum-honse facing the north,

and that it likes an abundant supply of moisture.

1

I
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LADDERS FOR PICKING FRUIT.

Ladders are absolutely essential to careful hand-picking,

unless it be from dwarf trees. The more convenient the

ladder, the easier and more expeditious the gathering. Au
important requisite is to use ladders in such a manner as not

to cause any bruising to the branches. For moderate heights,

step-ladders are best, and most easily carried. A simple and
convenient one is shown in fig. 1. It is a throe-legged stool,

about 21 feet high, with stout spreading legs, inserted into a

piece of tough plank at the top, with connecting rounds on
one side, set so th.at one can easily step up on the plank. The
legs should bo slightly longer than a common chair post. The
advantages of this simple ladder-stand are, it can always bo

Fig. 3. FiR. 2. Fisr. 1.

Pointed Hooked Long Hooked Short Standing
Ladder. Ladder. Ladder.

easily carried in one hand, is always ready for use, stands

firmly, and enables the picker to reach branches which are a

short distance overhead. When the fruit is higher, the
common short simple ladder answers well (the length varying
from 7 to 16 feet), provided certain modifioations are secured

for holding it firmly iu the tree, and to prevent bruising. A
common ladder does not always stand firmly, and is liable to

slide to one side or the other, to the peril of the picker and the

danger of bruising the bark. To guard against these difficul-

ties, let one of the bars extend beyond the other (by cutting

the end of the other off, if the ladder is already made), and add
to it a broad wooden projection or hook (fig, 2). This hook is

screwed firmly ou the bar, and to prevent bruising, should be

Fig 4—standing Ladder.

padded beneath. By resting this in the fork, between two
smaller branches, the ladder will stand perfectly secure. A
modification of this ladder is shown in fig. 3, and consists of

bringing the two bars together at the top, with the hook
attached to both. Being thus in the centre it rests more
firmly, and the wedge-form of its point allows it to be thrust

freely into any part of the tree.

Standing ladders, of larger size than the one shown in fig. 1,

may be constructed after the form in fig. 4. It is simple, and,

if properly made, is light aud portable. It may be 6 or 8 feet

high ; the higher, the wider should be the spread of the legs

at the bottom. To prevent the rounds from being weakened
by this breadth, a few of the longer and lower ones are made
to pass through a central stifiening bar, so that one will possess

the strength of the three. The simplest mode for hanging the
legs at the upper end is to bore holes through them near to the
top, and pass the upper round through these holes ; or, iron
hoops may be screwed ou the upper ends of the legs so as to
pass about the upper round. When not in use, the legs are
readily folded against the ladder, and it is easily canned froni
place to place, or placed snugly under shelter.
A common ladder, when not over 12 feet long, may be easily

made into a standing one, by means of the contrivance exhi-

Standing Ladder.

bited by fig. 5. Two supporting legs are attached to the out-

side bars at the top by means of screws, the form of which^ is

shown at <(. The legs have an opening or slot (h) to receive

these screws. The ladder it raised, and the legs are at once

Fig.

/J ^3
6—Common Ladder clianged to a Standing one.

placed under, against the screws, where they remain securely

till the ladder is moved.
Fig. 6 shows the upper end of the ladder more distinctly

at the place where the legs are attached. The screws should

IB a

Fig. 7—Tie Rods. 8—Fruit Ladder.

be set a little obliquely, so that the legs may spread. A
blacksmith will make them at a small cost. All ladders hke

this should be shod with iron or steel at the bottom, to

prevent slipping. Slender ladders often get out of order by

the legs or bars springing in the middle. To prevent this

springing, the occasional insertion of tie-rods answers per-

fectly. Take a piece of half-inch round iron rod, make a head
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at one end, and a small shoulder at the other, with a screw
and nut outside, and when the ladder is put together, insert

the ties. Fig. 7 .sliows one of these ties separately, and another
inserted in the ladder just below the round.

Fig. 8 represents a contrivance for supporting the fruit
basket while the picker is filling it. It is made of rod-iron,
half an inch in diameter, bent, when red hot,
into the form shown at a. This, when
inserted into the two holes, bored with a
half inch augur just below each step, forms
the svipport. Smaller i-ods may be u.sed if

cross pieces at the dotted lines are welded
on. The more common way of supporting
the basket (so as to leave both hands free to
the picker), is by simply attachhig a small
wooden or iron hook (fig. 9). The wooden
hook is made of a forked branch of a tree,
tied to the handle of the basket ; the iron hook of bent rod.
Any carpenter may make any oE these ladders ; or the
cultivator who has a workshop may readily make most of them
for himself on rainy days.

Ija&kol.
.k for

; 1

THE DESTRUCnON OP THE VINEYARDS OF
FRANCE.

According to tho Parig correspondent of tho I)at7i/ Neivs, the Vine
pest. Phylloxera vastatrix, is decidedly the lion of the dull season.
"Have you seen the Phylloxera ?" the qiudnimc asks you on the
boulevards. Talk to a householder abont the Prussian corvettes in
the Bay of Biscay, and he will tell you that the Phylloxera interests
him more. Tho wine merchant has raised the prices of ordinary wines
on the plea of the devastation caused by tho Phylloxera. If you ask
for the coarse cordial wines of the Rhone, the Gard, or the Durance,
you are told you can have a few bottles as a curiosity. At the
few dinners I have lately {jone to, the Phylloxera was the
burden of the conversation. Each day, at the Insect Exhibition,
there is a long line of householders aud housekeepers before
the glass case where the Vine-destroying insect ia on show. A
savant, with a microscope, explains its habits and history. You
hear the sightseers sing out in chorus, " The brio-aud ' " " The
monster!" "The frightful glutton!" And a fri|htfui glutton
it is. Its appetite and devastating mission are indicated in its
structure. Even seen through a magnifying glass, tho head is scarcely
perceptible. The belly is ponderous aud loosely attached ; the legs
are thin, short, and ricketty ; the body shaped like a viper's head,
or the coffin of a short and very stout person ; the nose is armed
with a long probe and cupping apparatus, with which the insect
pierces the bark of the Vine, and absorbs the sap which should
nourish the plant. The wings are attenuated, but tho Phylloxera
vastatrix beiug easily transported by the wind, does not suffer from
insufficient means of locomotion. Its ashy colour enables it to pass
nnperceived by the husbandman, who, unless he looks close to tho
stems of his Vines, would take the plunderers congreg.aterl on them for
a coat of dust. In connection with the present Exhibition an eminent
entomologist, JI. Duclaux, Professor of Chemistry to the Clermont
Faculty of Soienccs, has drawn up a series of maps showing the
progress of the Phylloxera invasion. Tho euemy was first noticed in
France in 1865 on tho plateau of Pujant, not far from the Pont do
Gard. The invaded district is marked in the first map of the series
with a red point not bigger than the eye of a fine needle. Somebodv
who had travelled in America warned the cultivtor, on whose Vines he
saw tho invader, to lose no time in setting fire to the plants attacked.
But tho warning was disregarded, as coming from a man who
notoriously had a hobby for small birds. "Our Vines won't be
any tho worse for it next year," was tho answer of the too confident
husbandman. In 1SG6 the enemy had spread north, south,
and east across tho plateau, which is marked in the second
map with a big red spot, the shape of a hatchment. The
northern point of the crimson stain touches the village of Ronue
Maure, the southern Villenouve, and tho eastern, the Rhone. There
is also an eruption of pimples, which are thickest near Carpentras
rarascon, and Arlos. In 1887 these pimples became a broad stainWo notico in the third map two great centres of disease. The first
a long quadrilateral, traverses diagonally tho Rhone, embracing tho
p am of Orange, the environs of Avignon, that broad flat called Lo
Plau.de-Dieu, and the alluvial land round Sorgues. Tho second is au
oval patch, covering the fertile portion of the Crau. In 18r.S therewas a union of thcso centres. The invader marched by Cavallon and
fat I erthuis up the Durance Valley, sending out detachments to
I .ght and loft. Two columns descended to the Mediterranean, attack.

ing the goodly Vines about Toulon, where, before the Phylloxera
appeared, a bottle of wholesome strengthening ivine could bo bought
for a couple of sons. A third column struck in a zig.zag direction across

the Vaucluse. The northern boundary of the invaded country iu 1808
passed from Purrclatte to Grignau of do Sevigne celebrity in tho depart-

ment of the Drome. In 1869, the fourth year of the insect war, tho
red stain had extended to tho foot of the Ventonx and the Vauclnse chain,

which have barred the way farther east on the Phylloxera. But tho

Luberin and Alpines wore not a serious impediment to the invader,

which turned them in a few weeks. In 1870 there was a halt. This
was in the beginning, a phenominally dry and hot year, and, from
the end of October, exceptionally cold. In 1871, the enemy, as if

refreshed by the halt, advanced with greater speed than ever. lie

pushed north ui Valence, smiting Chateau Nouf du Pape, and other

celebrated Vineyards. This year (1871) the ravaged country
appears in the form of a triangular stain, of which tho base crosses

from Montpellier to Frejus, aud the apex is marked at Tain. A
perpendicular line falling from this point to the Mediterranean
would cover 200 kilometres of wine-producing country. Hitherto
the march of the Phylloxera has been north, south, and east. In
1872 the enemy sent a detachment across the department of tho

Heranit, carrying all before him. By this time 1,100,000 hectares

of rich Vineyards were devastated. In 1873 the triangle lengthened
to Vionnc. The Gers, the Garonne valley up to Agen, tho

Rhone valley as far as Lyous, and the pirt of Burgundy betweeu
that town and Maoou were covered with a red eruption, which
has not yet spread into stains. The Phyllo.xera chiefly encamps
in plains and valleys. It does not like high ground, aud never crosses

mountains, which, however, it skilfully turns. Clayey soils lend

themselves to the progress of the terrible insect. M. Duclaux does
not endorse the comforting assurance published in some agricultural

prints, that the Phylloxera can be destroyed by irrigating the plains

where it encamps. For the present, nothing better has been hit

upon than to root up the attacked Vines and burn them, thus
destroying the germs of the insect. The natural remedy, small birds,

can only be obtained with patience, and it remains to be seen what
particular bird is tho born foe of the Vine-destroying insect. M.
Duclaux's maps have been drawn up at the request of the Academy
of Sciences, which has devoted two sittings to au examination of them.
M. Lichtenstein, a French entomologist, who for six years has
been investigating the habits of the Phylloxera, has addressed a letter

to the Minister of Agriculture aud Commerce, in which he shows how
the ravages of this insect may be checked. Duriug the present
month the Phylloxera is winged, aud repairs in enormous numbers to

the trees which border the Vineyards, where it deposits an ogg, or

rather a chrysalis, whence a perfect insect emerges. The insect

immediately breeds, but ho has not yet ascertained how the oSspring
reaches the Vines. He recommends the Vine-grower to singe tho
tree—a kind of Oak, of no value—on which tho Phylloxera has
settled, and thus destroy millions of insects.

A NEW KIND OF TOWN GARDEN.
At Stamford Hill an interesting example of the "flat" system of

building houses, to meet the requirements of middle class people, ha^
been built by Mr. Allen. The usual foolish arrangement of narrow
slips of gardens surrounded by fences has been done away with for a
much better one, which we find thus described intheScofsniaii ;—" The
most novel feature of tho plan is the garden. To houses of this class in

the suburbs of London is usually attached a narrow strip of garden
ground, either walled-in or separated from its neighbours by rows of
ugly black pailings perfectly useless for the purpose of privacy,

seeing that tho enclosed space is overlooked by the windows of tho
whole row. Mr. .Allen has done away with all this useless lumber,
aud has thrown the grounds of the houses into one. Still, each house
has its own little lawn on which the children can play at special

games, or tho young people at croquet. These lawns are divided
by walks and flower borders, and opposite the houses, which
are built in line aud open to a pretty bit of wooded country,
rises a miniature Crystal Palace in the shape of a long
rcw of greenhouses, built with great taste and elegance. In
the centre of these is a square building of two storeys, opening into

the conservatories, tho first-floor of which is a sort of bowor for the
ladios, a retreat from sun or shower, where thoy can bring their

books or work and sit in summer. Above, is a billiard-room for tho
gentlemen. A head gardener, with one or two assistants, is to keep
the grounds in order, and this part of the scheme is already carried

out. The conservatories are full of choice plants and Vines, which
have borne their first fruit. Peaches, Apricots, ifelons, and all the

finest sorts of fruit are grown, and are to be ilisposed of to tho

tenants if they desiro to purchase them at a fair price, and, after

thoy are supplied, to the public in general."
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
- BULBS FOR WINDOW AND ROOM GARDENS.

Impokted winter and spring flowering bulbs are now arriving

in large quantities, and now is the time to commence the
cultivation of such kinds as are required for early flowering.

The best for this purpose are Narcissus, such as Paper-white,
double Roman, and Soleil d'Or ; Hyacinths, of which the single

forms are best. Snowdrops, Crocuses, and Tulips. These should
be potted at once in a light rich compost, while a few bulbs of

Hyacinths and Narcissus may be grown in glasses of water,

for the sake of variety. In selecting bulbs it should be borne
iu mind that medium-sized roots, well shaped, solid, and
compact, are preferable, and more likely to give satisfaction

than large spongy bulbs ; as, when found iu this condition,

it is a sure sign that they are not thoroughly well developed
or ripened. All bulbs should be potted as soon as received,

for, if allowed to lie about, they lose much of their energy
by the evaporation that takes place from their surface. The
best coiupost to employ is one consisting of one-half fresh turfy

A Perfoiated Yase for Spring Flowers.

or fibrous loam, to which one-third of peat and leaf-mould is

added, and one third well rotted hot-bed manure, adding suffi-

cient coarse road sand or sandstone grit to keep the whole in a
fresh and open condition. The pots used should be scrupu-
lously clean and well drained. In potting, place the bulb in

the centre of the pot so that the crown is just below the

soil when the operation is finished, and the surface should be left

perfectly level and firm about half-an-inch below the rim of the

pot. This is not actually indispensable to success, how-
ever, as when bulbs are planted in the borders outside they
arc covered with 2 or 3 inches of soil. After potting, the

roots should be set in rows nearly close together, under a
north wall or fence, and covered with sand or sifted coal

ashes to a depth of from 3 to 4 inches. This covering serves

two or three purposes, it protects the bulbs from cold and
frosts, and prevents their forcing themselves out of the

pots when making their roots, and it also keeps the

compost round them in a state of genial moisture, and does

away with the necessity for watering. The plants root

freely and throw up their crowns in a few weeks, and are

then ready for forcing, or for removal indoors to bloom.
The sand also serves a very useful purpose in retarding the

plants that remain, so as to keep up a succession of flowers
after the first spikes open. After removal indoors, the pots
should have a light airy position, and will require liberal sup-
plies of moisture at the root. A little clear manure-water will
prove very beneficial when the pots become filled with hungry
roots, which generally happens just as the spike approaches
maturity. Crocus, Tulip, and Narcissus bulbs may be treated
just in the same way; only the smallest bulbs may be inserted
three or more together, in a 48 or 32-pot. The accompanying
illustration represents a globular Crocus pot, pierced with
holes, opposite each of which a Crocus bulb is placed, and the
intervening spaces are filled with compost. Some use moist
Sphagnum iu place of soil, and, if the bulbs are well
ripened, it answers nearly equally well. A Hyacinth
bulb, planted at the top, finishes off the arrangement in
a pleasing and artistic manner. Crocuses and Snowdrops,
if planted any time before November, in the window-boxe.s
outside, will flower freely during the first bright sunny
days of spring, and give a very cheerful appearance to the
window-sill, especially if the bright tints of the early blossoms
are contrasted with fresh green Ivy, Box, Aucubas, Periwinkle,
Euonymus, or other free-growing hardy shrubs and climbing
plants. Hyacinths and Narcissus bulbs may now be placed iu
common Hyacinth glasses, filled nearly full of tepid water.
Care should be taken to prevent the base of the bulbs touching
the water below, and if a space of about half-an-inch is let^
between, the roots, attracted by the moisture, soon protrude
from the base of the bulb, and find their way dowu inside the
glass. If this point is not duly attended to, it often results
in the bulbs rotting away at the base, and this is especially
the case if they are unripeued or loose iu texture. Few early-
flowering plants give greater satisfaction to the amateur than
these, as they are so easily grown, and flower so quickly after
being potted. In addition to those mentioned above, flowering
bulbs of both the Belladonna and Guernsey Lilies may now
be purchased for a few pence each, and these, if carefully
re-potted at once iu auy light rich soil, will flower in a week
or two, and will keep the window gay until Hyacinths and
Narcissi develop their delicate wax-like richly-perfumed
flowers. It is a good plan to surface the spots containing
bulbs with fresh green Moss, if it can be obtained, as it no't
only gives a fresh and pleasing appearance to the window, but
keeps the roots below in a more equable state as regards
moisture. All the above will grow well in an ordinary window
if duly attended to, but if there is the additional advantage of
a Wardian case or window conservatory, they ma}- be forwarded
thereby so as to flower much earlier. Last year I placed
newly imported Hyacinths—in glasses of soft water—on the
mantel-shelf in my sitting-room, and these received no extra
attention, except giving them a fresh supply of tepid water
every week. Bulbs so treated, if well ripened, flower in about
six weeks after they are placed in the glasses, and last a lou"
time iu flower. ]?_ "VV. B.

"

DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
Vases for the Drawing-room.

Lauge vases, I always think, look out of place in drawing-
rooms, where all that is required is just a few flowers,
gracefully grouped in small vases, and a few specimen glasses
placed here and there. At the exhibition of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, held at Birmingham, in the class for drawing-
room decorations, I was fortunate enough to take the first prize,
with a trumpet-shaped vase having three curved branches,
and dressed as follows :—In the bottom dish or tazza, were
three Water-Lily blooms, and some Maiden-hair Fern, the
edge being ornamented with a few fronds of Lastrea filix-mas

;

the three curved trumpets were filled with blue Corn-flowers',
white Sweet Peas, Maiden-hair Fern, &o., and the top was
decorated in a similar manner, but contained, in addition,
white Rhodanthe and wild Grasses, while amongst the trumpets
trailed long sprays of the pretty Lygodium soandens. A
smaller stand, to which was also awarded a flrst prize at one
of the Crystal Palace exhibitions, struck me at the time as
being most elegant and chaste iu form. It consisted of merely
a very small flat glass dish, with a slight trumpet rising out
of the centre ; iu the tazza were merely three Water-Lilies,
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some green Oats, and a few Ferns ; in the trumpet were simply

Oats and Rhodanthe, flowers of no great importance, but at few

exhibitions has there been a more charming little arrangement.

I have even seen neat little stands, which consisted merely of

an ordinary specimen glass set in a tea-cup saucer. Thus the

saucer may be filled with yellow Rose-buds, Neapolitan

Violets, leaves of sweet-scented Geraniums, and a few fronds

of Adiantum cuneatum, the edge being finished off with a

thick wreath of Pern fronds ; in the little trumpet or specimen

glass were placed a few sprays of Deutzia gracilis and Ferns.

Specimen glasses of a somewhat large size, with a few flowers

placed in them also, form pretty decorations ; but the flowers

selected for this purpose should be of the best sorts, and perfect

specimens of their respective kinds. One which I saw at the

house of a friend, and which I much admired at the time,

contained some spikes of Cape Heaths, a bloom of Pancratium
fragrans, and a few drooping bells of a small pink Cactus, the

bouquet (if I may so call it, though it was not tied) being

backed up by some fronds of hardy Ferns ; against these were
placed the Heaths, then the Pancratium, and the Cactus

blooms drooped over the edge, the whole being shrouded by
Maiden-hair Fern. Orchids are flowers just suited for vases

of these descriptions ; what, for instance, looks more elegant

than a few blooms of Dendrobium nobile, mixed with a few
spikes of Lily of the "X'alley, set in a miniature bower of

Adiantum cuneatum ? Hyacinth glasses are also very suitable

for drawing-room decoration, especially those having opaque
grounds ornamented vr'.th gold. These may contain larger

blooms than those mentioned for trumpet-shaped glasses, as,

for example, Roses, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Cactuses, and
others ; but, associated with these, as well as with flowers of

smaller sizes, should be wild Grasses, so blended as to give a

light look to the arrangement. Oats, in a green state, as I

before mentioned, are useful for this purpose, though not so

light looking as ordinary Grasses ; both, however, may be
purchased in bunches during summer in Covent Garden,
therefore, both town and country readers have an opportunity

of testing their value. A. Hassard.

ALPINE PLANTS AND HARDY BULBS ON THE
WINDOW SILL.

This is now the fonrth season since my outside window-garden was
planted, and it baa gone on improving so that in the hottest day of

summer and the coldest day of winter it is full of attraction. Saxi-

frages, Sednms, Sempervivums, Campanulas, Lithospermum, &c., are

one or other in flower ; and as regards bulbs in autumn, we have the

Stembergia, Zephyranthes, autumn Crocus, and Colchicnm ; follow,

ing these come the Snowdrop, the spring Crocus, and Soilla sibirica

;

and in window gardens, where a greater depth of soil is given, the

Hyacinth and the Narcissus may be introduced with advantage. The
constraction of the outside window garden may be stated to he of the

simplest possible character, bo that anyone can make it, or have it made
by an ordinary carpenter. We used yellow deal, and the width may
range from 12 inches to 2 feet according to space. At the back of

the garden is a strip of wood 3 inches in height, which may he

made higher or lower according to taste, and scalloped or plain.

The front should bo somewhat ornamented. This structure, while

resting upon the sill of the window, is raised on blocks a quarter of

.an inch to allow of drainage, and preserve the sill from damage.
The soil nsed should be a good compost consisting of road.scrapings,

loam, and leaf-soil, the surface undulated according to taste, working
in judiciously a few stones or shells, so as not to be conspicuous, and
then planted to ho the most attractive from the room. IJetween the

scallops or ornamental part of the woodwork in the front, trailers

should he inserted, so as to have the best effect, with Sempervivums
as rosettes ; or, if a rustic facing is given to the garden, Sednms,
Saxifrages, and other rock-loving plants do well. When shells are

introduced, small growing Sempervivums, such as montanum, or the
Cobweb Ilouse.leek are the most desirable to plant in them. The class

of plants which I consider most desirable for a window garden are the
dwarf.growing Alpine plants, with just sufficient elevation to break
the lines, and from the following genera a good selection can be
made :—Alyssum, Androsace, Antennaria, Arabia, Arenaria, Armeria,
Arum, Astor, Aubrietia, Bambusa, Bellium, Campanula, Dianthus,
Draba, Dielytra, Eebeveria, Erinus, Hepatica, Iberis, Iris, Linaria,
Linum, Lotus, Lithospermum, Lychnis, Lyaimachia, jlyosotis,
Nierembergia, O.xalis, Phlox, Potentilla, Primula, Sibthorpia, Solda-
nella, Spergula, Saxifraga, Sedum, Sempervivum, Silene, Thymus,

Viola, Veronica, according to situation and aspect. Of bulbous

plants, add Stembergia Intea, with its large yellow Crocus-like

flowers in autumn ; Zephyranthes Candida, with its silvery-white

blossoms in autumn, the autumn Crocus and the autumn Scilla ; and
for spring blooming, the intense blue Scilla sibirica and bifolia, the

spring Snowflake, the Snowdrop, the Crocus, the miniature Hyacinth,

the Narcissus Bulbocodium, nanus, and minimus, the Bulbocodium
veruum, the dwarf early single Tulips, Iris persica, and reticulata,

and, besides these, many other bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants

would contribute their charms, so that within a hmited space a

garden may be had with representatives from every temperate clime.

The invalid who can only be moved in a chair can tend this garden,

while those who are much confined indoors have only to turn their

eyes to the window to enjoy a pretty miniature Alpine garden. To
children it is a delight. In their culture there is no difficulty, and the

window garden once planted simply requires to be kept free from
weeds and attended to with water. Petee Barb.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
TRANSPLANTING FRUIT TREES.

Many say that fruit trees should be moved as soon as the
leaves are off. The soundness of this view depends, I think,

in part on the conditions under which the removal takes place.

If the trees have to be procured from a nursei-y or elsewhere
at a considerable distance from their ilestiuation, so as to entail

their being any time in transit, no doubt, just after the fall of

the leaf is the best ; inasmuch as, if removed whilst the leaves

are yet cjuite green and plenty of vitality in them, with the
consequent sap in the wood, the bark would shrivel and the
leaves wither and fall at once, to the certain injury of the trees.

But there are very many occasions when it becomes necessary to
remove fruit trees where the distance of removal is short—such
as in thinning out vfhen trees have become too close, or where
alterations have to be made requiring the ground they occupy
for other purposes. In removals under such circumstances
that from time to time I have had to effect, from the beginning
of September until the end of February, I have carefully
noted the result ; and, except in the case of quite small trees

that had recently been moved, or very large ones that had in

no way been prepared by previously cutting back their roots,

I always found the earliest period after the fruit-buds were set

the best for several reasons. In the case of Peaches, Necta-
rines, Api'icots, Apples, Pears, or Plums, that have been planted
from say four to_a dozen years, these should always be pre-
pared by cutting their roots well back the autumn twelve
months previous to planting; this, as is well-known, checks
the vigorous disposition of the trees, and causes them to form
quantities of small feeding rootlets near home, which, by
the exercise of reasonable care, can be removed without
a great amount of mutilation, and are at once in a con-
dition to act. Take, for instance. Peaches ; when a new
wall is furnished, the trees are usually planted doubly as thick
as there is ultimately room for; consequently, the time comes
when every second tree has to be removed ; these often como
in to fill up blanks, or possibly to furnish a Peach -house.
The question then becomes—at what time can they be removed
so as to entail the least loss of time in their producing fruit in

their new position ? In such cases as this, with reasonable
forethought, every facility exists for preparing the trees, and
transferring them without delay, and with the least possible
multilation of the roots, to their new quarters. And then,
without hesitation, I should say remove them as soon in the
autumn as the bloom buds are set, and the fresher and more
leaves they have the better. Of course, this implies that they
are thoroughly soaked with water when planted, and kept well
supplied with it, so long as the weather is such as to require
it, and if a few mats are hung before them in sunny weather
they will be none the worse for it, in addition to S3'ringing

overhead. Trees removed early and so treated, will make con-
siderable root progress before the winter ; during which, as a
matter of course, the roots will require protection by mulching,
and the trees may be expected to carry a fair crop the season
following. The same holds good with Plums, either on walls
or in the open ground ; and during the season following, both
must receive plenty of water in dry weather, as any stone fruit
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that has received a check at the i-oots will suffer more from a
deficiency of water than either Apples or Pears. I have seen
a Plum tree that the season after being removed as described
set fruit thickly, and threw the greater part off at the time it

ought to have stoned ; while another tree of the same variety
(Victoria)—moved at the same time and similarly treated in

every way, except that it received plenty of water—finished a
full crop, the individual fruit, however, not being so large as if

removal had not taken place. This early removal of Apples
and Pears has a similar effect upon these fruit ; but with Apples
early planting has an influence that extends beyond the first

year after removal. Anyone who has had experience in the
removal of Apples when the trees have arrived at a considerable
size, or that have root-pruned somewhat severely any which
were over-vigorous and unfruitful, will have noticed that for

two or three summers afterwards the trees would make but
little growth, and most likely be severely attacked by red
spider, which, if not destroyed, would prevent the fruit from
attaining its natural size, even the second or third season after

transplantation—a circumstance obviously caused by the trees

beginning to push growth in the spring after removal, before
there were anj' feeding roots at work to supplj' the exigencies

of leaf and shoot formation. If the trees are removed early in

the autumn, as suggested, this stunted condition does not
follow.

One thing is common to all standard, pyramid, or even bush
trees that are removed after having arrived at any considerable
size—they must be thoroughly secured by stakes for a couple
of years afterwards until they have got good roothold, so as
not to be shaken by the wind ; for, if they work about at all,

they never can, by any possibility, lay proper hold of the soil.

In the case of Currants and Gooseberries that have got a good
size, these fruits, if removed late in the season, as will have
been noticed, make very little growth for several years after-

wards, all the energies of the trees being directed to bearing
fruit, which is generally, under such conditions, small ; but
early removal has a considerable influence in causing freer

growth and larger fruit. Large trees, that had attained con-
siderable age, it would not be safe to remove until all their

energies were at rest. I have seen large vigorous-growing
Pears 18 feet in height, that had occupied the gable ends of

buildings, I'emoved and do well, bearing much freer in the course
of a couple of years after than ever they did previously ; but,

in the case of such trees as these, I should not attempt their
removal until all the leaves had fallen. In the planting of

fruit trees in general, especially in private gardens, there
is an almost general disposition to plant too many varieties

in the case of Plums, Apples, and Pears. An exhibition of

several hundred varieties of Apples and Pears is an interestmg
display ; but, so fai'-as affording data sufficient to enable anyone
to make a judicious selection for planting in any part of the
country, it is worse than useless ; inasmuch as the appeai-ance
of a dish of fruit, even if an opportunity existed for tasting
the quality, is very far from being certain evidence of the advi-
sibility of attempting to grow it ; the reason being, that nine-
tenths of the varieties obtainable are often shy in bearing,
weak in constitution, or have some other faults. If the general
merits, or suitability, of any variety of these fruits for cultiva-

tion in any particvilar situation could be determined in a season
or two, as with Potatoes, the case would be diS^erent, and the
loss of time and disappointment would be inconsiderable ; but
such is not the case ; Pears, even when grafted on the Quince,
and Apples, on stocks that have the earliest bearing disposi-
tion, take some years to prove their fitness for any particular
locality.

Previous to planting fruit trees the best and only reason-
able course is to ascertain the varieties that are found to
answer most satisfactorily in the neighbourhood. This is

the most certain guide to follow, so far as the principal planting
goes ; if there is an inclination to try any newer varieties
that make their appearance, or any promising sort that
may not have been tried in the immediate district pre-
viously, no harm can be done ; but, for the general supply,
always depend upon sorts that have been proved on or
near the spot, even if they are slightly inferior to others
with which you may be acquainted. This more particularly
applies to Apples, and that to culinary varieties ; for, justly

prized as are good dessert sorts, still it is to the cooking kinds
to which the greatest importance is attached, for of all the
fruits we grow there are none that bear any comparison with
these for general n«c. My impression is that there is nothing
in the shape of food more conducive to health than cooked
Apples, especially such varieties as are somewhat acid. The
frequent recurrence of late spring frosts, that for the last
twenty-five years we have experienced, has rendered many of
the early-flowering or tender sorts of little use. The present
season, if turned to proper account, should teach us much aa
to the varieties best calculated to resist a low temperature
during the blooming season. The returns of the fruit crop
throughout the country are both interesting and useful ; but
if, and especially in such a season as the present, a return was
made from each division of every county as to the varieties
that are carrying good, moderate, light crops, or total failures,
more reliable information would be afforded than has ever yet
been obtained as to the great essential—hardihood of the
varieties in cultivation. This year such information would
carry more than usual weight, as we have seldom had a season
when not only every variety, but almost every healthy tree,
was so fully ripened and covered with fruit buds as was
the case last autumn. I noticed many trees of large size
that had got into the very usual habit of fruiting every alter-
nate year, with scarcely a bloom bud upon "them in the
intervening season, that last summer carried full crops, and
set a profusion of bloom buds as well. New varieties of
Apples and Pears keep making their appearance, but, as I have
repeatedly urged, my impression is that most of the raisers
begin at the wrong end. Mo doubt the raising of new fruits is

both interesting and profitable to those engaged in it, and
deserves the highest commendation if they are improvements
upon existing varieties ; but if not, they are nothing less than
an infliction upon those induced to try them, and retard instead
of advance the pursuit of fruit culture, being useless to all

except those immediately interested in them. The raisers of
new varieties of Apples and Pears appear to keep continually
working from the best flavoured varieties, regardless of their
hardihood ; and their productions do not appear to possess any
distinctive merits beyond those of the sorts from which they
have been raised

; often the reverse is the case when the new
comer has been sufficiently tested so as to give conclusive
evidence of its actual worth. .4.11ow me to be rightly under-
stood ; no one is less disposed to council a standstill attitude in
anything connected with horticulture than myself, but we had
better stand still than proceed in the wrong direction. Instead
of raising new kinds of fruits from such parentage as is generally
employed, I hold it would be much more advisable to breed from
free-bearing hardy kinds, and, above all, such as have a late
blooming disposition (an indispensable property, on account of
the better chance they have in escaping frost), and endeavour
to obtain new sorts with the hardy constitution of those we
breed from, combined with superior quality in the fruit. But
the groundwork of all improvement must rest on' a hardy
vigorous constitution. Some time back a discussion arose
respecting Apple stocks, and by some who wrote on the subject
a disposition to push early in the spring was held up as an
advantage. Nothing could possibly be more fallacious on
account of the increased danger that would arise to the earliest
blooms from frost. T. Baines.

LOW ESPALIER FRUIT TREES.
I HAVE lately seen in a garden in the Isle of Wight some
Apple and Pear trees trained as espaliers, in height scarcely
exceeding 3 feet, most, if not all, of them having four tiers of
branches. The low height at which they were trained did not
appear to operate unfavourably vipon their produce. A Marie
Louise and a Bon Chretien (Williams's) each carried quite as
much fruit as any tree ought to be allowed to mature in one
season, nor did any of the Apple trees trained in the same
manner equal either of these two Pear trees in production.
On the Marie Louise I noticed several Pears on the lowest tier
actually touching the ground. Prom their appearance I infer
that they were planted about twenty-five or thirty years ago, and
they exhibited evident traces of neglect or bad management in
past years. The top branches, for the most part, instead of
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being the least, are the largest in circumference, and in some
instances are covered with a hedge of spurs upwards of a foot

in length, and it is only of late years that they have been taken

in hand by an experienced gardener. I measured the trees

carefully and cannot be mistaken as to their height. We often

see in small kitchen gardens 5 and even 4 feet espaliers, where

a nrroater height would be detrimental to the vegetable crops,

by unduly intercepting the sun's rays, and interposing obstacles

to the free circulation of air. My own experience leads me to

think, and my view is supported by what I saw in the Isle of

AVight, that height is not essential to the successful training

even of the Pear, if the following particulars are carefully

attended to. During the first few years each lower branch
should be kept well in advance of the one next aljove it, and,

when the tree has reached the limit of the distance allowed, it

should l^e made to take a form that would admit of each lower

branch remaining longer than the branch next above it, an
example of which may be seen in the form called the Palmette.

Another important matter to be attended to, especially in the

case of free growers on the Pear stock, is the regulation of the

parts whence the bearing shoots proceed. The distance from
l)ud to bud along a last year's shoot varies from about 1 to 2

inches. In the following year most of these buds will be
developed into either fruit-bearing or ordinary leaf shoots. If

all of the latter were allowed to remain the tree would soon be

overcrowded, therefore, the thinning of these shoots from time

to time becomes necessary. In the course of years, as the tree

advances, bare spaces of 6 inches in length will not be too much
to leave clear of shoots,and the sooner the branches are cleared to

half that distance the better. Then the branches that form the

highest tier will, in about the third year of their growth, begin

to give trouble unless they are repeatedly thinned and caref ull}'

attended to during the summer. For want of due attention in

this direction many an espalier has been hopelessly deformed
with what is called a letc de saiile, interesting specimens of which
may still be met with in old kitchen gardens. By all means,
therefore, begin with your top tier in good time, and if, as is

often the case with twiggy sorts, like the Marie Louise, there is

likely to be an overcrowding of shoots, cut several of them clean

out with a penknife when they are about half grown. With
regard to summer pruning with a view to fruit bearing, follow

whatever system appears to you to be best adapted to each par-

ticular sort, but at the winter pruning take care that your main
branches are regulated in such a way as to leave each lower
branch 8 or 10 inches longer than the branch immediately
above it. Cut away, if necessary, from any one of them the

whole of last year's growth, and even more than that if the

form of your tree refjuires it. If, however, any one branch is

deprived by an accident of a portion of its length, it may be
made to overtake the others by allowing the shoot that springs

fi'om the ruptured part to take a gentle curve upwards, training

it across the other branches till it reaches the top ; in this

position it may continue its growth vertically till it regains its

proper length, when it may be straightened and laid in its

proper position. For Apple and Pear trees in kitchen gardens,

the espalier form is so very convenient that it is encouraging
to find that even the Pear can be grown with advantage at a
height from the ground well within the reach of the operator's

hand. In such a form, and at such a limited height, some sorts

may not thrive as well as others ; but the bare fact that two
trees, neither of them so much as 4 feet high, should produce
more than average crops, goes far to prove that height, however
beneficial, is not essential to the successful cultivation of the
Pear. B. S.

THE PROPER SIZE OF POTS FOR PINES.
Tour correspondent, Mr. Muir, observes (p. 219), that according to

his experience " large pots require much more room than smaller

sizel ones." It would be useless attempting to dispute such a self-

evident proposition, but I would remark that there are pots, and pots,

for growing Pines. This subject has been discussed often enough before,

and I think nearly all good Pine growers are unanimous in adopting
the average 12.inch pot for fraiting purposes. I have visited most of

the noted Pine growing establishments in England and Scotland, and,
though pots of different shapes are to be found, the 12-inch is the one
generally in use. The mere assertion that so and so grows his Pines
in lO-inch pots conveys no meaning. There is a form of pot made in

Scotland, and much used for Pine growing there, called a lO-inch

pot, but I imagine it will contain about aa great a bulk of soil as the
ordinary 12-inch or 14.inch one, for it is deeper than usual, and about
as wide at the bottom as the top, whereas, in the ordinary shaped pot
the bottom is only about half as wide as the top. If your correspon-
dent would give the inside measure, top and bottom, and depth of his

pots, your readers could form their own opinion in the matter. I

have had Pines from Scotland in those so-called 10-inch pots, and
found that they held just about the same quantity of soil as onr 13-inch
ones, and I have an impression that Mr. Muir refers to the same kind
of pot. I am not an advocate for large pots, but I believe in large

plants, and would give them the largest pots, as a matter of course.

Mr. Muir says that large plants do not "by any means " produce,
as a rule, the best fruit, an assertion which I regard as wholly
unsupported, either by theory or practice. All other things being
equal, the largest plants do, invariably, produce the largest fruit.

This is a well-established fact, and not a matter of mere opinion now.a.
days. I do not know a Pine grower of any note who does not make it

his endeavour to get up the greatest amount of vigour possible in the
plants, and plants of the largest size (I am not speaking of elongated
specimens) ; nor do I know anyone who does not advocate large
suckers to start with ; and for what reason ? Simply that he may
have large plants and consequently large fruit. Mr. Ward, of Bishop
Stortford, who has on many occasions exhibited some of the largest

and heaviest Pines on record, believes only in suckers of giant
dimensions ; his plants are of proportionate size, and his Queens—to

take them as an example—used to attain a weight of 6 pounds. Do
we not also find the strongest growing varieties invariably producing
the largest fruit—the Smooth Cayenne is more robust than the
Queen, and yields proportionately heavier fruit ; the Providence is a
stronger grower than either and produces the largest fruit of all, and
with the least trouble. It may be better for market purposes to
grow more plants and have a greater number of fruits of moderate
size, bat lot no aspirant in Pine growing get hold of the fallacy that
there should be a limit to the size and vigour of his plants, provided
he can get them thoroughly matured. As to the room required for
Pines in the bed, I agree with your correspondent that 2 feet is

ample in houses that are as light as day, to which probably his

experience has hitherto been confined ; but in old houses with narrow
panes and sashes, or where Vines are grown overhead—conditions
under which very many Pines are still cultivated— I am afraid he
would find it necessary to modify his opinions considerably if he
wished to get vigour enough to furnish 5 pound fruit.

A Pine Geoweb.

Cherry Trees Killed by Sunstroke.—A paragraph in a
Chicago journal gives an account by an eye-witness of the destrnction
of two Cherry trees by sunstroke. The owner, a Mr. Viesen, was
standing near to them at the time (3 p.m.), when he suddenly heard
a noise, which he compares to the splitting of wood. Looking iu the
direction of the sound, he perceived the bark of the two Cherry trees
peeling off in a rapid and curious manner. The peeling commenced
at the tops of the branches, and rapidly curling downwards, almost
immediately stripped both branches and trunks, to the surface of the
ground. The aspect of the trees was similar to that of trees stripped
by lightning ; foliage, bark, and fruit were cleanly peeled off, and
lay in a crumpled mass at the foot of each tree, the process of scarifi-

cation having been completed in the brief space of three or four
seconds. It is scarcely necessary to add, that the wood appeared as
scorched and dead, as though the destructive element had been that
of the electric fluid of lightning, and the leaves and bark were as
scorched and withered.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FKUIT GAEDEN.

Plum Trees Gumming : F. H. Plum trees are very liable to gumming
after having been severely pruned, or having been transplautetl when gron-inK
freely. Prune away the worst atTected parts in winter. The healthy shoots
will soon fill up the place of those removed.

Transplanting Large Plum Trees.— I am thinking of transplanting
several Pfums, &.c., that I value highly, and shall be obliged by your telling
me the best time, and if I should cut them back.—H. W. [Do it in October.
Except the tops are very large and want pruning, you need not cut back,
or but little. In moving, trace out and preserve all the roots you possibly can.—
W. M.]

The Trebbiano Grape.—I quite agree with your correspondent "B. J."
(sec p. 220) as to the merits of this Grape. *' B. J." speaks of it as a late
Grape, but I go further, and say of all white Orapea for pot culture the
Trebbiano is by far the best. I have exhibited noble bunches ot it at Stamford,
weighing -1 lbs. each, finely coloured, of the best possible shape, not over largo
in berry, and of good flavour, all cut from pots; and I have just now some
fine canes of it in pots for early forcing. In fact, so much Is the variety in
(jiiestifm thought of by both my employer and myself, that I would not bo
without it on any consideration.—R. Gilbert, Ourdener to the Marquig uj Exettf^
2iuri/hlej/f StamJt/rU.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE ANEMONE-LEAVED CRANE'S-BILL.

(geeanium anemonefolium.)

This is one of those plants which some years ago bad all but
disappeared from cultivation. The wheel of fashion, like the
wheel of fortune, is, however, in continuous revolution, and
ouce raore this, like many other long neglected plants, crops
up again. Knowing how fickle and inconstant are fashion's
fancies, and also satisfied, as I am, that this Geranium possesses
claims for general cultivation of a really substantial character,
I willingly supplement the very truthful and admirable figure
herewith given, with a few descriptive remarks. Introduced
in the latter part of the last century from the Canary Islands,
it received its appropriate specific title at the hands of Willde-
now, and, along with Geranium canariense, constitutes a very
distinct little group, holding a position intermediate between
the two genera Pelargonium and Geranium, to both of which
it has been, at various times, indiscriminately referred. Thi.'s

species, though sometimes called a biennial, is, with a little

care, a long lived, somewhat shrubby, plant, inclined, after a
series of years, to

become long in the
stem, hence it is

desirable to have
an occasional suc-

cession of young
plauts, as it does
not stand " head-

ing back " the same
as the more truly

woody Pelargo-
niums. It reaches
its most perfect

condition when its

stem accjuires a
height of about 12
or l.'j inches. The
space below thus
given enables
the leaves, which
have a tendency to
reflex downwards,
to arrange them-
selves with a
grace, regularity,

and lightness, that

cannot be attained
when the leaf de-

velopment takes
place from the
surface of the
ground. As an
indoor spring decorative plant, the Anemone-leaved Gera-
nium should never be lost sight of; its beautifully-divided

palmate foliage of shiny green, and the mass of flower-stems
rising above the same, covered with a succession of rosy-red
star-like blossoms, give the plant an attractive appearance,
perhaps all the more powerful from the charming simplicity of

tlie flowers themselves. AVhen planted out in the flower

garden, it should not be the sole occupant of a bed to itself, as

its appearance is too sombre ; enlivened however, with the
bright colouring of the variegated Abutilon, and margined
witk Gnaphalium lanatum, a few of whose vigorous shoots may
be allowed to run irregularly amongst the leaves below, its

beauty of form is wonderfully enhanced. In this way I have
seen a bed present a very effective and novel appearance. If

the ground be rich, due allowance must be made to keep the
plauts well apart, as, when thus turned out, with its roots

ranging beyond the restrictive limits of the pot, it is not
unusual for it to form leaves fully 12 inches across, on foot-

stalks of about an equal, or even greater, length. In a young
state, the other species, Geranium canariense, bears so close a
resemblance to Anemonefolium, that it is almost impossible
to recognise any distinctive characters ; but, when in bloom,
the diflftculty vanishes, as, whereas the latter has smooth stalks

throughout the entire inflorescence, the former is clothed with
the most exquisite purplish hairs, each one tipped with a tiny
globule of secreted, or, perhaps I ought to say, excreted
moisture. So dense and conspicuous is this arrangement of

hairs, that it gives a decided character to the plant, and at once
distinguishes it from its otherwise closely-allied species ; added
to this, the petals of the flower are broader, and, in place of a
rosy-red colour, they have a lovely violet or purplish tint

superadded—a combination of colours not frequently met with.
Both these species seed freely, and by this means are readily
propagated ; so elastic, however, are the indurated styles that,

unless carefully watched, the seeds are apt to distribute them-
selves far and wide long before the cultivator has any suspicion
that they are matured. Jas. C. Niven.
Hull Botanic Gardens.

The Anemone-leaved Crane's-bill (Geranium anemonefolium)

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.
To anyone acquainted with the immense number of Roses
pi'opagated every year by budding and grafting, the cjuestioa

necessarily arises, what becomes of them all P Granted that
each year growers of Roses increase, yet even these, numerous

as they are, will

, ,

,

not account for the
incalculable
quantities that are
produced. What,
therefore, becomes
of them ? Doubt-
less,great numbers
perish, and that,

from various
causes, the most
des t motive of

which are bad
treatment and uii-

suitable soil for

Roses on other
than their own
roots. The enor-
mous number
raised by budding
and grafting has
in some measure
led to the impres-
sion among people
generally, that
these methods of

raising Roses are
the best ; and, that
advantages belong
to the buddingand
grafting system,
under certain cir-

cumstances, must be admitted, inasmuch, as by these pro-
cesses they can be increased much faster than they could be
on their own roots, which, in the case of new sorts, doubtless,

is an advantage ; and, for them, there can be no possible objec-

tion to this method of Rose propagation. But here I am of

opinion it ought, in a great measure, to cease, and give place

to the far better, more effective, and more natural system of

growing them on their own roots, which, for general purposes,
is superior to any other method. There are some that are

naturally weak in constitution, and that are consequently
better to manage on a stock somewhat stronger

;
yet even

thus treated, they do not always succeed ; seeing, however,
that we have a multiplicity of varieties of almost every shade,

the total discarding of these delicate sorts would be no loss to

any except those who exhibit for competition. It is generally

admitted, I believe, that the best flowers are produced from
the first season's bloom after budding. I am not, however,
looking at the subject from an exhibitor's point of view, but
from that of the thousands who grow Roses as decorative

plants only, and, for this class of growers, with few exceptions,

they are in every way preferable on their own roots. There
are, no doubt, places in any garden where a good standard

Rose looks well and is in a proper position ; but a bed or a
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Rose-garden of standards, compared with a similar bed occu-

pied by Roses bush-fasliion on their own roots, is a very

poor affair. A bed of standard Roses (apart from the peculiar

associations connected with Roses above all other flowers, and
their individual beauty and fragrance) is not an arrangement
ill keeping with good taste, and, when not in bloom, is

absolutely intolerable, holding, as it usually does, a position

in the best and most conspicuous part of a well-kept garden.

This arises from various causes : first, the shape of the plants,

with their naked stems ; their unsightly appearance through
the winter ; and the sight through the summer of the ground
covered with mulching manure, or with the always apparent
efforts when attempting to hide it liy Miguonette or other
plants that are used for the purpose, and which have never any
business there at all, on account of their extracting so much
from the soil that ought to be wholly in the possession
of the Roses. As opposed to this, a bed of Roses on their

own roots is a most charming object, and even in the winter,

when denuded of leaves, can be made to look unobjectionable.

Roses on their own roots possess many advantages. The first

is, there are not the unsightly gaps consequent upon the
numbers of standards that lag behind, and have a sickly

appearance, and which, from their position, stand most objec-

tionably prominent. In a bed of Roses on their own roots,

those which do not succeed are comparatively few, if common
care is taken in selecting kinds that are not delicate growers.
Hence, mulchings can be applied without being so apparent

;

in fact, they can be all but hid by the plants they are to

benefit. The best and most effective way of treating Roses
grown on this method is to peg the shoots down. Let us take
a bed or garden of these that has been some time planted and
treated in the ordinary way, and on which it is intended to try

the pegging-down system ; the plants will contain some old

wood, a portion of which may have existed for years, and
numbers of strong current season's shoots from the collar, or
near it. In spring, when pruning time comes, cut the whole of

the old wood out right down to the bottom, leaving nothing but
the young vigorous shoots in numbers proportionate to the
strength of the plants. If very strong, eight or ten may be
left, if weaker, four or six ; these may be shortened back to
from 3 to 4 feet, according to the distance the plants stand
apart. Procure some stout hooked sticks a foot long, so that
they may have good hold in the ground ; with one of these peg
each shoot down evenly all round from the collar, bringing
them down to within an inch or two of the ground, having pre-
viously given a good mulching with manure ; they will, thus
treated, break at almost every eye, and flower profusely if they
are strong and otherwise in good condition. This bringing
down all the shoots in a horizontal position has the effect of

causing the plants to break up from the bottom much stronger
than they would under other treatment, and many of these
shoots will flower in the autumn after the beauty of the pegged-
down portion is over. Ihave fromthese current season's growths
had much better blooms,and in greater numbers, than ever I was
able to get from the second crop produced by standards. If

strong and in good condition, the pegged-down shoots
will produce a second lot of flowers. In the winter, when
the time arrives for digging the ground and putting
in manure, cut out all the shoots that are pegged close
from where they spring, so as to give an opportunity for
the work being done in the spring, as before—mulching,
pruning, and pegging down the young shoots. This method
of Rose growing, I may observe, is anything but new, and the
wonder is that it baa not become more universal than it is

amongst those who grow Roses for general purposes, a circum-
stance which can only be accounted for by the present system of
growing them as standards having become so popular, the
great bane of which, looked at from a purely cultural point
of view, is their continuous disposition to throw up suckers,
which, even when removed as soon as they appear above
ground, greatly weaken the plants, and are a source of con-
tinual trouble ; while, as regards Roses on their own roots the
reverse is the case, every shoot of which, coming up from the
bottom, is an evidence of strength and a future advantage.
Then, again, all the tender Tea varieties, that are so often
killed, even in ordinary winters—if cut down to the ground by
frost, will push up strongly from the root, and flower later in

the season. There are winters that now and then occur,

although they may be at considerable intervals, that forcibly

remind us of their effects. Who has forgotten the wholesale

destruction in the winter of 1860-61, when nineteen-twentieths

of the standard Roses throughout the kingdom were killed,

the few that escaped being mostly such as had been moved the

autumn previous ? Then three-fourths of the gi-owers in the

country avowed their intention henceforth to grow them on
their own roots

;
yet, as time wore on, they gradually relapsed

into the old system.

Were there any difficulty in striking Roses from cuttings,

and, conscipiently, growing them under the best and most
satisfactory conditions, the case would be different. Certainly,

as 1 have already remarked, they cannot be produced so

quickly or in such numbers by this method as by budding
;

but, for the thousands of amateurs who propagate their own
Roses and who take a pleasure in such occupation, they would
bo the most satisfactory on their own roots. There are several

methods employed in striking Roses. The first is within the

reach of everyone who has sufficient ground to grow them. It

is simply to take off with a heel moderate-sized shoots, neither

too weak nor too strong and gross ; these should be procured

about the beginning of October. A nice piece of ground that

is not wet, in a somewhat sheltered situation, but not at the

shady side of a wall, should be chosen for them ; dig it over,

and, if of a heavy and adhesive nature, get some lighter loam
and sand, and mix the whole together, elevating it a little. In
this insert the cuttings, about 4 inches asunder every way,
give them a good watering and put a temporary frame round
them made of boards 6 or 8 inches deep ; on this nail some wire

netting to keep anything from disturbing them, and, when
severe frost comes, throw some litter over them. The wire, if

supported with a few pieces of timber, will carry the litter

without letting it absolutely rest upon the cuttings. Jlero

they must remain, and in spring the greater portion will root

and commence to grow, when they should be removed to a
nursery bed of good rich soil, planting them 15 inches asunder.

If kept clean and free from insects through the summer, they

will make considerable progress. They may remain here for

another season, when they will be good plants, and in the

autumn may be transferred to the beds they are intended to

occupy.
Another and much quicker method, that can be followed by

those who have the convenience of heated pits or a greenhouse,
is to take cuttings off earlier in the season—the second growth
that pushes after the principal flowering, as soon as it gets
sufficiently hardened, which will depend upon the season being
late or early—generally about the middle of August. The
shoots for this should be about half ripe, taken oS with a heel,

have their bottom leaves stripped off, and be inserted six or
eight in 48-pots of sandy loam, giving plenty of water, and
placing them in a cold frame for three weeks or a month, keep-
ing the soil quite moist ; at the expiration of this time they
will have become well callused, when they must be removed
to a gentle hot-bed, where they will root directly. On no
account must they be placed in heat before this callusiug

process has taken place ; otherwise not one in a dozen will

strike. When they have pushed an inch or two, they must be
potted off singly into :3-inch pots, in good soil, and replaced in a
temperature of 60^, with a moderate amount of air and a grow-
ing atmosphere. Here they will gain strength, and must be

encouraged for some some weeks to make growth, after which
they may be removed to a house or pit for the winter with an
ordinary greenhouse temperature of from 3.5^ to 4o°, the object

being not to allow growth to become quite stagnant. From
the small size of the plants, a large number may be accommo-
dated in a little space. In the spring, as soon as they begin to

move, shift them into pots a size larger, and place them in a pit

or frame, where they can be so treated as to induce them to grow.
Gradually inure them to the air, and m the beginning of May
plant them out in good rich soil in an open situation ; by this

means a season's growth will be gained over what may be
termed the dormant cutting system. All they require is keeping
free from aphides and weeds, and giving a suflicient supply of

water in dry weather. In the autumn theymay either be removed
to the ground they are ultimately to occupy, or they may bo

allowed to remain another season ; all that is necessary is not
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to neglect them in their preparatory stages. Some there arc

who may be disposed to say that this involves considerable

attention and room under glass
; yet the same individuals have

never most likely considered that it is no more than is required

for ordinary bedding plants, that only last for a few months at

their best, while the plants in question will last for a number
of years and go on improving. In the case of such kinds that

are ah-eady possessed in strong plants grown in the way under
consideration, and which it is desirable to increase, this can be
done well and expeditiously by—in the spring when they are

pegged down—removing an inch or two of soil, and sinking

into it about 6 inches of the points of some four or five of the

shoots from each plant, well securing them with the hooked
sticks ; these will push up strong growths, rooting freely and
making large plants the first season, that in the autumn

—

about the end of September—only require severing from the

old plant and transferring to where they are to remain ; they
will flower well the succeeding summer, and the year following
will make plants as large as ever they will be required. Any-
one having Roses grown in this way, let the number be large

or small, can, by this system of layering, quadruple his stock
every year, without in any way interfering with the flowering
of the plants. There is yet another advantage—that in some
places where the ordinary stocks. Dog Rose or Manetti, will

not thrive, Roses on their own roots, if free-growing varieties

are selected, will succeed. Therefore, my advice to all lovers

of Roses is

—

grow them on their own roots. T. Baines.

DRAPING DEAD WALLS.
Dead walls are the nightmare of many a suburban garden. However
perfect the latter, the walla, which of necessity bound it, in most cases

mar it more or less. Draped with Koses, Jasmines, and Honeysuckles,
the bricks and mortar are hidden, but the straight sharply.defined

lines remain. Get rid, by any means, of the straightness, and substi-

tate curved lines of beauty, or irregular lines, and picturesque, and
the moat objectionable features of walls vanish. We have long
been advocates for breaking up the flatness of the ground lines of

gardens and partially destroying the tiresome monotony of straight

walls with mounds of earth. It is astonishing how ranch can be done
by such means, and by clothing tho mounds by judicious planting.

By the influence of raised base lines, and their skilful furnishing with
trees, shrubs, and plants, the wall lines may be almost totally con.

cealed, and the sharp comers at least rounded off with vegetation.

The stiffness of the viaible portions of the walls may be relieved by a
loose style of training. Jasmines, Honeysuckles, Clematises, Virginian
Creepers, Banksian and other Rosea should be backed up againat
rather than closely trained to walls. Ivies, likewise, are quite different

plants when left to roam very much at their own sweet will. The
Japanese Honeysuckle is also one of the most suitable plants for this

free style of furnishing. Its golden ahoots stream down iu profusion,

covering the bare crown or face of walls as golden ringlets do the
shoulders of childhood. Virginian Creepers, again, and the Wistaria
are admirably adapted to this loose style of training, also all the large

leaved kinds of Aristolochia and the ever welcome green of Figs and
Vines. By allowing a free summer growth, the stiffness of the
boundary walls of villa gardens may be hidden behind a maasive
screen of pendent shoots and beautiful foliage. This freedom is, as a
rule, the one thing that viUa gardeners seem intent on destroying.

Close spurring and a smooth straight surface are the only modes of

pruning and training adapted by almost the whole race of professional

wall dressers, who go about with knives and shears and ties or nails

seeking to fasten up or destroy each free and graceful growth they
can find on the face of the wall. They have but one idea of cropping
—the convict model—all round and all bare alike. If walls are to

be gracefully draped, they must first be emancipated from the hard
and fast lines of the jobbing gardener. The lady who can attire

heraelf with elegance, has received the best training for the draping
of her garden walls. To prevent mistakes, however, it is needful to

bear in mind a distinction. To trim a dress meana to add a new grace to

it ; to trim a wall, aa generally underatood, is to slash all grace off it.

But after all that can be done by the raising of banka of earth and
planting them with akill, and the fumiahing of the walls with a free

growth of suitable plants, the chances are that pieces of wall, straight

and bare, may still be visible here and there. In such cases, and also

where difficulties may occiu- in the way of adopting the foregoing
methods of adornment, or in conjunction with them, the wall itself

may be operated on. The best materials for this purpose are lumps
of atone, burrs, or spoilt bricks, clinkers dipped in cement, or even
the refuse of smelting fnrnacea ; these, in considerable masses, may

bo used along with old roots or pollard stumps on the crowns and
sides of earth mounds so as to give greater variety of outline, and
afford root runs at once suitable and picturesque for various creeping
or other plants, and for Ferns and succulents, both excellent for tho
draping of walls earth.cased or otherwise. Mineral or vegetable
dubris, such aa wood or cork, may also be placed on the surface of

the walla in such a manner as to form irregular outlines and furnish

pockets, recesses, and crevices full of suitable soil for the nourish-

ment of such plants as Ferns, succulents, and drooping or dwarf
Alpines or other planta. Perhaps hardly any more useful plants

could be named than Linaria Cymbalaria, Lysimaohia Nummularia,
Phlox subulata. Campanula rotundifolia, C. garganica, Lithospermum
prostratum, Potentilla alpestria, Antirrhinum rupestre, Veronica
prostrata, Saxifraga sarmentosa, Helianthemum, all tho slender

varieties, &c., &o. Again, Ferns alone would drape a wall, almost
any wall, to perfection ; and, fortunately, the cold northern or eastern,

or any shady slimy wall, where nothing else would thrive, is just the

favoured haunt of Ferns. With sufficient peat soil to root in, and
the garden engine and watering pot given overhead now and then,

they can be made to beautify and adorn any wall, however bleak and
bare.

—

Villa Gardener.

Momordica Charantia.—This is a widely spread 'East Indian

Cucurbitaceona annual, which has bright yellow oblong fruits, from
4 to 8 inches long, tapering to both ends, and covered all over with
little wart.like protuberances, some irregular and others in lines,

along which they split when ripe. The flowers are too small to be
ornamental ; the chief attraction therefore is the fruit, which, when
fully ripe, splits up into three parts, and has the appearance of a
bloom with large thick petals. The inside is wholly covered with a
deep red i^ulpy matter, which forms a fine contrast with the yellow

exterior. The seeds imbedded in the pulp look as if carved. The
plant generally takes from two to three months to mature its fruit

from the time when the seeds are sown, and then it keeps iu bearing

condition for some months. The seeds should be sown in a light soil,

and assisted to germinate with a little bottom heat. When the young
plants are large enough to handle, they may either be planted out

and trained on a trellis, or grown on in pots, and staked into a balloon,

or pyramidal shape, or any form desired. As it is a gross feeder,

a rich soil suits it best, and the fruit is improved in size by an occa-

sional appHcation of liquid manure.—J. MuiK, Clovenfords.

New Bedding Violas.—I heartily recommend the three

following forms—Viola cornuta Sensation, Viola cornuta Admiration,

and Viola cornuta Purple Prince. The former is, perhaps, the earliest of

these examples of " new blood," the second and third, the second

especially, being among the most telling of all summer bedding plants,

especially when mixed with any of the white variegated.leaved

Pelargoniums, such aa Bijou, Flower of Spring, &c. As even a prefer-

able companion to these, I may instance the old Mangles Variegated

Palargonium, amongst which I have some of these Violas growing, and
the effect is certainly heightened, aa the Violas aeem to show up
better from amidat the more procumbent stems and the smaller

blooms of this kind. Then, again, aa early spring plants, for blooming

along with the Daisies, Yellow Cliveden Pansies, Silenes, Primroses,

Polyanthuses, and Tulips, they are unapproachable. I have also

seen them introduced in circular masses in front of young shrubberies,

thus forming a continuous link in the chain of display, brilliant iu

their effect, of which similarly-coloured Crocuses give the foretaste,

but which these Violas certainly beat, both in respect of colour and

of diatant effect.

—

William Eaklet, Valentines.

Autumn Meadow Saflfron (Colchicum) . — It would hardly

be possible for those who have not seen the leading varieties of Col-

ohicum in bloom to conceive how decorative they are in the flower

garden, and how valuable for prolonging the succession of flowers.

In September and October, and even in November, the display pro-

duced by a good collection of Colchicums proves most attractive.

Some of the varieties have beautifully chequered flowers, and moat

of them are so floriferous aa to cover the ground with a sheet of

blossom, and as the leaves do not appear till spring, at a little

distance the effect is peculiar, there being nothing but colour. The
best position in the flower garden for the Colchicum is the mixed

flower and ahrubbery border, and the woodland walka, but its

accommodating habits readily admit of its utilisation in flower beds.

In beds of dwarf plants, or where the Geraniums are not crowded

together, the roots of the Colchicum, lifted when at rest, may be

planted, making holes with a common dibber all over the flower

bed, planting a Colchicum in each hole, and covering it with soil.

These roots will throw up large masses of Crocua-hke blossoms just

aa the summer flowers are dying off, and yield a most pleasing and

distinct effect to the summer decoration. C. byzantinum, with its

rose-coloured flowers ; C. variegatum, with its beautifully chequered
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bloasoms ; and C. autumnale, with its rose-purple flowers ; and the

purple, the variegated, and the pure white double kinds, may be

intermingled or arranged separately in distinct beds. Thus, these

beautiful and hardy blossoms of autumn will prove as useful in the

ordinary flower garden as in the choice mixed border, or hardy bulb

garden.

—

Peter Bark.
Hardy Aquatics.—Will you kindly furnish me with the names

of a dozen hardy Aquatics ? I want them both for the middle and
edges of a newly-made ornamental lake, and I should also like to

know where collections of these plants are to be seen ?—Z. [For the

central portion of your lake select such plants as the white Water-

Lily (Nymphaja alba), yellow Water-Lily (Nuphar lutea), Villarsia

nymphfeoides, the Water-Violet (Ilottonia palnstris), Bog.Bean
(Menyanthes tritoliatus), and the Floating Aponogeton (A. dis-

tachyon) and its varieties. For the margins nothing can surpass

Cyperus longus, the gracefully-pendent Carex pendula, the vvhite-

spathed North American Calla (C. palustris), the Marsh Flag (Iris

pseudacorus), the Typhas, and the handsome-flowering Rush Buto-

mns umbellatus. The best collections round London, with which we
are acquainted, are those at Kew, the Wellington Nurseries, St.

John's .Wood; the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham ; and Parker's and
RoUisson's Nurseries, at Tooting. Good collections of them are

likewise grown in various provincial Botanic Gardens, notably at

Oxford and Edinburgh.]

The New Hardy Crinum.—With reference to this interesting

plant. Dr. Hooker remarks in the Botanical Magazine—A hardy
Crinum is a rarity in English gardens, and except the beautiful C.

capense, I know no other but this now in open air cultivation ; and
beautiful as C. capense is, it is far exceeded in size, foliage, and
colour by the subject now under notice. Crinum Moorei was
introduced into the Glasnevin Gardens in 18G3, by Mr. Webb, a friend

of Dr. Moore's, who had served on the commissariat staff of our

army in South Africa, and had brought the seeds from the interior

—

as Dr. Moore thinks—of Natal. During the last Ave years the specimen
from which the drawing in the Ma'jazine was made has been planted in

a border fronting the conservatory range at Glasnevin, without getting

the slightest protection, flowering sometimes in autumn, and at other

times in spring. The leaves are cut up in the winter, but the bulbs

are not seriously hurt, and soon recover themselves, when they push
out a fresh set of their broad peculiarly-ribbed leaves, 18 to 20 inches

long. The bulb is remarkably long, sometimes reaching 18 inches.

A closely allied species to this is the C. Colensoi, of Natal, which will

shortly be figured, which has also broad leaves and a long bulb, but
the perianth-tube is much longer, and the flower smaller, with a
narrower pale limb ; it has been flowered by Mr. Bull and others, and
may, we hope, alsD prove hardy.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Fruiting Duckweed (Nertera depressa).—Would yon kindly say it

Nertera depressa is an Alpine plant or not, and oblige .J. C. & Sons, Aher<Ieeyi.

[The Fruiting Duekwecd is a native of New Zealand and the Andes of South
America, and succeeds perfectly under the treatment usually given to Alpine
plants. It grows in the open air, and should have a moist spot in the rock-
garden.]

The Ivy Harebell on a Lawn.—Mr. Dawson (see p. 221) says, " few
gardens can supply a turfy moist corner for this Campanula." It spreads
freely on our lawn ; and, as one portion is, in consequence, left unmown in
July, we have a sheet of blue flowers, than which nothing can be more lovely.
It spreads rapidly ; as also Sibthorpia europEea, which likewise makes a lovely
hanging-basket in the greenhouse, falling down fully 2 feet from the pot or
basket.—K. L. R., York»h'u-e.

Hardy August and September Blooming Plants.—" Simon" should
have no ditlicully in keeping his garden aglow through the autumn with hardy
tlowers. In addition to those named in your last number, he ma.y have
Kudbeckia in variety (especially hirta), (Kaothera Fraseri, Chelone obliqua,
Dracocophalum speciosum, Tritoma in variety, Tritonia aurea, lato Phlo-xes,
Sparaxis pulcherrima (in great beauty just now), Platycodon autumnale.
Verbena venosa (a beautiful purple). Aconitum autumnale (a brilliant blue),
and, for the front line. Cyclamen hederiefolium.

—

Salmonicbps.

Miniature Tulips.—Last season, after bedding out our spring bulbs, there
chanced to be two or three dozen Tulips over and above our refinirements.
These were thrust into a small bed at the bottom of the garden, and left
without water or other attention. When blooming time arrived, they turned
out to be miniatm-e Tulips about the size of large Crocuses, while their com-
panions, viz., those which had been properly pl.anted and cared for in show
beds, were of the fall and usual size. On one of the dwarfs being lifted, the
root was found to be loosely surroun<led by dry leaves.—F. H. B., Cumbrnteff.

Koses not Opening.—I have a young Rose tree (General Jacqueminot)
which obstinately refuses to expand a large number of its buds. They grow
until they become large red lumps, at which stage they remain. The" petals
are all there, no doubt, as I have tried the experiment of forcibly unrolling
them, and have produced, in some instances, a very fair Hower. Can you
point out the cause and the remedy ?—J. W. [Drought has doubtless played an
important part in this case after the buds had been formed. Clustered flowering
Roses frequently behave in that way in dry seascms after the middle or leading
bud has expanded. Water, or even liquid-manure, should bo given it the trees
are healthy, so as to avail themselves of it ; and an occasional syringing over
the head of the tree will also be found to be beneficial. If all this has been
done, then the soil must be changed, for Roses will not open in worn out soils.
Get good fresh loam, and re-pot in Novcniljcr.— II. G.]

THE FALL OF THE LEAF.
By HARLAND COULTAS.

The phenomenon of the " fall of the leaf," comraou as it is, is

very difficult to explain satisfactorily. The foUowin;; are tin;

facts, so far as we understand them, which are pxcccdin<:;ly

interesting and instructive. It seems that Nature Itegiiis the

provision for separation almost as soon as the leaf is born in

spring. When first put forth into the atmosphere, the stalk of

the leaf, supposing one to be present, is continuous with the

stem. As the leaf and its stem grow, however, an interrup-

tion between their tissues (fibrous and cellular) takes place at

the base of the leaf-stalk, by means of which a more or less

complete articulation or joint is gradually and ultimately

formed. This articulation is produced by the continuation of

the growth of the stem after the leaf has attained its full

growth, which it genei-ally does in a few weeks. The growth
of the leaf being completed, the base of its petiole, or foot-stalk,

is no longer able to adapt itself to the increasing diameter of

the stem, and a fracture between that base and the stem neces-

sarily ensues ; the excision advances from without inwards,

until it finally reaches the bundles of woody fibre, which form
the main support of the leaf. Whilst, however, Nature is

forming a wound, she is at the same time making provision to

heal the same ; for the cuticle or epidermis of the stem is seen
to grow over the surface of the scar, so that, when the leaf is

detached, the tree does not suffer from the effects of an open
wound. The provision for separation being thuscompleted,the
leaf is parted from the stem by the growth of the bud at the base,

the force of the wind, or even by its own weight. Therefore,

as soon as the glorious colours of the autumn leaves begin to

fade, this provision for separation is completed, and the winds
sing their death-dirge as they carry them away from their

summer's home on the branches of the trees, and scatter

them in countless numbers upon the ground. The fall of the

leaf is, therefore, the result of a regular vital process, which
commences with the first formation of the leaf, and is only
completed when it is no longer useful to the tree. There is no
denying, however, that the frosts of autumn, by suddenly
contracting the tissues at the base of the leaf-stalk, accelerate

the fall of the leaves. All must have noticed, on a frosty

morning in autumn, that the slightest breath of air moving
amongst the decayed and dying leaves will bring them in com-
plete showers from the trees to the ground. The leaves of the
Beech, Hornbeam,and Oak.diein autumn, but frequently remain
attached to these trees through the winter months, provided
that the trees are not so situated as to be exposed to violent

winds. Such leaves, when examined, will be found to bo con-

tinuous with the stem ; and, therefore, without that articulation

or joint which so naturally assists in the separation of the leaf

from the tree. These dead leaves fall off' when the new leaves

are put fortli in spring ; they are, in fact, pushed off by the
expansion of the stem when the growth of the season com-
mences. The leaves of evergreen trees and shrubs, and of

Coniferous trees, as the Pine and Fir, do not fall in autumn
but in spring, when the growth of the season is taking place

;

and, as this annual leaf-fall is only partial, consisting of one-

half or one-third at a time, there is always a sufficient number
of leaves left on such trees to keep them clothed with perpetual

verdure. Hence it is that their foliage consists of leaves which
have been attached to the stem from one to three or fivo

successive years.

Who has not been struck with the beauty of the woods in

autumn, when the leaves change their colour, and from one dull

uniform green become tinted with every variety of hue ? Tlic

beaut3' of the fading flowers appears to have been tiunsfcrred

to the leaves, as if Nature would rival, at the close of the growing
season, those charms with which she adorned herself at its

commencement. This last observation is especially applicable

to the autumnal tints of the forests of North America which
are much more vivid and picturesque than those with which
autumn colours an English landcape : in fact, an autumn in

Virginia, Maryland, or Pennsylvania, is a chapter of the beauty
of the world for which the old Continents have no parallel.

The birth of this beauty is as sudden as its duration is

transient. A single night's frost, and the unfform grecu of the

summer woods is succeeded by the colours of autumn—this in

all their rich and inimitable shades. The forests of North
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America consist principally of Oak, Hickory, Beech, Chestnut,
Maple, Sour Gum, Sassafras, and Dogwood, intermingled with
evergreens, such as the different varieties of American Holly,

Pines, Fir, and Juniper. There is, therefore, quite a variety of

deciduous-leaved trees, and each of them has a regular series

of colours through which its loaves pass, after they have
received the death-stroke of the frost. The solar spectrum
is exhausted in this fantastic display of colours. A single tree

sometimes stands a pillar of fire or a glittering cloud of gold

and purple ; while, again, the crimson blood dye is succeeded by
a tree which has taken its hue from the gaudy yellow of the

Nasturtium cups or the " dolphin's back of gold." Soon, too

soon, the bright colours fade ! A few hours are sometimes
sufficient to mar all this loveliness. A change in the tempera-
ture or moisture of the air and the beauty is gone. It has
vanished like the rainbow painted on the storm cloud. The
bright and varied colourings are succeeded by the dull and
uniform russet hue of the dead and withered leaf—the dark
brown into which it passes, ere mouldering into dust and death.

The following is a list of some of the deciduous-leaved trees,

common in the forests of the Northern States, whose leaves

colour beautifully in autumu :—
Sugar or Eock Maple (A. aacchari-Tulip Tree (Liriodeudron Tulipi-

fera)

Smooth Sumach (Rhus glabra)
Virginian Creeper or American Ivy

_
(Ampelopsis qninyuefolia)

Silver Maple (Acer dasycarpum)
Striped Maple (A. Pennsylvani-
cum)

Mountain Maple (A. spicatum)

num)
Red or Swamp Maple (A. rubrum)
Flowering Dogwood (Cornus

florida)^

Sour Gum (Nyssa multiflora)

Red Bay (Persea carolinensia)

Sassafras (Sassafras officinale)

Spice-bush (Laurus Benzoin)

The Oak Family.

Scarlet Oak (Quercus cocclnea)
Red Oak (Q. rubra)
Shingle Oak (Q. imbricaria)
High-ground Willow - Oak (Q.

cinerea)

Live Oak (Q. virens)

Water Oak (Q. axjuatica)

Black Jack (Q. nigra)

Turkey Oak (Q. Catesbasi)

Black Oak (Q. tinctoria)

Chinquapin Oak (Q,. Prinoides)

The foliage of all the Maples changes colour in autumn, the
prevailing hues being yellow and different shades of red. In
the Eed Maple (Acer rubrum) the entire surface of the leaf is

^ coloured red, and from this cu-cumstanoe, the specific character
of the tree is taken. The Scarlet and Red Oaks are named
especially in reference to the colour of their leaves, which turn
to a light red or bright scarlet with the first frosts of autumn.
The crimson leaves of the last species, when it abounds,
impart a magnificent appearance to the American woods in
autumn, blending with the yellow of the Maples, the light

brown of the Black Oaks, and the evergreen foliage of the
Live Oak, Chinquapin and Turkey Oak.

For the following list of trees remarkable for their autumn-
tinted foliage, we are indebted to Messrs. Osborn, of Fulham :

—

Ampelopsis hederacea
Amelanchier vulgaris Botryapiur^i
Carpinus americana
Cratfflgus coocinea

„ „ coraUina

,, maxima
,, acerifolia

glandulosa

,, subvUlosa
punctata rubra

„ stricta

,, brevispina

,, _ aurea
pyrifolia

macracautha
Crus-galli

,, splendens

„ pyracanthifolia

,, salicifolia

„ ovahfolia

_ ,, prunifolia
nigra
purpurea
Layi
Douglasii

Crateegus flava

,, „ lobata

„ „ trilobata

,, cordata

„ Azarolus maroccana
„ Aronia
„ orientaUa

„ „ sanguinea

„ tanacetifoUa glabra
Diervilla canadensis
Fraxinus discolor

,, platycarpa
Hamamelis virginica

Koh'euteria paniculata
Laurus Benzoin
Liquidamber styraciflua

Pyrus arbutifolia

Quercus coccinea

„ palustria

Rhus glabra coccinea

J, venenata
„ copalbna
„ suaveoleng

Tiburnum Lentago pruulfolium

,, cassinoides.

Remedy for Insect Stings.—It is said that thirty or forty
grains of quicklime dissolved in water is a thorough cure for the atinga
of insects, and far superior to ammonia or any other alkali.

THE A RBO R E T U M.
LILACS.

Lilacs are indigenous to a comparatively limited area in Europe, but

they have a wicfe range in Asia; and, in addition to several distinct

species, for the most part well-known and widely-cultivated, our collec-

tions have been from time to time enriched by the accession of a large

number of splendid varieties, obtained either by hybridising or by

selection from garden sports. Some of the sorts are useful for early

forcing, and are invaluable for the winter and early spring decoration

of the°conservatory. The stronger-growing species form symmetrical

bnshy-headed small trees, when grown with a single stem as standards,

the root-suckors (which, particularly in the early stages of their

growth, they throw up in great abundance) being regularly removed,

and the upper branches being carefully regulated by judicious stop-

ping or pruning, an operation which should be performed as soon as

possible after the fall of the leaf in autumn. There are few garden

soils in which Lilacs will not grow, and even thrive, though they

succeed all the better in such as are deep and rich, with a cool sub-

soil • and an occasional moderate allowance of well-rotted manure,

pointed in among the roots, is always acceptable.

Syringa vulgaris (the common Lilac) is recorded as indigenous

to Hungary and Persia, and has been cultivated in British gardens

since 1597. It is naturally a many-stemmed broad bush, varying in

heio-ht from 15 to 25 feet, according to soil and situation ; but

when trained as a standard, it makes an extremely handsome lawn

or park plant, producing its grand panicles of fragrant lilac flowers

about the middle of May, in wonderful profusion. This fine old-

fashioned plant, so familiar to all of us, adorning alike the parks of

the rich and the gardens of the poor, and forming as it does such a

prominent feature in our woodlands, requires no eulogy with the

view of commending it to the attention of the decorative planter
;

its sterling merits render its presence indispensable in every collec-

tion or arrangement of ornamental shrubs. As it grows freely, and

rarely fails to flower, even amid the disadvantages of dust and smoke

in towns, it should never be overlooked in making a selection for

planting 'squares and street gardens. Of this species there are a

large number of interesting varieties, of which the following may be

noted as very distinct, and, both as regards foliage and flowers, no

less beautiful than the parent :—Alba, the well-known old white,

flowered Lilac ; Noisettiana, also white, but with larger panicles ,-

cierulea, flowers deep blue ; violacea, a kind with violet flowers ;

Charles X., purple, panicles very large ; Philemon, lavender-coloured

;

Dr. Lindley, rich purple, panicles very large ; Trioraphe de Orleans,

pinkish purple ; rubra insignis, dark red ; Dachesae de Nemoars,

pale blue, panicles and flowers very large.

S. persica (the Persian Lilac), indigenous to Persia, from

whence it was first introduced in 1610. In this country it is per-

feotly hardy, and forms a neat dwarf bush, of from 4 to 6 feet in

height, with numerous slender branches, its panicles of pale-purple

sweetly-scented flowers coming ont in May or June, in such abun.

dance as almost to hide the foliage. The leaves are smaller than

those of any of the other species, somewhat lanceolate in form, and

of a dark green colour. This pretty little plant is invaluable for

small gardens or shrubberies, growing vigorously in any kind of good

garden soil, and in any situation in which a shrub could be expected

to thrive; it is, moreover, one of the freest of early forcing shrubs,

and forms a charming object for winter conservatory decoration. Of

varieties, alba, with pure white flowers, and laciniata, with leaves

more or less deeply pinnatifidly cut, are both quite as hardy and

easily cnltivated as the parent, and well deserving of a place among
the choicest of dwarf shrubs.

S. Emodi (the Himalayan Lilac) is found abundantly on the

Himalayan Mountains, and was fir'st sent home in 1836. It is a broad

thickly-foliaged shrub of about 10 feet high. The leaves are larger

than those of the common species, of an eUiptic-oblong form, bright

green above and slightly glaucous below. The flowers are light

purple, produced, Uke those of the other species, in panicles, and

usually in perfection in May. Though thriving best in a moderately

sheltered situation, it is a very hardy shrub, quite distinct in appear,

ance from the others, and ornamental enough for association with the

finest of its class, forming a neat standard when properly trained,

and very desireble for small lawns as a single specimen.

S. Josiksea (Josika's Lilac).—This is indigenous to mountains

on the Rhine, and was named in compliment to a lady—the Frau

Baronin Von Josika—who discovered it on the Siebenbergen Range

in 1830. It forms a handsome bush of about 10 feet in height,

somewhat erect in its style of growth. The flowers are of a very

deep purple colour, and sparingly distributed over the long panicles.

The leaves are similar in size to the common Lilac, but more lanceo-

late in shape, with a rough leathery texture, and a dark sombre,

green colour. Though this plant neither produces its flowers in such
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rich masses, or so copionsly as the common Lilac and its varieties, it

ia nevertheless a valuable omameDtal shrub, hardy cnoTigh for the
most exposed situati(jns, and so distinct in appearance, from its

pecniiar habit and foliage, that it produces the liuest effect when
coutrastod with other shrubs of lighter tints in mixed borders. It
thrives best in a deep, rich, and moderately damp soil.

S. rothomagensis (the Siberian, or Rouen Lilac).—As to the
history of this shrub there are differences of opinion. Some writers
assert that it is a native of Siberia, and a distinct species; others
that it is a hybrid raised about the latter end of the last century by
M. Varin, the then director of the Botanic Gardens at Rouen, the
parents being persica and vulgaris. [The probabilities seem to be in
favour of the latter theory, as in general appearance it is just what
might be expected from the blending of the styles of growth, folia-
tion, and flowers of the two species. In any case, the same plant is
found in collections both under the name we have adopted and under
that of sibirica. It was first introduced into our gardens in 17U5,
and has since been widely distribated, and is well known as one of
the showiest, most beautiful, and hardiest of flowering shrubs.
Though more robust in its habit of growth than persica, it has a
general appearance suggestive of a large variety of that species, and
IS a grand plant either for a shrubbery border, or as a close bush for
a lawn specimen. It is a capital plant for early forcing— Bowering
abundantly when in a yoang state—and easily excited into growth
with moderate heat.— T7te Gardener.

Tlie Yellow Wood Cladrastis (VirgUia) tinctoria or
lutea.—" This is one of the very handsomest and neatest of orna-
mental trees," says Dr. Gray in his " School and Field Botany ;

"

and while all who know this tree will agree with him, it should also
be added, that it is one which is almost universally omitted from
lists of choice kinds. I was reminded of the words of Dr. Gray while
standing in the shade of a splendid specimen of it on my lawn, which
was a mere whip.handle when planted ten years ago. The Yellow-
vfood tree is a native of Kentucky and farther south, growing on
rich hill. sides, but it is also quite hardy throughout the Northern
States. In the Cambridge Botanic Garden, near Boston, there is a
magnificent specimen of it, planted there more than fifty years ago.
When standing alone, this tree assumes a broad round head, with a
very graceful outline, being well furnished with slender delicate
branches. The bark is of a grey ashen colour, very smooth, not
nnhke the Beech in this respect; the wood is fine grained, hard
and firm, of a pale yellowish colour; hence its common name. The
sap of this tree flows as abundantly in the spring from wounds made
in the wood, as it does from the Sugar Maple, and it is also decidedly
saccharine

; but whether sweet enough to make sugar or not, is a
point which I think has never been practically determined. The
leaves are large, odd-pinnate, rich green, and smooth; flowers, white,
or cream-white, about an inch long, and produced in drooping panicles
a foot long. My specimen tree bloomed this season the last of May,
and while the general appearance of the flowers reminds one of those
of the common Locust, still, they are so much larger, and the general
character of the foliage and habit of the tree so widely different, no
one would be likely to confound the two. The seeds of the Yellow,
wood are very similar to those of tho common Locust, and grow
quite as readily. The tree itself possesses sufficient merit to make
It popular; but the masses have not as yet been made acquainted
with It, hence its scarcity, even in good collections of other trees.—
Moore's Rural.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

The Swamp Oak (ftnercns palastris).—This Oak, !\» Us name implies,
criiwa more iihuiuliuitly in .swiimpa and low grounds than elsewhere, but it
will thrive lu any pood ricli soil, and its t'eneral fonu, when piven plenty of
nioni, IS all that eonld he desired. It also possesses tlie additional merit of
iicmj? valuable for its wood, either for fuel or timber. It thrives adiniriihly in
l-nnland, and wc have seen some fine tall specimens of it in Surrey recently.

Beautifying Railway Lines.—Daring a recent ride over a portion of the
Mielntrnn S"utliern liailn.ad, we observed new planting.* of lines of trees, of
the fcuioijoan Larch and Iho Chestnut. They were mostly growing well. Wc
were informed that the company had planted 210 continuous miles ; the trees
being 50 feet apart, it would re.iuire 12.5,(HI0 trees of each sort. In a few years
they will be worth more than ten times their cost.— C"/(irn(or.

The Feathery Tamarix (T. plnmoaa).—M. Carricre says, in the Efi-uc
Morlir-i,lr Notliuic can lie more 1,'rnccful than this species, which is still rarem spite of the readme.as with which it can be propagated. Its numerous slender
nranchleUi, of a Klauccscent green hue, bear a certain resemblance to tho curled
plumesof the ostrich (or the white stork), whence its populer name of Mara-
bout. It flowers m August, about the same time as T. indica. The flowers,
which are disposed in dense erect panicles, have an airy lightness which adds
njuch to the elegance of the foliage, isolated on a lawn or in a largo park. T.
pliunosa forms a compact mass of the most pleasing appearance ; and is quite
as hardy as T. indica, and is propagated and treated in precisely tho same

THE HOLLYHOCK FUNGUS.
(PUCCINEA MALV.VCEAUU.M.)

A TFRKiTiLE pest—one of the most destructive since tho disease

which worked snch ravages in 1855-57—is at present attacking
Hollyiiocks and destroying all hopes of fine bloom. It appears on
the under sides of the leaves in the form of brown spots that
gradually eat their way through to the top, and cause the leaves to

shrivel as if withered through the effects of smoke. Its coming is as

mysterious as its action is thorough. It settles down on a spot sud.

denly, and spreads over the whole plant, tainting stock and leaves

alike. Not alone does it affect plants growing in the open air ; it

also appears on the young. struck cuttings in the autumn tliat are

being nurtured in cold frames. It lays hold of the young weakly
plants much as it does the vigorous ones in the open ground during
the summer. The moisture that prevails during the autumn months
makes resistance to the disease less powerful, and the plants die as if

stricken down by a pestilence. Last autumn and winter Mr. Chater,

of Saffron Walden, lost an immense number of newly-propagated
plants, and though he employed sulphur and other remedies, they
seemed merely to aggravate the evil. This season I met with one
plantation of Hollyhocks that manifested a vigorous and healthy
growth till the disease appeared ; all the affected leaves were
removed, and a good soaking of water was given to the plants

;

they rallied for a time, but as soon as dry hot weather set

in the attack was renewed with redoubled force, and the plants were
in a great measure completely destroyed. It does seem as if there
was sound sense in the following recommendation, viz., " as soon
as the disease appears, do not parley with it, but dig up the
plants and destroy them root and branch at once." Mr. Speed, of

Cambridge, informed me that the fungus had appeared among his

plants there in a most virulant form, and, that after trying several

remedies which suggested themselves, with but poor result, he was
induced to make a trial of Condy's Patent Fluid, in what is known
as the green quality, and used it in the proportion of a large table-

spoonful to one quart of water, sponging and washing the leaves with
it ; a few hours after using it, he was gratified to find, that " it

had completely destroyed the disease." A mixture made up of a
tablespoonful to one gallon of water was next tiied, and the effect

was even more rapidly apparent—the pest being instantly killed,

while the plants were uninjured. Preference is given by Mr. Speed
to sponging over syringing; the latter occasions much waste, and
though sponging consumes more time, it is by far the most effectual

method of application. Mr. Speed is of opinion that if this remedy
bo applietl in time, the progress of the fungus will be entirely

arrested. The same grower is of opinion that when Hollyhocks are
planted they should not be crowded together, as the effect of crowding
is to intensify the effects of tho disease. R. D.

Ants Enemies to Caterpillars.—The Belgian Official Journal,

referring to tho ignorant conduct of those who destroy all kinds of

birds and insects indiscriminately, insists on the necessity of children

in primary schools being taught to distinguish between useful and
noxions insects, and thus to exercise their destructive faculties

against the latter only. The writer proceeds to say that the ant,

which is very disagreeable and inconvenient in many respects, does
excellent service in chasing and destroying caterpillers with relentless

energy. A farmer who had noticed this fact, and had had his

Cabbages literally devoured by caterpillars, at last hit upon the
expedient of having an ant-hill, or rather nest, such as abound in

Pine forests, brought to his Cabbage plot. A sackful of the Pine
points, aboimdiug in ants, was obtained, and its content^s strewn
around the infested Cabbage plants. Tho ants lost no time, but
immediately set to work ; they seized the caterpillers by their heads.

The next day heaps of dead caterpillars were found, but not one alive,

nor did they return to tho Cabbages. The value of the ant is well

known in Germany, and although their eggs are in great request as

food for young partridges, pheasants, and nightingales, there is a
fine against taking them from the forests. The ant is indefatigable in

hunting its prey ; it climbs to the very tops of trees, and destroys

an immense quantity of noxious insects.

What is Paris Green ?—I shall be obliged by your informing me what
tliis comi)onnd is, as I find fre<iuent allusion to it as an insect destroyer.—A.
[Paris green is a compound of arsenic and copper. Wo have often spoken of
its use and given directions for operating with it. It was first used to destroy
the new pest that infests the Potato in America, bnt since its introdnction its

use has extended, and it is now employed to kill other insects that infest other
plants. It is a very poisonous mixture. The best way of using it is to stir a
tablespoonful of tlie gi-een in a pailful of water, and apply it with an ordinary
watering-pot. The poison is not soluble in water, bnt is only diffused through
it, hence it should be thoroughly stirred, and the linuid applied to the plants
before it has had time to settle.]
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
ARBCA LUTBSCENS.

Our illustration represonts one of the most elegant of all

Palms, and one of the very best for general decorative pur-

poses, being easily grown and useful in every stage of its

o-rowth. AVhenfroral to 2 feet high it is invaluable for table

decoration ; and, after it has become too tall for indoor or

room decoration, it forms a handsome and effective object in

the conservatory or winter garden. Our figure gives a good

idea of a well-grown specimen, and shows at a glance its

adaptability and elegance when associated with half-hardy

Rhododendrons or other plants of less graceful contour and

more rounded mass-like forms. The plant is easily obtainable,

being grown in quantity in nearly

all nurseries, and is well worth a

place in every collection. Where
seeds can be got they germinate

freely in a genial bottom-heat

;

and, as this kind of Palm is a

quick grower, seedlings soon be-

come serviceable plants. A.

catechu is a handsome plant, culti-

vated in all the warmer parts of

Asia for the sake of its fruits,

which are of the size of a hen's-

ecc, of a reddish-yellow colour,

and' with a thick fibrous rind,

within which is the seed. This is

known under the name of Areca

nut, Pinaug, and Betel nut, and is

about the size of a Nutmeg, but

conical in shape, flattened at the

base, brownish externally, and

mottled internally like a Nutmeg.

These nuts are cut into narrow

pieces, which are rolled up with a

little lime in leaves of the Betel

Pepper. The pellet is chewed, and

is hot and acrid, but possesses

aromatic andastriugentproperties.

It tinges the saliva red, and stains

the teeth, and is said to produce

intoxication when the practice of

chewing it is begun. The effects

seem to be as much due to the

other ingredients as to the Areca

nut. So addicted are the natives

to the practice, that Blume tells

us, they would rather forego meat

and drink than their favourite

Areca nuts, whole ship-loads of

which are annually exported from

Sumatra, Malacca, Siam, and

Cochin China. The practice is

considered beneficial rather than

otherwise. In this country the

charcoal of the nuts is used as

tooth-powder, for which it is well

adapted by its hardness. A^ sort

of Catechu is furnished by boiling down the seeds of this Palm
to the consistence of an extract, but the greatest quantity

of the drug called catechu used in this country is the produc-

tion of Acacia catechu. The flowers of the tree are very fragrant,

and used on festive occasions in Borneo, where they are con-

sidered a necessary ingredient in medicines and charms
employed for healing the sick. In Malabar another species,

A. Dicksoni, is found wild, and furnishes a substitute for the

true Betel nut to the poorer classes. A. oleracea is the

Cabbage Palm, which is found in abundance in the West
Indies. It derives its name from the bud which terminates its

lofty stem. This bud consists of a great number of loaves

densely packed, so that the inner ones are of a white colour

and delicate flavour, and serve as a vegetable. The noble

trees are destroyed for the sake of this luxui-y ; and it is

related that in the cavity, formed by the removal of the

" cabbage," a kind of beetle deposits its eggs, from which
maggots are produced which are an article of diet much
relished by the negroes of Guiana I C.

Areca lutescens.

TROP^OLUM TRICOLORUM.
Those who have little greenhouses to keep gay at a season
when flowers are scarce, will find this a most useful plant for
the purpose ; but, in order to have it in anything like good
condition, it must now receive attention, and have everything
prepared for giving it a fair opportunity for doing credit to
the cultivator during the ensuing season. There are several
varieties of Tropreolum in cultivation, each claiming more or
less the attention of those who take a pleasure in growing such

plants, but this is the one with
which I have had most experience.
Having a few small roots of it, and
having taken example from neigh-
bours who grew it to great per-
fection, I soon increased their
number, until I had them in
abundace. I first flowered a few
roots in 32-sized pots, and having
a few small branches of Birch,
with the slender tips cut off, I
placed one or two, as were re-
quired, in each pot. and allowed
the plants to grow carelessly about
all over these supports

; while, of
course, at short intervals, when-
ever any leader required guiding
and laying into some desired
position, this was done. Seldom, if

ever, were any ties required, as
their leaves soon twisted their
slender foot-stalks round their
supports. Tropreolums of this
class can be trained in various
forms, to suit the fancy of the
cultivator. The most natural
shapes, however, look best. In
increasing the number of roots
I never, as a rule, adopted the
plan of taking cuttings off the
young shoots. This system re-
quires much care and a good deal
of practice to be at all successful

;

and I seldom have seen it tried in
ordinai-y gardens. Even some ex-
pert propagators have found no
small amount of difliculty in
getting such cuttings to root. My
])lan was somewhat as follows, and
was, in general, pretty success-
ful :—The soil in which I grew
them was well-rotted turfy-loam,
with sometimes a small portion
of turfy-peat, and, whatever the
nature of the soil might be, I
added to it about a quarter of

its bulk of good white sand with plenty of potsherds, puttin"
a small portion of Moss or some turfy substance over the
potsherds, thus securing ample means of drainage at the
bottom as well as porous soil, as roots of this Tropieolum are
very impatient of stagnant moisture, which soon gives the
plants, more or less, a yellowish and unhealthy appearance.
Indeed, by way of trial, and to secure drainage, especially
after I took to growing them in large pots, I have, in addition
to the ordinaiy good drainage at the bottom, placed up in tho
middle of the pot two or three handfuls of half-rotted bents
off peaty soil. The way I in general adopted to increase the
number of roots was somewhat as follows, and whether the
pot might be small or large, much the same method was
adopted. As I have already stated, the character of the materials
generally used was porous, and after I had secured a good
many roots and taken to grow them in large pots, I have often
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had six or eight good-sized roots in one pot. T filled up the

pots much in the usual way, but large pots are best, having

two or three side holes at the bottom, thus securing a more

uniform and safe means of drainage. After securing clean

well-drained pots, of the size required, I proceeded to fill up with

soil, as described above, until about two-thirds up the pot was

full'. Then, however many roots you may intend putting into

any pot, place them round at equal distances, and, if a large

pot, about 2 inches from the side, of course leaving G or 7

inches in the middle, in which the top of some small tree

should stand, which they will by and by lay hold on and

ramble all over. Having placed the roots in the position

desired, I covered them as I filled up the pot with soil, about

1 inch ; after which I placed the pots in a cool part of a green-

house, or into a cold pit, upon coal ashes or burnt clay. These

were some inches thick, so as to allow all surplus water to

pass away very freely. When they begin to grow they require

some attention, so as to prevent the shoots from becoming

entangled or matted together. When they had grown some

G or 8 inches in length, I gently bent the shoots at a joint and

liuried them in the soil, leaving a few inches uncovered ; this

operation I kept repeating, gently bending them a few times

more, if an increase in the number of roots is required. Of

course, I only fill up the soil in the pots to a proper depth from

the top, and as I bent these young growths for the last time,

I let them incline towards the middle of the pot. In most

cases they will make a small root at each bend, and soon lay

hold of the stem of the miniature tree, up which, by a little

guiding, they soon ascend. The top of a young Larch, when
of a close and uniform shape, makes the best support. When
potted, I placed them in a cool house, where they had ]ilenty

of air, or in a cool pit ; but, in either case, they were allowed

to stand upon ample drainage. This species of Tropaeolum

does best without forcing. If started in a cold pit. it should

be removed to a cool house by the beginning of December.

The temperature in which greenhouse plants will grow well

will answer for it admirably, and, as the plants of it go on

growing, continue to regulate the young shoots so as to give

them as uniform a shape and as handsome an appearance as

possible. They can be made to come into flower pretty early

in the spring, and they will continue in perfection a long time.

I have often seen good specimens of them ut spring shows

some years ago, where they were much admired ; but, now-a-

days, such plants seldom find their way to exhibitions.

Barnef. G. Dawson.

How to renovate neglected Camellias.—I have a number

of Camellias which li.ave been mnch neglected and have made no

growth this year. Wonld you advise me to cut them down now and

place them in heat, or wait until spring. I find that one or two are

just beginning to break, but the others do not seem to move.—J. G.,

Croydon. [Reply by Mr. Baines :—The Camellias, the condition of

which has just been described, are doubtless weak at the roots, either

from having at some time during the winter, or spring, been allowed

to get too dry, with, most likely, an insufficiency of moisture in the

atmosphere ; or through effects produced by the opposite cause, too

ranch water at the roots, by which the latter have more or less

perished. The former is the most likely cause, yet continuous neglect

and bad treatment in any way will produce the condition complained

of. They must on no account be cut down now, or in the spring, nor

until the roots are brought into a more healthy and active state ; or

most likely they will die. The object in cutting back Camellias is to

induce a more bushy habit when they have got into a thin straggling con.

ditioti, but the operation must never be attempted where the roots are

deficient or in a bad state. With plants in the condition described, the

best treatment is to at once see whether they are dry in the centres of

the balls, and, if that be so, to fully immerse them in a tub of water

for twelve hours, so as to moisten them through. Attend to their

requirements during the winter, by not allowing the atmosphere where

thoy are grown ever to get parchingly dry, even during severe weather,

when fire heat is required. Evergreen plants having a large leaf surface,

like the Camellia, under such conditions of the atmosphere, lose more

by evaporation than they can withstand. In the spring, as soon as

they show signs of growth, keep the house a little closer so as to

encourage them to push freely. Syringe overhead, and keep them
sufficiently, but not over, watered. Thus treated, they may be expected

to ac(iuire invigorated root-action, and a generally better condition.

Then, in the following winter, if the plants are thin and straggling,

they may be headed back soon after Christmas/and at once placed in

a temperature of 50" at night, allowing a little higher temperature by
day. In this they will break freely, and, if well treated, should make
two growths before the end of the season.]

A New View of Draining Flower Pots. — Mr. Peter
Henderson, who grows hundreds of thousands of pot plants without
drainage, writes to this effect in a contemporary :—The question ot

drainage is not whether plants require it or not ; we all agree on
that. But the question is in what way the water passes from the
pot ; whether from the bottom or whether from the sides. Wo who
advocate that the practice of crocking pots is useless, claim that
nine.tenths of the escape of moistnre is from the sides ; they who
practice " bottom drainage," would signify by so doing, that, in their
opinion the escape of water is mainly from the bottom. If anyone
wishes to decide this question for himself, let him take half-a-dozen

glazed pots, such as water will not percolate through, let him knock
the whole bottom out if he will, and "drain " in the usual way with
potsherds, charcoal, or anything else he thinks fit. Let him also

take half-a-dozen of the ordinary style of flower-pot. Fill these np
with the same soil as used for the glazed pots, but without drainage.
Let the same sort of plant be grown in each lot, and under the same
conditions of teniperature and moisture. Let him note the result

three weeks after the experiment has been made, and if he does not
find that the glazed pots, with the bottom drainage, show indications

of stagnant water in a greater degree than those in the porous pots,

then all my observations on this subject have gone for nothing. It

I am correct in this, does it not most emphatically prove that the
escape of moisture is nearly entirely from the sides of the j)ot, and
not from the bottom, and hence the futility of placing potsherds in

the bottom for drainage ?

The Old Shrubby Mimulus (Diplacus) glutinosus.

—

This, when well-grown, is a fine plant for conservatory or greenhouse
decoration. We recently saw at the Birmingham Botanic Garden,
some dense bushes 3 feet through or more, which were literally

masses of flower. The plants had received nothing beyond ordinary
greenhouse treatment, and were turned out-of-doors with other green.
house plants as early as possible in the summer, being again brought
into the positions required when they reached the flowering stage.

The Rev. H. N. Ellacombe, of Bitton, states that with him this plant
is as hardy as a Fuchsia

—

i.e., it dies down in the winter and comes
up strongly in the spring ;

plants that have certainly stood out more
than ten years, have this season flowered well. " I am sure," he adds,
" that there are many plants of the same sort that wonld do very
well treated in this way— i.e., as herbaceous plants. Datura sanguinea
is now in flower ; it has stood out a dozen or fifteen years ; it dies

down every winter, and comes up early, and does not seem to be
affected by the spring frosts ; treated in this way the flowers and
foliage are far finer than those usually seen in greenhouses."

—

Florist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR QARDEN.

Poinsettia pulclierrima rosea-carminata.—This fine variety of one of
the most useful of winter decorative plants resembles P. pnlcherrima as
regards foliage, the difference consisting m the colour of the fine-spreading
head of bracts, which are of a brilliant rosy-carmine hue. In one specimen
which has come under our observation, the crown of coloured bracts measured
15 inches across ; the inflorescence first branched trichntomously, and then
each of these branches was forked. The number of bracts displayed on these
sis ramifications was forty-five, all perfect in form, and pure in colouring, the
larger ones measuring 7 inches in lensth, and uowards oi 2 inches in breadth.
The bracts are much smoother and flatter than in the old form, and spread out
BO as to form a fuller and more regular crown.

The Best Cool Orchids.—I shall be glad of the names of the best cool
Orchids that maybe grown in a combination Orchid and greenhouse, sufficiently

heated to keep out severe frost.—E. W,, Li^a. [Odontoglossnra grande. O. luteo-
piirpureum, O. Alexandra', Cypripedium insigne, C. barbatum, C. villosnni,

C. caudatum. C. Lowii, and C. Schlimmi, Cflelogyne cristata, CjTnbidium
Mastei"sii, Dendrobium nobile, Lselia autumnalis, L. albida, Oncidium leuco-
chilum, Maxillaria Harrisonia?, Lycaste Skinneri. Maadevallia Lindeiii, M.
Harryana, M. Veitchii, Liplia purpuracea, L. majalis, L. acuminata, Zygope-
talum maxillare, Z. Mackayi, Anguloa Clowesii, A. uniflora, Calantho
veratrifolia, Pleione lagenaria, P. maculata, P. hnmilis, P. Wallicbii (pracox),
Maxilhiria vonusta, Oncidium cucullatum, O. macranthum, O. serratum, O.
zebiinum, and O. tigrinum.]

Propagating Indian Shot and Castor Oil Plants—^Vhat is the best
method of propagating these, and how should they be treated when taken out
of the flower-beds in autumn?

—

Gawkae. [When taken up in autumn, Indian
Shot or Caunas should be placed in any dry situation where they will be pro-
tected from frost during winter. Alwut the middle of March the tnfts should
be divided into as many pieces as contain strong eyes ; these should then be
potted and placed in a gently-heated house for a week or two, when they should
be gradually hardened off by exposing them more freely to air. The Castor
Oil plants (Ricinuses) when cleared off the beds, should be conveyed to the
rubbish-heap, and young plants raised afresh from seeds, which should bo
sown on a gentle hot-bed in February. As soon as the seedlings are strong
enough to handle they should be potted off smgly into thumb or small OO-sized

pots ; and, as soon ns they fill these with roots, they should be shifted into

Inrger-sized pots, and they will become strong plants by the middle of May.
If Cannas are sown early in February, and pushed on in heat, they make
large plants in 6-inch pots before the beginning of June, and the same applies
to Castor Oils, which can also bo sown in autumn, and, wintered in a small
state in a warm greenhouse, make fine plants the following season.]
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO CULTURE IN MARKET GARDENS.

London mai-ket gardeners only grow early sorts of Potatoes
for sale, late kinds, if any are grown, being only for

private use. The varieties which they culcivate for

market consist chiefly of Ashleafs, particularly Myatt's,

Lapstone Kiduej^ Dalmahoy, Regents, and similar kinds.

Young Potatoes from Nice appear in oar markets soon
after New Year's day, and shortly afterwards they arc supplied
from Algiers and the south of France. These early Potatoes,

which are not of the best quality, are sold in 1 lb. punnets
at from Is. tid. to 8s. per punnet, according to their quality

and the earliness of the season. About Christmas and New
Year's day, may be also observed in fruiterer's windows, little

punnets of what are termed new Potatoes, which may be
bought for Is. and Is. 6d. per punnet; these are the produce
of tubers kept from sprouting till July, when they are planted.

Haulm soon afterwards appears and tubers are formed ; but
the frost overtakes them long before the latter become firm or

ripe ; the haulm is then cleared off, and the ground is mulched
with litter ; about Christmas time these immature Potatoes
are dug up, and after being steeped iu water in order to soften

them, they are exposed for sale labelled " New Potatoes." The
ground selected for Potatoes, if an open quarter, is usually the

dryest and lightest at command, as in such soils, the crop comes
to maturity sooner than it otherwise would do, and tubers
raised in such soils are of the best quality. Mr. Myatt, of

Deptford, a great grower of Potatoes, plants them in rows
2 feet apart, the ground being previously manured and trenched,

and levelled down with the plough. Planting takes place as

soon after the middle of February, as time and convenience
will permit. Mr. Jessop, of Chiswick, on whose ground I have
seen splendid Dalmahoy Potatoes, plants in drills 2i feet

apart, and about 18 inches set from set in the rows ; and, being
planted in March, they are in excellent condition for use in

August and September. Mr. Dancer, of Little Sutton, and
others, plant two , rows of Potatoes between their lines

of Gooseberry and Currant bushes, which are 6 feet

apart, and partially under the shade of large fruit trees,

and when fruit bushes do not occupy this position the

Potatoes are planted in continuous rows about 2^ feet apart,

just as they would be in open fields. Some market gardeners
loosen the soil between the rows of their spring Cabbages in

March with a steel fork, i.e., if the ground had not been
trenched before planting it with the Calabages, and therein

plant Potato sets with a dibber. When the Potatoes appear
above ground the Cabbages are removed for market ; therefore,

little or no injury happens to either crop, and, as soon as the

Potatoes get up a little and some earth is drawn to them with
a hoe, the intervening space, if hard, is loosened with a fork,

and again planted with Brussels Sprouts or early sprouting
Broccoli. Before these can do much injury to the Potatoes,

the lattej will be ripe, when they may be lifted at once for

market, or kept for seed or home consumption. In cases

in which Potatoes are grown in the open fields, a crop of

Lettuces may be got from between them, but after these
are removed it is not considered advisable to plant any-
thing else, particularly if the crop is to be sent to market.
No sooner are the tubers all lifted, than the haulm is

collected and carted to the manure heap ; and tlie ground is

then manured, or not, according to circumstances, and
ploughed or dug over, when it is ready for Cabbage
sowing, Colewort planting, Leek transplanting, or, for sowing
with winter Onions ; or it is used for Spinach, Radishes,
Turnips, or late Celery. The summer culture consists in

merely hoeing and keeping the crop rigidly clean. Potato
crops are always earthed up, an operation which is done by
means of broad iron hoes, or double moulded horse-ploughs,

and they are, as a rule, lifted with forks, but sometimes by
the plough, which performs the T.ask more expeditiously. The
tubers being collected and sized, are put into bushel and half-

bushel baskets and are covered with haulm, which is held in

its place by means of a few twigs of Hazel. Tliese baskets

are then piled one above the other on waggons and sent to

market

.

F.

VARIETIES OP LEEKS GROWN FOR MARKET.
TuERE is an extensive demand for Leeks during the autumn
and winter months. The varieties usually grown in market
gardens, are the London Flag, a tall thick-stemmed sort, with
broad leaves, and the Musselburgh, which is not unlike it,

but which has a longer neck, and, being hardier than the
London Flag, is more suitable than it for the main winter crop.
The first sowing, for which the London Flag is used, is made
in a frame on a gentle hotbed in the last fortnight in Januaiy
or first fortnight in February, or it may be delayed until a
frame can be emptied of Lettuces, a crop generally grown in
that way. The hotbed is made by casting out a .5 feet wide
trench 18 inches deep, and any convenient length, filling it

with fermenting manure, over which the frames are placed.
A few inches deep of soil are put inside and levelled ; the seeds
are then sown thickly, and covered by sifting some soil thinly
over them. The sashes are replaced and tilted up a little, both
night and day, if the weather is fine ; but, if windy or fi-osty,

they are kept shut, and a mulching of litter is put over the
glass, if necessary, for protection. After the seedlings have
appeared, covering at night is continued, but the frames are
ventilated more or less during the day, if the weather is at all

favourable. Weeds are kept in check, and where the Leeks are
too thick they are thinned before planting out time has arrived,
which is usually about the end of March or early in April.
The first outdoor sowing is made about the middle of February,
or as soon after that time as practicable, and is succeeded by
another a month or six weeks later; a late sowing being made
in the last week in April or in May. For Leeks, the ground
is well manured, and they sometimes occupy it alone, but more
frequently Lettuces are planted between the rows of Leeks.
The ground having been well manured and deeply and loosely
dug, lines are drawn as for Peas, about 10, 12, or 1.5 inches
apart, and in these the Leeks are planted from 6 to 7 inches
asunder. The first hoeing after planting fills up the
little drills considerably, and the second one almost entirely
closes them ; thus, not only are the plants a little protected at
first by being in the drills, but the hoeing earths them up, and
causes them to have long white necks ; besides, should the
weather be dry at planting time, the little drills retain water
better than partly-closed holes on a level surface. Between the
wider rows Lettuces are planted, and are sent to market before
the Leeks are fit for use. Instead of intercropping between all

the rows of a plantation formed of Leeks from the latest
sowing, only every alternate second or third alley is cropped.
I have seen Leeks planted between Asparagus beds, lines of
Beet and Parsley, and, in Mr. Dancer's grounds, between rows
of Strawberries. Mr. Dancer, however, stated that want of
space alone induced him to plant Leeks in such a situation, and
asserts that Strawberries should never be intercropped. By
the end of July or the beginning of August the produce from
the first sowing is usually marketable, and it does not pay the
grower to keep it on the ground longer, as, during the extra
time it occupies the ground after being fit for use, a crop of
Lettuces, Spinach, or Radishes might be taken from it. Leeks
for market are stripped of their outside leaves, and the roots
are washed, and tied up into fan-shaped bundles consisting
of six or eight heads. Some of the finest examples of the
middle or main sowing are usually marked (by inserting pegs
alongside of them) and kept for seed-bearers. When the field

is cleared, these are lifted and planted in some sheltered corner,
where they are allowed to bloom and ripen their seeds. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Duke of Edinburgh Cucumber.—"We have been cutting this 33 inches
long, and of tolerably good shape and flavour. Still, for usefulness there is

nothing I find like true Telegraph, from which twice as many fruit is obtained.
The Duke, however, is better than the Marquis of Lome, which with me is

decidedly an inferior kind.—R. Gilbert, Burghhy.

A Plea for the Crow Bar.—I would strongly advise Cabbage growers to
lose no time in pricking out their plants, in order that they may gain strength
to enable them to stand the -winter. Immediately the Onions are off the
ground, it should be hoed, raked, and, without any digging, holes should be
made in it with a crow bar, and the plants washed in with a thorough soaking-
of water. By adopting this plan, all the Cabbage is ready to cut at one time,
and, by clearing out any single row, and planting Scarlet Runner Beans, you
will find the Cabbage retained a great shelter to the Beans.—R. Gilbert,
Burghley,
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THE H OUS EHOLD.
THE USES OF THE APPLE.

The Apple comes nearer to universal uses than any othei-

fruit of the world. Is there another that has such a range

of season ? It begins in July, and a good cellar brings the

Apple round into July again, yet unshrunk, and in good
flavour. It belts the year. What other fruit, except in the

tropics, where there is no winter, and where there are succes-

sive growths, can do that ? It is a luxury, too. Kinds may
be had so tender, so delicate, and so refreshing, that not the

Pear, even, would dare to vie with it, or hope to surpass it.

It may not rival the melting qualities of the Peach, eating

which one knows not whether he is eating or drinking. But
the Peach is the fruit of a day—ephemeral ; and it is doubtful

whether one would carry through the year any such relish as

is experienced for a few weeks. It is the peculiarity of the

Apple that it never wearies the taste. It is to fruit what
wheaten bread is to grain. It is a life-long relish. You may
be satisfied with Apples, but never cloyed. Do you remember
your boyhood feats ? I was brought up in a great old-

fashioned house, with a cellar inider every inch of it, through

which an ox-cart might have been wheeled after all the bins

were full. In this cellar, besides Potatoes, Beets, and Turnips,

were stored every year some hundred bushels of Apples—the

Khode Island Greening, the Roxburj' Russet, and the Spitzen-

berg ; not daintily picked, but shaken down ; not in aristo-

cratic barrels set up in rows, but ox-carts full; not handled

softly, but poured from baskets into great bins, as we poured

Potatoes into their resting-place. If they bruised and rotted,

let them. We had enough and to spare. In all my boyhood
I never dreamed of Apples as things possible to be stolen.

So abundant were they, so absolutely open to all comers—who
went down into the cellar by the inside stairs instead of the

outside steps—that we should as soon have thought of being

cautioned against taking Turnips, or asking leave to take a

Potato. Apples were as common as air. And that was early

in December and January ; for I noticed that the sun was no

more fond than I was of staying out a great while on those

Litchfield hills, but ran in early to warm his fingers, as I did

mine. Cloyed with Apples ? To eat an Apple is to want to

eat another. We tire of Cherries, of Peaches, of Straw-

berries, of Figs, of Grapes, but never of Apples. Nay, when
creature comforts fail, and the heart—hopeless voyager on the

troubled sea of life—is sick. Apples are comforters ; or, where-

fore is it written :

—" As the Apple tree among the trees of

the wood, so is my beloved among the sons. I sat down
under his shadow with great delight, and his fruit was sweet

to my taste. He brought me to the banqueting house, and

his banner over me was love. Stay me with flagons "—un-

doubtedly of cider '—" comfort me with Apples, for I am
sick of love."

If this is the cure of love, we may the better understand

•why the popular instinct should have resorted to the Apple

tree as a cure for ambition, singing

—

We '11 hang Jeff Davis on a sour Apple tree.

There is, in this toothsomeness of the Apple, together with

its utter harmlessness, a provision for nurses and mothers.

There is a growing period, when children are voracious.

They must be filled ; and it is a matter of great account to

know what to fill them with. If you give them but bread,

that seems meagre. Pies, cakes, and sweetmeats, are mis-

chievous ; and yet more so are candies and confections. Apples

just hit the mark. They are more than a necessary of life,

and less than a luxury. They just stand half-way between

bread and cake, as wholesome as one and as good as the other.

But now I enter upon the realm of uses, culinary and domestic,

where, were I an ancient poet, I .should stop and invoke all the

gods to my aid. But the gods are all gone ; and next to them is

that blessing of the world, the housewife. Her I invoke, and

chiefly one who taught me, by her kitchen magic, to believe

that the germ of civilisation is in the art and science of the

kitchen. Is there, among fruits, one other that has so wide a

range, or a range so important, so exquisite, so wonderful, as

the range of the Apple in the kitchen ? First, consider it as a

fruit-vegetable. It might with great advantage take its place

upon the table as regularly as the Potato or the Onion. Far
more odorous is the Onion, but, I think, far more blessed is the
Apple. It is an admirable accompaniment of meat, which
always craves a piquant acid for relish. We do not use the

Apple enough in our cooking. As a fruit upon the table it

may be used for breakfast, for supper, for dessert. Roasted
Apples ! Baked Apples ! What visions come before my mind !

Not the baked Apples of the modern stove, which has humbled
their glory. They are still worth eating, but they have lost

the stature, the comeliness, and the romance of the old roasted

Apples, that were placed in due order between the huge hand-
irons, and turned duly by the careful servant, drinking in heat

on one side and oxygen on the other, and coming to a degree
of luxurious nicety that will never be attained till we go back
again to the old fireplace. It was a real pleasure to be ill—

I

mean on the hither border of sickness—so that we might not
go to school, and so that, while we took a little magnesia, wo
might feast on delicious roasted Apples. And as for baked
Apples and milk, how can I adequately speak of the most
excellent dish 'f Then, again, the Apple may be regarded as a

confection, serving in the form of tarts, pies,—blessed be the

unknown person who invented the Apple-pie. Did I know
where the grave of that person was, methinks I would make a
devout pilgrimage there, and rear a monument over it that
should mark the spot to the latest generations. Of all pies, of

every name, the Apple-pie is easily the first and chief. And what
shall I say of jellies,dumplings, puddings, and variouspreserves,

that are made from the Apple ? It might seem hard, in this

enumeration of the many forms in which the Apple is made to
contribute to the benefit of mankind, not to notice that form in

which it defies age : I refer to the dried Apple. No festoons

are more comely than were those half circles that used to

decorate the rafters of the old-fashioned kitchen. I confess that

no dried fruit is worthy to be called fruit, whether it be Huckle-
berry, or Peach, or Pear, or Apple. Once dried these things have
lost the soul of their flavour; and no coddling, no soaking, no
experimenting will ever bring them back to what they were in

their original fresh life. Next, we naturally consider the use
of Apples as food for stock—for swine, for horses, and for

cattle. This use of them is known; but, it seems to me, that

they are not thus employed near so much as their benefits

would justify. Last of all, let me speak of cider ; for, although
cider has been banished from its former and almost universal

position upon the table, it is creeping back again. Not daring
to come in its own name, it comes in the name of a neighbour,
and is called champagne. But whether it comes in one form
or another, it still is savoury of the orchard ; still it brings
warmth to chilly veins ; still it is a contribution to many a

homely domestic festival. And though I cannot, as a temperance
man, exhort you to make it, I must say that if you will make it,

you had better make it good ! It only remains that I should s.iy

a single word on the subject of the Apple as an article of

commerce. Whether fresh or dried, it is still, in that relation,

a matter of no small importance. The home market is enlarging
every year ; and as soon as the Apple shall become so c^cap that
all men may have it, no matter how poor they may be, the market
must of necessity have become very much augmented. Many
men suppose that as orchards increase and fruit multiplies the
profits diminish. Such is not the fact. As the commoner
kinds multiply, and the people learn to use them as daily food,

the finer kinds will bear proportionally higher prices ; and
cheapness is one of the steps to profit in all things that are

consumed by the community. And I should be glad to see the
day when, for a few pence, every dra3-men, every common
laljourer in every city, should be able to bring as much fruit to

his house eveiy day as his family could consume in that day.

AVe have not merely in view the profits of raising fruit when
we exhort you to bestow your attention on the Apple more and
more as an article of commerce ; we have also in view the social

influence which it may be made to exert. I hold that when in

any respect you lift the common people up, whether bj^ giving
them a better dwelling, by placing within their reach better

furniture, or by enabling them to furnish their table better,

you are raising them toward self-respect ; you are raising

them toward the higher positions in society. And ever)-

single step of advance in general cultivation, even though
it is brought about by so humble an instrumentality as the
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multiplioatioa of fruit, or anything else that augments the

range of healthful enjoyment among the common people, not

only stimulates their moral growth, but, through that growth,

gives the classes above them a bettor chance to grow.
H. W. Beecher.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden, and Pleasure Grounds.

The value o£ plants for flower-garden decoration depends, in a

great measure, upon the length of time which they will remain in a

state of perfection ; and, on this account, it is advisable to make a

carefal inspection of the parterre abont the present time, and to mate
notes of the condition of the various species of plants used therein,

and their apparent adaptability for the purposes for which they are

intended. A slight falling ofi! may now, doubtless, be perceived among
flowering plants generally ; while plants grown chiefly for the

beauty of their foliage, are now in considerably better condition than

they have been at any other time during the present season—beds of

sub-tropical plants being now at theii' very best ; and the same may
be said as regards beds of ornamental-foliaged Pelargoniums, succu-

lents of various sorts, such as Echeveria metallioa, Sedums, and
Sempervivums ; while the different varieties of Alternauthera are

now assuming the beautiful tmts for which they are so remark,
able, and which, owing to some peculiarity of the present very
exceptional season, have been absent until very lately. The
moderate rainfall which we have recently had, together with
the cool refreshing night dews, have, to some extent, enabled

such species of bedding plants as the dwarf Ageratnms, Petu-

nias, and Verbenas, to furnish, to some extent, material suited

to the formation of cuttings, and this circumstance should have
immediate attention. In ordinary seasons cuttings of such plants

would, in most instances, have been already rooted, and placed in the

open air to become somewhat hardened before the advent of wintry
weather. This, however, has not been practicable during the present

season in most localities. It is quite unnecessary, however, to

propagate at the present time anything like a large stock of such
plants as the Ageratum, if a few store pots can be preserved over
winter, or even a few old plants from the beds, they will seldom fail

to furnish an unlimited supply of cuttings during the following

spring. It is necessary, however to keep such plants as the Alte-

nanthera. Dwarf Ageratum, Coleus, and Iresine, in a somewhat
genial temperature, during winter, and they can hardly be kept
in a healthy condition in a temperature under 50°. Any time during
nest month is sufiiciently early to insert cuttings of the various sorts

of bedding Calceolarias. Allusion has formerly been made to the

unfortunate habit to which this family of decorative plants is so

exceedingly liable, namely, that of suddenly dying off, without any
discoverable cause, and, successful growers of these plants, would
confer a very considerable benefit upon many of your readers, were
they to state in your columns the names of such varieties as they
may have successfully cultivated during the present very trying

season, detailing at the same time their method of treatment.

The herbaceous border should still be gay with many late-flowering

plants, 1 conspicuous among which will be the Tritoma Uvaria,

Anemone japonica, various sorts of herbaceous Phloxes, Asters,

hardy Fuchsias, Helianthuses, Solidagos, and Eupatoriums. As
the flower-spikes of Gladioli decay they should be neatly cut off,

without, however, injuring the foliage ; and, when the stems of the
herbaceous Lobelias die down it is advisable to remove the roots into

the reserve ground, there to be slightly mulched or covered up for

protection during the winter ; and when they have started into
growth in spring they can then be divided and re-planted. Gather
seeds of whatever annual flowers may be requu'ed, and as soon as
this is done let them be at once cleared off the herbaceous border,
and replaced by spring-flowering Stocks, Wallflowers, and other
biennial plants, together with spring bulbs of various sorts, which
should be all carefully labelled when planted, to prevent them being
injured by the digging or cleaning of the border. A few seeds of
some of the finest annual flowers should now be sown in the reserve
garden ; they may be found to be useful for transplanting into the
mixed herbaceous border during the spring. Prepare beds for the
planting of early spring bulbs, wherever this can be done. But in

most cases, such bulbs will have to occupy the beds and borders which
are still gay with bedding plants, and cannot, of course, as yet, be
interferred with. Recently-budded Rose stocks should be occasionally
examined, and the tying material should be loosened where necessary,
or, in some instances, may be removed altogether. Keep gravel

walks and drives free from weeds, and the litter of falling leaves, &c.,

and let them also be well rolled after a fall of rain. About this time

worm-casts are exceedingly troublesome, and will soon spoil the

finest gravel, unless they are carefully removed before they become

mixed with it, and to prevent this, as far as possible, they should bo

picked up by the hand, and a little salt should, from time to timo, be

thrown upon the surface of the gravel, in order, if possible, to drive

the worms away. Mow, roll, and frequently sweep Grass lawns and

belts, in order to secure, as far as possible, a close solid green sward

for the winter.—P. Grieve, Culford, Bunj St. Edmunds.

Hardy Flowers.

The number of these in flower is weekly becoming less ; but, by a
little forethought, a considerable amount of bloom might still be

maintained. For instance, if a few Delphiniums, donble-flowered

Pyrethrums, Antirrhinums, Pentstemons, and Phloxes were cut back

very early, they would send up fresh shoots that would now be in full

bloom. Herbaceous Asters will now rank amongst the chief

features of the herbaceous or mixed border, especially such varie-

ties as Amellus, linarifolius, versicolor, sagittasfolius, puuctatus,

Shortii, rigidus, discolor, hyssopifolius, and others. They should

be staked to prevent breakage by wind. The two varieties

of the double-flowered Helianthus mnltiflorus are perhaps the most

showy of herbaceous plants at present, and fit companions for these

are the Rudbeckia Neumannii, columnaris, spociosa, and purpurea

grandiflora, which are all grand, showy, and free-blooming hardy

autumn flowers. Arundo conspicua, too, is a fine object, either in tho

form of isolated specimens on lawns or in borders, and will soon be

followed by the more stately Pampas Grass, which should receive occa-

sional thorough soakings of water. Eupatorium purpureum will be in

bloom in the latter part of the month, and looks well planted near

ornamental waters, and Solidagos will now be beautifully in bloom in

our shrubbery borders, and in back lines in herbaceous borders. The

hardy Fuchsias are, perhaps, the most attractive of September plants,

and Veronica salioifolia, too, is another plant now in great beauty, as

is also the Tritoma Uvaria. Amongst tho smaller plants that bloom

in September may be mentioned Si-iiyrinchium convolutum, a pretty

little yellow flower ; Vittadinia triloba, a Daisy-like blossom, with the

good property of keeping long in bloom ; Corydalis capnoides alba, an

intcre'sting white form ; the little yellow Achillea Ageratum, Statices

of various sorts, Linaria alpina, Lythrum floccosum and L. alatum.

Anemone japonica, white and rose; Japan Lilies, Erodium macra-

denum, Buphthalmum maritimum, Zapania nodiflora, Sedum spectabile

Asclepias tuberosa, and Cyclamen hederoefolium. Cut over all decayed

and decaying flower-spikes, and remove withered leaves, so as to

secure cleanliness. Alpines and other plants in pots should now be

looked over, cleaned, re-potted, and placed in cold frames. Transplant

Irises, and thin the blooms of choice Chrysanthemums.

Calceolarias.

Towards the end of tho month, frames must be got in readiness for

the winter stock of these, no matter whether it be cuttings or old

plants that are to be saved. These frames may either be made of

wood or turf, and they must be set upon a well-drained bottom

covered, a few inches deep, with ashes. Over this put G or 7 inches

in depth of sandy loam, mixed with a little loaf-soil ; and on the

surface place halt-an.inch layer of pure sand, beating all pretty

firmly. No heating material whatever will be necessary in winter,

covering tho sashes with some protecting material being sufficient.

In the last fortnight of the present mouth, and during any part of

October, the cuttings may bo successfully put in, about 3 inches

apart, and shaded for a little time afterwards. Short stubby laterals

should be chosen for propagating purposes, and all should be rejected

that have visible flower-buds. Dusting with dry wood ashes now
and then is a good preventive of the damp that often proves so

destructive to them. Such varieties as thrive best in the locality

should be most extensively increased. C. aurea floribunda does

not do well near London ; whilst, in many other parts of England and

in Scotland, it is the best of all Calceolarias. Gaines's Yellow is the

sort most cultivated about London ; and amplexicaulis, too, does even

better than it ; bat its habit is so loose that we want, for general

purposes, a variety having a stocky habit, and, if possible, the blooms

of amplexicaulis. Princess Helena, a dark variety, does remarkably

well in Lancashire. Ambassador, canariensis, Prince of Orange,

Aurantia multiflora, Havelock, and Golden Gem are also good varieties

for the flower garden.

Sub-tropical Plants.

These will now be at their best, and looking magnificently, set off,

as they generally are, by a ground-work either of brightly-coloured

leaves or bloom. Canuas are now finely in bloom, and the gigantic,

but hardy, herbaceous Polygonum Sieboldii, is also now laden with

flowers. Among smaller plants now in flower, Vallota purpurea is
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ono of the finest, aud it is admirably suited for moderately-sized
flower-beda. Erytlirinas now form conapicuoua objects, being iu full

bloom, and tho variegated Japanese Maize, now in flower, has a most
effective appearance. Increase the stock of Ficuses from cuttings in
heat, I'alms from seed, Musas from seeds aud snckers, but such
annuals as Tobacco plants, and others, may be left unsown nntil early
in spring.

Indoor Plant Department.
Lapagerias, which are perhaps tho most beautiful inmates of

conservatories at present, require abundant, but judicious, waterino-s
and slight shade from strong sunshine; Zsphyranthes rosea, a pretty
bulbous plant, is now, both in and out of doors, in great beauty, and
Pancratiums, and even Crinums now in bloom, serve also to decorate
the warmer corners of conservatories. Cyclamens demand particular
attention just now; some of the young ones should be rc-potted, aud
kept either in frames or placed on wood or ashes out of doors, aud
syringed twice a day. Cape Pelargoniums should be re.potted ; old
plants should be turned out of tho pots, tho soil shaken from their
roots, and should bo again re.potted into the same sized or perhaps a
less sized pot, according to the strength of the plant, using a compost
of good loam aud leaf.mould, .and a plentiful admixture of river sand.
Plants of Cyperus alternifolius intended for decoration throughout tho
winter months should be re.potted in a compost of yellow loam, a
little fibrous peat or leaf.mould, some chopped Sphagnum, silver sand,
and, finally, broken crocks. Tho plants should then be kept iu a
moist warm temperature for a time. Plants for the winter
decoration of stoves should now receive attention, and amoni'
these tho old Justicia speciosa is one of the most effective!
As usually met with, this plant presents a leggy naked appearance,
and it is frequently seen in this state where better things might be
expected

; but this is entirely tho result of bad treatment, for the
habit of tho plant is good, although, like other free-growing subjects,
it is apt to lose its bottom leaves and become leggy under bad
management. Cuttings of it inserted in sandy soil and placed in a
gentle bottom-heat root in a few weeks ; and, in order to secure largo
specimens for blooming after a season's growth, the cuttings should
be put in at once, so as to allow of having them rooted and well
established in small pots before winter. They should bo potted off
singly in small pots as soon as they are fairly rooted, and placed near
the glass in a moist rather shady part of the stove, or a warm pit,
pinching out tho points of the shoots as soon as tho roots get hold of
the soil, aud stopping must be attended to during the growing season.
In winter, place the young plants in any roomy situation near the
glass where the temperature may range towards 50', and keep them
properly supplied with water at the root. About tho beginning of
March, or as soon after that time as convenient, remove them to
where a growing temperature of about 60' is maintained by artificial
means, allowing it to rise 10' or 15' with sun, heat, aud air. Shortly
after placing the plants iu heat give them a moderate shift, using
about equal portions of good rich turfy loam, peat, thoroughly
decomposed cow dung or leaf soil, aud sharp sand, well intermixed
together. As soon after potting as tho roots appear to have started
into the fresh soil stop tho shoots and tie them nicely out, keeping
them welldown, which will have the effect of causing tho bottom buds
to start into growth, and inducing a bushy habit of growth to
begin with. As the season advances, and the plants get into free
growth, give air freely on mild days, and keep them near the glass.
Some of the Fraucisceas will be still iu bloom, and also Gastronemas,
Gomphias, Amaryllis reticulata alba. Tho chief beauty belonging
to our stoves, however, will be the many noblo foliaged plants and
fine Ferns which they contain. Gloxinias and Gesneraceous plants
out of flower should bo set iu cold frames, where they should be kept
dry. Some of the Ardisias should now be prettily laden with berries

;

others, particularly A. villosa mollis, on the other hand, will bo in
flower, aud tlio plants should be removed to a drier atmosphere for a
time, uutil the fruit has set, when they may bo again placed iu a
moist heat. The finer kinds of Ferns should still receive a little
shade, in order to preserve their colour. Sterns of Tree Ferns lately
imported should be wrapped round with damp Moss, which not only
prevents such a frequent use of the syringe as would otherwise be
necessary, most likely to the injury of tho surrounding plants, but
also obviates sudden vicissitudes of temperature.

Orchids.
The chief work now to be done in the Orchid.house is to keep the

plants clean by repeated suougings. The use of the syringe may now,
in the majority of instances, be suspended, except in the case of
Cypripediuma and Disas, which are greatly benefited by occasional
sprinklings during bright sunny weather. Orchids making their
growth should, if possible, be placed in a humid atmosphere and still
have a plentiful supply of tepid water at the roots. This is especially
applicable to Odontoglossnms, as 0. Alexandno, 0. Pescatorei, 0.

nebulosnm, 0. Uro.Skinneri, and other species. The same may be
said of Masdevallias, as M. Harryana, M. Veitchii, M. cocciuea, and
M. Ijindeni, aud the strong growing Oncids, as O. macranthum, 0.
zebriuum, O. serratum, O. obryzatum, and others. All of the above
grow best iu the cool house, aud if the pots in which they are grow.
ing be thoroughly well drained it is almost impossible to give thetn
too much root moisture, especially if tho weather is bright and open.
Leave air on the cool houses night and day, using a little fire.heat on
cold or stormy nights, but it must bo borne in mind that these plants
grow much more vigorously if they are wintered in a cool airy atmos-
phere. Plants at rest should bo carefully attended to with regard to
moisture at the root, as there are but very few which ought to
become dust dry, as the rest of most Orchids is comparative rather
than absolute, and this is especially the case with all but a few decid.
uous pseudo-bulbous kinds, of which Calanthe and Pleione may bo
cited as examples. If it is not already done, go through the whole
collection and clean every inch of wood or iron.work with soft-soap
and water, and re-arrange the plants so as to give each its duo share
of air and light. Shading may, in most cases, be now removed,
unless tho canvas rolls up under cover at the ridge of the house, in
which case it may remain, as it is sufficiently protected from wet.
It is now a good season to look out for a supply of peat, which is all

the better for cultural purposes if stacked up under cover for some
time before it is required.—F. W. Bukbidge.

Nurseries.

Glass-houses should now bo repaired, if necessary, so as to have
them in trustworthy condition throughout tho winter. Heating
apparatuses should also undergo thorough examination. Dipladeuias
may still be increased by means of layers. One or more plauts should
be placed in a shady part of the stove ; the shoots should then bo
loosened from the trellises, little pots should be filled with a peaty
compost and finished with a layer of silver sand on the surface ; these
pots should then be placed iu such a way that the joints of tho shoots
may bo placed on them and held in position by means of a stoue or
peg. Under one shoot may be placed several pots, keeping one or two
eyes clear between each pot. Epiphyllums may now be grafted
on Pereskia stocks, on which they take freely, and do not require nearly
so much attention, heat, or shade, as many other plants. Camellias
and Daphnes may also be grafted in close propagating frames in
intermediate houses. Conifers may be propagated by means of
cuttings of the young wood ; on some, however, a small piece of the
old wood is retained. These should be placed in close frames or
under hand-lights in cold frames and shaded. Gloxinias struck from
leaves should be potted oS singly as they become well-rooted. Out-
of-doors, the training of young fruit trees should still bo actively
proceeded with. Cuttings of herbaceous plants, lately struck iu pans
in frames should be potted off singly into thumb-pots, placed in cold
frames, and kept well shaded for a time. Seed of all kinds should
now be secured ; what is ripe should bo gathered, aud what is not
should be placed under the most favourable circumstances for
maturation.

Indoor Fruit Department.
In Vineries in which Grapes are not yet thoroughly ripe tho

temperature must be kept much the same as directed for the last

fortnight. All Grapes, which are expected to keep well for any
considerable length of time, should bo perfectly ripe by tho end of
this month, for sun-heat begins to diminish in October, and for
imparting flavour and finish it far surpasses any kind of aitilicial

heat. Where the wood of Vines to be started early is thoroughly
ripo pruning should be proceeded with ; cut the shoots clean over
with a sharp knife, leaving two plump eyes on each spur. This is a
wise precaution at all times, more especially in the case of Vines
intended for early forcing, as they are sometimes shy in breaking, and
if reduced to ono eye, which does not always start, it causes a vacancy
wliich disfigures the symmetrical ajipuarauco of the Vino. Where
both grow the weakest can be rubbed off, when young, without injury
to the Vine. As soon as pruning has been performed have a bottle

of Thomson's Styptic, and with it dress the wounds. Prevention is

at all times better than cure, and, although Vines may not bleed just

when they are cut, they generally do so, more or less, when the sap
begins to rise, unless dressed in the way just recommended. Wash
the rods and wood-work well with a strong mixture of soft-soap and
water. All repairs inside should be done before starting. When all aro
cleansed let the rods be secured to their permanent positions half-way
up, leaving the point to droop down or somewhat suspended ; this

equalises the distribution of the sap, aud induces the buds to break more
evenly than they otherwise would do. Remove all the old soil down
to the surface of the roots, and replace it with a rich mixture of good
loam, ground bones, and a little well-decayed manure ; this, brought
up to the former level, has a wonderful influence in keeping the roots

near the surface, which is a great point gained. As tho inside borders
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will not have been watered since before the fruit waa ripe they will

be very dry, and, if well drained underneath (as they should be), give

them a good watering, in order that the roots may be iu a growing

condition before forcing is started. Admit a free circulation

of air at all times, and have everything in prime order for a

good beginning, which goes far towards securing a successful end.

Suckers of Pine-apples should be potted as soon as possible, using

good turfy loam only, mixed with a little charcoal ; no water should

be given until they "begin to emit roots. To Fig trees swelling fruit

a good supply of weak mannre-water should be given, but it should be

gradually lessened as winter approaches. Melons are, for the most

part, cut, but where there are some yet to ripen additional heat

should be given, by renewing the linings, &c. Cucumbers in pits

should be well syringed at midday or early in the afternoon. Mush,
room beds in pits, cellars, or similar places should be spawned as soon

as their temperature decreases to 85\ Kidney Beans may now be

sown in G or S-inch pots, half filled with a good rich open compost,

leaving the other half to be made up when the plants come into bloom.

—J. MuiE, Clovenfords.
Hardy Fruit.

Lato Peaches, and Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums, in late cold

situations, may now need a little help in the way of glass or fire,

where the walls are flued, to hasten and complete maturity. I have

seldom seen October Peaches so late as this year. A Salway Peach,

beside a tree of ripe Noblesse, hardly seems to have commenced the

second swelling; Lady Palmerston is almost a month behind others

iu exactly the same positions ; Walburton Admirable, Late Admi.
rable, Desse Tardive, Princess of Wales, and others of Mr. Rivers's

seedlings, are likely to be almost equally late ; and, in the north, the

common earlier varieties of fruit such as Blruge Nectarines, and
Golden Drop and Imperatrice Plums, are likewise late. Iu all such

cases it would be well to apply fire-heat at once. It is much easier to

push fruit on now, when helped by the sun, than next month when the

sun has but little power. In the heating of flued walls, great care is

needful at first. As in running, it is the pace that kills, so in

culture of all sorts, it is the suddenness of change that is the

source of danger and cause of greatest mischief. The same
danger, to a lesser extent, is incident to the covering of wall

trees with glass, it should, if practicable, be done piecemeal.

The principle I am anxious to lay down clearly (as it is the secret of

success in the matter) is the superlative importance of tentative

protection, if I may so express it. Gradually and imperceptibly the

fruits find themselves led from the outside air to an enclosed atmos-
phere of superior temperature, and they go on growing without
check, and finally finish at an augmented pace. But let the change be
sudden, and many fruits will probably drop, and the remainder prove
hard and almost worthless. To make up for the deprivation of

natural dews and rains, late fruit trees, protected with glass, should

be dewed heavily over every morning, for the double purpose of

restoring the natural supply of moisture to the trees, and keeping
down red spider. Late Peaches and Plums are so valuable for

dessert as to be well worthy of more than all the attention one
can bestow upon them. Late Pears may often be helped under
glass screens to maturity, that otherwise would either not ripen at

all, or prove of such inferior quality, as to bo useless for dessert.—
D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

Where forced Asparagus is required early—say, by the middle of

November—the first bed intended for early production should have the
tops cut off, and all weeds and rubbish cleared away, to let in the
full force of the sun's maturing infiuence upon the crowns, so as to

prepare them for the application of bottom heat about the middle of

next month. Onions, when sufiioiently ripened and harvested, should
bo tied in rather small bunches, about a dozen or so in a buuch, and
hung up to the rafters in an open, or, at least, a thoroughly ventilated
shed. They keep much better treated in this way than when laid on
shelves ; and, as frost does not injure them, all they require is shelter

from the rains in some well-ventilated building. The earliest sown
Cabbages may shortly be planted out, about 18 inches apart each
way. This crop with us usually follows the spring-sown Onions. We
always heavily manure and deeply cultivate for the latter ; and, when
they are cleared off, we hoe the ground over deeply, draw drills at
proper intervals, and plant the Cabbage plants in the drills.

Cabbages are gross feeders ; and, where the laud is poor, manuring
and digging may be necessary ; and also in light sandy soils, where
the particles of soil rapidly consolidate, deep digging and manuring
may advantageously precede every crop. Different soils, however,
require different treatment to obtain the best result ; and the nature
of the sub-soil, coupled with individual experience, must be the guide
as to the best course to adopt. I can only say, provided the land had
been deeply trenched for the preceding crop, and was in good condi-
tion as to manure, the rotation, also, such as Cabbage follovping

Onions, being a proper one, I should not, in land similar to oura

(heavy loam on Oolitic clay), deeply cultivate for Cabbage, as I have

always obtained the best results, both as to earliness and productive,

ness (and especially the former) , from planting in firm land. They

obtain a firm hold of the soil immediately ; and, as a consequence, a

rapid but firm growth takes place almost uninfluenced by frost. As
soon as the earliest sown Cauliflowers are large enough, they should

be pricked out, about 3 inches apart, for the purpose of having short

stocky plants for hand-glasses by-aud-bye. Draw their roots through

a puddle composed of soot and liquid manure, as a check to clubbing

where it is known to exist ; and it is a beneficial practice to adopt at

all times in transplanting any of the Brassica family. A further

sowing of Cauliflowers may now bo made under glass, in boxes, or in

a small frame. Those who depend upon one sowing never stand in so

safe a position as where the plan of making several sowings at inter,

vals of ten days or so is followed out, neither in the certainty of a

crop, nor yet in what is of equal importance in a private garden—

a

continual succession. Make a last sowing in the open air of Lettuces.

The Tom Thumb is a beautiful little Cabbage Lettuce for sowing now
for frame.work by-and-bye. It is very hardy, occupies but little

space, and turns in rapidly. The brown Cos should alsp be sown now
for spring planting. A last sowing of Endive may also be made now

on a dry warm border. Where Leeks are planted in trenches, the

earliest lot should now be earthed up ; and, as we may shortly expect

a considerable rainfall, all Potatoes that are still in the ground should

be lifted and stored as soon as possible, especially if there is any

danger of a second growth taking place.—B. Hobday.

Cottagers' Gardens.

The principal operations to which attention should now be directed

are the protecting of Grapes and the gathering of fruit. The

Grapes, which should now be swelling fast, had better bo put into

small gauze bags, to preserve them from the attacks of wasps, &c.,

which are now troublesome. With regard to the gathering of fruit,

such as Apples and Pears—the sorts that cottagers generally culti.

vate—great care is necessary to keep them from being bruised.

They should be handled like eggs, in order to ensure their keeping.

The time when the fruit is ready for gathering is indicated by its

beginning to drop of its own accord from the trees, by its parting

freely from the stem on being slightly moved, or if, on cutting open

one of the fruit, the seeds are of a dark brown colour, it is fit for

gathering. In performing this operation, however, the fruit should

never be°shaken from the trees, as is often done, but it should be all

hand-picked on a dry day. In storing it, let it be taken from tho

basket, and placed where it is to remain with great care; and, if

possible, let it be arranged side by side, and not placed one upon

another. With respect to vegetables, look over the seed beds, and

keep them clear of weeds. Onions, if not already done, should now

be dried and stored as soon as possible, iu order that the ground may
be got ready for other crops. In flower borders, scarlet Pelargoniums

are still in fine condition, and I have lately seen in the open ground

some noble bushes of Fuchsia Eicoartoni loaded with blossoms.

This is an excellent border variety ; it is a very profuse bloomer,

and may be easily kept over winter by covering the root with a little

litter or leaf-mould, so as to keep out frost. Herbaceous plants that

have done flowering should be cut down, and have their stems

removed whenever they become unsightly. Dahlias, on the contrary,

still in bloom, should be trimmed and tied up. If the ground is

weedy, run the hoe through it, and endeavour to keep the whole as

neat and clean as possible.

—

J. G.

Proposed Opening of Lincoln's Inn Gardens.—A memorial,

signed by the clergy, district visitors, and tradesmen of the locality,

has been presented to the Benchers of the Society of Lincoln's Inn,

praying that body to be pleased to take steps for the withdrawal of

the restriction as to access to the Lincoln's lun Gardens to the

general public, and follow the example of the Benchers of the Temple,

to throw open the same at stated hours as a place of public reorea-

tion. The memorialists draw attention to the fact that, with the

exception of the Temple Gardens, there is no open space within the

radius of over a mile where the denizens of the crowded courts and

alleys surrounding Lincoln's Inn Fields have an opportunity of getting

a breath of pure air. The memorialists further urge, that whatever

the cost may be, of keeping the gardens in efficient supervision, they

consider it should be paid by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and

a memorial to that effect would be presented to that body in due

course. Lincoln's Inn Fields is the finest city garden in London,

and we trust it may speedily be opened to the public. A little good

taste, and, say one-twentieth of the sum spent on Leicester Square,

would make a garden of Lincoln's Inn Fields of which London might

be proud. The trees are already superb ; it only remains to dispose
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of the turf find ground in a graceful manner, to remove the miserable
decaying shrubs which are massed inside the railinps (as is the too
common practice in London squares), to plant, with thorough pre.
paration, the trees and shrnbs that will thrive in the situation, and
lastly, and chiefly, to keep out the architect, sculptor, mason, stucco,
man, and the rest of them, and see how much could be done iu Lin.
coin's Inn without their aid.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.
AUTUMN EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
Tlii.s cxliiliition shows a grpat falling off from those held in previous
years, neither flowers nor fruit being well represented. Grapes and Pines
were, iu one or two cases, of splendid quality, especially those staged by
Mr. Coleman. J[r. Potts, and Messrs. Lane & Sons, who had fine
clusters of Muscats, for which they are deservedly famous. Superb
Pines came from the Koyal g.ardens, Frogmore, and Mr. T. Bond had a
good Queen, which was only 2ozs. short of 7 lbs. The chisses for
Gladioli were not so well contested as usual, but e.'icellent stands camo
from Messrs. Kclway & Son, Mr. J. Douglas, of Loxford, and the Rev.
IL II. Dombrain, the flowers being iu fair condition for the season.
Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, staged a collection of Show, Fancy, and
Pomjione Dahlias, not for competition, to which an extra prize was
awarded. Mr. H. Coppin, Kose Murseries, Shirley, Croydon, sent a
nice stand of cut Roses, to which a similar award was made. Messrs.
Downie, Laii-d, & Laing, of Forest Uill, sent a charming group of dwarf
Palms and ornamental foliage plants, which deservedly obtained an extra
prize.

Fruit.—Excellent collections came from Mr. W. Coleman, gardener
to Earl Somers, Ledbury, and Mr. Bannerman, gardener to Lord Bagot,
Rugeley. The first named exhibitor had a good Queen Pine, Black
Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, Victory of Bath (Gilbert) Melon,
Peaches, Nectarines, and an excellent dish of brown Turkey Figs. Mr.
J. Deuxberry, Mr. Neighbour, and Mr. O. Goldsmith, also obtained
prizes for fair collections. The best Pines came from Mr. T. Jones, of
Frogmore, who had four fine smooth Cayennes. Mr. J. Coulter,
gardener to E. J. Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall, Pinner, was second with
excellent fruit of the same variety, Mr. R. Plummer being a good third.
Mr. T. Bond, gardener to G. A. Smith, Es(i., The Beeches, Weybridge]
was first with a Queen Pine, the weight of which we have already
given. The Veitchian fruit exhibition at South Kensington showed
what good prizes will do, and ic is useless to expect gentlemen or
gardener.s to cut their best fruit when it is worth at least twice the
sum offered as a prize. Largo clusters of Black Hamburgh came
from Mr. Coleman, who deservedly took the first award. Mr. Potts,
gardener to Sam. Mendel, Esq., Mauley Hall, near Manchester!
•was second with good examples of Madresfield Court. Messrs. Lane
& Son were first for Muscats, while those staged Ijy Mr. Coleman,
although by no means so fine, bad the advantage in being more
perfectly ripe and better finished. Mr. Cole, of Ealing Park, had
large berried clusters, and took the third award. The prize for
the heaviest bunch fell to Mr. Bones, who had a double cluster of
Black Hamburgh, weighing 5S pounds. Mr. Bannerman was second
with Gros Guillaume (Barbarosa), and Mr. Earp, gardener to J. S. Sellon
E.sq., Hume Towers, Bournemouth, was third with a cluster of Black
Alicante weighing nearly 4 pounds. Peaches were very poor, the prizes
going to Barrington, staged by Mr. Coleman ; Bellegardo from Mr.
Bannerman ; and Walburton Admirable from Mr. HoUiday. Mr. Gold,
smith took first award for Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, Mr. Coleman
being second with Violette Uativc, and Mr. W. Gordon was third with
smaller specimens of the last named variety. The first prize offered for
Melons went to Jlr. C. J. Goldsmith, who had Golden Queen. Mr. J.
Mayall was second, with a good Victory of Bath (Gilbert) ; Mr. Chard,' of
Clarendon Park, Salisbury, being third with Imcoinpai-able. Apples
were rather below the usual average, but tlio classes were well eon-
tested. For a collection of four dishes, R. Webb, Esq., of Reading, was
first with Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Red Astnichan,' and
Devonshire Qtiarrenden. Mr. Holder, gardener to W. Balston, Esq.,
Maidstone, was second, with Golden and Cox's Orange Pippins, Margaret
and Kerry Pippins, both well coloured. Mr. A. Longman, gardener, to
E. Lushington, Esq., Maidstone, was third. Kitchen Apples were staged
by Mr. Swinnerton, Swanley, Sutton-on-Hone; Mr. Chaff, gardener to
Charles Goschen, Esq., Ad'dington, Croydon; and Mr. H. Mandy, the
prizes being awarded in the order named. Pears were well represented,
the three best dishes coming from P. Gosset, Esq., of St. Saviour's'
Jersey. These consisteil of Louise Bonne, De Coq, and Bon Chretien
(Williams's). Mr. W. Strong, gardener to H. Tool, Esq., also had good
examples of Louise Bonne and Williams's Bon Chretien. Mr. Jordan had
a splendid dish of Grosse Calebasse, weighing nearly 10 pounds ; and Mr.
Stephenson had a good dish of Beurre Wairgeau in the same class.
1 he prizes offered for flavour went to Louise Bonne, from Mr. Strong,
while Mr. Sago and Mr. .1. r,ane were second and third respectively, with
Bcurro d Amanlis and Williams's Hon Chretien. Plums were of excellent
quality, although the number of exhibitors was rather limited Mr
Coleman takes the first prize, with fine fruit of White Magnum Bonum
Washington, and Jefferson

; Mr. Pitts and iMr. Deuxberry being second
and third in the order named. A dish of Cherries came from Mr. A.
Parsons, Dancsbury Gardens, and Mr. O. Goldsmith and Mr. J. Holder
were second and third with fine Morellos. Mr W. Chisholm gardener

to B. C. Taylor, Esq., of Broughton Pkco, Maidstone, was first for a dish
of Brunswick I'igs ; Mr. H. Mandy and Mr. Coleman being respectively
second and third, with White Ischia and Brown Turkey. Jlessrs. Lane
& Sons staged fruiting Vines, in pots, to which a first prize was awarded,
and Mr. Webb, of Calcot (iardens, near Reading, staged a fine collection
of Filberts and Cob Nuts, t<j which an extra award was made.

Certificates were awarded by the Judges to '.the following novelties :

—

Apple Pcasgood's Nonesuch (Brown & Co.).—A fine fruit, either for kitchen
or dessert use, and well worth general culture.
Gladiolus Mr. Wilson (Kelway).—A deep lilac-purple flower, flaked with

crimson; good spike.
Gladiolus Duchess of Edinburgh (Kelway).—A robust variety, with immenso

flowers arranged on a stout spike. The colour is rosy-purple, with a whito
purple striped centre.

GLadioItis La Vusuve (Dombrain).—A fine robust variety, bearing a spiko of
glowing scarlet flowers, the centre of the segmentfl being inclined to white.
Gladiolus Manfred (Douglas).— A bright orange-scarlet flower, of good

substance.
Gladiolus Warrior (Douglas).—A bright scarlet flower, flaked with white.
Dahlias Rob Roy, Pollie, and Warrior (Turner).

THE CITY MULBERRY TREES.
Deoknekate Drapers! Is it a fact
That the utilitarian cataract
Your eyes has so served to harden,

That you really mean, for a paltry fee,

To disestablish the Mulberry Tree

—

Grub up your lovely garden ?

A glimpse of green in the City's heart

!

A little haven of rest apart
From Mammon's turmoil and trouble I

Pshaw ! L.S.D. is the faith we hold
Build over the front with its fish of gold.
So our rental of gold we double.

'Tis the God of the Age, this L.S.D.—
The utilitarian trinity

—

Whereof we are all adorers :

And a City Company's bound by its creed
To stick right close to the friend iu need,
And scorn sentimental soarers.

So the Mulberry Trees are all laid low,
And there's an end to their golden glow

—

The brighter that seemed for its rarity
;

And may we ask—or were't better not ?

—

Wlicn the garden is gone and the money is got,
Will it be spent in Charity ?

Or will it be spent, City-Corapany-wise,
In making each dinner a new emprise
For digestion's taxed activity ?

What's a fountaiu fair to a turtle tureen.
Or the greenest lawn to the fat that's green
At a gorgeous Hall-festivity ?

For this indeed did our Fathers build ?

Was guttling and gorging of each old Guild
The end, if not the beginner ?

Did they dream those Mulberry Trees must stoop
To furnish a little more turtle.soup
At the Drapers's magnificent dinner ?

ritnch troweth not. In those ages old
They feasted well upon well-won gold,
And of charity were not chary

:

They lived great bves, and helped their neighbours,
And this was the motto of their labours,
Lahorare est orare.

A dinner is good, saith the Prophet Punch,
If not too greedily people munch :

But the diners and money-scrapers
Might feel that a spot of garden-soil.
In the very heart of the City of Toil,

Should have sacred been kept by the Drapers.—Pitnch,

Too good to be true.—M. Parat is said to bo the discoverer of
a way of doing without rain, if necessary. Ho knew that tho air is

full of moisture, and he knew that chloride of calcium would attract
and condense it, for cultural purposes. He has applied this chloride
on sand-hills and road-beds, on C;ras3,on all sorts of soil successfully,
and he has ascertained that it may bo applied in such proportions as
will produce the in-igation of land more cheaply and efliciently than
by means of canals or other methods of securing artificial irrigation.
One of M. Paraf's applications will produce and retain abnndant
moisture for three days, when tho same amount of water introduced
by tho present method will evaporate in an hour. M. Paraf states
that he believes that his prepai-ation will not only produce two blades
of Grass where but one now grows, but that it will render possible
fields, meadows, and prosperity, where now there is nothing but sand
and desert waste.
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" This is an art

WTiioh does raond nature : chaag;e it rather : but

The Akt itselj is Natuee."—Shakespewre.

PLANTING TO PRODUCE LANDSCAPE EFFECTS.
By JAMES M'NAB, Botanic Gardens, Edinboi-gh.

Planting for landscape efEecfc requires much thought and con-

sideration, and, even with all the care that can possibly be
bestowed, it is often extremely difficultto bring out, in an
effective manner, the ideas which one is anxious to secure,

particularly while operating on a piece of ground newly laid

out, and previously implanted ; but with partially planted
lands, landscape effects are more readily obtained. On per-

fectly level ground difficulties often occur which on undulated
or sloping surfaces, are more easily overcome. Lands which
have been long laid out and well planted, but without any
arrangement as to landscape effects, may, in most cases, be
looked upon by the casual observer as perfect in their way,
while the practised eye of the landscape gardener will pick
out many blemishes, and be able to suggest improvements.
A change may rapidly be effected if one is empowered by the
proprietor with entire control, to root out unsightly and
duplicate specimens for the purpose of making clearances, at

the same time to bring more prominently into sight some
distant trees possessing colour and outline which hitherto had
been entirely excluded from view, and here and there planting
others of such a nature as will harmonise with those already
existing. A great diversity of colour and outline is to be
found in the forest and ornamental tree department of all our
nursery establishments, but the art of grouping and arranging
the various species in the park and pleasure grounds, requires

quite as much skill and perception as is generally employed
by a landscape painter, so as to have his picture well balanced,

at the same time to blend the colours so as to make it pleasing

to the eye. When arranging trees for landscape purposes, it

should be done, as much as possible, so as to produce effects suit-

able for spring, summer, autumn, and winter—evergreen trees,

such as evergreen Oaks, Hollies, Yews, and Pines, being em-
ployed for the latter purpose. It cannot be expected that every
portion of a large property can be arranged equally well, but
some parts maybe improved by judicious grouping or planting in

masses, taking care to have undulating edges instead of straight

ones, which too frequently prove hard to the eye. It is quite

possible to have portions here and there artistically gi'ouped,

.and, in time, the intermediate spaces can be filled up with
fitting trees. Any landscape effects aimed at, ought to be
made to tell from the windows of the mansion-house, or car-

riage-drive, or from some favourite seat or walk, in the
neighbourhood of an artificial lake or pond, taking care, in all

cases, to select a good and somewhat distanced background of

thick-foliaged trees, as Sycamores, Elms, Limes, Oaks, &o.
Occasionally a few Lombardy Poplars will be found telling

objects in the landscape, provided they are kept at a distance,

and confined to one point—a number of such trees, irregularly

dotted about, being anything but pleasing. It is absolutely

necessary to remove the tops of Lombardy Poplars, after they
have fairly taken to the ground, leaving stems about 4 or 5

feet in height. Numerous leaders will then be produced from
the sides of the portion left, and all will be found to assume
an upright habit, and in this condition will stand the wind
well. Thousands of these now planted throughout the country,

assume a free upright habit at once, and although 10 feet in

height, leaves are often only seen at the lower part of their

stems, or on their summits, the intermediate side branches being
often dead ; this is probably caused through wind waving, an
occurrence to which they are often subjected, and which has

a tendency to throw the sap entirely to the top. If cut down,
even at an advanced stage, they will break out again, and make
good specimens, thoroughly clothed all over. Other upright
trees, as Thorns (Crataegus Oxyacantha fastigiata). Oaks (as

Querous pyramidalia and Q. fastigiata), and Elms (Ulmus fasti-

giata), will also be found useful for intermediate spaces ; and,
although a better class of upright trees than the Lombardy
Poplar, and equally effective, they should be sparingly used.
Weeping trees, such as the varieties of Birch, Elm, Ash, Lime,
Willow, Aspen Poplar, Beech, &c., are also very effective, and
one or two of each may, now and then, be introduced with con-
siderable advantage—particularly the Birch, its white papery
bark being often very telling. In contrast to the foliage of the
ordinary dark green trees, a Larch or two coming in contact
with them during early spring is often truly beautiful ; at the
same period the Corstorphine Plane also gives variety to the
landscape. When its foUage first appears, it is of a rich golden
tint, which continues for some time ; but, as the season
advances, it assumes the ordinary greeu hue, and, when
standing free, the outline of its top is exquisite. The Golden-
leaved Thorn also comes out in spring with a rich yellow hue,
which tells admirably, and forms a beautiful contrast against
dark-foliaged trees ; but, afterwards, it returns to the greeu
colour. Rich spring effects, although often of short duration,
but in interesting succession, are also produced by the colours
of the flowers of many trees, such as the Horse Chestnuts,
Thorns of different sorts, Guignes, Bird Cherries, double-
flowering Cherries, Laburnums, flowering Ash, &c. Further
on in summer, all the permanent variegated and coloured-
leaved trees are exceedingly pleasing when judiciously blended
amongst the ordinary green-coloured ones. Of the former, I

may mention the variegated Elms, Oaks, Ash, Acer, Thorns,
&c. ; and, of coloured leaves, the purple Beech, Hazel, red-

leaved Acer, golden-leaved Oak (Quercus concordia), also the

Pyrus nivalis, and the white-leaved Willow, particularly the
Salix Reginas. Populus nivea and Sorbus vestita are also

interesting on account of their leaves being dark green above
and white beneath, thus presenting a singular effect during a
slight breeze. Specimens of Populus nivea, although useful

for landscape effects, are often greatly damaged by wind, on
account of the brittle nature of their spreading branches. If

well cut or pruned in during their young state, they will after-

wards be found to stand the wind better, and become more
shapely objects, than when left entirely to themselves. A
great diversity is often produced by some of the trees with
narrow or peculiar leaves, such as the Fern-leaved Beech, Fern-
leaved Elm, cut-leaved Lime, Willow-leaved Oak, and others.

Numerous species of trees contribute largely to autumnal
effects, the depth of this depending in a great measure on the

wood being thoroughly ripened during the previous summer.
The Beech, Thorns, Liquidaraber, Sugar Maple, and American
Oaks, produce more or less the red or scarlet hues, while the

Sorbus, Birch, Lime, Pavia flava, &c., give a yellow tinge. Of
fruit-bearing trees, the Mountain Ash and Thorn are the most
conspiciious. The various species and varieties of the Service

tree (Sorbus domestica), are also interesting when in fruit.

The fruits, however, no sooner come to maturity than they

are cleared off by birds. The Scotch Laburnum (Cytisus

alpinus) at one time, when its leaves begin to assume the yellow

tinge, likewise when covered with fruit, when placed in various

positions, is often seen to present a remarkable and rich effect

when fully exposed to the rising and setting sun, the pods appear- ^

ing like golden flowers, particularly when backed by any of our

dark-foliaged trees. In most cases, deciduous trees, planted for

effect, should stand on Grass, or in clumps vrith more or less

Grass lawn between each. Although this paper gives a tolerable

list of trees suitable for landscape purposes, it is far from being

complete; too many of one kind in one place, when fully

matured, will take away from the effect aimed at. To do this

work properly, several plants of some of the kinds rnay be

introduced at first in variou.s places, but removed in time, so

as not to interfere with good outlined specimens, planted for

pure landscape effects. The great Coniferous group, which

now amounts to upwards of 500 species and varieties ;
of all

forms and sizes ; of all tints, from the darkest green to rich

gold and silver hues, as well as endless variegations, including

the various phases which many of the species undergo during

the summer, autumn, and winter months, is sufficient of itself

to furnish many interesting landscape effects ; the dark hue

of many of the Pines, forming the background, while the

drooping, upright, and coloured varieties, are admirably

adapted for intermediate and foreground positions.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

WiLl. no ono brinpf to our market the luaeions Water Melona

of the south and the west ? The small and wretched specimens now
in CovGnt Garden have nothing in common with the true species,

which we have never seen in perfection in England. Good Water
Melons taste not only of water, bat have a delicions flavour, and are

almost as bright inside as a blown Rose. We read that ono steamer

brought '40,000 of them to Boston from one of the more southern

states last week. They are sometimes nearly tO lbs. weight in

America, and do quite as well in many parts round the Mediterranean
basin.

The beautiful, largo, and fragrant single Japanese Rose
(Rosa rngosa alba) has been sent us in fine bloom by Mr. Ware, in

whose nurseries, at Tottenham, it is now in flower. It is one of the

many single Roses which deserve a place in every garden. The
white of the large flowers, opening one by one, is as pure as that of

any flower in existence, and the dark green closely-pinnate shining

leaves are very ornamental.
The freeholder of an almost unknown garden, that in Golden

Square, is going to perform a task similar to that of Mr. Albert
Grant. This is really a capital movement, which we hope will spread.

Of course, there are many of our squares which are to all intents and
purposes the private gardens—and the only ones—of the residents,

and nobody wishes to interfere with them ; but there must be from
fifty to a hundred of those enclosures, which are of no use to any-
one at present, and might be splendidly utilised as play-grounds for
the people, and additional lungs for London.

Both the crimson and white varieties of Lapageria are now
flowering profusely in a cool corridor in Messrs. Veitch's Nursery at
Chelsea, the white flowers mingling with the crimson ones, and pro-
ducing a charming contrast. Both plants never look better than
when planted out in a moist border of peat in a cool and partly-shaded
greenhouse or conservatory, in which they are permitted to spread
under the roof in a somewhat natural manner. Treated in this way,
and liberally supplied with moisture, they grow vigorously, and, as in
the case in question, produce hundreds of flowers of both colours, in
pleasing yet striking combination.

I-'^ the Graphic of last week is a representation of Ander-
son's Mummy Pea, a variety apparently identical with Grimston's,
about which so much was said some years ago. The latter was con-
sidered to be the old Branching Marrow. The stalk of this Egyptian
Pea is said to be peculiar. Near the ground it is attenuated, but at
the summit it is several sizes thicker, so that it appears a necessity to
support it, and the more so as the pods are also clustered together at
the head of the plant, instead of being, like the ordinary Peas,
distributed along the stalk. Though not pleasant in flavour, these
Egyptian Peas are eatable ; they resemble grey field Peas. We do
not, however, believe in the " mummy " origin of this Pea.

Speaklng of the Wellingtonia, Mr. Robert Hutchison, of
Carlowrie, says :

" The soil and climate of Ireland seem to be pecu-
liarly well adapted for the Wellingtonia, and many instances might
be recorded of very handsome and thriving specimens of it occurring
in various districts of that country. One in particular is perhaps
deserving of special notice here, as being probably at the present
time the tallest specimen in the United Kingdom ; I refer to the tree
at Cecil, county Tyrone, which, although only planted fourteen years
ago, is already about 45 feet in height, and growing luxuriantly."
Prom our own observations we should say that Southen England was
more suitable for this tree than Ireland." There are certainly taller
trees in England than the one in Tyrone.

An Aiimrican Garden (monthly) has been started in Brooklyn
;

it is edited by Mr. Hogg.awell-known and able horticulturist of English
descent. He remarks, in the fii-st number, that "unfortunately for the
art of gardening in America, the journals are, however, for the most
part, filled with extracts from foreign papers. The practices therein
recommended, owing to differences of climate and other reasons,
are not adapted to our necessities, and can only be made useful by
the valuable hints and suggestions which they convey to persons of
otherwise large experience. On the other hand, the articles of home
production are generally the work of persons whose reading and
practice havo been too limited to afford the qualifications needful
for giving instruction. Hence, too often, they contain that which
13 empirical and exploded in practice, and, not unfrequontly, lead
those who adopt their suggestions to grievous disappointment.
1 here are, in all the country, but four periodicals which are devoted
exclusively to horticultural and floricultural objects; and two of
these confine their attention, mainly, to the interests of professional
men and havo but little circulation in the larger circle of amateurs."We do not acknowledge the force of these observations in full, as
much of the horticultural and rural literature of America is remark-
able for complete knowledge of tho subject, lucidity and point in

expressing that knowledge, and not unfrequontly for an abundance
of excellent illustrations which make the writers' meaning on every
point clear at a glance. Mr. Hogg is a horticulturist of much taste,

and we hope his now paper may live and advance the art in the New
World.

The finest of all blue conservatory wall or pillar plants,

Plumbago capensis, is now flowering freely as an edging.plant in tho
London parks.

Oncidium zeerinum is now in flower in Mr. Salt's fine collec-

tion of cool Orchids, at Ferniohurst ; its spike is 10 feet in length,

profusely branched, and bearing in all 2t0 flowers, each measuring
half or three-quarters of an inch in diameter.

Tritoma MacOwaxi, a new species, is just now in flower in

a cool house at Kew. It is in a pot, and owing to its dwarf habit, it

seems well-suited for pot-culture. Its blooms are of a paler colour

than those of the commonly grown T. Uvaria.

At the Botanic Garden, Oxford, the Mexican Dasylirion

arcotrichum recently threw up a flower-stem which, when 12 feet

high, grew at the rate of G inches in twenty-four hours. The
Nelumbium speciosum (the Sacred Bean) ia reported this season as

producing perfect seeds.

Gali'jnani states that the vintage has commenced in the
different Vineyards of the Orleanais, and gives excellent results.

The wine is expected to be of good quality, and in certain places will

realise in quantity more than the cultivators expected.

We have received from Messrs. Lamoureux & Co., of Ply-
mouth, specimens of their new hybrid Amarantus Henderi. It is

the result of a cross effected between A. elegantissimus .and A.
salieifoliua. The plants grow about 18 inches or 2 feet in height, and
form perfect pyramids of rich orange, rosy.carmine, and bright green
foliage.

A PLANT of the white-flowered Maxillaria grandiflora is now in

bloom in Messrs. Low's nursery, at Clapton. In habit it is something
like M. venusta, but bears mucli larger snow-white long-petalled

flowers, the lips of which are stained with lemon-yellow and streaked
with deep chocolate beneath. It is a beautiful Orchid, rarely seen in

collections.

One of the many valuable results of the work of the
United States Geological Survey of the Territories, is a " Synopsis
of the Flora of Colorado," by T.'C. Porter and J. M. Coulter. It is

a very interesting region to the plant lover, and we hope the work
may bring the knowledge of the subjects down to the latest explora-
tions.

Co.vspicuous among rock or border plants in bloom at the
present time, is Pentstemon breviflorus, a distinct yellow.flowered
species, with foliage resembling that of the narrow.leaved Myrtle. It
forms a neat dwarf bush, which, viewed from a distance, looks like a
dwarf species of St. John's AVort. This plant may now be seen in
flower at the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham.

• The fine collection of Orchids, formed at Farnham Castle, by
the late Bishop Sumner, was sold this week at Stevens'. For one of

the most remarkable plants which it contained, viz., DendrochiliHn
filiforme, £25 Is. was obtained, and a fine plant of D. glamaceum
realised £11 3s. 6d. A plant of Angrajcura eburneum superbum,
which, last year, bore sixty.four blooms on five spikes, fetched
£21 3s. Others brought from £3 to £10 per lot.

Among the most attractive plants in the Gardens of tho
Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington, are the Hydrangeas,
which are now in full flower. They succeed well planted out in the
shrubbery borders, and flower profusely every autumn. In some
parts of England and Ireland, near the coast, tho Hydrangea is one
of tho finest of all summer and autumn flowering shrubs, often
forming specimens 30 or -10 feet in circumference and G or 8 feet in

height. In manj' of the southern counties the Hydrangea also grows
well, planted in clumps or masses on the margins of walks and
shrubbery borders, and if cut down daring exceptionally severe
winters, it rarely fails to push up from the root tho following spring.

Some of our contemporaries are afraid that if Trafalgar
Square were to be laid out as a garden, it would soon lose its freshness

and beauty. No fear need bo entertained on this head, however,
if the work be carried out by a practical landscape gardener, who
understands the beautifying of city spaces, aud comprehends the use
of the wealth of vegetation which will succeed in such situations.

We could point to lawns in many town gardens as fresh and as green
as any in country districts, while the choice of trees, need not,

by any means, be limited to Planes alone, although, undoubtedly, tha
Plane is the finest of all town trees. The Temple Gardens are in a far

worse neighbourhood than Trafalgar Square, yet, here wo have fine

Catalpas, Poplars, and other trees, and as fresh a breadth of cool

green turf as anyone could desire ; while here we have been taught
how to get a glimpse of bright colour and floral beauty in city
gardens even during the dullest part of the year.
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SMALL VERSUS LARGE POTS FOE PINES.

In answer to "A Pine Grower's " remarks (see p. 244), I have
only to say that the system of growing Pines in small pots is

one fairly established here, and, therefore, my statements in

reference to it cannot be regarded as "-wholly unsupported
either by theory or practice." We sometimes cut two dozen
fruit here in one day, and we find that those cut from plants

grown in 10-inch pots invariably outweigh a corresponding
number cut from plants in l"2-inch pots. One importauc con-

sideration with reg.ard to Pine plants in small pots is the

readiness with which they can be got to fruit—a difficult

matter with many. Pine growers, as a rule, like fine-looking

plants ; but, from such stock, fruit is seldom obtained when
desired, and when it does come it is hardly ever proportionate
in size to that of the plant which produced it. Vigour, to a
certain extent, is all very well ; but, too much luxuriance
is a mistake, a remark which also holds good in the
case of A^nes, and otlier fruit-bearing plants which might
readily be named. Strong spongy wood, which looks delight-

fully vigorous, is seldom productive of good results ; nothing
surpasses firm sturdy growth, of moderate strength, as
far as fruitfulness is concerned. Tour correspondent
speaks of the smooth Cayenne as being a more robust grower
than the Queen, and as producing proportionately larger fruits.

The stronger growth has, however, nothing to do with the
difference in the size of the fruit ; it is natural for the one to

have smaller fruit than the other. With us, plants of the
Queen variety are always stronger, and have more foliage than
those of the smooth Cayenne, while the fruit of the former is the
smallest. It is precisely the same with the Duchess of Buc-
cleugh Grape, and Gros Coleman. The Duchess is much the
stronger grower of the two, and yet the fruit is not half the
size of that of Gros Coleman. In selecting large Pine suckers,
there is an advantage, inasmuch as the plants sooner get large,

than would otherwise be the case, and sometimes they fruit

earlier; but I never found the fruit of such plants to be lai-ger

than that obtained from plants of which small suckers were
originally used. We have a seedling Pine here, which pro-
mises to be an improvement on many kinds in cultivation.

Corpulent, well-shaped fruits of it, now swelling in 9-iuch pots,

are already bordering on i pounds each
;
yet the plants have

few leaves, the whole (with the exception of the crown) on
one plant, which is producing- the largest fruit, numbering
fourteen. In this case, the secret chiefly lies in the 9-inch pot,

which is full of splendid roots, the energies of which are not
spent in sustaining a mass of hungry leaves, but, on the con-
trary, go to support the fruit. " A Pine Grower " remarks
that the Providence is a stronger grower than either

the Cayenne or Queen, and that it produces the largest

fruit of all (?). Lambton Castle Seedling has fewer
leaves than any of the three, and yet its fruit is the largest.

Pines, now-a-days, are fruited in half the time they used to be
years ago ; and to what cause may this be assigned ? Mainly
to the smaller-sized pots in which they are now grown; tempera-
ture, soil, and general treatment, being much the same then as
now. If we were to revert to the huge pots in which Pines were
formerly grown, fruiting would only occur once in three or four
years ; while the plants themselves would be tall enough to
push up the sashes of a 3-feet deep frame.

I have in my time seen abundance of plants of this kind, which
would doubtless have gladdened the heart of "A Pine
Grower;" but, as to fruits, alas! where were they? "The
mere assertion that So-and-So grows his Pines in 10-inch
pots conveys no meaning." This may be the opinion of

some ; but the fact that So-and-So grows his Pines
better in 10-inch pots than other Pino growers do in

12, 14, or 16-inch ones is a matter well worth considera-

tion. Tour correspondent says he " has an impression

"

that I refer to some kind of 10-inch pot which holds as much
soil as a 13-inch one. I am, however, unacquainted with such
pots ; indeed, I may say that I have found the pots to corre-

spond with the figures both in England and Scotland. The
pots in which we grow Queens have an inside width at top of

9 inches, at bottom of 6 inches, and in depth they are 9 inches.

For smooth-leaved Cayennes and the strong-growing sorts we

use pots 10 inches in width at top, 6 inches at bottom, and
10 inches in depth. I consider a 41b. Pine large enough, and
a size most serviceable for any purpose. Tour correspondent
seems disposed to disparage market-grown Pines when he says,
" it may be better for market purposes to grow more plants

and to have a greater number of fruits ;
" but to this I would

answer, what takes in the market is pretty sure to pass
unc|uestioned elsewhere. This is fully confirmed by the fact

that many Pines cultivated by market gardeners find their

way to the tables of those who grow Pine plants themselves.
Two feet apart is sufficient for Pines grown in 10-mch pots,

either with or without Vines, or any other dense covering over-
head. When Vines are grown overhead it is still more neces-

sary, than when they are grown otherwise, to confine the Pine
roots to small pots in order to ensure fruitfulness, and to

prevent the plants from getting too much elongated.

Clovenfonls. J. Mum,

IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD SUPPLT OF WATER.
The long continued drought, which I trust may now be con-

sidered to be at an end, should induce us to look to our late

supplies in order that we may be better able to prevent failures

in future. I may safely assert that we have given artificial

watering a fair trial, and the result is that fruits of all kinds

are far above the average ; vegetables, too, are of excellent

quality ; and our floral display is all that could be desired ; for

brilliant sunshine and a clear dry atmosphere have brought
out the diiierent colours in perfection. Foliage plants enjoy,

immensely, a short spell of tropical weather, provided their

roots are kept moist by mulching and frequent delugings

of water. The damping system destroys more plants

than even drought unchecked, as watering the surface draws

the roots upwards, and the first scorching day completely

roasts them, and the plants droop and wither. If proof

were wanted that artificial ii'rigatiou may be success-

fully carried out in its entirety, so as to render our gardens

independent of the annual rainfall, I would at once point to

the triumphs of horticulturists under glass, where an entirely'

artificial system of watering produces fruits and flowers in

perfection. In fact, such a season as the past, with plenty of

sunshine, gives us better flavoured and more highly coloured

fruits than our usually dull dripping seasons do. Whoever
heard of fruits under glass roasting on the trees owing to too

much heat, and being small and tasteless, even though they

get all the extra heat that glass structures can afford them ?

The fact is, it is more a question of labour and expenditure

than one of skilful culture ; the staff of most gardens would
require to be doubled before it can be hoped that fruit culture

on walls and open quarters will come up to that under glass.

When fruit tree borders have been well mulched and soaked

with alternate applications of liquid manure and clear water,

and the garden engine is kept at work so as to keep the first

crowth in health and vigour, no fears need be entertained as

to the ripening of either fruits or " bearing wood for another

year," both important points in fruit culture. On the other

hand, duruig a dry summer, when the trees have to struggle

for existence, when autumn rains come, they encourage a rank

immature growth, the bloom buds on which are imperfectly

developed, and the consequence is failure as regards a crop of

fruit Let us, therefore, before it is too late, look to our water

supplies.
.

James Groom.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Earlv Grapes: H. K. S. To ripen Grapes in May, you should start your

Vinot in November. Your house may not be so liglit as could be desired, but

there is nothini? to hinder you from forcing the Grapes as you wish and having

them ripe in May- I' is desirable to do all early torcmg m well-heated and not

over large houses.

What Constitutes a Dish of Fruit for ExhibitiOB : H. S. The standard

for ciuantity comprising a dish ot fruit for exhibition, as given by the Royal

Horticultural Society, is ot Grapes three bunches, of Apples, Pears, Peaches,

Nectarines, Figs, &c., six fruits ; of Strawberries, Cherries, &0., generally

fifty fruits.

Prunine Newlv -planted Fruit Trees-—Am I right in pruning fruit trees as

soon as planted ?—Wt F- [Young fruit trees pruned back at the time ot plantmg

do not succeed so well as those which are left mipruned until the sap com-

mences to move in the spring. Then you can see better the state of the young

tree, which will not suffer so much as if it had been pruned soon after bemg
disturbed in the planting.]
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THE LIBRARY.
VAN HOUTTE'S FLORE DBS SERRES.

The first qnarter of the twentieth volume of this work has at
last reached us (many months after it was promised, as usual),
and we are sorry to say that it is inferior in interest to any triple
part of the work which we have yet seen. It would be more satis-
factory if Mr. Van Houtte would desist as much as possible from
copying plates from other works, and occupy his space with original
plates (which his establishment is well able to produce) of the many
fine novelties introduced by his own travellers, and those of other
foreign houses, especially in the way of new hardy flowering shrubs,
which are not nearly as much or as widely known as they deserve to
be, and which well executed portraits appearing in such a work would
do much to popularise. The part commences with four well executed
double plates of Pears, each containing some twelve or thirteen
kinds of these fine fruits, but however interesting these may be to
pomologists, we cannot but consider them totally and entirely out
of place, and inappropriate for such a purely horticultural work as
the "Flores des Serres" professes to be. If Mr. Van Houtte wishes
to illustrate these fruits, how much better would it be to publish the
plates in a separate or supplementary form, bo that those who did
not want them, need not have them bound up with their volume,
which cannot now be done without rendering the letter.press of the
volume incomplete. Plate 9 is a beautifully executed portrait of a
lovely bulbous plant from the Andes Mountains, named Placea ornata

;

as it is found in its native mountains at an altitude of 8,000 yards
above the sea, it would, in all probability, be quite hardy wherever the
Belladonna Lily is able to withstand our winters, or require at most
a few inches of litter or ashes to protect the bulbs from severe frosts.
The flowers are creamy white, deeply lined with carmine streaks, and
are borne, like those of the Belladonna, in umbels of from eight to ten
on the top of a tall stalk. Plates 10 and 1 1 represent one of the hand,
some foliage plants recently introduced from Brazil, under the
name of Calathea or Maranta Makoyana.

Plates 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and the woodcuts and letter.press on
the intervening pages, are a translated condensation of 'Messrs.
Moore and Jackman's work on the Clematis. The varieties figured in
the coloured plates are Kubella and Marmorata—the former well,
known, and the latter a dull and poor variety of little or no interest
Viticella rubra grandiflora, a small dull deepish-red variety ; and
Mrs. James Bateman, a fair-sized flower of a purplish.lilac colour, not
much to be admired

; and Messrs. Cripp's fine double variety, some-
what resembling a deep.coloured form of John Gould Veitch, which
they have named Excelsior. Plates 18 and 19 are a reprodnc-
tion of Messrs. Froebel's plate of Begonia octopetala, sent to
them by M. Roezl from the Andes Mountains, and re-intro-
duced by them to European gardens after having been lost to
them smce 1837, when it was flowered in the Glasgow Botanic
Gardens m the stove, which treatment was in all probability
the cause of all the tubers perishing. The plate was prepared
Dy M. Ircebel from descriptions sent to him with tlio tubers-
but certainly is not, by any means, a faithful representation
yl the flower as produced from a tuber received from M. Prcebol, and
lloiycred in the open air by one of our correspondents in the south of
Ireland, who informs us that the flowers produced by his plant are
quitea s.zo smaller than those in the plate, and ontirelv without the
deep rose-coloni-ed under petal, which adds so much to the beauty of
the flower as figured by M. Fra-bel. The flower, in roaUty, much
resembles a small white Anemone japonica, of a duller shade of
colour than that fine hardy perennial, and is quite correctly figured
in the Botanical ilagazine, Vol. LXIV., tab. 3,559, from the
specimens flowered at Glasgow in 1836. Plate 20 represents the
beautiful Odontoglossum vexillarium, so finely figured in Mr. Bate.

T\^ wT°^''"w, °™'''' family, and also in the Floral Magazineby Mr. W G. Smith. Plates 21 and 22 faithfully represent thosetwo beautiful and almost hardy climbers Lapageria rosea and its snow-white variety than which two more beautiful or valuable plants (asthey produce their ovely flowers usually all through the dull wintermonths) could not be trained to the trellis of a conservatorv. Plates
23 and 21 are a reproduction of the fine plate of Lilium' Kramerigiven in last year s volume of the Botanical Ma,,azinc, tab 6 Oos'from a specimen furnished by G. P. Wilson, Esq., of Weybridce'Plate 2o represents Sarracenia Psittacina, 'a dlkrf lo«'-growfn;

rn„^;,'''P/p ^''"''i^
°^ •*•''' f^"''-y f™" ««°^g'^- Plates 26 and 27

SlLr '?yPr''"T J'^I'""''"^"'. a fine new hardy species of Lady's

;^r^n„';> ?r"'^™;'i''^'"'°
by Messrs. Teutschel of Colchester,

snectahne^f
i-esembling the beautiful Canadian variety, Cspoctabile, the slipper being white streaked with carmine, andthe upper petals green, slightly spotted with light brown

b.nce the above was in type, wo have received the second triplopart, completing half the volume, and we are happy to say that it

far exceeds in interest and in the beauty and novelty of the plants
figured in the first quarter of the volume. In fact, we may say
that with the exception of the concluding four double plates of the
number being again occupied by Pears, the plates, generally, equal
in interest and beauty, and delicacy of execution and colouring those
of any part of the work that has yet come under our notice.

Plate 1 represents very faithfully that fine hardy border plant
TropjEolum polyphyllum, with its racemes of large bright golden
blossoms ; this is much less generally grown than it deserves to be.

It is a tuberous-rooted perennial species, with conspicuous glaucoua
foliage, and of a low growing trailing habit of growth, flowering

freely when once established in a bed or border about the mouth of

May. Plates 2 and 3 admirably represent a fine addition to our hardy
shrubs from the extreme north of Japan, whence a single seed camo
by chance .among some others sent to Dr. Regel by the well-known
Russian collector, M. Maximowicz, who sent it unwittingly to Mr.
Van Houtte, in whose gardens it germinated in due course, and wh'^n
inspected by Dr. Kegel and Professor Decaisne of Paris, was
pronounced by both these learned anthoritiea to be quite a
new and unknown variety of the Araliaceoas family, and quito
distinct from anything already in cultivation. It has been
accordingly named after its introducer Aralia Maximowiczi, and
has been propagated, and] is now being distributed, by Mr. Van
Houtte. Plates !• and 5 represent that curious inhabitant of

our stoves known under the name of Mantisia saltatoria, or
Opera Girl, the tremulous upper portions of its flowers some,
what resembling a dancer. It is a native of India, and produces
copious heads of flowers of a bluish-lilac shade with a golden lip.

Plates 6 and 7 represent a fine seedling Azalea raised by Mr. Van
Houtte, and named by him John Gould Veitch. This variety much
resembles in shape and colour another very fine variety, named
Sigismond Rucker, also raised by Mr. Van Houtte, and figured in the

nineteenth volume of the " Flore," but is said to exceed this variety iu

the size of the individual blooms ; both are exceedingly free flowering.

Plates 8 and 9 represent four fine varieties of Iris Kasmpferi
introduced by Von Siebold from Japan, and which bear the
names of (1) Alexandre Von Humboldt, (2) Professor de Vrieso,

(3) Alexandre Von Siebold, and (1) Souvenir; they are all perfectly

hardy; but require to be well-established and strong plants

before they produce their beautiful flowers iu any abundance.
Plate 10 represents a fine new seedling variety of the Pampas Grass,

raised by the well-known French nurseryman, M. Bortier-Koudatler,

and named by him Gynerium argenteum carniinnm Rendatleri, and
said to be extremely hardy and of an exceptionally tall and vigorous
habit, producing freely large heads of deep rose-coloured inflorescence

which stand the wind well, and when cut and kept for winter decora-
tion gradually change to a clear violet shade. Plate 11 represents
a new and ornanicntal-foliaged Thorn with leaves resembling those
of one of the greenhouse Ferns which originated from seed in

Eastern Prussia, and is now being distributed by Mr. Van Houtte
under the name of Crataegus oxyacantha filicifolia. It is quito hardy.
Plates 12 .and 13 represent a couplo of blooms of the dull leaden-

bluish-flowered Amaryllis, introduced some time since from the
Brazils under the name of Imperatrice du Brazil ; it requires

stove heat, and is extremely dilficult to get to flower iu this

country ; and when tho flower.head is produced it is more interest-

ing as a rarity or curiosity than for any beauty it cau be said to

possess. Plates 11- and 15 represent a hardy variegated Araliaceous
plant of great beauty, figured under the name of Aralia pentaphylla
fol. var., but which seems to us most closely to resemble, if it is not
identical with, a plant distributed some few years ago by our lead,

ing London nurserymen under the name of Acanthopanas variegata.

Plates 16 aud 17 represent the fine gold-margined form of tho
Liriodendron tulipifera, or saddle-leaved Tulip tree, with its curious
and ornamental green and orange Tulip-like blossoms, which the tree

does not produce in this country till it attains a great age, but which,
in the Pyrenees and countries where it is subjected to greater

extremes of heat and cold, are freely produced by young sapling

specimens. The variegation of this variety is said to be much more
evenly distributed, and far more constant than that of the gold,

blotched variety already in cultivation, each leaf being evenly
margined with bright gold. It originated iu Fi*ance, and the entire

stock has been acquired by Mr. Van Houtte, who is now distributing

young grafted plants. Plates 18 and 19 represent the fine cool

greenhouse climber Tacsonia insignis, sent to Messrs. Backhouse,
of York, from '.Peru, by Mr. Yarborongh Greame, and figured in

last year's volume of the Botanical Ma^jazinc, by Dr. Hooker, tab.

6,069, of which plate this is an admirable reproduction.

With tho exception of the four double plates of Pears before

alluded to, this completes our notice of this instalmeut of this

interesting work. We suppose that some time will elapse beforo

another number reaches us. W. E. G.
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ROBINIAS.
Among plants introduced from the New World, the Kobinia,
or False Acacia, stands in the front rank. It accommodates
itself to the most varied conditions of soil and position, grows
fast, particularly when young, and rapidlj' reaches full develop-
ment, when its statelLuess and beauty make it one of the most
valuable of trees either for the ornamentation of streets and
avenues, or for parks. Its pretty greenish-yellow marbled
wood is, sometimes, employed in the manufacture of orna-
mental furniture both in this country and on the Continent,
and in America it is largely used for posts and rails, for which it

is found to be well suited. The tree, of which the accompanying
illustration is a representation, is one of the oldest in Europe.
It was raised from seeds received from North America, by
Professor Robin, and was planted in the Jardin des Plantes,
at Paris, by M. Vespasian Robin, in 1636. About this time,
too, seeds of this Locust tree
were received in England from
Virginia, and soon afterwards
it spread, first from France, and
then from England, over all

other parts of Europe. The
subject here figured would,
doubtless, have died long ago,
had not special care been be-
stowed on it, in the way of clear-

ing off such suiTounding trees

as at all interfered with it. It,

therefore, now stands on a piece
of iiue lawn, and havnig moi'e
air, the few living branches which
it possesses will, doubtless, still

last a long time ; but, as will be
seen by the illustration, it has
suffered much from the wear
and tear of time. It is difficult

to imagine what kind of form
this tree had when in full vigour

;

but, in all probability, it was less

symmetrical than that of seed-
lings raised from it, and which
differ one from another greatly
in habit, whileamong native seed-

lings little variety presents itself.

It is, indeed, in all probability,

from the old tree in the Jardin
des Plantes that most of the
numerous varieties now in culti-

vation have proceeded, and of

which the following are the prin-

cipal:—1. The Unarmed Robinia,
a bush as common as the type,
and distinguished (as its name in-

dicates) by unarmed or spineless

boughs. This variety has been
named Robinia spectabilis.

Robinia Utterharti, a common
enough plant in gardens, ob-
tained by M. Utterhart, in 1843,
from seed of the ordinary Robinia, is undoubtedly synonymous
with R. spectabilis. Utterhart's Robinia bore fruit abundantly,
but the produce reverted to the old type. The Unarmed
Robinia forms elegant bushes which, when planted in the shape
of single specimens on Grass plots or on undulated ground,
have a fine appearance. 2. Robinia crispa.—This forms a large
tree, nearly all the leaflets of which (especially those of
matured branches) are more or less curled or tortuous. The
particular tree possessing this form in the Jardin des Plantes
differs from the other kinds merely in having the superior
leaflets of this character, three or four pairs, remaining entire.

3. Robinia umbraculifera.—This is Dumont's unarmed variety,
commonly called the Parasol Acacia. It is a tree of average
size, close and bushy, so much so, indeed, as to form an almost
impenetrable shade, a quality which renders it valuable for
avenues. 4. Robmia tortuosa, so called on account of its

twisted branching form. Like the last, it is a tree of average size,

compact, and bushy. 5. Robinia pyramidalis (alias stricta or

fastigiata).—This forms a large tree, and was introduced by M.
Leroy, of Angers. It has an upright habit of growth, some-
thing like that of the Italian Poplar, with which it might
be easily confounded, especially in winter. The specimen iu
the Jardin des Plantes, is beyond doubt one of the most
remarkable of trees, both as regards form and height. It

was planted in 1843, by M. Pepin, and flowered and fruited for
the first time in 18.53. The seeds, numbering twenty-three,
were sown in 1854 ; seventeen of them grew, and the produce
was for the most part like the type. In 1859, the original tree
of this kind measured 17 metres iu circumference, its present
height being more than 20 metres. 6. Robinia Decaisneana.

—

This is a very hardy variety, equal in development to the ordi-

nary Robinia. It is a form obtained comparatively recently by
M. Villevelle, nurseryman, Manosque, Lower Alps, where it first

flowered in 1862. The merit of this tree, however, lies less in

its habit of growth than in the
abundance in which its bright
rose-coloured flowers are pro-
duced, a colour rare among
Robinias. 7. Robinia mono-
phylla.—This was raised about
the year 1855, by M. Deniaux, a
nurseryman of Maine-et-Loire,
and it flowered in 1864. It is a
very variable kind.

These are a few of the best of

the Robinias now in cultiva-

tion ; but a few others might
still be added, such as Robinia
patula, a form of umbraculifera,

but with wider spread br.anches
;

R. microphylla, R. sophor.'B-

folia, R. macrophylla, and R.
edwardsiffifolia. R. dissecta, a
kind whose leaflets are, we may
say, reduced to their mid-rib

;

R. bullata with swollen leaflets
;

the common Robinia with leaves

streaked with white, and another
of a yellowish tint ; the Marbled
Robinia (R. cornigera), a sort

armed with strong prickles

;

R. monstrosa, with branches
more or less deformed or
streaked ; R. pseud-acacia, with
flowers whitish - 3'ellow ; and,
lastly, R. latisiliqua, known by
the singularity of its form.

—

Revue Horticole.

One of tlie oUle; acia trees in Europe.

Planting: Railway Embank.
ments.—Attention has often been
called to the waste land by the sides

of railways, much of which might
yield profitable crops ; but I have
another reason to adduce why
such lands should not remain in

their present state. Anyone who
has recently travelled iu England has seen on the railway slopes

numerous marks of fires, which in many cases have extended to and
destroyed the hedge, and occasionally have passed, as I know to my
cost, on to the adjoining property, to the considerable pecuniary loss

of the company, and to the great annoyance of the landowner. No
one esteems more highly than myself the advantages conferred on the

public by railways ; but that is no reason why such pecuniary loss

and annoyance should continue, if they can be avoided, as I think
they may be, by what, if it did not yield a profit, would at any rate
" pay its way "—I mean the cultivation of the ground now waste
between the railway and the fence, the weeds on which, when dry,

are readily ignited by fire from the engines. The crops grown must
vary with the soil and climate. Potatoes, Turnips, Carrots, Onions,

and Cabbages would succeed on the better soils ; while the poorer

might be planted with herbs. The railway companies may say. We
have enough to do without becoming gardeners. True ; but many
would gladly pay a small rent for the land, the conditions being
that the ground should be kept clean, and that the crops should be
such as would be taken off while green.—M. Moggbidge.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
A Simple Arrangement.

Owing to the neat and pretty appeaniiice which a few vases of

simple flowers have had on our dinner tabic during the last

few days, I have been tempted to furnish some account of

them In the centre was a white china trumpet resting in a

kind of rustic frame-work of frosted silver, and round this neat

little vase were grouped four small specimen gUisses. Lightly

arrano-ed in the centre piece were the following flowers, viz.,

small pink and white Asters, pink Pelargoniums (Christine),

Ion" sprays of blue Lobelia, a few buds of Roses (Gloire de

Dijon), Mignonette, some fronds oE Maiden-hair Fern, and

spikes of common field Grasses. In each of the specimen

glasses were single blooms of Japan Lilies, two being pink-

tinted, the other two pure white ; these were backed by fronds

of Maiden-liair. This little group was in use four days, and on

a small-sized dinner table was very effective.

Mantel-piece Decoration.

This is an important matter as regards the decoration of the

drawing-room, and one to which special attention should be

p.aid, as vases on mantel-pieces occupy very prominent

positions, and, unless skilfully furnished with flowers, are

better dispensed with altogether. Specimen glasses filled

with Everlastings, Rose-buds, Pelargonium blooms, or similar

flowers, may be seen on every chimney-piece, and they are

almost invariably one-sided, i.e., they face the room, all that

is left for the mirror behind to reflect being the backs of the

(lowers or leaves, in place of as good an arrangement as that

exhibited in front, which should be the case. As regards the

ends uf the mantel-piece, the first things to obtain are stands

ill which the flowers are to be arranged ; these may be had of

various shapes ; but those best suited for this purpose are a

pair of common zinc troughs, each about 10 or 12 inches long,

5 inches wide, and Sj inches deep, painted green on the outside

and white on the inside. When about to be dressed with

flowers, they should be filled with sand to within half-an-inch

of the top ; the sand should be then damped and covered with

common Selaginella. If too much water be put on the sand,

the flower-stems will not remain firm or upright. It is a good

plan to have two pairs of these zinc troughs, one pair in use in

the drawing-room, and the other pair with the Selaginella

growing in them in the greenhouse. By this means, as soon

as the flowers in the pair in use have faded, that pair may be

removed to the greenhouse and the other pair introduced into

the drawing-room, and arranged with fresh flowers. The
greenhouse treatment soon revives the Selaginella, impaired

in appearance by indoor confinement. This plan also holds

good in the case of many other kinds of floral decorations in

which zinc troughs or trays are employed. Round the edges of

the troughs Fern -fronds should be used, and arranged so as to

droop over and hide the sides as much as possible. The best

kind of Fern for this purpose is the common Brake, which is

sold in florist's shops in bundles ; should the fronds be found
too long, they can be cut as short as necessary, and the tip

end.s used. After the Ferns h.avc been rightly placed, the

flowers should next be arranged, and rather large and bold-

looking varieties should be used, such as Roses, Lilies, Clema-
tises, &c. These should be placed so as to stand out well one
from the other, avoiding all appearance of crowding. Branches
of Fuchsias look effectively mixed with such flowers as

those mentioned, and plenty of foliage must also be intermixed
with them. When the flowers have been arranged according
to taste, the troughs should be placed on the mantel-piece,
one at each end, and close to the margin of the ledge ; some
long sprays of trailing plants should then be inserted in the
soil and allowed to droop down at each side. Sprays of
Lapageria rosea, Clematis, Hops, Passion-flowers, Tacsonias,
and similar material are admirably suited for this purpose, as
are also different kinds of Ivies, which are light and graceful,
and obtainable at all seasons—a great point in their favour.
Those who do not care for troughs of growing Selaginella,
may use, instead of them, a pair of those pretty small china
pots sold at glass ahops for standing on brackets and holding

cut flowers. I do not mean such as are sold for dropping pot-

plants into, as the latter have always a hole at the bottom for

drainage ; the pots to which I refer are made on purpose to

hold water in which to put flowers, and in these very effective

arrangements can be made in the same way as that described

for the troughs, but they can never be made to look as suitable

in shape as the troughs. At nearly every season of the year

we have flowers suitable for this style of decoration. In spring,

we have Hyacinths, Tulips, Forget-me-nots, Snowdrops,
Squills, Lily of the Valley, Lilacs, &c. ; in summer, Roses,

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Water Lilies, and Clematis ; in

autumn, Japanese Lilies, Roses, Lapagerias, and Pancratium
fragrans ; and in winter, those who have no glass-houses of

their own, can obtain in the market Cape Heaths, Chrysan-
themums, Callas, Poinsettias, and similar material. All

these are adapted for this style of decoration. Specimen
glasses with a few flowers and Ferns also loDk well on the

mantel-piece, if dressed all round, but not if arranged to face

only one way. A hand holding a vase, in china, is a pretty

device for a few choice flowers, such as Orchids and Gloxinias
;

and, as a rule, richly coloured flowers are best suited for opaque
vases, their deep tints being shown off to much better advan-
tage on that kind of surface than on any other.

Screens for the Fire-place.

During the summer season, when there are no fires in the

drawing-room, tastefully-decorated screens fitted into the fire-

place have a charming effect. These often consist of looking

glass and specimens of dried Ferns ; but, as they do not come
within my range, being dried, I shall pass them over, merely
remarking that, though handsome, they are expensive. The
best plants with which to cover screens are the common or
variegated Ivies. First, a box should be procured, the width
of the fire-place, to stand inside the fender ; it should be made
either of zinc or wood, and should be ornamented with
coloured tiles—in fact, a box such as one sees on hundreds of

window ledges ; at each end, in the back corners, an upright
iron rod should be fixed sufficiently high to meet the orna-

mental m.arble over the grate ; between these rods a piece of

fine wire netting should be strained, so as to form a screen on
which to train the Ivy ; this wire back should completely
cover the iron or steel grate ; over the holes in the bottom of

the box some broken crocks should be placed, and over the
crocks should be put a layer of Cocoa-nut fibre ; then the box
should be filled in with a mixture of rotten turf and some
sharp gritty sand. Some nice plants of Ivy should next be
procured and planted firmly in the box, and rather thickly, so

as at once to cover the screen. Along the front of the box, set

on the soil, may be pot plants, or the surface of the soil might
be covered with Selaginella denticulata intermixed with cut

blooms of large-sized flowers.

"Wreaths and Garlands.

These rank among the prettiest styles of indoor floral deco-
ration, their only drawback being that some practice is wanted
to make them nice and light looking. Long pieces of wire are
required for the foundations, and some bundles of Moss to

keep the stems of both Ferns and flowers fresh. There are so
many flowers suitable at all times of the year for this kind of
decoration that I need not enumei-ate them, as the selection

must depend on the size and description of the wreath or
garland intended to be made; and, as a rule, light and airy-

looking flowers are the best to select. As each flower is bound
on to the foundation, after having been previously wired, it

should be drawn out into the required position, and plenty of
damp Moss should be bound round the stem of each to pre-

serve its freshness. For small sprays use very little Moss

;

for, were it to appear, it would tend to m.ake the wreath look
heavy, but in a large garland its appearance does not matter so
much ; indeed, if the Moss is fresh and green, its being shown
will be an advantage. Though the Moss should be damp,
permit no water to remain therein beyond what does so when
pressed after being washed ; for, if water be allowed to drip
from it, it would spoil anything the garland might happen to

touch. A few sprays of Lygodium scandens look light and
elegant twined through wreaths of any description. Heavy
flowers should, as a rule, be avoided; as, though in themselves
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they may be handy, they tend to give a heavy appearance to

the wreath, Tvhich no amount of dressing with Ferns or other

foliage will obviate. I am of opinion that if fewer Camellias

were employed, and other flowers more plentifully substituted,

such as Bouvardias, Stephanotis, &c., wreaths that ai-e exhi-

bited in the florists' windows would often have a lighter and
more elegant appearance than they now sometimes present.

Sprays ot Ivy intertwine charmingly in this style of decora-

tion ; but young sprays of a good colour, and with small

leaves, should be selected. Another creeper admirably suited

for this purpose is the Japan Honeysuckle. This style of

decoration is very effective where pot plants or vases of

flowers cannot be employed. A. Hassakd.

PLANTS FOR WINDOWS.
There are hundreds of plants used for the decoration of

windows and balconies during the summer months, in London
and other lai-ge towns, that are nearly as short-lived as they

are beautiful, lasting only a few months in perfection, and then
looking withered and miserable after the first frosty night or

morning in autumn. To this class belong many favourites,

such as Sweet Peas, Convolvulus, Canary Creeper, Nastur-
tiums, and other graceful arnuals, while anon the gorgeous
beauty of the Virginian Creeper is comparatively short-lived,

and vanishes at the approach of winter, leaving a few wretched-

looking thong-like twigs, from which the cold wintry rains

drip into the area or pavement below. There are comparatively

few plants suitable either for window or balcony-culture during

our sharpest winters, and these, few as they be, are but too

seldom seen, although their presence during the dull winter

months, and the first few sunny days of spring would do much
towards dispelling the dreary monotony of our muddy streets, at

a time when a glimpse of fresh green leaves, or the bright tints

of a few flowers, is even more refreshing than during the hot
summer weather, when the greenery of the deciduous trees in

our parks and squares does much to attract the eye from the

dusty and heated streets. We shall confine our remarks here

to such plants as will thrive in an ordinary sitting-room

window, premising, as a matter of course, that actual frost

is excluded. For the purpose here indicated, some of the early-

flowering bulbs are especially valuable, but as these, as a rule,

are not very ornamental when growing, we must look else-

where for fresh and gracefully-habited plants, amongst which
they will show when in flower to excellent advantage. One of

the finest of all foliage plants for windows, is Acacia lophantha,

which bears dense, finely-cut foliage, as fresh and graceful as

that of even the most delicate Fern. Pots of the slender,

drooping. Grass-like Isolepis (gracilis) pygma^a, are always

fresh and green ; and as a substitute for the common fresh

Moss-like Selaginella Kraussiana, we have the different

varieties of the common Stonecrop (Sedum acre), which pos-

sesses a dense fresh-looking appearance all through the winter

and spring. Acacia armata should be included by all means, for

if a little less elegant in habit than A. lophantha, to which we
have just alluded, it possesses the advantage of flowering

freely early in the spring. Last January and February I had
a couple of bushy little plants, scarcely more than a foot in

height, and these were studded with hundreds of soft yellow
globiilar flower-heads, which contrast admirably with the

dark glossy green leaves. Another distinct and effective

winter-flowering plant is the golden Pea-flowered Coronilla

glauca, which does capitally in a sunny window, forming a

glowing object of beauty in February or March, while,

in the same position, Cytisus racemosus is quite equal,

if not superior, and its rich yellow flowers are deliciously

fragrant. The small-flowered or Pompone varieties of

Chrysanthemums, must on no account be overlooked, as

they are readily propagated from spring-struck cuttings,

and form handsome little specimens, if pinched once or

twice during the summer, so as to make them bushy. They
grow freely if potted in richly-manured compost, and set on a

cool border or walk to make their growth, and they need not

be removed indoors until the flower-buds make their appear-

ance, and the cold rains and frosty nights of autumn render

protectiou advisable. The plants already enumerated would be

amply sufficient to render the windows of a town or suburban
residence gay and attractive, and these are only a few of those
well adapted for our purpose. Even if winter-flowering plants in
pots, such as Hyacinths, Narcissi, Crocuses, Tulips, Cyclamens,
forced Koses, Lily of the Valley, and Deutzias, are purchased
now and then from the market, a few fresh foliage plants of
permanent interest should be grown. One of the best of
window plants is the broad shiny leathery-leaved India-rubber
(Ficus elastica) and Ai-alia Sieboldii is even more attractive,
having finely lobed foliage, which continues fresh and green
throughout the winter. The graceful Cyperus alternifolius,
and some of the hardier Ferns, such as Polypodium aureum,
Cyrtomium falcatum, or the elegant little Asplenium flabelli-

folium, grow remarkably well in some windows year after year.
For variety we have many distinct and striking forms of succu-
lent plants, of which the smaller Agaves and Aloes may be
mentioned as excellent examples. The pretty little white-
flowered Crassula lactea blooms very freely about December
and January in a sunny window, and it requires but a modicum
of attention with regard to moisture. C. quadrifida is another
member of the same group even more striking in appearance
than that just named; and a few plants of such things as
Rochea falcata, Echeveria gibbiflora var. metallica, Gasteria
verrucosa, or some of the elegant silvery-spiued Mammillarias,
deserve a place in a dry sunny window, where they give but
little trouble, and are of permanent interest, even if no flowers
are produced. In order to render our window-garden arrange-
ments pleasing to all tastes, we should endeavour to secure as
much variety in habit, form, and colour as possible, and a
little art displayed in arranging the plants in the window, so
that they may look well from the interior as well as from
the exterior, is desirable. This is a point too often
neglected, and few things make a room look more dismal and
uncomfortable than huddling a number of one-sided plants
together, so as to make an exhibition for observers outside,
while the apartment itself is robbed of its due share of air and
light. Plants that draw towards the light should be turned
now and then, so as to prevent their becoming one-sided and
spindling in habit. A few distinct plants judiciously grouped
and duly attended to, as regards occasional watering and
sponging, will give more satisfaction, and look far better, than
when an attempt is made to grow too large a collection
without sufficient skill or means. F. W. B.

ARRANGEMENT OF FRUIT FOR DESSERT.
This subject has so recently been discoursed upon by your
talented and tasteful correspondent in the matter of table-
decoration (see p. 102), that it might seem superfluous to
touch upon it again at present. But fruit is, just now, very
plentiful, and there are some points in Miss Hassard's remarks
to which I cannot subscribe ; I, therefore, wish that your
readers should have an early opportunity of comparing her
views and mine on the Yerj few matters wherein we differ.

Fruit-arrangement should be treated under the two headings
of arrangement on the table, and arrangement in the dishes.
And, first, as to the

Arrangement on the Table,

if I could only hope that people would follow my advice, it

would save my writing more than the notorious monosjdlable,
which contained Punch's advice to persons about to marry—

•

" don't." I am adverse to fruit being put on the dinner-table
at all, believing that the better plan is to hand it round, as
dishes of all other kinds of eatables are served. But, if flowers
are scarce, and there is nothing suitable which is availa!)le for
the decoration of a dining-table excepting fruit, then, and then
only, would I excuse the presence of fruit on the table, and
even then there are certain fruits which I would not allow in
the room (much less on the table), until the time came for
offering them to the diners—to wit. Strawberries, Pines,
Melons, and all other odoriferous fruits. No doubt there are
many besides myself whose nasal organs have been annoyed
at dinner by the smell of Hy.aoinths, Tuberoses, Narcissus,
and other flowers. It should, therefore, be the rule to exclude
from a dining-room all odours which may cause annoyance, or
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prevent any guest from the full enjoyment of the meal to

which he has been invited. But I go much farther, and assert

that, not only should you avoid everything likely to cause dis-

comfort, but you should endeavour in all your arrangements

to give the greatest possible pleasure to the eye as well as to

the palate. Now it 'is quite impossible that fruit which has

been exposed for a couple of hours to the heat of lamps or gas,

to the steam of soups, joints, aud made dishes, and to the

breath of diners and attendants, can be so pleasant and enjoy-

able as fruit brought in from a cool room and served at once
;

besides which there is the possibility, in the country, of its

having been gathered since you began your soup, and of being,

therefore, really fresh. It is a common saying, that " appear-

ances should be kept up ;
" and I know of nothing to which it

is more truly applicable than to fruit, which, to be tempting,

should bo made to look fresh, even if it be not so.

Arrangement in the Dish.

Strawberries, Raspberries, and Cherries, should never be

arranged with the stalks turned inwards. The most enjoy-

able way of eating all kinds of fruit, is to pluck it and eat it on

the spot. Apart from its freshness when thus partaken of,

there is the great pleasure of knowing that no other fingers

have touched it. Whea it cannot be eaten under these condi-

tions, it should be borne in mind, that the fruit should always

be made to look as fresh as possible, by dishing it up as late as

possible, with the freshest of foliage, and it should seem as if

it had not been fingered—at least the eatable part of it—by
anyone. People may laugh at the extent to which fancy will

carry some folks ; but I have yet to learn that any harmless

fancy is to be sneered at, or disregarded, because it does not

happen to be everybody's fancy. With many people the eye

and the nose are (juite as important media of conveying plea-

sure at a dinner, as the mouth ; and by them the greatest

enjoyment is found at those entertainments where there is

enou"h, both in variety and in quantity, to excite and interest

the organs of sight, smell, and taste, but not enough to fatigue

any of these senses. Cherries, Raspberries, and Straw-

berries should be laid as they are gathered, iu the dishes iu

which they are to be served, and should never be touched again

until they are eaten. Where this is not practicable, they

should be removed from the basket iu which they have been

gathered to the dessert dish, one by one, the stalk only being

handled ; on no account is the fruit to be touched. I do not

mean to say that I admire Cherry-stalks, or consider them orna-

mental, yet I would much rather put up with the appearance

of the stalks, than partake of a dish of fingered Cherries. But
with Strawberries the case is different ; they have a persistent

green calyx which, when seen as the fruits lie on their side,

has a pretty efiect, and sets off the berries to advantage. Miss

Hassard has a great horror of Oranges, because they do not

associate well with other fruits. No doubt their intense colour

is very " killing; " and, if they are used as a side dish, there

is nothing that will balauce the opposite side of the table,

except another dish of the same, and then " the remedy is

worse than the complaint." My objection to Oranges has
reference to the nose more than the eye. I can always manage
to tone their colour down with foliage, or to give them a central

place on the table where they do not clash with other fruits
;

but, unless they have been very carefully handled, their odour
is very objectionable. There is a wide field open for the

exercise of taste in the choice of foliage for dressing dishes

of fruit, and I trust that Miss Hassard will favour your
readers with further remarks on that subject. W. T. P.

lasting Properties of Maiden-hair Fern when mixed with Flowers.—
Do fronds of Maiden-hair Fern remain fresher when placed in a vase by
tliorascWes than when arranf^ed with other flowers ?.—A. B. C. [This is a
qnestion which I have tested, and the following is tho result : — Having
Belected six well-matured fronds of Adiantum cuneatum, I severed them
from tho plant with a t-harp knife, and placed them in two large-sized
specimen glasses, three fronds in each glass ; but into one I also put three
sprays of Mignonette. At the end of twenty-four hours the six fronds were as
fref^h as when first placed in the water ; after forty-cight hours had elapsed,
one frond in tho glass along with the flowers looked a little shrivelled; at tho
end of seventy-nine hours, five of the fronds were as fresh as ever, the one
which shrivelled at first being quite dead, but the otlier two remained perfectly
fresh. This frond, I imagined, must have been younger than the rest, or
injured in some way, as had the Mignonette harmed it, the other two would
also have been injured. In this case, therefore, mi.xing flowers with Feru-
fronds did no harm.—A. Uassabd.]

GARDENING AT HOXTON IN OLDEN TIMES.
HoxTON was a favoured home of sotue of the most noted gardeners
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. One of the earliest of

these was Gourlo, who flourished in the reign of Charles II., and
whose name has come down to us in an anagrammatic form attached
to the Nectarine he successfully raised, viz., the Elruge. George
Ricketts, Pearson, and William Darby are all three mentioned in

Gibson's curious account of gardens near London, in December, IG91.

Kicketts cultivated more than 190 kinds of Tulips, and he possessed
the richest and most complete collection of flower-bearing trees and
shrubs in tho kingdom ; Pearson had the best assortment of Ane-
mones about London, and sold "them only to gentlemen;" and
Darby was known as one of tho first in England to cultivate exotic

plants. He was succeeded by John Cowell, in whose garden
flourished the Cereus and the Glastonbury Thorn. A great American
Aloe was bought by Darby when it was twenty years old, and it

remained in his garden for forty years, after which it came into

CowelTs possession. When it was seventy-two years old it began to

open its crown for flowering, and in June, 1729, it flowered magnifi.

cently. Large numbers of visitors were drawn to the gardens to see
this curiosity. Another noted Hoxton gardener was Benedict Whit-
mell ; bat the most distinguished of the fraternity was Thomas Fair,

child, who, by the judicious bequest of the small sum of £25, has
succeeded in preventing his name from ever being forgotten. Fair-

child united a love of science with the practice of his art, and
contributed a paper on the motion of sap in plants to the Royal
Society, which was printed in the " Philosophical Transactions." His
grounds were afterwards known as Selby's gardens, and extended
from the west end of Ivy Lane to the New North Road. Here he
cultivated a Vineyard as late as 1722, which is said to have been one
of the last in England. Fairchild by his will, dated Feb. 21st, 1728,
"gave and bequeathed to the trustees of the charity children of
Hoxcon, and their successors, and the churchwardens of the parish of

St. Leonard, Shoreditoh, aud their successors, the sum of £25, to be
by them placed out at interest for tho payment of 20s. annually, for

ever, for tho preaching of a sermon in the said church of St. Leonard,
Shoreditch, by the lecturer of the said parish, or such other person
as the said trustees aud churchwardens and their successors should
think proper, in the afternoon of the Tuesday in every Whitsun week
in each year, on some subject relating to natural history." Among
the noted men who have delivered the lecture may be mentioned Dr.
Stukeley ; the Rev. William Jones, of Nayland ; the Rev. Samuel
Ayscough ; and Dr. Wilberforce, when Bishop of Oxford. In 1750,
Stukeley made a note in his journal of a visit to hear tho lecture

;

and as the passage gives us a picture of the state of the neighbour,
hood of Hoxton at that date, we will quote it here :

—" I went with
Dr. Folkes and other fellows to Shoreditch, to hear Dr. Denne preach
Fairchild's sermon on the Beautys of the Vegetable World. We
were entertained by Mr. Whetman, a merchant, at his elegant house
by Moorfields, a pleasant place, encompass'd with gardens, stored
with all sorts of curious flowers and shrubs, where we spent the day
very agreeably, enjoying all the pleasures of the country in town."
Hoxton was once noted for balsamic wells, and a book was written
upon them. Sir Philip Skippon, writing to Ray (December 13, 1GG7),
refers to " the sweet-smelling earth found in Captain Massey's garden,
at Hogsden," and eighteen years afterwards, Sir Hans Sloane, in a
letter to Ray (November 10, 1685), gives a full account of the earth,
and an analysis of the water found " near the new square at Hockes-
don." Whatever charms Hoxton may once have possessed, they are
all gone now, and yet not many months ago, a London merchant pur.
chased ground there, and built himself a house, which was finished,

and fitted up with an elegant conservatory.

—

Builder.

Remarkable Artesian Well.—One of the most remarkable
artesian wells of our own time is that of Grenelle, in the Paris basin.
It was undertaken in 1834, up to which time no successful artesian
sinking had reached a greater depth than about 1,000 feet. It was
calculated that the water-bearing stratum sought would be reached
at a depth of 1,500 feet ; but that was not deep enough. Tho boring
continued, with intervals, until 1811, when, on the 26th February,
the boring.rod was observed to descend suddenly several yards. In a
few hours tho water reached the surface, eventually rushing up with
immense violence, mixed with sand and mud. But the sand and nind
soon ceased, leaving a magnificent flow of pure water, which has
continued ever since. A high tower ia erected, and the water rises
through pipes with sustained force and volume to the reservoir
at the top, at tho rate of fully half a million gallons per day.

It is probable, says the Hornrt, that the much wanted now City
vegetable and fruit market will be erected on the site now occupied
by the Bank of England.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
STAPHYLEA OOLCHICA.

This species of Staphylea was introduced into France from
the north of Evirope, by M. Massou, about fifteen years ago,
and how such a valuable early-fioiTering shrub should be so

seldom met with in collections, it is difficult to understand. Its

flowers, which are white, are borne in clusters, sufficiently

numerous to be effective. It should have a warm light soil,

and, if anything, rather dry than moist. It is increased by
means of cuttings, and probably it would also succeed grafted
on Staphylea pinnata, a stock which might be the means of

dwarfing it sufficiently to make it a good market plant. About
Paris it sometimes bears fruit, from which young plants are
raised, and treated in all respects

like those of some of the more
common species.

WINTEEING SUCCULENT
PLANTS.

Among the plants that now deco-
rate our flower gardens none are
better worth keeping over the
winter, or more worthy of

special care during that season,
than succulent plants, of which
the desire to possess collections

is everywhere on the increase.

They will never svipplant flower-

ing plants ; but, apart from
their being used here and there
in conjvmction with them, inmany
places they are arranged in what
may be called small " succulent

"

gardens, a mode of treatment
for which they are eminently
adapted, and under which their
appearance is much more satis-

factory than that of most sub-
tropical plants, which in north-
ern latitudes do not succeed.
All succulent plants may be
preserved through the winter
successfully, provided a little

attention is paid to properly
storing themat first. The tender
varieties of Echeverias, Semper-
vivums, Gasterias, Haworthias,
&c., should all be lifted before
they are in anyway injured by
frost ; this is a matter of much
importance, inasmuch as the
large fleshy leaves, especially of

the Echeverias, if subjected in

the least to frost, soon become
soft and drop off, leaving only a
few small leaves mounted on the
tops of long stems, a condition which spoils the plant for
another season. A frame, which can be warmed by means of
fire-heat, is a suitable place in which to winter them, and a
Vinery or greenhouse in which the atmosphere is dry, and
from which frost is excluded, will be found to form an equally
good hiberuatory. If a frame is selected for them, put into
it some light soil to the depth of 6 inches. Lift the plants
carefully, and plant them in this in rows sufficiently far apart
to prevent the plants touching one another, but not more, as
they will not grow much during winter. As each row is laid
in, a gentle watering should bo given, and a layer of 1 inch
of river sand should be put over the surface of the soil ; this
keeps the bases of the stems dry, and also assists in main-
taining a drier atmosphere throughout the winter. They can,
of course, be potted and wintered in the same place ; but, when
planted out, a greater number of plants can be got into the
same space, and the labour attending potting is saved. After
the first watering, little more is needed until well into spring,

staphylea colchica,

and they may be allowed to remain in the frame until they are
required for planting out again, when they will be found to
lift with large balls and plenty of fine roots. The temperature
in hard frosty weather may be allowed to drop to about the
freezing point, but never below it. Abundance of air should
be given on all favourable opportunities, and the atmosphere
should at all times be kept as dry as possible to prevent
damping. If water is given or needed at any time, it should
be applied without letting any of it fall into the centres of the
plants ; for, when that happens, the heart soon begins to rot,
and the plant is destroyed.
When succulents are kept in greenhouses or in Vineries, I

prefer placing them in boxes to any other way. Cutting-
boxes—from 4 to 6 inches deep, according to the size of the
plants which are to occupy them, should be filled in much the

same way as has been directed
in the case of frames, and the
plants should be set closely to-

gether in them. In this way
great quantities of the smaller
kinds may be got into compara-
tively little room, and the boxes
may be conveniently set on the
top of the hot-water pipes, on
the back-wall shelf, or in any
vacant corner in which they will

be undisturbed. Any leaves
that show signs of damping off

should be pulled clean off at
the base—an operation easily

done without injuring the stem.
These remarks apply to such
succulents as require protection
from cold and damp throughout
the winter. Dwarf hardy kinds
of the House-leek type are
capable of enduring, with im-
punity, all kinds of fluctuations

of temperature. Many of them,
indeed, acquire their brightest
hues of foliage during cold bleak
weather early in spring ; there-
fore, unless some alteration as
regards arrangement is desired,
they may be left all winter
undisturbed in their summer
positions, where they form useful
additions to winter and spring
flower gardens. When thus
treated, the oft'-sets, which
sprout out around the old plants
in summer, should be removed
and planted, or " dibbled

"

closely in in rows in any reserve
piece of ground, the soil of which
is light and sandy. When taken
off they will be found to have
but little root, but plenty of

young rootlets are soon emitted,
and nice plants for bedding the following spring are thus
secured. In cases in which the ground has to be cleared,

dense-growing kinds may be lifted in patches and placed
in any empty bed or comer of a border where they can
have a little soil put round their roots, while such as have
grown into tangled masses may either be divided at once and
temporally planted singly, or left untouched until March, and
then separated and planted where they are to remain.
Succulents, indeed, are so tenacious of life that they may be
divided either in autumn or in spring, with equally satisfactory

results. J. Mum.
Clovenfords.

Blooms of Sweet Peas for Market.—Sweet Peas are chiefly

grown in market gardens to supply an early crop of blooms, which,
however, they also furnish throughout the summer and autumn ; but
the early ones are the most valuable, and the more they are cut, the
more do the plants produce. The earliest sowings generally yield a
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heavy crop, proviilcd they are mado in moderately moist and rich

soil. The summer and autumn crops, owing to bright weather and
drought, are often short-Uved. Mr. Pocock, Mortlake Road, Kew, sows
his earliest Sweet Peas along the sides of walks that run through his
grounds, in October or November, and when they come up a little

earth is drawn to them. They are staked early in spring, and if the
weather be favourable, they begin to bloom in jipril, and continue in
good condition uatil July. All expanded flowers ai's cut for market
throe times a-week. They are tied into bnndles in largo haudfuls,
packed in baskets like Wallflowers, and sold in this way in tho whole-
sale mai'ket. These market bunches are converted by tlio retail
dealers into several small ones, which they sell for a penny or two-
pence a-pioce ; but they retain all the best flowers for bouquet
inakiiig. A portion of the produce of either the first or second sow.
ing is loft untouched, after having been picked from for about three
or four weeks, for next year's seed. When the latter is ripe, the
plants are cut over or pulled up, tied into bundles, dried in the sun,
and kept in a loft until thrashed out.—F.

Novel "Way of Treating Hollyhocks.—I am a great
admirer of Hollyhocks, but I dislike the coarse and unsightly
appearance wdiich they assume in a short time after the first flow6i-s
have faded, or been reduced to a pulp by rain or strong sunshine, and
also the inferiority of the extreme terminal flowers of the spike. To
obviate this last defect I have been in the habit of cutting out the
top while the lower blooms were in perfection. This year during
my absence from the middle to the end of June, my man thought he
was doing good service by removing the tops before the flowers
appeared. The result has been to spoil the main spike, which grew
up stunted and closely packed ; but to make up for the disappoint-
ment, from every axil on the main stalk there has sprung out a
number of shoots, forming elegant and graceful branches, to the
number of more than twenty on some of the plants. These are now
covered with perfect flowers, nicely spaced and distinct, alternating
with very small leaves, and they look as if they would continue in
perfection for another month. I do not know with what to compare
their appearance ; I have seen nothing like them. As these shoots
grow uniformly round the stem, tho general outline is that of a
trained pyramidal tree with about 100 flowers expanded at once, and
you may conceive what a fine effect the various beautiful shades of
colour must produce. If any of your readers are inclined to try
the experiment, I would recommend having only one stalk left on
the stool which can be more easily staked and secured than a greater
number, and will form a more elegant object than a number crowded
together as usual. I may add that I have just been measuring one
of them

; it is 7 feet high, and 4 feet across at the lower part, taper-
ing to the top. The side shoots do not exceed half an inch in
diameter.—J. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

New White Phlox.—Wo li;ivc scut you a piece of Phlox Misa Roboitson,
but nt.t i]i Konil cbaractor, being drenched with rains, and only from sprins-
Btruck cutttin<?s. Wo may inform you that we have grown it as large again.—
J. CocKicR &. Sows, AbcrJccti. [The flower-spikes received were very lar^-c
pure white, and deliciously fragraut.]

Plants for 3. Steep Rock-work Facing North.—Kindly inform me what
plants wdl do best on a bare steep rock-work with a north aspect.—G. W. B.
LAlyssum saxatile, Arabia albida, Artemisia frigida. Astragalus monspos-
Bttlanus, various Aubrietias, Campanula caespitosa and its varieties, C. fragilLs
C. carpatica, and C. turbinata ; different Irinds of Oerastiums, Coronilla varia'
the Maiden Pink, Iberis sempcrvircns, Lysimachia Nummularia, Phlox reptana
and subulata, Saponaria ocymoides, various Saxifrages and Sedums, Thymus
lanuginosus, Vicia Cracca, and Vinca major and minor and their varieties
Genista prostrata. Daphne Cneorum, some of the dwarf Cotoneasters, Rubus
arcticus, and Polygonum complexum.]

Silver-leaved Edging Plants.— What is tho best silver-leavod cdgin"
plant I* I want it for beds on Grass, and, it possible, it should bo hardy, and a
good match m general size to the Pyrethrnm or Golden Feather. I should .al.so
like to know how it is best propagated, and at what time of year.—R. J. K.H he dwarf Bdver-leaved Euonymus radicans might possibly suit you. It is
propagated by means of cuttings put in in spriig. Cerastium Biebersteini
18 also hardy and grows freely, as does also Stachys lanata or " Lamb's Ear ;"
Both plants are readily propagated in autumn or spring by means of cuttin^^s
or division. Of these, the Cerastium will, perhaps, suit you best, as it succeeds
well m any sod and climate.]

Marechal Niel on its own Eoots.—Willsome Rose authority advise me inthe toUowmg case? hn-^l spring, a strong plant of Maivchal Niol on its ownroots w.as planted in an old Vino border, and liiviught through tho wall into thepeenhousc. It has made a great growth, but shows hardly any flower-buds.

flZZ'
"*,";«"""= ">=,> '>PP0 that it will flower freely on its own riots? I rather

1,^^;!."" 1™,"" 7 ",' ?
"""'' '" ^'°"'' P'^vcr two or three weeks ago. but I should

M-„.'M„i^M- 1
y"^°-~^-*""""'=''''S- [There is no rea,son why your Ro.so

hZ':.J^r 1
° • 1™ "^,°"" ™°"''' '*''°"''l »<" no"-<=>- f"-eoly next year. Much,

owotbr.'lnZSl^„°° "k '"-inpor in which it is pruned. Prune in January
thoh°., ?,^,f,Ir?f'

"hoots their entire length, or. if they are not ripened to

mSlV™ P ;hlfa^„ ^ "V""'""','"
''' ™' '-'Penodi then, cutoff the small and

ci^t ™f jySL^ ,rL° ° M^
'•"""' ^°'' '''''""^ '" fl" ">e space at your disposal,cut out where indifferently npened or crowded.—Wm. Paul.]

A NOBLE GIFT OF A GARDEN.
So much has recently been said respecting the gift of Leicester Square,
&c., that the following account of a noble botanic and public garden,
presented to the city of St. Louis by one of its citizens, may not bo
without interest :—Of the various enterprises of the West identified

with ornamental gardening, the most prominent which we have seen
in our travels is that of Shaw's Gardens, St. Louis. As a botanical
garden it is, perhaps, the very best in the West, as pains have been
taken to gather together a large number of the best specimens of each
class of plants. But its celebrity has come mainly from its popularity

as a pleasure resort for the citizens of St. Louis. It bears the same
relative position in St. Louis among pleasure lovers, as the Central

Park in Is'ew York city, or Woodward's Gardens in San Francisco.

Originally known as the Missouri Botanical Garden, it was founded
in 1858, by Mr. Henry Shaw, a wealthy citizen of the city. Pos.

sessiug a love for rural ornament and gardening, as well as being the
owner of an immense landed property on the outskirts of tho city,

measured by the square mile or more, he began the formation of tho
garden, both for personal amusement and yet with benevolent
purpose—to afford a good example to the encouragement of rural

taste. It has grown in his hands from small beginnings until

at last it fills a space of 110 acres. The city has grown out
to it; its finest avenue now skirts his property; and, liko

many other places of like beauty, it has passed from its uses

as a private place to its form as a favoured resort for the
public, and some time since was presented by him to the city,

and now is the most acceptable place of enjoyment in the vicinity.

There are various nurseries connected with the gardens, in one of

which there are 20,000 plants growing, which will be set out in

adjacent parks. There are often as many as thirty-five gardeners
employed in the grounds, earning on an average two dollars per day.

Connected with these grounds is the botanic hall, a red brick building
with high steps. It is 35 feet wide, with a depth of 70 feet. Upon
the fioor is a beautifully tesselated pavement, and over-head a frescoed
ceiling of artistic colours. Magnolias, Palm trees, Oleanders, Morning
Glories, Pinos and their cones, Lilies, Apples, Cotton flowers. Tobacco
plants, with different fruits, flowers, and plants of the tropics and
temperate zones, are woven into graceful garlands in the ceiling
surrounding tho skylight. It is hardly possible to tell all tho
treasures kept within these walls. Specimens of natural history, seeds
of all kinds of vegetables and grain, bottled and arranged together.
Pine cones of all sizes. Papyrus, Feather flower, silk from worms fed
on Lettuce and Mulberry leaves, the Lettuce showing much the best
in colour, tea from Paraguay, the Sponge plant, fibre of the Palm
tree. Angora wool, Egyptian Wheat, Cotton from Greece, Sea Island
cotton, and an immense collection of birds and stuffed animals. It is

a round of great practical interest, and instructive to every visitor.

Close at hand is the residence of Mr. Shaw, wherein all are welcome,
and here is kept the record of all visitors, manj* of them famous.
Just beyond is the now justly popular Tower Grove Park of 70 acres,

a gift from Mr. Shaw to the city, already beautifully planted
and kept. Ou our return from his house we pass the splendid octagon
mausoleum, designed for his final resting place, built of hewn stono,

with eight arches, overhung with trees which cast a deep shade.
We trust it will be long ere it opens to receive him. Close by is

another tombstone, raised as a tribute of respect to a gardener,
esteemed for his devotion to horticulture, bearing this inscription

:

TO THE MEMORY OF
THOMAS NUTTALL,

Born in Enriland, 1786 ; died Sept. 1, 1869.
Honour to him, the zealous and successful naturaUst, the father of

Western American botany, the worthy compeer of Barton,
Michaux, Hooker, Torrey, and Gray.

Within the past year Mr. Shaw has rebuilt his conservatory on a
much larger scale. It is now 210 feet 'in length, almost as long as
the great Palm-house at Kew. This garden has cost Mr. Shaw over
twenty years' work, and 20,000 dollars a year. It has been wisely
expended, for to the citizens of tho city and state the beautiful sight
has always been open " without money and without price." And
now it has been devised to the city for ever. In addition to this

handsome bequest of gardens and parks, covering an area of 200
acres, worth at least 200,000 dollars, Mr. Shaw has made sufficient

provision in his will to keep and sustain them through all coming
generations.

—

Ilort icu It urist.

The Future Necropolis of Paris.—This is to be at Mery.
Tho Municipal Council have resolved that a prize bo offered, a few
months hence, for the best system of incineration, and that the
Asscrnbly be petitioned to pass a Bill allowing cremation to be
facultative in the city of Paris. Mery-sur-Oise is thirty-four kilo,

inbtros north of Paris.
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THE SHAKESPEAREAN GARDEN.
The Flower-de-luce.—The riower-de-Iiice, several times

mentioned by Shakespeare as the heraldic emblem of France, *

is generally understood to be that beautiful yellow-flowered
species of Iris often called the Water-flag. When adopted as

the national badge is not known. Some refer it to the time of

Clovis, others to the period of Louis VII., soon after which the

shield of France was incorporated with that of England, and
the golden Lilies, on their blue ground, stood in company with
the three golden lions for centuries, disappearing only in 1801.

Perdita's Flower-de-luce f was probably the great purpla
German Iris (I. Gcrmanica), though several of the species of

the genus had been cultivated in gardens from a vei'y early

period.

The Dafifodil.—This is another of Perdita's flowers, being
mentioned incidentally, in the same scene as the Flower-de-
luce; with a second allusion in the verses sung a little

previously by Autolycus. There is no reason to suppose that

anything was intended by Shakespeare beyond the common
yellow Dafiodil of our English meadows, but it is to be observed
that the florists of the period give the name to the whole genus
Narcissus, the Daffodil itself being distinguished as the pseudo-
Narcissus. No mention appears to be made of this plant by
any earlier author.

The Violet.—Shakespeare's Violet was unquestionably the
common Viola odorata. The name is applied however, by
Gerarde, to the Snowdrop and the Snowflake. He is particu-

larly happy in his indication of the very special habitat of this

sweet flower, as in the well known lines,

0, it came o'er my ear like the sweet south.
That breathes upon a bank of \^iolets.

Stealing, and giving odour. J

How exact again the indication of his personal acquaintance with

it in the epithets of "nodding" and blue-veined. Altogether
Shakespeare mentions this flower upon fourteen separate

occasions.
The Carnation.—What Shakespeare has to say about the

Carnation comes again from the lips of Perdita, who specifies

them as " the fairest flowers o' the season." A very consider-

able number of varieties were cherished in gardens, the plant

having been a favourite from time immemorial, though not
mentioned in the classics.

The Columbine.—Nothing can be more simple than the

allusions to this pretty and lady-like flower, mention of which
is made twice.§ Though indigenous, it would seem to have
been grown in gardens, since Ophelia has it in her hands along
with Rue and Rosemary.

The Cowslip.—How often must the poet's eyes have rested

in jMay mornings upon this darling of the meadows, the name
occurring in no fewer than seven different passages-, and the

frequency of the mention, of course, being a gauge of the love

felt for it. How exquisite, too, the epithets. At one time it

is " tall,"
II

this one, referring not to stature, but to the

remarkably erect growth of the flower-stem, so different from
that of the many little neighbours right and left, none present-

ing an attitude that could fairly be denoted by the same word.
At another time it is " freckled," the picture here referring to

what elsewhere the poet speaks of as the "drops i' the
bottom," namely, the five beautiful scarlet spots, one to each
lobe of the corolla, or, as in the " Tempest," the Cowslip's
" bell." The Oslip is well distinguished by the epithet of
" bold," the plant being, in all respects, so much more impos-
ing than the Cowslip. Shakespeare's plant was, no doubt, the
form usually understood to be a cross between the Cowslip and
the Primrose.

The Primrose.—The feature which most took Shake-
speare's fancy in the Primrose appears to have been the light

colour of the blossom when compared with other vernal

yellows. Upon these several occasions he refers to the " pale
"

Primrose ; while Perdita, in the scene which, of all others in

Shakespeare, is the flowery one, adds that they " die unman-ied."
This curious expression seems to point to the early season of

their perfection, flowers being fancifnlly supposed to be the

* Henry v., v. 2; 1st Henry VI., i. 1 and i. 2 ; 2nd Henry VI., v. 1. t Winter's
Tale, iv. 3. % Love's Labour Lost, v. 2 ; Hamlet, iv. 5. § Midsummer Night's
Dream, ii. 1. || Twelfth Night, i. 1.

brides of the sunshine personified in Phcebus. Very beautiful,

at the same time, is the description of a pleasant way to a
place as the " Primrose path," a figure which occurs in

Macbeth, ii. 3 ; and again in Hamlet, i. 3.

The Marigold.—This one was emphatically and especially
the flower of the sun. Like so many of the others, it belongs
to Perdita, and is charmingly described as retiring to rest
when the day closes, and re-appearing when the daj'light
returns, covered with dew.

The Marigold, that goes to bed with the sun,
And with him rises weeping.

Everyone has noticed how true this is to Nature ; the rays,

that are so widely expanded at high noon, drawing closely

together as twilight descends, and remaining shut until the
next morning. The Marigold is a native of Continental
Europe, and no doubt was of very early introduction, not so

much, probably, as an ornamental plant, as for the esteem in

which it was held as a pot-herb. This flower is also called by
Shakespeare the " Marybud."

The Daisy.—The Daisy, one would have thought, Shake-
speare would likewise have adverted to as one of the sleeping

flowers, not even the Marigold being more conspicuous in

respect to the evening change of position of the rays. But the

references to this little gem of the greensward are of the most
trifling character, and only one epithet is bestowed upon it,

that of " pied," which refers to the pretty tipping of the rays

with pink or rose colour.

The Buttercup.—Though not spoken of by its current

appellation, there can be no doubt that this is the plant

intended in Love's Labour Lost :

—

When Daisies pied, and Violets blue.

And Cuckoo-bads of yellow hue.
Do paint the meadows with delight.

It is impossible for so abundant a field-flower not to have
fastened many a time upon Shakespeare's fancy ; the associa-

tions, moreover, with the Daisy and the Violet seem to leave no
room for doubt, though it is true that Violets do not ordinarily

grow in meadows.

The Cuckoo-flower.—-This, which is casually mentioned
in King Lear, allows, perhaps, of being identified more
certainly ; since in the old herbals it appears always as the

vernacular name of the Lychnis Flos cuculi. In some parts

of England the name of Cuckoo-flower is given to the Cardamine
pratensis. The same old authors give also, as an equivalent of

Flos cuculi, the English Crow-flower ; but this last, mentioned
casually, like the preceding, in Hamlet, is more probably the

comm.on Buttercup, just referred to.

The Harebell.—Not a little . curious is it that, while the

generality of the more obvious of our wild flowei's have names
more or less correspondent with them in other European
languages, the Harebell, in this respect, stands alone. Once
only is it mentioned by Shakespeare, viz., in the exquisite

comparison above quoted :

—

Thou shalt not lack

The flower that's like thy face, pale Primrose ; nor

The azur'd Harebell, like thy veins ; no, nor
The leaf of Eglantine, whom not to slander,

Out-sweeten'd not thy breath.*

The delicate light blue of the Campanula rotundifolia, the

plant intended by Harebell, though the latter is sometimes

applied to the Scilla non-scripta, is precisely that of the tender

veins upon a white neck or white arm.

Eglantine.—This, which is an old name for the Sweet
Briar, is by Chaucer spelt Eglantere. No references are ma,de

to the plant by Shakespeare, except the above, and the familiar

one in the Midsummer Night's Dream :
—

Quite over-canopied with lush Woodbine,
With sweet Musk Roses, and with Eglantine.

Being indigenous to our own country, and so attractive in the

odour of the foUage, Sweet Briar was doubtless one of the

very first plants to be carried from the wilderness into the

garden.
The Woodbine.—Over the Woodbine there is some little

difficulty. In his reference to the " Woodbine coverture
"

* Cymbeline, Act iv. so. 2
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Shakespeare intends, most clearly, the Honeysuckle; but

when, in the same play. The Midsummer Night's Dream, he

says, „ ,

,

So dotli the Woodbine the sweet Honeysuckle

Gently entwist.

he cannot mean the same thing. Here we seem to have the

great white Convolvulus of the hedgerows, which bears the

name of Woodbine in Wm. Bnlleyn, temp. Henry VIII. So,

at least, it appears from his speaking of its " sweete

Lillies," the identical name given by Pliny to the Calystegia

flowers.

The Hawthorn.—The Hawthorn or May is spoken of by

Shakespeare in six different places, sometimes as an accom-

paniment, in its fragrant white bloom, of the vernal season,

sometimes as a thorny shrub.

Iiong Purples.—These are considered to be the flowers of

the early purple or Meadow Orchis, the Orchis mascula of

modern Ijotany.

The Pansy.—And lastly, we have the Pansy, in the middle

ages an emblem of thouglitfulness, perhaps because of the

somewhat nutant position of the flower upon the peduncle.

The name, which is French, exactly expresses the emblematic
character. Once, Shakespeare calls it by a name long since

disused, viz., " Love in Idleness."

Snch, then, are the constituents of the Shakespearean garden,

legitimately so called. Considering how many more orna-

mental flowers were cultivated, in addition to those he
mentions by name, one cannot but feel what good taste he
shows in the selection. Going through the pages of Gerarde
and Parkinson we find scores of others, more or less Ijeautiful,

described, the Tulip, for instance, the Larkspur, the Hollyhock,
the Pink, and the Wallflower. British or wild flowers, in

great variety, must also have been familiar to him ; the scarlet

Poppy for instance, the Forget-me-not, and Willow-herb.
Estimating the floral wealth of our island at the time he wrote,

we must not limit it, therefore, to what Shakespeare actually

speaks of.

Passing on to the weeds and wild plants, which scarcely

claim to be designated flowers ; Shakespeare mentions Sedges,
Burdocks, Reeds, Mallows, Nettles, Docks, Darnel, Brake,
Briers, Brambles, Cockle, and Fumitory. Among trees, ho
adverts to the Ash, the Aspen, and the Birch ; the Elder, the
Lime, the Holly, and the Oak ; the Pine also, the Bay, the Box,
the Cedar, and the Cypress. We have reference likewise to

Ivy, the Mistletoe, the Willow, the Osier, the Hazel, and the
Yew. The fruit-liearing class is iHustrated in the Apple and
the Peai-, the Apricot and the Cherry; while among fruits,

considered independentlj' of the trees producing them, men-
tion is made of Mulberries, the Olive, the Pomegranate,
Quinces, Dates, Figs, Grapes, Lemons, Filberts, and Medlars.
Among culinary herbs and vegetables, we have Parsley, Sam-
phire, Radishes, Turnips, Cabbage, Garlic, Leeks, Lettuces,
Marjoram, Mint, Mustard, Peas, Beans, and several others.

The agricultural or farm plants comprise, as would be expected,
Wheat, Barley, Oats, and Rye ; Vetches also. Clover, and
Burnet. I'ig-nuts, Ferns, Mosses, and Toadstools, also receive
mention. And lastly, we have the imported vegetable pro-
ductions which were employed in the Shakespearean age in
the arts or in medicine, these include Cloves, Ginger, Mace,
the Nutmeg, Pepper, Senna, Colocynth, &c.

Is it Possible P—Reading in a West London local paper an
account of the various glories of Mr. Albert Grant's new mansion at
Kensington, we came upon the following statement :^

To secure an uninterrupted view of Kensington Gardens, Mr. Grant
has purchased the pretty antique lodge at the entrance to the gardens,
together with the dead wall enclosing the grounds. These are being
removed, and in their stead a handsome range of gilt iron radings, similar
to those opposite Holland House, will be erected.

We had imagined the parks of London were not to be violated in this
manner. Certain it is, in any case, that the old residence of Mr.
Mann and Mr. Gibson is being demolished. It would be interesting
to know if this has really been brought about through the influence of
any private individual, and, if so, under what conditions.

ABIES HOOKERIANA.
(ABIES WILLIAMSOXIT.)

There are two species of Fir, lately introduced from California,

that deserve more attention than they have received ; one of

them is the above named Abies Hookeriana or Abies William-

sonii ; the other is Abies Pattonuina, otherwise called Abies
Hanburyana. They are very like each other and nearly allied,

although distinct, and are the type and sole representatives of

a special form not very distinct from the Hemlock Spruce,

of which they have the small leaves. Abies Pattouiana was
introduced by the Edinburgh Oregon Botanical Association.

It was found, in 1850, on the Mount Baker range of mountains,

near Eraser River, in lat. 49° north, by their collector Jeffrey,

and in 1851 they received seeds of it accompanied by the

following remarks :

—
" It made its appearance at the point

where A. canadensis " (this must have been Abies albertiana

which Jeffrey had not distinguished from the common Hem-
lock Spruce) " disappears, that is at an elevation of about 5,000

feet above the level of the sea ; from that part to the margin of

perpetual snow it is found. Along the lower part of its range
it is a noble-looking tree, rising to the height of 1.50 feet, and
13^ feet in circumference. As it ascends the mountains it

gets gradually smaller, till at last it dwindles into a shrub of

not more than 4 feet high." It was named by the Oregon
committee after Mr. George Patton, of the Caimies, afterwards
Lord Justice Clark.

Abies Hookeriana is the representative of A. Pattouiana,
farther to the south. It was found first by my brother, Mr.
William Murray, on Scott's Mountain, in the northern part of the

Sierra Nevada, and I described it in the Edinhtn-i/h New I'liil.

Journal, April, 1865, under the name A. Hookeriana. Two
years later (1857) it was described by Dr. Newberry, under the
name of Abies Williamsonii, in one of the botanical reports
of the United States Pacific Railroad Explorations—Dr.
Williamson having been the commander of the party to which
Dr. Newberry was attached. They found it on the summit of

the Cascade Mountains ; my brother found the t ree 50 feet

high : one that he cut down measured 47i feet high, and over
20 inches in diameter at the stump, and more distinguished by
its gracefulness than its size. The timber was hard and tough.
Dr. Newberry says :

—
" It forms a tree 100. feet in heiglit, of

which the form is rather spreading and irregular, Ijut remark-
ably graceful." Mr. Lobb, in some remarks regarding
it, published by Mr. Low, of Clapton, in a contemporary
some years ago, says :

—
" In habit of growth and genei-al

appearance, it much resembles the Deodar, but being more
thickly branched and more densely clothed with foliage,

it is by far a handsomer tree." This exactly corresponds with
a drawing of the tree which I received from Mr. William
Murray, and which I subsequently utilised as a plate in

Lawson's " Pinetum Britannicum." I need not occupy space
in going over the specific differences between the two.
It will be sufficient to give one character, which will

enable them always to be readfly distinguished. The leaves

of Hookeriana are not serrated, and are silvery, or rather,

mealy, both above and below, and large stomata are
scattered irregularly over both sides. The leaves of

Pattouiana are slightly serrated towards the tip, and are only
silvery below ; there are no stomata on the upper surface, and
those on the lower are small and in long close rows. But for

this character, it would be difiioillt to distinguish the one from
the other in the young state as we see them in nurseries.

There they are very generally planted near each other, and so

it is easy to know that the darker coloured one is Pattouiana,
and that with a lighter mealier hue Hookeriana. I had the
opportunity of seeing it in its native habitat last year, and can
bear my testimony to its beauty. I paid a visit to the Sierra

Buttes Mine, the most prosperous gold mme at the present
day in California, which lies high up in the Sierra Nevada, in

Plumas county, occupying a considerable part of a sort of

hog's-back ridge, standing by itself above the general level of

the mountains, crowned by precipitous peaks and fanciful

buttresses. Near the mine a good many fine specimens of Abies
Douglasii and Picea nobilis still grow on the steep side of the
mountains, although the constant and increasing demands of

the mine are rapidly making it bare. A great part of the
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range is, however, naturally without wood, and, at a distance,

looks as if covered with a carpet of Grass. This is a deception

common to all the mountains in California. It is not Grass,

but a thick-grown, almost impenetrable, covering of Manzanita
(Arctostaphylos glauca), a kind of Arbutus, of from 6 to 10

foot high, which grows over the whole of the country, and
covers the face of the ground as thickly as a hedge, and is

equally impassable. Before coming to the Sierra Buttes Mine,

I had visited a neighbouring mine, named the Eureka, and had
the place of the former indicated to me. I was told it was only

seven miles off, as the crow flies, and it looked a uniform
surface of smooth grassy slopes, which one might cross in a

couple of hours. But these grassy slopes consistd of Manzanita,

and we had to go sixty-five miles round to get past them. After
passing through a tract of Manzanita, still ascending, trees

began again to appear, consisting of the Abies Douglasii, a
small-leaved Nobilis, and, at last, Abies Hookeriaua, and it

bore away the palm for elegance and beauty. It grew higher
up the mountain than any of the rest, and it was to its branches
that we tied our horses' bridles when further progression on
horseback became impossible. It had less of the Poplar habit

than the other Conifers in California. Even those which at

home spread fi-eely, seem there, whether growing singly or in

forests, to be all straight and narrow in their habit ; the
Douglas, for example, which here flings its arms abroad so wide,

is always there like a sentinel at attention. A. Hookeriaua
droops more gracefully ; and the firmness aiid bluish glitter of

its small leaves, with the young twigs and leader feathered
along the stem, give it a peculiar character of its own. I saw
no more beautiful tree in all California. Andrew Muiikay.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
VEGETABLES FOE THE WINTER AND SPRING.

Seldom have we experienced such a trying summer for the majority

of culinary vegetables as the one now nearly over—at all events in

the southern portion of the kingdom, where, in most places, the
rainfall has not amounted to as many inches as the months that have
elapsed since the advent of the year ; and this, be it remembered,
after some nine months of preceding dry weather, which, at the end
of the past year, reduced the surface wells to an unprecedentedly
low condition. The inestimable blessing of an abundance of good
water cannot be fully realised by those who have never lived where
the supply has run short. Within the last fortnight, in the neighbour-
hood of London, the long.looked.for rain has come, not in quantities

to affect the wells to any considerable extent, and, though sufficient

to set the flagging vegetable life in motion, too late to ever make the
crops, upon which the principal winter and spring dependence has to

be placed, anything more than half what they usually ai'e. The late

somngs of Turnips are all but failures, and can never come to any.
thing more than tops. Winter Cabbage, Broccoli, Coleworts, and
Kale, even where the land is rich and in a high state of cultivation,

are very poor and small. Some there are who advise the sowing of

Turnips, Kale, and similar things, even thus late ; but, unless we are
to have the sun fixed for a time above our horizon, it is just as well
to allow the seeds to remain in the bags, for it cannot possibly be
worth anything, and will only, interfere with the preparation of the
ground through the winter for other crops. Yet the prospect for

many gardeners of being able to supply the cook with anything like

the accustomed quantity of the greater portion of ordinary winter
vegetables is such as will put many to their wits' end, and not a day
should be lost in getting in every plant that can be obtained of Cole-
worts, green Kale, Savoys, and Cabbages. Those who are fortunate
enough tohave a quantity of July-sown Cabbage p'ants for next spring's

supply cannot do better than put in every plant, regardless of how
much they may exceed ordinary seasons, in well-prepared ground, at

about 9 inches asunder each way. Of these every other row, and the
alternate plants in the remaining rows, can be drawn even in a small
state, and will, although not large, and inferior to full-grown Cole-

worts, be found much better than nothing to fall back upon. But in

the increased breadth of these things planted, care should be taken
not to put them where they will interfere with the trenching and
preparation of the ground for another season, otherwise the usual
rotation of cropping may be seriously interfered with. Even late

as it is, a good deal may be done to accelerate growth by extra
attention—keeping the ground stirred with the hoe through the
autumn, and clear from weeds, especially if we have a protracted
summer, which may reasonably be expected from the unusual

amount of heat accumulated iu the earth. Not a single Cabbage

stool should be removed, but as the crop is cleared oS, the ground

should be well soaked with manure-water. This particularly refers

to such as are ready at the present time, which, if done growing,

should be at once cut, so as to encourage second growth. Much
more than the usual breadth of winter Spinach should be grown

;

this can be done by planting the thinnmgs ont of the earliest

sowings on well-prepared ground. These, if raised with a fork or the

planting trowel, so as not to destroy more than unavoidable of the

smaller fibres, will quickly begin to grow, and produce a crop that will

be very useful before Christmas. One effect the late rains will have

upon winter and spring Broccoli, will bo to start them off again at a

time when they have usually, in a great measure, made their growth,

and are becoming every day better matured and enabled to with-

stand the winter. I have not the presumption to indulge in weather

prognostications, but we have for the last two winters had very little

frost, much below the average, and consequently may reasonably

look to the coming winter as likely to be more severe, the effects of

which late-growing vegetables will be in the worst condition to stand.

Any ordinarily severe winter that comes, there are quantities of

Broccoli that are killed through not having been in any way prepared

to withstand the weather. It is well known that heeling the plants

over has a beneficial effect, by checking their growth, yet this does

not always get done : but in the present autumn there should bo

nothing left undone to preserve the little we have got. This heeling

the plants over is not near so effectual as a means of preserving

them from frost as absolute removal, which, in addition to this, has

other advantages. The dampest parts of a garden are often selected

wherein to plant the different varieties of winter Broccoli ; now, such

situations as these are just the places worst calculated to enable

them to bear severe frost. If the plants at the end of October are

taken up carefully, with all their roots, and planted on a dry piece of

ground with their heads well over to the north, it is very seldom that

a winter comes that will kill them. Again, some of the latest

varieties can be laid in this way at the north side of a wall, which

will cause them to come in three weeks later in the spring
;
giving

so much better a chance of bx'idging the tima over until the early

Cauliflowers are ready. If the Broccoli thus removed is wintered

upon a piece of ground that in its turn has been trenched previously

in the autumn, it is still better enabled to withstand even the severest

frosts, from the dryer condition of the land consequent upon the

recent trenching. The effects of this I have repeatedly noticed, and

it is nothing more than in accordance with every-day experience that

where the land has been deeply stirred, so as to render the

surface dryer, whatever crop is upon it suffers less from frost.

Importance of Irrigation.

Dry seasons, like the present, force upon us the consideration as to

the necessity of an unstinted water supply, for large private gardens

especially. Through the midland and southern parts of the kingdoai

I am aware that, in some cases, the kitchen garden is placed in the

only situation possible; yet in many more instances there is not a

thought directed to what would render it of redoubled value—that

is, if a head of water was available so as to enable its being irrigated

at pleasure. This would necessarily involve the garden being lower

than some of the surrounding ground ; but it does not follow that it

should be in an objectionably low situation, and consequently in a

position most likely to suffer from spring frosts—although it often

happens that in the anxiety to get the kitchen gai'den as far as pos-

sible out of sight, a low-lying piece of ground is selected. The amount
of produce it is possible to get from a Umited space, where water

in abundance can be had, so as to run it on in the quantities required,

is only just beginning to dawn upon us, through the results of sewage

and summer irrigated farms, which go clearly to prove that a piece

of land, under almost any kind of crop, that is supplied with water

to the full extent of its requirements, will produce something like

double the weight of crop, that can be obtained in the ordinary way
—to say nothing about the quality. Half the vegetables produced

in this and similar seasons will bear no comparison with such as are

grown under conditions of suSicient moisture, either naturally or

artificially obtained. In the southern division of the kingdom, this

summer, except in individually favoured spots, to produce one-half

the usual vegetables has been a simple impossibility ; and such as

have been forthcoming, have scarcely been fit to eat. After the few
first weeks Peas were flavourless, and as hard as bullets, literally

roasted in the shells before they were fully grown. Broad Beans
were the same. Turnips were either non-existent, or tough and
uneatable ; Cauliflowers small and unkindly, hard when cooked, and
devoid of flavour ; summer Lettuce, after the first crop, bolted

before half grown ; Beet and Carrots about half their usual size

;

and so on to the end of the list. The meagre supply in the markets

from those who grow for sale, and who generally manage to find the
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most suitable land for the purpose, is snfBcient proof of the impos.
sibility of producing vegetables in the wonted quantities in such
seasons. But it is not alone the culinary vegetable department that

would be benefited by a water-supply, but fruits as well. The finest

Strawberries it is possible to grow, both in size and quality, can be
produced, in the driest seasons, on land that can be flooded betwixt
the rows. Apples, in most places, are a third under their usual size,

through drought at the roots. Pears, in almost every garden, could
be seen with their leaves flagging, and the fruit correspondingly
small and gritty ; Plums are in a similar plight where the crop was
at all heavy. On walls the different fruits have been, in many places,

even in a worse condition. So far as this question concerns market-
gardeners, the majority are, no doubt, unable to do anything ; for,

even if a head of water existed that might be brought upon a given
piece of ground, the chances are ten to one that to get at it land
belonging to some other individual or holding would have to be
traversed, which would render the thing impossible. Not so in many
gentlemen's gardens ; in great numbers, from the position in which
they are placed, water might be obtained in unlimited quantities,
and at a cost in conveying insignificant compared with the advan-
tages accruing. This is so patent to anyone who has had an oppor.
tunity of proving the advantages it affords, that the reason there has
been so little done in this matter through the country can only be
accounted for by the fact that gardeners are only too often obliged to
confine their wants within very narrow limits; so much so, that the
results of their labours are rendered half nugatory by a spirit as
short-sighted as it ia peimy-wise. In the choice of a site for new
gardens, especially such as are important, this water-supply should
be made a matter of the first consideration. I do not advocate the
costly system of laying a network of underground perforated pipes
through the area to be watered. This is extravagant, unnecessary,
and in a few years becomes useless, from the pipes corroding away.
All that is required is, first, to see that the drainage is ample, so
that there may be no spots where the water can accumulate and
become stagnant in the sub-soil ; to properly dispose the surface so
that the water can be got to flow where required ; and then simply
to convey it in pipes to the highest points, from whence it can be
turned on as wanted, with the assistance of short hose pipes.

T. Baines (FielJ).

Forcing Seakale.—No better place can be found for this
purpose than a Mushroom-house ; as, however, many may not possess
a house of this kind, it may be well to observe that any structure
which will exclude frost will answer. First, a steady bottom-heat of
75° should be secured ; secondly, an atmospheric warmth of 60"; and,
thirdly, total darkness. To these may be added a moist atmosphere
at all times, which is an essential point. The roots must be taken up
with care ; for the less they are broken, the finer will be the Kale. I
place them as thickly as they can stand together, and take care to
keep their heads or crowns level ; I then fill up loosely with vei-y old
tan or decayed leaf-soil, as the work proceeds. No water is allowed
when they are first put in, watering being reserved for a subsequent
operation. The fact is, they require rather a strong bottom-heat at
first, to rouse them from torpidity; and this once accomplished, the
sooner they are cooled down the better, or the Kale will become
" drawn " and inferior. I seldom apply more than one watering, and
I infuse a handful of salt in every large water.pot, sprinkling with a
little clean water at last. This watering performs three distinct
services

; it reduces the bottom-heat, it settles the soil around the
roots, and by an infusion of salt invigorates the fibres, which by this
time are progressing rapidly. If the roots are strong, they will
throw up a second " cut," little inferior to the first.—E.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Veitch's Giant Cauliflower, the Best for a Dry Season.—Doubtlcps
otlicTs besides myself have had Rreat. difficulty in supplyins Cauliflowers this
Buniiiier nii account of the ilrnnf;ht. I find Veitch's Giant to lie the best variety
for a dry season. It stands liravely, while Walcheren and many others are
literally burnt up.— R. Gilbert, Biinjhlet/.

Salt for Asparagus : E. B. This is best used in spring, before growth
takes place : from 3 to 7 lbs. per square yard may be given. Sea-weed is
good manure for Asparagus.

Mont d'Or Butter Bean.—Accompanying this is a sample of the Hunning
Jiuttcr lican. Mont d'Or, which appears to be an iniproveiucnt upon the Wax
Kiinner, as it is hardier, and also a better bearer. Both sorts were sown here
side liy side, on the 15th of May last, and the Wax Runner has been nearly a
tailure. while Mont d'Or 1ms succeeded well, and the c|ualitv of the pods is
exce lent being qnite free from any stringy texture, and tender, even when
nearly ot lull size. The colour is a pale yellow, so that it may almost be
regarded as a new culinary vegetable. It requires to be staked, biit its height
this season has not exceeded 6 feet.—I'. Gbietb, Cntfar.l. [The specimens
sent by Mr. Grieve, cooked as the French cook the Bean, which they caUMnngrtmit much resembled that vegetable, which desen-cs to be better knownm England than it is.l

THE ARBORETUM.
WISTARIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.

Instkuctioxs in growing this family of plants will, to many persons,
appear useless. They are so hardy and such rampant growers that
success seems assured by simply planting and then leaving them to

take care of themselves. This is true enough ; but a little art and
care bestowed upon them much improves their beauty. When the
Wistaria is used for covering the side of a house or for shade to a
piazza, some definite system of training should be adopted in so far
as to decide what piers or columns of the piazza are to be covered,
and whether the plant is to be trained along the cornice or to be
carried yet farther upward to screen a window. When this is done
and the necessary rods or wires have been provided, the proper
shoots for the use required should be selected and thereafter all

others that may interfere with the design to be carried out should
be rigorously cut away. A system of pruning nearly similar to
that of the spur system in Grape Vine pruning should then be
adopted, or rather a system combining that with the system gene-
rally adopted for fruit trees which bear their flowers and
fruits on old spurs. The Wistaria, though a climbing plant like the
Grape Vine, produci:s its flowers from old spurs like a Cheiry, a
Plum, a Pear, or an Apple tree. In the mouth of July all shoots or
eyes on the main or leading stems that may be reserved, should be
pinched back to within a foot of the main stem, in order to check
the rampant growth. These shoots will again break into growth from
the buds just behind where the shoot was stopped off, and after they
have grown a few inches in length they should also be stopped
in the same way. The result will be the formation of flower

spurs at the foot of the shoot first shortened. Early in the succeeding
spring these shoots are to be cut back to within five or sis eyes of the
main stem, and the young shoots from these eyes are then to be
treated in the same way as those of the previous year—and so on,

year after year. By following this course of treatment, long continuous
wreaths of flowers will be produced. When the leading stem or stems
have reached the length it is intended they should attain, they should
also be stopped, and the final effect will be an orderly and trim
appearance of the plant, which yet, will not appear formal and stiff.

Treated thus, the Wistaria may also be grown on the lawn, or as a
specimen plant in the shrubbery — either on single stems or as
ordinary shrubs with several stems. We grow nearly all our Japanese
and Chinese varieties in this way, and no more beautiful objects

in the way of shrubs can be had. We have a plant of W.
magnifica with a single stem about 4 feet high and a cup-shaped
head of 8 feet diameter, the whole plant being about 7 feet high,

and, just now, a solid mass of fine flowers. We also have speci.

mens of other varieties grown in bush. like form of nearly or quite

equal size, each covered with hundreds of racemes of flowers. To
our taste, they are far more elegant when grown in either of these

forms than when grown as climbers, and the little extra trouble

required to produce them thus is amply repaid. Of the Chini'Se

species, W. sinensis, there are two varieties, or, rather, the original

species with purple flowers, and a variety with light creamy-white
flowers. This latter is a rather less rampant grower than the former.

Of the .Japanese species (W. floribunda) there are three varieties

besides the original species ; viz., the white-flowered, the flowers of

which are pure white and the racemes very large ; the long racemed.
flowered, the racemes of which we have had 32 inches long (not

shouldered, as in the other varieties) ; and the double-flowered, the
flowers of which are as double as, and about the size of, a double-
flowered Cherry. AVe have also a variety of another Japanese
species, the leaves of which are covered with golden.coloured spots.

Its leaves are also smaller and of a deeper green colour than in

the two species previously named, and the bark is of a dark
cinnamon-brown. The racemes of flowers are much smaller,

of a deep purple colour, and the plant is of much more slender

growth. We cannot determine what species it is, as we do
not find it described in the books. Besides these, wo have
also received from Japan a very delicate-growing species, the

stems of which are not larger than goose-quills. The leaves

of this are very small, and the racemes of flowers only 3 or 4
inches long. The flowers are pure white and are produced in July

and August. W. magnifica is a hybrid variety between the Chinese

and the American species. It is a very robust grower. The indi.

vidual flowers are very large, but the racemes are not as large as

those of the Chinese, although more shouldered—an admirable variety

to train as a standard. W. frutescens is an American species, a
native of the Southern States, but quite hardy northward. It is a
much more slender grower and blooms much later than the Chinese

or Japanese sorts, and on this account we think it better adapted for

verandahs. The flowers are of a light purple or Heliotrope colour,

and the racemes are about half the size of the Chinese species. There
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ia a white variety of it, but this is somewhat rare and seldom to be
found in nurserymen'a catalogues. Besides all these there are W.
brachypoda, W. mnltijnga, and W. macrobotrya to be had from some
of our nnraeryraen. They are all desirable where a large number of

varieties or species is wauted, but where only a few are needed the
Chinese and .Japanese sorts are the best for the garden. [So writes
Mr. Hogg in the first issue of his " American Garden." Mr. Hogg,
whose garden we had the pleasure of visiting some years ago, has tbe
best collection of these noble hardy climbers we have seen, the best

of them being introduced from Japan by his brother. We would
especially commend the American fashion of training enormous
wreaths of the Wistaria from the small gardens of city houses to the
top of the house. They embellish the house in a very agreeable way,
and yet do not touch it for the greater part of their length, so that
the walls are quite free. The bush form also deserves attention.]

GRAND AVENUES FOB, LONDON.
May I suggest one or two grand London improvements,
which might be clfccted without any serious outlay ? The

Hyde Park, in a direct line, a noble avenue of trees, springing
from a broad .strip of turf, might be established, which would
produce a very uoble effect—unlike anything else in the metro-
polis. To effect this, it would only be necessary to sweep away
the paltry lines of balustrades and the (so-called) shrubberies
of mutilated Lilacs aud Privet bushes, and of irregularly
planted trees, stunted by reckless lopping, and establish in
their place a fine stretch of simple turf, in which detached trees,

at sufficient distances from each other, should be planted.
This treatment of the important thoroughfare in question
would so greatly add to its apparent spaciousness, and to its

beauty, that the value of the property would be at once greatly
increased. The last instance we shall allude to on the present
occasion as affording a grand opportunity of forming a fine

city avenue, is that of the Mall in St. James's Park.
To effect the desired amelioration, a few things require imme-
diate attention. First, let the diseased and decaying Elms be
removed at once, and as many lines of fine young trees of

suitable kinds carefully planted in their places. Some
think our opportunities for forming improvements of this

Entrance to tUu O t ul tU lU 1111^ Elysce!.

first opportunity to be named is that connected with Port-
land Place and the gardens of Park Crescent. Portland
Place is broad enough to allow of planting a line of trees

on either side of the roadway, which would give it almost the

aspect of a Parisian Boulevard. The carriage-way might, at

its northern end, turn to the right and left, as at present
;

but in a line with its straight portion a broad footway
of equal width to the straight carriage-way should be opened
through the Park Crescent gardens into the Regent's
Park. Such an improvement, if worthily carried out, would
be the grandest thing in London ; and, as leading almost
directly to the beautiful gardens which have been so successfully

created on either side of the Chestnut avenue in the Park, would
become the most popular and favourite promenade of the West
End, and would, in some respects, surpass even the boasted
Champs Elysees themselves. Why, the direct opening from
Portland Place to the Regent's Park should not have been
effected long ago is difficult to account for ; excepting that

blind and seeming repugnance to any change, which is one
of that kind of Gosas de Enpagna to which John Bull is

as completely a slave as the most blue-blooded hidalgo.

Another fine opportunity for a grand Boulevard-like avenue
occurs in Westbourne Terrace. Prom the Bishop's Road to

kind are few in London, whereas the reverse is the case,

as, for instance, Oxford and Cambridge Terraces, and many
other places that might be named. H. N. H.

TREES IN ASSEMBLAGES.
So^rE trees possess bnt little interest, except they are grouped in

masses of greater or less extent. A solitary Fir or Spvnee, for

example, when standing in an enclosure or by the roadside, is a stiff

and disagreeable object ; but a deep forest of Firs is not surpassed

in grandeur by one of any other species. These trees must be massed
in extensive groups to affect us agreeably ; while the Elm, the Oak,
and other wide-spreading trees, are grand objects of sight, when
standing alone, or in any other situation. Groves, fragments of

forest, and inferior groups only are particularly interesting in a land,

scape. An unbroken forest of wide extent makes but a dreary
picture, on acconnt of its gloomy uniformity. Hence the primitive

state of the earth, before it was modified by human hands, must
have been sadly wanting in those romantic features that render a
scene the most attractive. Nature must be combined with Art,

however simple and rude, and associated with human life, to become
deeply affecting to the imagination. But it is not necessary that the

artificial objects of a landscape shonld be of a grand historical
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description, to produce these agreeable effects; humble objects,

indeed, are the most consonant with Nature's sublime aspects

because they manifest no seeming endeavour to rival them. In the

deep solitary woods, the sight of a woodman's hut in a clearing, of a

farmer's cottage, or of a mere sheepfold, immediately awakens a

tender interest, and enlivens the scene with a tinge of romance.

Immense forests still overspread a great part of Northern Russia,

through which it has been asserted that a squirrel might traverse

hundreds of miles, without toF.ching the ground, by leaping from

tree to tree. Since the general adoption of railroad travelling,

however, great ravages have been made in these forests, and not

many ye'ai's will be required to reduce them to fragments. In the

south of Europe, a great part of the territory is barren of woods,

and the climate has suffered from this cause, which has diminished

the bulk of the streams and increased the severity of droughts. But

Nature has established a partial remedy for the evil arising from the

imprudent destruction of forests, in lofty and precipitous mountains,

that serve not only to perpetuate moisture for the supply of rain to

the neighbouring countries, but contribute also to preserve the

timber in their inaccessible ravines. Were it not for this safeguard

of mountains, the south of Europe would ere this have become a

desert, from the destruction of its forests, like Sahara, whose

barrenness was anciently produced by the same cause. Most of the

territory of North America is still comparatively a wilderness ; but

in the United States the forests have been so extensively invaded,

that they seldom e.\hibit any distinct outlines, and few of them

possess the character of unique assemblages. They are but scattered

fragments of the original forest, through which the settlers have

made their irregular progress from east to west, diversifying it with

roads, farms, and villages. The recent clearings are palisaded by

tall trees, exhibiting a naked outline of skeleton timber, without any

attractions. Travelling in a forest, though delightful as an occasional

recreation, is, when continued many hours in succession, unless one

be engaged in scientific researches, very monotonous and wearisome.

Even the productions of a forest are not so various as those of a

tract in which all the different conditions of wildness and culture

are intermingled. A view of an unbroken wilderness from an eleva-

tion is equally monotonous. Woods must be blended with other

forms of landscape, with pasture and tillage, with roads, houses, and

farms, to convey to the mind the most agreeable sensations.

Colour.

The monotony of unbroken forest scenery is partially relieved in

the autumn by the mixed variety of tints belonging to the different

trees ; t)ut this does not wholly subdue the prevailing expression of

dreariness and gloom. A remarkable appearance may always be
observed in Maples. Some trees of this kind are entirely green, with

the exception, perhaps, of a single bough, which is of a bright

crimson or soai'let. Sometimes the lower half of the foliage will be

green, while the upper part is entirely crimsoned, resembling a spire

of flame rising out of a mass of verdure. In other cases this order

is reversed, and the tree presents the appearance of a green spire

rising out of flame. We see no end to the variety of these apparently

capricious phenomena, which some have explained by supposing the

coloured branches to be affected with partial disease that hastens

their maturity ; but this can hardly be admitted as the true explana-

tion, as such appearances exist when no other symptoms of malady
can be discovered. So much has been said and written of late in

regard to the tints of autumn leaves, that the writer of this cannot

bo expected to advance anything new concerning them. Let me
remark, however, that these beautiful tintings are not due to the

action of frost, which is, on the contrary, highly prejudicial to them,

as we may observe on several different occasions. If, for example,

a frost should occur in September of sufficient intensity to cut down
the tender annuals of our gardens ; after this, when the tints begin

to appear, the outer portion of the foliage that was touched by the

frost will exhibit a sullied and rusty hne. The effects of these early

frosts are seldom apparent while the leaves are green, except on
eloso inspection ; for a very intense frost is required to sear and roll

np the leaves. Early autumnal frosts seldom do more than to injure

their capacity to receive a fine tint when they become mature. The
next occasion that renders the injurious effects of frost apparent is

later in the season, after the tints are very generally developed.
Every severe frost that happens at this period impairs their lustre, as

we may perceive on any day succeeding a frosty night, when the
woods, which were previously in their gayest splendour, will be faded
to a duller and more uniform shade, as if the whole mass had been
dipped into a brownish dye, leaving tho peculiar tints of each species
dimly conspicuous through this shading. The most brilliant and
unsullied hues are displayed in a cool but not frosty autumn sue.

ceeding a moderate summer. Very warm weather in autumn
hastens tho colouring process, and renders the hues proportionately

transient. I have known Maple woods, early in October, to be com-
pletely embro\vned and stripped of their leaves by two days of

summer heat. Cool days and nights, unattended with frost, are the

favourable conditions for producing and preserving the beauty of

autumnal wood scenerj-. The effects of heat and frost are not so

apparent in Oak woods, which have a more coriaceous and persistent

foliage than other deciduous trees ; but Oaks do not attain the per.

fection of their beauty until the Ash, the Maple, and the Tupelo (a

species of Nyssa)—the glory of the first period of autumn—have
shed a great portion of their leaves. The last-named trees are

in their splendour during a period of about three weeks after

tho middle of September, vai-ying with the character of the season.

Oaks are not generally tinted till October, and are brightest near the

third week of this month, preserving their lustre, in great measure,
until the hard frosts of November destroy the leaves. The colours

of the different Oaks are neither so brilliant nor so variegated as

those of Maples ; but they are more enduring, and serve more than
those of any other woods to give character to our autumnal land-

scapes. It would be difficult to convey to the mind of a person who
had never witnessed this brilliant, but solemn pageantry of the dying
year, a clear idea of its magnificence. Nothing else in Nature will

compare with it ; for, though flowers are more beautiful than tinted

leaves, no assemblage of flowers, or of flowering trees and shrubs,

can produce such a deeply affecting scene of beauty as the autumn
woods. If we would behold them in their greatest brilliancy and
variety, we must journey during the first period of the fall of the
leaf in those parts of the country where the Maple, the Ash, and the
Tupelo are the prevailing timber. If we stand, at this time, on a
moderate elevation affording a view of a wooded swamp rising into

upland and melting imperceptibly into mountain landscape, we obtain

a fair sight of the different assemblages of species, as distinguished

by their tints. The Oaks will be marked, at this early period,

chiefly by their unaltered verdure. In the lowland the scarlet and
crimson hues of the Maple and the Tupelo predominate, mingled with
a superb vainety of colours from the shrubbery, whose splendour is

always the greatest on the borders of ponds and water.osnrses, and
frequently surpasses that of tho trees. As the plain rises into the
hill. side, the Ash trees may be distinguished by their peculiar shades
of salmon, mulberry, and purple ; and the Hickories by their invari.

able yellows. The Elm, the Lime, and the Buttonwood are always
blemished and rusty ; they add no brilliany to the spectacle, serving
only to sober and relieve other parts of the scenery.

When the second period of a fall of the leaf has arrived, the woods that
were first tinted have mostly become leafless. The grouping of differen t

species is, therefore, very apparent at this time ; some assemblages
presenting the denuded appearance of winter, some remaining still

green, while the Oaks are the principal attraction, with an inter,

mixture of a few other species, whose foliage has been protected, and
the development of their hues retarded, by some peculiarity of situa-

tion. Green rows of Willows may also be seen by roadsides, in
damp places, and irregular groups of them near the water-courses.
One might suppose that a Pine wood must look particularly sombre
in this grand spectacle of beauty ; but it cannot be denied, that in

those regions where there is a considerable proportion of Pines, the
perfection of this scenery is witnessed. Something is needful to
relieve the eye, as it wanders over such a profusion of brilliant

colours. Pine woods provide this relief, and cause the tinted forest
groups to stand out in greater prominence. In many districts where
Pines were the origioal growth, they still constitute the larger sylvan
assemblages, while the deciduous trees stand in scattered groups on
the edge of the forest, and the contiguous plain. The verdurous
Pine wood forms a picturesque groundwork, to set off tho various
groups in front of it; and the effect of a scarlet Oak or Tupelo, ri8in<»

like a spire of flame in the midst of verdure, is far more strikingthau if

it stood where it was unaffected by contrast. The cause of the superior
tinting of the American forest, compared with that of Europe, has
never been satisfactorily explained, though it seems to be somewhat
inexplicably connected with the brightness of the American climate.
It is a subject that has not engaged the attention of scientific

travellers, who seem to have regarded it as worthy ouly of the
describer of scenery. I have observed that the Smoke tree, which is

a Sumach, from China, and the Cydonia japonica, are as brightly
coloured in autumn as any of our indigenous shrubs ; while tho
Silver Maple, which, though indigenous to the Western States, pro.
bably originated on the western coast of America, shows none of the
fine tinting so remarkable in the other American Maples. These
facts have led me to conjecture, that this superior tinting of tho
autumnal foliage may be peculiar to the eastern coasts both of the
Old and the New Continent, in the northern hemisphere. May not
this phenomenon bear some relation to the colder winters, and the
hotter summers of the eastern, compared with the western coasts ?

I offer this anggestion as a query, not as a theory, and with the hops
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that it may induce travellers to make some particular observations

in reference to it.

In a natural forest there is a very small proportion of perfectly

formed trees ; and these occur only in such places as permit some
individuals to stand isolated from the rest, and to spread out their

branches to their full extent. When we walk in a forest, we observe

several conditions which are favourable to this full expansion of their

forms. On the borders of a pond or morass, or of an extensive

quarry, the trees extend their branches into the opening ; but, as

they are cramped on the opposite side, they are only half.developed.

Bat this expansion takes place on the side that is exposed to view :

hence the incomparable beauty of a wood on the borders of a

pond, or on the banks of a river, as viewed from the water ; also of a
wood on the outside of an islet in a lake or river. Fissures or cavities

sometimes occur in a large rock, allowing a solitary tree that has

become rooted there to attain its full proportions. It is in such
places, and on sudden eminences that rise above the forest level—on

a precipice, for example, that overlooks the surrounding wood

—

that the forest shows individual trees possessing the characters of

standards, like those we see by the roadsides and in the open field.

We must conclude, therefore, that a primitive forest must contain but

a very small proportion of perfect trees : these are, for the most part,

the occupants of land cleared by cultivation, and may be found, also,

among the sparse growth of timber that has come up in pasture land,

where the constant browsing of cattle prevents the formation of any
dense assemblages. In the opinion of Whately, grandeur is the pre-

vailing character of a forest, and beauty that of a grove. This
distinction may seem to be correct, when such collections of wood
exhibit all their proper characters ; but perfectly unique forms of

wood are seldom found in this country, where almost all the timber is

of spontaneous growth. We have genuine forests ; but other forms
of wood are of a mixed character, and we have rather fragments of

forest than legitimate groves. In the south of Europe many of the

woods are mere plantations, in which the trees were first set in rows,

with straight avenues, or vistas, passing directly through them from
different points. In an assemblage of this kind there can be nothing
of that interesting variety observed in a natural forest, and which is

manifestly wanting even in woods planted with direct reference to the

attainment of these natural appearances. " It is curious to see," as

Gilpin remarks, " with what richness of invention, if I may so speak,

Nature mixes and intermixes her trees, and shapes them into such a
wonderful variety of groups and beautiful forms. Art may admire,
and attempt to plant and to form combinations like hers ; but who-
ever observes the wild combinations of a forest, and compares them
with the attempts of Art, has little taste, if he do not acknowledge
with astonishment the superiority of Nature's workmanship." When
a tract is covered with a dense growth of tall trees, especially of

Pines, which have but little underbrush, the wood represents over,

head a vast canopy of verdure supported by innumerable lofty pillars.

No one could enter these dark solitudes without feeling a deep impres-

sion of sublimity, especially if it be an hour of general stillness of the

winds. The voices of animals and of birds, particularly the hammer-
ing of the woodpecker, serve to magnify our perceptions of grandeur.

A very slight sound, during a calm in one of these deep woods, like

the ticking of a clock in a vast hall, has a distinctness almost startling,

especially if there be but little undergrowth. These feeble sounds
afford one a more vivid sense of the magnitude of the place than
louder sounds, that differ less from those we hear in the open plain.

In a grove we experience different sensations. Here pleasantness

and cheerfulness are combined, and the feeling of grandeur is excited
only perhaps by the sight of some noble tree. In a grove the trees

are generally well formed, many of them being nearly perfect in

iheir proportions. Their shadows are cast separately upon the
ground, which is green beneath them as in an orchard. If we look
upon them from a near eminence, we observe a variety of outlines,

and may identify the different species by their shape, while in the
forest we see one unbroken mass of foliage. A wild wood is

frequently converted into a grove by clearing it of undergrowth and
leaving the space a grassy lawn. It may then yield us shade, cool-

ness, and other agreeable sensations of a cnltivated wood, bat the
individual trees always retain their gaunt shapes. As we proceed
southward, we witness a constant increase of the number of species

gathered together in a single group. Nature is more addicted at the
north to the habit of classifying her productions and of assembling
them in uniform phalanxes. The painter, on this account, finds

more to interest the eye and to employ his pencil in the picturesque

regions of frost and snow ; while the botanist finds more to exercise

his observation in the crowded variety that marks the region of

perpetual summer. But while vegetation is more generally social in

high latitudes, several families of northern trees are entirely wanting
in this quality. Seldom is a forest composed chiefly of Elms, Locusts,

or Willows. Oaks and Birches are Rssociated in forests, Elms in

groves, and Willows in small groups following the courses of streams.
Those northern trees which are most eminently social, including the
two just named, are the Beech, the Maple, the Hickory, the Conifer,
ous trees, and some others ; and by the predominance of any ono
kind the character of the soil may be partially determined. There is

no tree that grows so abundantly in miry land, both north and south
upon this Continent, as the Red Maple. It occupies immense tracts
of morass in the middle states, and is the last tree which is found in
swamps, according to Michaux, as the Birch is the last we meet in
ascending mountains. The Sugar Maple is confined mostly to the
north-eastern parts of the Continent. Poplars arc not generally
associated exclusively in forests ; but at tho point where the Ohio
and Mississippi mingle their waters are grand forests of Deltoid
Poplars, that stamp upon the features of that region a very peculiar
physiognomy.

The characteristics of different woods, composed chiefly of one
family of trees, would make an interesting study ; bat it would be
tiresome to enter minutely into their details. Some are distinguished
by a superfluity, others by a deficiency of undergrowth. In general,
Pine and Fir woods are of the latter description, differing in this
respect from deciduous woods. These differences are most apparent
in large assemblages of wood, which have a flora as well as a fauna
of their own. The same shrubs and herbaceous plants, for example,
are not common to Oak and to Pine woods. There is a difference,

also, in the cleanness and beauty of their stems. The gnarled habit
of the Oak is conspicuous even in the most crowded forest, and
Coniferous woods are apt to be disSgured by dead branches projecting
from the bole. The Birch, the Poplar, and the Beech are remarkable
for the straightness, evenness, and beauty of their shafts, when
assembled in a dense wood. Some of the most beautiful forests in
high latitudes consist of white Canoe Birches. We see them in
Massachusetts only in occasional groups, but farther north, upon
river banks, they form woods of considerable extent and remarkable
beauty ; and with their tall shafts, and their smooth white bark,
resembling pillars of marble supporting a canopy of bright green
foliage on a light feathery spray, they constitute one of tho
picturesque attractions of the country. Nature seems to indicate
the native habitat of this noble tree by causing its exterior to bear
the whiteness of snow, and it would be difiicult to estimate its

importance to the aboriginal inhabitants of northern latitudes.

Yellow Birch woods are not inferior in their attractions : indi.

vidual trees of this species are often distinguished among other forest
timber by extending their feathery summits above the level of the
other trees.

Pine Woods.
Pines are remarkably social in their habit, and cover immense

tracts in high latitudes, extending southward, on this Continent, as
far as the very boundary of the tropics, where they are found side by
side with the Dwarf Palm of Florida. But in the region of the true
Palms the Pine is wanting. Pine woods possess attractions of a
peculiar kind : all lovers of Nature are enraptured with them, and
there is a grandeur about them which is felt at once, when we enter
them. Their dark verdure, their deep shade, their lofty height, and
their branches which are ever mysteriously murmuring, as they are
swayed by the wind, render them singularly solemn and sublime.
This expression is increased by the hollow reverberating interior of
the wood, caused by its clearness and freedom from underbrush. The
ground beneath is covered by a matting of fallen leaves, making a
smooth brown carpet, that renders a walk within its precincts as
comfortable as in a garden. The foliage of the Pine is so hard and
durable that in summer we always find the last autumn's crop lying
upon the ground in a state of perfect soundness, and under it that of
the preceding year only partially decayed. The foliage of two sum-
mers, therefore, lies upon the surface, checking the growth of humble
vegetation, and permitting only certain species of plants to flourish

with vigour. Fungi of various forms and sizes spring out of

these decayed leaves, often rivalling the flowers in elegance. Mono,
tropas, uniting some of the habits of the Fungi with the botanical
characters of the flowering plants, flourish side by side with the
showy Cypripedium and the singular Coral-Weed. The evergreen
Dewberry, a delicate species of Rubus, trails its glossy leaves over the
turf, and mingles its beaded fruit with the scarlet berries of the
Mitchella. The Pyrola, named by the Indians Pipsissewa, and
regarded by them as a specific for consumption, suspends its pale
purple flowers in beautiful umbels. Variety, indeed, may be found
in these deep shades ; but it exists without that profusion which, in
more favoured situations, often benumbs our susceptibility to the
charms of Nature. The edging of a Pine wood depends on the
character of the soil. The Pitch Pine, that delights in sandy plains,

is embi'oidered at the north by White Birches ; and if a road be cut
through a wood of this kind, these graceful trees immediately spring
up in abundance by the way.side. If a pond occurs in the middle of
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a Pine wood, its margin is covered first with low bnshes, such as the

Audromeda, the Myrica, and the sweet-scented Azalea, then Alders

and Willows rise between them and the forest. On the side of the

pond that is bounded by high gravelly banks, the margin will be

covered by Poplars and Birches. The White Pine, the most noble

and the most beautiful tree of the whole Coniferous tribe, i>redomi-

nates in the New England forest ; though some wide tracts are covered

with the more homely Pitch Pines, which are the trees that scent the

atmosphere on damp still days with their delightful terebinthine

odours. In still higher latitudes the dark majestic Firs become the

prevailing timber, and are regarded as typical of snb.arctic regions,

where they are accompanied, as if to form a striking and cheerful

contrast with their melancholy grandeur, by groups of graceful

Birches, and lively tremulous Poplars.

The Pine barrens of the Southern States are of a mixed character,

consisting of the Northern Pitch Pine, the Broom Pine, and the

Cypress, intermi.';ed with Red Maples, Sweet Gums, and other

deciduous trees. The Pines, however, are the dominant growth ; but

here they do not grow so compactly as in colder regions, standing

widely apart, with a frequent intervening growth of Willows and

shrubbery. The sparseness of these woods may be in part attributed

to the practice of tapping the trees for their turpentine, which has

caused them for a century past to be gradually thinned by consequent

decay. Their tall, gaunt forms and almost branchless trunks show
that they obtained their principal growth in a dense wood. The first

time I entered one of these Pine barrens, was some years since, in the

month of June, when vegetation was in its prime, before the summer
droughts had seai'ed the green herbage, and when the flowering trees

and shrubs where in all their glory. During my botanical rambles

in the wood, I was struck with the multitude of beautiful flowers in

its shady retreats,—seeming the more numerous to me, as I bad
previously confined my researches to northern woods. The Phlox

grew here in all its native grace and delicacy, where it had never

known the fostering hand of Art. Crimson llhexias, called by the

inhabitants Deer Weed, were distributed among the grassy knolls,

like clusters of Picotees. Variegated Passion. flower.^ were con.

spicuous on the bare white sand that checkered the ground, displaying

their emblematic forms on their low trailing Vines, and reminding

the wanderer in these almost trackless solitudes of that faith

which was founded on humility and crowned with martyrdom.
Here, too, the Spiderwort of our gardens, in a meeker form of beauty

and with a paler radiance, luxuriated under the protection of the

wood. Already I observed the predominance of luxuriant Vines,

indicating our nearness to the tropic, wreathed gaily over the tall and
branchless trunks of the trees : some, like the Bignonia, in a full blaze

of crimson : others, like the climbing Fern, draping the trees in con.

tinual verdure. These Pines constitute a great part of the timber

of the flat country between the mountains and the coast, and render

a journey through that region singularly monotonous aad gloomy. In
the low grounds, a considerable proportion of the wood consists of

the Southern Cypress, a graceful and magnificent tree, whose
appearance would be very lively and cheerful, were it not for the

abundance of long trailing Moss (Denea) that hangs, like funeral

drapery, from its branches, and darkens the whole forest. This
parasitic appendant wreaths the wood sometimes almost in darkness,

especially those immense tracts on the borders of the Mexican
Gulf that consist entirely of Cypress. There it has been poetically

styled the " Garlands of Death," as significant of the fevers that

prevail wherever it is abundant. It is remarkable that the two
extremes of climate are distinguished by the predominance of ever,

greens in their vegetation. Thus the acicular.leaved trees, consisting

of Pines and their congeners, mark the cold-temperate and sub.arctic

zones, in north latitude,—while Myrtles, Magnolias, and other broad,

leaved evergreens, mark the equatorial and tropical regions. The
deciduous trees belong properly to the temperate zones, and con.

stitute, indeed, the most interesting of all arborescent vegetation.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Good Street Trees-—Mr. J. Jay Smith, of Philadelphia, the originator
of the vast and beautifully-designed garden-like cemeteries near that city,
recoramends the Silver Maple, the Sugar Maple, Magnolia cordata and M.
macrophylla, the Yellow wood (Virgilia lute;)), the deciduous Cypret^s, the
Kentucky Coffee tree (Gyranocladus), Salisburia adiantifolia. and the Slippery
Elm (Dlmus fulva). These arc for the most part trees of which we have little

experience in Europe.

Lawn Trees.— In selecting trees designed to decorate the lawn, and
especially positions clearly within view, care should be taken to select those
that retain their foliage fresh until late in autumn. Unfortunatelj', too many
plant some of the early-maturing dociduous trees, which wither away while
shade is much wanted. Let us remember that with dociduous trees, their leaves
usually com nonce to fall with the maturingof their fruit, and that exotic hardy
tree.*, such as the Acacia and the Catalpa, bear their leaves perfectly fresh much
longer than native EugUsh trees.

THE CLOCHE PROTECTOR.
Here i.s a sketch oE a simple and inexpensive protection for

plants, either under cloches, as represented, or grown in the

ordinary way. The cover is made of bands of straw, inter-

woven witli cord, so as to make a firm mat, 2 or 3 feet in

width, and of any length that may be found necessary. At
each end of a protector of this kind is affixed a wooden
jamb or margin, hinged onto a peg which is sunk into the

ground, as shown in our illustration. It will be at once

seen that the protector can, by this simple arrangement, be

set at any angle, and, from what we know of it, we can recom-

Cheap and effective plant-protector,

mend it as an efficient protector from both cold and sun,

and a useful aid in the raising of seeds, cuttings, and tender

crops. W.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Ground.
CurriNGS of bedding plants of all kinds may now be generally

obtained without difficulty, so push on their propagation with
all possible dispatch, as cuttings of any sort put in after this time
are generally found to be more difficuk to winter than those which
have been struck at an earlier period. The various kinds of bedding
Pelargoniums, which have been some time inserted in pots, pans, and
boxes, and placed in the open air, will now be found to be pro.

grossing as favourably as conld be expected, and should be allowed to

remain exposed for some time longer, or as long as it may be found
safe to do so. The refreshing dews of night, so long as such nights

are not too cold, keep the foliage in healthy condition, and, conse-

quently, favour the emission of roots ; mould or damp need not

be apprehended while they are fully exposed to air and sunshine

;

but, as has been formerly advised, the lights of the pits or frames
in which they are placed must be in readiness, so as to be easily

applied whenever danger is in the least degree to bo apprehended.
Cuttings of Verbenas and other half.hardy bedding plants will yet
strike root freely in cold pits or frames, which should bo kept quite

close for some time, while Alternantheras, Coleuscs, and other tender
species may have similar treatment for a week or two, or until the

nights become colder, when they must be transferred to a more genial

temperature—say not under 60' for some time, or until the cuttings

become fairly rooted, when the temperature may be gradually

lowered to about 50" as a minimum. Layers of Carnations and
Picotees will now be well rooted, and may be taken off and potted,

using light sandy soil for the purpose. Add fresh compost to the

piece of ground intended as the site of the Tulip bed, and let this,

in the mean time, be turned frequently. Prepare also a bed for

offsets; and, with a view to encoura3;e them, give them also

a good situation and good soil. Give the necessary atten.

tion to "carpet" and other beds in the flower garden, removing
decayed leaves and flowers. Mow lawns and Grass belts as fre.

qnontly as may be necessary ; roll gravel walks, and endeavour by
every means to prolong the beauty of the parterre as long as pes.

siblo. Where the removal or trasplantation of any largo trees or

shrubs is contemplated—this may generally be accomplished about
the present time, with less danger or risk to the plants, than perhaps

at any other period of the yeiir, as it allows ample time for the

formation of fresh roots before winter sets in. Damp, showery
weather should, however, be selected for such oijerations ; but,

failing this, the plants should, in addition to being well watered at
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the roots, be well syringed every evening, for some time after being
transplanted, and the surface of the soil should be mulched, to pre.

vent, as far as possible, evaporation from the soil. Cuttings of such
trees and shrubs as Auciibas, Laurels, of sorts. Privets, Yews, and
Koses, may also be inserted now. These should bo placed under
hand-glasses, on, if possible, a slight bottom-heat, when they will

soon root freely ; or, where it may be desired to increase any valuable
trees or shrubs by layering (a more expeditious method than iucreasiug
by cuttings), this may also be done now, and such layers will have
time to emit roots to some extent before winter, and this is a con.
sidei able advantage.—P. Grieve, Culford, Bary St. Edmunds.

Hardy Flowers, Alpine Plants, and the "Wild Garden.
Signs of autumn are now making themselves evident in the

sere and yellow leaf, and the gradual lengthening out of

the shadows
; yet, as we write, there are occupants of well-

selected herbaceous borders just coming into full flower, and
others yet to come. These plants have a special value, seeing
that ere long the more showy, but tender, denizens of the flower
garden will have succumbed to the cold clear nights that usually
usher in the harvest moon ; then it is that the value of these
hardy plants becomes fully recognised. How lovely now are the
three autumn Anemones—the old semi-double A. japonica, with its

deep rosy flowers, so deep as to verge upon crimson, and so
persistent of life, as almost to defy eradication ; well might the old
celestials select it as a fitting plant to decorate the graves of their
ancestors. The soft rosy.coloured Anemone hybrida bears in its

single blossoms the stamp of its parentage from the "Vine-leaved"
Anemone of the Himalayas, and the pure white Honorine Jobert,
another of its progeny, equals its parent in purity and rivals it far in
size, while it inherits all the vigour, if it does not absolutely excel,
in this respect, its Japanese ancestor. The roots of all these produce
leaf-buds freely, and by this means these plants may be readily
increased

; note, however, that they acquire their full development
only by long and undisturbed possession. From the Anemones to the
Gypsophilas is a long leap ; it was my intention to follow the estab-
lished system of classification, but I believe I will feel much more
^thome as a bee flying from flower to flower, regardless of natural
affinities, which, while appreciated by a few, will be of little value to
the many. Gypsophilas ; what of them ? All I can say is to know them,
is to grow them. In height they vary from prostrate trailing plants (as
instanced by prostrata, dubia, and repens), through various gradations
(whose names I need not enumerate) , to such as Gypsophila altissima
now in bloom, fully 6 feet high, its pure white blossoms, supported on
slender hair-like stems, reminding one of "the starry firmament;"
no more useful plant for contributing lightness and elegance to a
bouquet than Gypsophila paniculata, but its stars have ceased to
twinkle nearly a month since. A tolerably close relation to thj fore,
going is the Saponaiia officinalis, which, in its double state, is

much more freq-iently met with than in the single ; it is, however,
like Horseradish in the kitchen garden, or Bindweed in the hedge.
row, a determined monopolist—setting at defiance all the straight.
laced ideas of order and regularity—and, though useful in its way, may
be induced to run to too great an extent to admit of Natare"'3 full

development of her beauties ; therefore, let Saponaria have a free
and unrestrained corner of the wild garden to itself, and, when
planting the old well.known species, be sure to get the variety called
caucasica; though sometimes called a species, it is nothing more than
a dark rosy form of our old familiar friend ; both are plants that
appear to be independent of drought, and are admirably adapted for
the autumns of all time. Dianthus superbns, though a Pink, is one
that would put a florist into a fever ; nevertheless, as all are not
florists, there are some, and not a few, who will endorse the fact,
that it is a desirable plant for the herbaceous border ; its perfume is

delicious, especially late in the evening, when the heavy dews, if they
do not develop, at least arrest and retain the floating fragrance in
the atmosphere. I have a hybrid form of this plant crossed with
the Sweet William, which is now, as I write, iii the full develop,
ment of a second crop of bloom, and, singular enough, its second
floral display arises from the same panicles as the first ; but, alas !

what it has gained in beauty, it has lost in fragrance. The old species
seeds freely, but the hybrid, apparently so satisfied with its own per.
fection, appears to put a stop to any possibility of variation, as its pods,
though fully developed, are always devoid of perfect seeds. From
the Pinks to the Mallows is a considerable step, and, possibly, there
may be a stepping.stone or two, but at the moment I did not see
them, and, lighting on the Malvaceoiis bank, have seized on the
trailing branch of a glorious plant suffused with carmine blossoms,
fully 2 inches in diameter—the flowers of Callirrhoe involucrata

;

fortunately, all the Mallows are tough, yielding a large amount of
textile material, so we are safely lauded amid the family circle.

Anything more lovely for a dry sunny bank than this plant can

scarcely be imagined ; unfortunately, the whole army of snails and

slags appreciate it equally as much as we do, and, what is more,

indulge in their morning repast at an earlier hour than we are wont to

be as'tir ; hence, it is apt to suffer from them. Somewhat like this

plant in its prostrate habit is the Malva lateritia, whose dark green

foliage contrasts admirably with its salmon.coloured blossoms ; nor is

its more exalted neighbour and relation, llalva Moreni, to be despised,

producing, as it does, a succession of bloom that lasts from June long

into the autumn. Its Thuringian neighbour produces larger

blossoms, but is more restricted in the period of its floriferous

existence. Erodium Manescavi, though having done good service

ever since the beginning of May, is yet freely producing its large

bright coloured blossoms. The best way to increase this plant is by

seeds, which it produces freely some seasons ; failing such, small

pieces of one of the fleshy roots, placed in a gentle heat, will soon

emit leaf-buds ; these plants have not that vigour of growth such as

seedlings possess. Closely related, but more rambling, is the

Himalayan Geranium WalUchianum, or Lambertianum as it is some,

times called—pretty in its dark maroon flowers, its mottled dark

green foliage, and its free trailing growth ; which latter admirably

adapts it to a projecting ledge of the rockery. Amongst the Flaxes,

we have yet, though the sky blue species have passed away, the

bright yellow of Linum flavum or tauricum, whoso property of con-

tinuous flowering, compact growth, and perfect hardiness, renders

it a valuable plant. Linum corymbiflorum, though not hardy, is

well worth growing on account of its peculiar baffiah-yellow colour

and the light and graceful arrangement of its flowers. It is of

slender growth, and requires to be supported by artificial means.

Francoa, a Saxifragean genus from the lofty mountains of South

America, is one of the few really hardy plants for which we are indebted

to the Southern Hemisphere. From the midst of flue massive lyre-

shaped leaves rise the flower-spikes, now in full blossom, to a height

of 2 to 3 feet ; that of F. ramosa is pure white, F. sonohifoUa dark pink,

and that of F. appendiculata a sort of lilac-rose ; these are all readily

increased by seeds or cuttings, which root freely in a cold frame.

Amongst Composite plants we have many autumn-flowerers ;
already

Michaelmas Daisies are in full bloom. Amongst them the abundant,

flowering Aster paniculatus is a mass of flowers, individually small,

but, collectively, very effective ; further, it is a nice tufty grower, not a

rambler below ground, nor is A. spectabilis to be despised. A.

macrophylla and Lindleyana, though still pretty, have passed

their best. Closelv allied to the Asters is the genus Callimeris,

of which the woolly-leaved C. Diplopappus is an almost continuous

bloomer through the summer, and has stood this dry season

wonderfully well ; its flowers are large, and tinged with a soft

lavender tint.—J. C. Niven, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

Rose Screens.

I find wood to be preferable to wire for screens, inasmuch as when

Ivy is employed along with Roses in their formation, the Ivy clings

to the wood and forms a more solid screen than wire. I have a

screen of this kind between 12 and 11 feet in height
;
the ground

plate is 5 inches by -1, the upright braces and top plate 3 inches by 4,

the mesh 5 inches, and the lathes 1 inch wide and i luch thick

yellow deal. In three years after its formation this screen was one

solid looking wall of Ivy, Roses, and Virginian Creeper. This is the

season to get such screens made and painted so as to be ready for

plantino-as soon as Roses can be moved. To have a screen well

covered in a given time much depends on the ground. It should be

trenched 2 feet deep, mixing with the soil, as the operation proceeds,

plenty of good rotten stable manure and fresh loam. If the soil is

naturally sour in character, the best plan is to have it wholly

removed 3 feet wide and 2 feet deep, and to substitute for it good

fresh mould of a loamy nature and well-rotted stable manure
;
and,

where brick or Ume rubbish can be had, also to add some of that to

the soil. This mixture will be found to suit both Roses and Ivy.

Ground for screens of this kind is best prepared a month or so

before planting, inasmuch as the manure gets more decomposed and

more thoroughly mixed with the soil. In planting Roses it is a

common practice to dig a small hole, throw in a little manure and to

plant the roots in the manure, leaving the rest to chance. This will

not, however, answer in the case of screens, for which both sod and

drainao-e must be perfect, or disappointment will be the result. As

to material, use good strong plants of Irish Ivy set 5 feet apart

Virginian Creepers about every 10 feet, and fill m with Roses 18

inches apart. To associate well with Ivy the Roses should be strong

growing sorts, such as Gloire de Dijon, Jules Margottin, Sir Joseph

Paxton, Chonidole, Acidalie, Amadis, Glory of Waltham, Ophirie,

and similar kinds. Jules Margottin, on its own roots, will grow from

12 to 15 feet in height, and it is one of the best of all hybrid

perpetuals in cultivation, both indoors and in the open ground, where

I have numerous fine plants of it.—H. G.
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Indoor Plant Department.

Sodura spectabile is at presnnt quite a gem in conservatories and

similar structures ; associated with foliage of Coleuses, Iresines, and
other iiue-Ieaved plants, it has a pleasing appearance. Salvias,

Cassias, some of the late-llowering Fuchsias, Celosias, ornamental

Grasses, and several of the fine.Uowcred Begonias also now show
a considerable amount of bloooi. B. Weltouienais is one of the best

for purposes of general decoration, its habit being good, and it pro-

duces a great profusion of bloom, though it does not throw it up very

conspicuously from amongst the foliage. Some of the herbaceous
kinds, such as Boliviensis, look well trained as dwarf standards,

especially when the branches are allowed to droop. Jasminnm
grandiflorum is now everywhere in great beauty, and some Gcsne-
rads, such as Nasgelias, Eucodonias, and Tydccas, are also flowering

freely in warm corners. Some plants of Campanula pyramidalis are

also now doing good service ; others for later use are placed out of

doors on bod.s of ashes. Seduma for late flowering should be placed

at the base of north walls, as shoulil also Brugmansias required for

later blooming. Pelargoniums for succeeding those at present in

bloom should be keot in cool houses rather close, the plants being
syringed overhead early every afternoon. Plants of Solanum
Capsicastrum should be plunged in beds in the open air, where
their berries get nicely coloured. Ileliotropes, Salvias, Seri-

cographis Ghiesbreghtaua, and plants of like character to be
used in the decoration of conservatories hereafter, should
also bo plunged out of doors. Plumbago capensis, one of our
finest summer and autumn blooming plants, is now in some places

superb. Young plants of it struck from cuttings in spring, and
grown on steadily till now, removing all flower-spikes during the
summer time, promise to keep up a display of blossom for the next
two or three months. Gomphrena globosa, too, though apt, some-
times, to damp off suddenly, also comes in useful at this season.

Chrysanthemums still out-of-doors should have a coating of cow.
manure placed on the surface of the pots, applied in the form of a
basin, the water descending through which washes down nourishment
to the roots. In stoves, plants of Poinsettia pulcherrima required for

early work should be encouraged by a little bottom-heat and a brisk

atmospheric temperature, also by occasional applications of manure-
water ; some for later blooming should bo re-potted into 4-inch pots,

and receive cooler treatment. Euphorbia jacqniniaellora should be
managed in a similar manner. Some of the Gosneras, in the way of

G. zebriua, elongata, &c., ai'e now coming into bloom, and should bo
supplied with weak manure.water, care being taken not to wet the
leaves, as in that case they would become spotted, thus greatly
marring their beauty. It is not, however, desirable to have all the
Gesneras in bloom so early, and in order to avoid this they should be
started at different times. Some of the later ones just showing
flower should now be Dotted, using a compost consisting of two
parts good yellow loam, one part rotten manure, and a goodly portion
of sand. Some use a little turfy-peat in their soil. Justicias should
now be shifted into a good rich compost. If kept in vigorous health,

and free from insects, they soon grow into large specimens, especially

if encouraged with a little bottom-heat, weak manure-water to root-

bound plants, and occasional sprinklings from the syringe. J. carnea
is a valuable free-flowering species. We have seen specimens of it

measuring 3 feet in height and 3 feet in circumference, and bearing
IGG heads of bloom—the third crop of flowers in six months. Some
account, therefore, of the treatment by which so remarkable a result

was obtained with a plant not unfrequently seen G feet in height,

with but a tuft of branches on its top, may not be unacceptable.
The plant in question was eighteen months old. It was shitted out
of a 3.inch pot into a G-inch pot in August, and iu this it was kept
over winter till March following, when it was shifted into a 15-inch
pot, in which it was flowered. It blossomed first in May, producing
ten heads ; in July it had ninety-two, and finally it was exhibited on
the 5th of October in the condition described. After each respective
flowering, the shoots were shortened in, and the plant was placed
near the glass in a stove, whose temperature averaged about 65^.

With the exception of stopping and regulating the shoots, it received
little care beyond ordinary management, but that skilfully applied.

The soil in which it was grown consisted of equal parts turfy loam
and peat, to which was added a little sand and bone dust. It is,

perhaps, but right to mention, however, that after the pot had
become filled with roots, and consequently the soil partially exhausted,
clear, weak, liquid manue was occasionally administered, which had
the effect of preserving the foliage in the most healthy condition, its

deep green setting off the fine display of bloom to better advantage,
as well as, no doubt, greatly assisting its production. Magnificent
as this plant was, however, it had a rival, in the shape of its near
ally, Aphelandra cristata, one of the gayest of stove plants, when
well flowered ; but, unfortunately, this is seldom the case. The
specimen to which wo allude was a yard high, and about the

same through, bushy, and bearing twelve glorious heads of bloom,
each consisting of from five to fifteen spikelets. This received nearly
the same treatment as the Justicia. In the same house in which
the above were grown was also an enormous Allamanda cathartica,

which has had from ninety to 100 expanded blossoms on it at
one time. This plant had been cut-in very much in spring

;

it broke strongly, however, and grew rapidly, but did not bloom
well till late in July, from which time, until within the last

few weeks it has continued in beauty. This plant has been
found to delight in a soil composed of turfy loam, mixed with leaf-

mould and sand. It should be kept in an airy house during winter—

•

rather dry'—and by having the wood well ripened in summer, so aa

to preserve it fiom damping off in winter, the plant might be made
to bloom a month or two earlier than the one in question, whose
treatment might be suitable for succession plants. Such Gloxinias,

Achimonea, and Caladiums as have done blooming should be placed

in cool houses, and kept quite dry. To those of the two former still in

bloom, less water should be given ; indeed, it is a good practice to have
them all at rest before November, unless there are plenty of roots to

spare. Those raised from seeds or leaves this summer, however,
should be kept a little moist throughout the winter. Any withered
leaves on Caladiums should be I'emoved, so as to retain the beauty of

the plants as long as possible. Some keep them in a growing con-

ditiou throughout the winter, but that is not desirable.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Where the wood of Vines is brown and hard to the apex, and the

Grapes ripe and well coloured, little fire-heat will henceforth be
required in late Vineries. Admit abundance of air on fine days,

and the temperature may be allowed to fall to l-O^ on cold nights.

Keep the atmosphere sweet and dry, so as to prevent damping and
improve flavour. Outside borders attached to houses in which Grapes
are hanging should now be protected from excessive rains ; for, whero
the borders are saturated with wet. Grapes seldom keep well.

Shanking, too, which is the most destructive of all diseases to which
Grapes are liable, is greatly promoted by encouraging superfluous

moisture about the roots. Tarred thin deal shutters, 6 feet wide and
10, or 12 feet long, placed so as to incline towards the front of the

borders, form the best of all protectors ; they last in good condition

for many years, and they can be conveniently removed in spring, and
stored until the following autumn. When in use, they should be
elevated on bricks 3 or 4 inches above the surface ; a circulation of

air is thus kept up about the border, which assists greatly in keeping

it dry. Thick tarpauling serves the same purpose as shutters ; but I

prefer the latter. Straw thatchings are sometimes used ; but they

are apt to retain moisture. Pines swelling fruit should bo supplied

with abundance of weak guano-water. As regards succession plants,

slightly decrease the atmospheric moisture, that they may harden their

growthsuflioiently to withstand the vicissitudes of the coming winter.

Keep the temperature for these and for fruiting plants at 85^ during

the day time, and 70' at night. In the case of newly-potted suckers,

see that the bottom.heat does not get below 85' or above 90'. Shade
them from bright sunshine, and keep the atmosphere of the house or

pit in which they are growing close and moist. A damping overhead,

early on clear afternoons, prevents the leaves from withering until

roots have been formed. Queens intended for early fruiting, will now
require very little water, perfect rest being what they need for two
months. Keep the temperature for these at Go' during the night,

and give plenty of air during the day time; on all favourable occa-

sions let a tree circulation of dry air pass through Peach-houses.

Thin the leaves from about late fruit, and assist their ripening by
means of a little fire-heat. Fig trees which have been grown in pots

iu warm houses, and which have been cleared of their crops, should

be removed outside, and set in some sheltered corner, where they

should receive a vigorous syringing by means of the garden engine,

to clear their foliage of dust and insects. Keep the tempei-ature

about growing Cucumbers up to 70' at night. Young plants produced

from seed sown a month ago will now be ready tor planting out of

pots into an open compost of loam and well-decayed manure. Sulphur

any parts on which the slightest indications of mildew are visible.

Water Strawberries iu pots with liquid manure, and otherwise give

them every possible assistance to enable them to produce strong

fruitful crowns.—J. Mum, Cloi-enfords.

Out-door Figs.

Figs out-of-doors are mostly a good crop in the eastern counties,

and wasps are becoming very troublesome to them. One plan of

baffling the wasps, is to gather the Figs before they are fully ripe,

and lay them on a shelf or raised sieve in an early Vinery to mature.

The latter is the best method, because the warm air surrounds and
reaches all parts of the fruit ; besides, in laying such a fleshy fruit as

the Fig flat on its side on a shelf, we invite decomposition. But for
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the extra labour involved, I should much prefer hanging up each fruit

by its stalk. Either way, by gathering and storing in safety a few

days before they are ripe, we remove a great temptation out of the way
of the wasps, and save our Figs. Wasps, and even birds, are much
more easily managed and mastered when they are not allowed to

taste our best fruits ; for this reason, I never leave decayed fruit

exposed to their ravages. A second method is placing the

fruit in bags, which should be large and stiff, so as to hang
clear of the fruit, if not, tho hungry wasps light on the sides

of tho bags and forthwith proceed to clip their way through

with their mandibles. When the bags hang loosely they buzz round

and round, and at last wheel off in despair. Bags of wire gauze

would be preferable to muslin or stiff [cheese-cloth for this purpose.

Enthusiastic amateurs sometimes bottle their Pigs, u.'^ing wide-

mouthed bottles, and blocking or corking them in ; these not onlj'

protect the fruit from danger, but hasten maturity ; and, in fact,

furnish each fruit with a glass-house all to itself. It would take,

however, very wide.mouthed bottles, indeed, to hold Brunsvpick

Figs, which ai'e particularly large this season. The quality, too, is

remarkably fine, more delicate, juicy, and, in fact, superior in

lusciousness and flavour to the Brown Turkey, or almost any other

Fig grown in the open air. It is quite a mistake to stop the shoots of

out-door Figs, at this season, to hasten the ripening of the fruit.

Such stoppings have little, if any, effect in that direction, and do
.their best to destroy the crop for next year. It is a mistake to

assume that when a growing shoot is stopped, the strength that was
devoted to the extension of its parts, must necessarily be diverted

into the ripening fruit. It is far more probable that the strength will

be arrested altogether, by stopping growth which at least drew
a full supply of vital fluid past the base of the fruits. But the
greatest evil of stopping autumnal growths in Figs arises from the

operation stimulating the young Figs in the axils of the leaves of

the stopped branches to swell beyond tho limits of safe wintering.

What those limits are is not very clear, but a safe principle to act

upon is the smaller the fruit the safer. Stopping, enlarges them,
and, consequently, is an evil. Most of the protective means adopted
to keep large Figlets on the trees to ripen next year fail. There is

no difficulty in wintering them ; but when exposed in the spring a
late frost stings them through their hearts, and the sudden change
of condition causes them to drop. Hence, for years past I have
given up protecting Figs, and trust to a crop, that has seldom or never
missed, from the small Figlets near the extremities of the shoots. Ko
frost injures these, which, indeed, are hardly visible, and are, I

presume, too much sheltered and wrapt up to be hurt by even the
most severe cold.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

In most gardens at this season there are usually numbers of spare
pits or frames, some of which should now bo prepared for Lettuce
and Endive, so as to have a supply under cover in the event of sharp
frosts occurring in October or November. Pits which have been used
for Cucumbers or Melons, if the manure is not immediately required
for digging in the land, will require to have the soil on the top
thoroughly stirred, all roots taken out, and, if dry, moistened, so as
to have it in a thoroughly healthy growing condition. In thus
making provision for autumn and early winter salads, every one,
of course, must be guided by the demand they will have to meet.
It is advisable, however, in planting a pit of several lights to select

plants of different ages and sizes, for the sake of the successional
character such a mode of planting will give—thus a light or more
may be planted with half-grown plants that have been once trans-
planted, and the remaining space filled with the smaller and later

sown plants. It will be found a better plan to plant now, where they
can easily be protected when necessary, half groven plants (as the
check given in moving them will be an advantage rather than other-
wise), than to wait, as is commonly done, till frost is apprehended, and
then hastely take up large full grown Lettuces, and stow them away
thickly in frames, where the most careful management often fails to
preserve in them that full flavour and succulency generally observ-
able in plants that retain all their roots until they are required
for use. I should, however, say that Endive is much more
manageable in this respect than Lettuce. As regards varieties
of Lettuces for winter, the Bath Cos should always be one of
the varieties grown, and the Tom Thumb Cabbage, owing to its

excellent flavour and quick growth, is also a very useful varijety.

Referring again, for a moment, to the question of transplanting

:

since the recent copious rainfall very rapid growth is observable in
all kinds of green crops, and a certain grossness or over-luxuriance is

not unlikely to take place, which will make them less able to stand
a cold winter. This tendency can at any time be checkbd by
partially lifting each plant with a steel fork ; and wherever Broccoli
are planted too thickly, half tho plants may be lifted to form another

plantation, and, probably, the transplanted plants will turn out the

mast satisfactory crop. There is no occasion to use any protection

to Lettuce in frames at present
;
give them all the air possible, and

it would bo as well to have stored somewhere a quantity of dry

wood-ashes, or dry dusty peat, to scatter round and amongst the

plants when the short damp days arrive, to counteract any tendency

to damp or mildew. Mustard and Cress should bo sown under

hand-lights during the present month, after which it will be

as well to sow in boxes in a warm house or pit. Steady

fires will now be required in Cucumber-houses and pits ; a night

temperature of 65° with a bottom heat of 75° is quite high enough,

if tho plants were planted early enough to come into bearing

by the time they will be required. Do not stop tho leading shoots

till the top of the rafters is nearly reached, and the plants will

gain immensely in strength and vigour, which will all be required

before the winter is over. Stop all side shoots one joint beyond the

fruit, and dis-bud rather than prune if there is likely to bo a super,

abundance of growth. If the hot-water pipes are fitted with

evaporating pans (as they ought to be) keep them full of soft-water.

Too much moisture at this season tends to produce soft watejy

growth, while too little is sure to bring on red spider and other

ailments. The character of the weather must therefore in some
measure guide both the application of artificial heat and moisture.

—

E. Hobday.

The Q,ueen's Park.—The directors of the Artisans, Labourers

and General Dwellings' Company have obtained a site of 80 acres in

the west of the metropolis, on which the work of erection of a new
city, to accomodate no fewer than 16,000 persons, is about to be com-

menced. The plans have been already drawn up and the roads

marked out. This new city will be constructed on the same general

principles as those which have been carried out on the Shaftesbury

Park Estate, and no stronger evidence of the necessity of the work
can be found than the fact that already, when not a single brick has

been laid, applications for upwards of 1,000 houses have been made.

The scheme has received the approval of the Premier, and, in fact, of

all the distinguished personages who take an interest in the progress

of the movement for providing suitable homes for the working classes.

The share capital of the company, which was £250,000, has all been

taken up, and is now increased to £1,000,000. The estate will be

called the Queen's Park, and, like Shaftesbury Park Estate, it will be

made as attractive as possible. Four out of the SO acres will be

appropriated in the centre to a garden and recreation ground ; the roads

and streets will be planted throughout their entire length with trees,

and special inducements will be offered to the inhabitants to lay out

the gardens both front and back in as tasteful a manner as their time

and means will permit. These inducements have hardly been found

necessary at Shaftesbury Park, for, long before the announcement was
made that prizes would be offered for the neatest forecourt or best show
of flowers, the inhabitants had been vieiug one with the other in these

respects, and during the past summer thousands of persons have

visited the estate as much to see the various displays of flowers as to

view the houses. The general style of the architecture in Queen's

Park will be the same as that adopted in the estate at Clapham
Junction, and there will, of course, be all the usual accessories to a town

with a large population. The lecture-hall and institute will be a large

and imposing building, and there will be co-operative stores, coal

depot, dairy farm, baths and washhouses, and other buildings. The
estate is near the Harrow Boad, from which it will be approached, and

there is constant communication with the district from various parts

of London both by omnibus and rail. The foundation stone will be

laid next mouth, when the work will be put in progress ; but this

ceremony will be purely formal, as it is intended to ask Her Majesty

to lay the memorial stone early next season. There is to be no public-

house on the property, and like the estate at Shaftesbury Park, every

opportunity will be taken to promote and develop temperance

principles. Reading rooms, discussion clubs, libraries, and other

substitutes for the publichouse, will be a marked feature.

—

Times.

The Gardens of the New Workmen's Cities.—Sir,—In read-

ing the gratifying announcement about the Queen's Park in The Times

of this day, it occurred to me how much better the little gardens would

look if the wretched network of garden dead walls were abolished

altogether. These shut out the light and air, and help to make town

gardening more difficult than it need be. Besides, the appearance of

the whole district will be very much injured by these walls, which

are as evident in the new Shaftesbury Park as in any quarter of

London. Everybody who passes out of London by rail must have

noticed the dismal effect of these walls, forming, as they do, a kind

of shallow well in which children and plants have a poor time of it,

so far as inhaling the fresh breeze is concerned. If it be determined

that separate gardens are best under the circumstances, surely it will

not be impossible to find some fence or hedge that will be less objec-
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tionable than these unsightly walls. Is it not a pity that the " flat
"

system is not adopted in these cases ? The bane of London as a city

is that it is in great part covered with mean houses with no suflicient

space between for roads, walks, or trees, liy the intelligent adoption

of the '
' flat " system room could be found for all these necessities, and

four times the number of people could bo healthfully lodged on the

same space of ground.

—

W. R., in Times, Sept. 17th.

BIRCHES AND ASPENS.
Looking out from my window upon the dark sides of the monntaiusi

upon the massive clouds, upon the wind-blown trees, I see my pot,

the Birch, all in a shiver with each blast. The American white

Birch has all the grace and delicacy of its European namesake, and,

besides, a sensibility which it borrows from the Aspen, or shares with

it. One should have, near every country house, a group of

Aspens and Birches. Planted together, they will give you motion in

charming variety. On other trees the leaves are so rigid in the stem,

that a wind strong enough to set them in full activity is strong

enough to set all the branches in motion. We recognise the force,

and, in large trees, the grandeur of motion. When a strong wind
moves the whole tree, it swings its great boughs hither and thither,

all its leaves and twigs utter their voices, which in chorus often rise

to a roar. Yet, though the whole tree is agitated, and seems convulsed,

one sees that it is only upon the exterior ; while the top and sides are

in full motion, the trunk stands firm, and seems motionless. Not till

its very roots give way will it move, and then it does not bend, but
goes down with stiff trunk. The clastic Birch, with long and slender

limbs, avoiding horizontal positii ns and aiming at the zenith, flexible

to the last degree, moves in the wind with a grace and elasticity which
has no parallel. The American Aspen has a shivering leaf upon a
rigid branch. It stands tiuite stiff and motionless in bough, while its

leaves are quivering and shivering in the most industrious manner.
Aspens are my wind.meters, or, rather, zephyr measurers. On a hot
noon, when no air seems stirring, and the trees about them dose and
slumber, like good men at church, these t\vinkler9,like roguish boj's, are

dancing in an imaginary breeze, and playing with themselves, without
a particle of wind, so far as I can perceive. Now a shiver runs over

them from head to foot ; then the topmost leaves shake and swirl,

while the bottom rests. Gradually the motion dies away all over, and
the frolic ends. No, a single leaf begins to wag ; it goes on in single

blessedness, with accelerated pace, up and down, round and round,

until, for the life of me, I cannot help bursting into a fit of laughter
at this solitary dance. At times, in certain moods, one cannut help
thinking that the Aspen is striving to communicate something. It

seems to sigh and pant. It supplicates as one that suffers. Then,
changing suddenly, it coaxes and winks and blinks at you as if it was
onl}' in fun. It will stand perfectly still a minute as if looking to see

what you will do, and then a laughing ripple runs all over it. It

frolics with the same tireless grace as a kitten. Indeed, it is a kind
of compound kitten-tree, each particular leaf a kitten, all frolicking

together; though there is not one of them, if the rest won't play,

that is not ready, kitten-like, as it wei"e, to chase its own tail. Why
have landscape gardeners done so little with Birches and Aspens ?

Maples, Oaks, Ashes, and evergreens are very well ; but in what other
direction shall we look for such grace in form, such susceptibility to

aerial influences, and such exquisite motion of both branch and le.if,

as wo fiud in the Aspen and Birch ? The Birches grow rapidly, are
extremely hardy, and will flourish upon poor soil, though loving a
generous soil better. In ten years, with Birch and Aspen, one may
rejoice in a thick grove. If the yellow Locust be added to these,

and the silver Maple, one who plants at sixty may hope to see, high
over his head, a respectable young forest, dense enough for shade and
high enough to begin to comfort the imagination. Long live the Aspen
and the Birch! Only the young have just grounds for prejudice ; but
even boys soon outgrow the Birch, and watch its sinewy motion without
a thought of moving, too, in shivering accord. H. W. Beeceer.

Efifect of the Californian " Rattleweed " on Cattle.—
According to the Scui franci.^co Clironide, a plant called " Kattle-
weed" is producing a most destructive effect upon horned cattle.
The " Rattleweed" grows to a height of about 18 inches, and has a
leaf similar to that of a Lupine. It has an immense number of pods,
which are of alight brown colour when ripe, and of a three-sided
form, like the Brazil nut. These pods do not crack open when ripe
and dry, and as every pod contains half a dozen or more small loose
seeds, it forms a rattle, producing, when touched or moved by the
wind, a clear sharp sound, resembling the warning of the rattlesnake.
It is found—sometimes in small detached clumps, and sometimes in
patches covering many acres—in Kern,Tulaire, Frosuo.and Monterey
countiei, nud in the northern part ot Los Angelas. The effect of this

weed when eaten by animals is to produce insanity, or, to speak more
accurately, it appears to derange and " befog " their instincts, and,

judging from their actions, fills them with delusions. When thus

affected many of them die, but whether death is the direct effect of

the poison, or whether it results from their inability to procure water

and food, is, as yet, unknown. Several hundred horses have lately

died from the effects of this weed in the southern part of Monterey
County, and a correspondent of the Chronicle, who lately lost fifty

horses on one ranche from the same cause, describes the symptoms
that were apparent in the ill-fated animals previous to their decease.

They became (he says) too muddled to seek for water, and many of

them died of thirst. Although they were wild and had never been
handled, any person could walk up to them on the plains and hit

them with the hand, when they would jump, perhaps straight up in

the air, perhaps some other way, and go off as though they were
trying to leap over a fence at every step. They seemed to retain

their sight, yet would not turn aside for anything.

Trees in Printing-house Square.

—

Aiympos of the imaginary

difiiculty of growing trees in London we may mention that in passing

the Times office the other day with Mr. Charles Moore, Director of the

Sydney Botanic Gardens, we were both much pleased and surprised

to see two unusually good specimens of the North American Shrubby
Trefoil (Ptelea trifoliata) in perfect health. Wo have not seen better

specimens in any botanic garden, thus affording another proof of

what we have often expressed, i.e., that deciduous trees are as easily

grown in London as anywhere else.

The Pelargonium Society.—Dr. Denny is right in saying

that Mrs. Turner and other Pelargoniums with large trusses of

flower are too good to be grown out-of-doors ; we do not want all

Pelargoniums for bedding purposes ; on the contrary, pot-calture is

quite as essential in many cases as bedding. The time will come,

and is, indeed, not far distant, when Pelargoniums will play a con.

spicuous part in greenhouse and conservatory decoration, bloom-

ing, as they do, the greater part of the year. In order to encourage

size of truss, shape, colour, &c., I woald suggest that prizes should

be awarded for a single cut truss of the largest dimensions, in various

classes and colours. Also that prizes be given for the best thirty-

six dissimilar blooms (cut), twenty-four ditto, and twelve ditto.

Also prizes for the best six cut trusses, new, or not in commerce.
They should be shown in stands similar to those in which Dahlias are

shown. This would greatly add to the number of exhibitors.

—

Edivakd Bennett, Hatfield, Herts.

Competitive Examinations.—" Examinations are such as in

a great measure to mar the main intention of the work of education.

The examinations involve impossible attainments on the part of

students. A burden is laid on them heavier than they can bear.

The result is cram-work and failure. They know something of

everything, but little thoroughly of anything." " Within four years

students have to overtake, and are presumed to master, a large

number of subjects—any one of which might well be the occupation

of a life. The sad, the disastrous thing for students, is, that the

range or measure of the pass examinations on every branch is

co-extensive with the whole literature of each. The examinations

are indefinite—undefined ; they are whatever examiners choose to

make them ; and examiners are not always discreet. They have
their whims, their fancies, their hobbies. Not seldom they carefully

get up the night before (and from big books on their shelves) for

examination purposes on the morrow, what they themselves will

forget directly the examinations are over. . . A student may pass

with credit at one board and yet be rejected by another." Sir

Robert Christison is reported to have said that nothing is easier than

to reject a candidate trained at a different school from that of his

examiner. Students have now no time for original thought and
research—the only real proof of merit. The examinations " leave

no time for aught save cram-work with the grinder." ....
" It is sometimes said—and in a boastful way—that the attainments ot

students in these days greatly exceed those of the students ot former

days. In a certain sense this is true. But what if these attainments

are proportionably shallow—fragmentary, a mere smattering of

things ?
"—" Syll.abus of Materia Medica."

A Peach Stealer.—A Worcester boy was engaged in nocturnal

Peach-stealing a short time ago, and was observed by the owner of

the fruit, who, unnoticed by the young robber, placed a lurge stuffed

dog at the foot of the tree, and retired to watch the result of his

strategy. The boy, descending, observed the dog, and then the fun
commenced. He whistled, coaxed, threatened, unavailingly, the

animal never moved. And, finally the youth, accepting the inevitable,

settled down to pissing the night in the tree. After some hours had
passed wearily enough to the lad, morning dawned, and the proprietor

of the tree, coming from the house, asked him how he came to be in

the tree. To which the boy answered that he took to it to save

himself from the dog, wlw had chased him for a long distance.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather : bi,t

The Aki itself is Natuke."—Shakespeare.

ENJOYABLE GAKDENS.
Shallow people Lave sometimes woudered how Lord Bacon,

who was a philosopher, statesman, and lawj-er, should have
thought it worth while, in his " Counsels, Civil and Moral," to

introduce an essay on gardens. What, they ask, have gardens

to do with things civil and moral ? The first lines of the essay

itself justify its place among moral themes. A garden was
first planted by our Creator, " and, indeed, it is the purest

of human pleasures; it is the greatest refreshment to the

spirits of man, without which buildings and palaces are but

gross handyworks." In Bacon's time Puritanism had not

turned old English heartiness sour, nor stigmatised pleasure

and the love of it as sinful weakness of the flesh. Refresh-

ment for the spirits of man was yet held an allowable and even
praiseworthy thing to aim at. Pleasure ranked among
supremely moral matters, as we arc once more beginning to

see, though perhaps there is a less intelligent apprehension
than one could desire of the true ingredients of the best kinds
of pleasure. If we look at the popularity of gardens, for

example, it is plain that men have not yet, as a rule, in England
acquired a just taste for this purest of human pleasures. At
Sydenham, where there is one of the most delicious gardens
possible, in its own style, the gardens draw less by a
thousand times than a Shah of Persia, or an acrobat wheeling
a barrow along a rope. Even people who really ]ilume

themselves on their passion for gardens are constantly
found, perhaps iu the majority of cases, actually not to

know what a garden is, and to believe that q passion for

gardens means a passion for acres of Grass with countless

flower-pots and endless supplies of heated air underneath. A
man with a true love for gardens, when he goes down into the
country to stay with somebody with a great reputation for

flowers, knows by this time what he has to expeefc. and how
little his own taste will be pleased. It is not the gardener but
the glazier whose glories be is taken to see. Horticulture is a
misnomer for vitriculture. Instead of a ramble along green-
sward in the free air, laden with fresh scents, he traverses weary
miles of glass-covered walks of brick, in an artificial and lan-

guorous atmosphere, surrounded by flower pots and water-
pipes. The whole thing is only a shade less distasteful and
tiresome than a laboratory. Perhaps, in addition to this

enthusiasm for glass, the host has a passion for Latin names,
which he insists on inflicting on men who neither know nor
care about the niceties of floral classification. This horticul-

tural pedantry is particularly disgusting, because it really gives

no single atom of instruction, and has no single element of

suggestive knowledge about it to those who have not been
trained in the subject. And you mostly find, too, that the
horticultural amateur who is most tediously particular about
his Latin names for things, has the least possible knowledge of

the general ideas that belong to the study of botany. His
knowledge is all empirical; it has no growth in his mind, and only
consists of a bundle of detached and disconnected labels.

Botany, rightly studied, is one of the most instructive and
useful, as well as one of the most delightful, of all the concrete
sciences, because it is so simple and so perfect an example of a
truly scientific classification. But your fine horticulturist, all

glass and Latin as he is, extracts as little as possible of the
true worth of his study from his vast legionsof flower-pots and
specimens and labels. One wonders why these people, who
bore one to death with the special names of this flower and
that, do not insist on letting you know the exact name of the
Grapes, Strawberries, and Cherries at dessert, all in botanical

dog Latin. Of all impostors, vitriculturists seem to be the
most egregious. They are endured, and their tribe waxes more
numerous, because they offer a good opening for that vulgar
ostentation which is so charming a feature of our society.

You can spend an immense sum of money in glass, and flower-

pots, and hot air. Argal, they contain the one essential of right

pleasure. Into Bacon's conception of a garden, it is true,
though he asked for thirty acres of space, the glass-house did
not enter. But then, in his time, the measure of the refresh-
ment of spirit which men could get out of a garden or a house
was not simply the amount of money which could bo put into it.

We are so much wiser now than the Elizabethans. What Eliza-
bethan ever made £100,000 in a single year by luck in dry goods ?

For moderate men thirty acres of space are usually much more
than they can command for a garden. Gardening on a large
scale is costly in the labour which it requires, oven if land
were cheap, which it certainly is not. You may have ample
" health and sweetness " in tinier plots than thirty acres, pro-
vided your garden be not surrounded by high brick walls iu

the old and perhaps also the modern manner. Even with
them one may not fare very badly. There are some charming
old gardens in the Twickenham and Hampton country, though
they are mostly as rigidly enclosed within four walls of brick
as the parlour or the sleeping-room. In a sense, gardens of

this narrow and curtailed size and sort arc iu the nature of

apartments of the house, and very gracious and pleasant
chambers they are. Even in those wildernesses of houses
which are spreading far and wide in the suburbs of Loudon
and the other great centres, the little square spot at the back
door is not laughable, judged from a proper point of view. It

is not a garden in the sense in which Hampton Court Palace
or Kensington has gardens, any more than the rooms are
rooms compared with the saloons of the palace. But it is au
open-air chamber in which, of a summe\" evening, a man and
his wife may delude themselves most agreeably and profitably

into the notion that they survey the loveliness of Nature and
the marvels of Creation. Why should they not ? There is not
nearly so much illusion in these humble delights as there is iu

the costlier delights of more ambitious folk. Still let us agree
that narrow and walled spaces, with flowers, and strips of turf

and gravel, are not gardens in the truest sense, in which
gardens deserve to have all good things said of them. For
these, space is essential ; but, then, it is not indispensable that
the space should all lie within one's own private and particular

domain. A fair and wide prospect is as much mine as if I held
the fee simple of every acre. The " magic of property " may
make an ugly bit of land fair ; but a man must have fallen into

a bad way if he finds a fair view from his window ever cloudy
and loveless, just because he does not possess the parchment
title to it. Granted that your morality in this respect is sound,
to acquire for a garden all that a Bacon could ask in it, the one
thing needful is to plant it on a height looking over a spreading
weald, or down into a pleasant valley ; or to place it in a pro-

spect of distant hills and downs. In such a case it matters not
a jot whether the garden be thirty acres or half an acre. We
have no need of Bacon's six acres of " heith or desart" in the
garden, if there are miles of heath on an}- side of it ; nor of his

four acres of green in the entrance, if there are grassy downs
within a mile or two. If rightly placed, a garden, to be full of

delight, need be no more than a broad and ample piece of

well-kept lawn, with flower borders and fi'agrant hedges. All

that you want a soft and pleasant carpet for the feet, little

pieces of bright colour for the eye, gracious prospects, and the

perfume of Honeysuckle, Thyme, and the like. There must
be also a sheltered walk with gravel for the winter days and
nights. But it is a vile blunder to cut a garden up with gravel

walks, which are pleasant to no sense. And the worst of it is

that in not one garden of a hundred are those walks broad
enough for three persons to be abreast with full comfort.

People unaccountably prefer a couple of narrow strips to one
broad alley. And it is hardly a less blunder to take up
space with craftily-devised flower beds, or many cunning com-
binations of form and colour. As Bacon says of the similar

knots of figures in his time, " You may see as good sights

many times in tarts." For the main point in a garden, if it is

to be for the great refreshment of the spirit of man, is sim-

plicity. The simpler it is the fewer chances are there of its

getting out of order, and so disturbing the eye and mind of its

possessor. To idle men who have nothing better to do than
to make the garden a business, this will not count. But to

busy and absorbed men, the avoidance of every slight root of

irritation and the corresponding gain of serenity are worth
anything. Nor are complex and artificial pleasures ever really
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soothing. They may distract or divert, but the use of a garden

is that it diverts without stimulating. It composes the mind,

even in the midst of the gravest cares, to a wholesome pas-

sivity. The anxieties of the world, cares of business, excitement

of politics, are reduced and paled in a man who can enjoy the

sweetnesses of a homely garden. But a garden that is a show
place, or the imitation of a show place, is no more refreshing

to the spirit of a sensible man than the sight of a ball-

room crowded with beauties and dandies. [There is a con-

siderable amount of truth in the above from the Pall Mall
Gazette. The reference to Sj-denham, however, where an
"acrobat or a Sh.ah of Persia" draws so much more than
the gardens, makes us add a few words, to point out how
much our public gardens are deficient of the very qualities

to which the writer clearly enough sees, are the vital ones.

We quite agree that " it is a vile blunder to cut up a
garden with gravel-walks, which are pleasant to no sense ;

"

and it is equally bad to cut up the surface with other things
;

look, for example, at a plan of the Crystal Palace gardens, and
see how the whole central parts of the landscape is destroyed
by vast fountain-basins. And look at Leicester Square, or,

indeed, any of our new London public gardens, and you will

find the surface cut up in the most important parts by walks,
mostly needless. The planting or the bedding-out complete
the confusion, and destroy all repose.]

"WINTER GARDENS AND AQUARIA.
We shall soon have various excellent opportunities for the
formation of winter-gardens. Ferneries, indoor rock-gardens,
&c., in connection with the rather numerous aquaria now being
got up, and it is to be hoped these will bo taken full advantage
of from a gardening point of view. Partly in consequence of
the great success of the Brighton aquarium, and partly from
other causes, the rage for such structures is rapidly spreading.
As it is a fashion which leads to one of the most wholesome
sources of pleasure—the gratification of interest in the
hidden beauties of Nature, it can scarcely spread itself

too widely. Fish life, and submarine plant life, had been
mysteries to the general public till the first attempts at
aquaria lifted a corner of the veil which had so long
covered the secrets of the sea. The revelations, though so
scanty, were yet so interesting, that the attempt thus to
popularise a knowledge of ocean life became at once a success,
and miniature aquaria, with sea Anemones and nest-building
sticklebats, were to bo found in numerous dwellings. The large
dimensions of recent aquaria, from those of Paris to those of
Brighton and the Crystal Palace, have opened up a far more
extensive and instructive vista into marine life than hitherto
existed; though, looking at the matter from the gardeners' point
of view, marine plant life has not at present been sufficiently at-
tended to and illustrated. Still, sufficient has been done to arouse
public attention veiy romarkaljly, and we consequently hear of
projected, or even already progressing, ac(uaria in many quar-
ters.

_ Winter gardens, too, have at last started suddenly into
public favour, and excited almost as much public interest as
the popular aquaria themselves ; indeed, we now generally
hear of winter gardens and aquaria as twin structures, more
than one of which is now promised in London itself, which
has been, up to the present time, somewhat behindhand in
such matters. From the point of view assumed by Tin; Garde>',
teiTCstrial winter gardens arc, of course, more important than
aquaria. Diiring the long winter months Londoners have no
pleasant promenade in which a lounge can bo enjoyed in the
midst of flowers and green foliage. The Crystal Palace is too
distant for a very numerous and yet very apjircciative class

;

while the noble Palm-houses and other plant buildings at
Kew are rather suited for the purposes of study than as
areas in which winter promenades, in the midst of vege-
tation, can be enjoyed. In several parts of London it has been
more than once proposed that spacious winter gardens should
be established

; but such proposals have, till now, found
neither sufficient seconders nor the ways and means to carry
them mto execution. At last, however, an announcement has
come forth from the " Royal Aquarium and Summer and
Winter Garden Society," stating it to bo their intention to
establish a marine aquarium on a large scale in Westminster

;

and also a winter garden. Even another London aquarium
is proposed, having for its site the Thames Embankment,
doubtless to be combined with a winter garden. AVith such
decided successes in view, as the aquarium at Brighton and
that at the Crystal Palace, it appears somewhat singular that
the metropolis should have remained so long without a marine
aquarium and winter garden of dimensions and general impor-
tance worthy of our great and wealthy city. Some haTc
endeavoured to account for the delay by the distance of
London from the sea ; but with our present engineering
knowledge at command a daily supply of sea-water either for

marine baths or aquaria present but comparatively trifling

difficulties, and we hope at last to see such difficulties trium-
phantly overcome, and that marine aquaria upon a larger
scale than anything hitherto attempted, may be successfully
established. It is the scale, in fact, that marks the difference
between a mere toy and a structure that may command the
admiration and approval of our greatest naturalists, as forming
a school of iustruction in a very interesting branch of
science, by means of which many important questions
may be solved. H. N. H.

THE WASTE OF WATER.
It is not without cause that the long dronght, from which we have
at last a prospect of being relieved, has tarned the attention of culti-

vators to the singular one-sidedness of onr dealing with that element
we have so long felt the want of. Water is a good servant, but a
bad master, and in onr elaborate and persistent struggle to emanci-
pate ourselves from the mastery, we forget the service, and find

ourselves destitute. For the living generation, nothing has been
talked of so much in this country, as how to get the water off the
land as quickly as possible. Old people may, perhaps, remember
exactly when this national hydrophobia first showed itself, but it

certainly was aggravated by a series of wet summers, early in the
century, conspiring with circumstances which made Wheat almost
the exclusive object of attention. The first maxim of British hus-
bandry was—" Look to the Wheat harvest for your profit," and the
laws said the same thing ; so it followed, as a matter of course, that
water was regarded rather as the enemy of the Wheat crop than as
the friend of the pasture, the flocks, and herds. Everybody who
has had to do with land, has been mulcted a good per-centage of his

income for drainage of all kinds, surface, deep, and arterial, as if

water were simply a curse, and never a blessing. For fifty years the
towns situated on rivers with low banks, have been complaining loudly
that, whereas the waters formerly came down sluggishly enough,
giving them a damp month at a time, and rendering the meadows
marshy, they now come down at short notice, in a three days' deluge,
leaving them soon dry as before. Of course, there was much to bo said
on both sides of the question as regarded the towns ; but it has become
evident that both sides of tho question have to be considered in the
case of the country too. Four-fifths of the hay crop of this year were
lost ; what romainsed was a mere raking, which it was pitiable to look
at as the chief provision for our cattle in the winter. Of course we were
promised a rainy August, a lingering autumn, a mild winter, and an
early spring, with abundant root-crops ; but all the farmer sees are a
few ricks which would not stand a month's siege by his usual stock.
Meanwhile, in by far the greater part of the country, there is water
not only within reach, bat fully at command. There are streams, or
springs, or wells, or wells easily made, or a surface favour.
able for the collection of tho water. Sometimes, in more than
one place in a single field, there will be spots where water settles,

or where it oozes out, and which, consequently, the tenant regards as
running sores to be cured by the miraculous touch of the landlord.
Yet nothing is ever done to husband that which sometimes is found
grievously wanting. In no country in the world that an ordinary
tourist aces is there less provision or method for the'collectiou and
distribution of water. Here and there, where Nature almost com.
pels, there are water meadows, often as old as the Romans; but,
under ordinary circumstances, no one ever sees canals for irriga-

tion, tanks for irrigation, or devices for raising water to such a
level as shall command the surface. A windmill for this purpose,
a steam-engine, an hydraulic ram, a bucket-wheel, or any of tho
simple devices to be found even among African savages, would bo
thought a madness here. In fact, nothing is done to supplement the
defects of Kature, except on a small domestic scale, and as expen.
sively as possible. Generally we allow even onr gardens to be ruined
by tho first drought, unless we can spend a fortune in water-towers,

piping, steam-engines, and skilled workmen. We cannot |remcmbor
to have seen at any of onr exhibitions—international, agricultural,

floricultural, industrial, or cottage— any simple contrivances for
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raising water witbiu the scope of small people. Apparently, it is

easier to drain a lake than to water a kitchen garden. In many
cases all that is to bo done is to get the water hoarded or raised to an

elevation dominating the ground to be watered. A locomotive

engine would do it much more easily and cheaply than is commonly
supposed. Fire-engines are not constructed for this purpose, but

only to shoot the water as high as possible ;
yet they throw

hundreds of tons in a few hours. It is only a qnestion of manage,

ment to make power do its work. A Loudon honsemaid thinks

nothing of going to the top of a four-story house twenty times a

day. A proper application of that power would raise a ton of water

20 or 30 feet, and in the course of a twelvemonth would most

thoroughly irrigate even more than half an acre of garden. Now,
everybody, from the master of the house downwards, it he be in

health, has superfluous strength to keep down. Nature itself tells

him that, and accordingly he goes forth several times a day, in the

impulse of muscular irritability, to do some work or other— to

walk a mile, to dig, to chop, to prune, to plant, to destroy. Boys,

especially, want an object, and do not much care what it is. Now,
why cannot our mechanists make some simple kind of apparatus

vthereby this strength, instead of going to waste, may prevent water

from going to waste ? The usual way of raising water from a well

in this country is very wasteful of strength. It does not employ the

whole body or the whole weight. A woman with great effort raises

a bucket, we will say, ten times a day, and in so doing she raises, not

a ton of water, nor half a ton, nor a quarter of a ton, but only half a
quarter—that is two hundred weight and a half. The same con.

sideration applies to the sanitary arrangements of decent houses.

Forcing pumps are a very costly and laborious method of raising

water —that is, when it is raised by human power. T.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
The cultivator who looks ahead is now hard at work at the Chrysan.

themum, a plant that will keep his houses gay from October to

December, and so carry him over one of the gloomiest periods of

the " plant yeai\" The Chrysanthemum is a plant that everybody, even

to a child of a London court, may be said to be acquainted with.

This is because it is blessed with a decidedly strong constitution. It

can be grown almost anywhere. In the public gardens of London,

where other plants appear to be half choked with smut and grit, it may
be seen sprouting vigorously; in the window of the mechanic's dwelling

in a London street it seems to fare best of all, and almost beats the

Fuchsia, that king of window plants. The ways and methods of

cultivating this plant may be termed legion. The rough-and-ready

plan of rearing it for market and for cut flowers is to strike cuttings

in a hot-bed early in April, and directly they have struck harden them
off, potinto large 60's. and plunge the pots up to their rims, and directly

they have got tolerably well rooted pot them into large 48's, and
flower them in these pots. If the plants have been judiciously

pinched, and never allowed to suffer from dryness, they will by the

latter end of October present a vigorous head of bloom. This, however,

is a very rough way of rearing them ; for, although they flower well,

they will not bear the appearance, health, or size of a well-cultivated

plant. To have a well-grown Chrysanthemum suitable for the con.

servatory stage, robust cuttings should be taken from the old plants

about the first week of April, and placed two in long thumb pots which

have previously been filled with well-mixed soil of loam, leaf, and sand,

with a good coating of sand on the top. The cuttings should then be

dibbled in and plunged in a frame on a good fresh dung bed. Many
advocate an ordinary propagating frame, but the dung bed will be
found more suital)le, as giving to the plants the moist warm atmo.
sphere that is so essential to them, and which often secures them
from the attacks of red spider, &o. If the cuttings have been care,

fully put in, they will, in a day or two after, present a healthy

appearance, being upright, and wearing a fresh green aspect. For
the next fortnight they should be gently syringed and kept shaded,

with only just a slight amount of air on, which should, however, be
widened as the plants appear to gain strength. In about sixteen or

eighteen days the pots will be well filled with roots. Then, choosing

a warm genial day, remove them to an ordinary cold pit, and, placing

them evenly in the ashes (or tan), keep the pit closed and shaded
till they recover, when they should, for a day or two, be gradually

exposed to the sun and air, and at last have the pit-lights off together

during the day, except when it is cold and wet. In a fortnight from
their removal from the dung bed they will be quite ready for their

first shift, which should be potting each cutting, or rather by this

time young plant, singly in large 60's, using one part loam, one of

sand, and two of leaf mould, and, if obtainable, one of horse filings,

which will strengthen the plants perceptibly. Having got settled in

their fresh pots, they must be exposed at eyery favourable opportunity,

and have plenty of water, and once a week liquid manure, rather

weak. About this period they may have their first pinch. This is

a process that must be carried out with care, as on it depends
the shape of the plant. The first pinch must bo so as to allow

the plant to start with four good robust loaves ; and this will

cause the plant to shortly bristle with side-shoots, which, when fit to

handle, should have their tops taken off, and so on until the middle of

July, when the pinching off shoots should bo discontinued, and the

plant allowed to grow freely. Towards the end of May the plants

can be shifted into large 48's, and again plunged in the frame, taking
care to give them plenty of room, and in another fortnight they will be
fit for large 32'3

; in this shift plenty of horse filings should be mixed
in the soil. About the middle of June, or earlier, if the season is

warm, they can come out of the pit ; and, choosing a nice hard piece

of ground exposed to the sun and rain, a bed of coal ashes can be
made up on it and the plants plunged. By this time they will have
attained a good size, and, through the pinching, will have a supply of

vigorous branches, so that particular care should be taken to give

thenr copious waterings and syringings, and about twice a week a
good dose of strong manure-water. All July they will be growing
very hard ; and about the first week of August, when a good
many of the garden hands can be got together, give them their

final shift into 16 pots, getting them done as quickly as pos-

sible, so as to keep them at the same stage of growth. They
should be again plunged, and will want nothing more than plenty

of water till the end of the mouth, when they should be staked,

which should, of course, be performed so as to have the plants

round and nniform, the tall branches in the centre, with the

smaller ones round the outside ; and this plan will be found to

be one of the best and simplest to show up their beauty. It

is best to get them into a spare greenhouse about the second

week of October, just before the first frosts come. The Chrysanthe-

mum is a plant that is better without heat
;

yet, by this, I do

not mean that it should be exposed to cold and damp, but that a torn,

perature of 45° or 50° will keep it in health when blooming. This

plan of growth will answer about the best of all, when there is a big

conservatory to fill ; and it is a plan that with ordinary care will seldom

fail to give satisfaction. The one important thing to bear in mind
in rearing this plant is, that it is a vigorous feeder—it may be indeed

called a thorough gourmand ; it therefore can hardly be everted, and,

in addition to the horse filings, some good manure might be mixed
with the soil. Of the Anemone-flowered kinds I would recommend
Antouius, Emperor, Prince of Anemones, Astrea, and Lady Margaret.

Of the Japanese varieties. Bronze Dragon, Prince Satsuma, and Tas.

soiled Yellow. Of Pompoue varieties, Mrs. Dix, Helene, Aigle d'Or,

and Eose Trevenna. Of the ordinary crimsons, Albion, Dr. Sharpe,

Captivation, and Sam Slick. Of the lilacs, Fingal, Venns, Ossian,

and Lady Slade. ' Of the yellovrs, Gloria Mundi, Golden Nugget,

Yellow Perfection, and Golden Queen of England. Of the whites,

Beverley, Mrs. Geo. Bundle, and Virgin Queen. These are mostly

old varieties, but, nevertheless, they are well-tried ones, and will,

perhaps, give greater satisfaction than the more modern productions.

Highgate. G. G.

Proposed Changes in the Botanit Gardens, Hull.—At a

recent meeting of the Cottingham Local Board, it was mentioned that

Councillor D. P. Garbutt, of the Hull Town Council, intended laying out

for building purposes an estate of 230 acres just outside the borough

and adjacent to the park. The proposed drainage for Cottingham,

near the estate, is to be enlarged, and six or seven boulevard streets

constructed, drains filled in, trees planted, and work done at a cost

of about £80,000. The estate is to bo called the Westbonrne Park

Estate, and in the boulevards are to be " circuses " with fountains.

Mr. Garbutt has offered to take the present Hull Botanical Gardens

at a valuation, and to sell from 20 to 30 acres on the new estate oa

reasonable terms.

Japanese Mulberry Trees.—When a people contrive to make
saucepans, fine pockets handkerchiefs, and sailors's waterproof ooata

out of paper, they may be considered to have mastered a useful art,

and this is demonstated by the above articles of Japanese manufac-

ture, with the additional little circumstances that the saucepans are

generally used over charcoal fires. According to their own account,

these ancient islanders wrote upon silk faced with linen, and also

used very thin wood shavings for the same purpose, until nearly the

third Christian era. About a.d. 280 paper was first imported from

the Corea, and, superseding the home made fabrics, monopolised the

market until the year a.d. 610, when the King of the Corea sent two

priests to Japan to establish the manufacture. This paper was easily

torn, and liable to to be destroyed by worms, and, besides did not

take the ink well. These manifold disadvantages attracted the

attention of Taishi, the son of the reigning Mikado, who substituted

as material the bark of a species of paper Mulberry, which is still

extensively cultivated for the purpose.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Messrs. Gabcia, of Covent Garden, havo sent ns some

specimens of huge Walnnts, which weigh, as they are prathored from

the tree, ll to 5i ounces each. They were grown at Teddington by

Mr. Vanderlynden, and are well flavonrcd and, in other respects,

perfect fruit of their kiud.

It is scarcely wortli while to pollute the air of the London

parks by burning weeds in them, as is now done in Kensington

Gardens. Those who take the otherwise pleasant walk from the

Queen's Road. Bayswater, to the western end of the " Row," aud in

doing so havo to pass through clouds of offensive smoke, will, pro.

bably, agree with us, that a few waggon-loads of wood-ashes are

dearly bought at the price of such a nuisance.

We are glad to notice a great improvement in the way in

which plants are labelled in Hyde Park. Tho circumlocutory, and

almost useless, numbering system has been done away with, and a

really good pattern of iron label, so written that it can be easily

read, has been substituted. The only slight blemish now is, that

many of tho generic names are contracted thus—Pelar. for Polar,

goninm, and so on. For the sake of the general public, it is

desirable to avoid such awkwardness, especially as nothing is gained

by it as regai-ds expense.

A SPLE.NDID specimen of the Dove Orchid (Peristeria elata),

is just now bearing six or seven fine spikes in the Royal Exotic

Nurseries, at Chelsea. This is the finest specimen of this plant which

we have ever seen. In the same establishment wo also noted a

richly blotched and large-flowered form of the chaste Odontoglossum
Roezlii, the blooms of which are even finer than those represented in

the last number of Bateman's " Monograph."
A LOCAL paper reports a great abundance of fruit in Gascony.

The trees and Vines, it says, are so loaded, that the branches

threaten to break down. Peach, Plum, Apple, and Pear trees have
had to be propped up. Peaches, weighing three to the pound, are

being sold in the streets of Toulouse at Gd, a dozen, and fine Grapes
at Id per pound. In the country, 100 Reine Claude Plums can bo
bought for Id. or IVd.

A LEnER was read on September 1-lth, at the Paris Academy
of Sciences, on a particular toxic action exercised at a distance by
Colchicum autnmnale, at the time of flowering. The hand, when
held near the anthers of the flowers, without coming into actual

contact with them, changes iu a few seconds to a livid greenish-

yellow colour. The natural colour returns abont ten seconds after

the removal of the hand. The author believes that this remarkable
action is chiefly exerted during or near the period of fertilisation,

and proposes to examine further the nature of the substance emitted.

CoLcuicuMS, and other hardy autumn-flowering bulbs, are just

now very beautiful in many gardens and nurseries near London. In
Messrs. Osborn's Nursery, at Fulham, we recently saw nice clumps
of Colchicum autumnale, C. album, C. multiplex, Sternbergia lutea,

and the beautiful deep blue Crocus speciosus ; while, elsewhere,

wo have seen fiue masses of tho Belladonna Lily and the vivid

scarlet Sohizostylis cocciuea. In Mr. Rnckor's garden, at Wands,
worth, too, we recently saw a splcudid specimen of the noble Crinum
capense, flowering freely in the open air, in a position which it has
occupied for several years.

A i-LOWER show has been held at Salt Lake City, at which
the fruit, flowers, and vegetables, arc reported to have been excel-

lent. Dreary as is tho aspect of the deserts of Utah, fine products
are obtainable there by the aid of water j and when we visited the
" City of the Saints " in 1870, tho Vines, Tomatoes, and Apples,
looked as promising in the gardens of Brigham Young and Brother
Jennings as in most other parts of America. A novelty in the way
of prizes seems to have occurred to the Salt Lakers. " A basket of

flowers proffered to tho j'oung lady imder eighteen years of age who
coald tell tho most names of the different flowers on exhibition, was
awarded to Sliss Sarah Ann Walker, daughter of Mr. D. F. Walker,
who gave tho names of eighty-one of the varieties.

The " Ileatbersido Manual of Hardy Trees and Shrubs," a
copy of which we have just received, deserves more notice than wo
usually bestow on such trade lists. It is alphabetical in arrangement,
and forms a useful dictionary of most of tho hardy ligneous plants in

cultivation. Its value, too, is especially enhanced by both common
and botanical name being given, and it is all the more welcome
because it is one of the first attempts that have beeu made to make
a trade list a really useful manual of reference ; for, m.any besides
ourselves must often havo experienced considerable difficulty in
finding tho names of even common plants in ordinary lists. For
instance. Arbutus. Are we to look for it under the head of shrubs or
of evergreens, or by its English name of Strawberry tree ? Or the
Larch. Is it to bo found in ordinary catalogues as a decidnons tree
or as a Conifer, or by its English name. Larch, or uuder the head of

forest trees ? and with plants that are less known the diflBculty, of

course, is greater. In the Heatherside manual much of this uncer-

tainty is removed, and tho result is a catalogue that should find a

place in every garden library.

In the conidor at tho Koyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, there

is a plant of the White Lapageria now bearing about 310 of its beau.

tiful flowers.

We understand that Mr. Max Leiehtlin's collection of Lilium
dalmaticum, recently obtained by him in Montenegro, together with
other bulbs, has passed into the hands of the New Plant and Bulb
Company, at Colchester.

It is to be regretted that somo of our leading botanists and
scientific men (generally so hard on anything tinged with the sensa.

tional) have been themselves of late indulging inalittleclap-trap at the

meetings of the British Association and elsewhere. A notable instance

of this is the so-called " Carnivorous Plants," a name in itself a piece

of " sensationalism " of a very poor type. There is, no doubt, much
that is curious in these interesting plants, many of them long well,

known in good collections, and the keenest observers are well employed
in studying their peculiarities ; but it is much to be regretted that

statements about them should be made which are quite unjustifiable

by the facts of the case. The cuts in last week's Grajihic follow the

same cue. A state of things is there depicted which (and all those

who know the plants well will testify to the truth of what we say)

is quite beyond the facts. But it is when we come to read the

description of the illustration, that the results of receut British

Association teaching maybe best seen. "'As our readers will see

by reference to the engraving, these plants are furnished with various

kinds of traps or snares for the unwary insects upon which they live.

The Sarracenia, the large plant on the left cf the page, the Nepen.
thes, in the centre, and the Cephalotis, which is immediately below
it, have lids which shut down upon their victims. The Darlingtonia,

shown on the right, curls its leaf around them ; the Pinguicula, in the

right-hand bottom corner, shuts itself up and curls its leaves ; the

Dionaja on the left beneath the Sarracenia, also shuts itself upon its

prey, and the Drosera, in the left-hand bottom corner, has an
arrangement of fine lines ending with little knobs, which it throws
over its prey, and thus secures it." There are several statements in

this short passage which are not merely doubtful, they are wholly false.

We refer more particularly to the " lids which shut down upon their

victims," and to the assertion that the " Darlingtonia curls its leaf

around them." This is ridiculously untrue, as we can testify, from
having spent many days in one of the habitats of the plant in Cali.

fornia. We also agree with Mr. Andrew Murray, who, writing

in a contemporary, says, referring to " tho digestion of the fly or

albuminous matter by the plant. I cannot believe in feeding without

a mouth, or digestion without a stomach. We are not dealing with

an amoeba, but with an organism whose operations Dr. Hooker com-
pares to those of the human stomach. His position is, that it digests
' the same substances, and exactly in the same way, that the human
stomach does.' As to the substances being the same, it couies to

nothing. There are two agents at universal work all over the world,

engaged continually in dissolving what can be dissolved—the stomachs
of animals, and tho agents of natural decay ; their action is similar,

and their powers limited by the same bounds. But when we come
to the plant digesting in exactly the same way as the humau stomach
does, I am entitled to ask—where is the apparatus by which it does

so ? Had he said iu some way analogous to the operation of digcs.

tion in a sponge, or iu a foraminifer, I might have, from my iguorance

of how they do it, been forced to hold my peace ; but when tho

human stomach is given as the type, I am entitled to ask—where
is the apparatus for digestion ? Something more than gastric

juice is needed for that purpose—where are tho complicated

apparatus of epithelial cells, the follicles, the villose coat, aud all tho

means of assimilation ? It is perfectly plain that Dr. Hooker only

uses the comparison with the human stomach as analogous and not
identical ; and even here he will scarcely deny that, put it any way
he likes, the analogy is of tho feeblest. Again, assuming that there

is such an apparatus, although we cannot discover any trace of it, or

anything different in the minute analogy of Dionaja and Pinguicula

from that of any other plant, I think it is fair to assume that it will

be a complicated apjiaratus—seeing that tho supposed commence-
ment of tho operation is on the pattern of the human stomach, and
the histological arrangement of the human stomach is extremely

complicated. Would it not be an anomaly in the economy of Mature
if a complicated apparatus should be provided to do something which
is of no advantage to the plant, and which it seems to be able to do
quite well without ? Of course there are no flies for tho Pinguicula

to feed on in winter, aud yet it grows as well then as iu summer.
For tlu-ee weeks of tho time I observed, we had a great deal of rain,

and the leaves were washed free from all remains of flies—yet the

plants seemed to thrive better and better."
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ASPECTS OF VEGETATION.
(lANDES of GASCONY—FIXING BLOWING SANDS.)

When we think of the aspect of the Landes of the south
France, our mind sways between two images, one, the aspect
of the Landes a hundred years ago, when they were a mere
barren waste of shifting sand, that was daily invaduig the cul-

tivated land in the interior, and the other, their present wooded
appearance, as shown in the accompanying woodcut.

It was M. Bremontier, an able officer of the French admin-
istration of forests, who, in 1789, devised the means by which
these barren shifting sands have been fixed and converted into

their present form of profitable forest. Their previous con-
dition, as described by him, and quoted by London, consisted
of drifting sands, which covered oOO square miles. The sur-
face of this immense tract was like a sea, which, when agitated
to fury by a tempest, had been suddenly fixed and changed
to sand. It offered nothing to the eye but a monotonous
repetition of white wavy mountains, perfectly destitute of

vegetation ; a multitude of round tops, some of them scooped
out so as to resemble craters or semi-circular mounds. In

wish to bury me ? I feel myself already oppressed with the

weight of this sifted sand, which thou throwest at me
playfully

;
yet, at the same time, it seems as if it would

re-awaken me to life, whether it comes from the warm sea,

still impregnated with marine odours, or whether it descends

from the dune, all balmy with the pollen of flowers."

And she thus graphically describes the Landes from another

point of view :
—"The moving rampart of sand, 40 leagues in

length, notwithstanding its mobility, seems inexorable. Not
the smallest harbour exists. The great waves coming from

America beat against the outb'ne of the desolate shores. If

they accumulate sand and debris, they do not mould them in

opposition to, or in accordance with, the dunes, like the ocean

and the Gironde. The rivers which flow from the interior

have gradually been constrained to yield to the dykes thrown
across their channels. They flow parallel to the sea, in a

southerly direction, so as to pour into it obliquely their

dwindling waters." This is the scene shown in our woodcut.

The river is fenced from the sea by a long bank of sand, now
bearing the trees planted by Bremontier. It is an old story

how he did so. The difficulty of fixing shifting sands is no

Prebent ibpect oi tl o La

imes of violent storms of wind, the surface of these downs

was entirely changed ; what were hills of sand often becoming

valleys, and the contrary. It was on these occasions that the

sand was carried up into the interior of the country, covering

cultivated fields, villages, and even entire forests. This used

to take place so gradually (by the sand sweeping along the

surface and thus raising it, or falling from the air in a shower

of particles, so fine as to be scarcely perceptible), that nothing

was destroyed. The sand gradually rose among the crops, as

if they were inundated with water, and the herbage and

tops of the trees appeared quite green and healthy, even to the

moment of their being overwhelmed with the sand, which was

so very fine, as to resemble that used for hour-glasses.

Madame Michelet in her recent work, " Nature ; or, the Poetry

of the Earth and Sea," incidentally shows that its character, in

this respect, remains unchanged. She says :—" The sun was

already high in the heavens. Feeling somewhat fatigued, I

flung myself back upon a sand-hill; nor could there be a softer

bed." The sand was so fine, so mobile, that though the wind

was light, it fell about me like an impalpable dust. But soon

my dress was full of it, and even my hand was covered. This

set me dreaming. Wherefore, oh charming Nature, do'st thou

new problem, and various have been the means resorted to.

But none have succeeded so well as Bremontier's. He sowed,

on the surface of the sand, seeds of the common Broom, mixed

with those of Finns Pinaster, or Cluster Pine (var. maritima),

one of the few Pines that thrive in sandy soil. He commenced
on the side next the sea, or on that from which the prevailing

wind blew, and sowed in narrow strips at right angles to the

wind. The first strip was protected by a line of hurdles ; it, in

its turn, protected the second, the second the third, and so on,

until the whole breadth of the downs, in the locality with which

he was dealing, was covered with plantation. His success was

complete—the barren waste of sand is now clothed with the

fragrant Pine. Charming open sandy spots invite the traveller

to pause and take shelter from the rays of the hot sun under the

thick foliage of its giant boughs. A flora of its own has sup-

planted the previous lifeless desolation—a flora meagre, but

exquisite and rich in pungent penetrating perfumes ; Vervain,

Mint, Bindweed, Marjolaine, and Broom are scattered around.

A fauna, too, has followed in its train; crowds of insects that

prey upon the Pine have swarmed after it, and their bum adds

to the rural charm of the scene. Everything breathes of soli-

tude and repose; Nature herself seems asleep, but not dead.
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Before Breraontier, on such a day and such an hour, she

might, indocfl, have seemed dead ; but, now, life is all around
;

man himself lu-eaks the charm of apparent lethargy ; the sound

of tlio woodman's a.\c breaks upon the silence ; the blue vapour

of the charcoal-burners' heap ascends into the sky, and assails

the nostrils. Thanks to Bremontier, mau has found here, too,

something for his hand to do; women and children have

followed in his train, and the blowing, shifting, restless sands

now yield subsistence to an industrious, though scanty, popula-

tion. A. M.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
INDOOR GB,APE CULTURE.

The following is intended chiefly to be an answer to Mr. Andrew
Murray's inquiry (see p. 172) respecting the failure of Mr. .Jennings's

Grape Vines at Salt Lake City. Mr. Murray does not say whether

the sorts are American or European, but 1 presume they are the

latter, as I know of no instance in this country, in which native

Grapes are grown uiader glass, except in cases of propagation.

European Grape Vines are useless for outdoor culture in the northern

and middle states, owing to their liability to mildew, and even under

glass it is only an experienced cultivator who can guard against its

attacks. The " slender puny " character of Mr. Jennings's Vine

canes I neither attribute to cold, soil, or transplanting, but to want

of water, particularly if the soil is light. Our summers differ

materially from those in England : hero sun and wind soon rob the

soil of its moisture, and as the Vines naturally start late, the drought

often begins just as they are bursting vigorously into growth; what
then can be expected but partial failure ? A few potfuls of water
will not do ; the border, outside'and in, should be forked loosely and
ronghly, and a thorough soaking given. Yes, barrels of water are

needed. Afterwards, roughly level the surface, and mulch it over

some 3 or 4 inches deep with litter. During the summer months,

until the fruit begins to colour, give thorough soakings of water over

the litter, say, once a fortnight, or oftener if the weather be very

dry. I know an instance, near Boston, in which some V^ines planted

against the wall of a lean-to Vinery were rather neglected in the way
of water last year ; they, therefore, made scarcely any wood, but this

year, on being flooded, they have produced immense rods, that pro-

mise well for next year's crop. Mildew attacks unhealthy Vines
sooner than it does vigorous ones ; but in any case, it is so destructive

and abundant in this country, that wo cannot ventilate by means of

the front sashes one day, without finding mildew the next ; and, even
in the case of top ventilation, we must use caution, as too large an
amount of fresh air from that source is equally productive of mis-

chief. Now, this a hard matter, as the sun sometimes shines fiercely

in the morning, and unless we ventilate, and that early, the leaves

get scorched. 1 begin to think that Mr. Wm. Thomson's plan, of

compelling front ventilation to pass over the hot.water pipes, is an
excellent one, and much more necessary in this country than in Eng-
land. 1 have not, however, seen a single instance in which it has
been put into operation here.

Red spider is another desperate enemy to our Grape Vines, espe-

cially where root or atmospheric drought is allowed to exist, even for

a short time ; and, it once this pest is permitted to get a footing, it

defies all attempts to eradicate it. The clear dry air and hot sun
favour its development, and it travels quickly from Vine to Vine,
spinning webs and breeding with alarming rapidity, the result being
rusty leaves, incajjable of yielding any support. Nor does this little

pest disappear with the leaves ; on the contrary, it buries itself in

the folds of the stem-bark, and in every crevice where shelter is

afforded it. This necessitates the stripping off of all loose bark in

the winter, rigidly washing the stems with soft-soap and water,
and afterwards painting them over with sulphur mixtures. The
house, too, should bo thoroughly washed and cleaned, and all cUbris
burned. ^Vo must, at least, start with clean Vines and houses,
syringe twice a day, and maintain an atmosphere saturated with
moistui'e until the Vines blossom, and from the time they set fruit

till they begin to colour, the syringe must be in constant use. This,
to a certain extent, is contrary to English practice ; but this climate
demands snch attention. Greenhouse jilants hero are commonly
grown, more or loss, in Vineries, and from these mealy bug escapes
to the Vines, disfiguring the appearance of the fruit. Rigid cleanli-
ness, both of house and plants, and killing, by means of bug.brush
and syringe, using a littlo Abyssinian mixture, are the best remedies.
Some consider that European Grapes may be grown well in cool
Vineries hero—that is, honses without fire-heat; but I entertain a
different opinion. Such late honses would furnish Grapes when our
markets were glutted or well stocked with native fruit ; and henco

they would not be of much value, except for the sake of variety,

besides, late Vineries neither yield the amount of crop nor quality of

Grapes grown in heated houses. Wo have a very large Vinery here,

containing black and Victoria Hamburghs, Wilmot's Hamburgh,
Golden and Muscat Hamburghs, Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland
Sweetwater, Prontignans, and others, which we force, so as to have
ripe fruit towards the middle of .Inly, and in this house we manage
to have healthy Vines, excellent berries, a fair crop, and bunches
weighing from one to five pounds each. In another Vineiy of the

same dimensions, containing some of the Vines just mentioned,

together with Lady Downes, Alicante, Trebbiano, &c., but, without

any means of heating, there is an equally well-set crop, just colour,

ing ; but tho berries are small, and none of the bunches weigh a
pound—indeed, the average might be set down as 5 oz. or 7 oz. Both
houses were planted at the same time, four years since, and the Vines

made good wood ; except those in the late house which are deficient

of both wood and leaves. In growing Grapes under glass in this

country, tho Vines should be started briskly, and, when once set

a-growing, should be pushed on vigorously till their growth is made
and their fruit is matured. Fire-heat I consider necessary in order

to start growth kindly, bring out the blossoms equally, and to set the.

berries properly, as well as assist their swelling and ripening. The
wood, too, mu!!t be well ripened, and judicious management exercised'

at setting and stoning times, and in lessening inside moisture, and
leaving a little ventilation on all night at ripening time. In most
cases here the Vineries are kept at greenhouse temperature during
the winter months, on acconnt of the plants which they contain. In
other cases, however, as in that of Mr. Jennings, where there is no
heating apparatus, there is danger of injury from frost. In that

case the Vines should be unfastened from the roof, laid on the ground,
and covered a few inches deep with dry soil, ashes, or sand. The
border over the roots, especially outside, should be mulched, and
when a snow storm cornea all should be left undisturbed until a
thaw occurs, when the snow should be shovelled off, otherwise tho

.

cold water will sink into the soil, doing much harm, inasmuch as it

retards early root action. Wooden shutters, oiled canvas, tarpaulin,

&c., might be used for covering borders in winter, but these are not
in all places come-at-able ; only the other day I saw some promising
young Vines cut back considerably by last winter's frost. The
Vinery in which they are growing is span-roofed, and the rods being
ripened early are turned outside and buried in the border on the
approach of winter, to permit the Vinery being used as a forcing

house for cnt flowers, but last winter they were insufficiently covered,

and consequently suffered from frost. Mr. Jennings, I think, should
thorongely soak his borders at starting time and keep the roots and
atmosphere damp during the summer season ; he should never allow
laterals to get crowded nor strip off a large quantity at any one time,

bnt do so gradually ; the Vines should be syringed, but not forcibly,

with tepid water every afternoon, from the time when they begin to

grow until they flower, when syringing must be discontinued ; but
it should be resumed when the berries are formed, and continued till

the fruit begins to colour. Whitewash the outside of the glass with
hot lime-wash, in which some glue has been dissolved, after the
plants have begun to grow strongly, removing it when the fruit is

cut. This prevents sun.scorching. Both bunches and berries should
be liberally thinned, and, in the event of a heavy crop, that should be
done in good time. Ventilate at the top of the house ; but not at
the sides till the fall, when both top and front sashes may be left

open night and day. On the approach of winter, prune the Vines,
but do not shorten them too much, and then bury them inside the
house ; or, in the event of that being impracticable, roll up the canes
in dry mats or other protecting material, after having unfastened
them, and thus leave them till February or March, when they
should be undone and started when required. If the house is heated
nnfnsten tho Vines and let them hang. Artificial heat at setting
time is of immense importance. I may add that gardening in the
New England States bears no resemblance to that in England.
Apples thrive well, and Pears in some ])laces, bnt in others Peara are
subject to canker and are short-lived. Peaches used to be grown
some twenty years ago in perfection in Massachussets, but now,
owing to repeated failures, they have been entirely discarded. Rasp-
berries and Strawberries do well, but require covering with soil or
leaves in winter ; otherwise they would be killed. Red and White
Currants are extensively grown, and are ciuite hardy ; bnt it is a rare

thing to find a Black Currant. I do not think Americans like them.
Blackberries (Brambles), with fruits fully an inch long, bear heavy
crops, but they require caution in picking, as the fruits are black
some time before they are fully ripe. Native Grapes are planted
largely in gardens and fields, and they may also be fonnd in the
woods. Thev bear heavily and in most years ripen well, but the
Grapes are not appreciated much by Europeans owing to their foxy
flavour. Cottagers here are very fond of their garden plots, in which
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they grow Petunias, Asters, Zinnias, Phloxes, Sweet Peas, Nastur.
tiams, and Morning Glory ; Pasonies, Pansies, variegated Balm,
and Pinks. They hare also some scarlet Pelargoniums, that they
strike in autumn and winter indoors, and a great variety of pretty
blooming shrubs, such as Deutzia crenata and gracilis. Mock Oranges,
Yellow Currants, Lilacs, Fringe trees, Smoke trees, Tulip trees,

which bloom splendidly here, Weigela rosea, Forsythia snspensa,
Hibiscus syriacus, Prnnus triloba, and a host of others. I am snr.

prised to hear that the common Hawthorn is not hardy at Salt Lake
City, as we have several pretty trees of it hero that bloomed pro-

fusely last spring. Hedges of Hawthorn, however, I have never
seen in this country ; the Osage Orange, the Hemlock Spruce, Arbor-
vita;, Thuja orientalis. Privet, and Norway Spruce are all used as
hedge plants here. WiiLiAM Falconer.

Nortli Easton, Mass., U.S.A.

MAEKET STEAWBEREIBS.
Strawberries for market are grown everywhere round Loudon,
except, perhaps, in the Fulham Fields, the soil of which is too light

for them ; and, unless the ground is naturally suitable for Straw-
berries, it is found to be more profitable to devote it to other kinds of

crops. A good sandy loam, rich and moderately moist, is con-
sidered to be best for them. The kinds grown now-a-days are
great improvements on those formerly cultivated. They consist of

British Queen, Myatt's Eliza, Mammoth, Eleanor, Keen's Seedling
(one of the oldest and still one of the best), Old Pine, Dr. Hogg,
Double Bearing, Elton, Kitley's Goliath, President, Sir J. Paxton,
Sir Harry, Spring Grove, and a few others, the old Grovend
being still grown for preserving. As soon as the fruit is picked from
a quarter of Strawberries, the best of the young runners are
selected for forming a new plantation, and are at once separated from
the parent plant ; but, as a rule, not transplanted till September, or
even till October, when the spaces between the rows of old plants

are dug over in order that they may be cropped with Cabbage, Let.
taces, or some other crop. The runners being then ready, they are
planted ob ground that had been trenched and well manured for a
previous crop, but which is sometimes dug again and manured before
the young plants are put in. The latter are set in rows 18 inches or
2 feet apart, and they stand 18 inches asunder in the rows ; but in

some cases 18 inches is the distance apart in all directions. In the
latter case, after the first crop has been picked, every fourth row is

lifted in order to make alleys, thus affording still more room ; but
the space is not lost, inasmuch as it is planted with Lettuces
or Coleworts. Though Strawberries do best in open quarters,

for the sake of economy they are sometimes set under trees

and between fruit bushes in market gardens. After they have
been planted they receive, and indeed they require, but little atten.
tion beyond keeping clean and mulching them. The mulching is

applied early in spring, and consists of rough stable manure. Some
spread it over plants and all, so as to screen the latter from cold in

February and March, but in general it is put between the rows,
where it gets bleached by the rains and afterwards forms a clean bed
for the ripe fruit to rest upon. Dry weather is, if possible, chosen
for gathering the fruit, which is put into punnets, that are again
packed in large baskes, in which they are conveyed to market. As
soon after the fruit is gathered as convenient, the alleys are dug and
cropped. Strawberry plantations are allowed to stand for three
years, when they are destroyed and fresh ones made. In private
gardens, however, they might be allowed to stand for four years, and
if well cared for, they will bear as heavy a crop of fine fruit the
fourth year as the third. After that they should be destroyed and
the ground trenched and manured for other crops. W.

A VALUABLE FRUIT EEPOET.
We gave a brief notice a few weeks since of the published report
of the proceedings of the American Pomological Society at its last

session at Boston. The great value of this report entitles it to

additional notice. On looking over the volume, we are strack with
the vast amount of pomological information contained in its 180
pages, and this information is the more valuable on account of being
the latest intelligence, fresh from practical fruit raisers, not to be
obtained from any other sources. Twenty-five years have elapsed

since the organisation of the society, and, with the exception of a
brief interval, its labours have, from the commencement, been
directed by the wisdom and energy of President Wilder, and to his

guidance and efficiency it is indebted for a large share of its

success. The forty pages of the society's catalogue embrace an
unequalled amount of facts in geographical pomology, in a most
compact form, and for this the public is mainly indebted to Mr.
Barry, chairman of the genere,! frnit committee, and his able

associates. The thanks of the whole country are also due to the
members of the society who have so largely contributed their obser-
vations and experience from all parts of thewide region embraced
within its field of labours, from Nova Scotia to Texas, and from the
Atlantic states to California and Oregon.

Apples.
The society's catalogne, or list of fruits, becomes increasingly

valuable with each biennial revision and additions. It is the result
of vast labour, and gives the results of reports in fifty different
states, provinces, or territories, besides brief tabular descriptions.
Of Apples, 260 varieties are reported. Of this number, seventy,
three have only one vote or star each, being recommended by a
single report or in a single state. JIany of these appear to be quite
local, while others are more or less known to cultivators ; twenty-two
have each two votes or stars ; twenty-three have three votes ; ten
have four votes ; twenty have five ; nine have six; eight have seven

;

five have eight ; eleven have nine ; six have ten ; twelve have eleven;
two have twelve ; five have thirteen ; four have fourteen ; five have
fifteen; nine have sixteen ; two have seventeen ; two have eighteen;
three have nineteen ; four have twenty ; two have twenty-one ; one
has twenty-two ; four have twenty-three ; one has twentv-four ; one
has twenty-eight ; one twenty-nine, and one thirtv-one. The inquiry
will at once be made, what is the I'emarkable variety which has this pre-
eminent vote of thirty-one states ? It is the Red Astrachan, and what
is remarkable, twelve of these are double stars, indicating the highest
recommendation. This vote comes from the northern, southern, and
western states, indicating the adaptation of this sort to nearly all

regions. Yet amateurs regard it as hardly good enough to be classed
with table fruit, its other qualities—hardiness, pi'oductiveness,

handsome appearance, and reliability—standing strongly in its

favour. Maiden's Blush and Early Harvest are nearly equal for their

success in all regions, the former having twenty-eight stars, eight of

them double ; and the latter twenty-nine with nine double ones.
Fall Pippin has twenty-four ; Gravenstein, Early Strawberry, Sweet
Bough, and American Summer Pearmain, each twenty-three ; Summer
Rose has twenty-two ; Primate and Carolina Red June each have
twenty-one ; and Tallman Sweet, Faraense, Porter, and Duchess of
Oldenbui'gh have each twenty votes. It will be seen that only four-
teen out of 260 are so fortunate as to get twenty votes or more from
the fifty states or territories ; and these fourteen are not always the
best sorts for quality, but, their general commendation is owing to wide
adaptation to diiferent regions. The vote is not always a proof of
value, such a fine sweet Apple, for instance, as Munson, does not get
a solitary vote. But, usually, these stars are a fair approximate
indication of merit.

The wide blank space, sparsely occupied with remarks in the
report for 1871, is properly filled in this one with the tabular
characters, and the few remarks are placed in small type at the
bottom. These are attached to sixty varieties, leaving the remaining
200 without any. We do not quite understand the reason of the
difference, nor can we quite agree with all that are given ; as, for
example, the only remark that is made on Tallman Sweet is, that it is

" valued for stock feeding." We have known thousands of bushels
raised, but never knew a single separate bushel of this sort specially

employed for feeding stock. The same remark will apply partially to
Golden Sweet and Jersey Sweet, to which the same remark is attached.
Out of the whole 260, Ridge Pippin is the only one mentioned as " a
long keeper." Bullock's Pippin is stated to be "valuable wherever
known ;" we have found it perfectly worthless from scab in New
York. Autumnal Swaar is mentioned as "not showy;" on the con-
trary, it is with us a very smooth, fair, fine-looking Apple. We wish
to avoid captiousness, but desire to assist a little in improving the
catalogue, when we mention these few defects, and also the inappro.
priateness of the remark that th e Onondaga is pre-eminently "the
more esteemed the more known ; " or the implied statement that the
Madeleine is the only sort reported h'able to blight, in the remarks
" some say liable to blight," as if this, and no other sort, possessed
this liability, and this only in the opinion of a few. The general per.
fection of the catalogue is, however, admirable.

It is interesting, in looking over the star marks, to observe the
local high character attached to some varieties. Rhode Island
Greening, for example, has double stars (the highest commendation),
in most of the New England and middle states ; but no stars in the
west. Nearly the same is true of Roxbury Russet. The Baldwin is

marked high in the New England and in some of the middle states

;

and in Ohio and Indiana, receiving sixteen votes, nine of them double
stars. Ben Davis is nearly its counterpart at the West, receiving
nineteen votes, and six of these are double stars.

Pears.
We well remember when the first pomological convention was held

at New York (which subsequently became the American Pomological
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Society) that a committee of nine waa employed to make out a list

of fnrita" wortliy of poiicral cultivation ;
" and tliat but two Pears

received the uuanimona vote of the committee, r;unely tlio Seckol

and Bartlett. It ia an interesting fact, that in this report, after a

lapse of twenty.five years, attended with groat enterprise, activity

in fruit culture, and the trial of many hundred sorts, these identical

two sorts head all others in general favour. Seckel has thirty.two

stars of which thirteen are double, and Bartlett has thirty.two, with

eighteen doubles. Next to these in general popularity, are Law.

rence, AngouU-me, and Anjou, each starred in twenty-uine states,

about' half" of which are double. Doyenne d'Ete has twenty-nine,

inostly single. Among those ranging from twenty to twenty.eiglit

incln^ve, are Diel, Giffard, Supertin, Bloodgood, Bnffum, Dearborn's

Seedling,' Boussock, Flemish Beauty, Howell, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Onondac'a, Rostiezer, Sheldon, Tyson, and Winter Nelis. The fact

that snc'h an excellent Pear as Doyenne du Cornice has but three

votes, and one of such moderate quality as Doyenne d'Ete has twenty.

nine will serve to show that it is not merely the quality, but the

general and thoroughly proved adaptedness of a sort that gives it a

prominent position in the list.

Of the thirty-eight sorts of Cherries, Early Richmond, as a matter

of course, receives the most extensive vote, being named in twenty.

six state's or territories, and double.starred in five of these, and

rano-ing throughout the east and west, but not in the southern States,

whei-e Cherries generally fail. May Duke comes next, and receives

twenty.two votes. Then follow Black Tartarian, with eighteen;

Arch Duke and Belle de Choisy, with seventeen ;
Morello and Napo.

leon each with sixteen ; and Yellow Spanish and Black Eagle, each

with fourteen votes. Of Currants, Red Dutch has twenty.two;

Cherry, twenty.one ; Versailles, twenty ; White Dutch and White

Grape, each eighteen; Victoria, fifteen; Black Naples, eleven; Red

Grape'and Fertile d'Angers, each eight ; Fertile de Paluau, seven

;

Kni''ht's Large Red, five; and Prince Albert, two. Houghton's is

the most widely commended of Gooseberries. The Concord, amoug

Grapes, takes the lead for wide popularity, receiving stars in thirty.

one States, seventeen of which are double stars. The Delaware is

nearly its equal, having thirty stars, thirteen of which are double.

Hartford Prolific has twenty-seven ; Clinton, twenty.three ; and
Ives, twenty-two. Walter receives twenty.two dagger marks, indi.

eating high promise. Crawford's Early and Crawford's Late have
the widest range among Peaches. Mammoth Cluster and Phila.

delphia are the two most popular Raspberries, having more than
double the votes of any others, except Franconia. Among Straw,
berries, Wilson, as a matter of course, far outstrips all competitors,

having thirty.two stars, seventeen of which are double. Next to this

is Triomphe de Gand and Longworth's Prolific, each with twenty-two
stars.

—

Tlie Cultivator.—[The marks are given by representatives

from each State, at the great meeting of the society, and the cata.

loguo so arranged, that any person opening the report can get at

once at information of the highest value, as to the behaviour of any
particular fruit, throughout the length and breadth of the enormously
large and varied country. We print a small portion to show tho

excellent plan and the utility of the work, contracting it, however,
to the limits of our pages.]

Plan of the Catalogue.^The arrangement of the names of

varieties in the catalogue is alphabetical, and according to tho

nomenclature adopted by the society. Synonyms are given in a few
instances where it seemed necessary, and these are placed under
the adopted names in italics. The columns are arranged thus : —lu
the first, the names of varieties; in the next seven columns the

description, and in the remaining columns the states or districts.

The state or district columns are not placed in alphabetical order, as

in the octavo editions, but are grouped in divisions somewhat similar

in climate, and other characters affecting fruit.culture. Thus

:

1. Northern division—between 43' and 49^ 2. Central division

—

between 35 ' and 42'. 3. Southern division—between 28' and 35".

The state or district in which fruit is recommended for cultivation ia

designated by a star (*) ; and if the variety is of great superiority

and value, two stars (**) ; if new, or recently introduced and
promising, by a dagger (f).
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Peach and Nectarine Stones Splitting.—Can you tell me
why inauy of our Peaches and Nectarines have stones which cut

straight in two when the fruit is cut, the fruit being sound and of

good llavonr, growing in a house on a wall ?—A. [Yonrcorrespondent's
description of his Peach and Nectarine stones, which " cut straight

in two when the fruit is cut," is not very clear, but I presume he
refers to the stone splitting, which occurs occasionally in some
Peaches, but most frequently in such varieties as the Noblesse Peach
and the Victoria Nectarine, both strong-growing kinds, which fa%'onrs

the impression I have long entertained, that the disease is akin to

gumming, and likely to yield to the same treatment. In affected

Peaches the suture is generally deep ; sometimes it is open, and the

split stone visible, and gum is not unfrequently exuded from the

wound. We have two vigorous trees here of the above varieties,

growing in a strong loam, which have a few split fruit on them every

year, but the disease never affects the crop to a serious extent.

Your correspondent does not say what kinds are worst with him, nor
to what extent the crop is affected. It would be instructive to learn

this, and particulars about soil, &c. Meanwhile, we can only advise

him to avoid manuring too highly ; above al], to secure well-ripened,

wood for another year, and when thinning the crop after the fruit is

stoned, to retain only the best de-

veloped and soundest looking fruit.

—J. S. W.]
On Grafting during Winter.

—To graft iu December and Janu.

ary, when the sap is inert and in an
absolute state of repose, appears at

first sight to be paradoxical. In

December, however, M. Flory

grafted five wild stocks in clefts,

and, after the operation, they ccr.

tainly presented anything but a

promising appearance. In the Janu.

ary following there happened to be

some very severe frost; neverthe.

less, in March, the buds of these

five grafts commenced to swell and
became developed ; while those of

other grafts, which had been put

on in the usual season, had scarcely

shown any signs of vitality. The
December grafts were completely

successful, not one failure occurring

out of the five. The following

)-ear a similar operation was per-

formed at the same season, upon
nearly 100 subjects, and this experi-

ment was also attended with com-
plete success. Indeed , cleft-grafting

during winter is said to have

been long practised in France, with

the best possible results, for more
than twenty years. In answer to

the objection, that in the north,

grafting during winter would not be

successful, it is affirmed that it has

been done out of doors iu 7° and
8° of frost ; and that in December
M. Flory, after an extremely severe

frost, grafted twenty-five black Cherries, and did not plant them until

after the operation ; and that, with the exception of one only, the

experiment was perfectly successful. Should this practice be found

worthy of general adoption, it will render cultivators some service,

inasmuch as it will enable them to perform their grafting operations

during the dead season, when time hangs heavily on their hands,leaving

them at liberty to employ in some other manner the time usually

devoted to grafting in the ordinary season.

—

UIllustration Hortieole.

THE I ND OOR GARDEN.
EICHAKDS' CUT-LEAVED BEGONIA.

(begonia richardsiana.)

Tins pretty little species is a native of Natal, and was intro-

duced to our gardens in 1871. In general habit and mode of

flowering it bears considerable resemblance to the well-known
B. Dregei, from which, however, it differs, in having laciniated

foliage. It forms an elegant decorative plant and grows freely

in a moderately cool greenhouse, forming bushy little specimens
covered with multitudes of snow-white crystalline flowers.

Like all the tuberous-rooted species of the genus, it is readily

propagated by division, and if grown near the light, these

divisions soon form flowering plants. A compost of turfy

loam, leaf mould, and coarse sand suits it admirably, and, like

most other members of the genus, it requires an abundant
supply of root-moisture when growing. Plants of this

desirable little species have already found their way into

Covent Garden Market, and it well deserves cultivation as
one of the prettiest plants in the
whole group. It was obtained
from South Africa by Mr. James
Richards, in complement to

whom it is named. B.

Richards's Cut-leaved Begonia (B. Richardsiana)

A Good Late Plum.—We have received from Mr. Dives, Wiertou House,

JIaidstone, examples of nn excellent late Plum, suitable either for kitchen use

or for dessert. It is a chance seedling in the way of the Royal Dauphin, which
is thought to be one of its parents, and will be found valuable, inasmuch as it

is just in season when other sorts are getting over.

The Best Apples.—Being about to plant a small orchard, I shall take it as

a great favour if you will kindly give me the names of the best Apples. A very

small selection will sufSce.—H. L. [ Winter Kftcheii Apples : Wellington,

Winter Hawthornden, Alfriston, Brabant Bellefleur, Golden Noble, Northern

Greening, Royal Russet, Gloria Mundi, Minchull Crab, and Blenheim Orange.

Dessert Winter Apples : Cox's Orange Pippin, Braddick's Nonpareil, Court-

Peudu Plat, Cockle Pippin, Adams' Pearmain, Ribston Pippin, Sturmer
Pippin and Lamb Abbey Pearmain. Hirli/ Apples for Dessert or Kitchen :

Early Harvest, Keswick' Codlin, Sugar-loaf Pippin, Wormsley Pippin, Cox's

Pomona, Gravenstein, Emperor Alexander, Blenheim Oi-ange, Lord Suffield,

an improved Keswick Codlin.]

POINSETTIA PUL-
CHERRIMA.

How differently do we find this

plant treated by different culti-

vators; under some it has a bare

stem of old wood from 1 to 2 feet

long, a height to which it is cut

back year after year, and the young

wood that is annually made, is by

no means vigorous or healthy ; some,

again, allow their Poinsettias to

remain in the stove all summer,

thinking they are right in so doing
;

but, like many other plants, Poin-

settias succeed best when they are

not kept in stove-heat in the summer
time. I prefer dwarf plants that

have been allowed to rest a short

time before being re-potted or cut

back. They should not be pruned

and re-potted at the same time, as

that would prove too great a check

to them. A better way is to cut

them back two or three weeks before

they are re-potted, as is done in

the case of Pelargoniums ; when
they push afresh they may be re-

potted, and, if what they are grow-

ing in, was nearly all fresh good soil

last season, perhaps, it may not

need much disturbance. Some-

times Poinsettias make quantities of coarse roots, and, when that

happens, it is generally best to remove most of them, preserving

such as are small and fibrous. Plenty of drainage is necessary

for all plants, but especially so, for such as are expected to

do good service during winter. As to soil, about one-half loam,

and one-half turfy peat, with plenty of sand to keep all open

and porous, will answer perfectly. After the plants have been

cut back three weeks or so, and have been re-potted with care,

they may be placed in a little bottom.heat in order to start

their roots into growth, and likewise to assist the buds to push

more freely; a fortnight or so will be quite long enough to keep them

upon bottom-heat. By turning one or more plants out of their pots,

it will be seen whether or not the roots have reached the sides of the

pot, and if so, keep them cooler or remove them to a cold pit, where

they can be kept shut up closely for a time, and when they seem inclined

to grow, give them more air, and, perhaps, they may require shading

during bright sunny days for four or five hours ; but, be sure to keep

them well supplied with water, and the bottom of tho pit should

always be damp, at least, while they are in a growing state. They
will often push from three to five new branches from 18 inches to

2 feet 6 inches in length, and become well fai'nished with large and

healthy leaves, which form a nice ground-work on which to show off
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their brilliant bracts daring winter. After a few years' attentiou

in this way, they will, of course, increase sufficiently to require a

good.sizod pot, i.e., it good foliage and handsome plants are desired.

Poinsettias will succeed without artificial heat until well advanced

into October, when they should be removed to their winter quarters.

Barnct. G. Dawsox.

LESCHENAULTIA FORMOSA.
Some twenty years ago this occupied a prominent place on our exhi-

bition tables ; but now, somehow or other, such a distinction is seldom

conferred on it. It is too good a plant to be lost sight of, more especi-

ally as its culture is so simple, that it may be successfully grown in any

greenhouse where plenty of light is admitted. The kind of soil most

suitable for it is two-thirds of rough turfy peat, and one-third of

silver-sand, adding to this one-si.xth of the whole of light, mellow,

fibry loam. Let these bo well mi.xed together, and used in a perfectly

coarse lumpy state. Procure young healthy plants in March, and,

supposing them to bo in 48-sized pots, in which they have been

wintered, they may be at once shifted into 2-i's, taking special care,

however, that the pots are perfectly drained with broken potsherds to

the depth of about an inch, having a little chopped Moss sprinkled

over the drainage, to prevent the soil from mixing with the latter,

and thereby obstructing the free circulation of water—a most impor-

tant point in the cultivation of this plant. After the operation of

potting is performed, let the whole be well watered through the rose

of the watering-pot, and then placed in a light part of the greenhouse

near the glass. With attention and good management it will have

made, by the middle of July, sufficient progress to require another

shift. It may then be moved into a larger pat, following precisely

the same mode aa in the spring shifting. It will then remain in this

pot until the following March, when it will be ready for a final shift,

say into a No. 12, in which, during the following summer, it will

become an object of surprising beauty—an ample recompense for the

care and attention bestowed upon it. The training of the plant, during

its growth, should not be forgotten. One stake alone will be sufficient

for this plant ; this will take the centre or leading shoot, and the

lateral branches may be, as occasion requires, supported by ligatures

of green worsted. The form, in this case, will be a perfect cone, the

under branches hanging down over the sides of the pot ; surely such

a form and arrangement are decidedly superior to torturing and
twisting the branches in every direction, as is often done when wire

and stakes are used. No plant with which I am acquainted is so apt

to suffer from continued profuse blooming than this. Therefore, in

order to strengthen its growth and add fresh vigour to its constitu.

tion, the flowers should be occasionally entirely and carefully picked

off. It has been recommended in the culture of this species to place

it in heat, but on no accoimt do this ; Lesohenaultias are thorough
greenhouse plants, and must be treated as such. Plants of that

kind, when exposed to high temperatures, in an atmosphere charged

with vapour, acquire an artificial constitution, and assume a weakly
attenuated appearance, quite unnatural to a plant of temperate

habits. This is the common cause of inexplicable premature disso-

lution. Leschenaultia requires, and should have, a quiet, cool tem-

perature, with plenty of light, and a regular yet judicious supply of

water. Plants treated in this manner will never suffer to the same
extent by the heats of summer or the damps of winter, as those pro-

duced in warm houses. In the autumn it may be placed in the open
air,' in a partially shady situation, which will harden 'its wood, and
the better enable it to withstand the long confinement to which it

must be subjected during winter. K. G.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Trailing Plants on Orchard-house Walls ; U. The best are Lapajreria
rosea, Tea Roses, Beiberidopsis coralliiia, Camellias, Plumbago capcnsis,

Fuchsias (plantcil out of course), Heliotroputi, Bignouia Chcrere (if the house
be a larire one), ami B. jasminoides.

Grafting Epiphyllums : E- B. Head down j*our Pereskia stocks to the
height re'ioircd—lli or lo inches, and, makiiij^ a slit in the top, insert your
^raft, nu ordinary shoot (it may be li or 3 inchc:^ in length), and bind together
withiiRmall piece of matting. Place the plants so worked in a close, warm
frame, and in the course of ten or twelve days they will have united.

Bougainvillea Culture = E. B. The chief point is the ripening of the
youug wood, and this is generally efEected by growing the plants in
a warm sunny house, and by not having their roots in a too moist medium.
Close pruning, which is conducive to the development of strong sappy growth,
ia to be avoided ; and the branches should have scope to grow.

Ophiopogon Jahuran aureo-variegatum.—A handsome variegated plant,
with broad Grass-like leaves, either wholly golden-yellow, or broadly margined
with that colour. The plant is very pretty in the normal state of green foliage,
with its numerous spikes of violet or purple-blue flowers, resembling the well-
known Qrapc Hyacinth in shape ; but the contrast between the flowers and
yellow foliage is very efl'ective. It is an excellent pot-plant, and suitable for
room decoration when cultivated in pots in the greenhouse, whether in flower or
not, the handsome form of the arching grassy foliage being very pleasing.
Ophiopogon spicatum argonteum is a smaller-growing sort than the last ; but
o&o very pretty, particularly as a pot-plant.—(?«rt(e«fr.

THE GARDE NS O F ENGLAND.
BRANTINGHAM THORPE.

By J. C. NIVEK, Botanic Gardens, Hull.

Ox a spur of the chalk hills, that may be said to originate at

Flamborough Head and terminate in the Dover cliffs, is situated

the charming residence of Christopher Sykes, Esq., M.P. for

the East Riding of Yorkshire. What it lacks in palatial dignity

is amply compensated by the lovely surroundings, which com-

bine a fair share of Nature and Art, with a predominance of

the former above the latter The entrance to the park is about

a mile from Brough station on the North-Eastern line, flanked

by a lodge, recently erected in the Elizabethan style ; it is

neat, but by no means pretentious, and admirably in keeping

with the hall itself. The drive is through a nicely undulated

piece of park scenery, with a considerable slope from north-

east to south-west ; as it gradually rises, the charming view of

the river and of the Lincolnshire coast expands, till, when you
reach the terrace on which the house stands, you command a

lovely panoramic view of the glorious estuary of the sea,

known as the river Humber, but, seeing that it is. here fully

three miles wide, and viewed from the terrace lengthwise for a
distance of at least twelve miles, through which it retains the

same width, at that point branching into the Trent and the

Ouse right and left, it realises, with the foreground beautifully

broken by the groups of trees in the park, the idea of a lake of

almost unlimited extent. There is, indeed, no site of such
commanding beauty, so far I have seen, in the Bast Riding.

The hall stands at an elevation of some 200 feet or more above

the level of the river, and the hills rise above it to a similar

height, clothed with massive plantations, broken every here

and there with ordinary fields, which, in some cases, loose

themselves over the crown of the hills, thus giving distance and
variety to the landscape. The hall, as I said before, is unpre-

tentious, and has recently undergone considerable alterations

;

but, so perfectly in keeping is the new work with the old, that

it is almost impossible to tell one from the other. It is Eliza-

bethan in .style, built of rubble stone-work, and pretty well

suffused with Ivy, Banksian and other Roses, AVistaria, and,

though last not least, Ampelopsis Veitcbii, lovely in its growth,
and still more lovely in the intense crimson colour which it

assumes in the autumn, and carries for double the time that

the old Virginian Creeper does ; without this garniture the

house would have a bald appearance, but with it, a beauty of

detail far greater than could be attained by the stonemason's
and sculptor's art is found at the hand of Nature, aud
the decorations may thus be said to be drawn from
the primitive, but at the same time, purest source.

Fronting the hall is a terrace, about 50 feet wide, chiefly of

gravel and Grass. This is bounded by a low parapet-wall,

and enlivened by a few vases, giving j ust a sufficiency of colour

to light up the fore-ground. This wall is to be substituted by
a balustrading, and to be extended to a greater distance from
the house, which will be a great improvement; in fact, con-

siderable alterations are contemplated, by which the pleasure

grounds will be extended, so as to take in two Welling-
tonias planted on a knoll at the south-east end of a house.

These trees are interesting, as souvenirs of a Royal visit,

having been planted by their Royal Highnesses the Prince aud
Princess of Wales. They are now about 12 feet high, and
show every prospect of making noble ornamental trees. The
ground rises rapidly towards the back of the hail, by a terrace

slope of some 10 feet.in height, reached by a flight of steps,

and on this higher level is the flower garden. Its position at

the back of the house, on or above the level of the top of the

lower rooms, is undoul)tedly somewhat anomalous ; but, seeing

that the view of the house is well shut out by means of Yews
and large evergreens, and that formality is almost entirely

absent in the arrangement of the fJower beds, aud that the

surface of the ground is disposed somewhat as Nature left it,

or, at least, looks so, which is the highest compliment I can

pay to the artist who formed it, the surprise, on reaching the

top of the high flight of steps from the lower terrace, is as

great as it is unexpected. The flower garden here is by no
means extensive. There are no long lines of floral ribbands,

one of the most expensive and wasteful forms of flower

gardening there is. The impression they convey is iastanta-
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neous ; but, as you progi'ess onward, no new beauty or form
strikes the eye. Here the flower beds are distributed on the
uneven, but gracefnlly-rounded, surface, tolerably wide apart

;

and the shape of each bed, or each group of beds, is adapted

to the surface. In arranging the planting, each flower bed or

group of beds, is complete in itself, and each one possesses its

own individuality of character—a grand point, which, with
taste and discrimination, may be carried out without any
interference with the several beds—in other words, without
interfering with the unity of the whole, as seen from a distance.

This is a grand point in flower gardening, not only to satisfy

the eye, but to supply an unlimited amount of interest in regard

to the various materials that are called into play to work
out the details. It would be difficult to particularise the com-
ponent parts of such a flower garden ; nevertheless, having
stated what I have, I am bound to give one or two illustra-

tions. Nothing could be more lovely than a Maltese cross,

consisting of an edging, about 8 inches wide, coming up to the

very margin of the Grass, of the silvery Antenuaria sericea,

often called tomentosa, the centre part being filled with a mass
of Lobeha Blue King—a variety of compact uniform growth,
not tufty, and possessing a soft light blue colour. The silver-

grey and the delicate azure combined are charming, and would
form a fitting setting for such a glorious ruby-flowered Pelar-

gonium as the new one known by the name of Heart's-ease,

which I saw in one of the plant-houses at Brantingham for the

first time. Another narrow bed was margined with Semper-
vivum calcareum, generally stiff and formal, but, in this case,

beautifully contrasted with a nice belt of Leucophyta Brownei.
This I was delighted to see, as it fully bore out a prognostica-

tion I made in yoiar columns some two years ago—that

it promised to be a very model of a bedding plant ; and here
it is, its tiny branches clothed with the purest frosted silver

coating, rising perpendicularly from the surface, devoid of all

stiffness and formahty. In the centre of the narrow bed rose

some of the newest of the Silver-leaved Geraniums, here a
lovely rose, there an intense scarlet, interspersed with varioiis

Lantanas, which latter, by the way, will prove, in dry seasons

and dry situations, valuable and lovely bedding plants. The
chief beauty of this bed hinged on the peculiar growth of the
Leucophyta. A circle of considerable size planted with Silver-

leaved Geraniums, consisting of Princess Alexandra, Bright
Star, and Snowdrop, interspersed with the Blue Violet, mag-
nifica, whose flowers just rose sufficiently high to intermingle

with the silvery foliage, was exceedingly effective ; it was mar-
gined with Golden Chain, minus its flowers, and centred with a
group of the graceful Humea elegans. On a tolerably steep

sloping bank, rising to the foot of an irregularly outlined

shrubbery, are two carpet beds, shaped in the form of an
elongated letter S. These were so lovely and distinctive, that,

at the risk of being tedious, I must endeavour to give your
readers a brief description. Externally they are margined with
a double row of Sempervivums in one case, and Echeverias in

the other, placed closely together. Five flgures are picked out

in the same manner, along the centre line of each bed, by
means of Sempervivums ; each figure having a distinct species

as its frame work, and in each a good bold plant, of the larger

growing succulent plants, finds a fitting home, expanding their

massive leaves over a carpet of some of the smaller growing
Houseleeks and Sedums, interspersed with seedling Portulacas,

whose gorgeous blooms, on a bright sunny day, add such a

charm as they only can give. External to these patterns is a
mass of Alternantheras, consisting of paronychioides, with its

major variety and amabilis, as dense and dwarf and fresh in

colour as can be, although a cold night or two a few days
before my visit had completely destroyed the beauty of the

Coleus. A series of little circles, again margined with Sem-
pervivums, contained in the centre a plant of the thick-

leaved Pachyphytum, the whole completed by a golden carpet

of the now popular Stellaria gramiuea aurea neatly defined by
the formal margin along the outside of the bed, and loosing

itself with charming irregularity beneath the parti-coloured

foliage of the Alternanthera. This plant is a most invaluable

substitute for the Pyrethum, requiring, as it does, no training,

and gaining much in its irregular elegance of outline as com-
pared with the formahty of the Golden Feverfew. One item

I forgot to mention was, that above the golden carpet was

dotted at regular distances the Double Lobelia ; as yet), it has

not been very effective, owing to the plants being very small

when planted out, but another week of autumn sunshine will

see each tuft one mass of lovely blue, and then these carpet

beds will be little, if at all, short of perfection. The reader

will note that situated as they are on a sloping bank, they can

be seen at a distance, without the necessity of standing over

them, and further, that such conditions are admirably adapted

for the growth of such plants as they contain.

Amongst the newer Gei'aniums, I especially noted three

bronzes, viz.. Marshal MacMahon, Emperor of Brazil, and
Black Douglas ; not only were they distinct and well defined

in theii' markings, but also of vigorous constitution. Amongst
yellow leaved, Kobert Fish and Yellow Boy are two excellent

sorts, the former being the dwarfest and freest bloomer.

Among the silvers. Turner's Bright Star, Sibyl, Princess

Alexandra, and Silver Gem have all stood the test up to

the present time, and are considered by Mr. Kingston as

Isest adapted for the locality, as also are Flambeau and Lady
Cnlium, from the host of tricolors. One word of commenda-
tion I must give to Brilliantissimum, admirably dwai-f , intensely

scarlet, and producing its flowers in greater abundance than

any other scarlet ; it is not half as frequently seen as it ought

to be. The most important knoll in the flower garden is

crowned by a sort of quatrefoil-shaped conservatory, consisting

of high pilastered,uprightsides,anda curvilinear iron roof,whose

narrow spaces between the sash-bars, at once indicate that it

is no modern structure, but, very possibly, one of the oldest

iron conservatories in the East Riding. In the central portion

is a fine collection of noble Azaleas and Camfellias, the eastern

wing being devoted to hard-wooded greenhouse plants, and

the western to Heaths; on the north side of the stages, shaded,

of course, from the direct sun, but exposed to a full current of

air, are cultivated fine plants of Nothochtenas, Cheilauthes,

and other Ferns, in fine vigorous health, and of sturdy aspect,

contrasting wonderfully with the sickly appearance they present

when growing in a hot moist atmosphere. The very native

habitats of this charming section point at once to dryness as

an essential element in their successful culture, and Mr.

Kingston's mode of treatment clearly shows that coolness has

an equal value as a concomitant. I may add, that many of

these plants have been grown for years under the same con-

ditions. On the high ground, north of the conservatory, are

some nice specimens of Coniferas ; amongst others, Taxodium
sempervirens, fully 32 feet liigh, its lower branches sweeping

the trim turf with a beautiful irregularity of outline,

to an extent of 30 feet in diameter. The circumference

of its stem at 3 feet from the ground is 6 feet 6 inches ;
here

I may add that this tree, so liable to turn brown and wither

in foliage during winter, remains true to it specific title, and

is always green. No doubt the happy adaptation of the

Taxodium to this locality induced the selection of two of its

giant brethren, the Wellingtonias, as the commemorative trees,

before alluded to. I noticed also a remarkably fine specimen

of Cryptomeria, about 25 feet high and 20 feet in the diameter

of its branches, densely feathered to the ground.

Divided from the flower garden by a fine bank of regularly

trained common Laurel and reached by means of a steep

serpentine walk, is the kitchen garden, about 1^ acre in

extent. As usual, the north wall is devoted to a range of

Peach-houses and "Vineries, with a peculiarity in their structure

one does not often meet with, in the fact that the whole range

slopes fully 4 feet from east to west, thus adapting itself to

the general slope of the ground ; nor, I am bound to say, is

the effect at all displeasing, as some of my readers might

imagine. The Peach culture is admirable, but the Vines, as a

rule, lack that vigour of constitution that one might expect

them to attaui, with a fine dry chalky sub-soil. I would note

in passing, that I met with a Vine in cultivation that I never

came across elsewhere, called the Prince de Herault ; its berries

have a powerfully aromatic Strawberry flavour that is highly

esteemed on the dessert-table. They, as well as the bunches

are both small, and the latter somewhat ragged ; but its peculiar

aroma alone renders one plant of it, at least, well worth culti-

vation. Outside, and eastward of the kitchen garden, is a

span-roofed Orchid-house, almost buried in the ground, where

Orchids and Pitcher plants, as well as a choice selection of
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Ferns and Lycopods, indicate, in their perfect vigour, the

admirable adaptability of such a house as compared with a

loFty one ; the walls, on all sides, arc continuously giving off

both moisture and heat, two essentials that ought, by every

l)Ossibility, to be retained witliiii such a building. Close by

there is a series of handy pits, half-span, well heated and

ventilated, in which the growth of various winter-flowering

plants is admirably carried on; this is a part of the establish-

ment that is brought largely into rerpiisition, table decora-

tions, hand-bou(piets, and button-holes of the most rcclicrcld

description being sent up to Loudon daily during the season.

I omitted to mention that in the Orchid-house the Ouvirandra

or Lattice-leaved Plant, was growing vigorously, producing

hundreds of finely-developed leaves. I ought also to specialise

two creepers, viz., old Jasminum sambac and J. dianthifolium,

two of the most fragrant plants grown ; and that the roof was
studded with scores of the large golden blossoms of the

Allamanda Hendersoni.
Although my remarks have already e-xtended to too great a

length, I must not omit to state that a fine south border

outside the kitchen garden, in a position nicely sheltered from

the wind, is devoted to the culture of a choice collection, or

rather selection, of herbaceous plants. Miss Sykes takes

almost as deep an interest in these plants as does Miss Hope,

of Wardie Lodge ; she thoroughly appreciates the continuous

variety that such a border offers. The excessively dry summer
we have jiassed through, added to the natural dryness of tlie

locality, has left some vacancies ; these, however, will soon be

tilled up. I will only supplement the foregoing description of

Br.intingham Thorpe, by stating that the neatness, order, and
system which is evident through the entire management of the

place, reflect the greatest credit on Mr. Kingston, who has for

years alily lillcd the office of gardener, and now Iiolds along

therewith that of steward of the whole estate.

Parks and Open. Spaces.—The following is the acreage of

the parks, commous, and other open spaces, under the charge of the

Metroiiolitau Board of Works :

—

South MUl Field

Clapton Common
Stoke Newingtou Common .

Waste Lands at Dalston
Lane, and Grove Street,

ilackaey
Tooting Beck Common

ACRES
. 28

5i

1

in

ACUES
Finsliury Park . . .115
Soiithvvai-k Park . . G.'i

Blickln.Mtli . . . 2IJ7

H impstead ll.-ath . . 240
Shepherd's Bush Common . 8
London Fields . . 27
Hackney Downs ... 50
Well Street Common . 30
North Jlill Field ... 20 1,016;

Promotion of Germination by Camphor-Water.—A aeries

of experiments, undertaken by Professor Vogel, of Munich, to sub.

stantiato the fact that camphor-water promotes the growth and pre.

vents the wilting of Tulips, &e., led to the discovery that old seeds,

which have almost lost the power of germination, not only recover it

when treated with camphor.water, but even germinate in larger

numbers and more rapidly than fresh seeds under ordinary eon.

ditions. Thus Beans, that required eight or ten days for germination

under ordinary conditions, develop in camphor.water after three

days ; and Cucumber seed that would not germinate at all in good
Boil, germinated soon, and without a single failure, in camphor.water

;

and what is more remarkable still, the seeds so germinated manifest

a continued ofEect of the camphor, when transferred to good garden-

soil, in the vigour of growth and freshness of the plants. This fact,

it is suggested, might bo of service, especially in cases of expensive

seeds, that germinate with dilHcnlty.

The storage of Rain-water.—Some calculations published in

the Sanitanj Rerord show that owing to deficient means of storing

water, wo, in this country, make use of only a seventy.fourth part of

the actual rainfall. The area of England and Wales, being taken as

comprising 37,000,000 of acres, and reckoning that about 32 inches

of rainfall during each year upon an average, and each inch of rain

failing upon an aero of ground supplies 22,622 gallons, it will be

seen that this portion of the United Kingdom is yearly supplied with
over 27,000.000 gallons of water, in the shape of rain, not including

dew-fall, which is often very abundant. It is calculated that an
ordinary cottage roof covering 2.V poles, can collect some 7,000
gallons, taking the rainfall at 20 inches only, while a largo farm,
house and out.buildings, covering 10 poles, will collect over 28,000
gallons yearly, all which supply might bo received in tanks, which
could bo constructed at a trilling expense to each village, if the
inhabitants combined to defray it.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
NOTES ON THE NEW LOBELIAS OF 187t.

Having promised you some account at the termination of the

summer bedding season of the respective merits of the ten

varieties of new Lobelia, I have had under my notice in my
trial border during the summer, I shall now proceed to con-

sider them seriatum. The four varieties sent to me by
Messrs. Henderson, of Wellington Nurseries, St. John's

Wood, were named—(L) White Brilliant, but scarcely, I think,

deserving this name, as it is apt to show blue streaks at times,

and. though of a compact upright growing habit, produces but

medium-sized individual pips, and is not to be compared for

purity of white or size of flower with Dixon's Nivea, which still

holds its place (in my opinion, at least) as by far the best and
most distinct white in cultivation. (2.) Speciosabicolor ; this is

by far the prettiest of Messrs. Henderson's set, as far as size o£

individual bloom and distinct marking and division of the two
colours are concerned, but its habit of growth is, unfortunately,

weak and slow, at all events in a dry summer, which made it

fail to cover the circle of ground allotted to it, and so produce
but little good effect ; it may be more satisfactory in a moistor

season, and, as the individual flowers are so good, I shall try

it next year. (3.) Pumila maxima azurea; this variety has

little, if anything, to recommend it for cultivation except its

compact habit, as its blossoms are not produced very profusely,

and arc, individually, inconspicuous either for colour or size,

being but httlo larger than those of the old pumila grandiflora,

and by no means of a bright blue. (-1-.) Porcelain Brilliant;

neither has this variety much to recommend it beyond its habit,

which is upright and tufty, but the shade of colour is not bright,

and the individual flowers are small. Of the three varieties

sent out by Messrs. Carter, of Holborn, under the names of

Faith, Hope, and Charity, the second alone is valuable, being
of good, low-growing, compact habit of growth, and producing
good large flowers of a clearly marked pure white and bright

blue very conspicuous and a most marked improvement on the

old variety. The other two are utterly and absolutely worth-

less ; the one being a dull, pale, reddish-brown, with very
small flowers, and the other sporting all sorts of flowers, no
two of the six ])lants under notice producing blooms alike.

Of the three varieties sent mc by Messrs. Dixon, of the

Amhurst Nurseries, Hackney, Painted Lady is by far the

best and most valuable, as, though rather of a straggling

habit of growth, it continues to produce its very prettily

striped blooms up to the very end of the season, and long

after the beauty of all the other varieties in the border has
come to an end, being now, as I write (Sept. 14), still covered

with fresh and beautiful blooms, and seeming likely to con-

tinue to produce them till cut off' by frost. Purimrea is a
variety of little individual merit, though good for massing,

being a strong compact-grower with a deep (though dull)

shade of blue. Cierulea has considerably disappointed me,
as, owing perhaps to the very dry season, it made very little

growth, and produced so few flowers as to be in nowise
effective, though, from its shade of colour, being by far

the lightest of any I have yet .seen, it may be useful

in a moistcr season. Henderson's beautiful variety of

'73 Mazarine Gem, was much admired here this season,

as it is quite unequalled in depth and brilliancy of colour,

and, owing perhaps to the dry season, did not straggle

and spread about by any means so much as the first

year I had it
;

planted inside a row of the Stellaria

graminea aurea, or Golden Chickweed, it proved a most
beautiful and effective contrast along the whole of the

front of the trial border, and in a double row in a scroll

bed with a row of that finest of bronze-bicolor Geraniums,
Marshal MacMahon, up the centre, it was exceedingly

admired. The double Lobelia, though it may be forced into

flowering by keeping it starved in pots and plunging these

in the border, can, after all, be considered but of little or no
value for bedding purposes, as it lasts but a very short time

in flower, and if not allowed to grow into a large green
tuft of foliage, seems to resent the confinement of its roots,

and take refuge in dying. Di.xon's white Lobelia nivea, is still

far the best white in cultivation, and, if a little more compact
in habit of growth, would, I think, be perfect. The same firm
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has, however, another uew white to be sent out shortly, and
to be named, I believe, Nivosa, which is said to be even of a
purer white, and to have a larger and more conspicuous pip
than even Nivea. W. E. G.

THE COTTAGE IJST KENSINGTON GARDENS.
TuE little flower plot in front of the cottage in Kensington
Gardens is just now an object of considerable interest on
account of the glimpses of rich colour afforded by the bedding
plants which it contains, indeed, few other spots in the gardens
are better iitted for showing off glowing colours than this

little semi-circular enclosure, backed up as it is by a somewhat
formal looking castelated cottage, made beautiful by the dense
growth of fresh glossy-leaved Ivy, under which it is more than

fully a month, or even six weeks, after the beauty of Pelargo-
niums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and most other flowering plants,
is over, or, at least, greatly impaired. The use of crimson or
carmine Alternantheras (which are everywhere in beautiful
condition). Golden Feverfews, Mesembryanthomums, Golden
Chickweed, Bcheverias, and silvery Kleinias, Santolina,
and Centaureas, in addition to their being more perma-
nent, also afford much more harmonious masses of colouring
than can be obtained by the use of ordinary bedding plants.

In the semicircular bed just mentioned, the prevailing tints

are blue, carmine, and soft golden-yellow ; and, when seen in

reflected sunlight, those colours forcibly bring to mind the rich
flood of light sometimes seen issuing through a richly painted
window ; and this, viewed against a cool carpet of turf, and in

a cosy nook, associated by noble trees, forms a pleasant little

The Cottage in Kensington Gardens,

half-concealed. This somewhat sombre looking back-ground
contrasts well with the lighter coloured drapery afforded by
the Chesnuts, Limes, Oaks, Planes, and other forest trees by
which it is in part surrounded, while the fresh greenness of

the turf forms a pleasing middle tint, that sets off the display

of glowing colour to much advantage. Although, as will be
seen on reference to our plan (see page 301), this is strictly a
geometrical arrangement, yet much of the consequent for-

mality is obviated by the judicious employment of isolated

specimens and effective little tufts of Palms, Cycads, Dra-
cajuas, and other plants of elegant habit, which supply beauty
of form, and stand out in pleasing relief amid the bright
masses of colour. The large semi-circular or panelled

bed seen on the plan also affords an excellent illustra-

tion of the value of dwarf foliage plants for ensuring late

autumnal effects, as by their use we secure bright colour

picture well worth reproduction in our pages. It need only be
added that, although some 10,000 plants are employed in this

arrangement, the result, as a matter of special display, amply
repays all trouble connected with their management, and
this little garden annually attracts thousands of admiring
spectators during the summer months. F. W. B.

EARLY TULIPS FOR SPRING BEDS.
Tulips must be grown in a rich soil to succeed well in beds. It is a
mistake to plant them in poor exhausted soils or beds that have had
all the heart taken out of them by Pelargoniums, or some other
gross-growing plant, leaving nothing for the Tulips to feed upon.
Before Tulips can be planted in such beds they should be forked or

dug over, and the soil well beaten to pieces ; they should then be
opened to the depth of 6 or 8 inches, and given a good dressing of
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thoroughly decayed manure, from an old Melon frame, and leaf-soil.

On this, place about 4 inches of soil and fork all well together,

removing the remainder unless required to raise the bed. As a rule,

bulbs for outdoor decoration are not planted till the last week in

October or early in November. Beds planted solely with Tulips are
disappointing, notwithstanding their brilliancy and effectiveness for

a time. The aim should be to gain prolonged effects, or, in other
words, a succession of floral beauty ; and to secure this something
should bo used in combination with Tulips. Aubrietias, such as
Campbelli, grajca, and pui-purea, with their lavender, lilac, and violet

flowers, are well adapted for forming edges to large Tulip beds, and
entirely carpeting small ones. Take, for instance, a bed of A. Camp,
belli, perhaps one of the best for general spring work, and about it

dot little clumps of the crimson-fiowered variegated double Daisy.
Let us suppose that previously to planting the bed there had been
placed in it a few pure white and scarlet-flaked Tulips ; all would be
in bloom about the same time, and the effect would be pleasing in
the e.'itreme. Then there are the double Daisies, now a somewhat
numerous section, and invaluable in small gardens. There are the
whito, the pink, the mottled-crimson, the deep crimson, and the
pretty variegated-leaved one. Daisies, when planted iu a good rich
free loamy soil, form a dense carpet or undergrowth, and flower with
great profusion and continuously. A wonderful spring garden might
bo made up of Daisies and Aubrietias alone. The earliest to flower
is, unquestionably, the mottled-crimson, the others coming into
bloom soon after. Cheiranthus alpinus, too, a most effective

dwarf-growing yellow perennial Wallflower, must not be for.
gotten, nor the orange-coloured C. Marshall!, both a little late,

but scarcely rivalled for decorative effect. The white Arabis
albida, and the variegated-leaved one ; also Myosotis dissitiflora

the largest and earliest of the spring-flowering Forget-me-nots
;

the pretty ])rostrate Phlox frondosa and P. Nelaoni, the former
with rose-pink, the latter with white flowers ; the double white
Saxifraga granulata flore pleno, Silene pendula, with rose-
coloured flowers, and also its white variety—these, and others of a
similar character, may be used in combination with Tulips, and with
happy effect. Let it be remembered, too, that all the foregoing are
hardy plants that may be readily increased by root-division, or
raised from seeds sown at the end of summer. As to Tulips, the
following can bo recommended with confidence, viz.. Belle Alliance,

brilliant scarlet, dwarf and fine; Canary Bird, clear rich yellow;
Purple Crown, rich dark crimson ; Scarlet Van Thol, glowing scarlet

;

Keizer Kroone, crimson-scarlet, edged with clear yellow (a magnifi-
cent variety); Le Matelas, white, flushed with bright rose; Paul
Morelse, cerise crimson, distinct and flue

;
Queen of Violets, pale

violet, very fine ; La Pluie d'Or, clear yellow ; Proserpine, rich dark
rose; Rosa Mundi, white shaded with rose; Royal Standard, white
feathered with rosy-crimson ; Thomas Moore, orange ; and Van der
Neer, purplish-violet. Let it be borne in mind also that when once
obtained, a collection of varieties of these early Tulips may be made
to last for years. All that is required is a piece of light ground, to
which the Tulips can bo transferred when they are lifted from the
beds, keeping each variety separately, and allowing them to ripen
their foliage and mature their growth. A compost consisting of
sandy loam and leaf mould should bo placed about the roots, which
will repay a little care of this kind. Quo.

FANCY POLYANTHUSES FOR OUTDOOR SPRING
DECORATION.

No more useful plants exist than what have been termed, for
convenience sake, fancy Polyanthuses. They need some such separate
designation to distinguish them from the gold-laced varieties of our
florists. Originally of German origin, certain flowers were chosen
because of their large size and brilliancy of colours, and these have
now been selected and bred from so carefully as to have brought
into cultivation a strain that far surpasses, for decorative effect,
anything of the kind hitherto used in our winter and' spring
gardens. Of vigorous habit of growth, these Polyanthuses throw
up largo trusses of flowers of great beauty. None of the delicacy
of constitution which belongs to the gold-laced Polyanthus of the
florist, and which results from so much intor-breoding in order to
got quality, belongs to this new strain ; their vigour appears to set
at defiance all the exigencies of weather—severe cold and extreme
wot alike do them but little apparent injury. Some of these Polyan-
thuses having been shown in jiublic at the meetings of tho Royal
Horticultural .Society during tho past spring, and having excited a
dood deal of interest, it is not surprising that ft batch of them should
be named for distribution

; and so unmistakeably fine were some of
these as to receive first-class certificates. One of the most striking
IS termed the Bride. This has largo pure white flowers, with a deep
orange centre, borne in a bold massive truss on a, stiff foot-stalk ; and

is suitable either for beds or pot-culture. A pture white Polyanthus
cannot fail to be an attraction, especially when it possesses high-class

quality like that seen in tho variety under notice. Pure too, as it is

in colour, it has stood exposure to all weathers in tho open air with
but little perceptible injury. Another is named Viceroy; this has
bright sulphur-coloured flowers, with a deep orange centre, very fiue

pip, and splendid truss ; I have seen this very fine indeed, both in

pots, and in the open ground. Jessie is distinguished by its bright

rosy-violet hno and striking yellow centre, which is regularly and
handsomely marked with orange ; large pip, bold truss, very fi'ee,

fine, and showy. Etna, as its name implies, is a bright and effective

variety ; the colour magenta-crimson, with a slight spot of white at

the extremity of each segment, and a bold and striking golden centre.

This variety is of a colour that stands exposure well. Field Marshal
is a very fine variety, with rich velvety crimson flowers, distinctly

margined with white, and a golden centre with reddish-orange rays ;

pip and truss alike are fine and bold. The last is Warrior : this has
rich shaded magenta flowers, with a yellow centre rayed with deep
orange, fine bold pip, and truss showy and striking. These new forms
of Polyanthus may either be cultivated in pots or in the open ground.
If grown in pots, they should be potted in a good free loamy soil,

with which is mingled some decayed manure that will readily crumble
to pieces in the hand, and some leaf soil. When potted, they should

be jiut in a cold frame or cool greenhouse, but allowed a free circula-

tion of air, or the plants will become infested with green fly, which
will impair their growth. A cold frame is best, as by tilting the light

air circulates freely among the plants, and green fly will not be so

troublesome. Just before the plants come into flower, some of the

surface soil should be removed and replaced with other material of a
rich character. If planted in beds in the open ground, the soil, which
should bo of a loamy character, should be well stirred to the depth of

a foot, and some rotten manure and decayed leaves well forked into

it. All Polyanthuses require depth in which to root, and what is

known as a cool bottom, such as sand or clay. The roots strike down
deeply, and by doing this the plants are enabled to hold their own
even during continuous dry weather. In addition the plants also form
fresh roots just beneath the leaves; hence, the necessity for top-

dressing, which should consist of dung, well-decayed, leaf mould, and
stiff loam mixed together, this should be applied just when the plants

are throwing up their flower-stalks. Should the weather bo dry and
hot in April, as is sometimes the case, water should be freely

administered. E. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Hardy Annuals for Flowering Beneath Standard Roses.—I wish to

know the liest annuals to sow or plant in Rose circles at the end of this month.
They should be hardy cnouf^h to stand the winter on a dry soil.—A. [Sweet
Alyssum, Limuauthes Douglasii, Leptosiphon densitiorus, roseus, and luteus;
Nemophilay, CoUinsia prandiflora, verna, and bicolor; Silene pendula, S.
Armcria, Eschschoitzia crocea, Godetia tenella, viininca ; Sai)onaria calahrica,
Hymcnoxys cuUiurnica, lonopsidiimi acaulc, and Gilia tricolor.]

Weeds on Walks.—The followiiig method of destroj-inf? weeds on walks is

pursued at the Mint in Paris, with good effect:—Ten pallona water, 20 lbs.

quicklime, and 2 lbs. flowers of sulphur are boiled in an iron vessel ; after
settling', the clear part is thrown off and used when needed. Care must bo
taken, for if it will destroy weeds, it will just as certainly destroy edgings and
border flowers if sprinkled on them. Weeds thus treated are said to disappear.
—[Have any of our correspoodents tried this ?]

Eansies.—We have sent you a few Pansics, both fancy and show kinds, for
your opinion.—J. Cockbe & Sons, Aberdeen. [Among the show kinds, the best
were Black Diamond, a deep velvety-maroon self, with a yellow eye ; William
Wallace, a dark violet-purple self, with an orange eye ; and W. F. Gunn,
yellow, blotched with maroon, all three fine kinds, though somewhat out of
condition. The fancy varieties, one and all, are well varied as to colour, and
will make effective Vjorder flowers.]

Silver-leaved Edging Plant.—As regards the in(iuii-y of " R. J. K.," in
hist week's Garden (see p. 270), I would suggest that Veronica Candida would
suit his purpose jierfectlj'. It is tjuite hardy, very beautiful, and easily propa-
gated ; it would make a good match, as to size, for Golden Feverfew, but not &&
regards colour ; for white and yellow never look welt together. This Veronica
is also a useful plant for bedding or clumping ; its short deep purple spikes
of flower, resting on a cushion of silver, have a beautiful effect. There are two
plants in cultivation under tho names of Candida and cancscens, but whether
they are distinct or not I nm unable to say.—Tuos. Williams.

Dwarf Plants for Rhododendron Beds.—Wdl you kindly oblige me by
giving a list of dwai-f plants suitable for planting in good peaty soil, beneath
and among choice Rhododendrons and other American plants ?—J. Q. R.
[Numbers of lieautiful dwarf plants may be grown with advantage in peat
beds, as, for example, the Starflowcr (Trientalis), the white wood Lily (Trillium
grandiflorum), variegated Partridge berry (Mitchclla repons),the Blood root
(SangTiinaria canadensis),the Podo'phyllums, the wood nndthe common Forget-
me-nots, Rhexia virginica, Spigclia inarylnndica, Cypripedium spectabile and
pubescens, GauUhcria procumbens, Linnjea borcalis, Ejiiga^a repcn-*, and
Epimediums in variety, Acii'na microphylla, Asperula odorata. Campanula
hcdcracea, Coruus canadensis, Dryas ociopetala. Erpetion reuiforme, Hepatica
augulosa and the varieties of the common species, lonopsidium acaule, various
Mimulusea, Nertera depressa, Nierembergia rivularis, Phlox reptans. Sela-

ginella denticulata and helvetica, Smilacina bifolia, different kinds of Violas,

and double Primroses iu variety. For growing near the centres of largo beds
of Rhododendrons. &.C., such" plants as tho Lihes, Gladioli, and Sparaxis
pulchcnima are admirably suited.]
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.

Baskets of Flowers.

Small baskets of flowers, if neatly arranged, form attractive

ornaments on either the drawing-room or dining-room tables.

Such baskets may consist of glass, china, or wioker-work,
according to the taste of the purchaser. If of wicker-work,

zinc pans should be made to fit into them, in order to hold

damp sand or Moss in which the stems of flowers are to be

placed. Clear glass, however, in my opinion, shows up the

colours of flowers and the variously tinted foliage of the

plants better than any other )naterial ; next to glass, I like

plain white wicker baskets of graceful shape. In glass baskets

the flowers should nestle among fresh green coloured Moss,
instead of sand, which, when seen through glass, has a bad
effect. In the case of wicker baskets, however, either

material may be employed. The selections in reference to

colours and flowers must be, of course, according to taste

;

some prefer Roses all of one colour, such as crimson ; others

like white and pink, and some mixed colours. Marechal Niel
may be used in such baskets with good effect, both in the form
of half-opened buds set off with its own foliage, and the young
brown leaves of other Eoses. Round the handle of Rose
baskets of this kind, may be twisted a spray of Lygodium
scaudens, but a piece of variegated Ivy, Japan Honeysuckle,
or anything of that kind would look quite as effectively. Some
mix different Ferns with Roses in preference to using liheir own
foliage ; but I like their own leaves best when the arrangement
consists wholly of Roses ; if for mixed flowers, then light fronds

of Pern may be used with advantage. Nothing is more effective

mixed through all kinds of arrangements in which yellow
Eoses are employed, be they blooms of Marechal Niel or of

Gloire de Dijon, than the young flower shoots of the common
climbing Rose, so much employed for covering fences, &c. ; the
deep brown of the foliage making the yellow Eoses look even
more lovely, when in close contact with it, than they otherwise
would be. I have arranged a small glass basket with pink
Moss Rose buds and trusses of Stephanotis, the whole being
toned down with light fronds of Maiden-hair Pern ; no other
Fern did I use, even round the edge and across the handle,

and I felt much pleased with the result. The fronds which I
employed for twisting round the handle being many shades
lighter in colour than those used in other parts of the basket,

diminished what sameness it might otherwise have had. In a
small wicker basket, one single Water Lily, with a few sprays
of blue Porget-me-nots, wild Gi'asses, and a few fronds of such
British Ferns as Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum, A. 'JVicho-

manes, A. marinum, and Blechnum spicant, or even the tips of

the fronds of the common Brake, have a fine appearance. In an
arrangement of this kind a small spray of light-coloured

variegated Ivy might be twisted round the handle with good
effect ; but the variegation should be silvery not golden, as the
latter would not look well placed against the pure white of the
Lily.

A Vase of Eoses.

To arrange a vase of Eoses effectively is no easy matter.
At many horticultural exhibitions a class is devoted to vases
and epergnes of Roses, in which no other flower is allowed to

compete, but any foliage that the decorator may be pleased to

select may be added. I have seen many such stands staged,
and when I first began to exhibit, I took a prize for one at the
Crystal Palace in this class myself ; but I can look back now,
even to my own, and come to the conclusion that none of the
exhibitions were so good as they ought to have been. All had
the same heavy packed look, as if each exhibitor's great object
had been to see how many dozen Roses could be packed into

each tazza. After many trials in different ways, I find that no
vase of Roses can be made to look well, unless each bloom and
leaf have been previously wired. This may at first glance
appear to be a heavy undertaking, and so it is, but the result

will never be happy unless each leaf can be bent into any
required curve, just as an artificial one is managed. Down
the stem of the Rose should also be bound a stub wire, for the
same purpose. The advantages of mounting Roses on wires
is as follows : they can be bent out into any shape required

;

they stand up more firmly than they otherwise would do ; and
last fresh just double the length of time they would if not so

treated. Having before explained how a Rose should be
wired, I need not again go over that ground. In arranging
a March stand of Roses, each tier well shaded off, has a pretty

appearance. Lay in the bottom dish deep pink and yellow
kinds ; in the upper, lighter shades ; and the trumpet should
be filled with buds of a still lighter tint ; crimsons should be
arranged in the same way. No flower looks handsomer, or is

more useful for decorative purposes, than the Rose, but to make
it so, it must be treated as I have above described, when the

trouble will be well repaid by the effect produced.
A. Hassakd.

PRESBEVma CUT FLOWERS.
It is not everyone who has the opportunity of cutting choice
flowers from the plants just at the moment when they are
required for use, and under such circumstances their preser-

vation for a few hours, or even days, becomes a matter of

importance. Even professional bouquet-makers, who receive

supplies of fresh flowers every morning, find it necessary to

adopt preservative measures ; and I have often thought that if

amateurs, more especially ladies, understood more thoroughly
what precautions were necessary they would not be so often

disappointed in their attempts to keep cut blossoms and
foliage fresh. What, let us inquire, causes flowers to droop
prematurely after being removed from the plant? Flowers,
like leaves, absorb juices which reach them through the stem,
and, while uncut, the supply is continuous, but the case is

wholly different when they are cut ; the supply of fluid then
ceases while evaporation goes on, often more rapidly than
before, especially if they are carried in the hand or placed in a

dry atmosphere. To imitate, to some extent, the supply of

moisture from below we place the stalks in water, in order to

enable them to absorb moisture, to counteract the evaporation
which is continually taking place, and, in many cases, such as

those of Water Lilies, Iris, Narcissus, and similar flowers,

which have thick succulent flower-stems, this is sufficient, as

well as in those of hardy herbaceous and border plants, such
as Wallflowers, Stocks, Violets, Mignonette, and scarlet

Lobelias, all of which Avill continue to open fresh flower-buds
for at least a week or ten days after being cut, especially if

they have been removed with a sharp knife—for scissors crush
the tubes of the stems, and so prevent their power of absorp-

tion. If the flowers are not immediately required they may be
preserved fresh for several da3's by placing them in flat zinc

or earthenware pans of water and living Sphagnum Moss

;

each flower should be placed separately, inserting its freshly

cut stem through the Moss into the thin stratum of water •

below. The edges of the pan should be deep enough to over-

top the flowers and foliage, and as each pan is filled, dip a
cloth or napkin in cold spring watei', and, after wringing it

out, spread it evenly over the surface of the pan ; if the latter

is over a foot in diameter, some support must be placed in the

centre, so as to keep the cloth off the flowers. Another
excellent plan, where flowers have only to be kept fresh for a
few hours, is to spread a wet cloth on a flat board, and to

gently lay the flowers on it, covering the whole afterwards

with a large glass shade or bell-glass, or if this is not at hand,
an earthenware bowl, or even a wooden box may be inverted

over them, and will answer nearly as well. This plan may also

be modified in the case of bouquets not immediately required.

In Covent Garden and elsewhere, the florists keep their choicest

cut flowers in close fitting drawers or boxes lined with zinc,

a la.yer of moist Sphagnum or Hypnum Moss, being laid on
the bottom to keep the atmosphere cool and moist. Some-
times they are laid on wet Moss in a tray and placed on a cool

moist cellar floor, where they will keep fresh for a considerable

time. Any of these plans, the main object of which is to check
evaporation, may be adopted in cases in which it is requisite

to keep flowers lor a short time after they are cut, and before

they are required for use. Clear water is as good as anything
for vases in which flowers are arranged, and if they are of

transparent material nothing else can be used, but, if opaque,
wet sand has the advantage of retaining the flowers more firmly

in their places, while wet Moss continually throws off moisture
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in the form of vapour, and thus assists in checking evapora-
tion. Some recommend placing powdered charcoal and cam-
phor in the water, and assert that flowers last longer when
these are used than when in pure water only, but I consider that
to be a mistake. Powdered charcoal will certainly do much
towards keeping the water pure and free from bad smells for
a considerable time, but, after many experiments, I have failed
to discover any other advantages belonging to it ; my flowers
always keep best in clear water, changed every other morning,
when the bases of the flower-stems are cut with a sharp
knife, so as to aiford every facility for active absorption of
moisture. A weak solution of sal-ammoniac has been
recommended for keeping flowers fresh, but, the advantages
of using this, like those of other nostrums, are more apparent
than real.

All fronds of Ferns and other foliage should be immersed
HI water as soon as cut, and they may afterwards be laid on a
tray of Moss, as recommended for flowers. The latter may
be temporally revived by re-cutting the stalks and plunging
them mto water, as hot as the hand will bear it, for a few
mnuites

;
and, if covered with a boll-glass or inverted shade,

they wdl revive sooner than without such covering. Another
point connected with the duration of flowers in a cut state
deserves more attention than it has hitherto received, and
that is prevention of the flowers from becoming fertilised, as
they seldom last long—even when left on the plants—.after
that takes place

; besides, the pollen of some flowers, more
especially that of Lilies, has a bad odour, and soils the purity
ot the petals when shed on them. Cultivators are aware of
this fact, and either remove the anthers or stigma with a sharp
pointed pair of scissors, or give them a dexterous touch with
ii gum brush, so as to prevent the escape of the pollen.
1' lowers so treated last much longer than those allowed to
take their chance in the usual way, for it is a fact that many
flowers droop directly the pollen is shed or the stigma
tertilised. This is the case with Phalajnopsids and other
Orchids which, under ordinary circumstances, last fresh for
fully a month or six weeks ; but, directly a flower is fertilised
—cither intentionally, by insect agency, or by accident-the
petals wither and collapse, and the flower quicklv fades,
bumming is also resorted to by bouquet-makers in 'the case
ot Azaleas, zonal and fancy Pelargoniums, Rhododendrons,
and other flowers of a fragile character. The process is
extremely simple—a drop of gum or prepared mucilage is
allowed to fall down into the centre of each flower

; and after
several are thus operated on they are placed in rows to dry.
ihe gum sets in a mass at the base of the petals, and firmly
unites them to the base of the stigma, so that the flowers last
much longer than they otherwise would do, and the danger of
the petals falling at an unlucky moment and leaving an ugly
hole in the bouquet, wreath, vase, or other arrangemeut'''is,
to a great extent, obviated. The natural power of endurance,
after being cut, is very variable in flowers. Orchids, Heaths,
JN^arcissus, Forget-me-nots, and AVallflowars, last from one to
three or even four weeks, under good management, after being
cut from the plants. Three cr four days is a fair average
duration for ordinary flowers

; and, in making up arrangements,
the individual capability of the different flowers employed to
resist decay should be carefully studied. Camellias last
well if skilfully handled, but no flower, if we except Glox-
inias, IS liable to suffer so soon from slight bruises or even
gentle contact with other flowers as the Camellia. Eucharis
amazomca. Gardenias, Rondeletia, Euphorbia jacquiniieflora
and B. splendens, Bouvardias, Lily of the Valley, and Christ-
mas Roses, all last well ; as do also Stephanotis, Heliotrope,
bpiriea, Dielytra, and most bulbous flowers, such as Hyacinths,
Amaryllis, Crinums, and Pancratium fragrans. F. W. B.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
CAULIFLOWER-GROAVING IN MARKET GARDENS.
Tins is, perhaps, the most important of market garden crops,

and one to which many hundred acres of land are devoted in

the vicinity of Tiondon. Cauliflowers were at one time all cut

and sent into market ; but now, Messrs. Crosse & BlackwcU
purchase the entire produce of extensive fields for pickling
purposes. For ordinary market use, carliness is the great
end to be attained, for not only is the price for early pro-

duce better than that for late, but there is an advantage in

having the ground soon cleared, and ready for another crop.

Market gardeners seldom make many sowings of Cauliflowers

;

one or two in autumn, and one or two in spring, being the

usual number. The first autumn-sowing is made out of

doors, sometime between the last week in August and the
third week in September ; and the second one, in frames, in

the last week of September or first week in October. From
these two sowings. Cauliflowers are obtained from the last

week in April to the end of June. The first spring-sowing, if

the autumn one is a failure, is made in a frame in the last week
of February or first week of March, or it may bo made in the

open border, any time during the first fortnight of March
;

from this sowing, a crop is obtained, from the middle of June
till August or September. The third sowing is commonly
made in beds, in some open quarter, between the middle of

April and the first week in May, iu order to furnish an autumn
crop.

Sovvdng and "Winter Protection.

Different market gardeners have different times for sowing
Cauliflowers, but it is universally understood that strong
grossly grown plants do not stand the winter so well as
medium-sized ones, and they are also more liable to " button."
]\loderate-sized plants are decidedly the best for mild winters,

but in the event of very severe winters occurring, strong
plants are the best. The first autumn sowing is made on a
well sheltered piece of ground or a warm open quarter, in beds
from 4 to H feet wide, and the majority of growers make this

sowing in the second or third weeks of September. The young
plants are allowed to remain in the seed bed until the end of

October, or even the middle of November, according to the
state of the weather : the milder it is the longer the plants are
left in the seed-beds, in which they are kept rigidly clean, and
the soil kept loose amongst them by means of the hoe. In the
event of frosty weather setting in whilst the plants are in the
seed-beds they are protected by means of mats supported on
short stakes 18 inches above the ground. Of these stakes, five

rows are inserted in the beds, viz., a row on either side, another
in the middle, and other two, one being on either side of the
middle row. Sometimes, a wooden board about 10 inches or a
foot wide, is set on edge along the centres of the beds and two
rows of short stakes are put in on either side to support it.

This is practised in Mr. Broadbank's grouuds in the Fiilham
Fields, and he considers it an efficient protection from frosty

winds. Hoops and mats arc .also employed for a similar purpose.
Where room is limited, and the weather appears mild, young
Cauliflowers are often wintered in the beds where they were
sown, or they are pricked off into raised beds ot light soil not
likel)' to be soaked with wet in winter. Here they are some-
times left unprotected, and at other times they are covered
with hoops and mats. Continued dampness of soil and atmo-
sphere is their worst enemy, as it induces growth so soft that
it cannot withstand frost so well as that ])roduced on high and
dry ground. The frames in which Cauliflowers are wintered
are put u[) in the middle of October in a sheltered spot sloping
to the south. They are generally those in which Cucumbers
have been grown during summer, and after they have been
fixed iu the positions they are to occupy, they are filled to

within 8 inches of the top with ordinary soil firmly trampled
down with the feet; over this hard bottoming J! or finches
deep of a bettor kind of soil is sifted, and in this the Cauli-

flowers arc planted 3 inches or so apart. Thus circumstanced,

they are allowed to remain until the February following and
early part of March without any further care beyond that of

keeping the sashes shut in the event of sharp frosts, cold
winds, hail, or rain, and tilting them up at front and back
during favourable weather, and on very fine days drawing them
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oil' entirely. Cold rains are very injurious to Cauliflowers, but

a warm shower in February benefits them. Sometimes the

plants grow so strongly—not a good sign—that their leaves

touch or press against the sashes; when that happens the

sashes should be tilted up at front and back, nightand day,

with pieces of wood or brick, otherwise frost would injure such

leaves as touch the glass. Dry sand, kept iu a shed for the

purpose, is snattercd amongst the plants two or three times

while they are iu frames, in order to obviate damp, and such

plants as show signs of " buttoning " are immediately pulled

out to give the others more room. Besides wintering them in

frames, hand-glasses are extensively used for a similar pur-

pose. Where they are employed, an open field or quarter is

lined off iu rows 6 feet apart, intersected by others either

allowed abundance of ventilation, and are otherwise treated in

the same way as those iu frames, and where the tops of the

hand-glasses are not moveable, which they should be, the

whole is tilted up during fine weather, on the south side, by
means of a small flower-pot. The end of January and the
month of February are the usual times for planting under hand-
lights, but iu this case the plants are transferred thence from the
frames, and planted as already described. As soon as the
plants become too thick, say iu March or first fortnight of

April, they are reduced to three or four, by carefully lifting

all others, and planting them in rows, in open quarters or
under other hand-lights. Under any circumstances, the plants
in time get too large for their protectors, but, nevertheless, the
latter are retained, and raised by means of soil drawn around

Flower Garden in front of the Cottage in Kensington Gardens. (See page 297.)

6 or 4 feet asunder. At every intersection nine Cauli-

flowers are planted in a sufficiently small space to be

conveniently covered with cloches or hand-lights, which
are immediately placed over them, and a little earth is

drawn around the base of such lights, so as to shut up all

apertures, and turn aside cold currents of wind. This is done
about the end of October and beginning of November.

Intercropping and Treatment under Hand-lights.

The empty space between the rows of hand-lights is planted

with Coleworts, three rows being put in the widest or 6-feet

lines, and two rows in the 4-feet spaces. In spring these

Coleworts are either thinned out, or entirely removed for

bunching, and a crop of Cos Lettuces is planted in their place.

As soon as the Cauliflowers have become established, the}- are

them in the form of a basin, thus serving two purposes, viz.,

that of raising the glasses, and at the same time retaining water

;

and when convenient, and time can be spared for the purpose,

manure-water is given to them. From under protections such

as these, Cauliflowers are generally cut towards the end of

April and throughout May. Besides, market gardeners begin
to cut Cauliflowers from plantations, in the open fields, in

May. These latter are made from frames and surplus hand-
light stock, and occupy good rich land, and if practicable, that

which was trenched during the winter. The plants are put iu

in rows, from 2^ to 3 feet apart, and 2 to 2i feet asunder in

the rows. Between every row of Cauliflowers, a row of Let-

tuces is planted, and between every plant of the former, a plant

of the latter is also planted. Mr. Steel, of Fulham, plants his

first out-door crop along the south or west side of the ridges,
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laid up when the ground was trenched, and where for a time

they got good shelter, the ridges being eventually levelled by
hoeing.

Sucoessional Crops of Cauliflowers.

A third crop comes in three weeks after the second, and is

either made from the late autumn sowing, or by means of plants

wintered under hoops and mats in the open ground. A fourth

plnntation, which soon follows, is made from whatever plants are

still left in the frames or outdoor beds. Cauliflowers are often

planted on ground cropped with Radishes before the latter

crop is marketable, and by the time it is so, and cleared off, the

Cauliflowers will have gained good strength, when the ground
will be intercropped with Lettuces. In other instances, fields

are marked off into -"J feet wide beds, with 1 foot alleys between
them, and these beds are sown with round-leaved Spinach. As
soon as this is done, three rows of Cauliflowers are planted
along the beds. The latter outgrow the former, which, by
continual picking for market, is kept in check until it is eventu-
ally exhausted, leaving the Cauliflowers masters of the field.

Autumn crops are obtained from spring sowings, which are

thinned out a little in the seed-beds, and, when large enough
for handling, are planted where they are to remain perma-
nently. Should the weather be dry at planting time, about
half-a-pint of water, or a little more, is given to each plant, and
the sodden soil is soon afterwards freshened up by the hoe, thus,

in some measure, preventing evaporation. Late Cauliflowers

are nearly always intercropped with some other vegetable,

such as Lettuces, French Beans, Celery, Seakale, &e. Mr.
Myatt, of Deptford, however, departs from this rule, and thus
saves much labour ; for if he intercropped he would have to
employ people to keep down weeds by means of the hoe ; but
when Cauliflowers alone occupy the ground, horse-hoes can be
freely worked among the rows.

Varieties.

The Early Erfurt or Early London White is the variety used
for the first crop by most market gardeners, but many others
use the Walcheren for that purpose. Numbers, too, grow a
quantity of both sorts for spring and early summer crops.

The Walcheren, however, is the kind almost entirely grown
for use after June, because it suffers less from drought than
any other sort, and is not liable to " button." Snow's Winter
White, an excellent sort, is, as a rule, regarded as a Broccoli

;

nevertheless, it has fine white solid heads, and is largely
grown to succeed the Walcheren, being hardier than that sort.

Snow's White, if sown together with the Walcheren in April
or May, makes a fine succession to it, and comes in iisefully till

January. F.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Camomile Cultivation.—We have 2 acres of good gravelly soil, and
have been advised to grow Camomile thereon for the London market. Would
the cultivation of this plant be remunerative? Is there much trouble attached
to it ? and where could I get the fullest information as to cultivation and
harvesting ? Perhaps some of your correspondents will oblige me with answers
to these (luestions—B, R,

Veitch's Autumn Cauliflower. — My experience this season with this

excellent variety of Cauliflower is the same as that of Mr. Gilbert (p. 276),
namely, that is iias stood the dry summer liettcr than the Walcheren or any
other sort. Having the advantage lately of irrigating the kitchen garden here,
Veirch's has comein for a good soaking at times, and is now furnishing nice
close heads, as white as snow, and of excellent flavour. The spring-planted
Walcheren, and other varieties of Cauliflowers, showed miserable, tough,
burat-up heads all through the season, and, even now, the latest planted are
not to be compared with Veitch's.—Wm. Tillkby, IVelleck.

Late Peas.—The late sown Peas have with us been a sad failure, for,
although well watered in July and August, the old favourites such as Ne Plus
Ultra, Veitch's Perfection, and Omega, have only furnished very scanty dishes.
In the middle of July, I sowed a good breadth of early dwarf Peas, such as
Alpha. Multum in Parvo, and Little Gem, and, being well-irrigated, they are
now showing plenty of nice pods ready for gathering. Although these early
<lwarf Peas arc not so prolific a» the taller-growing sorts, they can be sown in
rows much closer together, which makes up for the deficiency.

—

Wm. Tilleet,
Welbrck:

Ne Plus Ultra Pea.—As a late summer Pea, Mr. Saul, of Stourton, writes
to the Florinf. that he has not as yet found any other kind to excel this. I have it

now (Aug. ir,), and have had it' for some weeks in very fine condition, notwith-
standing the long.continued dry weather. It is a most abundant iiearer, of
superior tlavour, and remains a long time fit for use—all great recommendations
in its favour. Those who wish to have it fine I would advise to save their own
seed, and, in doing so, to pay attention to the matter by selecting only the finest
pods. By this means they will secure good, genuine seed, and by sowing thinly
m rows about 6 feet apart on deeply-dug ground, they will get good cropsof Peas
of the finest ((uaUty, well repaying any little pains or labonr bestowed on
them

.

A POPULAR THEORY EXPLODED.
The Revue ScienUfqve gives a long and interesting account of the

researches into the respiration of plants, which M. Corenwinder has

communicated to the Societe des Sciences of Lille. For many years

the functions of the vegetable kingdom were represented as being of

an opposite kind to those of animals. Plants grew to famish food

for animals, and to render animal life possible ; they formed inter,

mediate principles which animal life destroyed ; animal excretions

were the natural nutriments required for vegetable life, and plants

purified the air which animals deteriorated ; and finally, respiration,

the most continuous function of our organism, was in animals a pro.

cess of absorbing oxygen and evolving carbonic acid, and in plants

an absorption of carbonic acid and an evolution of oxygen. The idea

arising from these views was that of harmonious opposition. Claude

Bernard's experiments showing the formation of one of the most
important of the intermediate principles, sugar, in the liver of

animals, overthrew this theory, and suggested new views in bar.

mony with the general tendencies of science, and led to comparisons

of plants and animals, founded upon their resemblances rather

than upon their differences. In tracing these resemblances,

considerable diificulties were experienced in relation to the

function of respiration, and it is these which M. Corenwinder

claims to have removed. The reviewer remarks that since the respi-

ration of plants was first regarded as an exhalation of oxygen derived

from the carbonic acid of the air, experiments, which are now old,

materially limited the force of this explanation. It has been long

known that this mode of respiration depends on the action of solar

rays, and is confined to portions of plants containing the green matter
chlorophyl. It was then discovered that flowers not coloured green,

and even green parts in the dark, did not limit their action to

absorbing carbonic acid and setting free its oxygen ; on the contrary,

they absorbed oxygen and exhaled carbonic acid as animals do.

Hence arose the ascription to plants of two modes of respiration, one
nocturnal, and the other diurnal, the latter being regarded as the

chief or true respiratory process. M. Corenwinder's investigations

show that what has been considered diurnal respiration—viz., absorp-

tion of carbonic acid by the chlorophyl—is a digestive act, as Claude
Bernard supposed, and that the real respiration of plants resembles
that of animals. Buds, young shoots, and growing leaves for a
certain time absorb oxygen and exhale carbonic acid in an ostensible

way, and without interruption by day or night, except in the spring,

when the nocturnal temperature is low, and the process is scarcely

apparent. Light and heat accelerate it. As the buds or leaves grow
beyond a certain point of development, this absorption of oxygen and
exhalation of carbonic acid diminishes sensibly, and ceases to be
apparent when they are fully gi-own. The amount of this action
observable in any plant is proportioned to the quantity of leaf, &c.,
in active growth. The limit beyond which plants cease to exhale
carbonic acid in an ostensible way during the day, varies much
according to the species, some manifesting it a long while, others
losing the faculty quickly. In the first category M. Corenwinder
places Dielytra spectabilis, and in the latter Beetroot leaves.

To ascertain why the exhalation of carbonic acid apparently ceased
in adult leaves, when it ought, by analogy with animals, to be in

most vigour, M. Corenwinder proceeded to analyse the leaf contents
in different periods of growth. Lilac and Maple leaves were used in

two sets of observations extending from April 15 to October 31.
The proportion of water iu leaves diminishes as the season advances,
but the decrease is not regular, considerable riiins occasionally
throwing it back. Operating upon dried leaves, M. Corenwinder
found that the proportions of nitrogenous and carbonaceous matters
varied according to the stage of growth, and also according to the
nature of the plants ; Maple, for example, containing more nitrogenous
matter than Lilac, and country trees more than town ones. Omitting
the tabular statements of analyses, the general result was that during
the growth of leaves, their proportion of nitrogenous to other matters
diminishes rapidly. It is at a maximum when they first emerge from
the bud, it lessens quickly abont the beginning of July, when the
fruit of the Lilac is formed. After this it is slightly variable, but
seems to experience a small increase as the leaves approach maturity,
and is at a minimum when that period is reached. At the time of
the Lilac leaves falling, their nitrogenous matter amounts to about
one-third of the proportion they had in the beginning; in Jlaple
it is a trifle more. The carbonaceous matter augments rapidly from
the moment the leaves emerge from the bnds till the completion of
their growth, which, in the Lilac, is when the flowers are nearly open

.

There is a alight increase beyond this up to September, and then, in

Maple, a sensible depression, and the maximum proportion is at the
time of the fall when they have lost a good deal of their nitrogenous
matter. The quantity of A.sh increases rapidly up to June, after
which it is less pronounced. Withered leaves of Maple contain less
mineral matter than those of Lilac, which lose a slight proportion in
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the course of their existence—probably through rains carrying off

some of their soluble salts.

It now remains to connect these facts of analysis with the life

history of the plants. During the entire growth period the nitrogen-

ous matters are very abundant, probably organised, and endowed
with an existence independent of the vegetable cells. They exercise

the animal function of respiration, which then is the predominant
operation. At first, the carbonic acid resulting from this process is

only partly retained by the reducing action of the chlorophyl. Thus
the young plant exposed to light and air exhales an excess of car.

bonic acid. In the second period the relative proportion of nitrogen,

ous matters diminishes and the carbonaceous matters increase. The
plant then only exhales a small quantity of carbonic acid, the bulk of

it being retained by the chlorophyl, which decomposes it and fixes

the carbon. At a later date the carbonic acid ceases to appear, the

gas being absorbed by the chlorophyl as quickly as it is evolved by
respiration. The respiratory phenomena are then masked, and can
only be revealed by indirect processes. In an experiment of Bous.

singault it was found that leaves placed in a bell-glass containing

jrare hydrogen mixed with a little carbonic acid, in a room feebly

illuminated, gave out a little oxygen, showing that the assimilation

of carbon had not ceased, which it only does in total darkness. It is

also known that in a similar amount of light leaves in a glass full of

air give out carbonic acid in inspiring oxygen ; and, putting the two
facts together, it appears that the two functions of the plant

—

respiration and assimilation of carbon—are simultaneous, but that

the last becomes so attenuated that it cannot completely mask the

effects of the former. M. Corenwinder finds support for his theory

in the fact that the white-tufted leaves found in a variety of Maize,

which contain no chlorophyl, have not the faculty of sensibly absorb-

ing carbonic acid and exhaling oxygen as the green and purple Maize
leaves have in sunlight ; but they do exhale sensible quantities of

carbonic acid in daylight. Senebier had noticed that the red and
yellow tufts of the tricoloured Amaranth did not give off oxygen
when exposed to the sun, but that the leaves of the red Amaranth had
this property. So leaves naturally green, but changing to red at the

end of their lives, such as those of the Virginian Creeper, completely
cease to absorb carbonic acid and exhale oxygen. Faded-leaves, as

M. Corenwinder found, emit carbonic acid, though not as an act of

vitality, but of decay. Analysing some white leaves gathered from
a Maple, and also some green ones from the same tree, the former
were found to contain in 100 parts (dried) 17'06 of nitrogenous
matter, and the latter only 13'75. Thus white leaves are propor-

tionately richer in nitrogenous matter than green ones, the latter

being the richer in carbonaceous matter. Respiration he considers

the function of the organised nitrogenous matter ; assimilation of

carbon that of organised matter chiefly, if not solely, formed of

ternary compounds. For a more detailed exposition of his processes

and results the original papers may be consulted. If his opinions

should be confirmed, we shall have the curious fact of organisms
digesting and assimilating as food that which is an excretion of their

own respiratory system.

—

Academy.

The Sleep of Plants.—With a great number of plants, both
leaves and flowers assume during the night a very different position

from that which they affect during the day. To this carious pheno.
menon Linnseug applies the name of vegetable sleep. Thus, in the
case of the False Acacia, the leaves of which hang towards the
ground during the night, the flfteen or twenty-one leaflets which
compose them spread themselves out horizontally at the rising of the
sun, and eventually raise themselves up in such a manner as to touch
each other by their superior surfaces. The contrary takes place with
the Colutea, so common in copses ; being spread out horizontally

during the day, in the night the leaflets raise themselves perpendi.
cularly upon the petiole, and stand opposite each other by their

upper surfaces. With the Cassia marylandica the situation of the
leaflets is exactly contrary to that occupied by the leaflets of the
Colutea ; these, being also horizontal during the daytime, turn them,
selves down backwards in the night until they touch each other by
their lower surfaces. With the sensitive plant Mimosa pudica, and
its congeners, the leaflets of the four feathers composing its leaves
being spread out during the day, bend themselves during the night
along the petioles, covering each other, the lower face being above.
In the case of the Tephrosia caribaea, the movement is quite opposite,

the leaflets bending themselves from the summit of the leaf towards
the base. This curious faculty, indeed, shows itself generally, and
in the highest degree, among the leguminous plants. It is but rarely

found in other families, and even then is usually isolated in some
genera, such as the Oxalis, for example. Philosophers have hitherto

been unable to explain, satisfactorily, the sleep of leaves and flowers,

spontaneous and excited movements, &o. A crowd of hypotheses,

many of them very ingenious, have appeared from time to time, but
they destroy each other and disappear before serious examination.
The author who has most successfully applied himself to these
studies. Mens. Dutrochet, affirms, in order to explain the phenomena,
that plants are furnished, the same as animals, with nervous systems,
and in truth, the explanation which he gives, following a vast number
of experiences and delicate anatomical dissections, appear to favour
that conjecture.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

Hardy Flowers, Alpine Plants, and the "Wild Garden.
The fine old Stenactis speciosus is now gay with its second
crop of bloom, which would have been all the stronger if the
stems had been removed from the plants as soon as the earlier
blossoms were over. Rudbeckia fulgida and Newmanni (not
hirta—it is only a biennial) are still wonderfully bright, and,
what is more, their lustre is undiminished, even by a drenching
rain

;
the deep golden florets of the ray contrast beautifully

with the dark chocolate coloured disk ; dwarf in habit, so rigid
in growth as to require no staking, they have, however,'one fault,
that, being surface rooters, they are liable to suffer, and have, indeed'
suffered much this season, from drought. So closely related to these^
as at one time to have been included in the genus, are the lovely
Echinaceas ; the freest grower and the one most generally met with
is E. intermedia ; with us it attains a height of 3 feet or more, and
when each stem is terminated with a crimson.rayed flower, fully
5 inches in diameter, it is certainly one of the most effective and
beautiful hardy plauts to be seen in bloom at this season ; the other two
species, viz., E. purpurea and E. serotina, are dwarfer, and much more
rarely seen, as is also the E. angustifolia, the true form of which is still
only to be found, we believe, in cultivation with our old friend, Mr.
Leeds, of Manchester. The Heleniums are all pretty, most abuni
dant bloomers, and well adapted for the back row of the herbaceous
border, or for enlivening the shrubbery with their masses of golden
bloom ; amongst tall ones, antumnale and commutatum are the best,
and among

_
the dwarf, Bolanderi and the true atropurpureum are

equally desirable. Nor must we omit the double perennial Sun-
flower (HeUanthas multiflorus plenus). Though some of the early
blooming Eryngiums have disappeared, we have yet E. amethystiuum,
glowing with its blue metallic lustre, which renders its name so appro'-
priate

;
E. glomeratum and creticum are still enjoying a fair share

of beauty ; and E. maritimum, our own " Sea Holly," is yet attractive,
owing to its white peculiarly-contorted foliage ; it is, however, a
dwarf when compared with the foregoing species. Campanulas
have nearly passed , but the noble old pyramidalis, which, under
favom'able culture, sends up its towering spikes to a height of
6 feet, is still an object of beauty ; as is also the dwarf C.
isophylla, at one time known by the very appropriate name
of floribunda. It is a neat - clustered plant for a rockery,
with much larger flowers than old garganica or Cymbalaria; it
does not ripen seeds—at least has not done so with me—but strikes
freely in spring, with the aid of a gentle bottom-heat. Phloxes,
whose names and varieties are legion, are also beautiful, but these,'
as well as the many showy hybrid Pentstemons, have long since
been relegated to the florists' department, so I shall not deal with
them. Scabiosa caucasica, with its large, flat, expanded capitula of
lavender blossoms, is a plant well worth cultivation, as is also S. Gram,
muntia, whose finely cut foliage is effective and pretty, independent
of its blue flowers. Both these may be freely produced from seed

;

but beware of hybridisation in the latter—the former always comes
true. Lobelias, such as iguea (with its dark foliage) and old cardinalis,
both of which have intensely brilliant scarlet flowers, as well as the'
numberless fine hybrids (in all shades of puce, purple, and blue) are,
where they thrive well, the gayest of the gay. They, however, have
their likes and dislikes, and with us, will neither flourish in summer,
nor stand through even the mildest of winters. The Statices, or Sea'
Lavenders, are all fine autumn plants, adapted equally well for the
border and the bouquet ; nay, more, not unfrequently, in a dried
state, constituting a very elegant feature in the floral decoration of
ladies' bonnets. S. Tormentilla, scopai-ia, and Besseriana, are tall
growers, as compared with S. latifolia, elata, Smithi, and Willdenowi.
Besides these, we have many dwarf species, some not exoeedino- 3
inches in height, and all are beautiful. The large ones are most
impatient of removal, and require two or three years to attain their
full development, after such an ordeal. As I now write, one of our
finest and most effective plants, in respect of habit, as well as bloom,
is the Japanese Polygonum Sieboldi, sometimes called also cuspi.'
datum

; it has this season attained a height of 9 or 10 feet, carrying
its foliage from the very base, in fully developed perfection, and now
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its beautiful branches are pendent in graceful curves, with the weight

of the feathery flowers, individually small, and inconspicuous, but in

mass and arrangement, the very perfection of beauty. One fault it

has is, that it is a sad rambler, so much so, that in a very few years,

a single plant would cover half an acre of ground, and it will hold its

own with a vigour and persistency that annihilates all competitors.

A closely-allied species, though quite dwarf in habit, is Polygonum

japonicum, whose broadly heart-shaped leaves are beautifully crimped

at the margins. Nor must we omit the lovely pink-flowered P. vac-

cinifolinm, whose dwarf creeping habit, and trailing stems, covered

with small light green leaves, decked all over with charming

spikes, is a picture of beauty. Some may have tried its culture

unsuocessfully ; to such, we wonld say, that it will be found

perfectly at home in a bed composed of half peat, and half

leaf soil, with a nice sprinkling of sharp sand in it. Amongst
Cyclamens, europa^nm, in its pink and white forms, appears

(like the Colchicums), as it were, to form a connecting link

between the autumn and the spring. Old established plants, and

those I now have in my eye, have grown in the same place for twenty

years to my knowledge, and, possibly, their age may be nearer

forty than twenty, are now a mass of bloom ; and, in early spring,

they will be covered with quantities of their lovely painted leaves,

for which alone, independent of the (lowers, their culture ia

desiraljle. The Tritoma Uvaria, and other varieties, are now in fall

blossom ; and well do they merit the important position they have

attained, being, without exception, the grandest autumn decora-

tive plant which we have. Wondrous, too, is the variety which the

Gladiolus has assumed under the hands of the florists who have made
its hybridisation a speciality. This dry season has, however, been

anything but favourable to their vigorous growth, many of them
having been attacked with red spider in the early stages of their

development. Tritonia aurea, or Crocosmia as it is sometimes called,

is a plant supposed by many to be tender ; but it has withstood the

severity of our winters for the past five years, and, thus grown, forms

an etiually valuable plant out of doors as it has hitherto done in the

greenhouse for autnmn decoration. The Commelyniis—viz., ccelestis,

scapigera, and angustifolia—when grown near the Tritonia, form a

lovely contrast when the azure-blue flowers mix with the orange blos-

soms of the latter. They have fascicles of thick fleshy roots, and ought

to be planted pretty deeply, else they are apt to suffer from

the frost. The Marvel of Peru (Mirabilis Jalnpa), though generally

grown as an annual, ia really a good perennial, which, under

the protective influence of tolerably deep planting, will produce

year after year an increasingly strong growth, accompanied by an

e vrly and long protracted bloom ; the best plan is to lift the roots after

the first year's growth, and store them away as we do Dahlias,

replanting again in early spring, and allowing about C inches of soil

a'mve the crown. Though Dahlias, as generally recognised, are not

within our province, yet there are some old species that are worth

growing, aud none more so than the dwarf lax-growing one kuown by
the various names of D. glabrata, repens, and scapigera : it has a fasci-

cled root, the same as ita more familiar congeners, and is perfectly

hardy if treated as the Marvel of Peru ; ita tiny flowers, no bigger

than a penny-piece, vary in tint from a rosy-white to a deep lavender-

purple ; and are sufficiently neat to answer even for a bntton-hole

bouquet ; they are gracefully supported on long slender stalks, and

continue to flower freely to the end of October. Of more lofty growth

are D. eoceinea and Cervantesi ; of these the latter is the more desir-

able on account of its finer cut foliage and glaucous tint, which at

once distinguishes it from the common forms ; but, for grand foliage

their giant relation, D. imporialis, bears the palm ; unfortunately, its

blossoms are so late that they are always " nipped i' the bud."

Lilium tigrinum splcudidum is one of the finest of our autumn Lilies,

wo have it now full 5 feet high, with some twenty or more flowers in a

pmicle, just expanding into rare beanty, reminding me of a large

group I saw about this time last year in Mr. Ware's nursery, that

was a conspicuous object full half a mile off; possibly some of my
readers may say this is a droll sort of calendar of operations. In my
next article I may indulge in drier details, more in keeping with such

a title, and give time for a change in the floral panorama, ere I

analyse ita individual parts again.— J. C. Nivkn, Botanic Gan!ciis,

Hull.

The Flovrer Garden and Pleasure Groxxnds.

With the exception of keeping everything connected with this

department in the best possible order, little at present is required

to be done. The flower beds are still in full flotal beauty, even
more so than is usually the case at the present advanced period of

the year—a circumstance possibly owing to the protracted drought
of the earlier part of the season having retarded for a very con-

siderable time the development of the plants, the suppressed
eneigios of which are now, as it were, set at liberty by the genial

aud somewhat copious rains, which wo have recently experienced

;

the consequence is, the floral display in flower gardens is more
gorgeous and abundant than it haa been at any other period during

the present season ; and, in order to maintain this desirable result,

as long as possible, the greatest degree of neatness and order should

pervade the entire department. In cases in which it may have been

difticult, or even impoaslble, to obtain at an earlier period, a suffi.

ciency of cuttings of any variety of bedding plants, this deficiency

may now be made good, and the propagation of all such plants

should be brought to a close as speedily aa possible. Even bedding

Calceolarias, which are always found to succeed best when the

cuttings are inserted somewhat late, may soon, or even now, bo

commenced with. These plants are most successfully propagated in

cold pita or frames, either in pots or otherwise. If pots arc used,

they niaj- be some 8 inchea in diameter, and should be well

drained, and the soil may be composed of one.half leaf-mould finely

sifted, while the other half may be sharp river or pit sand,

which will answer the purpose quite as well as the best

silver-sand. They may be wintered in the pits or frames

in which they have been struck, and will of course require

the protection of mats, &c., when the weather is severe.

Treated thus, they will generally be found by the end of March to be

in good order for transplanting into temporary pita or trenches,

where they can have the necessary protection which they may require

during very severe weather ; and, from such quarters, they may be
safely transferred to the flower-beds early in May. Wherever it is

contemplated to transplant large evergreen shrubs or trees, the present

is a suitable time for performing such operations, which may, never-

theleaa, be successfully performed at almost any season ; indeed,

various opinions exist as to the best time for transplanting large

Hollies, and other evergreena ; but, all thinga considered, the

present time, or from this until the middle of November, is, doubt-

less, the most convenient, and probably the best time to jierform snch
operations. Up to November the soil retains sufficient warmth to

encourage the development of fresh roots, and to thus repair nn.

avoidable injuries resulting from the operation of transplanting before

very severe weather is likely to set in. It will still be necessary to

keep lawns constantly mown and rolled, although mowing will bo less

frequently necessary than it has hitherto been. Leaves have this

season commenced to fall sooner than is generally the case ; gravel

walks must, therefore, be frequently swept and afterwards well-rolled,

in order to secure solidity and smoothness of surface.—P. Guieve,

Culford, Burij St. Edimmds.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Vines in pots, which were thoroughly ripened a month ago, may
now be placed in a gentle heat, i.e., if Grapes are wanted in

March and April ; select those showing plump prominent eyes and
well ripened canes for the first batch, using Black Hamburgh in

the dark section, and Royal Muscadine in the white division. Wash
the canes with a hard brush, employing soft-soapy water, and clear

the surface-soil away well down about the roots ; then fill up to

within an inch of the rim of the pot with a compost consisting of cow-
manure and horse droppings mixed with a little fresh loam. The
roota run freely and feed greedily in a compost of this kind, and at
every application of water much valuable matter is w.oshed down
to the lower roots. Early growth is much facilitated by the jiots being
plunged iu some fermenting material in which a bottom-heat of
70' can bo maintained—say, here and there in a Pino bed where
there is room. Where such means are unavailable set the pots on the

top of hot-water pipes. A temperature of CO' by day, and 50' at

night, will bo found to be suflicient for the first fortnight. Dew the

canes overhead both morning and afternoon. The object and advan-
tage of forcing pot Vines is to be able to cut new Grapes at Kastei",

or at any other special time, when only a few are requiied, and
when ,a largo Vinery-ful would be too many. Vine culture, in pots,

also saves Vinos permanently planted out, which often sufiVr much,
if forced, very early. Permanent Vines, if started into growth for a
succesion of years, in October or November, soon succumb to such
unnatural treatment. The roots on which so much depends, fail to

act in company with the top, and failure is the inevitable result.

Pot Vines may be conveniently accommodated in an odd corner of

any stove, and when eight, ten, and twelve nice bunches can bo
obtained from them, the original cost and after attention are fully

repaid. Keep all retarded Grapes free from decaying berries,

and do not let any decayed leaves remain on the Vines,

or lie about on the surface of the border, as these collect and
harbour damp, and otherwise render the atmosphere unwholesome.

Pine suckers may yet be taken off, potted, placed in some close,

warm, moist corner, and be treated as former instalments. All

canvas shadings may now be removed, and carefully stored in some
dry place until needed another season. Wash off any paint mixture

which may have beeu put on the glass, and, in future, admit full
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light from every possible inlet. Vines, and other deoitluous climbers,

which have clone good service throughout the past hot summer in the

way of shading, will now be opportunely casting their foliage, and
will, therefore, prove no obstruction to light. The rods of these

should bo wintered outside

—

i.e., if provision exists for doing so—for,

when kept in a warm temperature, they are constantly in excitement,

and the result, is in every way, unsatisfactory. Mushroom-houses, in

which uewly-spawned beds are at work, should have the atmosphere
well charged with moisture, by means of evaporating troughs, and
the frequent damping of all available surfaces.—J. MuiK. Clooenfords.

Peaches, Melons, and Strawberries.

In late Peach-houses, in which the fruit has all been gathered, a
slight watering should be given to moisten the surface ; if watering

has been well followed up, soakings of water should be avoided at

this season until the leaves have fallen and the wood is ripe. Late
Admir.able is nearly over ; bat Lady Palmerston is just being gathered

from standard trees. The earliest house will now be tit to prune,

clean, and train for starting to force in another month or so. A good
soaking of water should also be given if it is known that there is good
drainage in the border. Moisture is essential to prevent dropping of

the buds, and to assist in their setting—in short, to maintain the

vigour of the trees. One of the most useful and simple dressings

which can be applied to the trees is quick-limo mixed with

a little clay and water to the oousistence of paint; lime

itself would not harm the buds in the least, but clay subdues
the colour; if this is applied year after year, it will keep
the trees clean from most insects ; oils and soaps are unsafe,

unless used with caution. In late houses, bedding plants or Fuchsias

may be wintered, without injury to the trees. Melons, in low pits,

will soon be over, but in trellised houses, heated by fire-heat, there is

yet at least a month during which fruit may swell and ripen ; keep
the foliage trim, and a steady heat at the root, so that cautious

waterings may be given, to keep the foliage in good health,

and to swell ofE remaining fruits. With the late moist weather,

Strawberries have made rapid progress ; every encouragement
must, therefore, be given to late potted sorts, in order to

induce them to fill their pots with roots; let them have room,

and do not over water them, an important matter, as .after the

pots are well filled, the crowns swell and ripen ; avoid stimulants

at this period, these are imnecessary where good soil has been
used. Cut off all runners and dress off with the finger and thumb all

side growths, so that the single central crown may bo strengthened.

Marguerite is a useful early sort for forcing ; with us it has a strong

tendency to push up secondary crowns, which are delusive, inasmuch
as they give the plant the appearance of luxuriance, and owing to

the pot being well furnished with foliage, there is a fine prospect of

fruitfulness ; but one strong crown is worth half-a-dozen weak ones,

even though the foliage is sparse. In the north, early potting of

Strawberries is essential, and of decided benefit to the plants, inas-

much as the summers are cooler and more moist than in the south
;

but in the latter, later potting may be performed with perfect

success, as, on the whole, the growth is made more rapidly as the

days shorten and the atmosphere gets moist ; the Strawberry delights

in moisture, and plants potted in early summer have to withstand the

dry summer heats.—W. D., Canford.

Harvesting Fruits.

The harvesting of fruits, though generally hui-ried through, should

bo gone about with care and leisure. It is imprudence approaching
to recklessness to sacrifice the produce of a year's anxiety and toil

in order to save a day or so in harvesting fruit safely. Yet this is

what is constantly being done. Fruit cannot be got on too fast

;

while, on the contrary, it can hardly be gathered and harvested too

slowlj'. Even the Peach season extends from September to

November ; the -ipple, from July to November ; and Pears, from
June till the frosts of winter threaten them with destruction. It is

general and all-at-once gatherings that are the ruin of fruits. Almost
every fruit has its own special time when it may be best gathered.

That set time can only be leai-ned by experience ; but the merest

novice knows that there are wide differences between the seasons of

maturity of tho different varieties of our main crops of fruits,

such as Apples, Pears, Plums. As generally harvested, not

half enough .allowance is made for these and other differences.

A more general knowledge concerning the ripening of fruits would

extend the harvesting season over many months instead of, as

now, crowding the heaviest part of it into a week or so towards the

end of September. Fruit should be softly and tenderly handled,

and laid in single file in baskets or trays as gathered, and

carried by hand to the fruit or store-room. It should likewise be

sorted, as gathered, into sizes and qualities—keepers and not keepers

especially being stored apart. All small, deformed fruit should have

a place to themselves—a shelf, or such like place, for the awkward

squad. The other fruit would not only keep, but look so much

better by being rid of tho refuse ; and a fruit-room should not only

be clean, cool, dry, of even temperature, and frost-proof, but should

also be ornamental. A good arrangement is a series of shelves, about

a yard or -1 feet wide, around the sides, a broad table in tho middle,

and a good wide path all round. Tho fruit in season can then

always be displ.ayed on the centre table, and the whole place with all

in it becomes a source of pleasure and honest horticultural pride to

its possessor. There are few more interesting things in a well-

furnished garden than a neatly - arranged, orderly - maintained,

well.filled fruit-room, such as may be seen at Sandringham, and

in other great gardens ; for it is quite a mistake to suppose

that a fruit-room must be large to be interesting, or well suited

or the sure keeping, and orderly and sate storing of fruit. On

the contrary, there is no good reason why each garden, large

or small, should not have a suitable room to receive and store

its produce.—D. T. Fisu.

Indoor Bulbs.

It is high time a few Crocuses, Snowdrops, and Squills, were potted

up for early blooming. By tho use of some of the autumn-blooming

species, Crocuses may be had in flower snccessionally from September

to April. The autumn-flowering kinds will flower quite as early in

the open ground a3 in pots, but during autumn the weather is often

so unfavourable as to soon destroy them in the open ground
;
whereas,

if some be grown under glass, their beauty is considerably prolonged.

Unfortunately, the autumn and winter-blooming Crocuses have been

so much b.anished from our gardens, that it is only in certain places

they can now be met with. The autumn blooming kinds are C. autum.

nalis, purplish-blue ; byzantinus, lilac, deepening to purple ; nudi.

floras, violet-purple ; sativus (the Saffron Crocus), purple ; serotinus,

blue ; and speciosus, blue, also very handsome. What may be termed

a winter-blooming section, flowering later than the preceding, and

forming a kiud of intermediate floral group includes Imperati,

violet, "fawn, and white, very distinct and fine ;
chrysanthus, orange,

yellow; and nivalis, white. The spring-flowering species, though very

pretty, cannot compare with the fine garden varieties now so extensively

grown, with the exception of C. retioulatus (Cloth of Gold) and

C. biflorus, the Scotch Crocus, both of which are very early, and

characterised by great freedom of bloom. Cloth of Gold is tho only

yellow variety suitable for growing in pots; the large yellow spring,

flowering Crocus does not bloom so freely under glass as in the open

ground. There arc now many very fine varieties of Crocus vernus,

producing very large aud showy flowers ; and among these, as

especially suitable for pot culture, may be selected the following :—

Albion, white, very large ; David Rizzio, deep purple ; La Majesteuse,

heavily striped with violet on a white ground ;
Lamplighter, bright

purple; Lilacinus suporbns, bright blue; Mont Blanc, pure white
;

Ne Plus Ultra, lilac.purple, edged with white ; Othello, blue.purplo

;

Pride of Albion, white, striped Durple, very large aud fine ; Sir J.

Franklin, large, dark purple ; and Sir Walter Scott, very delicately

pencilled with violet, one of the most beautiful varieties in cultiva-

tion. Six bulbs of auy one variety, or even eight, should be placed

in a 48-pot, using a good soil ; aud, with but little trouble, they can

be had in full bloom in early spring. The Snowdrop should be

grown in pots, a dozen bulbs being placed in the same sized pot as

that recommended for the Crocus. The double variety produces the

largest flowers, but some of both should be used. With the Snow-

drop can bo associated the charming spring Snowflake (Leucojum

veruum) with its chaste Snowdrop-like blossoms, which can be got in

bloom throughout March. Too much cannot be written in praise of tho

eaiiy-blooming Squills, especially S. araa3na, S. bifolia and its white

variety, and S. sibirica. The last has been well designated " the brightest

and most beautiful of our early spring flowers," and, like Myosotis

dissitiflDra, it affords a lovely hue of blue in the early spring. The

earliest to flower is S. bifolia, smaller and much less intense in colour

than S. sibirica, but most charming. S. amoona is the latest of the

three, but only just succeeding the others. Some of each of these

should be potted up about six or eight bulbs in a pot, and, like the

Snowdrop, they can be mauaged with but little difiicnlty. Tho

fragrant Polyanthus Narcissus must not be excluded frona our list.

Two or three bulbs should be placed in a pot, the size of which should

be regulated according to the dimensions of the bulbs; one bulb only

in a pot is not suflttcient to make an effective display. Perhaps of all

spring.flowering bulbs grown in pots the Polyanthus Narcissus is the

most "easily managed ; but the better the compost, the finer and more

plentiful will be the fragrant flowers. There is so very much same,

ness of character among the varieties, that it is only necessary to

indicate a few, and they should be Bazelmau Major, Gloriosa, Grand

Prime, and Grand Soleil d'Or. Others may be added, but the

foregoing are fine and distinct. There are two forms of the
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border Narcissus that are especially well adapted for cnltiva-

tion in pots, though they lack the fragrance of the Tolyan-

thus BfCtion. These are Ajax bicolor, or the Trompet Sulphur

of tl)0 Dutch growers, the tube golden yellow, the petal pale sulphur,

and Ajax maximus, the Trompet Major of the Dutch growers, deep

golden yellow ; flowers, very large. Tliese are actually what are

tinned border varieties, but they come so fine in pots, and are of such

a very showy character, that they deserve to be highly recommended

for that purpose. If possible, imported roots of these should be ob.

lained, as they are certain to flower, and are much more reliable in

pots than when grown in this country. The pretty Narcissus Bulbo-

codium and the equally pretty N. minor should not bo overlooked
;

nor should the richly fragrant .lonqnil be excluded from oar list,

especially what is known as the Single Sweet-scented. If as soon as

all these have done blooming they are carefully transplanted to the

open border, they will establish themselves there, and gild the opening

days of .spring with their bright blossoms for many years to come.

The Kitchen Garden.

No cultivator who aims at producing first-class vegetables in all

seasons, ought to be satisfied with less than from 2 to 3 feet in depth

of good soil. It may not be possible to .secure this in some gardens

all at once, but if this object is kept steadily in view, and as far as

possible acted upon, a steady and progressive improvement will

certainly take place, which will soon show itself in the improvement
of the crops. The two principal ways of increasing the depth of the

soil .available for the roots of plants are, firstly, deep trenching in

antnnni ; and, to this end, every spare moment that can be abstracted

from ordinary routine work should be occupied in turning up deeply

every vacant piece of land, and throwing it up roughly, to expose as

large a surface as possible to the action of the atmosphere. Where the

sub-soil is decidedly bad, be content with bringing up only an inch or

so to the surface, but stir the bottom up well with a strong steel fork ;

even thi.s will let in the air and allow the water to percolate more
freely through it than before, and will make it more suitable for

bringing to the surfsice at the next trenching. In this way a vast

improvement might be graduall}' made in many gardens, and I am
confident that if the practice was gencr.ally carried out, the result in

improved crops in all seasons would be patent to even a casual

observer. " Where there's a will there's a w.ay," and any cultivator

once impressed with the necessity of deep culture, will find a way to

accoinjilish his object—gradu.ally and slowly it may probably be, bat
none the less surely on that account. The second mode of deepening
and improving a poor soil is by adding to the surface everything that

can be obtained that has any value either as a mauarial or
mechanical agent ; and there arc so many substances (often

looked upon as valueless), about gardens, especially at this

season, which, if properly utilised, would be of the greatest value
in any persistent scheme of improvement. All refuse vegetable
matter, whether living or dead, should be carefully treasured
up, as it contains within itself the nucleus of futnie crops.

Thero is such a number of substances usually called rubbish, such
as the cleanings of ditches, trimuiings of banks, roads, and hedges,
all so easily obtained as to render the improvement of even a
bad soil not so difficult a matter as at first sight it might appe.ar.

Atnongst the most useful of mechanical agents for ameliorating a
heavy soil may be mentioned all kinds of ashes and charred earth or

clay, lime and mortar rubbish, and the ihjhris from old buildings when
taken down ; whilst light sandy soil cannot have anything so bene-
ficially applied to it for improving its staple as a good dressing of

clay spread over the surface in autumn after trenching, and, after
exposure to the action of the weather all winter, lightly forking it in

in the spring before cropping. Where French Beans are in demand all

tlio winter, two or three dozen pots may be planted to succeed those
planted in frames ; by making snccessional plantings every three
weeks or so, the supply will bo kept up. A position near the glass

will be requisite, as also a moist atmosphere and a night tcmpevaturo
of not less than 60'. 2l-sized pots are a handy size, they should be
half filled with good rich soil, and about five Beans planted in each
pot. Cover the Beans about an inch deep, and earth np when the
plants are up and have made some growth. The Newington Wonder,
although small, is avery useful Bean for early forcing ; if well fed with
liquid manure, and if all Beans are picked off when fit for use, it will

continue bearing for a long time. Onions which have been taken np
should now be taken under cover and stowed thinly in a dry room or
on shelves ; the larger should be tied in bunches, so that they can be
removed to a cooler situation in February, and thus prolong the
season of use. Potatoes should still bo taken up in favourable
weather, but avoid putting them together in largo quantities in a wet
state. Cut clusters of Tomatoes, and hang them in a dry airy house—this will give them an opportunity of maturing later-set fruit.

—

£. HODDAY.

THE ARBORETUM.
A STONELESS PLUM.

(rilDNVS TEXERRIJIA.)

WuEXXE came this plar.t, and by whom obtained, we ar&
uuablo to say. We believe, however, that it is but little

known. A distinguishing peculiarity belonging to it is the

fact that it is stoiiclos.s, i.e., the kernel is not encased, as is

usual with other I'lums, in a hard shell. The tree itself is one
of moderate growth, and bears flower.? of an average size.

Its fruit, which is hoart-shaped, is of a deep violet colour, and
covered with bloom so heavily as to give it a whitish appcar-

A S toneless Plum (Prunns tenerrima).

ance. It ripens in August, but is of no little value except for

ornameut, or, perhaps, for preserving.

ILL EFFECTS OF KOOT-COILING.
Atte-ntios has again been directed to this evil by the failures of

several Cypresses planted from four to seven years ago. The Mon.
terey Cypress (C. macrocarpa) is said to die out quickly in every

part of Austr-alia within thirty miles of the coast; but there is some
reason for believing that its early decease should not always bo
attributed to the locality. This species is but one of several which

have died prematurely. The others that have been brought under

our notice are C. Goveniana, Lambertiana, horizontalis, and Uhdeana.
Examination of the roots revealed the fact of death having in every

instance been occasioned by root-coiling. It may bo necessary to

explain that the coiling of the roots is occasioned by growing the

young plants in pots, in which condition the roots go round and
round, and, unless care be taken when planting out to open them up
and cause them to radiate from the centre, they continue the spiral

course. It will be easily understood that when these cork-screw roots

swell they form a solid rope ; as each strand increases in diameter it

presses on its neighbour, so that, in the end, the circulation of the

sap is altogether stopped, and the death of the tree ensues. It is

worth notice that this effect is not experienced in the case

of all kinds of Conifers; some of them appear to have the

faculty of throwing out roots from the collar of the plant,

and of thus rendering it, in some measure, independent of

the coiled roots. There have probably been more pot-grown speci-

mens of Pinus insignis planted out than of any other tree, and yet

hardly a complaint has ever reached us of losses of these by root.

coiling. Many specimens of the choicer Pines, Deodars, and other

Cedars, have been lost through this cause, so that it will bo well for

planters to note carefully the species which are liable to suffer and

those which are not. The ^rcat lesson to be learnt is caution in

buying. When selecting Conifers at a nursery do not choose the

largest plants, but prefer those which havo been the shortest time in

pots and which aro also making free and healthy growth. Not only

is no time lost by making use of the youngest plants, but the ultimate

stature of the tree will be far greater than it ever can be from a root,

coiled subject.

—

Australasian.
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ON TRANSPLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS.
By LEWIS BAYNE.

During tlie last few years tlie writer has had considerable experience in

this sort of work, having superintended the transplanting of a vast number
of trees and shrubs at different seasons of the year, and he now begs
respectfully to report the result of that experience. It may only bo
stated at the outset that the locus of the operations to be reported on is

a few miles inland, and having a northern and western exposure.

1. This tmnsijlanting took place iu the second week of April, 1868, and
the lot then ti-ansplanted included two large.evergreen Oaks (Quercus
Ilex) about 15 feet high, with about the same spread of branches ; eight

English Yews, 7 feet high j a number of Norway Spruce of the same
size, and three dozen common Laurels, 3 feet high. One of the Oaks lost

•all its leaves the first summer after removal, but immediately afterwards

revived, while its neighbour died during the second summer, which, it

may be observed, had been growing among stones, lime, and rubbish, and
very little soil was attached to the roots, the roots themselves being
inferior, with few fibres. Both these circumstances would, in a great

measure, account for the failure. The remainder of the lot survived the

operation, but with varying success—none of them making much progi-ess

the first two seasons. The Yews were least affected by the removal ; the
Laurels shed their leaves, but recovered the first season ; and the Spruce,
which almost stood still for a while, have shot up wonderfully since. The
dry summers of 1868 and 1869 may account for their slow progress at

first, although they were watered at planting and occasionally after. The
soil, it should be mentioned, was a mixture of turf and loam about 2 feet

deep, and the sub-soil was an old public road, properly loosened ; the new
position was moderately sheltered.

2. Lot 2 consisted of some four score Spruce and a few Oaks, which
were transplanted on the 14tb and 15th January, 1860 ; although the new
position was within a hundred yards of the first lot, the other attendant
circumstances difler considerably. The soil was a dry loam, well trench-
ploughed, but the position was more exposed, while the plants were
removed from a well sheltered position. This, together with having to

contend with two dry seasons, caused the death of about 5 per cent.,

while the survivors have hitherto made but slow progress.

3. On the 20th of March of the same year, a removal was made of a
number of common Laurels, evergreen Oaks, and common Hollies, all

from 3 to 5 feet high, from a shrubbery moderately sheltered, to a very
exposed situation round a newly-built lodge. The new soil was a heavy
loam resting on clay bottom, and which had been well trenched to a depth of

2i feet before planting. All the Laurels and evergreen Oaks were pruned
previous to planting, but not the HoUies ; the ground being moist, no water-
ing was thought necessary. The common Laurels lost a number of their

leaves, and many of the shoots of the previous year's growth died, but
they have all been growing well ever since the first year after plant-
ing, and now have the appearance of being in a healthy state. About
one-half of the evergreen Oaks died down to the ground the first year,
but have made good shoots from the stools. The Hollies all grew, but
made small progress the first year ; the slow growth in this instance may
be accounted for by the drj-ness of the two following seasons, and the
exposure of the situation.

4. The next transplantation nvunbered about twenty English Oats,
9 feet high, and the same number of Norway Spruce and Pinus austriaca
from 4 to 6 feet high, with a few Birch and other deciduous trees from
G to 10 feet high. The new soil was a heavy loam resting on clay, and
trenched 2 feet deep before planting. The Enghsh Oaks, Spruce, and
Austrian Pines were removed from a young plantation and carted a
distance of about two miles, and neither had been previously prepared for
removal. The soil on which they grew was a poor loam resting on a cold
clay, and the situation was very exposed, modified, of course, by the
shelter of the other trees in the plantation. The new locality was also

exposed. AU the other plants were brought from a public nursery by
rail, and afterwards carted about 4 miles. No pruning was done in either
case. As regards the Oaks, the result ivas that one-fourth of them died
the first year, and the remainder, although keeping iu life, made httle
progress during the first two years. Only three of the Spruce and Pines
died, but the others made slow growths the first year, especially the
Spruce, the Pinus austriaca recovering, and feeling the removal less than
the Spruce. The failure and slow growth of the Oaks may be accounted
for by the want of pruning and preparing for removal, and the want of
shelter. The want of shelter also damaged the Spruce ; as a rule, they
never make much progress for a year or two after removal, when taken
from the shelter of a plantation ; of the Birch and other plants, one-sixth
died, a result not altogether unexpected, in consequence of their having
no balls of earth adhering to their roots.

5. Again, on the 31st Slay and 1st June of the same year the removal
was effected of a number of trees consisting of three Pinus Cembra,
9 to 10 feet high ; four Araucaria iinbricata, 5 to 6 feet high ; three
Arbor-vitses, about 12 feet high ; and a few Junipers, 5 to 6 feet high ,• all

w"ere growing within the shelterof and close to a high wall, and were only
removed about 60 yards into the open ground, so as they might get
hardened, and prepare roots for transplanting elsewhere. They were all

properly watered when re-planted, and twice a week for some time after;
when shifted they had good balls of earth adhering to their roots, and
they have since grown well ; indeed, in the course of making alterations
the following year, the Pinus Cembi*a were again removed (on the 2nd
June, 1870), and it was then found that they had made great root growth
since their previous removal.

6. On the 28th of Jtme, 1870, a transplantation was made of about fifty

small variegated Hollies, some standard Hollies, and upright Yews,

Junipers, and Mahonia aquifolia, all having balls of earth with the
exception of the Hollies and Mahonias, which, however, had first-class

roots. All were re-planted in well-prepared soil, wherein bedding plants
had been previously grown, and were copiously watered. Not one death
took place iu the whole lot, nor did any show signs of feeling the
removal. From the above date to 7th July three were also removed, and
carted a distance of three raUes, a large quantity of Portugal Laurels,

common Laurels, Hollies, and Aucuba japonica, and planted in a more
exposed situation than from whence they were taken. AU have grown,
with the exception of four common Laurels, which died down to the
ground, but have again thrown out shoots from the bottom. The other
common Laurels lost many of their leaves the first season, but soon
regained their foliage, and are now growing vigorously. The Portugal
Laurels never lost their leaves, but made slow growths until the year
1872, but they are now thriving well. All were watered when planted,
and occasionally afterwards.

7. The preparation for, and formation of, a new shrubbery during tho
spring of 1871, afforded an opportunity for transplanting on a large scale.

Between the 14th April and 2nd May, there were removed and re-planted
twenty English Yews from 7 to 10 feet high, and very bushy, about
eighty Portugal Laurels from 3 to 8 feet high, about 150 common Laurels
from 3 to 6 feet high, about twenty Hollies of the same size, one Arbutus
about 6 feet high, and a few other plants. The result was that only two
plants {Portugal Laurels) of the whole lot died, and these, it may bo
noted, had not good roots, nor soil adhering to them when planted. A
few of the common Laurels lost some of their leaves, and many of the
young top shoots died down from to 9 inches from tho top, but on being
pruned commenced growing at once, and had made good growths by the
autumn ; j^robably had these been pruned when planted they wouM never
have shown signs of feeling the removal. All were well watered when
planted, and copiously watered and syringed with a hose from a heavy
supply of water several times a-week for some time after ; success in this

case may be attributed to the soil being previously well prepared, and the
abundant waterings they received both to their roots and leaves. They
had, besides, been carefully planted, and having ordy been removed about
100 yards from their original position, plenty of soil attached to their

roots, which were not long exposed to the atmosphere. Between the
ISth May and 3rd June, in the same shrubbery, there were re-planted a
number of Portugal Laurels 4 to 6 feet high, and very bushy. English
and Irish Y'ews 9 feet high. Arbutus 7 feet high, and Aucuba japouica
3 feet high ; all underwent the same treatment as those above alluded to,

and all have grown well. In connection with this it may be mentioned,
that on some of those (re-planted on the 14th to 18th April) being again
removed, from the 4th to 12th September, they were found to have made
good root growth ; on this occasion they were also well watered. Tho
Laurels were not injuriously affected by the change, but two of the
English Yews faded and drooped a little for some time after planting.

8. On the 4th and 5th December of the same year (1871), a change of
place was tried with two Cedrus Deodara about 18 feet high, and one
evergreen Oak about the same height. The soil was a cold clay, with
which was mixed on transplantation a fair quantity of good black loam.
The Cedrus Deodara both look as well as when they were planted ; but
the evergreen Oak died at once, never having shown any signs of life.

The failure of the Oak was perhaps attributable to its want of roots.

PreWous to removal it had been growing on a cold wet clay sub-soil,

and when dug up for transplantation it was found that such of tho
roots as had penetrated the clay under the surface soil were entirely

rotten and full of water. It may also be mentioned, that although
the tree had stood for thirty years in the same place, its roots had
only spread to about 4 feet from the trunk and gone about 18 inches
deep.

9. Another removal was made within the enclosure immediately above
referred to, during the last week of January, 1873, when about fifty

common Laurels 3 to 6 feet high, and about eighty Scotch Firs 4 to G
feet high, were transplanted. The ground was previously well trenched,
and there were added a few loads of good soil. Only two or three of
the whole lot died, but many of the Scotch Fii's have made little growth,
which is attributable, probably, to the cold soil and the effects of the
very wet season oa such ground. Again, between the middle to the
end of March there were removed from the same plantation about 300
Scotch Firs, similar to those removed in January, but to a more exposed
and drier position, and much better soil, which was well trenched 2 feet

deep to receive them. Of the whole number only five have died, some
made good shoots, while others made very small ones, which might
have arisen from the latter not having had such good roots or such
large balls of earth when removed. In this case the wet season has
been favourable to the growth of the trees, as the soil, being of a dry
loamy nature, did not hold the same as the clay in the previous case.

10. On the 29th March, 1872, a Yew hedge about 5 feet high was
planted, containing two dozen plants, of these only five are now living, all

the others having shown signs of perishing immediately after planting.

The reason of the failure is easily understood, however. The plants were
got from a public nursery, w^here they had been planted and grown as a
hedge for a number of years, never having been removed, but regularly
switched, so as to form an upright fence. They were, of course, growing
close together, and had no room to make good roots. In fact, the roots
were interwoven with each other, and it was consequently impossible to
secure a good ball of earth with each plant. Besides, they were not con-
sidered nor sold as first-class plants, but at a cheap rate, and were pur-
chased and tried merely as an experiment, as to the success of which no
very sanguine hopes were entertained, more particularly as they were
planted in the shade of, and partly under, a very old and large English
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Yew, whose roots extended a long way and appropriated all tlie moisture

At the end of said hed^p, however, a week previously, five English Yews
about 7 feet high, which had been removed from a neighbouring planta-

tion, were planted, and all have grown and appear healthy. This shows
the advantage of good balls of earth adhering to the plants, and the

keeping the roots only a shoi't time exposed to the atmosphere.

11. It has been ascertained that transplantation does not always check

the growth of a tree, but, on the conti-ary, benefits it in no small degree.

In proof of this the following may be«noted :—A group of Wellingtouia

gigantea, from G to 10 feet high, growing in the pleasure-grounds, were,

with one exception, found to be in a far more prosperous condition. The
exception, which had over-topped the others by several feet, was growing
on the site of an old sunk fence, levelled and filled up, the ground being

loose, and, as it were, prepared before planting. Its less fortunate

neighbours had clay for a sub-soil, to which their roots had penetrated,

and on the '2r)i\\ and 24th September, 1870, an effort was made to invigo-

rate them. The trees were accordingly dug uj), a quantity of clay all

round and under their base removed, and replaced with good soil, mixing
the clay and soil to some extent, and placing brickbats, &c., in the

bottom for drainage. In their new position they were raised about a
foot above the natural level of the surrounding ground. The trees were
well watered when re-planted, and are all now thriving again. A Wel-
lingtouia giganted, about 12 feet high, had to be removed out of the line

of a proposed carriage-drive, and it was carried to a new situation on
3rd October, 1870. The result was equally successful. In the year 1871

it produced cones for the first time, and next year the cones upon it were
more numerous. At the same time, a difficult removal (from a distance

of several miles) was effected of a Cedrus Deodara, 15 feet high, with

large spreading branches, and a considerable number of Portugal

Laurels, all of which, notwithstanding various disadvantages, in the shape

of rough usage, exposed position, &c., have stood the change, and are

thriving.

In the foregoing paper the writer has noted down what has come
within his own personal observation only, and it remains for him now to

make a few remarks, suggested by his own experience, as to the trees best

fitted for transplantation, the season of the year best suited for the work,

and the treatment of the tree before and after ti"ansplantation— although

in actual practice it is not always possible to carry out one's ideas. The
first thing to be done is to select a suitable plant for the object in view.

It should be w^ell grown, and have a fair supply of branches ; and it

ought, if possible, to be taken from a more exposed and less favourable

situation than the one to which it is to be removed. To prepare it for

removal, a trench should be dug round it in the autumn or spring of the

year previous to removal, about 2 feet wide and deep enough to get well

under the roots, the distance from the stem varying (3 or more feet),

according to the size of the tree, and re-filled with good loam or a mixture

of decayed turf or leaf mould. Judicious pruning of the wider-spread

branches should also be had recourse to, especially if the tree or shrub is

of a straggliug habit of growth
;
generally speaking, those having strag-

gling branches have long running roots, and which, on removal, are, to a

certain extent, necessarily shortened. The more there is cut off the roots,

accordingly, the more pruning is required so as to balance the tree, as well

as to limit the demand for nourishment, the means of supplying which
has been more or less reduced by the cutting of the roots. Pruning is

most especially necessary in the case of large forest trees, which, as a
rule, have less fibrous and more spread roots than shrubs. The place to

which the removal is to be made should invariably be prepared and
loosened by trenching or digging, and well drained; and if the soil be

poor or a stiff clay, a mixture of good loam or decayed turf and leaf

mould, would go far to secure the success of the operation and
after benefit of the plants. It is also very advisable to have the new
situation raised a little above the surrounding level of the ground, so that

the roots may be dry and warm, and have an opportunity of spreading in

search of nourishment in the surface soil. They should be watered
abundantly when re-planted, and afterwai'ds if necessary. It should be
kept in view that it is all important to preserve the roots from accident in

the act of transportation. Further, they ought, as far as possible, to be
protected from the sun and wind, and action of the atmo?phere, by the

use of matting or otherwise. With reference to the size of trees to be
transplanted, it may be observed, that although large trees, say upwards
of 18 feet high, may be removed and re-planted, it is seldom advisable to

do so. There is always gi'cater risk of the work not being performed
successfully while (assuming that they survive transplantation) they often
continue long at a standstill without making visible progress, and have a

sickly appearance for years to come. This would not be the case with
trees of smaller size. They would take to the new soil rapidly, look
lively, and, ere long, outstrip their larger neighbours transplanted at

the same time as themselves. Besides this, the trouble and cost of

removing the smaller trees will be much less than in case of the

large ; while, with the latter the risk of total failures is proportionally

greater. As to the most favoxirable time for the planting of deciduous
trees and shrubs, the writer would recommend from the middle
of October (just when they begin to shed their leaves) to the last week
in November ; and from the middle of February till the last week in

March, when the trees begin to break bud. The operation may. however,
be performed successfully from October to March inclusive, should the
weather remain mild and open. Evergreens may be safely removed all

the year round, but the preferable time is from the middle of September
to the middle of October. Autumn planting saves the expense of water-
ing, which cannot safely be dispensed with in summer planting ; and this

expense becomes considerable when the plants are numeroiis and of large
size, and the water a distance to carry. Other good times for removing

evergreens are the beginning of April, and from the last week in May till

the second week in June, but they then require copious waterings to
ensure their success. In the case of lawns and other dressed ground, mid-
summer transplanting has the advantage of not cutting up and destroying
the ground in the performance of the operations, the grrtuud at that time
being generally firmer than in the mouths of September and October.
It will be obvious that w^hile the ground is firm the work of removal
must be more easily performed. After transplanting, it is necessary that
the trees ahould be well secured against prevailing winds. To effect this,

various methods arc employed ; one of which is by driving three stakes
into the ground at angles, and tying or mooring the trees with strand and
cable wire, or pitch cord, using hay or matting, or other soft substance,
to keep the rope from destroying the bark. This, in the writer's opinion,
is the most ethcient mode of protecting large trees against wind. Trees
of smaller size may be secured by driving two cross stakes well into the
ground at proper distances from the stem, so as not to injure the roots,

and then tying the plants between them. Another method is by stakes,
and cross rails 2 or '6 feet from the ground, according to circumstances

;

or close upon the roots under the ground, when the plants have large
balls. This last way avoids the unsei<^.mly appearance of the stakes and
rails in parks and ornamental grounds. Almost nothing requires to be
said about the methods of removing the trees from the old to the new-
situation, as they vary according to the pecuUar circumstances of each
case, the size of the tree, the nature of the road, the distance to be
carried, &c. It may be mentioned, howevei", that all the removals spoken
of in this paper were eftected by means of a large low four-wheeled truck
or waggon, without sides, for the heavy trees, and one of smaller size for
the lighter ones. To the former could be attached two or more horses,
and the latter was available for horses or workmen merely. The trees
were raised upon these by means of planks and rollers, and in the case of
the smaller plants by strong hand-barrows. These were found quite
sufficient for the purpose.

—

Bi'jhland Society's Transactions.

THE OLD SUKPRISE.

Now what hath entered my loved woods,
And touched their green with sudden change?

What is this last of Nature's moods
That makes the roadsides look so strange ?

Who blanched my Thistle's blushing face,

And gave the winds her silver hair ?

Set Golden-rod within her place,

And scattered Asters everywhere ?

W'ho splashed with red the Sumach hedge—
The Sassafras with purple stiiin ;

Gave Ivy-leaves a ruby edge,

And painted all their stems again ?

Lo ! the change reaches high and wide,

Hath toned the sky to softer blue
;

Hath crept along the river side.

And trod the valleys through and through
;

Discoloured every Hazel copse,

And stricken all the pasture lands ;

Flung veils across the mountain tops,

And bound their feet with yellow bands.

Is, then, September come so soon ?

Full time doth summer ne'er abide ?

While yet it seems but summer's noon,
We're floating down the autumn tide.^

Mahogany Trees in India.— It is Dr. King's opinion that no
difficulty is likely to bo found in "planting Mahogany on a largo

scale in districts of Lower Bengal." Of this cultivation Dr. King
says :

—" The Mahogany plants wero raised from seeds received from

Honduras and Jamaica. There are, as Government is aware, a good
many old Mahogany trees about Calcntta. These, however, rarely

yield seed, and our supplies are mostly derived from the West Indies

and Honduras. I am strongly of opinion that, if it can be got in no

other way, it would bo worth while to hire a man specially to collect

and transmit seed to India. It has been abundantly proved that the

tree will thrive in most parts of Bengal, and that the Indian-grown

timber is valuable. There aro fine trees of it also in the gardens at

Saharunpore and Madras, and I have no doubt that it will grow-

admirably in almost any part of India in situations free from frost,

and where a little moisture can be secured in very dry weather. I

see no difficulty in getting up plantations of it on a large scale and at

a moderate cost. The Mahoganies here which were spared by tlio

Cyclone are by far the finest trees of any sort the garden contains.

They were planted about eighty years ago, and at present, at a height

of 6 feet from the ground, their girth runs from 8 to 11,V feet. Now
the average girth of Teak at ninety years of ago is only about 6^ feet

and that of Sal is less."
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : ohanjfe it rather ; but

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

THE BEASSICA TEIBB IN LONDON MARKET
GARDENS.

The Cabbage.—What is called the Enfield Cabbage is

that which is used in the market-gardens about London.
It is one of the oldest in cultivation and one of the best,

and as growers of it generally save their own seed, they
take particular care that their plants of it are not crossed
with other sorts. The sowing for the principal crop of this

Cabbage is generally made on St. James's Day, the 25th of

July, or some time between that and the middle of August,
and if the sowing be made on poor ground so much
the better, as in that case the plants come up stocky and
hardy, and stand the winter well, whereas, if made on rich

ground, a soft rank growth is produced, which is much more
easily injured. This sowing is, as a rule, made in 4 feet wide
beds, a width found to be convenient for weeding and hoeing
amongst the plants. By the time the latter are sufficiently

strong to be transplanted the Potato or Onion ground is ready
for the reception of a first batch of them, and on that cleared
of Celery, French Beans, or Vegetable Marrows, another
plantation is generally made. Every empty space under
fruit trees or elsewhere is also planted with Cabbages. In
planting, the ground is lined off into rows, 36 inches apart,

and in these the plants are put in 1-5 inches asunder. Between
every two rows first planted another is now put in with less

care, thus making the plants stand 15 inches apart each way.
Early in spring every alternate -line of plants, and also every
other plant in the lines or rows left, are lifted and sold as
Coleworts, ('./.'., young open Cabbages, a state in which they are
preferred by many to such as are hearted. This allows the
permanent crop plenty of room to come to maturity. With a
view to subsequent plantations, which are made all through
the winter wherever groiind is vacant, the young plants in

seed-beds are removed and pricked out into others a little

further apart, in order to keep them in good condition for

planting out as long as possible. In this way, indeed, many
of the plants are kept till spring, when they are transplanted
to succeed those planted out in autumn, and to come in before
the produce of the spring sowings, made late in February or
early in March, to furnish Cabbages from June to August.
The plants from this sowing are put out in rows '2 or
2g feet apart, and in the intervening spaces are put
lines of Lettuces, a plant of which is also set between
every Cabbage in the row. If thought necessary, another
sowing is made iu the end of March, or in April

;

and sometimes a bed is sown in May, when what are
called Rosette Coleworts are sown. As the latter are, how-
ever, chiefly grown for late autumn and winter supplies.
Cabbages are seldom sown after March. Moreover, when
Peas, French Beans, and Vegetable Marrows are in, there is

little demand for Cabbages. Red Cabbages are sown in
March or on St. James's Day, and the plants are put out in

rows from 3| to 4 feet apart, and the plants stand about 3 feet

asunder in the rows. As this crop stands until the heads are
large and solid, a piece of rich land is devoted to it, and inter-

cropped with Potatoes, ordinary Cabbages, Lettuces, French
Beans, or other vegetables of that kind. The produce of the
July sowing is generally considered better than that of spring.

Coleworts.—These are simply unhearted Cabbages, pulled
for market when about half-grown ; any small variety of

Cabbage may, therefore, be grown for this purpose. Some
kinds, however, better deserve the name of Coleworts than
others, and these are often left until they heart. Among them
are the Rosette, a valuable kind, usually sown in May for use
between October and Christmas ; and Cock's Hardy Green
Colewort, a desirable sort for winter use, as it is hardier than
the Rosette. Another sort, called Blue Colewort, is largely

grown by some market gardeners; but it is a kind which is

apt to " run," and is generally grown for the November crop.

For spring Coleworts, only the thinnings of the Fulham
Cabbage are used. The Rosette is, perhaps, the greatest

favourite in the market, its beautiful white heads, when
bunched, having an attractive appeai-ance; but, as regards

quality, nobody would eat the Rosette who could get Cock's

Hardy Green

—

i. c, if they were acquainted with the respective

flavours of the two varieties. A sowing of the Rosette is usually

made in May, in Ijcds in an open piece of ground, and, when up,

the young plants are thinned with small hoes. The strongest

plants are first selected for ti-ansplanting, and are put in chiefly

as catch crops between other vegetables. As soon as fruit

bushes have been cleared of their crops two rows of Coleworts

are planted between them ; they are also planted under fruit

trees, no matter how large the trees may be, and also between
rows of Moss Roses. The space between Celery ridges is like-

wise generally planted with Coleworts, as is also that between
Asparagus ridges, the edges of which, too, are often cropped

with Coleworts. Between the rows of French and Runner
Beans, and late Savoys, this Colewort is likewise planted,

and, in fact, like Lettuces, it is planted in every empty space

where there is a probability of its growing to a useful size.

Whole fields, too, are sometimes cropped with it, and are

cleared in good time for winter Radishes. Cock's Hardy Green
Colewort more resembles an ordinary Cabbage than the

Rosette, and, being hardier, is sown a month or sis weeks
later, so as to form a succession to that sort.

Broccoli.—The chief supplies of white Broccoli brought to

the London markets between November and April are grown
in the south and west of England, but principally about

Portsmouth and Penzance, in Cornwall. From these sources

Broccoli is obtained in large quantities, and of excellent

quality. In the market gardens about London the purple

Sprouting, the Walcheren, Snow's Winter White, and Cock's

Late White, are the kinds chiefly grown. The first sowing

of Sprouting Broccoli is usually made in April on a rich piece

of ground, either in beds or broadcast. When the young
plants appear above ground they are first hand-weeded, and

afterwards thinned by means of narrow hoes. As soon as

they are strong enough for transplanting they are planted iu

rows about two feet apart under fruit trees, or in some other

shady situation, this crop, owing to its succeeding tolerably

well in shade, seldom being aft'orded an open quarter. When
planted between rows of fruit bushes, two lines are inserted in

the intervals between every two rows; but if two drills of

Potatoes occupy this space, then only one line of Broccoli is

planted, and that between the two drills of Potatoes. Should

the whole space under an orchard be planted with Potatoes ia

drills about 2-i- feet apart, in that case, as soon as these are

earthed up, Broccoli is planted between the rows without the

soil being loosened. The Potatoes ripen before the Broccoli

can uijure them much, and when the Potatoes are removed

the Broccoli has the whole space to itself. The trees

lose their leaves in October ; therefore the Broccoli,

having the benefit of increased light, becomes invigorated,

and during that month and November begins to afford a

good supply of sprouts, which are not all gathered at once,

even from the same plant, but at intervals, as they become

fit for use. The soil for Broccoli should be rich, otherwise the

plants are liable to club, and if the ground be too dry, prema-

ture sprouting, before there is a market for the produce, is the

result. Another sowing is generally made in the middle of

May ; indeed, from this sowing the principal winter crop is

obtained, and more plants are raised than are absolutely

required, as all clubbed and weakly ones are discarded at plant-

ing time. Sometimes the time of year, when ground will be

vacant, materially influences the season for sowing ;
for it is

an important matter to have the young plants in a healthy

stocky condition at planting time. If sown, therefore, so early

as to have to be kept in the seed-bed until they have become
" drawn," they sprout sooner than required, and before there

is any demand for them. For late sprouts a sowing is made
about the end of June or first fortnight in July, the produce

of the first sowing being transplanted. From this sowing

sprouts will be obtained in the following spring in March and

April, and after they are removed the ground will be in good

condition for receiving Wallflowers. Williaii Falconer.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

A NEW garden has bceu formed at St. Petersburg, to be

devoted to illustrate how native plants may be effectually used in

garden embellishment. It would be no very difficult work to form

a charming garden with our own wild flowers, and shrubs, and trees,

and we commend the effort to those who wish to establish a novel

feature in their garden.
At the Aberdeen Fungi show, a meeting of botanists was

held, when it was agreed to form a Scottish Cryptogamio Society,

which, by an annual exhibition held in the larger cities by rotation,

and by other means, would endeavour to promote a more complete

knowledge of Cryptogamio plants. It is intended to hold the

exhibition next year at Perth.

A HEAVY storm has passed over Belgium, clearing hardy fruit

trees in many instances of their crops, and doing other damage. It

has been observed, however, that some sorts of fruit have withstood

the storm better than others, and to ascertain what varieties do and
what do not retain their fruit during stormy weather may be a
matter worthy of more attention than it has hitherto received.

In a paper " On the Periodicity of tho Eainfall in the United
States in Relation to the Periodicity of the Solar Spots," by Prof.

John Brocklesby, the author concludes from his investigations, that

there is a connection existing between rainfalls and variations in the

Bun-spot area ; the rainfall rising above the mean when the sun-spot
area ia in excess and falling below it when it is deficient.

I.v " Notes on Tree Growth," read by Prof. Asa Gray, before
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the
author says, whether the trunk of a tree increases in length, in

the parts once formed, is still an open question in the popular mind.
From careful observations made by Prof. Gray and many others, the
conclusion is, that the trunks of trees do not grow in length, in that
sense.

The consumption of Osiers for various purposes, in England
especially, is very great. Besides her own production, this country.
Nature informs us, imports more than 5,000 tons, valued at about
.-£40,000. About 300 varieties of Osiers are known, the most impor.
tant beds being situated near Nottingham ; the home produce being
insufficient to meet the demands, great attention is being paid to the
cultivation of beds in Australia, and a considerable quantity is yearly
produced in that country.

In a paper " On the Distribution of American Woodlands,"
read by Prof. Wm. H. Brewer, of New Haven, before the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the author stated that
the flora of the United States is believed to contain over 800 woody
species, and over 300 trees. Of these trees, about 250 species are
somewhere tolerably abundant ; about 120 species grow to a fairly
large size ; twenty attain the height of 100 feet ; twelve a height
sometimes of over 200 feet, and a few—perhaps five or six—a height
of 300 feet.

The most elegant plant now in the flower-gardens of the
London district is the old and well-known Acacia lophantha, a plant
for which of late years a new use has been found. It is very effec-
tively used in adding a Fern.like grace to flower-beds, and sometimes
in masses, with " carpet " plants beneath. At Heckfield, Mr. Wild,
smith uses it as a vase plant, and with a charming effect in softening
the mass of Pelargoniums from which each plant springs ; the plants
thus used are seedlings of the current year. It is also one of the
most useful of window plants, showing its delicate frond-like leaves
throughout the winter in the dry air of any living room.

The first Fungus exhibition held in Scotland was opened the
other day in Aberdeen. The idea of the exhibition was first sug.
gested by the Eev. Mr. Ferguson, of New Pitsligo, in the Scotthh
Naturalist for April. The suggestion was readily taken up by
Fungologists and men of science, and the result was an exhibition
which those entitled to speak with authority say was never equalled
in this country. The specimens numbered about 7,000. Almost
every county in Scotland made large contributions, while England
and Wales sent a number of exhibits. In fact, almost every Fun.
gologist in Britain contributed specimens.

Some of our readers may like to know that on Wednesday
next an exhibition of edible and poisonous Fungi will be held at
South Kensington, where prizes amounting to £28 will be competed
for m the following classes, viz. :—Class 1. Collection of Fungi
arranged according to their botanical affinities. Neat arrangement
and correct nomenclature will be taken into account in awarding the
prizes. The edible and poisonous species are to bo so marked on
their respective labels; the edible species being named on white

Ik Ik n
P°'^o°°''s on red labels, tho rest on yellow labels. Prizes

±5, 43, £2. Class 2. Collection of Edible Fungi. These should bo
shown, when possible, in juxtaposition with specimens of similar but
Doxions species. Prizes £3, £2, £1. Class 3. Collection of New or

Rare Fungi. Prizes £3, £2, £1. Class 4. Cultivated Edible Fungi.
This class is intended for species likely to be useful as esculents,

but which are not now known in the cultivated state. Prizes

£3, £2, £1.

The common Hemp is used with very good results in tho
flower gardens round London this year. It is particularly effective

at Battersea, where it attains a height of more than 10 feet.

At a late meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, Dr.
Hofmann announced that his two students, MM. Tiemann and
Haarmann, who had obtained vanilline (the aromatic principle of tho
Vanilla Bean) from Pine sap, propose to manufacture this substance
on a largo scale. The sap of a tree of medium height gives vanilline

to the value of 100 francs, and the wood is not injured by tho
extraction of the sap. This will be the second vegetable product
manufactured by purely chemical methods.

The fine days we have recently enjoyed have so checked the
work of autumn in the London parks that the flower-gardens therein

are now full of beauty. Our notices this year have, for the most part,

concerned Hyde Park ; but to Battersea, as usual, the palm must bo
given, and Victoria Park is also very attractive. It is a most favour-
able time then for visiting these gardens and making notes of recent
introductions and arrangements. We may add that the Crystal
Palace gardens are by many thought to be better and brighter than
ever this year so far as bedding.out is concerned. We have recently
alluded to the manner in which these once noble gardens have been
violated by tho builder.
—— The current number of the Botanical Magazine contains

coloured plates of the following new and rare plants, viz., Tacca
artocarpifolia, an herbaceous stove plant closely resembling T.
pinnatitida, and differing from the commonly cultivated T. cristata,

more particularly in having pinnate foliage. Pogonia discolor, a
charming addition to variegated Orchids, having deep green leaves
mai'ked with radiating orange-yellow lines, and closely set with
yellow hairs. Lilium (avenaceum) maculatum, a showy orange,
yellow species, spotted with brown. Scorzonera undulata, a rosy-

flowered composite of slender habit. Citrus Aurantium var japoni.
cum, the Kumquat figured and described in The G.\eden, p. 501,
Vol. V.

A NOVEi, and altogether excellent idea, says the Gardeners'
Record, was started by the committee of the recent International Show,
at Belfast, when they offered prizes for the best cropped Vineries in

the province of Ulster, and we trust the example thus set will be
imitated by the Royal Horticultural and other societies throughout
the country. Competition of that class would tend to do more for tho
improved cultivation of the Vine than the most lucrative prizes that
could be offered at a flower or fruit show, and would be pro.
ductive of more real benefit to tho owners of gardens. Wo
trust the committee of the Royal Horticultural Society will give
the matter some consideration when arranging their schedule for

next year, and that liberal prizes will be offered for the best
house of Grapes in the province of Leinster, it they do not deem it

judicious to open the competition to the whole of Ireland.

Mr. Meeha.n has been at work again on the origin of species.

After adducing many instances in support of the theory that new
forms are often generated by " leaps," Jlr. Meehan concludes with
the following propositions :—1. Morphological changes in individual
plants are not always by gradual modifications. 2. Variations from
specific forms follow the same law. 3. Variations aro often sudden
and also of such decided character as to seem generic. 4. These
sudden formations perpetuate themselves similarly in all respects to

forms springing from gradual modifications. 5. Variations of similar
character occur in widely separated localities. G. Variations occur
in communities of plants simultaneously by causes affecting nutrition,

and perhaps by other causes. Mr. Meehan argues from these pre-
mises that new and widely distinct species may be suddenly evolved
from pre-existing forms without the intervention of connecting
links.

The New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) is being snccess.
fully cultivated in St. Helena. Hitherto no very great attention has
been paid to the cultivation of this plant, and the natural supplies
obtained in New Zealand are insufficient for the demands of com.
merce. This is not to be regretted, for careful cultivation cannot
fail to improve the fibre, and the best kinds alone will be worth
the trouble of proper rearing. Steps are, however, being taken to

cultivate .this plant in New Zealand and in other countries. In tho
Azores, at St. Helena, in Algiers, and the South of France, it thrives

well, and has been easily naturalised. The fibre is principally used
for making ropes and jiaper, for tho caulking of vessels, for stuffing

mattresses, and for coarse textile fabrics. We should like to learn

the value of fibre grown in tho south of Ireland and England as
compared with that gvo\vn in warmer countries. The plant grows well
in Cork and Devon, either in or out of the water.
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GUERNSEY AND BELLADONNA LILIES.
Among tbo plants popularly known as Lilies there are few
more beautiful than those wo here figure. The Belladonna
Lily (Amaryllis Belladonna), is a native of the Cape of Good
Hope, and has long been an inmate of our gardens, although its

culture has never been so general as it deserves. Planted on
the warm narrow borders in front of plant houses or pits, it

forms a beautiful object late in the autumn ; or, plants of this

The Belladonna LUy.

and Helleborus niger, the Christmas Rose, may be planted
alternately, and then the latter will continue the supply of

bloom into December or January. A deep rich moist border
suits it best, and in suitable situations the fiower-scapes are
often 18 inches in height, and bear as many as eight or nine
blooms each. The colour of the flower is white, delicately

shaded with soft rose, making the plant very beautiful either as
a border flower or for drawing-room rases. The Guernsey
Lily (Nerine sarniensis) is rather more tender, but does well
treated as a pot plant; and, as it flowers freely during Septem-
ber and October, it comes in very usefully for conservatory
and greenhouse decoration, or even for the ornamentation of

Jjl- ^ff^

The Guernsey Lily.

windows and rooms. Bulbs of both plants are largely
imported in August, and flower in two or three weeks after
they are potted. The bulbs only cost a few pence each, and
can be selected when the flower-spike.s are showing, so that
their flowering is reduced to an actual certainty. Pot them
in any light rich soil, and place them in a cold frame or pit
until their flowers expand, after which they may be I'eraoved
indoors to bloom. Thus treated, they seldom fail, and both
plants deserve to be grown in quantity in every collection where
hardy or half-hardy flowering bulbs are appreciated. B.

WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERS IN COVENT
GARDEN.

A woNDEEi'UL place 13 Covent Garden at all times of the year, but
more especially during the winter and spring months. Early in

December Christmas Roses—so named from the resemblance their

flowers have to the wild Roses of our hedges—begin to make their

appearance, both in the shape of cut flowers and in pots. Then
comes the winter Aconite, which ia sold in little tufts wrapped in
damp Moss ; but not so much so as to conceal its fresh green loaves
and bright yellow flowers. Next appear Snowdrops done np in a
similar manner. These are succeeded by Crocuses, Hyacinths,
Tulips, Daffodils, Squills, and hosts of similar early flowering bulbona
plants, either lifted from the open ground just as they come into
blo'om, or in the form of cut flowers, and the fine condition to which
they are brought, especially those in pots, is quite surprising. Thoy
are potted in October and November, and are buried in ashes or
cocoa-nut fibre for some two months, so as to get the roots in

advance of the tops, when they are gradually inured to light, and
forced into flower slowly, so as to induce them to produce good fresh
green leaves along with the blooms. As soon as they show their

flower-buds extra ventilation is given, and the plants being near
the glass, dwarf sturdy growth is thus obtained. In the case
of Van Thol Tulips, the kind nsually grown for market,
they are thickly packed in shallow boxes, in which they
are left nntil they come into flower, when they are potted
four and five together in 6-inch pots. In the centre of each pot is

sometimes put a small Fern, a graceful combination which, when tho
Tulips are ia bloom, is very effective. Perhaj^s the greatest favourite

of all, however, is the Lily of the Valley, which when loaded with
little " green-tipped lamps of white," is undeniably a queen among
flowers. This is treated in tho same manner as the plants just

named. It should, however, be potted as early as August or Septem.
ber ; indeed, the earlier it is potted the better, so as to have good
established plants before winter sets in. At potting time roots with
plump solid crowns are selected, and in as large masses as can bo
got into the pots. Should they happen to bloom irregularly, as soon

as this can be perceived, they are turned out of the pots, divided,

and equalised, the weakly roots being potted together and utilised

for cut bloom. Scarcely has the market been made gay by means of

bulbous plants, than bunches of double-flowering Daisies, common
wood Primroses, and garden Polyanthuses, make their appearance,

together with Anemones, Hearts-ease, Aubrietias, Violets, the early

white Arabis, dwarf Phloxes, Wallflowers, and multitudes of other

early blooming plants, all welcome indications that " summer is

commg, and that cold winter is away." These plants, which have
been lifted with balls of earth attached to their roots, are

packed closely together in shallow boxes, and are sold singly

or by the boxful, as may be required. For such roots as

those of Canterbury Bells, Hollyhocks, Larkspurs, Monkshood,
Pfeonies, and similar hardy herbaceous plants, there is also a
brisk trade, as well as for Stocks, Asters, and Balsams, young
plants of which are exposed for sale in flat boxes in abundance.

Sweet Peas, Nasturtiums, and Tropa3olnms, are sold when about
2 or 3 inches high, in 6.inch pots. Among plants suitable for

wall decoration, the Virginian Creeper is a great favourite, as

are also Jessamines and Irish Ivies, all plants that do well in towns.

Foremost among window plants stands the Creeping Jenny, a
favourite with everybody, and though a native plant, gi'own largely

in gardens to supply tho London trade. For fairy Roses and for

Periwinkles there is also a large demand, as well as for Ferns, of

which basketsful stand about everywhere, fresh and green, reminding

one of the sweet spots far away from noise and bustle, from which
they have been rudely torn. Go, too, to Covent Garden at any
time, and it will be found to contain evergreens in profusion, in

pots, more especially Aucubas, or Spotted-leaved Laurel, as it is

sometimes called, a shrub much sought after for suburban gardens,

and one which withstands smoke better than almost any other. Q.

A Japanese Nursery.—Surrounding the temple at Asacksa
are extensive grounds, in which are included various shows. The
most interesting pai-t to me was that portion occupied by a florist's

establishment. Here you find everything kept in the neatest order.

The plants are arranged on elevated stages, shaded with rolls of fine

Bamboo laced together, forming open mats, which can be rolled up
when desired. They are much superior to a framework of lath, some-

times used by us for sheltering plants from the sun. The principal

stock of plants consists of those most suited to Japanese tastes, viz.,

dwarfed Pines and Retinosporas, Sago Palms, variegated Podocar.

pus, Aucubas, Selaginellas, &c., many of which are sold at what we
would consider very high prices. I was surprised to find growing

here three distinct varieties of Verbenas, which I was not aware had
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been introduced ; also Jasminam grandiflorum, and a species of

Fianciscea. The grounds contained several species of trees unknown
to me, which I would have purchased if I could have obtained small
specimens. A pond fall of scarlet Nelnmbiums, the flowers standing
on tall foot-stalks above the foliagOj like immense Tulips, had a very
fine effect. The Japanese gardeners cultivate a number of varieties
of them having double flowers, and with various marking and shades
of colour, some of which I hope to be fortunate enough to send homo
.alive. The scarlet Clerodendron seemed to be a favourite, and large
l)lants of it, grown in ornamental porcelain pots, made a fine show.
The Japanese do not entertain our objections to growing plants in
glazed pots ; all their fine specimens are grown in them, and I
certainly have not been able to see that they do not thrive equally as
well as in any other kind.—T. IIogg.

Wood Sorrels (Oxalis).—We learn from Mr.Tyerman that the
beautiful little Oxalis lobata is now flowering finely in his garden, in
Cornwall. The bright yellow flowers of C. lobata, which are large
compared with the leaves and short stature of the whole plant, which
is barely a couple of inches high, make a really pretty and pleasing
feature, such as is sure to arrest the attention of the most casual
observer. When planted in masses, the ground looks studded with
golden stars. Mr. Tyerman suggests that this very interesting genus
of plants would do much to make our gardens more interesting at
this season of the year, since they are all of the easiest possible cnl-
tivation, and in dry soils perfectly hardy, or at the utmost a slight
protection from heavy rains during the dormant season would make
them quite secure. 0. elegans is, as its name implies, beautifully
elegant ; the leaves, which are of great substance and smooth, grow
3 to 4 inches high, and the flowers rise 6 or 8 inches above the leaves,
of a pleasing rich purple-lake, with dark centre. O. Deppei is well
known, its reddish flowers being produced well above the neat foliage
for several months in succession, and like the beautifal rose-pink 6.
Bowiei, would make excellent variety in the modern flower garden.
O. floribunda, and its numerous varieties, are hardy perennials, and
are almost perpetual-flowering. Where the soil and situation are at
all genial, all the summer-flowering kinds will prove much more
satisfactory when grown in the open borders " than as they usually
are, cramped in pots

;
" even that weedy species, O. lacta3aora, is much

more interesting in the open ground.

—

Florist. [There are a good
many other kinds quite as beautiful as those above-named, and most
precious for cultivation, especially iii warms soils. The yellow O.
ceruua is as pretty growing wild as it does in Italy, as the Cowslip is
where it grows well in our meadows. There is a beautiful purple-
crimson kind, also naturalised in the gardens and lawns in Italy. In
this country Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of the Wellington Nurseries,
have the best collection of these neglected plants we know of. They
are plants, however, the beauty of which cannot be fully seen when
they grow in pots and small patches. This will be understood by
those who have seen 0. Bowiei in bloom in the botanic garden at
Chelsea, or in Pince's Nursery at E.teter. The distant effect of a
crowd of the flowers is inexpressibly charming.]

Covent Garden Market. — Writing of the insufficiency of
Coveut Garden Market as it now stands, the Telegraph asks who is
the noble landlord th,at has been so often memorialised, petitioned,
and beset with remonstrance ? The noble landlord is his Grace the
Duke of Bedford

; and he, by a nod of his gracious head, by a stroke
of his gracious pen, would set on foot an undertaking which, in a few
months, would transform Covent Garden Market into a public edifice
not only commodious, but splendid. He might remember that it was
the passionate .admiration of his ancestor, the Bedford of Charles I.'s
time, for Palladian architecture, which led him on his return from
Italy, to erect on the site of the old Covent Garden a series of
edifices designed to rival the Piazza del Signori at Vicenza. He
might remember that he, the actual head of the illustrious house of
Russell, is the possessor of well-nigh boundless wealth; that he is
the Lord Paramount, not only of Woburn's pleasant shades, and the
wide expanse of tho Bedford level, but of scores of streets and
squares—of whole districts—ia London town. He might remember,
th:it among his vassals and dependents he is a great prince ; that with
them his word is law

; and that tho opportunity is before him, not only
of regenerating the huge mass of brick and mortar which he owns—
not only of earning some personal celebrity for himself by rebuilding
Bloonisbury and Covent Garden, .as the Marquises of Westminster
have built Pimlico and Belgravia-but of still further swelling the
contents of his prodigious coffers, through the enhanced value of his
I.roperty. Of all these things, and of many more, we might remind
the Dake of Bedford, if we only knew where his Grace w.as to be
found. Where 13 he ? AVho will organise an expedition to the South
1 ole ,u quest of the Duke of Bedford ? The House of Lords is eager
for his ntterances. Market gardeners, seedsmen, and florists stand
ready, waiting wi(h rich offerings, like tho old tributaries of tho
Great Mogul, with their gold mohurs in their hands. Is ho the

Mogul, or tho Grand Lama of Thibet, or the Veiled Prophet of Kho.
rassan ? Or is he an abstraction, a myth, an impalpable idea—

a

mere ducal phantom and chimera ? If his Grace could only be " got
at " —if the prayers of his vassals could only be made audible to him,
if he could only bo brought to the wholesome conviction that pro-
perty has its duties as well as its rights—he might easily, expe-
ditiously, and without risking one shilling of his enormous revenues,
convert Covent Garden into a palace. At present it bears a dis.

agreeable resemblance to a series of dust-bina and lay-stalls, littered

pell-mell about tho yard of a gaol.

Th.e Boyal Horticultural Society's First-class Certi-
ficates.—.It the last floral meeting held at South Kensington, Mr.
Fraser gave notice that he should propose, at the next meeting, on
October 7th, that something be done to give First-class Certificates

more weight than they hitherto have had, more especially in the

case of plants that gaiu a First-class Certificate by a unanimous
vote, and that are of superior merit. That some alteration is needed,
there cannot be a doubt, and as the subject is an important one, I

trust there may be a full meeting, and one at which a decision,

satisfactory to all parties, may be arrived at.

—

Edward Bexxett,
Jlatfield, Herts.

Vegetables and Salads in the Paris Market Gardens.—
The ground cultivated by market gardeners, in and around Paris,

amounts in all to more than 3,000 acres, and the business gives
employment to 9,000 persons and 1,700 horses, these being used for

pumping water as well as for transport. It is said that 360,000
glazed frames, and more than 2,000,000 cloches are employed in the
production of vegetables alone. The annual amount expended for

manure is said to be £72,400, and the total receipts from the sale of
vegetables and other productions of the market gardens to exceed
half a million sterling, which, after all, does not seem a large sum,
as the consumption of Paris includes a very considerable proportion
of expensive early vegetables. This sum, does not, however, represent
the entire consumption of Paris, as large quantities of Potatoes,
Asparagus, and other vegetables are sent to the capital from all parts
of the country.

Curiosities of Grafting.—We can graft the Apricot on tho
Plum, and the Peach on the Apricot, and the Almond on the Peach,
thus producing a tree, with Plum roots and Almond leaves. The wood
of the stem will consist of four distinct varieties, though formed from
one continuous layer. Below the Almond wood and bark we shall

have perfect Peach wood and bark, then perfect Apricot wood and
bark, and at the bottom perfect Plum wood and bark. In this

curious instance w e see the intimate correspondence between the bark
and the leaf, for, if we should remove the Almond branches, we might
cause the several sorts of wood to develop buds and leafy twigs each
of its own kind. Each section of the compound stem has its seat of

life in the cambiam layer, and the cambium of each reproduces cells

of its own species oat of a common nutrient fluid.

—

Cultivator.

India-rubber Trees in India.—Dr. King, in a report on the
Botanic Gardens of Calcutta, says, of India-rubber, that ho " brought
from England in November six plants of the Para rubber tree (Hevea
braziliensis), which were given to him by Dr. Hooker, of Kew. Para
rubber is one of tho finest sorts known in commence, aud in view of

the possible early exhaustion of the rubber.yielding Figs of Assam,
the introduction to India of the plant producing it becomes a matter
of some interest. The rubber of this country is obtained from Fig
trees, most of which (at least in early life) are parasitical. These
Figs begin life by establishing themselves on the tops of other trees,

along the trunks of which they send their twining aerial roots, which
ultimately reach the ground. In course of time the supporting trees

are killed, but the Figs remain and grow, often entirely obliterating

their predecessors. It is from the long aerial roots of these Figs that
rubber is mostly got, and not from their branches. After a few
severe tappings a Fig ceases to yield rubber from its roots. Tho
artificial formation of India-rubber plantations on tho summits of tall

forest trees is impracticable on any large scale. The Para rubber
tree has no such parasitic habits in early life. The white juice,

which on hardening forms crude rubber, is yielded freely by all

parts of the plant, which moreover promises to be one of easy pro.

pagation.

A Reform Indeed.—.\s soon as we have got politics settled,

business reformed, and human nature elevated, I am determined to

form a society for the reformation of botanical names. Botany has

been the Noah's Ark of poJants. Every absurd whim of every
pragmatical professor has been turned into Greek or Latin, and hung
about tho neck of unhappy flowers. One might as well hang a
dictionary around a child's neck by way of ornament, as to impose
on flowers such outrageous and outlandish names as now defend

the science of botany from all approach, as a fort is defended by a

line of cheraxn-.de.frise.—U. W. Bkechek.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
TABLE PALMS.

It is not an easy matter, withont a series of engravings, to explain

what plants are suitable, and what plants are unsnitable, for the

decoration of a dinner.table. An experienced hand will be able at

once to decide whether certain plants are, or are not, suitable for a
certain table, if they are shown to him in tho room in which they are

to be used. But a plant that may be suitable for one form of dinner-

table arrangement may not be suitable for another arrangement of

the same objects, used for the general decoration of the table ; and
again, a plant that forms a part of a very pleasing arrangement
under one mode of lighting the room, may be quite out of place

when the position and distribution of the lights are altered. While,
therefore, it is impossible to describe accurately what is a table-plant,

it is not difficult to mention several qualities in a plant which would
prevent its use for table-decoration. Perhaps it may be more conve-

nient if my remarks are given under the headings of size, height,

Height.—-This must be judged from a sitting position and not
by anyone standing ; and the suitability of a certain plant will often
depend upon whether its pot can or cannot be put through the table.
Speaking generally, plants fit for the table may be divided into three
classes, those which you can see over, those which you can see
through, and those which you can see under. Plants which can be
looked over must not be more than 15 inches high, and with these
dwarf plants (which are placed nearest to the diners) the advantage
is immense if you have the power of sinking the pots through the
table, since you not only get rid of the ugly pots and of the pot.
covers (which are often still more ugly), but you are enabled to
employ taller and more graceful plants, and yet not exceed the limit
of 15 inches. Plants which can be looked under must have slender
stems and foliage that does not fall within 20 inches of the cloth.
Plants which can be seen through are those which possess both tall
foliage and dwai-f foliage, but have no leaves which interrupt the
sight between the distances of 15 inches and 20 inches above the
table.

Form.—Of dwarf plants, which are below the line of sight, the

Dtemonorops aocidens. Areodoxa regia. DEemonorops palembanicu.'s.

form, pots, and lighting—an arrangement to which reference can be
more readily made than if any other plan were adopted.

Size.—This should be in proportion to the size of the room, since

large plants in a small room are out of character, while a number of

small plants in a large room, rarely, if ever, produce the good effect

which results from the judicious selection and arrangement of a few
specimens of suitable dimensions. I mention this, because first im-

pressions have great weight with many people, and it is a point of

no small importance with them, that, upon entering a dining-room,

there should be nothing out of proportion to disconcert their critical

taste. The size of the plants should also be in proportion to the size

of the table, and to the size of the other plants used on the table.

If a plant is used in the centre of a table, it should be larger than any
other on that table. If the table is two or three times as long as it is

broad, two plants may be used in the central line of the table; and,

these should be a pair, and larger than all the rest. If the table be
still longer, a third and still taller plant may be placed in a line

between these two, as shown in the three cngiavinga herewith. On
wide tables, where more than a central and two side rows can be

introduced, the smallest plants should be nearest to the edge.

form is not of any consequence ; thick, bushy little plants often look
well, if not too crowded ; but they look much better when arranged
alternately with slender plants of the same height. With taller

plants, however, bushy forms are inadmissible ; they must always
be of slender, elegant, and graceful growth. Tall plants, fit for the
table, may be either stemless, like the young forms of Arecas, and
many other kinds of Palms, in which the long leaf-stalks spring
from near the surface of the earth ; or with a slender stem which
only carries foliage at the top, above the line of sight. In the latter

case, a spray of some climbing plant should be twisted round the
bare stem, and for this purpose, Lygodiums and Myrsiphyllum
asparagoides are the best climbers that I know of. Another suitable
form of tall plant may be exemplified by young Mimosas and young
Cupanias, which have the slender stem furnished at intervals with
horizontal leaves or branches, which do not interrupt the view across
the table.

Iiighting.—When dinners take place, as they usually do, after
daik, the illumination of the table or the room is a matter which
seriously concerns the table-decorator. His arrangements must, in

most cases, be subservient to the mode of lighting, because he cannot
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alter tliat mode, the bumera being fixtures. But when a table ia

liwhted by candlca or table-lamps, he ia not so much hampered in the

selection of suitable plants, as he may in that case be able to arrange

his lights to show off his plants, and to prevent their casting a shade

on the table. The usual mode of lighting, by a gas chandelier sna-

pended over the table, is the worst possible mode for the use of tall

plants, because the strong light immediately over them must, of

necessity, cast a dark shadow on the cloth, unless the foliage ia very

finely divided. In such cases it is often better to use some flat deco-

ration of Bowers and foliage in the middle of the table, or to use

a dw.irf plant for the centre, than to introduce any large-foliaged

tall specimen. For the display of plants on a table without their

throwing a shadow on the white cloth, there is no better plan of illn.

minating the room than that of bracket-lights, high up, and evenly

distributed around the walls, by which arrangement the shadow that

any one light would cast (if only that one burner were lighted) is

overpowered and desti'oyed by the light coming from several other

burners.

Pots.—These I always put through the table whenever I can

;

and the tables that I am accustomed to amuse myself in decorating

are all of them as full of trap-doors as the stage of a theatre, or

perhaps I should rather say, as full of holes as the frame-work that

supports the top will permit. Where these conveniences are not yet

introduced, the flovver-pota must be in some way concealed, either by
enclosing them in a circular bed of flowers, or by tying Moss round
them (as shown in the accompanying engravings), or by dropping

them into one of the numberless forms of covering, made of terra-

cotta, china, glass, cardboard, paper, papier-mache, or wood. Of
these I least dislike terra-colta. W. T. P.

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
INAECHING VINES.

This is an operation wliich might be oftener practised with
advantage than it is ; for many varieties, both strong and
healthy, but which do not fruit satisfactorily, are frequently
discarded, when they might be profitably utilised in this way.
In inarching, the first object should be to select a stock suit-

able to the variety with which it is to be united, a point on
which much depends ; for some varieties, when inarched, turn
out worse than on their own roots, while others gain in every
way by the operation, when suitable stocks have been chosen
for them. The varieties from which improvement may be
looked for from inarching, are what are known as tender and shy
growers, and imperfect fruiters. These demerits, I may men-
tion, ai'e, however, seldom or never universal. I never yet knew
a Vine which did not succeed well somewhere ; but a certain
variety may " flourish like a green Bay tree " in one county, with-
out any special attention, and, indeed, under bad management,
and in another district, may not be induced to thrive either by
fair or foul means. In such cases as the latter, inarching may
bo resorted to with advantage. AVhere a new variety, too, is

to be introduced into a Vinery, it is not always practicable to

remove a Vine to make room for it ; and where a suitable

stock exists, it may be " worked " on that without any kind of

inconvenience. A whole houseful indeed, of Black Hamburgh
might be converted into one of Golden Champion; a houseful of
Muscats into one of Barbarossa, or a houseful of diseased and
ban-en Vines into one of health and fertility, all in one season,
without disturbing a single rootlet. Vines propagated from eyes
and inarched one season, will producea fair crop the following one,
and will grow luxuriantly where root-action has been vigorous
from the beginning. Seedling Vines may be rapidly tested by
means of inarching. Raised from seed and inarched this year,
they may be proved the following season. As to the operation
itself, it is extremely simple ; the yoimg Vine to be inarched,
should have been struck from an eye put into a pot in Feb-
ruary, and grown on until May or June ; it should then be
taken to the Vine which is to form the stock; if growth sufii-

cient to reach the part where the union is to take place, when
resting on the ground, has not been made, the pot should be
set on some temporary elevation to allow of the union being
effected about 12 inches from the base of the stock ; when this
is done, with a sharp knife cut a small slice about 2 inches
long from the side of the young Vine, and then do the same
with the stock ; these incisions may either be on young green
wood, 01- on old hard stems. Place the two cut portions face

to face, so as to fit exactly ; then take a strong piece of soft

bast and tie them sufficiently firm together to prevent displace-

ment. In ten diys or so they will be partly united, when the
bast should be slightly loosened in order to admit of expan-
sion. Do not let the young Vine in the pot suffer from want
of water, and in six weeks after being tied together, both stock
and scion will be firmly united. The bast should be occasion-
ally looked to in order to prevent its pressing too firmly against
the wood, but it should not be taken off altogether until a
considerable time after a union has taken place, as the slightest

twist will sever the new and tender connection. When a union
has been effected beyond a doubt, which generally takes two
months to accomplish, the stem of the young Vine immediately
below the union should be half cut through, and the stock,

above the connection should be treated in a similar way ; in
another ten days both stock and scion may be cut through,
when the young top will get the benefit of a full flow of sap
from the root. These remarks apply to Vines which have
had their crops removed before a union was effected, for where
the Grapes are hanging on a Vine, the top, of course, cannot
be cut away ; under these circumstances, it is best not to do
any cutting until the Vines are pruned, when the whole may
be neatly dressed. The union should be as near the bottom
of the stock as possible, just about the lowermost spurs where
the Vine begins to produce shoots.

As regards stocks, Muscat of Alexandria and Black Ham-
burgh are the best for general use. I do not know a variety
of Grape which will not succeed on either the one or the other.
But to confine ourselves to these stocks alone, would not, 1
fear, meet everybody's requirements. Gros Colman inarched
on Black Prince becomes much altered in appearance. The
bunches of Gros Colman are, naturally roundish, indeed
generally as broad as they are long. Those of Black Prince
as is well known, are long and tapering, and singularly enough,
the bunches of Gros Colman when on this stock become taper-
ing. Gros Colman is a noble late black Grape, which does
well on its own roots everywhere, and inarching in this case
is unnecessary. If, however, a plant of it from a cold end of a
house is inarcbed on a Vine at the warmest end, the fruit will

ripen more perfectly than it otherwise would do. Black Prince
or Black Hamburgh make suitable stocks for it, and Burchardt's
Prince is a good stock for white Lady Downes. Burchardt's
Prince is a late black Grape of little merit, and as it is generally
grown in a late house, the white Lady Downes, which is one of
our best late white Grapes, equal indeed, in every respect, to the
black variety of that sort, can be conveniently and profitably
worked on Burchardt's Prince. Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, a
good late black Grape, but on its own roots a shy setter,

succeeds perfectly in every way on the Black Alicante, setting
when so treated as freely as that useful kind ; Barbarossa (Gros
Guillaume) on its own roots is not a very prolific Vine, so far as
heavy cropping is concerned, but grafted on the Muscat of
Alexandria it does superbly. This fine showy variety ranks
amongst the best of late-keeping black Grapes, but it needs
heat, and to have it iu perfection it should be grown in the
temperature of a Muscat-house. West's St. Peters is improved
on the Black Hamburgh ; Madresfield Court is equally liable

to crack and decay when inarched on either the Muscat or
Black Hamburgh as on its own roots. Inarching does not
appear to improve its condition. Judging from its behaviour
here, and elsewhere, I am inclined to think that it will never
gain honourable posterity, a circumstance certainlv to be
regretted, as, up to a certain point, it has a very captivating
appearance. I saw it in fine condition last season at Mr.
Meredith's, grown on the extension system, a whole house
being devoted to it. Waltham Cross has done well here on
Black Prince. The appearance of Raisin de Calabre, is im-
proved when " worked " on Black Hamburgh, but the flavour
of this variety is against its extensive use. Foster's Seedling
does better on White Nice, than on its own roots. The
Frontignans.both grizzly and white, are conspicuously enlarged
both in bunch and Ijerry when inarched on the Muscat of
Alexandria, and their flavour is in no way deteriorated by the
union. Muscat Hamburgh is an exquisitely flavoured valuable
black Grape when perfectly finished, but it is one of those
varieties which does well in but few places on its own roots.
It should be " worked '' on the Black Hamburgh ; thus treated
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at Drumknrig, it is invariably all that could possibly be
desired, while, on its own roots it is just the reverse. At
Eccles, again, only about two miles from Drumlanrig, it grows,
sets, swells, colours, aud thoroughly matures three and four
bunches on its own roots as perfectly as any Black Hamburgh
could do, and that too in a very small confined structure, where
oue would least expect to find perfect Grapes of any kind.
Golden Champion in some places does better grafted than on its

own roots, but the finest frnit of it I have ever seen was cut from
a Vine of it on its own roots. Black Hamburgh aud Muscat of

Alexandria make suitable stocks for it. Here we have a consider-
able number of it on its own roots, aud this season it has been
unusually fine and free from blemish. Notwithstanding what
has been said to the contrarj^ this Grape can, undoubtedl}', be
cultivated to perfection, when it amply repays any extra pains
that may have been bestowed on it to acquire thiit condition.
Duke of Buccleuch needs no inarching to ensure luxuriant
growth or fine fruit ; so far as the 100 and odd rods of it here on
its own roots are concerned, I may say, th.at the fruit which they
have borne has been in every way, simply, perfect. Mr. David
Thomson has, however, grown it at Drumlanrig for years on
the Muscat of Alexandria, and his productions are quite equal
to any I have seen. At Floors Castle, Mr. Knight has it

gr.ifted on the Black Muscat (Muscat Hamburgh), a stock on
which it makes splendid growth, equalling that of any young
Vine about the place, and as strong and firm as a good sub-
stantial walking stick. Mr. Johnson, of Glamis Castle, says :

" I have had it on the Hamburgh, Rivers's Sweet Water, and
Duchess of Buccleuch, and I find that the two last named
varieties have produced by far the best grafts, which are
strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly matured. The fruit

which I h.ave of it this season (two handsome bunches on one
shoot) is the production of a graft put on the Rivers's Sweet
Water in the month of May last year. These bunches have
ripened and coloured equal to those of a Buckland Sweet
Water. They have been ripe upwards of two months, and, to

all appearance, will keep as long again."

Clovenfords. J. Mxjra.

POTS FOR PINES.
Just a word or two more on this subject and I have done with it.

In the first place, let me remove some misapprehensions under which
Mr. Muir is labouring. If he had read my last paper attentively, he
would have seen that my remark, " wholly unsupported by theory or

practice," had no reference whatever to the pot question, but to the

relative size of the plants and the fruit. Neither did I intend to
" disparage " moderate-sized fruit, as he imagines, when I spoke of

them being preferred for market purposes. I am too familiar with
the markets in London, Manchester, Liverpool, and elsewhere, not to

know that the greatest trade is done in moderate-sized Pines, say
from 21- to 4 pounds each. Though I grow Pines for a private esta-

blishment, I dispose of numbers of surplus fruit every year, and
while I could dispose of such fruits off-hand for cash, I find that

fruit above 4 or 5 pounds are reluctantly accepted, except to sell on
commission. The reason is, that if a customer cannot geta modei-ate-

priced Pine to ornament his dessert, he will do without it rather

than pay, perhaps, £3 or £4 for a single fruit. Mr. Muir should also

bear in mind, as I hinted before, that this discussion has no reference

to such things as " spongy wood," " over luxuriance," and such like
;

nor yet to Vines, though I am prepared to maintain the well-esta-

blished fact, that the strongest Vine cane, no matter how strong, is

the best for all purposes, it well ripened ; and if this is not the opinion

of Vine-growers of note, I have mistaken the whole tenour of their

teaching and practice. It will be new to Pine growers to learn from
Mr. Muir that the smooth Cayenne is a weaker grower than the
Queen. Let Mr. Thomson note this in his next edition on the
" Pine," for in the present edition the smooth-leaved Pine is described

as being both taller and broader in habit than the Queeu, with " very

broad leaves ; " and this description every Pine grower believes to be
correct. We are told, moreover, by your correspondent, that the

smooth-leaved Cayenne yields heavier fruit than the Queen, because

it is its nature to do so. Surely he did not imagine that I meant to

dispute such a " natural " deduction, because I offered a reasonable

explanation for the difference in the two varieties. Mr. Muir surely

believes in such a thing as " cause and' effect," and if he does, will

he tell us why smooth-leaved Cayennes, Rothschilds, and Provi-

dences yield the largest fruit ? Can he get to any other legitimate

conclusion, than that the fruit of these varieties is larger than the

Queen, because the plants are Larger and more vigorous ? and if he

admits this, why shonld a strong Queen plant not yield a larger
fruit than a weak one ? When a batch of suckers shows fruit
prematurely, are the fruits not always in exact proportion to
the size of the suckers ? and would they not be larger after
the plants had added six months to their age? Taken singly,
or in the aggregate, the largest plants will undoubtedly yfeld
the best results— all other things being equal. This is the
point at issue, and one which I hope Mr. Muir will observe and
adhere to. If he can furnish any other logical solution, based upon
physiological principles, or consistent with general experience, I hope
he will do so. I cut a number of Queen's lately, and the
largest of them was from the largest plant, and weighed 5 pounds
9 ounces, beautifully formed and finished. The stock or stem of this
plant and others would have filled a 9-inch potwithout there beingroom
for any soil. I use 10, 12, aud 14.inch pots, according to the size of
the plants, and never fail to get all crammed with roots, like a Straw-
berry pot, nor fail to get almost every plant to show fruit at the time
desired, year after year. The fact is, there need be no difficulty in
getting Pines to show fruit when wanted, if the plants are well
ripened. I saw, at Mr. Miles's place (Wycombe Abbey), last year a
division containing about thirty plants (Queens), not one of which had
missed

; nor would there be, I guessed, one fruit under 5 pounds and
many would be about 6 pounds weight, which Mr. Miles has frequently
exhibited in London and elsewhere. The plants which bore these
fruits were in 12 and 14.inch pots, and were uncommonly sturdy and
strong, with leaves twice the usual thickness. I have to thank Mr
Muir for the measures of the pots which he furnishes ; but, tbout^h
he says he has always found the pots to correspond with the' figures
both in England and in Scotland, the Scotch big 10-inch pot is no
myth. I believe it is made in Glasgow, and I was under the impres.
sion it was the pot referred to by Mr. Muir ; as, unless my memory
misleads me, in a report of Clovenfords, which appeared in one or
other of the gardening periodicals awhilo ago, this pot is described as
being m use for Pines there. Unfortunately, I cannot lay my hand
on the number containing the report, and it is just possible I may
have been mistaken. I freely admit, however, that, if Mr. Muir gets
4 pound fruit generally from 9-inch pots, he accomplishes a creditable
feat; hitherto I have not seen this done in anything like a reo-ular
way. From big suckers—such as Pines in 9-inch pots wilt not
yield when carrying large frnit at the same time—I have "ot
large fruit, aud seen the same obtained by others in small
pots; but the suckers were raised under different conditions,
and, we might say, just put into a small pot to fruit. Mr. Muir
questions my statement respecting the Providence producino- the
largest fruit, and says the Lambton Castle Pine is the largest, fhave
not seen that variety ; but I understand it is a very vigorous grower

;

yet I have not heard of any fruit of it weighing 15 lb.—a weight to
which the Providence once reached at Gunnersbury. I have° seen
Pines planted out at Frogmore that would come near this weight.
The plants were big for Providence, owing to being planted out, and
the fruit was consequently largo too. By-the-bye, how does 'your
correspondent get over the difticnlty that planted-out Pines always
produce the largest fruit—a fact too well established to be at all
disputed ? a Pine Gkower.

BUYING POT VINES.
It may be stated with safety, I think, that no kind of fruit tree is
propagated every year for sale so extensively as the Grape Vine.
Thousands are annually grown and sold for planting and fruiting in
pots. What becomes of them all, and what success buyers experi.
ence with their stock generally, it is impossible to tell ; but I have
no doubt that, if the truth was known, it would be a history of
failure in many instances. Inexperienced cultivators buy largely,
some for planting, and others with the object of fruiting their pfants
the following season, in the sanguine expectation that they will have
a crop of nice Grapes at once ; but disappointment is often the
result. I speak from what I have seen. Clergymen, with perhaps
a small glass house or two, retired men of business, and such like,
go to a nursery for their Vines, in the simple faith that healthy or
fruitful plants are only a question of price. Gross wood and foliage
to them indicate perfection, and no doubt twelve pot vines, capable
of bearing one hundred or more pounds of grapes, for the moderate
sum of £6 or thereabouts, appears an excellent speculation ; and so it
would be, and such a result is nothing more than might be expected
from really good canes ; but the nurserymen do not, as a rule,
produce such Vines, though I freely admit there are honourable
exceptions. It is a significant fact that experienced gardeners never
buy pot Vines for fruiting, it they can help it, but grow their own
stock ; and when they do buy, they find it exceedingly difficult to
get what they want. For instance, plants fit to start in November
for a crop in March and April can hardly ever be bought from the
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traHo ; such planta are often advertised j but, instead of Vines

tliat liavo been brown and ripe in June and July, and at rest

and quite fit to prune in August or the beginning of September,

yon often find them to be green and succulent in the leaves even

at the beginning of October, and quite unfit to be started till

January at tlie soonest. I have occasionally sought to buy for

myself or others early pot Vines, but never could find anything
better than I describe. Growing pot Vines in bottom-heat, a practice

fatal to all fnture success, has, however, been discontinued in many
respectable nurseries, though vast numbers of this sort are still

grown. Customers should never buy such plants, for they are good
for nothing. Turned out of a hot-bed, and sent very likely froai the
grower to the salesmen—who place them out-of-doors to turn the

leaves yellow and give them a matured appearance—and thence to the

buyer, the roots get killed, or, at the least, so greatly injured by the

transition from heat to cold, as to render them woi-thless afterwards,

either for planting or fruiting purposes. I had a score of Vines of

this type sent to mo once for planting ; the canes looked vigorous,

but, on shifting the plants out of the pots, I found every root black

and dead. They were bought as plants " grown without bottom,
heat;" but, finding this was not true, I refused to pay for them,
and the claim was not pushed. A little experience will enable
anyone to know a well-ripened Vine at once, and even to tell if

bottom-heat has been applied to it. Vines intended for forcing
early should be bought in in August or September, by which time
the foliage should be assuming an autumn tint, and the canes be
brown and hard. Varieties differ in the colour of their bark, some,
such as the Hamburgh and Royal Muscadine, being darker than
others ; but all should be of a nutty.brown colour, and clean and
shiny. Avoid canes of a pale whitish look, for they are always ill

grown. See that the buds at the axils of the leaves are fully deve-

loped, brown, firm, and as plump as small Filberts. The thicker the
canes the better, if they are well ripened, which you can tell by cutting

a section of the wood with the knife. If it cuts hard, and the pith is

not thicker than a pin, you may be satisfied. Vines said to be as

hard as Oak are mythical. Look narrowly at the bark, and if you
observe dusky circular patches here and there like a faded soot-mark,

mildew has been there for certain, and will return again if the canes
are not thoroughly washed and sulphured before starting, and the
usual precautions taken. In healthy grown Vines the roots corre-

spond with the branches. Turn the plant carefully out of the pot—
it will do no harm to a properly rooted Vine—and if the roots are
long, generally thick and fleshy, and much congregated at the bottom
of the pot, they must be suspected of "bottom-heat" treatment;
otherwise, if the roots are small, wiry, and pretty equally distributed

round the sides of the ball, it is a good sign. Being satisfied with
your bargain, have the plants sent home at once, and set out in some
sheltered situation till they are pruned, taking care to protect the
roots from exposure to the weather by tucking some short dry litter

amongst the pots, but not by any means suflScient to ferment. But
what abont the "Phylloxera?" it will be asked. It must be
admitted that the presence of this enemy in the country should make
anyone hesitate to buy Vines at all when there are permanent
Vineries on the place. But many cannot do otherwise j hence, they
must be careful where and how they buy. Nurserymen have more
interest in keeping their stock clean than anyone else ; and I believe

many of them are now careful either to save eyes for propagating
from their own stock, or to get them from some private garden, which
is known to be safe, regularly ; so that all that customers can do,

and should do, is to inquire into these matters, and obtain references
from the firm with which they deal—and, above all, to scrutinise

the Vines well before they buy them, both roots and leaves, with
a lens, for it is well known that the insect may be there, though no
indications of its presence may be visible at the time. J. S. W.

"SWEET" APPLES.
Ir is a common opinion that sweet Apples only are properly adapted
to the feeding of pigs and cattle. There is no doubt that rich and
sweet fruits are excellent for this purpose, but our observations do
not tend to pi-ove their pre-eminence over rich Apples that are sub-
acid. We have ted cows, horses, and swine on both sorts. Like all

succulent food, they tend to promote the health of all these animals,
if re^'ularly given in moderate quantities. Nearly the whole of the
fattening of largo swine has been well accomplished with the drop-
])ing3 of an orchard, nineteen-twentieths of which were sub.acid
fi'uits. We should, however, prefer sweet Apples in planting new
orchards exclusively for domestic animals. They are not enough
pl.anted for culinary purposes, as they are always excellent for
baking, and they may be employed eeonoinically in certain puddings
for the table. In order to call .attentinn more particularly to
planting sweet varieties, we give the following brief descriptive

list of most of the well known sorts, beginning with the earliest.

The Sweet Bough, or Large Yellow Bough, is undoubtedly the
most valuable of the earliest varieties. The tree, although not a
stroug grower, forms a round even head, and bears regularly and
moderately ; the fruit is large, handsome, and one of the most agree-
able of all sweet Apples for the table, ripening immediately after

our Wheat harvests. The refuse or inferior specimens might bo
profitably given to domestic animals. Immediately following

the Bough are Golden Sweet and High-top .Sweet, both vig.

orous growers and good bearers, the latter known in the west
by the name Sweet June. Summer Sweet Paradise is a large good
Apple, ripening nearly with the two last named ; the tree is a rather
straggling grower, and not so certain in its crops. Autumn Sweet
Bough, or Philadelphia Sweet, is a medium-sized pale-yellow Apple,
ribbed and furrowed, with good Havour, the tree quite productive.

In autumn, we have Jersey Sweet during September, a good Apple,
of medium size, the tree very productive, but a moderate grower,
and not always hardy and healthy. Autumnal Swaar, a fine vigorous
grower, good bearer, the fruit good size, rich yellow, oblate, excellent

in quality, ripening about mid-autumn. Closely following this is

Munson Sweet, also a good grower, and handsome fair fruit of excel-

lent quality. Haskell Sweet is a large autumn variety, of excellent
flavour ; but, unlike the two last, somewhat liable to scabs or spots.

The tree is a moderate grower, but great bearer. Lyman's Pumpkin
Sweet is remarkable for the handsome growth of the tree and its

great productiveness ; the fruit quite large, always fair, but not so

agreeable in flavour as most of this class ; it is, however, a valuable
sort. Among the early winter Apples are Bailey's Sweet, Rarasdell's

Sweet, and Honey Greening. Bailey's is a large handsome red Apple,
tender, sweet, and agreeable, the tree a strong grower and good
bearer, and altogether a valuable sort. Ramsdell's is equally vigorous
as a grower, quite productive, large, but of moderate quality.

Honey Greening (distinct from Green Sweet, to which the name is

sometimes applied) is an oblate, yellow fruit, very sweet, and of good
quality ; the tree of spreading growth.

There are several later winter sorts, prominent among which for

wide popularity is the Tallman Sweet, on account of its excellent
quality, fair appearance, and productiveness. The trees when yonng
grow vigorously, but they never attain large size. As a proof of the
wide approval of this Apple, it is starred in twenty different States
of the Union in the catalogue of the American Pomological Society,

with double stars in four. Danvers Sweet, ripening about the same
time, is a freer and larger grower, and usually more productive, but
the fruit is not equal to the last mentioned in quality. Hartford
Sweeting, a large, dull red Apple, is borne on a vigorous tree, but is

hardly of first quality ; Ladies' Sweet, on the other hand, is an
excellent Apple, of medium size, but the tree is a feeble grower.
Phillips' Sweeting, of Ohio, somewhat resembles Ladies' Sweeting,
but is hardly so good in flavour ; it is more showy,' and grows on a
more vigorous tree, and altogether is a valuable sort. The old Sweet
Pearmain, a well-known roundish conical dark red Apple, is much
valued at the West, as well as the Sweet Romanite, more oblate in
form, and lightly striped with red, keeping through winter. The tree
of the Sweet Vendevere is crooked and straggling, but it bears heavv
crops of a rich, juicy, and aromatic fruit. "The Wing Sweeting, when
fair, is a handsome, brilliant red Apple of fine flavour, but is not
always reliable. Green Sweet is a moderately good sort, growing on
a strong, healthy tree. Broadwell and AVinter Sweet Paradise are
valuable winter sorts in the west. We conld add many more names
to the preceding list, some of the sorts of considerable merit.

—

Cultivator.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FfiUIT GARDEN.

Weights of Pine-apples Grown at Frogmore.—I am told that Provi.lences
have been ^rottTi at Frogmore weisliing 15 lbs. each. Is that a fact ?—Delta.
[No

;
the heaviest Provitlences grown at Frogmore were two fruit ripened

there about twenty-five years ago ; one of which weighed U 11)3. 12 ozs., and the
other lllbs. 4 ozs. The former was from a sucker, the latter from acrownof a
fruit, stated to have weiiirhed 15i ll>s., grown at Gunncrsbnry. The age of
both the plants when tlie frnit was cut w.as twenty months. It may be added
that the heaviest Smooth-leaved Cayenne ever grown at Frogmoi-o weighe 1

II lbs. 2 ozs. That was in IS15, and was probably the first frmt of that sort
grown in England ]

Standard Fig Trees in Kent.—I have sent you a sample of Figs to prove
that standard Figs can be grown iu Kent as well as in Sussex. I quite agree
with your remark (see p. 220) that in many places in England they might lie

grown in great perfection, particularly in the southern districts. I have hero
t wo trees of the Brunswick in the kitchen garden, which I raised and planted out
about fifteen years ago ; they have borne some uice crops. As they make short
jointed wood I never prune them. One has a 5 feet stem, the other, -IJ ; and in
circumference they measure, respectively, 22 inches at the base, and IH inches.
Where they branch out into heads, the latter measure ItJ feet tlirongli, and
droop to the ground. I grow the same variety on walls from which I have
gathered fruit weighing ^.Ib. each. Some varieties arc more hardy than the
llrunawick, but not so good in Havour.—W. DrvBS, Oardener to Wm. Mmre, Esq.^
lilerlott Ilotisp, Miiiih/onr. [Tlie Figs sent were as large and fine as any we
ever saw grown, either against a wall or under glass.]
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THE I ND OOR GARDEN.
THE EDIBLE PASSION-FLOWER.

(r.VSSIFLOEA EDULIS.)

Few greenhouse or conservatory climbers are more beautiful tban
this, and yet it is rarely one meets with it in modern collections.

Planted out in a border of rich moist earth, it grows rapidly, often

making shoots 10 and 12 feet long in a single season ; and, when in

vigorous health, gracefully draping pillars, arches, or rafters, with a

profusion of glossy foliage. The flowers, although ornamental, are

not so showy as those of man}' of the other species ; but, under good
culture, they are succeeded by bright purple fruits, each the size of

.a hen's egg^ and which are favourites with many on account of their

tine sub.acid flavour. Although, however, this is undoubtedly the best

of all the edible Passion-flowers, P. macrocarpa aud P. quadrangularis

are by no means useless additions to the dessert, and those who have
not acq\iircd a taste for them in a fresh state rarely fail to relish them

Fruit of Patsiflnra edulis.

when preserved. Even, however, in the absence of fruit, P. edulis

well deserves cultivation, as it is the most beautiful of all the Passi-

floros in habit, P. (racemosa) princeps not even e.xcepted. I have

often used the deep glossy leaves of P. edulis for garnishing fruit

;

and, for toning down bright colours, they are especially valuable, on

account of the dense metallic depth of green which they possess.

Like most of its congeners it is readily propagated either by means
of cuttings, layers, or seeds, and those who require a climber of a

deep tir t, for the ornamentation of a conservatory or corridor, cannot

do better tban avail themselves of it. Our illustration represents a

fruit of the natural size, but gives no idea of the grace and beauty

of the plant. B.

OECHIDS AT DOWN HOUSE, BLANDFORD.
The remarks in thepages of The Garden some weeks ago in reference

to cut blooms of Disa grandiflora grown at Down House, Blandford,

the residence of Sir William Marriott, necessarily give but an inade-

quate idea of the grandeur of this plant as a whole ; the individual

spikes are fine, but a plant with thirty-two open flowers, on spikes

4 feet high, in the highest state of cultivation, is a sight indeed.

At the end of July, I had the pleasure of seeing four such plants, or,

rather, pans of plants, in the ionservatory at Down House, besides

sundry plants, on each of which there were several flowers, and any.

thing more striking in the shape of an Orchid I never before wit.

nessed. These Disas are grown in the coolest end of a cool Odouto-

glossum.honse with a north aspect and close to the glass. They
receive abundance of water in winter and spring, and a moist atmos.

phere is maintained for them ; but a constant supply of fresh air is

kept up about the plants, in order to mature their growth as it pro.

gressea. Numbers of other plants, equally bear witness to Mr. Hill's

ekill as a cultivator. For instance, I noticed plants of Cattlej'a

Aclandias, a difficult plant to grow, and of the rare Oncidium

Kogersii ; also very fine plants of Cymbidium eburneum aud Vanda
ciorulea, in the Cattleya-house. Many fine Dendrobiums also occupy

the East India house, such as D. Falooueri, D. Wardianum, aud
a splendid plant of D. thyrsiflornm; Cattleya superba also

does best in this house. There were, moreover, fine plants

of Aerides Fieldingii, and A. quinqnevulnerum and affine.

Here, too, were iiue pans of various Anasctochili, which visitors

to the Bath and West of England shows at Bristol and Dor.

Chester will remember. They consisted of Lowii, Dayii, Dawsonii,

Zanthophylla, and others. On a former visit, I noticed many of the

Dendrobiums in baskets suspended in a lean-to house, close to the

glass in the full blaze of the sun, in order to ripen them for flowering.

I also recollect seeing flue masses of Pleione lagenaria, maculata, and

others
;
quantities of Calanthe Veitchii, vestita, rnbro-occulata, and

lutea-occulata, Phala3nopsis, and many others. The Odontoglossum.

house contains a fine collection of plants in wonderful health, and

among them quantities of Masdevallias, consisting of Veitchii, a fine

plant of Lindeni, ignea, and Harryana. Among the rare Odonto.

glossums were miniatum, niBvium majus, aud a magnificent plant of

0. zebriuum, with a spike 12 feet long. These are only a few of the

many fine plants to be found in this rich collection. Among plants of

another kind I noticed an immense example of Lapageria rosea, bear-

ing hundreds of blooms spreading over one side of the conservatory,

and throwing up great Asparagus-like shoots from among rough clods

of soil under the stage. There were also quantities of finely-grown

Tuberoses, both double and single, Italian and American. Allow me
to add also that, among fruit. Peaches were in the finest health, and

bearing crops of brilliantly coloured fruit ; also Nectarines, on trees

not twelve months planted under glass. Of Pines there were quan.

titles, and most promising plants of Strawberries in pots.

Can.ford. William Dick.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Greenhouse Plants for Winter Blooming : W. E. The best are Lapageria
rosea, L. alb.i, Bouvaidia leiantha compacta and jasminoides. Acacia Drum-
mondi, pUatyptera, .and oleifolia elegans ; Statice protusa, Epacris in varietj-,

Richardia jethiopica, Monochajtum sericeum multiliorum. Camellias of sorts.

Cinerarias of sorts, Azaleas of sorts. Cyclamens of sorts, Chinese Primroses,

Daphne indica rubra. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus of sorts ; Andromeda
floribunda (hardy), Tree Carnations, Erica hyemalis, gracilis, grandinosa.

colorans, caffra, and many others; several good sorts of Rhododendrons,

Lilacs, double white Almond aud Tea Roses (all forced), Jasminum grandi-

florum. Cassia corymbosa, Chorozema Lawrenciana, Coronilla glauca, several

sorts of Correa, Cj'tisus Atlceana, LeschenauHia intermedia and Baxterii

major, and Leucopogon Cunninghamii.

—

John Fraser.

Greenfly on Ferns : F- M. Fumigate them with good tobacco paper when
the frouils have ac(|Uired firmness of texture ; if the plants are m.aking young
growth, syringe with tobacco-water instead.

Azaleas from Cuttings : T. E. When the young wood of the current

season's t^rowth is nearly ripe, it is in a proper state to make cuttings of.

Insert the" cuttings, not too closely, in 6-inch pots, in silver sand ; cover with a

bell-glass, shade from the sim. Strike in a gentle bottom-heat. As soon as

struck, pot off the cuttings into 3-inch pots in peat and sand, and grow on
liberally for two years in a w.arm or intermediate house.

Gloxinias from Leaves : W. F. Insert the leaf half-way into the soil, any
time after the leaves .are fully formed ; or cut the ribs into short leugths, with

a portion of the leaf attached, and insert these edgewise like ordinary cuttings

in silver sand. Pl.ace them in a hot-bed or warm propagating pit, sbade and

water moderately. Or cut through the mid-rib at intervals, fix the lower end

of each portion with a peg, put some silver sand about the cut, and keep

shaded in a close frame with a brisk heat. They should root from every cut.

Bertolonia Van Honttei and Beeonias at Ghent.—On visiting Mr Van
Houtte's establislimeut at Ghent, I was much pleased with a maguihccut

variegated plant, and, on enquiry, found it to be a seedling Bertolonia raised

in thTit establishment, and called Van Houteii. Its leaves are dark green,

beautifully reticulated with Solforine pink, a colour quite new amongst varie-

gated plants. I also saw here some wonderfully fine plants of seedling

Begoni.is, which had been treated as follows :—The seed was sown in pans

early in the year, and in May the young seedlings were planted out in a cold

frame, where they were slightly protected till they took fresh root; the lights

were then taken off, and in this frame they made their growth and flowered in

September. The individual flowers vary from 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and
are of all shades of colour. These plants, when in blossom, are taken up and
potted, and some thousands of them in one of the greenhouses certainly had
a striking appearance. So many plants in flower at this season are not often

met with. I may add that the soil in which they were planted had been well

manured.—F. H.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
WATER LILIES.

Inconstant April mornings drop shovyerg or sunbeams over the
glistening lake, while far beneath its surface a murky mass disen-
gages itself from the muchly bottom, and rises slowly through the
water. The tasselled Alder branches droop above it, and newly,
opened Ilepaticas and Epigsoas on a neighbouring bank peer down
modestly to look for it. Wishing to see these treasures of the lake
in their morning hour, we encamped on a little island, which one tall
tree almost covers with its bnanches, while a dense undergrowth of
young Chestnuts and Birches fills all the intervening spacesrtouohing
the water all around the circular shelving shore. We kindled a
gypsy firo of tn-igs, less for warmth than for society. The iirst
gleam made the dark lonely islet into a cheering homo, turned the
protecting tree to a starlit roof, and the Chestnut sprays to illumi-
nated walls. Lying beneath their shelter, every fresh fliekerino- of
the are kmdled the leaves iuto brightness and banished into dark
interstices the lake and sky; then the fire died iuto embers, the
leaves faded into solid darkness in their turn, and water and heavens
showed light and close and near, until fresh twigs caught fire and
the blaze came up again. Rising to looTi forth at intervals durint'
the night—for it is the worst feature of a night ont-doors, thai
sleeping seems such a waste of time—we watched the hilly and
wooded shores of the lake sink into gloom and glimmer into dawn
again, amid the low plash of waters and the noises of the ni<^ht.
Precisely at half-past three, a sparrow above our heads gave "one
liquid trill, 80 inexpressibly sudden and delicious that it seemed to
set to music every atom of freshness and fragrance that Nature held-
then the spell was broken, and the whole shore and lake were vocal
with song. Joining in this' jubilee of morning, we were early in
motion

;
bathing and breakfast, though they seemed indisputably in

accordance with the instincts of the Universe, yet did not detain us
long, and we were promptly on our way to Lily pond. Will the
reader join us.' Almost every town has its Lilv pond. Ours is
accessible from the larger lake only by taking the skiff over a narrow
embankment, which protects our fairyland by its nresence. Once
bayoud'it, we are in a realm of dark Lethean water utterly unlike the
sunny depths of the main lake. Hither the \7ater Lilies have retreated,
to a domain of their own. A decline in business is clear revenue to
^Vater Lilies, and the waters are higher than usual because factories
are idle. But we may notice, in observing the shores, that peculiar
charm of water, that, whether its quantity be greater or less, its
grace is the same

; it makes its own boundary in lake or river,'and
where its edge is, there seems the natural and permanent margin.
And the same natural fitness, without reference to mere quantity,
extends to its children. Before us lie islands and continents of
Lihes, acres of charms, whole, vast, nnbroken surfaces of stainless
whiteness. And yet, as we approach them, every islanded cup that
floats in lonely dignity, apart from the multitude, appears as perfectm itself, couched in white expanded perfection, its reflection taking
a faint glory of pink that is scarcely perceptible in the flower. As
we glide gently among them, the air grows fragrant, and a stray
breeze flaps the leaves, as if to welcome us. Each floating flower
becomes suddenly a ship at anchor, or rather seems beating up
against the summer wind, in a regatta of blossoms. Early as 1t is,
the gi-eater part of the flowers are already expanded. Indeed, that
experience of Thoreau's, of watching them open in the first sun.
beaais, rank by rank, is not easily obtained, unless perhaps in a
narrow stream, where the beautiful slumberers are more regularly
marshalled. In our lake, at least, they open irregularly, though
rapidly. But, this morning, many linger as buds, while others pe'er
up, m half.expanded beauty, beneath the lifted leaves, frolicsome as
Pucks or baby-nymphs. As you raise the leaf, in such cases, it is
impo.ssiblo not to imagine that a pair of tiny hands have upheld it, or
else that the pretty head will dip down again, and disappear.
Others, again, have expanded all but the inmost pair of white
petals, and these spring apart at the first touch of the finger
on tho stem. Some spread vast vases of fragrance six or seven
inches in diameter, while others are small and delicate, with petals
like fine lace.work. Smaller still, wo sometimes pass a flotilla of
infant leaves, an inch in diameter. All these grow from the deep,
uai k water—and the blacker it is, tho fairer their whiteness shows.
But your eyo follows the stem often vainly into those sombre depths,
and vainly seeks to behold Sabrina fair, sitting with her twisted
braids of Lilies, beneath tho glassy, cool, but not translucent wave.
Da not start, when, in such an effort, only your own dreamy face
looks back upon you, beyond the gunwale of the reflected boat, and
you find that you float double, self and shadow. Let us rest our
paddles, and look round us, while the idle motion sways our light
skiff onwards, now half.embayed among tho Lily pads, now lazily

gliding over intervening gulfs. There is a great deal going on iu

these waters and their fringing woods and meadows. All the summer
long, tho pond is bordered with successive walls of flowers. In early

spring emerge the yellow catkins of the Swamp Willow, first ; then
the long tassels of the graceful Alders expand and droop, till they
weep their yellow dust upon the water ; then come the Birch blossoms,
more tardily ; then tho downy leaves and white clusters of the
Medlar or Shadbush (Amelanchier canadensis of Gray) ; these
dropping, the roseate chalics of the Mountain Laurel open ; as they
f.ade into melancholy brown, the sweet Azalea uncloses ; and before

its last honeyed blossom has trailed down, dying, from the stem, the
more fragrant Clethra starts out above, the Buttonbush thrusts

forth its merry face amid wild Roses, and the Clematis waves its

sprays of beauty. Mingled with these grow, lower, the Spiraeas,

white and pink, yellow Touch.rae.not, fresh white Arrowhead, bright

blue Vervain and Skullcap, dull Snakehead, gay Monkey.flower,
coarse Enpatoriums, Milk.weeds, Golden.rods, Asters, Thistles, and
a host beside. Beneath, the brilliant scarlet Cardinal-flower begins
to palisade the moist shores ; and after its superb reflection has
passi;d away from the waters, the grotesque Witch Hazel flares out
its narrow yellow petals amidst the October leaves, and so ends tho
floral year. There is not a week during all these months, when one
cannot stand iu the boat and wreathe garlands of blossoms from the

shores. These all crowd around the brink, and watch, day and night,

the opening and closing of the Water Lilies. Meanwhile, upon the

waters, our queen keeps her chosen court, nor can one of these mere
land-loving blossoms touch the hem of her garment. In truth, she
bears no sister near her throne. There is but this one species among
us, Nyraphsea odorata. The beautiful little rose-coloured Nymphaea
sanguinea, which once adorned the Botanic Garden at Cambridge, was
merely an occasional variety of costume. She has, indeed, an
English half-sister, Nympha3a alba, less beautiful, less fragrant, but
keeping more fashionable hours—not opening (according to Linmeui)
till seven, nor closing till four. Her humble cousin, the yellow
Nuphar, keeps commonly aloof, as becomes a poor relation, though
created from the selfsame mud—a fact which Hawthorne h.as beauti-

fully moralised. Undisturbed, however, the Water Lily keeps her
fragrant court, with few attendants. The tall Pickerel-weed
(Pontederia) is her gentleman-usher, gorgeous in blue and gold
through July, somewhat rusty in August. The Water-shield
(Hydropeltis) is chief maid-of-honour ; she is a highborn lady, not
without royal blood indeed, but with rather a bend sinister ; not
precisely beautiful, bnt very fastidious ; encased over her whole
person with a gelatinous covering, literally a starched duenna.
Sometimes she is suspected of conspiring to drive her mistress from
the throne ; for we have observed certain slow watercourses where
the leaves of the Water Lily have been almost wholly replaced by
the similar, but smaller, leaves of the Water-shield. More rarely

seen is the slender Utricularia, a dainty maiden, whose light feefc

scarce touch the water—with the still more delicate floating white
Water Ranunculus, and the shy Villarsia, whose submerged flowers

merely peep one day above the surface and then close again for ever.

Then there are many humbler attendants, Potamogetons or Pond-
weeds. And here float little emissaries from the dominions of land;
for the fallen florets of the Viburnum drift among the Lilypads, with
mast-like stamens erect, sprinkling the water with a strange beauty,
and cheating us with the promise of a new aquatic Bower. These
are the still life of this sequestered nook; but it is in fact a
crowded thoroughfare. No tropical jungle more swarms with busy
existence than these midsummer waters and their bushy banks.

Gathering Water Lilies.

Every flower bears a fragrant California in its bosom, and yon hesi-

tate to leaveone behind. But, after the first half.hourof eager grasping,
one becomes fastidious, rather scorns those on which the wasps and
flies have alighted, and seeks only the stainless. But handle them
tenderly, as if you loved them. Do not grasp at the open flower as
if it were a Psaony or a Hollyhock, for then it will come off, stalklcss,

in your hand, and you will cast it blighted upon the water ; but coil

your thumb and second finger affectionately around it, press the

extended forefinger firmly to the stem below, and with one steady pull

you will secure a long and delicate stalk. Consider the Lilies. All

over our rural watercourses, at midsummer, float these cups of snow.
They are Nature's symbols of coolness. They suggest to us the white
garments of their Oriental worshippers. They come with the white
Roses, and prepare the way for the white Lilies of the garden. The
Water Lily comes of an ancient and sacred family. It has assisted

at the most momentous religious ceremonies, from tho beginning of

recorded time. The Egyptian Lotus was a sacred plant ; it was
dedicated to Harpocrates and to Nofr Atmoo—Nofr meaning good,

whence the name of our yellow Lily, Nuphar. But the true Egyptian
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flower was Nymphasa Lotng, thongh Nymphrea ccorulea, Moore's
" blue Water Lilies," can be traced on the sculptures also. It was
cultivated in tanks in the gardens ; it was the chief material for festal

wreaths ; a single bud hung over the forehead of many a queenly

dame ; and the sculptures represent the weary flowers as dropping

fi'om the heated hands of helles, in the later hours of the feast. Rock
softly on the waves, fair Lilies ! your Eastern kindred have rocked

on the stormier bosom of Cleopatra. The Egyptian Lotus was,

moreover, the emblem of tlie sacred Nile, as the Hindoo species of

the sacred Ganges ; and both the one and the other was held the

symbol of the creation of the world from the waters. The sacred

bull, Apis, was wreathed with its garlands ; there were nic)ies for

water, to place it among tombs ; it was carved in tho capitals of

columns ; it was represented on plates and vases ; the sculptures show
it in many sacred uses, even as a burnt offering ; Isis holds it ; and
the god Nilus still binds a wreath of Water Lilies around the throne

of Slemnon. From Egypt the Lotos was carried to Assyria, and
Layard found it among Fir cones and Honeysuckles on the later

sculptures of Nineveh. The Greeks dedicated it to the nymphs,
whence the name Njonphaja. Nor did the Romans disregard it,

though the Lotus to which Ovid's nymph Lotis was changed servato

nomine, was a tree, and not a flower. Still different a thing was the

enchanted stem of the Lotus-eaters of Herodotus, which prosaic

botanists have reduced to the Zizyphus Lotus found by Mnngo Pai-k,

translating also the yellow Lotus dust into a mere " farina, tasting

like sweet ginger-bread." But, in the Lotus of Hindostan, we find

our flower again, and the Oriental sacred books are cool with Water
Lilies. The orb of the earth is Lotus-shaped, and is upborne by the
tusks of Vesava, as if he had been sporting in a lake where the leaves

and blossoms float. Having got thus far into Orientalism, we can hardly
expect to get out again without some slight entanglement in philology.

Lily pads. Whenceyarf.s- .'' No other leaf is identified with that singular

monosyllable. Has our floating Lotus leaf any connection with padding,

or with a footpad ? With the ambling pad of an abbot, or a paddle,

or a paddock, or a padlock ? with many-domed Padua proud, or with
St. Patrick ? Is the name derived from the Anglo-Saxon paad or

petOiian ? All the etymologists are silent on the subject ; Tooke
and Richardson ignore the problem ; and of the innumerable pam.
phlets in the Worcester and Webster controversy, loading the tables of

school-committeemen, not one ventures to grapple with the Lily pad.

The Sanscrit name for the Lotus is simply Padma. The learned Brah.
mins call the Egyptian deities Padma Devi, or Lotus gods ; the second
of the eighteen Hindoo Puranas is styled the Padma Parana, because it

treats of the " epoch when the world was a golden Lotus ;
" and the

sacred incantation which goes mnrmering through Thibet is " Om
mani padme houm." It would be singular, it upon these delicate

floating leaves a fragment of our earliest vernacular has been borne

down to ns, so that here the schoolboy is more learned than the

savans. This lets us down easily to the more familiar uses of this plant

divine. By the Nile, in early days, the Water Lily was good not

merely for devotion, but for diet. " Prom the seeds of the Lotus,"

said Pliny, " the Egyptians make bread." The Hindoos still eat the

seeds roasted in sand ; also tho stalks and roots. In South America,
from the seed of the Victoria (Nymphsoa Victoria, now Victoria

regia) a farina is made, preferred to that of the finest Wheat

—

Bonpland even suggesting to our reluctant imagination Victoria,

pies. But the European species are used, as far as we know, only in

dyeing. Our own Water Lily has some strange peculiarities of

structure. So loose is the internal distribution of its tissues, that it

was for some time held doubtful to which of the two great vegetable

divisions, exogenous or endogenous, it belonged. Its petals, moreover,

furnish the best examples of the gradual transition of petals into

stamens—illustrating that wonderful law of identity which is the

great discovery of modem science. Every child knows this peculiarity

of the Water Lily, but the extent of it seems to vary with season

and locality, and sometimes one finds a succession of flowers almost

entirely free from this confusion of organs. Our readers may not

care to know that the order of Nymph£eacea3 " differs from Ranun-
culaceaa in the consolidation of its carpels, from Papaveraceic in the

placentation not being parietal, and from Nelumbiaceje in the want
of a large truncated disc containing monospermous achenia;" but

they may like to know that the Water Lily has relations on land, in all

gradations of society, from Poppy to Magnolia, and yet does not conform

its habits precisely to those of any of them. Its great black roots,

sometimes as large as a man's arm, form a network at the bottom of

the water. Its stem floats, an airy four-celled tube, adapting itself

to the depth, though never stiff in shallows, like the stalk of the

Yellow Lily ; and it contracts and curves when seed-time approaches,

though not BO ingeniously aa the spiral threads of the European
Vallisneria, which uncoil to let the flowers rise to the surface, and
then cautiously retract, that the seeds may ripen on the very bottom

of the lake. The leaves show beneath tho magnifier beautiful adap-

tations of structure. They are not, like those of land-plants,

constructed with deep veins to receive the rain and conduct it to tho

stem, but are smooth and glossy, and of even surface. The leaves of

land-vegetation have also thousands of little breathing-pores, princi-

pally on the under side : the Apple leaf, for instance, has twenty-four

thousand to a square inch. But here they are fewer ;
they are wholly

on the upper side, and, whereas in other cases they open or shut

according to tho moisture of tho atmosphere, here the greedy leaves,

secure of moisture, scarcely deign to close them. Nevertheless, even

these give some recognition of hygrometric necessities, and, though

living on tho water, and not merely christened with dewdrops like

other leaves, but baptised by immersion all the time, they are yet

known to suffer in drought and apparently to take pleasure in heavy

falls of rain.

The Hoyal Water Lily.

We have spoken of the various kindred of the Water Lily ; but wo
must not leave our fragrant subject without due mention of its most

magnificent, most lovely, relative, at first claimed even as its twin

sister, and classed as a NymphaBa. We once lived near neighbour to a

Victoria regia. Nothing, in the world of vegetable existence, has

such a human interest. The charm is not in the mere size of the

plant, which disajjpoints everybody, as Niagara does, when tried by

that sole standard. The leaves of the Victoria, indeed, attain a

diameter of G feet ; the largest flowers, of 23 inches—less than four

times the size of the largest of our Water Lilies. But it is not the

mere looks of the Victoria, it is its life which fascinates. It is not a

thing merely of dimensions, nor merely of beauty, but a creature of

vitality and motion. Those vast leaves expand and change almost

visibly. They have been known to grow half-an-inoh an hour, 8 inches

a day. Rising one day from the water, a mere clenched mass of

yellow prickles, a leaf is transformed the next day to a crimson

salver, gorgeously tinted on its upturned rim. Then it spreads into

a raft of green, armed with long thorns, and supported by a frame-

work of ribs and cross-pieces, an inch thick, and so substantial, that

the Brazil Indians, while gathering the seed-vessels, place thcii- young

children on tho leaves ;
— yrnpe, or water-platter, they call the

accommodating plant. But even these expanding leaves are not the

glory of the Victoria ; the glory is in the opening of the flower.

We have sometimes looked in, for a passing moment, at the green,

house, its dwelling-place, during the period of flowering—and then

stayed for more than an hour, unable to leave the fascinating

scene. After the strange flower-bud has reared its dark head from

the placid tank, moving it a little, uneasily, like some imprisoned

water-creature, it pauses for a moment in a sort of dumb despair.

Then trembling again, and collecting all its powers, it thrusts open,

with an indignant jerk, the rough calyx-leaves, and the beautiful

disrobing begins. The firm, white, central cone, first so closely

infolded, quivers a little, and swiftly, before your eyes, the first of

the hundred petals detaches its delicate edges, and springs back,

opening towards the water, while its white reflection opens to meet

it from below. Many moments of repose follow—you watch

—

another petal trembles, detaches, springs open, and is still. Then

another, and another, and another. Each movement is so quiet, yet

so decided, so living, so human, that the radiant creature seenisa

Musidora of the water, and you almost blush with a sense of guilt in

gazing on that peerless privacy. As petal by petal slowly opens,

there still stands the central cone of snow, a glacier, an alp, a jung-

frau, while each avelanche of whiteness seems the last. Meanwhile,

a strange rich odour fills the air, and Nature seems to concentrate all

fascinations and claim all senses for this jubilee of her darling. So

pass the enchanted moments of the evening, till the fair thing pauses

at last, and remains for hours unchanged. In the morning, one by

one, those white petals close again, shutting all their beauty in, and

you watch through the short sleep for the period of waking. Can

this bright transfigured creature appear again, in the same chaste

beauty ? Tour fancy can scarcely trust it, fearing some disastrous

change ; and your fancy is too true a prophet. Come again, after

the second day's opening, and you start at the transformation which

one hour has secretly produced. Can this be the virgin Victoria—

this thing of crimson passion, this pile of pink and yellow, relaxed,

expanded, voluptuous, lolling languidly upon the water, never to rise

again ? In this short time every tint of every petal is transformed ;

it°is gorgeous in beanty, but it is " Hebe turned to Magdalen." But

our rustic Water Lily, our innocent Nympha;a, never claiming such

a hot-house glory, never drooping into such a blush, blooms on

placidly in the quiet waters, till she modestly folds her leaves for the

last time, and bows her head beneath the surface for ever. Next

year she lives for us only in her children, fair and pure as herself.

Nay, not alone in them, but also in memory. The fair vision will not

fade from us, though the paddle has dipped its last crystal drop from

the waves, and the boat is drawn upon the shore. We inay yet visit

many lovely and lonely places—meadows thick with Violet, or the
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homes of the shy Rhodora, or those sloping forest-haants where the
slight Linnaoa hangs its twin.born heads—but no scene will linger

on cur vision like this annual feast of the Lilies.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

Fuchsia Ricartonii.—There are many places in which this
useful plant thrives remarkably well, not only in pleasure grounds and
ehrubberios, but also by the sides of walks in plantations. A gravelly
bottom suits it best, but it ought to have a place specially prepared
for it, say a pit dug out 4 feet wide and 18 inches deep ; let the best
of the soil be put in the bottom, as this Fuchsia will often root deeply
if it liuds congenial material in which to develop its roots. If in
plantations it should occupy the most open positions to be found in
them, and as Rhododendrons'may be expected to adorn woodland walks
during summer, this Fuchsia furnishes a profusion of flowers in the
later part of the year. This variety of Fuchsia is much hardier than
many imagine, and where the sub-soil is sufficiently gravelly to give
free passage to superfluous moisture to pass away, I have seen it grow
into a great bush G and S feet high, and sometimes a healthy plant
will throw up a shoot 6 feet long in one season. In exposed situa-
tions, or where the frost becomes very severe, ii would be well to
protect plants of this Fuchsia during winter. This may be done with
Braken, and a few sticks driven into the ground to keep it from blow-
ing away

;
if the tops are killed down by the frost in winter, young

growths will push up from the root in spring.—G. Dawso.v.
Prairie Roses.—Will any correspondent of The Garden oblige by

telling me what species of Rose is referred to in the following extract
from The Country Gentleman I'—lttq^xjisniyE. "No other hardy
plant can show such a cataract of bloom, or display it with more
elegance than these magnificent Roses. But they should stand well
away from the eye, like an oil painting; and as for fragrance
they have none to offer. The best position is against the wall
of a back building, 100 feet or more from the front or chief point
of view. The wall is convenient for support and spread, and the
cool rich soil around and beneath the building secures luxuriance of
grovvth. Red and white varieties planted together, as the Queen and
Baltimore Belle, enhance the beauty of either, especially when
distance lends enchantment to the view. That which mars their
beauty, and the satisfaction of the culturist of these grand climbers,
13 the almost universal omission of seasonable pruning. All the old
wood should be cleared out directly after blooming, just as is done
with Raspberries after fruiting, and at the same season, about the
first of August ; the earlier it is done, the stronger will be the young
wood for the next summer's bloom. All that is left will appear bright
and growing, and, if neatly tied up, will delight the eye and fill the
thought with expectations of a still finer, stronger, and brighter show
next season, from the more numerous and better ripened fruit-buds
and a freer flow of sap up the healthy yonng wood."

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Eetinospora pisifera aurea.—Tlie crowth of this plant, which has a rich

yellmy comijact luliiiic. is .slow, and it bears clipping remarkably well. These
i|ualilics have suKge-sled to us its substitution for Box as a garilcii ed^in"-. We
accorduigly made experiments, which have proved perfectly saccessfnl Wehnd that, as compared with Box (1) It is quite as hardy, and less particular in
the choice of soils

; (-') It is dwarfer, and bears clipping much better, as the
leaves are very minute and dense, whilst Box leaves, from their size tretchopped up and mutilated by the shears

; (3) It is far more beautiful, heme ofa lively golflen cnlour, and very compact and leafy
; (4) The cost per yard will

n.jt exceed that of common Box.—A. Mongbedieit.
Double Primrose Culture.—A writer in the O^iniriien' Scmrd mentionshaving seen during the past season, a patch of double Primroses growing inan open and somewhat light soil, that generally suffered severely durin^the

lint dry summer months. "Some clay, in the form of a thin layer, w-hich
could but be termed a top-dressing of clay, was laid over the bed to the extent
()t one-half, and the effect was remarkable. The plants growin"- amid the
dre.ssing of clay were of quite a vigorous character, while the others, not so
treated, had a deplorable appearance. No doubt the Primrose requires to bekept cool about the roots, and the beneficial efTects of this practice were quite
evident in this instance." [This simply means that the Primrose, like many
other wood and copse plants, surters from having both roots and tops dried bythe siin in an open spot, and that some kind of mulchmg will help to counteractone ot these evil ctTects.j

Bedding Calceolarias. — In reference to Mr. Grieve's remarks aboutncucing Calceolarias (see p. 257), allow me to say that there has been in a
j,.iriicn ui iorquay a splendid bed of Calceolaria aurea Uoribunda m fulliilossum since May, and it will continue until frost destroys the bloom. It

uLTl„? , '.,'""i* ';}"' P''0''"ce of cuttings put in in Octobei-, 1872 ; they werenodded out the followmg May. but all through that summer they made but

...fn.nM"'??!''^'''
""? ff'vcral died though kept constantly watered. In the

;j ,, 1?. ,,^
^ "".''= ''''5'^° "P ^"'1 planted much closer, and, as it was a mild

nrnVh ;,,„•'' ?^n f'^!"'-
""""'"g. antl became in May a dense mass of foliage

^,?„o. ^' H'"' "'6 sun never penetrated to the roots, which is the cause of

kJ^™^,'? .-hl^'.^? i" ,1°
^"'ner. Should the weather be too severe for them to

?, to nl„n^,S^,iT °,';
"'""="; '^? '''=*' "'^° '"' '•isn'-ing a good summer bed

nchc'l aoA, ,w '^'^ ';,""" ,°f this autumn very early in the sprhig, about 6

one ,^t?,f1l' ^^, l',."',""
'° (''^"'blished before the sun is too powerful. Not

hf ivF»; „nf„
1'' '" ""^ '"" '," T"=>*«onthis year, but those that were planted

h" v^d^ed W > T°?'
"" ' ""'' ''"'""=" ""-"y. a°d half of them

ROCQUENCOURT.
Fkoji the ancient state of straight-lacedness—clipped trees
and miserable harshness and monotony of French Gai^dcns—
a very notable change has long been taking place, both in
public and private gardens. From the .style of Versailles and
St. Cloud, Sceaux, or the hundred other public gardens of the
same school, to that of the garden parts of the Bois de
Boulogne, the Bois de Vincennes, or tlie Pare Monceaux is a
marked progress indeed. A similar change is observable in

the private gardens, and there is in no country more charming
oases of sylvan beauty than in French gardens made within the
past twenc}' years. The old and rusty walls of clipped trees

have rapidh' given way before quick growing fringes of

beautiful trees and shrubs ; lawns, not always so fine as ours,
are now much preferred to such stony and gravelly hideous-
ness as one sees in the Grand Trianon, and, in short, a charm-
ingly natural and refreshing aspect reigns where, in older days,
a much less pleasing state of things prevailed. Among the
most interesting of French gardens is that depicted in our illus-

tration, originally formed and richly stocked byMadame Furtado.
Here, when we visited it, might be seen some of the best features
of modern French horticulture, and a few points were also
observed which it may be well to refer to as things to avoid.
We see, for instance, faithfully rendered in the illustration, the
too abrupt slope round the piece of water. There is no greater
evidence of want of ti'ue insight into landscape gardening, or
into Nature, than that of forming stiff straight slopes, par-
ticularly by the margins of water. Given the desire, it is in all

such positions easy to secure a naturally and pleasantly graded
slope, which is as inoffensive to the foot and to the eye as the
prettiest carpet of natural lawn that girdles the lakelet

among the hills. Another evil well shown in the picture is the
formal walk alongside the water. This is in most gardens
easily avoided. There is no more certain way of robbing
the margins of a fine piece of park or garden water of all

natural grace than by forming such a walk around it. Having
thus freely pointed out what appears to us to be blemishes,
it is pleasanter to record that here is one of the finest examples
of the excellent system of planting-out stove and other plants
distinguished by leaf-beaut3'. Instead of the plants being
staged in pots, as is mostly the case with us, they are planted
on irregular rocky banks with walks winding between, and
the effect is charming indeed. It shows conclusively, that we
may get rid of much of the stifiness that obtains in our hot-
houses without sacrificing any advantages of importance.
The conservatory has an open central part planted with a bold
mass of tropical vegetation, well-shown, as it springs from a
carpet of Lycopodium as green as the freshest Grass, with
tiny rivulets here and there ; the two wings are devoted
to specimen Camellias and other greenhouse plants, also
arranged in a natural and pleasing inanner. From the roof of

a stove arranged in this way, the flowers of that gloriously-
coloured climber, He.xaoentris raysorensis, hung in abundance,
producing a magnificent effect.

Open Spaces in the City.—A meeting ot the inhabitants of
Broad Street, Loudon Wall, and neighbourhood, was held at Grcshani
House the other d;iy, for the purpose of taking steps for the preser-
vation as an open space of the garden belonging to the Drapers'
Company in Throgniorton Street, Mr. Robinson in the chair. The
chairman said several meetings had been held M'ith the view of
preventing the destruction of the garden and the erection of build.
ings on the site. Notwithstanding the representations made to the
Drapers' Company, the trees in the garden had been cub down and
preparations made for forming a read across it from Throgmorton
Street to London Wall. Open spaces were necessary for the health
ot London, and although it had been asserted that the land in

question was valued at £15,000 per year for building purposes, the
health, happiness, and recreation of the metropolis wei-e of far greater
importance. Mr. Jcnkinson thought the Drapers' Company might
yield to the pressure of public opinion. He suggested that the
repiesent.atives ot the ward at the Court of Common Council should
be solicited to bring the subject under the notice of the Court. After
considerable discussion it was arranged that the Court of Common
Council should be asked to keep up the ground as an open space or
recreation ground, and to acquire it, either by purchase or agreement,
from the owners.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
PARSNIPS.

In some market gardens Parsnips constitntc one of the

principal crops, while in others none arc grown. AVhere Par-

snips do well, however, they are very remunerative. They
require a deeply-trenched, free, well-drained soil. As a rule,

market gardeners select a piece of ground for Parsnips that

had been heavily manured the year before and cropped with

Cabbages, Cauliflowers, French Beans, Celery, or similar crops,

which had been cleared ofi in time to allow the ground to be

trenched and ridged for at least a month pi'ior to levelling it

down for sowing. The variety almost universally grown is

the hollow-crowned, a capital sort, that produces roots from
4 to 6 inches in diameter at top, and from 10 to 20 inches iu

length, aud the crowns ai-e, as a rule, buried a little below the

surface soil. Preparatory to sowing, the ground is levelled,

breaking the soil well in the operation, and finishing off by
raking the surface smooth with a wooden rake, and some-
times rolling it. Shallow drills are then drawn for

the seeds at about 18 inches or '. inches apart ; and,

after being sown they are covered in by the feet or the back
of a rake, and the whole is smoothly rolled. Sometimes,
however, white or green Cos Lettuces ai-e planted in rows at

the above distances, and the Parsnips are sown afterwards in

lines between them. In either case, Lettuces are planted—if

not first, they are put in afterwards ; and as the Parsnips take

a long time to germinate, the Lettuces are removed before

they injure them. The proper time for sowing is a much
disputed point with gardeners, but nearly all agree that March
is the best time. The market gardener, however, always
makes a point of sowing Parsnips as soon after the middle
of February as possible, provided the ground is moderately
dry and warm, and crumbles freely when working it. The
land is not manured for this crop ; if it were, the roots, instead

of forcing their way downwards perpendicularly, would ramify
and become forked. The finest field of Parsnips I even saw was
one belonging to Mr. Bagley, of Turnham Green. The ground
on which they grew was rich, deep, and rather heavy,
a fault remedied, however, by continued manuring, working,
and cropping. The year before this crop was put upon it, it

had been heavily manured, and cropped with Cal^liflowers,

Lettuces, and Celery. After the Celery had been marketed
about Christmas time, it was levelled, then trenched and
ridged, but not manured, and in the middle of February, the
soil being in fine condition, the ridges were levelled, and the
seed sown iu rows '20 inches apart. White Cos Lettuces were
planted between the rows, and about a foot apart plant from
plant in the row. The gi'ound was twice hoed in a shallow
manner between the Lettuces before the seeds germinated,
and when the Parsnips were expected to appear, a man went
over the plantation with a narrow iron-toothed rake, and
rake'd the soil lightly over the rows, so as to dry aud sweeten it,

and to free it from lamps, so that the young plants might push
through it easily. As soon as the Parsnips were fairly up and
growing, they were thinned out a little, and after another
short interval, they were again thinned, this time finally

to 9 or 10 inches apart. The Lettuces were, when market-
able, tied up and removed, and before they could
choke or otherwise injure the Parsnips, which were now
left sole possessors of the field. These soon grew apace, and
received no further care than occasional hoeing ; aud, after

they got too large for that, all the rank weeds were picked
from amongst them. The roots made wonderful growth—so

much so that, in many cases, a crack was visible along the line

in which they grew. The bulk of roots from this field was
enormous, many of the specimens measuring individually 7 and
8 inches in. diameter at the shoulder, and 20 and 21 inches in

length. It is injudicious to lift Parsnips for market before
November, linless the demand for them is great and prices

high, as they have not finished growing till that month. From
that time until the middle of February, however, they are in

fine marketable condition, and, being always left in the land
where they grew, are lifted as required. Being thus left

undisturbed, they preserve their flavour much better than they
do when lifted and stored in pits—an operation which would

be both troublesome and expensive. Before growth begms—
say. about the middle of February—every root is lifted, and, it

not marketed at once, is stored in pits or sheds until a con-

venient season arrives for sending them to Covent Garden.
W.

RADISH CULTURE IN MARKET GARDENS.
TuE only varieties grown in the market gardens about London

are the Turnip aud Salmon or long-rooted kind, and the white

and red varieties of both these sorts, the majority being red.

These constitute the principal winter crops in the market

gardens, the first coming iu in the first or second week in

December, the second three weeks later, the third in the

second or third week in January, and others from that time

till the end of March or middle of April, an interval of about

three weeks elapsing between each succession. The empty

space at command, the character of the season, the succeeding

crops, and other circumstances, determine the number and

extent of the Radish plantations. Where a great extent of

laud can be cleared and sowu at one time, the sowings are

fewer than when only a small space can be cropped, and

where, on an average, four or five successive plantations con-

stitute the number grown. Radishes do not grow well in

summer, the weather being then too dry and parching for

them ; but, in a moist season, they may be grown even in

summer with advantage. If the weather is moist a sowmg is

made in August on a cool piece of ground, and another a fort-

night or three weeks afterwards. Radishes are usually grown

oii^ground that has just been cleared from Vegetable Marrows,

French Beans, Seakale, Rhubarb, or Celery. The first two

crops are usually grown under fruit trees ; by sowing time the

trees are leafless, and whatever pruning they may have

required will have been given them ; they, therefore, do not

shade the plants, but, on the contrary, shelter them a little,

and before the leaves begin to grow in spring the Radishes

are marketed. The ground, after having been dug or

trenched, and manured, if necessary, is lined oS into

4 or 6 feet wide beds, having 1-foot alleys between them.

The seeds are then sown, raked in with wooden rakes,

and also slightly covered from the alleys, and rolled. About

three inches in depth of rank litter are then strewed_ over

the beds, and left there until the seedlings appear, when, if the

weather is fine, and not very frosty, they are uncovered during

the day time, and covered at night ; but, during hard, frosty,

and snowy weather, they are kept covered, even duruig the day-

time. All the sowings are treated in the same manner as

regards covering and uncovering ; and, after the middle of

February, if the plants are strong and the weather mild, the

coverings are dispensed with, but kept in the alleys iu case of

emergency. Radishes, in their rough leaves, will stand a few

degrees of frost with impunity, if the ground is not very wet.

In°April, the litter used in covering is removed and built into

a large stack, to be converted into manure. The March and

ApriT sowings require no covering. Birds are very destruc-

tive to Radishes, from the time of sowing until the plants

have made rough leaves; they eagerly devour the seeds

before they germinate, and look after the husks after

the seedlings appear, pulling up the young^ plants to

effect their purpose. In order to counteract this
_

mischiet,

boys are kept to watch and scare away the birds. In

March the first out-door Radishes are fit for market, the

largest being pulled up first, leaving the others for a week or

two later in order that they, also, may become marketable.

When drawn, they are tied into little bundles, bound round

with a wythe, or piece of bast, washed after being bunched,

and packed into baskets for market. After Radishes, may be

planted Seakale and Lettuces, Cauliflower and Lettuces, pre-

parations being made for Celery, Beet, Vegetable Marrows,

French Beans, or any other crop suitable for the situation.

Autumn Radishes are treated in the same way as those for

spring use ; but, as I have stated, the litter coverings are not

used except in the case of hot dry weather. When Radishes

are wanted earlier than those of the December out-door

sowings, they are obtained from gentle hot-beds, made up

aboutIhe 1st of January. These hot-beds are of two kinds-

one the common frame hot-bed, the manure being in sunk
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trenches ; and the other merely a sunk bed of manure, covered

with a few inches of soil, and mulched over, like the out-door

beds. F.

Box Edgings.—Nothinjj, in my opinion, beats a good Box edginpr,

eitfier for tlie kitchen p;ar(l('ii or for tiio most elaljorato geometrical

tlcsigus ; but tlicre is Eiu'li a vast difference in the appearance of

Box edgings at (lifFerent places, that possibly a few remarks in refe-

rence thereto may not bo unacceptable. In the first place, they
must be clipped every year, and it ia on this operation, and more
oepccially on the time of year on which it is performed, that the
appearance of the edging for the rest of the year depends. After
repeated trials of clipping at different seasons, I am confident that
the end of May or the first week in June is the best time for perform-
ing this operation, and for the following reasons, viz., that, although
the Box is snch a hardy plant, its yonng growths often suffer from
spring frosts during May, and, by clipping at the time named, all

irregularities of surface are removed ; the young growth commences
again immediately, and takes off that '• straight.laced " appearance
that always follows the use of the garden-shears. The yonng growth
gives the edging a pretty appearance, and becomes thoroughly
matured to stand any weather during the ensuing winter, which is not
the case when clipping is deferred until the end of summer. The
operation, although simple in itself, requires some considerable
experience before it can be peiformed properly. For straight edgings,
of whatever length they may be, we invariably stretch a line the
whole distance to indicate the centre ; then we take the desii-ed width
off either side, and level off the top with long clean cuts made by
sharp shears. I have seen edgings laid in in almost every month in
the year, and, with attention to watering, they have almost inva-
riably succeeded ; but I never saw them present an inviting appear,
ance when the above date for cutting was very widely departed
from. The greatest amount of injury is generally done through
salting the walks to destroy weeds, when a heavy fall of rain floats
the salt to the edging, thus most effectually destroying it. The next
worst enemy to Box edgings is the foliage of garden crops or flowers
overhanging them, and drawing them up weakly and blanched, so
that they cannot withstand severe weather. Wheeling or treading
on them also destroys them. Where proper attention, however, is

paid to Box, the effect produced by it soon banishes from gardens all

its so-called rivals.

—

James Geoom.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers.— I have this se.nson prown Walcheren,
Enrly London, Veitch'^ Autumn Giant, and Sutton's Kin^ of Caulitiowers. The
lij>t two. literally spcakiiifT. Inirnt up j but the Kins and the Gi.int withstood
the drought well. With me the Giant ha.s .always been rather coarse, even in a
small state; while the Kin^ is a very delicate vegetable, equall.v larjje, and, in
np- case, larger than the Giant. I must, therefore. a*k your readers to Rrow
both and .iudrre for themselves. I may add that these two varieties are very
hardy, and certainly the best for a dry summer.—R. Gilbebt.

Onion-fly: G. W. Bcbnbtt. The grubs which attack your crop are the larva^
nf the Onion-fly, Anthomyia ceparum. It is very difficult to destroy them.
Strew the beds with powdered charcoal, and pull iip and destroy all that are
affected, before the flics become developed.

Cltibbing.-In the eardens at Streatham there in an unusual amount of
rhibb)n<r at the roots of Cabbages, Broccoli. &c., this year ; can you suggest a
ren]cd\- ?—Sym.4. [The usual remedy, or r.athcr preventive, is putting''wood
ashes in the holes aloEg with the plants at planting time.]

Good Potatoes: H. Kulinev. Hogg's Earlv Coldstream, Rivers' Royal
Ashleaf, Daintree's Seedling, Paterson's Scotch iilue, Wheeler's Milky White
Waterloo Kidney. Haigh's Cobljler's lapstono. Pebble White. Edgecotc Second
iarly. Hector of Woodstock, York liegent, and Yorkshire Hero.

Truffles.—Is the accompanying Fungus the true Truffle (Tuber cibarlum) »
I found it growing here under several of the Conifera>.—A. B. [Your Fundus
IS Melanogaslar amhiguus, a sort of Truffle. It differs from true Truffles in
tiaving the sponilia Ijonic on spicules instead of being carried in asci —W G
Smith.

I

,
liiqnid Manure.—The best is that from sheep or deer droppings. Put 2 or

.! bushels of manure in a basket, and plunge it in a tub or tank of water • the
flasket IK to keep the sedimentary parts of the manure from mixing witli the
water. A better way stiff is to have a slate tauk divided in two parts and
scTCral layers of altering gravel, &c., on one side, as described and illustrated
in Tun Gabdeb, Vol. I. p. 220.

Mulching.—For a general mulch, there is nothing heats the soil itself. A
tliorough and fre.|uent pufvcrisation of tfie surface a few inches down is thesame as a coat of saw-dust, cut straw, or any similar fine application. Ourcorn fields, therefore, are mulched to advantage by the use of the cultivator,the mulch, it a thick one, will keen all lieneath moist, will prevcnc weeds and
llic crusting of tfie surface, thus giving access to air. and keeping the ground
cool. A good mulch for shrubs and young trees of all kinds, is one of green

2.1.?rt;-?f'? I '","'"','•"*'J,,""" ""= '"" stirring of the soil, and sprinkled
well will, lenelu-d as ics. The ashes will draw moisture from the air, and hefp

^J„.„? i
" ""'„

ll'"""-
This. also, wilt add fcrtihty. We have lised it for

r.^y,""' ^''"''^^'"'."'•'most gratifying results. The severest drought has liut
tittle effect

;
there is a fine growth, seeming in defiance of the weather.—T V.

Pyrethrum Insect Powder.—The commercial insect powder
is very liable to failure, bnl: a powder prepared as follows from the
same plant (Pyrethrum rosenm) is, according to the Florist, most
effective against moths, fleas, bed bogs, and ponltry vermin, and,

when administered in a weak infusion, is also a useful internal

remedy against worms. Seeds of the Pyrethrum, which are obtain-

able from large seed dealers, are to be sown in May, not too thickly,

in a well-cultivated bed, and, if the weeds are kept down, will

develop into strong plants by the antutnn, although they seldom
bloom before the next May or June. The flowers are to be plucked
as they become fully developed, and the yellow disc-flowers separated

from the red r.ay-florcts, thoroughly dried in the shade, and finely

pulverised. Flowers can be plucked even in the autumn, so that a
few plants will produce a considerable quantity of the powder. As
the plant is perennial, it can be propagated by division, and since it

is indigenous to the Caucasus, it ia not damaged by a low winter
temperature.

The Turnip Caterpillar.—T beg to inclose you specimens of

a grub having a most peculiar liking for young Cauliflower and
Cabbage plants. The stem of the plant is so completely eaten
through that the head falls off, and the insect may be found buried
in the soil close to the plant. The insect is so very destructive that

I am curious to learn its natural history, and whether there is any
other mode of destroying it besides catching and killing it.

—

Hy. Ev.\ns, Si'.'mc^oti, iri7Js. [The caterpillars are those of the
Turnip moth, Agrotis Segetum, the life history of which, illustrated

with figures, is given at p. 320 of Newman's " British Moths." It is

the most destructive of all British insects, the Turnip fly not,

excepted. The egg is laid in June, either on the ground or on some
plant, generally a seedling, close to the ground. Hatched in this

situation, the infant caterpillar is enabled to attack the young
Turnips, Carrots, Cabbage plants. Charlock, Mangold Wurzel, Radish,

and also a number of the common weeds. Having tried the cater,

pillar with a great variety of provender, Mr. Newman says he can
vouch for its feeding on any plant snfiiciently succulent. When
young its depredations are mostly about the surface of the ground,
and it seems to delight in that particular part of a plant which lies

between the root and stem; great numbers of young Turnips and
Carrots are divided at this spot, the upper part being left to perish

on the surface of the ground. It also visits our flower gardens. Very
often in a bed of China Asters, that old-fashioned but still favourite

flower, the leaves of a plant here and there will be found withering
and curling up, and yon become perfectly aware that it is dying, and
cannot tell why. Just examine the stem where it enters the ground,
and you will find it decorticated ; the rind has been gnawed off all

round, and, the circulation of the sap being prevented, life is extinct.

You probably pull up the Aster, expecting to find the enemy, but fail

;

his depredations were committed in the night, and before daybreak
he has wandered away several inches, perhaps feet, and has burrowed
like a mole in the light friable earth that gardeners love. It is

tedious work looking for the mischief maker with candle and lantern,

and picking up every caterpillar, and it is destructive to dig between
the plants. Some gardeners, after becoming really acquainted with
the enemy, sprinkle lime on the ground, otherssawdust, others soot,

others salt, others ammonical-water from the gas-works ; but the
result is uncertain and unsatisfactory. Among Turnips the havoc
made by these grubs is awful ; in September they burrow deep in the
earth, and attack the bulb at the very base just where it becomes a
tap root. Here they excavate large cavernous holes in the Turnips,
and in these they henceforth reside, not returning to the surface
until the supply of food is exhausted and the Turnip reduced to a
mere shell, full of their excrement, and putrifying.

—

Ed. Fk-ld.^

Introduction of the Mulberry.—Mulberry trees were intio-

duccd into England, early in his reign, by James I., who spent £935
in planting them near his palace; and by royal edict, about the year
1605, offered packets of Mulberry seeds to all who would sow them,
for the purpose of encouraging the cultivation of silkworms for the
promotion of silk manufacture in this country. The royal patronage
rendered the tree so popular that there is scarcely an old garden or

gentleman's seat, which had existed iu the seventeenth century, in

which a Mulberry tree is not to be found. In 1609, Sienr de la Foret,

who had in France a nnrsery of 500,000 plants, travelled over the
midland and eastern counties of England for the sale of JIulbcrry
trees, and distributed not less than 100,000 trees.

Sensible to the Last.—A strange legacy of 1,000 dollars is left

to the Keformed Church at Peapack, New Jersey, by the will of

Jacob .1. Tiger, deceased, upon condition that the church grounds bo
kept free from Canada Thistles and Wild Carrots, and if the growth
of such foul weeds is permitted to any extent, then the legacy is to
be forfeited.
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THE ARBORETUM.
THE JAPANESE TLUM.

(PRUNUS JAPONICA.)

This bears handsome rose-colonred double flowers, and has a dwarf

branching habit ; the leaves are oblong-elliptical, acuminated at the

point, and finely and regularly dentated ; the flowers, which resemble

miniature Roses, appear about the beginning of April, and are

succeeded by small, bat rather pretty-Iooking, fruit, hurg on

slender foot-stalks ; it is somewhat heart-shaped and rounded at the

top, terminating in a hard thorny bristle ; its skin is a deep red wine

colour, smooth and glossy ; the flesh adheres to the stone, and, when
ripe, is pulpy and melting, and of a violet colour ; its taste is not

sweet—on the contrary, it is sonrish and astringent ; the plant

The Japanese Plum (Pruuus japonica or sinensis).

fruits even when it is very small. An open light soil, slightly humid
suits it best. It may be increased by means of cuttings, grafting,

and budding.

ON INSECTS WHICH INFEST CONIFERS.
By ROBERT HUTCHISON.

The insect world, with its teeming myriads of devouring creatures,

varying so infinitely in habits, instincts, forms, and organs, is princi-

pally distinguished as to its functions, which may be said to be
discharged with a view to great and general benefit and utility to

the numerous species themselves, as well as with the object of

destroying or removing nuisances which would otherwise deform or

possibly infect the earth and its inhabitants. Many insects may,
indeed, be said to be the earth's scavengers, the pruners of Nature's
too luxuriant productions. But while a counterpoise is thus esta-

blished and maintained for the purpose of checking any tendency to

overgrowth in the vegetable kingdom, it not unfrequently happens
that by the same agency the projects of man, in regard to the culti-

vation and use of many staples of vegetable economy, are frequently
seriously interfered with, and sometimes altogether marred, by the
predacious .and destructive attacks of many of the species of this

great division of the animal world. The study of entomology, and
the consideration of its classification into (1st) insects which are
beneficial to the growth of plant life by destroying others in their

larva state, which v^ould prove, if unchecked in population and
distribution, most injurious to many trees, shrubs, and plants ; and
(2nd) insects which are themselves parasitical and inimical to the
health and development of vegetable life in many forms, is a subicct
of the deepest interest to the close observer of Nature, and especially

so to the student of arboriculture, as well as to every lover of

forestry who is practically engaged in that all-engrossing occupation.
It is with the insect world, in the latter of the two sub. divisions to

which we have referred, that we purpose now to deal, and attention

will be mainly confined in this paper to tlie most prominent and most
popularly known species which attacic Conifei'ous trees, and ravage

no less seriously the newer introductions of this family than thoy do
our common Scotch Fir and other older and more commonly planted
varieties of Coniferso. It has been universally observed that trees of
the Pino tribe, most frequently affected in their young stage by the
attacks of insects, are those which are planted in soil previously
cropped by the same description of trees. This will also be the case
even although the previoiis crop may not have been affected in the
least degree by such ravages, thus clearly showing that the cause of
the destruction to the second crop does not lie in any sort of infection
or transmission of the disease (if so it may be called) from the former
occupants of the soil, but rather from the growth and establishment
of larvos in the ground itself, engendered probably by the dry condi.
tion of the soil caused by the previous cropping and absorption of
the moisture by the numerous roots left in the ground after felling.

This theory is supported by the fact, that frequently after thinning
young Fir plantations insects are observed to attack a district where
they had not been previously known. Probably the dried nature of
the substratum of soil, intensified by the continued absorption of
moisture by the old roots lef D in the ground, and also by the sprouting
of some of the hardwood stools, may afford congenial habitats for the
incubation and increase of these obnoxious enemies to the Fir tribe.
Some authorities attribute the appearance of insects in such cases to
the harbour afforded to the little animals in the decaying stumps,
and to the weakened growth in the young wood of the trees left in
the plantation from the diminution of moisture in the soil ; but it

appears more probable that the real cause lies in the drier state of
the soil itself (independently of the thinning process), affording a
suitable and congenial site for the base of the operations of the insects
rather than in the harbour afforded to them by the decaying stumps
of trees thinned out. Thinning tends to produce stronger instead of
weaker shoots of young wood upon the survivors, and the roots of
trees felled will remain for a year or two in a sound condition, whereas
the attack of the insects upon the plantation generally commences
almost simultaneously with the process of thinning. In further sup-
port of this proposition it may be stated that in any wood where the
attacks of beetles or other insects are observed after thinning, it will be
found that, if there happens to be a wet bit (i.e., a part less well
drained than the rest), the trees there are happily exempt from ths
inroads of the invaders during the earliest stages of their attack. A
careful observer of forest economy has already observed this fact in his
own experience.* Another fact worthy of notice here, and to which
particular reference will be made hereafter, is that these mai'auders of
Coniferous plantations seem greatly enamoured of the cut and drying
twigs and branches from early pruuings or thinnings. It has been
frequently observed that they prefer locating themselves among
these cut branches to any other shelter or cover, so long as they find
them in a fresh, although drying, condition ; and they will invariably
settle on them rather than on any part of the growing trees them,
selves. This predilection for shoots in a semi-dry or half-withered
state is farther attested by the circumstance that insects which
attack the Fir tribe invariably commence upon a subject already
evincing indications of sickness or decay. This is apparent in woods
where no pruning or thinning has afforded them an opportunity of
selecting their favourite haunts among felled branches and stools, and
in the absence of such they are universally found to select apparently
sickly specimens in preference to very robust and healthy plants, the
juices of luxuriant and vigorous growths being probably too strong
and rank in their vitality for their slower insect development and
economy. One explanation of this generally observed preference of
insects of various orders for diseased or sickly specimens of the trees
they prey upon, is given by M. Andouin, Professor of Entomology in
the Museum d'HistoireNaturelle at Paris, who has closely studied and
noted the habits of many insects, and there appears to be good ground
for accepting it as authentic and reliable. He thinks that the quasi,
incipient decay of the tree is due, not to any inherent failure of the
plant-life of the specimen, but to the attacks and boring operations
in the bark of the tree caused by the search of the male insects
(chiefly) for food, which injures the bark, inducing an unhealthy
foliage ; into these sub-cortical borings the female deposits her eggs

;

and so what wo usually ascribe as the primary cause of the tree's
sickness is merely the secondary result of the creature's operations
which are really an attack, in the first instance, upon a healthy tree
for food. These borings weaken and exhaust the functions of the
bark, whereupon the female deposits her eggs in the previously
made workings of the male insect, while the act of burrowing and
depositing the eggs and of so injuring the tree are commonly
supposed to be confined only to trees which previously evinced signs
of decay. In the Revieiv Entom, (iv. p. 115), Silbermann also states
upon the authority of Dr. Eatzeburg, that the large weevil (Pissodes
notatus) attacks the bark of young Pines with it^ trunk, and thus
renders the trees unhealthy^ prior to the female depositing her eggs

* W. Tivendale, Scott. Arlior. Soc. Trans., vol. vii. p. 80.
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in them. The modes of insect attacks npon Coniferous trees may be

directed towards the root, the bark, or the tender young shoots ; but,

in any case, their preference for the apparently weaker growths and

constitutions holds good, whatever may bo the method of attack, and

whether their victim be a recently planted seedling or a mature tree.

Tbey probably, in the first instance, feed on their prey, and then

breed in the cavities which their predacious attacks have made.

Season in which Insects are most Injurious.

The season when insects are most injurious to Coniferous woods is

generally from the beginning of April to the end of June, and again

from about the beginning of August till the middle or end of Sep-

tember, in favourable and mild weather or ordinary feeasons. Of

course, cold or wet weather may affect their operations ; but, as a

rule, these are the times of the year during which the greatest havoc

is committed. Hot and dry summer weather, especially if succeeded

by a cold, dry, frosty winter, favours the dissemination and increase

of forest-feeding insects. The warmth of summer fosters their

breeding, because by its genial influence their period of transforma.

tion from the larva state is shortened, and abundance of time is

afforded for several broods to mature in succession ; and, when the

following winter is dry, a superabundant number of insects will be

found in the ensuing spring; while, on the other hand, should the

summer season prove wet and deficient in sunshine, and the following

autumn and winter be damp, intensely cold, or snowy, the numbers

of insects, whose increase had been previously checked by the adverse

summer, will be materially lessened in the following spring, and the

destruction to the woods for the time will be proportionately less

severe. These remarks principally apply to insects which affect the

bark of Pines, especially the Silver Fir (Picea pectinata), and confine

their attacks to the tree through that medium, selecting chiefly those

old trees the bark of which is not very hard. They direct their

attack, in the first instance, to apparently weakly or dying speci.

mens, or settle upon felled timber, feeding upon the stagnated sap of

the inner bark, to which they bore, by the aid of their sharply-toothed

jaws, in a direction slanting upwards as far as the sap wood, and from

thence the female hollows out a perpendicular canal about 3 or 4

inches in length in the inner bark, with small niches close together

on each side ; in these she deposits her eggs, which are small round

white objects, and, having covered them up with a slime of her own
secretion, the larvae are hatched in about fourteen days, and they

again cut for themselves ramifying passages in all directions, which

widen as they proceed, and resemble alphabetical letters in appear,

ance, whence the insect has sometimes been popularly styled the

"Typographer Beetle," or Bostrichus typographus (Fabricius).

Should Silver Firs be scarce in the plantation, or the insects be so

' numerous as to overrun all the trees of that species, they will nest

attack any other Fir or Pine that may be most convenient. The full

period nei;essary for the development of this mischievous little

creature is about eight weeks from the egg to the full-grown beetle,

and there are generally two broods in each season, the last sometimes

remaming (owing to cold or wet weather) concealed dormant under

the bark of the tree till the following spring, when they are fully

developed. The injury to the Silver Fir by this insect will thus be

seen to be effected by the destruction of the sap-wood, which evei-y

arborist is aware will ensure the speedy death of the tree, even when
otherwise perfectly sound and luxuriant. A short description of this

moat destructive insect may here be interesting. It is, when full

grown, a beetle of from 2 to 2.V lines long, and about 1 to 1^ lines

broad, and hairy. On its first development to the perfect state, and
while still under the bark, it is of a rusty yellow colour, becoming

darker by degrees, and upon its escape to the open air is of a

brownish-black ;
jaws, sharply toothed ; eyes dark brown ; wing-cases,

deeply punctui'ed, broader behind, deeply and obliquely impressed ;

the impressions with crescent-shaped margins, which have from 1 to 6

irregular teeth. Thorax and sternum always darker than the wing-

cases. The female is distinguished by a thicker abdomen, and is less

covered by the wing-cases. The larva or maggot is 3 lines long,

wrinkled and white when it leaves the egg, soon becoming yellowish

at the head ; the back reddish striped ; jaws, sharp ; antennae,

short; feet, six in number and yellowish. The nymphs or pupae are

white and soft at first, becoming harder and yellower by degrees ;

they are almost the form of the beetle, only with pale indications of

the wings, and with the feet drawn up under the body.*

Bark-boring Insects.

The bark-boring order of insects are not only very numerous, but
they are probably, from their mode of attack, the most destructive

of all to whose ravages the Pine family are liable. Not only is their

process of destroying the inner bark and alburnum very detrimental to

the tree, bnt the myriads of little cell-holes which they cut in the

* Kullnr on luseolB, Loudon's Trauelntion, p. S&i,

bark, even if their further operations be suspended or prevented,

interrupt the course of the descending sap, and admit the percolation

of rain and other nngenial weather, which causes the bark to peel off,

causing permanent injury to the tree. These bark-burrowers belong

principally to the family of Scolytida;, including the genera Scolytns,

Hylesinns, Hylurgua, Tomicus (Bostrichus), &c. They may be distin.

guished into two classes, viz., those that bore into the heart and body
of the trunk of the wood, and those that confine their inroads to the

inner bark with its adjacant sap-wood or alburnum. Probably in the

cage of Coniferous trees, the operations of these internal wood.borerg

are chiefly of the latter description ; while there are many insects

which attack hardwood timber, and do not confine their inroads to

the inner bark, but chiefly burrow into the heart of the trunk

itself, rendering even large Willows, Poplars, Oak, Elm, and other

timber trees so hollow as to be easily blown do-\vn. Of these destrnc.

tive creatures are the stag-beetle family (Lucanidte) ; and the very

widely-branched tribe of Capricorn beetle, including Prionns, Ceram.
byx. Lamia, Stenocorus, Leptura, Rhagium, Gnoma, Saperda, Calli-

dium, and Clytus (Fab.) Nor are the ravages of these mischievous

creatures apparent and important in the forest and plantation alone,

but very frequently the doings of some of them only become known
in after years, when trees apparently sound have been felled and
converted into timber for construction purposes. This is owing to

the length of time sometimes necessary for the full development of

the larvae of many of the species. For example, in the order of

Hymenoptera, one genus called Sirex is peculiarly destructive to F^r

timber. In woods in Yorkshire, Stephens reports that whole planta.

tions of Firs have been known to be destroyed by the operations of

its larvaj under the bark. Two of the most conspicuous and destruc-

tive members of this genus are Sirex gigas and juvencns, both of

which have been known to issue from the wood of joists and flooring

in houses, after the timber had been wrought up and nsed for three

years. The other principal bark-boring beetles which affect Coniferse

are Tomicns pinastri, Laricis, Micegraphus, Typographus (already

referred to), and Chalcographns, which are happily, however, less

known in Great Britain than in the Continental forests. We have,

however, more common in this country, the well-known Hylurgua
piniperda, and the two large weevils, Pissodes notatus and pini.*

Another secondary ailment, which frequently befalls the victim of

these bark-destroying insects, arises from the permanent disruption

between wood and bark caused by the innumerable earwigs, spiders,

flies, wood-lice, &c., which take possession of the cavities, allured by
the exuding sap, no less than by the shelter which the loose bark
affords. We have in Scotland little conception of the damage done
to forests by these insects. Numerous instance are on record of the

extent of their prevalence and ravages. In Germany and Austria,

for example, it is stated that 80,000 of the Bostrichus typographus

have been found in one tree ; and so great is the vitality of this little

pest that nothing short of fire will destroy it. In the beginning of

last century it was nnusnally abundant in the Hartz forests, and con.

tinned in immense numbers for several years—first in 1757, when its

ravages were very severe ; again in 1769 and in 1783, when the total

number of its victims in the forests mentioned amounted to 1,500,000;

and the indirect result of its destructive agency was that the indns.

trial pursuits of the surrounding country were seriously crippled, and
in some localities actually suspended. Cold and wet seasons, how-
ever, in 1784 and in 1789, tended greatly to diminish its numbers.

In 1790, however, it reappeared, and again in 1790, when serious

fears were entertained for the safety of the few remaning Fir trees,

which the ravages of former years had spared.

f

Foliage and Hoot Destroyers.

But in addition to the insects which infest Pines by burrowing
under the bark, there is an equally numerous and destructive host,

whose ravages are carried on with similar precision in other ways,
by attacking the foliage or the roots of the tree. The well-known
substance termed " honeydew," is said to be the secretion of a species

of aphis. The Larch in this country is infested with an aphis,

whose wax-like " cottony " filaments are well known, and are often

so abundant as to whiten the entire tree, and ultimately (if not

removed or checked) to cause its destruction. Then again, there are

other deposits caused by the aphidae, which, ^Ithough in themselves

very beautiful, resembling as they do, when their mechanism is

closely examined, fruit, blossoms, flowers, &c., are yet, if allowed to

spread to undue proportions, full of danger, and sometimes convey

total destruction to the tree. These deposits refer to the secretions

of the Aphis abietis. The larvae of several moths also attack Fir

and other trees by destroying their foliage, viz., Dendrolimns pini,

Psiluria monacha, Achatia piniperda, Bupalus piniarius, Orthotamia
turionana and resinella, &c. The three species of saw-fly (Lophyrns
pini and rufns, and Pamphilius orythrocepbala) tend further to swell

* This iusecl is said to bo common in Bannoch. t Latrcille, His. Nat. ix. 194,
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the nnmber ot tho enemies of the Pine tribe, no less by their annual

destruction of the leaves ot the year, than by their pertinacity of

attack, causinf^ the unfortunate tree to draw upan the undeveloped
resources of the next season's supply, to make up the deficiency thus

caused in the present. This process, if repeated for a very few years,

certainly terminates fatally for the tree. The ravages of the insects

we have just referred to are, however, chiefly confined to the Conti-

nent of Europe, while in Great Britain their attacks, although they

have been noticed, are not as yet to any great extent frequent or

urgent. They have certainly been known to exist in Great Britain

in several localities, but many of them appear uot to be indigenous, so

it may probably be assumed that their larvaj have sometimes been
imported, either with seed or upon plants from the Continent. As
some of the varieties, such as Pissodes notatus (Pab.) , already referred

to, have of recent years become more common in the United King,
dom, it is probable that it has thus been introduced. This remark
applies also to Acanthooinus asdilis (Linu.), a little mischief, worker,

called in some districts " the timber man." Thus we see that there

are many species of insects whose destructive propensities are con.

fined to the leaves, bark, and shoots of the Fir tribe, but there are

also others, whose operations are directed to the annihilation of the

seeds and cones. These are devoured, whether ripe or unripe, with
great avidity. To this class belong Eupithecia togata (Hb.), whoso
larv» are very destructive to the dried seeds of Scotch Fir, the Phycis
abietella (Za.), which, in addition to tunnelling into the cones of

Pinus sylvestris, Piuus maritima, and other Firs, and destroying their

vitality, lodge themselves in the decaying wood of the tree, and
thereby hasten the process of dissolution. The colour of all these

insects at one period of their existence, so closely resembles the bark
and other portions ot the tree, that their detection is exceedingly

difficult. Indeed, so well is their presence concealed by this means,
that their existence upon the tree attacked is first known by
numerous spots of resin being seen oozing from the bark. If

examined carefully, each of these spots will be found to cover a small

aperture, in which the insidious enemy has securely located himself.

In this manner, whole trees, and ultimately, entire plantations, are

overran and seriously damaged. The list of those insects which
attack roots and subsist upon them, is fortunately less numerous and
important. Their ravages are chiefly directed against dead and
decaying roots of cut trees. The best known ot this class is the

Hylobius abietis, which may be taken as the type of the whole. It

is one ot the largest of the British Curculiouidaj, or weevil family.

The Hylurgus piniperda.

. The destruction caused to Pine plantations in this country by the

attacks of the Hylurgus piniperda, and the wide area over which
(both in England and Scotland) it has been observed, demand more
than a passing notice in a paper like the present. It is very com.
monly found upon the Scotch Fir and Weymouth Pine (P. strobus),

and many other Conifers, detracting oftentimes by its ravages from
their deservedly admired, picturesque, and interesting appearance.

This beetle belongs to the same family as one whose attacks upon the

common Elm (Ulmus campestris) are well-known in Scotland—

•

namely, the " Scolytus destructor," whose ravages upon the Elms
in St. James's and Hyde Parks, London, created some years ago
considerable interest and attracted public attention. The injury done
by the Hylurgus piniperda consists in its destruction of the leading

shoots of the Fir or Pino which it attacks. It is incessant in its

operations when these are fairly commenced, and the following

narrative of the mode and progress ot its atrack, by Mr. John
Lindley, will give an accurate idea ot the rapidity and devastating
effects ot this insect's operations. " For the purpose of observing
its proceedings more narrowly," says Mr. Lindley, " I placed a
shoot of the Scotch Fir under a glass with the insect. In about three
hours after, it had just begun to pierce the bark at the base of

one of the leaves ; its mandablea seemed chiefly employed, its legs

being merely used as a means ot fixing itself more firmly. Four
hours after, its head and thorax were completely buried in the shoot,

and it had thrown out a quantity ot wood, which it had reduced to a
powder, and which nearly covered the bottom of the glass. In six.

teen hours more it wis entirely concealed, and was beginning to form
its perpendicular excavation, and was busily employed in throwing
back the wood as it proceeded in destroying it. There were evidently

two kinds ot this sawdust, part consisting ot shapeless lumps, but
the greater portion ot very thin semi-transparent lamellce, or rather

shavings, which presented an invariably regular spiral appearance.

I now examined it every day till the fifth, when I found it had
emerged through the central bud at about an inch from where it had
first commenced." Of this most destructive pest there are several

varieties well-known throughout the United Kingdom, which may be
specified as follows :—Hylurgus piniperda (Linn.) ; H. rutus (Mars.)

;

H.obacurus (Mars.) ; H. picens (Mars.) j H. anguatatus (Gyll.)=ater

(Mars.) ; H. rhododaotylus (liars.) ; H. ater (Pab.)=niger (Mars.) ; H.
Boleti (ilars.). They are found principally in June, July, and August,
under the bark of the trees they have attacked. Hitherto it seems to

have been the general opinion that they molested only diseased or
decaying and feeble trees. Some authors even assert (Selby amongst
others), that in no single instance have they ever been known to

attack a tree in perfect health ; but this point we have already
referred to in this paper, and we think it is conclusively shown, from
recent observations of their habits, that, in their incipient stages of

attack, so insidious are their movements, that it is only after a time
their presence is detected and then the vigour of the tree has already
begun to decline, and thus tho insect is assumed to be the result
rather than the cause of the tree's failure.

Other laseets Injurious to Conifers.

As ic would be impossible within our prescribed limits to describe
and specify all the insects which are injurious to tho Pine family, or
whose ravages tend to retard the progress of that interesting class in
our gardens and arboreta, we can only name a few others whose
predatory habits are well known in certain localities, before passing
on to notice some ot the means ot prevention which appear at least
feasible, if not thoroughly effectual, for the prevention of the progress
ot the mischief which these animals occasion. In some situations
the Ernobius mollis (Linn.) is frequently found upon both Scotch Fir
(P. sylvestris) and Pinus maritima. Like the Hylurgus piniperda, it

lives at tho expense of the tree ; but Perris (a French naturalist)

asserts that it only attacks sickly or ailing plants. To this, as has
already been stated, we object, and need not recapitulate the reasons.
Blastophagus piniperda (Linn.), Hylastes ater (Payk.), and Hylastes
palliatus (Gyll.), which in some places is very abundant, are all

extremely destructive. One ot the most fatal enemies of the Silver
Fir (Picea pectinata), and which is to be feared is increasing in many
parts of the country, especially in low.lying situations and in deep
or heavy soils, is tho Bostrichus typographus (Fabr.). This insect
confines its attacks to the leading shoots of the tree. These it dis-

figures by settling upon their bark, and sacking the juices of the
plant till the young wood is literally killed. It spreads with marvel,
lous rapidity over whole trees, and frequently causes total destruc-
tion to every young Silver Fir in a plantation. Young thriving
trees of about 8 to 20 feet in height appear to be most vulnerable to
its attacks. The first appearance of the tree being infested with
this plague is to be noticed upon the main stem and underside of the
branches and young shoots, where it presents the appearance of a
pure white minute substance in small patches close together, which
when microscopically examined, are found to consist of an adhesive
cotton.like substance or covering, within which numberless clusters
ot the eggs ot the creature are deposited, and occasionally the insect
itself may be found. Gradually the whitened appearance spreads
and with wonderful rapidity the entire bole and branches seem to be
dusted over with this downy matter, containing myriads of animals
each busily engaged with its sharp, though minute, proboscis in
tapping the juices of the tree. Their settlement upon any tree will
continue tor two or three years, till, from first presenting a dwininc
and unhealthy look, the unfortunate victim falls into a decline from
which Nature cannot recover it. The spectacle presented, as the
progress of decay proceeds, is indeed melancholy ; the top branches
and terminal shoots die first, and gradually, tier by tier, the handsome
branches whither off, and in a very few seasons the tree is killed to the
ground-line. This insect never attacks- the leaves, but coufiues its
ravages entirely to the bark of the young shoots and bole. A nearly,
allied species of Bostrichus (B. lariois) is very common upon the
Larch. It does not, however, prove so fatal in its attacks. This
insect is commonly and .appropriately called " the Larch blight "

from the appearance which it gives the tree when first attacked.
The eggs may easily be detected concealed in the crevices of the
young bark, and in the hollows around the buds, where they abound
in winter time, and are easily discernible by the naked eye, like
minute round black grains. 'They propagate in spring with marvel-
lous rapidity, covering leaves, brauohlets, and stem with a small
black covering, which gradually whitens as those creatures weave for
a covering and protection from rain, a thick, white, viscid, woolly,
like substance from their numerous pores, and which is the cause of
that sticky and clammy feeling so well known in connection with
the Larch tree. Happily, as has already been stated, the ravaces of
this little creature are seldom fatal, although it lives upon the juices
of the plant, sucked out by means of its sharp proboscis, and accord-
ing to the moisture and temperature of the season are its attacks
more or less severe. For instance, if, by reason ot unpropitious
frosty winds in spring the opening foliage of the Larch should suffer
a check, the trees so affected are more likely to be overtaken by the
subtle and interminable exertions ot its army of little enemies and
after such a season the Larch trees present a sicklier hue, and
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have a more viscid feeling, than in a season when their vitality has

flowed in an unchecked tide into a rapidly.developed foliage and

blossom.
Insects Beneficial to Conifers.

But while thus presenting the dark side of this picture of Nature

in her forest economy, it should also be borne in mind, that although

a long catalogue of most destructive little insects has been named,

there is also a very numerous class of insects which are not only not

detrimental to tho Coniferous or even hardwood trees, but are directly

beneficial to them, and especially to tho Pine tribe, in destroying,

and thus keeping in check, other insects which are in themselves

destructive, and many of which have been named in tho foregoing

pafes. For example, in the United States of America, there exists a

small black lady-bird, with two red spots on its wing-covers, named
Chilocorus bivulnerus, which is remarkably useful in destroying bark

lice and Pine-tree scale. Another small lady-bird, Exochomns gnexi,

which is of a red colour, with two black spots on its wing-covers, and

of similar habits, is also frequent, and deserves protective attention.

Many of the ichneumon flies destroy whole acres of caterpillars

infesting Fir trees ; and without the aid of such small predacious

and parasitic allies, destructive insects would increase to such an

extent, as to render all forest labour unavailing. It is well known,

that while there are multitudes of noxious insects devastating whole

forests, there are also many useful little animals, which by their

operations may be said to act as the good genii of all trees, and
chiefly of the Coniferous tribe. By diminishing the numbers of the

injurious, they check their otherwise too rapid increase; and it is

the more necessary to state this fact prominently, because, while the

planter sees only the damage which is done by the obnoxious

creatures, he seldom observes those little insects and their operations

which, unappreciated because unseen, are silently, but not the less

surely, engaged in counteracting the pernicious operations of the

destructive myriads. To encourage and foster the increase of the

innocuous classes of insects, should be the aim of every one connected

with woodland management or plantations. This may, indeed, to a
considerable extent, be achieved by preventing the too frequent and
indiscriminate slaughter of many species of small birds and other

forest denizens ; for it is a remarkable fact, that the smaller birds

feed much more generally (by a wise provision of Providence) upon
such insects as happen to be injurious to tree life, than upon the

harmless varieties. One of the most useful insects in attacking and
destroying many of those allied species which are injurious to the

Pine tribe, is the Thanasinus formicarius (Linn.), and the destructive

abilities of this small creature are truly marvellous, depositing its

eggs not unfrequently in the wood-boring larvae themselves, as well

as in the bodies of many other descriptions of very destructive insects,

and also in the larvae of numerous kinds of destructive beetles which
live between the bark and wood of decaying trees.

Remedies.

While it will thus be seen, from the foregoing cursory sketch of

some of the nnuierous enemies of Conifera), that their name is truly
" legion," it yet remains that some remedial measures should be
pointed out to check the ravages of these incursive hosts, and so

preserve tho healthful amenity of our beautiful Coniferous favourites.

The first suggestion that naturally falls to be offered, with the view
of preventing, or at all events, of retarding, the attacks of predacious
insects, is tho entire removal, after felling or thinning any plantation

or strip, of all brushwood, refuse, or root-stumps, which may be left.

Indeed, the instant transport of these outside the wood, and their

immediate consumption on the spot, is the first safe-guard which can
be suggested for healthy plantations. In the case of woods where
insect attacks have become apparent on Silver Firs, Scotch Firs, or

other common nurses, the immediate felling and removal for burning
of the infected victims may tend to stay or lessen the plague. Paring
off the Grass all round infected trees, to the distance of a yard
on each side, and burning the turf along with the diseased plant, is

also a good and frequently an effectual remedy. Where it is prac-

ticable, and can be economically done, it is well, before planting any
strip or ornamental belt of wood, to ])lough the ground deeply. This
not only turns over the sod and affords less cover for insect life

therein, but also affords a deep soft bed for the yonng roots of the
new plantation, and thereby induces a rapid and healthy start, which
is always beneficial to a newly-formed wood. Early thinning, boldly
and fearlessly accomplished, so as to admit of a free circulation of
air among the young plants, and to prevent overcrowding, and other
obstructions to the radiation from the earth's surface, and evapora-
tion fi'om the trees themselves in their yonng state, has likewise a
salutary effect in preventing tho ini-oads of insect vermin. This is

easpecially the case with Larch plantations, for Moss-covered bark,
engpnilercd by damp, close, and confined situations and habits of the
tree, are fruitful of disease, and harbour innumerable parasitical foe-i

of the Pine tribe. When plantations have been once thinned, and
are fairly established in growth, it suits very well to allow the second
thinnings and prunings to lie in the wood for a year after being cut,

and then to remove them suddenly in midsummer and bum them up.

By this plan a vast number of those insects which prefer settling

upon fresh cut and drying shoots and branches are destroyed j but as,

generally speaking, in a first thinning of any wood, their presence
would be rather in the way than otherwise, the plan suggested may
be found effectual with a second or third thinning—say when the
trees are sufiiciently apart, and are probably from 12 to 18 feet high
or tbei'eby, so that a free circulation of air can play through them
without being interrupted to any extent by the felled branches and
other prunings during the first season after the thinning process has
been effected. To prevent harbours for insects in hard.wooded plan,

tations, the stools should be cut as low as possible, so as to prevent
sprouting, and the formation of cluster heads and bush-like forms.

—

St-otiish Arboricultural Transactions.

Indestructibility of Cork.—In taking down, a few years ago,
in France, some portion of the ancient chateau of the Roque d'Ondres,
it was found that the extremities of the Oak girders, lodged in tho
walls, were perfectly preserved, although these timbers were supposed
to have been in their places for upwards of 600 years. The whole of the
extremities buried in the walls were completely wrapped round with
plates of cork. When demolishing an ancient Benedictine chnrch at
Bayonne, it was found that the whole of the Fir girders were entirely
worm-eaten and rotten, with the exception, however, of the bearings,
which, as in the case above mentioned, were also completely wrapped
round with plates of cork. The fixings were completed by a layer of
greasy-feeling clay, interposed between the cork and the masonry,
and the parts of the walls opposite the ends of the timbers were of
brick. It would be very difficult to believe that these extraordinary
instances of the preservation of timber were not to be entirely attri.

bated to the cork plates, the impermeability of which is well known.
With experience saying so much in favour of a process so simple and
inexpensive, it must be acknowledged that it deserves to be tried,

more particularly for buildings of which we are more than usually
anxious to preserve the timbers.

—

Artisan.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Autumual Tints of tlie Aspen (Populus tremula). — I have been
interested in Sir. M'Nab's able article on planting forlaodscape effects. I have
woiidei-ed, howe%'er, that he only speaks of the Aspen Po]»Iar in reference to
its habit, and omits all mention of the glorious tints of gold and crimson with
which it is now adoruinf? the landscape here. Enclosed are specimens of the
latter (and not the brightest) from a dish, now in our entrance hall, of twigs
of Aspen stuck into green Moss.—E. P., Bratmar. [The leaves sent—gold
suffused with brilliant crimson—were extremely handsome.]

Poplar Leaf-stalk Distortions.—I have sent you some Poplar leaves with
sinj^'ular swcUiubrs on their stalks. What is their nature ?—W. B., "iTood Green.
[They are produced by Aplus bursaria, which, at an earUer stajje, makes
curious swollen distorted ba^^s or inirsos on tbem, which have now dried up
into tbe form sent.— A. M.]

The Chokeherry (Pyrus arbutifolia).—Messrs. Osborn sends us from
their rich collection" of trees and shrubs at Fulham specimens of the branches
of this, laden with leaves of a burning red hue. It is one of the most valuable
of the many shrubs that assume brilliant hues in autumn, and like many of
these it is a native of North America.

Libocedrns decurrens.—Tliis plant, which for so many years European
botanists, following Carriure, insisted on calling Thuja gigantea—calling the
real Thuja gigantea Thuja Lobbii, has been again named by Professor Koch.
He insists that it is not a Libocedrus, and has made a new genus for it. He
calls it llej'deria decurrens.

Raising Conifers from Seed.—Sow in spring in pans well drained, and
filled to within half an inch of the rim with light sandy loam, placing the
seeds evenly over the surface, and covering with fine soil. Place the pans in
a cold frame. The soil should be kept moderately moist, and. when the plants
appear, admit air freely, keeping them as cool as possible. In winter, protect
them from frost by a covering of mats, and in spring prick off round the pots,
putting about a dozen plants round the side of a 6-inch pot. Continue them
in a cold frame for another year; then, after being well hardened-off, they
may be planted out in lines 1 foot apart, allowing 6 inches between the plants
in tlie lines. Water them in dry weather until they are again established.
In two years they will be good plants, requiring to Ite again transplanted.
Allinv them double the distance they had before, or they may be planted out
where they are to remain.

Veronica lobelioides.—This is a shrubby variety of Veronica of the
speciosa type, with which I have been much pleased during the present
season. It forms a dwarf compact shrub, about IS inches high, with
fine bright green foliage, and a profusion of spikes of bright blue flowers,
which, as they become older, shade off into white. It is one of the most
profuse flowering plants I know—every branch being clothed with the
spikes, which proceed from the joints in opposite pail's, and which are produced
in succession from every extending joint. From the ripe shoots of the last
year's growth laterals are emitted, from which the flower-spikes spring ; and
"from tho end of May or the beginning of Juno the plant continues t/i produce
its pretty spikes till growih ceases in the autumn. It is one of the best of
shrubs for the margins of shrubljcrics, and also for planting on rock-work.—The QarJener.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden aad Pleasure Grounds.

In order to preserve the beauty of flower-beds and borders as long as

possible, they should be frequently examined, and all decayed flowers

and leaves at once removed. Look freqaently over " carpet beds," .as

such phants as the Golden Feather Pyrethrum, Stellaria graminea

aurea, and other hardy species may still be growing rapidly, and will

consequently require to be occasionally stopped ; this may, however,

bo discontinued in the case of such tender plants as the Coleuses and

Alternantheras. The season is so far advanced, that a sudden and
injurious depression of temperature may at any time take place, and

it is, consequently, advisable to have at hand the means of covering

up beds of tender plants which it may be desirable to preserve.

Preparation should also be made for lifting and re-potting all plants

that are to be kept for another year, whether intended for the pro-

duction of cuttings in spring, or to be again bedded out in the flower

garden. Old plants of most of the bedding Pelargoniums are

generally found to flower more profusely than either autumn or

spring-struck cuttings ; and, such plants may, after being well cut

in, be either potted singly in pots some -t or 5 inches in diameter,

according to the size of the plants, or, in order to economise space as

much as possible, they may be planted tolerably close together in

boxes or shallow pans ; by adopting this method, a very considerable

number of plants may be wintered in a comparatively small space.

A similar system may also be pursued with plants of Bouvardia,

Lobelia, Lantana, Salvia, &c. ; also with Coleus Verschaffeiti

and its improved variety, together with the various species of

Alternanthera; but, as regards the two last named families

of decorative plants, it is necessary to place them at once

in a moderately heated atmosphere, in order to get them
established in their pots or pans as soon as possible. Single speci-

mens of tender plants which may have, with the view of

producing a desired effect, been planted or plunged in the flower

garden, such as standard or pyramidal Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

Dracaenas, Abutilon Thompsoni, &c., should now be pruned in where
necessary, lifted, and carefully re-potted, and placed in their winter

quarters ; as should also Auriculas and other Alpine plants grown in

pots, plunging the pots in cinder-ashes, or some other suitable

material ; but previous to doing this the drainage of each pot should

be examined, and, if found defective, renewed. Cuttings of all sorts

of bedding plants, which are fairly rooted, may still be freely exposed
to the open air during the daytime, but should be covered up at night

;

while those which are only partially struck should have the advan-

tage of a little artificial heat to enable them to complete the rooting

process. The herbaceous border should still be gay with German
Asters, and several species of late flowering Phloxes, Solidagos,

Tritoma Uvaria, and Aconitum japonicnm ; the Aconite is an
exceedingly valuable late-flowering plant, whose rich mazarine blue

flowers blend gracefully with the bright yellow blooms of the Stern-

bergia lutea, autumn Crocus, and the Colohicum autumnale, and
its white variety. On account of the frequent falls of rain

which have been recently experienced, and the weather still

continuing mild, Grass continues to grow rapidly, and lawns will

still require to be frequently mown, while the fast-falling leaves

of the Lime and of other early defoliating trees, together with worm,
casts and other littery matter, render the daily use of the broom
necessary in order to keep lawns and walks in proper order.

—

P. Grieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Roses.

Where Roses are required to be in flower late in the autnmn and
at Christmas, select a few free.blooming Tea and Hybrid Perpetual
pot Roses that are making late growth, and place them in a cold

frame, over which some slight covering can be put, as sharp frosts

may occur this month at any time, and the buds if touched, invariably

turn black and die off instead of opening. Avoid also, using too

much water over the plant ; for, if the blooms become too damp,
they rot off. Those requiring pot Roses for next year's forcing,

should obtain them this month, so as to ensure good strong plants.

See to such plants as were budded this summer, and loosen all ties

where they require that attention, so as to prevent them from cutting

the buds ; also support strong growths, so as to protect the buds from
being blown or broken off. Remove all dead flowers, so as to

encourage lateral buds.—H. G.

Indoor Plant Department.
Azaleas that have set their flowers well, should have the young

shoots neatly, but not too stiffly, tied up. Any Heaths showing signs of

mildew should be dusted over with flowers of sulphur. Many of the

young central shoots should be removed, for if allowed to remain
they are only a productive source of mildew, and that often unnoticed
e.xcept upon close examination. Heaths, Hedaromas, Dillwyniae,
Chorozemas, &o., should now be housed, but though indoors, should
have a free circulation of air. The Pampas Grass makes a good
conservatory plant. For this purpose young plants of it should be
kept in pots, plunged out of doors throughout the summer, and should
be taken indoors about this season, just as they throw up their
flower-spikes. Coleuses for keeping through the winter should
be kept in small pots, and in airy houses, where they get well
hardened, and consequently stand the winter better than they
otherwise would do. In spring, after being re-potted and
plunged in bottom-heat, they yield abundance of cuttings ; some,
however, strike cuttings now, to stand the winter, and to afford
an additional supply in spring. Plants of Solanum Capsicastrum
should be removed from the open air, where they have been
plunged in beds, and either placed in frames or taken at once
into the conservatory. Roots of Lily of the Valley should be lifted and
potted for early forcing. Plants of Mignonette in 6-inch pots for
winter flowering, should be thinned out a little if too thick. Some
sow it in 4.inch pots, and after the plants attain a height of about
4 inches, the whole potful is shifted into a 6-inch pot without break-
ing the ball. Liliums that have done flowering should be laid on
their sides out of doors, so as to prevent the soil from becoming
saturated with water. Clerodendron Kiumpferi should be dried off
gradually in a cool house or out of doors. Those who care to liave
Dielytra spectabilis in bloom about the new year must soon bestow
upon it some attention. Abont the latter end of the month a root or
two of it may be dug up and potted into 32 or 24-sized pots, using
leaf-mould and sandy loam in equal parts. If large specimens are
required, a richer compost may be necessary when the plants receive
their last shift ; but a dozen or two of small plants, with plenty of
bloom, are better than a huge specimen or two with a dense mass of
foliage and a fewspindly flower-spikes. After the potting and watering
of the roots have been completed, they should be placed in a cool pit
or frame, where they will speedily make fresh rootlets. When the
pots become well filled with roots, the plants may be shifted to new
pots a size or two sizes larger than those they now occupy. Where
small plants only are required, they may be potted in the same sized
pots again, adding a little fresh mould in the operation. When
there is danger of much frost setting in, they should be moved to a
Vinery or Peach.house that is likely to be started early in December,
bringing the plants nearer the light and warmest part of the house as
they advance in growth. Attention to sticking and tying out, and
supplying the plants with weak liquid manure once or twice a week,
when they are showing bloom, are all that is required to ensure the
successful pot-culture of this highly ornamental and useful plant.

Violets.
The Neapolitan Violet is now beginning to open its buds, and the

season has arrived when this gem among winter flowering plants
should receive special attention. To ensure success and a continuous
supply of flowers through the winter, a pit or frame facing the south
should be filled with fermenting materials, consisting of leaves and
stable manure well mixed together, the greater part being leaves
which retain a steady bottom-heat longer than dung ; the pit should
be about 3 feet deep ; if adungbed, let it be -1 feet, so as to allow for
sinking and settling down. The pit or bed having been prepared,
cover the surface with 7 or 8 inches of soil, so as to leave the bed,
when settled down, about inches from the glass. Let the soil be
two-thirds loam and one-third leaf-mould, and see that the loam is free
from wire-worm and slugs, both great pests to Violets. Care must
be taken in moving the plants not to shake the soil from the roots

;

pick off all side-shoots or runners and decayed foliage. Insert tho
plants in rows 9 inches apart and 6 inches asunder in the rows

; give
them a good watering, and shade during the daytime while the sun
is hot; give plenty of air night and day, care being taken not to allow
the bottom-heat to rise above 75'. As soon as they have com.
menced flowering and have made a little root-growth a little weak
manure.water may be given, consisting of soot and sheep droppings
mixed together in a tub ; with this, water the Violets through a
spouted pot so as not to wet the foliage. If red spider attacks the
plants syringe in the morning and shade till the plants get dry ; for
too much moisture rots both flowers and foliage. During very sharp
weather watch every opportunity to give a little air, as, in confine-
ment, the flowers lose their odour ; cover up early however, with a
little sun-heat, if possible. When Violets are covered up mice and
slugs often do much mischief; it is advisable, therefore, to look to
the frame nearly every day, for if these pests are allowed to have
thoir own way, not a single perfect flower will be left. By filling up
a spent hotbed with some good plants of the Czar, put in in rows about
a foot apart, and covered so aa just to keep out frost, plenty of flowers
will be produced, and when grown in this way they are much finer than
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thoy otherwise would bo, their flowers being erect and the mass of

bloom greater.—H. G.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Selecting and Btoring soil for forming new Vino borders or for

putting additions to old ones must not be neglected at this season.

Tho best surface turf attainable should be taken to the depth of
about 6 or 8 inches. Tho older, and fuller of fibres it is, the better.

When cut into square pieces and laid grassy side downwards in

mounds it is preserved in good order until required in the spring.
When placed in narrow ridges the frost has a beneficial influence in mel.
lowing such parts of it as may be of a clayey character. Here the most
fertile soil for Vino growing is a substantial calcareous loam, obtained
from tho hill tops, where it is found here and there in small patches
on whinstone. Those patches, which have remained unmolested for
ages, are rich in organic remains. As regards young Vines, such as
were planted out during the past summer, if not already well ripened,
they should be assisted to do so by moans of a little fire heat. Thin
away all lateral growths from them, in order that tho air may play
freely about the buds ; keep a vigilant eye on Grapes hanging, in order
to see that none are decaying; in cutting, take them from the top of
the house first, say half-way down the rod ; tho bunches at tho
bottom of the Vines always keep better than tlioso at the top ; this is

owing to the moisture rising and settling at the top of the house,
while the bottom is comparatively dr^' ; when well ripened it is sur-
prising how perfectly Grapes will keep for mouths in the winter
time if strict attention is paid to ventilation ; see that abundance
of air is given at the top of the house before sun-heat has
induced moisture to rise ; tardy ripening sorts of Grapes, such
as Muscat of Alexandria and Gros Colman, may probably re-

quire a little fire-heat, in order to prevent the temperature
from falling below 55', and to ensure their perfect maturation.
Scantily-rooted Pine suckers will yet require shading from bright
sunshine ; but, as such suckers are generally quartered in low pits
.and frames, tho shading can, with little trouble, be removed when
not needed. Keep tho bottom-heat as near as possible to 85°, and see
that the atmosphere is continually in a humid state. Queens
intended for starting about the beginning of December should be
kept very quiet ; for these artificial heat, both for top and bottom,
should not exceed 50", and give no more water than what is abso-
lutely necessary to prevent the plants from shrivelling. This early
batch should consist of the most mature-Iooking plants, a condition
generally indicated by the thick massive stem at the base of the
leaves, and a centre somewhat open. Smaller plants, intended for
succession, should be induced to grow for another month; water
them as hitherto, and let tho temperature range from 65' to 80',
according to the character of the weather outside. All damping
overhead should be discontinued, except on very hot days ; nothing
is more hurtful to the Pine than water resting in the axils of tho
leaves ; where it docs so for any length of time the centre soon gets
pale, tender, and blanched, and, not unfrequently, altogether decays.—J. JUuiR, Clovenfords.

Hardy Fruit.

While dry -weather continues it is good practice to get all manuring
of fruit quarters, such as those devoted to Gooseberries, Currants,
Raspberries, and Strawberries, completed ; for the wheelinsr of
manure among fruit bushes in wet weather is highly injurious, as
when the texture of the soil gets destroyed in that way it can hardly
be repaired. On open or clear ground the remedy for a ruined
texture is deep digging or trenching ; but, of course, that is imprac-
ticable among fruit trees or bushes. This is also a good season to
top-dress any trees, on or off walls, that may have been overburdened
by crops. A dressing of manure m.ay yet invigorate the exhausted
roots and help the buds to acquire greater plumpness. The roots,
moreover, thus assisted will be ablo to replenish the exhausted tree
at their leisure during winter. It is too often forgotten that the
roots are never at rest unless frost-bound, and that the strength of
the tree next season is much more a matter of winter replenishment
than is generally supposed. Ilence, doubtless, to a great extent,
the success that attends autumnal top-dressings, which also
preserve the roots unfrozen ; and this immunity from frost
confers a two-fold benefit on the tree. It protects the roots
from the risk of mechanical rupture in the act of freezing, and
enables them to carry on their slow, but sure, winter work without
interruption. This is the month above all others for root-pruning
rampant trees, sufficient vitality being yet left to heal the wounds"
to prepare fresh roots—maybo to emit them ; and there are several
months before the plant, in which it can repair losses, and adapt
Itself somewhat to its changed condition before the top is called upon
to grow, and the flowers to open. Continue to harvest fruit.
The best mode of keeping Golden Drop, Imperatrico, and other
Plums, IS to hang them up by their stalks in front of a shelf, or

on a frame constructed somewhat on tho principle of Kemp's useful

Grape rail, dispensing, of course, with the tubes of water. A frame
of such Plums would prove invaluable for dessert in October.

As regards both Apples and Pears, there are various modes
of storing them. Perhaps no better has been devised than laying

of them on latticed shelves formed of Poplar or other flavourless

wood. Deal is apt to flavour the fruit. Slate and iron are too cold,

and all such linings as paper, cotton wool, &c., are better dispensed

with. The fruit room should be cool, not damp, and kept as near to

a uniform temperature as may be : 40 or 45' answer well for most
fruit. The store room for fruit should bo looked upon as a keeping,

not a ripening, place. Practically, it is, to a great extent, both. But
there are many Apples and Pears that have their flavour improved
by being subjected to a higher temperature and a drier atmosphere
for a week or so before use than the fruit room ought to furnish. It

must also bo borne in mind that few things more speedily lower tho

quality of fruit than a low temperature and an excess of moisture.

Fruit should also be carefully sorted in storing. The best course

is to divide it into three qualities—first, second, and third. In tho

last will be placed all fruit not likely to keep, and .any too small for

table and in anywise deformed. The first quality to be composed of

the finest fruits, and especially those likely to keep the longest. This

will save labour aud trouble afterwards, as well as facilitate the safe

and long keeping of the fruit, for nothing is so fertile a source of

loss in this way as decay ; one imperfect fruit has often been the seed-

bed of destruction to au entire shelf, tray, or drawer of sound ones.

In gathering, it need hardly be added that the ripest should be tho

first harvested, and that those unripe may, in most places, safely

remain ungathered till towards the end of this month. Neither

unripe nor over ripe fruit keep well, and the former is good for little

or nothing after it is kept. The great art, and it is only acquired

by much experience and not a few failures, is to gather each variety

at the proper moment for keeping as well as for perfection of quality.

—D. T. Fisn.

Trees and Shrubs.

This is a suitable time for inserting cuttings of evergreen

and deciduous shrubs, such as Laurels, evergreen Privets, and
striped-leaved Yews ; also for collecting Acorns of different sorts,

and seeds, as they ripen, of Sycamore, Birch, and other forest and
ornamental trees and shrubs. Spread them out in an airy shed or

loft to dry, when they may be stored away in bags or kept in heaps

under cover until spring. Birch seeds may, with advantage, bo
mixed with sand slightly damp, and should be occasionally turned.

The same may be done with the fruit or seeds of the Arbutus or

Strawberry tree, the fruit of the various species of Berberry,

common aud Portugal Laurels, Hollies, Privets, and Yews—all of

which should be sown in beds about the end of February or early in

March. Haws, or the fruit of the common Hawthorn (Cratajgus

oxyacantha), should now be collected; aud, after having been well

mixed with sand, should be stored in clumps or pits for tho next

twelve months, and those thus treated about this time last year

should now be sown in drills about 2 feet apart, and about 2, or not

exceeding 3, inches deep, selecting for this purpose a piece of land

which had been well manured during last winter or spring, aud
which had since borne a crop of some kind of vegetables, such as

Potatoes or Cabbages, which would leave the land in excellent condi-

tiou for this crop without further enriching. Transplant evergreen

shrubs, &c., in the nursery, as soon after this time as possible,

giving space for their further development by increasing the width

between the lines as well as the distance from plant to plant. Trees

and shrubs of all sorts while in the nursery should invariably be

transplanted every autumn in order to induce, as much as possible,

the formation of a compact ball of fibrous roots, and to this end all

long or straggling roots should be cut back annually, so that the final

transplantation may be effected with little risk of failure, aud without

giving an injurions check to the plants.—P. G.

Kitchen Garden.

If there is any doubt about the supply of Parsley being sufficient

for the anticipated demand, there is yet time to transplant roots

from the open ground into pots or boxes for uso in January and

February; and, even where there is an abundant supply well pro.

tected in the open air, it is always advisable to have some growing

under glass for garnishing, as the leaves are usually fresher than can

be obtained outside, especially during or after severe weather. It is

generally after Christmas that this want is felt ; therefore, there is

yet time, if it is necessary, to add to the stock under cover. In

the winter, when all space under glass has to be made the most of, a

saving of room may be effected by growing Parsley as pyramids in

13.inch pots, as a very large amount of produoo can be obtained from

a limited space in this way. I have mentioned 13.inch pots because

that is a handy size for moving, but larger or smaller pots would
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do equally well, only very large pots would be rather heavy and
clumsy to move about. Building up pyramids of Parsley is a very
simple operation ; first, take up a lot of strong Parsley roots, cut oil

all the large leaves, as it is the young growth that is wanted, and, in

any case, the check in moving would cause most o£ the old leaves to

drop. Then, having roughly drained the pots, fill them up level with
good rich soil rammed well in to prevent settling. Ten stakes,

about as thick as one's forefinger, will bo required for each
pot, and they must be inserted at equal distances firmly in the soil,

close to the edge of the pot; five of the stakes should bo cut to 2 feet

above the pot, and the remaining five to 18 inches, leaving a
short and a long one alternately. A small wire ring, 3 inches in

diameter, will hold the sticks firmly together at the top, and a wire

run round at the top of the short stakes, passing it round the end of

each stake, and drawing it tight, will make a sufficiently strong frame,

work for our purpose. Commence building up the pyramid by laying

a row of plants horizontally at the top of the pot all round ; the

strength of the plants will furnish a guide as to the space each
should occupy, but the strongest plants should be used in the bottom,

reserving the smaller ones for filling in towards the top. Having
thus placed the first row, fill in a layer of soil, pressing it down firmly

;

then another row of plants, and so on until the top is reached—when,
to finish the pyramid off, finally place one large plant inside the wire

ring at the top. For keeping up the soil, as the work proceeds, I

prefer straw to hay-bands, as the latter, from their closer nature,

encourages moisture to remain too much round the crowns of the

plants. When all is completed, if there are any small cracks where
the soil can runout, they should be rammed full of Moss. They may
be supplied with water when necessary, and may remain in the open
air for the present. An orchard-house, or some place where frost

is only just kept out, will be the best place for them during winter.

Thin out all late Turnips and Spinach, the latter to 3 inches apart,

and the former to 1 foot. AH winter crops are now growing
rapidly. Thinning and hoeing must, therefore, not be neglected

;

weeds, too, are feeling the effect of the present genial weather,
and are coming up in quantities, and prompt attention must
be paid to prevent them from seeding and causing trouble in

the future. Proceed with earthing up Celery as required, banking
up the successive crops well to throw off rains. Whenever there is

any danger of frost occurring, see that Cauliflowers just coming in

are sufficiently protected. The leaves tied closely over the flowers

will probably be sufficient protection for the present, and it will also

tend to keep them white and close. Veitch's Autumn Giant, in my
opinion, is the very best Cauliflower grown, not only in the autumn,
but for all seasons, except for forcing or very early work. British

Queen and Ne Plus Ultra are the two best late Peas this year with
us. We have gathered almost daily from these since the lat of

August, and shall continue doing so till frost cuts them off, as they
are still full of fiowers and j'ouug pods. The dwarf early kinds
from the July sowings have also done well ; but they lack the per-

petual.bearing habit of the two sorts just mentioned, and the pods are

small. Peas of the Ringleader or Dwarf Gem sections may be sown
rather thickly in boxes ; the young tops will be found useful for

flavouring soups, &o., when Peas cannot any longer be gathered
from the open ground. —E. Hobdat.

Cottagers' Gardens.

The fine growing weather which we are now experiencing will have
a marked effect on the growth of all kinds of green crops. Broccoli
and Winter Greens will, therefore, make rapid progress, and will

require frequent surface stirrings to keep down weeds, which are
always difficult to eradicate in autumn. A full crop of Cabbage
should be got out at once. Celery should be earthed up on a dry
day, for, although a semi-aquatio plant, it is apt to decay at the
heart if not thoroughly dry when earthed up. Advantage should
also be taken of dry breezy weather for the ingathering and storing
of crops of fruit and roots for winter use. Flower borders will

also require frequent attention in the way of collecting decaying
leaves and in maintaining neatness and order. Chrysanthemums and
Dahlias should be effectually secured from wind by means of neat
stout stakes. Window plants, as the season advances, should be kept
somewhat drier than they hitherto have been, and a few hardy foliage

plants should be introduced. Berry-bearing Aucubas are excellent
window plants, as their leaves are so easily cleared from dust, and
the bright glossy-leaved Griselinia macrophylla well deserves a place
in cottagers' windows, as its foliage may be cleaned equally well, as
that of the Aucuba and its colour is a more pleasing shade of green.
Ficus elastica, and the feathery-leaved Acacia lophantha, are two of

the best of all foliage plants for windows during the winter months. A
few bulbs, to bloom in spring, should now be potted and plunged
under ashes in order to get their roots in advance of the tops,

without which they seldom give satisfaction.—J. G.

THE LAMBTON CASTLE GRAPES.
When, last November, we gave an engraving and a few particulars
of the largest bunches of Black Hamburghs that had been recorded
up to that date, we had not the most distant idea that a bunch, well
nigh double the weight of it, would bo produced by the same Yino
this year. Such, however, is the astonishing fact ; for, as many of

our readers are already aware, Mr. Hunter, gardener at Lambton
Castle, produced and exhibited, at the Belfast International Show
last August, a bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes weighing 21 pounds
12 ounces—not 20 pounds 12 ounces, as reported in the Garden.
Wo think we must be correct in saying that this is the most extra,

ordinary production in the way of fruit that has been recorded in tho
annals of horticulture, outdistancing very far those large bunches of

the large and coarse-growing Syrian Grape grown by Speechly,
Dickson, Fowler, and others, the heaviest of which weighed a trifio

over 20 pounds. Among other most remarkable products may bo
classed two or three Providence Pine Apples grown at Gunuersbury
Park, by Mr. Mills, which weighed 15 pounds each—a feat in Pino
growing which may now be considered eclipsed by the 8 pouud Queens
and 11 pound Smooth Cayenne Pines grown by the late Mr. Ingram
(Frogoiore) and Mr. Sandford (gardener to the Earl of Boctive),

whose Queen at Manchester last year was 8 pounds 1 ounces—moi'o

remarkable, to our mind, than a 15 pound Providence, especially when
each plant had the whole of one light of a pit and a cartload of soil to

grow in. The Lambton Castle bunch of Raisin de Calabria—not Foster's

White Seedling, as reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle, weighing
15 pounds, was also a very remarkable production, quite on a par
with a 20 pound Syrian. It will, no doubt, be supposed that these

bunches, and especially the Black Hamburgh, were the only bunches
produced by the Vines which bore them; a note of the facts con-

nected with these Vines is therefore quite worthy of a place in

garden literature. The Vine which bore the Black Hamburgh bunch
was struck from an eye in 1869. It was cropped the second year
after planting it, and bore six bunches, one of which ]\Ir. Hunter
staged in his first prize collection of eight bunches in 1872. In 1873
it bore eight bunches, one of which, weighing 13 pounds 4 ounces,

was the heaviest of any black Grape shown at the Manchester Inter-

national in 1873 ; the smallest of the other seven bunches weighed
4 pounds. This year, besides the monster bunch in question, the

same Vine bore five bunches ; and within 2 feet of the great bunch
hung one of most beautiful symmetry, weighing 11 pounds 2
ounces—the remaining four bunches weighing 13 pounds 13 ounces.

We had the pleasure of inspecting this remarkable Vine a few days
before the Belfast show, and considered the 11 pounds bunch the most
lovely bunch of Black Hamburgh we had ever seen. It was on a par
with the Glarais Castle Black Hamburgh as regards quality. Hero
we have a Vine bearing six bunches, of the aggregate weight of

within a few ounces of 47 pounds—nearly 25 pounds weight of

Grapes, besides the one bunch that turned the scales at a stone and a
half ! ! If this is an accident—as the Gardeners' Chronicle has it

—

it is one which it does not require a lens to see ! These are not the

only remarkable Grapes we inspected in the same honse. The Vine
that bore the Raisin de Calabria had other five bunches scarcely less

than the 15 pounder ; and there were very large Muscats ; immense
Trebbiana, from 10 to 12 pounds, we should say—after guessing

within nearly a pound of the two celebrities ; Foster's Seedling, of

immense size and splendid quality ; and Gros Guillaume, certainly

not less than 14 to 16 pounds,—and these facts increase the astonish-

ing nature of the accident I If these productions are accident, then
so were the 15 pounds Providence Pines, the 8 pound 4 ounce Queens,

&c. It would be easy to indulge in many reflections regarding these

monster bunches—not referring to the giant one at all. We might
not be so facetious as a gardener who pulled Mr. Hunter aside at

Belfast, and asked, " How many Vines he had buckled on to the

production of that bunch ;
" or concoct, for a moment, the idea of its

being the production of many bunches grafted together when young.

All such speculations and reflections are entirely unprofitable. A
more practical question lies in asking if there is anything remarkable

in such herculean work on the part of a whole house of Vines. As to

soil, it is the same sort that had been used for Vines for years before

these Vines were planted. The soil is a strong holding soil ; the

Vines are grown at somewhat between 3 and 4 feet apart, up a long

rafter of a 23 feet wide lean-to Vinery. The Vines are allowed to

carry a very full complement of lateral growth and foliage, are very

copiously watered and fed, and are remarkably strong and thick in

the bole for their age. It is useless to suppose that as these Vines

get older they will continue to bear such large bunches ; but, fine as

they are in berry now, we predict, if nothing happen to them, that

they will improve in size of berry if they decrease in size of bunch

—

and that can hardly be said to be progress in a wrong direction. A
strong holding soil, well drained, is the soil for sustaining Vines in a

condition to bear really good Grapes over a long series of years. We
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remember being out on a tour of gardens some years ago, and of

seeing Vines growing in many Vineries, overmore than a dozen shires,

and invariably found the iinest Vines and Grapes where they were
growiug in strong holding soil, well drained. On light gravelly or

sandy soils thpy will do wonders while the fibre of the turf of the

border is decomposing ; but when that goes, the Vines go too, and
nothing but fresh supplies can keep them in stamina. On the other
liaud, in heavier loams, when the fibre is gone, they do not so much
miss it, and with rich top-dressing they goon for generations, it maybe,
bearing fine Grapes. We would instance one case, and that is the Black
Hamburgh and Muscat Vines at Wishaw House—growing apparently
in clay, well.drained, bearing splendid quality of Grapes for, we should
think, well nigh forty years now—during which time many Vines in

light soils h,ave been a mere flash in the pan, to be grubbed out in due
time. Instead of over.draining in such light soils, or of aiirating

nnderneath, it would bo much better tor the Vines to keep all air from
the border, except that which finds its way by ordinary pressure, and
to mi.-c some clay with the soil, it such could bo had. Time is a
wonderful revealer of secrets in Vine-growing, as in everything else.

Since writing the foregoing, we are enabled to quote from the
Gardeners' Chronicle the following charitable (?) solution of the
mystery of giant productions :

—

GuNT Bu.vcnEs or Gh.vpes.— I was told the other day by a first-class

gardener that these huge and ungainly monstrosities could be produced
by the grafting of hunches on to the stem or shoulder of the one to be
the future giant. Is thi.s so ? an J, if so, will it not account for the appear-
ance of these remarkable, but scarcely useful, productions ?—PoMO.\.\.
[We have recently heard the same thing, and intend to have the experi-
ment tried another year.—Eus. Giu-Jeners' Ciironide.'l

Any such nnworthy suspicions against the Speechlys, Fowlers,
Dicksons, and Hunters, of large Grape notoriety, we consider to be
utterly nnworthy the countenance of our contemporary, who owes
vastly more to practical gardeners than they owe to it. That any one
should, to say nothing worse of it, be silly enough to raise such sus-
picions against these exhibitors is, to our mind, most reprehensible.
Does '*Pomona " and our contemporary suppose that men such as
Mr. Fowler, Mr. Dickson, and Mr. Hunter, surrounded by a
number of assistants—who are cognisant of their masters' every
movement in the garden—would run the risk of being detected in

such deceptive trickery, supposing them capable of it ? This, we
admit, is taking the lowest view of the integrity of such men, who
will never bo suspected of any such deceptions by those who know
them thoroughly; and the Gardeners' C/ironicZe should never have
allowed any such suspicions to have soiled its pages. Disgraceful
things have been said of gardeners on many occasions, since the time
that Mr. Mills grew the monster Pine Apples until now ; and we,
for one, protest against such conduct towards a class which, we
hesitate not to say, numbers in its ranks as large a proportion of men
who would not be guilty of such an immoral manner of winning a
prize as arc to be found in any other. No gardener will say, nor do
their growers pretend, that these monster bunches are so useful as
they aro rare and wonderful ; but prizes are offered for them at
International Shows, and those who countenance the offering of such
jjrizes should behave more charitably towards the winners of them,
and not class them, by suspicion, among the base and dishonest.

—

The Gardener.

FLOWERS USED AT FUNERALS.
Sir HicnARD Sieele, in his play of the " Funeral," makes the under-
taker, Sable, thus upbraid his servant, who it appears usually
acted as a mute—" Look, yonder, that hale, well-looking puppy !

You ungrateful scoundrel ; did I not pity you, take you out of a great
man's service, and show you the pleasure of receiving wages ? Did
I not give you ten, then to fifteen, now, twenty shillings a-week, to

be sorrowful .' And the more I give you, I think the gladder you
are !

" What a satire on our wretched customs ! for it is hardly pos-

sible to conceive anything more unbecoming, tasteless, and unpleasant,
than our present way of burying our dead. How often are the
scanty resources of a bereaved family, taxed to the uttermost to pay
for what is not only most unnecessary, but repulsive, to all persons
of true feeling ? But I would fain hope that we are losing our taste

for mutes, hearses, feathers, palls, and the rest of the ghastly para-
phernalia with which it has been our wont to flout the calm majesty
of death. Would that we could at once, and for ever, cast them
aside, and try to render our funerals graceful and becoming. This
is not impossible ; Nature is a great consoler ; let us consult her,
and, above all, nso as decorations her lavish gifts of flowers. I have
often observed how wisely they are employed in this way in Germany.
Not many years ago, I joined the long procession of relatives and
friends who followed a celebrated physician, to his last resting-place
in a lovely cemetery near Heidelberg. There was little outward

sign of mourning, but the coffin, conveyed in an open car, was
literally covered with wreaths of white flowers—Christmas Roses
and Snowdrops for the most part, as it was in December.
The other day I witnessed the funeral of an old friend in one of

our northern counties. The coffin, covered by no hideous pall, was
adorned by three chaplets, one pure white (Stephanotis), one, of

which the foundation was sprigs of Bay, was made of crimson Roses,

the other white and yellow Roses with Lilies, also entwined with
Bay ; the cross at the head was of crimson Roses. I had an oppor-

tunity of carefully examining the wreaths, they were composed of

strong wire which was first covered with dark green braid or ribbon,

the flowers and branches of Bay were woven in together, the flowers

being first carefully wired ; the effect was most lovely. The practice

of this kind of floral decoration is now becoming general ; I wish it

were universal. I will now mention the flowers which appear to bo
specially adapted for funeral wreaths. In early spring wo might have
Laurustinus, Primroses, Violets, white Narcissus, white and red Haw-
thorn. Then for " odorous chaplets of sweet summer buds," Uoses
of all colours ; white and yellow Dahlias (when not too large) look very

well. All varieties of white Clematis and white and yellow Jessa-

mine, also Stephanotis, white Geraniums, and Carnations. Later on
in the season, when most flowers are over and autumn's rough winds
" shatter their leaves before the mellowing year," Chrysanthemums
of all colours may be used. Christmas Roses and Holly carry us on
to spring again. The Bay is almost the only suitable foliage for

funeral wreaths, with the exception of the leaves of the different

flowers which should be interwoven with them ; it will last fresh for

days if merely sprinkled with water.

I am not now writing about flowers for graves, but merely advo-

cating the more general use of them at funerals, as one step towards
an entire change in our present customs on those occasions. Timo
would fail mo to do more than glance at the fine things which our

poets and old writers have said on this subject :
" Sweets to tho

sweet," exclaimed the Queen of Denmark, as she cast flowers on the

untimely dead. " Let me be used with honour, strew mo o'er with

maiden flowers, that all the world may know I was a chaste wife

to my grave," said the ill-fated Spanish Katharine. Spenser
bewails the death of " Astrophel " (Sir Philip Sidney) in several

very " doleful layes unto tho timo addrest, as fittest flowers to deck
his mournful hearse."—Alluding to the well-known custom in those

days of fastening valedictory poems to the hearse. He further exhorts

the dainty " shepherd lasses " of Elizabeth's Arcadian court :

—

Instead of Girlond wear sad Cypress now.
And hitter Elder broken from the bough.

Sir Thomas Overbury's " Fair and happy milkmaid's " best wish isi

" that she may die in the spring-time, and have store of flowers stuck

upon her winding-sheet." I cannot conclude better than by quoting

the well-known words of our great Puritan poet, who thus writes of

tho floral honours due to his Lycidas :

—

And call the vales and hid them hither cast

Their hells and flourets of a thousand hues,

Throw hither all your quaint enamel'ed eyes,

That on the green turf suck the honied showers.

And purple all tho ground with vernal flowers.

Bring the rathe Primrose that forsaken dies,

Tho tufted Crow-toe aud pale Jessamine,

The White Pink and the Pansy freak with jet,

The glowing Violet,

The Musk Rose and the well-attired Woodbine,
With Cowslips wan, that hang the pensive head,

And every flower that sad embroidery wears;

Bid Amaranthus all his beauty shed.

And Daffadillics till their cups with tears.

To deck the laureat herse where Lyeid lies. —W. N.

How Errors are Disseminated.—" The American Aloe,"

says a writer iu the Christian Wcckhj, " is one hundred years in

getting ready to bloom," lic, all of which, to use a vulgar phi-ase, is

" bosh ;
" but somebody started the story on its travels centuries ago,

and those who possess the faculty of writing prettily about things of

which they are profoundly ignorant have kept it a-going. Probably

our correspondent of tho Christian irccWi/ obtained his information

from some other equally unreliable source, and thousands of children

will road his story, and repeat it in after years, believing it to bo

true, and thus errors are disseminated.

OBITUARY.

We have to announce the death of Mr. Masters, of Canterbury, which

took place on the 26th ult., at tho ripe old age of seventy-eight. As a

nurseryman he was long and well known, and the valuable collection

which "he formed in the Canterbury nursery is illustrated by a reference

to the " Hortus Ganterbnriensis," which he published.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Whiob does mend nature : change it rather : but

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

THE BEST CONIFERS FOR BRITAIN.
The Larch is, I am afraid, doomed. The disease goes on
extending its ravages and increasing in malignity ; at first, it

did not show itself in young trees, which, until they had reached
the age of twenty, or even thirty, years, were spared ; but this

immuuitj' is no longer extended to them. Now even newly-
planted trees, trees still in the nursery, are attacked b}' it, and
I lately observed plantations of four or five years old dying off

wholesale. The present year, indeed, seems to have bcea
jjeculiarly favourable to the development of the Larch disease,

and I may note, in passing, that it has been an unusually dry
one. Various circumstances, indeed, seem to indicate that
drought has much to do with the disease. Both the Spruce Fir
and the Larch, as well as Pinus excelsa, all of which suffer from
disease, come from more rainy countries than ours, and it is

possible that owing to the system of excessive drainage which
has, during the last sixty years, been carried to such an extent
in this couutry (and more especially, in Scotland, the focus of

the disease), our climate has undergone such a change that
these trees are unable to thrive in it. There are, I think,
facts and considerations which support this view, and if

that be so, there seems every prospect that we shall lose

both the Larch and the Spruce Fir, and any other tree

for whose constitution drainage has rendered our climate
unfit. Even, however, should the worst come to the worst, it

is more than probable that there will alwa3's be a certain
demand for both Spruce Fir and Larch for cultivation in

exceptionally favourable (rainy) situations. That rainy situa-

tions are better suited to these trees than others is tolerably
clear ; for it was in the eastern and drier parts of Scotland that
the disease first appeared; it was only gradually that it pro-
ceeded to the more humid west ; and even now we are told that
it is scarcely known in rainy Ireland. If the Larch and Spruce
Fir both fail us, what are we to put in their places ? This must
be answered alternatively. If we suppose that the disease
which is killing them proceeds in any respect from unsuitable
climate, we must proceed to fill up their places in a different

way from what we might do if we had not to take the climate
into consideration. If the climate is the cause, we must avoid
that of the suffering trees, and look out for the denizen of a
climate more like our own. If the climate is not the cause, then
there can be no objection to taking a substitute, say for the
Larch, from a climate similar to that of the native country of

that tree. All that we have to do is to pick out the nearest
approach to it in grace, beauty, and other properties. In such a
case, for the Larch, we should prefer the Deodar. We might,
indeed, take the Siberian or North American Larch (Larix
sibirica or L. pendula), which we have not seen attacked by
the disease, but our experience on that point is not worth
much, for these Larches have not been planted out in Britain
in sufficient quantities to allow anyone to generalise respecting
them ; and even, although they should prove disease-proof,

they have neither the beauty nor the elegance of their European
relative. The Deodar has both, and much of its peculiar style,

and, although its timber is not equal to that of the Larch, it

has special excellencies of its own. We have now abundant
materials by which to judge of its merits, whether as a single
tree, or iu avenues, or in masses, and in all it compels our
homage ; but we do not think anyone can fully appreciate its

beauty who has not seen it grown in masses. This may be
seen in the New Forest, in the south, and at Riccarton,
near Edinburgh, in the north, besides, no doubt, many
other places that do not occur to us at the moment.
But, suppose that, iu course of time, the Deodar should fail

too, what tree should we then select in its place ? The
experience which we have been accumulating during the last

fifty years enables us to answer without hesitation, the Douglas
Fir—which, with a good deal of the density of foliage of the

Spruce, combines much of the grace and elegance of tlie Larch
—and has a timber as valuable as that of either ; besides special

beauties, and other valuable properties peculiar to itself. Its

range extends from Mexico to Vancouver's Island, and from the

Pacific to the Rocky Mountains. It grows, at one place, iu a

climate as moist as that of the Himalayas, and, in another,

almost as dry as that of Egypt—here in a tropical heat, there
among Arctic snows. Its habit and its timber vary according
to locality, and it seems to thrive in all, although not ec{ually

luxuriantly or to reach the same dimensions in all. In
British Colnmbia it reaches 300 feet in height, while in

the Rocky Mountains and in Mexico it does not exceed 90
feet in height. In British Columbia, its timber is springy and
elastic. In the Rocky Mountains it is hard, resiny, and liable

to warp—all indicating the possession of the power of adapta-
tion and accommodation to circumstances, with the capacity

of modifying its character to suit them. It has shown this

power in Britain already. No sooner grown here than it has
thrown off the straight and stiff erectness which characterises

it in its native forests. Instead of continuing here, as it

might naturally have been expected to do, roidc cominc una
Anglaise, as our neighbours accuse our ladies of being, ib has
thrown out its arms and taken an attitude as free as that of a
Hercules. It is, in short, a tree formed by Nature for meeting
such a difficulty as the failure of the Larch presents, and
standing, as it does (so far as appearance goes), mid-way
between the Larch and Spruce—it may well be taken as a sub-

stitute for both. Next to this Fir, whether as a substitute for

the Larch and Spruce, or as independent trees worthy of culti-

vation in the future, we place in the first rank the Hemlock
Spruces, including under that name the Hemlock of the

Eastern States of America and those of the Western, viz.,

Abies Albertiana, A. Hookeriana, and A. Pattoniana, of which
last we spoke lately; also A. Tsnga, for large shrub-work;
the others for trees. Among the Spruces Abies Menziesii,

A. Pichta, and, if we could rely upon it, A. Morinda, but we
fear, although it has been doing very well since 1860, a similar

winter may prove too much for it in many places. Of Silvers

we prefer (besides our European, Picea pectiuata), P. nobilis,

P. magnifica, P. amabilis, and P. grandis, under which head we
iuclnde P. Lowiana and P. lasiocarpa as synonyms, on the

strength of the variation in leaf and habit which wc have seen

in grandis iu its native habitats. P. cephalouica seems to do
better than P. piusapo ; but we can spare neither, and we have
been surprised to see how well cephalouica does iu cold dis-

tricts and high elevations. P. Webbiana and P. Pindrow
(whether they be distinct species or varieties of each other,

as we believe them only to be), are so beautiful and
so magnificent that, even although we should lose them
every few years, we would keep on planting them again and
again. Of Firs, the staple, after the Scotch Fir, is P. austriaca,

the merits of which is now generally known, and P. Pinaster,

for sandy places ; P. contorta, from California, is also a fine

tree. Of the Cembras, the most promising, after the European
species, is the new one from Japan, introduced some few years

ago by Mr. J. G. Veitch, and called P. Koraiensis ; it appears

to be the same as P. parviflora, although the figures of the

cones, pubhshed by Siebold, look very distinct, but the one is

figured open and the other shut, which may be the explanation

of this ; but we have lately seen Koraiensis in cone in the

nursery of Messrs. Turnbull, at Perth, and the cone which that

plant bears is identical with Siebold's figure of parviflora. lbs

leaf has a beautiful white silvery side, which gives it .almost a

variegated appearance, and as it seems hardy it will come iu

well with any of the dark Firs, such as the European Cembra
or austriaca, or the Scotch Fir. We might pass over the

Pines having leaves three in a sheath, without notice, were it

not for Pinus ponderosa, which was the tree which stx-uck us

more than any other in California. The trunk becomes an
immense solid Ionian pillar, almost as big at the top, 100 feet

up, as at the bottom, and its diameter is often from 6 to 8 feet

;

lying on the ground it is an insuperable obstacle—nothing can

get over it, and ib is often felled in California in a conbinuous

row, one afber anobher, to serve as a fence. This has already

been recognised as synonymous with P. Benthamiana, P.

Craigana, P. Beardsleyi, P. Sinclairiana, &c.,butwe must also

add P. Jeffreyi as a synonym. P. ponderosa and P. Jeflreyi
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grow in adjoining districts, and tlic one passes into the
other, that is, is intermixed with it, and the only difference

that we could sec was the size of the cone, and that the bark
of P. Jeffreyi had a redder hue than the variety with the
smaller cone. It grows very well in this country in the south
of England, and it is most desirable that it should grow well
everywhere. None of the pseudo-Strobi seem adapted for this

country. We are rather disappointed with the progress of the
different species introduced a few years ago from Japan. The
most remarkable, the Umbrella Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata),

is excessively slow in growth. We have scarcely left ourselves
space to touch on the Cypresses ; we shall only say of those
introduced within the last few years that Cuprossus Lawson-
iana comes first in our estimation ; Thuja gigantea (Lobbii),
second, and Libocedrus decurren.? and Thujopsis borcalis, third.
We should have placed Wellingtonia gigantea and the red-wood
Sequoia sempervirens higher, but we have doubts whether they
will ever do thoroughly well with us. This is a point still

sub judice, and there is sufScieut encouragement to warrant
everyone in trying them, but not in trusting absolutely to
them. In some parts of the kingdom the Monterey Cypress
(Cupressus Lambertiana and macrocarpa) has continued to do
well, notwithstanding the slaughter of it that took place in
18(J0 and 1866, in what might have been supposed to be the
mildest regions. It possesses such beauty, and grows so
rapidly, that we would put it in the front rank if we could only
depend upon it. A. M.

TWO HUNTINGDONSHIRE GARDENS.
Hinehlngbrook.

This noble and spacious mansion, so rich in historical associations,
is supposed to have been built by one of the ancestors of Oliver
Cromwell on the site of an ancient nunnery, in the reign of Henry
VIII. James I. when on his journey from Scotland to London, to
take possession of the crown, made Hinchingbrook one of his resting
places, and was so lavishly entertained by Sir Oliver Cromwefl
(uncle and godfather of the " Protector "), that the king is reported
to have said at parting " Merry mon, thou hast treated me better
than any ane syn I left Edinbro." It remained in possession of the
Cromwell family till 1627, when it was purchased by Sir Sidney
Montague, the father of the first Earl of Sandwich, a noble family,
in whoso possession it still continues. The date 1602 is on the
south front of the mansion, but the northern part of the building
appears much more ancient, and is richly adorned with beautifully
executed ornamental work. The grounds on the southern and western
fronts are somewhat extensive, and well varied ; but the chief glories
of Hinchingbrook are its grand old trees. Standing in the pathway,
south of the mansion, and looking westward, across the wide expanse
of smooth closely.shaven green turf, the eye takes in at a glance one
of the prettiest tree pictures it is possible to imagine. In the fore,
ground are several grand old Cedars of Lebanon, with their lower
branches sweeping the turf; a little in the rear of these, but towering
above them, is a fine purple Beech ; whilst the background is filled in
with monster Elms, Limes, and Oaks—grand old remnants of the past,
associatmg fitly with a mansion that dates back for centuries. A
small flower garden, of simple but tasteful design, is cut out on the
Grass in front of the drawing-room, and this is kept gay in summer
with the usual kinds of bedding plants ; and, when the beds are cleared
in autumn, they are planted with bulbs and other spring.flowerino-
plants. Ascending a flight of stone steps, a terrace walk is reached"
supported by an Ivy-clad parapet wall, from which magnificent views
are obtained of the river Oase, meandering like a silver thread through
the broad green vaUey

; and,away beyond, the view extends for miles over
gently rising ground, forming as pretty a picture of English pastoral
scenery as could anywhere be met with. About the centre of the
terrace is an ancient sun-dial, said to have been set by the cele.
brated navigator. Captain Cook. Descending from the terrace and
passing round the western side of the mansion, a delightful peep is
obtained through a vista in the shrubberies away through the dressed
ground to a walk called the Wahiut-tree Walk, in the distanceibe conservatory, an ornamental structure with ridge and furrow
root, stands back from the mansion, on a platform or terrace, with aflower garden m front of somewhat intricate design on gravel Abroad central path intersects the garden in the centre, dividin- itinto two equal portions

; and another path runs round the outsfde.

;t»r/''.p'°^^°''f T''''^°°^
*''"'^ "'"''"'^ «"'«of this path, withstandard Rosea planted at short intervals, and the whole is boundedby chmbing Roses trained to iron supports, and festooned betweenthe uprights. The conservatory is in three divisions ; the eastern

one is filled with Ferns, amongst which wo remarked several plants of

the Bird's-nost Fern, and good representatives of the genera
Adiantum, Pteris, Blechnum, &c. In the central division is a fine

India-rubber plant, the head of which is about 12 feet in diameter.
The western division is filled with a mixed collection of flowering
plants. After passing one or two isolated flower gardens, a fine old

Beech, standing on the open lawn, and measuring upwards of 20 feet

in circumference at -1 feet from the ground, arrests attention. It

appears to have met with some injury in its youth, for, about 5 feet
from the ground, it has branched into four leaders, each as large as
a good-sized tree, and which rise almost perpendicularly, making its

top, as one glances upwards, like a thicket of branches. Here are also
several fine old Scotch Firs, and one or two handsome young trees of

Wellingtonia gigantea, which appear to thrive well in the neighbour-
hood of Hnntingdou. Altogether, the grounds at Hinchingbrook are
very tastefully laid out. There is a good breadth of turf near the
mansion, free from that senseless dotting about of trees or flower,
beds which too often disfigure even good gardens. The kitchen
garden contains about l- acres within the walls, and is well stocked
with fruit trees aud vegetables. On the lower side of the garden is

a range of lean-to houses devoted to Grapes, Peaches, &c. There ia

also a span-roofed stove. The park, which is of moderate extent,
contains some noble old Elms and Limes.

Cromvyell House.

This, the birthplace of Oliver Cromwell, will always possess interest
of no ordinary kind to the student of history. It has, probably, how-
ever, been partly, if not altogether, rebuilt since it was sold by the
Cromwell family in 1631. It is now a square Grecian structure,

overlooking small but pretty grounds, in the midst of which stand
the remains of an old wall thickly covered with Ivy, probably all that
is left of some grand old building. The charm of this place consists
in its historical associations, and in the quaint pleasing way in which
the grounds are laid out j although the modern system of ribbon
borders and bedding-out is introduced and well managed, there are
also here and there delightful little bits of picturesque planting with
such materials as Yuccas, and other hardy plants ; and, near the
boundary patu, are retired shady nooks planted with choice collections

of hardy Ferns. Roses, Rhododendrons, and shrubs of all kinds appear
to thrive well here. The glass erections are not numerous, but Grapes
and greenhouse plants are well grown. There is a walk leading
through the kitchen garden with a border on each side, in which are
planted standard Roses, Pceonies, aud many old-fashioned hardy plants
which are interesting at all seasons. E. Uobd.iv.

Public Park for Beigate.—Lord Someis has just presented
to Reigate, in the shape of a lease to the Mayor and Cor.
poration for 999 years, at a nominal rent, several acres of land,

immediately adjoining and overlooking the main street, as a pleasure
and recreation ground for the inhabitants. Formerly the place was
a sort of wilderness, a receptacle for all kinds of rubbish. To rid

the town of what was regarded as a public nuisance, Mr. Wilson
Saunders and a few others having obtained the necessaiy legal

sanction from Lord Somers, converted the place into a delightful

pleasure ground, with pretty walks and many flower-beds and seats

beneath the shade of ancient Elms. In this transformed condition it

has now been handed over to the Corporation, to be maintained and
kept iu order out of the municipal rates. The Castle Grounds, for

such they are called, possess special interest as being the site of the
ancient fortified Castle of Reigate, said by Aubrey to have been built

anterior to the Conquest, and supposed to have been chosen by
the Romans to guard the old line of communication to Croydon.
The structure has now completely vanished, its demolition having
been nearly accomplished during the Civil Wars, and the only
relic of it is a barbican, built out of the ruins about one
hundred years ago. The Castle court now forms the higher
and principal part of the pleasure ground, and from it is to be
seen one of the most picturesque landscapes in Surrey. There is an
uninterrupted view down the valley to Dorking, with the grand chain

of hills on the north side; and, looking southward, the houses aud
streets below, backed by the high straight ridge of Lord Somers'
park beyond, present an unusual appearance. Under the pleasure

grounds run some extensive caves, hollowed out of the solid sand-
rock with remarkable accuracy, and supposed to have been contem-
poraneous with the castle. The principal cave is called the Baron's

Cave, the tradition being that the confederate nobles here first

debated upon and arranged the terms of Magna Charta. A massive
flight of stone steps, supposed to have led up from the caves into

the castle, still remains, and a part of the old moat is now included in

the new pleasure ground. The estimated cost of keeping the place in

order is less than £200 a year.
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NEW ERYNGIUMS.
ruoiiAiiLT no genus of plants among DicotvlecioDS presents amorg its

epccics more diversity of form tlian the Eryngiums, a gcnns which
)ia3 almost as many representatives in the Old World as in the New.
Among the foliage alone, indeed, there is great dissimilarity, some
varieties having perfectly* entire and smooth leaves, others laciniated

and waved ones, and between these there are all sorts of intermediate

forms ; the most extraodinai'y form, however, is that which is peculiar

to a group of species belonging exclusively to America, and particu-

larlj- to Brazil, the Argentine Republic, and Mexico. These are

characterised bj' simple linear leaves, elongated, and with parallel

veins, such as are ordinarily found only in Monocetyledons. It is to

some of these latter that we now propose to direct attention. The
genus Eryngium is represented in our gardens by a number of Euro-
pean and Oriental species, all remarkable for their bluo or amethyst
tint, a colour which extends to the divisions of the involucre, and
even to the flowers themselves. Among them, one of the most
singular is E. alpinum, from the elevated meadows of the Jura,

of Provence, and of the Daui^hinian Alps, but it is a plant rarely

found in cultivation, where under this name one more often

meets with E. planum, of the mountains of Austria, a hardy

Eryngium Lasseauxii.

species widely diffused in botanic gardens. It is, besides,

rather oinamental, and though loss elegant than E. alpinum, would,

nevertheless, bo a good addition to our gardens. The two Eryngiums,

however, which are most frequently met with in cultivation are, E.

amethystinum, from the dry districts of Croatia and Dalmatia, and

E. ccerulcum, which grows in Asia Minor in the Caucasus and Leba-

non. Both these have blue flowers, and the same colour also invests

the involucre and the upper extremities of the stalks. Another

very pretty species also, is E. Oliverianuni, which is sometimes in

cultivation under the name of E. alpinnm. The Sea Holly (E. mariti-

mnm), from the shores of the Atlantic and Mediterranean, forms a

fine contrast with surrounding plants ; and, lastly, there is E.

gigantenm, a tall species from the mountainous regions of Armenia
and of Iberia, which deserves to be more extensively known than it

is. Some dozen years ago, these were the only species of Eryngiums
which we had ; all of them have leaves more or less entire or divided,

and ill this respect are different from those to which we are now
about to direct attention, and which have linear leaves traversed by
parallel veins, somewhat resembling Bromeliads. Of this class are

the three following, viz., E. aquaticnm (E. YnccKfolium), from Pen.

eylvania and Virginia ; E. panicnlatum, originally from Brazil, and

frequently cultivated under the name of E. BromeUa3folium ; and

lastly, the true B. BromcHa;folium, from the humid forests of Mexico.
But of all the long narrow-leaved kinds, none equals some raised

from seeds sent to Paris some years ago by M. Lasseanx. These
seeds, which were sown immediately, soon germinated, and the

young plants obtained from them soon developed their true character.

Three years afterwards many of them flowered, and were successively

described by M. Decaisne, wdio recognised, besides E. pandanifolinm
and ebracteatnm, three new species, viz., E. Lasseauxii, eburneum,
and platyphyllum. E. Lasseauxii differs from E. pandanifoUum,
which it much resembles in foliage, inasmuch as it is more
upright and glaucous underneath, but, above all, by its flowers

being whitish, instead of being of a reddish, violet. The most
remarkable kinds are E. Lasseauxii, pandanifolinm, and eburneum

;

E. platyphyllum, characterised by its large leaves, spread in a
rosette upon the soil, might yet, if its foliage were more
abundant, bo classed among the preceding. As to E. ebracteatum,
whose inflorescence resembles that of some Sanguisorbas, if it cannot,

on account of the small ness of its straight leaves and the sharpness
of its stem, be added to them, it yet carries a certain amount of

interest with it on account of its singularity.

These plants are not hardy in the climate of Paris, and are only able

to withstand the winter when protected. In the south of France
Eryngiums acquire large dimensions. In the west, too, they are

decidedly hardy, and in the botanic gardens at Brest, there was formerly

a specimen of E. pandanifolinm the stems of which, when in bloom,

were at least IG feet in height. They are easily increased either by
means of seeds or by the splitting up of adult specimens. In the first

case, the seeds, which are produced in abundance about Paris,

are sown as soon as gathered in pots or in pans, which are placed in

frames. In the second case the operation is performed either in

spring or summer ; each shoot, if rooted, is placed separately in a
pot, and either set out-of-doors or placed in a cold frame. When
large enough they are planted on the lawn, either separately or in

masses, and in either case produce a grand effect.

—

Rev^te Horticole.

[We wei'e very much struck with the fine and singular aspect of some
of these noble Eryngiums, when at the Garden of Plants last spring.

There they seem to stand the winter with a good bed of litter round
the base of the stems. Doubtless, they would do well in our southern

counties. In any case the species figured above, and some of the

other kinds are worthy of a place in gardens.]

A New Station for Maokay's Keath (Erica Mackayana).
—Hitherto this rare Heath has been observed only in the vicinity of

Craigga-more Hill, and theuce westward along the road leading to

Clifden. It will, therefore, be interesting to record a second Irish

locality, which is situated about eight miles to the south of Craigga-

more. On August 31st I found Erica Mackayana, in its most typical

form, growing in moderate abundance a little east of the newly-built

police barrack at Carna. Here it grows in fair quantity along with the

mountain heath on the way to Lough Sheedagh, and is, as usual,

associated with Erica Tetralix. On the same ground I gathered some
of the forms which appear intermediate between E. Mackayana and

E. Tetralix, and which seem to give some reason for uniting the two

plants. These intermediates are much more plentiful about Craigga-

more and are very variable, forming, as it seems to me, a nearly com-

plete series from E. Tetralix to E. Mackayana.—A. G. Mooue, in

Journal of Botany,

Cattle Poisoned by Meadow Saffron.—The appearance of a

mysterious disease caused great alarm and much loss recently, in

Kilbride, in the district of Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo, where not less than

twenty-three head of cattle belonging to six or seven small farmers,

succumbed to the narcotic effect of the alkaloid principle of Colchica,

in which Meadow Safl'ron (Colchicum antninnale) abounds. When
the mortality began to assume serious dimensions, it was feared by
the people in the locality that an epizootic disease had visited them.

The mysterious disease was at once unveiled by a member of the

efficient staff of Veterinary Inspectors attached to the Govermental

Department of Cattle Inspection, instituted to carry out the provisions

of the Contagious Cattle Disease Act. That gentleman, on examining

the symptoms of the disease, looked for the cause, and found it in tho

abundance of the above weeds growing in pastures. A decoction of

this plant is used medicinally to allay the pangs of neuralgia, gout,

and rheumatism, by external application. The seeds and bulbs

contain most of the acrid principle, and it is, therefore, when in a

state of perfection, the plaut is most noxious.

A New Application of the Marsh Mallow.—Gypsum
mixed with 4. per cent, of powdered Marsh Mallow root will harden in

about one hour, and can then be sawn or turned, and made into domi.

noes, dice, &o. With 8 per cent, of Marsh Mallow, the hardness of

the mass is increased, and it can be rolled out into thin plates, Tsnd

painted or polished.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

TnE Botanic Gardens in the Regent's Tark fortunately

escaped the late p;rcat gunpowder explosion with the exception of the

loss of a few panes of glass (in the corridor), though in Sir F.

Goldsmidt's close at hand, £50 worth of glass has been broken.

M. Linden, of Ghent, has founded a new establishment at

Pallanza, on the shores of Lake JIaggiore, in association with an able

and well-known amateur, M. le Marquis della Valle de Casanosa.

The directors of the Alexandra Palace Company have
decided to open the new palace with a grand musical performance on
Saturday, the 1st of May, 1875. It is stated that the building is now
rapidly advancing, and that the decorations of the interior are nearly

complete.

Co.Qi'EiLvnoN seems to be extending itself even to garden.

ing. Mr. Thomas Uughes presided, it is said, the other evening at

.an important conference of the friends of co-operation from London
and various provincial towns. The principal topic discussed was the
application of the co-operative principle to market gardening.

The Agricultural Society of France has offered prizes of

1,000 francs each for the best method of artificial irrigation, for

the best means of destroying the Phylloxera vastatrix, for the best

economical means of utilising the Beetroot and its products, and
for the educational establishment which shall have taken the best
means to instruct in agriculture and horticulture.

TnE gathering of Peaches at Montreuil, in the environs of

Paris, is now drawing to a close. The year has been an exceptionally
good one, and the value of the crop is two millions of francs. That
sum will astonish no one, when the fact is remembered that there are

600 growei's at Montreuil, who raise nearly sixty millions of that fruit.

For more than a month 500,000 arrive every morning at the central

markets.
Mk. Meeiian, in a recent paper, referred to some Potatoes

exhibited by him, in which the stolons of a Grass had penetrated
through from one side to the other, preferring, as it would seem, to

go through such an obstruction to turning aside to avoid it. Ho
lately exhibited a similar case, only the obstruction was the round
smooth root of an herbaceous Peony. Though not more than one.
third of an inch round, a stolon of Triticum rcpens, the common Couch
Grass, had pushed itself through.

The Fungus meeting, held at South Kensington, on Wednes-
day last, was well attended, and the beautiful colours of many of the
species exhibited were much .idmired. We have now many excellent
works on the subject of Fungi, both edible and poisonous, and it is

much to be regretted that knowledge amongst even educated people
with respect to this interesting class of food-producing plants is so
limited. Some years ago, Mr. W. G. Smith, published two valuable
coloured chartsof most of the common edible and poisonous species, and
these ought to find a place in every school-room. Something of
this kind is done in Sweden and other countries, and if the same
attention was paid to such matters in this country, we wonld hear
less of " Mushroom poisoning" than we now do.

The committee of inhabitants of Soho Square have decided
to postpone availing themselves of Mr. Grant's offer to lay out the
Square at his own expense, or to open it at all to the public until the
ensuing spring. The feeling at present amongst the householders is

that as Leicester Square, which is the only public garden at present
open in the metropolis, has not stood the orJeal of a London winter,
it is not advisable to carry out a similar experiment until this has
been tested. Another objection lias also been raised by a section of
those interested, and that is that if Soho Square is to be, in a great
measure, as Leicester Square has been through the summer, simply
a place of resort for the children of the neighbourhood, who would
crowd the seats and prevent those most entitled to enjoy the benefits
of the improvements from bo doing, under those circumstances it

would be better to keep the square in its present form for the benefit
of those who have a leg,il right to use it. That is to say, in substance,
lest the poor children should play in it, rather than in the crowded
and dangerous streets, let us leave it to the dead cats, and in its
present deserted condition.

iNSEcr.s are destructive enough with us ; but it is in other climes
that the destrnction they may bring is most seen. A lady writing
from Kansas to Moore's Rural says :

— " On the 2Gth of July, down came
an army of those hateful grasshoppers, devouring all that was left.
Our young trees, the fruit and shade we hoped some day to enjoy, as
well as our hedges and shrubbery, have also fallen victims to their
ravages. I fought for those plants you sent mo last spring, covering
them with papers, tying down as firmly as possible, but the wind
would tear them off. The pests have left ns twice, but are back
agani. An unsuccessful fight was made to save a few Geraniums, Ver.
benas, and similar plants." Great misery results from these visitations.
When wo visited Salt Lake, the principal nurseryman there had been

ruined by the grasshopers eating all his stock ; a piece of ground with
cultivated crops in these arid regions is a happy feeding ground
for these small pests. They, however, soon make a desert of it also."

Messrs. Waexe have just issued a new edition of their

English translation of Alphonse Karr's " Tour round my Garden." It

ia well printed and illustrated, and in every way worthy of the author.

PoLVMNIA CR4NI1IS, a Stately and noblo-looking plant, of

which a good figure appeared in The Garden (Vol. VI., p. 1 15), is in

superb condition in Battersea Park this season, where it seems to

thrive as freely as any other plant, hardy or tender.
—— We learn from the Illustration Horticole that the handsome

evergreen, Torreya myristica, is now bearing fruit—it is supposed,

for the first in Europe—in the nurseries of Messrs. Thibaut & Keteleer,

at Sceaux, near Paris.

A great International Show of Fruit and Flowers is to be
held under the auspices of the Royal Caledonian Society in Edinburgh,
on the 15th and IGth of September next year, when £700 will be

offered in prizes.

A FIXE specimen of the variegated variety of Aloe-leaved

Yucca, is now in fiower at Mount Anville Park, near Dublin. The
spike, although ouly half developed, measures nearly 3 feet in height,

and has now expanded dozens of beautiful creamy-white flowers,

forming a striking and beautiful object.

Massachl'seits papers report that a portion of Winchendon

—

covered with Grass, Cranberry plants, Whortleberry bushes, and over
•100 trees—recently floated off into Monomoneck Lake, between
Rindge, N. H., and Winchendon, Mass. The new island consists of

6 acres, and is in a lake covering an area of 2,500 acres. It was
probably started from its natural site by the lake being unusually
high and a strong southerly wind prevailing.

The Pays de Caur says :—The crop of Apples in Normandy
is decidedly more abundant than was supposed at the commencement
of the season. The rates are not yet fixed, but some large lots have
already been sold at from 1 franc 50 cents, to 1 franc 75 cents, the
half hectolitre (Ij bushel) for early fruit, delivered at once. Many
trees are breakiug down with the weight of the crop because care has

not been taken to prop up the branches.—— A itRAN'CH of industry which is gradually increasing in im-

portance has arisen in late years in the barren moorlands of north-

western Germany, by the ju'eparation of peat (or turf) , which is largely

used as fuel in that part of Europe ; and two companies have lately

been formed in Oldenburg for the purpose of manufacturing peat ou
a large scale. The peat is cut out of the soil of the marshy moors or
bogs by means of a large fiat-bottomed steam-vessel, which is able to

cut a canal 20 (German) feet in breadth and 6 feet in depth, whilst

proceeding at the rate of from 10 to 12 feet per hour.

The ravages of the Phylloxera in the European and -Vmericau
Vineyards are carrying terror even to the antipodes, as may be inferred

from the following official announcement :
—" It is hereby notified

for general information that the Governor of the Colony (Victoria),

with the advice of the Executive Council, and in accordance with the
provision of the Act 37 Victoria, No. 457, has prohibited the impor-
tation into Victoria of Grape Vines and Grape Vino Cuttings.

—

ARcniEALD MicniE, Agent-General for Victoria. No. 8, Victoria
Chambers, Westminster, October 1, 1871." The growth of the Grape
and the manufacture of wine have made such progress in the Austra.
lian colonies within the last few years that it would be a pity if this

source of wealth were injured.

We are requested to announce that the Commissioners of her
Majesty's Works intend to distribute this autumn, among the poor
inhabitants of London, the surplus bedding-out plants in Battersea,
Hyde, the Regent's, and Victoria Parks, and in the Royal Gardens,
Kew, and the Pleasure Gardens, Hampton Court. If the clergy,

school committees, and others interested will make application to tiie

superintendent of the park nearest to their respective parishes, or to

the Director of the lloyal Gardens, Kew, or the Superintendent
of Hampton Court Gardens, in the cases of persons residing in those
neighbourhoods, they will receive early intimation of the number of

plants that can bo allotted to each applicant, and of the time and
manner of their distribution.

The question of the best means to be employed for the con.
servation of woods and forests in Germany came before the foresters'

congress held at Freiberg, on September 5. The importance of the
subject was universally admitted, and the extraordinary influence

which a scientific and systematic method of management would have
ou the general physical and economic relations of the people at largo

was fully recognised. In Germany about 18 per cent, of all tho

woods are in tho hands of communal and parish proprietors, and only

4 or 5 per cent, in those of the Imperial Government; hence, until

legislative enactments are brought to bear on this branch of landed

proijerty, no uniformity of system can be looked for. The next
meeting of the congress will be held in 1875, at Hanover.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
THE FLAMINGO PLANT.

(iXTHUKIUlI SCHERZERIANUM.)

Of all the species belonging to this singular genus this is,

perhaps, the most strikingly beautiful. It comes from Costa
Rica, and has, as most of us know, a large scarlet spathe, and
a twisted spadix, which when elevated, as they are, on a
tall peduncle, have a peculiar aspect, and have gained for this

species the name of Flamingo plant. The accompanying illus-

tration has been prepared from a photographic representation
of one of the finest specimens of this plant to be found, perhaps,

opportunity should miss visiting his grounds, where they will

see curious birds and animals, as well as plants.

Clovenfords. Wm. Thomson.

Second-year Guernsey Lilies.—What is the proper treatment
for Guernsey Lilies, after they have done blooming, to ensure their
flowering again the following September ?—H. LirrLEwooD, Stour.
bridge. [This showy autumn.flowering Amaryllid has never been
very extensively cultivated in this country owing, doubtless, to the fact

that, under the ordinary mode of treatment, the bulbs are of no
further use after flowering ; and hence a supply has to be purchased
annually, incurring a considerable expense, for the bulbs have always
been comparatively costly. There is, however, no good reason why

in Europe, and it is also one of the best varieties of this truly

useful species. It was purchased, when a small plant, by its

present proprietor. Dr. Paterson, of the Bridge of Allan, from
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, and is now growing in the largest

sized pot that is made. The compost in which it has thriven

so well, consists of peat, charcoal, broken crocks, and Sphagnum.
The pot is half filled with drainage. The temperature it has
all along been grown in is intermediate between that of a stove

and a greenhouse. Dr. Paterson is a great horticultural

enthusiast, and has done much to disseminate a taste for plants,

especially Orchids, in Scotland. Of the latter he is a very
successful cultivator, and his advice and example have led many
to form collections of these interesting plants. His stoves and
greenhouses are open to all visitors, and no one who has the

the necessity for these annual outlays should continue; for, with
proper treatment, the bulbs will flower year after year, and produce
a plentiful crop of offsets. The bulbs should be procured early in
September and planted at once, say three in a G-inch pot, using light
sandy soil in a moist healthy state, and the pots should be placed in

a cold frame near the glass, or on a front shelf of a greenhouse, or
wherever they may be likely to receive abundance of light and air.

Growth will commence at once, and the soil should be kept properly
moistened, and the flower.stems supported by neat stakes. While in
bloom place them in a dry, cool, airy situation, and give a liberal
supply of water. When the beauty of the flowers is over, instead of
starving the bulbs in the handful of soil in which they have been
blossomed, as is usually done, have ready a box 12 inches deep and
of a convenient size, in which to plant them in the following manner.
Having first properly drained the box by placing in the bottom an
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inch of broken notsherds, covered with a layer of tnrfy pieces of

poil and having" a quantity of good, fresh, nicely broken up, sandy

loam at hand, turn the bulbs out of the pots, and single them out

with as little injury as possible to the few roots they
i
may have.

J'lant them in rows G inches apart and 6 inches asunder in the rows,

spreading out their roots iu as natural a form as can be done, keeping

the crown of the bulb about level with the surface of the soil, and

this as high as the edges of the box. Give a gentle watering after

planting, with a view to settle the soil, and place the box in a cold

frame near the glass, or whore more convenient, provided a tempera-

ture of 40" can be maintained, with plenty of air on mild days. The

necessary attention daring winter will be simply that required for

greenhouse plants generally. Managed in this way the space ooou-

pied will not be very considerable, and it is evident that there will

bo ample room for the roots, and every necessary condition towards

the growth and ripening of the bulbs. When the foliage shows

indications of decay, which will be the case towards the middle or

latter end of April, gradually discontinue water, and when the leaves

die off, either take up the bulbs and store them in a dry place, or

remove the box to a cool dry situation until the proper season for

encouraging growth has arrived. They may bo left in the box to

flower, or potted in the usual manner. It will be necessary, however,

to transplant every second or third year, otherwise the bulbs will be

too close together," will be imperfectly matured, and, in consequence,

will flower weakly.—J. S.]

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

NOTES ON BEDDING PLANTS AROUND LONDON.
Mv notes on bedding plants, taken in London parks and gardens,

may, perhaps, be useful to others as well as to myself. Starting at

the Marble Arch, Hyde Park, and turning to the left, I soon

saw that Stellaria graminea aurea was out of place under trees,

being weak and green.looking. Further along I met with a

floe bed consisting of Coleus Verschaffeltii in the centre, and

here and there, at equal distances apart, the beautiful new
Abntilon niveum aureum maculatum rising above the Coleus. In the

three outer rows were Centaurea ragusina, Pelargonium Crystal

Palace Gem, and Mesembryanthemnm cordifolium variegatnm, the

yellow and silver colours blending charmingly together. The next

bod I noticed had Pelargonium Bonfire iu the centre, surrounded by

Verbena Sportsman, and edged with Stachys lanata, altogether a

brii'lit and effective bed. A very fine mass of Pelargonium Madame
Mcrnier, next caught my eye ; it has a fine bright pink colour, its

trusses are very large, and it is a free bloomer. Then came beds of

Pelargonium Pioneer, bright ruby-crimson, and Vesuvius, a bright

scarlet. Looking down the whole length of the floral border by the

side of Park Lane, the effect was strikingly beautiful. One thing,

however, will not bear close inspection, and that is the mud banks,

to which you have often alluded ; the sooner they are abolished the

better. In another part of the park I saw a remarkably fine bed of

Erythrina laurifolia, producing fine spikes of bloom, but somewhat
dull in colour. A pretty Lobelia, named Blue Bonnet, round a bed,

looked so like Lustrous that I could not see any difference between
them. la what is called "The Dell," I noticed Pelargonium Bonfire

and Glow in fine condition ; also a pretty bed of Pelargonium,

Albion Cliffs, a white variety, mixed >vith a Blue Viola, and mar-

gined with Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, a combina-

tioQ which I considered extra good. Of the cottage, one of the

]irettiest little spots about London, you have given us excellent illus-

trations. Round its front (see p. 301) are several circles, consisting

of three rings, with a Centaurea ragusina in the centre of each
;

next comes Lobelia Blue Bonnet, then Alternanthera amcena, and
Pyrethrum Golden Feather, with a straight row of Cineraria mari-

tima compacta, connecting one ring with the other ; of two margins,

the inside one consists of Pyrethrum Golden Feather, and the outer

one Eeheveria glauca; a narrow lino of Pachyphytum bracteosum
runs through the centre crossways, and the rest is filled in with
Alternanthera amcena, Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum,

and Alternanthera magnifica ; the two different shades of yellow in

this border harmonise beautifully together. At each end is a select

piece of small sub-tropical plants in the border. There is only one
fault, and that is, the Centaurea has grown too luxuriantly. The
beautifid cut-leaved Cineraria ceratophylla would have been
in better keeping with tho rest of tho arrangement. In tho
centre, near the door-way, a half-moon bed of Pelargonium
Shakespeare had an effective appearance, margined with rows of a
bicolor Zonal, bluo Lobelia, Stellaria graminea aurea and Eeheveria
glauca ; two circular match.beds being filled, one with Pelargonium
l^uecn of Queens, and the other with P. Daybreak mixed with blue

Viola. Tho next rows consisted of Pelargonium Crj-stal Palace Gem,
Alternanthera amoona, and Lobelia Lustrous, margined with Stellaria

graminea aurea and Eeheveria ghauca alternately. Both these beds

were very effective, backed up, as they were, with Pelargoniums,

Palms, and similar strikingly pretty plants. In front of the palace in

Kensington Gardens I noticed a large bed of Pelargonium Shake,

speare, banded with Verbena Purple King, and margined with

Stellaria graminea aurea—a remarkably bright and telling combina-

tion. In the Duke of Teck'a garden were several heart-shaped beds,

the centres of which consisted of white-edged Pelargoniums, banded

with Lobelia Blue Stone (a fine dark violet self), and margined with

Stellaria graminea aurea. These beds were all well planted, and

looked very gay. In the trial ground I noticed a fine Pelargonium,

called Edward Sutton—a kind with large bold trusses, and dark

crimson, but yet bright-looking, flowers.

In Battersea Park the mound of Antennaria tomentosa does not seem

so well covered as I have seen it iu former years, a circumstance doubt-

less attributable to the dry hot weather through which we havo just

passed. Here I noticed a fine plant of Aloe mitriformis, bearinga large

bunch of scarlet flowers, much resembling those of a Blandfordia in

shape,butsmallerandmore nnmerons. Here the double-flowered variety

of Lobelia pumila grandiflora was a failure. The carpet beds, which

wore in the panelled style, were bright, well contrasted, and well

planted. The centre panel, consisting of Alternanthera parony.

chioides major, had a fine orange tint, and at each end was a kind of

heart-shaped panel planted with Alternanthera amcena, surrounded

by a good belting of Pyrethrum Golden Feather ; next came a broad

piece of Alternanthera amcena, then a row of Kleinia repens, with its

peculiar glaucous blue tint, the whole being margined with Semper,

vivum tabulajforme and Sedum glaucum. This, and a larger bed

planted in the same way, were fine examples of this style of bed.

ding. The next beds which attracted my attention were a pair of

half-oblongs, as they are termed, separated by a circle ; the centres of

the long beds were filled with two varieties of silver-margined Pelar.

goniums, one with cerise-coloured flowers, the other with white

blossoms ; then came rows of Alternanthera paronychioides major,

Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, Alternantheramagnifica,

the whole being edged with Mesembryanthemum cordifolium varie.

gatum. The circle contained Pelargonium Lass o'Gowrie, which did

not lookat all well ; it should havebeeu planted with Cineraria maritima

compacta. The next row was Lobelia pumila grandiflora, margined
with a double row of Eeheveria glauca, a good combination as regards

colour ; a round bed of Fuchsia Sunray, full of bloom, intermixed with

a light blue Lobelia, had a pleasing appearance. I also noticed a bed
of Hemp (Cannabis gigantea) , 12 feet high ; this, I think, always looks

best as a single specimen ; Pelargonium Amaranth, with Centaurea
ragusina round it, was very effective. Among sub-tropical plants,

Polymnia grandis is certainly one of the very finest, and an oval bed
with a centre consisting of Vitis heterophylla variegata, with a few
-plants of Grevillea robusta rising above, belted round with Lonicera

aurea reticulata, was very effective ; Alternanthera magnifica, edged
with three rows of Eeheveria glauca, was also lovely. Thei"e was,
moreover, a large raised circular bed, the centre of which consisted

of Coleus Verschaffeltii splendens, very bright in colour, surrounded
with Cineraria maritima compacta, Pyrethrum Golden Feather,

Aloe attenuata, and edged with Eeheveria pumila. The raised border

near the refreshment room I found very effectively planted with
masses of Stellaria graminea aurea, broad bands of Lobelia pumila
grandiflora, margined with three rows of Eeheveria glauca, and filled

in between with Sedum glaucum, the whole backed up with Iresine

Lindeni and Zonal Pelargoniums in bloom.

In St. Stephen's Square, Westminster, were some large beds filled

with Pelargoniums and edged with Lobelia pumila grandiflora,

which certainly looked well, considering the many drawbacks
to which their position subjects them. In front of the Houses
of Parliament too, I noticed some fine beds of Cannas, edged
with a pretty reddish-lilac coloured Lobelia, called Omen. In
Victoria Park, entering, by what I think, is called tho Hanover
Gate, and turning to the right, the eye soon rests upon some elaborate

carpet beds, consisting of a semi-circle with a Tricolor Pelargonium in

the centre, banded with Amarantus melaucholicus ruber, semi-circle

of Eeheveria glauca, edged with Stellaria graminea aurea, clipped,

and in splendid order. A magnificent piece of scroll work ne.\t

attractedatteution,the groundworkof which was Alternanthera amcena
spectabilis, with small masses, at equal distances apart, of Coleus

refulgens, Alternanthera amrena, Coleus Verschaffeltii, surrounded
with Pyrethrum Golden Feather and Mesembryanthemum CDrdifolium

variegatum. There were several small circles of Mesembryanthemnm
with one plant of Sempervivum tabulajforme in the centre of each,

the whole being edged with a double row of Eeheveria glauca, a
chaste and good arrangement. Along what is termed the Drive, I

observed some fine circular beds of Verbena Purple King, also a good
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scarlet Tropooolam, a seedling not yet named. The double-flowered
variety of Lobelia pumila grandifloi'a is here, as elsewhere, a failure,

spoiling some of the principal corner beds. I saw, moreover, some
very fine round beds filled with white-edged Pelargoninms and Viola
Admiration (a superb variety) mixed together, tho whole being edged
with Fyrethrura Golden Feather ; these looked cheerful and pretty.

Next came a sort of double kite-shaped bed, with two small circles

for effect. The centre of this consisted of Alternanthera
amoona spectabilis, next Pyrethrum Golden Feather, then a
broad band of Altcraanthera magnifica, edged with two rows of

Echeveria glauca. The small circles consisted of Mesembryan-
themum cordifolium variegaum, edged with Echeveria glauca, a mass
of Cerastium tomeutosum, at each end, being dovetailed into the

Alternanthera maguifica. This is a very rich-looking faultless com.
bination. One of the finest mixtures in the park, however, consists

of a JIaltese cross, formed of Cerastium tomentosum, supported by
Pyrethrum Golden Feather and Alternanthei'a amoena spectabilis,

very highly coloured; the three outside rows being Mesembryau-
themum cordifolium variegatum, Alternanthera magnifica, and two rows
of Echeveria glauca, the whole making a charming bed. A large round
bed, with a star and triangles to match, also looked strikingly effective.

The centre consisted of a dark-leaved Coleus, next a broad band of

Pyrethrum Golden Feather, the next row and the spikes of the star

being Alternanthera amcena, resting upon a fine piece of Echeveria
glauca. The triangles were planted with Alternanthera amoena, with
a border of Pyrethrum Golden Feather, the two outer rings Alter,

nanthera magnifica, and two rows of Echeveria glauca. This
appeared to be a faultless arrangement. The rockery, a beautiful

spot, is covered with Sedum glaucum, and dotted all over with such
plants as Fuchsia Golden Treasure, P. Sunray, Stellaria graminea
aurea, Sempervivum tabulaaforme, Sedum acre elegans, Tucca
alcefolia variegata, Portulaca grandiflora, Viola cornuta. Salvia

argentea, Tussilago Farfara variegata. Eucalyptus globulus, Zea
variegata. Agave americana variegata, Sedum F. spectabile, Centaurea
Clementii, Echeveria metallica, Sempervivum arachnoidenm, Kleinia

repens, Dracasna ferrea, Pachyphytuni bracteosum. Cotyledon spino-

sum, Amicia zygomeris, Pyrethrum Golden Feather, Sempervivum
Bolli, Echeveria metallica glauca, Wigandia oaracassana, Chamcepeuce
diacantha, and others. R. H. B.

THE HELIOTROPE.
Among sweet-scented flowers the Heliotrope has long held a high
position, both as a pot plant for conservatory decoration, and also as

a fine plant for bedding purposes. Ten and fifteen years ago, beds of

Heliotropes were to be found in every garden ; they were grown not

so much for display as for their soft beauty, their rich fragrance, and
their continuous blooming character. A bed of Heliotropes is a rarity

nowadays ; even in catalogues they are now found under the head of

miscellaneous bedding plants, instead of being prominently put
forward, as we can well remember their being some years ago.

Nevertheless the Heliotrope has been undergoing a certain amount of

improvement year after year. Certain raisers on the Continent have
been turning their attention in this direction, and with marked
success ; such improvement, however, has been confined to the pro-

duction of seedlings with larger flowers and bolder trusses, without
much variation in the colour, which ranges from a delicate greyish-

lilac to a black-purple. The Heliotrope is a plant that, while
admitting of much variation of the particular hue seen in the flowers,

yet does not break from a certain monotony of colour found in the

several varieties. The old-fashioned gardener, as we are apt to term
him, still plants out his beds of Heliotropes in order to assist the
summer display, and rejoices in the rich harvest of cut flowers which
they afford him ; the modern gardener rarely or never. The late

springs of recent years have done something to bring the Heliotrope

into disrepute, owing to its tender character. It is a plant so

sensitive of frost aa to be quite cut down and disfigured by a slight

visitation from this unwelcome guest in early summer. An early

frost in September will lay low the beauty of many a bed. Gardeners
propagate the Heliotrope by means of cuttings put in in August, and
again in spring. For all ordinary purposes spring-struck cuttings

are the best especially where there is restricted accommoda-
tion for wintering the plants. If some good specimens were
wanted for growing in pots for conservatory decoration, then

the cuttings should be taken in July or August, choosing for the

purpose the terminal shoot of some of the most luxuriant plants,

and preparing the cuttings by cutting them through close under
a joint. Insert a few round the sides of a 48 or a large 60 pot, and
place them in a frame, and shade them from the sun. Bottom heat is

not requisite for striking purposes at this season of the year. The
cuttings soon make roots, generally in two or three weeks, and they
begin also to make vigorous growth. They should then be potted off

singly into 60 pots, using a compost made up of light fibry loam,
sandy peat, and well decomposed stable manure, such as that from a
spent dung bed which has become somewhat dry under the influence
of the summer's snn. As the plants fill the pots with roots they
must be shifted into larger sized ones, in which they can remain during
winter

; and when they have received this last shift, the plants may
be placed out of doors to ripen their growth and harden their wood
previous to wintering them. They should be placed on a dry shelf
near tho glass in a greenhouse, where they will be out of the reach
of harm from frost, and receive just enough water to keep them
alive. In the spring, when young growth begins to appear, the
plants should be turned out of the pots, the balls slightly shaken out
and any worms removed, and re-potted into fresh soil of a character
like that recommended above ; and the branches should be shortened
back with a knife, so as to lay the foundation for nice bnshy plants.
In the month of May give another shift, according to the size
of the plants and requirements of the roots, and thus fine
specimens will be formed that will bloom in the conserva-
tory for many months, and it judiciously managed, yield flowers
through a great part of the winter. Another mode of propaga-
ting is t"o lift a few plants from the beds in the open ground at
the end of August, pot them, and winter them in a temperature
of 45° to 50° if possible, and then put them into a brisk heat in early
spring, where they will break into a pi-ofuse growth, and supply
plenty of cuttings, that can be struck in the same way as Verbenas
and Petunias, potted on, and made to grow rapidly and vigorously.
As a rule flower gardeners prefer plants that have been struck from
cuttings, early in spring, in this fashion. When bedded out the
Heliotrope should be planted in a good soil, or, as one of our fine old
gardeners puts it, " in soil that is well charged with rotted dung."
First comes a free and luxuriant growth, and then, dui-ing the whole
summer and autumn, as long as favourable weather continues, a pro.
fusion of gay and odoriferous blossoms. The following varieties can
be well recommended : Etoile de Marseilles, pale, very large and
fine ; Jaune Dumesne, dark, very good, and striking ; Jean Amour,
delicate in colour ; Mens. Cassanave, purple, very fine ; Mrs. Lowing,
ton, shaded purple ; a fine bedding variety ; and Souvenir de Leopold
I., light lavender-lilac, very dwarf and free. B. D.

TROP^OLUM LOBBII.
Undek judicious management, this Tropaeolum may be had in flower
all the year round, i.e., where plants of it are grown for that pur.
pose. It likes a rich, deep, friable loam ; a stiff' adhesive soil does
not suit it, and when planted in sijch material it soon looses its
under leaves, and becomes unhealthy and shabby in appearance. If

the soil is naturally stiff, it is well to add to it some coarse sand and
some well-rotted manure. When planted in a bed in the flower
garden, it often proves a good plan to lay some neat branches flat

upon the bed on which the plants run, and are kept just clear of the
soil, as, although they like a good supply of moisture regularly, they
are somewhat impatient of it when allowed to lie flatly upon a damp
surface. This Tropseolnm is very easily increased by means of
cuttings, put in in the usual way. For winter flowering, I used to
put eight or ten cuttings into a 6-inch pot ; these were made of the
youngest growths, which, in general, are too soft and too liable to
damp off ; nor is it well to take cuttings from the older parts of the
stems, as- it is but seldom they will grow. A few joints back from
the points make the best cuttings. For winter flowering, let them bo
put in any time during the summer months. If struck in July or
in August, with care, they may be had in flower in succession
all through the winter months. They may be grown either singly
in small pots or in large ones, according to the space and accommo-
dation at command. They do not require much heat ; a temperature
of 45° or 55° suits them well, but they should have air upon all

favourable occasions. Under judicious care and regular attention
it is highly interesting to see how useful and accommodating such
slender plants as these may become. I have often had them doing
good service in both the greenhouse and conservatory in vei'y different

shapes and forms ; sometimes when the cuttings h.id been rooted in

nearly all sand, I have shifted them undisturbed from the cutting-
pot into the centre of a much larger pot. The soil best suited for

them when in pots consists of two parts friable loam and one turfy
peat or leaf mould, adding sand to improve the texture, and to allow
the fine roots free liberty to run where they liked. Whatever sized

pots are used let them be thoroughly clean ; and, having secured good
drainage, fill them up in the usual way. I have had two or thi'ee

plants in an 8-inch pot in excellent condition for months during
winter and early spring. I have transferred six plants from a
cutting.pot to a 10-inch one, planting at equal distances apart, and
very near the side of the pot ; then, after putting a few nice Willows
or young Hazel sticks round the inside of the pot, gather their tops
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together and tie them at 18 inches or 2 feet in height, so as to form a

trellis, which may be either balloon.shaped or pyramidal, according

to taste. As soon as the plants have acquired suEBcient size let them

bo tied on this support regularly one after the other in a somewhat

spiral manner, but taking care that the under portion of the trellis is

well-furnished before the top. These shoots will often grow some

time ere they begin to flower, and yet cuttings in general flower

pretty soon after they have once started into free growth. Besides

this way of training, I have had this Tropaiolum in different shapes.

The top of some young tree makes a good support for it
;

place it

firmly into the middle of the pot, and train the young growths up the

stem ; as they progress, guide them to the outer points of the

branches, which they will in time regularly cover, and thus form a

miniature tree. When well grown, this Tropasolum looks well

on the dinner table; but, for that purpose, it must be grown

in small pots, and be otherwise well attended to, so as to be covered

both with nice green foliage and red.orange flowers. Cut sprays of it

in damp sand, placed round the edges of small vases, or epergnes,

also look well in connection with fronds of Maiden.hair Fern, or any.

thing similar in character. For flower garden work, spring-struok

plants are beat.

'

G. Dawson.

AUTUMN CROCUSES.
The following Crocuses are now flowering in my garden. I give

the approximate dates at which they first opened :—Sept. 18.

Crocus speciosuB, the finest of all the autumnal species ; stigma,

bright orange red. C. ibiricus autumnalis, of Continental gardens, is

in no way different from this. Sept. 22. C. nudiflorus (pyrenccus), a

very fine large purple species ; stigma, yellow. I have also a small

one, brought by Mr. Maw, from central Spain, which appears to be

the' same, though not half the size. Sept. 22. C. Boryi, small but

very pretty; white, with yellow throat; anthers, white; stigma,

yellow; the three outer petals are lilac exteiiorly ; bnt, in a variety

I found in the island of Syra, which flowers later, they are veined

only with lilac. Sept. 2.3. C. serotinus, lilac, leaves appearing after

flowers. Sept. 25. C. Salzmanni (tingitanus), is put down by Mr.

Baker as a variety of serotinus, but, in my plant, which came from

north Africa, the leaves appear rather before the flowers, and are

now several inches long, whereas those of serotinus are just showing.

Sept. 26. C. cancellatus, lilac ; if my specimen, which I had as C. Spro.

meri is true, it hardly differs in flower from serotinus, except that the

stigma is rather more deeply divided. Sept. 29. C. peloponesiacus

(Orphanides), pure white; stigma, red; anthers, lemon colour;

very pretty. Sept. 29. C. byzantinus (iridiflorus), deep lilac;

stigma, lilac ; anthers, lemon ; easily distinguished by the three

inner segments of the limb being much smaller than the outer ones,

and not exceeding the anthers. Oct. 4. C. longiflorns (odorus), pale

lilac, with yellow throat ; stigma, red ; authors, yellow ; leaves with

flowers, if my plants are true, as I have no doubt they are, though

Mr. Baker describes the leaves as coming after the flower ; scent, faint.

Oct. 5. C. medius, dark lilac or purple ; stigma and anthers, yellow.

C. sativus has leaves about an inch long, but does not yet show

flower. Besides these I have—C. Thoniasi, C. hadriaticus, and C.

Visianicus, which will flower later. If any other autumnal species are

grown in this country I should bo glad to hear of them, especially

any with yellow flowers. H. J. Blwes.

THE BELLADONNA LILY.
In addition to the representation and account of this Lily, which you

have given at p. 113, allow me to say a few words :—This showy and

truly splendid bulb has, I fear, not been treated with that attention

which its merits as a late autumn flowering bulb deserve. It is true

that we may here and there see a few imported plants of it in flower

in pots, decorating the greenhouse or conservatory at this season

;

but they afford but a poor idea of the gorgeous flowers which this

Lily produces when cultivated out.of-doors. About twelve years ago

1 had a number of imported bulbs, and after they had blossomed in

pots they were planted out close to the front wall of a greenhouse,

but they had no more protection there than they would have had at

the bottom of any south wall. The holes in which they were planted

were about 18 inches deep, and wide in proportion, 1 feet apart, and
filled up with good sandy loam. In these holes four bulbs were
planted, 1 inches deep; they were then covered with 10 inches of

leaf mould in a conical form ; they remained in this condition during

the winter. As spring advanced I stirred and removed a portion of

the leaf mould, in order that the heat from the rays of the sun might
jienelrate to invigorate the languid and blanched foliage, which at

that season makes an effort to reach the genial air. This should be
done until the bulbs are within 4 or 5 inches of the surface. If the
wpathr-r is dry and warm let them have some good waterings, with a

view to encourage a rapid and strong growth of the foliagp. . Care

should be taken that no plants of tall growth be planted in front of

them to shade their foliage from the full effect of the meridian sun,

nor a leaf removed until the ripening process has been fully accom-
plished, which, in favourable seasons, will be about the beginning of

August. It was not until the third year after planting that these

bulbs flowered with me. They are impatient of removal, and there-

fore the greatest care should be taken when offsets are removed not

to interfere with the general mass of bulbs. When once established

they produce offsets freely and flower abundantly, so much so that I

have now, October 3, masses of them in full bloom, containing from

twelve to eighteen flowering stems, with from eight to twelve blooms

in each umbel. About the first week in September let the ground be

stirred deeply around the bulbs without interfering with their roots,

and thoroughly watered with weak manure-water once or twice.

This will induce activity, and accelerate the protusion of the

flowering-stems. One objection may be made against these Lilies,

and that is, that they are without foliage during their blooming

period ; but this may be greatly obviated by planting them in alter-

nate patches with the Jacobaja Lily, which flowers splendidly in mid.

summer, and whose fine green foliage will be in perfection during the

flowering season of the Belladonna Lily. M.

The Bulbs of Lilies.—Most of the Japan Lilies continue to

produce flovver-stems from the same bulb, but, by a close examination,

we find that the flowers stalks spring from new buds, formed within

the old bulb every season. They are in fact new bulbs formed
within the parent one, but remain attached to the same base, di-awing

in part sustenance from the surrounding scales, which are only

undeveloped leaves. The common wild Lilies, such as L. superbum,
canadense, and philadelphicum, found growing in low meadows
aluiost everywhere, are, according to a correspondent of Moore's

Rural, perpetuated in quite a different manner. The bulbs are

produced on large subterranean stems growing a few inches below
the surface of the soil. This stem lengthens jnst sufliicient to admit
of a new bulb every year, the one formed the previous season blooming
but once, then commencing to decay, although it is quite probable

that they yield up a portion of their substance to the new one while

growing. Very frequently, in digging up one of these white Lilies,

we find quite a string of bulbs, of various ages, all attached to the

subterranean stem ; but the last formed, or youngest, is the only one
which will bloom after the transplanting. Other species of bulbs and
tubers increase in a diffei'ent manner, each having peculiarities of

its own, although all are obedient to a similar law. If we were to

only study that portion of the vegetable kingdom which is seen

above ground, one.half would be overlooked, for it is not unfrequently

the case that the most interesting part is hidden in the earth.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Rose Cuttings.—When should these be put in?

—

Uosa. [Pat them ia now,
having first removed their leaves with the exception of the two end ones, and
cut them into (j-inch lengths. Insert them in a shadj border, and cover them
with hand-lii^hts if convenient, but this is not absolutely necessary, as good
plants may be reared without such assistance. Thus circumstanced, they
should remain until April, when they will be fit for potting off.—F.]

Autuinnal Flowers-—Among hardy flowers noted in Mr. Ware's Nurseries
at Tottenham this week, the following are most attractive :—Aster amellos,
bessarabicus, grandiflorus, longifolius var. formosus (very fine), floribundu8»

ericoides, and Neveii ; Lithospermum prostratum, Sternbergia lutea, Strumaria
crispa, Phygelius capensia, Androsace lanuginosa, Liatris scariosa, Anemones
iaponica lind vars., Campanula turbinata, Colchicums of sorts, Convolvulus
mauritanicus, Stevias of sorts, and Cedronella mexicana.

Phytolaca icosandra.—Most people are familiar with the beautiful tall-

growing rbytnlaCH decaudra—the " Virginian Poke "—with its long drooping
racemes of dark olive or black fruit; but P. icosandra does not appear to be
so well known. It grows from 2 to 3 feet high, and has a bushj' habit, the
leaves being similar to those of an Hydrangea. It bears longish spikes of rather
inconspicuous creamy-white flowers, but it is its fruit which renders this plant
remarkable and curious. Imagine a plant with perhaps a dozen stems or so,

each terminating in clusters of fruit, similar in size and shape to Indian Corn,
but composed, as it were, of ripe Blackberries, and you will have a tolerably

good idea of the aopearance of this plant at the present time. It is a plant
which, when in perfection, is sure to elicit the remark, " Whatever is that? "

from all who see it.

—

Thos. Williams, Orm^kirk.

Wintering Salvia patens-—What is the best way of keeping tubers of this

plant through the winter, and starting and increasing the same in spring.

—

H. LiTTLBwooD. [Let a dr3- day be chosen to take up the plants, and let the

tops be cut off and the soil shaken fi"om their roots. Lay them for a few days
in a shed to dry, and, having procured a box or old tub sufficiently large to hold
the roots when packed closely, get some dry sandy peat, finely broken ; a
layer of the roughest of this, about an inch thick, should be laid at the bottom
of the box ; the roots may then be packed as closely as possible in layers, and
the spaces between each filled with peat. When ihe box is full, give it a good
shaking, and press it well down with the hands, to stop up all the cavities ;

finally "covering the whole about 2 inches thick with the rough part of the peat.

The box may then be removed to a cellar or other convenient place, secure from
frost, where it may remain without any further care until the following spring.

Then unpack, pot the roots, and start them in heat, as you would Dahlia roots.]
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
FLOWERS IN HYACINTH GLASSES.

Those who may not care to incur the expense of glass stands,

or who have no convenience for decoration on an extensive scale,

may, nevertheless, produce a pleasing effect by lightly placing
a few sprays of flowers in an ornamental Hyacinth glass. In this

way such glasses are made to answer two purposes ; one being
to hold cut flowers in summer ; the other bulbs in a growing
state in winter. If, when being purchased, this twofold use is

borue iu mind, it will be better to get them of a more orna-

mental shape and better quality, than if for growing bulbs in only.

White and gold, and purple and gold, both produce pleasing

contrasts, but there are several other colours of which choice

may be made according to taste. When flowers are about to

be arranged in such glasses as are represented in the accom-
panying illustration (for which we are indebted to Mr. Scott,

of Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne), dark and rich shades
should be selected for flowers of a light colour, and bright
shades for dark flowers. A spray of such a Rose as
the Duke of Edinburgh, placed in a crimson-coloured glass

embellished with gold looks well, as does also one of Gloire de
Dijon, in a purple or dark blue glass ; the arrangement in vases
of this kind (if I may so term them) need not, however, be
limited to one variety of

flower. A white or tinted

Rose in the style of

Souvenir de laMalmaison,
with a spray of Dielytra,

one or two blue Forget-
me-nots, and a few
Grasses and Ferns would
form a pretty mixture.
Some of these glasses

may be purchased in the
form of three combined,
as shown in the ac-

companying illustration

;

when such triplets are

used, of course, more
flowers must be employed
in their decoration, such
as Roses, Lilies, Sweet
Peas, Fuchsias, Pelargo-
niums, Dielytra, and
Ferns and Grasses of

various kinds. The
smaller vases are well

adapted for mantlepiece
decoration, or for small
tables. The large kinds may be placed iu the centre of a table

of larger size, or a group may be formed on a side table. For
a small breakfast table one of the larger-sized vases would form
a pretty centre ornament, with a few small specimen-glasses
grouped round it. A pair of such glasses in Etruscan ware, if

filled with cut flowers of light coloured shades, would be well

suited for the decoration of the buffet, or chimney piece in the
dining-room ; but like the flowers, the selection of the vases
should be left to the decorator's own taste. A. Hassabd.

flowers as Hyacinths, Tuberoses, and Narcissus ; in fact, few would
allow such flowers to form part of the decoration. " W. T. P." says
" Oranges are objectionable on account of their bright colour j but in

cases of emergency they might be allowed a place on the table." He
forgets, seemingly, that many prefer the smell of Oranges to that of

any other fruit ; they form, in fact, one of our best dishes during
winter, when there is littlo else that is bright or enlivening ; what can
look more beautiful than a pair of plates of Oranges when their

colour is gently toned down with their own green leaves, matching a
similar pair of plates loaded with Apples. Your correspondent

appears also to object to Pine-Apples, but can he give us a better

onnament for the centre of an epergne ? Then he dislikes a Melon ; but
iu dining rooms we use such fruits continually, and without com-
plaint as to their odour, and to banish them from the table would, I

think, be a mistake. I object to " W. T. P.'s " mode of serving fruits

as one would an entree. The best plan is to place them where
they can be seen to the best advantage. In placing fruits upon
the table two objects should be kept in view, first, tasteful arrange-

ment ; secondly, to use the dessert dishes or service in which
they are placed—dishes often possessed of antiquity and interest of

other kinds. J. C. H.
Oxletj Manor, near Wolverhampton.

Flowers in Hyacinth glasses

ARRANGEMENT OP FRUIT FOR DESSERT.
Tour correspondent, " W. T. P.," objects to frnit being put on the

dinner-table, because " the heat of the lamps, the steam of joints and
of made dishes, &c.," have a tendency to spoil its taste. " W. T. P.,"

seems to have forgotten that neither soups, joints, nor made dishes,

are now placed upon the table along with fruits and flowers. The
fashion is now c) ta Russ, and the choicest fruits and flowers are

required to deck a table laid out in this style. When the joints are

carved on a side-table, and quickly removed from the room, they have
little influence on either fruits or flowers ; and very few made dishes

are in fashion ; cold entreis are now generally used, and even the

handing round of a hot dish does not so quickly affect fruits or flowers

as your correspondent imagines. If wo are not to place fruits upon
the table what are we to put in their stead ? Fruits and flowers,

neatly arranged and placed upon the dinner-table, have a charming
effect, and there is no need whatever to introduce such strong-scented

Orchids for Vases.—Orchid flowers are most useful, either for

hand bouquets, button. holes, or vases. It may be thought that they
do not last long, but that is

a mistake, as most of them
remain fresh for a much
longer time than many of

our hardy garden flowers.

Simplicity, in regard to

plants selected for the deco-

ration of vases is much to

be commended, but to the

use of hardy flowers alone,

when tender ones can be
had, I quite object. There
are few, I apprehend, who
would not prefer a vase
decorated with sprays of

what are termed Bridal

Orchids, intermixed with
other suitable relieving sub-

jects, whether tender or

hardy, to one composed
wholly of Harebells, Forget-
me-nots, white Water Lilies,

Veronicas, and Grasses.

These may be within the

reach of all, but those who
have, or can afford to obtain,

the rich waxy and enchant-
ing flowers of some of our

Dendrobiums, Odontoglossums, Oncidiums, Phalsenopsis, and others,

by an elaborate system of arrangement can, in union with other

suitable flowers. Fern fronds, and Grasses, produce a style of vase

decoration unequalled by the most elegant composition of hardy
flowers alone. If the vases are only required for the night's use,

many flowers could be used that could not if they were required to

stand for several nights ; as, for instance, Aerides, Saccolabiums, and
some Dendrobiums—-that would be of little service otherwise than
wired—could be effectively employed. These may sometimes be
advantageously used without wires ; but, although graceful in the

extreme when growing on the j^lants, they are too apt to assume a
clumsy appearance if used for furnishing table vases imless wired

;

and, if thus treated, they cannot get moisture to sustain their blooms
in that desirable plump condition which they would retain it their

stalks were inserted in water or damp sand.—A. H.

Panicum capillare (Eragrostis elegans).—I Ana this highly ornamental
Grass to be most useful for mixinf^ with all kinds of arrangements of cut;

flowers, its light, elegant miniature plumes lending a grace alike to the choicest

exotics and the simplest hardy flowers. By means of this and a few sprays of

Fern, even the uuitiated in floral decoration could scarcely fail to produce a
charming combination of cut flowers.

—

James Geoom.

A New Plant for Table Decoration—Amarantus Henderi stands in the

first rank of plants for this purpose. We have seen plants of it 2 feet high, with
about thirty or forty shoots, forming perfect pyramids 18 inches across at the
bottom. Some grow from 3 to * feet high. The pervailing colour of this

variety is intense rosy-carmine, a fact that may be readily understood when
it is stated that Amarantus elegantissimus was one of its parents. It is stated

at p. 263 to have been a seedling of Messrs. Lamoureux's ; that is a mistake ;

it was raised by Messrs. Hender, whose name it bears, at the Bedford Nursery,
Plymouth.—A.
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THE FR UIT GARDEN.
STRAWBERRY FORCING IN MARKET GARDENS.

Stiiaivhekkies are forced lar2;ely in the market gardens around
London. For this purpose the strongest and earliest runners
are selected, and pegged down on 3-inch pots filled with soil,

and plunged in the alleys. Here they soon root and are
separated, and when the pots are well filled with roots, the
plants are shifted into O-inch ones, using a compost consisting
of good loamy soil and manure. In cases in which pegging
down the runners on the pots has been delayed too long, they
are lifted and potted, and, if kept in a shady place for a short
time, they soon make a potful of roots, but the plants thus
raised are seldom so strong or good as runners iircpared in the
usual way. Pots containing Strawberries are placed on a level
sheltered piece of ground, so that they may be well watered,
and in October or November they are transferred to cold
frames, in order that they may be protected from hard frosts.
By the time when they require to be put into frames they
ought to be pot-bound at the root, and their crowns and leaves
should be well ripened, in order that they may start readily
into growth, when required. All the care which they require
in winter is protection from hard frost and heavy rains, and
exposure during fine weather. When the stock of plants
exceeds the amount of frame-room at command, a ridge of soil

or ashes is raised out-ot-doors, and into both sides of it the
pots are inserted m a horizontal position ; saturation with
water, is, therefore, impossible, and when the crowns are dry
the influence which frost exercises on them is less severe than
would be the case if they were wet. Soon after the new
year sets in forcing is commenced, and for the first batch,
plants with strong well matured crowns are selected, and
are started in gentle hotbeds in which they are kept near
the glass. An atmospheric night temperature of 45°, with
a rise of some 10° by day is sufficient at first, as the slower
Strawberries are started and grown until they show flower
the more Itkely are they to set well. When practicable,
a little ventilation is given daily, particularly when the plants
are in bloom ; and, as soon as the fruit is set, the heat is

gradually increased some 10° or 15°
; and, if ventilation can

also be given at the same time, so much the better, as it assists
in increasing the flavour of the fruit. Water is somewhat
cautiously applied until the young fruits are formed, when it

is given more liberally, and then, too, is the time to assist the
crop with weak liquid manure. Sunk pits are those most in
use for forcing Strawberries ; and, in most of them a line of
4-inch piping, which runs along within the front wall, maintains
an equable temperature. Span-roofed and lean-to houses, heated
by means of hot-water pipes, are also largely employed for
this kind of forcing. Mr. Wilmot's Strawberry-house, at Isle-
worth, is one of the best houses of the kind which I have seen.
It is 10 feet high, about the same in width at the bottom, and
the span comes down to the ground. The staging inside con-
sists of nine shelves, arranged like the steps of a stair, as
regards proximity to one another, and they are placed quite
close to the glass. The plants most advanced in growth arc
placed on the top shelf on the sunny side of the house, and to
these the plants lower down, and on the shady side, form
good successions. Mr. Knevitt, another celebrated Isleworth
grower, has only four stages in his Strawberry-houses, but in
that case they are broad enough to hold two rows of plants.
When the fruit begins to colour water is partially withheld, as
are also stimulants of all kinds. The produce is picked for
market and ])ut into punnets every second day. After yielding
their fruits, the plants are transferred for a time to a frame,
from which, as soon as they have become well inured to the
weather, they are planted out into an open quarter of the garden.
Here those planted out early yield some good late fruits. F.

THE VINTAGE IN FRANCE.
The vintage is stated to have opened splcntlidly thronghout Franco
with every prospect of a bountiful yield, in spite of the ravaRos
caused by the rhylloxcra and lato spring frosts. In the Bordelais,
whonco como the grand red wines of Lalito, Latour, Margaux-, and
Haut-Bnon, besides a score of others only a few degrees inferior in
renown, the vintage for the most part has been accomplished during

favourable weather, after a succession of warm showers had swelled

the Grapes ; and as a consequence the jield from this region, which
suffered severely from spring frosts and hailstones, will still be
considerably beyond an average one. In Burgundy the vintage com-
menced as early as the middle of September at Ghassagne, a locality

with a warm precocious soil that yields wines of excellent quality,

but in other districts it was deferred a week later. Of the finer

growths of the Cote de Beanne, the quality of which promises well,

the quantity will certainly equal that of an ordinary year ; but as

regards the commoner red wines, produced along the slopes and in tho

plains, the yield will scarcely amount to moie than a quaiter of an
average one, although there will be no falling off of the wines known as

arrierecotes. In Lower Burgundy, where the vintage opened the last

week in September, the excessively dry weather which had prevailed

for some time past, coupled with the damage done in the spring, led

evei'y one to expect a comparatively insignificant yield ; fortunately,

however, as in other districts, at the eleventh hour the vignerous

were favoured with a succession of warm showers, which conduced
to a far more satisfactory result than could have been anticipated.

It is not generally known that a certain degree of warm moisture in

the week immediately preceding the gathering of the Grapes con-

tributes more towards a favourable yield than any number of days of

uninterrupted sunshine. In the Maconnais the vintage may be con-

sidered an average one, both as regards quality and quantity, while

in the Beaujolais the new wine is considerably superior to that of the
three last years, although the yield is only equivalent to an average
vintage. There is a large deficiency from the Vineyards on the slopes,

but in those on the summits of the hills the yield is most abundant.
In Sa<^ne-et-Loire—along the Cotes Chalonnaises—where the vintage

opened in the middle of September, the Grapes had completely
matured, and the yield of the finer wines is very satisfactory ;

whereas, the Vineyards of the plains having suffered severely

from spring frosts, the produce this year is insignificant. lu
no viticultural province of France has the want of rain been
more severely felt this year than in the Champagne, where, in spite

of the excessive heat, the Gra2:)es are somewhat deficient in sugar, a
serious drawback in the case of sparkling wines. The Champagne
vintage was originally fixed for the close of the first fortnight in

September, but it was not until the 17th that the gathering of the

Grapes effectively commenced in the well-known Vineyards of Ay and
Bouzy, and it was still several days later before the vintagers were
at work at Haut Villers, Cumieres, Epernay, Cramant, and Le
Mesnil. The average yield this year in the Champagne will exhibit a
certain falling off, being estimated, in spite of the density of the Vine
plantations, at no more than from 280 to 300 gallons per acre.

With respect to the South of France, the vintage of the Herault,

which rose last year to the unprecedented quantity of nearly

300,000,000 gallons, being nearly quadruple that of the whole of

Germany, including the annexed provinces of Alsace and Lorraine,

promises this year to be still more abundant, and, as regards the
Department of the Gard, many growers commenced viutaging too
early in the vicinity of Nimes, and, as a consequence, their wines are
deficient both in colour and quality. In the neighbourhood of Redessan,
where they began about the middle of September, the wines are said

to be of good quality, and, so far as the Vines which escaped
the attacks of the Phylloxera are concerned, the yield will be an
abundant one. The storms which ravaged the neighbouring regions

appear to have spared this department, the Vineyards of which
had the benefit of a succession of genial showers during the summer.
In the environs of Narbonne—the land of yrine and honey—three
months ago everything promised an abundant yield, but the exces-

sively dry weather and great heat had greatly damaged the Grapes
by the time the vintage commenced. Fortunately, about a fortnight

ago, a more humid temperature set in, and the considerable quau.
tities of fruit remaining to bo picked largely profited by it, the
wines being pronounced both richer in colour and more spirituous

than usual. Scarcely had the vintage commenced in Koussillou

than it was interrupted by torrents of rain, which inspired tho
owners with well-grounded fears as to the extent and quality of

the yield. Unfortunately, the deluge came too late for the Vines
on the hills, and too soon for those in the plains, the fruit of

which is becoming monldy ; and it is feared that the produce of

this celebrated district, which furnishes England with so many
thousand pipes of so-called " vintage port," will be far below what was
anticipated. In the Orloanais, where the finest white wine vinegar

in the world is produced, the yield in certain localities has been most
excellent, while in others it has been unusually small. In the Lot-et.

Garonne, tho vintage h.is been especially prolific. After the small

growers had filled their cellars, at least a fouith of the Grapes
remained to be gathered. Tho fruit is largo and well-matured, and
the wino, which on account of its abundance, is offered at -45 francs

the hogshead, is said to bo of capital quality. In the Gers, where
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the vintage commenced about a fortnight ago, the fruit is reported

not to be particularly ripe, some little of the rain which we have
lately had in too great abundance being sorely needed there.

Apple Gathering.—Mr. G. R. Green, of Hudson State of New
York, has invented an ingenious method of gathering Apples, and so

preventing the mischief which is done to the crop by shaking the

tree, and avoiding the long and tiresome process of hand-picking.

His invention consists of a piece of cloth or canvas as large as the

top of the tree for which it is to be used, having in the middle a hole

large enough to enclose the trunk, a slit is then made from the hole

to the edge of the cloth, and the sides hemmed and a row of eyelet-

holes made. When the trunk of the tree is enclosed in the hole the

slit is laced up. At each corner of the cloth smaller holes are made
and through three of these stakes are inserted, which are iirmly

driven into the ground. The fourth corner is attached to a barrel or

basket, this barrel being lower than the stakes the Apples drop into

it by their own weight.

Gathering Pears.—A Pear is a very delicate fruit, not only in

the handling, but otherwise in securing the crop. If picked too

early, like all or most fruits, it will shrink, remain hard or tough,

and almost tasteless. If permitted to remain on the tree till

ripe, the light and warmth—in other words, the sun—will, the fruit

being dead ripe, evaporate its aroma, thus lessening the flavour as well

as the juiciness. This is less the case with the thick-skinned specimens.

A bruised Pear will soon perish. It therefore wants careful hand-
picking, and careful handling all the way through till it is sold or

used. If kept in the light, and where warm, whether picked or on
the tree, evaporation will go on, and decay be accelerated. Keep,
therefore, in a dark, cool place, neither too damp nor too dry, and be
sure that the air is not charged with any foreign odour, as the Pear
readily absorbs such odour. It is this impurity of the air that so

often makes the difference in the same sort. A perfectly pure air,

with darkness and coolness to slowly ripen and develop quality with-

out evaporating it, is what is wanted, especially in the more delicate

kinds. It will pay richly to give this attention. As to the time of

picking, there are signs to direct us. The change in the colour is

one, but is only to be trusted in experienced hands. The most
common sign, and a safe one, is the readiness of the fruit to part

from its twig, which it will do by lifting the Pear.

—

Cultivator.

The Parsley-leaved Bramble.—This is such an inconvenient

customer to handle, the stems being so thickly studded with sharp

spines, that the best way, I think, is to let it alone, and allow it to

ramble as it pleases ; in 'act, more fruit is got from it in this than in

any other way. I saw quite a mound of it lately in a garden, laden

with fruit down to the ground. Planted in this way, it could be em-
ployed to cover waste pieces of ground where nothing else would do.

Of course, when planted permanently in this manner, it would be
advisable in the first instance to throw some good soil in to assist it, and
every year some of the stools might be cut down to make them throw
strong canes, and so ensure good-sized berries. It will thrive long in

the same situation. At Fisher Holmes & Go's Nursery, Sheffield, the

old stock plants have not been distributed since iirst planted, a dozen

years or more ago, and they still bear in an extraordinary manner.

Upon the points of some of the shoots I counted the other day about

eighty fruits of different stages of ripeness. Even the young plants

propagated this season for sale are bearing profusely on the earlier

shoots. The fruit begins to ripen in September, and the plants

continue to afford abundant pickings till November, or later if the

weather is not very severe. Coming in as it does after all the other

small fruits are over, it is a valuable addition to our hardy fruits.

Our plants, which were planted about one year ago, have scrambled
over a large extent of ground, and promise to fruit abundantly next

year.—J. S. W.

Blackbirds in the Fruit Garden.—Perhaps you will allow

me to describe my experience with the birds in my fruit garden this

year. The principle, and in fact almost the only, depredators, were
the blackbirds. Cherries, Strawberries, Currants, &c., one naturally

expects to be attacked, but Pears, Plums, and Mulberries, I have
hitherto considered safe from birds. The Cherries went first. I had a
large tree full of fruit, which was cleared before it was ripe. Straw-
berries, Currants, and Gooseberries, followed as a matter of course.

One morning, however, I was surprised to see the blackbirds attacking

a tree of Jargonel Pears some time before they were ripe, and every

Pear was so effectually destroyed, that I did not get one. ^Damsons,

Plums, and all the varieties of Pears—of which there are a good
many—were destroyed as they approached maturity ; and a Fig tree,

of course, came in for its share. This has been going on all the sum-
mer ; and now they have taken to tho Mulberries. I have, whilst

writing this, driven eight blackbii'de out of the tree. No doubt, I shall

be told by the friends of the birds, either that I do not know a black-

bird when I see it, or that I was mistaken in supposing the birds to

be the offenders. As most of the fruit trees, however, are in sight

from my window, I have watched them daily with a glass, and have

no doubt as to the fact. It is not very easy, from the locality, to kill

many of the birds with a gun. Next season, however, I intend to

offer a reward for blackbird's nests, and hope by this means to keep

them down. I have little doubt that more than half of the fruit in

the garden—which is a large one—has been destroyed by the black-

birds alone. The residents in this part of the country seem to take

it as a matter of course ; but I certainly have never seen the same

sort of thing before.—B. B., North Wales. [That blackbirds eat fruit

with avidity is, we believe, admitted on all hands. The usual course

taken by their friends is not to deny their identity, but rather to

palliate their offences, as is done by Yarrell in the following sentences

:

" The food of the blackbird varies considerably with the season. In

the spring and early part of the summer it consists of the larva) of

insects, with worms and snails, the shells of which are dexterously

broken against a stone, to get at the soft body of the animal within.

As the season advances, they exhibit their great partiality for fruit

of various sorts ; and their constant visits to the garden bring upon

them the vengeance of the gardener, whose gun is ever ready at hand

to repel or destroy the numerous invaders. When, however, the

enormous number of insects and their larva3, with the abundance of

slugs and snails, all injurious to vegetation, which are eaten by black,

birds throughout a great portion of the year, are duly considered, ic

may fairly be doubted whether the value of the fruit is not counter-

balanced by services performed."

—

Ed.]—Field.

"Walnuts.—Although it is a fact well-known to the trade, many
of the public may be surprised to hear that of the large quantities

of Walunts now to be seen for sale in all our leading thoroughfares,

the bulk consists of Nuts of French and Dutch growth. Indeed, the

present is undoubtedly one of the most pi-olific seasons for Walnuts

that has ever been remembered on the Continent. The chief con.

signments come from France, Belgium, and Holland, and are received

and distributed by means of three separate agencies. The largest

parcels are disposed of in Pudding Lane and its vicinity, while some

are landed and sold at the Dutch Market near St. Katherine's Wharf,

and others find their way to the more aristocratic regions of Covent

Garden. At each place there is generally a great conconrse of

buyers, principally of the costermonger class, who gain an

honest livelihood by hawking the goods about the streets.

When it is stated that thousands of packages of Walnuts have been

imported and passed into consumption since the opening of tho

season, some idea may be formed of the activity that has character-

ised so slender an arm of commerce as that depending on Walnuts.

Those to whom numbers, quantities, and prices' possess a sort of

charm, may be told that a sack or bag of Walnuts weighs about 50

kilos, which are equal to about 110 lbs. English avoirdupois; that

one bag contains about 4,000 nuts, and can be bought of the importer

at an average of 1 Is. per cwt., so that at the rate of sixteen a penny

the enterprising costermonger gets a profit of Ts. per cwt., which

represents his greatest earnings, as it takes him a whole day to " sell

out " a single bag or barrow-load of Walnuts.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

The " Peach Nut " : What is it ?—Can .anyone tell me what fruit is that

described in the following extract from an Italian letter ?—" Within the last

few days oar list of fruits has been increased by the Peach Nut, a fruit peach-

shaped and aavoured. but with the skin of a Plum. It has the Pomegranalo

shades of red and yellow, and when thoroughly ripe is delicious."—J. H. G.

The Joc-0-sot Cherry.—This was raised by Dr. Kirtland of Cleveland, and

sent to this country with many other seedlings, one of which, Governor

Wood, has obtained a permanent place. The Joc-o-sot is a large brownish-

black Cherry, rich and sweet, ripening about the middle of July. It is not,

however, better than many other black Cherries.-P. Rivees.

Best Vines for an Orchard-house.—I should be obliged for information

as to the best Vines for pla,nting in a roomy and excellent orchard-house, but

without any heating apparatus.-Ladt T. [The best Vines for a cold orchard-

house are Bl.ack Hamburgh, Bnckland Sweet Water. Madresfleld Court, and

Foster's White Seedling ; if a Frontignan Grape is liked, the early Smyrna
will do well.—P. RivEKS.]

Covering for Vine Borders in Winter.—Kindly state in your next

nnnilier wh:it is the best covering for Vine borders.-Buet. [There is nothing

better than wooden shutters. We have used coverings made of asphalte roofing

nailed on a frame, and foimd it answer well. It is cheap, .also, and we would

prefer it either to zinc or canvas, which, we think, would prove rather

expensive. Wooden shutters .are, perhaps, best and cheapest in the long rim.

-T.]
Preparing Cuttings in Autumn.-Cuttings of the Currant, Gooseberry,

and Grapo are better if cut immediately on the faU of the leaf, plunged into

moist s.and two-thirds of their length, and placed in a cellar. If Nature is as

propitious to others as she has been to us, the cuttings will be found in tho

spring with the granulations completed at tho lower end, and tho roots just

ready to push; and, on being planted out, they grow off immediately, forming,

during the season, well established plants.—H. W. Beecuie.
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GARDENING IN SPAIN.

(irrigation of uueutas, jaedines, and alamedas.)

The drought of the past summer has taught us, even in rainy
England, the value of water in husbandry and horticulture ; but
this dryness of the season, which is the exception in our own
country, is the rnle in some others, and in no country of Europe
is it more so than in the south of Spain. There, where water
does abound, the land is as the garden of Eden, but, without this

fertilising element, it would be a barren desert. We speak of

river-water, for well-water is, in most districts, so charged
with " villainous saltpetre," that it proves as deadly to the
thirsty plant as sea-water to the thirsty sailor ; and during
six mouths of the year no rain, beyond an occasional thunder-
shower, must be expected. With water you can grow any-
thing, without it nothing—if we except some plants of the
Cactus tribe, such as the Prickly Pear, which seems to have
the property of flourishing jvist where nothing else, not even
a blade of Grass or Esparto, will gi-ow. There are several
districts in the south of Spain, whoso produce is of great
importance in the world's market, and which owe their vast
productive power solely to an intricate system of irrigation.
One of these, to which the Moors gave the name of Al-Bastaii
—the Garden—on account of its prodigious fertility, lies in a
valley watered by the river
Segura. It is about .5 leagues
in length by 3 in breadth, and
is known at the present day
as the Huerta (liorfia^) of
Murcia. The vegetation was
originally confined to the
banks of the river, but the
ingenious and industrious
Moors, by a contrivance
called the Confraparada,
made the whole district one
which recalls the most florid
passages of the " Song of
Solomon." From some dis-
tance up the river they cut
canals, leading through the
length of the valley around
Murcia, and re-joining the
Segura some distance below
the city. Out of these canals
run a number of small water-
courses, permeating every
allotment in the Huerta

;

while, by means of a sluice,
the occupiers of these can,
at the hour, and for the time
prescribed by the authorities,
water their land, which usually bears four harvests
in the year. This system of irrigation the Spaniards
have adopted for their private and public gardens, but
as regards their hiicrfas and verja.-; they have done little
more than keep in repair the water-courses bequeathed
to them by the Moors. As water is the life of vegetation,
and, consequently, of man and beast also, to say nothing
of it as a source of national wealth, it is literally meted
out to the holders of allotments, so that no man may get
more than his share. The power of this fertilising agent
being such, that Moorish poets have described the waters of
the Darro and Xenil, which irrigate the Vega of Granada, as
" streams of liquid gold flowing between emerald banks." In
order, therefore, to get the full benefit of this, the plants in a
Spanish garden are, for the most part, grown in gutters, or
holes, instead of on raised beds of earth as with us. The
Murcians frequently tell the stranger that whatever will grow
in South America will flourish in their Huerta, and during a
long residence in their capital we had opportunities of seeing
much that bears out this assertion. All the glory of Oriental
and Occidental vegetation seems to be gathered there as if in a
vast tropical garden. There grow the Palm, the Olive, the
i ig, and the Pomegranate ; the Almond tree flourishes, and in
Its branches the grasshopper (of scripture) is a burden ; " the
husks of which the swine did eat" hang like great Kidney-

A garden in Spaia (the Alameda at Cordova).

Bean pods upon the Carrob tree, and the Shittim tree gives
a pleasant shade by the way side. The Cypress and the
Turpentine tree grow in the cemeteries, and tall Canes
whisper by the watorbrooks. The Vine and the Calabash
plant ramble over verandah and trellis, the Magnolia opens
its large flowers, and the Passion-flower, taking the place of

Ivy with us, hangs in long tresses down the garden wall. The
Orange, the Lemon, and the Mulberry tree, stand about as thick
as fruit trees in an English market-garden, while beneath them,
in the summer, grow fields of Tomatoes, and, in the autumn, of

red Pepper. Wherever there is a barren, unwatered spot, the
clumsy Cactus (Prickly Pear) shows its yellow blossoms or its

ruddy fruit.

One of the common uses of this Cactus is, jointly
with the Aloe-like Pitera, to form an enclosure, or a hedge by
the way side, as in the accompanying illustration, both
of these being extremely troublesome plants to meddle with.
The Cactus (shown on the left in the engraving) is defended
with little clusters of sharp bearded spines, which after they
have once entered the flesh cannot easily be got out, but
rankle and often cause sores. Indeed the law has thought
proper to take cognisance of this, and there is a penalty
attached to the sending to market of Prickly Pears (Higos
chumbos) as the fruit of this Cactus is called, without the

previous extraction of the

,,r~. little spines which are found
upon them,aswellas upon the
leaves, showing at a short
distance like spots placed at

regular intervals. It is usual
also for the vendors of these
Prickly Pears to hold them
in a cloth whilst preparing
them for the eater, who
stands at the stall, and
swallows the sweet pulp,
stones and all, as quickly as
the Londoner will oysters; the
use of the stones being to
counteract the astringent
nature of the pulp. The
Pitera is shown on the right
of the engraving. This
plant has a stiff fleshy leaf of

a glaucous colour, and is

tipped with a hard spine,

while shorter ones are found
down the sides for a little

distance. Though it seldom
is found of any height (except
as regards its blossom stems)
it is a formidable obstacle to

encounter. Little plots of land, remote from the city, are
often fenced in with this stubborn plant, whose cold-green leaf

contrasts strongly with every other. When it blossoms the
flower-stems rise to the height of from 20 to 30 feet, and look
like gigantic candelabra. Some of the holdings in the Huerta
are private gardens of the wealthier classes, and are often
enclosed with fences of plaited cane, looking very Chinese.
Most of the plots, however, are open, as with allotment
gardens in England.
The system of irrigation applied to the Huerta, is carried

out in the public gardens of Murcia, the Glorieta, and Carmen.
Here are various plants indigenous and exotic, all planted in

gutters or holes, which can be filled with water at the appointed
time. A very fine South American Plantain grows in the
Glorieta. The garden Del Carmen, is provided with seats,

fountains, and a statue, to which, as it changes with the revolu-

tions, it would be unsafe to give a name. Murcia is not,

however, quite independent of rain, for if the dry season be
unusually long, the Segura sinks too low (from exhaustion) to

supply all the watercourses, and recourse is had to our Lady of

the Holy Fountain at Algezares, about a league off. The
image is brought forth (for a consideration), and long lines of

rustics accompany it, bearing the tall green canes beforc-

metioced. With these from time to time they strike the
image, and cry—" Water, water, O Mother of the Holy Foun-
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taiu!" The Huerta of Orihuela, however, from its being

lower down the stream, does not suffer so much from drought,

and a local proverb says

—

Llacva 6 no llueva, frir/o en

Orihuela.
Whether it raiu, or do not rain,

. In Orihuela there's always grain.

To water the Huerta of Lorca (the key of the old kingdom of

of Murcia) a reservoir is made by damming up the stream ; an
enormous dyke of yellowish stone being constructed across the

whole width of the valley. From the reservoir water is doled

out to the lands below. As in a weary land, shade is chiefly

sought in the public promenades, scarcely any town is without

its Alameda. These are often of great beauty, as will be seen

from the accompanying view of the Alameda at Cordova
with its fountain throwing up water in a grove of Palms,

Cypress, and Acacia trees. The Palm tree was first planted

here by the hand of Abdu-r-rhaman, as a memorial of his

much-loved Damascus; and the identical tree is still pointed

out to strangers, growing in the Court of Oranges in front of

the large mosque. The roof of this building was formerly of

able to take a promenade in the Alameda, assemble at their

rejas, iron-grated windows, looking like birds in a cage

;

or may be seen standing in their balconies, and talking

to their friends and acquaintances as they pass by. The
Spanish senorita is usually well skilled in the language of

flowers, and expert in that of the fan which is able to convey

much telegraphic information—open six folds and turned

upwards, it would signify " 6 a.m.," if it were reversed,

6 p.m.," and so on. An appointment would be asked for

by holding the closed fan horizontally between the thumb and

finger. Tlie lover generally takes his station against a house

on the opposite side of the narrow street and looks up towards

the balcony of his senorita, and we have on one occasion, in

Murcia, seen a " Wallflower " of this description damped in his

ardour by mischievous systems of irrigation from a balcony

above. J. M. Woodward.

Singular Fossil Tree.—In the bottom of the main shaft of

the Virginia City Coal Company, El Dorado, California, has been

enoonntered the trnnlc of a large tree, 4 feet in diameter—a lone

American Aloe naturalised in Spain.

Alerce wood, and the tree which supplied it (introduced by the
Moors), was once plentiful in the neighbourhood, but it is now
extinct. When, after a lapse of a thousand years, the rpof was
taken down, the timber was still sound, and being sawn into
planks was much sought after for guitars. At the present
day the tree is found in the Berber Mountains, and by the
people of that country is called Laris (the root of the word
Larch). The lover of that which is beautiful in Nature will

doubtless regret to hear that the Palm is decreasing in Spain,
partly because thefruitis inferior to the Barbary Date, and partly
because the tree is often injured for the sake of providing the

bleached Palm-leaves, which are placed in front of Spanish
houses in Holy week, as a protection throughout the year
against lightning. To procure these, this beautiful tree is tied

up at the top like a Cabbage, its health being injured for the

sake of a fair complexion. Toung ladies also, in Spain, gene-
rally suffer a bleaching process, from their being so much kept
indoors and in darkened rooms ; they are not allowed to

walk out except in company with a married relative, or some
other chaperon. Hence, in an evening, those who are not

relic of an ancient and extinct forest. Where cut through by the

shaft of this old tree is found to be perfectly carbonised, turned into

coal. Outside, the old log is completely crusted over with iron

pyrites, many of which are so bright that the crystals shine hke

diamonds. These crystals also extend into the body of the log, filling

what were once cracks or wind-shakea, and even forming clusters

about what once was the heart of the tree. This relic of an old-time

forest lies far below the two veins of coal the company are abont to

open.

—

Iron.

A new way with Students.—Speaking of the method of

teaching at Penikese School, Professor Putnian said :—" Text-books

are not allowed. Our way was to give each student a specimen of

fish and ask him or her to study that fish andtell the instructor what

had been observed. Thus we developed their powers of observation

upon the external character of the fish. After they had studied the

fishes for about two days, they were called upon to state what they

had seen. Then the anatomy of the specimen was gone into, and the

students were led on step by step until they had secured a very

firmly-founded idea of the structure of a vertebrate animal. Then

we asked questions as to the character of vertebrates, and finally they

ben-an to be original investigators. We really demonstrated in a
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practical way the subject, which is exciting so much attention now
of co-education of the sexes. We found that the ladies of the school
were as capable in every way of making careful dissections and
rendering careful accounts of the work they bad done as the gentle.
men

; and, in fact, four or five of the ladies became original investi-
gators before any of the gentlemen. This showed conclusively that
the ladies had the power of becoming original investigators in science
if they only would give the application."

CHILDREN" AND FLOWERS.
One day, a child came into my garden ; he surrounded a space of
aboat a foot square with sticks ; then he gathered some Roses, and
planted them, by sticking the stalks in the gromd. He did the same
by a very fine Pink. When I returned, I felt a sensation of impa-
tience, and if the child had been there, it is probable that I should
have scolded him severely

; bnt he was gone, happily for him, because
I should have frightened him, and happily for myself, because I
should have certainly said many foolish things. Not seeing him, I
reflected a little, and remembered two things. The first is, that I do
exactly what this child has done. Before I had a garden of my own,
I walked freely in the woods, on the banks of rivers, on the shores of
the sea. One day I bought myself a large plot of ground, which I
surrounded with stones in the form of a wall ; and I planted in it trees
and flowers brought from all sorts of soils. The child had liberty to
walk in all my garden, to see and inhale all the flowers ; he preferred
enclosing a little square patch, and to stick in it two or three of
these same flowers, exactly as I had done, only it cost hin nothing
but the time in which he did it, and I have spent much money,
then, when his garden was made, he left it, went to amuse himself
with something else, and forgot it ; whilst I, with this plot of ground,
have purchased a thousand cares. Formerly, if the wind in its fury
blew down a tree, that was a spectacle for me; to-day, it breaks one
of my trees, and that is a fear beforehand, a regret and a loss after-
wards. I like old ruined walls falling into dust, and creating retreats
tor the lizards; now-a-days,I feel a great inclination to have my wall
repaired, some of the stones being detached. The second thin.' I
recollected was, that I formerly did, when I was a child, exactly the
same thing in the garden of another person, that this child did in
mine. My brother and I were then quite little fellows, and we were
sent m the morning to a sort of school, not, I suppose, that we might
learn anything—not that we might be at school—but that we might
not be at home

; where, probably, wo made more noise than was
agreeable. The master of the school, or of the academy, I do not
know which title he claimed for himself, was like others ; he was an
honest restaurateur, who made up for the butter he did not put into
the soup of his pupils by instruction which he was supposed to
impart to them. The plan of these houses, in which it is always
announced that the heart and the mind of youth is formed, is always
invariably established on this problem r to find a means of selling soup
111 the most advantageous way possible. The problem is resolved in
the manner of the possessors of cafes, who )>ropose one nearly
analogous

: viz. to find the means of selling for fifteen or twenty sous
that which people would have better at home, and without incon-
venience, for four or five sous. The cafes have the journals : the
schoolmasters, those other publichouse keepers, have Latin. This
worthy, who was named M. Roncin, was the largest man I ever saw
this was his only means of obtaining cousideration. Madame Roncin
presided in the kitchen, with the help of a female servant. The
other cookery the Latin, was carried on by two or three poor fellows,
ill ted and 111 paid. They must have cost the establishment much
less than the butter would have cost that ought to have been added
to the soup, if a cook of another kind had been in question. To tell
the truth. It was the servant that was the real mistress of the house
M. Roncin was a sort of cipher ; and Madame Roncin, who directed
everything, never decided anything without consulting with Marianne
before the stove. We being among the number of the smallest, wereshut up during six hours of the day in what was called the French
class We passed the time in the best way we could ; we made birdsand boats with paper-we played odd or even with marbles. Whenthe master caught us, he confiscated our marbles, threw away our
birds and boats, and placed us on our knees in a corner of the roomthen he made us learn and repeat by heart something which be-anin this manner

:
" Grammar is the art of speaking and writln-correctly^ &c., of which we comprehended nothing, and he very

ittle. He was a poor, old, thin man, who went through it all with

}uLTTr\rT^ countenance imaginable. There were nearly twohours of the day consecrated to what was called recreation. Durin-hose two hours they let ns loose in a large court, in which were

hool bovs" Wh t"'
''"'

^'u^'°'"^
">"' ''gainst both time and the

we used to run and jump-how happy we used to be ! It happened

one day that one of ns, I do not know which, took it into his head to

make a garden : he dug up with his knife, in a corner, a square
about the size of a table, he traced walks of 4 inches in width, put
sand on his walks, and planted some small branches torn from the
large trees in the flower beds, and also a stalk cut from a Gillyflower,

which had blossomed of itself in the wall. Gardens became the
fashion. Those who, like us, were day boys, that is to say, only came
in the morning and went away at night, brought, every daj', branches
of cut fl.iwers and seeds of all sorts. The flowers were faded by the
end of an hour, and the seeds were forgotten and replaced by others
a fortnight before they could have germinated. Jly brother and I

went in the morning, with a little basket, in which were put the
provisions for the day—slices of bread-and-butter and some fruit,

destined for a meal while the other boys were at dinner. We were
humiliated bj' the neighbourhood of a garden that quite eclipsed ours.

The possessor of this garden had, as we had done in ours, sown some
Peas. His were much handsomer than ours. Perhaps he had taken
them up less frequently to see if they had germinated. One day wo
were inspired with the means of putting an end to our envy, and, at the
same time, of awakening it in our comrades. My father had a neigh,
hour ; each possessed the half of a large garden, which was divided
only by a walk. This neighbour had some magnificent Hyacinths,
and was very proud of them. We took it into our heads to transfer
these Hyacinths to our school-garden. In the evening I stole quietly
from the house, and went straight to the bed of Hyacinths; I

trembled a little, but I seized one by the stalk. I pulled it in order
to break it, but the root followed the stalk. I did not want the root

—there was nothing pretty in that, and I saw no use in it. Never.
theless, I deferred separating it till I could safely throw it away

;

but I had not the time. I took a second Hyacinth, then a third
; j

concealed them in the cellar. I went into the house again, and my
brother, in his turn, attacked the Hyacinth bed. Nisus and Euryalus
did not commit greater havoc among the Rutulians. When morning
came, never had we been up so early, or so ready to go to school.

We laid eight or ten roots at the bottom of our basket, and three or
four, the flower-stalks of which wo had gathered without the root

;

and then we placed our bread-and-butter at the top. These are bnt
bad recollections, you will say, my friend ; and yet, I can assure 3'ou,

that neither my Ijrother nor I acquired from this boy's trick any
propensity for stealing. The same thing happened to St. Augustine,
who, when a child, was a thief, as we were, and relates the circum.
stance in his Confessions with a sort of witty, half-roguish contrition.
" There was " says he " a Pear tree near our Vine loaded with fruit

;

one night, after having, as usual, rambled about the streets, we went,
a troop of young rogues and I, to gather these Pears ; which we did,

and if we tasted one it was simply for the pleasure of doing what we
were forbidden to do." I had not, as St. Augustine had, the con.
solation of being punished for my crime by the crime itself. If his

Pears were not sweet, I must confess that the Hyacinths were beauti.
ful. My punishment arrived late ; it did not arrive until yesterday,
but it did arrive. The Hyacinths were beautiful, and we enjoyed
beforehand the admiration and envy they would create at playtime.
We went straight to school, under the care of the gardener, without
stopping, as usual, to gape into the shop windows. When arrived, as
we knew the Hyacinths would stand a chance of being stolen, we
would not place our basket in the comer where the baskets were
usually deposited ; we kept ours, and concealed it under the form
between onr legs. It appeared to us that this interminable class

would never be over, or the moment arrive at which we could go and
plant our Hyacinths. All at once the door was opened, and Madame
Roncin entered. She called us both in one of her blandest tones :

" I

am told you have got some beautiful flowers for your garden. Let
me see them. Then we were like La Fontaine's raven ; we took our
basket and gave it up to the admiration of Madame Roncin. In the
first place, Madame took out the slices of bread-and-butter and placed
them on the table of old Father Poquet; then she took out the Hya.
cinths, one by one, and ranged them near the bread-and-butter. At
this moment I raised my eyes and saw, close against the windows of

the school-room door, two faces ! two formidable faces ! that of the
owner of the Hyacinths, and that of the gardener, whom my father
had sent to fetch us home to expiate our fault. I will not inflict

npon you the detail of the reproaches we received, or of the punish,
ment reserved for us till onr return to school the next day. We were
ordered to carry our basket to the kitchen, where Madam Roncin and
her servant were at breakfast. Both saluted us with the title of
" little thieves." At first we cried alittle; but my brother whispered,
'I .say, Stephen, did you see anything?" " Ves ; didn't you?"
And that which we had seen was, that-on one of the stoves were two
of the finest Hyacinths in pots, which Madame Ronein had contrived,
by some means, to appropriate to herself. I soon forgot both the
llyacinths and our offence, but I could not help, yesterday, remem.
bering both the one and the other. My beantful Roses, that I had
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looked forward to daring ten months ! my o\vn diamonds ! my dear
flowers ! I went every morning, from the day of their blooming, to

salute them, the first thing on entering my garden ; I examined
them to see if anything had injured them, to see if any insect, were
gnawing the buds. I gazed at them, I breathed their perfume, and
I felt myself rich and almost insolent. And this confounded child

iuhamanly tore them from their boughs, and stuck them in his garden,

where they died iu a few hours ! And my Pink ! a beautiful Flemish
Pink, white with violet bands; a Pink which I had, only the evening
before, obstinately refused to a lady who requested it of me ! Then,
and not till then, was I aware of all the grief I had caused our poor
neighbour, the man of the Hyacinths. It appeared to me that I

imderwent one of those vengeances that Dido announces to the

perjured ^neas :
—
Exoriare aliquis nostris ex ossibus ultor.

That child was not then born who now forces from me such just

reflections. In fact, it is our children who will repay us the pains

and anxieties that we have cost our parents. At the same time, let

us not require from them the tenderness we feel for them ; it is not

to us that they owe it or will pay it, it is to the children they will

themselves have, and of whom they will complain unjustly, then, as

we complain of them, and as our fathers complained of ns. " We
only remember the respect and gratitude we owe to our parents to

require it of oar children."—" Tour Round my Garden."

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
NEW KINDS OF POTATOES AND THEIR CULTUEE.
In spite of sharp late spring frosts aud a very dry summer,
the Potato crop of the past season has been one of the best
which we have had for several years—best, not in the sense of

greater abundance, as the crop of last year was heavy, but as
regards healthiness and an almost entire immunity from
disease. Potatoes, in consequence, are now remarkably cheap,
and cheap they will probably remain until after Christmas.
One result of immunity from disease has been, that many
kinds, perchance hitherto not well known, have exhibited
their true characters, and we are thus in a position to

give a fairer opinion of their merits than we have been
able to do in previous years. My own Potatoes are in all

respects truly excellent ; and, where a selection of kinds has
grown under special cultivation, in order to obtain good tubers
for exhibition, the extra labour involved has been amply
repaid ; indeed, the longer I grow Potatoes the more I am
convinced that no vegetable more thoroughly recoups extra
cost and labour, producing, as it does, nob- only a heavier crop,

but also one, in every way, of finer quality. Ordinary cultiva-

tion may be described as digging, drilling, or dibbling the
tubers into the ground in rows, 2 feet apart, afterwards clean-

ing and earthing up in the usual way. Extraordinary cultiva-

tion consists in trenching and manuring in the autumn of the
previous year ; then, after the ground has laid for a few weeks,
marking it out for ridges, 3 or 4 feet apart, as the case may be,

and digging it a second time ; each width so marked oft" is

thrown into a ridge, and in this state is allowed to remain
during severe weather. Whilst the soil is being thus purified
by frost, a mixture of short rotten manure, vegetable refuse,

or leaf mould, mixed with roadside parings and other mat-
ters of that kind, is frequently turned, well mixed together,
and worked into a thoroughly pulverised state. This is

then spread as thickly as can be spared along each furrow
and well forked in, the same operation being repeated
if the ground is at all stiff aud heavy ; then just before plant-
ing, a mixture of one-half slaked lime, and the other half

equal parts of soot, guano, and salt, should be prepared, and if

a quantity of fine wood ashes can be added, so much the better.

This mixture is then strewn thickly along the furrows, and
pointed in to the depth of 4 or ^j inches. The soil is then ready
for planting. This is effected by having a drill drawn with a
hoe down the centre of the furrow, and in this the sets are
laid about 1-5 inches apart, and several inches of the finest soil

are forked over them. Thus the ground remains until the haulm
is well through it, when the ridges are again forked over, and
thoroughly pulverised, a portion of the loose soil being placed
around the young growth. In a fortnight a partial earthing up
with a fork follows, and a final one is given a week or so later,

when beyond keeping the ground clear of weeds, little else is

done until the period for lifting the crop comes round. Not
the least important part of my mode of cultivation consists in

the proper preparation of the sets. As a rule, the best seed-

tubers are those of good medium size, clean, firm, and well-

seasoned, and which have been stored through the- winter in

such a manner that, at planting time, the shoots made arc

stout and vigorous, aud in no way drawn or blanched. Then,

it is advisable, if extra fine samples be desired, to gouge out

with a sharp knife all but the single crown eye, and it will be

found that when the crop is lifted, there will be very few small

tubers, and a very fine sample of large ones. Our most suc-

cessful exhibitors all adopt this practice with the most satis-

factory results, and I recommend this mode of culture and
treatment of the seed-sets to all who may be disposed to enter

fully into the matter of profitable Potato cultivation.

As to varieties, the following is a selection of sorts not

commonly known, either because they grow only in certain

districts, or because they are yet comparatively new. I will

begin with an undoubtedly new kind, that has been this year

grown only at Chiswick, having been sent there direct from
Messrs. Bliss & Sons, of New York. It is called the New
Early White, a designation under which it has been awardeda
first-class certificate. The tubers are white, flattish-round in

shape, of neat appearance, and produced in abundance ; the

haulm is dwarf and compact, and ripens off early. The special

merits of this variety consist in its being a first early, a good

cropper, and of excellent table quality. Veitch's Early Per-

fection is a first early, producing round tubers, white, smooth,

and handsome ; it is a fair cropper and of excellent quality

;

haulm, short, ripening off early. Fenn's Early Market is also

a first early; tubers, round, large, and handsome; the skin is

white, but the flesh is yellow" and firstrate, both as regards

quality and flavour ; haulm, short and distinct. It is a capital

cropper, and has received a first-class certificate at Chiswick.

Both of these kitads are eminently garden Potatoes, and should

be grown in rich soil. Fenn's Early White Kidney has also

obtained a first-class certificate. It is a first early kidney, the

tubers of which are white, handsome, and of good size_; the

flesh is white and of first-rate quality, and, in short, it is an

improvement on the Ashleaf, which is one of its parents ; the

haulm is distinct aud of moderate growth, and it is a good

cropper. The Purple Ashleaf is a very old, but by no means
a common, kind; it is not quite so early as the White Ashleaf,

but it is a heavier cropper ; its tubers are large and handsome,

and the flesh is white and good. This is undoubtedly the best

purple kidney in cultivation, either for table use or for exhibi-

tion. Wonderful Red Kidney is a variety that might well be

termed the Red Ashleaf, although it differs materially from

that kind, which is late in ripening, whilst Wonderful Red is a

first early, producing handsome pale red tubers of good quality.

Bountiful, a second early and a keeper, is another of Mr. Fenn's

kinds, aud has recently received a first-class certificate at

Chiswick. The tubers have a moderately netted skin, deep

red in colour, and exceedingly handsome ; they are never

unduly large, and are produced in great abundance ; it is

emphatically a bountiful cropper ; it is one of the handsomest

kinds for purposes of exhibition. During the past season an

early second early white kidney has been grown at Chiswick,

under the respective names of the Shiner, Sutton's Defiance,

Cooling's Early Prolific, and others. It has an Ashleaf type of

foliage; the tubers are large, flat, and handsome ; and it is a

good cropper ; the table quality is not first-rate, but it may
improve where grown in good soils. The glowing accounts

given last winter as to the wonderful produce in America of

the Extra Early Vermont, and its having received a first-class

certificate at Chiswick, have caused it to be largely sold; not-

withstanding the fact that the selling price was 2s. 6d. per lb.

I am, however, compelled to say that it differs so slightly

from the Early Rose that it is exceedingly difficult to discern

the difference. It is, however, something in its favour, that

although it produces a great abundance of tubers, few of them
are so large as not to be of good table use. I shall grow it

again another year before pronouncing finally on its merits.

I have yet another of the Early Rose family, viz.. Early Gem.
This was sent us from America, and is an exact duplicate of the

Extra Early Vermont. The best of all the Rose family, is the
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Late American Rose, a very fine distinct kind with robust
haulm, and, at least, a fortnight later in ripening than the
others ; its tubers are large, pale red, and slightly netted ; the
flesh is white and mealy. It is a very large cropper, handsome
for exhibition, and a first-rate kmd for a main crop. Another
American kind, distinct and good, is Snowflake, which was
selling last spring at 12s. per lb. Of course the stock is exceed-
ingly limited, but as it is a large cropper it will rapidly increase.
Snowflake resembles the better known Breese's Prolific in
the haulm and shape of the tuber, but the latter instead of

having a pink skin is of a brownish-white colour. The tubers
are large, long, flat, and handsome, the flesh is very white and
flakey, but it lacks flavour ; still I consider it to be a valuable
acquisition. Vermont Beauty also received a certificate at
Chiswick last year, and is a first-class Potato ; but this season
it has exhibited a much stronger growth than last year, and
has been later in ripening. The tubers are large, flattish -round
in shape, and in colour the same as Flourball, but although a
strong grower it ripens earlier than that kind, compared with
which, too, it is a heavy cropper, and of much softer and better
quality. It makes a fine exhibition variety. Last of the
Americans is Compton's Surprise, a large late kind, having
tubers, in colour much like those of the old Jersey Blue. The
haulm is very robust, and needs plenty of space, and the pro-
duce is large. It is not a handsome kind, but will make a good
field or cottager's main crop variety.

Turning now to some of our best home raised varieties, I
will first allude to that very handsome round kind, the Hector
of Woodstock, another of Mr. Fenn's seedlings that has been
awarded a certificate at Chiswick. It ranks as a second early,
and is a large cropper ; the tubers are white, round, smooth,
and very handsome, and of even table size. The flesh is of a
yellowish white colour, and when well cooked it presents
almost the perfection a table Potato, being mealy, soft, and of
excellent flavour. It is also a capital exhibition kind. Model,
is probably the best of Bell and Thorpe's seedlings, and is one
of the handsomest of white round kinds ; the haulm is tall,

dark in colour, and rather late in ripening. The tubers are
white, oval-round in shape, smooth and handsome, and good
for exhibition. Of its table quality I cannot say much, but on
dry soils it is fairly good. Webb's Presidentis an old, but very
excellent, second early variety, the haulm of which is rather
dwarf and spreading; the tubers are very white, flattish-
round in shape, and usually clear and handsome. It is first-

class when cooked, and is altogether a most useful Potato.
Blanchard, is a strong growing, round, white French variety,
the tubers of which are large and handsome, the crown eyes
being considerably splashed with purple. It is a good cropper,
is of excellent quality, and makes a very distinct kind for
exhibition purposes. Much like Blanchard, in the colouring of
the tuber, is The Favourite, another of Mr. Fenn's kinds, but
in shape it is more oval, and when cooked whiter, and more
mealy. It is a good garden kind, the haulm being short. It
is classed as a second early, and will well repay good cultiva-
tion. Wa,terloo Kidney is a distinct kind, the haulm of which
is of medium height, and spreading. The tubers are large,
white, and handsome, and of excellent quality. This is

a capital variety for market, as the tiibers are formed
early, and are very white in colour. Perfection Kidney,
is an early Lapstone and is the result of a graft of
Yorkshire Hero into Fenn's Onward. It produces medium-
sized and exceedingly handsome tubers, that are of first-
rate quality. Excelsior Kidney is one of the finest forms
of Daw's Matchless strain. It is a strong grower and does
best in rather poor ground ; the tubers are white, large, and
very mealy when cooked. This kind also received a first-class
certificate. New Cambridge Kidney is the result of a cross
between the Fluke and Lapstone ; it is a strong grower and a
late ripener

; the tubers are large, browuish-white in colour,
and much netted; quality, excellent. Paterson's Improved
Victoria is probably the best Potato Paterson has ever sent
out, and is a first-rate kind for main crop ; it is a strong
grower and a heavy cropper. Of coloured round kinds the
very best and handsomest purple is Scotch Blue, a dwarf-
growmg variety suitable for the garden ; it is a second early
and IS a capital cropper; the tubers are pebble-shaped and
handsome

; flesh, white, and of excellent cpiality. Birmingham

Blue is a good pale purple skinned kind, and also a second
early ; the tubers arc large, oval, and handsome ; the flesh,

white and of fine table quality. My last selection is Red
Emperor, a kind now pretty well known on account of its

extremely handsome tubers, which are usually pebble-shaped
;

flesh, white and of good quality. It is a heavy cropper and
should be classed as a late second early kind. A. Deax.

THE GARDENER'S FRIEND.
A COERESPOXDENT of the CuUirator has invented a useful litllo

implement, which lie has called " The Gardener's Friend." He says
" It will make rows without a line, cross-check for planting Beans,
Peas, &c., make holes for setting Beets, Cabbages, Onions, Straw-
berries, &o., any distance from l inches to 3 feet apart in the row,
and will do it more easily, and in one-eighth of the time required by
the old back-breaking plan. The instrument costs but little, and can
be made in two hours b}' any person who can use a saw and
axe. The following sketch shows its appearance. It consists of a
wheel, made of boards, from li to 3 feet in diameter, and 2
inches wide. The handles may be made of any desired length
and pattern. On the edge of the wheel fix wooden pins 1 inch in

diameter, wedge-shaped at the outer end, projecting 2i inches from
the rim. Bore holes 1| inch deep and 4 inches apart around the
wheel. In setting out Turnips, Onions, &c., leave all the pins in

;

for other plants, take out the pins as the distance apart requires.

Operation : Decide on the distance you wish your rows apart, and
stake off the distance at each end ; wheel your Friend in position,

wheel across to the opposite stake, and you will have made a straight
row, and the holes will all be made ready for the plants, in number
from 50 to 1,000, according to length of rows, and all done in the
time required to walk the distance."

The Drapers' Garden.—A draper states that the ground-reut
of £15,000 per annum, which will be obtained by the Drapers' Com.
pany for their garden, is to bo applied to the erection of a suitable
building, in which to maintain and educate at least 300 girls and boys,
children of poor clergymen, half-pay officers, and other professional

men in indigent circumstances.

Ants in Dwelling' Houses.— Several recipes for destroying
ants have lately been given in the Times; Mr. Salter, of St. John's
College, New Wandsworth, says :—Our kitchen was swarming in the
summer time with ants, both winged and unwinged. Windows, tables,

and floor were all covered with them. Observation told me that they
came almost without exception from holes in the hearth, the heat being
doubtless favourable to theirgeneration. Objecting to being thus over,
crowded with lodgers 1 did not want, I carefully poured some strong
vitriol (sulphuric acid) down each of the holes, at the same time
killing those who happened not to be at home. The dose must have
proved fatal not only to the living, but also to all their eggs, for not an
ant, has since been visible indoors. Another correspondent recom-
mends placing a saucer of weak rum and water, well-sweetened with
coarse brown sugar, in any place frequented by the ants ; into this,

he says, they will flock by hundreds, and thus, to some extent at least,

be destroyed. Any chink or aperture in the wood-work of the house,

or of any cupboard or sideboard whence the ants are found to issue,

may also be well peppered with advantage. Someyearsago, says a third

correspondent, at my house in the country a colony of ants established

themselves under the kitchen flooring. Not knowing the exact

locality of the nest, I endeavoured to destroy the insects with treacle,

sugar, arsenic, &c. ; but, although I slew numbers thus, the plague
still increased. At last, bethinking myself that ants dislike the

smell of tar, I procured some carbolic acid, and diluting it with about
a dozen times its weight of water, I squirted a pint of the mixture
through the air-bricks under the flooring, and my enemies vanished

that day, never to return. It has always been successful. For
crickets, Jtc, also, a little of this sent into their holes acts as an imme.
diate notice to quit. Camphor placed wherever table linen is kept,

is also said to drive away ants.
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THE ARBORETUM.
ON PLANTING ON PEAT BOG.

By JOHN BLAIKIE WEBSTER.
The planting of bog land not only claims the attention of the planter
on account of the vast area which it represents both in Great Britain
and Ireland, but also on account of the ever increasing demand for
timber trees of home growth. Moreover, by reclaiming these boggy
swamps, they wonld not only prove a source of revenue to the owners,
but also have a beneficial effect in embellishing and improving the
climate of the country. The present report refers to three planta-
tions, or rather that portion of each plantation which is composed of

deep peat or bog, and is situated in county Armagh, Ireland. The
descriptive particulars of the bog previous to being drained and
planted , are as follows :—The bog is about 60 feet above sea level,

quite open and exposed to the weather from all quarters. It consists

of deep, rank, fibrous peat, light brown in colour, formed by the
remains of bog plants in an imperfect state of decomposition, caused
by the excess of stagnant water which it contained, the whole pores
being completely shut up, thereby excluding the action of the air, and
rendering it cold, water logged, soft and shaking, and quite incapable
of acting as the food of trees. It contains about 95 per cent, of com-
bustible matter, and 5 per cent, of mineral matter or ash. No. 1 is

a mixed Fir plantation, composed principally of Scotch Pine and
Larch ; that portion which consists of deep bog comprises an area of

about 7 acres, and was planted in March and April, 1861. The
principal arterial drain or main outlet is 33 feet wide at the sui'face

of the ground, and the average depth from 8 to 10 feet, and the
banks cut with a slope of 45°. It runs along the south-west side of

the bog, and joins the Black water near Vomer's Bridge, and falls

into Lough Neagh, at Maghray. Commencing at the main outlet,

the sub-mains were cut 8 feet wide at top, 2 feet at bottom, and
5 feet deep. At first an open channel was cut to allow the surface-
water to run off ; the drains were then gradually deepened to the
required dimensions as the bog got dry and firm. These drains, as

well as the principal arterial outlet, were cut several years before the
smaller ones. The small drains were cut 3J feet wide at top, 3 feet

deep, and 18 inches wide at bottom, the distance apart varying
according to circumstances from 12 to 21. feet. The whole of the
peat brought to the surface in the course of excavating the drains
was levelled out on the surface of the bog, and allowed to lie and
drip, for one year before planting operations were commenced.

Claying and Planting.—In December, 1860, and January,
1861, the clay was brought and laid on the surface of the bog by
means of a railway, capable of being wronght by manual labour.

The rails are made in sections of 11 feet in length, and capable of

being lifted and laid by a couple of men, one at each end. Then, by
means of a turning-table, the waggons were directed to any point on
the bog where the clay was wanted. The pits were then opened for

the plants at a distance of 3J feet apart, and in size from 12 to 14
inches on the side of the square. A couple of ordinary shovelfuls of

clay was then laid down at each pit, and allowed to lie exposed to

the action of the frost until spring. This work was commenced in

the beginning of March, and finished in the beginning of April, 1861.
The plants used were two-year seedlings, one year transplanted
native Scotch Pine, and two year seedlings, one year transplanted
Larch, the former about 10 inches, and the latter about 20 inches
high; at the rate of 3,556 plants per acre, and in' the proportion of

two-thirds Scotch Pine to one-third Larch, with the exception of 100
plants, Abies nigra, about 10 inches high, which were planted here
and there principally along the margins. In performing the opera-
tion of planting, each man was provided with a boy, and bag to hold
his plants. The man mixed the clay and bog with his spade, and
put about one-half of the mixed stuff into the pit; the boy at the
same time preparing the plant by holding it in an inverted position

in his left hand, while he disentangles and spreads out the roots
with his right, he then places the plant in the centre of the pit,

keeping the strongest roots to the south-west (as our strongest gales

of wind come from that quarter), he then holds the [plant in a per-

pendicular position, while the man, with his spade, lifts the stuff and
places it on the roots of the plant, and tramps it firm with his foot.

Any loose stuff which may remain he then gathers round the stem
and gives it a second tramp, when the work of planting is finished.

Owing to the softness of the bog, and the action of the wind upon
the plants, moving them backwards and forwards, a good many of

them got swayed to one side by the month of May. The plantation

was then examined, and any plants that were blown over set np and
trampled firm with the foot. In the beginning of June the planta-

tion was examined a second time, and, with the exception of a few
plants here and there that required a little tramping, all the others

were established and making fine young growths. In bog-planting,

a matter of great importance, and one which ought never to be
neglected, is that of keeping the plants in their proper position until
such time as the roots get established in the ground. The present
condition of the plantation is very satisfactory, the height of the
trees, both Larch and Scotch Fir, average from 10 to 12 feet, and are
in perfect health. The thinnings are generally sold to small farmers
for fencing puposes, the Scotch Fir at 9d. and the Larch at Is. per
dozen. The average height of the Abies nigra, is 10 feet, present
value 9d. per dozen. The relative progress and value of this portion
of the plantation as compared with another portion planted at the
same time, and from the same stock of plants, on clay loam, is as
follows :—Average height of Scotch Fir, 12 feet

; present value,
1b. per dozen; average height of Larch, 15 feet; present value]
Is. 6d. per dozen ; average height of Abies nigra, 8 feet

; present
value 6d. per dozen. The chemical composition as well as the
physical properties of the bog have now undergone a great change.
The clay which was used at planting has not only added weight and
firmness to the surface, but also added to its alumina, assisted decom.
position, and rendered the whole surface a rich fertile bed for the
roots of the trees. The growth of the trees since the formation has
taken up the superfluous moisture, thereby rendering the whole of
the 3-feet drains quite dry, and with the exception of the principal
arterial drain and sub.leaders, none of the others have required
cleaning out for the last five years. The bog has suuk about 2 feet
since the formation. No. 2 is a portion of a mixed Fir plantation
situated in the immediate vicinity of No. 1. The descriptive par.
ticulars of the bog previous to being drained and planted are the same
as No. 1, and need not be repeated. The pits were opened the same
size, and the same quantity of clay allowed to each pit as for No. 1.
It was planted in March and April, 1862. The plants used were two.
year seedling Larch and Scotch Fir, one year transplanted in a
local nursery formed for that purpose on as exposed situation on
the edge of the bog, the former about 20 inches high, and the
latter about 10 inches high, and at the rate of 3,556 plants per
acre, with the exception of one dozen plants Abies Douglasii, and
one dozen plants Austrian Pine, the former about 12 in'ches, and
the latter about 10 inches high. The Larch and Scotch Fir' were
planted in the proportion of two-thirds of the latter and one.
third of the former per acre. The Austrian Pines and A.
Douglasii were planted here and there merely by way of trial.
The mode of planting was the same as that described for No. 1
the only difference being that the plants were brought fresh
from the nursery each day as they were wanted, and inserted in
the ground before their roots got dry. This proved to be a
decided advantage, especially in early life, to that of having to bring
the plants a distance from the public nurseries in spring. The
plants made a fine start immediately after planting, and have con-
tinued in a healthy, vigorous state ever since. At the present date
the Larch and Scotch Fir average from 10 to 12 feet high, and the
thinnings have been sold at the following prices, viz., Scotch Fir,
9d., and Larch Is. per dozen. Their relative progress and value, as
compared with trees of the same age and species growing on sandy
loam are equal. The Austrian Pines have attained an average height
of 8 feet 6 inches, their progress and value, as compared with trees
of the same species growing on a thin sandy soil are equal

; present
value, 6d. per dozen. The average height of the Abies Douglasii is
12 feet

;
present value. Is. per dozen. Average height of the same

species growing on clay loam is 10 feet ; present value, 9d. per dozen.
The trees growing on bog are well furnished with lateral branches,'
and the foliage of a dark green rich colour, whereas the trees on claj-
loam are not so well furnished with side branches, and the foliage
much thinner, and of a yellowish colour. The present condition of
the bog is the same as described for No. 1, and need not be repeated
here. No. 3 is a series of plantations in the shape of long narrow
belts, and situated upon the same property as the former. They
were planted between the years 1846 and 1849 inclusive, the oldest
portion being now twenty-five, and the youngest twenty-two years
old. The descriptive particulars of the bog previous to being drained
and planted are the same as that described for No. 1.

Draining.—The belts were laid off 20 yards broad, and a drain
out along each side 8 feet wide at top, 2 feet at bottom, and 5 feet
deep. The bog was then dug 14 inches deep, and formed into ridges
5 feet broad, a small drain being cut between the ridges 30 inches
wide at top, 12 inches at bottom, and 2 feet deep ; these were cut
at right angles with the side drains, and consequently had an outlet
at each end. The bog was then allowed to lie for one year before
being planted ; the pita were opened the same size, and the same
quantity of clay allowed to each pit as described for No. 1. The
trees were planted at the rate of 3,556 plants per acre, and in the
following proportion :—one-half transplanted Scotch Fir, about
10 inches high ; one-fourth transplanted Larch, about 20 inches
high, and one fourth common Spruce (Abiea excelsa), about 10 inches
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waterdropg work like magic under these hot suns, and the barren,

high. These were planted as a mixture generally over the ground,

with'the exception o£ one small portion of a belt, WO yards long by

20 broad, which was planted entirely with Larch. The work of

planting was executed and finished in a similar manner to that

described for No. 1. The plantations have been repeatedly thinned,

BO that the existing crops consist of about 600 trees per acre. The

average cubic content of Larch per tree, in a portion of the plantation

last planted, and which is now tvventy-two years old from the date of

planting, is 2 feet, at lOd. per foot=ls. 8d. The average cubic con.

tent of Larch per tree, the same age as the former, growing upon

clay li am, is 2 feet 4 inches, at Is. per foot=23. 4d. The average

cubic content of Scotch Fir per tree, the same age, and growing

along with the Larch on bog, is 2 feet 3 inches, at 5d. per foot^ll'id-

The average cubic content of Scotch Fir, the same age, growing on

clay loam, per tree, is 2 feet 4 inches, at 6d. per foot=ls. 2d. The

average cubic content of Spruce Fir, the same age as the former, on

bog, per tree, is 2 feet 3 inches, at 5d. per foot^llid. The average

cubic contents of Spruce Fir, the same age as the former, growing on

clay loam, per tree, is 2 feet, at 5d. per foot=10d. The difference in

the rate of price per cubic foot is owing to the inferiority of timber

grown on bog, it being much softer, and not so durable, as timber

grown upon hard ground ; so that mere bulk does not always repre-

sent the true value. The bog, since the formation, has sunk about

2 feet, and presents a hard firm surface j the trees have taken up the

sap from the bottom, thereby rendering all the minor cross-drains

perfectly dry. The whole of the trees in the mixed portion of the

plantation are in perfect health—not the least trace of any disease

has ever been observed in them. That portion of a belt already

referred to, which was planted entirely with Larch, is now twenty-

five years old. The results, however, in this case are widely different

from that of the former. The trees have been repeatedly thinned to

allow room for their proper development, and are well furnished with

lateral branches nearly to the ground
;
yet the whole group has a

stunted, weatherbeaten appearance; the tops, for the most part,

ate bent from the south-west by the force of the wind ; the

foliage is thin, and of a yellowish colour; the bark is hard, dry,

and brittle, and full of cryptogamic growths ; the shape of the

trunk is what is generally termed by woodmen " Carrot-grown"

—

that is, large at the butt-end, and not carrying up its thickness

in proportion to its height. None of the trees, however, have

been effected with ulcers. Coccus laricis, ground-rot, or pumping.
One-third of the trees perished when young, one-third are now worth

43. per dozen, and one-third contain on an average 1 cubic foot per

tree, which is worth lOd. The average cubic content of Larch,

the same age as the former, growing on clay loam, per tree, is 2 feet

9 inches, at Is. per foot^2s. 9d. The bog here was dug, drained,

clayed, and planted in the same manner as that described for the

other portions of the belts, so that the cause of failure cannot be

attributed to anything in connection with the formation. The failure,

however, may be accounted for in this way—first, want of shelter

;

and, second, the rank, fibrous bog was too cold and wet for the soft,

tender roots of the Larch. Bog of this class, although thoroughly

drained, yet by means of capillary attraction retains fully six times

its own weight of water, and may be compared to a wet sponge.

Trees, planted in such a situation, unless capable of taking up the

BuperSuous moisture from below, are sure to perish ; this the Larch

is not capable of doing but to a small extent in comparison with

gome of the hardy evergreen tribe of trees, hence the cause of

failure. The bog here has only sunk since the formation 1 foot

;

decay is making slow progress, and, with the exception of a few
inches at the surface, it continues in a cold, raw, green state. The
best plan in this case would be to stub up the whole trees, and
replant the bog with a mixture of native Scotch Fir and Larch. As
soon as the Scotch Firs get established, they not only afford shelter,

but also collect and pump up the moisture from below, dispensing it

in vapour through the air, thus accelerating decomposition, and
rendering the bog capable of supplying the necessary foodfor the Larch.

Remarks.-—First—In preparing bog for planting, it should

always be drained and made ready at least twelve months before

planting is commenced. The size and quantity of the drains must
be regulated according to circumstances, and should be determined

on the spot. As a general rule, however, the principal outlets

should not be less than 5 feet deep. On exposed situations the

drains near the margin of the plantation should be laid off in such a
manner (if possible) that the dreaded blast shall not blow right

across them, as the trees growing along the exposed sides of such
drains have not sufficient room to extend their roots, and the conse-

quence is, that in soft bog whole rows of snch trees are often upset
by the wind tearing up the side of the drain along with their roots,

whereas, when the ends of the drains are kept to the blast this is

prevented. It is, therefore, desirable that this should be kept in

view at the time of the formation. Second—Bog should not be
planted in autunm or winter, as the cold and tannin which it contains

destroys the roots before spring. The writer made several experi.

meats by planting a number of Larch and Scotch Fir in the month
of January, 18i;G, and found that 80 per cent, of the Larch and
50 per cent, of the Scotch Fir died. As a general rule, cold deep
bog should never be planted sooner than March or April. The
writer has practised this plan with perfect success for the last ten

years, and has never found it necessary to beat up or replant any
of the plantations so treated during that period. Third—Largo
plants are objectionable in bog planting, as, from the softness of

the bog and the height of the plants, they are easily upset by the
wind, and require too much labour and attention to keep them in

an upright position ; and, if this is neglected, the result is, that

when the tree begins to grow, the leader naturally takes an upright

direction, thus forming the stem into a semicircular shape, thereby
rendering it comparatively worthless. Two-year seedling plants,

one year transplabted, are the best ; transplanting has the effect of

giving a better and more fibrous root, as well as a stout, well,

furnished stocky stem.

—

Highland Society's Transactions.

Azara micropliylla.—One of the neatest of evergreen shrabs
known, and one which will be most welcome in our gardens, as it is

nearly or quite hardy in our climate, is the above named Azara. It

has, in fact, stood out unharmed for the past five years, at Coombe
Wood, where it is cultivated by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, The Azara
microphylla is a native of Valdivia, where it is found at an elevation

of 3,000 feet. It has received a first-class certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society, and is, undoubtedly, one of the best plants of

the hardy class which has been introduced of late years. It is of

shrubby habit, growing 8 or 10 feet high, with spreading or drooping
branches, which have a peculiar fan-shaped mode of development,
exactly adapting them for training against walls. The foliage is

exceedingly neat, but dense, of a dark shining green, and a bluntly

ovate figure, the margins being toothed. The flowers are inconspicu.

ous, so that the beauty of the plant must be sought in its densely,

set glossy foliage. We know of no plant which could be more appro.
priately introduced to cover a wall, where a neat clothing is required,

than this Azara, and there is little doubt, from the experience gained
at Coombe Wood, that in such sheltered positions it would prove
hardy in most parts of the country.

—

Florist.

A Portuguese Pine Forest.—The road northward from Leca
lies through the vast Pine woods which form so broad a zone along the
Portuguese seaboard. The Pine of Portugal, is as a rule, the fast,

growing Pinus maritima, very like our own Scotch Fir, and quite as
ugly a tree when young. In some places the more picturesque Stone
Pine is found, but it is of slower growth, and notwithstanding the
greater value of its timber and the use as food of its Filbert-like cone
kernels, it is little cultivated. The commoner Pine grows rapidly in

poor soil, and fine trees are often seen with their roots in mere sand.
The Pine forest is in general monotonous and unpicturesqne, for the
trees are always cut before they reach the dignity of " two ton
timber," and the side branches are lopped year after year to within
a yard or two of the tree top. The traveller passes league after

league of straight.stemmed Pine, and wearies for the sight of a green
field or Vineyard. The Pine forest, too, as in other countries, is

silent and deserted: blackbirds, jays, and magpies are the only birds
commonly seen oc heard. Now and then a wood owl flits out of the
shadow of an ivied tree, and the occasional tap of a woodpecker's
beak, or bis sudden laugh like cry, are sounds that a traveller feels

to be a relief to the stillness. Human beings are rarely encountered,
though the forest maintains its own peculiar population. Where the
trees are rooted in anything bet blowing sand, Gorse grows ; and the
cutting of it once in every three years affords some profit. Gorse in

Portuguese farm economy is of great value, being used for the bedding
of horned cattle, while the whole of the straw of the farm is used for
their food ; a system that has many obvious advantages, and others
that are not so obvious. Every now and then, in the depth of the
forest, a party of charcoal burners is met with, or of sawyers and
carpenters, who encamp in the woods, fell and saw up the Pines, and
make the boards upon the spot into doors, windows, and boxes, that
are carried long distances for sale. If the forest is in the neighbour,
hood of towns, the fallen needles and cones are collected by women
and children and carried in nets on donkey-back for sale as fuel.

These are the purely forestal industries—the only human life

connected with it—but this dreary desert of Pine wood has its oases.

Wherever a brook crosses the forest the scene shifts immediately,
and the watercourse is margined by narrow fields of Maize, Ilyc, and
Wheat, or orchards of fruit trees reach on either side as far as the
water can be made to flow. The stream itself is bordered with pol.

larded Oak and Chestnut trees, over which Vines are trained. The
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dusty soil is turned by it into fertile meadow land. The silence of

the forest is exchanged in an instant for a concert of wootllarks and

nightingales, and tho refreshing coolness of the wator.laden air

and tho green shadow of deciduous trees are positively delicious to

the traveller who has passed through the shadeless forest and breathed

the dry, over-sunned air, pungent with the peculiar odour which the

Pines give out.

—

Neiv Qtiarterhj Review.

PYRUS TOURINGO.
This forms a bushy shrub with a somewhat pendulous habit. It

bears rose-coloured flowers in profusion, which are succeeded by very

small fruit that ripens in September and in the beginning of October.

It is red when ripe, but quickly assumes a reddish-brown colour, and
has a sharp sourish taste. This shrub was introduced into Europe
from Japan, a country of which it is, probably, a native. It is

Pyms Torringo.

increased by grafting it on any of the stocks usually employed for

Apple trees, and it may also be raised from seeds.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Best Time to Prune Evergreens : W. E. S. The end of E'ebruary or the
beginning of March is the best time to prune common Laurels, Portugal
Laurels, and all evergreens that are liable to suffer from severe frost in winter.
Ivy may be clipped at the same time, or almost at any time.

Do Conifers Enjoy Manure? H. D. We do not believe Conifers require
either manure or carefully chosen soil if the cUmate is well suited to them.
But decayed farmyard manure may be used without danger and with benefit
in poor soils. Subsequent top-dressings of thoroughly decayed manure will
further benefit the trees.

Evergreens for "Walls : S. H. You might try the following, which will
clothe the wall in question for a considerable height :—Crat^gus Pyracantha,
Azara microphylla, Berberis Darwinii, B. stenophylla, Escallonias in variety,
Lardizabala biternata, Ivies in variety, Ceanothus papillosus and others,
Kuonymus radicans, Ilex latifolia, Cotoneaster microphylla, and Magnolia
grand iflora.

The Dunkeld Larches-—The following note, copied from a board near the
tree, refers to the largest of the two original Larches growing in the grounds
of Dunkeld Palace, at the west end of the Cathedral :

—" Larix europcea. From
Tyrol. Planted in 1733 ; circumference in 1373, at 3 feet from the ground, 17
feet 2 inches. Height, 93 feet 10 inches; and contains 423 cubic feet of timber."
There are many other fine Larch trees in the grounds at Dunkeld, but all are
much inferior to the two just alluded to.—M.
The Pepperidge Tree (Nyssa sylvatica).—This is a very fine tree in

the autumn. If anyone doubts it, let him go over to Prospect Park, in
Brooklyn, not far from the stone cottage, on the south side, and he will have
an opportunity to review his opinion, and to wonder why it is that one of the
most magnificent colour trees of the American forests is so little known or
introduced into decorated grounds. It ranks among the very first in merit,
and stands among the very last in use.—H. W. Bsechbe. [The Nyssa is a
hardy tree, somewhat over the middle size ; the leaves turning to a brilliant
crimson in autiimn.]

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAE.

Hardy Flowers, Alpine Plants, and the Wild Garden.
While the late autumn flowering plants still gladden the eye and
give interest to the herbaceous border, the groat majority of its occu.
pants have already had their summer growth levelled with the
ground, or are in a condition for that operation. Now, it strikes me
that a word or two, as to what may bo considered by many a very
simple process, will not be out of place. Be it remembered that
Nature's mode of removing the haulm is a gradual one, viz., by the
ordinary process of decay, extending, in most cases, through the
entire winter months. Admitting at once that, where neatness and
trimness is an essential point, it will not do to follow Nature's lead
too closely ; nevertheless, wo may take a lesson from her, and that,
too, with advantage. The lesson is this—never to cut down too close
to the ground, but leave sufficient length of the old stems that they
maj' readily be bent to one side. Such stems are almost invariably
hollow towards the base, and not unfrequently constitute channels
whereby decay, owing to the continued presence or accumulation of
water therein, is conveyed beyond the ordinary stem into the very
heart of the root-stock. From this cause alone many a valuable
herbaceous plant has been lost; therefore, though not absolutely
necessary in all cases, it is well to act up to it as a rule. Another
bit of advice I would give, bearing on the same operation, is, that the
knife used for the purpose should always have a sharp keen blade. I
know the supposition generally prevalent is that any old knife willdo,
but such is not the case. In many of the better class of herbaceous
plants, the buds, upon which dejsends next year's floral display, are
densely arranged ou a somewhat fleshy root stock immediately below
the surface of the ground, nor is this root-stock always tough ; hence,
when a blunt knife is carelessly applied to the old decayed stem, the
Jerk intended to remove the decayed part is liable to break off tho
crown at the same time, and thus leave a blank in your border beauty
for the next year. In the wild garden this operation should always
be left to Nature herself ; let there be no cutting down until a general
clearance takes place in spring. In many of our coarse-growing vigorous
plants there is a beauty, even in decay. The giant-fluted stems of some
of our Umbelliferas are like monumental effigiesof the past. I remember
once seeing a striking engraving representing the important partwhich
these plants play in the winter scenery of a Siberian forest, and the
most fitting comparison I could draw was that they resembled the
" valley of dry bones ;

" it may be a weird fancy on my part, one that,
possibly, Gustave Dore would share in ; but, nevertheless, it had a
beauty—albeit that beauty was of the past—of death and decay.

Cremation in the Garden.—Naturally, where herbaceous plants
are cultivated in quantity, the material thus cut away is considerable.
What then is to be done with it ? Here, without hesitation, we recom.
mend "cremation," for this especial reason, that, with the dead tops,
very often quantities of seeds are removed, and if these be consigned, as
they generally are, to the rubbish-heap, they do not perish, but yield
a boantif q1 crop in whatever part of the garden such rubbish may be
ultimately utilised. My own plan, and one from which experience
shows that undoubted advantages are to be gained, is to reserve all

tho haulm from the herbaceous borders as a basis for starting a fire,

say about the beginning of November ; a few days will consume a
large quantity of this refuse ; but by a prior arrangement all the
summer's weeds and border rakings may be deposited in close
proximity to where the crematory process is to take place, and by
gradually banking up the fire thus formed with this refuse, it may
be retained suSiciently active for a month or six weeks, during which
time it will have consumed a year's accumulation, and leave some
tons of ash and burnt soil ; the rough stones, of which there is sure
to be a bountiful supply, may readily be separated by screening, and
the residuum has a value of its own, whose use I will explain by-and-
bye. No seeds or insect eggs will survive such an ordeal as this,

that is one important advantage gained, and in the dry burnt soil

you have one of the most powerful disinfectants there is ; that is a no
less important second advantage, and on these, I think, the value of
the process fully establishes itself.

Too Vigorous Growth.—Amongst herbaceous plants, some
are of a rather too roving disposition, in fact, regular monopolists,
given to poach on their neighbours territories ; these must be kept
within bounds, and how is this to be most effectually accomplished ?

The natural suggestion that comes uppermost to anyone, even to any
ordinary gardener's mind, would be to chop round with the spade, so
as to reduce a plant, say, a yard in the diameter of its underground
development, to 1 foot in diameter. Yes, it appears very feasible,
but remember in all such peripatetic plants, that the outer part of
the circle represents the vigorous progeny. What then is to be
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done ? Select a vigorous tuft from the outer circumference, and

then with one of Park's steel forks (the only implement that should

have a free pass into an herbaceous border) fork out all the

remainder, turn the old soil well over, adding, at the same time, a good

dressing of manure, and re-plant your tuft where the original

plant stood. The reason I mention this so early in the season

is, that now, when the ground is dry, the operation may be

performed in one half the time, and with double the efficacy

;

this remark applies especially to heavy soils, where, if this absolutely

essential process be attempted in mid-winter, the limits of a plant

you wish to curtail will only be found to have extended all the farther

for the operation. Bulbs, such as the genera Scilla, Muscavi, Hya-

cinthsus—all spring or early summer bloomers—and even the Lilies,

though impatient of frequent disturbance or removal, will gradually

become weaker and ultimately die out, if not subjected to an occa-

sional, say a triennial, overhaul. This ought to be done at once,

before even the young roots are formed, for they are sure to receive

damage in the operation, and the result in the spring will be but too

plainly visible in the weakly short-lived blossoms they will produce

;

in fact, under ordinary circumstances, their re-planting ought to have

been three weeks or a month earlier than this, but the uncommonly

dry summer has held the majority of bulbous plants in an unusually

quiescent condition ; with the recent stimulating rains, however, no

time is to be lost, as the newly acquired moisture will soon produce

that root development that it is desirable to anticipate.

Alpine Plants.—In all rockeries, and amongst delicate Alpine

plants, continuous war must be waged against weeds, such as Sagina

procumbens and Cardamine hirsuta, as also, our common Chickweed ;

all of these increase at this season with great rapidity, and, what is

more, are certain to produce perfect seeds until almost mid-winter,

whereby not only is pi-esent damage done, but the guaranteed per.

petuation of the mischief is provided for in the seeds deposited on

the surface of the soil ready for early spring development ; the

removal of these, and, in fact, all weeds, requires continuous and

careful supervision on the part of the successful cultivator. A like

watchfulness is necessary as regards snails and slugs, whose appetites

appear lo increase in a compound ratio with the diminished vital

activity of the plant, hence the seriousness of their depredations at

this season of the year. The season is almost too far advanced for in-

creasing herbaceous or Alpine plants by division, excepting, of course,

such as the mossy Saxifrages ; these do better now than earlier on,

but cultivators must be careful, as a general rule, not to disturb the

roots at this season ; for, if they do, so surely will they meet with

disappointment. The time for repairing damages and restoring root

action, after the mutilation which must necessarily attend the process,

is too limited ; and a severe November frost will, at least in heavy

soils, leave them on the surface of the ground. However much it may
be against the grain of the cultivator, this operation must be per.

formed either in August or, better still, in the beginning of April, when

the renewed vigour of Nature is capable of repairing the most severe

damages. In speaking of weeds, I omitted to mention the Lichen-

like Marchantia, which in some places is a perfect pest, increasing, as

it does, by spores developed in the little umbrella-like tops, by

minute bulbils proceeding from the cup-like processes on their

upper surface, and by fragmentary divisions. It not only covers

over the entire surface of the soil, but smothers all the dwarfer-

growing plants. In the former ease, it prevents the free and bene,

ficial action of the air on the soil ; in the latter, its action, though

mechanical, is none the less objectionable. The best mode of check,

ing its growth is to arrest its early development by constant watch-

fulness, by removing the soil wherever it appears ; and if, in this

process, the roots are bared, replace that removed by a surfacing of

fresh soil, submitting the old to the crematory process before

described, which alone will effectually destroy the various modes

which Nature has provided for its increase.—J. C. Niven.

The Flower Garden.

The frequent falls of rain and the mild genial weather experienced

daring the month of September have rendered the flower garden more

gay than it has been at any other period during the present season,

any deficiency of bloom being amply compensated for by the increased

brilliancy of the foliage of various sub-tropical plants. Tricolor-leaved

Pelargoniums, and such plants as the Coleus, Iresine, Alternanthera,

&c., together with such shining-leaved succulents as the Echeveria

raetallica, E. secunda glauca, Sedums, and Sempervivums ; but it must,

nevertheless, be borne in mind that the season is very considerably

advanced, and that a degree of watchfulness is necessary as regards

tender species of plants which it may be desired to preserve until

another season j on that account, mats, or, what is better, pieces of frigi

domo, should be held in readiness to cover up beds of such plants

whenever danger is apprehended, until they can be lifted and potted,

and placed under glass ; and it is of great importance that this should

be done before they have been injured by frost. Young plants of the
various sorts of variegated and Tricolor Pelargoniums, which have
been bedded out during one season, will be found to make excellent

stock for bedding out during the following summer; they should,

therefore, be taken up and potted at once.

Preparing for Spring.—Wherever a system of spring bedding is

contemplated, the arrangement of the flower garden should by this time
bo decided upon ; and wherever Hyacinths, Tulips, and other bulbs, arc
intended to occupy any of the beds, such bulbs should be planted as
soon as possible, but not before the beds have been duly prepared for

their reception by being deeply dug, and by the introduction

of a liberal dressing of well-rotted hot-bed manure or good leaf

mould. This is absolutely necessary in cases where Pelargoniums,
and other gross-feeding plants, will be found to have considerably

exhausted the soil of the beds. The splendid effect which can be
produced by a judicious arrangement of early-flowering Tulips,

and other spring bulbs, is very remarkable, and should be seen
in order to be duly appreciated. It is, nevertheless, inadvisable to

plant the beds of the flower garden with bnlbs alone ; as, if this is

done, it must necessarily leave the beds destitute of verdure for

some considerable portion of the season ; and where such beds are

(as is frequently the case) seen from the mansion or residence, this

is objectionable. But this may be readily obviated by carpeting or

planting the surface of the beds with some of the many dwarf, hardy,

early flowering, herbaceous plants, such as the Aubrietia purpurea,
grsoca, and Campbelli. These are amongst the most effective and con.

tinuousbloomersof all spring flowering plants; also, Alyssum saxatile,

Arabis alpina, lucida, prsecox, and purpurea, Bellis perennis, i.e., the

various varieties of double Daisies, Gentiaua acaulis, Hepaticas of

sorts, Iberis corifolia and sempervirens, several early flowering

varieties of the Iris, Myosotis azorica and dissitiflora, spring,

flowering Phloxes of various sorts. Polyanthus, double and single

Primroses, Saxifrages, Sedums, Sempervivums, Silenes, Tussilago

Farfara variegata, Veronica alpina and incana, Yincas of sorts,

Viola cornuta, comuta alba, lutea, Mauve Queen, and Perfection,

together with double and single Violets, various kinds of bedding
Pansies, double and single Wallflowers, &c. Beds, which may
have been planted in the "carpet" style during the summer may, with
some trifling alterations, be rendered nearly as attractive and inte.

resting throughout the winter and spring months as they were in

summer, by merely substituting suitable hardy species of plants

for such tender sorts as cannot exist in the open air during winter,

such as the Alternanthera and the Coleus ; while, at the same
time, many of the plants used for this purpose during summer are

perfectly hardy, and may be allowed to retain their position undis-

turbed—such as the Golden Feather Pyrethrum, Stellaria graminea
aurea, Golden.margined Thyme, SeJums, and Sempervivums. Even
the Echeveria secunda glauca, so useful for this style of plant,

ing, although not altogether hardy, will nevertheless take little or no
harm from an exposure in the open air during a somewhat mild
winter, and suffers generally more from damp than cold.—P. Grieve,

Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Trees and Shrubs.

The present is a very suitable time to plant trees and shrubs of all

sorts. The soil is now in a moist and favourable condition, and the

plants have ample time to become somewhat established in the soil

before very severe weather is likely to set in. In planting ornamental
Coniferous trees upon lawns and elsewhere, it is of the utmost
importance to make a judicious selection of sorts, having due
reference to the character of the soil, as well as to the effect which
it may be desired to produce ; and, in the distribution of the various

species, the habit of growth, and the appearance which each plant

will be likely to present in the course of a few years, should be taken

into consideration. As lawn trees, the various species of Picea are

unsurpassed, and conspicuous among them is Nobilis, with the rich

glaucous bloom which covers its young shoots, and the dark or blue-

green shade of its older leaves ; also Nordnianniana, with its fine

habit of rapid growth ; while there can be few more handsome lawn
trees than a well developed specimen of the Douglas Fir, or Picea

Douglasii. But this beautiful tree is seldom found to succeed well

on a very light or poor gi-avelly soil ; while Picea Pinsapo with its

fine dark green foliage, appears to make itself at home in almost all

sorts of soils. Abies Albertiana, is also a valuable ornamental tree,

and bears a considerable resemblance to the Hemlock Spruce, or

Abies canadensis, and generally succeeds well in either a light or

heavy soil, wnile the latter species cannot be induced to grow in a

light dry soil. The Wellingtonia gigantea is also a most useful lawn
tree and should be extensively planted, it succeeds well in all kinds

of soil ; as does, generally, the beautiful Cupressus Lawsoniana. Con.

siderable diversity of habit and general appearance exists, however,

amongseedling plants of this species, and thebest habited plants should,
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consequently, bo selected for the most prominent positions. Amongst
Lardy trees and shrubs, with variegated and colonred foliage, tlie

variegated form of the Wellingtouia gigautea is well worthy of

attention
J

as is also tho Thujopsis dolabrata variegata, which is

equally hardy as its green.leaved congener, and the beautiful gold,

striped Yew, orTaxns baccataanrea variegata, and itsimproved variety

Elvastononsisaurca, by far the brightest of all the gold or silver-striped

sorts, more particularly during the winter monlhs, when it is hardly

surpassed by the more symmetrically habited Taxus baccata Barroni

fooniina, tho most frce-growing of all the golden-striped Yews. Tho

Taxus fastigiata variegata is the exact type cf tho well-known Irish

Y'ew with golden-striped foliage ; and when these plants, and many
others, have become better known and are moro extensively used,

they are calculated to give a ch,arm to the landscape, or at least to

the grounds surrounding country residences, which can hardly at

present be contemplated. In addition to the varioiis species of orna-

mental and variegated plants which have been already alluded to,

mention may be made of some of the many vaiieties of tho beautiful

Japan Cypress or Retinospora. Retinospora pisifera aurea is a

golden variegated plant of great beauty, and forms a lovely object

upon the lawn, whoro it contrasts agreeably with dark-foliaged

plants of various sorts. So exceedingly graceful is the fine feathery

foliage of this plant, that it is considered by some as one of the most

beautiful of the many recent introductions from Japan. A writer in

The Gakdsn of last week (see p. 320), recommends the substitution

of this plant for Box as garden edgings, &c., and has proved its adapta-

bility to that purpose, finding it to be perfectly hardy, and bearing

clipping with impunity. When it becomes sufficiently plentiful (which

is perhaps already the case) to be used for this purpose, its very pretty

appearance will doubtless canse it to be j^referred to Box, or to most

other plants for forming marginal lines to shrubbery borders, &c.,

and to be used in various ways in connection with dressed grounds-

lletinospora ericoides is also a very ]n-otty shrub, and its leaves

in winter become of a violet or reddish colour, which renders

it very ornamental. There are also many varieties of the gold aud
silver variegated Hollies, which ought to bo cxteusively introduced

into the pleasure grounds, producing as tliey do, a truly grand effect

in winter, and lighting up the landscape as if by magic ; while asso-

ciated with them may be Aucnbas, of various kinds, and the pretty

Japan Spindle tree, Enonymus japonieu? aureus variegatus, and lati-

folius albus variegatus, &c. A judicious selection of such trees aud
shrubs as has just been mentioned, together with many others of

equal value, as ornamental p'ants, skilfully handled, will go far to

render the surroundings of a country residence nearly as attractive

and beautiful in winter as ia summer.— P. Gkieve.

Annuals for Autumn Sowing.

No time should now be lost in getting these sown. A light soil,

not over rich, suits them best. When tho plants are up tbey should

be thinned, so that every plant may stand clear of its neighbour.

The great enemy of autumn-sown annuals is damp ; but, by sowing

in light soil in an open spot, and thinning well, they will be more
hardy than tbey otherwise would be, aud better able to withstand

damp and frost. If they are to be transplanted into beds or borders

in the autumn they may, in that case, be allowed to stand more thickly

in the seed-beds. The best plan to deal with slugs, which sometimes

injure autumn-sown annuals, is to look over the beds, night and
morning, and to destroy as man}' as possible. By laying Leitnce or

Cabbage leaves among the beds, and looking them over every

morning, slugs may be kept from doiiig much damage. Thefollowiug

is a short list of kiuds most suitable for sowing every autumn, viz. :

—Alyssum maritimum, white, sweet-scented, ^ foot; Bartonia aurea,

bright yellow, IJ feet, tender; Calliopsis, yellow spotted, 1 foot;

Caudytuft, purple and white, lilac; Clarkia pulchella and alba, rose

and white, li- ftet; CoUinsia bicolor, purple and white, 1 foot;

C. granditiora, blue and puiple, 1 foot; G. verna, bine aud white,

1 foot; Erysimum Perofl'skianum, orange. It feet; Eschscholtzia

califoinica, yellow, 1 foot; Eatoca vi.scida, dark blue, 1 foot;

Gilia tricolor, white lilac and puiple, IV feet; Leptosiphon
densiflorus, lilac and white, 1 foot ; Limuanthes Douglasii,

white and yellow, } foot; Lupiuus nanus, blue and white,

1 foot; Malope trifida granditiora, crimson, 1^ foot; Neraophila
insignis, blue, -r foot ; Saponaria calabrica, bright pink, f toot

;

Silene pendula, pink, 1 foot ; S. ruberrima, carmine-rose, a foot

;

Virginia Stock, red and white, j foot; Venns's Looking-glass (Specu.

laria specuUmi), blue, lilac, and white, ij- foot. Sweet Peas may be
sown at the end of this month or the beginning of November, and by
selecting a sheltereJ border aud staking them as soon as they are

2 or 3 inches high, they will commence flowering early in spring.

This is one of our most useful plants for supplying cut flowers,

but it is seldom that one sees it grown during winter. It is, how-
ever, perfectly hardy, aud may be sown now as well as in spring. — C,).

Indoor Fruit Department.

A good holding deep loam, fresh from an old pa3tnre,_i8 acknow-

ledged to be the" best material for Peach trees; and, indeed, for

alrnost all sorts of frnits. It may be dug up and carted into the

borders at once, without any storing. After long experience of a

soil whoso basis is clay, I have found that it maintains the vigour of

tho trees for a long period of years, with an annual top-dressing of

cow-dung, and the occasional removal of a few inches of effete soil

immediately on tho surfaoeof the border, and substituting fresh loam.

Now is a good time to renovate Peach-tree borders ;
well ripened

Peach trees may be entirely lifted out of the borders, and new borders

made with the material "just indicated, taking the precaution of

seeing to the drainage, and making the soil compact as the border

is being filled up. Tho roots should be spread out carefully on somo

of the°finest of the soil, again covering with more of the samo

material; well treading the wdiole down, and finally giving a good

watering. Trees planted in this way may bo forced with tho

certainty of success, provided they have had their wood thoroughly

ripened. The weather continues, on the whole, favourabla to the

ripening of Melons, but they must now bo assisted with a little fire-

heat, if^possible ; fruit in cold unheated pits will have a struggle to

finish well ; all sun-heat must be husbanded, short of actually burning

the plants, and the fruit must be elevated on flower pots. Improved

Victory of Bath and Colston Bassett are good sorts late in the season,

and we should not like to be without the old Golden Perfection ;

Little Heath, notwithstanding its bad name, is one of the very best

for late work, as it positively does best with rather cool treatment. All

Strawberry plants had better now be placed in cold pits, in order that

their roots may be protected from cold rains and frost
;

if all cannot

be stored in pits, at least those required for very early forcing should

have the benefit of this protection, and see that the drainage of the

rest is thoroughly clear; if not standing on boards they should

occupy a high and dry position on ashes or gravel ; if much cold ram

should ensue, tho pots may be turned over on their sides for a tune.

There is no better Strawberry for very early forcing than the old

Black Prince in small pots. Cucumbers may yet bo planted for

winter; indeed, layers may be taken yet from old plants, pegging a

good-sized branch, with three or four leaves on it, into a 48-sizod pot.

In a week such layers will be fit to sever and plant out. If a pit has

been got ready for their reception, they will grow and fruit at once.

A bottom-heat of about 75' will be suflicient, tho moist autumn

weather which we are experiencing being altogether favourable for

Cucumber growing. The temptation to over-crop must, however, at

present bo resisted, or failure may come at Christmas and afterwards.

—W. D., Cavford.
Vines and Pines.

Late Vineries need now but little attention. Lady Downes,

Alicantes, and one or two others, which retain their foliage fresh

and green until far on in the season, should have such leaves as are

in contact with tho fruit removed, as they collect and retain damp

about the berries, an evil now to be guarded against. A free circu.

lation of dry air, which can only be obtained by having a clear

space about the bunches, is what is required. However unnatural

this clearing off part of the foliage may appear to be, no injury

seems to result from it. See that former diroctious as regards Vines

and Vineries for early starting are attended to. If the roots of

Vines intended for starting about the beginning of November aro

chiefly outside, a heap of fermenting material should be placed

on the border, spreading it out as far as the main feeders

are supposed to extend. Leaves and litter are the best

material for this purpose, and the bed or covering should bo

about 3 feet in thickness. A covering of boards, glass-sashes, or

some such protection, placed on the top of all, keeps damp and cold

out, and the bed thus protected retains the heat much longer than

it otherwise would do. If forcing is to be commenced about tho first

of next month, it is best to put this covering on a week or two before

that time, in order that the roots may feel the influence of the heat

by the time wben they are required to start into activity. Be it

remembered, however, that fermenting material is but a poor substi-

tute for hot-water pipes. The system of having Vine borders heated

with hot-water pipes is the best as far as early Grape-growing is

concerned. The hot-water pipes should be laid in a chamber resting

on the concrete at the bottom of the border; with these,

valves should be connected, so that the heat may be^ regulated

as desired. The application of heat in this way is certain,

but it should never be used longer than is absolutely necessary.

Some prefer having all the roots of early Vines inside the house,

but, when thus confined, they soon become exhausted, and the fruit

on such Vines is never, at auy time, so good as on those with roots

unrestricted. As regards Pines, these should now receive a general

shift. The plunging material will, doubtless, have fallen away

considerably since young plants were put into it early in
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sammer. It is not advisable to touch beds, containing Queens, for

early starting at present. \Vlien they are .about to be started

is the time to stir them up, and to give the plants, if

necessary, a little more room, bnt, bods in which Smooth
Cayennes, Janialc.is, and similar kinds are growing, should be
renovated. Collect all those showing fruit, and, if possible, give them
a small house or pit to themselves, as they require to be kept a little

liotterand damper than nou.fraItei\s. AV'herc a compartment cannot

be spared, place them at the hot end of the house. Keep such plants

as have not started altogether, and to these add a good portion of

fresh fermenting m.aterial, as a bottom-heat of 85'' or 90' will start

many of the full grown ones into fruit immediately, and this fruit will

come in nicely befoi-e the early (Jueens. Take tho opportunity

of washing the glass and wood-^vork ^^'hen the beds arc cleared,

BO that everything may bo clean and trim throughout the

winter.^J. lluiii, Clovenfords.

Hardy Fruit.

There is no better month in the whole year f(n' the making and
renovating of fruit-tree holders than (October. Early in the month,
and if possible before much rain falls, all exhausted worn out trees

should be destroyed, root .and branch, if past recovery ; the soil should

bo removed bodily to a depth of 2 feet, and new borders made. If

the trees are capable of renovation, there are two general methods
of proceeding. One is to take the tree up entirely, cutting away all

decayed or useless roots, and careful!}' preserving all sound and useful

ones. Let these be bound round with a wet mat, or some other

good non-conductor to keep the roots from the light and air. Then
proceed to remove all exhausted soil to a depth of 2ior .30 inches, and
substitute maiden loam, sweet and fibry—justsneh as you would prefer

for pot plants, only heavier; for fruit trees like a loam somewhat
adhesive, and what cultivators term clayey. That, with skilful top
and bottom management, is the soil to yield fine Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Apricots, and Pears. Spread the roots through this in

a horizontal direction, flood them in, and should dry weather prevail,

check evaporation from the wood and dying leaves, by frequent over-

head sprinklings, and the roots will start at once aiwi get a safe foot-

bold of the new ground before winter. There still remains a middle
course for tho renovatianof exhausted trees—neither anew border nor
uprooting, but something between the two, managed thus—proceed
to remove all the exhausted soil possible, and also all weakly diseased
roots, without, however, disturbing more than is inevitable either of

good soil or sound roots. Then fill up and in among the roots with
maiden loam as before, starting all tho fresh roots to the best advan-
tage in the fresh soil. Sometimes the effect of this course is the
sudden conversion of worthless trees into models of health and
fertility. There is less risk than in transplantation, and less loss of

time than in renewals. The skilful practitioner can tell at a glance
after inspecting the top, and more narrowly scanning the
bottom, whether a tree is likely to recrait its energies or
not by this partial renewal of its root.runs. As to the form-
ing of new borders, these dry seasons compel ns to examine
the very foundations of our practice. As the result of such severe
scrutiny, I have been forced to tho conclusion that drought

—

not water—is the natural enemy of tho fruit grower throughout a
great portion of England, including the whole of the eastern
counties; therefore, on tho gravel, chalk, sand, and other mixed and
l)orous snb-soils, drainage may safely be dispensed with. It is

unnecessary, if not injurious, and the space that it occupies may bo
more profitably filled with porous loam. When the soil is too ,adhe.

sivc the mass of the border maybe drained, that is, its whole texture
may be rendered pervious to the passage of water by one-sixth of its

whole bulk being composed of bui-nt clay, lime rubbish, or road sand.
Tho drainage will thus bo placed in tho border, not under it, and in

the border is the best place for it. Further, no fruit-tree borders
must either bo made or mended in wet weather.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.
Every garden, however small, should have its warm specially-pre.

pared border for bringing forward early vegetables and salads; the soil,

if not naturally deep and rich, should be made so, and, as the space
devoted to this purpose will bo small in proportion to the rest of tho
garden, there should be no difficulty in doing this—I am assuming that
all gardens are well drained, either naturally or artificially, and that,
therefore, no st.agnaot water can remain in the soil to lower its tempe-
rature. A well.sheltered border, ."lO or fiO yards long and 10 or 12 feet
wide, with a deep, well.drained, thoiiiughly-enriched soil, will furnish
a largo amount of early produce. Such a border shonld, if possible,
be raised above the natural level, with a considerable inclination to
the south. For the purpose of shelter only, a good thick hedge is, in

some respects, superior to a wall ; but, where neither are available, a
fence of reeds, that can be put up in a short time by any handy
labourer at a trifling cost, will bo found of very great advantage. If

the fence is .adopted, and if it is of considerable length, the enda
should be closed in, and one or more divisions, in proportion to its

length, should be added for tho purpose of breaking and distributing
cohi currents that al\v.ay3 rush along the sides of any obstacle. I[i

large gardens, where there are long stiiiight stretches of wall, tem-
porary screens, starting at right angles from the w.all and extending
the full width of tho border, would be of very great advantngo early
in spring. In many gardens south.wall borders are used for early
vegetables; and, where these are of considerable width, there can be
little objection to a few feet along the front being lightly cropped. It
is, however, at best, but a species of compromise requiring very careful
management if the trees on the wall are to be kept in health. I am
convinced that many Poach and Apricot trees have been ruined bv
this close cropping and digging, destroying their surface roots. It

is probably true that few gardeners are so favourably situated as to

bo able to carry out, to the full, their ideas in this respect ; but I am
certain that the less wall borders are cropped the better it will bo
for tho wall trees, unless, as I have just observed, the borders are
wide—say, from 12 to 15 feet wide; then, of course, the trees and
vegetables might divide the border between them, with a possibility

of doing justice to both. There are many things that might bo
brought forward on such a border as I have endeavoure<l to describe,

much rariier than is possible where no such position is available.

A portion of it may be planted now with Lettuce and Endive, for uso
in early spring after the frame crops are done ; the remainder shonld
be thrown up in a rough condition, for the present. I will, however,
return to this subject again as the season advances. Jlake a last sowing
of Caulillowers in boxes under glass; sow a pinch of Veitch's Autumn
Giant, with the other kinds, for coming in in July and August.
Where green Mint, Tarragon, Balm, &c., are in demand all through
the wintei', a few roots of each may be taken up now antl potted and
pushed on in heat when necessary. Whenever frost is e.'cpected some
light material, such as "frigidomo," or netting, should bo at hand
to cast over full grown Lettuces to preserve them. A very thin

covering will keepoff a good deal of frost in autumn, before the earth
has parted with its heat.—E. Hobday.

Curious Artificial Colouring of Flowers.—The " Journal
of the French Central Sticiuty of Horticulture " has somo curious
observations on tho artificial colouring of natural flowers. Flowers
naturally of a violet colour when exposed to the fumes of a cigar

assume .a green tint, all the more decided in proportion to their

original brightness. This is well exemplified in tho case of the violet

Thlaspi or Iberis umbellata, and of the Julienne, or Hesperis matro-
nalis. The .alteration in colour is due to the ammonia of the Tub.acco.

Starting from this point the Italian professor, L. Gabba, has made a,

series of experiments in order to determine the effect of ammonia on
tho colours of various plants. Pouring a little ammoni.a into a plate,

and placing a funnel over it, the Professor inserts the flower in tho

tube of the latter. In this way blue, violet, and purple flowers

become of a fine green colour; deep carmine-coloured flowers, such
as Pinks, become black ; white blossoms yellow, and so on ; but tho

most curious effects aie jiroduced on parti -coloured flowers, such as

red and white when the former colour is changed to green and tho

Latter becomes yellow. Another remarkable example was that of tho

Fuchsias with white and rod flowei's, which became yellow, blue, .and

green. When the colours have been thus changed, if the blossom bo
dipped in pure water it will retain the artificial colour for several

hours, and will afterwards return gradually to its natural tint.

Another curious observation of Professor Gabba is that Asters, which
are naturally without scent, acquire an aromatic odour under tho

influence of ammonia. Tho same flowers of a violet colour become
red when sprinkled with water containing nitric acid ; and if enclosed

in a wooden bo.*: and exposed to the action of hydrochloric acid gas,

will in six hours becouro of a flue carmine colour, which they will

preserve if first dried in a dark place and kept dry and in the

shade.

Wet Boots.—What an amount of discomfort wet boots entail,

and how well we all recall the painful efforts wo have now and then

made to draw on a pair of hard-baked ones which were put by tho

fii'e over-nigbt to dry. Once on, they are a sort of modern stocks,

destructive of all comfort, and entirely demoralising to the temper.

The following plan will do away with this discomfort :—When tho

boots are taken off, fill them tpiite full with dry Oats. This grain

has a groat fondness for damp, and will rapidly absorb the least

vestigo of it from the wet leather. As it takes up the moisture it

swells and fills tho boot with a tightly fitting last, keeping its form
good, .and drying tho leather without hardening it. In the morning,

shako out tho Oats and hang them in a bag near tho fire to dry,

ready for the next wet night, draw on tho boots and go happily

about the day's work.
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ON TEAOHma BOTANY TO THE YOUNG.
By P. E. KITCHENER, F.L.S.

Is botany, or ia it not, a valuable scientific subject for younger boys.'

lu 1S67 the report of the sub-.committee of the British Association on
Scientific Education in Schools, selected botany, together with

experimental physics and experimental chemistry, as the three

subjects with foremost claims. Mr. Wilson's essay, in " Essays on a

Liberal Education," endorsed this opinion, and, by the vivid picture

there drawn of possible botanical teaching, contributed to malie the

world of teachers and of parents expect more out of botany than

perhaps experience has shown can be got out of it. A reaction on
the subject seems to have set in. Nothing, however, is more unfair

than to credit a subject with more than it really deserves, and then

to let it suffer from incipient reaction, because it does not fulfil the

general expectation. It is worth while, therefore, to see exactly

what training botany can fairly profess to give, and to enquire also

how far it may fail to do so from not being taught iu the proper way.

To prevent misapprehension, it will be well to define the pupils ts

whom tho subject is supposed to be taught. I am assuming classeo

of boys, of from ten to fifteen years of age. In these boys, we may
assume the powers of writing and spelling to be, in many cases, feebly

developed ; but, on the other hand, no ono will deny to them quickness

of eye, and a natural itching to nse their fingers and their knives.

Such boys are well suited to take iu a subject, which, without requiring

any mathematical knowledge, like elementary physics, or any long

chain of reasoning like geology, asks at first only for careful observa-

tion, comparison, and memory. But again, is our object in these

classes to make them botanical collectors, or educated men ? If the

two objects clash, undoubtedly the latter is the main object; and here

at once is a danger —the teacher is probably himself a botanist and iu

his enthusiasm to mate proselytes of the one or two kindred spirits

in his class, he may be led to adapt his teaching to the few, and
neglect the general culture of the many. Iu this paper, then, we need
not consider the few born naturalists : they will easily be led on by
walks and talks till they become botanists for life iu heart and soul;

but we consider the ordinary boy who will not give you any time out

of school that ho can help, and whose educational food must be put
under his nose, or else ho will never see it, much less swallow it.

What then are the advantages of botany as it can be taught in classes

to such boys as I have described ? The main advantage, of course, is

that it exercises the powers of observation and comparison. A
Dandelion is t6 a boy a familiar object, but when he has noted all

the points that he may be led to observe in its root, stem, leaves, and
marvellous head of blossoms, he has learnt that it may be worth
while to look more closely at the things around him ; iu any case,

whether he may think it worth while to use it or not, he certainly has

improved his power of doing so if he chooses. Even a stupid boy
cannot have failed to learn to observe, for he has had to pull his

flower to pieces, his own flower and with his own fingers. A clever

boy, in the course of dissecting three or four flowers, has learnt a
good deal more : he has not only himself observed his own facts, but
he has been led to sort them into groups, in fact, to colligate them,
and is being unconsciously led up to making the right inductions

from them ; then the colligated bundles of facts having been stored

up, the teacher strikes the match of induction and all the facts blaze

into new light : more often the cleverer boys want no match, and the
only difiiculty is to prevent the fire bursting out before the rest of

the class are ready. This exercise in observation and colligation

alone seems to be enough to make botany a subject; but the exercise

is spoilt if the books put into the boj-s' hands do all the colligations

beforehand. An ordinary botanical text.book handed out to a boy,
is like giving him at once a translation for his Greek play, or a key
to his arithmetic. He there finds all the botanical facts neatly tied

up into bundles, each labelled with its own sesquipedaliau epithet,

lie is not asked, for instance, to examine plants and see what varia-

tion is found iu Nature with regard to the cohesion of stamens, but is

told stamens are either syngenesious or monadelphous. This fault it

is for the teacher to remedy—let him from his previous knowledge of

the distinctions to be brought out, choose a succession of plants for

examination in such a way as to bring successively each of the chief

variations under his boys' notice, and then, when they have mentally
begun to colligate their facts under heads, a, h, and c, let him supply
the terms (or better, their Englisli equivalents), and thus crystallise

the knowledge which has been till now in solution. A second great

Xjoint in favour of botany over other subjects is that whatever advan-
tage may be expected from it can be got at once—no introduction is

necessary. The first lesson in botany may be one of the most fruitful,

and even as an edacational exercise half adozen lessons may make quite

an appreciable difference in a boy's habits of mind. The great draw,
back to getting the full advantage is the present terminology : what
with the difficulties of learning and spelling, the major portion
of the time is not given to observation at all, and whereas the

boys would of their own common sense have supplied epithets of

their own, and rapidly caught up English names of things, they

are weeks picking up the few terms necessary for filling up ono of

Ilenslow's schedules. A favourite objection to botany is that it is

a complex science of chemistry, physiology, and other subjects

presupposing some knowledge. True : but the part of botany which

young boys should be taught need not presuppose any special know,
ledge. In an elementary course of botany, it is doubtless unwise to

separate structure from physiology and classification, and it is quite

true that boys of the age I am speaking of will be unable to take in

the cheraisty and physics which underlie the one, or tho logical

excellence which underlies the other. But while it is dilficult to teach

young boys how different animals digest, it is easy to show them how
they get at their food ; and so it is easy to show boys what aro

the requisites in a plant to secure its obtaining light, heat, and food ;

and the fertilisation of its seeds and then to show the existence of

structure to meet these ends. So again, without taking up classi'ica-

tion as a whole, the really natural groups of what we charitably call

the natural classification cannot fail to strike the boys themselves,

and the teacher, following the order of the growth of classification in

the world's history, should at onco give a name to the class, and so

fix it in the minds of his boys. I should not advise, therefore, that ibo

teacher should attempt to cover all the ground : let him confiuo him-

self to what he can teach thoroughly, and that because the boys can

take it in thoroughly. Later on in their school life, those who are really'

taking up tho biological side of science, and who have presumably

been weeded out by natural selection, may be brought through a

second course of botany. They will then know enough of chemistry

and physics to fully appreciate the laws of growth, and will value

such a text-book as Ilenfrey or Asa Gray, where they can lay their

hand on whatever they want in its right place. The difficulty which

besets teachers in all subjects, is the pressure put ou them by exam-

ing bodies to cram and not to educate. This pressure is felt very

strongly in botany ; if a schoolmaster makes his course of botany

really an education to his boys, he yet may leave theai unfit to pass

an examination in the dry bones of botany, which too often fill up

tho whole of an examination paper. Examining bodies, even those

examining boys under sixteen, seem rather to enforce that the boys

should have flitted over many plants and dabbled in many names, than

that they should have ever made one single plant their own, by get-

ting up all they can about it. But a good teacher may comfort

himself in this ; a pupil who has been taught to describe a few

plants well, can always describe a new plaut at sight, and tho

practical portion of the paper, the least attempted and worst

answered according to my experience as a local examiner, will

always bring the well taught boys to the surface. Let us

end with a few maxims which will guard against ineffective

teaching. 1. No plants should be discussed without, as far as

possible, every boy having his own specimen for dissection.— 2. No
observation should be recorded till every boy in the class has seen it

with his own eye.—3. To ensure (2), the classes must be small, or

else the lazy boys will evade the teacher, and take their observations

second-hand. Much, however, may be done by an assistant-teacher

assisting the lecturer by passing from pupil to pupil directing

them in dissection.— 1. Terms should never bo supplied till tho

things themselves to be named are familiar, and then the English

equivalents should bo preferred. In fact, such terminology should

be chosen as will be picked up at once by the boys.—5. The flowers

choscu for examination should be chosen with a purpose, and the

ideas of the boys should not be confused, or their memories overladen,

with too many flowers at once : choose your typical forms and keep

impressing them on the memories of your boys, till they can schedule

a plaut of a typical fctmily from memory without mistake.—6. With

care and good teaching there is then much to bo made of botanical

teaching; but whatever is taught must be taught thoroughly. The

early part must be known well ; it is almost as fatal to neglect the

first lessons of botany as it is not to know the earlier propositions of

Euclid.

—

Journal of Education.

Wet Coal.—People who prefer wetting the winter's store of coal

to the dust ou putting it into their cellars do not, we believe, gene-

rally know that they are laying up for themselves a store of sore

throats and other evils consequent on the practice. But so it is said

to be. Even the fire-damp which escapes from coal mines arises

from the slow decomposition of coal at temperatures a little above

that of the atmosphere, but under augmented pressure. By wetting

a mass of freshly broken coal and putting it into a warm cellar, the

mass is heated to such a degree that carburetted and sulphuretted

hydrogen are given off for long periods of time, and pervade the

wholeliouse. Tho liability of wet coal to mischievous results under

such circumstances may be appreciated from the fact that there
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aro sevcrnl instances on record of the spontaneous combustion of

wet coal when stowed in tlio bunkers or holds of vessels. And
from this cause, doubtless, many missing coal vessels have perished.—Lou'^on Mc'Tiral HerorJ.

Acreage of our London Parks.—Hydo Park contains 380
acres ; Kensington Gardens, 290 ; St. James's and the Green Parks
together, 151 ; Regent's Park, 103 ; Victoria Paik (before the late

small addition), 280; Batteisea Park, 230 ; Greenwich Park, 171;
Cryttal Palace (as originally laid out 100 acres, but reduced to) 1()8

;

Alexandra Park (as at (irst laid out 500 acres, now reduced to) 192
;

Clnpham ConmK.n, 190; AV'andsworth, 302; Wimbledon, 028;
Barnes, 120; Kpping Forctt, 510; Kcuniugton Common, 15; and
Cambcrwell, 55 acres.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

OcToiiEB 7'rn.

The exhibition of Fungi held by the Boyal Ilorticultural Society at
South Kensington, is generally one of the best supported meetings, if we
except those held in the midst of the Ijondon season, and although on
this occasion one or two of the principal exhibitors of former years were
unable to be present, the distinctive character of the meeting was well
maiutained. Only two exhibitors, Mr. English, of Epping, and Mr.
Austin, of Beading, competed for the prizes offered by the society for
edible and poisonous Fungi, yet the collections of each were exceptionally
good, both containing many new and i-are species. Not the least interest-
ing part of the exhibition was the beautiful water-coloured drawings of
English and Alpine Fungi, made by Mrs. Chapman, 30, Lancaster Gate.
Those were specially alluded to by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley in his usual
annual lecture on mycology, and greatly admired by the visitors present.

Orchids.—Messrs. Veiteh & Sons staged a beautiful group of new
and rare Orchids, amongst which were nearly a dozen hybrid varieties of
garden origiu (see TiiK GAnniON, A'ol. IV., p. 479). Amongst these wc
noted sjilendiil plants of x Cypripedium Sedcnii (eleven spikes) ; two fine

]ilauts of X Cattleya exonicnsis, the colouring beincr especially rich, and
the petals most delicately frilled alonp their margins. » Cypi'ipedimn
Harrissianum is one of the finest of all Lady's-slippers, and a fresh
healthy jilant of this v.aricty bore three fine flowers, x Cattleya Fausta,
one of the best of Mr. Sedeu's acquisitions, was staged in fine con-
dition, and deservedly obtained a first-class certificate ; and a noble plant
of X Cattleya ?!)orainii bore five or six fine spikes of its soft rosy flowers.
X Cattleya Devoniensis and x C. hybrida picta were also staged in good
condition. A fine mass of x Calanthe Veitchii in flower deserves especial
notice on account of its flowenng so early ; and this suggests bow much
may be done by a little judicious treatment in the way of forcing, and
retarding the flowering season of Orchids, and thus ensuring a longer
season of bloom, x Cypripedium Dominianuni, x C. Ash burtona;, and anew
seedling unnamed, were also shown. The last-named is a cross between
C. Fairrieanum and C. insigue.and its appearance ffoesa long way towards
l)roving C. argus to be a natural hybrid, as we had supposed. A fine mass
uf Dcndrobiura M'Carthia?. bearing sixteen flowers, was much admired

;

while Vanda cjcrulea, Odontoglossum grande, 0. Roezlii, Oncidium
bifolium majus, Galeandra minor, Peristeria elata, and Cattleya superba
made up a very important part of the exhibition. Mr. W. Maule, of
Bristol, showed a group of cut Orchids, including Saceolabium Dayanum,
the curious Sarcantbus paniculatus, Cypripedium eaudatum, C. Fairriea-
num, Aeridcs suavissiniutn, and others. A tine plant of Odontoglossum
(crispum) Alexandra? came from Mr. Ttdl.of Manchester, with a branched
spike fully 4 feet in length, and bearing thirty-three flowers.

Fruit.—The most noticeable specimens of fruit exhibited were three
splendid I'ines from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore. These consisted of a
fine pair of smooth-leaved Cayennes, weighing together 19Slbs., and a
Charlotte Rothschild, weighing 8 lbs. 13 ozs. The system of culture
pursued is to plant the suckers oirt on beds composed of Oak leaves, and
where it can be adopted the plnn has much to recommended it. Mr. W.
Paul staged a large cluster of liis new white Grape, AValtham Cross,
in excellent condition, the flavour being all that could be desired. This
fine late Grape well deserves a place in every Vinery. The same exhibitor
also showed a fine cluster of a new white Grape named Winter Muscadine.
Mr. Harrison Weir sent a seedling black Grape grown in an ordinary
ground Vinery, and named The .\rtist. The appearance of the Grape is

good, and the flavour excellent, but the conmiittce thought it ought to bo
shown again. Mr. E. Bennett, pardener to the Marcjuis of Salisbury, at
Hatfield, sent three scarlet-fleshed Melons of good flavour. Two fine

dishes of Pears named Beurre Superfin, and Beurre des Charneuses came
from the Society's garden. Chiswick, together with somelarpe Gourds. Mr.
J. Lewis, gardener to W. T. Price, Esq., Tibbcrton Court, Gloucester, sent
three dishes of Apples for naming. These fruits were flne and appeared to
be Catsbead, Emperor Alexander, and Blenheim Orange. A dish of large
Salway Peaches, rather past their best, came from Mr. B. Blythe, of
\Voolhampton. Mr. Peter Grieve, of CulFord, sent a new seedling Black-
Grape, with large oblong berries, and a new seedling Pear, named Lucy
Grieve, the latter being scarcely ripe enough for judjjing. Rev. G. Kemp
sent a fine Pear, named Pitraaston Duchess d'Angouleme, which, how-
ever, was scarcely ripe. A fine dish of Quinces came from Mr. J. Baker,

Shirley Road, Southampton. Mr. W. Maule, of Bristol, brought speci-

mens of his new Pyrus (Cydonia) Maulei, which is said to be a highly
ornamental floweriuf^ shrub, as well as a useful fruit for preserving. Mr.
Woodbridge, of Syou House, sent cut sprays of a pretty ilop-lc-aved Vine,

and Mr. iMarchant brought branches of Laurus nobilis, abundantly
furnished with berries.

Miscellaneous.— Messrs. James Veiteh & Sons exhibited a very
effective stand of the weird-looking Japanese Chrysanthemums, the flowers

of which are far more ornamental, fi'om an artistic point of view, than those
of the common kinds. They are well deserving of culture, as they furnish

an agreeable variety. Amongst those exhibited, Elaine is a fine flower

of silvery-whiteness ; James Salter is a good rosy-lilac ; Bismarck, a
yellowish-brown ; and Blanch of Castile is a fine full flower, the long
florets having a pecidiarly graceful frill-like appearance. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son showed a good collection of Pcmpoue or Boucpict Dahlias
in excellent condition, the colours being both bright and distinct, while

the flowers are very useful for furnishing either stands or vases during
the late autumn months. Several bushy plants of Pyracantha (Crataigus)

japonica, exhibited by the same firm, were much admired, being densely

ladcu with bright scarlet berries, which looked all the more elfectivo

amon^' foliage of a deep and pleasing green tint ; it does not aj>pear to be
suHieicntly well-known that this highly ornamental shrub luxuriates ia

town gardens, and that its vivid frrut forms a charming contrast to the

foliage of the common Ivy, or other evergreens with which it is easy to

associate it in many different ways. In the Chelsea Botanic Garden we
recently saw a beautiful effect produced by this plant in the manner
here indicated. Grafted plants, grown in the bush-liko form abovo

alluded to, also make useful decorative plants for either halls, corridors,

or conservatories during the winter months, especially as they

aro easily grown on for this purpose in the open border, and can bo

taken up carefully and potted after the berries arc coloured. Mr.
W. Paul, of Waltiiam Cross, sent six stands of cut Roses in excellent

condition for the season ; indeed Mr. Paul generally manages to wreath
the year with Roses quite irrespective of the seasons, and surely no flower

is more welcome. Mr. J. C. Crassel, Fairy Croft Nursery, Saffron Waldon,
showed two or three excellent stands of French and African Marigolds,

blooms of the latter being nearly five inches across, and very double.

Mr. Marehant, gardener to General Hankcy, Sandgate, brought some cut
branches of the feathery Tamarisk (Tamarix pluiuosus). Mr. Ji. Portci-,

gardener to Mrs. Benham, Syou Lodge, Islewoi-th, sent some cut spikes

of good seedling Pentstemous and nearly a dozen varieties of Troija^o-

lums, some being very rich in colour. A plant of Rhododendron aureo-

limbatum of dwarf bushy habit, with yellow-margined leaves, came from
Messrs. E. Jackman & Sons, of Woking.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following interesting novelties :—
Kniphofia (Tritoma) McOwanii (Green).—A dw.irf and beautiful addition to

a well-known genus of hardy and balf-liardy ganlen plants. It may be
described as a miniature T. Uvaria, but little over a font in hei^^ht.

Yitis hcterophylla, var. luimitijlia (Woodbridge).—T. us is a beautiful variety

of a well-known "Japanese Vine, which well deserves general culture for the sake
of its fruii-bearing sprays, which are very ornanieu;al, the berries beiuji the
size of large Peas, and of a pale blue colour.

X Begonia Royalty (Chambers) .—This is a dwarf compact seedling, belonging
to the now pojiular tuberous-rooted section of tlie genus. The leaves arc of

good substance, and of a rich velvety green colour, the Ilowers being nearly
inches across, of a rosy -scarlet colour, and very freely produced.

X Cattleya Fausta (Veiteh).—A beautiful addition to the geims, figured and
deseribedat ji. 435, Vol. IV. It well deserves general cul'ure.asit is a well-

tried novelty, and apparently very free both in growth and ftowcr.

Dahlia, siirah McMillan (Rawlings).-A tine well-formed flower, of a bright
lilac-purple colour, likely to become popular as a show variety.

PERSONAL.

Mr. M.\nKn(K is engaged in forming a public park at Sheffield, and in

remodelling one at Birmingham. Mr. Meston is to form the new
garden on the I'hanies Embankment, west of Hungcrford Bridge. The
frequency with which new public gardens have been formed of lato

years is a good sign. Mr. John Gibson, .jun., is in charge of

Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, and the parks under the same
management, during his father's mueh-regi'etted indisposition. •

Our able correspondent, Mr. R. Gilbert, who has been for some time
superintendent of the fruit and forcing gardens to the Marquis of

Exeter, at Burghley, is now superintendent of all the gardens there.

Mr. James Drewett, after twenty-four years' service, retires from
the management of the Denbies, Dorking. His foreman, Mr. James
Beesley, has been appointed his successor. Mr. James, twenty-six

years gardener to the Earl of Dartmouth, at PatshuU. retires.

The terrific explosion, which alarmed all London on last Friday

morning, took place very near the house of Mr. Edwards, the superin-

tendent of the Regent's Park. He and bis family had a narrow escape

from death. The house was almost destroyed, yet happily Mr. Edwards
received no farther injury than some severe cuts and bruises, and it is

understood that the other members of the family escaped with nothing

worse than a fright. Mr. Burbidge is engaged on a work on the

Daffodils, in which all the species will be represented by coloured

plates. The successor to Mr. Smith as gardener to the Earl of Gains-

borough, Exton Pai-k, is Mr. Atherne,wbo has for some years filLvl the

])Ost of foreman at Arundel Castle.——Mr. Triman, of the Briti^ll

Museum, and Professor Bcntlcy, of King's College, are preparing for the

press an illustrated work on medical botany. A work of this kind, from

such accomplished and painstaking authors, is looked forward to with

much interest.
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THE GARDEN.
" Thia is an art

Which does mend nature : chango it rather : but

The Am itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

A NEW ilETHOD OF AERANGING PLANTS.

By JAMES M'NAB, Royal Botanic Gardens, Eainbui-gh.

Parti-coi.oueed flowers and plants have long been favonrites

with horticulturists, but a method of cultivating certain

EricacCcD and other plants, by mixing in a growing state the

individual specimens of different varieties of the same
species, so as to resemble living bouquets, is in some cases more
pleasing than more usual arrangements, and is a style that

might be more generally practised, not only for effect, but

for the purpose of economising space. In villa gardens, which
are generally limited for accomodation, this mixed system
has often, from necessity, to be resorted to, so any hints

tending to further this end may possibly prove useful. One
plan of proceeding is the planting together of different

coloured varieties of certain Ericaceous plants, so as to form
one specimen. A very pleasing appearance is produced by
mingling the flower-spikes of the white and red varieties of

the Erica cinerea, and also the white with the other varieties of

E. cinerea, which are now very numerous, and which all flower

about the same time. The white and pink varieties of Erica

Tetralix blend well together, also the Erica Mackayana and E.

Watsouii, mixed with the white E. Tetralix are very effective.

The white and red Erica vagans is suitable for the same purpose,

as well as the Calluna vulgaris, particularly the varieties, Cal-

Inna vulgaris Alportii, a beautiful red-coloui'ed one, and the

Calluna vulgaris Hammondii, a pure white sort, being kinds

which flower at the same period, as well as numerous others of

the same class. With plants flowering at different times, space

may bo saved, amd the same tuft, although composed of two or

three varieties, can be made interesting at different periods,

depending, of course, on the number of varieties employed.
The purple and white varieties of the Dabojcia polifolia, when
mixed, produce an effective plant. The Daboecia polifolia

versicolor, a variety recently introduced, has the two colours

white and purple on the same branch, and even some of its

individual flowers are often seen variegated. This beautiful

and useful variety is a striking natural example of this bouquet
style of cultivation. To carry out the system of mingling
colours so as to produce the best effect, the plants ought to be

put together in the rooted cutting condition (as recommended
in The Gaedex for December, 1872, and again for August 15,

1874), and worked on as one plant ; the branches and roots are

thus allowed to get more naturally and freely through each

other ; all must grow on as one plant, and all must bo annually

clipped over. When layered plants are put together for this

purpose, the twigs do not properly intermix, and the plants,

when in flower, are apt to show the two varieties distinct,

although in juxtaposition. Such blended colours are very
effective in rock-gardens, besides being highly pleasing for

clumps, or general border cultivation. In all cases the varieties

employed must be exactly of the same height and of the same
habit of growth ; if otherwise, the harmonious effect will be lost.

The mixing of colours to economise space is also very suitable

for certain Chrysanthemums, such as the early dwarfs, when
grown in pots, of which numerous varieties are now to be had
in cultivation ; and also with the later-flowering sorts, pro-

vided always they are naturally of the same height when in

bloom. Cinerarias are very telling subjects when so treated ;

two or three varieties planted in the same pot, and worked on

as one plant, are certainly very pleasing to the eye. In regard

to the last-mentioned plant, this system has long been prac-

tised in the well managed garden at Inglis Green, Slateford,

near Edinburgh, and is now adopted in many gardens, taking

care, of course, that the heights of each variety employed

should entirely correspond, so as to bring the corymb of mixed-

coloured flowers exactly on the same level. The same system

holds good with the Chinese Primrose, and many other florists'

flowers now cultivated in villa gardens can be treated in the

same way with beneficial results. Local horticultural societies

would do well to encourage this system of gardening, as many
amateur cultivators with limited plant accommodation can

thus grow a much larger number of varieties in a given space

than they otherwise could do. Those who have seen Cine-

rarias treated in this way will, I am sure, agree with me as to tho

pleasing effect produced by this mixed system of cultivation.

MOENING OPENING OP KEW GARDENS.
Every now and then, for some years past,an agitation has sprung
up for the earlier opening of Kew Gardens to the public ; and
we see from the newspapers that the periodical ebullition has

lately taken place, and possibly is still going on. Under pre-

sent arrangements the gardens are opened at one o'clock, and
the reform wanted is, that in future tho hour of opening should

be nine or ten. At first sight the demand seems reasonable.

Of two things there can be no doubt, viz., that it would be

very pleasant to get in earlier, and that it is a very disagree-

able alternative, either (if we know the hour of opening) to

have to give up a visit to Kew because the hour is too late to

suit us ; or (if we do not know it), to arrive at eleven or twelve,

and find that the gardens will not be open until one. Although
the hour of opening ought to be known by this time all over

the kingdom, still new people are always growing up who
have not yet learned it, and old people forget what they have

learned, and we believe that no day (suited to a visit to Kew)
passes without several persons arriving before the hour of

opening, and having either to wait or go away—a mishap

which one feels the more that there is nothing at hand to assist

in whiling away the time (unless, indeed, we have a fancy for

tombstones, when we may make a short pilgrimage to the spot

where Gainsborough lies in Kew Churchyard). Of course, wo
all know that there must be some strong reason for such an

unusual, and what is apparently such an illiberal and incon-

gruous a rule. It is unusual, for we believe it is the only

institution of the kind where this late hour of opening is

adopted, unless it be in some small country towns, where

the curator of the museum attends gratuitously, and naturally

limits his hours of attendance to suit his own convenience.

It is unnatural, because in museums within walls it matters

little at what hour you go, but in a botanic garden, and
especially in such a one as Kew, where science is combined

with the beauties of the country and the charms of Sylvan

scenery, the morning and forenoon are the hours when these

are seen to best advantage, and it is apparently illiberal,

because it inconveniences large bodies of the people, and restricts

and curtails their enjoyments ; and, lastly, it is in the highest

degree incongruous, because, in other respects, liberality to

the public has been more attended to at Kew than in any
similar establishment. It is the only one in this country that

is open on Sunday, and in no one is the care for the instruction

and enjoyment of the public more conspicuous. The kind of

objections to an earlier opening will readily suggest them-

selves to the reader. It is obvious that there is a great

difference between a museum and a botanic garden. The work

of the museum is done in the laboratories ; there the birds aro

stuffed and the snakes put into spirits, and the specimens are

only displayed after they are completed. In a botanic

garden the preparation has to be done in the same place in

which the subjects are exhibited. The growing (analogous to

the stufling) is always going on ; both bird and plant have to

be kept clean, but after the one is on its perch it rests there,

whereas, it is not so with the plant, it has to be watered and

re-potted, and attended to in various ways. In a word, the

laboratory of a botanic garden is mixed up and combined with

the show rooms themselves. It is pretty plain that if the

working operations of the zoologist had to be conducted in his

show rooms there must be some interval set apart during

which the public could not be admitted, and much more
stringently than in the botanic garden, inasmuch as the work
is more delicate and the space more confined ; as soon as the

public is admitted the zoologist would have to give up work;

not so with the cultivator. There is space for him to do much of

his work and for the public to look on too. It has been found

possible to do so at the Jardin des Plantes and in the Botanic

Gardens at Edinburgh and elsewhere. True, nowhere else have
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the directors to deal Tvith such vast numbers of visitors as at

Kew, but that is a special difficulty, and special contrivances

might be adopted to meet it. The great difficulty is the houses.

It is clear that the public cannot be admitted to them while

the necessarj- work in them is in progress ; and, as they must
be all open to the gardeners who arc passing to and fro from
one to another, it is also clear tliat one that is in full operation

cannot be kept shut to the public, while another not so much
occupied might be opened. All must be treated alike, and as

largo a stall' of police watchers would be required for partial

opening as entire opening. The expense of police is very
great at Kesv; we have heard the cost of complying with the
petition for early opening estimated at between £3,000 and
£4,000, but that was on the footing of a double staff, and on
the assumption that as complete a staff should be supplied for

the early hours as for those after one o'clock. But it rather
appears to us that this is unnecessary. We think that some
middle course might be hit upon. At present one portion of the
gai'den is railed off, inside of which no smoking is allowed, but
outside of it a cigar is permitted. Within this charmed circle

are all the houses, except the new temperate house. Might it

not be possible to open the outer part of the garden at ten
o'clock, or even earlier, and keep the inner ring closed until
one as at present. This would leave only the temperate house
out of bounds, and as it is all in one block and under one roof,

it might be closed and work go on inside. We believe that
opening to this extent would satisfy everyone. For the man
of science there is ample employment for the whole morning
in running over the out-door collection ia the outer part of the
g:arden, and for the general public there is also sufficient occupa-
tion. Theattitude taken by Dr. Hooker in regard to this question,
has been worthy of all commendation. Were the concession
granted, it would, undoubtedly, render the fulfilment of his
duties much more difficult and laborious, but no opposition to
it proceeds from him. How could any ? It is merely an
extension of the liberal policy indicated by his father, and
followed out by himself. So far as the officers of Kew are
concerned, it is a mere question of expense, and in that category
we venture to think that the increased trouble to the officials

ought to be considered. If the necessary means be given them,
they can cany the alteration into effect. But as it does resolve
itself into a question of means, it would be well for the
petitioners to qualify and modify their application so as to
reduce the cost of complying with it to moderate dimensions,
and we think we have shown how this can be done.

THE NARCISSUS AS A BORDER FLOWER.
One of your correspondents recently alluded to Narcissus poetious,
the common Pheasant'a-eye Daffodil of gardens, as being well worth
general culture, an opinion which I can readily endorse. It is one
of the most beautiful and fragrant of all hardy flowers, and poets
and painters alike have done it honour for ages past. It should find
a place in every shrubbery border; or, grown in masses, it forms a
beautiful object on the lawn, or such portions of it as are not mown
until the autumn. It does not, however, appear to be generally
known that bulbs of this species force well if they are taken up late
in the year, and potted in any light rich soil. Another remarkable
fact is, that these bulbs flower better the second year they are forced
than the first, so that they should not be thrown away after the first

year's crop of flowers is obtained, as is generally the case with balbs
that are forced. Early flowers thus obtained are valuable, as in
beauty and fragrance they hold their own with the choicest of all

cut flowers. The sort generally used for forcing is N. Tazetta, a very
variable plant, native of the south of Europe, some of the most
beautiful and distinct varieties beiug found on tho borders of the
Mediterranean. This is the plant so largely imported and sold
by our nurserymen about this season of the year, under such names
as Staton General, Grand Primo, Soleil d'Or, and Paper White. Tho
colour of tho flowers varies from pure translucent white to rich
golden.yoUow, while the corona or cup of some forma is of a rich
orange tint, bordering on vermilion. This plant, although generally
forced in pots, flowers well in glasses of water, like the Hyacinth,
while it does well planted out on a warm, moist, sheltered border,
and so treated flowers later than tho forced plants, so that a succes.
sion of flowers may by this latter plan be obtained. A striking
peculiarity of this and all the other species of Narcissus is, that
their flowers last fresh a long time in water. I have had cut
spikes in a vase of water for a fortnight, or even longer, and the latest

flowers were then quite fresh. It was formerly the custom of some
of the florists near London to grow beds of this plant (N. Tazetta)

out-of-doors for tho sake of their flowers in spring, and the flower,

spikes were cut from the plants as soon as the first buds had attained

their full size. When so gathered, they bear packing better than

when tho flowers are fully open, and the blooms never fail to open
out in succession when placed in water, and flower as well as if

left on the, plants, and even better, as the flowers suffer from tho

winds and rains of the spring months. Those who force these beauti-

ful plants should i-etain the bulbs, and plant them out in a warm
border after flowering, as, when so treated, they will in most cases

flower well in after years. N. Pseudo-Narcissus, the common yellow

Daffodil, is supposed to be a native of thisconntry, and with its many
varieties (both double and single) is well worth border cultivation.

It is capable of producing fine effects when planted in masses, a fact

noted by several of our poets, from Herriok to Wordsworth, and all

lovers of hardy flowers should not fail to read the celebrated odo to

Daffodils of the last-named author, which is one of the most interest.

ing and suggestive rural poems in the English language. N. biflorus

is another reputed native, generally bearing two white flowers on a
scape among its wax-like glaucous foliage. It is nearly related to

N. poeticus, but is readily distinguished by the absence of the purple

or crimson ring round the margin of the cup. N. gracilis, and its

beautifal variety, N. gracilis tenuior, also resemble the last in tho

shape of the flower, and in having a saucer-shaped cup ; but the colour

is a clear yellow, and the leaves, instead of being glaucous and flat, aro

semi-cylindrical, and of a vivid shining green colour, nearly like those

of the Jonquil section. N. incomparabilis is a stately species, well worth

a place, its flowers varying from deep yellow with an orange-margined

cup, to pure white with a lemon cup. The flowers are solitary, on stout

scapes, 16 to 18 inches high, the flowers being about 3 inches iu

diameter. There are two or three very distinct and beautiful double,

flowered varieties of this plant, the flowers of which aro very showy,
and these should find a place in every herbaceous border. One of

these has white segments, partly encompassed in a glowing orange

nectary or cup, and is the Double Orange Phosnix of old florists and
gardeners. A yellow form, with a deep orange cup, is the Sulphur
Phoenix ; and there is another still paler form than either, very beau,

tiful, although now seldom seen in cultivation. The flowers of

these are nearly as double as the Rose, and so heavy that they

require some support to prevent them bending to the earth. A
white-flowered kind, somewhat similar to the last, has nodding

white flowers, with a cylindrical cup ; this is N. poculiformis

or N. montanns of gardens, and is interesting to botanists

and amateurs on account of its flowers being rarely perfect,

having often only three or four segments instead of six ; and the

drooping character of the flower is very distinct from any other

species, and serves to distinguish it from the last-named plant. The
gem of the whole genus is N. triandrus, apale sulphur-yellow-flowercd

plant with from two to five flowers on a scape, and deep green rush,

like leaves. This has recently been re.introduced to cultivation, and
is one of tho prettiest in the whole group. The segments of the

perianth aro reflexed so as to give the flower the appearance of a
yellow Cyclamen or Dodecatheon rather than a Daffodil. The flowers

of this species are very delicate in structure, yet it has proved to bo
one of the hardiest, and withstands sun and rain better than most
of the others. N. Jonquilla, the common Jonquil, is well known as

a border plant, its bright yellow flowers being borne in clusters

on slender scapes among a tuft of deep glossy green rush-like

loaves. It forces well, and its fragrant flowers are always welcome
for the flower vase iu early spring. Nearly related to this plant,

but with larger flowers, is N. odorus, or Campernelle, a showy
plant largely grown in some old market gardens for the sake of its

deep golden sweet-scented flowers. Like the last-named species,

it is often met with in the double state ; but all its forms are

beautiful, and it well deserves more general culture. N. juncifolius

is a pigmy only an inch or two in height bearing two or three palo

yellow flowers on a slender scape. The flowers somewhat resemble

those of N. Jonquilla, but the cup is very much larger in proportion

to the size of tho flower. It is not showy, but deserves a corner iu

every garden where choice hardy bulbs are appreciated. Of all the

Narcissus, however, there are few better than N. Bulbocodium, tho

Hooped Petticoat Daffodil of gardens, which often flowers almost

before it frees itself of the surrounding earth, each flower glowing

like burnished gold. This does remarkably well in pots for conscrva.

tory and greenhouse decoration, and it should be grown in quantity

everywhere. Of all hardy flowers, if we except the Broom, we know
of none of a richer yellow colour than this species. A variety (N.

monophyllus) with white flowers comes from Algeria, but it does not

grow so freely as tho yellow-tiowered form. All the varieties of

this plant are tender, and often perish during cold wet winters

unless protected by a mulching of dung or leaves.

—

The Gardener.
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BEDDING AaOLAS AND PANSIES.
During the past season largo unmbcrs of theso have beon tried at

Chiswick, and late in the summer, too late to fairly test the merits of

the carly.blooming kinds, the floral committee paid the collection

a visit, and awarded certificates to the following, viz. :—Tj'rian Prince,

purple-self Pansy ; Imperial Blue Perfection Pansy, blue-lilac ; Blue-
Bell Viola, bluisli-lilao ; Lily White Tom Thumb Pansy, pure white

;

Miss Maitlaud Pansy, white, with a veined eye ; Mulberry Viola,

mulberry-purple ; The Tory Viola, large pnrple-blue ; Chieftain Viola,

lilac-iiurple ; Dickson's Queen Viola, white, dark eye ; Dickson's

Golden Gem Viola, bright j'cUow ; and Dickson's King Viola, light

purple. Among these Golden Gem, is a rich yellow variety that

presents considerable improvement on Viola lutea grandiflora. Still

better, in my opinion, is Eoyal Sovereign, another of Dickson's

varieties, the blooms of which are golden yellow, large-rounded,

and produced in abundance. I am surprised that Miss Mait-

laud received a certificate, as it sports badly, many of the flowers

coming much splashed with purple, and of the four plants upon
which judgment was passed at Chiswick one at least had all

the blooms thus discoloured. I can but conclude that the
certificate was intended for Delicata, which was growing next to

it and which was, at the time of the
committee's visit, in beautiful condi.
tion. Some varieties that are generally
of superior quality were not quite in

good condition just then, and of these
none have been prettier than Corisande,
the flowers of which are pole primrose-
yellow. This is an exquisite kind, and
gives a hue of colour hardly to be met
with in any other bedding plant.

Yellow Boy is meritorious as an early

flowering variety, and is one which
cannot bo excelled for spring blooming.
Blue Bedder is another very early kind
which makes a capital spring bedder.
For continuity of bloom, however, none
can excel Viola Blue Bell, as it flowers

at least three months longer than any
other blue Viola in cultivation. Among
other good kinds sent by Messrs. Dick,
son, were Queen of Lilacs, the flowers

of which are of medium-size, opening
pale purple and turning to lilac

;

Advancer, mauve flaked with blue, free

grower ; Vanguard, I'ich pm'ple-crimson

;

and Alpha, blue with a small blotch, a
free grower. From Mr. Cooker, of

Dundee, have also come many fine varie-

ties, too late, however, to have their

merits fairly tested. Of compact white
self Pansies, Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
Sutherland are both good ; Mrs. Carson
has large deep blue flowers ; The Mem-
ber has blooms pale blue in colour, much
like those of Blue King ; Bon Accord
and Keepsake are both of the same type
as Mrs. Carson, and strong growers

;

the Shah was one of the most striking

kinds; its flowers are large, round, and of good snbstance, and of a
deep maroon.purple colour ; Profnsa is a large robust form of Viola

Magnificent. A. D.

plant. It is engraved from a small specimen brought under our
notice by Mr. David Syme, manager of the Lawson Seed and Nursery
Company, in whose Edinburgh nurseries the stock of this charming
novelty is growing. It will, probably, in addition to the purposes
for which the green Sibthorpia is grown, bo found desirable for

surfacing pots and baskets in the greenhouse and Fernery, and for

concealing pots and other objectionable surfaces ; its dense mantle
of leaves keeping very close to the surface, and the growth being of

such a nature that it will not rob the soil of the nutriment required
by other plants.

Tariegated Cornish Moneywort.

THE VAEIEGATED CORNISH MONEYWORT.
This is one of the most charming novelties we have met with, even
in these days of wide-spread taste for hardy variegated plants. The
Cornish Moneywort is a modest little plant, long grown in Ferneries,

and among Alpine plants, owing to its graceful form and interesting

character as a British plant. Nevertheless, notpossessing any brilliancy

of flower it has never become a very popular plant. Its delicate

fresh green, however, and the facility with which it grows in any
place where hardy Ferns succeed, should make it more popular. We
have seen it thrive vigorously in a London area, the plant falling

down and draping the pot with a mantle of charming verdure. In a
wild state it creeps about in shady places, the banks of rills, and like

positions, along the western coasts of Europe, extending as far north
as the southern parts of England and Ireland. It is found also in

the Channel Islands. This new variegated form is likely to be much
more popular ; its leaves are prettily margined with white, and this

marking seems, in all cases, regular. Our illustration, however,
gives a good idea of the variegation and general character of the

THE WOOD OP THE DOUGLAS FIR OR OREGON
PINE.

The wood of this Fir is very strong, clean, free from knots, and
straight in tho grain, whilst the great lengths in which it can be
obtained, straight and sound throughout, mark it out as well adapted
for purposes in which joints would, in all probability, be a source of

weakness, if not of expense, in consequence of the extra labour

involved. Take, for example, some timber roofs of over 95 feet span,

lately constructed for portions of the new building at Alexandra
Park. If the tie-baams had been cut out of Oregon Pine logs, the

central scarfed joint, with its fish-plates

of iron and wood, might have been dis-

pensed with; though, no doubt, it would
have been necessary to reckon the ex-

pense of sawing the stuff down to the

required scantlings, since logs of such
a length would have run to a correspond-

ingly large sectional area. Logs of

Oregon Pine can generally be found
floating in the basins of the Surrey and
Commercial Timber Docks, but chiefly

in what are termed Oregon masts, which
arc roughly hewn to an octagonal sec-

tion, so as to allow of their being readily

rounded off for masts and spars. It

predominates in the forests of the West
Cascade region, but not in the arid

parts of the East Cascade region. It

is plentiful in Washington Terrirory

(United States). The; Douglas Fir is

also found iu some of the Rocky Moun-
tain valleys, on the Blue Moimtains of

Oregon, and here and there eastward
as far as the head waters of the Platte.

At present the principal seats of its

manufacture for export are the coast of

British Columbia, and in Puget Sound
(United States). The Douglas Fir does
not grow in any quantity north of

Millbank Sound, in latitude 52'. The
principal existing mills are in the
New Westminster district, and pro-

bably that neighbourhood will continue
to be the chief seat of the export of

Douglas Fir. The Nasse-Skena district

looks like a good saw-milling country on
the map, but the Douglas Fir, as just

said, is not found so far north. The
inlets on the mainland, or some of the outlying islands between
Milbank Sound and the new Westminster district, probably
offer locations for export saw-mills, but it is not known, how-
ever, at present, that these places can be found readily. Many
of the inlets are almost wall-sided, with short water-courses or

torrents emptying into them, the water collected among the surround,
ing gloomy mountains. The rivers generally which flow into these

inlets are not good "logging" rivers. There is, however, a vast
extent of water-line between Millbank and new Westminster.

Natural Meteorologists.—It is said that a leech, placed in a
bottle of water, remains at the bottom coiled up and motionless, if

the weather is fine and the barometric pressure high. If rain may
be expected during the day—which corresponds in general to a
diminished pressure of the air—the leech rises to the surface of the
water, and remains there until fine weather. If wind is approaching
the leech darts about with great velocity. If a tempest is to be
expected it remains out of the water, and experiences a kind of
convulsions and violent agitations. In snow and prolonged rain the
leech fixes itself at the orifice of the bottle. In permanent frost it

remains at the bottom. On the contrary, a frog decends to the
bottom before rain, and arises to announce fine weather.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Mii. David Tno.Msox informs us that Poaraon's Golden Queen
promises to be a grand late yellow Grape. It is a seedling between
Ferdinand do Lesseps and the Black Alicante. The bunch and berry-

are exactly like those of the Madresfield Court, but in colour bright
yellow. The flavour is said to be excBllcnt.

Amonost plants now in flower on the rook-work at Kew, may
1)6 mentioned the showy tuberous-rooted Begonias, which are bloom,
ing freely, while the pretty little Nertera depressa is one mass of
rich orange-tinted berries, strewn over a carpet of the freshest
green. Crocus longiflorus is also effective, and late-blooming Cycla-
mens promise soon to bo very ornamental.

The large Vinery in the lloyal Horticultural Society's
garden at Chiswick is just now well worth a visit. It is the
l.irgest house devoted to Grape-growing in the country, and when
the immense crop of handsome fruit, which it annually produces, is

ripe, its appearance, especially to any one who sees it for the first

time, is very striking.

Hambukgh Gkapes, from the original locality tor the culti-
vation of tliis fruit, are now plentiful in Covent Garden. They
come in steamers from Rotterdam, and are of very good quality.
The way they are packed deserves notice. They come in circular
baskets, without any packing matoiial whatever, a sheet of white
paper serving to keep out the dust. The lid of the basket fits firmly
down on tho Grapes ; thus packed, they come much better than
many Grapes sent from gardens in the home counties, wrapped in
swaddling clothes of various kinds. These usually servo to "remove
the bloom and lower the market-value of the fruit.

• Mb. Yatbs, of Sale, Cheshire, has sent us some remarkably
fine plumes of Celosia pyramidalis, the colours of which are golden-
yellow, crimson, and purple, of the brighest and most striking
description

; when well grown, as in the present case, these feathery
Cockscombs form valuable decorative plants for tho greenhouse or
conservatory during tho summer and autumn months, and deserve
more general cultivation than they receive. Mr. Frisby, the gar.
doner at Blankney Hall, Mr. Henry Chaplin's seat, in Lincolnshire,
grows these admirably, so large, indeed, that his plants are in habit
and grace more like good specimens of Humea elegans, than what
wo are accustomed to see as Celosias.

We have received, through Messrs. "Veitch, some well-
grown pitchers of different kinds of Nepenthes, grown by Mr.
David Thomson, of Drumlanrig, among which, two splendid ones of
N. distillatoria each held fully a pint of water, while others of N.
rubra, N. Uookeri, N. Rafflesiana, and N. ampullacea were also
line examples of their respective kinds. A leaf of Rafflesiana (not
including tho Icaf-stalk nor any appendage) measured 19 inches in
length, and ij inches in breadth, and the pitchers of distillatoria
were produced, we understand, 22 feet from the pot in which the
plant grew, and which was a 13.inch one.

; FiiOM a paper on " Some Indigenous Tuscan Remedies," read
by Mr. H. Groves before the Pharmaceutical Conference, it would
seem that plants furnish much of the medicinal products in use in
that country. Many of the plants enumerated are well known as
medicinal plants iu other parts of Europe. The Chamomile (Matri-
caria chamomilla), for instance, is said to be found iu the cupboard
of every housewife, being used as a calming antispasmodic, aud also
applied hot externally for relieving pain. A custom very prevalent
in Tuscany seems to bo the administration of herb-juice in spring,
which is prepared daily by many herbalists, and is also ordered by
niedieal men. Nasturtium oD3cinale, known as " Crescione," is used
in conjunct Inn with Cuehlearia officinalis in tho composition of herb-
juico. This latter plant, though indigenous, is also cultivated to
some extent. Tho flowers of the Wallflower (Cheiranthus Cheiri),
under tho name of Yellow Violets, are boiled in olive oil and used for
enemata.
—— 0^ Wednesday the Right Hon. tho Lord Mayor, Sir .Andrew

Lnsk, M.P., and the Lady Mayoress entertained tho Master, Wardens,
atid Court of Assistants of the Fruiterers' Company, in accordance
with an ancient custom, at dinner at the Mansion House. Tho dinner
was served in the Egypti.an Hall, and was principally given to tho
!• ruitercrs' Company in commemoration of the settlement long ago
of an old grievance between them and tho Corporation, arisin" outof
the Lord Mayor for tho time being from year to yeariu ancient times
cUaimmg a metage on fruit brought into the City market. This
impost became so irksome to the traders that at length it was com-
muted into a voluntary offering by tliem to the Chief Magistrate
annually of a choice selection of fruits of the season, ho "in turn
inviting them to dinner at tho Mansion House. We aro not aware
that the Fruiterers Company ever do anything for fruit-growino-, or
frmt-growers, or even take the trouble to allude to either of those.We presume they have, in the course of time, become possessed of

much property, some of which is devoted to dinners costing i6200 or
£300 or so for themselves and their friends. However, this ignoble
way is, after all, only what is followed by similar bodies.

TriE Royal Imperial Horticultural Society of Vienna haa
initiated a movement for the erection of a memorial in honour of tho
renowned horticulturist Siebold, in his native town of Wiirzburg.
—~ Messrs. Veitcu have issued a coloured illustration ropre.

senting their new Tea Rose, Duchess of Edinburgh, which is a good
representation of this fine and distinct Rose.

The stately white flowered Feverfew (Pyrethrum nliginosum)
is now finely in flower both at Chiswick and elsewhere. It forms, where
well-established, a dense bush •! or 5 feet high, and well deserves a
place in the most select collection of herbaceous plants.

A SEVENTH edition of " The London Catalogue of British

Plants " has just been issued by Mr. Robert Hardwicke. This, the
seventh edition, is made to correspond with the " English Botany"
of Dr. J. T. Boswell-Syme.

An important sale of hardy plants is to take place at tho
Sunningdale Nursery, on tho 19th inst., and, that in addition to many
thousands of shrubs and other stock, various trees specially prepared
and selected for avenues will be sold in large quantities.

The true Jalap plant (Exogonium Purga) is now blooming
freely on a south wall at Kew, where its rich purple salver-shaped
flowers have a beautiful appearance. Independent of what other
properties it may possess it is well worth attention as a tender or half,

hardy climber. Jalap has been in the European Materia Medica fcr
the last two.and-a-half centuries, but, until comparatively recently,

the plant that yielded it was unknown.
Ji'ST now, when most bedding plants are on the wane, or

are already unsightly, it may be useful to direct attoution to ponio

splendid beds of Pansy Blue Bell, which are now in bloom at
Chiswick. This variety is dwarf in habit, and forms a dense mass
of rich purplish-blue, and, when combined with Golden Pyrethrum,
some very striking autumnal effects might be produced. As a late

bloomer this Pansy is one of the best we have yet seen.

We have received from Mr. Yates, of Sale, Cheshire, well.

grown specimens of the Gomte de Lamy P ar, a kind distributed by
the Royal Horticultural Society many years ago ; and an excellent
Pear, although not so extensively grown as it ought to be. It is a
medium-sized, roundish-obovate shaped kind, white when cut and
richly flavoured. Mr. Y''ateshas grown it for market purposes, in tho
form of standards, for years, and finds it excellent in his district.

Hekbaceous Asters, or Michaelmas Daisies, as they aro
popularly called, are just now amongst the most effective of all late

autumn.blooming plants. Of these, there are collections at Chiswick
and at Kew, both of which are well worth inspection by all interested
in hardy border plants. One of the best is Chapman's Michaelmas
Daisy (Aster Chapmani), now flowering iu the herbaceous ground
at Kew. It is a tall kind, bearing pale bluish flowers, and is well
fitted, either for the backs of borders or for naturalisation.

In our report of the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting,
which took place the other day at South Kensington, we inadvertently
omitted to mention Carter's Green Gage Tomato, a new kind, which,
ou account of its singularly delicious flavour and distinct character,

was awarded a first-class certificate. Since then we have received
from Messrs. Carter specimens of this Tomato, which certainly
possesses a peculiar and very agreeable flavour. In colour it is pale
yellow, smooth, round, and about tho size of a large Orleans Plum.
To us it seems good enough to use as a dessert fruit.

Pleione Walliciih is just now blooming freely in tho
Orchid.house at Kew. The bulbs are grown in small pots, aud these
are judiciously suspended level with the eye, so as to be readily seen
by the visitor. This is au example worthy of imitation in gardens
both public and private. Cattlej'a Piuellii and C. (Lielia) Perrinii

are also in flower, together with many other small flowered, but
singular, species of botanical interest, including tho curious green-
flowered Bpidendrum diffusum, and Polystachia grandiflora, bearing
a large inverted flower at the base of the thick leathery leaf.

A SAi'iENT correspondent of the Builder, writing on the
proposal to improve Trafalgar Square, remarks :

—" There being some
prospect of a change in the stony aspect of the most central of

London squares, I venture to protest against the proposal of planting

shrubs round the Nelson column. This would hide its proportions,

and is every way objectionable. If tho lions require some protection

from rough usage, a moat filled with water would be more suitable,

aud might be supplied from the waste of the fountains." A moat
would be a nice addition indeed to the attractions of Trafalgar

Square iu the nineteeth century. A good many clever persons are

supposed to suffer from being born before their time, but this one wo
should not place among them. All iuterested in gardens, public or

private, have much reason to exclaim, " Save us from the kind inten.

tions of architects and builders !

"
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THE I NDOOR GARDEN.
BEST GLOXINIAS.

The fuUowing varieties have been in cultivation during the past two
years, .and have proved to be both useful and attractive :—Duchess of

Atholo, white and porcelain-blue; Mi'S. Downie, white and crimson
;

The Shah, rosy-crimson, throat deep crimson; A. II. Bridges, cream
throat, the mouth and lobes soft pnrple ; Rev. H. H. Dombrain,
crimson-lake, white throat ; and Violet Marquise, rich violet with

white throat, are all fine drooping varieties. Of the erect-flowering

kinds the following can be very highly recommended :—Grand
Monarch, dark rich purple, margined with white; Brilliant, dazzling

scarlet, edged with carmine; Emperor of Brazil, deep violet and
white ; Purple Prince, white and deep violet ; Sidonie, white, stiped

with lavender ; and Thomas Lobb, dark violet-blue, with pale blue

margins to the lobes. The foregoing would make a select and extra

fine collection both for exhibition and decorative purposes. Supposing

a cultivator has a select number of fine varieties, and it is his desire

to propagate any of them, the best plan is to attempt it by means
of the leaves. If the leaves be taken from the plant at any season of

the year, cutting them away with a piece of the stem adhering,

inserted singly in small pots in some light sandy soil, and placed in a
brisk bottom-heat, they will soon root and make rapid growth. Now,
the Gloxinia has been so

much improved upon, and
seeds so freely, that a
pinch of seed will be
certain to furnish some
very fine varieties ; and
there is the additional

pleasure of watching for

new beauties to unfold

themselves. The seed of

the Gloxinia is as easily

raised as that of the

Chinese Primula. If a

pinch of seed be sown iu

March in a pan of fine

soil, and covered with a

sheet of glass or a bell-

glass, and placed in a
Cucumber-house or a
propagating-pit, it soon

germinates. As soon as

the plants are large

enough to handle, they

should be pricked out into

shallow boxes in a fine soil

consisting of peat, silver

sand, and thoroughly-

decayed leaf mould, and
grown on in a brisk

bottom-heat. In June
the plants will be fit

to put into IS-sized pots,

in which they will

flower during August, September, and October. A packet of seed

saved from a good strain will produce flowers both of the drooping

and erect.flowering varieties. The best time to propagate from

leaves is in the spring, as good flowering plants are thns obtained for

the summer which follows. The Gloxinia is impatient of water at all

times, although it luxuriates in a humid atmosphere. If too much is

given at the roots, the plants soon decay ; therefore, it should be

administered always with caution, and never till they are dry.

Syringing overhead, though recommended by some growers, should

be withheld while the plants are in flower ; only let there be a humid

atmosphere. This is essential to the well-being of the plants ; in a

dry atmosphere the leaves are apt to become infested with red spider,

and get a very sickly appearance. A soil composed of fibrous peat,

leaf mould, well-decomposed sheep manure, with a very liberal addi-

tion of silver sand, is that best suited for Gloxinias. They should

not be potted into large pots unless the plants are very strong;

48 and 32 pots will be found quite large enough for general purposes.

When the plants die down at the end of the summer, after flowering,

they may be stored away in a dry place under the stage of a

stove, or on a dry shelf, till they are wanted for repotting. If a

succession of bloom is required, some of the tuberous roots should be

potted in January, and successional batches in February and March
;

these will yield a good supply of beautiful flowers throughout the

summer, and, while they last, will be always gay and effective.

R. D.

PHILODBNDRON SELLOWIANUM.
This, though an extremely effective plant, is rarely seen in sub-

tropical collections iu this country ; it is, however, frequently met
with in Continental gardens, both as an open air decorative plant
during summer, and as one for the ornamentation of conservatories

and apartments during winter. It grows quickly in a moderately
warm temperature, throwing up dense green leathery foliage on all

sides, and forming a very symmetrical plant, such as that shown in

the accompanying illustration. Like its congeners, it luxuriates in a
rich warm soil ; and, while growing, requires plentiful supplies of

moisture at the root during hot weather. Unfortunately, it is rather

diflicult to propagate, a circumstance which may in some measure
account for its scarcity; still offsets are occasionally produced by
well-established plants, and, if liberally treated, these grow rapidly

and soon form well furnished specimens, while plants of this

Philodendron used for sub.tropical gardening in summer, are effective

for conservatory decoration in winter, their deep green singular look,

ing foliage having a pleasing appearance intermixed with that of

other plants. B.

DRAINAGE AND WATERING OP POT PLANTS.
We are so accustomed to the practice of growing plants in pots, that

many people, I dare say, have come to regard the flower-pot as
almost essential to the
culture and well-being of

hot-house plants — to

think, in fact, that a
plant in a pot is more
favourably circum-

could

way.

PLiiOilendron SelUiwiarmm.

stanced than it

be iu any other
This, however, is a mis-
take. The flower-pot is

certainly indispensible
in some cases, but, after
all, it is but an imperfect
contrivance, and it will,

perhaps, snrprise some to

be told that a plant could
scarcely be placed under
conditions more inimical

to its welfare than when
it is growing with its

roots in a flower-pot. Its

existence, under such cir.

cumstances, is altogether
a question of unremitting
attention and skill,

and not unfreqnently
these are unequal to
the task of maintaining
robust health, which
might be secured with,
out difliculty if the pot
were discarded and the
plant placed under

natural conditions. I might instance such plants as the Camellia,

the Orange, or the Luculia, all of which attain a degree of vigour
and luxuriance, when planted out, unknown to specimens grown
in pots. Some would, perhaps, ascribe the difference to free-

dom of root-action in the former case, and restriction in the
latter ; but this is not the whole explanation of the matter, for a
plant makes most roots in a pot, and it can be fed liberally with
liquid manure and other stimulants. Besides, that restricteil root

action has little influence either one way or the other is proved by
the fact; that when ihe pots are plunged in some medium, such as

earth or ashes, the plants grow nearly as vigorously as when planted
out altogether. It ia the extremes of temperature and the
irregular condition of the soil as regards moisture, to which
the roots are subjected in a pot, that operates injuriously upon
the plants. The common earthenware pot absorbs much of
the water that is supplied to the roots, and, being an .active

conductor, evaporation is continually going on from its outer
surface, robbing the roots packed against the inside of both
heat and moisture to an extent just in proportion to the position tho
pot occupies. In a conservatory, for instance, where the ventilation

is abundant, this cooling and, under some circumstances, almost
freezing process is constantly in operation, and is only counteracted
by unremitting attention to shading and watering. The direct evils

arising from this unavoidable state of things are the attacks of

insects— aphis, red spider, and thrips—mildew in some subjects, and
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in plants such as Heaths, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias very often

death. Indeed, all, or nearly all, the evils to which pot-grown plants

are subject are traceable to the pot system, or to the practices it

entails, among which drainage and frequent watering must be

reckoned the most important. Let us consider the drainage question

first.

The greaterproportion of plants, whether grown for fruit or flowers,

which are cultivated in pots reqaire liberal supplies of water in

order to keep them in health, and the only object of draining the

pots with crocks, cinders, or other materials in the usual way is to

carry off surplus water and prevent it stagnating about the roots.

But some carry this system of drainage to an extravagant length.

Whether the pots arc great or small, they insist npon filling them a

quarter or one-third full of crocks, as if there were a possibility of

water stagnating in any but a compost of the most tenacious descrip.

tion, and forgetting entirely that the evaporation from the sides of

the pot is almost sufficient in itself to prevent even a large ball of

soil from ever becoming unduly saturated, except through careless

watering. No pot requires moro drainage than is just needful to

allow the surplus water that is given in watering to run off readily

;

and a very few crocks will permit this if they are clean. Great

pains are not unfreqnently taken in draining pots for Pines, pot

Vines, and such like, resulting in nothing that I ever could see but

waste of time. All that is necessary in pots of the largest size

is to put a good piece of crock over the hole in the bottom, concave

side downwards, and on the top of this, half-an-inch, 1 inch, or

2 inches—according to the size of the pot—of crocks that have been

put through a half-inch sieve and cleaned. This is all that is

required, and the operation can be performed in about one-fifth of the

time usually taken tobuild the superstructure of pieces, great and small,

that many consider essential. I drain everything in this way from
the tub, downwards, and for the most select subjects, and never knew
the drainage to get choaked in a single instance. As for small pots

up to 4| inches, I rarely use more than one crock, and for the thousands

of bedding plants we get up every year no crocks are used at all.

Why should we crock a l-inch pot with a hole in the bottom of it,

and which does not contain more than a handful of soil, and presents

nearly a superficial foot of evaporating surface all round ? The
difficulty I find is to keep such plants moist enough before bedding time

;

yet I know that in places where bedding stock is raised by thousands,

every pot is crocked in the most patient manner, and when the plants

are turned into the beds the crooks in each have to be again carefully

removed—all of which is lost labour and nothing more. And now
as to watering. If we want a lesson, we cannot do better than take

notice under what conditions as to moisture plants thrive best out of

doors. In a healthy soil, unless it is just after heavy rains, we never
find the soil so satui'ated as to feel cloggy in the hand, as the soil

about pot-plants often is through over watering, causing the surface

of the ball and sides of the pot to become green and soured—a state

of things in which no plant, not being a marsh plant, can long exist

in a healthy state. To ensure watering being efficiently done at all

times, no pot should be filled up to within less than half-an-inch or

two inches of the rims, according to the size of the pot. This point

is often overlooked by operators who do not take time to think of the

after inconveniences which result from such neglect. When great
numbers of pot Strawberries, pot Vines, and such like come to be
watered frequently during the growing and fruiting periods, the evils

of over-potting become apparent, and to save labour with the watering
pot, saucers beneath the pots become a necessity ; whereas, if sufficient

space had been left for watering, they would not have been required,

for saucers are an evil, owing to the danger of water standing about
the roots.

I force many hundreds of Strawberry plants every year, but by
careful potting, and by arranging the plants on the shelves so that
they may have as much shade as possible, I never require to use a
single saucer to hold water. The best time to water plants is early
in the nioraing, before the drought and heat of the day are felt, or
late in the afternoon, when ventilators are closed and evaporation is

reduced to a minimum. The water should always be, as nearly as
possible, of the same temperature as the air of the house in which
the plants grow ; and this may always be ensured conveniently by
having a tank in the house big enough to hold sufficient water for at
least twenty-four hours supply, so that it can be filled once in that
time, and the water left to get warm before it is used. It will be
found highly advantageous to the plants upon shelves and airy stages
lo arrange them so that the foliage of one specimen will shade the pot
of another. It is the sun and air playing upon the roots of plants so
situated which does the mischief; hence the practice of plunging the
pots wherever practicable, but which cannot always be done ; and
shading is the next best plan. The great advantage of shading the
pots, when plants are growing, I have signally proved over and over
again, in tho case of Strawberries especially. Instead of placing

thera widely apart in rows after potting, I set them closely together in

broad squares, and in this way they shade each other effectually, and
the sides of the pots are always cool and moist ; they do not need to

be so often watered, and the plants grow vigorously, the outside

plants invariably being the weakest and most stunted, and requiring

to be watered nearly twice as aften as those inside the square. In

September, in order to harden the roots and ripen the crowns, I thin

the plants out a little, say from 6 to 8 inches apart, always retaining

the " square " arrangement till they are housed in October. By this

treatment I get Black Prince StrawbeiTy plants with leaves like

Keen's Seedling, and crowns as long and as thick as my thumb, with

a potful of healthy roots. This treatment, which suits the pot

Strawberry so well, would be found equally beneficial with all pot

plants. Watering regularly and abundantly should be the rule ; but

no plant should be watered till it is needful, while at the same time

watering must never be delayed till the soil becomes parched, and
the extremes from heat to cold and from draught to saturation will

be avoided.

—

Field.

WINTER CULTURE OF MIGNONETTE.
Few flowers are more esteemed for bouquets in winter and early

spring than Mignonette ; it is also very useful for the decoration of

the drawing-room and conservatory at those seasons of the year.

Although Mignonette is not a delicate plant, yet it is not generally
seen in the perfection to which it might be brought by good culture.

To flower at or soon after Christmas the seed should be sown earlier

than this, say about the beginning of August, in pots of any con-
venient size. The soil should be good loam, moderately enriched
with rotten dung, and kept open by a pretty liberal intermixture
with old mortar or lime rubbish. It is essential that the pots be
thoroughly drained, and upon the drainage a handful (more or less,

according to the size of the pots) of one-year-old pigeon's dung
should be placed. After sowing the seed, set the pots where they
will not require frequent waterings, too much moisture being ex.
tremely injurious to Mignonette ; for this reason, therefore, it will

be safer to place the pots in a frame or pit, where they may be
covered by the lights in rainy weather. As the plants increase

in size they should be gradually thinned, ultimately leaving three
or five in each pot. The principal point to be attended to now is

judicious watering; by this I mean giving water only when the
plants really require water, and then in sufficient quantity to moisten
tho whole of the soil—not dribbling a few drops over the plants to.

day to prevent them from being dry to-morrow—a practice too much
followed with plants in pots. Pinch off any premature flowers that
may appear, keep the pots free from weeds, and far enough asunder
to prevent the plants from being crowded, and when they are removed
to winter quarters, set them near the glass in an airy situation. A
few of the plants might be placed in an intermediate house, or other
situation rather warmer than a greenhouse, to come into bloom a little

earlier than the rest. I have recommended the seeds to be sown in
tho pots, which is the method I prefer ; but, if more convenient, a
sufficient numberjaf self-sown plants might be taken up and potted,
only a few extras should be put in to allow for casualties, as
Mignonette transplants badly. The best Mignonette I ever saw
was treated in this way; but as it is not every one who can
procure pigeon's dung, I may add, that guano will be found
an excellent substitute. This must, however, be applied in a
liquid state, and not before the pots have become well filled

with roots, when a small quantity of guano, given at intervals
of a week or so, will increase the vigour of the plants in an extra-
ordinary degree. A second crop might be sown in the beginning of
September, and managed in the same manner. Single plants will

attain a large size in 32 or 21-si7.ed pots, if the main branches are
pegged down as they grow and the flowers are kept pinched off for a
time. The beginning of January is early enough to make the first

sowing for a spring supply. The pots for this sowing should be from 4
to 6 inches wide, and should be filled with soil to within half an inch of
the rim, then press it evenly and firmly, and on this sow the seed
regularly ; and, if its quality can be depended on, eighteen seeds
will be enough for each pot—they will come up with more strength
than if sown thicker. .Sift a little soil over them and give a gentle
pressure with the hand, leaving the surface smooth and even ; then
water with tepid water, which will warm the soil and assist germina.
tion

; plunge the pots in a frame with a gentle bottom-heat, and give
but little air until they begin to appear : afterwards give ventilation
mora freely, avoiding at all times the admission of cold air in great
currents, as Mignonette suffers very much from rash exposure in that
way. When the plants become a little hardened take off the lights

every fine day from eleven to one o'clock, which will prevent them
from being drawn, and better enable them to support themselves.
As soon as the seed-leaves are fully developed, thin ont the
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plants, leaving at this timo twelve or thirteen iii each pot. This
number shoald be kept for a while, as they are liable to clamp off, if

the weather should happen to be wet and dull. When they have
made four or five leaves, thin them out to seven plants, which will be
quite sufficient. At the same time, stir the surface of the soil, which
generally becomes hard by continual watering, and thereby prevents
the access of air to the roots. When the anu begins to act power-
fully upon them, a thin shading for two or three hours during ihe
heat of the day will be of service. When they have attained the
height of 3 or 4 inches, they should be tied up, to prevent them
from falling over the sides of the pot ; in doing this, put six small
stakes, at equal distances, close by the edge of the pot ; then pass a
strip of matting with a turn round each of the stakes, and fasten it

;

the stakes should be left 3 inches at least higher than the plants, as
they will require a second tie. If the roots have now found their

way through the bottom of the pot, they must be broken off, or the
plants will receive a great cheek when finally removed. In re-

plunging, give them sufficient room to prevent their being drawn ;

they will require great attention till the beginning of May, when
they will, if properly managed, be in good condition for removing to
the greenhouse. The next sowing should be made in the latter end
of March. Snooessional sowings may be made about the latter end
of May. W.

SIPHOCAMPTLUS BETUL^FOLIUS.
This is a -well-known South American plant, speoificallydistingnished

by its Birch-like leaves. It forms a dense-branched shrub, which,
under good management, is covered, from early spring till late in

f

Siphocampylus betulsBfolius.

autumn, with bright scarlet-tinted yellow-lipped blossoms. Our
illustration represents the end of a branch furnished with flowers,

which, springing from the axils of the leaves, contrast very strikingly

with the foliage. Young plants of it obtained now will make good sized

specimens next year. During winter they should occupy a situation

somewhat near the glass, in a house where the temperature may range
from 45' to 55°. Care must be taken not to overwater the soil at this

season ; but an occasional sprinkle with the syringe on the mornings
of bright days will be beneficial, especially if the plants exhibit any
signs of the approach of their enemy, the spider. As early in spring

as is convenient place them in a moist growing temperature of from
60' to 75'. Examine the state of the roots and shift into the flower-

ing-pots, if the balls are full of active healthy fibres ; but if other-

wise, repair the drainage, cleai'ing away any unkind soil, and defer
shifting until space is wanted for the roots. After shifting, the
plants should be neatly staked, keeping the branches rather thin, and
any over gross shoot should have its point pinched off, with a view to

equalise the growth, and secure well-formed compact specimens,
which this will tend to effect. The spring treatment may be moist
and warm, if growth is desired, but if the object is to have the plants

in full flower early in the season, they shoald be placed where they
will receive all the light which can be afforded them, with a free
circulation of air on every favourable occasion, and a rather dry
warm temperature may be maintained, but in this case it will be
necessary to use the syringe freely, for if spider obtain a footing at
this season it will be a lasting pest, and also disfigure the handsome
foliage. During the summer months flowering specimens may occupy
a situation in the warm end of the greenhouse, or elsewhere, where
they can be screened from the mid-day sun, and where they will not
be exposed to drying currents of air. If it is wished that the plants
should continue producing flowers during the autumn, they must be
removed to a situation where the night temperature may range as high
as 50°; and, if this is maintained, they will flower throughout the
autumn and winter. But if not wanted for autamn blooming, they
should be removed to a situation where the temperature may range
about 45° at night, and they should not be over-watered. With a
small shift annually, they will last- several seasons; and if they
appear bare and unsightly, they may be out back, and after they
start into growth the balls may be greatly reduced, which will render
them as good as young plants. Firm pieces of the young wood
planted in sandy peaty soil, covered with a bell-glass, and plunged in

a gentle bottom heat, root freely ; or strong plants are speedily
obtained by layering a shoot on the surface of the pot. Good turfy
peat and loam in about equal proportions, with a liberal admixture
of sharp silver sand and lumpy bits of charcoal or potsherds, will
form a suitable compost for the growth of this plant. Another
species of this genua, S. penduliflorus, has very long climbing
branches, and pendent panicles of carmine-red flowers. J. S.

Solanum lyoioides.—What is this ? I have a good collection
of Solanums, and one bearing this name. Can you furnish any
account of it?—Downie. [It was found by Hai-tweg, in the valley
of San Antonio, in Peru, and flowered at Chiswiok some years ago.
It has a neat habit ; the leaves are lanceolate ; the flowers are of the
richest sapphire purple, enlivened by a bright yellow eye, and, in the
wild state, appear in clusters so numerous as to load the little spiny
branches. The name is a happy one, for in its natural state it is very
much like a dwarf Lycinm barbarum. In cultivation, however, it

loses some of its stiff spiny habit. It is by no means new to Europe,
for it was represented in Jacquin's " Figures of Rare Plants " more
than sixty years ago, but it has disappeared from most of onr
gardens. It is a greenhouse plant, which appears to succed in almost
any kind of soil, but to prefer sandy loam mixed with a little rough
peat. To flower it well, it seems necessary to place it out-of-doors
during summer, in some exposed situation, where it can remain till

the end of September. By that time the flower-buds will be formed,
and they expand in a short time after the plant is taken indoors.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Fuchsia procumbens.—Of this new Fuchsia we have recently peen a nice
stock in Mr. Kinghorn'a Nursery at Richmond. It is a gracefully droopin^r
species well worth culture, even if none of its Uttle yellow, purple-tippecl, blue-
anthered flowers were produced. It is readily propagated, and as a basket
plant deserves a place in every gi-eenhouse. It has been exhibited at South
Kensington, and was much admired.

"Wiateiing Caladiums. —I should be obliged if you would tell mo the
proper way of treating Caladiums at this time of year. I have never yet
succeeded in preserving the tubers.—Great Malveei^. [After the plants have
died down naturally, lay the pots containing them on their sides on a shelf or
under a stage, in an intermediate house, but not near hot-water pipes, which
would dry them too much. Laying the pots sideways keeps the root from
suffering from drip. Thus treated, we have never known them to fail. Some
growers, however, turn them out of the pots in which they have been growing
and store them in a box of sand.]

Stove Plants for Winter Blooming : E. S. The best are Euphorbia
jacquiniseflora, Eucharis amazonica, Gesnera exoniensis. Gardenia florida, G.
citriodora, Luculia gratissima, Poinsettia pulcherrima, Plumbago rosea,
Eranthemum pulchelUim, various Epiphyllums, TJrceolina anrea, Franciscea,
confertiflora and calycina, Stephanotis floribunda, Aphelandra cristata,
Imantophyllum miniatum, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Impatiens Jerdoniee,
different kinds of Amaryllis, Centradenias, Centropogon lucyanum, Cono-
clininm ianthinum and atrorubens, Ixoia amabilis, aurantiaca, and javanica;
various Rogerias, Rondeletia speciosa major, Scucellaria Mociniana and some
others, Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana. Siphocampylus nitidus, Thyrsacanthua
rutilans, and two or three sorts of Toxicophlasa.—J. Bestee, Fine-Apple Place.

Lobelia Lady Macdonald.—This new Lobelia at present occupies a con-
spicuous position in Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing's winter garden, in
Edinburgh. Its flowers somewhat resemble those of L. Pastonii, but indivi-
dually they are much larger than those of that variety ; the three lower petals
of each bloom measured collectively about an inch across. It is, however, if

anything, lighter in colour than Paxtonii, and is delicately suffused with blue.
It is an abundant bloomer, and, as a Lobelia for pot-culture, surpasses any-
thing in that way I have seen. Apart from the usefulness of Lobelias in the
flower garden, they make, as is well-known, valuable vase-plants, and they are
equally useful for intermixing with foliage and flowering plants in front rows
on the shelves of greenhouses and conservatories ; for such purposes Lady
Macdonald will be found iuvaluablo. It obtained a first-class certificate at tho
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's show on the 9tb of September, and
its merits do full credit to the award.—J. MriE, Clovenfords
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THE FR UIT GARDEN.
VINES IN GREENHOUSES.

TnK Vine hasbeeu more or less successfnily cnltivatod in Pine-stoves,

but its cultul'o in the greenhouse has not been attended with equal

success. This may proceed from various causes, such as tlio condition

of tho Vino-border, improper temperature and aijration. If the

border be imperfectly drained, or the soil cchausted, tho first thing to

do is to remove the earth of the border to the depth of 3 feet, if on

a sloping surface, but if flat 2 feet will be quite sufficient. It should

not be less than 15 feet wide. It is impossible to lay down an

invariable rule as to the depth of soil which ought to be removed in

every case, but I wish it to be distinctly understood that it is not neces-

sary to dig a deep pit, as some do, for the purpose of filling it up
with a mass of materials through which the sun's heat will never

penetrate ; for, although such a border may be made of tho best

composition, it cannot be called a good border. When the old soil is

cleaned out, a good drain should be made along the front of the

border. In forming a new border, the bottom part should have

a good slope, and should be covered about 10 inches deep with

rough stones. Over the stones place a covering of Furze, with the

bushy side uppermost and the woody part under. A row of turf

should be placed upon the Furze, with the grassy side downward.
This will form an effectual and a permanent drainage to every part

of the border. The new border should be composed of fibrous turf,

leaf soil, and horsednng, which should be filled in to the depth of

4 feet, as it will finally subside to about 3 feet. It is unnecessary to

prescribe the proportions to be used of the above ingredients, as that

must depend on circumstances. Leaf soil is generally a scarce sub-

stance ; and, therefore, should the loam be of a strong quality, it

should be mixed with light soil, as much of a vegetable nature as

possible, keeping in view the principle that the composition should

be sufficiently porous. If the old Vinos have been growing in a wet
soil, or a great portion of their roots decayed or rotten, I would
recommend in planting them to lay a portion of the stem across

the border and peg it down with strong pegs about 6 inches

deep. As to what length ought to be laid down in this manner
that will depend on the state of the old Vine. Tho lower part

of neglected Vines is generally bare of young wood, perhaps half-way

up the main stem. Some of the spurs beyond that may even
be exhausted. I would therefore plant so as to have a good fresh

shoot at the entrance of the Vine into the house, or, at least, at the

foot of the rafter. This shoot should be cut down to two or three

eyes, and, if all go on well, it will grow from 20 to 30 feet the first

season. If young Vines are required (and, upon the whole, they are

best, it the old ones are not in good condition), good strong ones

should be procured from a respectable nursery and planted in spring.

The roots should be well spread out, and 3 feet of the stem should

be laid down horizontally 6 inches deep in the ground. The sorts

moit suitable for a greenhouse are—Black Ilamburgh, Black Prince

(Hamburgh), and White Sweetwater. I would advise that the

border should be covered with a light covering of dry leaves, or

leaves and dung, about this time of year, and a covering of water-

proof canvas or wooden shutters should also be applied to carry off

heavy rains. The covering should be removed about the middle of

May, when the border should be forked over, and it should be

frequently stirred during summer, but especially after heavy rains.

J. H.

A Large Peach. Orchard.—Mr. Shellcrosa, who resides near
Middletown, Delaware, owns one of the largest Peach orchards in the

world. Last year he shipped to New York 125,000 baskets of fruit,

and it is estimated that he lost, by being unable to pi'ocure labour to

pick, about 25,000 baskets more. On several days he loaded from
his orchard ten railway waggon loads. Mr. Shellcross's orchard
roxches along the public road for more than 8 miles—generally on
eitlier side—and covers an extent of upwards of 1,000 acres, on
which is growing more than 100,000 trees.

Victoria Nectarine,—This Nectarine is one of the best varieties

in cultivation. It is a strong grower, an extraordinary bearer, and
the fruit ia large and of first-rate flavour. I am not acquainted with
any other variety that stands heavy cropping year after year like it,

and, at the same time, swells its fruit so well. We have one small
tree here that was planted in 1866—a young plant, and which has
borne every year since—generally a fine crop for tho size of the tree.

This season it had above twelve dozen fruit upon it, all large, and
made a strong growth at the same time. I should mention that the
fruit never acquires its full colour and flavour while on the tree. The
shady side is always green when the fruit is fit to gather, but it gets
well flavoured and a high colour after it has Iain in the fruit room a
few days. The Victoria is a second early kind, and should be

leisurely ripened, with plenty of air, and the fruit should be well

exposed to the sun, when it acquires a deep red colour on the sunny
side. I have kept the fruit a fortnight or more after gathering in the

fruit.room, and six weeks in a box in the ice.house.—J. S. W.

Thinning Fruit Blossoms.—Some of the older writers on fruit

culture suggested that in the ease of fruit trees that did not set their

fruit well, it was of service to thin out the blossoms or to pick off the

early petals of the flowers to ensure the remainder setting well. Mr.
Du Breuil, has been experimenting in this matter. In 1872 he operated
upon twenty espalier Pear trees of the Doyenne d'Hiver Pear, taking

out the central blossom from each bunch of flowers on every alternate

tree in the row. When the fruit was gathered he found that there was
no perceptible difference either in the quantity, the quality, or size of

the fruit. In 1873 he repeated the experiment upon twelve trees,

operating upon an alternate six In this case the trees operated
upon produced sixty-five fruits, and the six not operated upon pro.

duced sixty-eight fruits. He therefore concludes that, whilst the
theory appears rational enough, practice does not sanction its

correctness ; and that tho operation has no influence upon the abun.
dance of the product.

Pasturing Cows in Apple Orchards.—In riding through
Normandy last autumn—a country filled with orchards—from the
Apples of which cider, the universal beverage of the district, is made,
the writer saw a great number of cows pasturing on the rich Grass
under the trees, and eating the fallen Apples. Every cow was rigged
with a sort of rope harness, to the girth of which was attached a
short halter that prevented her raising her head to take Apples from
the trees. The contrivance was exceedingly simple and cheap, and
there is no reason why it might not be adopted by cultivators in this

country, who would gladly pasture their orchards except for the
damage done to fruit and branches by cows whose heads are free.

The halter should be as short as will allow the head to be raised to

its natural level ; there will then be no danger of its being caught by
the foot. This is not only more effective, but much less objectionable
than the method sometimes practiced of tying the halter to one of

the forelegs. The cow, when harnessed in this manner, walks about,
lies down, and rises up, with perfect freedom.

—

Ai/riculturist.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN,

What to Grow Under Vines : W. W. H. You cannot get plants to grow
well under the shade of Vines. There are phmts that at certain seasons
require the same treatment. When, however, forcing the Vines, all sorts of
flowering plants could be forced too, but as soon as the Vines are in full leaf
they should be taken out. In winter, Vineries not having fruit in them can be
used as ordinary greenhouses.

Frogmore late Bigarreau Cherry.—This, of which a coloured plate ia

given in this mouth's Flori»t, is said to be a very useful late variety, which
hangs long on the tree without cracking, a fault belonging to the old Bigarreau.
The fruit ot this late kind is large, bluntly heart-shaped, with a slight suture.
The skin is pale waxy-yellow, covered with bright red on the sunny side; the
flesh istender and juicy, and in every way excellent.

Early Normandy Plum.—A Plum bearing this name has been originated
in France. The early season at which it ripens may render it worth cultivating
in this country. It is thus described :—Tree, a very vigorous grower, with
long branches somewhat divergent. Fruit, as large as that of a Greengage,
divided on one side by a very slight suture. Skin, fine, transparent, eeparatmg
readily from the fruit when ripe, of a clear purple colour on the sunny side,
and light flesh-coloured on the shady side ; covered with a Ught bluish bloom.
Flesh, fine and melting, of a greenish colour, somewhat firm, filled with a very
abundant sugary refreshing juice. It ripens from the middle to the end of
July, and this, together with its size, handsome appearance, and good quality,
render it valuable. We have no large Plum of the same character which
ripens so early.

Fear Culture in Japan.—" Occasionally," says Mr. T. Hogg, who knows
Japan well, "as you pa^s along, you see orchards of trained Pear trees, of tho
kinds peculiar to the country. The trees are planted, as nearly as I could
judge, from 12 to 15 feet apart. After attaining the proper height, the tree is

allowed to form branches, and these are trained to rough framework of the
same height, perfectly level, and extending over the whole area of the orchard.
What object the cultivator has in training them in so careful manner I have
not as yet ascertained; but why may it not have its advantages in enabling
him to 'secure his crops in the highest possible condition ? Every fruit is thus
Ijrought into view, and within reach of the gatherer, who, where trees are left

to grow in their natural form, too often runs the risk, in order to secure some
tempting prize displaying its beauties on some inaccessible branch, of injuring
the tree, or worse, possibly himself.

The Hoolbreuk System of Fruit Culture.—A year or two ago a new
system of fruit culture, practised by a peasant on the Danube, was introduced
to the public by " Les Mondes." The system consists essentially in training
the branches of fruit trees. Vines, &c., so as to give them an inclination below
the horizontal line, in which case there is, it is said, a great increase in the
fertility of the branch. An essential condition of the process consists in
having the lino of the branch nearly straight, as, if curved, only the buds at
the top of the arch are developed, while the rest remain in their original condi-
tion. In an instance related by a Mr. Thoreau, ho took four Vine plants
and trimmed them, so as to have one stem to each, and trained them each a
ditTerent way—vertically, obliquely upwards, horizontally, and obliquely down-
wards. He found that from the limb inclined "downward more than three
times as much fruit was produced as from the others. Doubtless this, or a
modification of it, has been often tried with us. It is, perhaps, however,
worth a systematic trial.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
TEBE WEIC4BLAS.

These can be made in the following manner :—Strike cuttings of the
young wood at the middle or end of summer. They will root very
easily in a frame or under a bell-glass on the shady side of a hedge
or fence. In the spring, plant them in rich, deep soil, and a warm,
sunny situation. Before winter, they will form a vigorous little bush.
In the following spring, manure the ground, unless it is extremely
rich ; and rut down the bush to within an inch of the surface. It will at

once begin to throw up a number of strong succulent shoots from the

crown of the root. When these are 2 or 3 inches long, slip off

the smallest and weakest of them ; then choose out the strongest and
most upright shoot, and pinch off the tops of all the rest. If they
were all removed at once, the supply of leaves would be insufficient

to meet the demands of the root, and the vigour of the plant would
be diminished ; but as the chosen shoot grows, and develops its leaves,

the rest should bo pinched back, and finally removed entirely, though
not all at once. The chosen shoot is now left alone, drawing all the
nourishment of the root, and nourishing it in turn by the broad,
healthy, deep green leaves with which it is furnished from top to

bottom. It will throw out side shoots, but these should be slipped

head from 12 to 18 inches in diameter, which will bloom abundantly
in the next summer. Thus you obtain a tree some ! feet high instead

of 6 or 7 feet. A row of such trees planted at intervals along a

garden.walk would be a very attractive object, and they would not

interfere much with the flowers below. The old Weigela rosea is not

suited to this use. We have found the best varieties for trees to be

W. grandiflora and W. Desboisii. W. Isoline also answers pretty

well, though it does not make so straight and clean a stem. Pro-

bably the large, strong-growing W. arborea would do extremely well

;

though we cannot answer from experience. All these are robust in

growth, with a tendency to form straight upright stems. Other
species and varieties, such as W. multiflora, W. hortensis nivea

floribunda, and the variegated-leaved varieties of W. rosea, might bo
grafted on them as stocks. F. Pakkjian.

AMPELOPSIS TUBEROSA AND NAPIPORMIS.
A. TUBEROSA, though not quite hardy, is a iilant well deserving e£

attention ; it has slender branches and smooth, glossy, much divided

leaves. Its roots, which are tuberous, are generally united together

at the shoulders, into an irregular mass, deep red or brownish in

colour; in texture they are cellular, and contain a good deal of

Tubers of Ampelopsis tuberosa. Tubers and leaf of Ampelopsis napiformis.

off as fast as they appear, as well as all shoots from its base. It will

thus grow from the top alone, and, by the end of the season,
will form a straight stem 6 feet or more high. This is the trunk of
your tree, the top of which is formed during the next season in the
following manner :—Rub off all the buds that begin to grow along
the stem to within a foot or more of the top. Here many buds will
rapidly develop, and push out on all sides into succulent shoots.
When these are about 6 inches long, pinch oil the tips with the
thumb and finger. This will cause them to branch ; and the
branches, being treated in the same manner will branch again.
Thus, before the season is over, you will obtain a compact head
round, or of any shape you please to make it ; for, by this system of
pruning with the finger and thumb, you can completely control the
growth. Your tree is now complete, and, the next summer, will

astonish yon by its mass of bloom. It will continue, however, to
develop for several years ; being kept in shape by finger.pruniug, and
all side-shoots from the stem being rubbed off. Such a tree requires
three years from the planting of the cutting for its formation ; but
a smaller tree may be made by the end of the second year. To do
this, pinch off the top of the young stem when it is from 3 to 4 feet
high and in full growth. This should be about the end of July. It
will soon begin to throw out branches at the top, which should be
pinched back as before directed. In October it will have formed a

mucilage something like that found in the roots of the Chinese

Yam. A. napiformis is a hardier plant than A. tuberosa, but

closely resembles it in appearance, and, like it, is deciduous. Its

roots, which are Turnip-shaped, are arranged in clusters, fleshy and
brittle, and covered with a wrinkled brownish skin. They are also

abundantly stored with nmcilage, similar to that of A. tuberosa.

Both these species of Ampelopsis, which are natives of China, may
be increased by means of cuttings put in in spring, and struck under

a bell-glass. A peaty soil suits them best when young ; but when
established, they may be planted out-of-doors in summer, when they

will succeed in good garden mould. Both kinds possess considerable

interest as outdoor climbers in warm situations.

—

Revue Horticole.

Wintering Salvia patens.—In reference to your remarks on

this subject (see p. 310), I may add that I have wintered this Salvia as

follows :—After the stems were cut down in October, the plants were

lifted and the soil shaken frooi them. The roots were then planted

thickly in a bed of fine soil in a cold house (a cold frame would answer

equally well), and, with the exception of a good soaking of water

occasionally, just to keep the soil moist, they received no further

attention during the winter. Early in March, the young growths

begin to push through the soil, and by the end of the month hundreds
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of strong cuttings may bo had if required. Early in May I take
tho plants carefully from tlie bed, divido thorn with a sharp knifn,

and plant thom. .Some time ago Mr. Falconer called here, and he
then stated that Salvia patens was so far hardy in tho north of Scot-
land that the roots were allowed to remain in the ground all winter.
Last winter, therefore, I allowed two long rows, each containing
about 100 plants of it, to remain where they had been growing all

Bummer. As soon as the sterna had been cut off a ridge of earth,
about 6 inches in thickness, was thrown up over the roots, and this
was allowed to remain until the end of last March ; then, on a dry
day, the soil was carefully levelled with a fork, and by the eud of
April young growths had come through tho ground in great
abundance ; aud, although we had some severe late frosts, no
material injury was sustained. This summer tho plants grew
robustly and bloomed profuselj', suffering less from drought than
nsual, a circumstance doubtless owing to the fact that they were well
established. I am, therefore, of opinion that the roots of Salvia
patens are quite as hardy as those of the Dielytra spectabilis, and
that if the crowns be protected with a small heap of ashes, they will
not bo injured by frost. My plants this season must be lifted as soon
as cut down by frost, as tlie ground they occupy is required for a
different purpose. I shall merely, however, trausplant thom thickly
into some light soil under tho boughs of an overhanging tree ; and, in
the event of sharp weather, protect them by means of a little dry
litter.—A. Deax, Bedfont.

The New Pelargonium Society.—This deserves the cordial
support of all interested in tho cultivation of Pelargoniums; for
owing to the vast numbers of them that ai-e yearly " let out,"
purchasers want some trustworthy tribunal on whose decisions they
may depend. There is now so little difference between some of the
stage varieties and the Zonal class, that the latter name has but little

significance. Zonals, indeed, might not inaptly be termed " perpetual
ilowerers," possessing, as they do, such a floriferous habit. But apart
from this, would it not bo well to elect the opinions of growers in
various districts, as to the varieties of which they most approve as
" bodders." In this estimate they should take into account habit,
brilliancy of colour, continuity of bloom, aud profusion of flowers.
The exposure to which they have been subjected might be named,
aud whether grown upon strong or light soil. This would be neces-
sary, as soil, situation, and other local circumstances effect such a
change in certain kinds. I believe that such an election, properly
carried out, would not only prove highly interesting, but instructive.
Theelectorsshould be requested to name such a number iu each section,
as may ultimately be determined npim, as, foriustance :—Six Scarlet
Zonals, four Golden Tricolors, four Silver Tricolors, two plain Golden-
leaved kinds, two Bronze Zonal, two Rose-flowered sorts, aud two
White. On this proposal, I shall be glad to have the opinon of some
of your correspondents.

—

Geo. Westl.\xd, Witley Court, SluitrpoH,
Worcestershire.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.
New Variegated Snapdragon.—I have sent you leaves anrl a flower ot a

v.'irie^afoil Suaprlriii^nn which came up among a batch of seedlings in a nursery
in Shrop>liiio. Tho Ijloom is crim.son, with yellow mouth, and the leaves have
n deep cream-coloured edge, and are sometimes slightly veined. Tho habit of
the plant is dwarf and the variegation constant; it grows well, and is very
hardy. It is eminently adapted for borders in winter, the green in the centre
of the loaf contrasting well with the light edge.—H. S. Newsh, BMopa

Goldilocks (Clirysocoma Liuosyris).— This is just now in perfection on
tho Orme'8 Head, Lhindudu). .Vorth Wales, and I believe Llandudno to be its
most northern habitat iu our island. Perched high up among the grassy nooks
an 1 corners of the carboniferous limestone rocks, its yellow flowers are very
boiuuitul

; indeed, I consider it to be one of our most attractive composites, both
in its golden blossoms and its deep green Flax-like leaves, which are simple,
and clottel over with glands both above and below. I have not often seen it
wild in this country, but here it flowers and flourishes in the greatest luxuriance.
I made ius acquaintance on the Orme's Head many years ago, when I first found
the riire Cotoneaster, growing in the same wild s"craggy ground as on the Con-
tinent, and Silene nutans nodding over the ledges of rock, and attracting such
Mights of insects in the twilight of a summer's evening, Rubia and Helianthe-
nnun canum, and Veronica spicata. and Chlora, and Hippocropis, are all here,
and each has often been gathered by mo in mv summer rambles in Carnarvon-
shire many .years ago,—Pkter IncaBiLn, LImidiidno.

The Sea Bindweed (Convolvulus Soldanella).—Permit mo to say a few
words about this jiretty native liindweed, tho largo pink blossoms of which
are a great ornament to our sandy sea.shoics in tho summer months, puttin"
forth, as they do, rich bright Mowers from the barren drifting sand. But Iwish now to speak of the economy which this plant displays in autumn, when thennght Howora are over, nnd the seed-vessels appear. These arc, as in the
(-.yi-lamon, so dcMoctcd that the capsule is buried in tho san.l. and thus the
process of cxpaiisinn and maturing takes place. On tho sandhills on Conway
iiay, in fMortli Wales, I have recently had abundant npporlimitv of noticing^ature8 process in perfecting the capsules of C. SoldanoUa. Many, indeed;wore nearly buried in the sand. Kach capsule contains four seeds, whieh aroblack when fully ripe. I collected somo scores of these seeds. The leaves ot
this Bindweed are like those of the Alpino Soldanella. hence the name.—PbtebIM-nntLD Lliimhuhio. [It is indeed a charming jilant, which, nnliko many
otlior Bindweeds never becomes troublesome as a weed, and it is quite easilyj^own m any light soil.]

"^

T H E H OUS E HOLD.
Preserving Tomatoes.—The following is the method by which

the excellent tins of preserved Tomatoes now found so good in winter
are prepared. They are first slightly scalded, sufficiently to peel
nicely, and when peeled, aro thrown into pans in order to let

some of the watery part drain off. They are then packed into 2i
pound cans, leaving just room enough for a large spoonfc^ of syrup.
This syrup is made by dissolving 2 J pounds of salt, and the same
amount of sugar, in one gallon of water. The cans are then sealed
and placed on sheet-iron pans, holding thirty-five cans each, and
lowered into a vat containing boiling water of sufficient depth to cover
them. If a can is not tight, it may be readily discovered by the air

which will escape thiough tho hole, causing bubbles to rise to the
surface of the water. The leaky can should be immediately taken out
aud the hole stopped. All kinds of vegetables and fruits put up in

cans, should be first tested in this way before they are bathed.
When a vat full of Tomatoes has thus been tested and prepared, tho
pans are lowered into the vat, one top of the other, and the steam
let on, allowing tho Tomatoes to boil thirty minutes. In case cans
larger in diameter are used, longer cooking will be necessary.
When the Tomatoes are done, the pans and their contents are hoisted

out, and the cans, after they have cooled a little, are vented by
opening the prick-hole in the cap with the soldering iron, allowing
the steam to escape, and then immediately closing the aperture.

When the cans have cooled, if all right, the heads will snap in by a
slight pressure, showing that there is a good vacuum.

Origin of the Use of the Tomato.—In August, 1826 or 1827,
Andrew Parmeutier, who owned the Ilorticultural Giirden at the
junction of the Flatbush lload and the Jamaica turnpike, in
Brooklyn, asked mo to call and eee his Tomatoes. The stems
were carefully trained on the south side of an embankment of small
stones. The first two feet was covered with large, bright, red fruit,

which would average, at least, half a pound each. Up to the very
stems, for 2 feet or more, they were turning yellow, aud green as
much farther. They were not smooth, but very much convoluted,
aud out of shape. Some of the skins were bursting from pressure
within, which Mr, Parmeutier considered perfection. Mr. Parmentier
gave them away very freely among his friends, most of whom liked
the attention better than the Tomatoes, Mr. Parmentier was justly

very highly esteemed by the horticultural gentlemen in New York,
especially by Dr. Howard, Dr. Stephens and his brothers, Hugh
Maxwell, Esq., and others. They all tried to eat Tomatoes for Mr.
Parmentier's sake, as he was sanguine that it was the vegetable for

America, if once accustomed to them. A horticultural dinner was
got up expressly to eat these Tomatoes, and the gentlemen and ladies

ate them as a compliment to Mr, Parmentier, making as few wry
faces as possible. When I next met Mr. Parmentier, ho said, with
much confidence, that the time would come when Tomatoes would
be as common and as cheap as Potatoes, aud as universally used. I

had previous to this known a species of Tomato, called love Apple,
raised as a curiosity, and paten by some for its supposed medicinal
qualities,

—

Mk. S\v.vi.\, in Cultivator,

Chestnuts,—This abundant frnit may claim a place, not equal
to that of the Haricot certainly, but still an important place, amongst
the substitutes for Potatoes. The roasted Chestnut is well known in

England, but in Prance aud many other countries it is an
important article of consumption. The sale of roasted Chest-
nuts in Paris is enormous. Bat the Chestnut, indeed, enters
regularly into French cookery ; it is used to make stuffing for

turkey, and from it is made a jno-t'e, named after the great Conde,
who was a famous (jov.rinet as well as a general, which is eaten with
many dishes in place of mashed Potatoes, and is much liked by those
who relish a certain amount of sweetness in such preparations.

Boiled Chestnuts are also eaten largely in some districts, connoisseurs
adding a little butter to them when cut open, but utterly repudiating
salt with them, in which we think they are decidedly wrong. In
Corsica they form a large part of the food of the country, and in the

south of France, and in Spain, they are largely consumed. The
Chestnut certainly ranks among the most wholesome and nutritious

of fruits, and deserves more consideration than it receives in English
houses.

To Cook Bice Properly.—The following is tho method reoom.
mendeil by the French Academy for cooking Rice during the siege of

Paris. Put one cupful of liice and one-fourth of a cupful of water
in a saucepan, cover and place it over a good fire; after an hour the

water will be evaporated, and the Rico cooked tender, but dry, and
with tho grains distinct, not in a paste. Sufficient salt should be
added in tho first place, and care should be taken not to disturb the

Rico while cooking. By adding a little butter, aud allowing the

Rice to dry a little more over a gentle fire, a more delicate dish is

prepared.
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THE LIBRARY.
VAN HOUTTE'S FLOUB DES SEKRES.

The third quarter of the twentieth volume of this riclily-illustratecl

work has reached us. With the exception that six of the plates iu

the parts now under notice are again taken up with Pears, which
we cannot but consider out of place in this work, and that no fewer
than &ve of the other plates are re-productions of plant portraits

which have already appeared in the Botanical Hfn^aiine, the plates

are most of them exceedingly interesting, and, as usual, specially

remarkable for the beauty and delicacy of the colouring—points in

which this work excels, by a long way, any other with which we
are acquainted. Plate 1 faithfully represents perhaps the most
showy member of the Silene family, known either as S. Hookeri or

S. Bolauderi, introduced to our gardens by Professor Bolander, who
Bent seeds of it to Kew, collected by him on the wooded coasts of

Plumas, iu California. It is believed to be perfectly hardy, and is

now, we believe, to be seen in bloom on the rock.work at the Koyal
Gardens. Plate 2 represents Pentstemon Palmeri, a fine addition lo

our hardy border plants, introduced to this country by means of seed
sent from Utah and other parts of North-western America by Mr.
Watson. It is a tall, strong-growing species, producing fine thyrses
of bloom, of which the throat is creamy.yellow and the inside of

the upper lip bright magenta, with a pale rose-coloured under lip.

It is a most ornamental species. Plate 3 rej^resents Cypripedium
arietinum, a small and insignificant variety of Lady' s-Slipper, with
dull greenish upper petals and a small whitish slipper, faintly streaked
with rose-colour. It is indigenous to North America and Canada.
Plate 4, represents a charming miniature Irid from the Cape, named
Syringodea pulchella, with grassy foliage and rosy-purple Crocus-
like flowers. Plates 5 and 6, represent Doryanthes Palmeri, an
exceedingly handsome and showy member of the Amarylidaceons
family. It is a native of Australia, and in this country grows well
in a temperate house, requiring, however, to be of a considerable age
and size before it can produce its splendid spikes of deep blood-red
blossoms, with a pure white centre, produced in clusters of two or
three blooms on the terminal foot or 18 inches of a stem of from 11
to 12 feet in height. Plate 7, represents a rather pretty member of

the Melastomaceous family, named Brachyotum confertum, and also

known under the names of Chxtogastra and Rhexia conferta ; it much
resembles Genetyllis tulipifera in the shape of its blossoms, which
are purple, with a conspicuous white calyx. Plates 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and
13, represent Pears in fifteen varieties. Plate 14, represents
Masdevallia Houtteana, a most curious variety of this interesting

family, producing medium-sized white blooms, thickly spotted with
bright rose colour, and with three bright rose-coloured tails hanging
from each bloom, presenting a most singular and unique appearance.
It is said to thrive in a cool greenhouse. Plate 15, is a portrait of a
member of the Liliaceous family, known under the names
of Cyclobothra lutea, C. barbata, and Fritillaria barbata. It is

a native of the Mexican prairies, and produces, somewhat freely,

pendulous blooms of a deep yellow. Plate 16 is a portrait of Aqui.
legia leptoceras chrysantha, the beautiful Golden Columbine
introduced from New Mexico and the state of Arizona, and we think
hardly does justice in clearness and brilliancy of colouring to this fine

addition to our hardy garden border plants, which is so free-flowering

and so easy of cultivation that it should be found in every well-

stocked garden. Plate 17 represents Seaforthia elegans, a most
beautiful and graceful Pahu from Australia, which, from its orna-
mental fohage, is likely to be useful for room and table decoration,
as it thrives in a low temperature. Plate 18 represents Odonto-
glossnm Rossii majus, a beautiful Orchid from Mexico, first intro-

duced under the name of O. Ehreubergi, and of easy culture. Plate
19 represents Aristolochia tricandata, a most curious species of this

extraordinary and generally attractive family, but of somewhat more
distinct and conspicuous colouring than is usually found among
them, introduced from the forests of Chiapas, in the extreme east of

Mexico, by Ghiesbreght, who sent it to M. Verschaffelt, of Ghent.
It requires the temperature of a stove, as do all this family, with the
exception of A. Sipho, which is hardy. Plates 20 and 21 represent
Stanhopea Martiana, a handsome species of this genus of Orchids.
Plates 22 and 23 represents a bunch of Grapes and foliage, the berries

of which are not remarkable for size, but for having deep-red
juice, and whose foliage turns a fine red in autumn. This Grape
is also said to make good wine, but is useless as a table fruit.

Plate 24 is a portrait of Calochortus Leichtlini, a beautiful variety of

this lovely family of Califomian bulbs, producing large pure white
flowers with a clearly marked deep maroon spot at the base of each
of its three petals. It is almost hardy, requiring only the protection

of a cool greenhouse or cold pit. Plate 25 is a portrait of the beautiful

Erythroninm grandiflorum, producing from eight to ten of its handsome
pure white flowers on stems from 18 inches to 2 feet in height ; it is a

native of the Rocky Mountains. Plates 26 and 27 represent the
handsome Indian Cycad, known as Cycas circinalis, said to be the
finest of its family, and requiring only the temperature of a temperate
house. The natives of the parts where this species is indigenous,
make its pith into a kind of sago, and use its leaves for thatching
their houses ; the down of its foliage they weave into stuffs for gar.
ments ; with its leaf.ribs they make ropes, and its nuts, when roasted,

form one of their favourite foods. W. E. G.

LESSONS TAUGHT BY THE LATE DEY SUMMER.
Throughout the greater part of the country drought has been
severely felt this summer ; in some parts it has been disastrous to

the farmers, and, coupled with dry and frosty nights, it has had
disastrous effects on nursery stock and on gardens generally ; where-
ever trees and shrubs have been recently moved on any extensive

scale, even those moved early last autumn with balls, and which
looked quite fresh up to the middle of April, though quite taken to

their new positions, suffered nearly as much as those spring-planted,

simply because they had not had time to root deeply. Where the
moisture became exhausted from the immediate surface, they were'

in equal distress with those planted in spring. Iu pulling up some
shrubs lately which were dead, or seemingly so, a rather curious

appearance presented itself ; the roots were bristling with young
white growing points, showing that there was plenty of life there,

although the knife showed by cutting the bark that the stems were
dead to the surface of the soil. Those plants (Cupressus Lawsoniana)
had been repeatedly watered, but had failed to keep the part above
ground alive ; evaporation had been so rapid throughout the heat
and dryness of the day, and coldness and equal dryness at night,

that the plant became exhausted in consequence : shade, therefore,

in this case, would have been much much more beneficial than
watering, but for the practical difiiculty of shading trees and shrubs

by the acre. Exhaustion, I need not say, in a more or less aggra-

vated form, was the general result, but in a very different degree

on different subjects ; whereas some plants became permanently

paralysed, others only seemed to husband their energies and become
exhausted in appearance only. Broad-leaved plants, such as Rhodo-
dendrons, American Azaleas, and the broad-leaved Japanese plants,

suffered permanently, especially those subjected to the full blaze of

the sun, and I believe more from actual heat than from drought

;

the thermometer at 100 and 120, with the sun blazing on them,

actually had the same effect as fire, and the atmosphere heated to

that extent would not have affected the plants in the same way had
they been shaded. Almost the whole of the Conifers stood the

drought well, their wiry foliage being capable of withstanding a
dry atmosphere. Now, since rain has fallen, however, recently

planted subjects have grown well and made good roots. This is

strikingly illustrated in the case of two specimen plants—Thujopsis

dolabrata—both of which had in winter occupied prominent positions

temporarily for the purpose of decoration, from which they were
removed in March. It was June when one of them became
extremely dry at the root, while the other was even wet ; both are

equally fresh at top, but the dry one has made an enormous mass of

fresh white roots, while the wet one had not made any. What has

been the cause of this important difference P Was it the comparative

warmth consequent on dryness that encouraged root-action, or the

natural effort of the plant to obtain for its healthful existence

moisture which the other enjoyed ? The moist atmosphere of wiuter

prevented exhaustion in the case of the dry tree. Probably Coni-

ferous trees, as a whole, prefer a moist atmosphere and a moderately

dry soil. Their natural habitats support this idea ; the various

forms of Cupressus Lawsoniana seem to stand drought the worst.

In the kitchen garden the heat and drought have had similar

effects on vegetables. Broccoli, Cauliflower, and Cabbages showed
exhaustion, in spite of much artificial watering. Onions, on the

other hand, though they assumed that glaucous bluish-green which
is the effect of drought, made good their hold in the soil,

and when rain came made quite a rush into growth. Water
in their case, under a scorching sun, would have been bene,

ficial ; but the Cabbage tribe, under strong sun, even with

sufficient root moisture, make a flaccid and weakly growth.

Herein lies the superiority of the north over the south in the matter

of raising small fruits and succulent vegetables. A hot dry atmo.

sphere will cause young Cauliflower to " bolt " and open their heads

in spite of good cultivation, and Cabbage will refuse to make solid

crisp hearts ; but we in the south may fairly claim to know more about

the cultivation of French Beans, Scarlet Runners, Tomatoes, and
Vegetable Marrows, than growers in the north. Such a season as the

past teaches us lessons which have been learned generations ago in

Spain, where the value of inigation is well known. All watering

under such intense heat is useless unless thoroughly well done. Thia
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I have been ii. a position to prove this season by having an abnudant

sunnlv of water in some places and a scarcity in others. At one

Doint I was able to allow water to run in a stream among some Roses

and their freshness and lineness of bloom formed a complete contrast

with others not so treated. Moreover, these irrigated Roses have

been completely free from blight, while others were hopelessly

infested. I also irrigated a large portion of flower garden under

bright sunshine with the best results. No garden can be called com-

plote without a ramification of pipes and hydrants, and an abundant

supply of water, which ia procurable in the majority of gardens.

Water is more particularly necessary in the fruit garden than m any

other • for flowers and vegetables are too apt to get a full share of

water' at the expense of fruit trees. Heat ana dryness have a

maturintr effect on the wood of fruit trees when in conjunction with

plenty of nourishment at the root ; otherwise, they have a decidedly

exhausting effect ; and although wood may appear ripe, and abun-

dance of fruit buds may have set—say on Peach trees—the following

spring will most assuredly tell a tale of bud-dropping, fruit not

setting, and disappointment at the stoning period; and the same

remarks apply to fruit trees in general. Shade is a most important

auxiliary in a variety of cases during a season of excessive heat,

especially in the case of newly-planted trees and shrubs; while

watering at the root will be found of no avail to keep plants

alive, shade in some form or other will be quite successful.

It obviates the scorching effects of the sun on a plant the

cultivation of which has been impaired by removal. Materials

for shading need not be expensive or difficult to get. Branches of

Spruce or of common Laurel, even a handful of Grass or straw

thrown over a jilant, will shade it sufficiently to carry it through a

trying time. The shade of trees to Grass enables it to retain its green

appearance, while that exposed to the sun is scorched to the colour

of hay. It is a bad nractice to mow Grass too closely in times of

heat and drought. Grass shades itself, and mulches the ground, and

so prevents the sun from drying up the soil. Moreover, Grass con.

denses moisture, in the form of dew, for the maintenance of its own
growth. Without Grass, dew is not deposited ; therefore, lawns

should not be too closely mown in very dry weather. All that ia

necessary for appearance is an even surface, which can be effected

by adjusting the cutters of the machine by a sufficient depression of

the front roller. Akin to shade is the benefit derived from the use

of the syringe in the case of newly-planted shrubs and trees. Moisten,

ing the leaves and branches in the evening assists the leaves materi.

ally to maintain lite. It may, sometimes, be possible to moisten a

whole clump of shrubs or trees by a hose from a hydrant ; or, when

such is not attainable, a large garden engine and attendant water,

barrel will effect much with the labour of two men. With several

hundred feet of hose and a small hand fire-engine, we have been able

to do good service among shrubs and treea lately planted. A dry

spring and a heavy soil have taught us the lesson that the early

autumn is the best time to transplant trees and shrubs, not excepting

Hollies and Conifers. There is one class of plants that shows wonder,

ful tenacity of life under heat and drought—namely. Mosses and

Lichens. No plant seems to enjoy moisture more than they do, even

to saturation, when they grow with wonderful rapidity, yet none

stand draught better. The sun does not seem to have the power of

killing many of them, even on stones that become so hot that one

cannot bear the heat with the hand. Even some Ferns bear dryness

with impunity. Large masses of the common Polypody may be seen

perfectly dried up ; to all appearance the fronds are gone, yet, with

the first rain it springs into a mass of verdure.

—

The Gardener.

Lord Palmerston on Iron Railings in the Parks.—
" 91, Piccadilly, Nov. 12, 1857.—My dear Hall,—I have been much
surprised this morning at seeing a party of labourers employed in

trenching a largo piece of the Green Park. As head of the Govern,

nient I have a right to expect that essential alterations should not be

made in the spaces allotted for the enjoyment and recreation of the

public without my previous sanction and concurrence, and I entirely

disapprove of the restrictions which yon are imposing upon the free

enjoyment of the Green Park and Hyde Park by the public. Tour
iron hurdles are an intolerable nuisance, and I trust that you mean
shortly to remove them. To cut up the Green Park into enclosed

shrubberies and plantations would be materially to interfere with the

enjoyment and free recreation of the public ; and I must positively

forbid the prosecution of any such scheme. As head of the Govern,

ment, I should bo held by the public to have authorised these

arrangements, and I do not choose to be responsible for things which I

disapprove.— Yours sincerely, Palmkksion. Right Hon. Sir Benjamin
Hall, Bart." Tho above, from the "Life of Viscount Palmerston,"
does not appear to have had all tho clTcct that could bo desired in

modifying the too numerous and ugly iron railings in our parks.

MR. LEY'S NURSERY, CROYDON.
Tuis imr.sery, though comparatively newly formed, has already
become interesting to the plant-lover. An elegant conserva-
tory (of which the annexed is a representation, engraved for The
G.^RDEN from a photograph) has just been erected in it by Mr.
Lascelles, and is remarkable as proving that it is possible to
have horticultural buildings made of wood as light and
graceful as any constructed of iron. Hitherto it has been
supposed that to have curvilinear houses wo must resort to

iron. Mr. Lascelles now builds them for us in wood, having
as easy lines as the fine iron curvilinear houses built by Mr.
Turner, of Dublin. This seems to us to effect a revolution in

the art of hothouse building, and a very desirable revolution,

too. The curved wooden spandrils of the roof consist each
of three pieces, bent by steam, and very accurately fitted

together. Although, however, the spandrils are bent, the
glass is not ; and in this there is a decided advantage, inas-

much as a difficulty is often experienced in replacing broken
squares when such is the case. The interior is divided into
three compartments, which afford plenty of space, not only for

plants of comparatively small size, Ijut also for the larger

forms of tropical vegetation.

Palms.

One thing worthy of mention here, is the fine collection of

Palms, numbering upwards of 170 species, all in a healthy
thriving state, and well adapted for the general purposes of

indoor dccoiution. Here are thousands of individual p lants in all

the different stages of development, from the seedling state

to splendid well-developed specimens, and we are glad to see
that Mr. Ley attaches so much importance to this noble family,
which seem destined to become even more popular and useful
than at present. In the different houses we were shown from
10,000 to 12,000 seedling Palms, such as Seafortfaia elegans,
Areca rubra, A. lutesceus, Corypha australis, and many others
of well-known excellence as decorative plants. Among the rarer
kinds wc may note Cocos plumosa, 0. AVeddelliana, one of the
most graceful and effective of all decorative plants for the dinner
table, Daimonorops fissus, D. plumosus, D. palembauicus, and
others equally graceful. Among the newer kinds, Cocos
Maximilliana deserves mention as a graceful species, somewhat
resembling C. plumosa in general habit. Phycosperma
Alexandra3 may be described as a silvery.leaved form of Sea-
forthia elegans from Lord Howe's Island, and is a plant likely

to meet with general culture when fully developed and better
known. One of the finest specimens in the whole collection,

however, is Ohamisrops tomentosa, one of the most graceful
forms in the genus, the slender divisions of the fan-shaped
leaves being covered below with a dense silvery tomeutum,
which gives it a very distinct and pleasing appearance. This
plant is fully 8 feet in diameter, and is one of the finest of all

decorative Palms, either for indoor decoration or for exhibition.

A fine healthy plant of Chama;dorea Hartwegii, bears a great
panicle of rich orange-scarlet fruits as large as Peas, and when
in this state it forms a very ornamental plant. All the Chamaj-
doreas are beautiful, especially when in a young state, from
2 to 3 feet in height, while their coral or ivory-like panicles of

bright berry-like fruit render them peculiarly beautiful and
distinct from nearly all other slender Palms ; even when not
in fruit they are graceful fresh green plants, and many kinds
arc valuable for the decoration of apartments, as they will

succeed in a moderate temperature.

Ferns.

These graceful plants are quite a speciality here, and the
collection, besides including those most generally grown for

decorative purposes, also includes many rare and interesting

species rarely met with, except in the best public gardens.
The collectnon generally is a very select one, containing a large

stock of healthy plants of such species as Adiantum Farley-
ense, of which alone we saw at least two hundred fresh little speci-

mens ; Adiantum sulphurium is another pretty little novelty,

the stock of which Mr. Ley was fortunate in raising from
spores two or three years ago. This is commonly known as the
(loldcn Maiden-hair, and when well grown is one of the most
delicately beautiful plants in tho genus. Another old favourite

is the deciduous Adiantum lunulatum, which does remarkably
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well here, prodiieiiig Irosli green rroiuls fi-om a foot to nearly
18 inches in length ; Todeas and Hymenophyllums grow well

;

and a very distinct Selaginella, named S. californica, is

a very interesting addition to the genus. In habit it may be
described as resembling S. caulescons, but the growth is much
more robust, of a deep glossy-green colour, and the broad
scales are imbricated closely, just like the scales on a snake's
back. This will be much liked by cultivators of Lycopods.
A new Lj'copodium, with umbrella-liko tiers of fresh green
growth, is very distinct in habit from anything we have seen.
This has only recently been introduced, and is only an inch or
two in height, but it shows signs of being well worth general
culture as a decorative plant. Among many choice Adiantums
we noted A. scutum, A. caudatum, A. decorum, A. amabile,
A. cardiochteua, A. rubellum, and others, as well as the fresh

beautiful A. Victorias, grow luxuriantly, forming charming tufts

of gently-arching fronds of the freshest green tint imaginable.

Great tufts and masses of the Oak Fern (Polypodium dryop-
teris) also do well here, together with the pretty little

Lomaria alpina, Cysfcopteris fragilis, and a great many North
American Osmundas, such as O. cinnamomea, 0. gracilis,

O. cristata, 0. Claytoniana, and other Ferns. Mr. Ley imports

many hardy Ferns from America, and, in addition to the

Osmundas, wo may note the charming Adiantum pedatum,
some pots of which would bear comparison with any other exotic

species, for graceful beauty and vivid freshness. The rockei-y

above referred to is sheltered and shaded by a belt of Poplars
and Weeping Willows, which form a cool and shady retreat

during the hottest of the summer weather. The rock-work
itself is artistically formed of cement, on a ground-work of

Cvu-Tilinear Wooden Conservatory in Mr. Ley's Nursery, Croydon (erected by Mr. LasceUes).

green Aspleniura formosum, and A. Fernandezianura, all rare
and beautiful Ferns, well worth culture. In one of the houses
here we were shown a rather novel method of propagating
hardy Ferns by cutting the fronds, a system by which it is
possible to increase the stock of new and rare varieties in a
comparatively short time, as compared with the older method
of propagating by division. The kinds so treated were
Scolopendriums and Polystichums, and we were assnred that
fifty percent, of these frond-cuttings root freelyand form plants.
Hardy Ferns are grown in quantity, and some of these are
really little less beautiful than their tropical representatives.
Mr. Ley has constructed a shady rock-work for hardy Alpines,
Ferns, and herbaceous plants, extending along one side of his
Lansdowne Road establishment, and many of the beautiful
forms of Athyrimn filix-fuomiua, such as plumosum, and the

stones and clinkers, and the general effect is as natural and
excellent as the limited space at command will allow. This
rock-work, enlivened by the pleasing sound of trickling water,

forming as it does a cosy sheltered retreat, and an excellent

position for the culture of Ferns and other choice shade and
moisture-loving plants, shows iis what can be done in hundreds
of little town and suburban gardens ; while the result attained,

although perhaps a trifle more costly in the first instance, is

far more satisfying than the everlasting strip of turf, cut up
into intricate designs, and intersected by walks leading from
everywhere in general to nowhere in particular. Gardens,
small ones more especially, where expense is an object, should
bo so laid out, that they cost but little to keep them in order,

and they ought to increase in beauty every )'enr. This can
never be the case where complicated designs are cari'ied out.
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and a liost of bedding plants are required every season.

Mr. Ley has rather a novel method of growing Stephanotis

ilorilnmda, which simply consists in pruning in the young
growth like a Vine, after which the long shoots are brought

outside the house through a hole in the wall, and trained out at

the end or side fully exposed to the sun and air. Thus treated

the growth becomes thoroughly hardened or ripened, and after

the plant is trained inside the house again in the autumn,
an immense crop of flowers is the result. This is a most
excellent plan to adopt in order to secure a succession

of its pearly-white sweet-scented flowers late in the season,

aud, at the same time, the plant is kept free from mealy bug,

brown scale, and other insect pests, with which it is so often

infested when grown inside the house iu the ordinary w.ay.

Some very fiue specimens of Eucharis amazonica were also

turned out-of-doors to rest. These plants were, however, not

allowed to become dry at the root, but simply turned out into

the light and air, so that their bulbs might " plump up " and
become thoroughly well ripened ; so treated, Mr. Ley fiuds

nearly ever}' bulb to throw up a strong flower-spike soon after

they are removed to more genial quarters, the result being
a profusion of sweetly-perfumed snowy-white flower.?, at a
season of the year when they are most i-equired, and when they
fetch the best price in the market. B.

MR. MEEHAN ON' THE ORIGIN' OP NEW PLA.NTS.
In any theory of evolution, morphology must play an essential part.

In the transformation of a leaf blade to the various organs of a plant

the change is sometimes gradual, as in the passage from leaves to

bracts in some orders, or from sepals to petals, petals to stamens, or

stamens to pistils in others ; but the cases where the change is from
one form of structure to another of very different character is by no
means rare, and if it can bo proved that change with gradual modifi-

cation and change by the sadden appearance of a distinct form are

both good morphological laws in plant life, there is no reason why
both laws may not operate in any scheme iu which morphology is

called to act. How suddenly the parts of plants often change is well

illnstrated in most Coniferous plants. The Finns, on the first pushing
of the axis from the Cotyledouous condition of the plant, flat leaves

are developed often an inch or more in length. After some time
these leaves are suddenly arrested, and the axillary buds as suddenly
develop into fascicles of needles, as they are popularly called. So
Avhenthe plant reaches its floral condition, the transformation of

leaf and stem into the various parts which constitute a cone comes on
with wonderful suddenness. The leaf which we saw so suddenly
arrested in early life now becomes a bract, the fasciculi combine and
form the scale, and the axis suddenly ceases to elongate and gives
form to the whole. The one in search of missing links would be
sadly puzzled here ! This sudden change of folial organs to organs
of inflorescence is very common. In the chnnge of one portion of a
leaf strncture to another, Magnolia and Liriodendron afford an
interesting example. In many plants the regular leaf-blade is

metamorphosed, and forms the petal, but in these, as soon as the
plant reaches its flowering stage, the leaf-blade is suddenly and
entirely arrested in the formation of the petals, and the stipules are
as suddenly developed. The petals are, in fact, highly developed
and transformed stipules, and all without the slightest trace of

gradnal modification. So in sexual transformations the modifications
are by no means always gradual. One who had never seen the Maize
growing wonld hardly believe the tassel and the ear were from one
plant, yet they are formed morphologically on the same plan, and once
in a while we find male flowers gradually merging into female, and
females tomales in the respective domain of each, but this is the great
exception to the general rule. Now we come to variations from specific

form, and here I find great changes with no transitional forms
between. I have a Halesia from seed of Halesia tetraptera, which
anj'oue might bo pardoned for placing in a new genus. It is much
further removed from its parent than 11. diptera is. The corolla is

not drawn up into a funnel-liko tube as in the original, but is cupular
and barely the length of the stamens. The leaves are broadly ovate
and rugose, and no one at first glance would take it for .a Halesia.
When I first saw it in the seed bed I supposed it to bo a young
-A-pple tree. I have on my grounds lai'go quantities of Yucca
filamentosa. Hundreds of plants throw up their flower spikes and
open their first blossoms within twenty.four hours of each other.
But some years ago one struck oft to have a more branching panicle
and to open its flowers two weeks before the others, which characters
remain and are continued in the progeny. This two weeks was not
gained gradually, day by day, through successive generations, but in

one great leap. So with raising Peaches or other varieties of fmit.

Though the progeny usually take to the general habits of the parent,

there will be, once in a while, very late varieties from seeds of early

ones, and very early from late kinds. In Delaware and New Jersey
Azalea viscosa varies to a form having glaucous saliciform leaves.

I have not raised these up from the seeds, but I have seen an
extreme form, with leaves looking rather like the English Woodbine
than an ordinary Azalea viscosa growing under ordinary circum-
stances, which left no doubt on my mind th.at it sprang without any
intermediate links from the other form. Glyptostrobus is another

remarkable case. I exhibited branches from a tree raised from seed

of Taxodium distichum and branches from an acknowledged Glyp-
tostrobus pendulus, and no one could separate them. Here is

a leap at once to a new genus. Moreover, I have a Thuja
growing, which the highest authorities insist is a Iletinospora,

but which I know was raised direct from the Thuja occiden-

talis, without any intermediate parent whatever. Some genera
seem very variable. Take our common Ox-eye Daisy for instance,

and then, say in Staijhyilea, we may examine hundreds of plants

without any apparent variation. But in the variable genera
it is a mistake to suppose that these variations are by gradnal modi-
fications, thongli one can often place them so as to appear like

gradually.approaching links. It is wonderful how many variations

there are iu the common Ox.eye Daisy. I have studied them closely

for years, and find that the most divergent forms are often parent
aud child. I do not know anything that more exactly repeats itself

than Glycine frutescens. Every leaf is exactly ovate, with an upward
turn from the mid-rib ; but in its variety, known in gardens as G.
magnifica, the leaves are regularly attenuated and reflexed, and the

whole manner so different, that some have supposed it a distinct

species, with the name as above. Not only do strikingly distinct

forms come suddenly into existence ; but, once born, they repro-

duce themselves from seed, and act in every v,-ay as acknowledged
species. The Peach in its general form has its branches at a very

acute angle upwards ; I never saw a plant with branches approaching

a right angle ; but some thirty years ago one came into existence with
a strong augle downwards, a weeping variety, and seeds of this

reproduce this form exactly in every respect. So with colour. The
Peach is of an uniform green—no tendency to vary its shade—but ten

years ago, a deep blood.leaved variety appeared. The deep blood-

leaved Peach is also a r.apid jump from the green, and reproduces the
blood-leaved character from seeds. The Siberian Arbor-Vita? is another
great leap from the Thuja occidentalis, and reproduces itself from
seeds, as do all the striking forms in which t&is species abounds.
Indeed, I think, I may close this branch of my subject by the
statement that in over a quarter of a century of experience among
living plants, I have rarely known any striking form to have originated

by gradual modifications, but always by one great leap. The slight

changes are generally in efforts backwards, as when we sow purple
Beech seed some few are a trifle paler than their parents—there is

little of this hesitation in the forward leap. But even reversions arc
not always gradual. Some years ago the common Babylonian Willow
sent out branches suddenly which bore singularly curved leaves, just
as the Nectarine is said to have suddenly sprung from the Peach.
The cuttings grew and maintained the character. It is known as
Salix Babylonica annularis. A few years ago I saw a tree, perhaps
twenty-five years old, push out the regular Weeping Willow leaves.

This fact in regard to the Willow suggests another great principle.

Forms are not only called into existence suddenly, widely different

from parents, and can reproduce themselves from seed, but
they come into existence without seed agency, and the
same or similar form in widely-separated localities, and not all

necessarily by seed from one individual. I have had sent me from
five different localities, flowers of Viola pedata in which the two
upper petals were of the beautiful maroon characteristic of the Pansy.
Again a whole change of character will occur suddenly in many indi-

viduals through a large extent of country. This season, iu our part

of the world at least, half the leaves of the Liriodendron are from
five to seven lobod ; when, as it is well known, the three-lobed charac.

tor has been almost specific in former years. We are accustomed to

say about these changes that they are "caused by climate ;
" but this

expression proves nothing. We have in Pennsylvania a form of

Viola cucuUata, usually growing iu wet places, which always causes
the breast of the young botanist to thrill with the idea that he has a
new species. The paler colour and more delicate growth, when the
])lants are seen in the aggregate, are very striking. But when the plants

and flowers are analyzed, no difference is found that can be described

in words. A review of the facts I have presented shows, I believe,

the following truths :—1. Morphological changes in individual plants

are not always by gradnal modifications.—2. Variations from specific

forms follow the same law.—3. Variations are often sudden, and of

such decided character as to be deemed generic.—1-. These sudden
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formations perpetuate themselves, and act in all respects the same,

as forms which spriug through gradual modifications.—5. Variations

of similar character occur in widely-separate locations.

—

G. Variations

occur in communities of plants simultaneously by causes affecting

nutrition and perhaps by other causes. Arguing from these, new
and widely distinct species may be suddenly evolved from pre-existing

forms without the intervention of connecting links.

THE ENGLISH IN THE NATUEAL PARKS OF
COLORADO.

We lately spent two delightful days in Bergun's Parlj, which beau-

tiful retreat lies about 1,000 feet higher than IMauitou, and is reached

by a charming drive of 17 or 18 miles up the wild Ute Pass. We
were the guests of Mr. Thornton, an English gentleman of good
family, and a graduate of Cambridge, but quite content with this

rough secluded life, and proud to be a ranchman. The English

youuger sons who do not go into the Church or the army come to

Colorado. Well may this particular ranchman be proud ; for the

ranch which he owns, in partnership with his friend, Dr. Bell, is fit for

a royal domain. It is royally grand and beautiful, and, though so

high up, is largely under cultivation, yielding the best of Wheat,
Oats, Barley, and all varieties of vegetables, while for grazing

purposes it is unsurpassed. Nothing can be lovelier, more still and
peaceful, than this magnificent ranch, lapped on the mountain slopes,

and set about with primeval Pino forests. Through it runs a clear

trout stream, fringed with Willows, and low-lying meadows and
uplands are almost alike green and flowery. It is a vast ampi-
theatre—mostly wild, of course, lyet has a strangely pastoral and home-
like aspect. It reminds one of the " Happy Valley of Hasselas " in

its sublime seclusion. The scene has all the purity of atmosphere,
all the sombre inspiration of the mountain ; all the tranquility and
coziness of the valley land. We found the brilliant noou-day hot,

even here, but the nights were deliciously cool and balmy. Bergun's
Park contains some of those curious and imposing monumental rocks

of red sandstone which are such a marked feature in all this region.

They are of a peculiarly weird character, and full of grotesque forms
and faces, such as we find about old cathedrals. Indeed, some one
has named the largest of them " the devil's minsters." Though the
ranch is apparently closed in, except on the side of the great

pass, down which you look till Pike's Peak seems to block the

way, and to compel the morning to climb over him, a ride or drive of

a few miles brings one to mountain points whence views of surpassing

loveliness and grandeur can be obtained. Mr. Thornton has within
the past year erected a new ranch-house, roomy and pleasant, with
open fireplace as spacious as the one in that grand old feudal hall of

Warwick Castle, and also three cottages for visitors. One of these,

however, is designed for private use during a portion of the year,

being the forest lodge of a wealthy English lady. It is a marvel of

rustic comfort and picturesqueness. This was assigned to us, and
we had rare delight in it. Each evening, after watching out the sunset,

whic'a paid its last salute to Pike's Peak, we left the pleasant verandah
for the large sitting-room or hall, where we gathered about a flaming

fragrant, open fire, and told SLories and "laughed at little jests,"

and, in short, were happy and glorious, with the larger part of the
human race far below us. It is good to get above the world. I can-

not too highly recommend this charming mountain retreat to invalids

who can do without, and ought to do without, the excitements of a
fashionable watering place ; to mothers with delicate children ; to

students who can take with them the goodly company of

books; to artists, seeking quiet studies; and to sportsmen
eager for deer-stalking and bear-hunting. There are no wild
creatures on the settled part of the ranch, but off on the
mountain sides and at certain points on the creek, where they come
to drink, by cautious hunting you will always find them. Sometimes
they find yon. To fully enjoy Bergun's Park, visitors should take
saddle-horses, in order to explore in all directions the fragrant
forests of Spruce and Pine—almost as clear of unsightly brush
and undergrowth as English woodlands. But they also thrive who
only i-est and eat. The ranch-house table boasts delightful English
cooking—light, snowy bread, delicious butter, juicy beef, tender
mutton, game in season, fresh eggs and vegetables, abundance of

milk and rich cream, such as the lower world has forgotten since it

has gone up so. And, to crown all, the prices of board, with lodging,

in those royal log cottages, are much lower than at lower hotels. I

hope that another season a host of happy tourists will find out for

themselves this mountain haunt of loveliness and health—this darling
retreat of Nature, so far and so fair—this glorious little epitome of

Colorado. [The above description by Grace Greenwood, in the New
York Times, must be understood to refer to an oasia in the far from
attractive deserts of the " Great West."]

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO CROPS IN WORCESTERSHIRE.

With an unusually dry summer up to September, we have been

enabled to harvest our crops of early and second early Potatoes, that

were planted early in the season, in the best possible condition, and
perfectly free from disease. Previous to the occurrence of rain I

had not discerned a single trace of blight ; and even late sorts, now
that the season is so far advanced, and the tubers maturing rapidly,

may be expected to produce a full average yield, notwithstanding

that, with the advent of rain, disease manifested itself in its usual

form. Tender sorts are now suffering severely from it, and there

cauuot be a doubt that, with increasing moisture in the soil and
increased atmospheric humidity, the infection will spread rapidly. I

would, therefore, suggest that no opportunity be now lost in lifting

and harvesting. More particularly is this to be recommended as

the tubers are making a second growth actively, and, in somo
instances, super-tuberating, which will quickly and materially dete-

riorate their quality. Notwithstanding all that has been said and

written respecting the disease we have not yet discovered any certain

cure for it. Previous to the great failure in 1845, no particular

mode of cultivation was practised ; ordinary field Potatoes were
planted generally in drills upon the grossest of manures, and gene-

rally with the best results. Now we find that such manures applied

at planting time, more particularly in the case of late kinds, are apt to

favour the disease, and, therefore, should always be avoided, as should

also land that is rich in humus. A fresh soil suits Potatoes best, and the

manure should always be applied months previous to planting, incor.

porating it thoroughly with the soil. Lime is also an excellent

fertiliser for this crop ; and early planting cauuot too often bo

recommended, as it favours early maturation and facilitates early

lifting, thus avoiding, as much as possible, the autumnal rains

which so much encourage disease ; for in dry weather it makes but

slow progress. We hear from time to time that certain kinds are
" disease proof," but, if so, I have never yet seen them. Certain

coarse-growing sorts with hardy constitutions, however, withstand the

disease better than others, as, for instance, the Rough Red, &c., but

these semi-disease resisting varieties are, for the most part, poor in

quality, and not to be compared with such standard sorts as Victoria,

Spencer's King of Flukes (an excellent sort). Carter's Main Crop,

Red-shinned Plonr-ball, which is good upon some soils, and beautifully

white when mashed, also a great cropper ; King of the Potatoes, a

good and prolific variety of fine and even size ; and the various sorts

of Regents, which are all of good quality. As we are powerless, both

in evading and stamping out tho disease, it behoves us to select

varieties of good quality with strong constitutions, and to plant them
early upon thoroughly drained well prepared soils, in order, as much
as possible, to encourage early maturity, on which, as 1 havo said,

success in Potato growing mainly depends. Geo. Westland.

The Qanlens, Witley Court, Stomyort.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Sawdust a Better Plunging Material than Tan.—For some years I have
used sawdust extensively tor plunsins Piues in, and nothing can Ije moro
satisfactory than it is, the heat beini^ lasting and genial, while the actual work
in plunging a pit of Pines is not only pleasant but in appearance superior to

that of tan or leaves. I have a vivid recollection of the condition of my poor
trowser's-knees when plunging Pines among fresh tan.—R. Gilbebt, Bttrghlet/.

The Hertfordshire Dwarf Cauliflower.—I have tried a great many soru
of Caulitlovver, but have found none to equal this and Veitch's Autumn Giant,

two kinds which have withstood tho late dry summer so well that, for the

future, I have made up my mind to grow no others. The Hertfordshire Dwarf
is especially excellent, and I would recommend those who wish to have a good
Cauliflower all through the season to give it a trial.

—

Richard Nisbbt, Ancarb'j

I'ark, ialkingham.

Clubhxug.—Large numbers of the Cabbage triba in Berry Grove Gardens
have clubbed this season ; Mr, Bridger, therefore, took up the plants, cut off

the affected portions of the roots, and replanted. All thus treated, with one
exception, have grown into fine healthy plants. Is this mode of treatment
generally practised ? It was new to me, for I had invariably seen Cabbages
and Broccoli that had clubbed taken up by our gardener and thrown away.—
Helen E. Watney.

Flue-heated Cucumber Pit.-1 have a pit 8 feet wide and 33 feet long. Its

back wall is 9 feet in height, and the front one 2 feet 6 inches. The bed is -1

feet wide ; the path 2 teet, with ventilation at back and front. Will you
instruct me as to the best method of heating this by means of a flue, so that I

may cut Cucumbers from April to the end of October ?—G., Torks. [A house
or pit of the width just given cannot be heated by a flue with safety otherwise
than along the back wall. To increase the heating surface, the fire-place

should be at one end of the house, and sunk deep enough to permit the bottom
flue being carried along in the back wall, about 1 foot or 13 inches above the
path level, to the other end of the house ; and it should return again by another
tlue, just above the bottom one, to the fire-place, above which the chimney
should be placed. The flues must be square, not round, and immediately above
tho top flue the wall should be pigeon-holed, which will greatly increase tho
heating power. Any intelligent bricklayer understands how to make such a
flue. If tho houso is heated in this way, there will be no difficulty in keeping
up sufficient heat for Cucumbers for six or eight months in tho year,—J. S. W.]
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
BUTTON-HOLE BOUQUETS AND COAT FLOAVERS.

Few seem to understand that there is anj' difference between
a button-bole bouquet and a coat flower; yet there is, and a
very p;rcat difference too, the flower being, as the word signifies,

a single bloom, whereas a boiKinet means a number of flowers
arranged according to taste. Many opinions have been
expressed as to the proper arrangement of cut flowers, but,
with a few exceptions, button-hole bouquets have been
excluded, probablj-, because being small, people have imagined
that they must necessarily be easily made. No combination
of flowers, however, requires to be put together with more
taste, or to bo more lightly done, than a properly made button-
hole bourjuet. Flowers selected for this purpose should always
be good, particularly those for mounting singly, which should,
in fact, be specimens of whatever kind is chosen. Ferns, I
always like to see in such bouquets, and also along with coat
flowers, provided these are stove or greeenhouse kinds ; but
hardy flowers I like best mounted with their own own foliage
alone. Nearly all flowers for bouquets of any sort should be
wired

; indeed, many could not be used for that purpose
at all were they not mounted on wire, as for example,
the pips o£ white Hyacinths, which in winter are amongst the
most useful flowers that we have. There are, however, other
ways of mounting flowers besides wiring them. Let us take,
for example, a Gardenia. The centre petals of this flower-
indeed, all except the ouside row—are very even and lovely;
but their beauty is somewhat marred by the outer ones, which
look twisted. Now, to remedy this evil, and to make them
look all even, proceed as follows :—Take a common Laurel leaf,
and cut a piece out of it, about an inch or so square, with a
pair of scissors

; trim round the corners, so as to make it

almost circular; then cut a cross in the middle, and down
through that push the stem of the Gardenia, until the flower
and the Laurel-leaf are pressed tightly together ; then hold it

upside down, and through the stem, close to the leaf, pass a
" stub " wire (which will keep the leaf in its place) ; bend the
ends down, and fasten them together with a little binding
wire, so as to form a stem. The petals of the flower cau be then
arranged so as to occupy their proper places, and, the piece of
Laurel-leaf being so tight to the flower, they will remain
wherever they are placed. There is also another point to
which I would wish to direct attention, and that is the founda-
tion of the button-hole bouquet, which is generally a piece
of Maiden-hair Fern; but that is not stiff enough in
itself to form a good support for the other flowers.
To remedy this, the best plan is to back the Fern
with a small Camellia-leaf, wired, which will keep the
whole bouquet firm and in shape. The following arrangement
)s that generally adopted: at the back is a spray of Fern;
ne.\t, some long light flower, so as to form a kind of point or
finish at the top ; then a Camellia bud or Rose, or some such
flower, and then Maiden-hair Fern and whatever other small
(lowers are at hand. A bou(iuet, to look well, may consist of
a white Camellia bud, some sprays of Lily -of-the Valley, blue
8(|uills, &c., and Mniden-hair Fern. 1 once made one of a
half-open white Camellia bud, a spray of Hoteia (Spiraja)
.laponica, and a few pips of white Hyacinth, mixed with a
little Maiden-hair Fern, and many remarked that it was very
bght and elegant. That which took the first prize at the Royal
Horticultural Society's Show at Birmingham, in 1872, was
composed of a yellow Rose bud associated with blue Forget-
me-not, a pip of Kalosanthes coccinea, and one of white
Bouvardia. I have seen one made of Lily-of-the-Valley, a
blush-coloured Rose bud, and the same shade of Hyacinth
pips, with a little Fern worked through it ; this was a neat-
looking little bouquet. Another consisted of a spray of Lily-
of-the- Valley, a yellow Rose bud, and a few pips of a rich
purple Cineraria, which came out well against the deep colour
ot the Marechal Niel bud. I could give descriptions of many
othor.s but think that those which I have mentioned willsufHce
to show the best shape and style in which such bouquets should
be made. Ferns used for button-hole or, indeed, for any kind
of bouquets, should be cut off plants that have been grown in a
cool house or that have, at all events, been well hardened off;

otherwise, though they may look nice and fresh when cut,

they shrivel up in a few hours, when, of course, their beauty

is gone. In the case of Maiden-hair, it is a good plan to cut

off the very young points, as, with the exception of these, the

other parts of the frond keep well. Another point that should

be remembered, is always to keep the stems of the bouquets
as thin as possible, in order that they may easily pass through
the coat, and nicely fit the little glass water-tubes which arc

now so much worn, and which keep both Ferns and flowers

fresh so much longer than they otherwise would be. After

the bouquets are made, many place their stems in water, to

keep them fresh ; this I do not think a good plan, as, though
the stems may be in the water, the Ferns are exposed to the

air, and, thus circumstanced, they will not keep nearly so long

fresh as if they were shut up in some air-tight box or drawer.

Dealers in bouquets have numbers of drawers lined with zinc

in which they keep their flowers, mounted or otherwise ; those

who have shops must have such appliances as these, but it

is not to be expected that amateurs will be furnished with

them. If I want to keep a coat flower from one day to

another, I place it in a common tin box with a tight-fitting lid,

such as wafer biscuits are sold in, over the bottom of which
is laid some wet Moss of the kind one gets in bundles at the

flower shops, or finds in woods or on banks. I place the back
of the bouquet next the Moss, and cover the stem over with
some more wet Moss ; I then sprinkle the flowers and Ferns
well with water, and then shut down the lid, which is as air-

tight as possible, and, treated thus, flowers and Ferns will

keep fresh for days. If I waut to send a bouquet by post, I

put Moss enough in the box to raise the bouquet, when laid on
it, nearly level with the lid when shut down ; and across the

face of the flowers I lay a piece of cotton wool, which keeps
them from rubbing against the lid.

Coat flowers I like associated with fronds of Maiden-hair

Ferns, that is if the flower is an indoor one , as what, for

instance, looks so elegant with a Gardenia as a bit of Adiantum
cuneatum, the bright green spray of which sets off white

blossoms of all kinds to much advantage. The coat flower to

which was awarded the second prize at the Birmingham show
before-mentioned, consisted of a small spi'ay of red Combretum
backed with a frond of Maiden-hair. There are numbers of

flowers suitable for such an arrangement as this, but care

should be taken that such as are selected are good specimens
of their respective kinds, and be a little shrouded in the Fern,

as many coat flowers I have seen were quite spoiled by having
only one spray of Fern, against which was laid the flower ; the

latter, under such circumstances looking hard and stiff. Now,
had there been another small piece to fill up the space at the

base, and a tiny bit drawn across the flower, the effect would
have been much enhanced. This should always be done if the

flower used is of a bright or glaring colour. I always like to

see a Rose with a leaf belonging to itself behind it, and a few
sprays of the young brown-coloured growth around it. Such
an arrangement may seem easy to manage, but this is not
the case, as the Rose-leaf must be wired, and that is one
of the most difficult of all things to do properly. Take
a Rose leaf, and lay it face downwards on a table. It

will then represent a stem with two or three small leaflets on
each side and one at the top. Down the centre of each of

these small leaves or leaflets is a comparatively thick mid-rib,

with slighter ones branching off from it. Take a piece of fine

wire and pass it through the leaf (always selecting the top

leaflet first), under one of these slight ribs, and bring it up
on the opposite side of the ribs. Subject two or three of

the ribs to this operation, always keeping close to the centre

rib : in fact work as if you were sewing through the leaf,

having the long stitches, if I may so call them, on the wrong
side, and it will take great care and practice to keep them from
being seen on the right side. The wire should be cut off

at the top, so as not to let it appear above the point of the leaf.

The other part should be drawn down the long stem, and
given a twist here and there ; but take care to keep the wire

from being visible. The little side leaves should be done in

the same manner, the only difference being that the wire is cut

off at each end, and not brought down the long stem like the

lop one. To do all this well takes some little time and trouble
;

but a Rose leaf it not mounted as just described, is liable to get
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out of shape, and to hang down ; if wired, however, it keeps stiff

and can be bent back and arranged according to fancy, just as

one would adjust an artificial leaf. It has lately come into

fashion for ladies to wear small bouquets in the front of their

dresses or jackets. These are similar in every way to those

just described, except that they are at least a full size larger

;

the directions therefore given for mounting ordinary button-
hole bouquets, will suffice for those worn by ladies.

A. Hassard.

A LIVING VASE.
Tnis process of ornamenting vases is by no means new ; but,

as the thing is still far from being common, and as it may
conduce to other analogous applications, we have deemed it worth
while to give a representation of it so as to show the result, and to

indicate the means employed to obtain it, wliich are most simple.

Though any kind of vases can be used indiscriminately, those in

unglazed teri'a-cotta are preferable, being porous. In such vessels

the water with which the vase is filled percolates constantly through
the sides and moistens the plants which are fixed on its surface.

This kind of vase ig, however, not indispensable, for we can ornament
all kinds, whether in glass or metal. In the latter case it is necessary

to prepare the surface so as to convert it into a sort of soil, which it

A Crop o£ Cress on a Vase.

really represents—an operation which ig easily managed by the aid of

a piece of cloth or flannel which is fixed by means of a little pack-

thread or thin iron or brass wire. This being understood, the means
employed to grow the seed must next be described. If a porous vase

be used it is filled with water or, better still, left in a pail of water to

soak. After the lapse of twenty-tour hours, when the water has

thoroughly saturated the vase, it is laid on its side, and the seed

sprinkled slightly over the surface, taking care to turn the vase in

different directions, in order that the whole surface may be well

covered with seed. This operation terminated, the vase is placed in

a dark closet for some time, and, if possible, under a glass frame, so

as to preserve humidity and facilitate germination. AVheu the

plants are developed, and in case they get detached from
the vase, they are secured by passing round, in different direc.

tions, a little packthread or fine wire, which soon disappears

nnder the vegetation. If a non-porous vase, after having well

soaked the cloth which covers it, the seed is sown upon it, and the

same care is given it as has already been indicated. When a porous

vase is used it should be kept constantly full, as it is the water
filtering slowly thi'ongh it that feeds the plants which cover the

sides. If that be insufficient to ensure vigorous growth, the vase

must be watered, taking care to pour the water cautiously, so as not

to detach the plants. If glazed or metal vases be used, glass

bottles for instance, they must be constantly watered ; the water
should be poured from the top over all, so that, in descending, it

wets all parts of the cloth, which should always be damp. When-
ever the plants droop they must be refreshed by watering them care-

fully. The vase should stand in a saucer or plate. The seeds used
should be very fine, and especially light and of oa?y and quick germi-

nation. The common Garden Cress is most suitable from its great
rapidity of growth, the easy and very quick germination of its

seeds, and also on account of the little nourishment the plants
require ; but it has several drawbacks : first, it has a tendency to
sink more or less, then to leave gaps, to show flowers very quickly,
and then to wither away. The common Ryegrass is also suitable,

but experiments with other seeds may be made. We ought to
multiply and vary the experiments until satifactory results are
obtained. The following kinds of plants might prove suitable :—
Crested Dog's-tail Grass, White Clover, Yellow Clover (Medicago
lupulina), Plax, but particularly the Timothy Grass (Phleum
prateuse), which appears to be singularly appropriate for this mode
of ornamentation.—E. A. Careiere, Revue Horticole.

THE ARBORETUM.
THE BEST CONIFERS FOR BRITAIN.

I HAVE read with interest "A. M.'s" article, in last week's Garden,
on this subject, and I think it will be of great use to future planters.
There is only one statement in it which is, I think, open to question,
and that is that the Deodar will be a good substitute for the Larch.
Within the last fourteen years we have had two frosts, that of 1860,
which, to my own knowledge, destroyed many Deodars, and more or
lesg injured all others in this neighbourhood ; and that of 1867, which
destroyed several Deodars at places that I could name in different
parts of Surrey. I only name these two places as having come
under my own experience, but I am convinced that the same thing has
happened in other parts of England. I have not seen the Deodars at
Kiccarton for some years, but must own that when I did see them
they did not look as if they had ever suffered or been retarded in
growth by frost ; but I cannot help fearing that some day or other a
severe frost, coming, perhaps, after an exceptionally wet summer,
may play the same havoc among them that has already been played
amongst those in other parts of Britain. I must, therefore, beg to
differ from " A. M." in thinking that a tree which has twice in the
last fourteen years suffered so severely from frost can be recommended
for planting on an extensive scale. The Douglas Fir, on the other
hand, seems not only able to stand any amount of frost, but any
amount of drought as well, as in a small mixed plantation of three
years' growth, on a gravelly hill in this neighbourhood, it is now
almost the only survivor of this almost unparallelled season of

drought. A Notts. Reader.

RBTINOSPORAS IN POTS AT KEW.
How is it these beautiful Conifers are not oftener met with than they
are ? Their scarcity cannot be attributed to their not succeeding in

our fickle climate, for they seem as much at home with us as the
Spruce or Silver Fir. They are, indeed, as hardy as a Stone Pine ;

they are the best of all Conifers for villa gardens ; they need no house
in which to grow them, much less pots. If I were asked why we do
not find them growing abundantly in all gardens, I should be inclined

to answer that we cannot expect people who see stunted, half-starved,
deformed scrubby trees growing in huge costly glass buildings, such
as the temperate house at Kew, to have the most remote idea of
planting them out as hardy subjects, even should they be of an
attractive character, which is more than can be said of the Reti-
nosporas at Kew ; nay, it is a gross injustice to this beautiful family
of hardy Conifers to keep them in the plight in which I saw them
there last spring. Surely, if Retinosporas are worth growing at all,

they are worth gorwing well. If scarcity of room is pleaded, I

would do away with a few plants of Araucaria Bidwillii, and one or
two other things that so frequently crop up there. If Retinosporas
really must be kept in this fine house at Kew, why not devote a bed to

them in which they would grow and show themselves to advantage ?

Than such a bed nothing would be more admired, if we may judge from
what we have seen when a good collection of them have been met
with outdoors. But why grow them indoors at Kew ? I have seen
really well-grown specimens of them within 7 miles of the Marble
Arch, and I have iio doubt that they may have been observed else,

where. I cannot say whether they will or will not grow well out in

open quarters at Kew, for I saw none there thus situated. Granting
that none are planted out there, may I ask why they are not ? Who
would think of planting Retinosporas after seeing those to which I
refer ? It may be said that grand specimens are not looked for at
Kew ; but surely graceful natural development ought to be found
there as well as elsewhere. Many go to Kew to see what they would
like to buy for their own gardens, and it can never be hoped that
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Eetinosporas, grown as they are there, can ever be selected for that

purpose ; whereas, if planted out.ot-doora, and in a thriving condi.

tion, their beauty would at once arrest attention. John Taylor.

Hardwiclie Orange, Shrewsbury.

ON THINNING PLANTATIONS.
By ROBERT PHILIP.

Thin'ning is an operation in ai'boriculture subject to modification,

according to the nature of the trc33, or ultimate design of the

plantation, to be operated upon. The saine rules will not apply to

Fir, hardwood, and mixed plantations; neither will they apply to an

ornamental and profitable one alike. Few cultivators of trees in the

present day will deny the necessity of thinning plantations composed

entirely of hardwood or of hardwood and Firs ; and fewer still will

expect to rear a plantation composed of ornamental trees without

due attention to timely and judicious thinning ; but there are yet to

be found parties in charge of plantations who believe (or affect to

believe) that the best system of managing Fir woods is to allow them
to thin themselves. The end and aim of all who thin trees ought to

be to give those trees intended to fill the ground as the permanent

crop the benefit of as much light and air around them as to keep them

in a healthy and vigorous condition, light and a free circulation of air

being indispensable for this purpose ; and also not to permit more

trees to occupy the soil than it is capable of maintaining. Trees,

when crowded, are like cattle in a field where there are two for one

which the pasture is capable of supporting in good condition ; both

may subsist in their half-starved state, but neither of them can be

expected to come to anything like perfection. Some trees strike

their roots downwards to a considerable depth in the soil, others keep

them nearer the surface ; but all draw what nourishment they derive

from the earth, from the soil near the surface, or as deep in it

only as the air can circulate ; and, this being the case, they must

have a reasonable space in which to extend their roots in quest of

that nourishment. "Where the soil is of that kind which prevents

the roots from penetrating so deeply as their nature requires, it will

not be capable of carrying so heavy a crop of timber ; and to keep

trees in a close state on such prevents them from rooting firmly, and

also deprives them of their due nourishment. Trees, in such a con-

dition, cannot be expected to remain healthy for any length of time,

nor even to an-ive at good dimensions. The too frequent practice

has been, to leave twice the number of trees on such soil, from the

very circumstance that they were not so robust and thriving as those

on better soils ; but we have no reason to expect that they should be

so, although, were they thinned to a reasonable distance apart, it

would very much improve them. By keeping trees rather thin than

otherwise on such soil—which is always of poor quality—they arrive

at larger dimensions, and live longer, although of rougher quality
;

thus affording both shelter and ornament. And, as in most extensive

plantations there will be found spots of this kind of soil, it is of great

advantage to have the whole extent filled with trees during the time

the plantation is kept up. No universal rule can be laid down by any

one for thinning, but general principles can be given sufficient for the

guidance of those who want information. This will be evident, when
we consider that few foresters are so far advanced in the sciences

which demonstrate the quality of different soils so as to enable them
to determine with certainty when and where trees ought to be thinned

to a given distance apart. But every ono can observe ; and on careful

and extensive observation we must rely until such time as we are

better acquainted with the sciences referred to—geology, chemistry,

and physiology, in particular. An accurate knowledge of these, and

extensive observation, will qualify a forester to determine, with some-

thing approaching to certainty at least, what distance trees ought to

stand apart in order to preserve them in perfect health, and to enable

them to progress at the various steps in growth. Every district of

country supplies lamentable evidence of thinning having been too

long neglected, and, in many instances where it has been performed,

it has been conducted on anything but rational, not to speak of

scientific, principles. This state of matters is to be met with on the

small property with a few acres of wood only, as well as on properties

containing thousands of acres. In the first case there may be some
excuse for the proprietor, as he has not extent enough to employ a

propei-ly qualified person, and mustentrust the operations to a country
carpenter, or more commonly to his overseer on the home farm, if he
has one. These parties not knowing so much about the operation as

the mere labourers under a forester of ordinary ability, it is no
wonder that it should be ill performed. I have had frequent oppor-

tunities of examining plantations under such management. One, in

particular, composed of Scotch Firs principally, with a very few
Larch ; these may have been about twenty-five years old,and in general

healthy. It had been thinned by the land-steward, and the trees cut
out and laid in lots for public auction. To my astonishment I found

that he had cut down the largest and straightest of the trees and left

the smallest, bent, twisted ones, which had been rendered so by strong

Whins and Broom having been allowed to rise with the young plants

as the permanent crop. I found, on inquiry, that his reason for thus

acting was because the bent trees would bring but a low price at the

sale. Nothing can be more injurious to the future prosperity of a
plantation than to thin for the purpose of making up a certain sum
of money. Not a single tree ought to be cut, unless for the benefit

of those left on the ground ; as, if the plantation bo properly

managed, it is to the full crop, when matured, that the proprietor

must look for the greatest profits of planting. There is, certainly,

no reason why the thinnings should not be made the most of, keeping

the general welfare of the plantation in view. Indeed, thinnings,

under a good system of management, in many parts of the country,

are a source of good profit ; but the nltimate value of the crop, the

maturity of the greatest quantity of clean, sound timber of good

dimensions, ought to be steadily kept in view in every operation of

thinning. I have said there is some excuse for the small proprietor,

himself ignorant of the science, and entrusting the management of

his plantations to persons more ignorant than himself. But I am
perfectly satisfied that there is not only room for improvement on

such properties, but that it can be carried out. Although foresters

of ordinary ability are not agreed on forest management, still, with

the knowledge which most of them possess who deserve the name,

were there opinion taken on the spot by such gentlemen, they could

give advice and instructions which would very much improve the

state of things I have been describing. As to the proprietor of

thousands of acres of woods and plantations, who has allowed them
to be neglected and mismanaged, there can be no excuse, as the profit

arising from such an extent of woods, well managed, would more

than repay the employment of a forester of the best ability and skill

in his profession. I have already stated that there is

No Universal Rule for Thinning.

A plantation composed entirely of Scotch Firs, planted on soil

in every way suitable to their growth, requires to be kept thicker

than any other kind of trees, in order to grow clean, useful timber

;

as the value of the Scotch Fir consists in this. From my own obaer.

vation I am of opinion that the best rule which can be adopted

in thinning Fir plantations is to keep the trees at such a distance

from each other as to preserve the branches alive on one.half of the

whole height of the tree, from the first thinning till the trees are

forty years old, after which they ought to be allowed to assume
their natural habit, which every one acquainted with the Scotch Fir

knows to be a bare tall trunk, with a spreading top, small in propor.

tion to the height of the tree when grown in its native forests. By
the time they are from forty to forty-five years of age, if they have

been well managed, they ought to stand so far apart as to require no

more thinning. They will not, by the time they are the above age, be
regular all over the ground, that is, they will not be any regular

number of feet apart. Some may be a little too close for all arriving

at maturity ; but allowance must be made for a few dying during the

remaining period they may occupy the ground, for were they thinned

out to stand at something like 16 to 20 feet apart, then when one

died a space twice as large would be made, and should two contiguous

trees die a blank is made, and the wind makes havoc among the trees

around. Scotch Firs, when so regulated during the time I have
specified, will be found neither drawn up nor too tapering, but with

girth of stem in proportion to their height. When they are so

thinned that more than one-half of the whole height is covered with

live branches, they are short in proportion to their girth near the

ground ; and, the branches getting too much space, grow large and
produce coarse timber ; but, when they are kept so close as to deprive

them of living branches for much less than the above proportion, they

get tall and drawn up, without sufficient strength of stem, and, when
thinned, the wind waves them, and the one whips the other often to

death, or renders them unhealthy for a time. I have had the charge

of a plantation consisting chiefly of Scotch Firs, with a few Larches

here and there through it, of about 600 acres, which was in a bad
condition from being neglected too long. It was from fifteen to

thirty-two years old, and large tracts of it had never been thinned

up to the time it came under my charge. It has been very difficult

to thin it, and it is not yet anything like what it ought to be for its

age and height. My first object was to get all the dead and unhealthy

trees, with a few of the overtopped ones, removed from those places

which had never been thinned at all ; then to go over the rest as fast

as I could and give it a cautious thinning. I was not able for a

number of years to get anything like regular periodical thinning per.

formed, but directed my attention to the most necessitous parts. I

have gone over it cautiously, generally every second year, and,

except on the exposed sides and any rising ground, it promises yet to

become a good plantation ; but as it was so long neglected, and the
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ontsidea had received rather a severe thinning, which unduly exposed

the trees, one side in particular, where the soil is ^vet (although

originally drained, the drains having been neglected), it will be im.

possible to recover. On the higher parts of the plantation, the trees

having been kept so long in a close state, they have a very insufficient

hold of the ground, and having slender stems for their height, with a

very small proportion of top, they are liable to bo blown down by

every gale. On some of these parts it will also be impossible to keep

sufficient trees for a full crop till they arrive at maturity. The only

portion on which the trees have attained anything like the dimensions

which their age and the nature of the soil would warrant us to expect

is where lines of Larch and Scotch Fir had been planted alternately
;

the greater part of tho Larches have been killed by disease, and the

Scotch Firs, although too close in the lines, have had good space

between them. Even here they are a very unequal crop. In addition to

the regular thinnings, the whole extent of the plantation is gone over

twice every year—in spring and autumn—and all the unhealthy trees

cut down and disposed of. By this method there is a great saving

;

if they were left till dead the price would be from 2d. to 4d. per tree,

while the labour of cutting and carrying out is nearly the same

;

whereas, before they die they bring from 6d. to Is. 6d. each. A very

great mistake has been committed in the management of Scotch Fir

plantations, by keeping the trees too close on the outside of the

plantation, from a fear of the wind breaking in upon it. On one of

the sides of this plantation the trees are compai-atively wide apart,

and clad with healthy branches to near the ground ; from this poiut

the wind does very little damage, while on the other sides, where the

trees are much closer, the damage is often great. Wlien trees at the

outside of a plantation are kept as wide apart as to allow their

branches to be healthy from near the ground, they get a much firmer

hold of the soil, and bring up strength of stem suited to their situa-

tion, and in this state they are healthier, and remain so for a longer

period. I have been told that trees so managed mil not defend the

plantation against the storm, and that such a system of thinning the

outsides will prove its ruin in course of time. But how comes it that

trees standing singly in a park or hedge-row are seldom up-rooted by
the storm ? Nature adapts the growth of such trees to their circum-

stances ; the free circulation of air through and round their tops

causes them to throw out strong branches, and furnishes the tree

with abundance of them. Clad with a large foliage, inhaling a quan-

tity of the gases from the atmosphere, which give strength and
stability to the plant, and the large space afforded tor the ramifica-

tion of the roots ; these circumstances enable it to fix itself so firmly

in the ground that no storm can uproot it. And, on the same principle

will trees round the outsides of a plantation grow, and prove of more
benefit as shelter to the interior than the unsightly bare poles too

often to be met with in such situations. In order to have the outside

trees of such a nature, it will be necessary, a year or two previous to

thinning, to shorten the branches of those intended to be taken out,

BO as to allow those remaining to stand as close as possible, and not

interfere with each other, or make too wide an opening. On the

principle of keeping the trees close at the outsides, too many are left

on the ground, and in such cases they are very insufficiently rooted,

have little proportion of top, are more delicate in their constitution,

and consequently more liable to die off, leaving blanks, which give
the wind play amongst those left ; from being top-heavy, of slender

stem, and with roots confined within a narrow space, they get
strained and loosened at the roots, which causes more deaths, and so

the evil goes on increasing until the plantation becomes entirely a
ruin long before the trees have reached that maturity which the soil

and situation would warrant us to expect. Where narrow strips are
planted, it must be for

Shelter and Ornament.

If rightly managed, to attain these two objects, it will be impos-
sible to combine this mode of planting with clean valuable timber,
the same as in a large plantation. Good dimensions may be
obtained if the soil be suitable to the trees planted, but it will be of
coarser quality. Jly opinion is, where narrow slips are planted they
ought to be managed on the same principle as the outside of a large
plantation. Nothing is more common, yet nothing can be more erro-

neous, than strips left so thickly planted, for the sake of tho shelter
they afford, that by the time they are from thirty to forty years old
the trees are a parcel of mere poles, with all shelter and ornament
gone for ever, so far as they are concerned; whereas, were the trees
kept wider apart, there is no reason why they should not live and
preserve shelter and ornament till they reach the natural age of their

species, if suited to the soil and situation. No doubt the mismanage-
ment of narrow slips has led writers almost universally to condemn
them ; and, certainly, where shelter, ornament, and clean timber of
good dimensions are the objects of the planter, they ought justly to
be condemned ; but the first two may be attained where there ia

breadth enough for three trees only ; less than this should never bo
planted in the form of a strip, a single hedgerow will answer the

purpose much better. As strips are generally planted on exposed
situations, care must be taken not to unduly expose the trees, by
severe or sudden thinning, to the storm ; this would render them
unhealthy and difficult to raise above mere bushes. If it be a mixture
of hardwood and Firs, and it is designed to keep these as tho perma.
nent crop, no better one can be chosen amongst the Firs than the

Silver; it is evergreen, attains good dimensions, and, where it ia

allowed plenty of space, retains its branches from the base, and the
thinning should be so arranged as to encourage it. As to

Mixed Plantations,

those composed of hardwood and Firs, or, let us say, those composed
of a mixture of the Firs only, are not so easily managed as when
each kind is grown separately in masses. Larch, Spruce, and Silver

Fir, all being of the same habit of growth, can be grown intermixed
with advantage, so far as thinning is concerned, as they all require
more space in their earlier stages to develop themselves properly than
the Scotch Fir; but it becomes a difficult matter to thin properly, to

suit the growth of the Scotch Fir, and that of the others in the same
plantation. Larch, Spruce, aud Silver Fir will require to be so thinned
as to allow them to retain their branches on three-fourths of their
whole height d uriug the entire period of their growth, whilst the Scotch
Fir, as I have already stated, requires the branches preserved on one-
half of its height to keep it in vigour and to make clean timber, and that
proportion for one-half of the period of its growth only. I do not mean
to assert that these proportions of top can be always exactly pre.
served, but the nearer they can be approached the better. I do not lay

down rules to be implicitly followed under all circumstances, but
merely give my own opinion, as formed from careful observation aud
experience in the district from which I now write. Some writers
give the number of feet apart at which trees ought to stand at
certain stages of their growth, and the number of thinnings they
require. This I think a rule which will not be found applicable in
all cases where it is recommended, as the soil, climate, and situation
will necessitate a plantation of tho same nature to be differently

managed. I have found it necessary to thin a plantation this season
which has been planted six years only. It is composed of a large
mixture of hardwood, with Larch, Spruce, and Silver Fir for nurses.
The Larches are 9 to 11 feet high, and 2 to 3 inches in diameter at
the ground ; the Silver Fir and Spruce from 3 to 4 feet high ; the
hardwood, 3 to 6 feet high. Besides taking out a number of the
Larches, I found it necessary to shorten the branches of many of
them which were interfering with plants not so far advanced. There
is another plantation on this estate, consisting of Oak, Ash, Elm,
Sycamore, with Larch, Spruce, aud Silver Fir, as nurses, which will
not be ready for thinning for three or four years, although planted
at the same time as the last. The first was formed on ground which
had been under agricultural crops, and the plants put into the
ground after a crop of Turnips ; the ground kept clean of weeds for
three years. The soil is a damp rough clay. The second plantation
mentioned was formed on ground which had previously produced a
crop of matured Scotch Fir, and was planted three years after it

was cut down ; the plants here have done remarkably well, but
are not so far advanced as those in the first.mentioned. The soil

is poor—gi'avelly-clay in some parts, and in others a few inches of
moorish soil resting on a hard tilly sub-soil. The most of this planta-
tion was drained 2 feet deep, and from 9 to 12 yards apart. Besides
the last-named, there is a plantation of Fir, which I found it necessary
to thin for the first time when about fourteen years old ; another E'ir

plantation on the estate I have just thinned for the first time, which
has been planted eighteen years, but I must confess it was in want
of thinning three years before I could get at it. So much for the
time to commence thinning, when planted from 3 to 4 feet apart. If
it be intended to leave the hardwood trees as the permanent crop,
using the Firs as nurses only, it will be necessary, previous to any
thiuuing, to go carefully over the whole exteut of the plantation and
shorten any branches of the Firs which may be found interferino'

with, or over-topping the hardwood. This is a work which takes up
but little time, aud is of great service to the young plants, as it can
be done when the hardwood is pruned, by merely going through with
a hedgebill and shortening where necessary. Hardwood beiug more
inclined to spread out in large branches, and less inclined naturally
to rise with a central stem than the Fir tribe, requires great atten.
tion to thinning and pruning, so as to have the nurses cut away
gradually ; taking eare that the trees bring up strength of stem
proportionate to their height. Many a good plantation of hardwood
is spoiled by neglecting to thin in time, the Firs having been allowed
to stand so close that any hardwood trees which had not been choked
and killed are seen rising to such a height with a iVeak stem, that,
when the Firs are cut away, they cannot support themselves. And
even although they should be as strong of stem as to support them.
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selves, with the assistance of a little pruning, which such trees will

always require to balance their tops, still they will be unduly exposed

and liable to fall into bad health, and even die. Some of the hard,

wood, such as the Sycamore and the Ash, if once rendered unhealthy,

are difficult again to restore to health ; the Oak and the Elm are

more easily recovered if they are not too far gone. Much shortening

of the side branches of the nurses will be necessary in exposed

situations before they are entirely cut away to preserve shelter to

the plants intended as the permrnent crop ; but, where the situation

is naturally sheltered, they will require less shortening, and can be

sooner cut away. . I consider that by the time the plantation is

twenty years old in the exposed and fifteen years in sheltered sitna-

tions, the nurses ought to be all removed. Where a mixed plantation

of hardwood and Firs is wanted. Spruce, Silver Fir, and Larch ought

to be kept ; as, where hardwood will grow to ordinary dimensions,

these trees will be found to answer best—the Spruce on the dampest

parts, Larch where the soil is damp but not wet, and the Silver Fir

on the driest parts of the soil. Scotch Firs should never be left

among hardwood as a permanent crop, unless where the soil is of a

very poor quality ; for, although of a conical habit when young and

in a close state, yet where it gets as much space as hardwood requires,

it is very apt to grow rough and branchy, and the timber of little value.

Nor is it so well adapted to preserve shelter as the others mentioned,

which keep their branches alive on a larger proportion of their height,

and are still valuable as timber. But in thinning a plantation of mixed

trees, those which appear to thrive best on the soil ought in all cases

to be encouraged, and left as the permanent crop ; for, where there is a

great variety of trees, all will not be found to thrive alike j and on no

account should they be thinned and pruned the same year, such a

course exposes them too much at once, and should be carefully guarded

against at all times. Such thinning, instead of proving an advan.

tao'e, will be found the very reverse ; as the general temperature of

the plantation is cooled too much at once, and the trees, instead of

imorovingby the opei-ation, will stand still for the first year at least

;

and, if the situation is exposed, for several years they will make little

progress. As I have already stated, space enough to

Permit Lisht and a Free Circulation of Air

amongst the trees, and no more, is, without doubt, the condition

under which they will thrive and grow most profitably; more

than that will only induce the side branches to grow strong,

which robs the main stem of its due nourishment, and produces coarse

timber, or causes additional work to the pruner to keep these

branches within due limits. Amongst trees of whatever species there

will always be found some of coarser growth than the rest ; these have

a natural inclination to grow strong in their branches, and should be

all cut out, if possible, in the course of thinning ; for there can be no

doubt the smaller the branches the cleaner the timber will be. X

purposely abstain from giving the number of trees to be thinned out

at any given stage or condition of a plantation. Some writers give

rules for thinning so exactly, that the number of thinnings is stated,

as also the number of trees to be thinned out at each operation, and

the number left as the permanent crop. It is comparatively easy for

any one—even a mere theorist, to sit at his desk and draw out rules

for thinning ; but when we would reduce these rules to practice they

will often be found impracticable. Although general principles can

be given, which may help to guide the inexperienced, mathematical

rules cannot ; not even by the most experienced practical men—far

less by the mere theorist, who has had little or no experience.

Theory and practice combined are what we wish to see more exten-

sively brought to bear on all the operations in the cultivation of

trees, but theory made subservient to practical experience, and

practice divested of all old preconceived notions and prejudices

—

then, and not till then, may we reasonably expect to see improvement

in arboriculture. No specified time for thinning a plantation can be

positively stated, the general health and progress which it may have

made since last thinned must, in a great measure, determine when it

requires the assistance of the hand of man. Some years will prove

more favourable to the growth of the Fir tribe, and others to the

growth of hardwood trees, and should a few years succeed each other

favourable to either, a plantation may want thinning as much in three

years as it would in five not so favourable. Altitude and soil have

also much to do in the progress of a plantation ; where altitude

is great and the soil poor, the trees cannot be expected to make
the same progress as when they are on low ground and good soil.

The thinning operations must be performed in a neat and careful

manner by the workman, and the work conducted in as profitable and
economical a way as possible. Where the trees are young, and not

more than f) or under fi inches diaTuetor at the root, it will be cheapest

to cut them down with the axe, and the workman should be made to

cut them over as nearly level with the surface as possible ; if Heath
or rank Grass grows round them, it should be pushed down with the

head of the axe in order to get them cut low. All trees above G
inches should be cut with the saw, if they are suitable for sawing
purposes. If the wood is cut and laid out in lots for public roup, it

will always be found that the more the buyer's interest is studied the

better a price will be got for the wood ; for much depends on the way
in which the trees are laid out to public view, as people at a sale have

but little time to judge of the value of each lot, and have often buta
mere glance at it. All trees of any size ought to be seen at once,

and the different sizes all put in separate lots ; nor should hardwood
and Fir be put in the same lot; but, if possible, keep each kiud

separate. And another point to be attended to is to have at least one

good cart-load in each lot, a large number of small worthless lots

always have a prejudicial effect upon a sale ; it takes up time to no

purpose, and the purchasers get out of humour. The trees, when
cut down, ought to be all carried ; or, if too heavy for carrying on
men's shoulders, dragged out to the nearest road leading out of the

plantation. Dragging out trees is dangerous to those left standing,

if great care be not taken, as it often damages the bark on the bare

roots and lower part of the trunk. Where the wood is very heavy,

and not on steep ground, it may also be carried out to the road by a
junker ; and this is not so injurious to the roots of the standing trees

as dragging. All trees should be conveyed out of the wood whole,

if possible, as cutting may spoil them for a particular purpose for

which they may be wanted by some of the purchasers ; and all

branches dressed off the trees must be carried out and laid in lots,

and sold along with the trees, if a sale for such can be got. Nothing
looks more trashy than tops and branches lying about in the woods,

and such rubbish encourages vermin and insects injurious to the

growing trees. The decay of such rubbish by the gases arising

from it also proves detrimental to the health of trees, especially if

the plantation be composed of one kind only ; but if it be a mixed
plantation, the decay of refuse will prove beneficial, as such refuse

of hardwood proves a natural manure to the Fir tribe, and rice v<>rx'i.

Objections may be raised on the score of expense in taking out all

this rubbish, in coal and jieat districts where fire-wood will not sell

at any price ; but although it should have to be burnt on the ground,

I am prepared to assert that the better health of the plantation will

repay all expenses; and where fuel is scarce, it not only refunds the

outlay, but it will leave a good profit. Where the trees are of con-

siderable size, either Fir or hardwood, great care is necessary in

thinning to prevent the falling trees from injuring those left on the

ground ; where there is not plenty of space for thear to fall, their

tops should be lightened, and in some cases entirely cut off. This
operation is performed by a man ascending the trees with a hand-

saw, and commencing at the first branches, cutting the whole off till

he arrives at the top ; he then cuts off as much of it as is safe and
convenient, by holding the saw in a slanting direction towards the

root of the tree, and in an opposite direction from himself; this is

the only dangerons part of the operation, and the man must keep a
firm hold while the top falls, as the swing given to the tree may
throw him off his balance. If the trees be much off the perpendi.

cular, and leaning to any great extent to one side, in order to make
them

Fall where they will do no Damage,

the man should almost always be furnished with a strong rope,

and a large hook fixed to it, with a socket to fix it on the end of a pole
;

the pole may bo from 20 to 35 feet long, according to the height of

the tree to be cut, and fixing the hook on the end of it, it is pushed
up through the branches, and hooked on to a strong one, and the tree

made to fall in any direction wanted. By this polo much time is

saved in climbing to fix the rope to the tree. When thinning on the

home grounds, all trees should be cut as low as possible, for nothing

looks worse than high stools, and, indeed, this ought to be attended

to in all plantations, as they are not only unsightly, but become a
great annoyance in carting or taking out the thinnings at all after

times. The proprietor's forester, or a responsible persou for him,

should superintend all thinnings of plantations, and on no account

allow the parties who purchase the wood to cut it for themselves
;

they are careless as to how they perform the work, provided they

can do it cheaply fur themselves, and many of the stauiling trees

may bo mined by their carelessness. Much damage is often done to

the growing trees by parties removing the wood from plantations, by
knocking against them. The forester, or person superintending,

should look well after this, and check it, as every piece of bark

removed from any growing trees makes a blemish in the timber, and

is injurious to its health. The expense of thinning will very much
depend on the nature of the ground on which the plantation stands,

and the price of labour in the district ; the pi-ofits arising frou) the

operation will depend on the way in which it is performed, and the

price of thinnings in the market. But it the operation is judiciously

performed, the health and progress of the plantation will amply
repay all ontlay on it ; and the money -profit at the time ought to bo
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but a secondary consideration with those who wish to raise timber

to good size, and retain a full crop on the ground. We trust the

time is not far distant when thinning will be better attended to by

proprietors of plantations, and the country no longer disgraced by a

system of management which would induce the belief on the part of

planters that no further care is necessary after planting but to receive

the produce of their woods as a gift from 'Sature.—Transactions of

the Scottish ArhoyicHltttral Society.

Daphne Fortune!.—This was sent to the Royal Horticultural

Society by Mr. Fortune, from the Chusan Hills, Ningpo, and Shanghai.

It is a small downy.branched bush, with thin deciduous opposite and

alternate ovate-oblong leaves, covered with very soft fine hairs. The

flowers, which generally appear very early in spring, are pale

bluish.lilac, arranged in clusters of four, upon branches scarcely

beginning to put forth their leaves. They are rather more than an

inch long, covered e.'cternally with soft closely pressed hairs, and

divided in the border into four roundish, oblong, obtuse, uneven

lobes, of which the two inner ones are the smallest. In the inside of

the tube of the calyx are eight nearly sessile stamens in two rows,

with narrow sharp-pointed anthers. The ovary is smooth, stalked,

one-celled, with a small fleshy scale at its base, and a single suspended

ovule ; it produces abruptly from its summit a very short cylindrical

style, ended by a capitate hairy stigma. No species yet described,

approaches very nearly to this, which has been named after its

enterprising discoverer; the seed being uuknown, it can only be con-

jectured that it belongs so the Mezereum [division of the genus. It

is a greenhouse or, perhaps, half-hardy shrub, and is a charming
addition to this class of plants, more especially since it appears to be

well adapted for forcing.

Seaside Trees and Shrubs.—Abies Menziesii, A. nobilis, and
A. orientalis, Acer creticura and A. monspessulanum, Arancaria

imbricata. Arbutus (most of the species), Atriplex Halimus, Aucuba
japonica, Baocharis halimifolia, Buddlea globosa, Bupleurum fruti-

cosum, Buxus (all the species), Camellia japonica, ChaniiBrops

humilis, Chenopodium fruticosum. Cineraria maritima, Colutea

arborescens, Daphno Cneorum and D. pontica, Desfontainea spinosa,

Etoagnns (most species), Esoallonia (all the species), Euouymus
all the evergreen species), Ficns carica, Garrya elliptica, Grisel.

inia littoralis, Halimodendron argenteum, Hippohac rhamnoides.

Hydrangea Hortensia, Ilex (Holly) (aUthe species), Lardizabala biter,

nata, Laurus nobilis, Lavandula Spica, Leptospermnm lanigerum,

Ligustram (the evergreen species), Lycinm europceum, Myricaria

germanica, Myrtns communis, Olea ilicitolia, Oimanthus ilicitolius,

Pemettya (all the species), Phillyrea (all the species), Pinus macro,

carpa, P. pinaster, and P. Sabiniana, Pyrus salicifolia, Querous
Ilex and Q. Saber, Raphiolepis ovata, Rhamnus alaternus, Ruta
graveolens, Santolina Ghamajcyparissus, Shepherdiaargentea, Tamarix
gallica, Veronica Andersoni, V . decussata, and V. salicifolia. Yucca (all

the species), and Zenobia speciosa pulvernlenta.—A. Mongredie-"*.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

The Chokeberrv (Pyrus arbutifoUa).—Can you tell me if this is tho
same as what is called the Choke-churry iii Canaf^a? Also, if the latter ever
bears fruit iii this couutry ? I have tn-o trees of it which I brought from
Canada iu 1863, and though they flower annually, they have never set their

fruit. The fruits are small and many on a stalk, resembling a bunch of
Grapos, and the leaves, like the wild Cherry, turn red.—J. H. W. Thomas,
Belmont, Carluip, Ireh'ud.

Autnmnal Tints of the Aspen (Popnlus tremula).—Your correspondent
" E. P.," who writes from Hraemar (p. '6i>i) of the beauty of the foliage of this

Aspen, must havp finer examples of it there than have come under my notice.
Here it is of a dark-green colour, without the slightest tint of crimson. Can
you ascertain from " E. P." the nature of the soil on which it grows at Braeraar,
a-s we know that soil does occasionally alter the tints of leaves ?

—

Jaiies M'Nab,
J£}i/til Botanic Ganlens, Edinburgh,

The Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus).—This is very handsome, in tho
form of a single specimen on Grass. In fact, those wh) have only seen it

confined in shrubberies can form but little idea of tho beauty of a well-grown
plant of it in a good position. Its large bunches of downy pink inflorescence
are produced in such abundance as to efTectually conceal the foliage, and give
the tree, at a short distance off, the appearance of a huge mass of delicately-
tinted swan's-down. It also lasts in perfection for a long time, and the fact of
its coming in as it does, after the majority of flowering shrubs arc over, renders
it all the more valualjte, and well worth a place in the most unique collections
of hardy shrubs.—James Gboom, Henhtm Hall, Suffolk.

Remarkable Conifers at Bsanport.—We are indebted to Mr. Faunce
De Laune, of Sharstel Court, for the following:—I measured, he says, the
Wellingtonia inBeauport Park, Sussex (Sir A, Lamb's), and found the stem to
be 9 feet 10 inches in girth on the ground ; at 3 feet, 6 feet 9 inches ; at 5 feet,

6 feet. It measured about 90 feet round the branches on the ground, and I

should say, although I could not measure it, that the height is between 50 and 60
feet. The size of an upright variety of Cupressus raacrocarpa was as follows :

—

Circumference of stem on the ground, 9 feet 4 inches ; at 3 feet, 7 feet 2 inches ;

and at 5 feet, 6 feet 6 inches. C. macrocarpa, with a flat top, had a circum-
ference of stem, at 4 feet from the ground, of 6 feet ; at 3 feet, 6 feet 8 inches ;

diameter of branches, 28 feet. There are numerous other fine examples of C.
macrocarpa, and some grand Araacarias and Finns insignis.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Kitchen O-arden.

A HOT.nED may now be made up for forcing Asparagna. Where

leaves can be readily obtained in quantity to mix with the etable-

dung, the fermentation and preparation of tho materials will involvo

less labour than would otherwise be the case ; and there will be less

danger from over-heating. In forcing Asparagus, a strong heat is

not required ; it would, in fact, be injurious. If a temperature

higher than 60' is maintained, for any length of time, the heads will

come up weakly and poor. What is required is a mild genial bottom,

heat, such is usually furnished by stable-dung and leaves, employed

in about equal proportions, well mixed and shaken together, and

built up about 3 feet high at back, and 2 feet in front. I have often

forced Asparagus where tho heating power was furnished by means

of hot-water pTpes ; but, on the whole, I much prefer tho genial moist

heat obtained from fermenting materials. When the bed is finished

and the frame placed on it, a test stick should be pushed into its

centre, to indicate when the roots may be safely planted, but if the

bed has beeu properly constructed, it should be in a suitable condi.

tion in about a week or so after having been put up. Tho bed inside

the frame should be levelled, and about 2 inches in depth of old tan

or leaf jmonld should be placed on it. The roots should then be

carefully taken up and placed closely together all over the frame,

finally covering with about 3 inches of tine light rich soil. Where

white Asparagus is desired a greater depth of soil will be

necessary ; but the flavour of green Asparagus is superior to

that of white. When Asparagus is forced in this way it does

not require much water, as, with the exception of one watering

with tepid water to settle the soil when tho roots are first intro.

duoed, the moisture arising from the decomposing manure will

be sufficient to keep the bod in a healthy condition. Cover with

mats on cold nights ; or, wheu necessary to keep up a regular tem.

perature, and give air freely whoa the young heads push through

the soil, to fl.avour and strengthen them. The .above, I believe, is the

best plan for forcing early Asparagus, but it involves the destruction

of the roots, and, therefore, a constant succession of fresh plants

should be annually brought forward to keep up the stock. A now

bed should be filled about every three weeks if a large and constant

supply is required. After Christmas, when the days lengthen, some

arrangement might be made by which some of the permanent beds

rai"-ht be forced ; the produce from these would be liner and bettor

than that from frames, and no serious injury need be done to the

beds, i.e., if they have not been too much exhausted by too much

cutting. Take advantage of flno dry days to take up such crops

as Carrots, Salsafy, Soorzonera, and Beet. Parsnips keep best in

the ground, and a part of the Salsafy and Soorzonera will also be

better left in the ground till after Christmas than lifted now.

Beet should bo handled with special care, for, it cut, bniised,

or otherwise injured, the roots will not keep, and the colour

and flavour will bo spoiled. A considerable portion ot the crop of

roots will keep best if clumped in the open air (but not in large

heaps), covered with straw, and by-and-bye a thiu covering ot soil

should be added and beaten smooth with the spade to throw off wet.

A sufliciont quantity tor present use might be placed in a dry cool

cellar or shed. Pot a tew roots ot Chicory and place them in the

Mushroom-house ; it will be a valuable help to winter salads if a sue.

cession is kept up. Endive will now require considerable attention

to have it in good condition ; tie up a few plants every dry day, and

cover them with pans or something to throw off rain ;
tor, if exposed

to damp, they soon decay. Ilave a sufficient stock of it in some posi.

tion where it can be easily sheltered from frost. French breakfast

and black Spanish Radishes may yet bo sown on a warm south

border ; the former kind turns in very quickly.—E. Hobday, Ramsctj

Abhcy, Hunts.
Hardy Fruit.

As soon as the leaves ot early Cherries and Plums begin to fall,

proceed with tho pruning and nailing ot wall trees. This is alike

humane and economical, for a man will do ten times more work on

a wall.side, in early autumn, than in mid-winter, and also do it

better. Fruit trees, too, do not suffer from early pruning and train,

ing ; but, on the contrary, bear close pruning well ; and Plums espe.

ciaily bear and look best treated somewhat on the principle of

Morello Cherries—that is, pruned and trained so as to bear largely

on the young wood. By snch means the trees are kept closer to tho

wall, and partially renew their growth every year. Cherries may
also be treated in the same manner, though all the large fruiting

varieties bear close sparing for many years better than Plums.

Old trees, too, very often bear their spurs close cut, not only without

injury but with positive benefit to their continuous fertility. By
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study ing tho characteristics of spurs, the skilful prnner will generally
find some buds near their base that may bo cat back to with impunity.
Of course, no one would think of removing all tho more prominent
spurs at ouco, unless he could afford to lose a crop ; but, by cutting a
few of the largest out annually, thoy may be kept within a reason-
able distance of tho wall, and the form and beauty of the tree, as
well .IS its constant fertility bo preserved. Again, in the laying in of
young wood, we find the means of dispensing with tho old in due
season, as the great art of successful pruning is to pruue for a crop,
so as to renew the growth, and so add to the strength and vigour of
tho tree. There is yet one more advantage in early pruning. The
wounds made now heal faster and sounder than those made later or
inflicted in the spring. These are points of immense importanc3 to
the fnture well.being of the tree. Bad heals, if I may so call them,
constitute the most fruitful sources of disease and death. No
larger wounds than are absolutely necessary, should be, in fact, the
motto of all skilful pruners, who should also cut in such manner
and at such a time, as to ensure speedy healing over. Smoothness
and a short angle from the lower to the upper side of tho cut, so
that no moisture can rest on the wound, is one of tho surest methods
of helping it to heal over rapidly. A cut with a ragged edge, jagged
surface, and wounded bark, will hardly heal at all. Cuts made in
frosty weather are more like breaks than new smooth wounds.
Whatever appearance the surface may present, the tissues are
bruised and wrenched asunder ; and this, as well as the effect of
the cold on a raw wound, is tho cause of most of tho evils arising
from pruning during hard frost. By pruning hardy trees noNv",
the wounds become healed over before the cold weather sets in.

—

D. T. Fish.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Pot Vines placed in heat about the first of the mouth will be show,

ing as yet but little signs of growth ; do not, however, increase tho
temperature in order to force them on more rapidly, for the slower
they start at first tho stronger «iU be their growth. It a slight
acceleration is required, it should be after the bunches aro formed
and the berries are set. Be careful not to over.water ; at present
the soil should bo kept rather dry than wet, there being as yet little
root action. When water is given it should never be colder than the
bottom.heat in which the plants are ])lunged, or the soil in the pots.
If this be 75' the water should bo S0'\ Chills in all forms must be
avoided

; young Vines which were propagated from eyes in the
spring, and grown on in pots throughout the summer for planting
next spring, should now have ripened their wood. Those fnlly
matured should be wintered in a cool airy house. An open shed,
covered at top, answers very well for this purpose. The canes of the
Muscat take longer to ripen ; these, and any other sort not yet brown
to the extreme points, should be retained in heat until they accpiire
that condition. It is a mistake to move Vines from a warm house
to a cold situation before they aro thoroughly ripe. In such
a case they are starved into rest in a way that is never produc-
live of good results. Here wo have annually many thousands
of young Viues both for fruiting in pots and for planting out.
They aro struck from eyca early in tho season, and as soon as
roots enough have been formed to provide sufficient support they
are set on a hard concrete floor and grown on rapidly, till, by the
month of July, they are fully developed ; ripening then begins, and
already they have shed their foliage, have prominent eves, and are
hard and brown to the very points. This is a trying period for
Grapes still hanging on tho Vines. Heavy rains and muggy atmo-
spheres are not easily contended with, especially when there is much
foliage to keep up a circulation of sap. It is under such circumstances
that the advantages of protecting the borders are fully shown. If
the wood of these is not yet ripe lose no time in e'ffecting this
desirable end

; husband sun-heat for tho purpose rather than keep up
strong fires, the effect of the latter being to shrivel the fruit. Cut.
tings of Geraniums, propagated in autumn, and similar plants, have
often, through necessity, to be wintered 'in Vineries, but their
presence in houses containing ripe Grapes, is often most disastrous.
Vineries in which the fruit has been cat should alone be used
for such a purpose. Pines of the Queen variety intended for
early starting and fruiting, should now, as a rule, bo perfectly
at rest; see that the temperature does not exceed 50°; for, if
not allowed to exceed that, they will start into fruit with gi-eater
certainty when a higher temperature is applied to them.
Between 300 and 400 Queens now being treated as an early
batch hero, have received no water at the root for three weeks, and
if they do not absolutely require it, they will not get any for another
three or four weeks more. See that the soil in which noivly.rooted
suckers are grown, does not get into bad condition. Tho bottom,
heat for such stock may now be reduced 10°, too much growth being
undesirable at present; slow substantial firm growth is what is
needed to brave the winter season successfully. Bear in mind that

too much water at any time is as injurious as too little.—J. MuiK,
Clovenfords.

Orchard House.
It is now time to refresh orchard-house trees in pots ; the summer

soil in which the trees have been feeding will bo quite exhausted,
and should bo taken out of the pot about half-way down ; more or less,

it will probably be full of fibres. Care must be taken to preserve
the main roots as much as possible, but the rootlets with which tho
soil is crowded may be removed ; they have done their duty and are
now useless ; when the pot is cleared, fill in with the new soil, ram it

well down with a wooden pestle, give a good soaking of water, and tho
tree will be ready to do its duty again next year. The soil should
have been prepared at least six months since (a year is better), and
shonld consist of good turfy loam mixed with about one.third of
its bulk of rotten dung, aud ought to have been turned over threo
times since it was deposited ; if the natural soil is deficient in lime it

should be added in tho shape of old lime rubbish or, failing that,
chalk. Place tho trees in their winter quarters for facility of pro.
tectiou in very severe weather, aud during dry sunny weather give
water about three times a week. The open space which will bo

made in the orchard-house may be filled up
with evergreens in pots. The best imple-
meet to pick out tho soil in the pots is an
iron rod about an inch-and-a-half in cir.

cumfereuco and 9 inches long, the handle
being 5 inches ; for scraping out the soil

pair of claws, made as in the accompanying littlouse a small

illustration.

-

II.

Indoor Plant Department.
In conservatories, the earliest Cyclamens, autumn-flowering

Heaths, forced Camellias, tree Carnations, Oleanders, Begonia
Weltouicusis, Cassia huvigata, Cypripedium insigne, and a few other
cool-houso Orchids, young Chorozemas, Tremandras, Uedaroma
fuchsioides, Lasiaudra macrautha, and a few other plants, keep our
couservatories at present gay with flowers. Fuchsias, a few Acaci;is,

Plumbago capensis, and some Koses planted out in borders still con.
tiune to bloom admirably. Some of the taller-growing Cbrysanthc
mums should now be taken indoors and placed amongst the Camellias,
Rhododendrons, &c., in the beds. Tho dwarfer ones should bo
set on the side stages; but, where there is convenience, such plants
should be kept in separate houses until they begin to bloom. If the
tops of some of the shoots with flower.buds on them are taken
oft, and rooted, they will form nice bushy small plants, which will

come into bloom before Christmas. Plants of tree Mignonette should
be trained up to neat stakes, at the top of which should be fixed

trellises for them to be trained over. Some Carnations should be
potted so as to come into bloom a little later in the season than the
others. Berry.bearing Solanums form attractive features in cool,

houses. Some of their fruits aro beautifully coloured, whilst on
other plants they are still ina veryyouug state. Skimmiajaponica, now
laden with fruit, planted along the front borders of conservatories in

the natural style, is exceedingly attractive. Plants of Everlastings
should be kept in airy houses ; they should never be put outside
during summer, nor forced in bloom. Show Pelargoniums will bo
breaking freely. Those required for early blooming shonld be
re-potted, some into larger pots, and others into the same sized

ones. Those, however, that are only intended for late blooming
should still remain in tho old pots. But the plants should be
elevated, so as to bo near the glass. Young plants in

stoves still in active growth should bo well watered and kept
in the warmer corners. Washing leaves and cleaning plants
from insects ought still bo the chief operation in this department.
Euphorbia jacquinia^flora and Poinsettia pulcherrima shonld be kept
as near the glass as possible. Young plants of these should bo
plunged in bottom-heat near the glass, so as to induce good crowns.
Gesneras are now becoming attractive ; those that have come fnlly

into bloom should be kept a little dry, but those that have not opened
their blooms should be supplied with a little we^k manure-water.
Caladinms should now be gradually dried off. Achimenes and Glox-
inias that have done blooming may be stoi'ed under stages and on side

shelves to dry. Let Dipladenias, Clerodendrons, Stephanotis, and Alla-

niandas be loosened from the trellises on which they have been trained,

and attached loosely to cords placed near the glass. In this way they
ripen their wood better than in any other. They enjoy a tolerably

warm temperature and a moderate, though decreasing, supply of

water. Ixoras, which still continue to bloom, may be shifted into

larger pots or shaken out of those they occupy ; in the latter case

their roots should be reduced, and they should be again re-potted into

similarly-sized pots. Newlj*-potted plants must be encouraged
in (growth by being plunged in a brisk bottom-heat. Climbers
that are obscuring the light from plants underneath them should
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Flower Garden and Pleasiire Grounds.

Between cold and damp, and the injurious effects of the sliglit

frosts which have already been experienced, the beauty of our flower

gardens may now be said to have, in a great measure, departed ; and
watching the gradual, but sure decay of the cherished plots of flowers,

liowever seasonable and suggestive it may be, cannot be considered

as the most pleasing of contemplations ; where, however, a S3'stem of

spring bedding is intended, no interregnum should be permitted, and
the flower beds must be planted again as soon as possible. It

may be taken for granted that all summer bedding plants intended to

be preserved are, by this time, potted up and placed in their winter

quarters ; while the remainder should be cleared away, and the soil of

the beds, after the necessary preparation, should receive at onco a
stock of spriug-fiowering hardy herbaceous plants of varions sorts, early

flowering bulbs, tic., such as have already been enumerated in previous

calendars, together witli dwarf berry-bearing and ornamental foliaged

shrubs of various kinds, such as variegated Yews and Hollies, Aucnbas,
Eetinosporas, Enonymus of sorts, Skimmia japonica, green and varie-

gated Ivies, &c. Spring bedding necessarily differs materially from
that of the summer season, and a simultaneons and gorgeous floral dis-

play is not to bo expected, nor is it to be desired. The quiet beauty of

early spring flowers is more calculated to call forth love and affec-

tion than to excite admiration and surprise ; it is, therefore, seldom
advisable to adhere so closely to the grouping system as is generally

done in carrying out a system of summer bedding. Possibly the

most satisfactory method to pursue, in furnishing flower-beds and
borders at the present season, is to use for the purpose a judicious

combination of spring-flowering bulbs, early flowering hardy herba-
ceous plants, and annuals, with dwarf ornamental shrubs of various

kinds, by the aid of which an immediate effect is produced, and
which will be increased, as the season advances, by the gradual
development of the early flowering plants and bulbs. As soon as

the planting of all beds and borders has been completed, let every-

thing connected with the flower garden be again put into proper
order. Lawns and Grass belts, should all be mown, for possibly

the last time this season ; leaves should be swept up, and
gravel walks cleaned and rolled ; and, when all this has
been accomplished, attention should at ouce be turned to any
alterations which may be contemplated, and which may neces-

sarily involve the removal and transplantation of trees and
shrubs, the planting of Box or other edgings, and the • re-laying

of turf, &c. The present time is unquestionably the best during
the year for accomplishing such work, as there is yet ample time
to allow turf to become established, and trees and shrubs, which have
been moved, to put forth fresh roots, and to some extent establish

themselves in their new situations before the ice king is likely

to paralyse for a time, all such efforts. Whenever the weather is

mild, give abundance of air to rooted cuttings of bedding plants,

which should also be frequently examined and all dead and decaying
leaves, &c., at once removed

;
giving water sparingly, and never

until the soil is somewhat dry. If not already done, cuttings of

bedding Calceolarias may now be inserted, placing the pots or jjans

containing them in cold pits or frames, and keeping them in a close

atmosphere for a time ; and as free from drip as possible. When
fairly i-ooted give air during mild weather, and water when required,

and the protection of mats, or other covering, during severe frost.

—P. Gkieve, CuJford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Roses.

The season for selecting positions for new Eose-beds, and for

laying out new Eosaries has arrived. In the first place, such situa-

tions should be well drained ; remove the surface soil and take out

the sub.soil (i.e., if it is stiff clay or gravel) to a depth of about

2 feet ;
procure some good loam or fresh turfy soil and mix it with

the surface mould, working into it plenty of good stable-manure,

and with this compost fill the beds, leaving them slightly rounded in

order that rain-water in winter may not stand on the surface. In the

case of sandy or gravelly soils, where the surface is very light, it

is advisable to mix with it a little clay, for I find that the Briar

stock does best in a heavy soil. In districts in which there is a

good depth of loam, all that is necessary is to trench it 2 feet

deep, and to work into it plenty of manure. In this, Roses will

succeed satisfactorily. Whatever may be the character of the

ground it is best to have it ready for the plants a fortnight or

three weeks before planting. As regards pot Eoses, take all

required for early and late forcing into cold pits, or plunge them
in some sheltered spot out. of.doors, where, if possible, rain and
frost will have little effect on them, for, if allowed to get saturated

with water, and frost sets in, it will kill most of the tender varieties.

Where autumn-blooming Koses can be afforded a slight covering on
frosty nights they will continue to bloom much longer than they
otherwise would do. Cuttings may now be put in of some of the

free-growing varieties, cither out-of-doors or in pots set in cold pits.

—

F. G.
Trees and Shrubs.

Besides evergreens, mostly all the Pine tribe are fit for planting

out this month, and planting of two-year seedling or bedded Scotch

Firs into nursery rows maybe done advantageously. Prepare ground

for young plantations, draining, fencing, and making pits for tho

plants. Gather tree seeds ; the following, amongst othYsrs, should be

ripe this month, and are best sown as soon as possible after being

gathered—viz.. Horse and Spanish Chestnuts, Walnuts, and Oaks.

Kinds that would suffer from spring frosts, such as Beech, Maples, &c.,

should be kept till sowing time in February or March. Thorn, Beech,

and Privet hedges may now be planted advantageously.—D. S.

Bouquet Flowers in Season.

Our flower markets now contain a good supply of cut flowers for

all purposes of decoration, from the tiny button.hole bouquet to

the large centre piece for the adornment of the dinner-table

;

amongst" other varieties obtainable may be enumerated the follow,

ing :—Whites—Bouvardias, Camellias, Carnations, Forget-me-not,

Gardenias, Heaths, Pelargoniums, Roses, Stephanotis, and Tuberoses;

scarlets—Bouvardias, Camellias, Carnations, Heaths, Pelargoniums,

crimson Roses, and Gladiolus ; blues—Cornflower, Forget-me-not,

and Agapanthus
;
purples-Heliotrope and Violets ; miscellaneous—

Eschscholtzia, Mignonette, Sweet Sultan, Fuchsias, variously coloured

Roses, Pelargoniums of different hues, Statice latifolia, Petunias,

Arbutus flowers, Veronicas, and many others. Button-hole bouquets

consist for the most part of a yellow Rose bud, or something in that

way, supported by a few pips of scarlet Bouvardia and blue Forget,

me-not, the whole being backed by a frond or two of Maiden-hair

Fern. Coat flowers consist of a mounted Camellia, or Gardenia

bloom, resting on a little green foliage. Hand bouquets are com-

posed of BO many varieties of flowers that it would be of little use

to enumerate them. The little wax-like bell flowers of the common

Arbutus, though but seldom used, are nevertheless most useful in

floral arrangement of many kinds; before they are employed, how-

ever, they must be divested of all leaves, which are heavy, and quite

out of keeping with the delicate little blooms. Thus set free, and

mounted on wire, they are quite equal to Heath in a coat bouquet.

At present, there may be bought in Covent Garden Market quautities of

a very small-sized white Michaelmas Daisy, which, where other

flowers are scarce, will be found to be useful. Being light and airy,

looking, it does not tend to give any arrangement in which it may be

used a heavy appearance. A pretty and, at the same time, inexpen-

sive arrangement might be made as follows :—Take a triplet

Hyacinth glass (but, if that is unobtainable, some other kind will

do, provided its form is somewhat in harmony with that of the

other), the Daisy referred to above being white, almost any colour

will harmonise with it, but scarlet and blue will make, perhaps, the

most showy associates for it ; then, as a scarlet, nothing can be

more effective than the common Zonal Pelargonium, and as a blue

there are still some Cornflowers to be had or Forget-me-nots. Pink

Pelargoniums might be used in place of the scarlet ;
and, if the

pink be selected, a few bunches of a pink and white Fuchsia added

would enhance the general effect. These materials, neatly arranged,

would look well and cost but little.—A. Hassard, Upper Norwood.

Cottagers' Gardens.

As ground becomes vacant, some plan of cropping for the

ensuing year should be formed, in order that manuring and culti-

vating, according to the en p intended to be grown, may by systemati-

cally carried out ; for fresh manure, that would promote a luxuriant

growth in a green crop, such as Cabbage, would probably spoil the

quality of,a root crop, such as Potatoes or Carrots. These succeed best

in soils moderately rich in manure, but deeply worked, so as to with-

stand the effects of drought. Trenching should not in all cases be

performed in the same manner, as when the sub-soil is bad in quality,

only a small portion of it should be brought to the surface at any

one time ; the bottom spit, however, should be thoroughly broken up

and all kinds of garden refuse mixed with it, by which means, all

kinds of soils may in time be improved both in quality and depth.

This is a good season for carrying out alterations, such as making

new walks, or repairing those already made, as trees of any kind that

happen to be in the way, may now be safely lifted. Any unproduc-

tive or worthless varieties of fruit trees should be rooted up at once,

and a few healthy young ones planted in their places, taking care

that the ground is properly prepared for them. Do not dot them

about as if self-sown, but plant them so that the shade from them

may not interfere with the regular open spaces devoted to vegetables.

The outdoor display of flowers will, of necessity, become weekly

more limited, but increased neatness should be made to, in some

measure, compensate in this respect for any lack of beauty.—J. G.
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NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

[The following notes and questions camo to hand or were answered

too late for insertion in their several departments.]

Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae rhamnoides).—We have received from Mr
Wm. Paul a branch of this useful hardy shrub literally a rope of little round
oranco-ycllow berries, that must renrlor a bush of it highly ornamental. It

prows naturally ou sandy soil, and on comparatively bare cliffs on some parts,

of our eastern const.

Acacia lophantha, as a Table Plant.—Permit me to direct " W. T. P.'s
•*

attention to the usefulneRS of small plants of this Acacia for table decoration.

I have had a pair of small plants in daily use for some time pa^it, and when on
the dinner table they looked quite like some lipht t^rowinp Fern. The effect of
this plant for table decoration is worth a trial ; it is inexpensive to purchase,
and the atmosphere of heated rooms does not seem to affect it as it does more
tender plants.—A. B. N.

Fields of Sweet Briar.—All aloncr the coast from Prestonpans to Aberlady
in East Lothian, there is a pcrcoptable odour of Sweet Briar, which may be
found (rrowin^r there by the acre, loadinj? the air with its delightful perfume.
Even the rabbits, which are very numerous there, seem to enjoy its cover,
bobbing-, as they tlo, in and out from under its fragrant protection. They, no
doubt, eat the young shoots ; hence its dwarf and scrubby appearance, and
inclination to creep along the ground and multiply to an unlimited extent.
—H. K.

Trees to Stand the Sea-breeze.—T have had a turn 'through Connemara
lately , and on Sntuvlav week ascnndcd " Maeelrea," at the mouth of theKillery.
which is nearly 3,000 feet abnvc the sea level. I, however, found nothing on it

pave the very commonest plants. I had an opportunity of seeing some of the
plants which grow best exposed to the sea-breeze of the Atlantic. Pinus
insignis is a most valuable plant, and bv far the hardiest of the genus there,
standing where the Scotch Fir cannot lift its head. Thujopsis borealis is also
very haJdy.and suitable for plantiAg there. The finest everereen is Escallonia
macrantba, which crows as large as a Laurel bush. Fuchsias are the best
hedge plants.—D. Moohe, Glufnevin.

TheFrniting Duckweed (Nertera depressa)-—I was much pleased to see
some plants of this little gem. th-? other day, in the nurseries of Messrs,
Dickson & Co.. Edinburgh. It is a small prostrate Alpine plant, exceedingly
pretty and useful, either on rockwork or in pots. A light sandy soil suits it

admirably. The flower.s, which are white, are small, and the fruit, which is

Iransparent and glistening red, resembles miniature Holly berries, which seem
strewn amongst the foliage. The appearance of the small berries nestling
amongst the leaves, which are small, oval, and dark green, is strikingly
interesting; altogcthnr this is one of the most charming little plants with
which I am acquainted.—J. Muib, Cloronfm-iU.

Ivy on Cemented Walls.-1 am about to build a house, and I would like

the outside walls covered with Ivy. What I am anxious to know is, wilt Ivy
grow on the walls if they are covered with cement smoothed and marked into
squares to imitate stone, or whether it would be better to cover them with
cement rough cnst ? In laying out the ground, I am following the instructions
given in thr^ " Wild Garden," and I have thought that if I could get the house
covered with Ivy, it would be in keeping with its surroundings ; and that it

would also help to encourage birds, of which I am very fond.—R. A., Work-
inrjfnji, CumhrrhiiuL flvy will succeed very well against cemented walls after
it has been planted about six months. Take care to well break up the ground
in which it is to be planted, and if the existing soil is bad, remove it and
replace it with good earth.]

Lencoposron Cunninghamii.—This is a winter-flowerin? plant 'not sufH-
ciently known in gardens. It is a white-flowered plant of trreat elegance,
beariuff tiny tufts of flowers and leaves, each tuft being a miniature bouquet
in itself. For what are called button-holes, it is unsurpassed even by white
Heath for long endurance. We have been so accustomed to quickly got un
flowers, that elegant hard-wooded lasting plants have been overlooked.
Any nurseryman, I imagine, who got up a houseful of this elegant plant would
meet with a ready sale for it. Being such a (juict-looking plant, naany might
pass it by without notice ; but when pointed out, it never fails to command
what it deserves—admiration. It is a greenhouse plant, and thrives best in
sandy peat, under the treatment usually given to Cajie Heaths. I never saw it

planted out of pots in a conservatory ; but I imagine that it would make good
growth treated in that way, and its tiny panicles of flowers would be enlarged
under such circumstances.—H. K. F.

New Pink-coloured Perpetual Carnation.—Oomparatively few lovers of
plants know that there exists in commerce a pink-flowered Carnation of the
iarge-flowcred Souvenir de la Malmaiaon section. It was sent out by Messrs.
Mcthven & Co., Edinburgh : although a somewhat coarse flower, the old
flesh-coloured variety is still a great favourite, (lowering, as it does, where
there is a scries of plants, all the year over. The pink one mentioned is quite
as good and useful, and. no doubt, in time, will become quite as popular as it

deserves to be. Its habit is identical, judging from young plants, with that of
its fellow. It is in every w:iy a commendable plant, and worthy of further
distriliution among lovers of what are commonly called tree Carnations.
Whether the pink will equal the flesh-coloure 1 one in size of flower, which
sometimes under good cultivation measures 6 inches in diameter, remains to
be seen.—U. K.

Shanked Grapes.—T send you some diseased Grapes, which I should bo
glad if you or any of your correspondents would tell me how to comliat.—
S. H.T. [The Grapes are badly shankpd. The shanking of Grapes is produced
through various causes, which it is difficult to describe. It is generally owing
to weak or deficient root-action. The cause maj- have been dryness at one
time, and then excessive wet, resulting in sourness of the soil, which has
caused the roots to perish. Stripping off a great quantity of leaves at one time
is also supposed to have the same result. We have frequently noticed shanking
when the Vines grew in borders rich with humus, resulting from many yearly
deposits of manure on the border. Excessive cropping is also a sure promoter
of shanking. If your borders are imporfoetlv drained, as we presume they are,
remove all the soil, except that immediate! v about the base of the stem, down to
41 feet below the surrounding level, then bottom with concrete 2 inches thick

;

on this place a fi-inch layer of roughly-broken stones, which should be covered in
with largo turves, and a drain should be made along the front sufficiently deep
to carry off superfluous water ; the remainder of the border should then consist
of roughly-chopped turf, to which has previously been added a liberal quantity
of ground bones ; crop the Vines lightly for a season, and there will be little
danger of shanking J

A Grumble about Dinner.table Decoration.—A writer
in tho Vail Mall Oa^.ette, is despondent over the conscqucncea of

modern fashion in the diiiin^-room. " I know no g'reater feeling of

dejection that ever comes upon me than when from my place in the
column that moves into the dining-room I first catch sight of tho table.

I know I shall have to sit there for two or three hours, with no
greater variety of talk than I can get by turning from tho lady on
one side of me, whom I have brought in, to the lady on the other

side, who has been brought in by some equally unhappy gentleman.
There was an Egyptian herald of mighty voice, whom Ucrodotus tells

us of as one of the host with which Darius invaded Scythia. When
this monarch, in his retreat, arrived'at night at tho Danube, and
foand his bridge of boats gone, he sent for this man, who standing by
tho bank could make his voice heard at the other side of tho stream.

Now, Sir, if I were as highly gifted as this herald, I should nob

despair of making myself heard even across a modern dlnner-table

;

but my lungs are of but moderate capacity, and when I shout to

Histircus tho Milesian, llistisous cannot hear me. Much as I miss tho

narrow table of my younger days, no less do I miss the dark colour

of the mahogan3\ Long before dinner is over my eyes suffer from
the glare. Above me and all around me there is an excess of light

;

beneath my eyes is the dazzling table-cloth. I would wear, if I had
but courage, the pair of coloured spectacles which I brought from
Switzerland, and which afforded me such pleasant relief under far less

trying circumstances, llow pleasant it used to be in old days to see tho

white table-cloth rolled up and carried away. How I should now delight,

if only I dare, to give it a pull at one end and to carry it and the con

tents of the greetihouse that it bears right off tho table. The fact

is, that we have allowed the ladies to turn that which should bo

the pleasantcst of all meetings into an occasion of the vnlgarest of all

displays. A ritualism, differing in reality but little from that which

has crept into charches, has invaded our dinner-tables. If we had

not our clnbs to which to fly, our case would be a desperate one

indeed. Now, Sir, when I dine, I like to dine at my ease. I like to

dine in a cool room, in a quiet light, and in a small company. The
ladies, I fear, take too much pride in these solemn festivities ever to

consent to givo them up. They will, in spite of our protestations, go

on making broad their tables and enlarging the borders of their table-

cloths. They might, however, keep their wide tables, their green-

house jdants, their blaze of gas, their heated air, their crowded

parties, for all the fools of their acquaintance. The young Ritualist

curate would always be there to say grace, and to lend the sanction

of the Chnrchto the ostentatious display. Sensible people should be

asked a few at a time to enjoy at a narrow table good food, good wine,

good air, and good talk."

Almeria Grapes.—During the last few years the growth of

this Spanish Grape has very extensively increased. Shipments are

also earlier than formerly, as of late they have commenced to arrive

in London about tho middle of September, when there is little or no
demand for them, in consequence of the heavy supplies of Lisbon.

The latter, on account of their non-keeping quality, are always sold

immediately on arrival, and generally at prices far below tho usual

run of Almeria.

THE GARDEN HARVEST.
Oh, favours old, yet ever now ;

Oh blcssiugs with the sunshine sent

;

Tho bounty over-runs our iluo,

Tlic fullness shames our diseontent.

Wo shut our eyes, the flowers bloom on
;

We murmur, but the Corn cars fill

:

Wc choose the shadow, but the sun

That casts it shines behind us still.

Give us with our ru!?ged soil

The power to make it Eden fair,

And richer fruits to crown our toil,

Than summer-wedded islands bear.

Who murmurs at his lot to-day ?

Who scorns his native fruit and bloom,

Or sisrlis for dainties far away
Besides tho bounteous board of home ?

Thank Heaven, instead, that Freedom's arm
Can change a rocky soil t/^ gold

;

That brave and generous lives can warm
A clime with northern ices cold.

And by these altars wreathed with flowers,

.\ud" Holds with fruits awako again

Thanksgiving for the goldou hours,

The early and the later rain.

—Joiix G. WiiirriKB.
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THE GAEDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : ohanpre it rather : but

The Akt itself is Natuee."—Shakespeare.

THE EARLY OPENING OF KBW GARDENS.
The popularity of the Royal Gardens at Kew is a long and
well-established fact, to which each annual report bears full

and ample testimony by its record of the thousands and
hundreds of thousands who visit those gardens yearly. The
motives which induce these visitors to go to our national

botanic garden are, as a matter of course, exceedingly diverse.

That is a fact no observant visitor who has mingled with the

crowds on a summer's afternoon, and listened to their con-

versation, will gainsay. Some, it will be found, are bent on
study—purely botanical; these are few and far between, and
possibly may be more frequently found turning over dried

specimens in the herbarium, and analysing equally dry
botanical descriptions, than investigating plant structure at

the fountain head in a living state. Others, by their lively and
somewhat boisterous mirth, indicate at a glance that they are

gregarious ; and, of a truth, they come in what may well be
denominated shoals, prepared to derive a part of their enjoy-

ments from the many interesting objects the gardens present;

but an equally great pi'oportiou from the badinage that passes

freely amongst themselves. These constitute the great mass
of visitors. Then, again, we have the vigorous constitu-

tionalist, who goes to acquire a well-sharpened appetite for

the good things which constitute a dinner at the far-famed
" Star and Garter." But these are not all. Frequently you may
see representatives of another, and an 'essentially distinct,

class—men who usually affect the solitary—at least, whose
companionship consists in a note-book, and whose horny
hands indicate at once that, albeit literary they may be
on that occasion, they are wont to wield a heavier imple-

ment than either the pen or the pencil ; this last belongs,

at a glance, to the horticultural class. The very interest

they evince in making notes at once confirms us in the fact

that they love their busuiess, profession, or calling, which-
ever term you like to accept—" profession," I think it

is entitled to, seeing that it dates back through all time, and
claims priority to all others ; be this as it may, you will gene-
rally find that such men are early at the gates. Many come
a long distance, and as their visits to Kew are necessarily few
and far between, they are anxious to utilise every spare
moment. Of this class of visitors some are young, ambitious

to acquire during their London visit or sojourn, as the case

may be, all the information on plant lore they possibly can
;

others are old weather-beaten representatives of the craft,

possibly kings and princes of horticulture in their own respec-

tive localities, and consequently anxious to maintain their

well-earned reputation by gleaning such information as
abounds in the royal establishment. It is on behalf of this

class of visitors, who, though comparatively few in number,
possess a sort of representative character that increases their

importance in a manifold degree, that I purpose making a few
remarks on a topic which is not only uppermost in the
gardening periodicals, but is deemed worthy of ventila-

tion in the columns of the daily papers. By the way, I fear

that the ventilation is what must be called a down draught,

as j'our correspondent (see p. 3-57) appears to reckon the

boon which the earlier opening of the gardens would confer on
the public, as not to be gained without such a sacrifice in the
efficient management of the institution, such as no public

advantage would justify. The suggestion that the number of

attendants would require to be doubled were the gardens opened
to the public, say at ten o'clock, is so patent an absurdity to

any practical mind, that I am disposed to pass it over without
comment—beyond this, that it appears to lead to the inference

that during the time the public are admitted to the gai'dens, one
half of the staff would be doing nothing, and the other assisting

them iu that arduous operation. The actual work of the
establishment to be done by the two combined, prior to the

opening of the garden to the public ; now, knowing as I do,

tixe authorities at Kew, great and small, I cannot for one

moment imagine that they would endorse such a necessity.

Let us, supposing the early opening movement were carried

out, analyse the probabilities consequent thereon. Supposing
the gardens were opened at ten o'clock, would the army of

London sightseers, be congregated as it were, to storm the

entrance gate at that early hour; I think I am justified

in saying, the probability is, they would not; would
our constitutional friend, with the " Star and Garter " in

his mind's eye, be found there ? I think the very strong proba-

bility is, he would not. Our purely botanical friend, being one

of the select or elect, which you like, would possess the talis-

manio " open sesame " without calling into request the

services of the portly janitor of those handsome gates ; but,

I think, the strong probability is that the generic type to

which I have already alluded, and of which Adam was the

founder, would be represented by more than one solitary

individual. As a disciple of the great school of horticulture

he could spend his annual holiday (not half-holiday as hereto-

fore) broken, very possibly, in order to realise the full appreci-

ation of the boon thus conferred, by a sojurn, about mid-day,

to the " Rose and Crown," or the " Coach and Horses,"_ to

refresh the inner man, analyse his notes, and return, re-invigo-

rated, to his work. "Would it not be conferring a boon upon

such a class—of which the bone and sinew of horticulture is

composed—to allow them a before dinner, as well as after

dinner, inspection of the gardens ? Certainly, from my own
experience, I will say that, for a detailed examination, even of

the most superficial character of one-tenth part of the plants

at Kew, the narrow limit of an afternoon is a complete

aljsurdity. Kew Garden has been, is, and, I trust, will

continue to be, an educational establishment. It has a

purpose far higher to fulfil than the mere gratification of a

host of cockney excursionists and sightseers, and in fulfilment

of that purpose, I say distinctly, there is no practical reason

why it should not be open to the public at ten o'clock in

the morning. Do the Botanic Gardens at
^

Edinburgh,

at Glasnevin, and at Liverpool find that it is detri-

mental to the working of those institutions to open at

an earlier hour than our national establishment ?
^
I

think not. Have they found that admission at an earlier

hour interferes with the routine work which is essential in all

gardens.? I think not. Surely the London public, who have

enjoyed a longer and more efliectual training than their

provincial brethren, are not less cognisant of the rights of

mine and thine ! so as to compel the necessity of an attendant

in every greenhouse on the place ! The privilege of inspecting

the gai'dens on a Sunday is limited to half the day, and rightly

so ; but I would ask, are all the staff in attendance on that

day ? I may be wrong, but I think not. Those who oppose

the movement on the ground that the mens' time would be

required to look after the public rather than the ordinary

practical work of the place, estimate the good conduct of the

London public at a standard far below what their experience

ought to justify ; on the contrary, it is a noteworthy fact that

scarcely any appreciable damage has been done by visitors to

these gardens during the last few years. Even supposing the

opening of the houses earlier than at present should cause

some inconvenience, surely the gardens and pleasure grounds

at Kew require no stricter surveillance than the many other

parks and public gardens of the metropolis. The suggestion

made in an article on this subject, to which I have already

adverted, namely, that that portion of the gardens known

to nearly everybody as the pleasure grounds should be

opened at ten o'clock, partakes of the nature of a com-

promise, and I feel sure the authorities at Kew will deem

it quite unnecessary to adopt a half-measure ;
but, as has

heretofore been their wont, come bravely to the front and

meet the public wish ; which is, in my opinion, neither unrea-

sonable nor extravagant. Should a little additional expense

be incurred, surely our national exchequer would be both

willing and able to grant the same in the next year's estimates.

My impression is strong, however, that beyond the increased

remuneration to gate-porters and police for extra hours of

duty, the additional expense would be little or nothing.

An Old Kewite.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Ml!. J. TuAHERNE MocGRinriE, writing fromllentone, informs

us that both there and at Hyereg the ])oopIo spoak of the extraordinary-

crops of fruit and grain, which they have had this summer; and the
Olives still I'omain to attest the truth of this, the pale green, unripe
berries, giving a new tint to the trees, the branches of which are
in places dangerously strained by their weight.

A POWERFUL organisation is, we hear, to be set on foot for

opening Kew Gardens at an earlier hour on Sundays than at present.

While Uampton Court Gardens are opened at ten or eleven in the
morning, Kow Gardens are not opened until two o'clock in the after,

noon, to the great annoyance of a large number of Londoners who go
down every Sunday.

Mr. Davisov, White Cross Nurseries, Hereford, writes to us
to say that Mons. Thiers Rose is not sufficiently known or appreciated
as a late autumn bloomer. It is much finer now in size and colour
than at any other season. " We have recently cut (he says) from the
Manetti stock, blooms of this Rose 5 inches in diameter, and in colour
a deep rich crimson, shading off to intense purple on the outer petals.

I have (ho adds) one now in a vase on my writing table, and nothing
more exquisite in colour and fragrance has been cut during the
whole season."

The Temple Gardens are just now well worth a visit. The
Chrysanthemums are in bloom, and the turf, fresh and green for
London, affords a cheerful relief from the bustle and noise of the
busy streets. We notice that the old Elm near the fountain has been
cut down, a circumstance not to be regretted, inasmuch as additional
light and air are thus afforded to some promising young Planes which
will bo greatly benefited by the change. Two or" three fine Catalpas
here still retain their foliage, showing that this tree is well suited for
town garden decoration.—— Some very beautiful crosses and other designs, in silvery
Immortelles, may now bo seen in Covent Garden Market. They
consist of large white Heliohrysums, with which are associated
blenched Grasses of different kinds, but more especially the common
Hare's Tail (Ligurus ovatus), and different kinds of Quaking Grass
(Briza), while, occasionally, the bright leaves of the Cape Silver Tree
(Lencodondron argenteum) are employed in their construction with
excellent effect.

Wrrn reference to the wail about the degeneracy of young
gardeners, which has existed for some time in the pages of some of
our contemporaries, Mr. David Thomson writes to us to say, " I get
first.rate fellows—far too good for the money they get." Oar own
impression is that there is no justification for writing of this kind,
and that the young gardeners of the present day are in no sense
inferior to those of any preceding time.

We have received from Mr. Peter Grieve excellent examples
of a new seedling Pear, raised at Culford and named Lucy Grieve.
In shape it is somewhat intermediate between William's Bon Chretien
and Marie Louise, the flesh being white and agreeably perfumed like
that of the Jargonelle. It is of excellent flavour and deserves to take a
place amongst first class dessert Pears. We understand it is to bo
figured in the November number of the FloriH «»' Pomologist.

—I— The Chartometer or map-measurer, which we have just
received from the inventor and manufacturer, Mr. Russol Morris, of
High Street, Birmingham, is a very ingenious and useful instrument.
We have carefully tested the accuracy of its measuring powers, and
find that the distance between point and point on all maps laid down
to a proper scale can be ascertained with the greatest nicety, how.
oyer zig-zag or irregularly roundabout the road may be, from one
given point to another. We shall give a more detailed notice of this
contrivance in a future number.

SEVEKAr, beautiful varieties of Agnus Castus, have been
recently produced. A. robusta paniculata is a vigorous shrub, with
widely-spreading branches; the foliage is soft to the touch, and the
white flowers, tinged with pink, are developed in remarkably large
panicles. Another variety, in some respects superior, has panicles
which often attain the length of IG inches or more. A. C. macro,
staehya, has flowers of a fine delicate blue, slightly tinged with lilac,
which, placed near to A. C. alba, with purely white flowers, is said to
produce a charming effect in the front line of shrubberies. These are
described at length by M. Carriore in the Revue Ilorticole.

We liavo received from Jlr. Divers, of "Wierton House,
Maidstone, a collection of different kinds of Gr.apea grown in the
open air on a south w.all, on which there is said to be a heavy crop.
They consist of wliat is called American Cluster, a kind whose leaves
become variegated in autumn, Black H.ambnrgh, Esperione, and
Royal Muscadine. Of these the last is by far the best, bein^ sweet,
and altogether excellent, while the others (even the Esperione) are
unripo and acid. It is tho Chasselas do Fontaiubloau of the French,
and one of tho best early outdoor Grapes in cultivation. Against

whitened walls we are of opinion that it might be brought to as
great perfection in this country as it attains in France. We havo
also seer, and tasted some fruit of tho large Black Cluster, ripened
at South Kensington, within a stone's throw from the Museum, tho
colour and flavour of which were excellent.

Mr. Lascelles informs us that tho curvilinear system of
building wooden houses introduced by him, and illustrated in last

week's number of The Garden, is a patented invention. It is adapted
for lean-to Vineries and plant houses against walls as well as for
conservatories.

Messes. Hooper, of Covent Garden, have sent us a Begonia,
the foliage of which is much more richly coloured than that of

B. Pearcei, which is one of its parents. Above, the leaves of the new
kind are velvety-green, marbled and veined with silvery.grey ; below,
they are of a rich crimson colour.

The Belladonna Lily, recently mentioned in our columns as a
beautiful, hardy, and too much neglected plant, has flowered
•splendidly this season in an open border in the garden of the late
Dr. Brand, St. Asaph, North Wales. The plants were even moro
vigorous than is usually seen in front of walls, and formed an attrac-
tion in the neighbourhood for several weeks.

Amo.vg new or rare plants of interest to horticulturists,

Stewartia grandiflora has been recently grown by MM. Thibaut and
Keteleer, of Sceaux. This newly introduced Japanese species
belongs to the same family as the Camellias and Gardenias. It is

a shrub attaining occasionally the height of G feet or more. The
flowers, which resemble those of a single Camellia, are pure white,
and very large, the mass of stamens in the centre being of a rich and
brilliant yellow. This fine shrub is perfectly hardy in the open air.

A FEW months since Lord Skelmersdale, while visiting San
Francisco, was struck with the fine finish of the wood-work Lick
House, and also with the rich panelling of Laurel and Redwood in the
Capitol at Sacramento. He remembered his admiration of tho woods
after his return to London, and, according to the Californian Horti.
cidtiirist, sent for a collection for the adornment of his residence in

Loudon. Tho order was received by Messrs. Jacob Strahle & Co.,

who are about to forward, by the barque Cuba, some of the finest

specimens of Californian woods which the market affords.

Many of our most remarkable parks and gardens are what
is conventionally termed show places. Windsor, Blenheim, Knowle,
and many others that might be cited, are thrown open to the public.

Lord Lyttelton, the owner of the beautiful park of Hagley, takes a
very sensible view of the subject, in answering a complaint urged
by a " Resident at Hagley," to the effect, that the summit of tho
highest of the Clent Hills (adjoining the park), upon which an obelisk

has been placed, is now rendered inaccessible to the public. Ho
writes as follows :

—" Some persons, I believe, think that in

these days tho owners of parks ought to allow all the world to

go about all parts of them. Now, it is enough to say that
this would havo to depend on circumstances to some extent. If Hag.
ley Park, with its peculiar conformation, its lovely dells, and recesses

of all kinds, were thrown open to tho whole of an enormous popula-
tion, it would be tantamount to depriving my family of the use of

most of it. As long as private property in parks is allowed I do not
think this is resonable." Lord Lyttelton then states the conditions

laid down with reference to the admission of the public to the park,

and, in remarking that the great expanse of Clent Hill, with its

famous scenery, is opened to all the world, he says, " I have been
advised to take measures to have it enclosed. Nothing would induce
me to do so, and the more people I see there the better I am pleased."

With regard to Obelisk Hill, his lordship says it has been let for many
years, like any other land, and if the tenant chooses to exercise his

undoubted right to warn off trespassers, he can certainly noi

interfere with him. There are, however, two public highways
on tho hill, though not on the highest part of it. No one
will gainsay Lord Lyttelton's plea for maintaining the privacy of

some portions of Hagley Park ; but in the case of Obelisk Hill, tho

reply hardly seems quite full and fair. We all know the paramount
influence which landlords can, whenever they choose, exercise over

tenants, and it seems evident enough that an arrangement might bo
effected liy means of which ramblers in the bracing air of the Cleut

Hills might be enabled to reach their highest point—a desideratum

very generally felt. It is easy to say that two highways pass over

the hill in question ; but neither of them, as is acknowledged, pass

near the top. Could not Lord Lyttelton, who is well known for his

liberality, make a road right over tho summit, leaving a space, say a
quarter or half an acre, round about tho obelisk, near which a few
plain stone seats might be placed, and so gratify the longings of

ramblers and sightseers; while, at tho same time, by planting hedges
along the road and round the small enclosure, the susceptibilities of

the tenant, regarding privacy and trespass, would no longer be
outraged by illegal intruders ?
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THE I NDOOR GARDEN.
MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS.

These strictly belong to South Africa, where there may be
found no fewer than 250 species or thereabouts. For the sake
of convenience Haworth has divided Mesembryanthemums
into forty-three sections and sub-sections. M. debile and
crassifolium, though thought by some to be Australian species,

nevertheless belong to the Cape, and probably went first to

Australia from there or from this country. M. cordifolium

(the Ice plant), so well kuown in country districts, was sent to

Kew a few years ago by Baron Mueller; but what more likely

than that some plant-loving emigrant took it out to Australia

as the Scotchman did the Thistle. The majority of Mesem-
bryanthemums are easily grown, and make first-rate window
and rock-work plants. Common garden soil suits them per-

fectly ; the kinds represented in the accompanying illustrations,

and their immediate congeners, may be placed among fancy
sorts— little gems well worth cultivating on account of

their quaintness and variety rather than as subjects for

purposes of general decoration. For those who are fond of un-
common forms among plants, but who have little time or space
to devote to their culture, these are plants well worth atten-

tion. M. minimum belongs to the sphasroide section, a group
in which there are

four others—M. trun-

catulum, obconel-

lum, uuciforme, and
a new species at

Kew, which is much
larger than the

others, and which
has been named M.
truncatellum. These
plants never form a
stem, and increase

in size by bm'sting
through the fleshy

top when the outer

part shrivels up, and
the new formation
takes its place. The
flowers, which issue

from the centre, are

pale rose. Plants like

these require to be
potted in very sandy
soil, and require to

be well drained,

when they will grow
well. M. testiculare,

of which an illustration is given on another page, is a rare

and beautiful plant, with a skin as smooth as silk, and very
glaucous. It belongs to the sub-sphrsroide division. It

is sometimes called M. octophyllum, but I never yet saw it

with eight leaves. It is somewhat delicate, and should be
potted in half silver sand, the other half being loam and brick

rubbish, and should be kept near the glass in a dry house.

M. fissum is closely related to this species, but it is more easily

cultivated than M. testiculai'c. The most interesting of the
Mesembryanthemums belonging to Haworth"s section Ein-
gente, so named on account of their resemblance to the jaws of

animals, are M. tigrinum (Tiger's Chap), M. lupinum (Wolf's

Chap), M. felinum (Cat's Chap), M. erminum (Rat's Chap), M.
murinum (Mouse's Chap), and M. mustellinum (Weasel's Chap),
all exceedingly interesting, and easily cultivated kinds ; their

flowers, which are all yellow, open in the afternoon. The next

section, Scapigera, contains M. caninum (Dog's Chap), M.
aguinum (Lamb's Chap), M. vulpinnm (Fox's Chap), all of

which have been cultivated for years. They form valuable

plants for rock-work in summer, standing well out of doors in

the south of England from May until October. They are

easily propagated by pieces pulled or cut ofl: and laid in the

sun on moist sand, where they root freely in a few weeks,
and often keep on flowering as though nothing had happened.
For window decoration, and for general purposes, 1 have

found the following to be the most useful, free-flowering, and
easiest grown :

—

Drooping Species.

M. tricorum .

M. diversifoUum
M. Rossii

M. curvifoUum
M. Blandum
M. conspiuuum
M, spectabile .

red.
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contrived a case, the sides and ends of which were covered with

nerforated zinc. This, while it prevented cold draughts, allowed a

free circulation of air to enter from the general atmosphere of the

Btovo in which it was placed, and we think our correspondent

would find such a contrivance superior to an ordinary wooden case

in many ways. Of course, the case not being heated is a serious

drawback ; for it is well known that, while warm moist air means

genial humidity and health, cold moist air, especially if stagnant,

means damp and decay, especially in the case of delicate flowers

grown in a hot plant stove. The Orchid-houses in the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Garden at South Kensington aro built alongside

a cool glass-covered corridor, and the plants when in flower aro

staged on a bench or placed near to the corridor, from which they

are°conveniently seen by visitors, who are not inconvenienced by the

heat and moisture ; while, from a cultural point of view, the plants

are protected from cold draughts caused by the continual opening

and closing of the doors. A somewhat similar contrivance may be

seen at the South Kensington Museum, where a cool Fernery extends

past five or six large plate-glass windows, through which the graceful

forms and fresh greenness of the Ferns are seen to great advantage.

At the City of London Club, Old Broad Street, there are some

charming little window conservatories, in which choice Perns and

foliage plants grow well, and in which some Orchids would succeed

perfectly. We have often thought what charming effects might be

obtained in a similar manner by constructing a little conservatory or

large heated case alongside the drawing-room or library, and

separated from them by a plate-glass partition, through which the

brio-ht tints of Orchids and other plants in flower, and the fresh

greenery of Ferns, graceful Bamboos, or other elegant-growing plants

mifht be seen, as desired by our correspondent, without having to

take "a Turkish bath" at the same time. The conservatory, so.

called, is in many cases an actual nuisance, expensive to keep, while

it does not furnish a tithe of the enjoyment afforded by a little case

fitted with the choicest flowers only, like that suggested above, which

could be attended to by the gardener or his assistants in an unobtru-

sive manner either in the morning or evening. In the particular

instance in question, a case with back and ends of wire gause or per.

forated zinc would be a great improvement on an ordinary one of

wood, anl, it possible, it should be heated by a small coil of pipes

independent of the conservatory in which it stands. The rock-work,

with its drapery of Ferns and Selaginellas, must necessarily throw

off a large quantity of moisture, and if the case cannot be heated, then

it would bo more conducive to the lasting beauty of the Orchids if they

could be removed, and the greenery necessary to show off the flowers

introduced in the shapo of pot plants. By those means the atmo-

aphere of the case conld be kept much drier than at present, judging

from our correspondent's statement, already given. We shall, how-

ever, be glad to hear from any horticulturist who has succeeded in

overcoming difficulties of this kind.—B.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Imuatiens repens-— 'i'liis « a pretty little basket plant, with prostrate

Blemsof a tbitk or succulent cbaracter and deliciito pink colour, clothed with

umall hcart-slmped leaves, not unlike those o£ Fuchsia procumbeas m form.

The flowers are tabular, and ot a bright goldeu-ycllow colour, which contrasts

forcibly with the delicate stems and fresh green of the leaves. lu a warm
temperature this makes a very ornate plant, and is well worth culture.—P.

Eaising Ferns from Spores : H. )). C. Sow in well drained pots or pans

tolerably lirm with sandy peat. Set these in pans of water, so that the soil

may keep moist ; scatter the spores on the surface of the soil
;
cover with a

pane ot glass. Never water, as suHicient will bo absorbed from the pan.

Place in a somewhat shady position in a stove or w.arm Fernery.

Solanum pseudo-capsicum.—This is largely grown in many gardens as a

pot phiiil, and it may interest some to know that it is perfectly hardy in many
warm and sheltered positions. A plant on the west wall of the herbaceous

prouiid at Kew is just now gay with its bright coloured fruit, and forms a

shrub a yard or more in height. In some part-s of Devon and Cornwall, this

plant would rival the Pyracantha during the autumn months, if planted at the

foot of a sunny wall.

The Ivory-veined Amaryllis (A. reticulata).—This is a very effective

foliage iiUiiit, having broad ubloog knives fully ii foot long, and ot a rich

velvety colour, while abroad white stripe runs doivn the centre of each, giving

a highly distinctive appearance to the plant. This Aiiiarjilis is just now in bloom
at Kew, e.ach scape bearing two or three flowers the size and shape of those of

A. Belladonna, and ot a delicate rosy colour, distinctly reticulate or netted with
rosy-crimson. It well deserves culture, both as a foliivgo and flowering plant.

—B.

Oncidium Krameri.—-Vmongst Oncids, this is my favourite—not so much
on account of the sin^'uhirity of the blooms, a-s on account of the very abuu-
dftnt Wily in which they are jiroduccd. A plant with a few flower-spikes on it

will bloom successionally and ini^essantly for years. The blooms are produced
from the apox of a long slender stem, and resemble a beautiful butterfly, both
in form and colour, being provided with three upright narrow petals and a
broad miussive lower one, of rich siibstnnce, magnificently spotted with bright
and dark golden-bronze, and handsomely frilled round the lower edge. It

sueoeeda well in a stove temperature, iii a mixture ot peat, charcoal, and
Sphagnum.—J. Muib, Clovenfunlt,

A GAEDEN ROSE AND ITS INHABITANTS.
We will not call the Rose the Queen of flowers ; we will avoid all

the common-places of which it has been the subject, and over which

it has triumphed. Let us look at it only, and say what we see.

There is no country without Roses : from Sweden to the coasts of

Africa, from Kamtschatka to Bengal, or on the mountains of

Mexico ; the Rose flourishes in all climates and in all soils ; it is one

of the grand prodigalities of Nature.

The Rose tree before which we now stop is covered with white

blossoms. Others bear flowers, varying from the palest rose to the

deepest crimson and purple, from the most delicate straw colour to

the most brilliant yellow. Blue is the only colour Nature has

refused it.

Pure blue is a privilege which, with some few exceptions.

Nature only grants to the flowers of the fields and meadows. She
is parsimonious in blue ; bine is the colour of the heavens, and she

only gives it to the poor, whom she loves above all others.

Botanists, who take no account of either colours or perfumes,

pretend that double Roses are monsters. What shall we call the

botanists ? We will exchange a few words with them before we come
to the end of this journey.

This Rose tree was once a wild Rose, or Eglantine, which, in some
obscure corner of a wood, decked itself with little simple Rose, each

composed of five petals. One day, its head and its arms were cut

off ; and then the skin of one of the stumps which it was allowed to

retain was opened, and between the bark and the wood a little morsel

of the bark of another Rose tree was insinuated, upon which was a

scarcely perceptible bud. From that day all its strength, all its sap,

all its life, have been consecrated to the nourishment of this bud.

The wound is close, but the ciatrice may still be seen. This Eglan.

tine bears no flowers of its own : it is a slave, who works for a

haughty master. That beautiful tuft of leaves and flowers are not

its flowers or its leaves.

But, observe ! there is, upon the green stem, just below the

graft, a Rose bud, which begins to peep out. That bud will become
a branch ; that branch will belong to it. Oh, then Nature will

resume her rights ; the tyrant above, the beautiful Rose tree, the

cultivated Rose tree, will wait in vain for the tribute hitherto paid

to him ; the sap will no longer ascend to him—it will all be kept for

this dear sucker ; there is not too much for it. But the gardener has

perceived this attempt at rebellion : he has cut off the pretender, and
all is restored to order. A few days, however, after this, the Rose tree

again appeared to languish ; the brilliancy of the monarch was dimin-

ished ; the foliage looked yellow and faded ; and yet the stem of the

Eglantine was shining and smooth. Seek for the cause. The poor

slave is ingenious and obstinate : he has caused a shoot to glide along

under the earth, and only allowed it to see the day at a distance from

its parent. Go back two or three steps, and behind that Gilly-flower

you will see a little Rose bush, growing in a shade and silence. It

is like what its father was ; like him it has flexible branches and
narrow leaves. Wait a year and it will become an Eglantine. Kub
its leaves, and you will find they exhale a Pine-apple odour, peculiar

to one species of Eglantine. Such was its father when he had
branches and leaves of his own. Here it is in bud ; here it is in

blossom.

But the despot we left yonder is dead, and died of a horrible death :

ho died of hunger. The revolted slave who supported him, has, for a
length of time, conducted under ground, all his sap to his well-beloved

offspring. That beautiful crown of double flowers is withered : he
himself, the poor slave, is sick, and will soon die ; for he has kept
nothing for himself. But he dies free ; he dies avenged. He leaves

a strong, young, and vigorous offspring upon which the little Eglan>

tine blossoms of the woods will burst forth next year.

Our white Rose tree is not in this situation. The Eglantine which
boars and nourishes it appears to be resigned to its fate ; indeed, we
might even say it is proud of its slavery. There are other slaves in

the world who have no wish to break their chains when they are

well gilded. Our Eslautine seems to take pride in its beautiful

crown.
But what emerald is that concealed in the heart of that Rose?

The emerald is living ; it is a eotonia ; it is a flat, square insect,

with hard wings, like those of a cockchaffer, and brilliant as a
precious stone. Turn it up ; its under side is ot a still more
beautiful colour ; it is another precious stone, more violet than the

ruby, more red than the amethyst. The cetonia, or Rose beetle,

lives scarcely anywhere but in Roses. A Rose is its house and its

bed. It feeds on Roses. When it has eaten its house, it flies away
in search of another, but it prefers White Roses to all the rest.

If by chance you find it upon another Rose, which is rarely the case,

neither its abode nor its bed are to its mind. It would inspire you
with the same pity that you would feel tor a ruined banker, obliged

to dwell iu the fourth story, and to eat soup and bouilli as his only
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banquet. It feels sad and humiliated by it ; but still, breathing

creatures must live. There are people who resign themselves to a
worse fate than this.

Twenty flies, of different species and oolom-s, are to be found upon
different parts of the Rose tree ; but I pay no attention to them

—

they are there by chance. They travel as you do ; they trifle as I

do. I only take heed of the natives of the country ; I shall meet
with the others elsewhere. We are not yet ready to quit our Eose
tree ; for strange things are going on at this moment.

Where are you, my dear friend ? I have no idea where ; but I very

much doubt if the country in which yon are sojouring be as smiling as

my Rose tree ; and, particularly, whether the inhabitants be as

handsome, brilliant, and happy as the inhabitants of my Rose tree.

And is it nothing to see living beings happy ? But, to a certainty,

you are viewing nothing so extraordinary as that which I see at

this moment.
At the extremities of the young shoots of the Rose tree are

myriads of very small insects, of a reddish.green, which entirely

cover the branch, and seem motionless ; they are aphides or Vine-

fretters, which are born within a line or two of the place where they
now are, and which never venture to travel 1 inch in the course of

their lives. They have a little proboscis, which they plunge into the

epidermis of the branch, and by means of which they suck certain

i uices which noui'ish them. They will not eat the Rose tree. There
are more than five hundred assembled upon 1 inch of the branch,

and neither foliage nor branch seems to suffer much. Almost every

plant is inhabited by aphides differing from those of others. Those
of the Elder are of a velvety black ; those of the Apricot are of a
glossy black ; those of the Oak
are of a bronze colour ; those of

Gooseberry trees are like mother,

of.pearl ; upon the Absynthe they

are spotted white and brown ; on

the field Sorrel, black and green ;

upon the Birch, black, and another

shade of green ; upon the Privet,

of a yellowish.green ; and upon
the Pear tree, coffee-coloured.

All enjoy a life sufficiently calm.

You scarcely ever see an insect

of this kind who is vagabond
enough to pass from one branch to

another. They sometimes go so

far as to make the tour of the

branch they dwell upon ; but .

everything leaves us to believe that «.-

this is only done in the efferves.

cence of ill-regulated youth, or

under the empire of some passion.

These outbreaks are extremely

rare. Some of these aphides,

however, have wings ; but these

wings only come at a ripe

age, and they do not abuse

them. The only serious care

that seems to occupy the life of the aphis is the changing of

its clothes. It changes its skin, in fact, four times before it becomes

a perfect aphis ; something like us men who try on two or three

characters before we fix upon one, although, in general, we preserve

three during our whole lives—one which we exhibit, one which we
fancy we have, and another which we really have.

When the aphides have finished changing their skins, there only

remains one duty to fulfil, which is to multiply their species ; but

they take very little heed about that ; they have not, as quadrupeds

have, to suckle theii- young^as birds, to hatch their eggs

—

or, as other insects, to enclose them in a cavern with necessary

aliments. The aphis produces its little ones whilst sucking its

branch ; and it never turns round to look at the offspring it has

given birth to. If the mother shows but little anxiety for the

little one, the little one only returns the same amount of

filial love that it has received of maternal love. It sets out, descends

below the rest, takes its rank, and plunges its Uttle trunk into the

green skin of the Rose tree. There issue thus about a hundred fi-om

a single mother, who all fall in regularly below their predecessors,

and begin to eat. In ten or eleven days they change their skins

four times ; on the twelfth day, in their turn, they begin to produce

little ones, who take their rank, and themselves become prolific

towards the twelfth day from their birth. The aphides of the Poppy
are more precocious ; in seven or eight days they have changed their

vestments four times, and enjoyed what I should call the happiness

of being parents, if they were.not quite indifferent about the matter.

But, my good friend, you will say, upon reading this passage of

Mesembryanthemiun tcsticulare (see p. 385)

my journey, there is an important deficiency here : you profess to
describe the lives of these aphides, and you don't say a word of their
loves or their nuptials. I have here, you will add, an immense advan.
tage over you. I relate to you, of every nation, a thousand whimsical
or curious ceremonies connected with marriage. Yes, my excellent
friend, I may answer, I could remind you of the loves of those two
spiders, which, when starting for my journey, I fell in with in the
corner of my window ; but my present business is only with aphides.
Aphides are acquainted with neither love nor hymeneals : aphides eat
and make little ones, exactly in the manner of Mother Gigogne, who
so delighted our childhood. Nature has taken the fancy to free her.
self, with regard to aphides, from the general law of reproduction.
Don't however, imagine that she shrinks from the difficulty on account
of the smallness of these animals. There are other animals which
can only be distinguished with the assistance of a microscope, which
in this respect, come within the general rule. Notwithstanding the
admiration which the study of insects must create, you must not let
this admiration be exercised upon their greater or smaller size. Great
and small are only such with relation to ourselves ; and when ws
express astonishment at seeing a perfection in the organs of the
invisible cheese.mite, equal to those of the ox or the elephant, it is a
false feeling, arising from a false idea.

One of these aphides will produce nearly twenty young ones in the
course of a day ; that is to say, a volume ten or twelve times equal to
its own body. A single aphis which, at the beginuing of the warm"
weather, would bring into the world ninety aphides, which ninety,
twelve days after, would each produce ninety more, would be, in the
fifth genei-ation, author of five billions, nine hundred and four

millions, nine thousand aphides

—

which is a tolerable amount. Now,
one aphis is, in a year, the source
of twenty generations. I very
much doubt whether there would
be room for them upon all the trees
and all the plants in the world.
The whole earth would be given up
to aphides; but this fecundity, of
which thereare so many examples in
Nature, need not alarm us. One
Poppy plant produces thirty.two
thousand seeds, one Tobacco plant,
three hundred and sixty thousand

j

each of these seeds producing in
its turn thirty.two thousand, or
three hundred thousand— would
you not think that, at the end of
five years the earth would be en.
tirely covered with Tobacco and
Poppies ? A carp lays three hun.
dred and fifty thousand eggs at
once. But life and death are
nothing but transformations.
Death is the aliment of life.

These aphides are the game that
nourishes other insects, which in

turn form the food of the birds we eat. Then we are returned to
the elements, and serve as manure to the Grass and the flowers
which will produce and feed other aphides.

We need not go far to seek for the enemies of the aphides. Look!
here, quite at his ease, on a Rose bud, is a little insect well known to
children ; it is shaped like a tortoise, and is about the size of a Pea.
Naturalists call it a " coccinella," and children know it as the lady,
bird. It is now innocent enough ; but it has not always been so.
Before it became possessed of its pretty form, and its polished shell
of orange, yellow, black, or red, sprinkled with black or brown
specks, it was a large, flat worm, with six feet, and of a dirty grey
colour, marked with a few yellow spots. These worms, which issue
from amber-coloured eggs, deposited by the female upon leaves, are
no sooner born than they set out in search of aphides. When they
have found a branch covered with game, they establish themselves
in the midst of it, and are in want of no food till the moment
they feel they are about to be transformed ; then they attach them,
selves to some solitary leaf, and wait, in abstinence, till they become
veritable lady-birds.

There would still be a superabundance of aphides if the lady,
birds were their only enemies. But, do you not see, hovering over
one of the Roses, a fly, whose two wings move so rapidly, that it

appears motionless ? You would not care to catch it, it so much
resembles a bee, or, rather, a wasp. Its body is striped with yellow
and black, but, instead of being round like the two insects you -

dread, it is remarkably flat ; besides this, it has only two wings, and
I do not believe that any two-winged fly has a sting. It does not
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seem to take any notice of the aphides which cover the branch near

to it. U is a, rarvenu. It has forgotten the humility of its youth,

when it had not its rich yellow and black vestments, or, more

particnlarly, its wings. It wa3 formerly a sort of shapeless worm,

of a colour not at all striking, a dirty green, with a yellow stripe

the whole length of its body. Placing itself upon a bed of game,

this worm seizes the aphides, one after another, with a sort of

hollow trident, through which it sucks them, taking particular care

to reject the empty dry skin every time. One of these worms eats

nearly an aphis a minute ; as regards the aphides, the matter appears

to be perfectly indifferent to them, not one of them is ever seen to

make the least effort to avoid being eaten.

A Roman emperor, who found his end approaching, cried out, in

allusion to the custom of decreeing an apotheosis to dead emperors :

" I feel that I am becoming a god !
" So there is a moment at which

this worm feels that it is becoming a fly ; and, like the lady.bird, it

seeks a solitary place to prepare for this metamorphosis.

Here is a branch on which the aphides are only on one side ; to-

morrow there will be none at all ; the reason of this is, that they are

attacked by their most redoubtable enemy, an enemy which the

learned and witty Reaumur called the Lion of the Pncerons. This

is like the others, fiat in form, and is of a cinnamon colour with citron,

yellow stripes ; it is much more voracious than the two other species

of which we have spoken. If one of these worms, by mistake, happens

to seize one of his brethren instead of an aphis so much the worse for

his brother—it will eat him. It would be losing precious time to

replace it upon a branch, and take an aphis instead of it. One can

afford very little leisure for so much ceremony, when one has but a

fortnight to eat all these fat aphides in ! In fact, at the end of a

fortnight, it forgets its appetite, and retires into a comer, shuts itself

up in a shell of white silk, as large as a Pea, which it spins in a very

shoi-t time. Three weeks afterwards, the shell opens, and there

issues from it the most beautiful little creature you ever saw. It is a

sort of large fly of a gay green colour, covered when it is settled, by

long and large wings, of so fine a texture, that its body can be plainly

seen through them. These wings, which are of a very pale green,

present to the eye fibres, as it were, of a deeper green, which form a

network more charming than that of the richest lace ; on each side of

the head is an eye of a fiery red colour, the splendour of which far

surpasses that of precious stones.

The learned formerly found little bunches upon leaves, which

excited their attention ; these were stems as fine as hairs, supporting

a small bud, white like themselves ; at other times the buds were

found open, like the chalice of a flower; the thing was declared to

be a plant by the learned. The learned, however, were wrong
;

Reaumur made it clear that they were the eggs of that pretty fly, of

which we have just spoken, before and after the birth of the worm
which was afterwards to be transformed into a fly.

I was afraid but now, of seeing the aphides invade the whole

earth ; I at present begin to fear that there will not be aphides

enough to feed all the insects to which they are assigned as game.

Nature appears to have partaken of this second fear, and for this

reason has suppressed the delays and formalities, ordinarily reputed

necessary ; aphides must be born, eat, and bo eaten in a very few days.

But what is that black animal which is .ascending the stem of the

Rose tree ? It is an ant ; it climbs spirally, to avoid the thorns
;

there it is upon the branch that is covered by the aphides. Is this

another enemy ? Why, La Fontaine told you it fed upon worms and

insects ; there, it is upon them, but it does not devour them. As
aphides eat, they secrete a sweet liquor, of which ants are very fond,

and this one is come to regale itself—it is a little black milkmaid, who
comes to milk some little green cows, which pasture in a meadow of

the size of a Rose leaf.

There is a bee which has glided into a Rose ; it ia not long before

it comes out again, and flies away ; its hind feet are loaded with a

yellow dust, which it has abstracted from the heart of the flower.

That yellow dust, mixed with the honey which it disgorges, will be

the paste destined for the worms which are to become young bees.

Do not fancy, however, that this dust has no other destination. It

is now time to speak of the loves of the Roses.

We will abstain from allusions to, as wo said before, the apocryph.al

loves of the Rose and the butterfly. The butterfly who lights upon a

Rose, seldom comes there for any other purpose than to deposit eggs;

which will become caterpillars that will eat the Rose. The loves

then, of which I will speak are real loves, and are the most charming
in the world. Figure to yourself that all those Roses which bloom
in the garden, pale purple or purple. violet, yellow or nasturtium
colour, white, or mixed with purple and white, conceal from your
eyes numbers of innocent loves.

The ancients placed Dryads and Hamadryads in trees ; there are
nymi)hs (|uito as charming in Rosea. Let us go back to the Rose
tree of the woods. Its flower ia composed of five leaves or five

petals ; in the middle are some delicate threads, supporting little

yellow masses—these are the stamens ; these threads surround a sort

of little green egg, which is called an ovary, which contains the

seed or grains. The grains are eggs, which the plants leave for the

earth and the sun to hatch, as turtles do, when they deposit their

eggs in the sand. The mass which surmounts the stamens is

covered with that yellow dust with which the bee that has jnst

disappeared over the wall had loaded its feet. Every grain of that

dust is a skin which contains a much finer dust, which fecundates

the pistil. When once the pistil fecundates, the nupital bed is

taken down—the leaves of the Rose fade and fall, one by one ; the

stamens become dry and disappear. The ovary enlarges, and becomes
an oblong fruit of the shape of an Olive, green at first, then yellow,

then orange, then scarlet ; then, some day, the fruit bursts, and grains

of a gold colour, containing eternal generations of Rose trees, fall

upon the earth and there germinate. The double Rase is a
coquette of an entirely unique species ; you have read fairy tales,

in which a magician changes into trees or flowers her rejected lovers
;

have we not, besides, in mythology. Daphne changed into a Laurel,

Clytie into a Sunflower ? Did not Narcissus and Adonis become
flowers, to which they left their names ? Well, every one of the Rose
leaves (beyond five) which surround the nymph who dwells in the

double Rose, is one of these lovers—each of the petals is made of ono
of the stamens that she had. Certain Roses are so double that they

have not one stamen left, and then they never have any seeds.—"A
Tour Round My Garden."

Old Seeds.—On a recent occasion, Mr. Niven, curator of the

Botanic Gardens, Hull, lectured on " Seeds." He said they must look

upon seeds as being nothing more than a matured ovum. The object

of each seed was, of course, the perpetuation of the kind to which it

belonged. There was a great deal of analogy between a seed and an
egg. The outer coverings of seeds were not unfrequently beautiful

when placed under the microscope. After giving a technical

description of the outer coverings of seeds the lecturer proceeded

to speak of their preservation. The egg, as all would know, had the
power of vitality for a long time, and seeds would grow after being

kept for a long period. He daresay most of them had heard of seeds

that had been found with mummies having been sown and afterwards

springing up, but such cases were not well authenticated. Farmers
said that the Wheat known as Mummy Wheat was the same as that

which was cultivated in Egypt thousands of years ago, but he thought

it was only a popular fancy. He could scarcely say how long seeds

would keep, but for their proper preservation they must be kept in

Nature's own granary. In making railway embankments the soil that

was turned out from 20 or 30 feet below the surface was often known
in the following year to produce flowers, &c., that were at the

present time unknown to the locality. The seeds had been deposited

in the ground, and, therefore, kept in Nature's granary—kept away
from the extremes of dryness and moisture, and from the action of

light, and had consequently retained their vitality for an unknown
period. To retain vitality four things were required, namely, moisture,

heat, air, and electricity. One reason why seeds were placed in the

ground was to preserve them from the action of light. The amount of

heat required to support seed varied very much. Some ))lants known
to them would vegetate with a heat slightly above freezing point,

while other plants, such as the Palm, required a temperature of from
80° to 100^. At the freezing point vitality would not cease to exist

in such, but it would become very low.

Parliament Square.—The necessity for the destruction of the

shrubs and trees of the enclosures of Parliament Square, while the

works of the railway company were being carried through them, has,

according to the Bxiihter, been but little requited or compensated by
the present flat arrangements of Grass-plats and beds, and the forest

of surrounding lamps. Surely it would have been possible to have
had raised beds of sufficient elevation for good shrubs to take root

and grow, which would have formed admirable surrounding and
backgrounds for the statuary presumably intended to bo erected

there ; but which, however, will now have to be viewed in connection

only with the prim formalities of " bedded-out flowers " one part of

the year, and the empty bare earth the remainder. A little natural-

ness of shrub and tree is infinitely preferable to all this ; and flowers

then come in as pleasing adjuncts, but fail of effect when their

repetition iu profusion, and in set geometrical patterns, is the

prevailing feature.

A New Grass.—Ulalia japonioa is a perennial hardy species

from Japan, with long variegated leaves. The flower-stems are from
.3 to I feet high, verj' reed-like, and produce loose panicles of flowers

;

these panicles are hairy and erect until dried, when they become
elegantly curled, closely resembling Ich dien feathers. It ia a
remarkably elegant species.
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THE FR UIT GARDEN.
ON EENOVATING NEGLECTED ESPALIER TREES.
Havino au espalier Apple Tree of the sort called Court Pendu-plat,
tliat bore well, but had grown out of shape, I thought I might
improve its appearance, and in time get finer fruit, by having it

furnished with au entirely new set of branches. I commenced
operations in the spring of last year by sawing off the four lower
tiers, leaving only the two upper ones their entire length, and taking
off the others about J- inches from the stem. In this manner I

Bccured the produce of the two tiers that were allowed to remain,
and from which a large proportion of the fruit had of late been
obtained. From most of the stump ends of the removed branches
shoots very soon appeared, more than sufficient to form the new
branches ; these, as they advanced, were secured to some stakes
driven into the ground near the main stem. In the spring of this

year I removed the second tier in the same way, leaving the top tier

only to produce fruit. New shoots have grown from the stem and
on the shoots of last year, and the tree now appears as represented
in fig. 1. I intend this winter to make my selection among the new
branches, the produce of this year and last; and, at the winter
pruning of lS7o-6, the tree should appear as represented in

fig. 2, at which time the two remaining branches, if the new
are beginning to be ijroductive, might be removed. The advan.
tages of proceeding in this way are obvious ; the tree never ceases
to bear crops, though for a time they may not be as abundant as if

the tree had not undergone the operation ; and by the gradual
renewal of the branches and maintaining in each tier a just propor-
tion in their length and thickness, the production of quite a model
espalier will reward your labour in a very few years. Whereas, had
the whole been removed at one time, and nothing been left but the

Pig. 2.

stem, all the largest and best shoots would have appeared at the top,
and a battle between the tree and its owner—between Nature and
Art—would have to be carried on for several years, and little or no
fruit would be produced. As regards the retention for a time of the
highest tier, it would be well to denude them gradually of their
spurs and shoots, proceeding in a direction from the stem towards
their extremities, allowing by this process all the light possible to
the new branches beneath. Then, when the time comes for their

entire suppression, they might be cut short off, either close to the
new top tier, or at their junction with the stem ; in the latter case,
two new leaders, proceeding from the excision, would leave the tree
of the same height that it was before the proces.s of renewal com.
menoed. B. S.

RIPENING PEARS OFF THE TREES.
It is difficult to make some persons believe that, as a general rule,

Pears should not be permitted to ripen on the tree. Of course, sticklers
" for Nature as a guide," will try to argue the question whenever it

is presented in this form, but the proof is to be found in the
difference in Pears ripened by the natural and unnatural processes,
if we choose to class them as such. Winter Pears and Apples do

ripen finely after they are taken from the trees, but I hardly think it

will be claimed that these same varieties would be of better quality

if grown where the season was sufficiently extended to admit of full

maturity upon the trees. Our northern varieties of these fruits

when cultivated in a southern climate, do not show any improvement
in consequence of the change ; and, further, the pomologists of the

south, as well as those of the north, advocate house.ripening of Pears
and late Apples. There are, it is true, a few varieties of our best

Pears which appear to retain their good qualities if allowed to mature
on the tree, but those are exceptions to the general rule. But this is

not conclusive, evidence that they would not be better if gathered
before perfectly ripe. Of course, this early gathering of Pears is

nothing new to experienced pomologists, but the masses do not

appear to know anything about it, hence their neglect of this very
important part of Pear culture, and the consequent failure to secure

excellent fruit. I am reminded of this by seeing early Pears in my
neighbours' gardens and orchards, as well as wherever I happen to

travel through the country, all left upon the trees until they fall with
over-ripeness. It is no wonder that we hear complaints of rotting

at the core with such noble varieties as Flemish Beauty and Clapp'a

Favourite. The first, in particular, will show a splendid exterior up
to the last moment if left on the tree to ripen, while from the centre

out to within an eighth of an inch of the rosy cheek is a mass of

rottenness. Out of more than a thousand varieties of Pears grown
by " Moore's Rural New Yorker," we did not find one which was not

better in quality when ripened off the trees than on it. The chemical

changes which take place in the fruit during what is termed ripening

appear to be more perfect if retarded than when hastened, hence the

benefits of gathering early and placing where the process will pro-

ceed slowly. We have many varieties which, if allowed to ripen on
the tree, have a coarse gritty flesh, but become mellowed and
softened, or, as the pomologist would say, "buttery," when ripened

in the house.

When to Gather Pears.

It would be difficult to designate the exact time when any par-

ticular variety should be gathered, for it is the conditions which must
govern in these matters, and they vary with the seasons even in the

same locality. A little observation and experience will usually enable

one to come near enough to be successful. When a few of the earliest

matured on a tree begin to change colour or drop off, and the stems of

thosewhichare still green will part readily from the branch when lifted,

it is time to gather all. Perhaps there is no surer method of

determining maturity than the free parting of the fruit stem from
the spur on which it grew. If the stem adheres so firmly that it

will break, then the fruit is not sufficiently mature for gathering.

Preserving and Ripening.

In gathering, considerable care is required to prevent bruising,

because Pears will not withstand as rough handling as Apples, for a
bruise is usually followed by rapid decay. Every specimen should

be picked by hand and laid into baskets, not drpped, as though they
were cobble stones or Potatoes. When gathered, place in a cool room
or cellar in baskets, boxes, or barrels, allowing free ventilation for two
or three days ; then pack in tight vessels, but not larger than barrels,

leaving the heads open or merely laid on loosely for a week or two
longer if the variety is a late one, and it is desirable to keep them as

long as possible, remembering that slow ripening will being out
more fully the good qualities than rapid ; consequently a very cool

place is preferable to a warm one. If spread upon shelves in a light

airy room or cellar, shrivelling and decay will soon destroy the

best and longest-keeping sorts. I have found tight boxes, like the

common cheese box or half-ban-els, with light fitting covers, very
handy and excellent for keeping early or late varieties. For winter

sorts, like the Vicar of Winkfield, Laurence, and Duchesse, it is an
excellent plan to wrap each specimen in tissue paper when packed
away for one's own use. By an occasional examination of the top

layer the condition may readily be determined, and when ripening is

desired or delay is no longer safe, the specimens, or those wanted for

immediate use, should be taken into a warm room—for instance, the

kitchen closet—but still kept in a tight drawer or box. A week in

such a position will increase the sugar in almost any variety, perhaps,

fifty per cent. I know that some of our pomologists would smile at

the idea of the Vicar of Wingfield Pear being a good dessert variety

;

but if they will start with well-grown specimens in the fall, keep
them in a cool place until January, or even later, then ripen them up
in a warm room slowly, they might find occasion to change their

minds in regard to quality. But if ripened hastily it is poor enough
and valuable only for cooking, and the same may be said of many
other popular sorts. From long experience I have learned that to

obtain a good crop of Pears is but half the battle ; they often require

careful manipulation in order to get the most satisfaction out of

them, and equally as much skill as in the production.
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The Best Covering for a Vine Border.—In answer to your
corrospoiiileut (sec p. 'Si'.i), I would say that wood no doubt makes
the best and clieapest covering, but shutters of it should not be made
ia the old imbricated wa}', as, when so constructed, they are too
cumbersome and heavy. I have used wood covers, light and simply
made, for many years, and they answer well. The boards are cut
rather over a quarter of an inch iu thickness, and of the lengths
required ; they are then nailed on to ribs lengthways, but the ribs
are all scooped out, as here represented. The boards then become
furrowed, and carry off the water easily. They are raised at tlie top
on props or on flower pots, so as to give them an easy inclination
towards the front and to allow air to circulate freely over the border

Scale, 1 inch to the toot.

below them. When the covers are taken off in spring they are ffas-
tarred over and put away one on the top of the other ; used in this
way, with care, a set of board covers will last for twenty years.—
Wir,LIA.M Ci-LVERWELL, Thorpe Perrow, Bedale.
Prune Often.—As most persons do their pruning in the sprint

of the year, before other work fully engages their attention, this
practice seems to have almost estabished itself without so much as a
question as to its propriety in any other light than that of con.
venience occupying leisure time, and getting the brush off theground before it is otherwise occupied. But, assuming that this
parcel of ground has been set apart for fruit raising, we will discuss
the subject only m reference to this end. In young orchards, where
the growth of the tree is the leading object, the early part of thespring IS perhaps as good a time as any, but young trees should bepruned oftener than once a year, in order that the growth may be
conducted m the desired direction. It is very improper to allow athnfty young tree to make a full year's growth on one side only, and
then, when spnng comes, to rob it of all its progress; and this toooften proves to be the case when pruning is done but once a year,tor example, take a tree that has grown its branches heavily to one'side.Cut back these branches iu early spring, and, by the time the treehas fully commenced Its summer's growths, you will fi„d another
leader already advancing ,n the same direction, which, if left alone
will agam lead the principal part of the year's growth to be cut awa^

cLf,flIv r
"""^

'TK ^° avoid this, every young orchard should becaietully examined by some capable person several times thron-houtthe growing season, those false leaders headed back, and a uniform

flTlt T?^'''^^'^
"°«' the proper direction has been given to the

fh,, .i f
^^ ^"""^ "•<=^- 1° order that the great importance ofthis repeated pruning may be felt by growers, I will enumerate someof the benefits attending its neglect, which are of so commonoccurrence that you cannot fail to notice them. Prune often and care.

lll^,' ! P^ ''°"'; ^'""^^ according to the most approved plans, andavoid the necessity of losin- the growth of your trees by heavypruning, or causing disease and "sores" bv severe pruninrr. Thinnin-for the present crop then, ought to be done in June, or after the fruit™, 'of l" I
1^""

'^l
f°"°"'°= "'^''"'- ^ tree in vigorousgrowth of wood seldom produces much fruit, and, if pruned while

t .8 yet dorm.ant, the propelling current which the roots send forth

^row^thT 1 f
""^"'"^ '"""'"^'^ "f branches, accelerates its

fviZnnf !,?r° 'n^T'f'."^ ^''"'^''' P™P"rti«° of blossoms to witherwithout setting fruit; but, ,f prnued after the fruit has fairlv set and
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NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN
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THE CHELSEA BOTANIC GARDEN.
Few London gardens are better worth visiting than this. The exac?
date of its formation does not appear to be precisely known, but it

was, doubtless, a garden of some note in Gerard and Parkinson's time.
It is situated in one of the oldest parts of Chelsea, on the banks of
the Thames, from which it is now separated by the new embankment.
It was presented by Sir Hans Sloane to the Apothecaries' Company
sometime about the latter end of the seventeenth century, and on the
garden walls near the entrance gate, we find the inscription, " Uortus
Botanicas Societatis Pharmacuticio Loudinensis, 1688," a date pro-
bably indicating when the walls were finished ; for we have ample
proof that the garden existed long before that time. Independently,
however, of its historical associations, the garden is well worth notice
on account of the fine collection of medicinal plants which it

contains. In the centre is a circular basin surrounded by rock,
work, well clad with hardy plants and creepers ; here, too, are
planted masses of Yuccas, which are extremely effective when in

bloom in summer. In the tank, white Water Lilies grow and flower
as freely as if in a clear stream miles away from the dnst aad smoke.
I have before alluded to the readiness with which this and other
beautiful aquatics luxuriate in town gardens, a fact worth the remem-
brance of those who have charge of the ornamental waters in our
parks. If I recollect rightly, Battersea is the only park near London
iu which aquatics are grown, and even there their cultivation might
be extended with advantage. All who have seen the interesting pond
devoted to aquatic plants in the Botanic Gardens at Edinburgh,
where the fragrant Aponogeton distachyon, pearly Water Lilies, and
scores of other rare or beautiful water or marsh plants are grown in
perfection, will readily agree that they deserve more general atten-
tion than they at present receive in our gardens, both public and
private. In the Chelsea gardens there is a good collection of herba-
ceous plants, more especially those belonging to the Umbelliferous
order, and also of hardy bulbs. Among Yuccas, too, I noticed fine

specimens of Y. flaccida, Y. gloriosa, and Y. recurvata, all kinds well
adapted for town gardens, to which they give a kind of semi-tropical
appearance. Among trees, the old Cedar of Lebanon, which has
served as a conspicuous landmark from the river for so many ycarsi
now shows symptoms of decay, a misfortune, doubtless, in part,
attributable to loss of moisture at the root, occasioned by the forma,
tion of the new embankment. This fine old remnant of bygone
days was, probably, in its prime in Elizabeth's time, when Westmin.
ster was comparatively a village separated from the city by green
fields, and when gardens and orchards existed in Holborn, Long Acre,
and all along between the Strand and the river. The companion
Yew to the one now standing died some years since. There is also a
splendid Plane tree at one comer of the garden still in vigorous
health ; and among smaller trees are good examples of Mulberries,
Broussonetia papyrifera, and Koelreuteria paniculata, the last having
produced here ripe fruit, a somewhat rare occurrence in this conntry.
Of this tree there is a specimen at Linden House, Tarnham Green,
nearly 50 feet in height. The Maiden - hair tree (Salisburia
adiantifolia) grows tolerably well at Chelsea ; while, on an old
wall, is a well-developed Pomegranate, which covers a space
of 30 or JO feet with fresh green foliage. Clematis vitalba
may be seen here clambering np some of the trees to a height ofW feet, and during the flowering season wreathing them with snowy
blossoms. The Wistaria, which is one of our best balcony and
portico plants, succeeds admirably here ; of this there is a specimen
growing in the form of a bush on the open lawn in the Jardin des
Plantes at Paris, and I have also seen it grown in that way with good
effect in this country. The curator's residence is pleasingly draped
with Ivy, not closely trimmed, but growing in a natural manner

—

here nestling close to the wall, there hanging in graceful masses,
concealing the unsightly asperities of the builder. Green and varie-
gated Iviesare here intermixed, and, to add to the effect, patches of the
variegated Euonymus shine like burnished silver among the deeper
green of the Ivy ; and here and there, too, are brilliant scarlet
clusters of fruit furnished by Pyracantha japonica. The new
Japan Creeper (Ampelopsis tricnspidata) may also be seen
here clinging close to the masonry—even closer than Ivy itself,

and its leaves are now of a beautifal rich bronzy-crimson.
In a convenient little propagating.honse here, we noted two or three
of the rarer SelagincUas growing freely, and at one end of the bed
the old Torenia asiatica was blooming freely. A plant or two of the
small white-flowered Passiflora foetida is worth notice on account of
the great beauty of the fresh green mossy involucre which surrounds
the biiso of its apple-green fruits ; in a small state this plant is very
interesting. This house is devoted to the reproduction of such tender
plants as are required for the larger houses, and appears to be well
fitted for its purpose, although limited as regards size. It is sunk
two or three steps below the ground level, a position which is warmer
and more moist and genial than one wholly above ground. One of the
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houses on the west side oE the garden is devoted to hai'dy and half-

hardy decorative plants, among which may be found grand masses of

the rarer British and North American Perns, including Osmundas,
and some of the best forms of Lady Ferns. These are planted out
on artificial rock-work, which, in places, is carpeted with the fresh

green Cornish Moneywort (Sibthoi-pia europEea), and other dwarf
trailing plants. The narrow-leaved Ophiopogon jaburnnm does

better in this garden than in any other with which I am acquainted,

producing annually an abundance of bright purplish-blue Muscari.

like flowers. With these are associated some nice bushy specimens

of Skimmia japonica and S. oblata, both profusely covered with
bright scarlet berries. In the large oblong span-roof house, near the

centre of the garden, is a splendid specimen of Moustera deliciosa,

a tropical fruit-bearing plant, rarely seen except at Kew, Chatsworth,
or similar great places. This plant is of large size and is growing
over a tank, into which its long thong. like roots descend in quest of

moisture. It is now bearing several fruits in different stages of

maturity. The plant itself is tolerably well known, as it has been
frequently used in the London parks as a sub-tropical plant during

the past few years, and a few weeks ago we alluded to a specimen
growing and flowering vigorously in a large tub in front of a shop in

Lowndes Square, where its singularly slit leaves and great white
flowers attracted considerable attention from passers-by. A large

span-roofed house, to the right of the curator's residence, contains

some very interesting plants. Here, as elsewhere, are some fine

masses of the blue-flowered Ophiopogon, a fine specimen of the

elegant light gi-een Bambusa gracilis, one of the most pleasing

of all foliage plants for a cool conservatory or winter garden

;

while at one end of the house is a plant of Ruseus androgynus, the

young shoots of which resemble Asparagus ; its great pinnate
coriaceous leaves last for several months in a drawing-room vase, if

washed occasionally in clean water to clear them from dust. The
front division of this house contains an interesting collection of

Agaves, Aloes, Gasterias, Hawarthias, and other rare and curious

succulent plants, among which there is a fine plant of Aloe fruticosa;

and here also the orange-striped Abutilon striatum flowers freely.

Associated with these are also fine masses of Crassulalactea, which is

one of the best of all winter-blooming succulents. It grows freely in

a cool greenhouse, or even in a window, and well deserves a place in

the most select collection of decorative plants. To the west of the

curator's residence is another span-roofed house, also planted in a
natural and artistic way. The back wall is covered with Ficusrepens,

which occasionally sports into a large-leaved form closely resembling

that known as F. barbata in some gardens. Here is also a good
specimen of Dicksonia medullaris, with its characteristic black rachis

and ample fronds ; and the great mealy-leaved Aralia papyrifera

produces gigantic leaves in this house, some of them being 2 and 3

feet in diameter, and of great substance. The recesses in the rock-

work are densely carpeted with fresh green Selaginella and small

Ferns, while from the roof hang masses of the pale blue Plumbago
capensis, laden with great clusters of its beautiful but somewhat
fugacious flowers. The planting-out system, as here adopted in two
or three of the houses, well deserves attention, as much less trouble

and expense suffice to keep the whole in perfect order than are

required where plants of all kinds are grown in pots. Even the

saving of time in watering alone is a consideration here as well as

in most other places, and there is no comparison between strong-

growing subjects when planted out and when cramped in pots.

B.

Keeping Nuts.— Mr. Laxton, of Stamford, describes, in the

Journal of Horticultfye, a simple method of keeping Nuts. " I have
sent you a sample of Cob Nuts which were gathered dry last October,

spread out in the sun for a few hours with the husks on, and then
packed in a box in layers with half-rotted cocoa refuse about as moist
as ordinary potting soil ; the whole well pressed down as packed, and
kept in a cool wine cellar. I have followed this plan successfully for

several years, and have found the flavour of the Nuts so preserved to

be excellent. When they are required for use all that is necessary is

to take out the quantity desired, and again press down closely the

remainder. The Nuts, when taken out should be slightly dried in

the air, and the refuse will then shake out and leave the Nuts clean

and equal to those fresh gathered. Walnuts should be husked and
dried for a somewhat longer period in the sun before being packed.

Nuts without the cocoa refuse, but otherwise similarly and concur,

rently treated as the sample sent you, are now all bad. It is advisable

not to have to refuse too moist, as, on one occasion, from this cause,

I found a perfect forest of miniature Filbert and Walnut trees in my
cellar in the spring after the Nuts were stored, the whole having
vageetated at the growing period. The method is cleanly, and the

refuse does not impart an earthy taste, as in the case of Nuts kept
in the ground."

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
POTATO CULTURE IN THE NOUTH OF ENGLAND.
The whole of my Potatoes were taken up this year by the middle of

September. Last year I used Fowler's pateut manure and long litter,

which produced good crops tolerably free from disease. This year I

have used long litter and a sprinkling of Gibbs's guano ; but,

although I have had excellent crops, the roots did not derive much
benefit from the guano, on account of the severe drought which pre-

vailed for about sixteen weeks. I did not plant until my usual time
(the first week in April), and then only first early varieties, such as

Mona's Pride and Headley's Nonpariel ; all my other varieties were
planted from the middle to the end of April, which is considered in

Yorkshire the best time. Experienced Potato growers always hold

that nothing can grow until there is natural heat in the land, and
they are right ; the late-planted varieties escaped being cut down by
the severe frosts which occurred on the evenings of the 16th and 17th

of May. My early varieties, along with my neighbours', were cut

down, and, consequently, yielded smaller tubers than usual. In the

northern counties we are never safe from frosts until after the 20th

of May. It is not generally known that Headley's Nonpareil (one of

the finest.flavoured Potatoes known) is an early variety, coming into

use soon after Mona's Pride and other first early varieties. There

are many early varieties with purple sprouts, such as Myatt's

Prolific, Rivers's Royal Ashleaf, &c., which are classed as first

earlies, but I never yet found any of the purple-sprouted Kidneys to

produce a dish of Potatoes so early as the white-sprouted

ones, both sorts being treated alike as to the day of planting,

and having the sprouts also of about an equal length when
planted. The length of the sprout, at planting time, has a great

deal to do with early ijroduction—for instance, plant the old Ashleaf

or Mona's Pride, with their white sprouts only just peeping from

their eyes, and plant Myatt's Prolific on the same day with well-

developed sprouts, about an inch long, well hardened and greened,

so that you can roll them about without fear of breaking off the

sprouts, and you will find Myatt's Prolific ready for eating, before

the white-sprouted Ashtop kinds. Plant them both on one day, with

sprouts of an equal length, both hardened alike, both having received

the same treatment, and you will find the white-sprouted Ashtops

the earliest by a fortnight. I find Headley's Nonpareil, which is

related to the Lapstone, to bo about as early as Rivers's Royal

Ashleaf. Headley's can be eaten from August to February, about

which time it begins to sprout freely, and seed of it then wants

exposure to keep the sprouts from getting too long ; for, it is an

ascertained fact, that none of the Kidney section, whether of the

early or late varieties, ever do well for a crop if the first sprout is

lost, either by accident or design. Round Potatoes will bear

rougher treatment than Kidneys; they may be sprouted without

suffering so much, but it is always wise to secure the first

sprouts, which are much stronger than those that appear

afterwards—better haulm, and a heavier crop is the result.

This year I have lifted fine crops of the America varieties quite free

from disease. The Early Rose, Late Rose, and Vermont Beauty, are

really good, and worthy of a place in the best gardens. King of the

Earlies and Climax are the best in point of form, but the flesh of both

is often hard and flinty ; they are sorts that will not suit the English

palate. Climax is often much diseased, but. King of the Earlies is

nearly always lifted in a healthy state. In Yorkshire the Potato crops

are good, a few kinds only being slightly diseased. In Worcestershiro

the disease has shown itself somewhat plentifully, and many growers

are selling their Potatoes as fast as possible ; in some cases at 63. abag.

The Lapstone section, especially the late sorts, always commence
supertuberating first; the quality of the crop is then injured, and

the tubers, instead of being mealy, become hard and flinty. The second

earlies of the Lapstone section are therefore the best kinds to grow,

as they ripen by the end of July, or very early in August, before

autumnal rains set in, and before disease '^egins to show itself. The

best sorts proved here this season, have been Early Rose, Late Rose,

and Vermont Beauty, all American red varieties, the last yielding a

heavy crop. Amongst the Lapstone section, Headley's Nonpareil

and Beaconsfleld have been good, both ripening off by the end of

July. A round white variety which has been grown in this district

npwards of seventy years, called the Old American, has yielded a

verv good crop free from disease ; it is of fine healthy quality,

its flesh is white, and it ripens by the end of July. Although it has

been grown for so many years, it is still as vigorous as ever, com-

pletely upsetting, in this respect, the wearing-out theory. Indeed,

the original Lapstone at Jervaux Abbey is in no respect impaired in

health, although the seed from which it is grown has never been

changed for thirty years. This year, I grew 2 pounds of Vermont

Beauty, and the crop, when lifted, weighed 64 pounds of very fine

Potatoes—^handsome and good. The tubers were of large size, the
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ln-aviest weigliing 1 pounrl 6 ounces ; they are rough in the skin,

which is a ceitain sign that a Potato is mealy; they become ripe

cuocijh to be lifted early in August, before disease sets in. Those
who wish for a higher class Potato must grow the Lapstone section,

in which may be enumerated Uaigh's Seedling (Cobbler's Lapstone),

Yorkshire Hero, Pebble White or Crystal Palace, Headley's Npnpareil

Huntingdon Kidney, Perfection, llixton Pippin, Ashtop Fluke,

Taylor's Yorkshire Hybrid, Beaconsfield, and Taylor's Alexandra
Kidney (not yet sent out). These are all good croppers, but subject

to disease. Headley's Nonpareil, and Beaconsfield, are amongst the

best, and also the two earliest. There is another class of Potatoes
which, on account of their vigorous haulm, are only fit for field

culture. These consist of Red Skin Floiirball, Victorias, the Red
Fluke, and others, all, however, profitable in the market.

As regards culture, I find Potatoes to succeed best where the land
lias been manured and roughly turned up in the autumn, so as to

leave it exposed to the mellowing influence of frost. Early in the
spring it should be forked over again, in order that the manure may
become thoroughly incorporated with it. Round Potatoes may be
planted with the dibble, but Kidneys do best planted in trenches
about l- inches deep ; the sets being 1 foot a part, and the rows 2 feet

asunder
; place some straw littler over the set to act as drainage, and

then add a slight sprinkling of guano, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of

soda, or, indeed, any of the new artificial manures, but good guano
is, I think, the best ; then rake all level. As far as expedition is con-
cerned, no tool is so good for this purpose as a common wooden rake.

I plant my late and second early kinds in JIarch, if the weather is

favourable; I never plart first earlies nntil the first week in April,
should they begin to peep through the soil, I cover them np with the
hoe, and keep them covered as long as I can, in order to escape frost.

I do not advise very early planting with the view of getting an early
crop, excejjt where one happens to have a nice snug warm nook, well
sheltered from the north by a wall or high hedge. A cultivator in

the Isle of Man produces early Potatoes as follows :—Early in

November he removes his Cucumber frames to an eligible situation.

He mixes up the old hot-bed manure with some fine soil, fills the
frames about half-full of this compost and then plants a few nicely
sjirouted Moua's Pride Kidney ; he covers up every night with mats,
and on favourable days gives a little air. In February the haulm
gets long, being drawn by the glass, when he prunes it back con-
siderably, and in March the tubers are ready for eating. Let ns now
examine the different varieties of Potatoes grown here, this year,
seriatim.

Mona's Pride.—This Ashleafed variety, with a white sprout,
is now well known, and, if the true sort is obtained, it is one of the
best of croppers, well flavoured, and mealy. It was a little diseased
this season, and the tubers were small, having been cut down by
frost. The haulm died down naturally in July.

Early May.—This is a very early variety, with white sprouts,
prolific and good, each root yielding from twenty to twenty-six
tubers. Both this and the preceding have shining green leaves, and
are distinct from the Myatt's strain. It was cut down by frost ; still

it yielded a very nice crop. Hanim dead by the end of July.

Vermont Beauty or BrownhiU Beauty.—This is a new
American variety, that was sent out by English seedsmen this spring.
The tubers cluster together near the base of the stem and the surface
of tho soil, yet not so near as to protrude and become green. The
haulm, even when grown in rich soil, does not exceed 18 inches in
height. It is a second white-fleshed early of excellent quality, and
boils very mealy—a grand variety for roasting as well as boiling.
It obtained a first-class certificate, after being grown for trial, at
Chiswick.

Early Rose.—This is another American variety, now pretty well
known, and one which produces excellent crops in most soils. Its
Mesh is white, and, when ripe, quite mealy. The haulm is short,
and it is a good cropper, coming in soon after the Ashtop section

;

it is a variety that does not readily become diseased, and, on this
account, I consider it valuable.

American late Bose.—This is an excellent sort, and a good
cropper, from eight to ten large tubers being often produced by one
root, and often more, some of them weighing upwards of 1 lb. each.
Tho produce of each root averages from 3 to 3J lbs. ; it is a second
early, and can be lifted for storing by tho middle of August. It has
obtained a first-class certificate.

Red Fluke.—This Potato grew away nicely with me up to the
first week in August, when I thought it was going to ripen off, but
no sooner had rain come, than tho haulm again began to grow, and
It 13 now from 5 to 6 feet long, and tho crop is sapertuberating. I
have lifted a root this day (7th October), and have found forty
Potatoes attached to it, weighing 4 lbs. Halt of them, however,
were deformed and unshapely.

Alma Kidney.—This nice white Kidney, was planted on the
20th of April, and escaped being cut down by frost in May. It

quickly forms tubers, of which I took up a dish on the 29th of Jane.
The haulm is of moderate growth, and the tubers are formed at the
ends of wiry-looking roots, but do not come through the soil ; it is

of good quality, free this year from disease, and a moderate cropper.

Headley's Nonpareil.— I find this to be one of the best of

early white Kidneys. I planted it the first week in April, and took

up a boiling on the 22nd of June, when the tnbers were as large as

a hen's egg. The haulm is not unlike that of Rivers's Royal Ash.
leaf. It boils white and mealy, and possesses the best flavonr of any
Potato grown. It belongs, as I have said, to the Lapstone section, of

which it is the earliest. It is a moderate cropper, and invaluable for

winter use from August up to February. The tubers, which are smooth
and handsome, do not grow to a very large size, but there are plenty

of them at a root.

Yorkshire Hero. — This is another of the Lapstone section,

and a good cropper in light sandy land, but in many places subject

to disease. It is of the finest form and remarka'oly good in flavour,

mealy and nutty. With rae it has supertuberated, and is a little

diseased.

Bixton Pippin.—This is one of the newer varieties belonging
to the Lapstone section ; its tubers are large, smooth, and handsome,
mealy and nutty in flavour. It is slightly subject to disease, as,

indeed, nearly all the Lapstone section is ; each root produces, on an
average, from 3 to 3i pounds. I have now grown it for four years
aud find it to be good and an excellent keeper.

Alexandra Kidney.—This is a cross between the Rovmd Ash-
top, or Fox's Seedling, and the Yorkshire Hero. Its tubers, which
are well flavoured and handsome, ripen in August.

Bed-skinned Flourball.—This is a late variety, liable to

supertuberate, but excellent in winter and spring. With me, it has
only slightly diseased this season. It is best suited for field culture.

Rivers' Boyal Ashleaf.—This comes into use in Yorkshire
about ten days or a fortnight after the first earlies, and it is rarely

diseased. Its only fault is being yellow-fleshed.

After having proved all the above-named varieties, and others, for

a small collection, I would recommmend the following : Alma Kidney,
Early May, and Mona's Pride, for.the first earlies ; Early Rose and
Headley's Nonpareil, for succession and for autumu and winter use ;

the Late Rose, Vermont Beauty, Beaconsfield, aud Rixton Pippin, all

kinds that are sure to give satisfaction. Henry Taylor.

The two Carpets.—About three years ago I purchased an old

carpet to place in my studio, as I call an apartment tolerably well

furnished, in which I sometimes shut myself up, to prevent interrup.

tion whilst I am doing nothing. This carpet represents foliage of a
sombre green, strewed over with large red flowers. Yesterday my
eyes fell upon my carpet, and I perceived that the colours were
becoming very faint, that the green was getting of a very dingy hue,

that the red was faded in a deplorable manner, aud that the wool
was worn off, and showed the string over the whole space that led

from the door to tho window, and from the window to my arm-chair

in the chimney corner. That is not all ; whilst moving an enormous
and heavy table of carved wood, I made a rent in the carpet. All

this disturbed me so much, that I immediately had the rent repaired,

but I could neither restore freshness to the leaves nor brilliancy to

the red flowers. But this morning, whilst walking round my garden,

I stopped before the Grass-plot which is nearly in the centre of it.

Now here, said I, is just such a carpet as I like, always fresh, always
handsome, always rich. It cost me sixty pounds of Grass seeds, at

2id. per pound, that is to say 123., and it is about the same age as

that in my closet, which cost me .£12 lOs. That which cost £12 10s.

has undergone sad changes ; it is now poor, and becoming poorer

every day, in its tarnished splendour, threadbare, disgraceful and
patched ; whilst this before me becomes every year more beautiful,

moi'e green, more tufted. And with what profuseness of beauty it

changes and renews itself ! In spring it is of a pale green, strewed

over with small white Daisies and a few Violets. Shortly after, the

green becomes deeper, and the Daisies are replaced by glossy

Buttercups. To the Buttercups succeed red and white Trefoil. In
the autumn my carpet assumes a yellower tint, and instead of the

red and white Trefoil, it is sprinkled with Colchicums, which spring

from the earth like violet-coloured Lilies. In winter its white snow-

dazzles tho eyes, as it has been danced and walked over. Then,
although in the spring, as well as the autumn, it is a little worn and
ragged, it puts itself to rights in such a manner that we cannot
perceive its wounds, or even its scars : whilst my other caipet

remains there with its eternal red flowers, which become more ugly
every day, and with its badly-mended rents.

—

Alpho.vse Karr.
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ErVER-SIDB GARDENS.
In a river and streamlet-seamed country, like the British Isles,

the opportunities for making charming and most varied river-

side gardens are many, and should be taken more advantage
of. Some of the most beautiful scenes in British gardens are
those on the banks of rivers, as, for example, those at Curragh-
more, Cliveden, Bothwell Castle, and many other gardens;
indeed, they might be named on the banks of almost every
British river or stream. It behoves us, then, to bear in mind
a few principles in dealing with this description of garden
scenery, never forgetting, however, that the variety of situation

and local peculiarities are so infinite that novel combinations
may be made in almost every instance. As a case where little or
no attempt has been made to combine garden with river beauty
we may instance Kew. An important point is also well illus-

trated at Kew, and that is the mistake of forming a poorly-
designed artificial lakenear a noble river. Whereafineriverexists

their beauty. There is a river Thames in Canada West, on
the banks of which the writer saw the only tree pictures he
met with in that part of America. That group of trees, seen
across the busy reach of water, would never have attained half
their full spread of branches had they been crowded in a
wood ; nor could we, in that case, see the noble wall of
foliage standing defined against the blue sky, swelling forth
into beautiful rounded, yet varied, forms, unrestrained only
by the powers of growth of each tree. In fact, the river
gives us a precious vista and tree picture-gallery, so to say,
which cannot be foolishly destroyed by being dotted over
with trees and shrubs at reguliar intervals ; however,
we are not absolved from the necessity of securing those
quiet open carpets of turf, which are so essential elsewhere.
In planting, it is the fashion to plant certain trees near
rivers, and no doubt they are suitable for the position,
but there should be no such limitation. In many cases

Biver-side Garden Scenery.

the wise gardener will create as much beauty on its banks as is
possible, and not attempt to form within a stone's-throw an
artificial pond, which, except thoroughly well done, must look
more absurd than usual beside the natural water. Sometimes,
in the case of a small river or stream, improvement may be
made by widening the bed, or by so damming it that a hand-
some sheet of water is formed ; but this is quite a different
proceeding from what has been done at Kew, whore a very poor
piece of artificial water has been made on the banks of the
Thames. River-banks offer grand opportunities to the
planter; even Nature herself takes advantage of them to
show some of her finest sylvan effects. Thus, in parts of
North America, where the trees stand thickly, it is on the
banks of rivers you will frequently find the finest trees and the
most beautiful tree pictures. This is not because there is

abundant water and rich food thereon ; there is space for the
trees to develop, and a foreground which permits us to see

there is high and dry ground, as well as moist, near

the river, and where this is the case, most kinds of hardy
trees may be grown successfully. There are, however, some
neglected and rare trees, like the.Nyssas, which would thrive

well very near the water ; and there is some reason to fear our

system of thoroughly draining the land will some day leave us

with only the river-side as a suitable position for the many trees

that grow naturally best in a moist soil ; of such there are a great

many more than is generally supposed. The views in river-bank

plantations are often very fine, if they are well managed and
kept open ; frequently the removal of a few trees may open a
charming vista. Mr. Fleming has at Cliveden made some
delightful ones. There is no better position than the river-

side for the more picturesque arrangements of hardy plants
;

and, as a rule, all in the neighbourhood of a river or stream

should be treated in a purely informal and easy style. All

walks by the margin should be avoided as much as possible.
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OUE KAILWAY BANKS AND SLOPES.
SUGGESTIONS FOE TUENING TIIEM TO A MORE I'KOrlTABLE ACCOUNT.

[As yon have lately published (see p. 2G5) a note from Mr.
Mogfjridge on the plantinj; of railway embankments, I venture to
Bend you a copy of a paper of mine on this subject, written some
years ago. Jas. M'Nab.

Koyal Botanic Gardens, EOinlunjh.']

Anything that can be suggested for the ornamentation of railway
embankments ought not to be lost sight of. It is, perhaps, rather unsafe
grouud to work upon ; still, with due amount of caution, aided by a
slight but judicious fencing, diHicultics may be overcome. On those
slopes where the gradient is not too steep, a great deal could be
accomplished. Year by year travelling on our railways continues to
increase, while the majority of these travellers, particularly during
the summer and autumn months, resort to them for pleasure. The
eagerness, therefore, to see all that tlioy possibly can of the surround,
ing districts, and that, after allowing themselves but a limited time,
renders the anxiety to catch a glimpse of everything keener than
ordinary.

Trees near Bailways.
It is impossible to make all railway banks pleasing to the eye ; still

much may be done to render them infinitely more attractive than many
of them now are, and for this end we think that a reasonable amount of
ornamentation may be advisable. As all countries are nearly alike
with regard to railway banks, any remarks suggested for one may
prove applicable for others. It may be advocated, that to sit and
look out of a railway carriage window is a strain upon the eyes, and
ought to be avoided as much as possible. This is all very well for
those parties constantly travelling on the same line, but, for honifide
travellers, whoso object is to see all that they possibly can, such
advice would scarcely be regarded. Where the strain on the eyes is

found to be greatest is when running through forests of trees, where
stem after stem seems as if passing in rapid succession, and all

perhaps in a continuous line. If the neighbouring proprietors could
be induced to thin out such masses of trees, so as to leave them in a
sort of waved belt, having Grass between them and the rails, the
neariug and distancing would take off that peculiar feeling which is

experienced when passing through what has been a forest of Scotch
Fir, Larch, or Spruce, growing on level ground. Trees should in no
case be near railways ; they are apt to be blown down, and fatal con-
sequences might result from such unforeseen and simple causes.
Branches also may be blown off, and get into positions capable of
doing much mischief. In many parts of the country the proximity
of trees to railways cannot be avoided. In numerous districts we
see crowds of ill.grown deciduous trees running parallel to the rail,
being portions of previous forest land. In such places the removal
of all the useless and unshapely trees should be kept in view, leaving
only one or two at such distances that no evil could happen, even in
the event of their being blown over. A little fresh soil put on the
surface of the ground round the roots, after such thinning takes
place, would enable those left to take firmer hold of the soil, and
thus throw greatly increased vigour into their tops, besides being the
means of rendering them more pleasing in the landscape. Few
objects are more delightful to the railway traveller than to see the
entire outline of a well-furnished tree when so isolated.

Telegraph Posts.
In many districts, and in various parts of the kingdom, great dis.

ligurements are committed on those trees bordering railway banks,
caused by the introduction of telegraph wires. Such means of com.
niunication must go on ; but in many instances it would be far better
to cut the trees down altogether thau to lop oft the branches close to
the stems, as is done in some places to a large extent, and that up
one side of the trees, in order to prevent their interfering with the
telegr.nph wires, thus rendering many of them absolutely hideous.
In some of the northern districts of Scotland, a considerable number
of beautiful Birches have been so nuitilated, when their entire
removal would have been infinitely better, aud have been the means
of bringing into view distant Birches, whose outline would be more
agreeable to look upon, and beyond the chance of interfering with
-elegrai)h wires. On nearly every line such mutilations, both on rail
and road, are not unfrequont. Telegraph posts themselves, when
standing close together, are by no means jjleasing objects, passing
them as we do in rapid succession. In some districts, such posts
stand at much longer distances, and are, therefore, less offensive.
The exact result of such distances must now be well ascertained, and
if it does turn out that extra strength at greater distances is prefer,
able to smaller posts placed nearer to each other, the greater dis.
tances ought in all cases to bo adopted, particularly when a renewal
of posts has to take place ; aud, it so arranged, they would prove

infinitely more agreeable for railway travellers. It does seem
surprising that with all the ingenuity and forethought displayed in

railway matters, telegraph communication should remain much the
same as when first constructed, subject as it is to so many accidents,

more particularly from the posts being frequently blown over, and
also injured from underground decay.

Necessity of Additional Planting to Supply Telegraph
Posts, &c.

.fudging from the number of these posts annually retiuircd, to say
nothing of railway sleepers, it is certain that planting is not going
on at a sufficient rate in order to meet the increased consumption
which must be required by the extension of railways. The Royal
Commissioners have done much in this country by encouraging
drainage, so as to improve the land for agricultural purposes ; they
ought also to foster drainage more thau hitherto for planting pur-

poses, to enable generations yet to come to be provided with means
to meet the constant and increasing demand which must occur both
for telegraph posts and railway sleepers. Much comparatively waste
land exists throughout the three kingdoms, which, if properly

drained, might be turned to good account for planting purposes. It

planted with trees suitable for the various soils and situations, they
cannot but succeed ; and if properly attended to afterwards by
judicious thinning and training, keeping in view the different purposes
for which they are destined, and each variety being planted on land

most suitable for its growth, they cannot fail to become as remunera-
five to the proprietor as any other crop that could bo grown on the

land. It is well-known that the progress made by trees planted on
land properly prepared for them is much greater than on land where
the trees are put in and allowed to take their chance. This is the
great point for consideration. Were public money advanced for

planting purposes, and properly employed, it would prove quite as

advantageous to the lender as the receiver, aa similar advances have
for drainage purposes. This is a subject perhaps foreign to the object

which this paper aims at ; still it is worthy of consideration, provided
the land to be planted does not approach close to our railways. It

must be noted that young trees must not be planted too near a rail-

way, for if so, they will not progress as they ought to do, in conse-

quence of the constant dashingof smoke and steam through them,
the injury being greatest on those lines where coal is used instead of

coke. While on the subject of a more extended cultivation of trees

for railway sleepers, I would particularly call attention to the black
Italian Poplar (Populus monolifera). This is perhaps the most rapid
growing tree we have in cultivation, and \vill produce in a given
number of years more available timber than any other tree yet
introduced. Since the commencement of the Larch disease, this

Poplar has become very extensively cultivated, and its wood is now
used for various agricultural purposes, as well as for railway waggons,
&c. The wood of the black Italian Poplar, as well as that produced
by some of the other species, all being equally free-growing is worthy
of being experimented on for railway.sleepers, so as to ascertain its

duration when compared with the ordinary sleepers now in use. If

prepared, and laid on broken metal, as sleepers generally are, it may
last a very long time. As the black Italian Poplar is always propa-

gated by cuttings, they ought in all cases to be taken from male
trees.

Weeds on Railway Slopes.

To return again to our railway banks and slopes. A very large

proportion of them are just as they were left by the railway con.

tractor, but since overrun with natural weeds. Some of them have
been sown with Grass seeds, but the greatest proportion are covered
with Grass, which has focnd its way into them from various sources,

and mostly the Creeping Wheat or Conch Grass (Triticum repens).

On some steep slopes this Grass may be found very useful tor binding

the banks, and thtis preventing them slipping. It is exceedingly

difficult to keep the Couch Grass out of the adjoining hedges, and
its running propensities are such that it insinuates itself into the

neighbouring pastures and cultivated lands. If the soil should bo in

the least degree loose, it runs through it with great rapidity. The
dried stems of this Grass are exceedingly troublesome while wither,

ing on the slopes. It is the cause of many of those autumnal
and spring fires which take place on railway banks, being so easily

ignited by sparks from railway engines, and, working through the

hedges, they also frequently set fire to extensive tracts of wooded
land. This is a subject which demands serious attention, as the

amount of damage annually sustained from such causes has become
very serious, and often leads to unprofitable litigation, resulting, in

most cases, in favour of railways, from the plea that such fires may
have been occasioned from other incidental causes. Were railway

companies enforced to use wire guards over their engine-funnels, as

adopted on the American lines, particularly those which have to pass

through extensive forest lands, such conflagrations would not be so
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frequent ; and when fires do oconr, those railway companies, where
the engine-funnels are protected, ought to have the best of it, particu-

larly when litigation has to be resorted to. It is certainly very

annoying to witness extensive tracts along our railway banks
covered with black scars, when, at such a trifling expense, wire

guards could be procured, and thus prevent many wholesale confla.

grations. It would likewise be the means of establishing a more
profitable employment of railway slopes. Without such engine

guards many of the suggestions for their improvement will be in vain.

In almost every district weeds of the most villianous descriptions,

both annual and perennial, infest our railway banks, and their seeds

are not unfrequeutly wafted over the neighbouring grounds, to the

great annoyance of their proprietors. Koads, walks, lawns, and
gardens, also suffer severely from this cause ; and unless some means
are taken to have them reduced it will soon become, if not already

so, a very serious matter for this country. To remedy this growing
evil with newly constructed railways, some steps ought to be taken

during the first and second years after formation, as any process

of cleaning cannot be done afterwards without much trouble and
expense. When a railway is first formed, it is generally very easy

to tell from what particular cutting on the line the soil has been
taken, as the primitive plants on the new made embankments are

generally identical with those growing on the banks of the cuttings,

although miles apai't—thus showing that the soil is full of seeds, and
at all depths. On a critical examination of railway slopes all over

the country, no plant has turned up, as far as I have been able to

ascertain, but what was formerly known to be indigenous to the

neighbourhood. When the English railways were first opened,

particularly those in the midland counties, the Common Horse Gowan
(Chrysanthemum leucanthemnm) was the most abundant plant along
the banks, as large tracts on both sides of the cuttings, and the
embankments formed out of them, were perfectly white with its

flowers, showing that the seeds had been long buried in the soil. A
copious list of indigenous plants may be quoted to show that new-
formed railway slopes will produce a large amount of vegetation,

both annual and perennial, proving that the soil is abundantly
charged with seeds, but identical in all cases, as before stated,

with plants found on the surface. To keep railway banks free of

weeds, it is absolutely necessary that they should be hoed and raked
once or twice before being sown down with permanent Grass or

other seeds. By a treatment of this kind a very large amount of

noxious weeds would be destroyed while in a germinating state ; but
if allowed to progress without such means being adopted, the roots

will be found to penetrate deep into the ground, and can only be
eradicated by a process of trenching. In many districts these weeds
are becoming a curse, and will continue to be so unless some means
are adopted to turn our railway banks to better account. If railway
banks, particularly in those places where the soil, declivity, and
exposure is good, be properly cleaned at first, many perennial plants

could be introduced, which would prove not only lasting on the
medium railway slopes, but could also bo turned to good account for

feeding and other useful purposes.

Forage Plants.

Many of the perennial leguminous or Pea-tribe plants would prove
appropriate for such places, as groups of various kinds are every here

and there to be seen on railway banks—not sown, but indigenous to

them—all proceeding as if from a common centre, either by the dis.

persion of seeds or by the running or extension of their roots. Were
the seeds of such plants collected and sown, as millions of all can be
got if a little care is taken to procure and raise them, they might be
afterwards planted on properly cleaned railway embankments. Many
of these leguminous plants could be usefully employed for feeding
cattle, either in the green or dried state, such as the Crown Tetch
(Coronilla varia), Sweet Milk Vetch (Astragalus glycyphyllus),

Kidney Vetch (Anthyllis vuhneraria), blue-tufted Vetch (Vicia

cracca), the Bush Tetch (Vicia sepium), the Meadow Vetch-
ling (Lathyrus pratensis), the Bird's-foot Trefoil (Lotus corniou.

latus), and the Sea-side Pea (Pisum maritimum). Besides these,

the Medick, Lucerne, Saintfoin, and Melilots, all members of the Pea
tribe, would prove useful in such places. This latter group are

extensively used on many of the Continental railway slopes, particu.

larly on the Belgian section. Besides leguminous plants, examples
in numerous other natural orders may be found equally suitable for

growing on railway embankments, also useful for feeding

purposes, such as the Burnet (Poterinm sanguisorba), Comfrey
(Symphytum asperrimum). Rib Grass (Plantago lanceolata). Queen
of the Meadow (SpirEea ulmaria) , Milfoil or Yarrow (Achillea Mille.

folium), and the copper Day-Lily (Hemerocallis fulva). This
latter plant has been strongly recommended for cattle-feeding pur.

poses, the leaves being produced earlier in the season than most
other kinds. On south exposed railway banks the Day-Lily would

have an imposing appearance, both for its foliage and flowers, as well

as the flowers of many of the leguminous and other plants just men.

tioned. The upright Sea Lymegrass (Elymus arenarius), is a plant

which ought to receive more attention than it now does. Although

a sea-side plant, it succeeds admirably in gardens, and therefore

ought to do well on our railway banks. Its matted running roots

prevents the shitting of sand or loose soil, which will render it very

useful in some situations. Sir H. Davey proved that this Grass con.

tains more than one third of its weight of sugar, but it is reported not

to be eaten by any of our domestic animals owing to the rough texture

of its leaves. Surely some use might be made of a plant yielding

such a quantity of sugar as the Lymegrass does, either by cutting

and drying in a green state, to be afterwards chopped up for feeding

purposes, or for other uses which the agricultural chemist ought to

find out. A coarse fabric is said to have been manufactured from the

leaves by generations long gone by.

Oil-yielding Plants.

Many plants suitable for the production of oils would be found to

succeed well, such as the Peppermint, Spearmint, Lavender, Thyme,

and Balm ; the Hundred-leaved and Damask Roses could also be grown

on many of these banks. The two varieties of Roses just mentioned

are extensively cultivated for their essential oils ;
and now that the

use of Rose-water is every day becoming more and more a luxury at

the dinner-table, its cultivation on such slopes cannot be too strongly

recommended, to say nothing of its beauty and fragrance to the

travellers while passing along railways where portions of the slopes

are covered with them. The Horse-radish is another plant which

may be recommended. It would grew freely, and the extract of its

roots might be turned to many good purposes, besides mixing with

mustard.
Medicinal Plants.

Why limit ourselves to pereunial plants useful for the above-

mentioned uses, when numerous plants more immediately connected

with the healing art could be profitably grown, such as the Chamo-

mile (Authemis nobilis), Horehound (Marrubium vulgare). Rue

(Ruta graveolens), also the Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), Wormwoods
(Artemisia Abrotanum and A. Absinthium), and the Elecampane

(Inula Helenium). The Wild Convolvulus (Convolvulus sepium and

C. arvensis) would feel quite at home on all railway banks. A pre.

paration is made from their running roots which is considered highly

purgative. Several narcotic plants now extensively used would bo

found more out of harm's way if grown on railway banks than in

garden ground, such as the Henbane (Hyoscyamusniger), Belladonna

or Deadly Nightshade (Atropa belladonna) Monkshood (Aconitum

napellus). Bittersweet (Solanum dulcamara). The Fox-glove (Digi-

tafis purpurea) and the Great Mullein (Verbascum Thapsus) are

also in request by the chemist. Both plants will be found suitable

and ornamental for such plai.es. The Chicory (Cichorium Intybus),

would also succeed admirably : from this plant the chemist and

coffee merchant would get abundantly supplied. The Wake-robin

(Arum maculatum) would also succeed well, and its tubers might be

found to yield a superior starch to that produced by the plants

grown in woods which is its native habitation.

Fibre-yielding Plants.

It will, perhaps, not be out of place to call attention to tho

varieties of Yucca or Adam's Needle now in cultivation, as yielding'

a fibre which ought to be very valuable for paper-making purposes.

They are mostly hardy, and all produce a beautiful tough fibre,

besides a substance yielded by their stems of the nature of strong

gum or glue. The Yuccas are extremely ornamental, both as regards

foliage and flowers, and on south.exposed railway banks ought to

succeed well. The Yucca gloriosa, which is, perhaps, the hardiest,

and the species now most abundant in the country, will be found

the most desirable to cultivate. When this plant begins to get into

a free growing state it will yield a very large amount of leaves, and

will not receive injury by an annual removing of the lower ones
;

and, for strong fibre purposes, few plants capable of being grown

in this country can equal it. It may be remarked, that the Y'uccas

are rather too valuable as yet to be extensively used for such pur-

poses. If they should be found, after careful experiments, to be

serviceable for paper-making or other useful designs, nurserymen

might be induced to turn their attention particularly to it, and would

soon be enabled to produce them in quantity. The Yucca, particu.

larly the Y. gloriosa, possesses powers of increasing very different

from most other plants yet introduced into this country. It scarcely

ever produces seeds, and, if it did, years would elapse before the

progeny would become of the least use. To make up for this

deficiency, it has had powers of propagation assigned to it very

different from most other forms of vegetation. The methods by

which the Yucca can be propagated are of two descriptions. If the
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roots are carefully bared on one side, which would be sufficient for

the plar.t to endure during one year, a number of egg-shaped bodies,

from 1 to 6 inches in circumference, will be found attached to the

large fleshy roots, varying in number according to the size of the
individual from which they are taken. In some cases as many as

fifty have been removed from one plant at a time. During the
following year the opposite side may be opened up, and the larger

eggs extracted. Many of these egg-shaped bodies, while attached
to the plant, will remain long dormant, particularly while the plant

is growing with only one stem. If it should happen that the top
runs into flower, which takes years to accomplish, or if otherwise
injured, no matter from what cause, these egg-shaped bodies will

immediately start into growth, and a dense thicket of stems will

soon be produced all round the injured one. The same is appli.

cable to some plants where no injury appears. In such a
case it will be found that the plant is making an effort to

throw up a flowering stem, and, in all likelihood, will do so
before the expiry of two years. If these egg-shaped bodies are taken
off, as suggested, and placed in soil, keeping the tapered end upper-
most, they will very soon push out roots and grow. It is preferable
during the first year to keep them under glass ; and after being a
couple of years in nursery lines, they could be permanently planted
out. Another method of propagation is by cutting the flowering
stems, or even the stems where the leaves have been taken off, into
slices of different thicknesses. After placing them in boxes of light

sandy soil, and subjecting them to gentle heat, it will soon be found
that numerous shoots will be produced from the sides of each detached
portion, as dormant buds exist on the stem, one at the base of every
fallen leaf. If it should ever become necessary to remove the tops
altogether for fibre purposes, many of the dormant buds along the
sides of that part of the stem left will be found to push out nume-
rous shoots, which would never have happened if the top had not
been taken off. As more shoots are likely to be produced from
the sides of the topped stems than the plant will be able to maintain,
all extra ones can be removed, and, if subjected to gentle heat, they
will soon produce roots, and make fine plants. It will be seen from
the foregoing remarks that this extremely useful plant, now only
grown for its Oriental foliage and its magnificent spikes of cream-
coloured flowers, frequently Sand 10 feet in height, possesses qualities
and means of propagation almost jjeculiar to itself, if due advantage
were taken of it. In several districts of this country tons of the
leaves could be procured for experimental purposes; and, if found
useful, plenty of gardeners could be induced to turn their attention
to its cultivation, so as to enable it to be extensively introduced on
our railway banks. I have no hesitation in saying that it will succeed
with any ordinary amount of attention. In many districts of Scotland
the Yucca flowers very freely, and the lower portions of the flowering-
stems are generally thrown away, instead of being turned to propa-
gating purposes, as above described. The Butcher's Broom (Ruscus
aculeatus), is another plant which would succeed well on all railway
elopes. When properly established, it would cover very large tracts,
owing to the peculiar way it produces its suckers. A spade now and
then driven down through the roots, so as to separate the rhizomes,
will enable the plants to extend themselves more freely. Before being
extensively tried, this plant ought first to be experimented on, so as
to ascertain its qualities, whether pulp.producing or otherwise.
Numerous others might be mentioned, but snSicient has been given
to direct the attention of chemists to this most important subject.

Plants for Railway Hedges.
Before leaving the remarks on railway banks and slopes, it may

be necessary to say a few words about railway hedges, as this is a
subject now well understood and admirably carried out all over the
country. In may districts of England they seem to receive much
greater attention than many of those planted for the intersectional
fencing of land. The plant generally employed for railway fences is

the White Thorn, and a useful plant it is for such purposes, and now
contracted for as regularly as the rails themselves. On some of
the new formed lines the varieties of the evergreen Hollies ought
to be tried, particularly on those portions of a line running through
extensive and well regulated policies in sight of the mansion. In
some cases, the proprietors may be induced to pay the extra
difference of the plants, while the after-keeping will be much the
same as the ordinary Thorn hedge. In all peaty districts the
Spruce Fir will make an excellent evergreen fence. It will cover
more ground than the Holly ; but in mossy situations this extra
land will be found of less value. In sandy places, and particularly
those near the sea-shore, the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophai; rham-
noides) will be found an admirable substitute for Thorns to form
hedges. If it should ever be required to make at once an impeue-
trable live fence, the Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus) will be found
the most suitable, and for this purpose clean grown sapling plants,

6 or 7 feet in length, ought to be procured. After the ground has
been properly trenched and prepared, the plants should be put in

two together, at every 10 or 12 inches, according to the thickness oi

length of the saplings employed, giving one an inclination to the
right and the other to the left. After being trod in firmly, commence
to plait all together, taking one set of the plants the one way, and
the other set contrary, interlacing them at an angle of 45^. It will

be necessary to tie them at top with a piece of wire or rope yam,
and also at several points near the bottom, to keep them in position

till they adhere to each other. To facilitate the union, although not
absolutely necessary, it will be desirable to take a thin cutting off

the bark of several, particularly where they approximate. Shortly
afterwards they will grow together, and form an impenetrable net.

like fence. From the pressure caused by the plaiting, they will

throw out numerous shoots along the stems, which will continue
to work in and fill up the interstices. In time the whole length will

become an impenetrable mass, all ingrafted together, and will bear
cutting-in like any other hedge. Numerous other plants will be
found in nursery establishments suitable for such purposes, as the
Hazel, Elm, Ash, Beech, Laburnum, i-c. Such hedges can be ihade
of any height, depending entirely on the length of the saplings
employed. When not in leaf, they will be found extremely orna-
mental and agreeable to look on, and, therefore, worthy of encourage-
ment, particularly when standing on a level with the rails. If it

should ever be wanted to plant such hedges so as to render them
useful as well as ornamental, particularly on lands slightly elevated
above a damp surface, in such places Willows could be profitably

employed, and the annual cuttings taken from them would yield a
considerable revenue. Besides, when such plaited hedges are cut for

profit, they are more likely to be kept in order than Thorn hedges,
particularly when they run through lands which would be profitably

employed for the growth of Willows. When planting Willows for

such purposes, they could be inserted either as growing plants or
cuttings— the latter would be preferable, provided the strip of
ground has been properly prepared for them. They should be
placed l:i inches apart, and during the first thinning the strongest
shoots should be left for plaiting. After the plaiting has been
successfully accomplished, all after shoots could be removed for

basket-making purposes.

Gardens at Stations.

The only other subject to which I shall allude is that relating to
the further ornamentation of the land in the immediate vicinity of

railway stations. This is a most important point, and one which
ought to be more generally attended to, and, if persevered in, will

amply compensate for any of those eyesores previously complained
of. Of late years a very great impi-ovement has been effected on
them, and we are glad to observe that the taste for station embel.
lishment is greatly on the increase, as we now see one railway vicing
with another for this laudable end. Almost all the extra decoration
is due to the horticultural taste of the station-master or those under
him. We do not quite agree with all the freaks exhibited on road,
side stations; still such freaks in the meantime ought not to be
objected to, as they often lead to other and better suggestions.
When wo consider the great diversity in the tastes and ideas of those
for whose gratification they are chiefly intended, allowance must be
made by the public for the primitive notions which are displayed at
some of them. The great diversity in localities and soils where
intermediate stations have to be placed, must in many instances
call forth a great amount of ingenuity from those in charge, so as to
turn them to the best account. It will bo invidious in the meantime
to enter upon their merits, notwithstanding that very good taste has
been devoted to many of them. As this is a wide subject, it ought,
some time or other, to be taken up in detail, so as to give credit to
those to whom credit is due, and to point out to others what is

capable of being done. In the meantime, we shall content ourselves
by urging as much as possible a continued increase in station embel-
lishments. It is to be hoped that railway director.s will encourage
it as much as possible. In all new-formed stations those interested
would do well to examine as many as they can, and select the good
points of each. Some of the stations are, perhaps, too much ham-
pered for room, and in some we find a wall of rock rising almost
perpendicularly on each side. Such stations have charms unseen,
and, in the hands of a skilful garden architect, could be made to

assume forms at once interesting and characteristic of the district.

Such schemes would take years to accomplish, as stones are always
in demand, no matter of what kind, their gradual removal would
always be facilitating the end in view. Many of these stations,

where the rocks are not excessively high, could have the material
removed down to the surface level for 70, 80, or 100 feet in breadth,
till the time arrives for their final arrangement. Instead of upright
rocky walls, having a narrow platform and the rails between, where
the sun rarely penetrates, we ought to see sloping rocky banks,
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made as irregular as it is possible to work them. The hollow places

formed could be filled with soil, to be planted with Coniferse or

shrubs and iiowers suitable for rooky places. It is greatly to be
desired that civil engineers will consider all these hints while design,

ing new station buildings. In the station building department a very
great improvement has of late been effected, but much still remains
to be done. Any one travelling over the kingdom cannot fail to

observe the comfortable-looking stations on
many of the English lines where brick and
white stone are employed, and surrounded
by well-kept Grass and shrubs. If a little

more ground could be allowed round some of

the Scottish stations, they would soon be
able to vie with the English in every
respect. When the train comes to a stand-
still, it is certainly pleasant to cast the eyes
on these delightful spots, particularly after

a weary run of many miles, and then rest

contented till arriving at another station.

By a continued improvement of the kind
suggested, delicate eyes may be kept at rest,

instead of straining them on tree stems and
telegraph posts, knowing that something
more pleasing is in store for them at the
nest stopping place.

General Observations.

Numerous other plants might be men.
tioned, both useful and economical ; but
sufficient have been given to show what will

do if properly tried. Parties leasing por.
tions of railway banks would soon find out
many paying perennial crops. None but
perennial crops should ever bo introduced

;

if otherwise, they would become extensively
used for culinary vegetables, which would
necessitate an annual digging and manuring,
and thus cause a wasting and wearing down of the banks,
which would not be the case with perennial crops. Strawberries
have been frequently recommended, but never carried out. If to be
extensively grown, they should be planted in diagonal lines, as all

perennial plants ought to be on such places. Of the different plants
here proposed for growing on railway embankments, those which
yield fibre are the kinds which ought to receive the greatest amount
of attention, 'particularly those suit-

able for the making of paper, or pro-
ducing pulp which can be used in

various branches of the arts. The
demand for paper making materials
has now grown to such an e.vteut that
foreign countries may have a diffi.

calty in continuing to keep up a
supply. Many experiments have at

various times been made with plants
for this desirable end ; and it is well
known that numerous are the kinds
which, if due attention is paid to them,
will yield pulp suitable for such pur-
poses. The expense of raising them
on soil capable of ordinary cultiva-

tion makes such home materials rather
expensive to obtain ; but if such plants
can be grown on railway slopes, it is

but natural to suppose that the cost
of producing a suitable material on
snoh places ought to be greatly dimin-
ished. In order that this subject
should receive that attention which
it deservedly requires, the Society of

Arts or other public influential bodies,

ought to offer a medal or other award
for experiments on pulp-producing
plants capable of being reared on rail,

way embankments, and thus be the

medium of benefiting the country by rendering such neglected places

serviceable for the public good, the demand for paper being annually
on the increase, and likely to be so for generations to come.

Window Garden with Glass Doors.

Poison of Nettles.—M. Naudin maintains that after a violent

storm of wind the sting of the Nettle ia deprived of.its virulence.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
WINDOW GARDENS.

Ouii object is not to instruct those who have gardeners and green,

houses, but to merely give a few hints to such as have but little time

and convenience for such work, and yet love flowers with a devotion
unsurpassed by those more favourably situ-

ated for its gratification. Plants, like our-

selves, need air, light, warmth, food, and
water, and they must have all these in suffi-

cient quantities, or they will suffer and die.

Abundance of the best of food for plants in

pots is found in old meadows, where Grass
has grown a long time. A pile of turf laid

up to rot makes excellent potting earth. We
can give no rule tor watering. Keep the
earth moist, just about as you observe it in

the garden in what we call a " growing
time," that is, a few hours after a brisk
thunder shower. Most of our plants are
injured by too much heat. For a general
collection of house plants it is not well to

allow the thermometer to be above 70^, and
if they could be kept in a room where the
thermometer would usually not range above
65°, it would be the better. In the night
time 50' is high enough. Give a little fresh

air every fine day, and all the sun-light
attainable. Cleanliness is as necessary to

plants as to anything else ; therefore secure
them from dust, if possible. Sweeping
carpets is almost enough to kill both plants
and sweepers. It will be a happy day for

our lungs, as well as for the lungs of plants,

when we get a good substitute for carpets,

something that will not raise a cloud of

dust every time a step is taken. Until
this good time comes, give the whole plant a good syringing occa.

sionally, or a bath in a pail of water. A little moisture in the air

of a room is pleasant and healthy. We would not say that a green-

house or a Mushroom-house would be a good place to live in, but we
do say that a room that will keep a few plants in good health, other

things being favourable, will keep a family in the same desirable

condition. The family can breathe the confined, dusty, dry, over,
heated air of a room and live, because
they are out in the fresh air a good
portion of the time, but those who are
confined to the air of our living i-ooms

the greatest number of hours are the
most delicate, and the plants having
to remain in these over-heated, ill-

ventilated, and dusty rooms, without a
moment's relief, must droop and die.

Cleanliness, fresh air, moderate heat,
and a moist atmosphere will secure
healthy plants. Where a bay window
is devoted to plants, glass doors should
be placed between them and the living

room, as a partial protection from
dust. These can be closed a part of

the day, and thus a lower temperature
be obtained for the plants than would
be comfortable for the occupants. A
library or spare room that is not con-
stantly used is an excellent place for
plants, because such a room is kept
rather cool most of the time. Plants
suitable for winter flowering indoors
are numerous, but none afford so
much pleasure as a good collection

of bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips,
Narcissus, and others. In the garden
there are usually a few plants that
may be taken up and potted. The

Ivy, Madeira Vine, and Cobaja scandens are graceful climbers,
and will bear almost any amount of bad treatment. Tube-
roses that have not bloomed in the garden and are showing
flower-stems may be taken up and potted, and will flower in
early winter. A root of the Dicentra will also give satisfaction. A
pot of Mignonette costs but a few pence, and not many expensive
plants will afford as much pleasure. Sow the seeds in August
of plants to bloom at Christmas. The Sweet Alyssnm treated as

Open Bay Window Garden.
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advised for Mignonette will also please, and nothing will make up

better in batton.hole bouqaets than these sweet little flowers. A few

larger plants are desirable, and the Calla, Dracaana, and Begonia are

very patient under almost any kind of treatment. We hare not, how-

ever, space to enlarge on this subject, but will merely say that a few

Lilies, like longiflorum, auratum, and lauoifoliam, though not often

seen in the house, will afford a pleasant surprise, and flower in the

order named.

—

Ticli's Floral Ouide.

PLANT STANDS FOE HALLS.
I.N outer halls stands of growing plants form very effective orna-

ments, but the plants selected for this purpose should be such as

would not feel the effects of cold currents of air ; for, during the

winter months in an outer hall, they would, of course, be subject to

sudden changes of temperature ; while, during the summer, almost

any plant may be placed under such circumstances with the greatest

.safety. The size of plants used for this purpose must bear some

kind of proportion to the size of the hall in which they are placed,

and as to the shape and the material of which the stands are made,

that must depend on the taste of the purchaser j but the deai'est

and most ornamental, when fitted up, often do not look so well as

those of a less decorative character. The plant selected tor the

centre should always be the tallest, a Dracaena, Cocoa.nut Palm, or

India-rubber plant, being best adapted for this purpose. Round this

should be grouped other plants either remarkable for flowers or

foliage, which will be set off to advantage by that selected for the

centre. Round the edge should be placed something of a drooping

character, which will hang down gracefully and produce a good effect.

For a stand in a hall, which is not heated in any way, there are no

plants bettor suited than hardy British Ferns, which withstand cold

draughts well, and preserve their foliage fresh and green all the

year rouud. For town houses nothing is so suitable as Ferns, as

they grow well where other plants would droop and fade in a few

days. A handsome stand of British Ferns could be arranged as

follows :—In the centre should be set a tall plant of Lastrea Felix-

mas ; then, grouped round it, a few plants of Scolopendrium vulgare,

and again, outside of these, such varieties as Asplenium adiantum.

nigrum, A. mariunm, A. Trichomanes, Blechnum Spicant, and Poly,

podium vulgare. The Parsley Fern (AUosorns crispus), too, should

not be forgotten. Ferns succeed best when each is set in a separate

pot, and, when planting them in this way, care should be taken not

to crnsh any of the fronds, as, if bruised, they fade at once. The
size of the pots should be regulated by the stand in which they are to

be placed ; if a large one is employed, the pot in which the centre

Fern is to be planted should be a 21.sized one ; for those outside of it

48-sized pots will be large enough ; and tor those round the outer edge
60.sized ones will suffice. In the bottom of each pot should be placed

some broken crocks, tor drainage—not, as is too often the case,

thromi in in any way, bnt placed so that the moisture will drain down
through them, without the soil choking them up. 0\-er the crocks

a little Cocoa.nut fibre, or Moss, should be placed, and over that,

again, a little of the soil in which the plants are to be potted. If

Ferns, they should be planted in a mixture of leaf mould, rotten turf,

and peat, a good dash of silver-sand being thrown in to keep the

whole porous. On the surface of the pots, and between them, should

be put wood Moss, as in the case of stands for sitting-rooms. A
common seed-pan filled with Selaginella denticulata dropped into a
small vase has a fine appearance ; long sprays grow out over the

sides of the vase, and droop down 8 or 10 inches, producing a charm,
ing effect. During the summer time a few Roses, or similar flowers,

might be placed, if desired, amongst the Selaginella. A. Hassard.

Floral Funerals.—Floral funerals are more frequent than is

generally supposed. Ouly the other day one of our country papers
contained an account of the funeral of the wife of the son of Sir

Charles Locock, Bart. The outer coSin was polished, and, instead
of being covered with the pall, it was covered with costly flowers, and
festoons of flowers were entwined around it. The mourners also each
carried a bouquet of white flowers, and were not apparelled in the
usual habiliments of mourning. A muffled peal was rung both before
and after the interment, and also as the body was being borne from
the church to the grave, and after the coSin had been lowered into its

last resting-place the mourners threw their bouquets upon it, so that
nothing was visible but a mass of flowers. Some twenty yeai-s ago,
when Dahlia-shows were frequent among the operative weavers of
Spitalfields and Bothnal Green, a well-known Dahlia.grower was
followed to the grave by a number of weavers, who carried bouquets
of his favourite flowers in their hands, the coffin being covered with
an immense number of the same flowers.

THE ARBORETUM.
DIRECTIONS AS TO PLANTING.

1. FiiiST, see that the roots of the tree or shrub which you are about
to plant are in proper condition. It should be provided with a
sufficiency of small fibrous roots, for it is from the spongioloa

at the extremities of these that the plant derives its nourish,

ment. Trees vary in the form of their roots, from the dense mass
of tangled fibres close to the crown, which makes the Rhodo.
dendron so safe to transplant, to the long, coarse, thick tap.

root, which renders transplantation a dangerous process with some
trees unless removed young. But these tap-roots emit from various

parts tufts of fibres, and it is on these being uninjured, and in suffi-

cient quantity, that the success ot the planting will depend.

2. It is evident, then, that, should it be found necessary to prune
the root, the knife should be apjilied to the big coarse taps, but not to

the fine hair-like rootlets, all of which should be carefully preserved.

3. Let the hole dug to receive the plant be rather larger than
required by the roots when spread out.

4. If possible, dig the holes which are to receive the plant some
days or weeks before the planting takes place, so as to leave the
interior of the hole exposed meanwhile to the fertilising influences

of the atmosphere, rain, &c.

5. Rainy, or at least damp, cloudy weather, is by far the best time
for planting. Avoid as much as possible planting during sunshine,

or frost, or a run of dry weather.

6. If, for any reason, you are unable to plant your trees and shrubs
for some time after receiving them from the nurseries, keep them
meanwhile in some cool, dark shed, with wet Moss or matting flang

over the roots. These must be carefully guarded from three enemies,
viz., frost, drought, and light. Sunshine is death to roots.

7. In planting, see that the fibrous roots are not cramped or
tangled in a mass, but spread them out carefully, so that they occupy
nearly the same positionas they did before the plant was taken up.

8. If the tree has been reared in a pot, the roots will most likely

be found coiled up spirally into a dense mass. If so, they must,
before planting, be patiently unravelled, and the fragments of

pottery placed for drainage extricated. In doing so, care must be
taken not to injure the extremities of the rootlets, which must
be placed as deftly as possible in the hole, and spread out in such posi.

tions as that, when they grow, they shall not resume the twisted form.
9. Beware of planting too deep. The tree should not be fixed in

the ground lower than will bring the soil, when the hole is filled, an
inch or two above the collar of the tree. The collar is the spot where
the ascending axis (the stem) meets the descending axis (the root).
Thousands of young trees perish annually from being planted too
deep. In situations exposed to violent winds it may be allowable to
plant a little deeper ; but it is only meeting one evil by substituting
another, and it would be preferable to undergo the expense and
trouble of staking the young trees where it is required.

10. When the plant is placed in the hole, and the roots well spread
into their natural position, fill the hole half full with some fine soil

different, if possible, from that in which the hole has been dug. Then
shake this soil into the interstices between the roots, by gently pullinf
the stem up and down just enough for the purpose, and afterwards
tread the soil lightly in. You may then proceed to fill up the hole
and, when done, again tread the soil in pretty firmly before makin"
the surface neat.

11. See that the stem, when planted, be quite perpendicular.
If the tree is of that shape or size as that the wind may sway
it about, and thus disturb the roots, it should be fixed to a
firm stake till it has become settled. See that the stake is so
attached that it shall not, by its contact, fray or wound the bark
of the tree.

12. If the soil be very dry at the time of planting, mulching
must be resorted to. That means watering abundantly, and in
relays as the first watering gets absorbed, so as to make sure
of saturating with water all the ground about the roots. Mere surface
watering is a sham. Yon must water abundantly and repeatedly,
till no doubt remains as to the water (which percolates very
slowly through dry dusty soil) having reached the lowest roots.
Anything short of that is useless.

13. Avoid planting on raised soil or mounds, unless in very e.\cep.
tional cases, such as low, damp, swampy spots. Unless in very wet
seasons, very little of the fertilising rain reaches the roots of trees
planted on mounds, as the sloping sides of the mound carry the water
as it falls, away from the roots of the tree to be wasted in the surround,
ing ground. Plants thus deprived of their fair share of moisture never
thrive well, and, in dry summers, often die. If you take up a tree
thus circumstanced, you will find the ground about its roots quite dry
and parched.

14. On the contrary, it is a good practice to scoop a kind of
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shallow basin round young newly-planted trees, by slightly elevating

the soil at a little distance round the stem, thus inclining it

inwards towards the plant. In this way the rain, as it falls,

is directed towards, instead of being conducted away from, the roots.

15. In planting raised banks for hedges or screens, bear in mind
the above, and let the top of the ridge, on which the plants are set, be

hollowed a little, so as to incline the water-shed towards the roots.

IG. When a tree is planted on a lawn, or any other grassy site,

do not let the herbage come close up to its stem, but cut away a

circle of the tuif of larger or smaller diameter, according to the

size of the tree. As a rule (of course with exceptions) , the roots

of a tree extend as far as the extremities of its horizontal branches,

and that should be (until a tree has grown large) the measure of

the circle that is to be bared of turf and left open to the beneficial

influences of the air, rain, and sun.

17. With trees planted in unturfed soil, similar care is to be taken

not to allow rank and tall weeds to grow within a certain radius of the

stem. Many a young plantation has been ruined by the encroach-

ment of luxuriant weeds, which monopolise the nutriment of the soil,

prevent the access of rain and sunlight, and choke the foliage of the

lower branches of the trees.

18. As a rule trees, especially Conifei's, dislike coarse manure
about their roots. But decayed turves, rotten leaf mould, and,

indeed, any mixed refuse or rubbish, especially if of a different

nature from the soil in which the plantation is made, form composts

which wonderfully stimulate the growth of newly-planted trees.

19. If a plantation be made in stony soil do not remove the stones.

To many trees they are rather beneficial than otherwise, and to very

few do they seem detrimental. Experiment has proved that the

removal of stones from stony laud impairs its fertility to a remark-

able degree, at least for some years.

20. In the purchase of grafted or budded trees see that

the union between the graft or bud and the stock be properly

effected. Sometimes (and this chiefly occurs amongst Conti-

nental growers) a slim graft is embedded on a thick bludgeon of

a stock out of all proportion to it. Sometimes it is a vigorously,

shooting species that is wedded to a slow-growing stock which cannot

furnish the quantity of sap required. In both cases failure sooner

or later is the result. In budded plants it is the stock that is

generally the most delicate part. Unless it is healthy and well-

stored with sap, the bud, however vigorous at first, will gradually decay.

21. For choice and delicate trees and shrubs, and generally for

such as are liable to injnry from the cold of our climate, do not

select the lowest and most sheltered spots to plant them in. In

valleys and enclosures they suffer more from frosts than in more

elevated and open situations. The protection required by plants that

are impressible to our climatic conditions is rather the screening them
from the bitterness of our north-east winds iu spring than the shutting

them out from healthy summer breezes. In closely-secluded nooks

and dales such plants are stimulated into early growth in spring and

late growth in autumn, and, in both cases, the tender sappy shoots

are unable to resist frost. In more open and exposed situations

the frowth is shorter, but the wood of the shoots is better ripened.

22. In peaty soils there generally exists between the surface-peat

and the sub-soil (whether sand or gravel), a stratum, froml to 6 inches

thick, of a hard gritty substance, impermeable to water, which is

locally denominated " rust" or " pan." Until this " rust" or " pan'

be quite broken through by the process of trenching (for which a

pick-axe is generally indispensable), it is in vain to plant in such soil,

as it will nourish nothing but the indigenous Heaths and Scotch Fir.

But once trenched and the "rust" broken through, the land becomes

very fertile, and peculiarly well adapted to the growth of trees and
shrubs of all kinds.

23. Plants roared in peaty or similar light soils bear transplanta-

tion better than those grown in heavy lands. The reason is, that

in light and porous soils, the roots ai-e mostly globed into fibrous

tufts near the stem, whereas in strong land the roots of plants

wander farther away in search of moisture, &o., and through a denser

medium, so that they become elongated and coarse. All tap-rooted

plants, whether the tap-root be congenital or superinduced by the

nature of the soil, should be transplanted while young, otherwise they

have little chance of surviving the process. Hence it is, that

young plants growing spontaneously in woods, whether self-sown

young trees or suckers sent up by older ones, and, generally saplings

nndisciplined by nursery cultivation, scarcely ever survive trans-

plantation. Plants with fibrons roots are generally taken up with
" balls" that is, with more or less of soil clinging to the dense trusses

of roots, and in that state, transplantation is a safe and easy process.

Of this. Rhododendrons afford a striking instance, as, when taken up

with good " balls," they can be moved with impunity at almost any

season of the year.

g4. Trees and shrubs intended for transplantation should not

be left more than two years without being moved, or (which in
most cases is equivalent) " spaded." This last process consists in
passing a spade (or other tool peculiarly constructed for the purpose)
round and under the tree, so as to cut off the tap-root (if any) and to
confine the lateral roots within a certain given space. This work
should be done in the early autumn, so that there may be time for
fresh rootlets to be pushed forth inside the ball, to replace those which
were cut off outside of it. A plant so treated will hardly ever fail
of successful transplantation, as it is isolated from the surrounding
soil, and when transplanted, will extend its roots in its new locality
without sensibly feeling the difference.

25. Thesaferemovalof large trees is ensured by a process identical
in principle with the above, but on a proportionately larger scale. A
treuch is dug round the tree, one season before its intended removal, at
such a distance from the main trunk as may be considered sufficient to
leave roots enough attached to the tree to feed it when removed to its

new position. This trench cuts off all the roots extending beyond
its inner circumference. The spade, or other special tool, is then
pushed successively from all parts of the treuch as far under the
roots of the tree as possible, so as to intersect the " tap," if any.
The trench is then filled in, and the tree proceeds, during that
season, to develop fresh rootlets within and around the "ball" left

inside of the trench. By the ensuing season this ball will contain
within itself all the roots necessary to the life and growth of the
plant. Then, by proper machinery of a simple natnre, both the tree
and its ball of roots, with plenty of soil adhering to them, can be
lifted up and safely removed to the new site which the tree is

intended to occupy.
26. Transplanting may be performed at any time from October to

April, according to the natnre of the season. But the universal
canon to be observed is to plant as much as possible during wet or
cloudy weather, and to refrain in sunshine, drought, or frost. Such
intervals of forced inaction may be profitably employed in settling
the spot where each tree is to be placed, in digging the holes, and in
providing the compost to be put round the roots when the planting
is performed.

27. The sooner after the receipt of the trees from the nurseries
they are finally planted, the better; but if there must be some
delay in planting them, it is better to keep them in a dark
shed, as before directed, than to " lay them iu by the heels," as
placing them hurriedly and temporarily into the ground is techni.
cally called.

28. In moving trees of any size, it is advantageous to place
them, when re-planted, iu the same position, with respect to
the cardinal points, as they occupied before being moved. In other
words, it is best that the same side of the trees should face the
west (for instance) as faced the west before removal.

29. Do not unduly cut up your grassy expanses by dotting too
many single specimens, or, worse still, too many flower beds, or
small clumps over its surface. What single specimens you do plant
should be of the very finest or rarest species. If Conifers, they
should feather to the ground ; if deciduous trees, they should be
of such species as that when the branches are allowed to ramify
5 to 6 feet high on the trunk, they should dip to the ground, as iu
the Tulij) tree, Catalpa, Horse Chestnut, and many other trees.
Amongst them may also be interspersed a few pendulous trees, which,
when not too numerous, add a peculiar grace to the scene.

—

Heather,
side Mamial.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

The Prostrate Cherry (Cerasus depi'essa).—A specimen of this at
Heathersido has a trunk 1 foot higli, nearly a foot in diameter, the branches
hugging the ground and covering a apace of many yards. It is one of the
most singular objects we have ever seen, and would prove a most effective
shrub for many positions in the garden.—A. MoNGEEDiEjr.

Catalpa for Posts.—The fact that Catalpa wood almost, if not quite, equals
Locust for durability when set for posts has long been known. It is one of our
most ornamental trees both for bloom and for foliage ; and on account of its
rapid growth is a favourite iu lawns and along avenues The annual rings
seen when the stem is sawed across are often one inch in thickness, and this
gives the wood great beauty when worked for furniture or put to other like uses.

Beech as a Hedge Plant.—About Marchmont, Beech hedges Hne the
public roads for miles, and are quite an ornament to the country. There is no
doubt that Beech is about the very best plant for hedges, and that it forms a
better protection to animals than Thorn, In planting a Beech hedge, a standard
Thorn planted at certain distances apart would produce a good efifect, especially
if trimmed a little with the shears once a year, to keep the heads in shape,
but not, of course, to such an extent as to spoil the flowering in spring.—H. K*.

The Great "Forest Tree" of Moray.—A magnificent aboriginal Pine
(Pinus sylvestris) is. par excellence, known by the name of the " Forest Tree"
to the frequenters of the forest of Dornaway, which for miles surrounds the
castle of the same name, the northern residence of the Earls of Moray. The
" Forest Tree " is 15 feet in circn.raference, and rises to the height of 50 feet
from the gi'ound without a branch, and terminating in a vast spreading head,
like a gigantic green tent, impervious to snow or rain. In summer its topmost
boughs are covered with the blossoms of the white wild Rose, which has
climbed to the summit of this mighty tree.—C, E. Stuaet,
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AKD AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Begin to collect leaves and stable litter for forming a fermenting

bed on the inside border of the early Vinery. This will be needed

about the beginning of next month ; mix the materials well together

and let them remain in any spare corner until required. If a Vinery

is to be started about the new year, it should now be pruned and cleaned.

Give the inside borders a liberal rich top-dressing, and keep the

Vines quite cool by withholding fire-heat and admitting plenty of air.

Painting the rods is not so mneh practised now as it was at one time

;

here, no Vines were ever painted with any kind of mixture, there

being no insect pests to eradicate. All loose bark is scrapped off, but

not into the quick ; and a good scrubbing is afterwards given with a
hard brush and soft soapy water. This is quite sufficient. Where red

spider has, however, been troublesome throughout the summer, some
stronger means may be desirable. In that case, painting may be
resorted to with advantage ; the paint should consist of equal qnan.
titles of sulphur, soot, lime, and clay, dissolved and thoroughly
incorporated together ; after scraping and washing the rods, care,

fully paint them with this mixture ; do it with a hard hair-brnsh,

inserting it well into tho crevices about the spurs, and leaving only

the eye or bud nntoucbed ; also wash the walls with dissolved hot
lime. Mealy bug is the most troublesome pest to get clear of when
once established in a Vinery, and to clear it out thoroughly the
means just named must be vigorously applied. In pruning, if a few
eyes are wanted for purposes of propagation in the spring, they
must be selected now ; choose the most prominent buds on the best

ripened wood, that is wood that is hardest and has the smallest
pith. Tie the prunings of each variety carefully up together,
and place them in any outside border with a little soil about their

base, where, with a mat thrown over them during severe frost, they
may remain until wanted in the spring. Do not cast away the
smallest of tho young Vines which have been grown this summer if

a few fruiting pot canes are wanted for forcing early next autumn.
These small Vines, though they may be too weak for planting, are

very suitable for cutting over to within a couple of eyes from the
bottom, and starting early, to be well ripened for early fruiting.

Such Vines are termed " cut backs," and they ripen their wood
sooner than those started from eyes the same season ; but, except
for very early work, nothing surpasses a one-year old Vine ; and
" cut backs " should never be used for planting out in a border, as

their roots, after being confined two years in pots, get badly entangled.

Look diligently after decaying berries in hanging bunches ; do not get
into a system or periodical round of looking over them once a week ; on
the contrary, always remove such berries as soon as visible. The snr.

face of inside borders should now be very dry, avoid, therefore, dis.

turbing it in any way, as dnst arising therefrom settles on the fruit.

Every favourable opportnnity should be taken to give Pine plants a
little fresh air, as the time is approaching when the ventilators of

Pineries will rarely be opened, and the hardier the plants are grown
now the less will they suffer during confinement. Late potted
suckers will now be pretty well rooted ; examine the soil in which
they are grown, and see that it does not get over dry. Sufficient

water should just be given to maintain the roots in a healthy condi-

tion. Ripe fruits should all be supported by means of stakes

inserted in the pots. By fastening the base of the crown to the
stakes, the fruit is prevented from falling, either to one side or
the other, and the crowns are kept from getting twisted, as they often

are when not thus supported.—J. Mum, ClovenfoTds.

Hardy Fruits.

Peaches, Nectarines, anil Apricots can only be properly classed in

our climate as half-hardy fruits, and hence their treatment should

often be widely different from that of really hardy fruits, such as

Cherries and Apples. Even many Pears can hardly be said to have
their blossoms hardy in our climate, and, therefore, the practice of

early autumnal pruning, nailing, and training of the trees, as I have
lately directed for Cherries is hardly to be recommended. On the
contrary, summer and spring pruning are safest for them. The
later the pruning the later also the flowering ; and the later the
flowering the greater the certainty of a crop. The long spurs left

from summer stoppings prove outlets for the fii-st flush of the sap.

They are not only tho first served, and the first to break into leaf,

bat, in doing so, they take the pressure, as it were, off the first buds,
enabling them to rest in safety perhaps a week or a fortnight
longer ; and, in thus resting, a crop is secured. In pursuit of
a late growth, and bud opening in the spring, it is good
and safe practice to unnail Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots
at this season, and draw the bulk of the tree away from the wall.

The operation, however, must be performed with care; sufficient

leaders must be left to support the trees and prevent them from
breaking. This object ensured, the trees can hardly be too much
loosened nor too far tied back from the walls. The latter are the
sources of heat, while now, and for the next fonr months, the trees

require for tho safety of their crops, not heat, but cold. Besides, the
temperature is much more uniform 6 inches or a foot from the wall,

than on it ; a short period of winter sunshine runs up the temperature
on the face of the wall to summer-heat ; the night comes and cools it

down to the level of the surrounding atmosphere, and the trees are
thus, day by day, exposed to the utmost extremes of temperature.
If we preserve the sap of the trees at rest throughout the dead season,

we not only do our beat to ensure a crop, but to reserve the vital forces,

and keep intact the health of the trees. Some add increased

force to the retarding influence of unnailingby shading the trees with
a loose thatching of dry Fern fronds or straw. Such non-conducting
shades moderate the extremes alike of heat and cold, and are of more
service in winter in resisting the insinuating influences of gleams of

sunshine than in resisting the force of extreme cold. In cases

where such expedients are thought desirable they ought not to be
employed till all the leaves have fallen, as the unnailing and shading
onght not, in any case, to be performed simultaneously, as the wood
is benefited by having its wall side exposed for a few weeks to

light and air. As remarked in former calendars, October Peaches
are abnormally late this season ; and, if not yet ripe, they should be
at once enclosed with glass lights. The Sahvay and Lord Palmerston
have been exceptionally fine this autumn, as well as unusually late.

The general run of mild weather has developed their size to the
utmost, and their flavour has proved all that could be desired. The
nights, however, are becoming frosty ; and glass, to finish those still

unripe, has therefore become necessary.-—D. T. Fish.

Indoor Plant Department.

In conservatories, forced Camellias should now be coming nicely
into bloom. Tall Chrysanthemums planted here and there amongst
them have a fine effect. The earliest lot of the latter, both of tall

and dwarf kinds, should be now in bloom ; a second portion should be
put in an intermediate temperature, to bring them on a little, and
the main part left in aa cool a house as possible. In many cases
Chrysanthemums have not yet been taken indoors ; but it is not
considered advisable to keep them out longer, as there is danger of
frost injuring the buds. Some of the old plants planted out in
borders, and well furnished with flower buds, should be lifted and
potted for indoor decoration. Bouvardias may be neatly but sparingly
staked and brought into the conservatory as they come into flower.

Such Cyclamens as are in frames should be syringed overhead every
dry day, plenty of air given them, and, at the same time, a little fire

heat. Herbaceous Calceolarias and Cinerarias should be re-potted
when required, and kept in cool airy pits near the glass. Lantanas
that were well cut back in August should be beautifully in bloom, and
taken from the forcing pit to the conservatory. Salvias of various
kinds lately cut back should also be coming in nicely. Early potted
Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi that have filled their pots with roots,

and the leaves of which have commenced to push, should be taken from
positions where they have been plunged and placed in an inter,

mediate temperature on the house floor. After a few days their tops
will be better able to withstand light, when the pots should be
plunged in a very gentle bottom-heat near the glass. Mignonette in

G.inch pots should be thinned oat to a few plants ; it is generally
sown in the pots in which it blooms, for it does not transplant well.
Should a larger pot be required, the plants should be shifted
wholly without breaking the balls. Heaths and Epacrises should
be arranged in airy positions in the greenhouse near the glass.

Epacrises should be neatly tied to light supports, as should also
Azaleas, Chorozemas, Genetyllis, and other plants of that kind.
The chief operations in stoves will consist in washing leaves,
staking and arranging, so as to give all plants an equal amount of light.

Amongst flowering plants Ixoras will be still in fiue condition ; indeed
they may be regarded as perpetual bloomers. Aphelandra Koezliana
will also now be beautifully in bloom. Among fine-foliaged plants, one of

the most conspicuous is the variegated Pine-apple, which, when grown
near the glass, assumes a reddish hue. Forcing pita, should be
full of Dutch bulbs, Chry'santhemums, and hardy shrubs, such as

Lilacs, Deutzias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Daphne Mezereon, Kalmias,
and others. Azaleas that have been gradually inured to early forcing

should bo used for the earliest work. A temperature of 55"^ at night
and 65® by day, and a position near the glass, in a light house, suits

them admirably. Too much heat is a great evil in Azalea forcing.

In order to hasten a change of colour in Aucuba berries, they
should be placed in a gentle heat. Good crowns of Lily of the Valley
should now be lifted and potted. When potted, place them on
shelves an-anged one above the other in a warm moist house. On
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thcso shelves the pots should be arranged quite close to each other,

Cocoa-nat fibre, being worked in between them, and a layer of 2 inches

or so of it placed over them. They may remain in this position until they

throw up leaves, when they should be removed to a lighter situation.

If required for cut blooms only, they simply should be put into boxes

in a compost of leaf-mould, loam, and a little thoroughly decayed

manure and sand. Poinsettias should be plunged in bottom.heat, in

order to cause them to produce larger flowers and bracts. Old plants

that have been placed out of doors or in cool houses during the

summer months should also be similarly treated ; but those required

for late work should not be plunged. Thyrsacanthus rutilans, Justi-

cias, young plants of Pentas carnea, plants of Eucharis amazonica

lately rested, Heliotropes from summer cuttings, Tradescantias, such

as Warscewiczii, discolor, &c., and many other plants, should now be

plunged in bottom.heat.—F.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

The weather, being still comparatively mild, beds of Pelargoniums,

Calceolarias, and Verbenas are still in considerable beauty ; and,

where it is not intended to preserve such plants, they may be
allowed to retain their position in the beds as long as they remain
attractive. Some of the winter and spring.flowering bedding plants,

such as Aubrietiasand the Forget.me-nots, which are already showing
flower, will be in proper condition to take the place of the summer
bedders as soon as the latter are removed. The two systems, i.e.,

spring and summer bedding, may, therefore, thus be made to unite

with each other, and in that way prevent the flower garden ever

being entirely devoid of flowering plants. All bedding plants

intended to be preserved should now be iu a place of safety, and will,

together with rooted and partially-rooted cuttings, require to be
frequently attended to in the way of removing all decaying leaves.

Water should be given sparingly at present, as about this time damp
is more to bo dreaded than frost. A glass roof will, probably, for

some time to come, be sufficient protection against frost ; and an
occasional brisk fire during fine days, when abundance of air can be
given freely at the same time, will be found to be beneficial in

warding off damp. Most of the many varieties of Fuchsias form
very ornamental and permanent flower-beds, more particularly the

white corolla'd varieties of the Madame Cornellissen type. When
planted out in the open air they may generally be treated as ordi.

nary hardy herbaceous plants ; or, during very severe winters, the

surface of the beds containing them may be mulched with a slight

covering of cinder ashes, old tan, or sawdust. The Cineraria maritima
is also an exceedingly useful hardy bedding plant ; as awhiteor silver-

foliaged marginal plant, it is, perhaps, unsurpassed, and will last

for any number of years ; indeed, the older the plants the more white

the foliage becomes. It requires no protection during ordinary winters,

but should not be cut down until about the beginning of May, when it

will be found to be breaking close to the surface of the soil ; after

being cut close down it will immediately break into growth and become
at once effective. It is of the greatest value in ribbon bordering,

contrasting, as it does, agreeably with the Perilla, or, better still,

with Dell's dark-leaved bedding Beet. For this purpose it is generally

to bo preferred, as a silver.leaved plant, to the Centaurea, as it can
be cut or pinched in with impunity. Continue to gather seeds of

ornamental trees, shrubs, herbaceous plants, and annual flowers, as

they become ripe. Chestnuts, Walnuts, and Acorns, may bo sown at

once; while smaller seeds, and those likely to be injured while ger-

minating by spring frosts, need not be sown before the beginning of

March.—P. Grieve, Cidford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Hardy Tlowers, Alpine Plants, and the Wild Garden.
So essential is it in a calendar of operations that the operator

should possess a fair knowledge of the materials upon which he has
to operate, that I do not hesitate once again to pass in review those
plants, which, though gradually decreasing in number, yet contribute
a fair amount of floral beauty to the several departments which come
under the above heading. To the large and well defined natural order
Compositae— certainly the richest in numbers—belong our Chrysan.
themums, invaluable for winter work ; but, as yet, they are only
developing their buds, and, in truth, they scarcely belong to my depart,
ment. Those starry flowers, Michaelmas Daisies, are radiantly ex-
pressing their silent thanks for bright blinks of autumn sunshine. To
the species of thegenns Aster, the term "legion " is most appropriate

;

they vary in height from 2 to 3 inches, as represented by the Alpine
forms, such as A. alpinus, ramosus, and altaicus (all summer bloomers),
to the giant American types of New England origin, as the name
Novas Angliie implies, which attain a height of 6 and even 7 feet.

Besides these extreme variations in development, there are shades of

colour from the richest Syrian purple to pure white, through every
tint of blue, lavender, and grey, and equally diverse habits of growth.
Let me endeavour to select a few of the more distinct in respect of

habit and colour. Amongst the blue flowers, the Russian A. bessara-

bicus stands unrivalled ; closely allied, and treading on its heels in

the matter of beauty, are A. Aniellus and cassubicus, said by some

botanists to be synonymous ; but, as grown with me, certainly

distinct. They differ from the former in the closer arrangement of the

ray-like florets, the more compact growing of the flowers, and the

regular arrangement of the blunt-pointed leaves, all along the

stem; rarely does any of them exceed 2 feet in height, and seeins-

that they retain all their leafage in spite of the driest Bum.

mers, they are an invaluable adjunct to an herbaceous border.

Dare I offer them each an associate, I would at once say

none is more happy and appropriate than the lively varie.

gated Vinca elegantissima, with its lustrous leaves arranged

along its slender and gracefully recurved stems, forming a golden,

mottled setting, from which the azure stars rise with a vastly-

increased charm and loveliness. Next to these in decorative value

—if, indeed, it does not rival them—is that form of A. longifolius

known by the well.merited title of formosus ; it produces its blus.

soms of lovely rosy-lavender in such masses, that they altogether

lose their individuality. Associate this plant with the pure white

Japanese Anemone in a group, and yon may realise the effect of the

roseate tint of early dawn on the summit of a snow.oapped mountain.

Amongst the dense growers, there is scarcely any old garden but has

its tuft or tufts of the compact Aster d umosns. Scarcely exceeding a

foot in height, it bears a somewhat similar relation to A. Chapmani

as does the terrier dog to the greyhound amongst the canine breed.

Scarcely taller, but wonderfully graceful and airy in its contour, is

A. miser, whose tiny little blooms are produced in myriads, and form

a charming and appropriate sort of neutral tint for decorating the

flower.stand at this season of the year.

The Sikkim Aster, though rigid in its growth, as well as in

the flat panicles its blossoms present, is more rarely met with than it

ought to be ; looked at from a botanical point of view, it is one

of the best defined species we possess. Very closely related are the

following species:—Ericoides, multiflorus, and pendulus, the last,

by its gracefully pendulous growth, completely hiding any bareness

of the stems below. These all grow to a height of from 2 to 3 feet.

Of similar size is the Aster patens ; but its flowers are large light

blue, and erect ; its foliage is broader, and bluntly.pointed. Another

group, just now coming into full bloom, may be very fittingly repre.

sented by A. Chapmani, consisting of closely-allied species—viz.,

lajvis, laxiflorus, and purpuratus. These are all remarkable for

a light elegance of contour, owing to the lax distribution of

their slender floretted flowers, as well as the slender foot,

stalks on which they are supported. Aster rigidus and asperi.

caulis, both good showy species, have come and gone since

my last review, so I must pass on to A. Nova? Angbaa, whose

dense panicles of rich Tyrian purple blossoms are supported on

stems from 4 to 5 feet high ; could we only find some means of

reducing its height or preserving its stem foliage, it would be one of

our finest Asters. Here, however, its late blooming prevents it from

maturing its seeds. I have tried, unsuccessfully, to obtain some

from its native country, as to that source alone can we look for any

possibility of improvement. There are two deep rosy-coloured

varieties of this species, called respectively roseus androseus niajor ;

but, so distinct are they, that they are, in my opinion, deserving of

specific titles. In a fine season they get with us to a height of
,

6 or 7 feet, and are ten days or a fortnight later in blooming. They,

however, have the same defect as the primitive species as regards

nakedness of stems, rendered more conspicuous by their increased

height. A. oblongifolius, often called bostoniensis, though possessing

much smaller flowers, has pretty twisted short leaves, largely distri.

buted over the younger portion of the branches. The latest of all

the tall Asters is A. graudiflorus, a scarce and somewhat tender

plant, belonging to the south of France. It is readily recognised by

its short, rigid, recurved leaves, a character which extends in a

marked degree into its involucral bracts and its large dark blue

flowers. A. bessarabicns is frequently met with in gardens nnder

this name, but the two are widely distinct speoies. This plant does

best at the foot of a sunny south wall, where its early spring growth

ensures an early development of flowers in the autumn, and the

full ripening of its underground stems. There remain yet two

dwarf species I must not omit, viz., A. versicolor and A. pulcher.

rimns; neither are more than 9 inches high; the former, as the

namo indicates, first produces pure white flowers, which gradually

change to a rosy tint as they begin to fade. The latter has

narrow linear leaves, somewhat harsh and rigid to the feel, each

little branch supporting six or eight good-sized flowers. Both these

species are better adapted for the rock-work than the herbaceous

border.

Other Flowers of the Season.—The genus Silphium has

still two representatives in full flower, viz., laciniatum, the
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" Compass Plant " of North America, which we Tisually have

12 feet in height at this season, but which has, for some canse or

other, omitted to flower with us; failinc; the bloom, however, the

ruriously cut larije leaves have always a distinct and special attrac-

tion. S. Terebiuthinaceum is now, however, in sach bloom as I never

saw it before, with stems nearly 8 feet hin;h, perfectly smooth and
shining, rising from a clnster of quite entire leaves, each supported

on a long foot-stalk. The hot, dry season, if it has affected the

height of some of the late Sunflowers, has brought into nice bloom

one or two that we do not often see flowering. Amongst others, the

Helianthns orgyalis—whose slender leaves droop gracefully along

the entire length of a stem 8 feet high—is decidedly improved by

its terminal clusters of blossoms ; II. atrorubens, with its dark-red

stem—not flowers, as some might imagine ; also II. Ilookeri and
doronicoides, are all strong.growing but useful late-blooming plants,

adapted to either the herbaceous border or the wild garden. There
is a genus called Stevia, of which wo have several species now in

bloom, that are not half sufliciently grown, and are considered by
many to be tender. Amongst the more distinct and effective species

are S. ovata, with scattered panicles of pure white little flowers ; S.

ivajfolia, with dense masses of rosy-white blossoms ; and S. traclie-

lioides, with a lax arrangement of bright crimson flowers. These, as

well as S. Eupatoria, S. serrata, and S. monardoefolia, are all not

only useful border plants for the second rank, but equally useful

for cut flowers at this season of the year. One reason why they

are considered tender is, I believe, because they are not planted

BnfBciently deep, and their mass of thick wiry roots rot off from the

old root stock ; there ought to bo at least 6 inches of soil above the

crown to ensure perfect immunity from frost. Asteriscus mariti-

mus, sometimes called a Biipthalmum—though not hardy with us

—

has such a nice habit of growth, and flowers so abundantly through the

entire season till the frost comes, that it is always worth the thought

of inserting a potful or two of cuttings in the autumn, and placing

the same for the winter on a greenhouse shelf ; it is by no means as

showy as the Gazania, but is still worthy of a place in the rockery—the

sunnier the better, as it comes from the south of Spain and north of

Africa. The same remarks apply to the pretty slender-leaved Nejas

—

falcata and gracilis, both Composites from the Cape, producing gay
orange-yellow flowers throughout the whole summer, and always

remarkably neat and elegant.

The Evening Primroses or CEnotheras still present a won-
derful display of bloom on the biennial species, such as 05. Lamarckii,

macranthaand gigantea ; the latter last year attained with us a height

of fully 8 feet, bnt, owing to its vigorous growth, scarcely realised

its full period of blossom ere the frost marred its beauty. Amongst
the Ericas, large tufts of E. Mackayi are still covered with their

beautiful soft rosy flowers, as are also multiflora and its white variety
;

these, however, have been somewhat earlier than usual this season.

The closely allied Jlenziesia polifolia and its varieties—are almost

continuously in bloom throughout the summer, and still yield charm-

ing bright-coloured sprays of either crimson or pure white flowers.

On the rockei'y, Anthj'Uis montana is covered with blossom, for the

second time this season ; its dwarf compact habit and soft rosy

heads of flowers render it a valuable plant. The latest of all

the Statices, S. Willdenowi, is now tipped with lovely lavender blue,

at the terminal points of its somewhat scattered inflorescence. 'Tis

the last of the genus for the season, and hence all the more prized.

The value of many species of O.valis for autumn decoration, whether in

pots or on the rockery, has recently been alluded to by some of your
correspondents, and well deserving is the genus to be worked up
again. Many species have been lost sight of in general cultivation.

O. purpurea had, a few days ago, blooms fully an inch across, of lovely

rose, not more than 2 inches high, which, in the full sunshine of a
bright autumn day, had a charming appearance ; equally large, and of

a similar tint of colour, though very different in habit, is 0. multiflora
;

both these are, however, too tender to stand our climate, though
possibly in Cornwall they might prove hardy. 0. Bowieana is jnst

now coming into full flower at the foot of the front wall of the green-

house, where it has grown for years, enjoying, at the same time, the

shelter of such a locality, and the perfect summer's rest, which its

dryness secures. The so-called 0. floribunda, however appropriate the

name may bo, is certainly, as is generally known, quite distinct from
the plant figured in the ISntanical lie.gistcr ; it might as well be called

semperllorens, as it is in full bloom from May to November. The last

and least of the Oxalises is that sometimes called granulata, but
more correctly named lobata ; the dense dwarf cushion of bright green
leaves (otdy developed within the last week or two) are now enlivened

with numbers of bright yellow flowers ; this plant is somewhat excep-
tional in the genus as having its leaves composed of four leaflets in

place of three. Hypericum aigyptiacum, though not quite hardy, is of

such a neat habit, and so floriferous, that it deserves a passing note

;

its leaves are little bigger than a Thyme, and its little flowers are pro-

dacod by hundreds. The lovely autumn Crocascs have had their day
and are now past, but Sternbergia lutoa is yet gay with yellow
flowers, that remind one strangely of spring. Sompervivum ciliatum,
owing to its affecting a considerable altitude on Teneriffe, stands
well with us in a cold frame, and has the happy power of indulging
its cultivator with a nice crop of intensely yellow blossoms late in

the autumn as well as in early spring ; it is a very distinct form of our
common type of the House-leek family.—J. C. NiVEX, Botanic Gardens,
Hull.

Kitchen Garden.

This is the best season for repairing or re-planting Box edgings.

Where these are large, and have stood some time without being
re-planted, it will be advisable to remove some of the exhausted soil

and replace it with fresh material ; in most instances this can be had
from the border adjoining without incurring much extra labour.

Where permanent edgings of a dead character are preferred, there is

a hard blue Staffordshire brick well suited for making good, neat,

durable, kitchen garden edgings; they look best when placed on end,
sloping at an angle of about 30'. If cheapness is an object, any
hard ordinary bricks, such as I have seen made in Sussex and else-

where, where a similar sub-soil prevails, would do. Soft red bricks,

like those commonly used for building in Norfolk, would be too

porous, and would soon perish. The proper way to put in a brick or
tile edging is to lay down a line along the outside limit of the path;
open a trench along the reverse side the proper depth, leaving a firm

perpendicular edge next the path, against which the bricks

should be placed and made firm. To plant Box edgings pro-
perly requires a considerable amount of time and skill ; but brick
edgings may be put in with less labour by a good handy man.
There is yet time to plant Cabbages to succeed the earliest lot;

although, in most cases, it will perhaps be better to defer this till

February, as, if we have a hard winter, they will suffer less if stand-

ing somewhat thickly in the nurseiy beds, in which they will afford

each other mutual shelter. Any spare plants standing in seed-beds
that are strong may be dibbled in thickly in some warm place, to be
used as Coleworts during the winter. 1 prefer this plan to planting
the main bed thickly, with the intention of thinning for use as

the season advances ; as, on retentive land, the frequent treading in

thinning the crops in bad weather makes it unsuitable for the plants

left. But where the stems from which the Cabbages were cut during
last spring and summer are allowed to remain, and were treated to a
surface mulching during the hot weather, they will now be producing
sprouts, and will continue doing so through the winter ; and where this

crop is allowed to remain, this obviates the necessity of specially plant,

ing Coleworts. It, however, takes a good deal out of the land, as

everybody will admit who has seen the amount of produce taken
from a bed of Cabbage treated in this way. This, however, can
easily be met by heavy dressings of manure, and by selecting a less

exhausting successional crop. Our usual plan is to allow this crop to

stand till the end of February, by which time the young Cabbages
will be coming in and the crop will be of little further value. A very

heavy dressing of decaj-ed and charred vegetable refuse, including a
proportion of burat earth, is wheeled on the laud, which is then
turned up deeply ami finally planted with Potatoes. I find a dressing

of this kind to be of more v.alue for invigorating an exhausted soil

than stable dung. Everything in the way of useless vegetables,

weeds, leaves, Ac, should be frequently cleared away. Clean culture

is as important (especially amongst growing crops) now as at any
season of the year. Land covered with weeds or strewed with leaves

or vegetable refuse, cannot derive the same advantage from atmo-
spheric influences as where clean culture is the rule.—E. Hobday.

PERSONAL.

The Rev. Reynolds Hole's garden at Cauuton is being remodelled, under
the direction of Mr. Marnook. Mr. Wm. Hugh Gower retires from the

Victoria Nurseries, and, we believe, from horticulture altogether.—

—

Many of our readers will be pleased to learn that Mr. W. Thomson, of

the Tweed Vineyards, is recovering from his recent very severe indisposi-

tion. Messrs. Fletcher, Lowndes, & Co., are to erect the handsome
conservatory which is to form the upper story of Messrs. Barr & Sudden's

new premises in King Street, Covent Garden. Mr. Wills is

arranging a handsome conservatory for Lord Walsingham, at Jlerton Hall.

Mr. ilestou is to carry out the works in the new parks at Birmingham
and Sheffield, both of which have been designed by Mr. Marnock.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Isle of Wight Horticultural Society,

the first premium for Roses was awarded to Mr. Edward Mcchan, who
for nearly forty years has had charge of the gardens and grounds of

St. Clare. During this time he has been one of the leading exhibitors in

the above society, and, with few exceptions, has taken the first premiruns

for Roses as a regular thing. Mr. Meehan is the father of the accom-
plished editor of the American Gardeners' Monthli/.
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" This is an art

IVhich does racn.l nature ; chanse it rather :

Tni! Art itsklf is Natuke."—Shakespeare.

but

TEEB MANAaSMBNT IN AND NEAR TOWNS.
By JAMES M'NAB, Royal Botcinio Gardens, Edinbui'gh.

TuEES planted ia and near towns are but too frequently

neglected and left to themselves as soon as the planting

is over, insomuch -that their growth is to some extent

impeded, and they seldom assume the regular upright

form required, without considerable care. Trees for avenue
lines ought to be specially trained for that pui-pose in

nursery rows, and frequently transplanted before being
transferred to their permanent places. Instead of being
long and lauky, they are better to be stout and about
6 or 8 feet high. After they are thoroughly established in

their new position, it is time to commence stem pruning, and
branch pointing ; and if such trees are properly attended to for

a series of years, they will make infinitely better specimens
than those planted from 8 to 10 feet in height, which certainly

produce a favourable appearance at first, but generally fall

bohiud from unavoidable causes. The contractor employed to

put in and protect such plants is generally bound to uphold
them for a year or so, after which period such trees pass out
of his hands and are afterwards neglected. This state of

matters is particularly noticeable in many of our leading

cities, and chiefly in the case of trees planted within
the last twenty or thirty years, but more particularly

during the last ten or twelve. Many of those alluded to,

although in a healthy condition, have their stems short

from the want of timely upright pruning, some of their

terminal leaders running strangely to one side, or having one
or more of their side-branches outgrowing the rest ; such
extra growths should be shortened, in order to encourage
a proper development of the tree. All through the southern
suburbs of Dublin, newly arranged for streets, trees have
been extensively planted along the edges of footpaths, and
although all are in a free-growing healthy condition, the want
of branch and stem-pruning at the proper time has caused
them to assume rather a wide-spread appearance, the stems
being shorter than they ought to be, and the tops, although
healthy, very much dwarfed. The same remarks are appli-

cable to many of the trees under the management of the muni-
cipal authorities of other cities, as well as those now to be seen
in many suburban villa gardens. In the latter, the proprie-

tors plant freely at first, for the purpose of screening or shelter-

ing their houses, and the result is that many such residences
are now so thickly surrounded with trees as to render the
atmosphere about them close and unhealthy. Pew of the pro-

prietors seem inclined to thin out even the original-planted

nurse-trees, such as Poplars, Willows, &c., from the fear of

opening up their grounds too much, and thus becoming over-
looked by their neighbours. In consequence of this, com-
plaints are rife as to trees overhanging adjoining gardens.
In some cases the offending branches are cut off, and a pitiful

appearance is then presented to the complainant, worse even
than the original intrusion. It would be frequently better to

have such trees removed altogether or pollarded, when new-
made side-branches would be abundantly produced, and might
be after (vards pointed, and kept within proper bounds. The state

of matters alluded to is every year becoming more and more a
source of annoyance, and worse to remedy. All trees, both
old and young, under municipal control, ought to be put
under the management of a properly certificated forester,

instead of committing them to the mercy of anyone whom
the municipal powers for the time being may choose to call in

to attend to them, and this often after mischief has been done,
not unfrequently by parties who possessed but a very indif-

ferent knowledge of pruning operations. Unless an experienced
inspector is often amongst such trees, and observing from
time to time the requirements necessary for their preservation,

it will be difficult to get them kept in the condition in which
they ought to be. Maay large trees are found in a decaying

condition from the want of surface-dressing at the proper

time ; this duty should also devolve on the forester. Muni-
cipal authorities would, perhaps, not have sufficient work to

fully engage the services of an experienced forester, but any
spare time might be advantageously employed at a certain

remunerative rate by the directors of town squares and ceme-
teries, and also by the proprietors of suburban villa gardens.

Town squares or enclosures are generally under the managc-
menl. of joint proprietors, whose duty it is to suggest and
attend to the necessary pruning and thiuning, but if one
of the proprietors should take an over-interest in getting such
work accomplished, it is generally considered to be for some
selfish end, and his views are not, therefore, endorsed by
others ; when, if it were possible to employ the services of a
competent city forester, such things would go on smoothly,

lu country districts, the hedge-row trees ar-e generally seen iu

good condition, as they are or ought to be attended to by the

forester employed on the estate through which such roads

pass. The manipulation requisite for the management of

forest and ornamental trees in towns ia frequently entrusted

to gardeners, who naturally fall into the management of such

work; but they often do not possess that scientific arboricultural

knowledge which has from long practice been accjuircd by a

thorough-bred forester ; the latter knows the time and method
of pruning, both of old and young trees, so as to prevent that

internal injury which too often befalls them ; and, for securing

the proper development of trees in after years, he is the pi-opcr

person to employ for such woi'k.

KENSINGTON GARDENS.
While in Kensington Gardens the other day, two or three

matters occurred to us on which it may be useful to say a

few words. Entering at the small gate at the corner of

Kensington High Street, opposite Mr. Albert Granfs new
" palatial residence," we found the superintendent's house

levelled with the ground, green turf in its place, with a stout

iron railing separating it from the high road, instead of the dull

piece of high dirty brick wall, which has existed there for many
years. We drew attention not long ago, to the rumour that

this change was about to take place, at the solicitation of Mr.

Albert Grant, who, for the sake of obtaining a better view from

his house, was said to have offered to be at the expense of the

alteration. We felt a moment's distrust of the propriety ol

acceding to such a proposition, because, if private solicitation i.*,

once allowed to affect the disposal of public property, it is diffi

cult to draw the line where legitimate arrangement ends, and

undue influence begins. This is, however, undoubtedly a

matter in which a certain amount of discretion must be allowed,

but one in which its exercise should be closely scrutinised. No\r

that we have seen the result of the alteration, we have only to

congratulate the authorities on having acceptedthe proposition

;

that is, supposing the rumour referred to to have been true.

In all respects the alteration is a decided improvement.

Whatever diminishes masonry and adds to vegetation in and

about London, and more especially in our public parks, must

be an improvement. For this reason we have always

sympathised with the few reclamant voices, which, at the

time, protested against the introduction of Captain Speke'a

obelisk into Kensington Gardens. All honour to the well

deserving, but let their deserts be recognised in suitable

places. There is no need for forming a new Kensal Green in one

of the few pieces of greenery of which we Londoner's can boast.

If not too late, may we ask. Is there no pubhc square or

open space, where stone and mortar are not out of place, into

which it could be removed ? There is the excellent precedent

of the removal of Jenner's statue from another part of the

gardens. Other instances of bad taste in these gardens are

neither few nor unimportant ; but what distresses us most is

the lamentable fact that the decay of the trees in them goes

on with increasing rapidity, and that no steps are being taken

to replace them ; for anything short of re-planting would now
be ineffectual. With every care and economy the cost of such

alterations must be great, but so is the object to be attained;

and we feel sure that any expense in the preservation of Ken-

sington Gardens as a sylvan retreat for the London public will

be cheerfully met. -A- ^-
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

TitE Phyllosora, wo h?ar, has made, its appearance among

U3 in suTeral ranges of Vineries, the Vines in some of which have

had to be uprooted and destroyed, a fact which deserves the most

Eerious consideration. There seems to be a reluctance among gardeners

to admit that they have got it on their Vines ; but, if Homething is

not done at once to stamp it out, it will, by-and-bye, bo impossible

to do so. It is, therefore, exceedingly important that any case of

Phylloxera, whether in a private or public establishment, should ba

made known, if any practical measures are to bo adopted for it3

o.ttermination. It has been suggested, as a means of staying its

ravages in France, that instead of introducing American Vines, the

wild Vines, abundant in many parts of that country, should be care-

fully cultivated ; they produce, in a wild state, excellent fruit, aul
as they are very hardy, it is thought they would withstand the

attacks of this pest.

We learn from a recent visitor to Vienna, that the flower-beds

in front of the restaurants of the Stadtpark, have, this summer,
exceeded in splendour of colour and arrangement, anything of the

kind which has been seen this season in any other part of Europe,

not even exceptinif the public gardens of Paris, or its famous Pare
Monceau, or the parterres of Versailles ; we also learn from the

same source, that the populace of Vienna displays a respect and
appreciation for works created expressly for popular enjoyment, which
is not found to the same extent, in any other capital.

The Rev. Reynolds Hole writes to us to say that he quite

agrees with Mr. Davison, of Hereford, as to the merits of the Rose
President Thiers, the claims of which adverse seasons have obscured
to some extent. He also suggests that those who protest so

vehemently against the present arrangement of Rose shows should
have a space allotted to them at some of oar great shows for the
illustration of their ideas on the subject. This course would be
more instructive than a long and wordy discussion.

Liverpool, we find, is to have an aquarium and winter
garden on an exteusivo scale. The latter is to be constructed prin.

cipally of glass, according to a plan furnished by Mr. Rendle, and is to

form, in fact, a large and handsome conservatory, in which are to be
choice plants, fountains, and statuary, as in the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham. Amongst other special attractions, too, is to be a large
Fernery, arranged with a view to the most pleasing effects. Flower
shows are also spoken of as forming part of the contemplated arrange-
ments.

Mr. Johm Hokne, of the Botanic Garden, Mauritius, who is now
on a botanical expedition in the Seychelles, says (writing to Dr. Hooker)
that he has visited the islands of Silhouette, Praslin, and Felicite,

searching them from the sea-shore to the tops of the highest hills in

Silhouette up to 2,200 feet, at which elevation Pitcher plants abound,
hanging in immense clusters over every stone, bush, and tree. Flowers
of these Nepenthes were obtained, and arrangements made for pro-
curing a good supply of plants. When these materials come to hand
it will be seen whether the Nepenthes of Silhouette is different from
the N. Wardii which grows in Mahe. The tops of these mountains,
where the Pitcher plants grow, h.avo a perpetual moisture hanging
over them, being almost constantly enveloped by mist and rain.

The boulevards of Vienna are more spacious than those of
Paris. In the more important parts they ai-e about 160 feet wide,
and thus divided—the paved footpaths on each side are 18 feet wide

;

adjoining them, on each side, are paved roadways for heavy traffic

20 feet wide ; next come, on each side, loose gravel roads, bordered
with trees, for equestrians. The trees are, in some places. Oriental
Planes and Allantus glandulosa, alternately. In other places they
are Horse Chestnut and Robinia Pseud-Acacia, all of which, from
the favourable nature of the soil, are doing well. The poor Unter
den Linden of Berlin, and even the drives and promenades along our
own Thames Embankment are vastly inferior, both in plan and
dimensions to this spacious stretch of Viennese boulevard.

Mr. Davio Thomson- informs us that there are at present
250 spikes of Calanthes in bloom in the Orchid-house at Drumlanrig,
besides others removed for indoor decoration in the castle and what
have been cut for various purposes. The varieties grown there are
C. vestita rubra, C. v. lutea oculata, C. v. lutea fl,ava, and C. Veitchii.
Many of the spikes are over 2 feet long, not including the stem of
the spike. At a season when not many Orchids are in bloom, and
when flowers generally are most scarce, these are invaluable; when
cut and placed in sitting-rooms the spikes remain fresh, and continue
to expand the whole of their upper blooms for more than a month.
As a rule Calanthes are starved. See what immense bulbs they have
to form in a few months. That ought to bo an index to the kind of
treatment they require ; the soil they are grown in at Drumlanrig is
composed of the most fibry peat, a very little loam, a good proportion
of horse droppings in a dry state, and a little Sphagnum. When the

plants are in full growth they are watered frequently with guano
wator. C. V. lutea oculata is a much finer variety than lutea flava ;

it is white, and nearly double the size of that kind ; consequently,

flava is not worth growing where there is plenty of oculata.

Sevek.\l nice Orchids are now in flower at Messrs Veitch's,

foremost .amongst which may be mentioned the rare and beautiful

Oucidium Rogersi, on which more than 100 flowers are now open. In
the same establishment Masdevallia tovarensis is also bearing twenty,

seven flowers. This is one of the best of winter-blooming Orchids.

Seeds of Weigelas were sown by M. Carriere in the spring

of the present year. More than two hundred of the seedling plants

flowered during the month of August, just as might have boon the

case with ordinary annuals. The plants wore extremely small,

scarcely 1^ inch high
;
yet most of these dwarf plants exhibited

marked differences both in the form and. colour of the flowers.

HvDRANGE.i AC'UMi.VATA has proved itself to be a very

handsome and highly desirable plant. It is, according to M.
Carriero, the most beautiful species of the entire genus.

Placed in a shady position, the flowers remained in perfection for a
considerable time, and it bears the sun much better than any other

species.

We learn that the exhibition of insects injarions to trees and
garden plants, which was held in the Orangery of the Tuilories

Gardens has just closed. The distribution of prizes took place on the

5th. The highest premium was awarded to a Viennese Savant, for a

magnificent atlas, exhibiting all the organs and forms of the Phylloxera.

Yet the Phylloxera question is still left open, which is discouraging.

The exhibition, which lasted twelve days, w.is very popular ; 20,000

persons paid the entrance fees, and 30.000 free tickets were issued.

— The recent autumnal Rose show at Lyons, to which we have
previously adverted, surpassed the most sanguine hopes cf its pro-

jectors by its brilliancy, and by the interest which it excited. For
many years autumnal Roses have not bsen seen in such perfection as

they have been this season. It is superfluous to speak of the

distribntion of prizes, further than to say that M. Levet carried off the

gold medal, and that a first-class silver medal was also awarded to him
for a magnificent yellow seedling Tea Rose, which is to be called

Perle des Jardins—a fit associate, it is said, for Marechal Niel.

A.\ extremely beautiful Apple, called Belle de Lippe,

is figured in the Belgian Bulletin d'Arhoricultnre, for the present

month. The coloured plate devoted to it is one of the brightest and
most successful specimens of chromo-lithography that we have seen.

This beautiful Apple appears to have been extensively grown for more
than half-a-century in the orchards of St. Trend, which forms one of

the most important centres ef the vast fruit trade of Belgium. It ii

said that this variety was originally received in a bundle of grafts

from Normandy, where, however, it must have become extinct, as it

is not to be found in the Norman orchards of the present day. The
fruit merchants of St. Trend hold this variety in high esteem, as

perhaps the very best of the class Court Pendu, or short stalks. It is

also a very prolific bearer.
—•— For our London balconies and window sills, which have

displayed since early spring such an abundance of gay floral colours,

we are now reduced to a very restricted choice. We have arrived at

the beginning of that long wintry season, during which evergreens,

especially those which bear brightly coloured berries, must take the

place of Lobelias, Pelargoniums, Tropaeolums, and even Mignonette

and Stocks. There is, however, a short transition period, during

which the gay colours of the late flowering Chrysanthemums, or one

or two ot the hardiest autumn. flowering Cyclamens, may be made to

alternate well with the brightly mottled leaves of the Ancuba, and still,

for a time, make our window sills pleasant, and even gay ; but during

the months soon about to follow, our decorations in the way of plants

must be confined toEuonymu3es,Box, shrubby Veronicas, and similar

plants, which must suflice till spring once more brings round the time

of Crocuses, Snowdrops, and Primroses.

Majjv natural prodnctions destined to produce great results

in various branches of the arts, appear, on their first discovery, to bo

of small importance ; and it is only by slow degrees that their real

value becomes known. For fifty years after its discovery, Caoutchouc

only served the purpose of effacing superfluous lines drawn by the

black-lead pencil, while at the present time it has become a product

of the first rank, its application to various purposes having given to

its collection and importation a great and constantly increasing value ;

and it has led to the erection of industrial establishments on a vast

scale, which give employment to hundreds of skilled workmen. The

same may be said of guano ; when first uoticel and described by

Humboldt in 1801., it figured solely as a ticketed and numbered

specimen in museums. It was not till 1841, that M. Bosch-Spencer,

Belgian Consul, at Lima, sent the first cargo to Europe, and now the

revenues arising from it to the Peruvian Government amount to sixty

millions of francs a year.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
EOSB CUTTINGS STRUCK IN WATER.

Seldom do we see Roses well grown on their own roots, and yet

wliat freshness and beauty do we occasionally find among Roses
grown in that way ? What is more beautiful during summer
than a bed of Roses, the shoots of which have been pegged
down, so as to make the whole represent a mass of well-developed

buds and fragrant flowers ? Roses too, look well in the form
of a hedge, and, as I write, I have " in my mind's eye," a hedge
of Gloire de Dijon, on which there is every year abundance of

pale fawn-coloured flowers, and stout waxy foliage, from May
to November. This Rose is, in this instance, on its own roots.

Rose cuttings strike readily, especially such as belong to the

hardier and strongest growing kinds. Our illustration repre-

sents a mode of striking cuttings of this kind in bottles of soft

water, a plan as simple as it is practicable, inasmuch, as

cuttings taken off at any time during the summer, will root in

this way in from five to six weeks, after which they should be
potted carefully and placed in a close frame for a week or so

until they have become established, when they are quite ready
for planting out in either beds or borders. The bottles may
be of any convenient size, and may be placed on shelves in the
greenhouse, in a frame, or even
in a sitting-room window, the
attention they require being less

than that bestowed on cuttings
inserted in pots in the usual way.
Rose cuttings may also be struck
in pots filled wich moist Sphag-
imm Moss. Even eyes sepa-

rated, as if for budding, but
having a little more wood at-

tached to them, may be rooted
with facility in pans of light earth
surfaced with sand ; I have often

resorted to this practice in the

case of new or rare kinds, and
it is astonishing how robust and
vigorous the plants raised in this

manner become. As regards
striking in water, I have tried

Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, and
Bourbons in that way, and all

have rooted freely ; and I have
some fine specimens of plants

raised in this way. As to Manetti
stocks, cuttings may be planted

now. Procure some strong shoots,

a foot or 13 inches long, and
carefully remove all buds except
the three top ones, which should
be left to draw up the sap, and plant them in rows
18 inches apart, and 1 foot asunder in the row. Prepare the
ground well before planting, which should be done with a
spade, with which a trench should be cut for each row. In
planting, place a little mixed sandy loam and leaf mould at the
base of the cuttings, taking care to tread them in firmly, leaving
the three buds out of the ground. If the cuttings do well, and
are good and strong, they will be fit for budding the following
season. If the winter is severe, it is advisable to protect a
little, by means of some long strawy litter shaken over the
beds. Those who wish to plant a few Briar stocks for

budding the following season, will be able to obtain some
at the present time, as Briars may now be had ; care
should be taken, however, not to allow their roots to get
frosted. Plant in rows, allowing a foot between each
stock. If a quantity is required to be planted, put them in in

double lines, allowing 18 inches between the two rows, and
2 feet between each set of double rows, so as to afford room for

budding. The root of the Briar requires careful pruning, in

order to remove all spvu-ious wood and bruised bark, leaving a
neat club root ; by so doing, stocks of this kind will certainly
callus and root very much quicker than when they are not
properly root-pruned, an operation to which all Briar stocks
should be subjected before they are planted. H. G.

^=^®H^---^.

Rose cuttings struck in water.

CULTIVATION OF THE HOLLYHOCK.
Hollyhocks require good garden soil, well trenched to the depth of
2 feet, and plenty of thoronghly decomposed manure, such as that from

'

old Cucumber beds. A wet sub-soil is good in summer, but in winter
is injurious to them, and to prevent sui-face wet inj uring old plants left
in the open ground I remove the mould round their necks, and fill up
with about 6 inches of white sand. This preserves the crowns from wet.
It is best, however, to plant young plants every year, as one would
Dahlias, i.e.,if fine flowers are desired. Hollyhocks may be propagated by
means of single eyes put in in July and August, and also by cuttings put
in in the spring, on a slight bottom-heat. Plants raised in summer,
are best preserved by re-potting in October into large pots—the
larger the better, in light rich sandy earth, and placing them in a cold
frame or greenhouse, giving them plenty of air on all favourable
occasions. Thus treated they will grow a little during the winter. In
March or April turn them out into the open ground, and they will
bloom as finely and as early as if they had been planted in autumn.
Plants even put out in May will flower the same year. Plant them
not less than 4 feet row from row, and 3 feet apart in the row—if

grouped in beds, not nearer than 3 feet each way. In May or Juno
when the spikes have grown a foot high, thin them out according to
the strength of the plant ; if well established and very strong, leave
four spikes ;

if weak two or three. When they are required for exhibi-
tion, only one spike must be left. Stake them before they get too high,
tying them securely, so as to induce them to grow erect. The most

robust among them will not require
a stake higher than 4 feet above the
ground level. If the weather is dry
they may be watered with a solution
of guano, or any other liquid manure
poured carefully round the roots, bnt
not on or too near the stem. If fine
blooms are required cut off the
lateral shoots, thin the flower buds if

crowded together, and remove the
top of the spike, according to the
height desired, taking into considera-
tion the usual height and habit of
the plant. By topping be it observed,
you increase the size of the flower,
but at the same time shorten its

duration, and perhaps disfigure the
appearance of the plant. The best
way of showing Hollyhocks is in the
form of spikes, and in judging, the
first point should be the individual
flowers, the perfection of which con.
sists in the petals being of good sub.
stance ; while the edges should be
smooth and even ; and the flore ts occu-
pyingthe centre, full and compact,
closely arranged, rising high in the
middle, and of a globular form, with
a stiff guard petal extending about
half an inch, or in proportion
to the size of the centre ball,

so that the different parts of the flower may present a uniform
appearance. The next point should be the arrangement of the flowers
on the spike

; they should be regular, not crowded together in a con.
fused mass, nor hanging loosely with open spaces between each flower,
but so disposed that the shape of each, when fully blown, may bedis.
tinotly seen, the uppermost covering the top of the spike. A few small
green leaves between the flowers, also give an improved appearance.
The third point is colour—the brightest, strongest, and most distinct
should stand first, but as it is desirable to obtain shades of all kinds
anything new or distinct in this way should be encoui-aged.

Saffron Walden. William Ch.\ter.

VIOLAS AS BEDDING PLANTS.
The improved varieties of the Viola now in cultivation must, in
future, occupy a prominent position amongst bedding plants,
as nothing can surpass them in richness of colour or in
general effectiveness. Independently of their continuous free,
flowering habit, they are specially commendable on account of their
perfect hardiness of constitution and the facility with which they
can be increased and wintered ; although, however, they stand over
winter uninjured in the open ground, and are capable of being divided
and increased to any extent during the spring months, I would
recommend that cuttings of them be propagated in a cold frame
during this month, when every cutting will be sure to root, if put
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into a light sandy compost. Thus, with the least possible labour or

after attention, we secure a fresh batch of vigorous plants, which

will be found to be more satisfactory than divisions. The flowering

shoots should be pinched back oarly in the season, and, afterwards,

the plants may bo put out upon a border at greater distances apart,

until snch time as the beds are in readiness for their reception. It

is important that these Violas should be established in their summer
(piarters as early in the season as possible, consistently with the

removal of spring blooming plants. They naturally delight in a

rather strong, rich, moist soil ; it will, therefore, be necessary, more
particularly in the case of light sandy soils, to secure these conditions

for them by introducing fresh tuify soil, enriched with decayed manure,

and w.atering with liquid manure, so as to promote vigour of growtli

and consequent continuity of bloom. By thus keeping the plants in

a healthy growing stato they seldom suffer from insect pests or

mildew ; but, if the latter should attack them, it may be kept in

check by dusting with flowers of sulphur. There is now in

cultivation a large v.ariety of Violas, many of which possess,

features of considerable merit. I have found the best to be

Viola Intea gr.andi9ora, a tall free-blooming kind, good for

centre groups ; Dickson's Golden Gem, the finest of the yellow class

;

Cornuta var. JIagnilicent, a handsome purple variety ; C. var. Sensa-

tion, deep bine, a good bedder ; C. var. Perfection, a well-known

variety, possessing good properties as a bedding plant; Blue Bell, a

charming variety, I'esombling, to some extent, Viola I'erfection. Its

blossoms are shaded violet, and the plants, though remarkably com.

pact in growth, are vigorous in constitution, withstanding attacks from

mildew better than Perfection. Blue Bell comes into bloom early in

the season, and remains in beauty till late in autumn. It is, there-

fore, a variety which cannot fail to give satisfaction.

Witleij Court, Stourport. Gko. Westland.

Hardy Flowers in France and atHome.—I havehadavery
enjoyable tour in France. I visited the Botanical Gardens at Amiens,

Paris, Chartres, Angers, Tours, Caen, Kouen. At all of them I met
with something special and good, and at all I met with kindness and
civility. I also got much " spoil." At Angers, jVI. Boreau was very

hind, and gave me a quantity of good Sedums. I think the plants that

most struck me were the herbaceous Hibisci—militaris, moscheutos,

grandiflorus, &c., which were magnificent. I made the acquaintance

of what I think one of the best rock-work shrubs I have seen, viz.,

Atraphaxis spinosa ; I saw it first on the low banks of the Bois de

Boulogne, and afterwards I saw it elsewhere. I came to the conclu-

sion that the French gardeners are infinitely ahead of us in ornamental

summer gardening. I have never seen anythiug in England to come
near the Park de Moneeau at Paris, and the Bosquet du Roi, at

Versailles. It was miserable after them to see the strip near Park
Lane, with its everlasting Scarlet Geraniums and Golden Pyrethrum.
At home here I have some good things still out in the garden, and no
lackof flowers. I specially note Tritoniaaurantiaca, Convolvulus Scam-
monia, Exogoninm Purga, Anemone japonioa, Crocus, and Colchicums

of many sorts, Belladonna Lilies (never finer than this year), Solanum
jasminoides, Erythrina laurifolia, Abntilon vexillarium, Fuchsias,

Roses, and Asters in abundance ; and among botanical curiosities are

Roscoea purpurea and Jaborosa integrifolia. Among tho Roses now
out, there is none to beat tho old single Macartney and Aimee
Vibert.—H. N. Er.LAC0>t[iE, Bitton Rectory, near Bristol.

Free Flowering Cannas.—These ought to bo more universally

known than they are ; for amongst sub-tropical plants none are more
effeulive, especially if planted according to heights and colours which
are given below, in three classes. In the first class I will place the

dwarfcst, in tho second those of the middle height, and in the third

the tallest. Of tho new varieties of the past three years all are not so

ornamental iu foliage, as some of the older kinds, but they are invalu.

.able on account of their flowers, which, in some varieties, nearly
approach those of the Gladioli in beauty. One of the finest snb-tropi-

c.il beds I have seen this season consisted of Cannas, most of which
are free-flowering varieties. Tho outside row was planted with Prince
Imperial and Bihorelli, the first of which bears fine spikes of bright
eoarlet ; tho latter orargo-scarlet. In the centre were patches of

Promico de Nice, a fine clear canary yellow coloured kind, and Van
Ilouttei, a bright orange-red. This bod was belted with Tussilago
Paifara variegata ; and the dark red sh.ode, and two sh.ades of green
of the Cannas, together with tho soft sulphur margin of the
Tussilago gave to the whole a charming elTect. Flowering Cannas
are also of great use in autvinin, for if taken from tho ground
with a good ball of earth, potted, and given one good water.
ing, they will make a fine show of flower for some time when placed
in the conservatory or greenhouse. After they have done blooming,
they may be cut down to within 3 inches of tho bottom, and placed

iu any dry cool situation for tho winter. In the first class I would
place Prince Imperial, bright scarlet ; Bihorelli, orange-scarlet

;

Bihorelli elegans, indian-yellow ; Bihorelli splendens, bright scarlet

:

Michel Bennett, bright crimson ; Gustavo IJonnett, orange-scarlet

;

MuUcri, crimson
;
grandiflora floribunda, orange ; compacta, yellow,

spotted red ; Ferrandi, bright crimson. In the second class Senateur

Chereau, yellow, with red spots; lutesceng, yellow; Imperator, dark
scarlet, orange-spotted; gigantea floribunda, orange-buCE ; rotundi.

folia rubra, orange ; Picturata fastuosa, light yellow, spotted red. In

the third class Prcmice do Nice, canary yellow ; Augugte Ferrier

scarlet and orange ; Rendatleri, orange-buff ; Depute Henon, yellow

and rosy-red, shaded ; Ernest Senary, orange-red ; Van Houttci,

bright orange-red. There are several other flowering varieties ; bat

they are either too early or too late, so I omit them in this selection

—R. U. B.

Mixed Annuals Sown in Front of the Shrubberies
in Kensing'ton Gardens.—In the early part of the season we
had an opportunity of noticing the natural and pleasing effect

produced by the sowing of mixed annuals over large spaces in front

of and even in the shrubberies in Kensington Gardens. The earlier

flowering kinds have now done their work of beauty, and have shrunk
put of sight, making room for the gorgeous crimson and scarlet of

the Love-lies-bleeding and Prince's Feather (Amarantus caudatus and
A. hypochondriacus). These are half hardy plants, but they aceommo.
date themselves so well to our northern climate, that they flourish

luxuriantly with us in the open garden, even in " chill October,"
filling the borders in which they abound with a glow of warm and
splendid colour, which is very grateful at this late period of the

year. The spaces in front of the shrubberies at Kensington, all

aglow with the fiery crimson of these late-flowering annuals, are

pleasant to look at just now, as affording a last glimpse of floral

beauty when nearly all other flowering plants have withered and
passed away. In some places, where these plants are bent down iu

tangled profusion by the weight of their grand close racemes of

crimson apetalons flower.?, their aspect is very charming.

WARE'S DOUBLE SWEET WILLIAM.
(dIAN-THUS BARBATUS MAGXIFICUS.)

Tnis pretty Sweet William grows about 13 inches in height and
about as much in width. Its flowers are very double and fragrant.

During winter even it is conspicuous on account of its round tuftg

of reddish-coloured leaves. It commences to flower early in June,
and continues in blossom until the latter end of September. The
mode of propagating is not at all difficult ; during the summer
months the side shoots may be pulled off and dibbled into some shady
spot, and when rooted they may be planted out into their permanent
quarters ; there let them remain until the following season, when you
may again commence propagating as before, i.e., if more plants are
wanted.

Single varieties of Sweet William.

Liko the Stock and the Wallflower, the Sweet William, even in

a single state, finds a place in every garden. It requires but
the smallest possible amount of care to produce it in its greatest

beauty. If the soil in which it is planted be but fairly good, it

will grow and bloom in perfection without any trouble, requiring
no special attention ; not even the help of a stick to support its heads
of bloom. To get the Sweet William in fine form fresh seedlings

should be raised every year ; the seed should be sown in the open
ground thinly, oarly iu May; by so doingit germinates rapidly under
tho influence of the summer's increasing heat, and comparatively
largo plants are thus ready for planiing out in tho autumn.
If, however, the seed be sown in a box or pan, or in any
confined space, the seedlings should be planted out into some
vacant piece of ground as soou as they are large enough to bo
moved with safety, and then they may be transferred to their per.
manent places at leisure in autumn. Plants that are intended
for the mixed border ought to be very strong before planting out, so

as to throw up numerous heads of flower, which will support each
other against rain and wind, while small plants throw up one head
only, which is almost sure to be broken, unless supported by mcan.s
of a stick, and tied. Liko all plants that produce compact heads of

bloom, the Sweet William is most effective when grown in a mass,
as then the peculiar evenness of height and flatness of truss that
characterise it, are seen to tho best advantage. A large bed of it

produces a grand efiect ; scarcely two plants having flowers exactly
alike as regards markings, but all equal in size of truss and roundne.'-'g

of pip. Such a bed is worth a long journey to see, and would
create no small enthusiasm in the minds of many who have, under
the influences of bedding out and other specialities of plant
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growth, almost forgotten the existence of the Sweet William and
other old favourites. There are several forms of Sweet William
in cultivation, the finest being a strain that is a sort of

fusion of the old Auricula-eyed and Hunt's well-known variety.

Both of these kinds produce large heads of bloom, the Am-icula-

eyed having, in every case, a distinct white eye, with a
margin of some dark colour; but most of the flowers are

what is known as saw-edged, that is, jagged and uneven in out-

line, a great drawback, and one which materially detracts from
their beauty. Hunt's strain produces large pips of varied colours,

few having white eyes, but most of them havo fairly smooth edges.

A good combination of these strains now furnishes fine varieties,

without these defects, the pips being larger than a shilling; they
are produced in large trusses, and of the most varied hues of

colour. Usually, this combination produces a majority of light

flowers, dark ones being the exception. As a rule, also, the dark.

^y?^.

Double Sweet William.

coloured flowers are smaller and inferior in quality to light ones

;

but no doubt they are amenable to careful selection, and probably
will be improved and become equally good very shortly. A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Double-flowered Variety of Lobelia puinila.—Tliis has been one mass of
bloom here all through the summer, aud the admiration of everybody.
Gardeners in our neighbourhood are daily applying for old plants, in order to
get a stock of it for next season—a sui-e sign that its value is appreciated.

—

RiCHAED NisBET, jUifiirhy Park.

An Effective Flower Bed.—I have seen large numbers of flower beds in
many different places this season, but the most simple and striking of them all,

in my opinion, was one which I saw at Burghtey some three weeks ago. It
was diamond shaped, thickly edged with Iresine Lindeni, a liand of which also
crossed from each corner to the centre ; the divisions thus formed were filled
with Calceolaria aurea floribunda, whose large heads, slightly elevated above
the pinched-in Iresine, gave the whole quite a charming and striking appear-
ance.—JoHX Adams.

A Selection of Roses for a small Rosary.—As I am about planting a small
rosary, I shall be obliged if you will let me know the names of a few of the
choicest Roses for half-standards and standards, for the southern subui-lis of
London.—A. J. P. [Try Alfred CoIomb.Marechal Niel, Charles Lefebvre, Madame
Rothschild, La France, Louis Van Houtte, Madame Victor Verdier, Comtesse
d'Oxford, John Hopper, Duke of Edinbm-gh, St^nateur Vaisse, Pierre Netting,
Mdlle. Marie Rady, Maurice Bernardin, Victor Verdier, Souvenir de Malmaison,
G^n^ral Jacqueminot, Mrs. Rivers, Marie Baumann, and Xavier Olibo.]

Plants Existing Under Difficulties.—In a piece of rock-work here, we
have a large mass of flint, on the top of which an Elder bush is growing in a
small fissure, not wider than the blade of an ordinary pruning knife, and
containing apparently no soil, the only means of sustenance being derived
from rain, or from moisture condensed by the cold stone. The amount of
growth is, of course, comparatively little ; indeed, in five years the bush has
not grown more than 1 foot in height. During the last drought it was
apparently less effected than plants more favourably situated. The importance
of stones in collecting and retaining moisture, therefore, can scarcely, I think,
be over-rated.—J. Gboom, Senham.

Antirrhinum numidicnm--Having had the curiosity to obtain seed of this
so-called novelty, announced last autumn with a flourish of trumpets by a
Continental firm located not far from the Mediterranean, it may interest
some of your readers to learn that it proved to be a very old acquaintance
indeed, viz., Linaria triphylla ! The practice of introducing an old plant under
a new and incoiTcct name is itself deserving severe reprobation, but in this ca^e
the fraud is aggravated by the grossly exaggerated description given of the
plant, and, under which, no one would recognise the weedy Toadflax just
named. It is described as rivalling, if not exceeding in beauty the finest
Pentslemons ! How far that descripton applies to Linaria triphylla, many of
your readers can judge for themselves.—W. Thompson, Ipswich.

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
ARRANGEMENT OP ERUIT FOR DESSERT.

I HEARTILY commend the remarks of your correspondent
" W. T. P." (see p. 267), to the consideration of all interested in
dishing up fruit for dessert, especially to secretaries of societies,
who will shoi'tly be engaged in framing prize lists for next
year's exhibitions. This, I believe, would be the means
of bringing the matter fully before the public. The ari'ango-
ment of flowers on dinner tables has received much attention

;

but fruit comparatively little ; and yet fruit is of even more im-
portance than flowers, inasmuch as it is intended to gratify the
taste as well as please the eye. The proper way to gather fruit
with the stalk attached to it, simple as it is, is not so well
known as it should be ; I speak, of course, of small fruit, and
this is a point to which young gardeners should pay attention.
What grand dishes of fruit have been disfigured or spoilt
between the garden and the dinner-table ! I have frequently
taken studious caro to prevent fingers from touching the fruit,

so that it might appear on the table in its best condition, and
how mortified have I been afterwards to find it ruined through
handling. I allude more particularly to Strawberries; but
the same thing has happened with Raspberries, Currants, and
with almost every kind of fruit. What are termed soft fruits
ought to be gathered without the least touch of the finger as far as
the fruits are concerned, and they should also be gathered quickly.
With high-class fruit, for which a high price is expected, it

would be money well spent to pay unskilful gatherers to stay
outside the garden. When a boy (yes, and a very small one
too), I had to be amongst the Strawberry bods, covered with
dew, by four o'clock in the morning ; one learns quickly when
young, and I soon learned how to pick Strawberries. Simple
as the operation is, however, I am not sure what woi'ds to
employ in order to make it intelligible to others. Do you
know how to cut a wire with pliers ? if not, turn your fore-finger
and the sharp nail of your thumb into the stalk of the Straw-
berry dexterously, and you will have learned the whole
process

; take the fruit in the hand just as one does a young
shoot when pinching it; do it as if handling the "apple of
your eye." The calyx forms ample protection, and if the
finger and thumb are gently placed behind it, aud the stem
cleverly nipped, the fruit may be placed in the basket without
a finger bruise of any kind. The great fault consists in fruit
having to be changed many times after gathering, thus
rendering useless all care taken with it in that operation.
What we want is some vessel in which to gather the
fruit and place it on the table, and then to hand it round,
which would be a very good plan. What, however, would be
better still, would be to have the dessert placed in small
quantities on the table after all joints had been removed.
We must, however, first get out of our heads the neces-
sity of having huge ugly formal pyramids of fruit. On
the contrary, as with flowers, let us fall back to the good
old-fashioned plan of arrangement, one in which mathematical
exactness is dispensed with. I have said that fruit should be
served at table in the same vessel in which it is placed when
gathered. We cannot, however, expect to have costly china or
glass dishes or stands in which to gather it ; but we might have
an ornamental contrivance of a commoner kind that would fit

into a more costly service. I want to go one step further, and say
that no one but the gardener should be allowed to have any-
thing to do with the fruit, which should be placed by him on
the dining-room table, where the dishes should be set, and in
them he should place the fruit. One most important matter
about which I wish to speak, is that of triraniing and
garnishing, which at first seems of little moment, j'et, when
looked into, becomes a serious consideration ; for, be the
flavour of some kinds of fruit ever so good, it is easily
spoilt by being placed in contact with strongly-scented leaves.
I have seen Laurel-leaves, Bay-leaves, Kale, and a score of
other things, used for this purpose, all of which cannot be too
strongly condemned ; in fact, any leaves that give oil odour of
any kind are unfit for garnishing. But, if scented foliage is

unfit for association with fruit, what shall I say in regard to
odoriferous flowers? A fruit is prized for its own flavour;
why then spoil it with that of cither leaves or flowers ?

Hanhvicke Grange. John Tati.ok.
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THE IND OOR GARDEN.
TREATMEISTT OF BROMELIACEOUS PLA-NTS.

CouiD yon kindly give me a little instruction on the culture of such

plants as BiUbergia, Nidalarium, Vriesia, and others of that class ?

Please to answer specially the following questions, concerning which

I can find no such information as I desire.—G. W. Cheesman',

Ansonia, Connecticut. 1. Do they ever flower a second time froai

the same growth p—To this question we answer no : but in the case

of Vriesias the old growth must be left, as the new shoots come
from the axils of the leaves. When the new growth is half.grown,

the old leaves may be removed, and if two or three growths maku
their appearance, split the stem down, and let each have some
portion of the roots. All young plants should be potted in small

pots firmly. 2. As they bloom much finer singly, and if they only

flower from the new growth, when should the young plants bo

removed from the parent stock to most quickly make blooming
plants ? when small ? or when full grown ?—Single plants flower ani
look best—a remark which applies more expressly to Billbergias,

Guzmannias, Nidulariums, ^Echmeas, and Encholirinms. The young
growth of some of the Tillandsias and Pitcairnias is almost fully

developed before the old plant flowers. In this case it is better to

cut the old growth away and leave the new ; in that case, it is

unnecessary to re-pot every season ; otherwise, let the young growth
remain until it is half grown, when it will be making roots on its

own account. If taken off, and kept in heat, it will flower the next

season. 3. When should they be rested ?—They do best when kept
growing all the year round ; thus treated, they never miss flowering.

4. If they only flower from their new growth, should the old growth
be removed after the new growth is started, and, if so, when the

new growth is small or matured ?—The answer to this question is

embodied in that given under question 2. 5. Do they thrive best in

the sun, or somewhat shaded ?—They will do exposed to the sun
;

but, as they naturally grow in dense shade, they succeed best

shaded, with the exception of Dyckias and what the Germans call

Hechtias. These like sunshine, but will do very well treated as the

others. The best soil for them is three parts turfy peat, one part

very turfy loam, and one of silver sand, aud a free mixture of burnt
ballast. To this their roots cling with seeming fondness. With the

exception of the larger-growing kinds, viz., Puya grandiflora, P.

chilensis, Pourrettia coarctata, and Greigia sphacelata, Bromeliaceous

plants are all fond of heat, moisture, and sh'ght shade. Even
Dyckias, though they will do very well in a greenhouse, do better in

a stove. It may be mentioned that because these plants will with,

stand a good deal of ill usage, they are seldom well treated ; but if

managed in a rational manner, and not over.watered when first

separated from the parent plants, they are exceedingly beautiful.

There are about 100 species in cultivation in this country, and many
more are enumerated in catalogues. J. Ckoucher.

PLEIONES.
(" INDIAN CROCUSES.")

Few of our smaller growing Orchids are more beautiful than these

little mountain gems when well.grown, and at this season of the year
they form valuable decorative plants, besides affording a supply of

choice cut flowers. All the species may be successfully cultivated in

an ordinary plant stove, and this adaptability makes them even more
welcome to our collections, and, .as the .price of these plants is now
within the reach of everyone who lias convenience for their treatment,

they deserve to be more generally cultivated than at present. Well,
establiAed plants produce a good supply of off-sets, and by dividing
the plants year after year, a good stock is readily obtained. They
will be found to grow best in a compost of fibrous peat and chopped
living Sphagnum Moss, to which sufficient coarse sand or grit has
been added to keep the whole fresh and open. The pot or pan em.
ployed must be perfectly clean and well-drained, placing a layer of

Moss over the crocks to prevent the compost from washing down.
The pseudo.bulbs should be potted as soon after the flowering season
is over as possible, and then placed on a shelf or stage near the light

to rnake their growth. Do not water them too freely until the roots
from the base of the young growth obtain firm hold of the compost,
but, after this occurs, they may be watered more freely with advan.
tage. A moderately cool and airy atmosphere suits them best during
the summer, and repeated syringings are essential to keep them free
from red spider and thrips, to which they are, unfortunately, rather
liable. Every inducement must be given to enable them to make a
vigorous growth during the spring and summer, for on this the free
and profuse production of their delicate flowers depends. There
arc fonr species commonly met with in good collections, the first

to open its blooms being P. Wallichiana or P. prteoox, as it is

sometimes called in allusion to this early.flowering habit. Thia is the

largest-flowered species in the genus, bearing one or two flowers on a

stem, of a rich lilac-purple colour delicately veined ; theinsideof the lip

is yellowish, with about five rows of comb-like teeth running in longi.

tudinal lines down the centre. This plant generally blooms early in

October, and is closely followed by P. lagenaria, which has much
smaller flowers of a similar lilac-purple tone, with delicately-veined

segments, but the lip is very distinct, being richly blotched with

carmine, and the rows of pectinate teeth being more fully developed.

P. maculata, again, resembles the last in form, but is still smaller,

with milk white sepals and petals, and a white, yellow, and carmine,

blotchedlip. Thisisoneof the most delicateand beautifulof the whole
group, and is rather rarer than the last-named. All the above species

have purplish or brown bluntly.rounded pseudo-bulbs, covered with

greenish warts ; but there is yet another species with smooth tapering

pseudo-bulbs of a dark green or purplish colour. This is P. humilis,

the smallest of the whole group, and deservedly a favourite wherever
it is grown. Its flowers are of the most delicate lilac, the margin of

the lip being white, and as prettily fringed as the finest lace. The
old pseudo-bulbs of this plant frequently throw off from twenty to

thirty little bulblets, which fall on the fresh mossy compost, and soon

form roots and plants. The latest introduction to this genus is P.

Reichenbachiana, from Rangoon. The flowers are borne one or two
on a short scape, the segments being rosy-lilac, and the lip tinged

with faint purple and fringed with crimson in front. Popularly these

delicate little plants are known as " Indian Crocuses," not a very appro-
priate name, yet they closely resemble in colour, habit, and time of

flowering some of our hardy Croci. From a botanical point of view
they may be regarded as a deciduous section of Ccelogyue, with which
genus they agree in all essential characters. F. W. B.

LEAVES FOR HOT-BEDS AND LEAF MOULD.
Though hot-water pipes have superseded the hot-bed generally, the
annual leaf heap has not been dispensed with altogether, but still

forms an important adjunct to the forcing department wherever leaves

are procurable. In many a ducal and lordly establishment the
Melons, Cucumbers, Rhubarb, Seakale, early Potatoes, and salads,

not to speak of the. hordes of bedding stuff, early forced flowers, and
other things which go to supply the various departments, are pro-

duced in an out-of-the-way corner, where the rakings and sweep,
ings of the avenues, walks, lawns, and other places are accumu-
lated every year for the purpose of forming a fund of manure
for universal use, in case other precarious sources, which generally
afford the garden a supply, should fail. Decayed leaves, other,

wise termed leaf mould, is a lost manure to all but the gardener,
and he does not use at the most more than a fractional part of the
available quantity on any estate. On waysides, behind edges and
walls, in gullies and other places in the woods, the fallen leaves

collect in tons every year, and are left to lie and rot, when, with
very little labour, they might be collecied aud incorporated with the
manure of the farm, or formed into compost heaps, to be afterwards
employed as a rich aud nourishing dressing to the land. Leaf.monld,
either by itself or mixed with other soils, is eminently suited to the
wants of most plants ; for, though it is not a highly stimulating

manure, it encourages root action in an extraordinary manner, and
indirectly in this way promotes the growth of plants in a high
degree, when, in some cases, more concentrated manures would,
to a great extent, remain inert. To heavy soils, if assisted with
lime, it can hardly be applied in too great a quantity for a time

—

but it is possible to overdo it, as has been the case in many
kitchen gardens, where the original loamy staple has almost
disappeared, under the continual application of leaf.mould or humus,
rendering the soil quite unfit for the production of some crops.

It is, however, chiefly with the utility of leaves for forming hot.beds
that we have to deal, for it is after they have done duty in that way
that they come in as a fertiliser. No other fermenting materials are
so easily procurable as tree leaves, and none are so well adapted for

making hot.beds ; as when used in sufficientbulkthey will afford a tem.
perature suBioiently high for any purpose ; and, while they never
ferment violently, they retain their heat steadily for a longer period

than any other material that can be employed, aud this without turn,

ing or adding to, from January till December. Oivk leaves are the

best that can be used for hot.bads, and sometimes they can be
procured alone in Oak plantations, but generally they are only

procurable in a mixed state, and yet do very well. I may state

that Beech leaves, which can frequently be collected by themselves,

are about the worst that can be employed, either for hot.bed making
or forming leaf mould. They are dry and hard, and do not ferment
readily, and, when they come to be employed as a manure, the
husks of the Beech mast generate Fungi in the soil worse than
anything I am acquainted with. 1 have seen borders to which
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the moald of Beech leaves had been added white with the mycelium
of Fungi long after it had been applied. Hundred of tona of

leaves are sometimes formed into hot-beda by building them up
in a heap of a parallel or square form; but such a bed requires

a good deal of time and labour to make, aud it is needless adopt-

ing such a plan if there is a sheltered hollow conveniently near, or

if a rough pit can be found, into which the leaves can be shot with,

out trouble. Such a plan will also conserve the heat much better.

At one large establishment I am acquainted with, an exhausted

quarry is utilised in this way, and, when filled, the leaves afford a
long-sustained store of heat, and a large surface for tho accom.
modation of hand-lights and portable frames, in which large quanti-

ties of vegetables and other produce are turned out during the

year. In autumn the spent leaves are carted out, when the estate

horses are not otherwise employed, to the manure heap, and the

quarry replenished again with newly-fallen leaves. Leaves for hot-

beds should be collected as soon

as they fall off the trees if we
want to get the full benefit of

t heir heating power, and in form-
ing the bed they should be spread
regularly and trodden. Leaves
afford a steady tempei'ature of

from 90° to 100°, according to the
depth of the bed, for nearly a
whole year. For striking cut-

tings in, nothing excels such a

bed. Melons also will grow and
fruit well in such quarters till

November ; and Cucumbers for

nine months in the year, with the

assistance of linings in spring and
autumn. In many large gardens,
in fact, no other conveniences
exist for cultivating such crops.

Bottom.heat from leaves or fer-

menting materials generally, when
steady and not too violent, is of a
far more healthy nature than that

afforded by hot-water pipes ; hence
many cultivators, who employ
pipes by preference for top-heat,

still retain the leaves for bottom-
heat in Pine pits and other such
places. The advantages of the
hot-water system are convenience
and cleanliness ; but with beds
formed entirely of leaves—Oak it

possible—the trouble of renewing
occurs only once a year if the bed
is deep enough. I believe in most
of the extensive Pineries at the
Royal Gardens, Frogmore, the

hot-beds are still formed of Oak
leaves, and the Pines there have
always been celebrated for their

great weight and excellence ; only
lately we hear of fruits from
those Pineries weighing close

on 10 pounds apiece, grown in

this way. The cloche, which
is becoming more common in

this country than formerly for

the culture of early salads and
seeds, should bo supplemented
with a leaf-bed, say about 2 feet

or 18 inches thick ; for a very gentle heat is sufficient for such
things, and a moderate quantity of leaves would form a bed of suffi.

cient breadth to accommodate as many cloches or hand-lights as

would be needed in a very large establishment. J. S. W.

Such a wall, however, is always more troublesome than one covered

with Fiona repens, or its smaller variety F. minima. Some of the

Selaginellas make fine specimens when on cones or cylinders

formed of peat aud chopped Sphagnum Moss; for the generality of

species, however, the fiat pans generally used should be employed.

The following species may all be seen in the large Fern-houae at Kew.
S. Galeotti.—This is a loose rambling species, of a deep green

tint, but, being distinct, it is well worth growing, and under good
culture it makes a nice plant. It is a native of Mexico . In some
gardens it is grown under the name of S. Schottii.

S. patula.—This is a dwarf creeping species, of a light but
bright green colour, and one that grows well in a flat pan, in which it

forms a dense mass. It does not appear to be so generally distributed

in gardens as it deserves to be.

S. hsematodes.—This very effective caulescent species grows
from 13 to 18 inches in height, and forms large branched triangular

fronds nearly a foot across, and is

of the freshest green colour imagin.

able. It somewhat resembles S.

erythropus, but. is in every way
larger and less spreading in habit.

When well grown it is fully equal

to any Fern as regards decorative

purposes, andone would be tempted
to cut its fresh green fronds for

arranging along with cut flowers,

only that it and nearly all other

Selaginellas so soon curl up after

being cut unless laid flat on Sphag-
num Moss, wet sand, or other moist

material.

S. insequalifolia.—This is a
robust caulescent or erect-growing

plant, often 2 feet or more in

height. Its broad growth is of a
fresh green colour ; and, although
the plant is apt to produce a large

proportion of fertile branches or

spikelets, which detract somewhat
from its ornamental appearance,

still it deserves a place in every
collection.

S. fulcrata (afrieana).—This,

one of the best of all the cau.

lescent species, produces dense
masses of broad feathery fronds,

which, in well-grown specimens,

are often 12 to 16 inches in height,

aud of a fresh green colour, with
red or purplish stems. It is a
native of Western Africa.

S. viticulosa. — This is a
pleasing creeping or succulent

species, with a light feathery ap-

pearance, quite different from
many of the others. It makes a
nice specimen grown in a flat pan,

and is well deserving of culture.

It is a native of Columbia, and
succeeds well in a moderate tem.
peratnre.

S, ascendens. — A compact
creeping or sub-erect species, with
branches arranged in a divaricate

manner. It is of a deep rich

green colour, lighter at the apices

when well grown it makes a very

The Tree Selaginella (S. ccesia arborea).

SELAGINELLAS.
To the descriptive list of Selaginellas given in The Gakde.n, Vol. IV.,

p. 353, allow me to add the following :—For carpet beds or borders

nothing is better than S. Kraussiana or some of the variable forms of

S. Martensii, which grow freely, are of a dense haljit, and always
present a fresh and cheerful appearance. I have seen these plants

used with good effect for covering bare walls in plant stoves, by fixing

galvanised wire netting an inch and two from the wall, and filling the

intervening space with peat and Sphagnum, into which rooted pieces

of Selaginella were planted and syringed daily until fairly established

.

of the branches than elsewhere

;

effective decorative plant.

S. Griffithii.—This is an elegant creeping species, the tips of

the fronds of which are gracefully recurved. It ia distinct in appear-

ance, but requires a warm and moist atmosphere to grow it success,

fully. It is a native of Borneo.

S. "Wallichii.— This is one of the most robust plants in the

whole group, producing great branching fronds from 2 to 3 feet in

length. It is caulescent and of a deep shining green colour, the tips

of the branches each bearing slender pale green spikelets. When
liberally treated this makes a noble specimen. It is a native of

Penang and the Indian Archipelago.

S. denticulata.—This plant is not known or grown in gardens

so much as it deserves to be. It may now be seen on the borders of

the walk leading to the rockery at Kew, where it forms bright patches

of the most vivid green, and creeps close to the moist earth or mossy
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stones. It may, possibly, prove hai'dy in sheltered positions, and, if

BO, it will prove a favoarite wherever it is grown.
S. pilifera.—This pretty plant belongs to the rosulate seclion.

Its fronds all radiate from the centre in a circle, and are of a fresh

pale green. When carefully caltivated it is one of the most pleasing
members of the whole group, but it is rare in collections.

S. ceesia arborea.—This plant, of which we give an illustra-

tion, grows well ]ilantcd out in a moderately cool Fernery. We have
seen it drooping 10 or 12 feet from Tree-Forn trunks. B.

WINTER FORGING THE LILY OP THE VALLEY.
Wrrni.v the past three yeai-s (says Mr. Peter Henderson, in the
Amcfican AgrieuUiirist,) the demand for the flowers of Lilv of
the Valley has increased to such an extent, that though tlie importa-
tion of roots has probably trebled each year, the price of the flower
is still quite as high as when the forcing first begun. The price last
season, from December to May, averaged 10 dollars per 100 sprays
at wholesale—a price which, when the balk or weight of the flower
is considered, is something wonderful, and probably higher in propor.
tion to the bulk than that of any other flowers, unless it may be
those of some species of Orchids. The high price of the flowers is

duo to the fact that the sncoess of the crop is not always certain.
The failures which attend it are mainly owing to the use of im.
properly developed I'oots. As with other similar plants, a certain size
or development of the crown, or undargrouad bud, is essential to
produce the flower. What that size should be, is not, even with the
most experienced, always easy to determine. In the Tuberose, for
instance, the Japan, and some other Lilies, we find that bulbs that are
less than an inch in diameter are not certain to flower. These rules
however, as to size and shape are not given as certain, for hardly
a'.y of ns have had e,Yperience enough to say with accuracy at what
size the crown of the Lily of the Valley, or the bulb of a Tuberose or
Lily will not flower, although we may say with considerable certainty,
if the crown is large, that it will do so. It is the want of this know-
ledge that, in my opinion, has made the forcing of the Lily of the
Valley so uncertain

; thousands of roots have been imported that have
not given flowers suflioient to pay the flrst cost of the roots. The
cost is about 25 dollars per 1,000 for single crowns ; and, as each pro-
duces but one flower-cluster, it will be seen that nearly all should
flower to make the business of forcing fairly profitable, even at
10 dollars per 100. We last year imported what seemed a very fine
lot, which, on coming into flower, showed that one.third were "blind,"
or flowerless. As in forcing the Hyacinth, and other similar bulb's,
crowns of the Lily of the Valley should be covered up outside for a
few weeks before being brought into the greenhouse to force. Those
we flowered last year were imported about the middle of November,
and were then packed closely together in light rich soil, in boxes
3 inches deep. These were covered up outside with hay until the
1st of January

; they were then brought into a greenhouse, facing the
north, where there is no direct sunlight at that season. The tempera-
ture was kept at about 70', with a moist atmosphere, and by the
1st of February they were iu full flower. The Lily of the Valley
could be grown finely in a Wardian case, as it would there get the
proper light, with the necessary damp atmosphere. When grown in
greenhouses e.xposed to sunUght, it is necessary to shade the glass
very heavily. When the flowers are about to open, they should then
have hght to give the leaves a healthy green colour.

AVINTER-FLOWERING ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
Ouo.vTOGLOssuMs are favourites with most Orchid-growers, as they
may bo grown without any groat expense either of fuel or labour.
They are, indeed, in every sense of the word, "cool Orchids," and the
best kmd of erection iu which to cultivate them is a low span-roof
house, some 8 feet high iu the centre, with side walls about 5 foot.
Ihe breadth of the house may be 12 feet ; this gives 4 feet for the side
benches or tables, aud 1 feet for the path. Provision must be made
tor thorough ventdatiou, covering the openings with perforated zinc
or wire gauze so as to exclude cold currents of air or draughts. Ahousoof these dimensions, and -lO to 50 feet in length, may be heated
Eullicicntly for Odontoglossums by a flow and return pipe passiu-^
round It under the side-benches. 0.-, iu other words, a house iSwbioh these plants may be grown perfectly, requires no more pipin.'than 13 considered necessary for heating an ordinary greenhouse.The benches should be of slate, on supports of either iron or wood,
the former being preferable on the score of durability. These
benches should bo covered either with Derbyshire spar or Canncl-

^rrll™^''"
;'P '° " ^",'='", "«'^"'''^. °P™ "hich the pots should be

nnU,^f•
?''"'^'=':,™'-^' '^'^^'lya appears clean, and its dull blackZn f

""'«:' all conspicuous, while it efliciently answers everypurpose for which spar or shells are u.ed. Most O lonto-lots grow

freely in a compost of fibrous peat, some dried horse-droppings,

chopped Sphagnum Moss, aud sand. The pots should bo thoroughly
clean and dry, and plenty of drainage should be used, in order that

all superfluous moisture may pass away readily. They require an
abundant supply of moisture when in a healthy growing condition;

but, like other plants, they are injured by stagnant water at the

loot. The following species are the most worthy of cultivation for

their winter-flowering qualities.

O. Alexaiidrse.—This is one of the most beautiful species in the

genus, and deservedly popular with Orchid-growers. Its flowers vary
from pure white to white suffused with rosy-lilac ; they are heavi ly

blotched on the lip and sepals with brown. A remarkably fine

specimen of this species at Meadowbank bore, some time ago, 120
flowers, 56 of which were on one spike ; and I saw many plants of this

species growing in a brick pit at Meadowbaiik last summer, in very
fine condition. This species should be grown by the dozen where
there is convenience, as, where a good stock is kept, it may be had in

bloom throughout the year with but little intermission. Its flowers

last a long time in beauty. After potting, this and all other Odonto-
glots should be surfaced with a layer of fresh green Sphagnum, which
conceals the compost, gives the pot-tops a clean and fresh appear-
ance, aud maintains an equable state of moisture at the root.

O. cristatum.—This is not so showy as some species ; but it is,

nevertheless, highly interesting, aud well worth cultivating. Its

flower-spikes are slender, often branched ; and the flowers yellowish,

heavily blotched with purplish-brown. The crest of the lip is white,
and in some varieties a large proportion of the lip is also white. It

flowers freely daring the winter, and lasts a mouth or six weeks in

perfection.

O. Cervantesii.^A very pretty dwarf species, introduced from
Western Mexico in 1815, and often known in gardens as O. mem.
branaceum. It has small, angular, one-leaved, pseudo-bulbs, and
produces a flower-spike from -4 to 6 inches long, bearing four or livo

delicate membranaceous flowers, more or less, of a soft rosy colour.

The bases of the floral segments are marked with transverse bars
of browner brownish.crimson, the lip is white. It is a pretty little

species, well worth growing, and lasts from three to four weeks in flower.

O. cordatum.—A distinct species, found in Mexico and
Guatemala, and introduced to this country about 1837. In bulbs and
foliage it somewhat resembles 0. maculatum, but is very distinct

from that species. When well established it bears numerous erect
spikes of flowers, the sepals and petals of which are about IV inches
long, lanceolate, the apices being attenuate, and often wavy. In
colour they are very remarkable, being heavily blotched with a dark
brown (in some varieties of peculiar richness) on a ground colour of
pale greenish.yellow. The lip is heart.shaped, of a white colour,

blotched, and often margined with brown, and furnished with a
pubescent bi-lobed crest.

O. roseum.—This species flowers very profusely during winter
and spring, lasting from three to four weeks in perfection.

O. grande.—Though au old, this is a truly magnificent species,
which blooms during the autumn and winter months. This, O.
Insleayii, 0. citrosnum, 0. Krameri, aud 0. Phalsenopsis, like a few-

degrees more heat than the generality of Odontoglots, and will bo
found to succeed better in a Cattleya-house or in an intermediate
temperature r.ather than in the cool house. O. PhaliBuopsis is

especially sensitive to either extremes of temperature, or to stagnant
moisture. Well-established plants of 0. graude make fine subjects
for exhibition, and produce very large flowers of golden-yellow, heavily
blotched and barred, which are in great profusion when the plant is

well grown. No other Odontoglossum is so effective as this ; and it

has the good quality of retaining its gorgeous beauty for a considerable
period.

O. luteo-purpureum.—Of this we have in cultivation several
forms, which are frequently sold and named 0. radiatum or O. Hallii.

It is a hue plant, and good specimens of it bear from twenty to
thirty flowers on a spike i or 5 feet long. A flue specimen of tho
variety called Hallii flowered at Feruiehurst, and produced thirty
flowers, some of them 3i inches across, on a branched spike nearly
5 feet long. Thrco smaller spikes were borne by the plant at tho
same time. The sepals and jietals vary greatly in breadth in different

forms, and are of a yellow colour heavily blotchod with brown. The
lip is broad, with a white fimbriate margin, the disc being blotchod
with brownish-crimson; some varieties of this plant are richly coloured.

O. Insleayi,—This is another fine winter.flowering species from
Mexico, somewhat rcsorabling 0. grande in habit, li is a very free-

flowering species, the sepals and petals of which are yellow, barred
with brown. Tho lip is of the richest golden-yellow, often spotted
with crimson. It flowers all through the dull season of the year, and
lasts in beauty from three weeks to a month.

O. Pescatorei.—This lovely species, like its congener O.
Alexandnc, blooms at different times during the season. I have
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recently seen it in great beauty in several places, and its pearly
blossoms are donbly valuable at this dull period of the year. There
are several varieties of it, some nearly white, others spotted and
blotched with dense purple, but all beautiful. I measured a flower
of it the other day in Lord Londesborough's fine collection at

Surbiton, and found it to bo fully 3 inches across. This is one of the
finest varieties I have seen, its sepals and petals being very broad,
and of good substance and colour. This plaut roots vigorously in the
compost above-named, and grows well in the cool house. It was
introduced from New Granada about 1851, and is one of the finest

species in this beautiful genus. It flowers from three to five weeks.
O. pulchellum.—This pretty little white-flowered species from

Mexico, was introduced some time before 18(1. There are several

varieties of it, some bearing flower-spikes very little larger than those
of the Lily of the Valley, while others bear flowers an inch in

diameter. The sepals and petals are of a pure crystalline white.
The lip is bent nearly at right angles, and has a crest shaped
like a W, of a golden or lemon-yellow colom-, spotted with crimson.
The flowers are borne nine or ten together on erect spikes, among
dark, grass-like leaves. It is a profuse bloomer when thoroughly
established, and its fragrant flowers form a very elegant addition to

bouquets. It lasts a month or even six weeks in perfection.

O. Eossii.—This, like 0. Cervantesii, is a very dwarf species.

Still, one variety of it, named superbum, bears very fine flowers ; its

blossoms appear, two or three together, on a spike 5 or 6 inches
long. The sepals are of a creamy white colour, spotted or blotched with
purplish.brown ; the petals, broad, pure white, barred transversely
with purple; the lip, pure white, with a golden crest. This pretty little

species should be in every collection. It flowers about this time of
the year, or a little earler, and lasts about a month in flower.

O. triumphans.—This is a very rare plant, and, at the same
time, one of great beauty. It may be considered the best of the
yellow.flowered section, if we except 0. grande. Its flowers are from
3 to 4 inches across, and are borne on a nodding spike. The sepals
and petals are of the richest golden-yellow, blotched with brown. The
lip Is white, with a golden crest, and the apes tipped with rosy-purple.
This valuable plant blooms at different seasons, but generally during
the winter and spring. In habit, it somewhat resembles that of
O. Pesoatorei, and the bulbs are sometimes spotted with brown, as in
that species.

O. Uro-Skinneri.—This has large speckled pseudo-bulbs and
broad foliage, and is altogether distinct from most of the other species,
both in habit and flower. Like most other Orchids, it varies considerably
in the size and colour of its flowers, some varieties being very richly
tinted. The sepals and petals are yellowish-green, more or less heavily
blotched with purple-brown. The Up is broadish, cordate, of a white
colour mottled with rose. This species grows well in the coolest
house, but requires an abundant supply of moisture nearly all the
year. It bears from ten to twenty flowers on spikes from 2 to 3 feet
long, when well established and in good health.

O. Bictonense.—This is another species from Guatemala ; and
one which bears numerous erect spikes during the winter and spring
months. These spikes are from IS inches to nearly 3 feet high on good
specimens, and bear fifteen to twenty flowers, which open in gradual
succession. The flowers measure about 1 inch across, and are of a
yellow colour blotched with brown. The lip is often white, and some-
times of the deepest rose. It sports into several varieties, the best
of which are very ornamental.

—

The Gardener.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR QARDEN.

Celosia pYramidalis.—I see you allude (see p. 380) to my plants of this
Celosia, of -which I have had samples over 4 feet in height and 2 feet 8 inches
in diameter, gi-own in s-inch pots. The way in which I grow them ia as
follows :—I sow the seed in a pan in a hot-bed in March, and when the young
plants are large enough I pot them off into thumb pots and shift according to
size. The soil which I use is leaf mould and loam, a little charcoal, and sand.
I water copiously, and occasionally with liquid manui'c, and the result is most
satisfactory.

—

Chables Fbisby, Blanknci/.

Vanda ccerulea.—This charming Vanda is now gorgeously in bloom here,
each spike beai-ing, on an average, from ten to twenty blossoms, the sepals
and petals of which are delicate azure blue. This fine Vanda is considered by
some to be a more difficult plant to cultivate than V. tricolor, V. suavis, or V.
gigantea ; but here it thrives perfectly treated as these are, and is certainly a
more profuse flowerer than any of them. Like its associates, it is growing in
an oak-wood basket or crate entirely filled with healthy Sphagnum, which is

elevated so as to form a pyramid.—J. Muie, Cloccnfords.

Propagation of Cyanophylinm.— Can the top of a Cyanophyllum be
propagate! ou the old pl;int, as in the case of a Dracn?na, by removing a ring
of bark and placing moist Sphagnum Moss around the incision ?—T. M. [You
might possibly succeed in striking Cyanophyllums in the manner just alluded
to, but a better and quicker plan would be "to cut off the top and treat it as an
ordinary cutting, by inserting it in a pot of sandy earth and plunging it in a
genial bottom-heat, under a close case or shade. Sufficient humidity must be
kept np to prevent the fohage from shrivelling, and then success is reduced
almost to a certainty.—B.l

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.
rOT PLANTS IN BOOMS.

Few floral ornaments look prettier in sitting-rooms than well-grown
pot plants, which have a great advantage over cut flowers, inasmuch
as they last longer in perfection. To townspeople, who have no
gardens or glass houses they are a real boon. Plants of all kinds,
suitable for rooms, may be obtained in Covent Garden Market, but
being, as a rule, reai-ed tenderly in heat, when placed in their new
quarters they soon drop their blossoms. Avoid, therefore, plants
brought direct to the market from a stove or other house much
heated, and select such as have been brought up hardily, for no caro
will keep plants just out of a hothouse fresh or healthy looking ; the
sudden change from heat to cold is certain to make them flag. Having
made sure that the right sorts of plants have been obtained, the next
thing to be considered is, how the pots are to be concealed, as com.
mon garden-pots are anything but ornamental. To remedy this evil,

some set their pots in paper covers of different colours ; others slip
them into china pots. Rustic covers are also sold for hiding pots
while some conceM them in the following manner :—A bundle of
common Brake Fern is obtained, and the ends of the Fern fronds
cut in a slanting direction with a sharp knife, are inserted in the
Boil with which the pot is filled, close to the rim, over which they
are broken, so as to make them droop and hide the pot. For those
who may not like this plan, and who will not go to the expense of
china pots, a new improvement on the plain rustic expanding
covers has lately been introduced, differing only from the old
style in being ornamented with artificial Ivy, A''ine, and other
varieties of leaves which tend to give it a pretty appearance.
Such pot-covers are well suited for plants in halls, or for ordinary
use ; but, for the dining-room and dinner-table, they should be of
china, than which nothiog is more effective. Some are made to stand
on a table or bracket, painted in pairs to match ; while others are
mounted singly, on tripods of iron or wood. I have seen a design
made of bronze to stand on a table ; at its base were two china pots,
and raised about a foot or 18 inches, supported on a pillar of
oi'uamental bronze, was another china pot. Being of bronze
this stand was probably intended for the hall or dining-room,
as I also saw several in ormolu, which would look lighter for

drawing-room decoration. After plants have been placed in such
ornamental pots or covers, the surface of the soil in which they are
growing should be covered either with silver sand or Wood Moss ; it,

with the latter, and any of the plants happen to be Ferns, care should
be taken that the Moss does not cover any of the young fronds. All
plants should be removed to the conservatory at night, if there is ouo

;

if not, into some room in which no gas has been burning. It is bad
enough to keep plants in a gas-lighted room for any length of time,
but, after the gas is turned out, they should be removed, as the atmo-
sphere being still charged with its fumes sadly injures them. In the
morning water should be given them if they require it. Palmsandother
fine foliaged plants should have their leaves sponged over with water
every morning, and the flowers of Pelargoniums and similar plants
may be made to last for a longtime, if a drop of gum, such as is used
for cut flowers, is dropped into the centre of each bloom. By observing
these little items, plants may be kept in good health just double the
time they otherwise would be. Plants look well set ou brackets,
though this style of decoration is not ofteu resorted to ; I am certain,

however, that if tried, a good effect would be the result. Brackets
may be purchased made of different materials ; some consist of terra
cotta, others of china; some are made of wrought iron, painted to

imitate bronze, others consist of Swiss carved wood, and others are
gilded. Some brackets are fixed flat against the wall, others are

made to fit into corners. Those made with a hollow, into which the
pot can be dropped out of sight, are much the best for upright-

growing plants ; but where an Ivy.leaved Pelargonium, or any drooping
plant, is employed, it does not matter, as the foliage of the plant, If a
good specimen, quite conceals the pot from view. One of the most
effective plants for this style of decoration is a large and handsome
specimen of Asplenium Sabelllfollum (Fan-leaved Spleenwort). Ko
one who has not seen a plant of this so placed can have any idea of its

beauty. A. Hassard.

LAST BOUQUET OF THE SEASON.
Oct. G.—Mrs. Ruralist has just brought me a bouquet for my library

table, and says" I think this will be the last bouquet of this season
cut from the garden, as the air is chilly, and we shall probably have
a frost to-night." We have already escaped two weeks beyond the
usual time of onr first frost, still this notice of the " last bouquet

"

from the garden is not welcome tidings, even though expected, and
long delayed. As I look upon the bouquet before me, which is com-
posed of Tuberoses, scarlet Sage, and rose Gcrauuim leaves, I am
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reminded of something which I read a year or two ago about " flowers

on the tabic," urging the importance of making the table at meal

time look pleasant and inviting every day, instead of occasionally,

when there happens to be company about. I do not recollect the

exact arguments usied by the writer referred to, but remember they
were forcible and well put, and it is to be hoped many a housewife

has heeded the advice given. I know of at least one who would as

soon forget the more important dishes of a meal as the one or two
bouquets of flowers which always mingle their fragrance with those
coming from the staffs of life. Of course it is not to be supposed that

every family can have a conservatory to supply the table with
bouquets of fresh flowers during the winter, but the woods and fields

furnish abundant materials if nothing of the kind has been produced
in the garden, and a cluster of red berries with autumn leaves inter,

mingled ; even the Ferns, Mosses and twigs of evergreens may be
employed for this purpose, and if tastefully arranged cannot fail to

be effective. A few sprays of dried Grass, with the scarlet berries of

Holly, Black Alder, and others, may be employed for making bouquets.
It matters not what the materials are if the best of those at command
are selected and arranged with taste. But it must not be forgotten
that this " taste " comes with practice and association, and the
mother who never attempts or tries her hand at such devices must
not expect to become skilled in the act, or see her daughters grow up
accomplished housewives. The " last bouquet" may be taken from
the garden this month in many a northern locality, but its place
should not remain empty for an hour or day; because it is these little

things which when put together make up the sum total of life's

I'leasures.

—

Moore's Rural.

Delicate Drooping Plants for Vases.—On going through
the stoves of one of our metropolitan nurseries, the other day, I noticed
two kinds of delicately-formed bright green plants, hanging from the
Moss of the Orchid-baskets to a length of about 18 inches. Closer
inspection proved them to be the wild English plants, Galium palustre
and Cxalis comiculata. Either the roots or the seeds had been over-
iuoked while cleaning the Sphagnum in which the Orchids were
planted ; and hence this elegant graceful drooping fringe to the
scjuare lattice-work baskets. I need hardly say that their relatives,
iu their native bog, might be excused for not recognising them, since
they were considerably attenuated by the unnatural heat to which
they were subjected ; a gardener might call them " drawn," and a
wireworker " fine-drawn." They are, however, so pretty for vases
ivith delicate stems, that I shall certainly try to grow them in a
warm greenhouse in pots of Sphagnum standing in saucers, and hung
from the roofs.—W. T. P.

A New Medicinal Plant.—In a pretty Alpine shrub, well,
known iu the Chilian Andes, but not, as yet, cultivated in Europe,
remarkable medicinal qualities have been recently discovered, in a
curiously accidental manner. A small flock of mountain sheep, suffer,
iug from a peculiar form of liver disease, was recently driven into a
Kcperate enclosure high up in the mountains, to keep them seperate
from other flocks. There they were left to perish or improve, as it

might turn out. To the surprise of the proprietor they all rapidly
improved, and were eventually found to be perfectly cured. What
cuuld have produced the unexpected change, and caused appetite
and strength to return iu such a marvellous manner ? It certainly
could not be the extremely scanty mountain Grass. Being watched,
it was found that they left the ordinary herbage untouched to
browse upon the leaves and young shoots of a shrub, of which the
fence was formed. This shrub was the Boldoa fragrans, commonly
known as Boldu, the original Indian name. Its foliage is

.brilliantly green, and the flowers, which are pale yellow, are bright
and effective. The flowers, leaves, or bark, when crushed, emit a
strong and fragrantly aromatic odour, from which the plant has
received its specific name. An esential oil is also expressed from
them, which is known as boldine. The experimentalists say that it

mtains an alkaloid that promotes healthy digestion, and acts
directly upon the liver, like calomel, but without any of the bad
results which over.doses of calomel induce. The French physicians
who have experimented on the action of boldine, and its value as a
medicine, may be over sanguine, but they expect the most valuable
results from its introduction to the European pharmacopias. Boldoa
fragrans has opposite, ovate, short-etalked leaves, and the flowers
appear in little axillary racemes, the male and female flowers being
oti iliiferent plants. It bears a fruit about the size of our common
Hawthorn, which is of pleasant flavour, and often eaten by the
mountaineers. The bark is used by tanners, and the wood is
preferred to any other for charcoal, possibly on account of the slight
aromatic fragrance which it sometimes emits in burning.

VAEIETIBS OF THE BANANA.
The Florida Ajriculturist contains the following remarks upon
the treatment of this fruit and the characteristics of its varieties,

which may interest growers of tropical fruits. There are several

varieties of Banana cultivated in the Island of .lamaica. Ot these
the Martinique as named there, but called here the Jamaica, is con.

sidered the best, as being hardier in growth, easier to cultivate, not

easily blown or broken down, and the best for eating. They bear within

one year after planting, and the bunolies are very large. We have
seen some that a man could not lift. The fruit is long, and of a
rich yellow colour. They are often brought here from Nassau.
Once planted they require no care, but will continue growing,
suckering out, and bearing. All other sorts of Bananas have been
cast aside since these were introduced into the island. Another long

Banana, called the Tiger, from the skin of the fruit being striped

with black, is grown in some places, but the fruit is not considered

so good as that of the above-named sort. The Otaheite is another ot

the same class as the long Bananas. The fruit must be very ripe

before it is fit to eat. The flesh is of a rich strawberry colour. This is,

however, not a profitable kind to grow. Of short Bananas, the Dwarf
or Chinese is a kind not growing more than 4 or 5 feet high, with
a strong, stout body. It bears large bunches of fruit, which hang
nearly to the ground, and stand firm, but the fruit is of no account,

and is usually used as a culinary vegetable, like a Plantain.

The Redskin is a strong-growing plant, which bears large bunches of

handsome fruit ; but in .Jamaica it is not considered equal to the
Martinique. A kind called the Apple is not a profitable Banana to

grow. The bunches are medium-sized, and the fruit about the length

of a person's finger, and very delicious ; but the plants root up easily,

and they require more cultivating than other kinds. Finally, the

triangular Banana is the worst of all the Bananas. Its bunches are

medium.sized ; but the fruit is not nice, being slimy. It should
be baked before eating. There are other varieties grown ; but these

are the only kinds that are commonly met with in the West Indies.

Every negro hut has Bananas growing around it. They are manured
with ashes from the kitchen. As the bunches become fit to use, they
are cut off and taken into the house to ripen ; for Bananas that ripen on
the stalks are not near so nice as those cut, as they contain a strong
alkaline juice which exudes from the stalk when cut off. The fruit

should be allowed to fill out and be fully grown ; the bunches should
be then cut off and hung upside down to ripen in the house. The
green fruit can be used as a culinary vegetable, by having the skin
peeled off before boiling, and mashed up with butter or lard, with
pepper sprinkled over it. A favourite way in the West Indies is to
boil Bananas with salt beef or pork, and to mash them up with some
of the fat skimmed off the water. When ripe, the fruit can be made
into pies, similar to Apple pies, by peeling them, placing them in a
dish, and pouring in butter and sugar that has been rubbed together
over them before baking. Bananas are delicious done in this manner.
The Banana will not stand frost, the leaves being so thin that they
are susceptible to any extreme ; but some of the species may be
hardier than others. In the West Indies, when the stalk comes up
spindling and weak, it is cut off just below the leaves. This does not
kill it, but has a beneficial effect in making it thicken out, and become
stronger. We think that if this plan were adopted with those that
had been affected by frost it might have the same tendency, but it

should not be done until cold weather had entirely passed away and
the plants show an inclination to grow. As the bunches are cut the
stalks should be lopped down to within a foot of the ground, cut into
pieces and placed around the roots : the same with the leaves. When
plants with young fruit are caught by frost before coming to per-

fection, we think it is the best plan to cut down the whole stalk at
once. This enables plants left standing to receive full nourishment on
the return of spring. In the West Indies, if the Banana is

highly manured, the stalk or body, as it is called there, will grow
very large and succulent, but at the expense of fruit. Ashes have
been found to be the best manure that can be given, with an occasional

sprinkling of salt.

The Cost of Water-squirting.—On the recommendation of

the Parks, Commons, and Open Spaces Committee of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, that "the fountain in Leicester Square be closed
until the 1st of May next," it was stated at a recent meeting that
the water bill for supplying the fountain for three months, when it

was playing for six hours a day, was .€250, and that to work it for

four hours per diem per annum would be £1,000. It was decided to
close the fountain until the time recommended. Here is another
proof of the advantages of allowing fountain builders their own
way in a garden. The fountains in Leicester Square are the most
peurile imaginable, yet the cost of the water alone amounts to a sum
that would suffice for the support and keeping up of a large and
beautiful garden.
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THE PUBLIC PROMENADE AND GARDEN OF RIO
JANEIllO.

The magniflcent baj' of Ganamara, along the shores of which
the public Passeio stretches for a considerable distance, has
been celebrated for its beauty ever since the first settlement
of the Portuguese in the Brazils. At a time when lanadorned
by Art, or any plantations beyond those sown by lavish

Nature, in a delicious climate, that beach was called " the walk
of the lovely nights ;

" and, no doubt, in the exquisite evenings
and nights of that beautiful region—the placid sea rippling

gently to the beach, and brilliantly lighted by the tropic moon
— that the name was an appropriate one. Villeganon, as

early as 1555, wrote enthusiastically of the bay of Ganamara,
and declared that nothing but the Bosphorus could be com-

as that now occupied by the public gardens, was low, marshy,
and unhealthy ; causing difficulties which it required all

the energy of such a skilful administrator as Vasconuellos to
overcome. But, by dint of perseverance and a lavish outlay,
the gardens and grand sea-walk, which are now the admiration
of all travellers, were successfully created and richly embellished
and planted. The plantations inaugurated by the garden-
loving Viceroy are novv nearly a century old, and are flourishing
in all the luxuriance and magnificence of mature growth.
The great Mangoes (Mangifera indica) form the salient
features among the larger trees ; and among the shrubs and
undergrowths, of many beautiful and exceedingly various kinds,
the Rose-Laurel (Neriura Oleander), so beautiful and luxuriant
in warm climates, is there seen to the greatest advantage.

View in the Puljlic Promenade, Rio Janeiro.

pared to it for beauty. He described also, in verses that
sometimes verge on the extravagant in their magnilofjuence,
the beauties of the gardens of Rio ; but these are now but
archseological matters, for everything has changed at Rio
since the days of the poetical traveller. The introduction of
the trees and plants of other climates, which nearly all thrive
luxuriantly, has changed the entire aspect of the surrounding
country, and enriched the vast plains with various kinds of
foliage, which have become as important and as beautiful
features in the landscape as the native vegetation of that
region, in which wood was somewhat deficient.

It was not until the year 1778, during the government of
the fourth Viceroy, Luis de Vasconcellos, that the present
public promenade was created. A great part of the ground
now occupied by the promenade when thus projected, as well

The region of Entre-Rios has many other noble gardens to

boast of. All kinds of European fruit trees flourish

vigorously ; especially the Peach, though it requires renewing
every fifteen or sixteen years. The Pear and the Apricot
have also acclimated themselves in an extraordinary manner,
notwithstanding that they are so essentially natives of

temperate and even cold climates. Among the best known
gardens in the neighbourhood of Rio is that of General
tjrquiza, which may be taken as a model of the best Brazilian
gardens ; all of which have, however, as it must be confessed,

more the aspect of vast nurseries than of gardens, in the
European sense of the word. They possess, however, with
their long shady alleys, their general aspect of vegetable luxuri-

ance, the soft air that gently stirs the luxuriant foliage, which
simply to breathe is a pleasure, a charm peculiarly their own

;
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and, with perseverance aud a little stronger infusion of European
art, marvellously beautiful effects will, doubtless, be achieved in
and about Rio at no verj' distant period, of a kind of which the
most advanced horticulturists can at present form no definite
idea ; especially as nearly all the plants of other tropical
countries, as well as those of temperate and even cold climates,
a|)pear to thrive in that favoured region quite as luxuriantly as
does the native vegetation. H. N. H.

THE H OUS EHOLD.
RECIPES.

To Preserve Pears.—Parboil some Pears with the peel on,
take them out of thu water, peel and quarter them, then let them
lie tweuty-fuur hours in large dishes, with powdered lump sugar
tliickly spriidiled over them ; to G lbs. of Pears put the same
quantity of loaf sugar, 1 oz. of ginger sliced thin, the peel of three
Lemons cut into thiu strips, aud one pennyworth of cochineal. Stew
gently for five hours, and keep in close covered jars.

Apple Jelly.— Soak 1 oz. of gelatine in a pint of cold water
for two hours

; turn it into a stewpan with half the rind of a Lemon
thinly pared and cut into strips, and j lb. of loaf sugar. Stir this
mixture over the fire until the gelatine and sugar are dissolved, add
1 lb. of good cooking Apples, pared aud cut into thin quarters. Let
these all simmer until the Apples are quite tender and the syrap
clear; but the jelly must not be boiled fast or it will be a failure.
Pour it into a mould in which cold water has been standing. Let it
remain until the ne.\t day, and then turn it out, and place whipped
cream, sweetened and flavoured with Lemon juice, round it.

Preserved Seville Oranges.—Take any number, and rather
more than their weight in white sugar. Sbghtly grate them, and
score them round and round with a knife, but not very deeply ; then
jjut them into cold water for three days, changing the water two or
three times a day. Tie them up in a cloth, and boil them till they
are soft enough for the head of a pin to penetrate; while thev are
boiling put the sugar on the fire, with rather more than half-a-pint
of water to each pound ; let it boil for a minute or two, then strain
through muslin. Place the Oranges into the syrup till it jellies and
IS of a yellow colour. Try the syrup by putting some to cool ; it
must not be too stiff. The syrup need not cover the Oranges, but
they must be turned, so that each part gets thoroughly done.

Quince Marmalade.—Peel the Quinces, quarter them, and
remove tlie cores and pips. The quarters should be thrown into a
pan of cold spring water as they are cut, to preserve the colour. The
Qumces should tljen bo put into a covered jar with one quart of
water to 4 lb. of fruit, and stewed in a slow oven for several hours
till they are quite tender, and of a bright red colour. When they are
thus prepared for marmalade, weigh them, and to every pound of
fruit allow ^- lb. of crushed lump sugar. Put the fruit into a preser-
ving pan, and bring it gently to a boil, stirring frequently all the
time. Continue boiling till the whole is quite soft and a smooth pulp

;then add the sugar, and again bring the fruit to a boil. Continue
boiling gently for twenty or twenty.five minutes. Take the pan from
the fare, and paste down the marmalade in jars while hot with double
papers, care being taken to have the paste quite boiling, and to strain
the papers tightly over the iars.

,,..,,- -, — .- «v„,^ lu uv^uji oven until
the Iru.t becomes red and tender. Have ready a syrup made of 3i lbs.
ot loaf sugar, boiled with a pint and a half of water for ten minutes.
Add to this 1 quart of Quince juice, prepared by stewing 4 or 5 lbs.
ot Quinces in the same manner as before described, aud strainino-
their juice through a coarse cloth. Place in a preserving pan the
syrup, fruit puce, and the 4 lbs of Quinces, let them boil until themarmalade 13 tolerably stiff, carefully stirring it all the time.

•
. .u

^etchup.—Boil or simmer a gallon of the expressedpuce of the Walnuts, when they are tender, and skim it well ; then
put in _ lb. of anchovies, bones and liquor, the same of Shalots, 1 oz.
of Cloves, ditto of Mace, ditto of pepper, and one clove of Garlic.Let all simmer till the Shalots sink ; then put the liquor into a pan
ti I cold, bottle, and share the spice with each. Cork closely, and tie

aftir n o",
"^""

i-
^' ""' '"'^P *"'<^"ty J-'^'i'-^. «"^1 i3 "Ot go"'l till

f, .o.i V ,?'' "^'y '^^^''^f"' *° '^^P'^'^ tl«' j'"<^e at homi, for it
13 rarely unadulterated if bought.

fromT,Vkl'''l"'w i""!"""
' «."" '^'""" "^"'""' ^otchnp than the licpiorfiompicklod Walnuts. Walnuts rob the vinegar of its acid verycompletely, and then suffer for want of the keeping property which

add rlvT'T>^' "'I'r-"' ^"''^"'P '" '''° l^etter fo? not bdng tooacid. Take out the old vmegar and bottle it for ketchup, and put

fresh vinegar to the Walnuts, and two good ends are gained. The
next best is : put Walnuts into a stone jar, cover them -with very
strong vinegar, and let them stand for six months or a year, but look
at tliem now and then, and fill up with vinegar when necessary.
Then take out the liquor, and to every quart put a clove of Garlic,

two ounces of anchovies, half-a-pint of red wine, a little salt, and
mace, cloves, allspice, long pepper, and black pepper, ot each a
;t oz. Boil altogether until the ketchup has the full flavour of the
spice, let it get cold and bottle it. Another way is to grind the
green Walnuts in a mill, or pound them in a mortar, and squeeze out
the juice through a coarse cloth. To every gallon of juice put 1 lb.

of anchovies, 1 lb. of baj' salt, 4 ozs. of allspice, 2 ozs. of long pepper,
2 ozs. of black pepper, mace, cloves, and ginger 1 oz. of each, and a
stick of Horseradish. Boil all down until reduced nearly halt ; let

it get cold, bottle it, and in three months it will bo fit for use.

A Good Way witli Spanish Onions.—Spanish Onions are
best stewed in brown gravy ; they are also good put whole into a
saucepan with about li oz. of butter to each Onion, and allowed to
stew for about an hour, or until done. A little pepper aud salt should
bo added. A dessert-spoonful of Mushroom ketchup put in just at

the last takes oft the richness of the gravy. This ia a good and
proved way of cooking these.

To Preserve TrufiBles.—The following recipe for the preser-

vation and use ot Truffles, was obtained some years ago from the cook
of the Thatched House Tavern. To preserve them : As they are found
8 or 10 inches below the surface of the earth, they require a good dcalot
washing and brushing before they can be applied to culinary purposes.
When washed the water should be warm, and changed frequently.
Truffles lose much of their flavour if allowed to get dry. Pick out
the blackest, peel them carefully with a sharp knife, reject all which
are the least unsound, put them into bottles as close as they can be
shaken, cork them tight, and boil them for an hour in the " bain-
marie."

Tomato Soup.—Stew twelve Tomatoes with a little butter,
pepper, and salt (but no water), until they are tender; rub them
through a sieve ; add the pulp and juice to two quarts of boiling
stock which has been well flavoured with vegetables. Thicken the
soup with a little flour or arrowroot. Add two lumps of sugar.
The addition of more butter or half-a-pint of cream may be considered
an improvement, if a very rich soup is desired.

SEED SAVING AND PACKETING.
Seed, plant, flower, then seed again, is fhe waj' with most plants
over and over, year after year. What a wonderful thing a seed is ; what
a mystery is ivrapped up in a tiny grain, which will remain quiet for
years, until the proper heat aud moisture awaken the slumbering
plant within it ? But now is not the proper time to talk abont
growing the plant from seed ; we must consider the seed as the end
of the season's work of the plant. If we left the seeds to take their
own course, they would be scattered on the ground near where
the plant grew, or they would be conveyed to greater distances,
carried by the winds, or thrown by the bursting of the seed-pods.
The ways provided for the scattering of the seed, are many and
most interesting, but we are not now treating ot seed-scattering,
but of seed-saving. If we allow seeds to grow just as they please,
those of plants from warm countries will be killed by the cold ot

-g
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Fig. 1 (Folding the Packet).

winter; while others will come up after lying on the ground nuti
spring ; but at the same time the seeds of weeds will come up too, and
our flowering plants will be likely, while very young, to be crowded and
killed by the more rough and strong young weeds. So in gardening
wo help Nature, by gathering the seeds and keeping them until next
spring, or the proper time, and then sowiug them where we can take
care of the little plants when they appear, giving them the ground
all to themselves, where they will not have to struggle and crowd
against other competitors. If we look around among the plants, we
shall see that the .seeds are contained in little cases or pods of very
different forms. Some of these open with a slight report, and scatter
the seeds abont; these you must gather just as they begin to ripen.
Others just break open the pod, and need a little shaking or rubbing
to make them fall out ; and there arc still many other kinds of seed.
vessels. So we must exercise a little care in the matter. The best
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way is to have some paper-boxes, and put the seed-pods in these for

ii few days, until they dry ; then rub the seeds out, pick out the

remains of the pods aud stems, and then put the clean seeds on a

paper, and carefully blow away any light dust that may
remain among them. Mind, that when yon gather the seeds,

you put their names with them. Write them on a piece of card,

or on a bit of stick, to keep with them while they are drying.

Never leave seeds of any kind without a name with them; this

will avoid much trouble and guessing. Having the seeds all dried

aud cleaned, they may to bo put away for winter. Some make little

paper-bags, by pasting, very nearly like the grocer's bags, only much
smaller, and these are very useful ; but a bag without any paste can

bo made anywhere in a minute. In a garden, and wishing to give

Fig. 2 (Folding the ends).

a friend a few seeds, or in the iields or woods, when a plant is found,

the seeds of which one would like to save, only a bit of paper is

rcfiuired to make a bag as good as the best.

How to Make Seed Papers. —Take a piece of paper (letter-

paper, or smooth brown paper is as good as any), somewhat longer

than wide; fold it over, but not quite ecjually (see tig. 1). The edge

of the part of the paper folded over should come to the line between

A and B in the figure. Then fold A over on to B, and both together

over to a line a little below B. This is twice as easy as it seems in

explaining it. Then turn the paper over, and fold one end as shown
at the right hand of fig. 2. Next fold the point b over in the same
manner, and tuck the point b under the fold a, and it will appear as

seen on the left-hand end of the diagram. Prepare the bags

by folding one end beforehand. When ready to put in the seeds,

open the bag by blowing at the unfolded end ; and, when the

seeds are in, that end is closed by folding it just as the first end was
folded. This makes a packet, from whichthefinest seeds will not escape,

and which, for all but very large parcels, snch as vegetable seeds, is

as handy as need be. There is no paste required, no string to tie, and
a very neat packet can be made with common paper. ISut, before

putting the packet away, do not forget to label it. Fig. 3 shows hovir

this is done. Like all such things, these packets are much easier to make

Cvv,i" OdAu- -UUxtiri'fclu-.

Fig. 3 (The Packet complete).

than to describe ; but, by following the directions, I thinlc you will

succeed the first time. Seeds should not be put away until dry, and
then they should be kept in a cool dry place, where the mice will

not find them. I cannot end this seed matter without advising that

many more seeds than will be likely to be wanted by the collector

himself should be saved, leaving sufficient to give away, as much
pleasure may be inclosed in the little packet with the seeds. To caro

for and give away flower-seeds is one of the ways in which even
boys and girls can help to make the world pleasanter and better.

—

Agricidti(.rist.

Otto of Roses.—Tho jiloniteiir Industriel Beige, inan iutercsting

article on this costly perfume, says that the manufacture is largely

carried on iu the Valley of Kesanlik, Roumelia, the annnal produc-
tiou of the Rose farois amounting to 4,400 pounds of the otto

13er year. As it requires about 130,000 Koses, weighing some 57
pounds, to make an ounce of the oil, some idea of the extent of the
plantations may be formed from the above given total. The flowers

are gathered in the middle of May, and the harvest continues for

three weeks. The blossoms collected each day are at once worked, in

order that none of the odour may be lost. The process consists in

distilling them in water and then causing the water alone to undergo
distillation, when the oil is skimmed from the surface. The labour is

principally done by women and children, at wages of about 10 cents
per day. The otto is always adulterated before transmission to

market, with one-third or one-flfth its quantity of Geranium oil.

THE ARBORETUM.
THE MOST PROFITABLE VARIETIES OP TREES

FOB PLANTING.
By ROBERT HUTCHISON.

That the necessity exists for further and more extensive introduction of

varieties of trees which, by their quick growth and early maturity

will repay their planters by early profits, there can be no doubt. Any
one sceptical upon the point has only to look at the immense and rapidly

increasing strides mth which every manufacturing industry of the country

is progressing. The demand for wood of every description, at enhanced

prices, and the great scarcity of supply existing in many descriptions, will

also corroborate the statement, and especially so when it is added that

the demand is greatest, and the scarcity most apparent, in those very

classes of trees of rapid development, namely. Willow and Poplar. During

recent years the consumption of AVillow as timber for the numerous rad-

way networks of systems over the length and breadth of the country, has

been enormous. Its universal adoption and pecuUar suitability for the

blocks of the brakes, &c., of waggons and other railway vehicles, have

induced great scarcity of wood of large dimensions ;
while the more general

apphcation of Poplar of good quality for many country purposes, for

which, before the introduction of the Larch disease, that tree was used,

has caused a great increase in the demand for well-gi-own Poplar-

wood. Indeed, the substitution of Poplar for Larch is, iu many parts of

Scotland, now very general ; for in addition to the risk of faUure of the

Larch crop by disease, and its being a tree which requires a longer tune

to produce wood of relative value than Poplar, there are many more use-

ful purposes for which the wood of this latter named tree is found to be

better adapted than young Larch wood of from fifteen to twenty years

growth. Consequently, the introduction of Poplar trees in young planta-

tions mixed with Spruce, or Scotch Firs, and Larch, to be used as nurses,

seems too much neglected. The comparatively quicker maturity, for sale

purposes, of the Poplar trunk, renders it a very desirable tree to be used

for such purposes, and the variety of soils to which it can, without detri-

ment to its rapidity of development, accomodate itself, makes it capable

of very general application in most situations where plantations are being

formed, or where any of the other common nurse trees are employed.

Judiciously mixed iu this manner, the Poplars may be thinned out first,

along with the Scotch Firs, and thus allow the Larches to remain, if they

should prove to be a healthy and thriving crop, till they become of more

value from then- larger growth ; while iu the meantime a better return is

obtained from the Poplars than would have been produced had Larch

alone been used instead of them, and cut when the wood first required to

be thinned. The variety of Poplar most suitable for this purpose, and

indeed, the best of all the class of fast-growing timber trees, is the Black

Italian (Populus moniUtera). Reference has already been made to the

value of this tree in a recent issue of the " Society's Transactions," so that

it is almost superfluous again to record its distinctive quahties and nierits.

Suffice it to say, that the more general cultivation of this useful and

desirable Poplar for timber purposes is well worthy the consideration of

every Scottish planter. Although this tree, like the other Poplaxs as a

class, wiU thrive in almost any soil, and attain to considerable sizein a

very few years, it prefers, and will grow most rapidly, when planted in a

deep moist loamy soil, and makes most wonderful annual growths of

young wood in damp, although sandy, alluviums beside river banks or

level flats. The height to which a fnU-growu Poplar of this variety will

attain is about 120 feet, and this altitude it will reach in srsty years m
suitable soil and situation. The uses to which its timber are adapted are

numerous, and owing to this toughness and lightness it is well suited tor

any constructive purpose. In localities whence there is easy and conve-

nient means of transit to any of the great centres of industry and

manufacture Poplar wood of fair size, from about 2i to 3i feet diameter

at the base of the trunk, wiU fetch from Is. 3d. to Is. 4d. per cubic foot,

and frequently a higher price. In this respect, grown solely as a crop,

this species of Poplar, in the same given number of years, wdl be found

to be a safer and more remunerative tree to plant than almostany^other.

Other varieties of Poplars are also worthy of notice as bemg
_
early

remunerative trees," and should be much more extensively cultivated.

We refer to the common grey Poplar (Populus canescens), the white

Poplar (Populus alba), both of which are decidedly worthy of ranch more

attention than arborists have hitherto given them, and wUl be found to

be trees of very useful value as timber for country purposes. Ihe grey

Poplar is indeed a very potent rival to the black Italian, but we prefer

the latter as yielding a timber of much higher quality for every purpose

than the former named tree mil yield at the same age. Ihis last

mentioned tree, the grey Poplar (Populus canescens), is also much

esteemed by many planters, aud is deservedly prized for its strikmg toliage

and cold grey tints, when skilfully blended with warmer hues m the land-

scape, no less than for its intrinsic merit as a useful " country wood-

producing tree. It yields a light, tenacious, durable quality of timber,

and is an equaUy rapid grower with the black Italian Poplar. The other

varieties of Poplar, such as the Athenian (P. grseca,) the black Poplar (P.

nigra), the white Poplar (P. alba), aud the Ontario (P. candicans), may

be all held as fast-growing trees respectively and worthy of attention to

some extent where variety of foliage and habit in a mixed plantation are

desired ; but as rapid producers of wood of any considerable value, we

must hmit our recommendations to the two Poplars previously named, P.

moniUfera aud P. canescens. In planting Poplars it is very necessary to

give due attention, iu the young plantations or strips, to " clear head-

room " to the young trees, for the Poplar is of itself not very prone to

throw up a vigorous leader, while the rubbing and fraying of neighbourmg
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shoots too frequently destroys the tender soft bark of the young wood of

the main stem, where early thinning has not been attended to in due
season. Poplar trees in strips and plantations may thus be frequently

seen to be permanently injured from this cause, and if really good speci-

mens are desired in after years, it would be well to clear out all round the
specimens left. The return from the sale of the wood of the grey Poplar
of similar age to the black Italian, is about the same under ordinary cir-

cumstances, and we find that, at some timber sales lately, vigorously

grown trees of the grey Poplar fetched as much as Is. 2d. and Is. 3d. per
cubic foot, being about 2 feet in diameter at the base ; and in other

localities, similar, if not better, quotations were realised at recent sales

for similar sizes and equal quality.

Ha\'ing thus cursorily noticed the principal members of the Poplar
family which are deserving of wider introduction into the woodland
scenery and economic planting of this country, we shall proceed to notice

those varieties of the Willow family which are worthy of more attention

than they at present receive, as being trees of rapid growth, producing
good and useful timber, and as being decidedly entitled to be fairly ranked
amongst the ftiremost species of forest timber trees, as subjects worth
planting, as early remunerative trees. The rapid growth of the Willow
IS a matter of universal admission. From the earliest Scripture times we
are told of this habit of quick development when in suitable localities and
situations. Thus, " they shall spring up as Willows by the water courses ;"

and the very derivative name " Salis," under which the whole class is

enumerated, signifies to spring, and is thus characteristic of the habit so

well-known of the plant. The varieties of the W^illow family are well-

nigh countless. Loudon enumerates some 282 vai-ieties as well-known
and in cultivation. The general features of the broad outlines of the
family ai*e their rapidity of growth. The soft, porous, light, and unin-
flammable nature of the timber, and its general suitability for country
purposes, to which ordinary bardw'ood and Fir are quite inapplicable,

but in regard to which its toughness renders Willow or Saugh
peculiarly adapted, and combine to make this tree worthy of more
extensive cultivation. The covering or "cleading" of cart bottoms and
i-ailway waggons, and the manufacture of brake-blocks, form a consider-
able source of demand for the timber of largo well-grown WiUow trees,

and there are many other purposes to which this wood is specially adapted,
and for which it is largely used. Passing over for the present the treat-

ment of the Willow as a crop (grown as wands), and the remunerative
advantages of this mode of utilising wet lands and damp situations, where
from peculiarity of situation drainage is difficult, we notice only the ques-
tion of the value of the Willow as a timber-producing tree. Unfortu-
nately, in this country the Willow is too often thrust into the backgi'ound
as a tree worth planting for the value of the wood, and is planted only or
chiefly in damp marshy corners, where it is frequently neglected, and
allowed to grow up without any regard to the formation of a good bole,

or, in fact, without any reference whatever to its ulterior use. Were
some little care and attention paid to this handsome species of trees, even
in such waste situations, the trouble and expense would amply repay the
planter. Indeed, there is no department of forestry that yields a better
return than cultivating these rapid-growing timber trees, such as the
Willow and Poplar. In the commercial world small profits and quick
returns are now-a-days the acknowledged maxim of correct mercantile
policy ; and similarly in forestry, whatever plan of management, planting,
or beating up be adopted, and shows the most probable prospect of future
advantage, at the earliest date, is sure to be at once recommended and
put into practice.

It is very diflicult indeed, out of 282 varieties of the Salix or Willow
family, to single out one or two of the most suitable and advantageous
for general planting as timber trees ; but at the same time, though there
may appear 282 varieties, botanically speaking, these may be reduced to
a_ very much smaller compass when they are treated of collectively as
limber trees. In fact, they present frequently so few features of distinc-
tive merit or difference, that the number might be very safely reduced to
a much smaller list of distinctive individual trees, worth growing for their
timber in suitable soils and situations throughout Scotland. Indeed,
after a careful analysis of all the species, it appears that the entire list of
^Villows, which may be regarded as claimants for popular favour as
timber trees, may be simply reduced to four distinct varieties, viz., Salix
alba (the white or Iluntingdou Willow), Salix caprea (Goat Willow or
Saugh tree), Salix Kusselliana (Bedford Willow), and Salix fragilis (red
woodiVillow). Of these varieties, the first-named, viz., the Huntingdon
Willow (Salix alba), is probably, when unpruned and grown naturally in
favourable circumstances, the handsomest and finest of all the Willows of
really tree dimensions. It is, in truth, a most picturesque and beautiful
tree, whether it be regarded for its general outline and habit, or for the
pecuUar and distinctive whitish appearance of the foliage, which, com-
bined with its general light and elegant outline, contribute to render this
one of the most favourite trees for planting in such situations as conduce
to its early and full development. Such situations are river banlis in deep,
damp alluvial soils in flat marshy ground, and upon those low-lying
swampy situations so well known and common in Scotland, where few
planters care to risk a general crop of timber trees. This Willow
which we deem worthy of far more universal cultivation in this country
than has hitherto been attempted, has, like many other varieties of its
tribe, the advantage of thriving very well indeed in rather poor soils, and
in thin sandy stretches or on damp sub-soils. Certainly most trees wiU thrive
better in deep rich loamy soils, with rather a damp sub-soil, than in a
poor thin one ; but the only point of importance to be observed now-a-
days is, that the soil (whatever its nature may be) shall, be well drained
from stagnant water, and trees of magnitude, such as the white Willow,
grey Poplar, and other rapidly growing timber trees, will all benefit imme-

diately. Thus in cold upland situations not only may the grey Willow,

but also the Bedford Willow (Salix Kusselliana) be grown with profit

and advantage. In any situation of soil, with damp bottom, the progress

made by the grey Willow is truly marvellous. The plants so situated

soon attain considerable height, and rush up mth clean straight boles

when planted closely, and yield timber of no small value in a very few

years. It has been observed that the annual increase in timber of the

grey Poplar, in trees of about twenty years of age, is at the rate of about

two cubic feet in certain situations—certainly no inconsiderable rent for

the ground occupied by the tree—and this measurement has been verified

in more than one place both in Scotland and England ; and, in some soils,

trees planted eighteen years ago have now attained, in strong clayey loam,

fuUy 52 feet in altitude, aud girth about 7 feet in circumference at 1 foot

from the ground. The wood of the SaUx alba is used for a variety of

wright-work. It is pectdiarly light, tough, and easily wrought, and is

adapted for a great number of country purposes.—such as cleading of

carts and waggons, railway brakes, plank-ing and joisting boards, and for

many purposes in connection with mill-wright work ; tool handles, hoops,

copper-work, and basket-making. Indeed, there is no part of this tree,

from its thick and heavy trunk to the youngest twig, but is adapted to

some use. The bark of the grey Willow abounds in tannin, but does

not appear to be sufliciently appreciated, and is worthy of more notice in

this country for the purposes of the tanner. In this respect it appears to

be much more generally used on the Continent of Europe. The facility

with which this tree is propagated, and rushes up into shape after being

planted, is another recommendation to its future increased introduction.

Ail that is requisite to commence a WUlowry or plantation of this tree is

to insert into the soil cuttings made from one or two years's wood (about

2 feet long) to the depth, say, of 10 inches to 1 foot. Stobs made of this

tree of greater thickness, say even up to 4 to G inches in diameter, succeed

very well in damp sub-soils, and many fine large trees have been grown
from tbem, although, upon the whole, and in a variety of soils and situa-

tions, trees grown from the smaller sizes are preferable.^

The next variety of Willow, well worthy of culture in this country, is

the large-leaved or Goat \Villow (SaUx caprea), commonly called
" the Saugh." Although it can hardly be said to acquire a great height

and large dimensions, there are, nevertheless, examples throughout the

country of immense size, considering the habits of the tree. It thrives in

any soil or elevation, but wUl attain its highest height and dimensions in a

dry, rich, deep, loamy soil, with a cool, if not dampish bottom. TTie wood
of the Saugh is tough and elastic, having considerable lateral as well as

longitudinal adhesion, and admits of a very fine polish. It is of consider-

able value for jobbing purposes; but the White Willow (Salix alba), in

point of utility as a timber tree, beats this variety completely. The price

which the SaHx caprea will realise in a sale is about the same (according

to district) as that of the Larch or Birch wood. It is very profitable as

an undergrowth in many plantations, for in favourable seasons it will

yield young shoots fully 5 feet in one year ; and very suitable for the

purposes of the crate-maker or basket manufacturer. The bark yields a

large amount of tannin. Another member of the Willow family worthy

of notice is the Salix fragilis, or Red-wood Willow—a tree regarding

whose utility there is consideraljle difference of opinion. On the one hand,

its timber has been condemned by some arborists as useless ; and they have

further asserted that the qualities usually ascribed to it are due to another

species, with which they say it is confounded, viz., Salix Russelliana

;

while, upon the other hand, its suitability, on account of durability, light-

ness, and toughness for many pui-poses, whether local or for ship building,

for which it is well adapted, renders it worthy of more notice than it at

present attracts in our plantations, where damp soil, with deep alluvial

sub-soil, foster its rapid growth. Its wood is likewise available and very

suitable for constructive purposes, for houses, water-wheels, planking, ic,
and indeed for all country work, where a really good, clean, light, tough,

elastic, and useful wood is required. One considerable drawback to this

Willow is its liability to become dead in the top shoots, or "stag-headed ;

"

and as this habit is of frequent occurrence, this variety is in much less

repute than the Salix Kusselliana or Salix alba, as a timber tree of rapid

growth. It will thrive best upon a stiff, damp, clayey, soil, with cold

sub-soU. The wood is, when cut, red in the heart, with a white margin,

and upon being exposed to the influence of the air for a time, the whole

assumes a reddish pink hue of agreeable appearance, aud of a consistency

easily wrought, and of a very useful texture for any domestic or rural

purpose.
The other species of Willow which has been mentioned as worthy of

extended cultivation in this country is the Russell or Bedford Willow.

Kesembling as it does the Salix fragilis, already described, it is rather

more graceful and elegant in its foliage and contour ; and indeed, in the

ease of large and weU-grown trees, the Salix Russelliana exhibits a far

finer outline than any other of the congeners of this family. Its rapidity

of growth is fully equal to that of the Salix alba, and far superior to

that of the other members of the Willow tribe already described. Its

timber is about equal to that of the Salix alba. While light, tough,

elastic, and unlikely to crack or split, its timber is highly prized in the

building of manufactories, and for flooring and such like purposes ; for

its non-combustive properties, coupled with its non-liability to shrink or

crack, render it very useful in the building of many edifices,-such as

mills, manufactories, granaries, &c. It is also, like its other neighbours

of the Willow and Saugh tribes, greatly used for cleading cart and waggon

bottoms, making railway brakes, lining coal-pits and stone or lime quar-

ries, and for almost any purpose connected with rural economy. Ihis

Willow succeeds best in a deep moist soil of medium description, but is

decidedly unsuited to situations where water is stagnant in the sub-soil.

It wiU also thrive and produce good timber upon cold clayey soil, if there
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be due regard to drainage of the till beneath. Upon the whole, the Salix
Russelliana is very decidedly a tree to be extensively planted in conjunction
with the Salix alba and Salix fragilis, upon exposed uplands for timber
purposes, and in sueh situations it will yield a quick and good return to
the planter. It should be grown in masses, for in such circumstances it

is far more profitable than when planted as a single specimen or hedge-
row tree, or when mixed with others wbose too rapid side-spreading
growth may interfere with its head or stem.

—

Highland Society's Tran-
sactions.

GARDEN STRUCTURES.
TROPICAL FRDIT HOUSES.

Many of the well-known fruit-trees of the tropics might be
made, binder proper treatment, as indicated in our illustration,

to yield freely their delicious fruit in this country. Last
year a Papaw tree (Oarica Papaya), about 6 feet in height,

produced several of its fine fruits in great perfection in one of

the houses in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. They were of

the size of a Cantaloupe Melon, and of a somewhat similar form.
They ripened perfectly in a temperature varying from 59°

to 68° Fahrenheit. In the beginning of the present month
might have been seen, in the same establishment, a gigantic
specimen of

Monstera deli-

ciosa, which
ripened its suc-

culent fruit in

con siderable
abundance. This

fruit, which may
be said to re-

semble an elon-

gated Pine-
apple, exhales an
exquisite per-

fume, and its

flavour is not
unlike that of a
Pine-apple. Few
of us will have
forgotten that

the Mangostein
fruited at Syon
a few years

since, notwith-
standing the

difficulties that

appeared to be-

set its successful

culture. It was
also at Syon
House that the
Cocoa-nut Palm (Cocos nucifera) was, for the first time in

Europe, in 1863, made to produce fruit. Bananas, too (see p.

410), as is well known, especially Musa Cavendishii and M.
]Daradisiaca, if planted out under glass in a suitable tempera-
ture, are well known to yield fruit abundantly. The Vanilla
lends itself so freely to artificial culture, when care is taken
to fructify its exceedingly ephemeral flowers at an early
hour in the morning, that its culture, we doubt not,
might be turned to good commercial account, as its

slender pods, often 10 or 12 inches in length, bear a high
price for flavouring confectionery, and for various culinary
purposes. The Brazilian Chestnut tree (Berthollitia excelsa),

the fruit of which is so well known under the name of Brazil
Nuts, submits readily to judicious artificial culture, as does
also the Date Palm (Phoenix dactylifera), the delicious and
highly-saccharine fruits of which may be thus artificially pro-
duced in great perfection. The Coffee tree of Bengal and
Ceylon, forming a very neat and pretty shrub, may be made to

fruit freely in our hot-houses, even in a very young state. The
Guava (Psidium Cattleyanum), too, may be cultiv.ited with
success. There are several species or varieties of this genus,
all of which are of convenient size for growing under glass,

scarcely any of them exceeding 15 or 20 feet in height
^yhen fully grown. The last plant we shall name, but

Section of a Tropica^ Fruit-house.

without by any means exhausting a list which might be very
much extended, the Clove tree (Caryophyllus aromaticus),
which yields the Cloves of commerce, ought, on no account, to
be overlooked. This handsome evergreen tree is worthy of
growth even for ornament, and, though a native of the
tropics, will thrive in the open air in some parts of Europe,
even of England, but it is only seen in its full beauty
as a handsome evergreen tree from 20 to 30 feet high,
when cultivated under glass. As evidence that a great number
of other fruit-bearing tropical trees may be so successfully
treated in Europe as to compel them to produce their
curious and, in many instances, extremely delicious fruits,
the following list of mere names may be appended:—Anona
Cherimolia, a Peruvian tree, producing a fruit which the Creoles
of the West Indies consider to be the most delicious in the
world ; the Bread-fruit tree (Artocarpus incisa) ; the Carob
tree (Ceratonia Siliqua); the Calabash tree (CrescentiaCujete),
the gourds of which, wherever it grows wild, take the place of
pottery ware among the natives ; the Madagascar " Plum "

(Flacourtia Ramontchi) ; the Genipa tree (Genipa americana),
pi'oducing a fruit of the size of an Orange, of such agreeable
flavour, that in Surinam the fruit is called the Marmalade box

;

the Locust tree (Hymena^a Courbaril), a tree of enormous
growth, and
attaining a
great age, some
specimens in the
forests of Brazil
being, it is com-
puted, antece-
dent in date to
the Christian
era. While
young, this tree

would be per-
fectly manage-
able under glass.

Then there is the
Malay Apple
(Jambosamalac-
c e n s i s) , an
Indian tree, the
fruit of which is

much esteemed.
TheMonkey-pot
tree (Lecythis
ollaria), is so
named from the
urn-like shape of
the fruit or husk,
which has a lid

that falls off

when the seeds,
and allows them to fall to the
zabucajo are said to be very
ollaria, both in texture and

The Alligator

or rather nuts, are ripe,

ground. The nuts of L,

superior to those of L.
flavour, and also to the common Brazil Nut.
Pear tree (Persea gratissima), the Tallow tree of China
(Stillingia sebifera)—these, with the Tamarind tree (Tama-
rindus indica), and many others of curious and interest-
ing character, are sufficient to show what an interesting and
beautiful collection of tropical fruit trees might be grown
without much difficulty; and it is evident that a hothouse,
devoted entirely to fruit-bearing tropical trees, would be much
more instructively interesting than one in which a miscel-
laneous collection was placed, without any special intention.
In the annexed cut Pine-apples are shown on the side-shelves,
the pipes beneath which convey a large supply of genial heat

;

but there are, doubtless, other pipes at some depth beneath the
centre bed calculated to convey a gentle heat to the soil icself
in which the fruit trees are growing. H. N. H.

Wooden Curvilinear Conservatories. — The description
given (see p. 369), of a conservatory erected in Mr. Ley's nursery,
Croydon, is calcnlated to lead people to believe that the curvilinear
form of roof in wood, and also the substitution of straight for
curved glass, are noveltiea. At the Boyal Horticultural Society's
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meeting, at Birmingham, in 1872, a curvilinear conservatory, with

wooden spandrils on trusses, without tie rods, was shown by a well-

known firm ; but, before it had been erected many hours, the trusses,

though deep and heavy, showed signs of caving.in, and it was

eventually found necessary to support each truss by means of an iron

column under the centre. We can conceive nothiug more out of

place than the use of light curved wooden trusses for the main

supports of roofs. To be what is called rigid, wliich is a stern

necessity, a timber roof truss must be heavy and well-braced together.

We are no advocates for iron in the construction of horticultunil

buildings ; but where rigidity, great strength, and, at the same time,

elegance, are required, it is absolutely necessary to adopt it ; and,

for roof principals, or trusses, there is no stronger or better form of

construction than the iron tubular system. As a proof of the con.

fidence placed in this system, we may mention that we have been

entrusted with the construction of the Eastbourne Pavilion, the

Bournemouth Winter Garden, and other great works on that principle.

The use of straiglit instead of curved glass was exhibited in our

prize house at Birmingham, in 1873.

—

Flktcher, Lowndes, & Co.,

Ureal George Street, Westminster,

MATERIALS FOE GLASSHOUSES.
What are the materials to employ in the construction of these has

become an important question, and one that is continually forcing itself

in anything but an agreeable way upon us, viz., in the shape of decayed

sash bars, rafters, and wall plates, that much sooner go rotten than

they were expected to do. Cheap glass has been the means of

increasing the area of fruit and plant structures a hundredfold : and

great improvements have been made in the forms of different erections

for horticultural purposes. Light, the sheet anchor of good cultiva.

tion, both as regards flowering and fruit-bearing plants, so deficient

in old houses, has been secured in these modern buildings ; very great

saving, too, has been efl'ected in labour through facilities in the way
of ventilation; in fact, everythingpossible has been done but rendering

them more durable. Unfortunately, this would appear to be a matter

lost sight of, comparatively speaking, for, undoubtedly, houses for

gardening purposes built of late years will not last anything near

the time the old ones did. Nay, further, many an old plant-

house or Vinery built a quarter of a centui'y ago will yet outlast

similar structures that are not many weeks old. And this is not a

matter to create surprise, if we only possess a knowledge of, and take

the trouble to examine, the materials of which they are made, llai'ely

do we now meet with a glass structure of any description in which
the timber used is other than yellow pine ; and, if we consult a dozen

or any other number of builders, they will, one and all, tell us it is

the best. Bat surely the evidence of dear-bought experience is not to

go for nothing in the balance with mere assertion. Yellow pine

may be the best and most durable in buildings not under the excep-

tional influence of damp, such as an ordinary dwelling house ; but
I say distinctly it is not the material to use in the construction of

either cool or hot plant and fruit houses, and that it will not last half

the time that good red deal will ; and the redder the latter is, i.e., the

more resin it contains, the longer it will resist the inroads of moisture,

which is the great source of decay inbuildings of this description. These
conclusions 1 have arrived at through a lengthened personal experience

with old and new houses, used for garden purposes of all descriptions,

confirmed by observations which I have been enabled to make in places

innumerable, where I have ascertained all the particulars necessary as to

the age of the different houses, the purposes they have been used for,

and data in every way bearing npon the subject. I had a couple of

houses of yellow pine put up adjoining one of red deal that had been
erected fifteen years, andnsed from the first as a moist plant stove; the

new houses, after eighteen years' similar wear in growing plants that

required moisture, were so rotten, that, after strengthening and
propping up in all ways, they had to be re-built through sheer

inability to make them hold together. The rafters, sash.bars, and
every part wore so decayed that the blade of an ordinary pruning
knife could be easily pushed into the wood in all directions. Tho old

house is standing yet, having all the time been used as a moist house,

.and to all appearance will last another twenty years. This is one of

a number of instances in which I have had an opportunity of seeing
the unsuitable nature of anything In tho shape of yellow or white
deal for hothouse building. If the erection is simply a place in

which to grow plants that only require protection from frost, as an
ordinary greenhouse or a late Vinery, then inferior sorts of deal may
do, and last for a length of time ; but for the cultivation of stove
plants that need continuous moisture, more or less, in tho atmosphere,
Buch wood is totally unsuitable, and should never be used ; neither
should it bo selected for Pino stoves, early Vineries, Cucumber or
Melon pits—all of which, requiring moisture, hasten its decay. And
1 maintain that in tho construction of ordinary plant and fruit houses

the principle we go npon is not sound, unless, so far as the glass and
wood-work go, they are such as to be adapted for any purpose here-

after required—for plants or fruits that want either a dry or moist
atmosphere. Look, for instance, at the numbers of cool plant houses

that are turned to the growth of stove plants, as also late Vineries

into early forcing work, where tho moisture used is much in excess

of the original quantity ; and even for honses where the subjects

grown coutinuously are such as require no more moisture in tho

atmosphere than ordinary greenhouse plants, good red deal will last

much the longest. I saw this autumn a whole range of houses that

had never been used for the cultivation of anything except green-

house plants, which were being rebuilt, having become so rotten

that they would not stand, after thirty years from the time of their

construction ; whereas, if red deal had been used, they would
have lasted much longer. The old system of hothouse building has,

within the last forty years, been completely revolutionised. Tho
massive, heavy timher that formerly was employed has given place to

such as is not more than half the weight, so as to admit a maximum
of light to the plants grown. This was a vast improvement, conse.

quent upon the better understood requirements of the different

plants, and a disposition to produce them in something approaching

their natural condition, as opposed to the weakened things that

in times past merely existed. But this great redaction in the

bulk of tho timber employed has naturally reduced tho strength,

and left correspondingly less to resist the unavoidable inroads

of decay; consequently, instead of using a worse description

of timber than formerly, we should have at all events kept up to tho

standard of times past, and this is just what we have not done, and
are not at the present time doing. I can see on all sides plant and
fruit houses being erected that twenty years hence will be virtually

tumbling about the ears of whoever may then have to deal with

them ; and these, be it observed, are not what are understood as

cheap or low.priced erections, but such as cost money enough to com-
mand better materials. Tho natural requirements of great quanti-

ties of the plants at the present day cultivated under glass, and tho

treatment we now give to many long ago introduced to the country,

by the use of much more moisture in the atmosphere in their culti-

vation than formerly, hastens the decay of the wood even when it is

of tho best possible description, and renders the use of such as i.s

inferior a very serious mistake. The use of iron in the construction

of ordinary plant and fruit-houses has met with little favour—why,
it would be difficult to say ; only in this, as in most other things,

when onee we get into a certain groove it is a most difficult matter
for us to get out of it. It is sometimes urged that the inside drip

from iron—more or less unavoidable where tho plants grown are such
as require a moist atmosphere—is injurious to them. It often

happens that the knowledge of a house being built of iron, and so

far not liable to decay through the action of moisture, causes its long
neglect in painting, to an extent that would never be allowed, if con-

structed of wood ; and the consequent rust discolours the water
which is condensed on the roof, and may, in places where it drips
upon the foliage, discolour it. But there is no reason why such
omission in painting should occur, and the same objection might be
raised against tho employment of Iron for numbers of purposes whore,
for various reasons, its use is indispensable. Providing that it be kept
properly painted, no injury, either real or imaginary, will arise. I

can point to iron houses that have been in existence over eighty
years, used for early forcing and the cultivation of both stove and
greenhouse plants, without the slightest injury having occurred;
and, so far as wear goes, they may last another eighty j'ears.

Another objection raised against iron sash bars is, that their expan-
sion in hot weather has a tendency to crack the glass. This will

not occur if the glass is not put in too tight. Even in tho case of

wood, breakage will happen If too tight glazing is practised. The
import.ance of this subject will be apparent to all who aro about to

build houses, especially such as are Intended to be used for the

growth of plants and fruits that require tho presence of a largo

amount of raoisturo in the atmosphere. The recent reduction in tho

price of iron is a consideration in favour of iron houses, and will, no
doubt, influence its use for horticultural purposes. T. Bainhs.

The Snow Plant.—Can Mr. Andrew Murray or any of your
readers tell mo what plant is mentioned in the following note from a
Denver paper ?—" No grander object Is met in tho mountains about
that place than the Snow plant. It is an inhabitant only of the
higher rocks, being rarely found below an altitude of 4,000 feet, and
its glorious crimson spike of flowers may bo seen, early in May,
forcing itself thi'ough tho snows which at that period cling about the
sides of our Pino forests. Tho portion of the plant which is visible

above the soil is a bright ro.sy-crimson in colour, and pi'csents the

very strongest contrast to tho dark green of tho Pines, and tho
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' shimmer of the snow.' Its root is succulent, thick, and free from
moisture, attaching itself to the roots of other plants, principally to

species of the Pine family. Hence, it is among those members of the
vegetable world which are known to botanists as parasites, and may,
thei'efore, be said to bo incapable of cultivation."—Q.

THE LI B R A R Y.

PHARMiVCOGRAPHIA.*
This is in every way an excellent and remarkable book on the
medicinal products of the vegetable kingdom. The capacity of the
authors to deal with this subject, and their thoroughly conscientious

way of expressing in this work the great knowledge they possess of

it, leaves ns nothing to do but explain the plan of the work and give
an illustration of how each subject has been treated. It was the
desire of the authors not only to write upon the general subject, and
to utilise the thoughts of others, but that the book which they bad
decided to produce together, should contain observations that no one
else had written down. It is, in fact, a record of personal researches
on the principal drugs derived from the vegetable kingdom, together
with such results of an important character as have been obtained by
the numerous workers on 3[atcria Medica in Europe and America.
Unlike most of their predecessors in Great Britain during this

century, the authors have not included in their programme either

Pharmacy or Therapeutics ; nor have they attempted to give their

work that diversity of scope which would render it independent of

collateml publications on botany and chemistry. While thus restrict,

iug the field of their inquiry, the authors have endeavoured to discuss
with fuller detail many points of interest which are embraced in the
special studies of the jjharmacist ; and at the same time have occa-
sionally indicated the direction in which further investigations are

desirable. A few remarks on the heads under which each particular
article is treated, will explain more precisely their design. The
drugs included in the present work are chiefly those which are com-
monly kept in store by pharmacists, or are known in the drug and
spice market of London. The work likewise contains a comparatively
small number which belong to the pharmacopceia of India ; the
appearance of this volume seemed to present a favourable opportunity
for giving some more copious notice of the latter than has hitherto
been attempted. Supplementary to these two groups must be placed

a very few substances which possess little more than historical

interest, and have been introduced rather in obedience to custom and
for the sake of completeness than on account of their intrinsic value.

Each di'ug is headed by the Latin name, followed by such few
synonyms as may snflice for perfect identification, together, in most
cases with the English, French, and German designation. In the
next section, the botanical origin of the substance is discussed, and
the area of its growth or locality of its production is stated. Except
in a few instances, no attempt has been made to furnish botanical

descriptions of the plants to which reference is made. Such infor-

mation may readily be obtained from original and special sources,

where, moreover, figures of the plants may not nnfrequeutly be
found. Under the head of history, the authors have endeavoured to

trace the introduction of each substance into medicine, and to bring
forward other points in connection therewith, which have not hitherto

been much noticed in any recent work. This has involved researches

which have been carried on for several years, and which has necessi.

tated the consultation of many works of general literature. The
exact titles of these works have been scrupulously preserved, in order
to enable the reader to verify the statements made, and to prosecute
further historical inquiries. The following account of the now popular
Podophyllin drug, the product of a plant long known to many of our
readers, shows the way tlie anthers have done their work :—

Rhizoma Podophylli.
Radi c poJo2:)hylU ; Podophyllum Root.

Botanical Origin.—Podophyllum peltatum, L., a perennial herb
growing in moist shady situations throughout the eastern side of the
North American Continent from Hudson's Bay to New Orleans and
Florida. The stem about a foot high, bears a large, solitary, white
flower, rising from between two leaves of the size of the hand, com-
posed of five to seven wedge-shaped divisions, somewhat lobed and
toothed at the apex. The yellowish pulpy fruit, of the size of a
pigeon's egg, is slightly acid and is sometimes eaten under the name
of May Apple. The leaves partake of the active properties of the root.

History.—The virtues of the Rhizome as an anthelmintic and
emitic have been long known to the Indians of North America. The

* " Pharmacographia : A History of the Principal Dru<73 of Veffetable
Orifjin, met with in Great Britain and British India." By Friedrich A..

Fliickiger (Phil. Dr., Professor in the University of Strasaburtr) and Daniel
Haiibury (P.R.S., Fellow of the Linnean and Chemical Societies of London).
London : Macniillan & Co. 1871.

plant was figured in 1731 by Catesby, who remarks that its root is an
excellent emetic. Its cathartic properties were noticed by Barton in

1798, and have been commented upon by many subsequent writers.
In 1820, Podophyllum was introduced into the United States Pharma.
copcoia, and in 186i into the British Pharmacopeia, Hodgson
published in 1832 in the Journal of the Rhiladelphia College of
Pharmacy the first chemical observations on the Khizome, which now
furnishes one of the most popular purgatives, the so-called Podo.
phyllin manufactured on a large scale at Cincinnati and in other
places in America, as well as in England.

Description.—Tho drug consists of the rhizome and rootlets.
The former creeps to a length of several feet, but as imported ia

mostly in somewhat fiattened pieces of 1 to 8 inches in length, and 2
to 4 lines iu longest diameter; it is marked by knotty joints showing
a depressed scar at intervals of a few inches which marks the pl.aco

of a fallen stem. Each joint is, in fact, the growth of one year, the
terminal bud being enclosed in papery brownish sheaths. Sometimes
the knots produce one, two, or even three lateral buds, and tho
rhizome is bi- or tri.fureate. The reddish-brown or grey surface is

obscurely marked at intervals by oblique wrinkles, indicating tho
former attachment of rudimentary leaves. The rootlets are about
half a line thick, and arise from below the knots and adjacent parts
of the rhizome, tho interuodal space being bare. They are brittle,

easily detached, and commonly of a paler colour. Tho rhizome is

mostly smooth, but some of tho brauched pieces are deeply furrowed.
Both root.stock and rootlets have a short, smooth, mealy fracture ;

the transverse section is white, exhibiting only an extremely small
corky layer and a thin simple circle of about twenty to forty yellow,
vascular bundles enclosing a central pith, which, in the larger pieces,
is often 2 lines in diameter. The drug has a heavy narcotic, disagree,
able odour, and a bitter, acrid, nauseous taste.

Microscopic Structure.—The vascular bundles are composed
of spiral and scalariform vessels intermixed with cambial tissue.
From each bundle a narrow-tissued, wedge, or crescent-shaped liber,

bundle projects a little into the cortical layer. This, as well as tho
pith, exhibits large thin-walled cells. The rootlets are, as usual, of
a different structure, their central part consisting of one group of
vascular bundles more or less scattered. The parenchymatous cells
of the drug are loaded with starch granules ; some also contain
stellate tufts of oxalate of calcium. Tannic matter is present in very
small amount as proved by porchloride of iron.

Cliemical Composition.—The active principles of Podophyllum
exist in the resin, which, according to Squibb, is best prepared by the
process termed re-percolation. "The powdered drug is exhausted by
alcohol, which is made to percolate through successive portions. The
strong tincture thus obtained is slowly poured into a large quantity
of water acidulated wii;h hydrochloric acid (one measure of acid to
seventy of water), and the precipitated resin dried at a temperature
not exceeding 32" C. The acid is used to facilitate the subsidence of
the pulverulent resin which, according to JIaisoh, settles down but
very slowly if precipitated by cold water simply, and if thrown down
by hot water fuses into a dark brown cake, which, however, has the
advantage of being nearly free from berberine. Resin of Podophyllum
thus prepared is a light, brownish-yellow powder with a tinge of
green, devoid of crystalline appearance, becoming darker if exposed
to a heat above 32' C, and having an acrid, bitter taste. The dru"
yields 3| to 5 per cent, of this resin, which is very incorrectly called
Podophyllin. The product is the same whether the rhizome or the
rootlets are exclusively employed. It is soluble in caustic, less freely
in carbonated alkalis, and is precipitated, apparently without altera-
tion, on addition of an acid. Ether separates it into two nearly
equal portions, the one soluble in the menstruum, the other not, but
both energetically purgative. From the statements of Credner, it

appears that it caustic lye is shaken with tho ethereal solution, about
half the resin combines with the potash, while the other half remains
dissolved in the ether. If an acid is added to the potassic solution, a
red-brown precipitate is produced which is no longer soluble in ether
nor possessed of pui'gative power. According to Credner, the body
of greatest purgative activity was precipitated by ether from an
alcoholic solution of crude Podophyllin. It was, however, found,
after due purification, to be soluable in ether. F. P. Mayer, of New
York, found Podophyllum to contain, beside the resin already men.
tioned, a large proportion of berberine, and a colourless alkaloid, a
peculiar (?) acid, an odoriferous principle which may be obtained
by sublimation in colourless scales, and, finally Saponin. From all

these bodies the resin, as prepared for pharmaceutical use by Squibb's
process, is free, provided that, after precipitation, it is well washed
with hot water to remove the berbei'ine. An aqueous extract of
Podophyllum is devoid of cathartic power.

Uses.—Podophyllum is only employed for the preparation of
the 'resin (Resina Podophylli) which is now much prescribed as a
purgative.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
IRRIGATION OF VEGETABLE GARDENS.

The neighbourhood of Sena suppliea to Paris a large share of the

culinary vegetables required by the yearly increasing population of

that metropolis. One of the principal advantages enjoyed by the

niarket.gardeners of Sens is the abundant supply of vpater furnished

by the always brimming River Vannes. From this source, irrigation,

at suitable periods of the year, can be easily obtained to any extent

required, and this facility renders the neighbourhood of Sens quite a

lesser Egypt in point of fertility. The well-known fertilising power

of the annual inundation of the Nile might long ago have taught

other gardeners than those of Sens what extraordinary advantages

may be derived from the natural or artificial overflowing of rivers,

especially in flood time, when the water brings down fertilising

matter of various kinds, which, deposited evenly over the fields and

gardens so irrigated, is more beneficially stimulative than the less

regular application of strong artificial manures ; or even guano,

which cannot be applied with the same moderation and regularity as

the gradual water-spread stimulants furnished by irrigation. There

are market gardens by the acre close upon the banks of the Thames
and other of our tidal rivers, but one does not hear of the periodical

high tides being utilised, while they are, at the same time, kept

under due control by fitting means. It appears that the gardening

craft of Sens is about to be partially deprived of the great advan-

tages it has so long derived from the copious flow of the Vannes

;

inasmuch, as it has been determined to make use of that source for

supplying Paris with a purer supply of water than it has hitherto

enjoyed. The works are already far advanced, and, as a natural con-

sequence, the level of the waters of the Vanne have already fallen

to a point which imposes heavy labour on the gardeners of Sens,

who form a very numerous class in that locality. It will be interest-

ing to watch their proceedings, and the methods by which they will

be enabled to surmount their present difliculty, which, with charac.

teristic French ingenuity, they will, doubtless, accomplish. The
lesson may possibly be turned to good account in this country.

H.

belt of tall trees or a piece of rising ground between these points

and the garden, though such objects should not be so near as to be

injurious by their shade. Here we are completely shut in from the

north and west by tall Elms, and in stormy weather, though the wind
" roars and rustles " outside the barrier, it is scarcely felt inside the

garden. The terrific gale which passed over the country last spring

raged with extreme fury here, prostrating many gigantic trees just

outside the walls ; but, thanks to the Elms in question, it was com-
paratively little felt in the garden, though outside of the belt no glass

roof could have resisted the wind.

—

The Gardene't.

SHELTER FOR KITCHEN GARDEN CROPS.
ScAKCELY a year passes without teaching us lessons upon the inport-

ance of shelter for growing crops. There are so many things in a

garden that are tender, or only half-hardy, that gardeners, more than

any other class, realise the terrible meaning of late frosts and scath.

ing east winds. The year 1874 will be long remembered for its frosts,

and winds nearly as late as midsummer. Here, in South Yorkshire,

where we are high and inland, the thermometer did not fall below
33° or S-t", though it did do so in many places in the southern and

midland counties ; but the east winds told upon us with destructive

effect. We have seldom seen fruit trees so laden with bloom as they

were this year before the winds came ; but the result has been scarcely

a bushel of Apples and Pears in the whole district. Vegetables, too,

were brought to a complete stand-still. The experience thus gained

has made us think more than usual of the advisability of returning to

the old practice of mixing crops, by running rows of Peas or other

tall-growing vegetables at intervals between crops of such things as

Potatoes, French Beans, or Cauliflowers, etc., instead of confining each

to quarters by themselves—an arrangement by which ground is saved

and convenience gained. It is surprising how much a row of Pea-sticks

even will break the blast, and a hedge of Black Currant bushes run
across a cj larter is almost as good as a wall. Raspberries, also, may
be used with signal effect for the same purpose. We have noticed

the important advantages of such slight protectors this year in many
instances. We 'are acquainted with some gardens from 6 to 8 acres

in extent within the walls, where everything is arranged in squares,

over which the wind sweeps as scathingly as if they were in

the open field. How much better would it be if in such large

kitchen gardens the quarters were sub-dividedby close rows of pyra-

mid fruit trees, Currant bushes, and in summer by the growing of

Peas, Scarlet Runners, and similar crops. The boundary walls of a
kitchen garden are jundoubtedJy a great protection themselves, but
when the area enclosed exceeds 3 or 4 acres, it is obvious that they
can afford but little shelter to the central portions of the ground, and
it is certainly better in such a case to run a central wall through the

garden—a plan against which no objections can be urged that we
can see, though in mostly all new kitchen gardens that we know of,

the middle wall has been discarded, seemingly for the sake of permit-
ting sweeping lengths of ribbon-borders only. Walls, however, and
other modes of protection of a similar kind, are of secondary im.
portance to the site of the garden. From north and east winds, and
from those western hurricanes which are so destructive to such Apples
and Pears as have escaped spring frosts, there is no protection like a

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Ground.

Wherever a system of spring bedding is intended, the planting of

the various species of plants and bulbs should now be finished as soon

as possible, in order to give the plants used for the purpose time to

establish themselves in their new position before severe frost or

winterly weather sets in. It is also quite time that all bulbs used for

this purpose should be in the ground, in order to induce, as much as

possible, early flowering, and the consequent early ripening, of the

bulbs, so as to admit of their being taken up by the time that the

beds are required for the summer bedding plants. In some instances,

where the summer flower garden may not be a conspicuous object

from the windows of the residence, or where it may be at a consider-

able distance from it, or in cases where a garden is laid out in some
part of the grounds for the express purpose of growing spring
flowering plants and early bulbs— under such circumstances it may
possibly be considered unnecessary to plant the beds of the summer
flower garden with spring flowering plants, thus compelling them, as it

were, to do double duty, and subjecting them to exhausting effects. It

is true that much has been said and written against the so-called

unsightly masses of bare earth which flower gardens generally pre-

sent during the ensuing five or six months. In reality, however,
there is much less in this than might at first sight appear to be the
case ; as, taking one season with another, during at least one-half the

above-named period the surfaces of all flower beds are either frost-

bound or hid from view by their winter mantle of snow, during which
time it is quite immaterial as to whether they are furnished or other-

wise. After all, too, there is nothing so very unsightly in neatly-

formed beds of fresh soil, composing an artistically-designed garden
surrounded by closely-cut and well-swept green sward. But, wherever
it may be intended to forego the use of winter and spring flowers in

such gardens, the beds should, nevertheless, be neatly dug over as soon
as the summer bedding plants are removed ; the Grass should be
again mowed, if at all necessary, swept, and well rolled down,
and put into the best order possible for the winter ; while in the
soil yard, or in some other out of the way, but convenient, place,

preparations should be made for collecting and preparing the neces.

sary quantity of fertilising materials, with which to enrich the flower

beds, and borders for the following season. This compost may, of

course, consist of various materials, such as well-rotted stable-yard

or hot-bed manure, well decayed leaf soil, and, if procurable, a portion

of the top spit from an old pasture, or sound maiden loam in any form,
which should be well chopped up, and mi.xed with the other ingredients,

and should be frequently turned during the winter months, and ap-

plied to the beds and borders in spring, in accordance with the probable
requirements of the different kinds of plants, which are intended
to occupy them. This circumstancee should always be kept in view, as

for some varieties of bedding plants, the soil can, as a rule, hardly
be rendered too rich ; while for others, highly enriched soil is by
no means desirable, as it tends to produce an over luxuriance as
regards foliage, and a corresponding paucity in flowers. The bulbs

and tubers of such plants as Canuas, Dahlias, Gladioli, Tigridias,

Caladium esculentum, Commelyna ccelestis. Marvel of Peru, &c.,

should now be taken carefully up, and after being well dried should
be stored in some secure place, out of the reach of frost. The roots

of such varieties of plants as the three last-named may, with advan-
tage, be packed in Cocoa-nut flbre, dry earth, ashes, or sand. Pot
up rooted layers of Carnations and Picotees, rooted cuttings of choice

Pansies, &c. Cut down the decaying flower stems of Hollyhocks and
other hardy herbaceous plants, and any very choice or scarce varieties

of the former, may for greater safety, and for the purpose of more
rapidly increasing them, be lifted and potted. Keep lawns and walks
as free as possible from falling leaves, worm casts, and other littery

matter. Attend to the stock of bedding plants, giving air in abun.
dance whenever the state of the weather will permit, and water only
when it is really required.—P. Giueve, Vul/ord, Bury St. Edmunds.
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Bouquet Flowers in Season.

Our flower markets are uow abundantly stocked with Dahlias, which,

thonsrh not perhaps strictly speaking bouquet flowers, may, neverthe-

less, bo ranked amongst useful table ornaments. For bold arrangements
ill lialls, too, their rich colours disjilay themselves with excellent

effect. It is, however, somewhat difliealt to arrange them nicely,

as, in some instances, the flower.stalks are not of suflicient thickness

to carry the blooms erect. In order to remedy this, a steel wire
should bo bound up the stem, which it will support most effectually.

Plenty of the handsome spikes of the purplish.blue Veronica, too,

may now be obtained ; these associate well with light-coloured

Diihlias, and, at this season, are in other respects most useful, as

they will remain fresh in water for over a week. If Ferus are

selected for mixing with such flowers as those just enumerated, they
should consist of strong growing varieties, as fronds of the delicate

Maiden-hair and similar kinds would not be in keeping with flowers

of such large size. A few sprays of the old-fashioned Fuchsia
fulgens, placed amongst dark-coloured Dahlias, look well. This
Fuchsia is now in perfection, and, though not much grown for

cutting, is well suited for that purpose, its handsome drooping bells

and tine foliage being alike ornamental. Cyclamen blooms, though
not plentiful, are beginning to make their appeai'ance, but these do
best in a tube glass, intermixed with a few fronds of delicate Ferns

;

in this manner they form very elegant little floral ornaments either

for placing on the dinner-table or in the drawing-room.—A. H.issard.

Indoor Plant Department.

Chrysanthemums which are now fast coming into flower, should

hold a prominent position in conservatories for some time to come.
If the bouse in which they are to be placed is tolerably light, these

plants will bear setting moderately close, yet do not crowd them, or

the leaves will suffer and begin to decay before the flowering is over.

The later varieties, which have been prepared to succeed the earliest

flowering kinds, should be well attended to as regards thinning the

flowers and removing suckers and useless side-shoots, which, if

allowed to remain, impoverish the plants and correspondingly injure

their ability to flower. If mildew presents itself, at onco apply
flowers of sulphur. Any stove plants, or such as require through the

winter an intermediate house temperature, should now be removed
from the conservatory to warmer qn.irter3, or they will suffer ; for

the temperature of conservatories for the next six weeks ought to

be kept no higher than just snfliciently warm to expel damp. From
40' to 45° at night will be ample, as a higher temperatui'e shortens

the flowering period of the greater portion of the occupants ; it also

stops roof climbers, or any plants that are planted out permanently in

borders, from making growth at this season, when the less excitement
they receive the better. Now that plants used for roof drapery are

comparatively at rest and their growth matured, they should be
thoroughly cleared of any insects with which they may happeu to be
infested. The first lot of Hyacinths should be got into heat at once if

they have pushed sufficiently, more especially as regards abundance of

roots. Plants of Narcissus should be similarly treated. The best winter-

flowering scarlet Geraniums, that will stand heat, should now receive

every attention. A little heat, plenty of light, and no more water than
will just keep the roots in action and the plants from flagging, will

induce a greater disposition to flower than any other kind of treat-

ment. Give every attention to the first lot of Primulas and Cinera-
rias, which should now be throwing up flower-trusses. Keep the
Primulas as near the glass as possible, and give them just suflicient

water at the roots to keep the soil in a healthy condition. Ciuei arias

should have more water, and the atmosphere for the latter must not
be so dry as for the Primulas, or they will lose their under leaves.
Pot more Hyacinths, Narcissi, Crocuses, Tulips, Hoteia (Spiriea)
jnponica, Christmas Roses, and the old Soilla sibirica, which is

invaluable for its colour, and requires little or no heat to induce it to
open its beautiful blue flowers. Poinsettias and Euphorbias will
require a moderate amount of heat, say GO" night temperature, to
induce them to bloom freely. A few plants of Centaurea (any of the
varieties, but ragnsina is the best) may now be introduced into
the conservatory with advantage. C. ragusina looks well anywhere

;

its silvery leaves are excellent for cntting for vases or even for
bouquets. Some of the early struck plants of Hydrangea will, in all
probability, be showing flower, and should therefore be inti'oduced
at once into a little heat ; they will come iu at a time when they will
be much wanted, and will last in good condition for weeks. Pot
late struckCHydrangeas, using peat and a little sand for a
portion of^ the stock, with loam and sand for the others; by
this means in all probability the two colours, blue and pink, will
be secured. Pelargoniums that have been shaken out and re-potted
should stand near the glass and receive as much light as possible.
If there is not a house or pit in which they can be placed by them,
selves, 'they should be placed in the best situations available,

where they can be accommodated with a night temperature of from
40" to 45^; give plenty of air in the day-time, and keep the
soil much drier than is required for most other plants, or the roots
will suffer and the shoots become unduly attenuated. Where Pelar-
goniums are grown with the view of forming specimens, they should
have all their shoots tied out, bringing them down as low as tho
rim of the pot. Seedling herbaceous Calceolarias should now bo
potted, using for the purpose large-sized thumb pots j the soil should
be good turfy loam, three parts ; sifted leaf-mould, rotten dung, and
sand, two parts. Keep them near tho glass, with an atmosphere
somewhat humid—similar, indeed, to that recommended for Cinera-
rias. Plants of Lilium auratura should now bo re-potted, taking
care not to injure the roots iu tho operation. Remove the dead tops
from L. lancifolinni. '

Indoor Fruit Department.
Fermenting leaves and litter should now be placed on the inside

border of the early Vinery to tho depth of about 2 feet. In
addition to furnishing heat to the roots, this supplies suflicient
atmospheric warmth for a considerable time without the aid of fire-

heat. Keep the temperature at 55' at night, until growth is some-
what advanced. If the cold outside is severe, a little fire-heat will
be needed to maintain this warmth, but not otherwise. The tem-
perature may be allowed to rise to 60" without air during the day-
time, and 65° with it. Dew the rods overhead morning and evenin"*
with the syringe, using water not colder than the temperature of the
house ; close the ventilators early in the afternoon, and always aim
at securing as much natural heat as possible, as it is the best for
promoting healthy growth. The early Vinery will now be a suitable
receptacle for both soft and hard-wooded plants intended to furnish
cut flowers for decorative purposes. All kinds of heating apparatuses
connected with forcing.houses should now be examined and pnt
thoroughly in order, as much damage is frequently the result of
neglecting this until too late. Remove from the pipes, along with the
water, any sediment that may have accumulated in them during the
past season, refill them with clean water, and, when empty,
take the opportunity of tightly cementing any leakage that
may exist about the joints. Portland cement, mixed to a mortar,
like consistency, is the best material to use for this purpose ; it is as
hard and durable as iron filings, when properly set. All the most
decayed-looking leaves should be removed from Vines, especially from
those on which fruit is still hanging. A little artificial heat applied
to these now and then, assists greatly in obviating damp. The second
batch of Queen Pines should now be allowed to go to rest, by lowering
the temperature and keeping them moderately dry at the root; 55°

with fire-heat will be sufficient for them. Growth among any kind of
Pines should not now be encouraged ; on the contrary, the aim should
be to keep that which they have made as undisturbed as possible.
Continue to give fruits swelling weak supplies of manure.water when
necessary, and maintain a temperature of about 70° at night, allowing
it to rise 10°, or so, above that during the day. Plants, the fruit of
which is just emerging from the socket, should be fully exposed to all

the light possible, otherwise, the fruit will come up reluctantly, and
deformed development is often the result. Subdue the aridity of the
atmosphere by sprinkling the paths with water, and the surface of
tho plunging material in pits where no paths exist. Avoid syringing
overhead. Never let the evaporating troughs become empty. If not
previously done, have all fractures likely to admit drip repaired at
once.—J. MuiR, Clovevfords.

Hardy Fruit.

This is a good time to prune the hardiest fruit trees in open
quarters, or in orchards. One great reason for the decline of orchard
fruit-culture is, the total neglect of pruning and other cultural

expedients. Too often the trees are simply planted, with care or not,

as it may happen, and then they are left to shift for themselves.
Singularly enough, they do this as a rule, worse when the ground is

laid down in Grass, than on arable land. The reason is thought to be,

that the Grass always growing, impoverishes the roots by exhausting
the soil over them. This view is confirmed by the fact, that the
removal of the Grass has resulted in the restoration of the trees to

stronger health and a higher degree of fertility. The practice of

top-dressing fruit trees in Grass orchards, has also been attended with
the most beneficial results. An old Devonshire orchardist onco
assured me that to ensure health and fertility in perpetuity, the turf

over the roots of fruit trees should be taken up annually, and a top-

dressing applied each second year. There can be no doubt, that
it is good practice to frequently disturb the turf over the roots, and
apply some fresh earth as a top dressing. 1 have seen the most
astonishing results from the adoption of the practice with Conifers as
well as fruit trees ; and this is just the season to whip off the turf,

apply the dressing, and replace the Grass; for the activity of root-

action in November can hardly have failed to have struck moat
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cultivators. The activity of the healing processes extends to the tops

of trees also, though not with the same energy, as in the case of the

roots that are thoroughly protected by the earth, and found in a more
uniform toniperaturo ; hence, this is also the best season for top
pruning. As a general rule, subject to many modifications, I would
counsel the cutting out of the weakest shoots chiefly. So much has
been written on weakness as an aid to fertility, that cultivators have
been, on that account, misled iu pruning. Tlie fertility that is

born of weakness is sure to be short-lived and the produce puny.
Keniove tho weak wood from trees, and compel the strong to bear
by leaving it full length ; and, if that is not suflicicnt, then lay the
knifo on tho roots. And this last will force fertility. But root,

pruning may easily be carried to e.icess, so a^ to cripple tho vital

force; which must be avoided. It is better to lead tho strongest
branches into fertile ways than to force them to it through
root-manipulation. Either way, trees should bo noarished while
bearing fruit by judicious top-dressings. Prune also for fruit more
even than for form. Combine both objects if possible, but if one
o£ the two must be sacrificed let that one be form.—D. T . Fish.

Eitelien Garden.
Canlidowers, as a rule, do not survive our winters without protec-

tion ; no time should, therefore, now be lost in getting the young
plants under cover. Where it is intended to winter them in frames,
they should bo placed on a hard bottom, such as a hard coal-ash
bed, where pot-plants have stood during summer ; this will help to
keep tho worms out of tho frames, which, unless some precaution of
this kind is taken, are frequently troublesome iu autumn and winter.
Shallow frames are better than deep ones, as they admit of the plants
being close to the glass, which is a point of some importance. About
6 inches of good soil, sandy rather than adhesive, should bo spread,
and the plants pricked out about •!• inches apart. A few plants of
the later sowing might be potted in 3-inch pots, and plunged some,
where near the glass. I like this plan of potting a part of the stock,
as it enables us, if damp dull weather prevails, and if mildew is

prevalent, to move the plants to a dry cool house, where, on a shelf
near the glass, they soon improve amazingly ; in fact, where space can
be found, this is the best way of wintering Cauliflowers. A few
plants might also be put out finally under liand-lights, if desired,
although there is not much gained by doing this before February.
Tbe site for the hand-lights should be warm and well-sheltered,
and the soil bo specially prepared by digging in a quantity
of good manure. A liberal dosing of soot will also be beneficial
in keeping slugs at a distance, and in banishing tho Cauliflower
grub that is so often destructive in spring. About six plants
might be planted under each light, to be finally thinned out
to three, or, at the most, four in February ; but, of course, the thin-
nings could be planted elsewhere to form a succession. In the
southern and western counties. Cauliflowers may generally be safely
wintered at the foot of a south wall or fence, especially if a shallow
trench has been formed and the plants pricked out about 6 inches
apart. When frost sets in, a row of stable litter may be placed
along the front; and a few evergreen branches laid over the plants
will keep all sate. As we may now shortly expect frost severe
enough to injure Cauliflowers that are turning in, some means of
protecting them should be at hand ; the best way is, when the
change of weather is apprehended—and there are always some signs
by which an observant person may tell when bad weather is near
at hand—to lift all that are fit for use, or nearly so, if they
are large enough to bo spoiled by frost ; all those that are about the
size of a small teacup, and that may be expected to grow a little
more, should bo planted close together in a deep cool pit, where
they may have all tho air possible without letting in rain or
frost. Tho larger ones may bo layed in thickly on some sandy
banker elevated spot in the open air, where it will be a vei-y easy
matter to keep tho frost from them, by covering with straw, mats,
or hurdles thatched with straw; or dry Pern would do equally
well. I have often kept them in this way till after Christmas.
Before lifting them—which can be best done with a steel fork

—

remove two or three of the bottom leaves, as they will only get
broken, and tie the others loosely over the head ; lift the plants with
as much ball as will adhere closely to tho roots, and plant them
deeply, laying them in a slanting direction, with tho heads to the
north. Late Celery will now soon require attention in earthing up

;

it has grown amazingly during tho last three weeks. If snails or
slugs are likely to be troublesome, soot or lime should be scattered
about amongst tho plants and soil as the work proceeds ; or, if burnt
earth or ashes could be obtained in quantity sufficient for the latest
crop, it would be very desirable to have it; as not only will it banish
the slugs, but, being of a porous nature, the Celery will not be so
liable to suffer from damp accumulating and causing premature
decav.—E. Hobday.

Cottagers' Gardens.

The mild weather which wc are now experiencing will induce late
growth, not only in all green crops, but also in weeds. The latter
must, therefore, bo eradicated on every favourable occasion. All
kinds of Broccoli, now iu luxuriant growth, will be liable to suffer from
the etfects of frost should it set in soon; they should, therefore, bo
laid with their crowns to the north, a position in which they will with,
stand a considerable degree of coid, and in which they can be easily
protected with any kind of temporary covering, in cases of very
severe weather. Look over Apple, Onion, and other stores, and pick
out anything that is decaying. Also see that the covering on Potato
ridges effectually excludes wet. Chrysanthemums, which will now
form the principal source of attraction in flower borders, should be
neatly staked. Pot plants should generally bo kept rather drier at
the root than they hitherto have been; but, when exposed to a dry
dusty atmosphere, a good washing overhead occasionally will greatly
invigorate them. Calceolarias should now be potted iu rich light soil

;

wheu well grown in a cool moist atmosphere, and screened from bright
sunshine, they make valuable window plants. Chinese Primulas should
now be coming into bloom, and,withihe addition of a few berry.bearin"-
plants, will serve to keep windows gay until the earliest bulbs are
ready to succeed them.—J. G.

Evelyn's " Qarclener's Calendar" for October, 1699.

To be done in the Orchard and Olitary Garden.—Trench
ground tor orcharding, and the kitchen garden, to lie for a winter
mellowing. I'laut dry trees (i.e.). Fruit of all sorts. Standard, Mural,
or shrubs which lose their leaf ; and that so soon as it falls ; but be
sure 3-ou chuse no Trees for the Wall of above two j'cars GralBug at
the most, sound and smooth. Now is the time for Ablaqueation, and
laying bare tho Roots of old uuthriving, or over hasty-bloomin"
trees. Moon now decreasing, gather Winter-fruit that remains,
weather dry; take heed of bruising, lay them up clean lest they
taint; cut and prune Hoses yearly, reducing them to a Standard not
over tall. Plant, and Plash (Juick-sets. Kemove Graffs after the
second year, unless Dwarfs, which you may let stand 'till the third.

Save, and sow all stony, and hard kernels and seeds ; such as black
Cherry, Morellos, black Heart, all good; Pear-plum, Peach, Almond,
stones, &c. Also Nuts, Haws, Ashen, Sycomor, and Maple keys

;

Acorns, Beech mast, Apple, Pear, and Crab kernels, for Stocks ; or
you may defer it till the next Month towards the latter end, keeping
them dry, and free from mustincss ; remembring to cover the beds
with littier. You may yet sow Genoa Lettuce which will last all the
Winter, Keddish, &c. Make Winter Cider, and Perry. Towards the
latter end, plant Abricots, Cherries, Plums, Vines, Winter Pears, <tc.

Fruits in Prime, or yet Lasting.

—

Apples: Belle.et-Bonne,
William, Costard, Lording, Parsley-apples, Pearmaiu, Pear-apple,
Honeymeal, Apis, &c. Pears : The Caw-pear (baking) Greenbutter.
pear, Thorn-pear, Clove-pear, Roassel-pear, Lombait.pear, Russet,
pear, Saffron-pear, and some of the former Month, Violet-pear,

Petworth-pear, otherwise call'd the Winter Windsor. BuUls, and
divers of the September Plums and Grapes, Pines, Arbutus, &c.

To be done in the Parterre and Flower Garden.—Now
your Uyaclntluis Tuberose not enduring the wot, must bo set into

the house, aud preserved very dry till April. Continue sowing what
you did in September it yon please : Likewise Cypress may be sown,
but take heed of the Frost: vide Mar. Also, You may plant some
Anemouies, especially the Tenuifolia's, and Ranunculus's, iu fresh,

saudish earth, taken from under the turf, but lay richer mould at
the bottom of the bed, which the fibres may reach, but not touch tho
main roots, which are to be cover'd with the natural earth two inches
deep : and so soon iis they appear, secure thom with Mats, or diy
sti'aw, from the winds and frosts, giving them air iu all bcniguo
intervals, if possible once a day. Plant also Ranunculus's of Tripoly,

Vernal Crocus's, &c. Remove seedling Holy-hocs, or others. Plant
now yoiu' choice Tulips, iSrc. which you feared to interre at the
beginning of September ; they will be more secure, and forward
enough : but plant them iu natural earth somewhat impoverished
with very line sand; clso they will soon lose their variegations; some
more rich earth may lie at tho bottom, within reach of tho fibres (as

above :) Now have a care your Carnations catch not too much wet

;

therefore retire them to covert, where they may be kept from the

raiu, not tho air, or lay them on the sides ; trimming them with
fresh mould. All sorts of Bulbous roots may now also be safely

buried; likewise Iris's, &c. You may yet sow Alateruu-s, and
Phillyrea seeds. It will now be good to Boat, Roll, and Mow Carpet,

walks, and Cammomile ; for now the ground is supple, and it will

even all inequalities : Finish your last Weeding, &c. Sweep, and
cleanse your Walks, and all other places, from Autumnal leaves

fallen, lest the Worms draw them into their holes, and foul your
Gardens, &c.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend natiii'e : change it rather :

The Aet itself is Nature."—Shakespea/re.

but

PRACTICAL HINTS ON NEW GEOUND WORK.
The love of change may be said to be inherent in most of us,

but especially iu gardeners, both amateur and professional,

who, as a rule, seem to be rather sceptical concerning the poets'

dogma, that " a thing of beauty is a joy for ever," and they are

supported by their own garden poet, who declares that "pros-
pects, however lovely, may be seen till half their beauty fades."

There is, therefore, every excuse to be made for both employers
and gardeners who, at this season, evince a desire for making
alterations and improvements ; and there is hardly a place

whore something may not be done by which its interest and
beauty may be considerably enhanced. Wherever alterations

are in contemplation, if a professional landscape gardener is

not called in to advise, the main features of the contemplated
alterations should be thoroughly considered, and a correct

working plan made, before anything further is done. Improve-
ments in small details may probably suggest themselves as the

work proceeds, but nothing can be more anno3'iug to all con-

cerned than to find, after considerable progress has been
made, that some fundamental blunder has been committed,
which renders it necessary to do a good deal of the work over
again. Of course, where a professional landscape gardener
has been employed this rarely happens, but a vast deal of the

work of this kind that is annually done is the joint production

of the proprietor and his friends, with, perhaps, an occasional

word of advice from his head gardener. All gardeners cannot
have a knowledge of the principles of landscape gardening,

and I do not know that it is necessary that they should ; bu
,

at least, all should have a knowledge of working from drawings
or plans so as to be able to carry out efficiently any work of

the kind that they may be called upon to execute. To a man not
practically acquainted with such things it may seem a simple

matter to alter certain ground levels and turf them over ; but
this is a kind of work that calls for a considerable amount of

practical knowledge, seldom possessed without a certain amount
of special training, if it is expected to stand for years unim-
paired. In the first place, in laying down designs or making
alterations in the lie of the ground, no man should trust

to the eye alone, however true it may be ; on the contrary,

everything should be rigidly carried out by tape and level;

and good stout stumps, that cannot easily be moved, should

be driven in at short intervals, so that the straight edge will

easily reach from one line of stumps to another throughout the

whole extent of the ground operations. And not only should

this be done in geometrical gardening, but also as far as

possible in the more picturesque portions of the grounds
where graceful, easy-flowing undulations are admissible, for

the best design may be marred by bad workmanship in carrying

it out. In laying down new tm-f, it is most important to see

that the ground has been properly prepared ; where it has to

be raised or made up, see that it is well rammed as the work
goes on ; if this is neglected, it eventually settles into holes

and hills, before many years are passed, that will cost far more
to put right than it would have done to execute the work well

at once. It may be added, that imperfectly done work never
looks well even at the outset ; aud these earth settlings may
go on for years, and the turf have to be taken up time after

time, and all for want of a little more care and labour being
bestowed upon it in the first instance. In laying down turf,

much time and labour will be saved if the turfs are all cut

exactly of the same size. The best way of securing this is to

have boards made one inch thick and the required size—say,

about 3 feet long and 1 wide. Where the turf is good and
tough, a man may take one of those boards, lay it flat on the

Grass, and cut all round it ; he then moves his board
and cuts again, and so on, taking care to stand on the

board while he is cutting, which will keep it in its true

position. This is a far quicker and better method than
cutting by the line ; for no man, however careful, can cut his

turves all the same width by the line alone ; aud the time lost

in laying turves of irregular sizes would be considerable ; while

any man that had never handled a tool before, could cut close to

a board. In altering ground-levels where the sub-soil is bad,

the surface-soil should bo taken off and reserved to go on the

surface again. If turf is expected to maintain its colour in dry

seasons, a good depth of soil is absolutely necessary, and,

especially so, in the case of terraces and slopes that are much
exposed to the sun. In making new gardens, if good turf can

be easily obtained, it will be found to answer far more satisfac-

torily than sowing Grass seeds, even when the additional cost is

considered ; but in cases where it may be necessary to depend

iu the main upon seeds, all the more prominent points, such as

edgings, &c., should be turfed. There is a mode of tui-flng by
what is termed inoculation, which I have sometimes seen prac-

tised. It consists in laying down small bits of turf at short

intervals, with the view of their uniting and making a close

sward. This plan, however, is at best, but a makeshift, and

should be adopted only as a last resource ; aud be helped,

moreover, with a top dressing in spring, supplemented, if

necessary, by scattering a few seeds of the finer Grasses over

it. The most satisfactory example of inoculation I have

yet witnessed, was performed in the following manner :

—

The available turf was collected into convenient heaps and

chopped up into very small bits and scattered evenly over the

whole surface, and then thoroughly rolled down, the rolling

being repeated as often as necessary. This was in the mouth
of March, and, shov.'ery weather following, the bits of Grass

grew rapidly, and, in a short time, made a fine piece of lawn.;

but, wherever this plan is adopted, the turf so created must

have time to establish itself thoroughly before either scythe or

mowing machine are put to work upon it. One word may be

advisable as to the management of men employed to carry out

work of this kind. I have found it best to take them, as it

were, into my confidence, and let them understand the methods

I intend to adopt in carrying out the work, and the result I

wish to effect, so that they may thoroughly understand all about

it. There is a good deal of force in the proverb, " He who
hesitates is lost," aud there is no question that a hesitating

manner in dealing with workmen, or doing the work piecemeal,

as it were, has a depressing influence upon those employed,

that is, " if they are worth their salt." E. Hobday.

The Gardens of the Hesperides.—In this age of general

research, every day, so to speak, is bringing to fight facts which go

far to prove that all the legends and fables of the ancient world had

their origin in solid realities, and that all the gilding of poets, and

all the wild superstitions of historians have not rendered these

realities unrecognisable, when modern research has signalised their

discovery. The beautiful legend concerning the three daughters of

the evening star Hespera, who dwelt in a lovely hidden garden near

the northern coast of Africa, in which the melodious accent of theu-

songs was heard, though the singers were never seen, on account of

the lofty wall of rocks piled by the gods, which surrounded the garden,

is founded on very simple facts, as regards the garden itself. Even

the golden fruits, and the dragon Ladon who, issuing from his

dark cave, guarded its entrance, have their foundation in fact—the

embellishments of the poetic legend, regarding both golden fruit and

dragon, being faithful picturings, very little more highly coloured

than those of modern poets. The lovely garden valley, watered by

many streams, and near which the great city of Berenice arose after,

wards under the Egyptian rule of .the Ptolemies, stiU exists in aU its

primeval beauty. The fabulous rock-piled walls are, the great

mountain cleft, in which lies, softly sheltered, a deeply depressed

winding valley, full of the richest vegetation at ah seasons, its golden

fruits being those of Orange and Lemon trees, which bear both flowers

and fruit aU the year round. The dragon, is neither more nor less

than the tortuously winding stream, issuing from a cave, which

crosses the entrance of the valley, and seems to prevent all access to its

picturesque recesses. Now, that more than usual attention has been

called to the real existence of the garden of the Hesperides, in cense-

quence of the village of Bengazi, which occupies the site of the

ancient Berenice, having been signalised as one of the secret seats of

the slave dealers (whose proceedings are about to be suppressed) ,
we

shall, doubtless, have the ever enterprising Mr. Cook conducting his

Egyptian tourists to the spot, by a small detour, at so much a head

;

and the gardens of "The Hesperides" will go down in his Ust of

stations for ao many hour's, or day's, halt, as may be found convenient

;

all for a very moderate extra charge of so many piastres.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Amkeican Apples of tho past season's growth are now selling at

moderate rates in provincial towns, both in Enj^land and Ireland.

The highly coloured and well-flavonred Baldwin ia the commonest
kind as 3'et. As usual, they come in barrels without any kind of

packing material, and come, as a rule, in excellent condition. That
Apples should bo sent several thousand miles, and then be sold as

cheaply as home-grown fruit, is a noteworthy fact. At this rate of

progress, fruitless and cold regions will soon be supplied with the

finest frnits at a cost that places them within the reach of all classes.

TnE appearance of tho Phylloxera in Austria has been
announced in the Official Journal in the following passage :

—" Otio

of the Vines of the central establishment, created in Lower Austria
for the culture of fruit-bearing trees, has been found to be affected

by Phylloxera, which had evidently been imported with Vino plants

received from America in ISIJ'J." All tho Vines of that kind
will therefore bo immediately destroyed ; and the authorities aro
taking every precaution in their power to prevent an extension of

tho evil.

At the late Lyons horticultural exhibition, tho new and fine.

looking seedling Pear, Abbe Potel, a Calebasse, excited general atten.

tion ; but, owing to the present exceptional season having matured
many kinds of Pears before their usual period of ripening, thus, in all

probability, depriving tliem of their special qualities both as to flavour

and keeping, many connoisseurs have been induced to withhold, for
the present, their final judgment as regards the merits of this

promising now Pear.

CATfLKVA GifiAS hasjust Bowered in Lord Londesborough's col-

lection at Norbiton. It is one of the best of the many forms
which all more or less resemble the true old C. labiata, one
of the rarest of all the Cattleyas. The true form is, however, bear-
ing fifteen flowers on three spikes, in the above collection, and is

certainly a noble object, the flowers being nearly 9 inches across, and of
a rich lilac colour, beautifully veined and frilled. The lip is stained
with crimson-purple, suffused with gold and delicately veined. A
pure white form of the Odontoglossnm Roezlii, is also in bloom in
the same collection, and is characterised by great breadth both
of leaves and segments of the flowers.

Messrs. Veitch's nursery, at Chelsea, is at present well
worth a visit, the Pitcher plants there being just now in splendid
condition, and the show of Chrysanthemums strikingly brilliant.

Prominent among them were the following, viz. :—Elaine, pure
white; Beverley, also a fine white; Golden Beverley, rich yellow:
Anreum multiflorum, soft golden.yellow, distinct and fine ; Empress of
India, still one of the finest whites ; and Jardin des Plantes, unsur-
passed among yellows. One of the best rosy-lilac show kinds is

Princess .of Wales; and Venus is also good. Amongst the Japanese
forms. Fair Maid of Guernsey has flowers fully 7 or 8 inches in
diameter. The Pine-apple Place Nurseries, Maida Vale, are also
now gay with Chrysanthemums, and well worth a visit ; as also the fine
collections of these plants at Messrs. Dixon's, Amhurst Road, Hackney,
and Messrs. Cutbush's, at Highgate. Chrysanthemums, indeed, are
at present everywhere unusually brilliant.

Whether or not the visitors to the Brighton Aquarium go
there with any idea of becoming more intimately acquainted with
the wonders of the deep or not, there is no doubt that an exhibition
of ocean plants would be, at least, as popular as one of fish. A
sea-weed, in a growing state in its native element, is very different
from sea-weed cast up on the shore, and a careful selection and
arrangement of growing specimens would greatly enhance the
interest of tho tanks. Wo may supplement these remarks from
Nature with a suggestion, that au aquarium, constructed expressly
for sea-weeds alone—a kind of " ocean garden"—might in itself form
a very popular and interesting exhibition, if sufliciently extensive,
and containing a vast collection of marine algaci from all parts of tho
world, many of which are grand as well as beautiful examples
of vegetation.

Now, when we have little in bloom in outdoor borders except
Chrysanthemums, an enumeration of a few of the best Michaelmas
Daisies or hardy Asters in flower at Kew may not be uninteresting.
Foremost among them may be named A. grandiflorus, a fine kind
more thickly studded with large purplish-blue coloured flowers than
we have ever before seen it in an open bed. A. puniceus is also now in
great beauty

; it attains a height of about 5 feet, is profusely studded
with good-sized pale lilacblue flowers, and forms a fitting associate fur
such kmds as pendnlusand Novae Angliaopulchellus, of which there arc
also now good examples in flower at Kew. Tho dwaif Aster versicolor is
likewise still blooming profusely in beds, whore it will doubtless
continue in beauty for some time yet to come. Of other plants in
bloom the most striking aro Tricyrtis hirta, which, on a sheltered
border, has grown luxuriantly during the past season and is now

bearing its peculiar.looking spotted flowers in tolerable abundance

;

Ophiopogon spicatas, a tuft of which is thickly covered with spikes

of lilac-coloured blooms is likewise very pretty.

The Cryptogamic herbarium of Mr. T. Carroll, of Cork, rich

in Irish Lichens, and containing many of the late Admiral Jones's

specimens, has been acquired by the British Museum.
•—— A woEK on St. Helena and its prod acta, by Mr. J. C. Mollis

(near completion), is to contain a complete flora of that island,

illustrated by coloured plates, which will include several of the now
almost extinct Arboresent Compositpe.

M. F. Gaillaud, of Bregnais, sent to the exhibition, instituted

by the Association Horticole Lyonnaiae, a magnificent collection of

100 distinct varieties of choice Grapes—an interesting and inatructivo

display such as is seldom met with.

The new variety of the Burnet Rose, discovered by Mr. J. M.
Webb, in 1873, in hedges near Hoylake, in Cheshire, is, we believe,

to be named Rosa involuta Webbii. It is a distinct and pretty

variety, well worth the attention of lovers of the better kinds of

English wild Roses.

The exhibitionof Fungi, at Munich, which was held last month
in tho Crystal Palace, proved a great success. The arrangements and
classification were exceedingly good, the edible kinds being clearly

indicated. It is said that over 40,000 persons visited the exhibition,

though it was only kept open eight days.

During an excursion of the Scottish Botanical Alpine Club,

in August last, to the Aberdeen and Forfarshire Mountains, Mr. John
Sadler discovered a singular Alpine Willow, which will be named
Stilix Sadleri. It is to be fully described and figured in the forth-

coming journal of the Edinburgh Botanical Society.

The new seedling Strawberry raised by Mr. Corbin, head
gardener to the Marquis of Mortemart, at Lachassagne, has been
pronounced, by a horticultural commissioner sent to examine it in a
growing state, to be the best variety yet produced. Notwithstanding
the advanced season, the plants were found still covered with both

fruit and flowers. It is said to be a kind well-suited for forcing.

The ground cultivated by market gardeners in and around
Paris amounts to over 3,000 acres. It is stated that 360,000 glazed

frames, and more than 2,O00,00J cloches are employed in the pro-

duction of vegetables alone. The annual amount expended for

manure is said to be £72, -100, and the total receipts from tho sale of

vegetables and other productions of the market gardens to exceed
half a million sterling—a sum probably much under the mark.

LovEiis of wall plants, particularly those who reside in the

milder parts of the kingdom, should not overlook Solanum jasmi.

noides, a plant well suited for such positions, and one which
possesses the good property of being a continuous bloomer. A plant

of it, occupying a wall pillar in the Royal Gardens, at Kew, was
in bloom as long ago as June last ; a condition in which it has

remained throughout the summer and autumn months, and even

now it is literally covered with blossom.

An international exhibition of fruit is announced to take

place at Amsterdam in 1875, when a general pomological congress is

to be convened. The names of the gentlemen of the commission of

general management, comprising those of some of tho most eminent of

tho Dutch horticulturists, is a suificient guarantee that the arrange.

ments will bo judicious and complete. It is intended that tho

congress should occupy itself very specially with the nomenclature of

fruit-bearing trees and shrubs.

The doctrine (says Nnturc) that the consp'.cuons colours of

flowers are entirely due to the necessity for cross-fertilisation by tho

agency of insects seems to be taking the world by storm. It is sup-

ported by Mr. D.arwin and Sir John Lubbock. It could scarcely be

put forward on better authority. Yet there are several facts with

which it does not harmonise. For instance : 1. Cultivation increases

the size and colour of flowers quite imlependently of the existence or

non-existence of insects.

—

2. Double flowers iu which the doabling

arises from metamorphosis of stamens or pistils are more showy than

the sino"le forms, yet insects can be of little use to thorn, since they

are either partially or entirely barren. The double-blossomed Cherry

is brillianty conspicuous, but it bears no frnit.—3. Such abortive

flowers as the cultivated Guelder Rose and Hydrangea depend for

their beauty upon the destruction of the reproductive organs. If

their increased splendour is meant only as a lure to insects, it is

surely an absurd failure.

—

i. The aatumn colours of leaves and fruits

can serve no such purpose, yet these aro often aa bright and con-

spicuous as tho flowers of sniiimer.— 3. Fungi and Lichens exhibit

brilliant colours, which can have nothing to do with insect-fertilisa-

ion. Do not these facts indicate that though insects may be attracted

by conspicuons colours, and may have some influence in the main-

tenance of coloured species, there is yet a deeper and more permanent

cause for the colour itself P
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE SNOW PLANT.

In reply to " Q.'g " enquiry (see p. 416), I beg to say that this plant

is figured and described in Torrey's " Plants Fremontianai," under
the name of Saroodos sanguinea. I first saw it in June at Truckee,

which is the chief lumber station and entrepot of the Nevada
Mountains, where they are crossed by the Central Pacific Railway.

As the train was slowly starting into motion from this station, my
eye caught a man standiug on the platform with a magnificent deep
rod flower in his hand—large enough to form a nosegay in-itself

—

rich in colour and striking in appearance. I knew in a moment that

it was the Snow flower ; but, before I could signal the man to

appi'oach, we steamed away, and the Snow flower vanished from my
sight. A fortnight later I was again at Trackee, and this time inde-

pendent of railway trains. I was one of a small party who had
come for a ten days' expedition

through the neighbourhood, one or

two of us to visit mines, and others,

like myself, to see everything that

could be seen, especially the mag.
nificent forests of Pines, which sur.

round Truckee on every side. We
spent several days in driving, from
morning to night through the never-

ending leafy forest of gigantic Pines,

but, as the days slipped by without

ever meeting with the Snow plant, I

began to fear that we were now too

late for it, but, on the very last day,

as we were returning to Truckee, we
came upon it. We were crossing a
ridge very high up, and our way laid

over a shallow hollow between two
crests on each side of us. The snow
was lying in large patches, and com-
pletely filled up this hollow. The
ground was wooded with Pines, but
not thickly covered. Open spaces of

no great size allowed the eye to

penetrate for a short distance, and
near the bottom of the hollow I

descried a solitary spike of the Snow
plant growing erectly out of the snow.

I was out of our conveyance in a
moment, and secured my prize ; but

I could not keep my friends waiting

for an unlimited time to get it up
by the root, and my experience with

other reputed parasites that grow on
roots had taught me that any ex-

amination of roots in that direction

requires great care, plenty of time,

and proper appliances, none of

which I had to give. Two or three

other specimens were found grow-

ing at no great distance. I brought

one with me to San Francisco,

where I found it to live in water for

several days. Prom its texture,

I should expect it, under its natural

condition, to flower for a long time.

It has something of the habit and

appearance of a closely - packed
gigantic Hyacinth, with a stem about the thickness of a Cabbage-

stalk, the leaves and flowers closely adpressed to it, and all blood.red.

The kind of plants that it most brought to my mind were some of the

BromeliaceiB, like BiUbergia with coloured leaves ; not that it has

any actual affinity to them, but the flowers, and especially the calyx,

are like those of that class of plant ; the stem and leaves, however,

are of the same kind of fleshy consistence as Cabbages. It belongs

to the order, or I should prefer to say the family, Monotropacese,

which consist of parasites, said to grow on the roots of Pine trees.

Whether this is true or not, and, if sometimes true, whether it is not

an accidental growth through a half-decayed root, has been doubted

by some. The best known species on the Continent is Monotropa

Hypopitys, which occurs in Germany, and from which a powder is made
which is said to be good for coughs in sheep. The Sarcodes sanguiiiea

has no smell, but some allied species are said to have the odour of

Pinks and Violets. The family of Monotropaceaj is composed of five

genera and seven species, and four of these genera and five of the

species are peculiar to North America. Anduew Mukbai.

CLEMATIS ^THUS^FOLLi.
This pretty Clematis, of unusual character, forms a very graceful
and desirable addition to the already well-known species of that
beautiful family of plants. Its foliage, which is extremely elegant,

resembles much more closely [that of the genua iEthusa, or Fool's

Parsley, than that of any of the family to which it belongs ; from
which resemblance the plant has received its specific name. The stems
are delicately slender, and the plant, rising very elegantly, attains

a height of 6 to 7 feet. The Campanula-shaped flowers are produced
in great abundance, and are of a yellowish cream.colour. Tlieir

elongated tube recurves itself at the opening in four petals, and
their drooping habit has a very pleasing effect, especially when
the plant is in its season of full bloom ; at which time a crowd of
these drooping flowers, all open at the same time, issue at close

intervals from every leading stem for 3 or 4 feet, looking like a
shower of pale fire from a falling rocket ; the effect of which ia

e.xceedingly charming. It is not
known from whence the plant was
originally received ; but the seeds
from which it has been raised
were sent from Naples. This pretty
species of Clematis flowers in August
and September.

Fool's rarsley-leaved Clematis (C. jethusa^folia

CROWN IMPEEIALS.
That old inhabitant of our gardens,
the Crown Imperial, is very seldom
mentioned in our floricultural publi.
cations, yet it may be very appro-
priately classed among those worthy
old garden plants that are j ust now
somewhat neglected. There are
handsome showy varieties of it, both
double and siugle ; but they are not
nearly so much appreciated as they
deserve to be, and are seldom planted
in newly-formed gardens, though
they are still found in old cottage
gardens in all the glory of their
vernal brightness, decked with their
coronets of red, orange, or yellow
flowers. Many old and well-known
herbaceous plants bid fair to come
to the fore once more, and it maybe
there is a good future in store for the
Crown Imperial. It is not necessary
to enumerate the names of the
assumed varieties ; suflice it to state
that, as far as real points of differ,

ence are concerned, they may be
summed up in the single red and
the single yellow, with the large
flowering forms of these two, and
the double red and double yellow
varieties. For decorative effect the
single flowers are certainly to be
preferred to the double ones ; though
the last-named are much dearer and
scarcer ; for it would seem that the
double flowers frequently run back to
the single form. The flowers of the
Maxima red and Maxima yellow, as

the lai'ge-flowering varieties are designated by the Dutch growers, are
nearly half as large again as the ordinary single flowers, and this not
the result of a higher cultivation or a stronger development, but an
abiding characteristic of the plants. The Crown Imperial may be
grown and flowered in any loamy soil forming a flower border ; but to

do it full justice, and to ensure a fine head of bloom, it should
be planted in a deep rich soil, well drained. If the soil is

not rich, it must be made so by the addition of a good dressing of
well-decomposed manure. The stems send out, just above the
bulbs, a large number of young strong roots. At that stage of

their growth, the plants will be benefited by a top dressing of decayed
dung placed close to the stems ; in fact, a good coating of manure of
this kind can be laid about the plants during the winter, as it will give
them a little protection during severe frosts. The Crown Imperial ia

one of those plants that, vphen once planted, requires to be let alone
and remain undisturbed for years. Strong bulbs do not always flower

the first year after planting ; they appear to require to get thoroughly
hold of the soil, and then the succeeding year they throw up strong
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flower.spikes, crowned with their showy circlets of pendent bell.shaped

blossoms. The Dutch bulb-lists name one assumed variety that hag

been named the Crown-on-crown Crown Imperial, on account of its

tendency to produce a double ring of flowers one above the other. It

would appear that it is necessary this variety should be well ostab.

lished and nourished, or it will not preserve this double-coronetted

form. It may be described as a double type of the single red variety.

There are also two variegated forms, one having the green leaves

margined at the sides with silver, the other with gold. Both of these

are really effective out-door plants in the spring ; but, to give due

effect to the leaf-marking, they should be grown in clumps of several

bulbs. Both of these bear red-coloured single flowers. It was an

article of belief with some of onr old gardeners that, if the leaf-stem

of the Crown Imperial is not allowed to decay naturally, on the bulb

from which it springs, the bulbs will rarely produce a sucoesgional one

strong enough to bear a crown of flowers the following season ; and

modern practice goes to recommend that the dying flowers may bo

removed; while the stem, which would appear to exercise some

influence on the perfect maturation of the bulbs, should be left to fall

away by a process of gradual decay. R. D.

FINE VARIETIES OP AMARANTHS.
Tou have alluded (see p. 311) to the fine effect produced at this

late period of the season by means of masses of Love-lieg-bleediug,

Prince's Feather, and other well-known kinds of Amarantus. The
effect produced by these fine old garden favourites in largo masses

is, no doubt, very striking ; but there are more recent varieties so

far more splendid, that I unhesitatingly recommend the managers

of the floral displays of Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens to avail

themselves of them next season. The first to be named is the

scarlet-leaved weeping Amaranth, the Amarante melaucholique of

French gardens. The whole of the loaves and stalks of this variety

are of the richest crimson-scarlet, so that the plant becomes highly

ornamental as soon as the first leaves are developed. Masses of this

plant may be made to produce a strikingly beautiful contrast with

such as have foliage of a light vivid green, with white or yellow

flowers ; or, in short, with any plants in which bright green tints

predominate. In such situations, it may fitly replace the handsome

Coleus Verschaffelti, which requires the heat of a stove to bring it

forward. The seeds may be sown in an open border, or, where fine

early plants are required for bedding purposes, they should be sown

upon a partially-exhausted hot-bed in March or April, and planted

out in May. Another variety, called A. bicolor by seedsmen, has the

under pare of the leaves cool crimson, while the upper surfaces are

of a warm glowing carmine of very striking character, which, at a
shoi-t distance, produces the effect of splendid flowers. A third

grand variety, known as A. tricolor, produces an effect of a very

different but equally splendid character. The leaves of this finely

variegated plant are alternately red, green, or yellow, while many
are beautifully marked with all three colours. It is a truly orna-

mental plant in the strongest acceptation of the term, and, when
finely grown, must charm all who see it. While so many costly

novelties are run after with such avidity, it may be well to try

back occasionally, and expend a few pence upon some seed.packets of

recently improved varieties of Amarantus, although they may not

be novelties of the current, or even the last, season. Amaranth.

Cypripedium spectabile. — Usually Orchids are connected

with hothouses and steaming vapour ; but several of them come
from temperate regions, and many of them are perfectly hardy.

In the last class none equals in beauty the noble C. spectabile, a native

of low meadows and bogs in North America from Canada to Carolina,

chiefly in mountainous districts. Many of its congenei-s from warmer
climates, which are to bo seen in our stoves and Orchid.houses, do
not equal this in beauty of colour, the large .and much-iuflated white
lip being so beautifully stained with rosy-purple. It is as hardy as

the common Dock, and every person interested iu hardy flowers

should endeavour to establish it. Occasionally, it is grown in pots

or pans in Orchid.houses ; but for this course there is no necessity.

We have seen it attain a height of nearly 3 feet when planted on the
north sido of one of tho ranges of glass in the Botanic Gardens at

Glasnevin. Tho conditions essential to its perfect health in tho
open garden are, a deep peaty or other vegetable soil, and a sheltered

and somewhat shaded i)osition. In this country, the slight shelter is

of more importance than tho shade; strong healthy plants to begin
with and moist vegetable earth not less than 2 fcot deep, are more
important than either. In very dry districts, it would be desirable
to place tho plant behind a north wall ; but there can bo no doubt
that if the other conditions were secured, it would thrive iu sheltered

borders, or on the margins of beds of shrnba. Wherever there is any

kind of bold or diversifled rock-garden, this should be placed on its

lower flanks, iu different positions and aspects, and nothing would bo

more strikingly beantiful and novel, than one or two isolated tufts of

it on tho margin of a select plantation of shrubs in the pleasure

ground.
Ivy on Cemented Walls.—Let me jwlvise "R. A.," Work-

ington, Cumberland, not to put either cement or rough oast

on his house if he really wishes to clothe it with Ivy. For tho last

eight or nine years I have been trying to cover my house in this way,

and though the Ivy has a rich border, and grows luxuriantly, it

refuses to cling to the cement firmly, and each storm tears a large

portion of it down. It does somewhat better on the rough cast, but

neither snit it as well as stone or brick, and if your correspondent

leaves his house exactly as it is, though it may appear unsightly at

first, ho will be repaid by the quick growth and tenacious grip of the 1

Ivy on the walls. If he further adds a plant here and there of the 1
beautiful Ampelopsis Veitchii (or Veitch's Virginian Creeper), he will

^
bo repaid by its glorious tint in the autumn, which it maintains long

after the common Virginian Creeper has faded, and littered the ground

with dead leaves. This small-leaved Ampelopsis has the same dislike

to lime as the Ivy, and I cannot get it to cling well to my rough cast

without an occasional nail, a support which it would scorn on either

brick or stone.—J. H. W. T., Belmont, Carlow.

The Shamrock Pea (Parochetus communia).—Among rock 'l

and border plants, none are more worthy of culture than this. It has

the leaf and habit of the common Shamrock (i.e., a concise form of

Trifolium repeus), and from amid its leaves and little runners solitary

blooms rise erectly, supported on stems' about 2 inches high, each

flovrer like a handsome blue Pea. A plant so beautiful and distinct

will be very welcome in the rock garden or in a choice border of

early flowers. It thrives freely in fine sandy loam, with plenty of

peat and leaf mould, iu a well drained spot. It is suited for associa.

tiou with the choicest and most diminutive Alpine flowers, and when
placed on the rock-work, should be somewhere near the eye, as it is

not of a conspicuous order of beauty, nor of a vigorous habit out of

doors. I first met with this plant in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden,

where it was well grovra in pots as a frame plant by Mr. M'Nab ; and

so treated, it grows much more freely than in the open air, drooping

well down over the edges of pots or baskets, and running about as

freely as a soft " Creeper" when planted out in the soil of a cold frame

or on a light bed in an orchard house. It has, however, been proved

to be quite hardy at Glasnevin.—W.

A Grolden-leaved Plant.—The plant we allude to is, like tho

Pyrethrum, one of tho Compositco; but is unlike it, in being of

a shrubby character. It is the Golden-leaved Diplopappus, D.
chrysophylla, a hardy, low-growing shrub, which may be popularly

described as Ileath-like in appearance and foliage, with the exception

that the Diplopappus looks as though it had been dipped bodily into

a solution of gamboge or other rich yellow pigment ; iu fact, it is the

most perfectly gold-coloured plant that has ever come under our

notice. It is perennial, perfectly hardy, will strike freely from
cuttings, and accommodate itself, we should say, to any requirement,

whether an edging or belt of gold to the flower bed, or a veritable

obelisk or pillar of gold, should fancy so choose to fashion it. Apart
altogether from bedding or flower ground considerations, grown in its

natural form as a shrub it is well calculated to arrest attention, and
deserves to be brought under notice.

—

Irish Farmers* Gazette.

Culture of the Chrysanthemum.—Although the Chrysanthe- t

mum receives a good share of attention in most gardens, we rarely I

meet with what may be termed creditable specimens of it— i.e., plants )

with good foliage as well as flowers. By the time they come into

flower, they are mostly naked for a foot or more above the pot, and,

in order to show them off to advantage, other plants have to be set in

front of them. To obviate this, strike the cuttings in April, or as

soon as they can be obtained, under a hand-light out of doors ; and, as

.

soon as they are nicely rooted, plant them carefully on a border pre-

viously prepared for their reception, 2V feet apart every way—

a

distance which allows thom plenty of room, and sunlight free play

among them—a condition most essential as regards securing strong

sturdy plants. After they have been planted and watei'ed, I give the

border a good top-dressing of rotten manure ; I prefer this to digging

manure in when tho ground is prepared for them, as, being surface,

rooting plants, they feel the benefit of it almost at once, and it also

prevents the soil from cracking or becoming parched. I keep thom
well stopped until the last week in July, when stopping is discontinued,

.and all tho attentiou they afterwards receive is an occasional

sprinkle overhead in the evening until they are taken up and potted.

About the second week in September, or as soon as they show flower,

I take thom up as c.ai'efully as possible, and pot thom in rather small

pots (largo ones being unsightly), using rather a rich compost. They
are then placed in a somewhat shady position until they have become
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established, when they are fully exposed to sunlight. I need say
nothing about training, because that is an easy matter, but the
sooner they are prevented from rocking about and becoming broken
by the wind the better. Weak mannre-water at every watering, is

of great service to them, until the flowers begin to expand, when it

should be discontinued. Wo grow a great many Chrysanthemums
here ; and, during the past summer, the advantage of planting them
out has been fully proved, obviating, as it does, the labour of water-
ing, shifting, and plunging, which is considerable, when they aro
grown in pots. My plants, treated in the way just described, are
about 2 to 2i- feet in diameter, with ample leafage down to the pots,

and some of the Pompones are now literally solid masses of bloom.

—

J. PiiEWETT, Ston<e Gardens, Buckingham.

A WmTER-FLOWBRING CLEMATIS.
(C. CIURnOSA.)

Tnis peculiar and valuable plant is too little known and planted. It

is quite hardy and vigorous in growth, and bears a profusion of bloom
throughout the winter and spring. We first noticed the plant at

Glasnevin, and Dr. Moore writes to us :
—" I consider it one of the

very finest winter-flowering climbing plants that we have in cultiva-

Clematis cirrliosa.

tion. It is half-evergreen, and continues in leaf and flower from
the end of November till February." At Glasnevin, the most
effective specimen formed a dense isolated mass, but it is well suited

for covering walls, bowers, root-work, &c. To encourage its winter-
flowering habit, it would in all cases, be desirable to give it a sunny
sheltered position.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Pansy Miss Maitland.—I am sorry that '* A. D." (see p. 359) is dissatisfied
with. Miss Maitland. I have seen it grown in many different places, and its

appearance has ever impressed me that it is one of the finest whites extant. It
was raised at Ecclea, in Dumfi-iesshire, by a Mr. Ross, who, when alive, was
very proud of this seedling.~J. M. C.

The Tree Medick (Medicago arhorea).—This plant at first sight reminds
one of Coronilla glauca, but it has larger foliage of a fresher green colour.
It forms a low bushy shi-ub, and is now flowering on a south wall at Kew. Its
flowers are bright orange in colour and very ornamental.

Yucca draconis.— This is a robnst broad-leaved species, and is now
flowering in the succulent house at Kew. The leaves ai"e broadly sword-
shaped, and of a pale green cotoxir—not glaucous, as in most other species.
The flowers have rather long petals, and are of a pure white colour and of very
ornamental appearance.

Garden Roses and Human Hair.—I have been informed that human hair
is now used in the cultivation of Roses. Can any of the readers of The
Gaeden tell me if they have tried it, and, if so, what soil it is the most suitable
for.—A. W. [S. R. H. replies that he knows something of the converse of this
theory, i.e., of the application of Roses in the cultivation of human hair,
having largely used "Rose oil'* in his youth, and believing that when
Leech's hatr-cutter compared the perfume of a Bean- field to "the most
delicious 'ail* oil," that particular oil was in his thoughts; he also desires to
express liis admiration of Roses (not artificial) as ornaments of the hair, nnd
is not at all surprised that she who wore a wreath of them made such a
profound impression upon the gentleman, who sang her praises that night
when fij-st they met ; but he has no experiCDce of the influence of ringlets upon
roots (whether ebon locks would darken, or curls, which vulgar little boys call
carroty, would brighten the complexion of the Rose), having only torn his
hair, metaphorically, in the Rosarium, when frost or Fungus have destroyed
his hopes.J

THE ARBORETUM.
BEST CYPRESSES FOR BRITAIN.

SpECliLiSTS are all familiar with applications for informationm their particular department. One kind that very often
reaches ns, and, no doubt, also other editors of gardonino-
periodicals, is for information as to the different kinds of
plants that ought to be planted under specified circumstances
One man is making a Rose garden, and wants to know the
names of the best twenty-four Roses ; another has a similar
demand for Ferns

; another for Pines, Maples, Cypresses, and
so on.^ What is wanted by one man who takes the trouble to
write IS, no doubt, desired by a dozen who do not ; so wo have
thought it may be convenient for some of our readers if we
reply m our columns to such applications .somewhat amply
The following is our reply to a correspondent who consults
us as to the best Cypresses :

—

Cupressus Lawsoniana.
We think Cupressus—or, to speak more definitely, Chamm-

cyparis—Lawsoniana the finest introduction belonging to the
Cypress group that has ever been made into this country, and
consequently, the finest Cypress that exists in it. We do
not say that it is finer in California than the Wellingtonia or
Libocedrus decurrens, or Cupressus Lambertiana. We are
speaking only of them from the planter's point of view in
Britain. We admu-e it for the beauty of its form and its
departure from the strict Arbor-vita3 shape into that of a
tree, and a tree with a handsome well-defined character. We
admire the richness of its foliage; are thankful for the
rapidity of its growth; anticipate a fine quality of timber
judging from that of the tree in Oregon ; and are charmed
with the gaiety of its male flowers and the rich clusters of
its small irregularly formed fruit. The character of growth
and habit of the tree are constant. See one, see all. You can
never mistake it, but its foliage is as inconstant ; and if one
has a choice in colours (as every one has), it is just as neces-
sary in giving an order for plants that you specify the colour
as even the kind of tree you want. A friend of ours who
was greatly taken with a beautiful fine-growing Lawsoniana
of the deepest glaucous green, turned up with silver, inquired
its name, and ordered a quantity of plants, determined that
his place, too, should rejoice in a like loveliness, but after-
wards complained that what he got did not look like the same
tree. He had got ordinary light'coloured plants. Therefore,
if you want your trees to be deep in colour, glaucous, and
silvery, you had better say so in your order, or, better still,
pick your plants yourself. Another thing in which one may
be disappointed is the colour of the male flower. When the
plant was first introduced, it was not known that it had the
recommendation of having a showy male flower. As the reader
knows, the ordinary colour of the male flower of Cypresses is
yellowish-fawn, noways conspicuous and noways remarkable
for beauty, but the flower of Lawsoniana is brilliant crimson-
scarlet, as the colour of a soldier's coat, with a slight shade of
crimson in it. It first flowered in this country when Lord
Palmerston was paying a visit to Edinburgh. Old Mr. Charles
Lawsou was then Lord Provost of Edinburgh, and naturally
the Prime Minister honoured the chief magistrate bv paying a
visit to his nurseries. The Lawsons had the firs't plant of
Lawsoniana raised in this country ; and it so happened that,
just at that time, it first put out its scarlet bloom ; which
pleased Lord Palmerston, who had a fine taste for the beautiful,
and delighted Mr. Lawson, as it revealed another excellence in
his favourite Cypress ; but, as we have just said, this is not to
be depended upon. Some years after C. Lawsoniana had been
described, another species was described by Professor Kellogg,
of San Francisco, under the name of C. fragrans. It was
introduced into this country, and botanists could see no
difference between it and Lawsoniana. It was said to have
fragrance, or, at least, more fragrance than Lawsoniana ; Ijut
no difference, in this respect, was perceptible in this country,
and so it rested as a doubtful species until it flowered (in the
garden of Mr. Isaac Anderson Henry), when it was found to
have a yellow flower instead of a red one. This was pounced
upon as a specific character distinguishing the two ; but it has
not proved to be so. Further experience has since taught us
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that tlic flower differs in colour, as much as the foliage does, in

different individuals. From the same seed-bed we get yellow,

scarlet, and purple male flowers ; so fragransmust be withdrawn
as a si>ccies. The wood is so fine, that a slab (of the so-called

i'ragrans) was exhibited at San Francisco for its beauty. It is

a narrow-growing tree, and so is well adapted for places where
room is deficient.

Chamseoyparis obtusa, pisifera, &e.

Two or three allies of Lawsoniana have been introduced
from Japan under the generic name of Retinospora. These
are all of the same class as Lawsoniana. They are very pro-

mising; but have not yet made sufficient progress in this

country to allow us to place them in the same rank as

Lawsoniana.
Chamseeyparis nutkssnsis.

Another species from the northern parts of north-west
America, called Chamseeyparis nutk;ensis, but better known
to horticulturists by the name Thujopsis borealis, under which
it was generally known at first, stands very near C. Iiawsoniana

in beauty ar.d value— many people rank it higher. It

shows less variety in the colour of its foliage, and is darker
and dingier. The accounts we hear of it from its native

country speak of it less favourably than we should expect

from its appearance here.

Thuja gigantea.

"We have already repeatedly had occasion in these pages to

speak of this species iu terms of the highest appreciation. For
rapidity of growth, it is, probably, even in advance of Law-
soniana, and its colour being of a light lively green, contrasts

well with it. It is one of the chief Cypresses of the future.

LllDroeedrus decurrens.

If this will only thrive in this country, it may come near to

supply the place of "VVellingtonia gigantea, should the latter

prove unsuited to it. They grow in the same forests, and are

both giants, surpassing all around; the colour of their bark is the
same, the style of buttresses which surround the trunk is the
same. The upper part of the trees differ however ; Libocedrus
has its branches disposed all around the stem like the branches
of a candelabrum, which is particularly well seen when the tree

is dead. The then bare sticks appear standing up all around
the stem, like branches of a candlestick. The disposition of

the branches in Wellingtonia is quite different—short stumpy
arms, generally clustered near the top of the tree.

Cupressus macroearpa.

Those who were familiar with the Royal Horticultural
Society's Garden at South Kensington for a few years after

its formation, will remember with regret two magnificent
plants of Cupressus macroearpa which stood immediately
under the terraces, one on each side of the water-fall. These
had been brought from Chiswick, and were understood to be
the origin;il plants raised from seed sent home to the Horti-
cultural Society by their collector, Mr. Hartweg, in 1847.

For a year or two they were one of the chief beauties in the
way of plants that were to be seen in the garden. Then they
got darker in colour, and less healthy iu their appearance; their

foliage lost its denseness, the branches got scraggy, and
finally they disappeared. It was the town soot that killed

them ; or at least so enfeebled them that they fell easy victims
to the first untoward circumstances with which they had to
contend. But these wci'e by no means the only fine specimens
of this magnificent tree which, at that time, might be seen in

the neighbourhood of London. At Kew there were splendid
examples, and everywhere this Cypress grew with a luxuriance
and a beauty that seemed to indicate that it was perfectly
suited to our climate. It had stood with little damage the
cold of 1860-61, the severest winter that has been felt by this
generation ; and 3-et where are all our fine specimens of it now ?

Gone—swept away by the winter of 1866. No I not all gone,
but nine-tenths at least are gone, and where the sweep came, it

was clean. Where they died, they generally went fit masgc. The
London district was utterly denuded ; so was the south and the
east of England. The Midland counties were less severely dealt
with, and Scotland and Ireland suffered but little. This was
the more remarkable, inasmuch as it is a native of a wai-mer

climate than even the south of England. The facts connected
with the wholesale slaughter of 1866 are difficult of explana-
tion. It has been observed that a plant may stand one severe
winter and give way to another not so severe, if it occurs
within a few seasons after the first. It is as if the vital

energy of the plant had sustained a shock which weakened it

and left it less able to withstand another. But six years is a
long time, and one would have expected that in it the trees
might have had time to recuperate from the effects of the
winter of 1860. This is not an unprofitable speculation, for
Cupressus macroearpa is a tree which it is the interest of every
one to preserve amongst us. It is to Cypresses what Pinus
insignis is to the Pines. Both arc distinguished by their fine

Grass-green hue, which gives them a freshness and brightness
unequalled in any other Cypress or Pine. The fine large
fruit is well shown iu the illustration, although the snecimen
is a small one. We have seen them nearly twice the size

of those figured. The fine slender whip-like shoots of this

tree, with their rich red bark, give an attractive elegance to its

Cupressus Lawsoniana.

motion under the breath of the wind. It must not yet be
despaired of in Britain ; we saw it in great beauty about
Edinburgh the other day, and it is to be seen in still greater
luxuriance at Castle Kennedy, in AVigtonshire, where a semi-
circle of the two varieties, placed in opposition the one to the
other, gives every one the opportunity of judging for himself
whether they are two species or not. Mr. Fowler, without
committing himself to an opinion as to the specific value of
the differences, stoutly maintains that whether they be species
or varieties, there is a difference by which anyone can refer a
plant either to the broad spreading kind or to the taper spire-
like form, and there is no disputing the fact that there are two
very distinct habits—the one in the hue of Cedrus atlantica, the
other that of the Poplar or Cupressus torulosa, which it is

impossible to confound in plants belonging to either extreme

;

but there are often transition plants which it is difficult to
refer to one rather than the other, and we observed this even in
the group at Castle Kennedy, although it is only right to say
that the great majority of plants take either the one habit or
the other, and stick to it. Iu their native country the wide-
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spreading kind is the usual form; indeed, we cannot call to
mind having seen there any of the fastigiate type at all. The

Chamrccyparis (ReUnospora) obtusa.

old trees assume some little of the habit of old Cedars of

Lebanon, and the young plants are of the broad-spreading fan

Mfj^

OhamsBCyparis nutkssnsis.

shape, showing that they will, ere long, spread out into the

broad type of the older ones. In Oakland, the rue in urhe of San

Francisco, they are great favourites ; and, during the summer,
when for months there is no rain, their fresh green (dusty
though it be) agreeably relieves the eye. They are planted in

every villa garden, and are generally of the above-named type.
Seeing that they have escaped our frosts in some parts, and
that they have stood very severe cold in many, and onlv
succumbed generally to one winter which may have had some
speciality which may not occur again, we think there is no
reason why this tree should not be planted freely for decora-
tion. We should not recommend it for commercial purposes,
seeing that there are better Cypresses for such, as C. Lawson-
iana, on whose fitness for our climate there rests no flaw, but
for decoration we cannot dispense with it, even although it

should be cut down every ten or twenty years. It is even more
beautiful in youth than in age. In such a case all we should
say would be, " never mind, plant it again."

Cupressus torulosa.

This is a fine dark steeple-like species from the Himalayas,
which would be very well worth cultivating if we could be

Cuprcsfu^ macrucarpa.

sure that it would boar this climate. There are some fine

specimens of considerable age and height growing in the
south of England, but, speaking of Britain as a whole, we
fear to recommend it.

Thujopsis dolobrata.

We cannot conclude our list of first-class Cj'presses without
noting one other, which we believe will hereafter be ranked
very high as an ornamental shrub or tree. It is the Thujopsis
dolobrata, from Japan, and although it has not been long enough
cultivated in this country to allow us to be perfectly sure that

it will stand all extremities of our climate, our experience, so

far as it has gone, encourages us to hope that it will. We see

it growing freely in the north of Scotland, as well as all over
England. Its chief defect at present seems to be its slow
growth. Our expectation is, that it will grow like the shrub-
growing specimens of the Hemlock Spruce, only its leaf is

twice or thrice as broad, and the broad decided silver marks
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beneath are, of course, much more conspicuous. In Japan it

grows to be a tree wliich is described as of great beauty.

Biota orientalis

Although inferior to those in the eceding list, we must
not wholly omit the Chinese Arbor-vitxe. It is one type of

the Cypress, it is as hard as nails (to use a common expression),

and, as a variety in form and colour, is a valuable addition to

the others. The American Arbor-vitiu (Thuja occidentalis)

may bo ranked along with it as of 0(]ual worth. We place

neither of them in the first rank of Cypresses, but very far up in

the second. A. M.

THE DIPPBKENT KINDS OF CEANOTHUS.
liN this country all tho varieties of Ceanothus are more or less suscep-
tible of injury from frost, particularly when planted as bushes in

open shrubberies. They form, however, magnificent wall-plants,

standing in most situations quite hardily ; and, from their free

growth, handsome foliage, and profusion of bloom, produce the
finest possible effects. In all the species the individual flowers are
exceedingly small ; but this is amply compensated for by their

being produced in great masses, coming out in succession during the
greater part of the summer, which gives these plants a peculiar
importance in garden decoration. As wall-shi'ubs it is necessary, in

order to keep them trim and tidy, that they should be at least

annually pruned. This should be done in April, or as soon as danger
from serious frost is over ; and as all the sorts flower on the shoots
of the current years's growth, from one to three eyes of the pre-
ceding year's wood should be left, reserving, or at most only topping,
such shoots as are required for filling up the open spaces on the
wall. All the species are of tree growth in ordinary garden soil, if

dry, with the sub-soil porous ; and they will be found to ripen their
wood best and flower most freely in warm sunny exposures. The
following are vei-y distinct and desirable :

—

C. americanus (the New Jersey Tea).—This plant is interesting
from tlio fact that during the War of Independence the Americans
used ita leaves as a substitute for tea. It is found in great abun-
dance over a wide area in Canada and the United States as a dwarf
deciduous bush from 3 to 4 feet high, and has been known in this
country since the beginning of the last century. Though one of the
hardest of the species, it thrives best when planted against a wall,
or at least in a thoroughly-sheltered situation, and in a dry porous
soil. The leaves are about 2 inches long, serrated, and of a bright
green colour above, and slightly pubescent beneath. The flowers,
which come out in succession from about the middle of June till the
end of August, are white, and produced most profusely in axillary
panicles.

C. azureus (the Blue.flowered Ceanothus) is a sub-evergreen
shrub, a native of the temperate regions of Mexico, where it grows as
a straggling bush about 10 feet in height, and from whence it was first

sent to this country in 1818. It is here one of our most ornamental wall
shrubs, flowering as it does, from year to year most abundantly, when
planted in a dry, well-sheltered, but sunny situation. The leaves are
ovate, serrated, deep green above, and hoary beneath. The flowers,
which are borne on large axillary panicles, are bright blue, and are in
perfection from June till September, and in mild autumns sometimes
till November. The variety of it named Pallidus, and in some cata-
logues intermedius, is a handsome companion to the species, between
which and C. americanus it is said to be a cross ; it most resembles
azureus

; the chief differences being its hardier constitution, larger
leaves, and flowers of paler blue ; in some cases almost white.

C. rigidus (the Kigid Ceanothus) is a sub-evergreen, or in mild
wiuters and sheltered situations an evergreen species, discovered by
Hartweg in woods near Montery in California, and sent to this
country in 1848. It has an upright habit of growth, rarely exceeding
6 feet in height, the branches stilt aud wiry and, in a young state,
covered with down. The leaves are very small and profuse, produced
on short foot-stalks of a cnneate retusc form, dark shiny green above
aud paler beneath. The flowers, produced in clusters on the sides
of the young shoots, are of a deep purple colour, and come out in
April and May. It is a pretty tree-flowering wall shrub, and worthy
of a place in every collection.

C. papiUosus (the Pimpled Ceanothus).—This very pretty
species 13 indigenous to the mountains of Santa Cruz in California,
where it forms a densely branched straggling bush of from 6 to
10 feet. It was first introduced in 18 18. Like the other species it
requires the protection of a wall, on which it blooms very profusely
about Juno and July. The leaves are small, blunt, dark green above,
and slightly downy on the under side. The panicles of pale blue
Bowers are borne on long foot.stalka from the sides of the young
shoots. •' °

C. divaricatus (the Spreading Ceanothus).—This fine species

was introduced about 1841 from Monteroy, where, in sheltered

valleys, it is found growing as a dense broad evergreen bush of about

10 feet hi"-h. With us it is a free.growing handsome wall-plant, the

lone slender shoots abundantly clothed with small shining green

leaves, bein" in themselves very attractive. The flowers come out in

May, and co'ntinue till the frost kills them in autumn ; they are of a

bright blue colour, and are produced very profusely.

C. dentatus (thoToothed Ceanothus).—This elegant small-growing

evergreen shrub, rarely found higher than about 3 feet, was sent

home from Monteroy, in 1848. The leaves are very small, deeply-

toothed, of a shining green colour, and abundantly set on the branches.

The flowers, which appear in May or June, are deep blue, continuing

over the greater part of the season ; they are very showy and

jirofuse.

C. verrucosus (the Warted-stemmed Ceanothus).—This is another

Californian species sent home by Hartweg in 1848. It forms a thickly-

branched spreading evergreen bush of about 6 feet in height. As a wall-

plant with nsit is of remarkablyfrec growth, and has a very fine appear,

ance both as regards foliage and bloom. The leaves are small and

blunt, of a bright shiny green. The flowers begin to appear early in

May, and continue during the summer months; they are borne in

corymbs along the whole length of the young branches, often so

profusely as to hide the foliage.

—

Tlie Gardener.

Climbing Shrubs.—Of these some attach themselves to the

object they environ by rootlets and suckers, like the Ivy and American
Creeper, and these demand no assistance from man to keep them in

their places. Others require either nailing to walls or tying up
against trellises. Masses of rock or heaps of tree stumps, are best

covered by such plants as Clematis, Periploca, &c., which run

rapidly over, and clothe them with a gay livery of elegantly-shaped

leaves and masses of flowers. But there are several of these rovers

that have the faculty of twining round and round the trunks and
branches of trees in the same fashion as the Lianes ot tropical forests,

where huge trees are stifled by the embrace of these semi-parasites,

or, as Gilpin has called them, " these boa-constrictors of sylvan lite."

There the gigantic coils of luxuriant twiners not only begird and
enwrap the tree they grow upon, but they extend their exuberant

shoots across towards some other tree, and meeting a rival midway,
these entwine round each other till the whole forest becomes matted
into one tangled mass. Some ot these wild forms ot vegetable life

might, in a modified aud sober way, be reproduced in this country.

The Wistaria, the Aristolochia, the Menispermum, the Trochostigma,

the Akebia, and a few other twining shrubs, it planted at the foot ot

trees ot moderate girth in some part ot a grove devoted to that pur-

pose, would speedily ascend to the highest part of the trees, and thence

wander in search ot another victim, till the whole grove became a

network ot mixed foliage. The trees themselves would not be

improved by this, and, therefore, some indifferent plantation should

be selected for the experiment. But the result would be a very

interesting novelty, aud we are, at Heatherside, submitting it to

a practical test, by trying the plan on a group of young trees

about 20 feet high, with trunks about 6 inches in diameter. Deciduous

trees are best fitted for this purpose.

—

Heaihersidc Manual. [The

American Vines are admirably suited tor this purpose and were so used

with capital effect by the late Dr. Lushington at Oakham.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TKEES AND SHRUBS.

The Whitewashed Bramble (Knbus biflorus).—How is it one so seldom
8ces this pcculiiirly beautiful plant iu private gardens, or grown in an effective

manner? What ii rich effect might bo obuiincd by associating it on walls

with fresh green Ivy and the scarlet-fruited Pyracantha japonicji or Cotoneaster
Simmondsii. Its stems are of snowy whiteness, and if grouped with green aud
scarlet, would surely assist in making our gardens more bright and cheerful

during the dull days of autumn and winter.—B.

The Catalpa (C. syrinesefolia).—There are two other species, Kxmpferi
and Baugei, of little merit compared with this, which is a glorious tree, with

splendid foliage and abundant flowers iu largo bunches, resembling at a

distiiuce those of the Horse Chestnut. It is surprising that any garden should

be without this noble tree. The variety aurea has wonderfully perfect golden

leaves, that retain their brilliant colour throughout the season. The growth
ajjpcars as vigorous as in the common kind.—A. MoNGaKDlHlf.

A Fine Abies nobills Uprooted by Wind.—The disastrous gale on the

raoruing of the 21st ult. uprooted a great many trees here, and amonj them a

fine specimen of Abies (Picen) nobilis. This tree was 6S feet -1 inches in

height ; the girth of the stem, at 1 foot up, was 6 feet inches ; at 10 feet up,

4 feet i inches ; at 20 feet up, 3 feet S inches ; and at 3a feet up, 2 feet 10 inches.

This, if not the largest, was probably as fine a specimen of this Fir as is to be

found in Scotland. It was a grafted plant, and was planted about thirty years

ago. A good many fine-looking cones were gathered from it early last month,
and wo have numbers of trees planted in various parts of this estate raised

from seed collected from it in former years.—J. Russbll, PMulloch, Lochgilp-

head,
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THE I ND OOR GARDEN.
CAELUDOVICA HUMILIS.

Tnis plant belongs to a small group of Screw Pines, contained

in the order Pandanacefo. Some of them have long climbing stems

sending out aerial roots, which fasten on the trunks of trees, whilst

others "have no stems, and form dense low thickets. The genus is

confined to tropical south America ; and the somewhat Palm-like

foliage of these plants forms their most salient distinctive feature.

Most of the species form useful subjects as stove plants, but a few

of them are sufficiently hardy, it is thought, to endure a lower

temperature, even that of an ordinary living room, for a short time,

and the experiment might be worth trying. Among those which

appear to be of more robust habit than their congeners, may be named
the subject of our illustration, Carludovica humilis. This is a very

compact plant of dwarf growth, with a habit as distinct as possible

from the climbing species, though it is furnished with the rudiments

of aerial roots. The foliage springs from the apes of a rudimental

stem, which is scarcely apparent, and which never rises higher than

is shown in the illustration. The fan-like bifurcated and 'plaited

leaves, are developed at the apex of a somewhat long and nearly round

stalk, and are of a fine dark green. The flowers, which are incon.

Stemless Screw Pine CCarludovica humilis).

spicuous, are monoecious. This plant, like all its near relatives, grows
in the deep and moist shades of the dense forests of central America.
It has been cultivated since 1857, and was fii'st introduced
from the Botanic Garden of Berlin. Judging from the situations in

which it appears to flourish in its natural state, the more shaded parts

of our Palm stoves would suit it best, beneath some of the higher
plants. Bog earth, mixed with a portion of marl to give it substance,
and yet allow of the free percolation of water, would probably be
the best mixture for gr'owing it in in perfection ; and there should, of

course, be a considerable depth of drainage material. Thus treated,

in handsome tubs, or other vessels of pleasing form, it might become
a very decorative plant for large living rooms, or halls and stair-cases,

at all events during the summer and autumn. One great advantage
of Carludovica humilis for such purposes is, that it does not require
to be placed near the light, and so impede the view from the windows,
as is the case with plants that require to be near the glass. This
grand looking plant, on the contrary, may be placed in any dimly
lighted corner or niche, where plants of most other classes would
rapidly dwindle and perish. Careful experiments testing the sensi-

tiveness of various plants to the influence of light, or its nearly entire

absence might prove exceedingly useful. Many Ferna are found to

grow more luxuriantly in the semi-darkness of caves, where they only
receive a small amount of reflected light. Other plants are only found
in the deepest shade of dense forests, and yet the tones of their

foliage are not rendered pale by the absence of light. H. N. H.

FRUITING THE EDIBLE PASSION-FLOWEE.
The fruit of the Passiflora, like that of the Banana, we only see

now and then ; but it deserves to be far more extensively cultivated

as a dessert fruit than it is. Passiflora quadrangularis and P. edulis

are the two varieties best known and appreciated for their fruit.

The first is pretty well known as a handsome free-growing stovo

climber. P. edulis possesses the same habit, but its flowers, though

chaste and beautiful, are less striking. P. quadrangularis produces

fruit about the size of a duck's egg, or larger, when the crop is

heavy. When ripe, it is of a dull yellow colour, and has an

agreeable smell. That of P. edulis is seldom much larger than a

pigeon's egg, and is of a purplish colour. The rind of both is thick

in proportion to the size of the fruit, and encloses a sac containing

the seeds and pulp, which is the eatable portion; the flavour of

which is agreeable and refreshing. Both varieties boar excessively

under ordinai-ily favourable conditions, though an impression exists

that P. quadrangularis is difficult to fruit. All that I can say is,

that I know scarcely any plant that bears so readily and so abun.

dantly. Some two or three years ago I procured a newly-rooted

plant of it in a 3-inch pot about the month of January, which I

grew in a Pine stove. During the season it made something like 200

feet of wood, and set about a hundred fruit all at one time, but only

half that number attained maturity, weighing each about J lb. or

more. This was from a plant not twelve months old from a cutting.

What it would have been the second year had the plant had

room to extend itself, I would not venture to state; but I doubt

not it would have been wonderful. The Passiflora is not a

plant that requires a house for itself; the roof of a plant stove

or the back of a Pinery is the place for it ; and in such a position

it may be made both useful and ornamental. The conditions neces-

sary to secure a vigorous growth and a heavy crop of fruit are

abundance of light and air, restricted root room, and a stovo tempera-

ture both at top and bottom. A stone box, or a large pot, plunged in

the corner of the Pine bed or set near the pipes, where the root

temperature can be kept at 85° or 90', is the place for it. Under any

circumstances the box should be plunged, otherwise red spider will

be troublesome, though the plant is not liable to insect attacks

unless it is starved. Good loam and well-rotted manure of any kind

will suit it, and plenty of manure-water should be given when the

fruit is swelling, especially when the box gets crammed with roots,

which it will in a few weeks after the plants get fairly into growth.

The shoots may be trained along the wires, about 6 inches apart, and

about a foot from the glass. When as many shoots as are needed

to fill the alloted space have been obtained, all others which show

themselves should be cut clean out. The secret of fruiting Passion,

flowers, consists in allowing each shoot that is left to grow on unin-

terruptedly during the season without stopping. The flowers show

themselves freely along the shoot as it grows, and they must bo

fertilised arrificially as they expand. If the temperature is kept up

to 85° or 90° during the day, and from 70' to 75' at night, and care

is taken that the plant does not sufiier from want of water at the root,

any flower will generally set freely, and the fruit will swell quickly to

its full size ; but it generally takes from two to three months to

ripen. So far as my experience goes, neither young nor old plants

show flower until they have made a good bit of growth ; it is, there-

fore, important to start the plant early—say about the beginning

of January, increasing the temperature as the days lengthen. At

this rate a young plant will flower shortly after Midsummer, and

onwards; but an old plant that has some wood about it will fruit

considerably earlier. The temperature should be kept well up while

the fruit is ripening, otherwise it will be indifferent bothm appearance

and flavour. P. edulis reciuires the same treatment as quadrangularis.

J. S. W.

CULTURE OF THE OLEANDER.
NEKIU5I Oleander splendens and its allies are undoubtedly very

magnificent objects when well grown and full of flower ; audyet how
seldom are they seen in a luxuriant condition, or even seen at all in

any shape, except in very few of our gardens ? while in France, as well

as in other countries, they are grown in large numbers, and in great

perfection ; not only in large tubs to a great size, as we find

them at Versailles and at other places, but in a small and portable

shape—small plants, fifteen inches high or so, covered with flowers.

In a small state the flowers are not so large as when grown
in a planted-out manner, or cultivated in large pots; never,

theless they are very handsome, and last a long while in bloom

in healthy rooms or balconies, provided care in watering with

tepid water, and washing overhead, occasionally, bo persevered in.

The Oleander, liko every other plant, comparatively speaking, is

easily grown and flowered when one knows how. Therefore a few

brief instructions to those who do not know howj may be acceptable
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The propagation of this very showy plant may be effocted in this

wise. At thia season of the year, when growth is matured, select

cuttings 8 or 10 inches in length ; insert each in a small bottle of

water, with a pinch of wood-charcoal in each bottle, and place the

bottles in a warm house, such as a plant-stovo, or any other place,
whore the heat is not less than CO'' or 70\ In a month or six weeks
these will be rooted, when they may be potted in as small pots as
possible, without injuring the roots, using loam and river sand in
equal proportions

; but they do not seem particular as to soil, provided
it is wholesome, and the pots are well drained. If kept in a warmish
place, with moisture in the atmosphere, they soon get established in
their second progressive state. In early spring, as the days lengthen
and growth commences, give them more moisture and heat, and
towards April they m.ay be shifted into a size larger pot. By no
means give them too largo a shift. A lively heat and an abundance
of moisture will be all they need till they show signs of flowering,
which they will do about August. The admission of plenty of air,
and partially withholding water for a month at this period
will be a rest to them ; they may then be put into a warm moist heat
as before, and their flowers will open in abundance in October, and
on to Christmas. Some, of course, vpill not show signs of flowering
the first season

; these may continue on in a cool resting temperature
during the winter, when in early spring they may be started into
growth

; aud these will mature their shoots and flower in summer
and early autumn. It mast be borne in mind that the Oleander
requires a liberal supply of moisture, both at root and branch, when
growing

; and, on the other hand, it must not get into a stagnant
state, so that caution must be exercised in giving a very liberal
drainage in all cases. In a planted-out state the Oleander makes
a splendid bush, and throws out gi-eat shoots 4 or 5 feet long,
which throw splendid trusses of bloom, some of the individual
flowers measuring 4 inches in diameter. Of course the Oleander
requires no shade, and every ray of sua.must be given to the plants at
all times. The variegated-leaved form is very jiretty, but its flowers
are not nearly so fine as those of the green kinds ; this does not strike
well, and it is better grafted on the green. There seem to be only
two or three kinds known in this country to any extent, and it is
pleasing to learn that the Messrs. E. G. Henderson and Son have
some beautiful single varieties, with large improved flowers, which may
prove great acquisitions to the flower-forcing gardener. The white one
wdl be a valuable addition

; and, though not new, Messrs. Henderson
deserve universal thanks for bringing it before the public—fZon'sf.
[The yellow-flowered variety, also, should not be lost sight of.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.
Pittosporums.— I Imve tlicokl fashioned P. Tnliiin, now a much neglected

plant; but I hear there are others equally handsome. Can you name one or two
,^nd say m what soil they succeed best.-CLAEi. [The common species is Ptobira

;
but we occasionally meet with P. japonicum, which has terser flowers,.™d handsome glo.ssy foliage. All the species are suitable for indoor culture!

r ,^^;^In ?
\"^ a mixture of peat and loam, and require no care except to bo

r.'gularly watered and to be kept clean].

^„F°V^J^i^^^~7^° or three species of Fourcroya are now in bloom in theBucciilent.houseat Kew. In general appearance and habit they closely resembleAmerican Aloes or Agayes, while their largo white flowers remind one ofthose ot the Yuccas, the stamens being inserted in a similar manner andrarely protrudinjr Iieyond the tube or floral segments, as is the case i^i the

m?r/bf,ih„1- „" ;i^'^?''™''™'T
e^'.hibited by these plants is the productton oflittle bulbe s on the flower-spikcs in place of seed-vessels, while the plants donot generally cvmcc a tendency to throw up suckers or off-sets so freely as the

(iesneras.—Many of these dwindle away with mo after flowerin", and some-times d.r.nitright. How can I prevent this ?-S., .BriaVo,,. [To keen them ingood heaIth, they must be well attended to after flowering, tor then the talbstoi llie lullowing season have to be matured. In order to effect this, they should

m^?,h'I ? r
""'"• "'™" "";" '«^«i'5i™»l waterings with weak liquid manurebnt a* the foliage bcgms to decay, less water will bo reriuircd, and when the

fn bT il' "i
'\°"'^';;' " """' '^^ ""^''''^ withheld. After this, though r^Si, ^

,-n
'"',,^P''l^T."'e.y must not be baked, but should be stored awayTn their pots

Ihn^lZFi^^
'"'"' ?°" ^r™' °1"' ''S^'" '•'^l>»''-ed. It is a common practice toshake the so 1 away from them when dry, and to store the bulbs in ilry sand ; but

imo?row?h ?n ^h"' r?"'f,'%""'=''''^
"'''° '" "'«'' pots, and just start ihem

mi^.*^ 1 .^ 1
,

'''? °''' ^oil before re-potting, for by this treatment the bulbs arenot to liable to injury as they otherwise would be.]

Pl»^«';*c"^l°P''?'^f^*'
Melianthus major, and other Indoor DecorativePlants.-I can fully endorse all that " A. B. N." says (see p. 38n) as to the%alue ot Acacia lophantha for indoor decorative purploses. Seed of it sown inautumn will, if well grown, produce fine strong plants by the following autumn.

1 lants from spring-sown seed will, of course, be smaller, but, tor certainpurposes, better than those raised from autumn-sown seed. They should bepiunged m a bed of ashes in the open air during the summer and early autumnmonths, care being taken that they are not crowded, or they lose their lowerleaves, and with them, half their beauty. Another plant of first-rate excellencelor decoration, and as easily grown as the above, is Melianthus major. It

iiJi:i:
'« ™"^ '""afcli and started in heat, and from June onwards treated

,„,^.,r=i -^S""'"' T'i'""'',
*^o few handsomer plants than the Melinntlms. Its

attenlfon i^n"" ^°! finely-forme.1 leaf and free graceful growth always attract

Prinni „f' w 1 " '"
?'i? ,?^ """"^ P'""'** ^^'<=^ everybody admires. Capsicums

decnrar?nn Tif""'.^?"?,!^ "^f
""."« *'™ very pretty for autumn and winterdecoration They retain the.r bright yellow berries for along time, and wellrepay any httle attention which their growth requires -KB

ARTIFICIAL ROCK-WORK AT OATLANDS TAEK.
Rock-work, as a picturesque feature in garden scenery, is often
attempted, but seldom with complete success. I am not allmfing
to decorations of this kind put unskilfully together, as theygene-
rally are in the small gardens of suburban villas, but to such
roek-work as it is pretended shall have the appearance of
being a natural outcrop of the rook formation of the district.

There are two very distinct modes of producing the effect of
natural rocks, both of which require the exercise of consider-
able artistic taste, as well as much practical skill. The one is

by excavation, and by that means of exposing the face of rocks
previously hidden beneath the surface ; and the other by
building up, with suitable materials brought from a distance, and
in that way forming masses of rock having a natural aspect. Of
these the most obvious and least expensive method (should
external appearances indicate the presence of rock at no great
depth from the surface) is to excavate, and so lay bare the
natural rocks. I have seen several gardens of from 5 to 20 or
30 acras in which this .system has been practised with more or
less success. The favourable lie of the ground, or otherwise, is

always an important matter in cases of excavation. One or two
rocky valleys thus excavated that have come under my notice,

have looked much more like Nature's own production, than
that of the pick and spade. I have, too, seen places in which
the natural conditions presented admirable facilities for carry-
ing out the creation of such a scene by excavation, but which,
from a tasteless spottiness in the management (or, rather, mis-
management), were worse than failures. I say, advisedly, worse
than failures ; because the place, which was naturally pretty,
with soft green slopes, plenty of trees, and a glimpse of spark-
ling water, had been dug into meaningless ugly holes. I

have also seen both noble and ignoble specimens of built up
rock-work. Without amply sufficient space it is difficult to pro-
duce a natural and broadly artistic effect. I have, however, met
with specimens of this kind of garden landscape-work iu wliich,

although both space and materials have been limited, the effect

has been all that could be desired. I have also seen such work,
on a gigantic scale, where the result has been lamentably bad.
In the grounds of Mr. Hewitson, at Oatlands Park, a piece of
rock-work has been built, in which Nature has been imitated
with such complete success as to wholly exclude all traces ot
art. The undulations of the ground, the turfy slopes of which
become exceedingly steep as they approach the lake, presented,
it must be confessed, unusually favourable points for au
apparent outcrop of rock ; and of these the very fullest

advantage has been taken, and with consummate taste. The
beautiful grounds in which these effects of rock-work have
been so artistically simulated, form part of the once royal park
of Oatlands, some 30 or 40 acres of which Jlr. Hewitson was so
fortunate as to secure, at what would now be deemed an
almost nominal price. The powers " that were " decided, in

their collective wisdom, to sell the fine old park, piece-
meal, by auction, to the highest bidders, 'in order to save
the expense of keeping it up ; its noble historic trees
being valued to the purchasers at common timber price,

by carpenters' measurement. Among those trees are some
Cedars, which must rank among the grandest and most
picturesque in the land ; and there are several gigantic
Oaks, the ages of which must bo calculated by centuries.
These truly colossal trees, produce the grandest kind of laud-
scape effects, and, combined with the picturesque dips and
rises ot the ground, furnished Mr. Hewitson with material for
the formation of one of the most exquisite stretches of jileasure

garden to be found within thirty miles of London ; and he has
not neglected his opportunity. Of dips and slopes there
were abundance, and also water; but the soft undulating
surface lines, here and there wanted crispness and emphasis
to complete the picture, and the rock-work, destined to
supply the deficiency, was constructed, under the super-
vision of the proprietor, by Mr. Marshall, of Liverpool,
who has utilised the materials confided to him with
great ability. These " materials," so to speak (namely, the
pieces ot stone with which the pseudo-natural rocks had
to be built up), were the weather-worn stones resulting from
the demolition of old Kew bridge, which, in their new position,

with the worn portions skiUully turned to the front in the
formation of simulated natural rock, produce the happiest
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possible effect; and thus the rocky faces of the ravines

excavated near the lake, and into which the water of the lake

has been conducted, appear to be as natural as if Nature her-

self had provided them. The sowing of Foxgloves and
Stachyses on the rugged portion oE these banks, and the

planting of Aquatic Irises on the edges of the water, impart
wonderful naturalness to the scene—in which Furze, Bilberry,

Heather, and other plants of wild original growth have been
allowed to remain undisturbed, with the best possible results

;

while the common Bramble plaj-s a conspicuous part in com-
pleting the uaturalesque aspect of the scene. These Brambles are
allowed to ti-ail far and wide, stretching in many places their

far-reaching growth over the mown turf ; and Mr. JJewitson has
oftentimes desperate struggles with his garden assistants and
labourers, to prevent them from lopping off these impediments
to the action of the scythe, which, in some cases, is still preferred
to the mowing machine. As a whole, these grounds are a
jjert'ect model of landscape composition, and ai'e well worth a
visit from every lover of the beautiful in garden scenery.

H. N. H.

THE VITALITY OF SEEDS.
A BRIEF report—taken from one of our local papers—of a lecture,

delivered by mo at our Philosophical Society, on seeds, which
appeared at page 3S6 of The Gakdex, contains a slight mistake,
which I should like to have con-ected. In the latter part of the
paragraph I am made to state that, " To retain vitality in seeds four

things are required, namely, moisture, heat, air, and electricity,"

whereas it ought to have been, that these requu-ements were
necessary to stimulate the embryo into vital activity. When con.
fined to our local papers I scai'cely considered it necessary to make
the correction, but, when quoted by you, I am sure you will permit
me to set the matter right. The more so, as I purpose making it a
text whereon to offer a few remarks of a more technical and
extended character than would have been justifiable in one of our
Saturday afternoon lectures at the museum, having a direct bearing
on the capacity of seeds to retain intact the vital principle through
au almost unlimited period of time. Before doing so, it may not,

however, be out of place if I say a few words on the value of a
movement inaugurated by our Philosophical Society, about a
twelvemonth ago, of opening, at a mere nominal charge, their

museum to the public on Saturday afternoons, and associating there-

with a popular conversational lecture upon some one of those
various branches of science of which illustrative specimens are
found in the cases. The Saturday half-holiday now so general
amongst the "working classes"—or what might be more appro-
priately termed the "wage classes"—and the more general recog-
nition of the various branches of science, in connection with the
education movement throughout the country, appear to my mind to
call for a similar movement on the part of every institution that
possesses a museum or other means of popular instruction. A few
of our large provincial museums are continuously open to the public.

To those I would suggest the additional attraction and enhanced
value, from an educational point of view, which would attend the
delivery of a series of lectures, and for which no more fitting

occasion can be selected than the Saturday afternoon. The seeds
of scientific knowledge thus sown are sure to lind in somo
of the hearers all the essentials necessary for their future develop,
ment ; and the grain thus scattered will, without doubt, return in
some shape or way, with bounteous increase, its harvest contribution
to the national store-house of knowledge. But to my subject—seeds
and their power of retaining their vitality when embedded deep in
the bosom of mother earth. Few observers of Nature but must have
met with instances where the correctness of the above statement is

fully confirmed. In my younger days, when I had more leisure for
botanising than I have now, nothing used to please me better than
to come across a new made railway cutting or a quarry or gravel
pit, where, in the newly disturbed sub.strata, there is almost sure to
be found some plant or other that is, if not always new to the
locality, at least but rarely met with. One or two marked instances
I may specially mention. Many years ago a new siding was being
made on the Great Western line, the soil for which was removed
from a cutting some 30 feet deep and about six miles distant there-
from. On this siding I observed a Composite plant of an aspect
sufficiently distinct to induce me to get out at tho station and
retrace my steps, when, to my surprise, I found an abundance of
Borkhausia fcetida,'a plant of rare occurrence and unknown in the
locality—confined entirely to the recently-introduced soil. My next
object was to learn the source from whence the soil was obtained

j

and there iu truth was tho plant again growing profusely, but

confined to one side of the line only, that from which the soil had
been recently removed j the long sloping bank opposite did not

present a single specimen of it for at least a mile, which was as far

as daylight permitted my investigation to extend. That these seeds

came from the fresh upturned marly clay soil was fully confirmed

by a nice crop of plants I raised from a portion of tho soil I took

home with me. Another instance of more recent date occurred lq

tho cutting between Bridlington and Scarborough, where Iboris

amara— our British Candytuft— was developed in abundance,

both in the cutting itself and on the embankments formed

of the soil removed therefrom, and where it holds vigorous

possession to the present day. This plant was, I believe,

thus restored to the Yorkshire flora. Still more recently,

as the result of an embankment made from a cutting about 18 feet

deep, tho following season I found a considerable sprinkling of

Delphinium Consolida, a plant quite foreign to the locality, and

one whose indigenous character is doubted by many. Two or

three other plants of minor interest occurred that were also

new to the neighbourhood. A farther illustration, that has a similar

bearing on the matter, may be noted. A pond of considerable size in

this neighbourhood, that has been dry for two years owing to a general

lowering of the springs, has been covered this season with an

abundant crop of a species of Chenopodium, which, though not

absolutely absent in this part of Yorkshire, is of exceedingly rare

occurrence. The foregoing are all from my own observation, and

I find recorded in this week's Athenmim, amongst " Physical

Notes," a valuable corroborative testimony from Professor Von
Heldreich, of Athens, who states that on the removal of the mass of

slag accumulated in working the Laurium Mines, some 1,500 years

ago, which is now being worked over again for the sake of the metal

it still contains, quantities of a species of Glaucium or Horn Poppy,

has made its appearance, and, what is more, it proves to be a new
and undescribed species, to which the name Glaucium Serpieri has

been given. In the former instances no idea can be formed as to the

probable length of time the seeds thus disinterred and revivified have

Iain in their dormant state ; but, in the latter, tolerably well authen-

ticated history carries the date of the super-imposed heap of refuse

to between 1,500 and 2,000 years ago. Doubtless the absence of air,

an equable and unvarying condition as regards moisture and tem-

perature, and, above all, the complete neutralisation of the physical

infiuenoe of the sunlight, whether in its electric or actinic character,

or in both combined, caused by the distant removal of the seeds

from the surface — appear to constitute the means by which

Nature exercises a preservative power in seeds as astounding as^ it

is interesting. I may further state that from my experience, with

but one exception, that of the Candytuft, these resurrection plants

—

if I may use the term—are but short-lived in their new localities,

and rapidly succumb to the more vigorous vegetation, which may
possibly have been absent in the past, but has become developed in

the present, as a result of those terrestrial mutations that are in

continuous [irogress in Nature ; and, as a matter of course, are more

intensified where Art and civilisation have contributed their special

quota of disturbing influences. James C. NiVEJf.

Hall Botanic Gardens.

A FLOWER MISSION.
Five or six years ago a young girl, at that time a teacher, noticed in

her daily rambles the great waste of fruit, and especially of flowers,

in the gardens of the wealthy. Myriads of blossoms that might gladden

sad hearts and tired eyes, are allowed to fade through the long summer
days, sometimes because their owners are absent abroad ; oftener

still because of the super-abundance resulting from liberal culture.

Each week our thoughtful girl came into the great city, always

bringing with her a basket or a bouquet of fresh flowers, sure, even

on her way from the station to her home, to be asked for flowers by
a score or more of little children, ragged, yet with the love of the

beautiful in their hearts. The summer passed away, but not the

happy thought born of the summer. In the city are vast numbers of

poor suffering souls, not alone in hospitals and on sick beds in narrow,

straitened homes, but hundreds of sewing girls spending their lives

in hot stifling work rooms in the heavy woollen manufactures, for fall

and winter trade. Where is their summer ? What do they know of

Nature's gracious bounty in field and wood, on hill and glade ? On
the one hand the need, on the other the demand, and its possible

fulfilment. Not only in the fields and woods, ready for the

harvest, but also in the conservatories and greenhouses, and gaily

blooming flower beds of the suburban gardens environing the great

metropolis, are countless superfluous blossoms that were not born to

blush unseen, and should not waste their sweetness on the desert air.

The first Sunday in May, 1869, in several of the city chm-ches a brief

notice was read, inviting all having either fruit or flowers to spare, or
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time to gatherwild ones from the woods, to send their gifts to the chapel
of Hollis Street Church, which would bo open on Monday and Thursday
moiTiings from eight till twelve for the reception and distribution of
flowers and fruit to the sick and poor in the city. Any and all who
might have leisure and inclination to assist in tying up bouquets, or
in carrying them to their destination, were invited to meet at the
chapel on that Monday morning ; a curious example of an organisation
almost self-created; entirely composed of volunteers; no membership
or qualification for membership other than the desire to lend a helping
hand; no president, no official red tape : each did that which seemed
right and fitting, and in keeping with the beauty and fragrance which,
week after week through the long summer, made the old chapel
blossom like the Rose. We quote a few words from an account of
that first day's experiment :

" The first to come were two girls, who,
glowing with the air of their country homes, and excitement from
the thought of the pleasure they had the means of giving, appeared
with baskets filled with Houstonias, Cowslips, Yiolets, and Anemones,
nicely tied up in pretty bunches ; then two more, with baskets full of
Violets

; and again another with field flowers. So far all were per-
sonal friends

; the next contribution, however, was from a stranger

—

hot-house
^

flowers, and ripe red Strawberries. Again a silver
wedding gift, of twelve beautiful bouquets, seeming to the donors the
pleasantest memorial they could convey of their own happiness. Again
a Lady Bountiful sent her carriage laden with cut flowers, pot plants,
and branches of flowering shrubs, placing her carriage also at the
service of the members— a welcome gift indeed, for it is no light task to
carry the large, fiat, flower-laden baskets to their destination." This
was a good beginning for such a quiet, unostentatious charity: contribu.
tions from thirteen sources ; distributions to 150 persons." The work
begun under such favourable auspices never flagged throughout the
summer. The givers were liberal ; the workers also. School children
in the surrounding towns made excursions to woods and fields, and
sent in generous collections of wild flowers, Mosses, and graceful
Terns. Regular contributions were also sent from private conserva-
tories, sometimes carefully and tastefully arranged in little bouquets
ready for distribution, sometimes in huge bunchosof individual flowers,
easily separated ; sometimes a largo basket held many varieties of
flowers in layers, with moist cotton between ; the flowers having been
sorted in the gathering, the Pinks, the Roses, the Heliotropes,
&c., which rendered the work at the chapel much simpler, and
lessened greatly the risk of breaking the stems, always to be feared
in separating indiscriminate masses. The essentials for work in the
chapel were a long table, broad enough to torn the flowers out in
heaps, with room for assorting ; shallow tanks of water in which to
place the bouquets as fast as prepared until the hour of distribn-
lion; plenty of string, and scissors, and chairs. It is unwise
to attempt to work standing; the fatigue is great, and should
bo lessened as ranch as possible. Large flat baskets, like market
baskets, are the most convenient for carrying the flowers without
injury. It semed as though everyone had been waiting for just
this chance

; for not alone were the flowers provided, and busy,
willing hands to arrange and distribute them, but corporations
(supposed to be soulless) became liberal and generons to an unwonted
degree. Railroads transported free of expense, the baskets and
parcels for the Flower Mission ; not only over the roads, but always
finding among the cwployi^s at the stations some one to carry them to
the chapel. If the baskets were marked with the owner's name and
residence they wore returned also by the next train free of charge.
Many a basket twice a week made its journey to and fro in this
way from Dedham, Newton, Wellesley, Hingham, Lexington, and even
as far as Plymouth. From Quincey twice a week came two or three
huge wash-tubs full of garden flowers and wild flowers. In the
gathering every one united, Catholic and Protestant, orthodox and
Unitarian, all for the love of God and His children. We copy a few
statistics from the reiiort (,f the ladies connected with the Flower
Mission at the close of the first season, in October, ig69 :—
Contrilnitioiis in flowers ....

m ijlante
.... 356
.... 30

TT ^- *° '™' 30
JNumbor of contributors 106

Number of towns sending contri-
butions 26

Number of bouquets distributed., 6,718

Of these 1,132 were sent to people confined to the city during the
warm weather. The plants were scattered among various homes.
The remainder of the flowers were taken to the hospitals and asylums,
and sometimes to the gaol and State prison. In the spring o"f 1870
the ladies of Cambridge proposed to co-operate with the Hollis
btreet Chapel by establishing a branch mission for the distribution
of surplus fruits and flowers in their vicinity. In 1871 Chelsea
followed suit. Thug the country was brought to the city-
close to thousands who are never permitted to "go a.Maying "
or to look upon the fall glory of summer time. During the
second year of the mission the contributions, and consequently
the distributions, were more than doubled. Over 11,000 bouquets
were distributed, besides 1,800 pond Lilies, chiefly from one

friend. These last wrought a "special work of grace" among the
denizens of the North End, to quote the words of the resident
missionary in that apparently godless region. There were men, and
women too, whose hearts seemed like nether millstones, impervious
to all good influences, baffling every attemptat sympathy or enlighten,
ment, to whom the sight and smell of the water Lilies brought tender
memories of childhood perhaps, when, young and innocent, they
too had gathered the jiure white blossoms. The Lily brought to
them its message of beauty, grace, and sweetness, rising above the
waters, reaching heavenward even from the black oozy depths below.
Who shall say that some human heart to-day is not purer for the
silent lesson of those Water Lilies ? Beauty, the gift of the All.
Beautiful as well as the AU-Bountiful, is an evangel for ever to
human hearts. Surely they need it most whose lives are rendered
the most unlovely by sin and misery. It would be pleasant to give the
name and the portrait of the Pansy Man ; but the modesty and
reticence which so long kept him unknown, save by the sobriquet
earned by his lavish gifts, forbid. Literally by thousands were
they brought, royal in purple and gold, and every rich strange
tint born of hybrid culture. About twenty hospitals and infirm-
aries were supplied week by week ; and many touching incidents
might be related in connection with them. It was odd to see the
various preferences shown in the hospitals. The men would oftenest
choose bunches of fragrant border Pinks ; the women almost always
wanted Roses ; if country bred, wild flowers were the most eagerly
sought. In the work-rooms, garden Roses, sprigs of trailing Arbutus,
sweet Honeysuckle, or boughs of pink.tinted Apple blossoms. As the
weeks wore away, and a kind of intimacy grew up between givers and
receivers, special cases were remembered in the making of the little

bouquets : to the blind girl al ways as many fragrant flowers as possible

;

the consumptive, in the clean white hospital bed, welcomed the
scarlet Geraniums, which lent a bit of warm bright colour to the
prevailing white of the wards; one yonng sewing giil always
begged for Lilies of the Valley— it seemed easier, she said, to sow the
long white seam with the delicate white flowers keeping her company.
The report of the physicians connected with the hospitals is most
encouraging. They say it is a great aid to convalescence when the
patients have something to divert their thoughts from their own
suffering, and nothing answers that purpose so well as the fresh
beauty and fragrance of flowers. In Chelsea many of the physicians
send in lists of special cases in their practice where such gifts would
be particularly beneficial ; oftentimes they say the fruit sent is the
best of agents in hastening recovery. Among the pleasant records of
the mission are the visits to the Bennett Street Dispensary, where
many poor sick people go for advice and medicines—often 200 patients
in the course of the day, each waiting their turn, and weary waiting
it is. The surprise and delight manifested when the flowers are dis.

tributed among them must be seen to be appreciated. Many touching
letters have been received from hospital patients and from the work.
rooms. A brief extract from one of the latter is given :

—" I think
our Heavenly Father must have put it into some sympathising
Christian heart to thus remember the toiling ones. We who are shut
up from morning till night, and see bnt little of Nature's beauties. I,

for one, very deeply appreciate the gift of flowers. As I looked at them
I thought, ' What is the message they have brought me ?

' Some,
thing within me seemed to say, ' To comfort you, to whisper hope
whenever your faith grows dim !

' Christ must have loved flowers,
for He gave a lesson to His disciples, ' Consider the Lilies.' I have
been considering them all the afternoon. These flowers shall fade,
but the Great Master speaketh to me, and saith, ' Go, say kind words
and do kind deeds to your fellow men, and cause beautiful flowers and
love and trust in God's goodness to grow np and blossom in their
dreary pathwaj', and remember that whatsoever ye do unto the least
of these My brethren, ye do it unto Me I thank the
mission for the flowers. They did me a world of good, turning my
thoughts from the daily drudgery of life to something nobler and
better. With the gratitude of a weary, toiling sister." One thing
of special note in connection with this Flower Mission is that none
having put their hand to the plough seem to look back or loose their

hold. Sooner or later we trust every town and city, every country
village, will have its Flower Mission.

—

Hai-per's Nea- Monthly.

Water-edge Plantations.—Unless in the case of very large
pieces of water, where there is plenty of room for occasional clumps of
trees, or where shade is an important object, plant sparingly near the
water's edge. Nothing is gloomier or more depressing than a piece of
water nearly surrounded by large trees which intercept the sunshine,
and whose dark shade is reflected back from the water. A pool of
moderate extent, with a few pendulous trees, and still fewer tall

trees, sparsely scattered along its edges, leaving ample room for a
broad expanse to freely admit the sun's rays to l^lay upon its surface,
is a beautiful object.— A. Mo.ncredien.
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GARDEN STR UCTURES.
ICE-HOUSE AND COOL-CHAMBER.

The principal requisites for an ice-house with a cool-chamber below
it for milk or fruit are, a locality where the ice can be conveniently

placed in the upper part, and where there is drainage to carry off

the waste from the ice. A hill-side is the most convenient position

for such a house. The method of construction is the same as for

any other ice-house, excepting in the floor. The walls are double,

and are filled in between them with sawdust or other non-couduot.
ing material. The roof should be wide in the eaves so as to shade
the walls as much as possible, and it will be found convenient to

have a porch around the building, on a level with the floor of the

ice-liouse. The floor of the ice-house must be made not only water-

tight but air-tight. If a current of air cau by any meaus be esta-

Fiy:. 1. Interior of Cool-cliam)jer.

blished through the floor of the house, the ice will melt away in a
very short time. A double floor of match-boards, tarred at the
joints and between the floors, should be laid. The joists are placed
so that the floor slopes from both sides to the centre, to collect the
waste water from the ice ; a channel is made along the centre to carry
it to the side of the building, where it is made to pass off by means
of a pipe with an CO curve in it, to prevent access of air. Or the
pipe may be brought down through the lower chamber and made to

Fig. 2. Exterior of Ice-house.

discharge into a cistern, in which the water ia kept always a few
inches above the level at which it is discharged from the pipe. The
method of this arrangement of the floor is shown at fig. 1, which
represents a section through the floor and lower chamber, in which
the shelves are seen. Fig. 3 shows the patented arrangement of
Mr. Hankin, of Denison, Texas, and Emporia, Kansas, which he has
adapted to the refrigerator cars, in which fresh beef is brought from
Texas to the Eastern markets. Although this is patented, Mr.
Rankin makes no charge for the use of it, except the nominal one of

one dollar for each ice-house, and it is therefore practically public
property. The ceiling of the lower chamber is made to slope, as
shown in fig. .3, and may be covered with sheet zinc. Above the
ceiling there is the nsual non-couductiug layer, and a floor sustained
by the usual joists, upon which the ice is packed. The coldness of

the ceiling causes the moisture of the lower room to condense upon

B^ig. 3. Mr. Rankin's Cool-room.

it. This moisture runs down the slope, and drops into troughs or
gutters of zinc, which are suspended beneath it. From these it is
carried off into the cistern, which collects the waste water from the
ice above. Such cool chambers as either of these may be used to
preserve fruit, meat, vegetables, or other perishable substances. Somo
ventilation and circulation of air in them is necessary to prevent mould
or mildew, and it would be preferable to build the lower story of
brick or stone rather than of wood. The upper part of the bnildinn-
could be built of wood as well as of any other material. A tempera-
ture of 40' has been maintained in such a chamber throughout the
summer, but this can only be done where the soil is very dry and
gravelly. The elevation of the building is shown in fie. 2.

WOODEN CURVILINEAE CONSERVATORIES.
Messrs. Fletcher, Lowndes, & Co., who object (see p. 415) to wooden
curvilinear conservatories, are, I believe, manufacturers of curved
conservatories in iron, and therefore can hardly be considered to be
disinterested parties. They state that a wooden conservatory was
erected in Birmingham in 1872 by a well-known firm, which proved a
failure ; but of this house I know nothing, having neither seen it nor
heard of it; but, admitting that such a failure did occur, it proves
nothing against my house erected at Croydon. Your correspondents
are evidently unacquainted with my houses, for they go on to speak
of the objections to be urged against tie-rods, trusses, and iron
columns, from all of which my houses are free. The house erected
by me for Mr. Ley is 52 feet long and 22 feet wide, without reckoning
the porch, which is 21 feet high to lower side of lantern, and 42 feet
high over all. The curved bars are 12 feet long, and only 3 by
1^ inches in section. The inside space is quite clear—no cross-ties,
columns, or wooden trusses whatever. The lantern and tower are
carried entirely by the bars, and I am quite sure that Mr. Ley
will be pleased to show it to anyone who may desire to inspect it.

But, it may be asked, how long will such a house last ? Well, to
that question, I think I can give at least a partially satisfactory
answer. I erected a houao in the Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens in 1871, the bars in which were bent on my patent prin.
ciple

;
it has only just been taken down, and I am now re-erecting

it. Now, although this house had been nearly four years in exist"
ence, not a single square of glass in the roof has been broken, or
even cracked, although the house is without ties, columns, or
wooden trusses, and the glass is bent, and every one knows how
brittle bent glass is. I make no claim as regards novelty in using
straight glass on bent bars ; I believe it is a hundred years old, and
I have no doubt that plenty of your readers have old conservatories
glazed on that principle. The roof of the ofliee in which I am
writing is glazed in that manner, but it is only done for cheap-
ness, and it lacks that full and round appearance, which
bent glass alone can give ; the only point to be considered is,
whether the extra appearance is worth the extra cost. Mr.'
Baines, I see, deprecates the nse of yellow pine for houses. I
never saw or heard of yellow pine being nsed in that way ; it is a
Canadian wood and the most expensive deal we have. He advocates
red deal, or yellow deal as it is called in London ; this is a Baltic
wood, and I think he will find that it is the wood "which all horti.
cultural builders use ; I know of no exception, and this is the wood of
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which old houses, as far as I have seen, are all made. The mam

cause of decay in houses is unseasoned wood. If wood, when painted,

is damp in the centre, the moisture, being sealed m by the pamt soon

produces decay. Houses built with heavy timbers are more liable to

decay than lighter houses, as the chances of thorough seasoning are

in favour of the smaller wood. Mr. Baines'a praise of iron houses

rather surprises me; for if there is one subject on which I have found

ill gardeners to agree, it is their condemnation of iron houses
;
even

Messrs Fletcher, Lowndes, & Co., who are iron.house builders, say :

" We are no advocates for iron in the construction of horticultural

, .
°. ^ „ W. Lascelles.

buildings.

Bnnhill Row, Finslurij.

THE FR U IT GARDEN.
CULTURE OP THE RASPBERRY.

The Raspberry is a moisture-loving plant, found wild plentifully in

the northern counties in moist and shady places on the outskirts of

woods associated with Foxgloves and certain varieties of the Dog

Rose a circumstance which furnishes a clue to its cultivation. The

best plantation of Raspberries we ever remember to have seen, occu-

pied a low-lying quarter somewhat shaded by large trees, which grew

at some little distance off ; the soil was a deep moist very sandy loam

resting on pure sand. The canes were extremely luxuriant, running

up straight and strong. Such a situation should always be chosen, if

possible for Raspberries. A north border answers very well in the

south, but is too shady in the north. The space behind north walls,

however, is too limited and valuable for summer crops to be devoted

to Raspberries. Where there is no choice, the best must be made of

any open quarter at command ; and much can be effected by means

of good management. The first consideration is well-trenching the

soil to the depth of 2 feet at least ; for although the 'Raspberry is a

shallow-rooting plant, yet deep trenching is advisable in order to

aerate the ground and make the surface sweet. If the land is at all

heavy, a liberal dressing must be given of any material which will

have the effect of lightening it—such as lirae-rubbish, burnt clay,

sand, leaf mould. We have nsed sifted coal-ashes, mixed with

manure bountifully, on heavy clay with the best effect; and

with annual top-dressings of the same, the roots will soon

abandon the clay and spread themselves among the top-dressing like

a mat. Though the Raspberry %yill make very luxuriant growth

under favourable circumstances, we do not think it advisable, as with

other fruits, to give it much room ;
planting in rows 4 feet apart

each way will be sufficient. The roots do not wander far from the

plants, which, when close, shade the soil and protect them from the

heat of the snn ; and the annual top-dressing maintains its vigour

better than when the plants are allowed more room. We annually

wheel in amongst our Raspberries, and other small bush fruits,

unlimited quantities of short Grass from the machine-mowings of

lawns ; it shades and keeps the soil moist, prevents the growth of

weeds—for it must be remembered that this Grass contains no seeds

of weeds—and finally it is dug into the ground with more manure in

winter. Various plana are adopted for the support of Raspberry

canes ; but the best which we have tried is training them in the form

of fan's to wires, stretched along the rows espalier fashion, from posts

at either end, the fruiting canes being trained right and left, leaving

the centre over the stools open so as to afford room for the young

canes in summer. Arching the canes rainbow fashion and tying the

tops together is another mode of training often practised, and it has

the advantage of not requiring any stakes ; but it gives birds great

facilities for getting at the ripe fruit, and bundling the canes

together is always objectionable. Tying the canes in bundles to

up°right stakes is also to be avoided, inasmuch as there is not suffi-

cient room for the development of the young canes and the fruit-

bearing shoots together, and this bundling system is not favourable

to a proper circulation of air among the ripening fruit. The espalier

system of growth is much to be preferred, as it allows room for the

fruiting branches to extend right and left, they receive an abundant

circulation of air, the young canes have room to grow, and, finally,

the fruit can be gathered with facility. The best Raspberries with

which we are acquainted are the Red and White Antwerp, the

Fastolf , and the Sweet White Antwerp. The autumn Raspberries-

October red and yellow—unlike the common summer kinds, are of

a drooping straggling habit, and partake more of the habit of tlie

Blackberry or Bramble than of the Raspberry. They require

a dry warm situation, in order that they may ripen off their fruit

in a season when there is much rain and occasional frosts. They are

more slender in habit than most of the summer sorts, and like the

Bramble fmit on the current year's growth from the stool ; they

should, therefore, be entii-ely cut over early in spring. The Bramble

finds support on hedgerows, or on anything which may be near it,

and autumn Raspberries must also have some support, else they get
broken by the wind. A good plan is to drive in three strong stakes

round each stool, and to fix them together at top by means of a wire
or wooden hoop ; spread out the canes and regulate and tie them to

the hoop or wire, letting them hang over to the outside. All weak
growths should be pulled up in summer, leaving only six or eight of

the strongest. Those autumn Raspberries must not be expected, to

equal in flavour the summer varieties, nor are they so large as the Red
and Yellow Antwerp. They are, however, very prolific, and come in

to help the dessert and the cook at a time when small fruits are scarce.

Raspberries may occupy the same situation for years in succession,

and yield good crops where the soil and climate are favourable ; but,

in many instances, especially on dry soils, it will be necessary to

renew them frequently, if strong growth is to be maintained, and,

consequently crops of fine large fruit. The Raspberry has a
tendency also to spread, and the stools get ragged and worn out. In
forming new plantations, the strongest suckers should be carefully

lifted and transplanted into nursery lines for a season, to gain

strength and make roots and buds at the bottom, and the following

season, when ground has been trenched and prepared for them, they
may be finally planted. Old plantations will be much improved by
having the soil dug away from around the stools np to the points of

the roots, and also by shaking away the soil partly from the roots,

and substituting fresh rich soil, spreading the roots weU out in it,

and afterwards well mulching with rotten dung. The canes of

Raspberries should not be pruned or shortened until the wood has

ripened and the foliage fallen ; and there should be no deep digging

between the rows, so as in any way to injure the roots.

—

The
Gardener.

Cutting and Storing Grafts.—There is no better time to cnt
grafts than at the commencement of winter. In cutting and packing
them away, there are some precantions to be observed. In the first

place, let them be amply and distinctly labelled, as it is very annoying
to find the names gone at the moment of using them. For this

purpose they should be tied up in bunches, not over 2 or 3 inches in

diameter, with three bands around each bunch—at the ends and
middle. The names may be ^vritten on a strip of Pine board or

lath, half-an.inch wide, a tenth-of-an-inch thick, and nearly as

long as the scions. This, if tied up with the bunch, will keep the

name secure. For convenience in quickly determining the name,
there should be another strip of lath, sharjj at one end, and with

the name distinctly written on the other, thrust into the bundle with

the name projecting from it. If these bunches or bundles are now
placed on end in a box with plenty of damp Moss between them
and over the top, they will keep in a cellar in good condition, and any
sort may be selected and withdrawn, without disturbing the rest, by
reading the projecting label. We have never found sand, earth, saw-

dust, or any other packing substance, so convenient, clean, and easily

removed and replaced, as Moss, for packing grafts. It is needful,

however, to keep an occasional eye to them, to see that the proper

degree of moisture is maintained—which should be just enough (and

not a particle more), to keep them from shrivelling. They must, of

course, be secure from mice. Plum grafts, which are sometimes
injured by intense cold, are generally better it cut before the

approach of the severest weather and securely packed away.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Galvanised Wall Studs—^Ve h.^ve receivctl from Messrs. Reynolds, of

New Comptou Street, Soho, samples of the kinds of studs which they make for

wiring walls. They are made of galvanised cast-iron, with an eye in each,
through which the wire passes, and in appearance are much neater than the
wrought-iron eyes mostl3- in use for that purpose.

Twelve Good Pears for Walls in the Midlands : Oakixt. The
following is a selection of twelve good varieties :—Jargonelle, Lonise Bonne of
Jersey, Thompson's, Fondante d'Automne, Comte de Lamy, MartSchal de la

Cour, Beurre Bosc, Doyenne dn Cornice, Glou Morcoan, Josephine de Malines,
Marie Louise, and Beurr*^ Diel.—G.

Pruning.—It is said that the donkey first taught the art of pruncnR the
Vine ; man being merely an imitator, after seeing the good effect of thus
croppuig the points of the young shoots. It is not always the greatest wisdom
to originate, but to turn to' good account whatever by thoughtful observation
comes within our reach.

Effect of Dry Summers on the Flavour of Pears and Apples.—Dry
summers appear to ^nve I'fiirs and .Vpples ihivour, Imt not size. Here Pears
are delicious. Marie Louise and Lf^uise Bonne of Jersey are esccUenI ; and
Beurri^ Diel, not generally good, is, this season, much better than usual. Beurr^
Hardy, Beurr,^ Bosc, and Foiuhmte d'Antoinne, just over, have one and all

been truly grand in flavour, but not over large. Among Apples. King of the
Pippins is a bright star, being handsome in appearance and good iu quality;
Ribston Pippins, yet the king of dessert Apples, are also fine this season. Peas-
good's Nonesuch," which I have likewise seen, may be described as an improve-
ment upon our old favom-ite, the Blenheim Orange, and if it bears in a yonn^
state, which it promises to do, it will certainly drive Blenheim Orange out of
the market,— STAMroiDiAir,
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
A PARIS MARKET GARDENER ON SEWAGE

MANURE.
EvEKY time that we visited the ground of the sewage gavden

at Cliphy we were struck with the difference between the

crops there, and similar crops in market gardens. The vege-

tables appeared to be only half the size of ours. It was the same
iu the case of field crops, and especially with the Beetroot and

Maize. The season was moist, and, from the nature of the experi.

ment, the manure was moist ; we did not, therefore, form any opinion

with respect to the value of the sewage. In 18G8 the engineer,

cultivators of Clichy were favoured by an exceptional summer. In

that year they could compete with the best market-gardens in

Pimipkins and Cardoons. But is there anything surprising in that ?

What these plants require is plenty of sunshine above, and plenty of

water at their roots. Their salads, although apparently flourishing

when young, had almost all damped off when gathering time came.
The Cabbages wei-e only a very moderate crop. The Leeks and Carrots

the samo. The Tomatoes were a short crop ; the fruit was tolerably

good, but ripened very late. The Melons planted out perished to the

extent of three-fourths, and the remaining fourth was only saved by the

exceptional heat of the summer. The White Celery was satisfactory,

but the Celeriao was not. There was a very fine field crop of Maize
;

but the year was unusually favourable for this crop. The Beet-

root was very inferior to that grown in the plain. The Potatoes were
for the most part lost, but then it was a bad season for them nearly

everywhere else. The badly-formed and strange-looking tubers, and
numerous deformities of growth proved that the mode of culture

employed had been unfavourable to them. The following are some of

the most important of our observations :—On aspace of 42^ square feet,

we counted twenty tufts of French Beans—in a market-garden there

would be forty to forty. five tufts in the same area. On a similar area
were eighteen plants of Celeriao—in a market-garden there would
be forty-eight plants, double the size. On a similar area were twenty
plants of White Celery—in a market-garden there would be fifty-six

plants, certainly finer. On a similar area twenty-four plants of Endive
—in a market-garden there would be forty-eight. On a similar area

eight heads of Cabbage—In a market-garden there would be thirty.

six ; aud so on with all the other crops. The half of the ground is

lost in the channels. It is impossible to make sowings and inter,

plantings among the plants grown in this way, and yet the produce
is only very indifferent in size and development. It is only at the
distance of 15 or 20 leagues from Paris that these sewage crops
could compete with those of the market.gai'deners at Amiens. As
for the Parisian market-gardeners, these experiments have taught
them nothing worth knowing, unless it be the fact that they are
still the most advanced men in their business, and that in this so much
extolled sewage manure they will find nothing worth adopting. The
field crops at Clichy did not offer a more encouraging prospect ; on
an area of 91 square feet we reckoned eighteen plants of Maize
where there should have been double the number. On a similar area
we counted twenty.one very middling plants of Beet-root. In the
plain this space would be occupied by, at the least sixty.three, and
at the most eighty-one plants, with finer roots and of better quality.

All the other crops there called for similar remarks. Supposing for

a moment that the plants grew as well at Clichy as they do with the
market-gardeners, would the latter be able to draw any profits from
their land, rented at from £2I. to £30 an acre, if they grow their
plants with such spaces between them ? Assuredly not. Since the
engineers have done so badly in an exceptionally good soil and an
unusually fine season, the market-gardeners will, for a long time
to come, stick to their good horse-manure.

Origin of Guano.—It has generally been believed that guano
was composed eutii'ely of the excrement of birds—the accumulation,
perhaps, of centuries. Recent discoveries, however, have satisfactorily

proved that birds are not the sole instruments of its production. Dr.
Hahel, an American, has devoted many years to microscopic and
chemical experiments on guano ; and he has proved with certainty

that it contains fossil sponges, and the debris of marine animals and
plants. It is well known that, in the neighbom-hood of the Chinohas,
and other guano islands, the anchors of ships have brought up this

substance from the bottom of the ocean. From these facts, and
others equally interesting. Dr. Hahel concludes that the deposits of

guano are the result of accumulations of fossil plants and animals,

whose organic matter has been changed into an azotic sub.

stance, the mineral part remaining intact. The rapid con.
sumption of the guano beds of Peru renders this subject
an important one ; already, in America, artificial guanoes are manu.
factured, which are principally composed of the refuse of fish.

A scientific commission, named by the Peruvian Government, to
enquire into the position of the guano beds, announces the discovery
of considerable quantities of it on the mainland. The ancient Peru-
vians were well acquainted with the value of these mines of wealth,
and numerous traces are found of their having worked them. At
Pabellon de Pica, it has been estimated that one bed alone contains
six million tons, that the island of Lobes de Tierra would furnish two
millions, and that in other situations a very large quantity of guano
might be obtained ; some of it, however, being of inferior quality.
Some of the beds are from 60 to 90 yards in depth. They are covered
by a stratum of chalk. There is no doubt that the Peruvian com.
mission will be able to throw some important light on the origin of
guano.—W. N.

Purslane in Paris Market Gardens.—Of this herb, two
varieties are cultivated, viz., the green and the yellow. It is sown in
January in a hot-bed under a frame, no other crop being sown aIonf>*

with it. The crop is cut with a knife, and the bed being immediately
afterwards trimmed and cleaned, and the walks made over afresh, a
second crop may be gatherad. It is also sown in the open ground from
March to August. In summer it is sown in a shady place. A tew
seeds may be sown iu open beds among other plants fond of water, but
the Purslane should always be pulled up before these are incommoded
by it. It is always better, however, to sow it by itself. Each sowing
should have a good covering of spent manure, and, as the seed is very
small, it should be mixed with soil to avoid sowing it too thick. Seed
is obtained by allowing some of the plants sown iu spring to run. It
should be gathered a short time before it is completely ripe, other-
wise, from its smalluess, it is liable to be lost. It will keep good for
eight years. This plant is eaten either as a salad, or cooked.

The Potato Crop.—In this locality, early kinds of Potatoes,
that escaped the late spring morning frosts and long duration of cold
weather, paradoxical as it may appear, came into use earlier than in
any previous season, thus showing that anything that checks the
growth of stalk and foliage, so long as it does not actually kill them,
favours early tuberation and good quality. The second earlies, and,
indeed, all such crops as had finished growth by the middle of
August, were both good in quantity and quality. All the later
kinds, however, hereabouts, left growing or in the ground after
the first week in September, have been much damaged by
disease, and are, to a great extent, making a secoud growth,
rendering them still more worthless ; and the latest kinds of all

left in the ground till October, have been almost a failure;
indeed, to a large extent, not really worth taking up. I
never saw Potatoes worse. A hard working industiious man, who
had planted about 8 acres, mostly late kinds, told me that he was
ruined through the failure of his Potato crop this season. When he
commenced taking it up in the first week in October, he did not get one
bag of good or sound Potatoes to ten diseased.—J. B.vrnes, Exmouth.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Christie's Self-protectlag Broccoli.— This is the best self-protecting
Broccoli with which I am acquainted. It is of the finest quality and very
hardy, coming into use m March and lasting to the end ot June. My stock of
it came from a seedsman in Hull.—Richahd Nisbet, Aswarhy Park.

Veitch's Autumn Cauliflower.—Let me add to what has already been said
in favour of this (JauUriower that I have grown it from the time when it was
first sent out, and found no difficulty in obtaining handsome heads of it in
autumn, a season during which good heads of Cauliflowers are invaluable.

—

D. S. GiLLETT, Court Garden, Ghreat Marhir.

The Two Best Tomatoes.—We beUeve it is now conceded that the Trophy
is the best late Tomato, and Canada Victor the best early. Growers will do
well to select for seed the largest and smoothest of these two varieMes, and lay
them on a shelf to ripen. Whde varieties may degenerate by selecting seed at
random, they will also improve by carefully picking out the best of each kind.

Walker's Early Regent Potato.—This Potato has been exceedingly fine
here this season. The crop is abundant ; and out of a couple of tons there is
not half a hundredweight of diseased ones. The tubers are very rough in the
skin, which is invarialjly a certain imlication of good quality. When cooked,
they are dry, mealy, and of the best flavour. Potatoes in general in this
district are a fine crop and very free from disease, but I have seen none to
equal this variety.-J. Muib, Cltiocnfords.

Selected Lapstone Kidney Potatoes,—This season I have had splendid
crops of all sorts of Potatoes. The American kinds, owing, I suppose, to the
(b-y season, are drier and better flavoured than usual. But of all the Potatoes,
both for crop and flavour, nothing beats the Selected Lapstone, which is so
greata favourite with my employer, that ho eats no other laoe variety. The crop
of this Potato this season is perfectly astounding, and the tubers arc of good
shape and size.—R. Gilbert, Bnrc/hlei/.

Kampion iu Paris Market Gardens.—Sown broadcast in June and July.
A little soil or spent manure should be mixed with the seed, as it is very
small. It is sown along with Carrots, and an interplanting may be mado of
Roman or Cabbage Lottucos, but not if the Rampion is sown along with
Radishes or Spinach. A slight mulching is given, and frequent "gentle
waterings as soon as the seed is up, else it will be withered by the heat. The
crop comes in in February or March and continues for some time. The plants
should be pulled up by the roots, as both roots and leaves are used in salads
along with Corn-salad. No protection is necessary in winter, as this plant is not
injured by frost. Seed is gathered in the second j'ear from a few of the finest
plants. The hqqH ripeus in July and keeps good for five years.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Spring bedding plants, of all sorts, and the various dwarf and

berry-bearing slirabg, recommended in former calendars to be planted

out, will now be getting somewhat established in their respective

beds, and all that will be required to bo done for some time will be

merely stirring and refreshing the surface of the beds and borders

in which they grow, and keeping the surrounding turf and gravel

walks as free from weeds as possible, falling leaves, worm. casts, and

littery matter of all kinds. In cases in which it may not be intended

to furnish the beds with spring flowers or shrubs, they may, as soon

as the summer bedding plants are removed, be at once heavily

manured and deeply dug; or the beds may be dug over roughly

without the immediate application of manure, which should, how.

ever, be frequently turned over during the winter months, so as to

be ready when wanted. Late-flowering plants, such as the various

sorts of Pompones and large-flowered Chrysanthemums, when planted

on borders, in front of low terrace walls, or in other situations out of

doors, should, while in flower, have some temporary means of pro-

tection held in readiness for them, such as mats or frigi dome. It

will be found to bo dittioult, if not impossible, to keep all parts of

the grounds at present in thoroughly good order ; and in many esta-

blishments this is neither expected nor desired. In out-of-che.way

places, therefore, as well as in the immediate vicinity of deciduous

trees, falling leaves may sometimes be permitted to lie until all, or

the trreater portion of them, are down, when a thorough cleaning up
should at once take place. It will always be necessary, however, to

keep lawns, walks, and drives in view of the residence, in good

condition ; and, iu order to ensure this being always the case, it

should be the appointed duty of one man (or, if necessary, more)

to attend to this matter daily at an eai'ly hour. The transplanting

and re-arranging of shrubs and trees, wherever such operations are

considered necessary, should now have immediate attention, more
particularly as regards evergreens, which aro more susceptible of

injury through removal than deciduous plants ; in the case of these,

early autumu planting is most likely to secure success, as it allows

time for reparation before the temperature of the soil has fallen to

any great extent. Standards of all kinds should be at once securely

staked, in order to prevent wind-waving, and the snrfaca of the soil

should be afterwards well mulched with partially rotted manure.

Ground work should be pushed forward with the greatest possible

despatch while the weather continues open and favourable for opera-

tions of that kind.—P. Gkieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Koses.

Those who have beds prepared, and who wish to substitute fresh

Boses for such as have died off this summer, will now be able to

obtain plants in excellent condition tor planting ; indeed, this is the

pi'oper time for planting if a good display is to be made next summer.

Before planting it is advisable to examine all roots, and with a sharp

knife to remove any that are bruised or that need pruning. I'laut

the strongest varieties in the centre, so that, when the bed is finished,

it may form a pyramid. I always plant dwarf Roses 2 feet apart, a

distance which allows plenty of room for air to circulate freely

amongst them. The appearance of Rose beds may be improved by

having a cordon of Roses round the outside of them on wire or other

supports 1 foot high; keep them neatly trimmed, and edge the whole

with Stachys lanata or Funkia Sieboldii variegata. Beds edged in

this manner are permanent, and look well throughout the summer.

A bed of mixed Roses, if kept in good condition, surp.asses in interest

all others in the flower garden, and is much more useful, inasmuch as

when ordinary beds consist merely of foliage, and when we are put

to our wit's end to find cut flowers enough to keep up the supply.

Rose beds furnish us with what we want. Put a few pot Roses, the

wood of which is well ripened, under cover for forcing. Those

intended to be started first should be pruned at once so as to get the

buds well up ;
prune out the weak growths, and cut down the strong

shoots to three or four buds, according to the strength of the plant.

All the pruning which Tea Roses require consists in cutting out the

old flower shoots
;
plunge the pots in a bottom-heat, ranging from

55° to 60°, giving air during the daytime, and syringing with tepid

water morning and evening.—H. G.

Kitchen Garden.

Now, when the principal sowings and plantings for this season

have been completed, is a good time to determine matters respecting

next year's campaign. A rough plan should be prepared of the

kitchen garden, showing with what each plot of land has been
planted during the past year, and indicating the rotation for the

coming season. If this is well considered now, manuring and
trenching operations can be carried out with a view to the require-

ments of each particular crop. The plan should be drawn to a
scale, iu order that there may be no difficulty in determining the
exact position of each crop, even though removed. It is necessary
not only that plenty of everything should be provided, but that

there should be no waste, and there is scarcely anything that better

repays a little personal supervision than the gathering of vegetables,

if a good supply is aimed at. If there is a good supply of manure
too much stress need not be laid upon the rigid carrying out of any
given rotation ; still it is desirable to avoid, as far as possible, plant,

ing the same kind of crop two years in succession on the same land.

This is a question, however, which hinges very much upon the manure
supply, and its intelligent application. When a garden has to be heavily

and constantly cropped, deep culture and heavy manuring must
make up for any breach in the recognised system of rotation. As a
rule, where much has been taken out of the land, much must be

returned to it. All land intended for root-crops next season should bo
manured, if it is necessary, and deeply trenched as soon as it can be
conveniently done, either throwing the soil up into ridges, or at least

leaving the surface as much exposed to the action of the weather as

possible. The manuring and digging of fruit-tree quarters and borders

will be better delayed till the leaves are down, and the trees pruned, so

as to avoid incurring unnecessary labour. In warm situations, if it

is desired, one or two of the earliest Peas and Beans may be sown ;

but, considering the risk they have to run, unless attendant circum.

stances are favourable, it is a question whether it would not be
advisable to delay such sowings till January, especially if they can
then be started under glass. However, this is a question that every

one must decide for himself. Remove the surface-soil from Asparagus
beds ; wheel on a good heavy dressing of rich manure, and replace the

soil. Salt may also be freely applied at any time when growth is

dormant. Horseradish should be taken up and laid in somewhere
thickly, to be always at hand and easily accessible when wanted.

Provide a good supply of green Tarragon, Mint, Marjoram, &c. Peas
may also be sown in boxes in heat, to provide young green tops for

flavouring soups, &c.—E. Hobuav.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Peaches and Nectarines.—If the pinching and thinning of

Peach trees has been well followed up thi'oughout the summer months,
little pruning will be necessary now ; still, where not done, the usual

winter pruning will require attention, except in the latest houses, in

which the foliage is not yet down. Ordinary fan-training is that

which is most practised, and also that by which a tree is best kept in

health. Severe cutting of Peach trees, especially strong branches,

should be avoided as much as possible ; but, if the wood in a tree has

been allowed to get too thick, which is a common fault, instead of

nibbling away at the smaller twigs, branches of the older wood should

be cut out, always having an eye to bringing up a succession of young
wood from the bottom. In young vigorous trees, care must be taken

to preserve well-ripened twigs covered with buds, cutting out the

green soft branches, if thinning is necessary ; but they must be

retained if filling up is required. Some varieties, such as Rivcrs's

Orange Nectarine and the Pine-apple Nectarine, are of a more dense

and twiggy growth ; and some, as the Noblesse Peach, are more given

to lengthy growth than others ; consequently, more caution is required

with the latter. In tying the trees, see that every shoot has room to

extend itself when growth shall have commenced, else there will be
confusion and overcrowding in spring. Never shorten the bearing wood
of a Peach tree. In late houses the foli.age will be falling fast ; keep

all dry, and husband sun-heat ; the foliage will fall while quite green

through sheer lowness of temperature and damp. I like to see Peach

leaves ripen yellow, like other foliage. The wood of dwarf trees in

poti, or planted out, will want thinning and tying down in order to

bring the trees into shape. Some sorts yield to this treatment well,

others are more stubborn. Pendulous-growing sorts make handsome

trees managed in this fashion ; and, with fruit hanging down to the

ground, they have a fine appearance.

Cucumbers.—The moist mild weather which we aro still expo.

riencing is favourable for late autumn and winter Cucumbers, mnch
fire-heat not being as yet necessary for them. Continue giving

abundance of air, so as to keep the plants strong for winter, and

husband their vigour by cropping them lightly and keeping the

growth thin. Every gardener has his own favourite sort for winter.

With the majority, Telegraph is perhaps the favourite ; but I prefer

a good " strain " of Lord Kenyon or Syon House, and there are now-

many strains under various names of the old, short, white-spined sort.

Avoid a large body of soil for winter Cucumbers ;
the plants ought to

have sufiicient command over the soil to exhaust it, when required,

of its moisture. A body of wet effete soil is poison to winter Cacum.
bers.—VY. D., Canford.
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Vines.—It may be necessary in certain cases to start a Vinery
earlier than usual, but too groat a change in this way shouki not be

attempted in any one year. If a period of six weeks or two months
earlier is desired, it is best to spread such advancement over two
years. This may be effected by starting the Vines three weeks or a

month earlier than last season, and the same amount of time earlier

next year from the date of starting this season. Where two or three

differeut houses are planted with varieties suitable for early forcing

they should bo made to come in in rotation. In this way the youngest
Vines would be allowed a natural midsummer growth for a few years.

Young A'^ines planted daring the past summer should be pruned
immediately the leaves are down. The principle pruning needed in

this case consists in the cutting over of the main stem, which should
bo shortened to within from 2^ to 3 feet of the ground. Cut away,
too, all small lateral growths which may have pushed underneath
where they were stopped. Whore supernumeraries are grown for

early fruiting, they should bo cut 6 or 7 feet from the base, which
length will bear half a dozen nice bunches ncxtseason. Those planted

last year will have made two season's growth by this time ; conse.

quenti}', they will now have to be treated for their ohird and fruiting

year. If the wood made this season is very strong and well-ripened,

it should bo cut at 4 feet further up the rafter than was directed last

year; any weak shoot should be cut at a foot lower down, and if

generally small the whole may be cut at that length. Prune all lateral

shoots from these also, and the buds on this year's growth will be found
to produce strong shoots and fine bunches next year; more than ifeet of

young wood should never be allowed to remain on any Vines which
have not reached the top of the rafter, as rods so treated make a

much more substantial growth thus restricted than when left longer.

Vines fruiting for the first time this season should have their side

shoots cut in to a couple of eyes, as formerly directed in the case of

old ones. Where supernumeraries have been fruiting along with
these they should bo rooted out, if at all likely to overcrowd the
permanent Vines next season. Very little loose bark will be found
on any of these young Vines to remove before washing; and, as the
borders will all have been recently made, and therefore fresh and
otherwise in good condition, no top-dressing of any rich substance
will bo needed. A slight forking should be given to the surface,

however, so that water may more readily reach the roots. Remove
decaying berries from Grapes still hanging on the Vines, an important
matter, requiring almost daily attention at this season. Black and
white Lady Downesand black Alicante are the three kinds most exempt
from decay, and they arc the best sorts for winter supplies, ciiher for

the practical gardener or inexperienced amateur.

Pines.—The present is a very inactive time as regards Pine
stoves. Where much fire-heat is confined in any house, care must be
taken to admit a little air when the sun strikes the house, otherwise
the foliage is very liable to get scorched when the temperature rises

above 80^. Crowns, and any odd suckers of such precious sorts as
smooth Cayennes, Charlotte Rothschild, Prince Albert, and any
other favourite kinds may yet be propagated in 5-inch pots, and
plunged in a smart bottom-heat of 90^, in order that they may root
quickly. The above-named varieties do not produce suckers abun.
dantly ; crowns of them are, thert.fore, generally potted and grown
into plants, .and very good plants they make; bu^., as it is throughout
the winter that the crowns of such are most plentifully obtained, a
small corner, with a strong bottom.heat, should be reserved, in which
to place them as they are produced. Give the plunging material a
liberal watering when it shows any indication of becoming over-
dry. This feeds the roots, and keeps the atmosphere in good con-
dition.—J. MuiR, Cloveiifordx.

Indoor Plant Department.
Ixoras and Dipladenias, that were recommended to be cut back last

month will now have broken, and ought to be pottei ; the roots of
the Ixoras should not be disturbed more than is necessary; merely
remove a few inches of the surface soil, and place them in pots 3
inches larger than those which they previously occupied, usin"
nothing but good peat and silver sand. Dipladenias ought to be
shaken half out of the old soil, without injuring the roots more than
is necessary, using good peat, not too close, and plenty of sand.
Keep the plants through the winter drier than the majority of the
occupants of the stove. Allamandas, Clerodendrons, and Bono-ain.
villeas should now be dried off, but not yet cut back, keeping the
soil quite dry, and do not submit the plants to a lower temperature
than 50^ at night. Caladinms gone to rest, or that show signs of
soon being in that state, should have water withheld, and should be
placed where they will have not less than 55^ or GO^ night tempera-
ture. Any of the stock affected with mealy bug, scale, or thrips,

wash thoroughly with " Abyssinian mixture," or Fowler's insecticide
;

3 oz. to the gallon will kill thrips, 5 oz. brown scale, and for mealy bug
and white scale, 6 oz. or 8 oz., according to the ability of the plants

to stand a strong dressing. When tho strongest dressing is resorted
to, tho plants ought to have all the tender shoots, if any, cut back.
Where mealy bug exists, a vigorous effort should now bo made, when
the plants are comparatively at rest, to thoroughly exterminate it.

We frequently hear it said that, when onco it has got possession of a
collection of plants, it cannot be got rid of ; but that is a mistake.
It is merely a question of time and perseverance. The moisture
necessarily used in stoves causes tho inside of tho glass, wood, &c.,
soon to get coated with a dirty deposit, which should now bo cleaned
thoroughly off. Now, or soon, replace tho old tan by new material.
If a good body of it is got in now, the heat which it gives off will,

during the winter months, materially .assist to keep up the necessary
temperature, and, consequently, save fuel. The heating apparatus
should be overhauled, to see that it is in proper working order. In
Fern.honscs, reduce the temperature and use less water at tho roots,
and also in the atmosphere, than hitherto, so as to induce the jilants

to go comparatively to rest, which is necessary to their making
luxuriant growth when expected to do so ; it will also harden the
plants so as to make them in much better condition for cutting, for
the season is fast approaching when they are indispensable for mixing
with floweriin vases in quantity. In forcing houses a moderately brisk
temperature and moist atmosphere should be maintained. Serico.
graphis Ghiesbreghtiana, a valuable winter-flowering plant, sh(ruld bo
placed near the glass, syringed every fine day, and plentifully watered

;

Eucharls amazonica should be plunged in bottom heat, and also
lib -rally watered, as should likewise plants of Poinsettia. Young
plants of Euphorbia jacquiniajflora should be kept as near tho glass
as practicable. Justicias, Peutas earnea, Salvias, Heliotropes, and
similar plants, should also be brought into flower in these houses,
and from thence be transferred to a cooler situation and a drier tem-
perature. Camellias should be removed from the forcing house as soon
as their blooms begin to expand. Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias,
Wcigelas, Luculia gratissima, Forsythia viridissima, Dentzia gracilis,

Dicentras, and Dutch bulbs that have commenced growth out of
doors under ashes, should now be placed in these houses in quantities

required, but at first they should be set in the cooler parts of them.

Orchids.

This, though a dull month for most things, suits such
plants as belong to the Odontoglossum Bluntii, and Pescatorei
section well ; most of them are now making their growth and enjoy
a dull humid atmosphere, varying from 45^ to 55°; such as want
potting, should now receive that attention, the fresh soil being very
beneficial to them. They should not, however, be over.potted, which
is apt to cause the bulbs to rot. Now is a good time to pot Disa
grandiflora, which grows well in a mixture of rough peat and manure
from an old Mushroom-bed, charcoal, and sand in equal proportions.
Disas, also enjoy a temperature varying from 45' to 55", and they
should be syringed twice a day. Mesospinidium vulcanicum, Masde-
vallia tovarensis, Oncidium nubigenum, Odontoglossum Cerventesi
and Rossii,and many others likewise flower freely in a similar tempera-
ture. Cattleyas belonging to the Trianse section will now have
completed their growth, and should be allowed to have as much light

as possible, in order to ripen their pseudo bulbs, and thus encourage
them to flower well. Coclogyne cristata, Cypripedium villosnm,
Pilumna fragrans, Dendrobinm chrysanthum, D. infundibulum,Epiden.
drum vitillinnm all do well in a temperature ranging from 55° to 60°,

and should all be well snpplied with water while growing. We have now
various Orchids that bravely maintain the gaiety of the Orchid-house
at this time of the year, such as Odontoglossums of different kinds,
Oncidium tigrinmi, La>lia autumnalis grandiflora, most of which ai'e

now in flower. A constant look out for cockroaches must be kept up,
as, owing to fire-heat being more freely used than hitherto, they are
induced to make their appearance in greater numbers ; some of the
many poisons recommended for their destruction may be of use, but
a great many may be destroyed by spending an hour or so every
evening in looking over the plants, an inspection which often prevents
choice flower-spikes from being eaten off by those pests.—M. Culley,
Ferniehurst, Shipleij, near Leeds.

Hardy Fruit.

Of all horticultural operations, perhaps, root-pruning is the one
that demands the most skill, and receives the least. Some
perform it with a few chance thrusts with the spade in tho dark.
They believe the roots to be somewhere within a few yards of the
bole, and reason that if they cat all round within a yard or so, tho
roots must of necessity be cut—that is pruned. I have seen choice
trees root-pruned by a very similar process. Gangs of men in twos
or threes, with sharp spades, have opened trenches all round the
trees, cutting all roots—fertile, sterile, big, and little—with equal
severity and to equal lengths. It is worse than pruning the top on
similar principles ; and yet to describe & line in the air, and cut the
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tops all over alike to that imaginary mark, wonld be considered the

heiffht of absurdity. But it would bo less reprehensible than many of

tho rough and ready modes of I'oot-pruning now in operation ; for

tho roots are more irrcf^nlar in their growth than the tops. The
worst and tho best of them are generally found where least expected

;

hence the importance of an examination before operating upon
them. Doubtless, the uncovering of roots involves much labour

and care, but root-pruning is one of those operations that had better

be left alone, or done carefully. The first step that should be
taken, is the uncovering of all tho best roots. This work
is less laborious than it seems, for most of tho best roots

are found near the surface; and, when these are sighted, tho
others may bo cut away without fear of injury, and with tho
assurance of certain benefit. After a little cvperieuce tho root-

pruner will bo able to remove tho wood makers and reserve the
fruit makers ; the wood makers are mostly found under the trees.

It is not needful to trace out these. They may be cut off sharply
within a foot or IS inches of the bole of the tree. To make sure of

this, tho entire under.surface should be penetrated through with
sharp spades, and the severing of these vertical roots, and
disturbance of the horizontal ones for examination, will be
found sufficient root-pi-unlng. By this mode of procedure only the
worst roots are pruned oft, whilst, by tho more common method,
it often happens that only tho best are mutilated. There is ono
moro point to be noted—the disturbance of the roots for examina-
tion, while, necessarily, a root-pruning, to some extent, is also a good
substitute for it. Were it possible, which it is not, to examine
roots without removing any, the mere removal of the soil and the
laying of fresh hold again are equivalent to a root-pruning. This is

a point that has not received the attention from cultivators which it

deserves. Root examination may often supersede the necessity of
root-pruning. It may answer the same purpose, and may also reveal
a state of things that proves pruning not to be tho remedy needed.
—D. T. Fish.

November in a Paris Market Garden.*
Break up the spent manure and form it into ridges ; collect and brine

fresh manure to the places where it is to be used. Make the first

hot-beds for black-seeded Lettuces. These beds will be turned
over in January ; then make the beds for Carrots and Cabbage
Lettuces. Manure the beds for Cceur do Bceuf Cabbages ; make
Mushroom beds ; force Asparagus, Sorrel, and Tarragon. Bring out
frames and lights, and wash cloches. Smrinns.—On hot-beds : short
round early Carrots along with Spinach, either sown or transplanted.
Spinach, or small salad among the rows of Cabbages and in the vacant
spaces intended for Melons in May ; Chervil in drills; Saint Therese
under cloches; Green Peas under frames. Plantings.—On hot-beds
under frames : black-seeded Lettuces and Spinach ; roots of Sorrel to

be forced. In drills : CoourdeBoeuf Cabbages. Along the walls : Pas.
sion Lettuce. Treatment of Growinri and other Plants.—Earth-up Arti.
chokes ; store Beetroot in the cellar. Before the 10th, plant white Celery
deeply, and earth.up before the 20th for fear of frosts ; frozen Celery is

ruined it touched ; take up Celeriac and put it in a trench under
4 inches of soil

; give air to Cabbage and Roman Lettuces under
cloches; re-plant Roman Lettuces at the end of the month,
placing nineteen plants in the space previously occupied by
twenty-four, and six or eight where there were twelve ; weed and cover
the plants with mats if the temperature sinks to 3" or 4° below zero.
Crops Gathered.—Blanched Asparagus forced, green Asparagus in
hot-beds. Sorrel in hot-beds, Cardoons, Carrots, white Celery,
Celeriac, Chervil, Mu.shrooms, curled Chicory, white Chicory, Cauli.
flowers, Milan Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Scallion.s,

Pumpkins, Cress, black-seeded Lettuce under frames and cloches
;

Corn salad. Turnips, Parsnips, Parsley, Leeks, common Beet,
pink, red, and black Radishes, Ilampion, Salsafy, and Scorzonera.
Special Remarks.—No change is made in the hot-beds. The
Endive, if in any way necessary, may bo replaced by white Celery,
and the latter by Cabbages, the Spinach by Corn.salad in the raised
beds, tho Corn-salad by Chicory under frames, the white Celery by
Celeriac, the Cabbages by Sorrel, Parsley, or Scallions, the latter by
Chives, the white Onions by Chervil, tho latter by Spinach, tho
Chives by Corn-salad, tho Cabbages by Chervil.

Tussock Grass. — Unfortunately tho specimens of Tussock
Grass gathered in the Nightingale Islands were lost in tho
fight with tho penguins and grebes. I have, however, no doubt
that tho Grass is tho same as that gathered in Tristan d'Acunha,
which is a Spartina, doubtless S. arundinacoa. I gathered
specimens of tho Grass in both islands, and the inflorescence and

• Under this head we propose to give twelve ratcndars during twelve months,
actoilniK the practice of one of the best market Rardeners near Paris.

growth appeared to bo identical. In tho penguin rookeries this

Grass, known to the inhabitants of Tristan as " Tussock," has a
habit which appears to be closely similar to that of the F.alkland

Tus-sock, Dactylis coj.'ipitosa, as described by Dr. Hooker in the
" Flora Antarctica," p. ;381'. The Grass grows to a height of 5 or 6
feet. It springs in tufts, and forms massive boles or clumps at its

base, composed of the contorted bases of the stalks and root-fibrea

closely matted together. These masses are tough and hard, almost
requiring an axe to cut them. The Grass thrives best where tho
ground is saturated with the penguin's dung. Tho basal masses
gradually pass into a peaty condition ; and in the rookeries there aro

beds of black peaty richly-manured soil, thus formed, several feet in

thickness. The growth of the Grassissodense thatitis withtho utmost
labour that a way can bo forced through it, except along the penguin
roads ; and it is so high, that it is only by mounting on an occasional

rock, fallen from above, that the direction which has been taken can
be made out.

—

Linnean Society's Journal.

ODE.
Dedicated to the Hon. Marslmll P. Wilder, twenty-five years President of

the American Pomological Societij.

From him who was lord of the fruits and the flowers

That iu Paradise grow, ere he lost its possession,

—

Who breathed in the bairn and reposed in the bowers
Of our garden ancestral, we claim our profession ;

While fruits sweet and bright
Bless our taste and our sight.

As e*cr gave our father, in Eden, delight.

And fountains as pure in their crystal, still gash
By the Vine in her verdure, the Rose in her blush.

While others Into clouds sit to murmur and grieve

That Earth has her Wormwood, her pitfalls and Brambles,
We, smiling, go on, her rich gifts to receive.

Where the boughs drop their purple and gold on our rambles.
Untiring and free,

AVhile we work like the bee.

We bear off a sweet from each plant, shrub, and tree.

Where some will find thorns but to torture the flesh,

We pluck the ripe clusters our souls to refresh.

Yet not for ourselves would we draw from the soil

Tho beauty that Heaven in its vitals has hidden

;

For, thus to lock up the fair fruits of our toil

Were bliss half-possessed and a sin all-forbidden.

Like morning's first ray.

When it spreads into day,

Our hearts must flow out, until self fades away.
Our joys in the bosoms around us, when sown.
Like seeds, will spring up, and bloom out for oar own.
And this makes the world but a garden, to us.

Where He, who has walled it, his glory is shedding,
His smile lays the tints ; and, beholding it thus,

We gratefully feast while his bounty is spreading.
Our spirits grow bright

As they bathe in the light

That pours round the Ijoard where, in joy, we unite.

While tho sparks that wo take to enkindle our mirth.
Are the gems which sprinkle down o'er the earth.

And, now, that we meet, and the chain is of flowers.

Which binds us together, may sadness ne'er blight them,
Till those who must break from a compact like ours.

Ascend, and the ties of the blest re-uuito them !

May each who is here
At the hantiuet appear,

Where Life fills the wine-cup, and Love makes it clear.

Then Gilead's balm in its freshness will flow.

O'er the wounds which the pruning knife gave us below.
Miss Han.nwh F. Gould.

OBITUARY.
DR. LANKESTER.

Wk have to announce the death of Dr. Edwin Lankcster, whose name has
been somewhat intimately connected with the progress of botany and horti-

culture for many years. Dr. Lankester's first important work was the

"Natural History of Plants Yielding Food," a book full of interesting

research, carefully put together; and his "Memorialsof John Ray" and the

editing of the correspondence of the greatest of English naturalists were
welcome contributions to the annals of natural history. He subsequently

published an excellent translation of Scheider's " Principles of Scientific

Botany ;" and, by command of her Majesty, edited the " Natural History

of Dee Side
; " and, iu 1868, appeared his " Vegetable Physiology."

These and many works in other branches of science, and iunumerablo

lectures given daring his various professorships, completely filled a life of

unceasing and ever^useful industry, which has been closed at the eom-
panitively early age of sixty-one.
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THE GARDEN.
" Thia is an art

Which does mend nature : chanf;e it rather : but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespea/i-e.

PT.ANTING HILL-SIDE APPROACHES.
By JAMES M'NAB, Royal Botanic Gardeng, Ecliubiii-gh.

From time immemorial, people have selected wooded mountain
sides or elevated plateaus for building sites, from wbieh exten-
sive views of the surrounding country might be readily
obtained. At the present time in the west of Scotland, on
the elevated lands along the shores of our inland lochs (or

arms of the sea as they are termed), every available spot has
been taken advantage of for building purposes, and the same
arrangement may be observed round the shores of most of

the celebrated watering-places throughout the United Kingdom.
A few hints, therefore, as to the laying out of certain portions
of the grounds round such houses, particularly the approaches
leading to them, and the flower-garden department, may not
be altogether unacceptable to your readers. The making
of a carriage road leading to some of these hill-side residences,
is often fraught with considerable difficulty; sometimes a
passage has to be cut out of solid rock, or rock covered with
soil or clay, and often amongst thick forest vegetation.
In some cases blasting to a considerable extent has to be
resorted to, and the after Ijeautifying of these crude slojies,

which in no place ought to exceed 8 or 10 feet on the highest
side, is often considered by the proprietor to be attended by
many difficulties, which, in most cases, are only imaginary. In
order to take off the wall-looking appearance which many of

these cuttings are apt to present, the line of drive should be
curved as much as possible, and the sides of these cuttings
should be made somewhat shelving, with here and there
portions more or less sloped backwards ; if rocky, the steeper
parts should be so arranged as to form as many spaces as
possible for the purpose of holding soil, in which a variety of

plants can be grown, or seeds sown, the kinds selected being
such as naturally frequent similar localities, such as the Wild
Wallflower, Snapdragon, Rock Oatchfly (Lychnis Viscaria),

Foxglove, Viper's Bugloss (Echium vulgare). Evening Primrose
(CEnothera biennis). Columbine, and many other plants of

a similar character ; on the lower parts might be sown seeds
of Linaria alpina, so abundant along the rocky passes in

Switzerland, Isesides Authyllis Vulneraria, Geranium Robertia-
uum, G. lucidum, Dianthus deltoides, Valeriana montana,
Corydalis lutea, and a host of others. Perennials, Alpine,
herbaceous, and trailing shrubby plants, are also admirably
adapted for such rooky cuttings, such as Lysimaohia nemorum,
and L. nummularia. Convolvulus arvensis, Fragaria lucida.

Polygonum vaccinifolium, Veronica alpestris, various Prim-
roses, all the trailing species of Potentilla, such as P. repens
and P. stolonifera. Periwinkles, Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi, Coto-
neaster microphylla, HeUanthemum, Eriogonum, and many
varieties of the small-leaved Ivies. Native Ferns should be
very freely planted in such situations, and if the rock is at all

of a soft character, it will render the insertion of roots

the more easily accomplished. The tufts should be put in

any time during the winter or spring months, at which period
the plants are in a resting condition. The chief object to be
kept in view, is to render these artificial rock slopes in keeping
with the surrounding scenery. It is not to be expected that
such places are to receive the same attention as a regular
artificial rockery ; on the contrary, they should be left a good
deal to Nature. If portions are so constituted as to allow

peat soil to be put in, many of the better kinds of Ferns could
be introduced. In some places trees of large size have to be
cut down along the upper surface of such slopes, and frequently

great expense is incurred in rooting them up ; such tree stumps,
if partially opened by a slight blast of gunpowder, or by the

dynamite process, become excellent receptacles for hardy
Ferns ; a little peat mixed with sand, or heavy loam, being
previously put in to fill up the crevices. In such positions, the
Royal and Ostrich Ferns present a noble appearance; also, the

Crested Male Fern, surrounded by any of the ordinary British

dwarf sorts, as the Oak, Beech, and Holly Perns, Hart's-tougue,

and other Cryptogamic plants, such as Lycopodiums, Equise-

tums , and vegetation of a similar description. In some localities

smooth and rocky surfaces interfere with the intended arrange-

ments, but such places can also be made available for Ferns

and other plants by being opened up with a blast of dynamite,

filling the openings thus made afterwards with soil, and plant-

ing in the same manner as recommended in the case of old

tree roots. Such situations cannot be kept altogether free

from the natural Phamogamic plants of the district, but that

matters little, as a clothed surface is what ought to be aimed

at; besides, the beauties of the native vegetation liecome

enhanced by having a better class of plants introduced amongst

it. Here and there loose stones or portions of rock may be

piled together in heaps with irregular outlines amongst the

tree stumps ; and, if the spaces between the stones be filled

with the natural surface soil, they will be found to be excellent

places for Ivy, Cotoneasters, and Periwinkles. Rude as such

constructions are, they furnish variety, and use up to advan-

tage material that might otherwise lie about in the shape

of unsightly rubbish. For sloping rocky sides Rhododen-

drons, particularly the varieties of B. catawbiense and R. pon-

ticum, are admirably suited; and if if can be arranged to

introduce some peat soil they will thrive well and soon par-

tially conceal large portions of the rock. The Rhododendrons

ferrugineum and hirsutum, if planted on some of the lower

ledges, will also soon form interesting objects. In such

situations few plants will be found more pleasing than the

Azalea pontica; its Honeysuckle-looking heads of yellow

flowers are interesting during the summer months, and its

glorious crimson leaf-tints during autvimn make it a beautiful

object for such rocky approaches, as well as in the open spaces

of' tlie more trimly-kept approaches in lowland districts.

Fuchsia Riccavtoni can be easily introduced into such situa-

tions, and will be found to grow and flower admirably; and, if

the locality is at all exposed to the sun, young plants will be

found to come up freely from seed on many of the projecting

rocky cliffs. The Deodar is a very desirable tree for placing

here and there along the top of the banks, provided there is

depth enough of soil for it ; the upright growth of its stem

and pendent branches make it a peculiarly graceful object in

such positions. An infinite variety of other plants, and con-

trivances for their reception, even in a rustic manner, are

much more in character with the surrounding scenery, and

more pleasing to the eye, than the attempts which are some-

times made to modernise such places, and fill them with plants

quite unsuited to them. Round such hill-side or mountain

residences we often see flower plots cut in regular geometrical

figures, filled with scarlet Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias,

and similar plants, which do not in the smallest degree

harmonise with their surroundings, particularly in places

where wild mountain scenery, although distant, is seen from

the flower garden. This gaudy foreground of crimson, blue,

and yellow, and other strong colours which such flower

plots generally exhibit, frequently outstrips the richly-

tinted hills, even though their tops and sides glow

with native Heath. Instead of gay flowers, such mountain

residences ought to have clumps or compartments formed of

rock-work, standing on Grass. Garden decorations of this kind

look infinitely better, and are more in keeping with the

surrounding scenery than the generality of those now to be

seen. Useful stones for the formation of rock-work are gene-

rally abundant in such localities. Many of these artificial

mounds may consist almost entirely of rock-work, the higher

portions of which should be clothed with hardy Ferns of the

taller and better kinds ; and the sides, if not all composed of

Ferns, may be filled with hardy perennials or summer flowering

bedding plants, while other clumps may be cut out in the turf,

or formed with rock-work sides, and filled with the better class

of hardy Heaths, such as the double-flowering Calluna vulgaris,

C. Alportii, C. Serlii, and C. Hammondii, Erica cinerea of

different sorts, E. mediterranea, E. vagans of sorts, as well as

the dwarf Menziesias, Andromedas,Dabceoias, and similar plants.

Such species, having flowers of partially subdued colours, are

very suitable for hilly districts ; besides, such plants are not

liable to be injured by early frosts, a circumstance which too

often happens in the case of ordmary bedding plants in high

situations ; the more tender plants, indeed, rarely arrive at
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maturity in many high-lying districts, where they suffer much
from late spring frosts, from which they have often scarcely

recovered before they are overtaken by the early autumn colds.

Under these circumstances the varieties of natural mountain

plants are better adapted for such situations—either in or out

of flower, provided they are well kept in shape—than any
others. In no instance are plants in a state of nature to be

seen in our mountain districts with gaudy-coloured flowers,

although they frequently abound in corn-fields. In the case ot

lowland scenery, where the land is naturally level and little

seen beyond the boundary of the flower garden, the system of

massing gay colours together is less objectionable. Our
mountain districts are now very much frequented by tourists

from all quarters of the globe, and all seem delighted in seeing

the green Moss-covered dry stone walls (or dykes as they are

termed) literally clothed with common native Ferns. The
same amount of pleasure will be experienced if the artificial

rocky avenue slopes alluded to are made to resemble them.
This style of approach has recently been carried out in a
scientific manner on the steep avenue banks at Fetter Mount,
Lasswade, near Edinburgh, where Mr. Potts has rendered the
artificial slopes leading to his mansion most interesting, these
being clothed with a series of native Ferns and perennial Alpine
plants, particularly species of the genus Sasifraga, Sedum,
Sempervivura, Aubrietia, Primula, dwarf Veronicas, and a host
of others, some of them having an interesting appearance
during every month in the year. At the same time it is, per-
haps, more thickly clothed with Alpine rarities than I would
recommend for many of the avenues or approaches in mountain
districts to which the observations just given more particularly
refer.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The handsomest evergreen flowering shrub we have seen
for some time past is Arbutug Croomi, now in flower at Glasnevin.
In growth the shrub is like the common Arbutus, but the flowers
are much larger, and have a rosy.salmon stain, which makes thorn
very attractive. The shrub reminds one of the fine plants of
Enkianthus seen in large conservatories and botanic gardens in Italy.

Dr. Moore considers it a hybrid.—•— Few climbing plants are so brilliant just now as Tropa^olnm
Lobbianum, which is literally a mass of scarlet, rendering many a
cottage porch, even thus late in the year, quite gay with flowers.

Mk. Brush, gardener to Lady Hume Campbell, showed at
South Kensington on Wednesday last, a Neapolitan Violet, which is a
decided improvement on the common Neapolitan kind, richer in hues
and larger ; it was introduced from the south of Spain, to Lady Hume
Campbell's garden at High Grove. Mr. Brush also showed a very
promising purple tree Carnation, named Lady Fuller.

- AccoHDi.VG to the Kentish Observer, a Large kind of Sloe or
Wild Plum, peculiar to the country around Ualstead, and known
locally as " Skeggs," growing in hedgerows and fruit plantations,
has been very abundant this year. It is estimated that in the pariah
of Halstead alone 8,000 sieves will be gathered. It is the largest
growth ever remembered in the neighbourhood, the fruits hanging
in such dense clusters that the trees are obliged to be propped. A
good hand can pick from ten to twelve sieves a day, and the price
usually paid for gathering is about 6d. per sieve. The fruits are
used for making what is known as British port wine.

In Sweden gardening forms a part of the educational system.
Upwards of 2,000 schools have gardens for planting attached to them,
and the teachers of elementary schools are obliged to learn garden,
ing. There is a garden attached to the Higher Bungher School at
Utrecht, in which botanical specimens are planted, arranged, and
classified by the pupils. To some extent, gardens have been appor.
tioned to schoolboys in this country, but rather as a means of recrea-
tion than of study. The Duke of Northumberland's School, at
Alnwick, affords an instance in point. But it is worthy of much
wider adoption in country districts.

PnoFESSOR Gabha has been examining the effects of ammonia
on the colour of flowers. It is well known that the smoke of tobacco
wdl, when applied in sufficient quantity, change the tint of flowers

;

but Professor Gabba'a experiments consist in pouring a little ammonia
liquor into a saucer and inverting a funnel over it. Placim' the
flowers in the tube of the latter, he finds that blue, violet, and
purple-coloured blossoms become of a fine green: carmine and
crimson become black ; white, yellow ; while parti-coloured flowers,
such as red and white, are changed to green and yellow. If the

flowers are immersed in water, the natural colour will return in a few

hoars. Professor Gabba also found that Asters acquire a pleasing

odour when submitted to the fumes of ammonia.
Brow.vea cocciNEi is now blooming in the Aroid-house at

Kew, and is very ornamental, its pendent clusters ot flowers being

of a rich scarlet colour. The large white-flowered Dahlia Impe.
rialia is also flowering freely in the Palm.honse.

To the usual attractions at the Crystal Palace there is at

present added a fine display of Chrysanthemums, which are well

worth a visit. They will be found effectively arranged in the centre

transept.

Those interested in Orange culture may like to know that a

series of letters written by J. H. Fowler, of Port Orange, and printed

in the Florida Agriculturist, has been published by C. H. Walton &
Co., ot New York, in a pamphlet form. It is a subject on which
small practical books are scare.
—•— A rnuiT-GROWiXfi correspondent writes to us to point out

how admirably the ingenious ice-house arrangements shown in the

American Agriculturist, and reproduced in last week's Gaude.n, are

calculated for the long and perfect preservation ot choice fruits and
vegetables.

Mu. Williams's new Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum gracilli.

mum) has now been proved to be the most remarkable of all recent

introductions in its way ; the plant shown at Kensington on Wednes-
day last, was a marvel of graceful beauty. It is destined to become
as popular as the old Adiantum cuneatum.

Some very fine specimens of the white Calville Apple, grown
in Mr. Leigh's garden at Barham Court, Kent, were shown at Kensing-
ton on Wednesday last. It will be remembered that it was at one
time supposed that this Apple could not be grown in perfection in

the open air in this country.

A recent gale demolished a stately Thorn tree, considered

the largest, it not also the oldest, in Scotland, which, for many genera-

tions, has stood in close proximity to the old Greigston Mansion
House, Cupar, much admired in summer when mantled in white
blossom, and in winter tor its old weather-beaten aspect.

The widow of the late Joseph Locke, the eminent engineer,

presented a park of some 18 acres to the town of Bamsley,
and invested £3,000 in Consols to maintain it. Miss M'Creery, the

only surviving sister of Mrs. Locke, has just presented three parcels

ot ground, which will make the park 40 acres in extent.

One ot the largest importations ot Todeas ever made to

Europe has (says the Scotsman) just been received at the Bangholm
Nurseries ot the Lawson Seed and Nursery Company, and admirers
ot such Ferns would do well to pay them a visit before they are

distributed. The collection numbers about 500 specimen plants, and
it is contained in two large houses.

A MOVEMENT IS in progress for securing the laying ont of a
new park or recreation-ground on a plot of land adjoining the Metro,
politan Extension line of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway,
situated between the Loughborough Junction and Camberwell New
Road Stations. The ground in question, which is about 13 acres in

extent, is known as Myatt's Fields, and was, until within the last

two or three years, occupied as market gardens.

The Lindley Medal has at last been prepared. It is a hand-
some work of art, and its value is estimated at £15. On the
obverse side is a portrait ot Dr. Lindley, enamelled with a Laurel
wreath, and the inscription, "Dr. John Lindley, F.R.S., born
February 5th, 1799. Died November 1st, 1865 ;

" on the reverse,

Flora with a wreath in her left hand, and the inscription, " Royal
Horticultural Society."

• A PAPER has lately been read at the Paris Academy of Science,

on the fermentation of Apples and Pears, by MM. G. Lechartier and
F. Bellamy. The experiments described have been carried on since

1872, and are considered by the authors as a demonstration of

Pasteur's deduction from his theory of fermentation, that " the tor.

mation ot alcohol is due to the fact that the chemical and physical

life of the fruit cells is continued under new conditions in a similar

manner to those of the cells of the ferment."

London, one ot the healthiest cities in the world, might be
much more so by the general adoption of a movement now going on
in Camberwell, to provide a public park and children's playground
for that locality. The ground, once occupied by market gardens seems
admirably fitted for the purpose, and might, at a little cost, be appro-
priately laid out. The demoralising lite led by the children in the

streets more than justifies the promoters in their house-to-house can-

vass in favour of the scheme. We, Lancet, hail the movement as one
li'Kely to be followed up in other neighbourhoods where John
Knox's saying aprojyos of the monasteries and their inmates, " Ding
down the nests and the rooks will flee away," might bo parodied

with even more salutary effect, " Ding down the rookeries and disease

will flee away."
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THE IND OOR GARDEN.
COCHLIOSTEMA JACOBIANUM.

Tnis singula!' plant, with Agave-like foliage, and somewhat Orchid-

like blossoms, is one of great beauty. A plant belonging to

the same genus was introdnoed to our gardens some few years

ago, and more than one of our principal nurserymen flowered it

successfully. M. E. Andre, however, who, in the Eevue Honicole,

recently gave a figure of what he deems to be a new species, appears

to think that the elder species is now entirely lost to our English

gardens ; but, whether he has sufficient proof that such is the case we
doubt, as the name appears in some of onr nurserymen's catalogues.

He speaks pretty confidently, however, of its disappearance from the

establishment of Messrs. Veitch, and also from that of M. Verschaffelt,

of Ghent. Our engraving will serve to convey an excellent idea of

the Agave-like foliage of the plant described as a new species by
M. E. Andre. A wood engraving, however, can give no idea of the

beauty of its inflorescence. The petals of the flowers, which are

of a soft velvety purple, measure l-J- inches across, while the sepals

are of a pale rosy-white. The spoon-shaped bracts are of a deep

"WmTER TREATMENT OF HALF HARDY PLANTS.
Will you kindly tell me how I may preserve several scores of scarlet,

Mrs. Pollock, and Bijou Geraniums, scarlet, white, and purple Ver.

benas, and Calceolarias ; and, also, how to make the best use of two
frames which I have just built—each being 12 feet long, 4 feet wide,

3 feet high at back, and 2 feet at front. The walls are 4-inch

brick, Portland cemented outside. Should they be plastered and
whitewashed inside ? The floors are of thick flags on a dry rubble

bottom, with a grate, guUey, and drain to each frame to carry off the

water after watering. A 2-inch pipe runs round each, and is heated
by a boiler in my house cellar ; by a valve between the two frames
the hot water can be confined to one, and the other left cold. I have
about 450 plants, and each frame will hold about 300. To begin
with, the plants have just been taken out of the beds and potted just

as they are, singly in 4S-sized pots, and placed on tiers of deal boards
close to the glass. As this climate is very wet the Geraniums grew
like Cabbages in my rich beds and hardly flowered at all, so I want
to try keeping the old plants and plunging them in their pots in the
beds next summer. Can Verbenas and Calceolarias be so treated ?

As I intend buying fresh bulbs every year so as to be able, by
taming them out of the borders as soon as they are past their prime.

bright salmon colour, the whole of the stalks being of a paler tone of

the same colour, flushed at the joints with a full-brownish pink. The
flowers exhale a delicate perfume, similar to that of certain Ouci-

diums, to the blossoms of which they present a superficial

resemblance. The beautiful flowers of C. Jacobianura have the

defect of being exceedingly evanescent, as noticed in the previously-

known species which has flowered in England. This defect,

however (which is peculiar to nearly all Commelynaceous plants),

is more than counterbalanced by the profusion with which the
flower-spikes are seemingly produced on well-grown plants. In the

new (?) species described by M. E. Andre, he relies for its distinctness

on the following differences from the old one. First, by the far less

hirsute character of the flowers ; and, secondly, by the uniform
green of the leaves, the elder species having them either strongly

blotched or bordered with purple. He also relies on the much larger

general dimensions of the plant. It is presumed that so large a
plant can only be an epiphyte upon some of the forest giants that

clothe the deep slopes and valleys of equatorial America. In a
shaded part of the stove it is not difiicult to flower, and its multi.

plication may be effected by the separation of the small lateral

buddings until seeds shall have been obtained. It is well worthy
of a place in the Orchid-house. N.

to gain a lot of space for succession crops of flowers, I shall have to
propagate and preserve a number and variety of plants j and, on
account of the proximity to the house, I do not wish to put manure
in the frames for a hot-bed. Can I manage to get three successions,
say (1) bulbs, (2) brief summer-flowering plants—or what ? (3)
Gladioli, Tritomas, &c., brought on in the frames and put in beds in
their pots. Can I make any use in winter of a warmly-built but
unheated summer house, 8 feet square, which can be either made very
light or darkened. I shall be greatly obliged if you will kindly
instruct me how to treat my bedding plants and make the best
possible use of my frames. Lancastuian.

[Reply by Mr. Baines.—Whitewash the inside of the pits, on the
bare bricks, which should not be plastered. Your Geraniums should
be wintered in the pit nearest the boiler, which, as a rule, may be
kept a little warmer in cold weather than the other, where the
Calceolarias and Verbenas are, neither of which are of much use,
except to take cuttings from towards the end of February, when
they may be struck, either in a dung frame or in the pit nearest the
boiler, which should then be kept continually warm for the purpose,
the Geraniums being transferred to the other pit. In future, the
Verbenas should be struck in a close cold frame in August, and the
Calceolaria cuttings in the middle of October, also in a similar situa-
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tian, iast keeping the frost from them dm-ing the winter. The Gera-

niums will do better planted out next summer than plunged in the pots

;

peg the shoots down at planting time over the surface of the beds ;

they will then be less disposed to make too much gi-owth. Propagate

Lobelias, Heliotropes, Fuchsias, and Ageratnms at the end of

February for bedding out. Remove the bulbs from the beds just

before the time has arrived for turning the bedding plants out

;

these latter will keep on blooming until frost cuts them off, conse-

ciuently you will not reqnire a third lot of flowering plants. The

Gladioli, Tritomas, and similar plants will do much better by them,

selves. After the plants are turned out of the pits in spring,

Cucumbers or Melons, or both, might be grown through the summer

in the pits ; or, if flowers were more in request, a few Fuchsias or

pot varieties of Zonal Geraniums, with autumn.flowering Lilies.

The different varieties of L. lancifolium will bo the most useful, but,

in a limited space, such as the pits afford, avoid over.crowding or

attempting too much. The sumnrer.house, unheated, will not be of

much use in plant-oulture in winter.]

IMPROVED CULTURE OP THE LILY OF THE
VALLEY.

The chief varieties of this charming plant ai-e the common Conval-

laria majalis, C. majalis flore pleno, C. majalis rubra, and C.

majalis variegata, the last a variety with golden striped leaves.

Sweet, chaste, and beautiful as the Lily of the Valley was,

and is, it remained in comparative obscurity till within the last

few years. The roseate variety is neither common nor much liked,

as the whiteness of the Lily of the Valley is one of the greatest of its

charms. A coloured Lily of the Valley would hardly be deemed to smell

as sweet ; neither is the double variety any improvement, but the

reverse ; it gives a sort of stiffness to the flowers that robs them of

their elegance. The golden leaves are not very constant, and if they

were, could hardly compensate for the loss of the peculiar and

charming green of the normal leaves. The mode by which the Lily

of the Valley rose from comparative neglect to universal popularity

is peculiar, and worth noting. It somehow entered into the mind

of an enterprising person in the country that it would prove at once

a pleasant and profitable speculation to carry some of it into the

towns. No sooner thought than done. Numbers were collected,

fringed with foliage, and dispatched to London and other centres of

population ; baskets and bunches were hawked along the streets, and

the cry of fresh Lilies of the Valley from Woolpit, and other woods,

became common in Shoreditch and the Strand. The sweet flowers

quickly found their way into wealthy mansions, and in this, and other

ways, such an insatiable demand was created for this charming flower

as hardly all the modern resources of horticulture can suffice to meet.

Fortunes are being built up on this humble plant ; it employs thou,

sands for several months in the year, in this and other countries
;

it is the most favoured of all the plants that come into Covent

Garden Market, in the winter and spring months, and loaded with

little green.tipped lamps of white, is, undeniably, a queen among
flowers. As in many other cases, the demand has not only created a

fiunply, but improved its quality, and extended its season. At one

time, Lily of the Valley in plenty in May and June sufliced ; now it

is wanted from December to Angust. At fii-st, too, any flowers and

foliage were good enough, the perfume and the freshnes of leaf and

flower satisfied ; now, flowers and leaves alike have to be developed to

the uttermost, to satisfy the growing demand for quality in both.

The resources of the plant, and the skill of the cultivator, have

both been taxed to meet the new requirements. It will not do now
to go to the native haunts of this sweet Lily, and dig up a barrow

load of roots for forcing, as of old—neither is it enough that an old

shady border in some out of the way place is devoted to its cnlti.

vation. The best modern modes of cultivating this plant is well

told by Mr. P. Sander, seedsman of St. Albans, from whom we
quote. To have it in perfection, it must have a bit of the richest

soil England can furnish, and be liberally nurtured with water during

dry weather. Continental growers seem to have first discerned

how amenable the plant was to high cultivation. They set about

growing it as they did Hyacinths and Tulips. By incessant

sub-division, and annual or biennial planting in rich soil, they

grow plants so fine, and strong as tg be thought a superior, and

quite different variety. It; is, however, only the difference between
a liberal and starving system of cultivation. It was this superior

mode of treating the Lily of the Valley, and the continued demand,
that originated the clump system. The crowns grew so strongly,

and produced a series of other strong crowns around them, forming

the large clumps that were transferred to the English and foreign

markets just .as they grew. The trade purchased, and growers gladly

bought, and still buy these clumps ; they are an immense improve,
meut on the old plan of taking up patches of any and every sort from

wood, and border for forcing. It is, however, obvious that the

clumps nmst contain a mixture of flowering crowns and leaf crowns,

and so far there is a loss of space in forcing such j besides, the

carriage of clumps is heavy, consequently expensive j but the system

is not a bad one, especially for those who grow their own clumps.

The single crown system is better, and will speedily supersede it. It

is more certain, requires less space, and is therefore more economical

;

only the strongest flowering crowns are picked out, and each of them
holds a flower in embryo, as shown in the annexed engraving.

The mode of cultivation, on the single crown system, also tends to

develop the full strength of each crown. Plants are picked over

annually or biennially; all the finest crowns being selected, and
the others planted on fresh ground. By such means the entire

energy and skill of the cultivator is directed to the development of

individual excellence ; the consequence is, that the crowns improve
from year to year, and seem in a fair way of overtaking ordinary

Asparagus heads. Space in heat is always costly in winter and early

spring, and as a dozen or more single crowns may be flowered to

perfection in a 4 or 5-inch pot, both space and heat are economised.

These pots, fully furnished and iu flower, are a sight to gladden the

eyes, and cheer the hearts, of all lovers of beauty. The flowers stand

up boldly above the foliage ; and the Lily of the Valley, by the single

crown system, has assuredly risen in the world. They should be potted
rather firmly in rich soil, and placed in a gentle heat ; it is better to

keep them in a shady place until fairly started, when they may be
gradually inured to the light. Some keep the plants in semi-dark.

ness until the flowers are almost expanded ; in that case there will be
few or no leaves. For cut flowers that may not matter, but for

plants in pots, the furnishing of vases, &c., the leaves are as essential

as the flowers, and must either be developed by growing the plants

in the light, or forcing clumps of common plants in boxes, specially

for foliage ; it may be well in private establishments to do this, if the

crown system is adopted, lest a scarcity of foliage should occur.

Some ladies like to see a thicket of leaves, studded over with the
charming crystal flowers. It is well, too, with crowns, to excite root

action rather in advance of the top, as it will be apparent to those
familiar with the crowns and roots of the Lily of the Valley, that there
cannot be a very large portion of root to each ; but the root is the
part always on the move for extension and reproduction, and, with a
little genial treatment at starting, it will be sufficiently developed to

sustain the flower.stem through its flowering period. More need
hardly be added on either the crown or clump system ; the former is

now firmly established. Nearly all the beautiful plants that are sent
to Covent Garden Market are the produce of single crowns. The
system is founded on a true principle ; the more all such plants as
these are sub-divided the stronger the separate parts become.
Multiplication of parts, if skilfully managed, leads to a concentration
and augmentation of vital force. This is exactly what is wanted in

such plants as Lily of the Valley, Hoteia japonica, Violets, Myosotis,
and others used for forcing and furnishing. As to the exact mode of

procedure, the plants should not be kept too long out of the ground

;

lay in the crowns, as soon as received, behind a north wall. They
must not be tempted to start out of doors. Put the first batch into

the house in November, and succeeding batches every fortnight, and
continue according to the demand till March. Place them in a close

warm atmosphere, with little or no light and abundance of moisture.

The crowns will pnsh up with a rush, and soon break into blossom in

a temperature of 65' to 75°. Very early and late bloou-,8 are some.
what difficult to obtain. Crowns will require sharper forcing to start

in November than in January, and may be assisted with warm water
early in the season, and a temperature from 75' to 80".

To have Lily of the Valley in July and August, various retarding
expedients must be resorted to. Among the most dangerous is to

keep the crowns in a cold cellar, without earth, as long as possible
;

another method is, to pot them up, and place them iu an ice well, or
some very cold place, until their natural time of flowering is over

;

but very early, or abnormally late flowers, are hardly worth the
trouble, unless for special uses, such as bridal bouquets, ifcc. The
crown system with ordinary care, and a little more skill than is

needed to grow them in patches and clumps, will yield a capital

supply of Lily of the Valley, from December till March. About the

end of May, and through June, the Lily of the Valley flowers in the open
air, and by choosing two or more situations, one of the coldest, and
the other the hottest, the garden can command, the season out of

doors may be very much extended. Another point remains to be
noticed, the crown system indoors will compel its adoption in the
open air. It will hardly do to reverse the usual order of things in

the case of the Lily of the Valley, and have much finer forced flowers

than those that come in in their natural season. The starving system
with which the plant has been treated in the open air will no longer

be tolerated ; it must have liberal treatment, and well-grown clumps
or cr-owns bo bought in, or prepared at homo, for the production of
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fine strong flowers, either for cutting, or for the forming of beds,
clumps, edgings, &o. For all these purposes, prepared crowns
would create a new sensation, and give a fresh pleasure. In fact,
there is hardly a limit to the usefnl purposes for which prepared
crowns or clumps might be used. The tendency of the plant, if let

alone, is to exhaust the soil and itself, by multiplication of parts.
We must take advantage of this tendency, and turn it to productive
account by sub-division, and liberal culture in bed and border,
pleasure grounds, and home plantations. Flowering the old crowns
oftener than once in pots, as recommended by some writers, seldom
answers well, and, if adopted, of course developes into the clump
system ; and a mixture of very small and a few largo crowns is

created. It may answer fairly with some of the later batches, but
all the earlier lots are exhausted, and will not pay for again growing
in pots ; hardly for planting in the open air. Some of the later
plants may be kept and flowered again ; they will yield a fair supply
of flowers and plenty of leaves ; but, to do even so much, the plant
must not bo neglected after flowering, but caiefully nurtured and
tended, nntil the leaves ripen and die down of themselves, and not
be allowed to wither from neglect. Better plant them out, and buy
fresh crowns for the early batches for forcing ; for, with all the care,
time, and labour, bestowed upon old crowus, with the consequent
expense, which will probably exceed, by many times, the cost of

Flowering crown. Leafy crown.

maiden crowns from the trade, they will seldom or never approach

these, either in size or profusion of bloom. Therefore, force fresh

crowns, and fill the borders, pleasure grounds, and woods, with
the old ones.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Epidendrum piliferum.— This singular caulescent species bears dense
terminal branched spikes of flowers, the sepals and petals of which are of
a bright apple-green colour, the lip being white with singular purple markings.
Although not showy from a florists' point of view, this species is sure to find

many admii-ers.—B.

Oncidium euxaiithinum.—This fine golden-lipped species is now flowering
in Messrs. Veitch's Nursery at Chelsea. It looks intermediate between O.
bifoliuni and the far finer O. {varicosum) Eogersii ; the purple-spotted and
fluted pseudo-bulbs resemble the former plant, while the larger flowers and more
stately inflorescence remind one of tbo last named. It is a winter-blooming
plant of rare excellence.—B.

Pittosporxims.—Permit me to inform your correspondent "Clara" (see

p. 430) that the following varieties of Pittosporum are all distinct and well
worth cultivating, and will grow well in any ordinary good soil:— (1) Pittos-
porum Tobira argenteo variegatum

; (2) P. coriaceum, a kind with beautiful
thick leathery foliage of a deep dark green ; (3) P.undulatum, foliage glaucous
and wavy; (4) P. eugenioides, leaves light green and pointed; (5) P. Mayi,
a sort with pretty silvery uuder-foliage ; (6) P. crassifolium, valuable for its

blossoms, which somewhat resemble those of the Escallonia macrantha ; this
kind is somewhat more delicate than the other varieties, and also scarce and
difficult to procure, except from botanical collections.—E. G.

Vellosia CCerulescens.—This is now coming into bloom in my hot-house.
It is an exceedingly rare plant from Brazil, and it is also said to be common in
the neighbourhood of Rio Janeiro. Its foliage resembles that of a small Pan-
danus with thorny edges, and the flowers are produced singly on the top of a
Blender stem, and somewhat resemble in shape those of oue of the Zcphyr-
anthes, but have a more cupped throat. The wliite-flowered variety of this
plant, V. Candida, flowered for the first time about sis years ago, at Glasnevin,
where it had been raised by Dr. Moore from seeds sent to him direct from
Brazil. It also seeded freely with him, and at one time he had a considerable
number of young plants which ho distributed to anyone who wished to possess
them ; but he recently informed me that he believed no one to whom he had
sent them had been able to do anything with them, or even to keep them alive,
and that he believed bis own old plant tobeagain almost, if not quite, unique. He
was anxiously hoping that it would soon flower and seed with him again. Thia
curious and beautiful plant is well figured in the 91st volume of the Bofanical
Magazinr. I shall be glad to hear from any of your correspondents it' they have
ever seen or heard of the V. coerulescens, which may not now be so rare as
when the plate of the white variety, above referred to, appeai'ed.—W, E. Gum-
BLETOX, Belgrove^ Queejistown, County CorJc.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

O.NE of the earliest and most effective of shrubby Calceolarias is that
known as aurea floribnnda, than which, as a yellow bedding plant,
taking all properties into account—profusion and continuous flowering
disposition, and its sturdy dwarf habit—nothing that previously
existed or likely to follow will ever equal. There have been, as is
well known to all who are conversant with garden matters, a number
of other yellow Calceolarias raised from seed, us well as several of
different colours, such as the orange Crown Prince of Orange, and their
cultivation went on for some years, and without much difliculty,
except in the driest parts of the kingdom in more than ordinarily hot
seasons ; but after a time they began to show symptons of weakness
by here and there a plant going off suddenly at the collar, until this
defect became so aggravated as to assume the character of a
disease, .as virulent as the Potato blight, or that which now threatens
te destroy the Tomato, both out of doors and under glass. This
affection of Calceolarias was, from the first, most apparent in dry
localities, where also the sub-soil was more than ordinarily porous,
and naturally less able to retain any moisture after the surface
soil became exhauted ; but, as years went on, the disease, if such it
is, became, in these dry situations, so bad, th.at viitually Calceolarias
as bedding plants could not bo grown. I noticed from the fij-st that
the more popular the variety, and, consequently, the further its
propagation was pushed, the more it was affected'. At that time, I
was living in Cheshire, and the flower garden was, like the rest of the
place, in an extremely dry situation, having a deep sandy sub.soil.
Here, despite thorough and continuous watering, the Calceolarias
became diiJicult to manage. A reserve stock was kept in readiness to
take the place of such as died off through the season ; but ultimately
the plants died off in such numbers as to compel my relinquishing
their cultivation altogether as bedding plants, under the ordinary
system of propagation. When we see a plant that has at one time
conformed to a particular system of culture, and then, without any
alteration in its general treatment or other external conditions as to
its existence, refuse to grow, it is advisable to ask ourselves a few-
questions—or, in other words, look for the causes, which either must
be traceable to the advent of some malady hitherto non-existent,
or the treatment the plant has received at our hands having beea
such as gradually to weaken its constitution, and render it a prey to
disease. Impressed with this general conviction, I approached the
subject, first considering the nature of the plant. These bedding
Calceolarias have directly descended from evergreen shrubs, that
even under cultivation will assume the dimensions and get as hard
in their wood as a Gooseberry bush ; they are also, from their natural
habitat (Chili), necessai-ily moisture-loving plants. In thinking over
these natural conditions of the shrubby Calceolarias, it occurred to
me that, in the numbers of plants which we cultivate for different
purposes, few are subject to treatment so opposed to the natural
conditions under which they exist as these. Used as they have
been for bedding, their general treatment, especially the condition
of the plants from which the cuttings are taken year after year, is
different in every way from plants which in their natural state would
be sufficiently mature to take cuttings from ; and, therefore, plants
that in themselves have never attained a condition comparatively
beyond a mere sappy shoot—or in other words, never have had time
to attain their natural mature hard-wood state—are not in a fit state
to furnish cuttings. This view was still further confirmed by
noticing the difference that existed between the plants grown in pots
during the first year after being struck, and such as had been so kept
until they had time to develop and solidify their parts by age. As is

well known by those who grow the most useful decorative yellow
variety, aurea floribnnda, that, if ever it gets neglected for water
during the first season, especially iu the spring whilst it is young, it is

very liable to die off suddenly through the effects
;
yet the same

variety, if it lived over the first year so as to get its main stem and
the base of the branches solidified to something like their natural con.
dition, would stand a great deal more rough treatment, even if it

suffered so much for want of water as to cause its leaves to flag. I
happened to. have some plants that had been used for conservatory
decoration for five or six years, being yearly pruned back like a Pelar.
gonium (but not so closely), and a portion of the soil removed, and
then re-potted ; the plants never occupied pots above 12 inches in
diameter, yet they used to flower pi-ofnsely most of the summer. It
struck me that cuttings taken from plants in the above condition
might probably be stronger in constitution than such as were, each
succeeding year, taken from plants that themselves had not had a
separate existence long enough to get any portion of their wood
matured in a way natural to the plant—in other words, a continuous
reproduction from cuttings that were the produce of soft growth.
With this view I struck a number of plants from the soft points of
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these hard woody plants, and found them, although not altogether

diseaae-pioof, yet far less subject to it, either in the flower garden,

or their early existence as pot plants. All this, of course, does away

with the variety as a bedder; for, where largely grown, it would

be out of the question to procure sufiicient cuttings in this way.

The experiment simply goes to prove that cuttings taken from plants

old enough to have their wood fully developed and matured will,

in the case of this Calceolaria, make stronger plants, better

able to withstand treatment somewhat contrary to their natural

requirements ; the first of which undoubtedly is a plentiful supply of

water, especially in their younger state, of which a knowledge

of the Calceolaria's native habitat is sufficient to convince anyone

who has studied the laws which govern vegetable life in respect

to the requirements of water. Cultivation through successive

generation of most plants will go far to alter their general appear,

ance—even so far as to make their origin scarcely recognisable. Yet

there is one essential which they never lose—that is, their require,

menta in the quantity of water, e.specially at the root, and to a less

degree in the atmosphere. Of this we may see proofs innumerable

around us on all sides. Independent of its use for bedding purposes

in such localities as it will succeed in without an unreasonable

amount of attention, anrca floribunda is a first-rate plant for general

decoration, grown in large or small pots for conservatories and

similar places. The great use of subjects of this description, espe-

cially grown in, say. Cinch pots, is that they can be stood about

whore there would be a hesitation in placing things of greater iudi-

vidual value. If well attended to, the plant will keep on flowering

all the summer, but in this young state it must never be allowed to

suffer for want of water. It is largely grown for Covent Garden

Market; its numbers being only limited by the cuttings available.

They are treated in the ordinary way—struck in cold frames, and in

such kept through the winter quite cool, but well protected from

frost, with litter and mats. The plants are encouraged to grow, and

removed to G-inch pots early in the spring, then pushed along by keep-

ing moderately close, so as to get them early into flower, stout, and

bushy. One thing that makes them sought after is, they supply a

colour not over.plentiful in pot plants. T. Baines.

COLOURS OF FLOWEES.
As, in " Notes of the Week " (see p. 422), you quote a letter from

Nature on this subject, without intimating that it contains merely

the opinion of a correspondont, you will, perhaps, kindly allow me to

call attention to the very similar replies to that letter, by myself and

Mr. T. Comber respectively, in the subsequent number of that

journal. I venture to repeat the arguments contained in them :

—

1. The greater size and brilliancy attained by cultivated flowers is

due, in most cases, to intentional artificial selection by the cultivator

intensifying slight variations. Where cultivation affects the first

cultivated individual, Mr. Darwin thinks the variation may originate,

as suggested by Knight, in the change or excess of food (" Origin of

Species," chap i.). 2. Double flowers, as pointed out by Mr. Thomas
Meehan, are of various origin, some only arising from metamorphosis
of stamens or pistils, and being consequently more or less barren

;

others are due to the developnient of normally suppressed intercalai'y

whorls, or possibly to choriaia. Either excess or lack of food pre-

disposes to disease ; so that the abortion of organs fitted for the

exhausting reproductive process may, perhaps, be caused by weak-
ness, or by an excessive growth of parenchyma arising from over-

nutrition. Double flowers are not permanent in a stt te of nature
;

though they might be so, as, Mr. Darwin mentions (" Origin of Species,"

chap, viii.), varieties of the annual Stock, which produce both double,

sterile, and single fertile seedlings, fairly comparable with the fertile

and neuter forms of social insects. Artificial selection is the main
cause of double flowers. 3. The abortive flowers of the Guelder Hose
and Hydrangea, as they grow naturally, are confined to the outer part

of the corymbs, and serve the same purpose as the ray of Compositas
(which in some species, Centauria Cyanus for inatauce, consists of

neuter florets) and the highly.coloured bracts of some plants, viz., to

attract insects to the fertile flowers they surround. The large corollas

originate, as shown by Dr. Ogle (Fopidar Science Review, April, 1870),
according to the law of balancoment of growth. Garden forms wholly
sterile are the result of art. 4. The beauty of fruits, as shown by
Prof. Hildebrand and Mr. Darwin (" Origin of Species," chap, vi.),

" serves merely as a guide to birds and beasts, in order that the
fruit may bo devoured and the .seeds disseminated." 5. " We meet
very commonly with gaily.coloured chemical products, essentially

connected with the normal processes of development (the chlorophyll
of most non-parasitic plants, the rose pigments of Florideso, the
many-coloured Lichens and Fungi), or decomposition (the tints of
autumn leaves), and origiuat ng from venomous infection by insects
(red galls). These colours apji n: to be merely au accidental quality

of the chemical products .... natural selection is without any
influence as to colours, unless animals are attracted or repelled by
them." (Uermann Miiller, Nature, vol. ix., p. 460).

G. S. BOULGEU.

Singular properties of the Autumnal Crocus (Colchicuni
autumnale).—The strong resemblance of the Colchicum autumnale
to the Crocus family, though it does not belong to it generically,

will cause that popular name to cling to it, in preference to

that of Colchicum. This plant haa been recently found to possess

curious properties which our readers will bo interested to hear of,

and to experiment on. The flowers, without absolute contact, are
found to communicate a bright saffron.yellow to the fingers when
held over tho flowers, at a certain distance, and the colour so

imparted remains permanently established for a considerable time,

in spite of washing. The entire face, held over the flowers at a
certain period of their development, assumes a jaundiced yellow of

very pronounced character, upon which soap and water have no
effect, but it generally disappears after a few hours, though, in some
instances it lasts much longer. The near proximity to these flowers

affects also the palate—a slight but astringent bitter taste being very
perceptible. Some constitutions are so sensitive to the influences

given off by this plant that the ends of the fingers become perfectly

numbed by actual contact with the flowera. But these influences

rapidly disappear when the inflorescence has passed its zenith. As
is well known, the flowers appear in August and September, without
leaves, the foliage having developed itself in spring, and died down
before the appearance of the flowers. The spring leaves also appear to

possess very strong properties, as well as the autumnal flowers ; and,

in the Pharmaceutical Journal of this month there is a short

article describing the injurious effects of this Grass.like foliage on
cattle, who nevertheless eat it greedily when the early spring Grass
is late and poor. Some, it is stated, have died of the effects of this

hitherto unsuspected poison.

—

Westbouene.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

Ivy on Cemented Walls.—If your Cumberland correspondent has cemented
nr rough-castctl his house, and still wishes it covered with Ivy, lot him put a
light frame of wooden laths, crossed diagonally in the form of lattice work,
round it. He can, in that case, keep the Ivy off the wall, which under som,e
circumstances is desirable.—J. Matthews, Icy Colfuge, Jl'edon-super-Mare.

Artificial Rock-work at Oatlands Park.—You will much oblige me by
correcting an error in " H. N. H.'s " description (see p. 430) of my artificial

rocks. They were not built by Mr. Marshall, of Liverpool, but by Mr. John
Hancock, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.—W. C. Hewitson.

Spring Flowers in Autumn.—The mildness of the weather has produced
a spring-like aspect in many parts of the country. At Cudham, Primroses are
in full bloom, the banks are covered with Violets, and the wild Eriars are
blossoming, which is most unusual in the mouth of November, The Holly
trees are laden with berries this season.

Tree Carnations.—Some of the new kinds of Tree Carnations, as they are
somewhat incorrectly called, are very beautiful. The varieties named
Gourdault, Comtesse de Strum, Plure d'Or, Oritlamme, and Mont d'Or, all

praised by that successful Carnation grower, M. Alegatiere, should be in every
collection of such plants.—H.

Viper's Bugloss.—Another weed is recommended as a fine garden flower

by a correspondent of the Seine Horticole (Dr. E. Suliii), who describes, in a
very intercepting letter to the editor, how much he had been struck in travelling

between Paris and Corbeil by a fitful glimpse, in a suburban garden, of a mass
of beautiful deep blue tlowers shot with rose-colour. An old gentlemau
opposite to him, perceiving his admiration, said, " Yes, they are very beautiful.

I have admired them in their season for mure than fifty years." '* Yes, yes, I

can well understand that. Sir," said Dr. Solin, " but can you tell me the name
of the plant ? " "I can do that, too," said the old man, " for I am a Uttle bit

of a botanist; it is a lovely weed—Echium vulgare."

An Autumn and Winter Bed.—I have just seen a bed of folii^e and
flowering iilants, which will last in good condition nearly all the winter,

provided the weather is mikl. The bed is circular in shape, and margined
with a belt of Cerastium Bieberstcinii fully a foot in width. Inside this is a
broad row or rather double row of Viola Imperial Blue, then a row of Bambusa
Fortunei variegata, followed by a broad band of purple-leaved Beet, the centre

'leing a small Yucca gloriosa set on a carpet of tiolden Feather. This bed is

fully equal to anything I have seen this summer, and, being in a sheltered cosy
sunny little nook, there is little danger of its beauty being entirely destroyed

for some time to come.—B.

Standard Heliotropes--1 am prompted by the article on Heliotropes (see

p. y.iSt) to !i--k why they are not cultivated as stanilards. I never saw them
grown in this way except by myself. I have them on 3 and 4 feet stems, with
nice heads. By fehakiug off the old soil in spring, and re-potting in fresh loam
and rotttn manure, at the same time closely pruning the head, the^- make flue

plants in a few weeks, and continue to bloom for several months if occiisionally

treated with liquid manure. Probably there are but few of the varieties suited

for this purpose, the chief aim of tho hjbridiser being dwarfness ; mine are
the old Ueliotropium peruvianuni. I know of few things more grateful to the
sense of Bmell than a walk bLlwcun a double row of standard Heliotropes

about one's own height in full bloom. We thus enjoy the delicious fragrance
without cither stooping or gathering the flowers.— J. M., Uaickchnrch^ near

Aj. minuter, Devon,
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GARDEN STR UCTURES.
NOVEL MODE OP ARRANGING SUCCULENTS.

Mr. Peacock's Agave-honso is a sjjan-roofed structure,

40 feet iu length and '20 feet in width, and contains a central

shelf 10 feet in width and a side shelf 2 feet in width. On the

sides are three tiers of brackets made of gas pipe in such a

way that the pot is held in position by its rim, and so arranged

that the drip from each plant misses the one below it. The
brackets can be pushed backwards or forwards at pleasure by
means of a screw, or, if not required, removed altogether

;

above these are shelves. This house contains about 500

specimen Agaves, and on the shelves are quantities of newly-

imported ones, some of which promise to be new. Next come
two half-span houses, one of which is filled with mixed foliage

and flowering stove plants and a collection of Bromeliaceous

plants, one end and the back wall being covered with Hoyas, and
the other, or lightest, end with plants of Nepenthes gracilis

major, now literally covered withpitchers. Ahouse opposite this

one is filled with Camellias. Next come two span-roofed houses,

one of which contains a fine collection of the choicest sorts of

Cacti, among which are some unique plants of their respective

kinds. The Aloe-house is entirely devoted to Aloes, Gasterias,

and Haworthias, of all of which there are very complete collec-

tions. Of a similar pair of houses, one is devoted to Euphorbias,
Crassulas, Sempervivums,
and Echeverias, conspicuous
among which is the fine

kind called B. Peacockii.
This house also contains a
collection of Yuccas, some
of which are unic(ue in their

way, likewise Dasyliriums,
and on the shelf some fine

Stapelias, the opposite
house being devoted to
miscellaneous greenhouse
plants. In addition to these
is a pair of low span-roofed
Oi'chid-houses, lately erec-

ted ; and a span-roofed
house, running north and
south, 40 feet by 18 feet,

divided into three compart-
ments, the first being occu-
pied by greenhouse flower-

ing plants, the second by
Orchids, and the third is

a small propagating house.
The stocking of these
houses with plants has only been the work of three years and
a half ; and yet the collection, which is mauaged with great
skill by Mr. Croucher, is one of the best in the country, and the
admiration of all who inspect it. C. J..

Section of Mr. Peacock's Agave-house,

Materials for Glass-houses.—I am glad to see Mr. Baines'a

remarks (see p. 416), directing attention to the want of durability

in modem hot-houses. I quite agree with him that red pine, and
the redder or more resinous kind (or pitch pine, as it is called), is

the proper timber for hot-house building. Pitch pine, owing to the

resin it contains, is specially adapted for wall-plates, gutter-beams,
stage-feet, and all parts exposed to the action of water. As to iron

as a substitute for wood in horticultural buildings, it is best suited

for ornamental conservatories and curved roofs, but is still too expen-
sive for ordinary use. The principal cause of the great revolution

that has taken place in hot-house building is the desire in the horti-

cultural world for something new ; it need not be meritorious, if it

is only new ; or even an old system under a new name has been
known to give great satifaction. A "tubular rib," a "patent
curved structure," a " patent diaphragm," or a new system of

glazing," each with a host of testimonials, showing it to be the best,

are all acceptable to modern horticulturists. But the article must
be cheap. A gentleman who intends erecting hot-houses, asks

estimates from a number of builders, looks for the lowest offer, and
accepts it, without taking into consideration either the quantity or

quality of the work he is to get. A " Judicious combination of wood,
iron, and glass for £S !

" is what is wanted by many would-be horti-

cultnrists. If gentlemen, before agreeing with any builder, would go

themselves, or send their gardeners to see houses already built by

good firms, they would be better able to judge of the relative value

of such offers. It may be interesting to mention that there are still

one or two old-estabUshed firms in the country who build hot-houses

of red and pitch pine only, all materials and workmanship being of

the best kind, and the houses constructed with a view to durability,

as well as to the admission of the greatest possible amount of light,

and having the latest improvements in ventilation and heating. But

what chance have such old-fashioned qualifications as efSoiency and

durability, against a dazzling throng of new patented inventions ?—

J. B., jun.

THE GREAT GARDEN AT HAMMA, NEAR ALGIERS.

This remarkable garden, founded by the French Government, a few-

years after the conquest of Algiers, is scarcely so well known as it

oufht to be in England. It was the work of M. Hardy, who has

heTd the office of curator-in-chief ever since its creation—which

was mainly effected by his own intelligent perseverance. The

botanical riches of the garden of Hamma (placed, as it is, m a

medium climate, where the plants of Europe and those of the tropics

flourish with almost equal luxuriance, side by side), exceed, perhaps,

those of any other botanical garden in the world, not even excepting

that of Calcutta. It appears, however, that though so successful

under the direct management of the French Government and the

able directorship of the enterprising official, M. Hardy, that it

is about to be leased to

an Algerian company for a

period of forty-nine years. MM.
Talabot and Fremy, are at the

head of this company; M.
Talabot, in addition to his

reputation as an eminent

botanist, joined to that of

an enthusiastic amateur horti-

culturist, is doubtless a fitting

person for such a position,

and under his energetic

management the utility of

the establishment will, as it

should seem, acquire a great

extension. The garden will be

continuously enriched by the

acquisition of new and precious

plants, and the sale of such

plants as may be desired by
cultivators, either agricultural

or horticuUnral, will be greatly

facilitated, as a whole string of

petty official regulations, often

excessively irksome and vexa.

tious, will be at once got rid of

;

while the large views of M.

Talabot will be ably supplemented by the invaluable aid of M.

Eiviore, who has been appointed managing director. Nevertheless,

M. Carriei-e, in the Revue Hortkole, cannot help expressing fears

that the future of the noble garden at Hamma, may not, in private

hands, be as secure as it would have been had it remained an

appanai'e of the Algerian Government. Others may eventually

succeed" to the management of the affairs of the company who may

prefer money to science ; and, should that be the case, all the sacri.

fices that have been made during the last thirty years may turn out

to have been wasted.

The Symbology of Flo-wers and Plants.—This has been

in all preceding ages a popular form of superstition, and in some

parts still continues to be so. On this subject a conference was

assembled by M. Von Peryes, of Vienna, at which the popular behets

and legends connected with the vegetable kingdom, and their pro-

bable origin and history, were discussed in a lively and piquant

manner. But it is not necessary to go to Austria for examples of

that kind. Who has not known old people in remote places, who

have firmly believed that a tuft of Housleek on the root i3 sure

to bring " good luok," if not neglected; and that if washed off by

heavy rain, or blown away in a gale, ill luck is sure to follow ? And

some such unsophisticated beings feel sure that a tuft of a certain

kind of Grass on the house-top is a sure preservative against

"thunderbolts;" many among such still prefer the remedies

distilled from simple herbs, collected by some old shepherd, to the

very best " medical advice."
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THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
CULTURE OP BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

The Brussels Sprout is undoubtedly one of the best and
hardiest of our Winter Greens, and ought to be found in every
cottage garden in the country. Although nearly related to
the Savoy, it is superior to that kind of Cabbage both in

flavour and productiveness, and is at least (juite as hardy. In
the severe winter of 18d0-6l I saw .several instances where the
Sivoy had succumbed to the severity of the weather, while the
Brussels Sprout had withstood it with comparative impunity.
There arc several varieties of it named in seedsmen's cata-
logues, but I think it is at lea^t doubtful if they are really
distinct. No doubt much has, and may still be, done to
improve it by persistently carrying out a system of selecting
seed from the best and most prolific plants only, and I do not
know any vegetable that will better repay any extra care or
trouble incurred in carrying this matter out in a thoroughly
practical manner. In the north and cold wet districts gene-
rally, to have Brussels Sprouts in season from October to
March, the first sowing should be made in October. Sow
thinly on a warm south border, and when the plants come up
tlnn them out to prevent them drawing each other up weakly

;

the thinnings may, if necessary, be pricked out. In October
all seeds of the Cabbage tribe vegetate with the greatest cer-
tainty, and there is a strength and vigour about the young
plants that is often absent from those raised from seeds sown
early in spring. Whenever circumstances have prevented
autumn sowing it is highly desirable, if the means are at hand,
to sow a few seeds in a box in some spare corner under glass
early in February, not necessarily in a warm house, as the
plants will come up weakly, but in some cool airy structure,
where they can be easily protected from the attacks of the
many enemies to which early sown seeds in the open air are
liable. There is, I think, no question that if Brussels Sprouts
were sown earlier, and had, consequently, a longer time for
growth, the result would be satisfactory. Sow again in the
open air in March and also in April for use in spring. The
first plantation should be made early in May, in order to give
the plants time to attain their fullest development by October
or November, and as they should, when full grown, beat least
a yard high and stout in proportion, more space should be
allotted to them than will be required for later crops ; 3 feet will
not be too much space between the rows, and 2 feet plant from
plant.

_
The demand must regulate the supply, but other

plantations may be made at intervals when land becomes
vacant till the middle, or, in warm situations, to the end of
July, after which time—except, for instance, in a season like
the present—they cannot be expected to attain a profitable size.

In the matter of soil, Brussels Sprouts are not at all particular,
provided it is well and deeply cultivated and fairly manured.
Poor sandy soil will require a heavy dressing of good manure,
whilst lime and burnt clay may be beneficially applied to cold
clayey land in preference to rank manure just previous to
planting, which would have a tendency to produce gross
open sprouts instead of the close medium-sized buttons so
much appreciated in the kitchen. Plant the successional crops
as far as possible in different aspects—even altering the direc-
tion of the rows will make some difference ; and a few should,
if possible, be planted on the north side of a wall, fence, or
screen of some kind. Frequent stirrings of the soil, general
clean culture, and removing decaying leaves add to their
growth and cleanly appearance, and ought to be insisted on.
As regards earthing up the stems, I have grown them, both
with and without that assistance, with much about the same
result. In windy places, I should certainly recommend
earthing up, in order to enable them to resist wind power ; but,
as Brussels Sprouts, unlike Cabbage or Broccoli, bear all up
the stems, it is not desirable to bury them to any great depth
beyond giving them necessary support. Do not cut out the
Cabbage-like heart from the centre of the plant till the crop is
fit for gathering

; and, if a really good plant or two can be
spared, save your own seed. The London market gardeners
prefer, as a rule, stems of medium length, from which they
thmk they get the hardest and best sprouts ; with them, how-
ever, Brussels Sprouts are chieHy grown as catch-crops.

E. Hobday.

CULTURE OF BROAD BEANS.
The Broad Beans, which are nsnally seen in Covent Garden and
other London markets, come chiefly ont of what are called the homo
counties. About Acton, and one or two other places near London, a
few aro grown for early purposes, convcnienco of cropping, or as a
rotation crop ; but otherwise tboy aro not grown to any great extent

close to London. The Early Mazagan, Broad Windsor, Green Broad
Windsor, and the Long Pod are the sorts usually cultivated ; and, as

they are not a very remunerative crop, considering the great labour

incurred in sowing, growing, picking, packing, and carting, beforo

they are marketed, valuable ground is not occupied with them.
Dry and light soils, in warm positions, are suitable for early sowings,

which are commonly confined to the Early Mazagan, and made in

January, and again in February, in rows 2\ feet apart, running
across or obliquely ia the borders or quarters. Large sowings of the

Long Pod are made in the latter half of February and in March, in

rows equally distant as for Mazagans, but with less particularity as

regards the way in which they run, the position of the quarter, or

the qualiey of the soil which they occupy. The Broad Windsors,

which form the principal crop, are generally sown in March.
Although the common Broad Windsor constitutes the bulk of the

main crop, yet the Green Broad Windsor is usually preferred by con.

sumers when they get accustomed to it. In proof of this, a market-
gardener at Mitcham informed me that he generally grew several

acres of the green sort ; but one year, having got by mistake seeds

of the ordinary Broad Windsor instead, he sowed them. When reap.

ing time came his customers, one and all, complained of the infe-

riority of his Beans that year compared with those of former seasons.

Ever since then, therefore, he has carefully avoided the objectionable

kind, and has only grown the sort most appreciated, viz., the Broad
Green Windsor. There are no important particulars connected with
Beau culture, beyond tho routine of rigid cleanUness, and nipping
off tho points of the hanlm as soon as a fair crop of flowers

is produced, in order to stimulate the pods and produce
earliness. Beans are sometimes sown at the distances above
named on ground occupied with Radish beds, with the progress of

which they interfere but little, as the Radishes are too small to injure

the Beans, and they are sure to be removed before the latter can be in

any way injurious to them. Early Stone Turnips aro not unfrequently
sown between the rows of Beans, and such spaces are also sometimes
occupied with Cos Lettuces, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, or Brussels

Sprouts in every second row. Lettuces being in the intervening one.

The Lettuces, being soon ready for market, are removed, and thus
make a good clearance for a free circulation of air, and a passage
from which the Beans off two rows can be easily gathered. Market
gardeners seldom save their own seeds, as they find it cheaper in tho
end to buy them. When seeds are to be saved, the haulm is allowed
to occupy the ground a few weeks longer than it otherwise would do,

and thus curtails the chance of cropping it with Savoys, late Sprouts,
or Cauliflowers, early Endive, and a few other crops. As soon,

therefore, as the Beans have entirely yielded their crop, the haulm is

pulled up and carted to the manure heap. The ground is then dug,
or ploughed, or deeply worked without being manured, and a crop of

Endivo or white Cos Lettuce is planted therein for uso in October, or
Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflower, Broccoli, autumn Radishes, or
transplanted Leeks, may be planted in it ; or, if it has been manured
aud deeply dug, it will be in good condition for a fresh Strawberry
plantation. Some growers, however, grow Beans largely for seed-
ing purposes only, and in this case about one-half or two-thirds of

the pods, consisting of the earliest formed, are picked off for market,
ing in a green or usuable condition, tho remainder being left to ripen.

If all were left, the seeds would not be so large, plump, or heavy
as when the pods are thus thinned out. When the Beans have
become well matured the haulm is pulled up, and laid on its side to

dry for the remainder of the day, if fine ; it is then tied into bundles,
dried thoroughly, brought home, aud either thrashed at once, or kept
under cover or in a thatched stack until a more convenient season
for thrashing ont the seeds occurs. Coleworts form the chief succes.
sion to the seed Bean crop. Covent Garden Market is supplied with
fresh Broad Beans from Algiers as early as April, and it is astonishing
to see how well they bear their sea passage, and maintain their

freshness until they arrive in London. France then furnishes

supplies soon afterwards, and maintains them until home-grown
produce comes in. F.

Short V. Iiong Cucumbers.—Dake of EJinbargh excels all

that I have tested as regards length, fruit of it having been grown
to the extraordinary length of tO inches. I have myself had it 31
inches. It somewhat resembles the Marquis of Lome, but is, in my
opinion, an improvement on the Marquis. I have always found that
long Cucumbers require more heat than those of moderate length,
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and the latter are the most useful. When gi'owu to the length just

indicated, it will be found that only one fruit can be grown on a
plant at a time, and that such long varieties can only just be kept
alive daring the dull months of winter, while other sorts, such as

Telegraph and Hedsor Prolific can always be depended on to grow
and fruit well. Telegraph can bo cut from 18 to 2 Jj inches, whilo Hedsor
seldom exceeds 14 inches. As regards prolificacy, there is not much
difference between them. Telegraph, in my opinion, will outlive

such sorts as Date of Edinburgh, Marquis of Lome, Blue Gown, and
others. Again, few sorts keep their true character as well as Tele.

graph.^D. S. Gillett, Court Garden, Great Harlow.

Cucumbers in Russia.—On my way home from the fair [of

Nijui-Novgorod] (says a correspondent of the Daily News), I was
again struck with what I had often remarked before, viz., the profusion

of Water Melons and Cucumbers, which were being everywhere
offered for sale. Pyramids of Melons and Water Melons, like

cannon-balls in an arsenal, were heaped up in every direction, and as

for Cucumbers, you couldn't help fancying that a plague of Cucum-
bers, like Locusts, had descended upon the earth. All along the

Volga, from Astrakhan to Nijni, the whole population seemed engaged
in eating Water Melons. Their price being three sopeks, equivalent

to one penny, put them within the reach of even the moderately
weathly. At. every wood station that we stopped at, the Water
Melon and its rival, the Sunflower, were the subject of a lively traffic.

Saratov seemed to be the head-quarters of this latter fruit, but we
had outposts all along the line. But if the Water Melon and the
Sunflower are luxuries and pastimes, the Cucuuiber is a law and a
necessity. You never see a Russian peasant at dinner but you see the
lump of black bread and the Cucumber. A moujick's dinner may
be said to consist of r phis Cucumber. The ir will consist of his

favourite Cabbage sonp (schtchi), with or without meat in it, and
sometimes in addition to it the equally famous grit porridge (kascha).

Sometimes the kaseha is without schtchi, and sometimes the schtchi

is without the kascha, but whether in separation or combination, the
Cucumber, at least, is always there ; and should a- equal zero, as I

am afraid it sometimes does, then the ever.faithful Cucumber does
duty for all the rest. Cucumber seems certainly a singular dish to be
so national in a country with a climate like Russia's. It is the last that
one would select d priori for the post ; but this is only one of a great
many singularities one meets with. The Cucumber costs the thir.

tieth part of a penny about the Volga
;
perhaps this fact will explain

the anomaly.

THE ARBORETUM.
PLANTING FOR AUTUMNAL EFFECTS.

The beauties of plant life in autumn may be fewer than such as

herald the spring, yet they are none the less acceptable or worthy of

our attentive observation. Nay, rather should we do all that is

possible to lengthen and increase their efiects ; for all that can be

done to make rural scenery in autumn effective, is so much done to

reduce the length of dreary winter. Yet, even in the immediate
vicinity of the mansion or villa, we find little attempted in the way
of planting those trees and shrubs, which, in the closing days of the
leaf's existence, display shades of colour so rich and profusely varied,

a3 to be unequalled at any other season. Why such should be the
case is the more remarkable, considering that while planting for

autumn effect, we may leave the spring beauties undiminished. All
that is required is to keep in view the double object of autumn as
well as spring and summer colouring. This is not to be arrived at
alone by selecting those deciduous trees and shrnbs, which in the
closing stages of their annual leafage, are adorned in shades such as
the greatest painters can only feebly pourtray, but by a judicious
selection, as well, of those that will retain to the latest period their

healthy summer's green. The rage that has existed for Coniferous
and allied trees during the last thirty years, has had something to do
with the mistakes that have been committed, and are still being made
in too many directions. The smaller and more confined the grounds,
the more necessary is it to rely upon the effects produced within a
prescribed space without any assistance from more distant objects, as

in the case of a large domain, where such generally exist to aid the
immediate surroundings. Yet even when Coniferous plants are largely

grown in collections, as where a Pine turn is planted comprising most
of the leading varieties, the space instead of being entirely occupied
by Conifera? and Taxacea), might be the better for a few such trees

as Scarlet Oak, the leaves of which are so finely coloirred ; and Horn,
beam, with its equally fine pale golden garb, habit, and colour, which
contrast so well with the sombre tints of Coniferous trees. In the
spring the Purple Beech is equally effective, as also the Red Acer.
These are only a few of what might with advantage be introduced
into the company of a Pinetum ; the simple necessity being that

sufficient forethought is nsed in planting them in such positions,

relatively to the other trees, as to produce the most telling effects,

and at such distances as neither to interfere with, nor in themselves
be interfered with, by those with which they are associated. This
latter point is one that it might be supposed unnecessary to allude

to, yet in the case of a great deal of planting, it would appear
otherwise ; for, even with trees intended to stand permanently, we
often see them planted, not with a view to the room they will ulti-

mately occupy, but so as to look best for the time being, or under
forgetfulness that thsy ever would get bigger after planting. No
greater error can be committed than this. What can be moro jiro.

voking than to see a couple of trees, alike valuable in themselves, as

also for the position they occupy, standing in such close proximity
as to render the destruction of one of them inevitable P A short time
since I saw a broad walk surrounding a Pinetum, with a row of noble
Deodaras on each side, planted in opposite pairs, and so near that
even the doing away with the walk on which tliey had far encroached,
would only for a few years delay the removal of one-halt of them.
This mistake was evidently traceable to the desire of producing
immediate effect by the position in which they stood in relation to

the walk when first planted ; and this is only one instance in hundreds
that may be seen wherever we happen to turn.

There is another matter of which I would remind those who, with
little discrimination, place reliance upon Coniferous trees for perma-
nent effect in places where their destruction would cause a serious

blank. It is fourteen years since the memorable frost of 1860-61 caused
such havoc amongst numbers of such trees, which seemed likely, from
the countries and elevations they came from, to stand our severest

winters. Yet great numbers of them have since been planted,

although we are pretty certain, sooner or later, to have a recurrence
of such a frost ; and the longer it is before it comes the greater gaps
it is likely to make. Ih park planting little has been done in most
instances to produce autumnal or spring effects, compared with what
it is possible to accomplish by planting in the foreground such trees

and shrubs as produce the best autumn tints. Where the land is

naturally flat, it is in the foreground principally that this colouring
can be introduced ; not so where it has sharp undulations or gradually
slopes towards the eye. In such situations much may be done by plant,

ing on the most elevated spots Oaks, Hornbeam, and Elm ; these are

always effective, but more particularly so when interspersed amongst
considerable breadths of Pines. So associated, their effects are beau,
tiful. Recently a good deal has been said about the effects produced by
planting broad masses together of some particular tree in juxta.

position with similar breadths of others, each distinct in character,

much after the fashion of a patchwork counterpane, made with
extraordinarily large pieces. I feel the greatest reluctance in using
the term unnatural, for it is the fancied vantage ground that every
garden grumbler perches himself upon when he attempts to carry

his argument out of the reach of ordinary mortals
;
yet the whole

routine of cultivation in connection with the vegetable kingdom is

necessarily so different from, and in most cases unavoidably opposite

to. Nature's workings, that to instance Nature's own doings as a
type for us to follow in these matters is simply an absurdity. Where
the land forms a succession of hill and valley, with rugged bluffs and
low sheltered spots, it is quite possible to plant varieties of trees in

masses with good effect, provided very great care is taken that tho

outlines are skilfully managed. In such situations, fine effects of

colour can be produced for all times of the year, as anyone may
judge who has seen some of the work of the late Mr. J. C. Loudon on
the high ground leading from the village of Cheadle to Alton Towers,

the seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury. Yet it is in the immediate
vicinity of the mansion—in the dressed grounds, more properly

speaking— that the finest combination of spring and especially

autumn leaf-colouring can bo produced. Here, with judicious

planting, the different shades of green, brown, yellow, and red

can be so intermixed as to produce the best effects. What a
splendid background the Ailantus grandulosa makes for the deep
red leaves of the snowy Mespilus, which is one of the first to

don its autumn livery, almost making us regret that it is not

so coloured all the season; this, combined with its profuse sheet

of spring inflorescence, makes it one of the best moderate-sized

flowering trees that can be put into the shrubbery. And yet how
many acres of ornamental planting is now done without a -

single Mespilus being introdnced. As to the Ailantus, it seems
strange that this most ornamental tree is not more generally

planted ; it has everything to recommend it, being a good grower,

it is very distinct in foliage, which it wears until late in the season,

and never affected by insects. Here, again, the autumn colours of

the scarlet Oak and the Hornbeam are indispensable, backed up with,

or near to Pinus austriaca and P. Cembra, with any of the varieties of

Spruce or other dense green-foliage tree. The Spanish Chestnut is

also distinctly coloured later on. As a plant for affording intense red
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colouring early in autumn, nothing surpasses the Virginian Creeper

(Ampelopsis hedcracea), trained to stout 10 or 12.feet iron rods with

double-clewed feet inserted in the ground, so as to resist the wind
;

dotted about the shrubbery, it has a fine effect whilst green early iu

the season, and doubly so in its autumn garb. So grown, these dense

columns not only form a beautiful contrast to other things in colour,

but also in form, to the broad sky line of such trees as the Cedar of

Lebanon. One of the most beautiful and intensely coloured-leaved

plants, as well as coming in when most of the others are fallen and
gone, is the Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opulus). It is also well known
as one of onr most effective spring.flowering shrubs ; but it is in the

autumn, when it is more alone, as affording colour, that it is so

valuable ; its miniature Vine-like leaves are then seen to perfection
;

it also retains them longer in their highly-coloured state than most
trees do. It is deserving to be much more extensively planted than it

generally is. At intervals of a score yards on the front of the shrub.

bery it has a charming effect, combined with the dai'k foliage of ever-

greens. The above are a few of the trees and shrubs that, when
used judiciously, are most effective, attracting our attention when
it is less divided than in the gay summer-time's profusion of colours,

which makes ns more indifferent to the merits of individual plants

through the numbers we then have to choose from.

—

Field.

PRUNING ORNAMENTAL TREES.
If you want bushes, not trees, do not prune. If you want trees, not
bushes, let them be trained to a single stem. This remark applies,
however, more to deciduous trees, than to Conifers. Mo.?t of the
latter only push out lateral branches from the lowest part of the stem,
and are thus feathered to the ground, without throwing up more than
one main trunk. But deciduous trees, especially where they have suffi-

cient room, frequently thi-ow up two or three stems which rival each
other, or strong shoots from the lower part of the stems, which become
large branches in time. If the rival stems are not all excised but one,
and if the branches springing low from that stem are not lopped off, no
tree will then be formed, but only a lai'ge bush. Our remarks on
pruning apply only to ornamental trees, and are directed purely to
ornamental ends. The pruning of fruit trees is based on quite
different principles, and is directed towards securing the largest
quantity and best quality of fruit, quite irrespective of elegance of
appearance. The main objects to be secured by pruning are—first,

to develop a handsome and healthy main trunk, which is only 1

1

diverge into branches at a given height from the ground. Where
trees are grown in close proximity to each other, as in woods, Nature
performs the office of denuding the stems of their lower branches.
When in such close contact, want of air and deficiency of light,
combined with the mechanical effect of friction and the natural
tendency of the sap upwards, cause the destruction of all but the
upper limbs of the trees. But whilst in a spacious forest a multitude
of tall branchless trunks, canopied over by foliage high over our
heads, possess a beauty and majesty quite their own, such a feature
in isolated specimens or in small clumps would lose its charm. Itence,
in artificially divesting trees of branches at G, 8, or 10 feet from ihe
ground, you are to have regard to the lateral space you wish them to
occupy, and the aspect which you wish them to present. The second
object in pruning is to obtain a symmetrical shape by lopping off
straggling boughs or branches, clearing part of the shoots that grow
inside the liead when they are too numerous, cutting away all dead
wooil and unhealthy growths, &c. In pruning a tree, cut away the
branch which is to come away close to the trunk, and the bark will
soon " callus " over and cover the scar. In forest-pruning, it is held
th.-it a branch should be amputated at a foot or more from the trunk,
or else the excision will cause knots in the timber. However this
may be as applied to forestry, it cannot apply to the pruning of orna-
mental trees

; for nothing can be uglier than these " snags," as such
projecting old stumps aie called. In training young trees to a stem,
do it by degrees year after year till you have denuded the stem as
high as you wish. Some at once cut away all the lateral branches of
a young tree, except a few at the extreme top of the sapling. Others
do still worse. With a view of forcing an upward growth, they cut
the side branches to within a few inches of the stem, leaving the ugly
snags on to push a few weak twigs next year. The result of this treat-
ment is that the desired upward growth is obtained with a vengeance.
The stem hardly grows in thickness, the sap rises to the few uncut
boughs at the top, and you get a tall, thin, weakly object, that will
never form a tree at all. It becomes what is technically called
" whippy," because it resembles a coachman's long whip, and the
only remedy, if once the young tree has been pruned into that shape,
IS to take it up and plant another in its stead, which you must take
care not to serve in the same manner. It is the growth of the side
branches which promotes expansion in the diameter of the main stem,

and the lower ones must only be removed by degrees, when those

higher np appear sufficiently numerous for the young tree to bear

the loss of the lower ones with impunity. If a young bough shows a

propensity to grow out of place, or to an undue length, so as to

require repression, this may be effected whilst in a young stage of

growth, by simply pinching off its extremity, thus arresting its

further extension. 'The proper time to prune trees is between the

cessation of their growth in autumn and the movement of their sap

in spring. The amputation during summer of the woody parts of

trees is injurious to them in many ways, and in mapy species produces

a copious discharge of sap (termed '• bleeding"), which considerably

weakens them. But the process of trimming hedges, or (where

there is a fancy for such things) clipping evergreens into fantastic

shapes, is performed in summer, as this promotes a second growth
from the parts that are left untouched, which makes the foliage and

spray denser. A. Monguedie.n.

The Mountain Ash.—This, wheu laden with bright scarlet

berries, forms a most conspicuous object in our landscapes. Indeed,

its merits in this respect, are not sufficiently appreciated, for it is

oftenor found growing in out-of-the-way situations than as an orna-

mental tree. Like the Barberry, it delights in a somewhat strong

soil and damp climate. Under such conditions its graceful foliage

is luxuriant and green, and the berries large and bright. I remember
being very much struck with the effect produced by the trees when
in fruit, on one occasion when travelling between Hawick and
Carlisle, in the valley of the Esk. In that locality it seems to be at

home, for I do not recollect seeing such large and brightly-coloured

berries as I saw on these trees, though, no doubt, it would do as well

in any similar situation. The wood is also valuable for many pui'-

poses, so that there is some inducement to plant it. Its effect is

most striking when planted in groups.—S. W. J.

New Lilacs.—These are announced in various quarters, and it

is only surprising that there are not more of them ; for the beauty

of this grand early-flowering shrub is proverbial. Among the new
varieties referred to, Ville de Troye, a dark flowered and late bloom,

ing variety, promises well ; and Rouge ponctue, of very bright colour,

is equally good. Geant des Batailles and de Croncels are both of

them brilliant varieties. The blossoms of Gloire des Monlins are

flosh-coloured, and said to be very fragrant ; while Aline Mocqueris,

of dwarf growth and a very abundant flowerer, may prove extremely

valuable for planting nearer to the front of shrubberies than the

taller growing kinds. Notwithstanding all this wealth of novelty,

one still finds the old kinds—the common broad-leaved (Syringa

vulgaris), and the Persian or narrow-leaved kind (S. persica), being

alone used (with very rare exceptions) in the planting of new shrub-

beries ; even the magnificent and well-known variety, distinguished

as S. Lindleyana, being, as yet, found in very few gardens, though
procurable from any leading nurseryman.

—

Westboub.ne.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TfiEES AND SHRUBS.

A Barren Walnut Tree —Can any correspondent tell mo of some means
to make ii Walnut, tree liear 'f It is of lar(!0 size, about fifty years old, and has
always been very healthy, l)ut has hardly over borne any nuts.—Jackdaw.

A Pretty Combination.—I have just seen a little picture, formed (|nito

accidciilally no iloiibt, but none the less beautiful on that account. It cuusista

of a low bush of Ihc common Strawberry tree (Arbutus Unedo), covered with
its jiearly little berry-like bells, and nearly surrounded by alowhedi;e composed
of Cotoneastcr Siinmondsii, covered with its rich scarlet fruit.—li.

A Hardy Australian Shrub (Leptospermum lanigernm) .—This is one
of the few Australian plants that have proved quite hardy iu England, and
welcome for that, even if it possessed no other merits ; but its fraarrant

glaucous leaves, its abundant white flowers, and copious crop of round, hard
berries, form of themselves sufficient titles to our attention. Wo think that

Leptospermum bullatum will also prove hardy, and we are engaged in experi-

ments to ascertain the fact.

—

Secthfrside Mitnual.

Trees and Lightning.—A violent thunderstorm passed over Versailles in

the beginiiin;; of last mouth, doiu:; considerable damage. M. Berigny (in a
note to the Paris Academy) draws the following conclusions from the efTecta :

1. Wherever lightning, in striking trees, meets neither branches nor knobs,
it descends vertically, making a very distinct and narrow groove, a few centi-

metres m width. 2." When it meets branches, it passes round them successively,

and describes a helicoidal groove. 3. When it meets a strong knob, it stops

suddenly and changes in direction, to go to near conducting bodies, sometimes
in various directions.

Pines on Mountains.—The a<tnlfiicr'> Monlhly states that the Finns
flexilis, which grows on the Rocky Mountains and the Sierras, attains a height

of 130 feet on mountain sides which have an altitude of several thousand feet,

but on the higher and more exposed crests of Mount Shasta and other peaks,

it is reduced to a straggling shrub creeping on the ground. On the large trees

the cones are 5 inches long ; on the reduced ones only 1 or 2 inches. We see

a similar result with our New England trees on the White and other mountains.
At the foot of Mount Washington, the evergreen trees are 60 or 70 feet high,

but an hour's ride up the cloud railway shows the same species as small as
Currant bushes and flat on the rocks.
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A GERMAN CHERRY ORCHARD AND TIMBER-
BUILT DWELLING HOUSE.

Onu beautiful illustration, which is quite a little masterpiece
oC wood engraving in regard to careful definition and high finish,

represents a German farmhouse, with its duck pond and its little

bleaching ground, where pieces of homespun linen are being
spread upon the soft greensward ; it has much the character

of a timber-built English farmhouse of that style of rural archi-

tecture which harmonised very pleasingly with the surrounding
scenery ; the angularity of the black timber work, and its

sharp effects, in connection with the white plaster-work between,

forming a desirable contrast with the soft gradations of colour

and undulating lines of the surrounding landscape. Those
timber and plaster-built dwellings are fast disappearing in

England, even from our most outlying villages in the remoter
parts of the country; and the genteel filtered-down imitations

of them, which the architects of our suburban villas are setting

up in many parts, do not satisfactorily supply their place.

beauty. In some of the eastern provinces, indeed, important
buildings are constructed entirely of wood ; even to railway

stations of large dimensions, and the official buildings of the

smaller towns. This system might be used with advantage in

parts of England, where brick-earth is absent and Oak timber
tolerably plentiful. Split into thin lengths of about 8 inches

in width, after the manner of park palings, such slips of

Oak form a very available material, and almost any kind of

dwelling might be constructed with it. Buildings so con-

structed, as we know by the fresh and sound appearance of

very old park palings, of this material, would be exceedingly

durable; and their grey tone would harmonise well with
the landscape. From the cottage, put together in the

cheapest possible manner, to the spacious shooting box,

rendered ornamental in a variety of ways, timber buildings

of this class might be erected with advantage. Of the

Cherry orchard immediately surrounding the pretty Ger-

man dwelling, it may be observed that Cherry culture in

Timber-built House and Cherry Orcliartl,

In many parts of Germany, however, timber still plays an
important part in the external walls of farmhouses, and
the same ancient custom of colouring the timber black
and the plaster-work white, also prevails, as shown in

our illustration. There, too, however, the old timber-built

manse is destined soon to pass away, and brick or stone,

it is becoming evident, will eventually replace the external

use of timber altogether; but in many parts of Germany
this will be a slow process, for the Pine forests are so far

from being exhausted (as they have long since been with
us)—that wood, as the cheapest possible material, will con-

tinue for a time, in spite of all attempted innovations, to be
largely employed for such purposes. In some of the more
eastern provinces, indeed, wood is used for the roof as well

as the walls, being split pieces of Pine, of about the size and
thickness of tiles, and used exactly as tiles or slates are with us.

With this material, many architectural features are wrought
out in south-eastern Germany with great ingenuity and

cottage and farm gardens is very much neglected with us ;

and yet, wherever it is adopted, it is found to be profitable, to

the extent of paying the rent. H.

A New Source of Indiarubber.—Among the various plants

from which a juice is obtained suitable for the manufacture of India-

rubber, the Sapota MuUeri may be named. This plant is found

abundautly in British Guiana ; but, although its nature has been

long known, from the wood having been very generally employed for

building purposes, and on account of continual attention having been

called to its profusely abundant sap, yet it is only quite recently that

this sap has been utilised for commercial purposes. It appears to have

been Mr. Melville who first suggested to English capitalists the com-

mercial value of the sap of S. Mulleri, in the year 1860 ;
and already

the product is being largely exported under the name of Balatagum.

This discovery is becoming important, as the true Indiarubber plant

is said to be nearly exterminated by the reckless proceedings of greedy

agents.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

Hardy Flowers, Alpine Plants, and the Wild Garden.
When to Cut the Plumes of Pampas Grass.—This Grass pos.

scsses a beauty which reaches far beyond its mere autumnal career in
the garden, a beauty which is, in fact, persistent, that is, provided the
spikes are cut in proper time. Nay, further, 1 am almost disposed to
give it a use and purpose even beyond the mere ornamental—what
more appropriate than to utilise ii in lieu of those bunches of feathers
fortho purpose of removing dust from glasses, paintings, and other
delicate ornaments ? Its soft silky texture, and its length of stem
combined, appear at once to give it an admirable adaptation for such
a purpose. This statement will, no doubt, be met with an assurance
from many that it is liable to tumble to pieces by a gradual process
of disintegration, and its value in this way altogether neutralised.
There is, however, a right timo to cut it, by which this serious dis-
advantage may be altogether avoided. To fix this time as referable
to a week or even a month would be an unwise procedure, so much
depending on the season and also on the locality in which it is grown.
It will, therefore, be better to take its state of development as the
criterion by which to judge ; every day that succeeds the full expan.
sion of the panicle from tho sheathing process in which, in its young
state, it is folded, depreciates, in the first place, the purity of its
silky texture, and, in the second, renders the possible fertilisation of
its flowers, even though perfect seeds may not be developed—a serious
detriment to its value, whether taken from an ornamental or utilitarian
pomt of view. Be it remembered, also, that there is a considerable
difference between the male and female plant; the former,
though the more elegant, is much less persistent in its blossom
than the latter ; hence, the female plant is, by all means, to be pre-
ferred, added to which, the silvery character is much more pro-
nounced. Having said so much about the bloom, let me put in my
veto against cutting away tho foliage after the flowering is over ; this
13 something worse than a piece of vandalism. Not only are its
gracefully recurved lines beautiful, even when coloured with the
autumnal yellow premonitory of decay, but they constitute Nature's
trne protective covering against the snows and frosts of winter ; any
removal of the foliage should be done in spring, when, or rather just
before, fresh growth commences. It should always be remembered that
in its native habitat, frosts and snows are almost unknown ; hence, we
should not only be thankful for the wondrous adaptability with which it
is endowed that enables it to withstand the many vicissitudes of our
northern climate, but also assist Nature by all the means in our power.
The foregoing remarks on the Gynerium, lead me on to say a word or
two about another plant from the southern hemisphere, to which
much of the autumnal gaiety of our garden is indebted—namely,

The Tritoma.—Not unfreqnently have I seen the foliage of this
plant cut off almost close to the ground, leaving the tender'leaves at
the heart bare of all protection, and, this too, at a time when the tissues
are most liable to suffer ; let every leaf be left intact until well on in
the spring, when the sharp upright growth of the newly formed foliage
indicates that vital activity is once more called into action, and then,
and not till then, remove the foliage of the previous season. This is
all the more necessary, seeing that there are Tritomas that flower in
the winter, and, in fact, all winter through. Frequently have I seen the
thick fleshy stems that have laid prostrate on the surface of tho snow
during a severe frost, rise again erect when the weather moderated

;

and, although not so brilliant by any means as the old T. Uvaria, still,
produced in mid-winter, their flowers have a value that fully com-
pensates for any deficiency in colour. It may be interesting to some
of your readers to know whence arises this peculiar habit of winter,
blooming in the Tritomas, and on this matter I think I can throw
some light. Some twenty-five years ago, there were three species in
cultivation, respectively known as Tritoma Uvaria, media, and sar-
mentosa

;
the two former were up to that time to be met with in a

puny half-starved condition, in those conservatories where collections,
rather than selections, were the order of the day ; the latter, a by
no means showy plant, had been relegated to the herbaceous border
(in those days such a border did exist in all places that had any
pretensions to the name of a garden

; possibly its ancient prestige
was warning, for, if I remember, at that timo General Tom Thumb
liad taken the field with his fiery red coat, and not only threatened
but actually did, clear all before him) ; now this plant had two pecu-
lianties the first wheuce tho specific name was derived, consisted
lu the fact, that a shoot or bud was developed from the side
ot each flower.stem, by which means the plant might readily
be increased

;
the second was, that its period of blooming was

so indefinite that it could only be specialised by saying that
It bloomed all the year raund. Let me here ask, do any ot your
readers possess the true old Tritoma sarmentosa ? With mc I

regret to say, it is lost, no doubt it is to be found somewhere in tho
country, and I should much like to possess it once again—possibly
this enquiry may enable me to find out its present location. At tho
time I allude to, when our so-called tender Cape plant was first

turned into the open ground, and first enabled to prove its adapta-
Jiility to our northern climate and soil, it was naturally associated with
its congeners, and, as a cross, the old Tritoma sarmentosa—without
loosing its winter-flowering proclivities—improved in colour and size

to that extent that tho depreciation is usually attributed to a want of
sun to bring out the incaulescent character which the early autumn
blooms of the true Tritoma Uvaria possess. That there are distinct

species so called, beyond the three named, I very much doubt ; I look
upon them as merely variations, sometimes more Uvarian, sonietimes
more sarmentosan in character ; and this, I judge from some forty or
fifty seedlings originally raised and equally divided between the two
parentages. These two plants, viz., the Gynerium and Tritoma,
hold such an important position in the autumn dercoration of our
gardens that I think they are fully entitled to a special indi-

vidualisation in the " weekly calendar." There are but few plants
from the south of the Equator to which the term hardy can be
honestly applied, and, so far as the flower garden is concerned, most
distinctly do these stand in the foremost rank.

—

Jas. C. Nivex,
Botanic Gardens, Hull.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.
The unusually mild weather experienced during the latter part of

Oetolier and the early part of the present month has caused Aubrie-
tias, Primroses, Violets, Forget-me-nots, and similar plants, to very
considerably anticipate their usual time of flowering, and our gardens
may almost be said to be already somewhat gay with spring flowers

;

Grass also continues to grow so much, that the mowing-machine can
hardly yet be disponed with. With the exception of the Oak, the
leaves of most other deciduous trees have fallen, and a thorough
clearing up is necessary, in order to remove worm-casts as well as
fallen leaves ; and, after all this has been done, all lawns and Grass
belts should be well rolled, with a somewhat heavy iron roller, while
the turf is soft and elastic ; and, wherever the surface is to any
extent irregular, the present is a suitable time to rectify such
inequalities. Where little elevations exist, they may be, to some
extent, forced down by the use of a heavy rammer, or turf-beater,

and the turf should be removed from depressions, and soil should be
introduced to raise them to the proper level, replacing the turf as soon
as this is done ; but, wherever considerable irregularity of surface
exists, it is then advisable to carefully remove the turf altogether, and
make the surface from which it has been taken perfectly level ; and
it can hardly, indeed, be rendered too solid. As soon as this has been
done, let the turf be re-laid, beating it well down with a heavy turf,

beater, occasionally rolling it during winter and spring when
the weather will permit. Finish the planting of Snowdrops,
Crocuses, Anemones, Tulips, Squills, and similar bulbons plants.
The herbaceous ground, too, should now have a thorough cleaning,
cutting down and removing all decayed stalks, together with the
remains of annual flowers ; Dahlia tnbers, and the bulbs of the
various kinds of Gladioli should also now betaken up, and, after being
well dried, stored out of the reach of frost. Wherever improvements
and alterations are in hand such work should now be pushed forwai'd
with all possible despatch, as the present mild damp weather ia

exceedingly favourable for tho transplanting of trees and shrubs, as
well as for the re-laying of turf, and of Box and other edgings. Many
trees and shrubs may be readily increased by layering their lower
branches, and the present is a suitable time for performing that
operation. In cases where this may have been done about this time
last year, snch layers, will generally now bo well rooted and should
be removed from the stools, trimmed into form, and planted out in

lines in the nursery ground, or wherever they may be required.
This is a somewhat critical period for recently struck cuttings of

Pelargoniums, and other bedding plants, and it may, in some instances,

be quite necessary to assist partially.rooted cuttings with a littlo

artificial heat, especially in the case of the various variegated and
tricolor Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, the dwarf variety of the Agcratura
(Imperial Dwarf), and tho various Coleuses and Alternantheras, while
the Fuchsia, Verbena, Lobelia, and several other kinds of bedding
plants, being more hardy, may, if fairly rooted, be allowed to remain
for some timo longer ia cold pits or frames.—P. Ghieve, Ci'l/ord,

Bury St. Edmunds.
Boses.

The question is often asked, " what Roses can I plant against my
garden walls, which I want to look green as well as gay with flowers.

Many varieties of Roses are evergreen, and in mild winters, with
careful training, will cover a wall and look as neat as Ivy. It is

not, however, advisable to use evergreen Koses altogether for wall,

covering, as they only flower once, and then all ia blank, with the
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exception of green foliage for the season. The best plan is to intermix
with some of the freo-tiowering climbing Hybrid perpetuala, Bour-
bons, Noisettes, and Teas, allowing the evergreen varieties to form
the groundwork. Thus, instead of a blaze of beauty for a month or

so, tho llowering season will be prolonged from June till October,

and if the autumn is mild they will last even np to Novembei-.
For wall decoration, of this kind, prepare the ground well

before planting. The evergreen kinds should stand about 7 feet

apart, so as to allow 2 feet for free-floweriug varieties. The
best of the evergreen Roses are the following—Myrianthes,
Felicite perpetuelle, yellow ',Banksian, Fortunei, spectabilis. Princess
Louise, Princess Marie, Donna Maria, BauksiMfiora, and Ophirie.

Of Perpetuals, use General Jacqueminot, Jules Margottin, Mare-
chal Vaillant, Princess Louise Victoria, Princess Mary of Cam.
bridge, Glory of Waltham, Duchess of Sutherland, Prince Camille
de Kohan, Anna Alexieff, Sir J. Fasten (Bourbon), Climbing
Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, and Mareohal Niel (Teas). It is

best, if possible, to wire or cover a wall with lattice work, on which
to train such Roses. Continue to get on with new plantations, and
remove any beds of Roses that require moving this month. Protect
all pot Roses from frost. Examine all Roses under cover ; use a
little sulphur where mildew still exists, and remove all bad foliage.

It is best to dip or wash Roses that have been prepared for forcing
this month, with some Gishnrst compound, and if the pots are full

of worms, use lime-water. Put a good sized knob of unslacked lime
in four gallons of water

;
pour off the clear water, and use that

for the purpose. It drives out the worms, and does not harm the
Roses.—H. G.

Indoor Plant Department.
Chrysanthemums, placed amongst plants of an evergreen character,

at certain distances apart, and properly arranged as to colours, give
conservatories quite a gay appearance. Some of the Acacias are
already beautifully in bloom, and even Fuchsias, planted in indoor
borders, are yet well famished with flowers. Those trained to rafters,

and the bulk of pot-grown plants at rest, should be cut in. Zonal
Pelargoniums that were in pots all summer, and from which the
flower-spikes were pinched during the autumn, should now be sub-
jected to a moist warm temperature, in order to make them flower
freely. Those which bloomed in early summer, and which were cut
back early in July or the 1st of August, will come nicely into flower
about Christmas, if placed in an intermediate temperature. Camellias
and other evergreen plants still require water in considerable quan-
tities. They should not, however, be deluged with it, but kept
moderately moist. Some of the Tea plants in cool parts of conserva-
tories are beginning to form dwarf evergreen bushes, and produce
a profusion of pretty white Orange-like flowers. Dutch bulbs
from the earliest potting are rapidly advancing, and should be
kept in a moderate temperature. Succession ones should be
kept under the stages of cool airy houses, plunged overhead amongst
Cocoa-nut fibre. Cypripedium insigue, and a few other cool-house
Orchids, should be introduced to the warmest part of conserva-
tories ; whilst Heaths, Mesembryauthemums, &o., should be kept in
the coolest positions. In stoves a temperature should be maintained
of 60° at night, with a rise to 70^ by means of sunheat ; the atmo-
sphere, also, should be kept a little moist, as considerable injury is

often done to both stove plants and Orchids by too dry an atmosphere
in winter. During fine sunny weather the plants should be syringed
about mid-day, in order that they may be quite dry before night sets
in. Achimenes, Gloxinias, Caladiums, and herbaceous Begonias
should be placed on their sides under stages, so as to be kept dry.
Some of the Tydasas should be cut back and placed on shelves, but
not kept absolutely dry. Torenia asiatica, one of the prettiest and
most easily grown of stove plants, is in full beauty, and when grown
in a basket suspended from the roof is very effective. Water Lilies,

in some cases, should be cut over, so as to induce them to go to rest,

and their room should be occupied by young Marantas and similar
plants. Shoots of Stephanotis, Dipladenias, AUamaudas, &c., should
be spread out immediately below the glass in order to ripen
the wood. Ixoras recently potted should be plunged in a little

bottom-heat to induce fresh root action. Francisceas are coming
prettily into bloom, and should be set on pots, above the level

of the other plants, in order to show their beauty off to advan-
tage. Some of the plants not wanted to flower so early should be
removed to a cooler house. The different varieties of jiEschynauthus
are still gay, and form useful ornaments for baskets. Plants of

Eucharis amazonica should now be subjected to a brisk bottom-heat,

and have abundance of water, in order to induce them to flower.

Plants of Euphorbia jacquinifeflora should also be liberally watered,
and kept near the glass, in a brisk, moist, temperature. E. splendens
and Bojeri look well, either on trellises or as wall climbers. They
should be kept in intermediate houses and comparatively dry. Plants
of Curcumas should be gradually dried off. The stems and leaves of

Gloriosa auperba are now decaying, and the pots as soon as the bulbs

are ripe, should be stored away like Caladiums.

Indoor Fruit Department.

The selection of varieties of Vines for renewing old, or for forming
new, plantations in spring is an important matter which should not

be neglected about this time. There is now such a variety of Grapes
to prodncG fruit throughout tho entire year that little difficulty will

be experienced in choosing such kinds as will be suitable at any
desired time and under all circumstances. The aim of the amateur
cultivator should be to select such varieties as succeed best with the

least attention. That many sorts succeed where others fail is often

enough exemplified ; Muscats, for instance, are not sorts which
amateurs should plant, if success is expected to be attained with
little care, or such as* they can generally afford. As a black Grape,

the old and well-tested Black Hamburgh is the best kind for amateurs
to grow. It requires little more care than an ordinary green-house

or window plant ; it can be grown and ripened in perfection in

favourable localities throughout the summer in any glazed structure

without the assistance of fire heat—a matter well worth consideration

now-a-uays. Many kinds should not be planted in any one house for •

the mere sake of variety, as intermixtures are seldom productive of

good results in the case of every sort. Those who only possess one

house will do well to confine their selection to such varieties as suc-

ceed along with the Black Hamburgh. Amongst these Duke of

Buccleuch, Buckland Sweetwater, Royal Muscadine, and Foster's

White Seedling are the best. The first-named is an especially suit-

able companion for tho Hamburgh. These varieties will supply fruit

for at least five months of the year, that is, from June to tho

end of October, with very little trouble. Where only two Vineries

exist, the second should be planted with late varieties to succeed

those just named. For this purpose Black Alicante, Black

Lady Downes, Gros Colman, and Gros Guillaume, are the best

black sorts, among which preference should be given to the first

two ; as whites. White Lady Downes, Trebbiano, and the true

Syrian are good sorts. Where a great many Vineries have to be
plantsd, each variety should have a house to itself. The Esperione,

which is one of the hardiest of all Grapes, does well in low ground
Vineries. I may mention that in ordering good Grapes never wait

until the last moment, as, where orders are executed in rotation, early

ones have the best chance, as far as selection is concerned. Many
prefer seeing and choosing their own Vines, and in such cases those

with short-jointed nut-brown wood, little pith, and strong prominent
eyes should be selected. Keep the ventilators of Vineries, in which
Grapes are still hanging, quite close during damp wet days, and as

the nights are now cold and damp, no air should then be admitted.

Do not apply fire heat at night, unless the thermometer falls below
35°. See that no leaves or other matter likely to harbour or promote
damp are allowed to remain in the same house in which Grapes are

hanging. Coverings of mats or any woollen substance, should now be
kept in readiness, for covering over the lights of Pine pits, when the

nights are very cold; this not only saves firing, but is of great benefit

to the Pines, as nothing is more trying or debilitating to their constitu-

tion than being subjected to a powerful fire heat.—J. Mum, Cloven-

fords.
Hardy Fruits.

Transplanting fruit trees has a tendency to cure sterility, and root-

pruning is partial transplantation. The root is shortened, and, in

virtue of that, its character and position are altered. The result of

root-pruning is new roots and new root-runs, and in so far as it

provides the latter, it is virtually a transplanting process ; but we
may also elect to transplant rather than root-prune. An examina-

tion of the state of tho roots, may counsel a change of place and of

food, and not a reduction of the number of roots. Roots made far

from the surface are generally much different in character and in

function from those formed near to it. Hence a tree may often be
led into fertile habits, by simply raising its roots nearer the surface.

Roots go instinctively where they will, if let alone. Encourage them
to the surface by good food, and they will, as a rule, mount there

after it, and abide and thrive amongst it. But worry them with other

roots, or by deep-digging for other crops, and down they go. In all such

cases the cultivator is bound to right the wrong he has done by
bringing the roots up again—that is, by transplanting. The practice

is mostly a cure for sterility for a time ; but, if digging and cropping

are again indulged in, the transplanting will need repeating again

and again. Having brought up the roots, they should then be
encouraged to remain near the surface, by leaving their bit of earth

wholly to themselves. Nothing can exceed the short-sightedness of

refusing to our fruit-trees a bit of ground wholly for the use of their

roots. We build walls at great cost, skim meadows, and incnr other

heavy expenses in fruit-tree culture, and then spoil all for a
crop of early Peas, Cauliflowers, or Potatoes, that any raised
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bank or warm border would have grown as well or better.
It is hardly worth while inducing fertility in trees through
raising their roots near the surface, unless we are to let them
remain there. One primary object of transplanting is to place
the roots wholly in fresh soil. It is quite possible to remove
the old and provide fresh material without changing the place of the
tree

;
this transplants the roots, though the tree may occupy the

same position as before. A tree may grow pretty freely and lack the
power of fruit.bearing; but, place the roots in a good medium, and
fertility follows, as a matter of course. This may also be done with
very little root.pruning if skilfully and cautiously set about, and the
roots in the new root.rnn will recoup the loss incident to their
destruction in a few months, and will hasten to multiply roots on all
sides that will take short cuts to fertility.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.
The mild autumn so far, which we have had, has been favourable

to late-planted Lettuces and Endive ; therefore, if ordinary precau-
tions are taken to protect them from frost—and it does not require
a very severe frost to injure Lettuce when full of growth—there
will be for some time an abundant supply of salading. It often
happens that there is a scarcity of good Lettuce after Christmas,
from January till March, but that is a void it is not at all difficult to
fill, if a pit can be spared now, with a hot-water pipe running along
the front of it. If the pit has been used for Melons or Cucumbers,
stir up the bed, or add a little fresh material to it ; that will furnish
a bttle bottom-heat by which the difficulty of supplying good crisp
Lettuces in February may be easily surmounted. Select°plants from
the sowing made about the end of September ; the Bath Cos is as
good as any for the purpose, but there is no occasion to depend
altogether upon one kind. Plant rather thickly, say about 6 inches
apart, as, when the leaves meet, the largest heads may be tied up
for use. About 6 inches in depth of any light rich soil will do in
which to grow them; and the hot-water pipe will, without
allowing it to get very hot, keep the air in motion, and
maintain a healthy growing atmosphere, in which mildew will
not easily effect a lodgment. This is the best, and in fact
the only rebable way in our climate of producing good Lettucesm February. When the leaves will part readily from the crowns of
Sea Kale, preparations may be made for forcing it, whenever it is
desirable. It will force easily in the Mushroom.house, or in any
other dark place, where a temperature of 55^ or 60' can be main-
tained, and where the air can be excluded ; or it may be forced where
It grows, by covering with pots and fermenting materials ; both systems
have their advantages, and under certain given circumstances, both
may be adopted. If the produce is required early, and it is decided
to take the roots up to force, they should be lifted and just the
longest ends cut off, which may be reserved for planting again in
spnng and be laid in close together on the north side of a hedge or
fence, from whence they may in suitable quantities, at intervals, be
taken for forcing. On the approach of cold weather, observe, how-
ever, to cover them with litter, in order to keep the frost out. Rhubarb
also, may be forced in much the same way. Medium-sized roots are
best

;
they should be taken up as carefully as possible, and on no

account should largo roots be divided or cut about more than is abso-
lutely necessary. Rhubarb-roots may bo forced set closely together
on a floor in any warm place, with only just sufficient soil to fill up the
mterstices between them. Do not let the present mild weather deter
us from making preparations for frost ; as it may now come at any
time, have protecting materials ready for anything that may require
covering

;
and as everything, in consequence of the mild growin"-

weather, is gorged with sap, if sharp frost should set in, rather more
care than usual will be necessary to keep all safe. There are various
ways of protecting Broccoli, such as opening a trench on the
north side of the plants, then placing a fork or spade on
the south side, heeling them over carefully, and banking up
the stems with earth ; the upper part of the stems, where the
Heart springs from, is the most tender part of the plant, and that
where protection is most required. Where the plants have had
plenty of room to grow, say from 3 to i feet between the rows, and
where there is, consequently, room to get in amongst them with the
spade without injuring their foliage to bank the soil well up the
stems. It will be a very great protection, and will not injure them inany way, whatever the character of the season may be. They may
also, when frost sets in, have Fern or litter placed between them, and
a little scattered lightly over them, but the latter should be removedwnen the frost is over, or the plants, or a portion of them, may be
taken up witn balls and planted in a more sheltered place. It should,
nowever, always bo borne in mind that any check of this kind now
tends to reduce the size of the heads. The largest Turnips may bo
taken up to be prepared for frost ; but the Black Stone will stand a
good deal of frost without injury.—E. Hodday.

•THE YOSEMITE VALLEY.
Leaving Mariposa, our party, seven in number, thoroughly enjoyed
the forest ride up the Chouchilla Creek, over the Divide, and down
nearly 3,000 feet to the end of the stage road, ttie famous ranch of Clark
and Moore, on the South Merced, a lovely, lonely, piney, primitive place
The Mariposa grove of big trees is about six miles from Clark's, up
a trail somewhat rough, but leading through forests of great beauty.

Many of the Pines along our way were of imposing breadth and height,

but the first regular Sequoia gigantea we came upon was lying prone
upon the earth, that had j-ielded to him when he fell almost as the
sea gives place to the hull of a great ship. Grander and grander
they grow, these sombre Titanic shapes, the longer you linger

and look ; and you feel that you will never quite pass out from the

solemnising shadow that fell on you like that of the great

past. Early the next morning we were mounted and away—eager
for the Yosemite. We dined at Paragoy's the new half-way house.

A few miles further, and we were on Inspiration Point, looking down on
the mighty Mecca of our pilgrimage—an awful depth, whose vastness ia

wedded to unimagined brightness and loveliness ; a sight that appalled

while it attracted ; a sublime terror ; a beautiful abyss, the valley of

the shadow of God. It seemed to me as I gazed that here was
Nature's last, most cunning hiding-place for her utmost sublimities,

her rarest splendours. Here she had worked her divinest miracles,

with water and sunlight—lake, river, cataract, cascade, spray, mist,

and rainbows by the thousand. There were arched and pillared

rocks, so massive, so immense, it seemed they might have
formed the foundation walls of a continent, and domes so vast,

they seemed like young worlds, rounding out of chaos. By this trail

you enter the valley near the Bridal Veil ; and beautiful Pohono had
dressed herself royally in rainbows to receive us. The sight of this

fall, in the height of its summer glory, and the surpassing loveliness

of the valley through all the five miles that remained for us to ride,

charmed away fatigue. We forded countless streams, cold as

enow and bright as sunshine; we passed through forests of blooming
Azaleas and sweet Wild Roses and wondrous Ferns, grand natural

parks of Oak and Cedar, groves and avenues of Locusts and Pines

—

indeed, of all sorts of trees, for the variety of foliage in the valley is

wonderful. The Yosemite Falls proper, the entire descent of which is

over 2,600 feet, are immediately in front of the Hntchings' Hotel, on
the north side of the valley. Of course, from below you can see

nothing of the Y'osemite Creek. It looks as though it was a cataract

from the start, born of the sky and the precipice. The roar of this

king of waterfalls, in his grandest times, has a singular dual character
—there is the eternal monotone, always distinct, though broken in upon
by irregular crashes and booms, like gusty thunder 'The

scene at the hotel on the morning of my second day was something
memorable. The grounds and piazzas swarmed with tourists and
guides, all demanding animals .at once to make the excursions of

Glacier Point or the Vernal and Nevada Falls. The more fortunate

part, who got horses early, went to Glacier Point ; others went to

Nevada Falls, and had dinner there, and in the midst of it were called

out of doors by the thunder of a great stone avalanche, which came
down from the Cap of Liberty, and almost buried the hotel, and
covered them with dust. They thought it was an earthquake,

and wouldn't have missed it for anything. The rest of us finally

straggled on one by one for the Bridal Veil, some on foot, some on
horseback. Some of us found the place, others got lost.

The party that got lost had the lunch basket. Glacier Point is

on the south side of the Valley, 3,700 feet above the meadows. It

is the point that gives you the finest comprehensive view of thj

Valley—especially of its upper waterfalls and rocks—with vast

views of the High Sierra. All the great heights were pointed

out to us—Mount Hoffman, Mount Lyell, Mount Dana, Mount Clark,

and Mount Starr King. The vast view, from Glacier Point is the

despair of poetry and art. Certainly its grandeur can never be
compassed by the grandest sweep of human language. It is glory

that must be soeu ; it is sublimity that must be felt ; it is the

"exceeding great reward" that must be toiled for. In our return

journey we stopped at the Big Trees near Murphy's. The groves

contain nearly a hundred of the giants. The tallest now standing is the
" Keystone State," 325 feet. Y'ou drive past the stump and a section of

the trunk of the immense tree felled several years ago. It was in its

prime—only about 1.300 years old—and sound to the heart. Its fall

shook the grove, as Caisar's fall shook Rome. It took half-a-dozen men
with pump-augurs and wedges twenty-two days to do the dreadful deed.

Over the stump is built a pavillion, dedicated to religious services,

political meetings, dancing and tea parties. It is 32 feet in diameter.

There is one dead tree yet standing, called the " Mother of the Forest."
" Grant " is a solid, stately tree, 261 feet high. It seems perfectly sound
and may stand a good 500 years, unless flayers, choppers, and augurs

prove too much for it. The South Calaveras Grove contains more than

a thousand Sequoias of stupendous size. Grace Greenwood.
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THE FR U IT GARDEN.
HUGE BUNCHES OF GRAPES.

Of the marvellous clusters of Grapes grown by Mr. Hunter,
at Lambton Castle, we are enabled, through the courtesy of
Mr. David Thomson, to reproduce the representations which
appeared in Tin' Ganlencr. The Vine which produced the largest

cluster was struck from an eye in 1869. It bore six bunches
the second year after planting, one of which Mr. Hunter staged
in his first-prize collection iu 1872. It bore eight bunches in

1873, one of these being the heaviest black Grape shown at

Manchester, which weighed 13 lb. 4 oz. ; while the smallest of

the other seven weighed 41b.

This year it has borne five

bunches, one (fig. 1) 21 lb.

12 oz., one of 11 lb. 2 oz., of

faultless symmetry, and the
remaining four weighing
13 lb. 13 oz. In the same
house grew a Vine of

Raisin de Calabre, which
bore a cluster (fig. 2) weigh-
ing 16 lb., and five others

scarcely less ; and there

were also immense Treb-
bianos of from 10 lb. to

12 lb., Gros Guillaume of

from 141b to 16 1b., very
large Muscats, and Poster's

Seedling of immense size

and splendid quality. Mr.
David Thomson assures us
that the cluster of Black
Hamburgh which weighed
21 lb. 12 oz. was not
" brought about from fascia-

tion or from the fusion of

several bunches into one by
natural grafting," he having
inspected the bunch on two
different occasions, and
found it to be what gar-

deners term one distinct

and separate " show " or

bunch, with a main stem
perfectly round, like any
ordinary bunch, free from
any fasciation or " natural

grafting," as has been in-

sinuated. All are aware
that Black Hamburgli
bunches assume all sorts of

shapes, even on the same
Vine. This was strikingly

exemplified in the case of

the Vine at Lambton.
They sometimes come with-

out any shoulders worthy
the name ; at other times

they have shoulders nearly

as largo as the body of

the bunch. The bunch in

question was as remark-
able for its curious shape

as for its size, but it was
one bunch, and the largest and heaviest yet grown. As to

soil, it is the same sort that had been used for Grapes before

these Vines were planted. It is a strong holding material ; the

Vines are grown at somewhat between 3 and 4 feet apart, up a

long rafter of a 22 feet wide lean-to Vinery. The Vines are

allowed to carry a very full complement of lateral growth and
foliage, are very copiously watered and fed, and are remarkably
strong and thick in the bole for their age. It is useless to

suppose that as these Vines get older they will continue to

bear such large bunches ; but, fine as they are in berry now,
we predict, if nothing happens to them, that they will improve
in size of berry if they decrease in size of bunch.

(1) Black Hamburgli. (2) Raisin de Calabre.

PEARS WORTH GROWING.
The following ia a select and comparatively limited list of the Pears
best worth cultm'e, with a brief description of each, and some advice
as to the care which each variety specially demands. I have been
careful to name no varieties which do not possess nndoiibted merit
with respect to quality, productiveness, and size. If a few of very
small dimensions are found among them, they are either kinds which
ripen at a time when others are scarce, or varieties in which small,
ness of size is amply made np for by the possession of some indis-
putable good quality. I do not condemn all other kinds not named
herein, but have made a long-atndied selection from among the best.
I have followed, as far as possible, the natural order of the ripening
of the fruit, first grouping together those that ripen in the same

month; and, in the second
place, arranging them in each
month according to their re-

spective early or late times of
ripening.

July.

July brings us Pears once
more. They are not yet such
fruit as we shall gather in
September and October, which
will have acquired every per-
fection of quality and size, and
the reason is very simple—the
first fruits of summer have but
little time to grow and ripen

j

those of autumn are longer
nourished by the sap, enjoy for
a longer time all the happy
influences of heat and light,

and have fall time to come
slowly to perfection ; they are
not hurried in any way. How-
ever, July Pears are not defi-

cient in merit. In May and
June we had nothing but the
dry and leathery remnants of
last year's crop, and now we
have a supply of fresh, juicy,
acidulous fruit, which deserves
a hearty welcome from us. It
is objected against these early
fruits that they keep hardly
any time, and the charge is

partly true, but we must also
confess that we are ourselves
somewhat to blame in the
matter. People generally do
not know how summer fruits
should be gathered ; they wait
until they turn yellow and fall,

and then they set to briskly to
collect them, but they are too
late. The prudent gatherer
makes several gatherings at
different times; before the
Pears are quite ripe he plucks
a certain number, those that
are most advanced, generally
those on the lower parts of the
tree

; a few days afterwards he
comes to those in the middle,
and finally, some time later on,
he gathers all the remainder.
Adopt this plan ; choose a fine

day, when the fruit are not
damp, and you will find that

July Pears will keep longer than ia generally supposed. The fol.

lowing four kinds we can recommend :

Sumraer Doyenne. -May be grown in all forms, but produces
the largest fruit when grafted ou the Pear-stock. Gather at different

times, and always before the fruit turns yellow ; otherwise, they will

decay rapidly.

Beurre Griffard.—The best of the early summer Pears. It never
succeeds on the Quince-stock ; but on the Pear, and planted in good
soil, it bears freely and plentifully, sometimes iu the beginning of
the month, and often ripens in the middle of August. A handsome
and good sort. Gather as before.

Citron des Carmes.—This is welcome, as being the earKest Pear
—the fruit that in the beginning of the month will adorn your table
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with its handsome delicate green. If you wish to enjoy its best

flavour, you must not allow it to hang on the tree till it turns yellow.

It does best when grown as a standard in an open airy position ; is

vigorous, and an abundant bearer. Gather the fruit at different

times.
Jargonelle.—Grown in an open airy position as a standard on

a Pear.Btock, this Pear will soon repay whatever outlay has been

made for it. Gather at different times before it is fully ripe, and eat

it immediately, if yon want to enjoy its best flavour.

August.

Another month—no insignificant fraction of the year !—and our

fruits are already increasing in size. At the end of the month, the

difference is quite remarkable. Be as careful in gathering as before,

and use the same method. Four more varieties.

Bergamotte d'Ete.—An old-fashioned Pear, which has been

somewhat neglected, but unjustly so. It is said to become mealy,

but this only occurs when it has been permitted to remain too long

on the tree. It should be gathered at intervals, and while green ; if

allowed to turn yellow, it becomes insipid. When grown in any

of the larger forms, it should bo grafted on the Pear-stock, if a

vigorous specimen is desired ; if not, any other form will suit it ; it

adapts itself readily to all. For standards, the ground should be well

manured. It is a very productive variety, and if grafted on Quince,

should bo pruned close.

Monsallard.—An excellent Pear, which has the good quality of

keeping well for a summer fruit, and may be allowed to remain on

the tree until it begins to turn yellow. May be grown in any form,

and is very productive.

De I'Assomption.—A new Pear, not more than five years

introduced, but one which we very strongly recommend as furnishing

the connoisseur with a splendid dessert, and the grower with an

article for market that will bring him in a large percentage on his

outlay. It has a superior flavour, and is of large size—a quality rare

at this time of the year ; in addition to this, it keeps well. The tree

is vigorous, and a good bearer. As a pyramid, it does better on the

Pear-stock than ou the Quince.

Williams's Bon Chretien.—Introduced nearly a hundred years

ago—a good old age!—and, as yet, not a symptom of degeneration !

This would be the pearl of summer fruits if it had not that strong

musky flavour, which everybody does not like. This, however, may
be considerably mitigated by gathering the fruit somewhat earlier

;

and, if it loses any of its good qualities thereby, it will still have quite

enough left. We need hardly advise you to gather the fruit at inter,

vals, otherwise you will never be able to enjoy the entire crop in a

sound state, for it decays very rapidly. Does best as a pyramid on
the Pear-stock.

September.

This month is so rich in fruits, that it is necessary to limit our

desires in making a restricted selection. Abundance renders us fasti,

dious, so we must enter on our list only those fruits that are pre.

eminent in quality, and those trees that are very productive and of

easy culture. We give seven varieties, which will satisfy most of

these requirements. It must be observed that it is now becoming
more difficult toparticulai-ise the exact time of ripening, as we find it

either hastened or retarded according to the soil, climate, or tempera-

ture of the year, and mode of culture employed. Sometimes certain

sorts will be ripe in the end of August, which, under different coudi.

tions, may be found green at the beginning of October. Tour own
observation will be necessary here.

Beurre d'Amanlis.—This excellent fruit may be enjoyed at

the commencement of September. Gather at intervals, and do not

allow it to hang until it is fully ripened, if you wish to keep it. This

advice applies to almost all the fruits of this period. Does well as a
standard, but must bo planted where it will be sheltered from the

winds. It is also adapted for almost any other form ; but its wide,

spreading straggling branches hinder it from making a good pyramid.

It is hardy, very vigorous, oven on the Quince.stock, and bears

abundantly.
Flemisli Beauty (Pondanto des Bois).—This has long been

known under the name of Beurre Spence, and has also had many
other appellations. It is rather vigorous, and does well as a pyramid.
The only fault which can be laid to its charge is, that it ripens, per.

haps, rather fast. It should, consequently, bo well looked after, and
carefully gathered at intervals.

Doyenne deMerode (Doyenne Bonssoch, sometimes erroneously
called Beurre de Morode).

—

\ very productive kind, but often deficient

in vigour, unless it is grafted on the Pear-stock, on which it may be
grovvn satisfactorily in any form.

Beurre Buperfin.—It is generally a mistake to give fruits a
high.sounding name. This is not the case in the present instance,
for the Pear of Goubault has well maintained its early promise.

Not yet twenty.five years introduced it has made its way and

achieved an excellent reputation. Most productive when grafted on

the Pear-stock ; it is a vigorous grower, hardy and prolific, and makes
an excellent standard or pyramid.

Beurre Hardy.—Introduced about the same time as the pre-

ceding, it rivals it in the excellence of its fruit, and surpasses it in

the qualities of fertility and of forming fine wood loaded with fruit,

buds, suiting all climates, and adapted for all forms, but bearing off

the p.^lm for the splendid pyramids which it exhibits. In a word, it

is one of the best fruits as well as one of the best trees. And yet,

see what a task is ours ! Neither Beurre Hardy nor Benrro

Suporfin are to be seen on the frnit.stalls which display such fine

specimens (or, rather, such poor specimens) of inferior varieties.

These two Pears (Beurre Superfin and Beurre Hardy) are hand,

some, fine, nay exquisite, and yet many who are fond of Pears do

not even know their names.

Beurre Gris (Brown Beurre).—This old Pear, which is more
frequently called " Beurre " for shortness, the Buerre par excellence,

the type of good melting Pears. Always good, it is, unfortunately,

rather tender, and, as an exposed aspect does not suit its constitu.

tion, it will require the concentrated heat afforded by a wall. It

does tolerably well on the Quince stock, but in most cases it succeeds

much better when grafted on the Pear. The fruit is generally of a
grey colour when grafted on the Pear and on vigorous stocks ; in

other cases it assumes a yellowish.brown tint, the parts e.xposed to

the sun becoming bright red.

Louise Bonne of Jersey (Louise.Bonne d'Avranches).—
Introduced eighty years ago ; everybody knows this handsome
elongated fruit, which displays its fine crimson colour in charming
contrast to its green foliage. Nothing surpasses the effect of those

long cordons of it which we see on our walls, or encircling door.ways
and windows like climbing Rose trees. Nothing surpasses the quality

of the fruit, which, moreover, ripens very gradually and keeps well.

This is not all ; the tree is suited for every form, grows as it ought
to do, almost forms pyramids of itself, is hardy, and, on the Pear.

stock, makes remarkably fine standards. Its blossoms, also seldom
suffer during late frosts.

Seigneur d'Esperen (Pondante d'Automne). ^ A delicious

Pear. Tree vigorous and very productive.

October and Beginning of November.

We find here some slow-ripeners of last month. We are now in

the middle of autumn, and getting richer and richer, in varieties

at least ; there must be a limit to everything, and the quality of the
Pears we have already named cannot be surpassed. The following

are half-a-score of the best.

Beurre d'Apremont (Beurre Bosc.)—We bow to the decision

of Pomologists, but, to tell the truth, we regret the substitution

of this name for the old one of Beurre Bosc, a name venerated by
gardeners. It is moderately vigorous, but very productive ; suited

for all forms, but often does badly when grafted on the Quince. The
fruit has the good quality of ripening gradually, and remaininga long
time on the tree. Do not on any account confound this with tlie

Galebasse Bosc.

Marie Ijouise.—There are trees of splendid appearance whoso
fruits are not worth speaking of, and the same may be said of a great
many members of almost every family ; but, in this instance, the
reverse is the case. Here we have branches growing irregularly, and
not much to please the eye, but these deficiencies are amply redeemed
by the superior quality of the fruit. Does best wheu grafted on the
Peai'.stock.

Beurre Dumon.—Another fine fruit, very little known, but sure
to make its way. It is very productive, and forms particularly good
pyramids. It does well, moreover, in any form, and wo shall be happy
if we succeed in making it better known.

Van Mons.—Named by M. Leon Leclerc, in honour of the distin.

guished Belgian pomologist. We have already remarked, that all trees

do not succeed in all soils indifferently ; like ourselves they have
capricious constitutions : therefore, if we do not want to be without
certain excellent fruits, let us indulge the trees with their pi-oper

reciuirements. In the case of the Van Mons, unless under very
exceptional circumstances, we should never graft it on Quince unless

we wish to have a consumptive subject to nurse afterwards. Wo
must use tho Pear-stock, or else have recourse to intermediate graft,

ing. This is effected by interposing another graft .between the stuck
and the variety we wish to grow. It is employed when the stock

does not supply sufficient vigour to the desired variety, and in this

case we first graft on the stock some vigorous kind, such as the Vicar
of Winkfield, the Jaminette, or the Conseiller de la Cour, and when
this is well established we graft on it the variety which we desire to

grow. To this the intermediate graft communicates its native vigour
and the result is usually most satisfactory ; with tho Van Mons it
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has proved very much so. You see a frait.grower ia not without

ingenuity. When you have treated your Van Mons in this way you
will have a productive tree which is sure to supply you with excellent

fruit, whether grown against a wall with an eastern aspect, or in

any of the smaller forms.

Doyenne Gris (Red Doyenne).—This would have been better

named Doyenne Rous, as, like all fruits of a rod colour, it is only grey

when it is not ripo. An old-established fruit, with all I he qualities of the

white Doyenne, of which it is a variety, and to which it sometimes

reverts ; however, it ia a better keeper and a better fruit on the

whole. Does best on a wall.

Ne plus Meuris (Beurro d'Anjon).—An odd name to a very

fine fruit. Grow it in any form you like, it answers well for all ; but,

for the larger forms, it almost always does best on the Pear-stook.

In any form it bears abundantly, and ripens from the end of October

to the end of November.
Soldat Laboureur.^—An excellent fruit, which, like the last,

ripens from the end of October to near the beginning of December.

Some people lay to its charge a very serious fault, namely, that it

soon falls from the tree, but, for our part, we have never known this

to be the case.

Doyenne du Cornice.—A Pear of the very first quality,

native of Anjou, and scarcely twenty years introduced. When we
have occasion to describe the different good qualities of the fruit, we
are invariably obliged to make use of some superlative ; indeed,

its superior perfections may be the very reason that Nature appears

to have struck a balance in the other direction by bestowing on the

tree only a moderate degree of productiveness. However, it is a
pretty regular bearer, grows naturally in pyramid form and some,
times attains the dimensions of a standard.

Beurre Clairgeau.-—Always handsome. We wish we could also

say without reservation " always good," but we must add that it

requires certain conditions of soil ; this should be calcareous or

schistous. Moreover, we cannot too strongly impress upon you the

necessity of growing it in a suitable manner. Never train it in any
of the large forms, but either as a cordon or in columnar fashion.

Do not graft it ou Quince. On the Pear.stock it proves extremely
productive, and yon will have plenty of fruit-buds to spare for presents

to any of your friends who may want them. Under the favourable con-

ditions and treatment which we have indicated, the fruit will prove
fine and melting, very juicy, and even perfumed. It is worth a little

special attention and trouble to obtain such a fruit in all its perfec-

tion.

Duchesse d'Angouleme.—A fruit well known in every Pear
garden. On the Continent it is met with in the streets, by the

cart-load, as well as on the barrows of the fruit-dealers who dispose

of very good-sized specimens at a reasonable price, a way of doing
business that we should very much like to see extended to other
varieties of Pears. There is a great diversity of opinion, or taste,

with respect to this fruit, and everyone's opinion is generally in some
degree well-founded. The whole question depends on what sort of

soil the fruit has been grown on. If on a cold one, it will have neither

sweetness nor perfume, and we need never expect it to be as juicy

and melting as when it has had the benefit of good soil and a good
season. However, everybody will admit that the tree is vigorous,

and its fertility very great. Considering these two never-failing

qualities, in addition to those which the fruit exhibits whenever it

lias had the advantage of favourable conditions, we do not think we
should be justified in omitting it from the present list.

End of Autumn and Beginning of Winter.

Here we must discontinue noticing the time of ripening, as

Pears at this season are very capricious in this respect. No doubt
the time at which they are gathered, and the manner in which they
have been previously treated, as well the greater or less degree of

humidity of the season have a good deal to do with this ; but some,
times without any assignable reason, and, as it were, by mere chance,
some varieties ripen sooner than usual, and others, on the contrary,

later. Accordingly the only information we can give as to the ripen,

ing of the kinds which follow, is that some of them often come to

perfection at the beginning of November, while others are not fit for

table until December or January. We venture to make a selection of

eight of the best.

Bergamotte Crassane.—This is generally called " Crassane "

for shortness, which has the merit of greater simplicity. A good old

kind which everybody knows, of vigorous habit and succeeding well

on the Quince-stock, but requiring a wall, with an eastern aspect if

possible. The fruit keeps well, and is fit for table when it begins to

turn yellow.

Figue d'Alencon (Pigue).—Not so well known as it deserves to

be, for we can recommend it as a Pear of first-rate quality. The tree

is moderately vigorous, but it grows evenly, is productive, and suited

for all forms. If your ground is not wet, you may grow it as a stan.
dard on the Pear-stock.

Beurre Diel.—One of those whose time of ripening is uncertain;
we have it fully matured at the end of October, and in some instances
not sooner than the beginning of February. Temperature, aspect,
and quality of soil influence all fruits, and this variety especially.'
Under a combination of favourable conditions it attains a high degreo
of excellence. The tree is very productive. Even on the Quince,
stock it shows great vigour, and does well in any form

; however, as its
blossoms suffer more in late frosts than those of any other kind, it
will be much safer on a wall. A first-rate fruit and a good keeper!

Passe Colmar.—A Pear which has everything to recommend it—the queen of Pears of this season, of all seasons, perhaps, and, as
such, deserving of all the care and attention that our gratitude can
suggest. It is adapted for all forms, even the standard; and,
although not a very fast grower, is exceedingly productive.

Winter Nelis (Bonne do Malines).—A small fruit, but one that
serves to show very emphatically that good qualities may be con-
tainod within small dimensions. It has a delicious flavour and keeps
well. The tree is of moderately vigorous growth ; it may be grown
as a standard, but the fruit is then very small. In all cases it hangs
for a long time ou the tree. Remember, once for all, that before
planting late varieties in open ground where they will be exposed to
high winds, you should consider whether their fruit is sufficiently
hardy. Do not forget that they have to hang longer than summer
fruit, and that they will be exposed the greater part of the time to
the winds of autumn.

Fondante du Panisel (Passe Colmar, formerly called Delioes
d'Hardenpont).—An excellent Pear. Tree rather vigorous, but of
compact growth, very productive, suited for all forms, assuming of
itself that of the pyramid.

Orpheline d'Enghien (Beurre d'Aremberg).— It is only fair
that this Pear should have some fixed name. The name which
we have given it is that which it bore for a long time amongst us

;
then, on an objection raised by the Belgians—an ill-founded objection
—the Pomologists named it Beurro d'Aremberg ; afterwards, on an
objection raised by the French—a well-founded objection—the Con.
gross restored its baptismal title, Orpheline d'Enghien. The Belgians
persist in their error, but that is their own affair. This is a first-rate
fruit, ripening from December to February. The tree is exceedingly
productive, but not of strong growth; consequently, it ia best
adapted for the smaller forms.

Beurre d'Hardenpont (Glou Morceau).—Another amended
name. This is what nearly all of ua used to call Beurre d'Aremberg,
in spite of the expostulations of the Belgians, who were right this time!
and to whose nomenclature in the present instance we submit without
the least hesitation. This Pear has every good quality, except ona
(perfection is so rare !). As soon as the young fruit begins to " set,"
a certain number turn yellow, fall off, and disappoint the hopes which
their numerous blossoms had raised. This defect we wish to point
out candidly, and it is one which occurs chiefly in warm localities.
The entire crop does not perish, it is true, and the portion that sur.'
vives this critical period does much to repair the misfortune. While it
ia young, it might be said that tho tree took a malicious delight in
disappointing the cultivator, and seemed as if it would never be pro-
ductive

; but, once it has reached a certain age, its really fertile
character displays itself, increases rapidly, and is maintained to the
end. It is also vigorous, and grows evenly. The fruit keeps well,
and may be allowed to hang until it ia quite yellow. It is to be'
observed that this Pear does well in cool soil, where its fruit loses
nothing of its quality. It is the Pear of al! others for northern climes.
Against a wall, with an east or south aspect, it is perfect, and does
not exhibit the defect which we have alluded to; it does well, indeed
against a wall with any aspect.

St. Germain d'Hiver (St. Germain).—An old well-known
French fruit—one of those that require a certain amount of attention;
for which, however, it afterwards makes a plentiful return. A few
favoured growers succeed in bringing it to perfection in the open
ground ; but it almoat always requires a wall, in which position the
tree is productive, grows vigorously, and yields delicious frnit
from November to February. It is yellow when ripe, and keeps
well.

We have now come to the end of our treasures, to the latest
Pears. They do not commence to ripen before February, and they
sometimea keep till March, or even April. Ton will be told that
there are aome, even among those we are about to mention, that last
longer, and that may be met with in May and June—we were very
near saying in July. This may be possible, no doubt, but it is
excessively rare. We can, however, direct you how to keep them
still longer : Gather them very early, in September, for instance,
and you will succeed, only don't imagine you will ever have fruit fit
to eat. No ; even rats themselves would not touch them ; and, though
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you may keep them for a year or more, they will never be a bit the

riper. The periorl of gathering the fruits of this season is very

important ; leave them on the trees as long as you can, provided

there is no appearance of frost. It is not sufficiently known how

much is added to the quality and size of the fruit at this time of

the year by allowing them to hang two or three weeks longer. The

following is a choice selection of eight varieties :

Olivier de Serres.—This is a Pear that you have, perhaps,

never yet met with. It has only been a few years introduced, but

those who have got it know how much may be set down to its credit.

We can recommend it strongly as one of the best winter Pears. It

hangs well on the tree, and does not seem to care about the winds.

Of rather vigorous growth, and adapted for pyramid or columnar

form.
Josephine de Malines.—A delicious and excellent Pear, although

not very large. Succeeds well as a pyramid, but much better as an

espalier, or against a wall, when it also attains a greater size. Under

favourable conditions the tree is fertile and vigorous
;

produces

abundantly, but does not come very rapidly into bearing.

Passe Orassane.—A newer Pear than the preceding, and much
larger, introduced in 1855. An excellent fruit, and one which we
should be glad to see in general cultivation ; unlike some other kinds,

it never begins to decay at the heart. Ripens in March. Tree of

moderately vigorous growth.

Doyenne d'Hiver (Easter Beurre).—An old, well-known, and

much-cultivated Pear, generally very productive, but almost always

requiring a wall, and a warm soil. Do not forget our recommendation

not to gather it until quite ripe. It is well known that it is a good

keeper and can bo enjoyed for a long time ; in winter it is the

ornament of the table and the delight of J,he palace, but most of us

have to regret the fact that in unsheltered, cold, and northern

positions, it is difficult to obtain any fruit that is not spotted and

speckled and unpresentable. Some cultivators recommend the

following remedy for this : In the month of August or September,

graft on vigorous-growing and sound-wooded stocks (such as Beurre

Diel, Catillac, Jaminette, &c.), fruit-buds of the Doyenne d'Hiver,

and your crop will be all that you can desire. We have heard some

persons laugh at this ; but, for our part, we think the voice of those

who have had experience in the matter should have more weight than

the voice of those who merely ridicule what they have never tried.

Let them make the experiment ; and if they find out then that the

advice is bad, they will have plenty of time to retaliate as much as

they please.

Colmar d'Hiver (Glou Morceau).—One of our old varieties,

which should not be lost sight of. Rather slow in coming into

bearing, but very productive when it once begins. It requires a

wall and a good aspect. A fruit of first-rate quality.

Bergamotte JEsperen (Esporen).—A fruit which the French

are beginning to export, and we hope our foreign friends will

never send us a worse one. An excellent Pear when the season is

favourable, succeeding best against a wall. Tree very hardy, and,

when grafted on the Pear-stock, does well in any of the larger forms.

It is also of vigorous growth and very productive. One of the best

late Pears and an excellent keeper.

Bergamotte Fortunee (Fortunee).—We have reflected seri-

ously before entering this variety on our list. As a dessert fruit,

it is often objected against it that it has too much acidity, ripens

badly, and, consequently, becomes wrinkled in keeping. These

objections are sometimes well-founded, but, at the same time, we are

not ignorant that the defects alluded to will disappear when the tree

is cultivated under favourable conditions—that is, in a light well-

drained soil, in a warm position against a wall. In such auspicious

circumstances the fruit attains an excellent quality. It is one of

those fruits which we recommend to be gathered as late as possible
;

we believe that, in many cases, too early g.athering is the cause of

many of the complaints which are made against it. The tree is of

tolerably vigorous growth.

Bon Chretien d'Hiver (Winter Bon Chretien).—The most
ancient of our Pears. Some antiquarian writers would even refer it

to the time of the deluge. It is a tree which requires some atten-

tions ; it must have heat, the support of a wall, and a south or west
aspect. It grows vigorously on the (Juince.stock. As a dessert

fruit it is not to be despised, though, for cooking, it is perhaps more
to be recommended.

Pears for Cooking.

In the matter of fruits good for cooking, the greater number of

dessert Pears which possess a rather firm texture, and especially those

of the winter months, might be employed with advantage. People
generally, as may be supposed, reserve them for the table ; they
might, however, be much more used in the other way than they are

at present. A great number of winter Pears are hardly good
enough for dessert use, and seem to be specially destined for the

kitchen. In addition to the winter Bon Chretien, which we have
just described, we desire to mention only the following three sorts,

which, we believe, will amply supply every need.

Martin Sec seems expressly designed for pastry and confec-

tions of all sorts, in the preparation of which it requires little or

no sugar. Tree, hardy and productive, well adapted for a pyramid,
but usually grown as a standard. An excellent stewing Pear, in use
from November to January.

Catillac.—^An excellent, handsome, large Pear, and a first-rate

keeper. Tree, very vigorous and productive, and succeeds admirably
as a standard, notwithstanding the great size of the fruit, which
frequently become enormous when grown on a wall, in which position

this Pear also acquires a splendid colour.

D'Abbeville.—A Pear, but little known, as fine as, or even
finer than, the last-named, hanging well on the tree, which is

vigorous, productive, and forms an excellent pyramid.

People like to be directed when they are in doubt, and the precise

object of these notes is to instruct those who are in that condition.

We think we shall help them by pointing out in special lists the
varieties which are best adapted to the various forms of growth.
We shall thus save them the trouble of referring to the previous

descriptions. Each series, as will be seen, contains Pears of all

seasons, but they are always placed in their order of ripening.

Selection of Pears for Standards.
Citron (lea Cannes (on
Pear-stock)

Doyenrn' de Jiiillet (Sum-
mer Doyennt?), (on
Pear-stock

JargoDcUc (Epargne)
Ber^'amotte d'VAv (Sum-
mer Bergamot)

William.s' Bon Chretien
on Pear-stock

Beurre d'Amanlis
Beun-e Hardy
Louise Bonne of Jersey
Buerri? d' ipremont

(Beurre^ Bosc, on Fear-
stock)

Marie-Louise (on Pear-
stock)

Doyenne du Cornice
(Cornice)

Beum^ Diel
Passe-Colmar
Bonne de Malines (Win-

ter Nelis)
Josephine de Malines
Bergamotte Esperen

Martin Sec
Catillac
D'Abbeville.

Not many late Pears, as will be seen, are in our list of standards-
Experience has taught us, that the good winter Pears do not succeed
in this form, and that it is only when grown on a wall, that most of

them produce fruit worth speaking of. We should therefore reserve

a portion of our walls for them, to the exclusion of other varieties,

which will do pretty well in the open ground.

Selection of Pears for Pyramids.
Doyenne de Jmllet
(Summer Doyenn^) on
Pear-stock

Beurre Gillard (Giffard,

on Pear-stock)
Monsallard
De TAssomption (on

Pear-stock)
Williams' Bon-Chri.Hicn

(on Pear-stock)
Fondante dert Bois

(Flemish Beauty)
Doyenne^ do Merodo

Beurre Superfin
Beurre Hardy (Hardy)
Louise- Bonne of Jersey
Seigneur (Esperen)
Beurre Dumon
Ne plus Meuris (on Pear-

sr.ock)

Soldat Laboureur
Doyenne^ du Cornice
Duchesse d'Angouleme
Figue d'Alenfon
Beurre Diel
Passe-Colmar

Bonne de Malines
Fondante du Panisel
BeurriS d'Hardenpont
Olivier de Serres
Josephine de Malines
Passe-Crassane
Doyenne d'Alen^on

(Easter Beurre)
Bergamotte

(Ksperen)

Martin Sec
D'Abbeville.

Esperen

The Pears mentioned in this list will also serve for espaliers, a
form of growth which we recommend as suited for the beds which
run parallel with the walls. They are easily trained, and do not
cause much shade ; the fruit grown on them is not exposed to be
blown off by the winds, and, as both air and light have free access

to all parts of the tree, the crop becomes much finer and better.

For an espalier you may also add Beurre d'Amanlis, which we do
net recommend as a pyramid, on account of the strangling divergent
growth of its branches. The Beurre Diel also has somewhat of this

habit, but iu a less degree. One word of advice. In gardens of

some extent, when you plant on both sides of a walk, place the

different kinds so that two trees of the same sort may be opposite

each other. You will thus be less likely to have uneven growths, which
are so offensive to the eye.

Selection of Pears for Walls.

We indicate the aspect usuallj- most favourable for each.

D oy e n nBeurre gris (south and
west)

Van Mous (east)

Doyenni' Gris (east)

Bergamotte Crassane
(east)

Bcurri? Diel (south and
west)

Orpheline d'Enghien
(east, south, and west)

Beurre d'Hardenpont
(east and soutb

)

Saint-Germain d'Hiver
(east)

Josephine de Malines
(south and west)

Passe-Crassane (south
and west)

Easter Beurre (south and
west)

d'Alenson
(south and west)

Bergamotte d'Espi^ren
(south and west)

Colmar d'Hiver (south
and west)

Bergamotte FortunetS
(south and west)

Bon-Chrt?tien d'Hiver
(south and west)

Iq this list we have purposely been sparing of the eastern aspect,

as we would recommend that position to be reserved for other kinds

of fruits. If you desire to plant Pear trees on the north side of
your walls, you should select summer kinds in preference. In this

case refer to the list of pyramids. If, however, you are short of
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walla -with other aspects, and your ground is dry rather than moist,

you might plant on the north side winter Pears, with the exception

ot the last three on our list of wall Pears, as these require a strong

dose of caloric to ripen them properly. Remember, however, that

the soil being of equal quality, the fruit will not be so good here as

in any other position in the garden.

Selection of Pears for Columns.

With the e.^ceptionof the Bergamotte Crassane (Orassane), Colmar

d'Hiver (Glou Morceau), Bergamotte Fortunee (Portunce) and Bon.

Chretien d'Hiver (Winter Bon-Chretien), which are seldom produc-

tive when not grown ou walls, it may be said that this form is

adapted tor all varieties. In light soils, the preference should be

given to the most vigorous growers, such as

—

Monsallaril |
Beurn? Dumon I Beurrtj Diel

Beurri' d'Amaulis Soldat Laboureur Beurre d'Hardcnpoub
Beurrc Hardy | Doyenn<; du Cornice | Bergamotto d'Esporen

If, on the other hand, the soil is rich, and you do not wish for

trees ot great height, we recommend the following varieties, which

are not vigorous growers, or only moderately so :

Citron des Carmes
Doyenn^ do Juillet

Epargae
Beurre GifTard
BercramoLto d'Eto
De i'Assomption
Williams' Bon-Clirt-tien

Fondaute des Bois
(Flemish Beauty)

Doyeniit^ de irerode
Beurrt^ Saperflu
Louise-Bonne of Jersey
Seigneur (Esporen)
Marie-Louise
Van Mons
Ne plus Meuris
Beurre Clairgeau
Duchess d'Augoul6me

Figue fl'Alengon
Passe-Colraar
Bonne de Malines
Fondantc du Panisel
Orphelino d'Enghien
Olivier de Serre^
Josephine de Malines
Passe-Crassane
Doyenne d'AIeneon

Selection of Pears for Horizontal or Oblique Cordons, or
for closely-cut Forms.

Louise Bonne of Jersey St. Germain d'Hiver
Seigneur Fondaute du Panisel
Marie Louise Orpheline d'Enghien
Van Mons Passe Crassane
Ne plus Meuris Easter Beurre
Beurre Clairgeau Doyenne d'Alenson
Duchesse d'Angoulenio

Observe that we have here indicated the finest fruits and trees of

only moderately vigorous growth. As we remarked in the case ot

those selected for columnar training, yon may, in light soils, substi-

tute in place ot these the more yigorous varieties which are there

mentioned. P. Jamin.

Epargne
BeurrtS Giffard
De I'Assomption
Williams's Bon Chrt^tieu
Fondaute des Bois
Doyenne^ de Me rode
Beurre Superfin

Ripening Pears Artificially.—Pomologists would scarcely recognise that
noble Pear, the Beurre Superfin, when gathered some weeks before ripening,
and placed ou a moderately warm flue for say a, fortnight or three weeks.
Wishing to get up a few specimens of this Pear for a particular purpose, I

gathered them before they parted readily from the parent stem, and placed
theni under the conditions just named, and the result has been fruit altogether
unlike the same kind when allowed to ripen more naturally. They were indeed,
superfine, melting, aud excellent. Some Pears are well known to require an
analagous process of ripening ; but I never met with a variety upon which
this artificial ripening process produced such marvellous results. That type
of a melting, buttery Pear—the Marie Louise, and that delicious fruit the
Winter Nelis, on the other hand, ripen as perfectly on the shelves of the fruit

room as anywhere else. Speaking of Pears, I may say that we have had and
have in these gardens immense crops this year. For example, on one tree of
the Beurre d'Amanlis, covering no more space of wall than 12 feet square, I

had the curiosity to count the Pears, and found them to number 500.

—

William
HcDSOIf, CTu,« Cliffe, Derhij.

PERSONAL.

Wf are pleased to announce that Mr. John Gibson, jun., has been
appointed to succeed his father in the important charge of Hyde Park
and Kensington Grardens. The Metropolitan Board of Works have
accepted Mr. J. Meston's tender for re-modelUng Southwark Park. Mr.
Meston is also engaged in improving the foUowingopen spaces, viz.. Shep-
herd's Bush Common, London Fields, and Stoke Newington Common.

Mr. F. L. Olmsted, the designer ot the Central Park at New York,
is engaged in laying out the enlarged grounds of the Capitol at Washing-
ton. Mr. B. S. Williams furnished many fine Tree-Ferns, Palms,
Dracajnas, and other plants, for the decoration of the GuUdhall on
Lord Mayor's day. Mr. Denham is retiring from the management of
the gardens at Brosmouth Park, where he has been gardener to the
Duke of Roxburgh for more than thirty years; his successor is Mi'.

William McKelvie, the indoor foreman at Floors Gardens. Mr. Bain
has from iU health again resigned the curatorship of the College Botanic
Gardens at Dublin, which is now directed by Dr. Wright. Mr. W. E.

Rendle is to do the glass portion of the Westminster Winter Garden.
Mr. Brotherston retires from the management of the gardens at Argyle
Lodge, Wimbledon, and takes charge of the Earl of Haddington's gardens

at Tynninghame, East Lothian. Mr. James Anderson has commenced
husiness as a nurseryman at Meadowbank. Dr. Moore, of Glasneviu,

has been appointed joint examiner in botany with Dr. Perceval Wright,
in the School of Medicine, Trinity College, Dublin. Next year's
" Carter " Cup, value fifty guineas, and other prizes, for vegetables,

offered by Messrs. Carter & Co., are to be awarded at the meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society in 1875.

"NOTEWORTHY HORTICULTURISTS" AND
" BRITISH GARDENERS."

CA^f you tell me, Mr. Editor, what is the difference between a " note,

worthy horticulturist " who is a gardener, and a gardener who is a

noteworthy horticulturist ? Not being accustomed to hair-splitting

questions, I have got mystified over this problem, until like John

Bright's Skye-torrier, I am unable to tell which is the head or which

is the tail.' I am induced to put this question to you and your

readers at the present time, as I observe a contemporary, with a

knack ot cultivating popularity with the fraternity, has undertaken

the onerous responsibilty ot classifying the craft upon what may be

called the " artificial system " tor the time being ; though it is

exceedingly doubtful it all the species will ever be satisfactorily

identified. In fact, I doubt there are some important members ot

the group that cannot be reached by the proposed system of arrange-

ment at all. I observe, your contemporary divides the genus into

two classes—a first class composed of " noteworthy horticulturists;"

and a second, and, as I suppose, an interior class, who are only
" British Gardeners." Evidently this is not a natural arrangement,

and is sure to be an unpopular one. Indeed, I am surprised that

some of the genus have already been found willing to conform

to this arrangemeut. I see no reason why one family should not

include the whole gronp. The " noteworthies," so far as they

have been enumerated, include such excellent varieties as Chis-

wickiana, Kewensis, Gibsoni, Mooreana, M'Nabiana, and a number
of others interesting chiefly in a botanical sense, and including

some rather obscure types. Those named are all well-known,

very worthy and popular kinds. Holeana I may mention as

being of a robust character, and quite a unique and highly

ornamental variety ; M'Nabiana is another accomplished kind,

but has lately appeared to suffer from some mysterious climatal

influence ; Gibsoni, too, is deservedly admired by all, and the others

are possessed of good qualities : but none ot these present features

sufl[iciently distinct to warrant their being separated from a number ot

closely-allied genera, including some very notable members, such aa

TurnbuUii, possessing no second-rate status, and celebrated tor

general good qualities, and the excellent strains which have been

derived from them—types ot the species, in fact, whose transmitted

good qualities have become impressed in a marked manner upon

the whole race, and whose names will occur at once to the minds ot

anyone having the least acquaintance with horticultural history.

Why, therefore, this partial and unauthorised classification of an

already well-understood species ? It is to be regretted that the whole

subject has not been more maturely considered, and the work taken

up and executed in a comprehensive and popular manner. The
only feature of the work under notice which meets with my approval

is the separation ot those having only a botanical interest from the

cultivated varieties. Many of the former are unassuming enough in

habit ; but, as a rule, they are scrambling and weedy, and thrive but

indifferently, except when backed by the garden varieties, and then

they are exceedingly rampant, and sometimes parasitical in their

habits, facts which have led some to suppose them to be a mere

offshoot or " sprout " from the old garden stock—a supposition which

gathers strength from the tact that they are characterised more by

the absence than possession ot many characteristics common to the

latter. Be this as it may, however, should the gallery ot " B. G.'s
"

go on, I would suggest the following consise method of description

as being comprehensive and to the point. Class 2. History, struck

as a cutting at A (date) ;
potted off at B (date) ;

planted out at C
(date) ; thriving or otherwise ; double or single ; number of Olive

branches ; how trained ; nourishment, including stimulents, found

most serviceable
;
present health ; and lastly, price, and it tor sale.

The whole might afterwards be catalogued for future reference.

—HORTUS Britannicus, m The Qardener.

The Agave a Cure for Scurvy.—General Sheridan, whose

pacification ot the Indian border is telegraphed officially by Sherman,

is, according to the I'all Mall Gazette, by no means new to the hard,

ships ot frontier duties. It was not against the red men whom he

has lately brought to order that he won his first laurels, but in com.

bating the havoc ot disease among his own little command, when, aa

a very young officer—the General is now but forty-five years old—he

had charge ot a small isolated post ou the Texas border. Scurvy in

its most serious form attacked his men, and there was no supply ot

vegetables or lime-juice to be had. But Sheridan had heard from an

army surgeon that the juice ot the Mexican Agave possessed the

same anti-scorbutic properties. He organised a little expedition to

go southward in search of it, and a grove ot this plant being dis-

covered about a hundred miles off, a good supply was procured, the

juice expressed, and the men compelled, though not without many
wry faces, and some protests, to take it in liberal doses. From that

time the disease was effectually stayed.
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THE LI B R A R Y.

VAN HOUTTE'S " FLORE DES SEREES."
The fourth and conclutling triple part of the twentieth volume of

this beautifully illustrated work contains the following plant por-

traits, most of them well and delicately coloured, but not, on the

whole, so interesting as the plants figured in this work usually are.

Plato 1, Eortolonia Van Houttei, .a new seedling variety of this

highly ornamental but delicate family, raised in the establishment of

Mr. Van Houtte, of low growing, or rather trailing, habit, and with
large leaves of a deep green richly veined with deep rosy-purple,
which has been awarded the first prize for now plants at all the
great shows in France and Belgium to which it was sent during this

year, and to the great beauty of which this plate is said to do no
kind of justice. Plates 2 and 3 represent a most beautiful Camellia,
Madame Ambroiso Verschaffelt, of large size and most fully double
flowers of white colour, most beautifully streaked and flaked with crim-
son ; it is also said to be extremely free-flowering. Plate 4. Camellia
Festiva del Grande, a beautiful deep red variety, distinctly dotted
and tipped with white, and with shell-like regularity in the arrange-
ment of the petals. Plate 3. Camellia Giardino Santarelli, a most
exquisite variety, the outside petals being pure white and the centre
of the flower deep clear rose colour, forming a most distinct and
lovely contrast. Plate 6 represents Lilium dalmaticum, the black
Martagon from Montenegro, which was so exceedingly rare till intro-

duced in considerable quantities by that indefatigable collector and
traveller, Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden Baden. Plate 7 represents
Linaria alpina, a rather pretty little rock plant, but hardly of suffi-

cient importance to deserve illustration in such a work as this.

Plate 8 represents Statice Bouduelli, a yellow-flowered variety from
Algeria, introduced to this country by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich,
which should be almost hardy, or do with only a slight protection in
the winter. Plate 9 is a portr.ait of Schomburgkia Lyonsi, an
apparently free-flowering white variety of this family, sent to Messrs.
Eollisson, of Tooting, by Mr. Lyons, who discovered it on the mouu-
lains of St. Anne, in Jamaica ; it requires the temperature of a stove.
Plate 10. Salvia Gesnoriasflora, a handsome scarlet-flowered variety,
said to hold its blossoms much longer than the more generally known
S. fulgens. Plate 11. Pentapterygiuni rugosum, also known as
Vaccinium rugosum, a greenhouse shrub, sent to Messrs. Veitch, of
Chelsea, by their collector, Mr. T. Lobb, from Bootan, and producing
bell-shaped flowers of a greenish-white faintly streaked with red,
more curious than ornamental. Plate 12. Lepauthes Calodyction, a
curious little Orchidaceous ])lant, introduced from the Andes by Mr.
Spruce, with small veined leaves, producing from their axils extra-
ordinarily shaped flowers of deep crimson-yellow colour, which is

said to bo in all probability now lost to European collections, being
extremely difficult to cultivate or keep. Plate 13 represents a rather
ornamental bright golden-flowered Composite, known under the
following various names :—Craspedia glauca, under which it is

figured in the Botanical Register, t. 1,908; Craspedia pilosa,
according to Spreugel ; Craspedia Richea, according to Cassini,
which name is adopted by Mr. Vann Houtte ; and Podospermum
pedunculare, according to Siebold, in his " Plants of New Holland."
It has bright glaucous foliage, surmounted by large blossom heads
in the shape of golden balls ; it requires the protection of a cool
greenhouse, and is easily prop,agated by cuttings. It is indigenous
to Van Dieman's Land. Plate 11. Corylopsis spicata, one of the intro-
ductious from Japan of Messrs. Siebold & Zuccarini, and figured by
them in their "Flora Japonica," t. 19. It is one of the Nut
family, and is said to produce before the leaves appear, in
the early spring, numerous catkins filled with yellow Cowslip-
like flowers. But we think that this plate gives the idea of
a far more beautiful thing than this plant really is. Plate 15,
is a portrait of C.^ttleya maxima, one of the most beautiful
varieties of this lovely family, and proJucing large flowers of a pale
rose colour, beautifully suifused with white, and an exquisitely
veined throat and lip. It is also known under the name of Epiden.
drum maximum. Plate 16, represents the well-known hardy climber
from Chili, Berberidopsis corallina, whose deep green foliage and
profusely produced bunches of deep rose-coloured blossoms, make it
in every way so desirable a plant for training up the side of a house,
or to a garden trellis. Plato 17. A most beautiful Hybrid Perpetual
Rose, named Jradomoiselle Annie Wood, of a fine deep rose
colour, and most fully double, likely to be a grand acquisition,
llato 18. A curious, but hideous, green-flowered Orchid, with a
black lip, named Ca?logyne pandurata, somewhat the same com-
bination of colours as are to bo found in the flowers of Iris
tuberosa. Plates 39 and 20. An extremely handsome and showy
yellow-flowered Orchid, Oncidium ampliatum majas, the undcrparts
of the petals being pure white, makes it also ornamental from
behind, and it is said to be of easy cultur.-. Plate 21, a pretty

greenhonse trailer, with bright pink tabular flowers, with a pale
yellow throat, and known under various names, as Tecoma mirabilis,

T. Valdiviana, T. Guarume, under which name it is figured in the
Botanical Maga-.ine, t. 4,896, and Campsidium chilense, accord-
ing to Seeman, and as figured here by Mr. Van Houtte. Plates 22
and 23, represent the white form of Azalea sinensis, with much
smaller flowers than the type, but very free-blooming. Plates 24
and 25, are a re-production of a plate in the Floral Marjazine of

July, 1874, of one of Mr. Bull's double red Primulas, which, if any-
thing like the picture, should be fine indeed. The first quarter of

the twenty-first volume is promised by Mr. Van Houtte, before the

end of this month. W. E. G.

Beauty in Common Things, illustrated by Jfrs. J. W.
Whymper, is a very pretty drawing-room table book. The twelve
sketchy pictures of some of our old favourites of the banks and
hedges of our country lanes are treated in a broad, artistic manner,
altogether free from the minute kind of prettiness generally found
to prevail in gift books of this kind. The Wild ^Strawberry, with its

flowers and fruit, is effectively treated, and we recognise at cnce the
touch of the same pencil that produced the popular Christmas cards,
also chi'omo-lithographcd by Jlr. Dicks, the reproducer of the present
little pictures. The group of Mushrooms (Agaricus campestris), is

another well-treated picture sketch ; and so also is the branch of

Apple blossom. The descriptions are all that are required to furnish
the names of the plants, and to bind together the dozen pretty little

pictures into the required form of a gift book.

Pear Synonyms.—Since the publication of his history of

Pears, JI. Andre Leroy has issued a notice to his subscribers to the
effect that the thirteen Pears named below are identical with those
bearing the names cited :—
1. Ahbc Perez is the same as Virgouleuse.
2. Angobert _ „ „ Mansuette Double.
3. Arbre Courbe ,, „ Amiral.
4. Bergamote du Bugey ,, „ Bergamote do Paqucs.
5. Beurre Caty ,, ,, Orpheline d'Enghien.
G. Bonne de Soulers ,, „ Bergamote de Paques.
7. Colmar Charni ,, „ Leon Leclerc Epineux.
8. Doyenne ,, „ Doyenne de Saumur.
9. Doyenue Sentolefc ,, ,, Doyenne Commun.

10. Due de la Force ,, ,, Bellissime d'Hiver.
11. Duehesso de Brabant ,, ,, Soldat-Laboureur.
12. Henri Bouet ,, „ Doyenne Commun.
13. Saint-Augustin ,, ,, Vernusson.

The ReinieHorticole for November, has a fine plate of three varieties

of annual Chrysanthemums (C. carinatum) of the new double kinds

—

a white, a blush, and a pale orange variety, being figured. These
new border flowers, perfectly hardy, and of compact habit of growth,
will become highly valuable during the early summer months, before
German Asters appear; while later sowings will produce plants
flowering at the same time as the Asters, among which no shades of

yellow or orange are found ; and, consequently, the double yellow
annual Chrysanthemum will prove a great acquisition, and furnish a
striking contrast to the blues, lilacs, and reds of the Asters.

—

H. N. H.

OBITUARY.
PROFESSOR JAEQUEMYNS.

In the October number of the Bulletin d'Arhoricultiire, puhhshed at
Ghent, the death is announced of Professor Edouard Jaequemyns, presi-
dent of the Provincial Society of Agriculture of Eastern Flanders, and
member of the Commission for the Encouragement of Agriculture in
Belgium. M. Jaciiucmyns died on the 31st of August, at his chateau of
Menderhont, in the sixty-eighth year of his age. His various works oa
rural chemistry, and on the general principles of improved cultivation,

are well kno\vn. His name is also closely associated ^-ith all recent
attempts to improve the status of agricultural labourers, and to raise

their position in the social scale. When it was proposed by the city

of Ghent to estabUsh a town district entirely composed of dwellings
for horticultural and agricultural labourers^M. Jaoquemyns, who
had recently erected a number of detached dwellings specially adapted to

the wants of such a class, opposed the propo.'ition in the following remark-
able words :^" We have often had to li.«ten to the remark that the
labourer finds himself entirely isolated, among the difterent classes of
m'ganised society, as though he were a pariah. To lend official sanction

to this too well-founded observation by building a town district entirely

devoted to the dwellings of horticultural and agricultural labourers would
he the consecration of th.at allegation by the erection of a permanent
monument. The labourer must not bo thus forced into exclusive contact

with his ovm class alone, which would tend to discourage him, and
uuwholesomely curb that legitimate ambition which engenders ideas of

order and economy ; while cont;vct with the superior artisan, who has once
been a workman himself, and risen to a higher position by industry and
economy, caunot hut produce a salutary effect upon his character.**
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FLOWER BEDS AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
The following are representations of two of the carpet beds which
have been so much admired in the grounds of the Crystal Palace, during

the past season. This system has much to recommend it, especially

as it is so useful during the later part of the summer and autumn, after

the Pelargoniums and Calceolarias have done flowerinpf. Oar engra-

vings show the manner in which these are planted better than any

description. As will be seen, tho colours were brightly contrasted

with each other, and these beds, which we had an opportunity of seeing

on several occasions, were very beautiful and effective in every way,

and may serve as examples for intending planters next season. I

propose to send you some other plans of the beds in these grounds,

which were so well-arranged this season by Mr. Thomsoc.
Kensington Qardens. N. Cole.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTCULTURAL SOCIETY.
NOVKMBEK 11th.

This exhibition—tho last of the present season—was unusually interesting.

Chrysanthemums, both in the form of plants and cut blooms were weU
represented, audthc show of fruit was undoubtedly the best of the season,

especially as regards Apples and Pears. The vegetables too, which com-

peted for Messrs. Carter & Co.'s prizes were all of remarkably fine quality,

as were also the Potatoes and Celery, shown for comparison, from the

Society's garden at Chiswick, and also the collections of Cabbages and

Beets, exhibited by Messrs. Carter & Co.

Chrysanthemums —These were for the most part remarkably

well gi-owu, and cllectivcly staged in the centre of the couscrvatoi-y.

Mr. J. Douglas, of Loxford Hall, had the best Pompons, and most

remarkable specimens they were, being profusely flowered, and, what is

of equal importance, they were well furnished with fresh foliage down to

the pots. Among them the following varieties were especially good, viz.,

Lilac and white Cede, NuUi, James Forsyth, a brilliant bronze, and very

effective; Golden Circle, yeUow ; Helene, rosy-lilac ;_ Aurora Borealis,

a distinct variety of a rich warm brown colour ; President, purple ;
St.

Michael's, rich golden yellow ; Madame Montell, one cf the best of the

Anemone-centred class, having a white ray and a golden disc ; Saloman,

bright lilac ; Brilliant, rich crimson, in the way of, but scarcely so

eft'ective as Bob, the latter being a deserved favom'ite with all exhibitors ;

associated with these was Antonius, a distinct Anemone-flowered variety,

with a golden ray and bright orange disc ; these were compact shield-

shaped plants. 6Ir. Harding staged half-a-dozen cone-shaped specimens

remarkably well furnished ; and Mr. Butcher, of the Priory, Hadlcy, near

Barnet, had a well-grown group, in which a plant of Andromeda was

conspicuous ; this variety is of a decided lemon-yellow colour, and very

efl'ective. Mr. Fox, Old Charlton Gardens, Kent, had the best standards,

prominent among which were Sunset, a rich bronze-tinted variety and

Madame Martha, a good white. Of large-flowered, or show vaneties,

the dozen specimens staged by Mr. James, gardener to W. F.

^\'atson, Esq., of Isleworth, were models of skilful culture. Among them

the following were in every way excellent, viz., Mrs. Halhburton,

creamy-white, a fine full incurved flower; Jardin des Plantes, a

bright yellow, not to be beaten either in foliage or flower; Julia

Lagravere, a rich crimson, in the way of Bob, but larger
;

Faust, purple ; Empress Eugenie, fine flesh ; Mrs. G. Rundle, ^vhite

golden ; Eagle, rich bronze : and Lord Derby, bright purple. Mr. Hall,

gardener to W. Stevens, Esq., Springfield, Brixton, furnished a weU-

grown collection, conspicuous in which were Guernsey Nugget, lemon-

yellow ; Prince of Wales, maroon, shaded with silvery lilac ;
Mr. Glad-

stone, a fine incurved bronze; and Mrs. G. Rundle. Messrs. Cutbush &
Sons, in addition to a fine collection of vigorous well-flowered specmiens,

showed a splendid plant of Mr. G. Glenny, a soft goldeu yellow sport

from Mrs. G. Rundle ; and Messrs. Dixon, of Amharst Nursery, Hackney,

had a good plant of Mrs. Bundle, unusually weU flowered. Mr. J.

Douglas staged a well-grown plant of the latter variety. It is worttiy_ ot

note that many of the exhibitors failed on account of tbeir plants being

badly trained. Cut flowers were well represented. Mr. E. Smith, ot

Bristol House, Putney Heath, carried off tho first prize with some

splendid flowers, among which were the following viz., Alfred baiter,

a fine rosy-lilac ; Golden John Salter, a fine bronzy-yellow ;
Empress ot

India, white ; Venus, fine lilac-purple ; White Venus, and Lady Slade,

the last a fine Ulac flower. Mr. J. H. Hinnel also staged some sp endid

flowers, a trifle p.ast their best, whUe Messrs. Cutbush & Sons had a

splendid stand of twenty-four blooms.

Orchids.—These were not so weU represented as we have seen theim

but both Messrs. Veitch and Williams contributed some rare and valuable

species. The first-named exhibitors had Barkeria Lindleyana var.

Centerae, a charming winter-blooming plant ; Masdevallia amabilis. a

slender-growing species, of dwarf habit, with crimson flowers, and a white

variety of Odontoglossum Eoezlii ; the last is very beautiful and a worthy

companion to the white variety of Lycaste Skinueri. Mr. WiUiams had a

fine plant of Oncidium lanceanum in perfect health, and several well-

bloomed plants of the beautiful bright rosy-flowered Calanthe Veitchii.

A splendid plant of Vanda cserulea was shown by Mr. Smith, gardener to

G. Lane, Esq., Badgemore, Henley-on-Thames. It was iu the most

perfect health, having two "leads," and bearing five spikes of dehcate

mauve-tinted flowers. The same plant was exhibited last year with four

spikes, on which were thirty-eight flowers, this year the total number is

sixty. Although by no means the largest, it is nevertheless, one ot the

most perfect examples of good cultivation we have seen, and what_ is

important to amateurs it has been grown in a cool plant stove along with

ordinary tropical decorative plants.

Miscellaneous Subjects.—Mr. B. S. Williams contributed a

splendid group of (Jrchids, P.alms, and other fine foliage plants, including

Ficus Parceli and Adiantum graeillimum, to which we elsewhere refer.

Messrs. Henderson exhibited flowering plants of Sonerila Hendersoni and

its sUvery-leaved variety, both hearing delicate lilac flowers with yellow

anthers. The same firm" also staged a fine orange-scarlet Tritoma, erro-

neously named caulescens, it was probably T. Rooperi ; Mr. Green,

of Reigate, who also staged the plant, informed us that it is invaluable

for winter conservatory decoration. A collection of tree Carnations, sent

l>y Messrs. Henderson, were much admired, and, indeed, few plants are

better suited for winter vases and bouquets. Mr. Ckirke, of Twickenham,
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inauKurated the Cyclamen season by exhibiting a splendid batch of nchly-

coloured varieties, while Messrs. Htandish & Co. and Mr. Turner staged

some well-flowercd Boiivardiis. Mr. Turner also furnished an interesting

collection of Ivies in pots.

Fruit.—Grapes were well represented, the principal exhibitors being

Messrs. Lane, Jlr. Meredith, Mr. Wildsmith, and Mr. Cole. Messrs.

Lane had splendid bunches of Muscat of Alexandria and Muscat Ham-
burgh. Mr. Meredith had Gros Guillaume ( liarbarossa) ,

weighing

6 lbs. 4oz., and Trebbiano, weighing 4 lbs. Mr. Wildsmith furnished a

splendid bunch of Gros Colraan, 5 lbs. 12 oz. The same exhibitor had

three fine clusters of Lady Downe's, the total weight being 8 lbs. 11 oz.,

and the quality in every way perfect. Pines were limited in quantity,

but the quality waa above the usual average at this season. Mr. G. Ward,

gardener to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop's Stortford, staged a fine sym-

metrical fruit of Charlotte Rothschild ; and a splendid pair of smooth-

leaved Cayenne came from the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, where this

useful variety is grown largely. Pears were especially tine, some of the

specimens of Uvedale's St. Germain (Belle Angevine) weighing from

3 lb. to 4 lb. each. The principal prizes for Pears went to the Jersey

growers—a circumstance which caused con.siderable dissatisfaction among
EngUsh growers. Separate classes should be formed for foreign produce.

One English grower, Mr. Scott, of Meriott, had half-a-dozen splendid

well-coloured specimens of Uvedale's St. Germains, weighing together

16 lbs. Dessert Pears of tine quality came from Mr. Langelois and Mr.

Pluck (both Jersey Growers), Mr. Thomas, and Mr. G. T. Miles. 'The

last-named exhibitor had half-a-dozen dishes of splendid quality, which

were considered by many to be the best Pears shown. The following

varieties were exhibited in splendid condition—viz.,Chaumontelle, highly

coloured, from many exhibitors, the Jersey specimens being the largest

;

Beurre Diel and Glou Morceau, both well-known kinds. Doyenne dii

Comice from several growers, large and fine, and there were nearly a

dozen splendid dishes of Marie Louise, all in a state of remarkably good

preservation for the season. Duchess d'Angouleme was, in one or two

cases, very fine, Mr. Miles's dish of it being superbly finished. Beurre

Bosc, Huyshe's Victoria, Van Mons, Leon Le Clerc, Due d'Angou,

Easter Beurre, Beurre Batchelier, and Matthews' Eliza, were well repre-

sented, together with others too numerous to name. Apples—both des-

sert and kitchen varieties—were large and fine. The principal prizes for

collections of dessert kinds went to the Jersey growers, who had, in some

cases, remarkable specimens. In the first prize collection were superb

examples of Court Pendu Plat (of which, however, one English grower,

Mr. Welsh, of Galoot, had a single dish still finer) and Blenheim Orange,

large and richly coloured ; Kibston Pippin and Golden Russets were also

very fine ; in this class, for half-a-dozen varieties, Mr. C. Ross, gardener

to C. Eyre, Esq., of Newberry, had some splendid fruit, his dishes of

Blenheim Orange, Golden Reinette, Cox's Orange Pippin, Margil, and

Scarlet Nonpariel, being remarkably fine. Single dishes wer; weU repre-

sented, and some wonderful fine examples were shown of Ribston, Court

Pendu Plat, King of the Pippins, Golden Pippin, and Margil. Kitchen

Apples were altogether excellent ; Mr. Rutland, Goodwood, staged a col-

lection of eighteen varieties of excellent quality. Among these were

highly-coloured Wellington, Blenheim Orange, Lincolnshire Reinette,

Flower of Kent, Nelson's Glory, and Norfolk Beefing. The heaviest dish

of six Apples came from Mr. C. Haycock, who showed Belle Dubois,

weighing (the six) 5 lbs. 12ozs., and Mr. Bailey, of Wimbledon, had

Reinette du Canada, six of which weighed 5 lbs. 11 ozs.

Miscellaneous Fruits.—Mr. Sage, of Ashridge, sent a splendid

cluster of Bananas in fine condition, the fruit being of a bright golden

colour, and richly perfumed. Mr. R. Gilbert, of Burghley, exhibited a

handsome Apple named Beauty of Barnuok, and a bright scarlet fruited

Solanum, which promises to be useful for winter decorative purposes.

Mr. Earley contributed fruiting branches of an improved Bullaco Plum,

which will be useful for preserving purposes. Mr. Jas. McRonald sent a

large Quince-shaped seedling Pear named Gloria Mundi, and Mr. Pearson,

of Chilwell, furnished two dishes of Grapes, Chilwell Alicante, a

distinct black variety, of good flavour, having compact bunches, and
oblong berries. A white v.ariety raised from the same parents as Golden

Queen, and named Mrs. Pearson, received a certificate. Mr. Wells, of

Sedhill, sent an exhibit of Prince Albert Pear, a splendid variety, deUcious

in flavour ; and Mr. W. Gardiner, of Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon,

sent a fine seedling Apple with tender juicy white flesh.

Vegetables.— These were excellent in quality. Potatoes, Celery, and
Cabbages being well represented. Messrs. Carter & Co., had a tine

collection (sixty-six varieties) of Potatoes not tor competition, including

nearly all the best varieties in cultivation, and a still larger collection of

110 varieties came from the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Chiswick, together with a named collection of Celery. The prizes oH'ered

by Messrs. Carter, were well contested by three exhibitors. Among these

Mr. Pragnell, of Sherborne Castle, Dorset, had London Flag Leeks, good
Cardoons, Model Potatoes, Savoys, Carter's Dwarf Mammoth Cauliflower,

Giant Rocca Onions, very fine, James' Intermediate Carrots, and Supreme
Tomatoes. Mr. Osman, of Sutton, had also a good collection, consisting

of Savoys, Beet, Trophy Tomato, Salsafy, Scorzonera, Leeks, Turnips,

and Potatoes. Mr. Lumsden's Cardoons were very fine, as were also his

French Beans and Tomatoes. Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons, sent a small

collection of Onions, among which was Oscar, which was said to be a new
and superior variety. Mr. Lumsden's collection of Potatoes (ten varieties)

waa a very good one, and contained excellent examples of Ashtop Fluke,
Carter's Main Crop, Sutton's Red-skin Flour-ball, and other well-

known varieties. A collection of Mr. Fenn'e now seedling varieties, was
also shown, not for competition.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following varieties ;—

Chrysanthemum Duchess of Edinburgh (Veitch).—A beautiful rosy flower,

intermediate between the Japanese and Anemone- centred types. It is quite dis-

tinct, and will soon become a favourite for decorative purposes.
Chrysanthemum The Cossack (Veitch).—A fine Japanese form of a rich

bronze colour.
Chrysanthemum Go1dThrca<l (Veitch).—A very distinct and beautiful flower

of the Japanese type. The florets are very slender and wiry, being of a rich

bronze colour, tipped with rich golden yellow.

Anthericum Williamsii (Williams).—A very pretty variegated plant, from the

Cape of Good Hope, with green strap-shaped foliage, distinctly margined and
striped with creamy-white or pale yellow.

Crape Mrs. Pearson (Pearson).—This is said to be a fine new variety, and in

appearance resembles Royal Muscadine, but is larger in both bunch and berry.

Pear Pitmastou Duchess de Angouleme (Kemp).—A very flne variety of

delicious flavour, well deserving a place in the most sjlect collection of choice

melting Pears.
Pear Lucy Grieve (Grieve).—A flne variety, ripe in October, and well worth

culture as a richly-flavoured variety, juicy and delicious in every way. It is of

English origin, having been raised at Calford.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

[TriE following Botea and questions came to hand or were answered

too late for insertion in their several departments.]

Dacrydium Franklini.— This graceful New Zealand Conifer, long ago
stated by Mr. McNab. in The Gabdbn, to be hardy, stood out the past winter at

Gla-suevin without injury, and is now in perfect vigour there.—V.

Dake of Edinburgh EOSC— This Rose is in charming condition thia

month ; even as far north as the confines of the Low Peak it is flowerinpr

brilliantly at this date, distancing, in that respect, all competitors.—Williak
Hudson, Chase Cliffe, Derbt/.

Cut Flowers not Preserved by Sal-ammonia.—I bave placed flowers in

sal-ammonia and water in the proportion of five grains to a pint-and a-half of

water, and the result is they have not kept any betterin this mixture than other

blooms placed at the same time in cold sprinj^ water.—A. Hassahd.

The Winter-flowering Clematis. — The pretty and curious Clematis
cirrhosa, figured at p. 425, is now opening its solid-looking pale white buda at

Glasnevin, and promises to be full of bloom, though the specimen is an old and
almost worn-out one. It is a valuable plant for walls, bowers, root-work, large

rock-work, sunny banks, and hedges in mild districts.

—

Viatob.

Sarracenia purpurea at Glasnevin.—This plant, which has now stood a
good many winters in the bog at Glasnevin, flowered freely during the past
summer. The American Pitcher Plant has thus been proved by Dr. Moore to

be as hardy in an Irish, as in a New Jersey, bog. It can, in fact, be easily

grown in a bog in any part of England or Ireland.

Darlingtonia californica.—Of the many plants of DarlLngtonia brought
to this country of recent years, few seem to have lived, and the only really

good example of this plant in a cnltivated state we have seen is with Dr.
Moore, of Glasnevin, where there is a plant of it in vigorous health, one of its

pitchers being 18 inches long.

Abelia triflora.—This lovely and sweetly-scented plant is quite hardy atGlas-
nevin. its last flowers have just now faded after having been in bloom several
months. It forms a well-shaped free-growing shrub, about 10 feet high. It

may have been noticed as a striking wall-shrub at Kew, but it is even finer

seen growing in the shrubbery, as in the Dublin Garden. The graceful Abelia
floribanda is also quite hardy at Glasnevin against the greenhouse walls.

The Paris Red Flageolet Dwarf French Bean.—This i» nothing more
or less than the variety that has been placed before the public as Canadian
Wonder ; but, under whatever name it is held, it is really good ; being equal
in quality to any French Beau in existence, an immense cropper, and fit to

send to table in a larger state than others. The weight of crop it produces is

unequalled. It is a variety that ought to be universally grown, and cannot
fail to give satisfaction in quality, appearance, and profusion of crop. For
market it will become, as it gets better known, a general favourite.—T. Baiztks.

Cannell's System of Heating.—It may not be out of place, perhaps, to

state that we have lately adopted this system of heating one of the Vineries
here. It consists in making the water travel along the two bottom pipes first,

and then return to the boiler by the top ones, thereby making the return the
flow. I can positively assert that, in our case, less firing is required than under
the ordinary method, and that the water returns to the boiler in a hotter state,

thus increasing the amount of heat to nearly double that which we had before
we made this alteration.—H. Spubbier, Ettington Park.

Pansy Miss Maitland-—Allow me to assure your correspondent "J. M."
that I am not dissatisfied with this white bedding Pansy without good reason.

My stock of it came direct from the firm who first sent it out, and I found that
during the past spring and summer nearly one half of the plants produced
blooms very much discoloured with purple, which, of course, is a serious

drawback in a white self-coloured Pansy. At Chiswick, this summer, four
plants of it were grown, and two of these had discoloured blooms all the

season. The plant has a good dwarf habit, and if its flowers were constant it

would, undoubtedly, prove a capital white bedder.—A. D.

A Monstrous Lilium auratum.—Monstrous forms of the common Japan
Lily (L. speciosum) are well known, as they have become so fixed that bulbs
producing monstrous stems are offered for sale. We {Ameriean AgrU-uihtriiif),

however, never saw a monstrous Gold-banded Lily (L. auratum) until Messrs.
Thorburn k Co. recently sent us a specimen. In this, as in the others, the stem
is several inches broad, and flattened, as if what should be several stems were
soldered together, the upper portion being clothed with flowers as closely as

they can be packed. This stem has been estimated to produce considerably
over a hundred medium-sized bloo^ns, and it is altogether one of the most
wonderful specimens of floral abundance that we have seen.

Christie's Self-protecting Broccoli.-By a clerical error (see p. 437) T am
made to sayt.li at[ obtained seeds of this from Hull. What I did say was that

the stock of it had passed into the hands of Mr. Dixon, of Hull. I was one of

the few entrusted with the proving of this Brocccli for the last two seasons, and
I wrote respecting it as I found it. It was sent to one of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society's meetings, but, unfortunately, arrived too late; the Rev. C.

Whichcote, to whom Mr. Christie is gardener, has letters from the committee
regretting the mishap, and speaking of the Broccoli in favourable terms, and I

must repeat that it is the finest BroccoU I ever saw or tasted, growing from
6 to 13i inches in diameter, and withstanding our hardest winters to all appear-
ancc.—R. Nisbbt; Axwarby Park, Ftilkingham^
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which doea mond nature : ohanc;e it rather : but
The Aki itself ts Natuee."—Shakespeare.

FORCING HARDY PLANTS FOR AVINTBR
FLOWERING.

All those perennials which, in the open air, bloom early in

spring, are snitablc snbjects for forcing, and to the greater

number o£ these the following cultural remarks are applicable.

In spring, after they have flowered in the open air, the speci-

mens intended for forcing should be potted, with good balls,

in open loamy soil, or in a mixture of sandy loam and leaf

mould, or heath soil, and plunged, during the following sum-
mer, in an open position. Here they should be watered
abundantly, but no liquid manure should be given. At the

approach of autumn, those plants whose leaves have withered
should receive no more water. In rainy weather the pots

should be laid on their sides, and after they have endured a

little frost, the plants should be removed into a cool frame.
Those kinds whose leaves have not withered, such as Saxifraga,

Vinca, &c., should be watered in autumn, but only moderately,
and those kinds which, in autumn, have begun to form flower-

buds, and even flowers, as, for example, the sweet-scented
double Violets, should bo watered at that season whenever the

soil is dry. With few exceptions perennials intended for

winter flowering should be brought into bloom in a tempera-
ture not exceeding 45° to 60° Fahr., in a frame, pit, or low green-
house. AVhen the flowers begin to appear, it will be of service

to the gi'eater number of these plants to give them a watering
with liquid manure once or twice. All perennials may be
forced several j'ears in succession. After forcing, they should
be placed out-of-doors in spring, and treated during the

summer as in the year before. In the following enumeration
no allusion is made to kinds like the already popular Lily of

the Valley.
Perennials for Winter Forcing.

Adonis vernalis.—In December this plant should be
placed in a cool frame ; when the new growth commences the
plants should be set in a pit, in a temperature of from 4.5°

to .50° Fahr., where they will come into bloom ; no liquid

manure should be given. The stems grow about 9 inches high,

and the flowers are of a brilliant golden-yellow.

Anemone nemorosa fl. pi. and A. ranunculoides.—Two
of the earliest spring flowers of our woods, the first with white,

and the second with yellow, flowers. They require the same
treatment as Adonis vernalis. Still finer is A. apennina,
which should be potted in a mixture of heath soil and loam

;

and, treated like the preceding, when it will come into flower

in about fourteen days after the A. nemorosa.
Aquilegia glandulosa and A. vulgaris.— Of the numerous

species of Aquilegia these two are the best for forcing; the

first is n, native of the mountains of Siberia. It has produced
many varieties, of which the form known as A. jucunda, with
white petals and handsome sky blue sepals, is the finest. Of
A. vulgaris, whose varieties in form and colotir are very nume-
rous, the double-flowered kinds are to be preferred for forcing.

The fine variety of A. glandulosa, which is known as A.

g. jueunda, should not be placed in much heat, as it cannot
bear a high temperature, even in the early stages of its growth.

Caltha palustris fl. pi.—Only the double-flowered variety

of this well-known plant, which grows in bosav cround, and
has ghstenmg deep yellow flowers, is to Ije recommended for

forcing. It should be treated in the same way as Adonis
vernalis, only that it should have loamy soil mixed with
peat-soil; it should not be allowed to become very dry in

autumn, and when blooming, and preparing to bloom, the pot
should be set in a saucer so that the ball may be kept quite moist.

Dielytra spectabilis.— One of the handsomest perennials

from northorn China, producing, in great abundance, its pecu-

liar, large, pendant, heart-shaped, and flatly-compressed flowers

on bushy stems, from I5 to 85 feet high. Strong specimens
should be selected for forcing, and potted in pretty large pots.

Epimedium rubrum.—A pretty dwarf plant from Japan,

with flower-stems scarcely a foot long, and handsome I'cd and

white flowers. It is forced in the same way as the Anemones.

In addition to this flnest of the species for forcing, we also

recommend for that purpose E. macranthum, which has

delicate white flowers ; E. Musschianum, E. pinnatum, with

yellow flowers ; and E. violaceum, which has pale violet

flowers. None of these should be placed in great heat, but

gently pushed on in a frame or pit, so as to bloom about the

beginning of March.
Helleborus caucasicus var. colchicus and guttatus.—Of

the numerous Christmas Roses, these two are the best for

winter-flowering. The first has brownish-red, and the second

white, flowers tipped with red. The common Christmas Rose

(H. niger), which is a native of southern Europe, and has large

creamy flowers, may also be used, and particularly its large

variety maximus. Though these bloom well out of doors in

some districts, it is, in all cases, better to have good specimens

of them in pots.
Hemerocallis MiddendorfBi.—A native of eastern Asia,

with closely-crowded golden-yellow Lily-like flowers ; treat-

ment, the same as for Aquilegia. The other species of

Hemerocallis are unsuitable for forcing.

Hepatica triloba, with its single and double white, bine,

and carmine-flowered varieties, and H. angulosa, should

be planted in a mixture of equal parts of leaf mould or heath

soil and loam. The white-flowered variety of H. triloba and

also H. angulosa are the only ones which will beara little more

heat than the others, and they may be brought into bloom by

the middle of January. Late in autumn they should not

be kept too dry, and thould not be exposed to severe frost,

otherwise their leaves will be spoilt,

Hoteia japonica.—A pretty dwarf plant about a foot high,

with much-divided leaves, and handsome panicles of delicate

white flowers. It is forced in the same way as the Diely-

tras, and can be brought into bloom by Christmas or the

beginning of the new year, and continuously.

^ris fl.orentina, I. fiavescens, I. pumila, I. Sambucina.

—

All these can be forced into early bloom under the same treat-

ment as that given for Aquilegia. Iris pumila may be brought

into flower in January, 'the other kinds will flower in April,

if grown in a warm pit.

Omphalodes verna.—In autumn the plants should be

placed in a frame sheltered from frost, and soon afterwards

removed to a temperate forcing pit, where they will unfold

their beautiful sky blue flowers in the middle of December.

Orobus vernus.— Should be placed, in December, in a cool

frame free from frost, and in January may be removed to a

warwi pit, where the blue and red flowers will appear in

February. , -r. ^
PEeonia albiflora fl. pi., P. officinalis fl. pi., P. tenui-

folia fl. pi.—The pretty herbaceous Pasonics with double

flowers, serve both as ornaments for the garden and for

blooming indoors in April. About New Year's Day they

should bo placed in a temperature of from 40° to 60° Fahr.

P. tenuifolia comes earliest into bloom, and does not require

a large pot. It is, therefore, most to be recommended. A
light"watering with liquid manure should be given during

flowering time.
, „ ,v t , i

Polygonatum vulgare (Solomon's Seal).—Its handsome

foliage, on stems nearly 2 feet long, and its white pendent

flowei-* o-ive this plant a very attractive appearance. It pre-

fers a mixture of half leaf mould and half loam and sand, and

blooms in April under the same treatment as has been gi-^-en

for Aquilegia.
. . ...

Primula cortusoides.—A native of Siberia, with iilac

flowers, P. farinosa, which grows in moist places on the hills of

northern Europe, and on the Alps, and has rose-coloured

flowers, and the underside of its leaves covered with a white

mealy powder, and P. viscosa, a n.ative of the Alps with deep

red flowers, arc to be recommended above all other species for

flowering in March and April. In January they should be

placed near the glass in a temperate forcing house, in a rich

mixture of heath soil or leaf mould and loam.

TroUius asiaticus, T. altaicus, T. europseus.—The first

two kinds are only found in Siberia, and have glistening

orange-coloured flowers. Tlie last is distributed over the

whole of Europe and Siberia, and has sulphur-yellow flowers.

Treatment the same as tor Aquilegia. M.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Dr. Woodman writes to us to say that ia Lacombo Pinco &
Co.'b nursery at Exeter there is a plant of Lapagoria rosea which has
f^rown on an outer wall there for many years, and which is now in full

bloom, bearing about 100 splendid flowers of unusually good substance.
When the frost is very severe, it is given a little protection, but
otherwise it has to take care of itself.

A PLANT of Davallia Moorenna, at Dramlanrig, has produced
and is at present furnished with 118 fully-developed fronds, which
have a spread of 8i feet. This unique specimen is grown in a
a2-inch pot, and is probably the largest in Europe. It is one of the
best and most beautiful of all the Davallias.

Mk. Atkins, of Painswick, has brought under our notice some
slato labels which ho has used in his garden for several years, and
prefers them to any others. In shape they are like the common
wooden label. They are painted white, and, whilst the paint is wet,
then marked with a black lead pencil or a pointed implement of any
kind. The rrianufacturers are Messrs. Sessions and Sons, of
Gloucester. Mr. Barr, we understand, intends trying thorn in his
grounds at Tooting.

We have received from Messrs. Neumann & Co., of Great
Tower Street, a sample of the now Balata gum, to which reference
was made last week (see p. 151). This gum, however, being non.
clastic, cannot be used in place of indiarubbor, but for articles

generally made of the purest gutta peroha it will answer perfectly.
It, however, requires totally different treatment from either india-
rubber or gutta percha.

A NEW temperature indicator has just been brought under
our notice by Mr. Clement Marsh, Chetwynd House, Wolstanton,
Stoke-on-Trent. One form of the instrument, applied to an ordinary
thermometer, seems well suited for plant structures of all kinds

;

it is so contrived as to operate on an alarm bell at a minimum or
maximum temperature. The bell-ringing continuously arouses the
attention of the gardener, and at once proves to him, that the tem-
perature is either too high or too low. The bell can be fixed any-
where, and at any distance from the instrument ; it is a mere
question of length of wire. As a fire detector it promises to be
invaluable.

We have received flowers, in beautiful condition, of the follow.
ing plants, all of which are hardy and naturalised in Mr. Ellacombe's
garden at Bitton, viz., Solanum jasminoides, a beautiful white,
flowered climber, with fresh green foliage and Jasmins-like flowers

;

Iberis semperflorens, a dwarf fleshy-leaved Crucifer, much prized on
the Continent as a pot plant on account of its delicately-frag:rant
white flowers, which are borne in dense clusters; the true Jalap
plant (Exogonium Purga), with rich purple Convolvulus.like blossoms

;

Gaura Lindheimeri, a tall whitish-flowered herbaceous plant, much
grown in French gardens, and recently flowering on the rock-work at
Kew

; Abutilon vexillarium, a well known half hardy shrub, which
bears a profusion of bright orange-scarlet and yellow flowers.
Associated with these were also Bi'ugniausia sanguinea ; Saxifraga
Fortunei, a useful kind with spikes of showy white flowers ; the charm-
ing winter-blooming Clematis cirrhosa (figured at p. 425), a useful
species which bears large drooping greenish-whltobell-shaped flowers
in profusion ; Allium suaveolens, with Thrift-liko heads of creamy-
white flowers ; and Erica codonodes, a dwarf and very pretty winter-
flowering Heath—all bright and well coloured for this season of the
year.

Mr. 6. Shaw Lefevre, in a letter to the Times the other day,
with reference to the decision of the Master of the Rolls last week in
the Epping Forest cause declaring enclosures since 1851 to the extent
of 3,200 acres to be illegal, calls attention, among other cases of dis-
puted common rights, to that of Uarapstead Heath, and points out
that the purchase of this property by tho Metropolitan Board of
Works for £50,000 was not only unwise but unnecessary ; for,
had the suit then pending with the lord of tho manor been
suffered to take its course, there can bo no doubt now as to
the result being in favour of tho commoners. It is on every
account to be regretted that a compromise was effected before tho
legal points involved in the caso wero brought to an issue ; for by
some process many of the most picturesque and beautiful portions
of the Heath not included in tho bargain with the Board of
Works wero enclosed at the time of the purchase, and are now lost
to tho public, who, thero is every reason to believe, after the
decision iu the Epping case, might otherwise have had the enjoy-
ment of them for ever. The little village greens, also contiguous to
tho Heath, which from time immemorial wore tho favourite play-
grounds of tho poor, have, in like manner, within the last three or
four years, been appropriated for private uses, and it is a question
well worth consideration, whether some attempt might not be made
3n this and other similar Instances to test tho legality of tho

enclosures, and to restore to tho public at least such lands as have
not yet been built upon, and which may appear to have been
improperly taken from them.

The Thames Embankment is gradually becoming the hand-
somest Boulevard in Europe. When its trees and gardens have had
time to develop tUemjelves, the embankment will bs far finer than
anything of the kind in Paris or elsewhere.

ADiuEcroRV OK Bofaxists, comprising lists of gardens and
directors of gardens, and professors and curators, of ihe whole world,
has been published under the superintendence of Professor Morren,
at Liege. This is no new undertaking, but it is as yet insufliciently

known, and is so peculiarly useful that we advise all who arc likely

to need to consult such a work to make note of it at once. It

contains the names and addresses of about 750 botanists.

The report of tho Potato Disease Committee of tho Iloyal

Agricultural Society has been recently published. It will bo
recollected that three years ago E.xrl Cathcfrt offered a prize of

£100 for essays on tho prevention of the disease. Although no
fresh practical information was elicited, and it may, perhaps, be
said no direct good came from this well-meant offer, the Society
took the subject up and offered princes for Potatoes reputed to bo
piojf against disease. Two prizes wore offered for the com.
mencement of this year, for Potatoes of varieties already known,
and two are to be awarded five years hence for varieties that may
be produced by cultivation before that period. Six different varie-

ties wero sent in, one ton (twenty bags of one cwt.) of each. Tho
Society arranged to have these practically tested. Twelve stations

in England, four in Scotland, and four in Ireland were selected, and
1 cwt. of each variety sent for planting, of these so-called disease,

proof Potatoes. During the summer the botanic referee of tho
society visited all tho localities, and In all cases disease was found.
Much valuable information is likely to arise from the statistics that
have been collected, for .although it seems that no indication is giveu
of how the disease can be prevented, yet, under certain conditions.

principally influenced by moisture, its effect is but small.

General Chanzv, this past season, issued a circular to tho
generals of division and prefects in Algeria, directing them, in dealing
with grasshoppers, to adopt the method which has been success-

fully employed in Cyprus. This comprises systematic seeking and
destroying of the grasshoppers' eggs, and also attacking the crickets

on the march. It seems that before becoming full-blown gi-asshoppers

the crickets, about a month after they are hatched, begin to march,
and this they do in large, compact masses for a period averaging some
twenty-seven days, during which they never swerve from the line of

route once adopted. The people of Cyprus take a band of silk, from
G5 to 70 centimetres high and 100 metres long, and this they tie

vertically to poles firmly fixed in the ground, the upper part being
waxed or bordered with oil silk to a width of about 10 centimetres,
and the earth so heaped up under it as to leave no crevice between
tho silk and the ground. A second band is then set up, so as to form
a sort of gallery of gradually diminishing width, being at tho mouth
somewhat wider than the column of crickets, but only 5 metres
wide at the other end, where is a trench 5 metres long, one and a
half wide, and one deep. This forms the trap or "system," several

of which, 100 metres long, can be placed end to end and transported

to any point threatened by the invaders. All that has to be done is

to wait till the column of crickets has reached the treTich. Then
it is covered in with earth, and nothing more is seen of the
crickets.

JI. Corenwixder has contributed to the Soclete des Sciences,

of Lille, an exhau^ive series of observations on the processes of

respiration and nutrition in plants. He supports M. Claude Bernard's
view, that tho process ordinal ily known as tho respiration of plants

—

the decomposition of tho carbonic acid of the atmosphere—is really

a process of digestion, and that sinmltaneously with this, plants carry
on, by day as well by night, a true process of respiration, similar in

all respects to that performed by animals, consisting in an oxidation

of the carbonaceous matters of their tissues. By a very careful

series of analyses, performed mainly on the Lilac aud Maple, M. Coren.

winder determined that the proportion of nitrogenous matter in tho

leaves gradually and progressively diminishes from the time that they
emerge from the bud till their fall ; the proportion of carbonaceous

matter increases very rapidly during April and May, and then
remains nearly stationary till October ; while that of incombustable

substance increases during the whole period of vegetation. He dis.

tinguishes, therefore, two periods in the vegetative season of tho

plant—the first period, when nitrogenous constituents predominate,

is that during which respiration is the most active ; the second,

when tho proportion of carbonaceous substance is relatively larger, ia

the period when respiration is comparatively feeble, the carbonic acid

evolved being .again almost entirely taken up by the chlorophyll,

decomposed, and tho carbon fixed in tho true process of digestion.
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EAISING NEW KINDS OF PLANTS.
The artificial fertilisation of plants, by means of which so many new
and splendid varieties have been obtained, is an art which was but
guessed at by the scientific men of the last century, and aloiost totally

unknown to the immediate predecessors of those occupied in the various

branches of horticulture. Even at the present d.ay its principles are

but imperfectly known and still more imperfectly practised j and yet
such brilliant results have been obtained by comparatively rude know-
ledge and practice as ought to incite to more careful and accurate

study and manipulation, which cannot fail to lead to rapid progress

in this interesting and important branch of horticultural art—an
art which is the most potent lever we possess for modifying and
occasionally entirely changing the forms and general aspects of

vegetable life. From the most minute herb to the stately Elm, Pine,

or Oak, man is enabled, by its means, to produce an infinite variety of

new forms, as to general habit of growth, foliage, inflorescence, and
fruit ; the new varieties so produced, at the bidding of a skilfnl

operator, being frequently far superior to the former typos, in so much
that the original species of several of our most favourite garden flowers

have actually disappeared before the invasion of a host of superior and
far more splendid varieties obtained by the means of artificial fecunda-

tion. To the agriculturist seeking to improve his cereals and his root

crops, artificial fecundation of suitably-selected species will, with skill

and perseverance, inevitably crown his aspirations with brilliant

success ; while the commercial horticulturist, and the amateur
who loves his garden and his plants for themselves, should

vigorously pursue the practice of this new and wonderful art, which
touches the highest and most mysterious pinnacles of vegetable

physiology as with the wand of a necromancer—so great and striking

are the metamorphoses which may be wrought by its means. It was
by this art that M. Souchet, of Eontainobleau, produced all those

dazzling varieties of Gladioli ; and that M. Gcrain, of Eheims, succeeded
in raising his magnificent series of Petunias with both double and
single flowers, which have made his name famous in the annals of

floriculture ; and Messrs. Caulier, of Vailly, produced their remarkable

series of Zinnias in the same way. What has become of the old

forms of Geranium, Goleus, Gloxinia, and Caladium ? They have
disappeared to make way for the magnificent array of their respective

kinds produced by the magic of artificial fecundation. The results

obtained by English experimentalists have been still more striking,

as evidenced by the Clematis culture of Mr. Jackman, and the

striking amelioration of the higher classes of fruits by Mr. Rivers.

Fertilising by artificial means is like the opening of a mine of

some precious and previously unknown product, which is inex.

haustible, but of which only a few straggling veins have as yet been
laid bare. How much pleasure and unalloyed gratification and satis.

faction may be derived from the practice of an exquisite art, by
means of which we may change the face of Nature itself, making it

at once more beautiful and more useful to our race ; by the produc-

tion of new and more robust developments of our grandest forest

trees, of nobler forms among our fruit trees, bearing more abun-

dantly, richer and more delicious fruit, and of foi-ms of culinary

vegetables of such unproved growth and succulence that the present

varieties will drop out of cultivation, and be no more heard of in

the annals of horticulture, except as " pro-historic " developments,

as it were destined to be eventually forgotten in the annals of the

art of gardening.

The results of artificial fertilisation in England and Belgium appear

so remarkable to those who thoughtfully consider the powers of

this astonishing art, that they have been deemed, by M. Lambin,
" nothing less than prodigious." The best works that have been
published on this deeply interesting subject should be carefully read
and studied by both amateurs and commercial practitioners

in horticultural pursuits. M. Henri Lecoq's work, " Do la feconda.

tion naturelle et artificiello des vegetans, et de I'hybridation," is

full of instructive matter, and imparts in an agreeable and practical

form almost all that is at present known on the subject, accom.
jianied by careful descriptions of the best methods of operating.

Furnished with the knowledge thus acquired, the manipulator may
fearlessly engage in the enterprise of raising new varieties in every

class of the vegetable kingdom ; and need not be troubled with doubts
that Nature may get tired by his insatiate demands upon hev ever

prolific powers, for they are inexhaustible.

There are two distinct kinds of vegetable fertilisation— the

natural and the artificial. In the natural one, the pollen of the

male flower falls upon, and fertilises without extraneous aid, the

reproductive portions of the female flower. The chief function of

the general form of a flower appears to be the protection of the

delicate structures immediately connected with re-production, and to

place them in a suitable position to receive the necessary influences

of the atmosphere and the particles of the fertilising pollen.

The ordinai'y floral envelope of the reproductive apparatus consists

of the calyx and the corolla. The corolla is composed of the
petals, which are generally the coloured portion of the flower, and
serve as the enclosure of the stamens. Where the petals are separate,

as in a Rose or Daisy, the flower is termed polypetalous. Where
they are more or less attached to each other, or are without any
separation at all, as in the Convolvulus, they are termed mono.
petalous. The base of the petal or petals is protected by the calyx,
or cup, which partakes of the nature of foliage, and is generally
green ; its divisions being termed sepals. Its function is to protect
the base of the stamens, and the ovary or seed vessel. The repro.

ductive organs consist of the pistil or female organ, and the
stamens or male organs. The pistil is placed prominently in tho
centre of the flower, and consists of the ovary, the style, and
the stigma. The ovary at the base of the pistil contains tho
rudiments of seeds, which are termed ovules. The style is snr-

monnted by the stigma, which varies in its aspect and form, but is

nearly always moist with a viscous secretion, to which any particles of

pollen falling upon it adhere and ai'e dissolved. The stamens, or male
organs, consist of the antliers, covered with pollen, and the filaments,

upon the point of which they are raised. The pollen, or fertilising

powder, examined through a microscope, appears to consist of a mass
of small vesicles or granules, of which the form and colour vary with
every genus of plants, and often with difiierent species of the samo
genus. Each granule contains a mucilaginous fluid, and this fluid is

conducted by means of the stigma and style to the ovary.

When both the pistil and fertilising stamens exist in the samo
flower, it is called hermaphrodite, as combining both sexes ; as in

Peach-flower, the Apple blossom, and the Lily. When the pistil and
stamens are not found in the same flower, but are in separate flowers on
the same branch, the plant is called monoecious, of which the Walnut,
the Melon, and the Mulberry are examples. When the male and
female flowers are foundondifferent plants, the plant is called dicccious,

as in the case of the flowers of the common Hemp and Spinach, and in

Palms ; finally, plants are termed polygamous, which have both male
and female and also hermaphrodite flowers, examples of which
are the Pimpernel, the Gleditschia and others. In order that the feoun.

dation may take effect, it is necessary that the pollen of the

anthers should come into contact with the stigma. If the stigma
and stamens exist in the same flower, the anthers are generally so

placed as to be very near to tho stigma, so that the fructifying

particles furnished by the anther may fall upon the stigma, or bo
carried to it by insects, or other means. In aquatic plants, espe-

cially those which flower beneath the surface, special arrangements
exist for the prevention of injury to the pollen by contact with
the water, and in apetalous kinds the pollen is superseded by a
fluid. The various means (remarks M. Lecoq) that are resorted to

by Nature to ensure the successful fertilisation of plants, commends
our fervent admiration, and those means are never failing, except
when interrupted by extraordinary accidents. In the Raftlesias, of

which the sexes are almost invariably situated a± considerable

distances from each other, the viscous nature of the pollen does not

permit the action of the wind to convey it to the female flowers,

which are fertilised by unconscious insects, who, deceived by the

cadaverous odour of these plants, descend into the depths of the

corolla, and, finding their mistake take flight with portions of the

viscous matter attached to their legs, wings, or proboscis, and,

deceived a second time, carry it with them into the corolla of

another flower, probably a female, which is thus fertilised by
adventitious aid. Often, too, insects have been the unconscious

fertilisers of flowers not requiring foreign assistance. In such cases,

carrying the pollen of one related species to another, and being

the cause of the appearance of new hybrids, from time to time, in our
gardens and orchards, long before human discovery, and the ingenuity

of man, had reduced artificial fertilisation to a regular science ; which,

though yet in its infancy, has already led to extremely interesting,

and, indeed, magnificent results. The fertilisation of plants by
foreign agency, either accidental or scientific, has however, its

limits. It can only take clace between plants of the same group,

and is generally confined to such as stand in near botanical relation-

ship to each other ; which renders it necessary to say a few words on
species and varieties. A species is a botanical unity—above it is the

family, below it are the varieties—as for example. Wheat is a species,

but red Wheat, and white Wheat, are only varieties of the one
typical species. The Red Currant, the Black Cnrrant, the Thorny Cur.

rant, or Gooseberry, are distinct species ; varieties of each may
occasionally appear producing larger or smaller, or more highly

coloured fruit, but neither the Red or Black Currant will ever produce
single fruited varieties ; nor will the Gooseberry ever produce fruit in

bunches like any of the species of Currants. It is hence seen

that variations of species have their fixed limits. The object, there-

fore, of those who attempt the artificial fertilisation of the reproduc-

tive organs of the flowers of plants, must be concentrated upon the
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improveraent, and not tlie entire alteration o£ the general form and
character of species. With these facts in view, improvements by
selection necessarily becomes the only legitimate object of tho
hybridiser. He mast take tho pollen from only tho linest plants
—especially those furthest removed from their original wild state.

It is in this way that a continuous progress in the pcifeotionising
of flowers and fruits will henceforward bo kept np in flower, fruit,
and vegetable culture ; and also in tho various kinds of plants" which
form the staple of field culture.

It now remains to set before the intending manipulator tho best
methods of performing the operation of artificial fertilisation, and
tho various precautions which must be carefully observed, in order
to ensure success. In the first place, it is perhaps scarcely needful
to toll the operator, that to hybridise a plant, it must bo artificially
fertilised by another of the same genus, as for example, a wliite Rose
by a red or a yellow one. Before operation, great care should be
taken to secure the pollen from well and perfectly developed anthers
of the male plant, or it may be such as will not produce a successful
result when it is sought to fertilise the female plant. In general,
the hybrid partakes of the nature of both parents; though, in
many cases, the influence of the female parent is the greater. The
selection of the species to be artificially fertilised requires much care.
For instance, -when it is desired to obtain an improved fruit, it
should be taken into consideration, whether it is an early or a late
frait, of its kind. If late, then it should be crossed with a plant which
ripens its fruit about the same time ; or, if an early sort is about to
be dealt with, tho fertilisation should be from some other early kind

;

andothor qualities should be observed in a similarly scrupulous manner'
especially in the matters of the saccharine, farinaceous, or .aromatic
properties of culinary vegetables, which it is sought to improve. It
has been by carefully studying tho kind of amelioration required,
and the subjects most likely to impart it, as well as those most likely
to receive it, that such magnificent results have been already attained
in this country. Another principle has to be observed. So soon as a
new and very desirable variety has been obtained, its influence should
bo utiUsed at once ; as new varieties are much more easily obtained
from it before it has acquired that individual stability which habit
eventually establishes.

Double flowers may be accidentally obtained from seed, but the
results of careful selection in the fertilisation of double or semi.double
flowers, in order to produce varieties still more double, is much more
satisfactory than waiting for such chance varieties as may arise from
nncouscious fertilisation by insects or other causes. In order to
improve the progressive development of any new character by selec-
tion, M. Lecoq tells us that he has sometimes fertilised double varie-
ties, selecting both parents from already very double varieties, and
that the result was the production of several now hybrids, the flowers
of which were so excessively double that the buds invariably burst, and
a perfectly opened flower never occured upon the plants, as is some-
times the case in new hybrid Carnations and Pa3onies. But out of the
same experiment several single-flowered varieties were also produced
as though by the selection of both parents, disposed to produce avast
number of superfluous petals in each flower, the tendency had become
entirely neutralised, and the offspring had returned to the oritnnal
single type. As regards the respective colours of tho parents in
hybridisation, it has been observed that the colour of the flowers of
the female parent generally predominates over that of the male. If
therefore, it is sought to obtain a hybrid bearing flowers of darker
colour than those of either of the parents, the tone of colour of the
flowers of the female parent should be darker than those of the male
But if it is wished to lighten the tone of colour, then, in most
instances it would bo well to select a female par'ent bearin.r white
flowers, or, at all events, flowers of a very light colour. Sometimes
the attempt to deepen, or render lighter certain tones of colour by
hybridisation results in the production of striped flowers, in which
the colours of both parents are preserved intact in that form—as in
lulips. Belladonnas, and many other plants.
Tho preparation of the subjects to be operated on is very

important. In tho first place, these should bo placed in tho most
tavoutablo position possible for maturing their seed. Secondlv
It IS important that the possibility of contact with other pollen
than that intended to produce tho kind of fertilisation required
should bo guarded against. In hermaphrodite plants, the anthersmust be removed as soon as tho flowers open. In monrccious
plants tho male flowers must bo removed as fast as thevappear; and, in dicccious plants, the plant bearing male flowersmust not bo allowed to remain in tho neighbourhood of thefemale plants Thirdly, it is desirable, both in the collection ofpo Ion ancl in the artificial fertilisation efl-ected by its means, to selecton y terminal or principal flowers. Fourthly, when the blossoms of

iie^ l„rH ""n"
°.

t°'-"'i^«l. it is desirable to place the branchbcuiug tho flowers to be operated on beneath a bell.glass, upon a

thick layer of Moss, in order to protect the blossoms from any kind
of accidental fecundation. Fifthly, in preparing culinary vegetables
or cereals for artificial fecundation, the plants intended for tho opera-

tion should bo isolated, in the remote corner of a garden, or other
situation where the pollen oF allied kinds would bo unlikely to reach
them by the interposition of insects or other causes. Sixthly, suitablo

instruments, such as blunt.pointed scissors, sable brushes, &c., should
bo provided for the amputation of stamens and other jiurposes. M.
Brassonl, cutler. Hue Gay-Lussac, Paris, has invented a neat little set

of instruments for hybridising purposes, which are a great luxury

;

and all that could bo desired ; but ordin.iry scissors, pincers, and a
sharp penknife, in the hands of a skilful operator, are sufficiently

handy—" good workmen never quarrel with their tools." In most
instances the excision of the stamens immediately after the expansion
of the flower will bo found sufficient precaution ; but, in certain

flowers, the fertilisation takes place previously to their expansion,
and, in such cases, it becouies absolutely necessary to make a careful

incision in tho unopened bud before the opening of the corolla, and
to extract the stamens before the dissemination of the pollen. This
operation requires neatness and precision ; but, with delicate handling,

it may be performed with seldom varying success; care being taken
not to crush the anthers in the least degree, and not oven to throw
them down carelessly near the plant, as insects might carry particles

to the flower about to be hybridised.

The preservation of pollen about to be used in hybridisation, will

require great care, if brought from a distance. It often happens
that the pollen required to fertilise a plant cannot be procured
exactly at the time desired ; and, if it be necessary to keep it for some
time without using, the following precautions may be observed :

place the collected pollen in the hollow of a watch.glass, and let it

remain exposed for a few hours (but not in the sun) till a portion of

its moisture has evaporated; another watch-glass of the same size

may then be placed over the one containing the pollen, and
made air-tight by tho application of gum round the edges. As
to the length of time during which it may be thus preserved,
nothing precise is known, except that the pollen of some kinds
of plants will keep much better than that of others. M. Haguin,
of Liege, has fertilised Lilies with pollen that had been collected

for more than forty.eight days—.\zaleas, with pollen forty-two
days old ; while Camellias respond to the fertilisation of pollen

that has been kept for sixty. five days. These periods are far exceeded
by that of the retentive powers of the pollen of Ceratozamia niexicana,

which after being preserved from 1866 to 1S73, was successfully
applied by II. Iloullet, chief of the plant-houses of the Jardin dea
Plantes. Nevertheless, M. Bleu, well-known as the producer of a,

noble series of hybrid Caladiums, states his full conviction that tho
freshest pollen is the better. M. Haguin cuts the authors he requires

immediately on the opening of the flower, wraps them carefully in a
pasted-up seed paper, and leaves them in a dry and warm situation

for twenty-four hours. By that time the fecundating dust has fully

ripened, and M. Haguin then envelopes it closely in thin sheet-lead,

numbering and naming each kind, and placing them in a dry," but
cold, situation, till required for use. M. Perrolet, reports from
Guadaloupe, that the male pollen of a Date Palm (which flowers

three months before the female tree), was kept during the three
months required without injury.

The application of pollen should bo effected in tho following
manner. The morning is, in most plants, the period of the day in

which the stigma is best prepared to receive it. With the first rays
of the sun, therefore, tho operation should be performed. The only
exceptions are, where the plant to be fertilised is an evening or night
flowerer, in nearly all of which fertilisation is rapidly effected imme-
diately on the opening of the flower ; therefore, care must be taken
to seize quickly the favourable moment. Nothing is more simple and
easy than the actual application of the pollen ; a small quantity of the
pollen taken up with a camel-hair or sable pencil and placed gently
upon the crown of the stigma is all that is necessary ; that done, tho
operation is completed. SI. Olivier Gerain, of llheims, moistens tho
pollen with a drop or so of water, which is painted on to tho stigma
in that state, with a small sable brush, and it is by that form of appli-

cation that he has produced tho flue strain of brilliantly-coloured

Petunias for which his establishment is so well known. When the
pollen is applied to the stigma it enters into immediate communica.
tion with the viscous liquid there .secreted, and is thus conducted
through the tissues of the stigma to tho ovules, or embryo seed, which
it fertilises. This connection is no sooner consummated th,an the beauty
of the flower begins to fade, and the brilliant corolla withers and falls

;

all the energies of the neighbonriiig parts of the plant becoming con-
centrated upon the development of tho fruit, or seed vessel, and its

contents. The seed vessel has a double function to perform, that of

nourishing the seeds during theirgrowth and ripening, and also that of

protecting them from external injury. W.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
FRUIT OF STEPHANOTIS FLOEIBUNDA.

Tnis well-known and exceedingly ornamental climbing plant has,

ever since its introduction from Madagascar, been a great favourite,

and has formed one of the most graceful ornaments of our stoves. It

is, however, very rarely that it has produced its fruit in Europe. M.
Carriero, the well-informed editor of the Bei-ue Horficoh, believes

that it has fruited for the first time in Europe, during the present

season, in the garden of an amateur at Pontoise. In 1868, however, we
saw a plant of it bearing fifteen fine fruit, each as large as a Jargonelle

Pear, in Lord Berner's garden at Keythorpe, and it has now and then

fruited elsewhere in this country. The flowers of the Stephanotisare

great favourites with bouquet makers in Covent Garden. Their pure

white colour and their elegant form seem to have rendered them
specially desirable for floral decorative purposes at weddings; and as a

chief feature in button-hole bou-

quets they have become indis-

pensable, while in wreaths and
massive hand-bouquets for suoli

occasions they seem to have par-

tially displaced Orange-blossoms
themselves. Though so well-

known as a cut flower, some of

our readers may know little of the

entire plant, and may be glad to

learn, from our engraving, some-
thing of its appearance when in

fruit.

ORCHIDS AT
LORD LONDESBOROUGH'S.

The fine collection of Orchids at

Norbiton, well deserves especial

notice for several reasons. Most
practical Orchid growers will

agree with us that the less Orchids
are removed from the houses in

which they are grown the better
;

and yet no collection of plants has

travelled so much as that now
under consideration. When the

collection was grown at Grimston
Park, near Tadcaster, especial

arrangements were made, and a

heated railway van was employed
tu bring plants from it in bloom
to London. Nor were they thus
shifted about merely for the grati-

fication of their owner, as, at

nearly every meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society then, as

now, a group of plants from Lord
Londesborough's collection was
staged. In spite, however, of in.

evitable drawbacks to growth,
consequent on such transitions,

the collection still remains one of

the finest in Europe. Cattleyas

generally look well, and at the
time of our visit a plant of C.

gigas bore three fine flowers, one
having been removed for artistic purposes. It is a robust and showy
variety, but will not bear comparison with the true old C. labiata,

which we have always considered, when well grown, to be the finest

of all Cattleyas. Of the last named plant a noble specimen has borne
three fine spikes, or, in all, fifteen flowers. These, for size, form, and
richness of colouring, we have never seen surpassed. How gorgeously

beautiful this plant is !—and yet how seldom do we see it grown.
Imagine great broad petalled flowers, of the softest lilac, delicately

frilled and crimped so as to represent the subtle colouring in at least

a dozen different shades, and these again blended into other inter,

mediate shades with inimitable softness and delicacy. It is, how-
ever, when we come to the great frilled open-throated lip that we
are most astonished—what an array of royal purple, crimson, and
cloth.of-gold barred with ruby, have we there! Ruskin, in one of

his books, asks, what artist ever yet painted the delicate throat of a
Foxglove bell ? If this, then, is so ditficult, how mnch more so must
it be to represent the ever-varying tints of these protean Orchids ?

We now come to a group of Phalcenopsids, in which a vigorous plant

of P. Lowii is furnished with a great branched spike bearing thirteen

Fruit of Stepbanotis floribunda.

flowers. The spike is fully 18 inches in length, and the individual

blossoms are 2 inches or more across. This is so handsome that even
the queen of Orchids herself (P. amabilis) has to yield in point of

beauty. The segments of the flowers are of a soft rosy-lilac, pearl,

like in lustre, while the apex of the narrow lip is of the most
brilliant amethyst-purple. Mr. Denning hae been most successful

with this plant, which is, as most practical Orchid growers are

aware, one of the most difficult to cultivate in the whole group.

Here, however, its leaves remind one of those of P. amabilis, except
that thoy are more sharply pointed, and are freckled with the
characteristic purple dots. Side by side with the last named hung
two plants of the rare P. intermedia Portei—perhaps the rarest, and
certainly one of the most beautiful, of all cultivated Orchids. It is

supposed to be either a seedling variety or natural hybrid, and only a
solitary plant has as yet been discovered in its native habitat—the
Phillipines—while from this have been raised the plants now in

cultivation, and which might be counted on the fingers of one hand.
The largest plant here is unique,
and is as vigorous in appearance
as a strong plant of P. amabilis,
to which it certainly bears some
resemblance in habit. It is now
bearing a strong flower-spike j but
the blossoms will not be open for
some weeks yet to come. Some
strong masses of Epidendrum
bicomutum are making a vigorous
growth, suspended in baskets near
the glass, and a plant of the
pretty little Angrsecum bilobnm
is flowering freely. The singular
" Cockatoo plant " (Angrascum
EUisii) has just tiowered, and de-
serves mention as a souvenir of
the late Mr. Ellis, to whom we are
indebted for several showy Au.
grfecums, and also for the '' Lattice
Leaf "plant (Ouvirandra). The
Cockatoo plant is distinct in habit,
and in its growth somewhat re-

sembles a Renanthera. A plant
of the best variety of A. eburneum
is growing well, and is now throw-
ing up a stout spike ; while a fine

plant of Coelogyne Rhodeana, with
fluted pseudo bulbs and bright
green leaves, is a mass of pale
brown-spotted flowers. Dendro-
bium Falconeri is making plump
and vigorous growth. This is one
of the finest of all Dendrobes when
in bloom ; but, unfortunately, that
is seldom the case. A plant of the
lovely golden-flowered D. chry.
sotis (D. Hookerianum of the Bot.
Mag.) has the finest growths of
any specimen we have yet seen,
these being in some cases fully
6 feet in length. This specimen
is even finer than the one sold at
Mr. Sam Mendel's sale ; and, when
strong and healthy, flowers very-
freely. A splendid specimen of
the chaste Cymbidium eburneum

is now showing flower, and is in perfect health. This is one of the
finest specimens in cultivation, and ranks with that in Mr, Russell's
collection at Falkirk or Mr. Dodgeson's at Blackburn. Another
pretty species, 0. Mastersii, although less effective, is still well worth
a place in the most select collection ; here it is bearing five or six
gracefully-curved spikes of milk-white flowers with pale pea-green
bracts. Here, too, are two of the finest specimens of Dendrobium
Kingianum in Europe, both in robust health and growing freely.
This is a pretty rosy-purple-flowered Australian species, which, apart
from its rarity, well deserves culture as a free-flowering and beautiful
plant. Another rare Dendrobe (D. Lowii) is represented here by
two specimens, both fresh and healthy. This belongs to the ni^ro.
hirsute or black.haired section, and produces golden-yellow flowers
with a peculiarly hairy lip. A plant of Thunia alba had j nst flowered,
but Mr. Denning informed us that it is more beautiful than some of
the paler varieties of T. Bensoniaa. It had made a vigorous growth,
the stems being fully a yard in length, and proportionate in thick,
ness. We also noticed strong healthy plants of Dendrobium nodatnm
and the delicate green-flowered Dendrochilnm filiforme, the spikes of
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which resemble, to some extent, delicate filigree jewelry. Pass-

ing into one of the cooler houses, we came npon Odontoglots and

Masdevallias, literally revelling in the fresh airy atmosphere and

gonial humidity so essential to the growth of these plants. Here,

for the first time, we had the pleasure of seeing the pure white

variety of Roezl's Odontoglot, a decided acquisition, and one which

will be thought by many to be more beautiful than the purple,

blotched variety. The flower is perfect in shape, having snow-white

sepals, petals, and lip, with the exception of a stain of clear lemon,

yellow .at the base of the latter ; this plant will form a worthy
companion to the white Lycaste. The Masdevallias were in fine

condition, about half-a-dozen species being in flower at the time of

our visit. M. Veitchii was, of course, one of the best, possessing, as

it does, so rich a variety of bright colours. M. ignea is another

brilliant little gem, the flowers of which glow like red-hot iron,

especially when contrasted, as in this case, with the cool snowy
flowers of M. tovarensis, the inimitable texture of which can be
likened to nothing so much as that of a snow-flake. M. peristeria

has curious sombre-looking greenish flowers, mottled with dull brown
within, like some of the Stapelias, but the lip is very beautiful when
oxaniined closely, being hinged almost as delicately as that of a

llolbophyllum, and set with dense purple papillas. M. Estradia) is

another little gem, with rich dark purple flowers. In habit it some-

what resembles M. cocoinea, the leaves being only an inch or two in

length, and of perfect outline—so much so that the plant is always
interesting, even when out of flower, which must, indeed, be seldom,

.as the plant now under notice was furnished with a plentiful

supply of new buds, and some of its former flowers were only

just on the verge of decay. We hope yet to see great pans
of Masdevallias at our floral exhibitions with from twenty
to fifty flowers on each. Imagine M. Veitchii with fifty flowers all

open at once. Why even the scarlet Anthurium would look of a dull

brick-red compared with it. We have already seen the chaste little

M. tovarensis with thirty-six flowers on a plant scarcely a foot in

diameter, and we feel assured that this will be much exceeded in time.

Side by side with the Masdevallias were two or three plants of

O lontoglossum vexillarium now making vigorous growth ; Mr. Denning
told us that one of these plants had borne a magnificent arched spike

of richly-coloured flowers this season. Some plants of Cypripedium
iusigne were blooming freely, but, in point of beauty, these were far

surpassed by a vigorous plant of the true C. insigne Maulei, which,

as here seen, is one of the best of all the Lady's-slippers. It is

distinct from the common v.ariety in habit, the flowers being larger

in size, and the broad upper standard or sepal is of a pure white half

its length, and blotched with clear light purple, notg reenish-white,

blotched with dull brown as in the common form. This is a plant

which should be in every collection of cool-house Orchids ; but, like

many other good things, it is but seldom met with in true character.

To buy it in bloom is the surest way to obtain it true to name, and
even if 50 per cent, more is paid in consequence, one has the consola-

tion of knowing that future disapointment is impossible. Another
really good and showy plant well worth general cultivation by all

amateur Orchid growers is Epidendrum Catillua (E. Imperator of

Linden), one of the tall-growing kinds, which bears large terminal
clusters of reddish-crimson flowers, such as might almost be mistaken
for Ixora blooms were it not for the magical soft lilac and white of

the arrow-headed or jagged lip. This plant possesses the good
property of blooming for ten or twelve months in succession, and
then, when one cluster of flowers is past its best, a new one makes its

appearance a little lower down the spike, just as often occurs in

Phalsenopsis. Epidondrums are not general favourites, but this may
be considered as the gem of the group or section to which it belongs.

Some plants of E. vitellinum majus in the same house are making
vigorous growth and promise well for future display.

The north side of a span-roofed house we found devoted to the
ojoler growing Orchids and Odontoglots, being divided from the
southern half by a glass partition. In order to afford the necessary
shade, some thic-k tiffany or other coarse fabric is strained over
the glass, and is found to answer admirably. Here we found dozens
of Odontoglosscm Alexandras and 0. Pescatorei, most of them throw-
ing up flower-spikes in all directions. One variety had the most
perfectly formed spike we have ever seen, its pearly flowers being
arranged in the most graceful natural wreath imaginable, and here
and there suffused with delicate rosy-lilac, the base of the fringed
lip being suffused with soft golden-yellow. A fine plant of 0. crista-
tum bore six fine spikes which drooped around the pot on all sides,
and a very fine variety of 0. Hallii was furnished with four good
spikes. The lion of the collection, however, was a splendid specimen
of the last named plant, on which we counted seventeen flower-spikes,
many of them branched. This was not at its best, but when in full
flower will be a sight worth seeing. A plant of O. coronarium boro
a stout erect spiko of brilliantly-tinted flowers, which, in both form

and colouring, are quite distinct from any other Odontoglot which
we have yet seen. The colour of the rounded segments is a bright

reddish-brown, shiny as if varnished, the lip being golden-yellow,

blotched with brown, and barred with deep rich purple. This plant

is not unfrequently met with in collections, but, as a rule, it flowers

very rarely ; still, Mr. Denning has succeeded in blooming it every

season since 1870, when it flowered, for the first time, we believe,

in this country, under his management at Grimston. It is some,
times known as O. candelabrum, and more rarely as O. brevifolium.

A vigorous plant of O. sceptrum bore a strong spike of soft greenish,

yellow flowers, something between those of O. Hallii and 0.

cristatum in shape, but distinct as regards colour. The segments
are blotched with a soft hazel.brown, the effect of which is peculiarly

interesting. In this house Oncidium macranthum grows very freely,

and is just now throwing up vigorous growths. A plant of O.

superbiens var. Enaoi is also growing vigorously, and now bears a
great branched spike of tiger.striped flowers. Another rare Orchid,

Namodes medusa, and one with which many growers have failed, is

growing here freely on a carpet of fresh living Sphagnum. Mr.
Denning has two plants of it both doing well, and on the largest we
counted nine strong " leads." This plant, when shown a year or

two ago in flower, attracted much attention on account of the curious

bright port wine-like colouring of its singularly fringed lip. This
species is often placed on a dry block, and in such positions it invari-

ably fails ; but if the block is covered with a fresh growth of Moss,
and a fair supply of tepid moisture is given at the root in conjunction
with a moderately cool temperature, the difl[iculty experienced in

growing it vanishes.

One of the Orchid.houses here faces the south, and is managed
differently from the others, inasmuch as a drier atmosphere is main,
tained, and no artificial shading is used. We have seen this mode of

treatment also carried out in Mr. Backhouse's nursery at York, and
in both cases with successful results. Some small plants of Dendro-
bium nobile, which have been propagated and grown on in little

baskets suspended from the roof, afforded convincing proofs that
this mode of management suited them, the growth being short but
remarkably plump, and of that ripe golden-yellow colour which in

this species nearly always foreshadows a profusion of bloom. The
plump and vigorous growth of Lselia autumnalis, under the same
treatment, was also equally remarkable. Some established plants of

Odontoglossum grande have become markedly altered in habit by
this treatment, the leaves being considerably shorter and of greater
substance than others produced in a shaded and more humid atmo-
sphere. In both cases the size of bulb was the same, still from the
stout and rigid character of their foliage one may reasonably infer
that they were better developed and likely to be more floriferous

than they otherwise would have been. A well-established plant
of La>lia autumnalis was throwing up seventeen fine flower-spikes,

and was one of the best examples of this species we have yet
seen, while, close beside it, a plant of Oncidium tigrinum bore
a fine three-branched spike, bearing in all thirty flowers. Cattleya
citrina, which often baSles all attempts to grow it success,
fully, was here literally luxuriating in the most perfect health, its

pendent growth being in some cases more vigorous than that on
newly.imported plants. Another delicate little plant (Epidendrum
eruboscens) was throwing up a flower-spike, and growing freely up a
long slender block ; and a strong plant of Odontoglossum cariniteruai

was bearing two or three stout flower-spikes. Some plants of Laelia
majalis have made remarkably fine growth, suspended near the light;
and it will interest Orchid growers to know that this shy-flowering
species blooms regularly here every season, and possibly some of our
readers may remember the fine variety of it which was shown by
Lord Londesborongh at the Royal Horticultural Society's exhibition
on May 13th, 187t, and which bore three fine flowers.

Entering another house we found such a display of Pleiones, or
Indian Crocuses as they .are called, as we have seldom seen before.
These are grown here in quantity, and are found almost invaluable
for cut, or, to speak more correctly, pulled flowers ; for, if the stem
of the flower is taken between the thumb and finger and pulled
gently, it comes out of its sheath with a much longer and more con-
venient stalk than it is possible to obtain if the knife or scissors are
employed. Notwithstanding onr love for novelty, we have not yet
" bedded out " either Orchids or aquatics, although, in the case of

the former, this might well be done in a moderately warm conserva-
tory or winter garden by plunging pots of Pleiones, Cattleyas,

Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, and other free-flowering subjects of

compact growth on a fresh green carpet of Selaginella. For particular

occasions this scheme might be adopted for a few days without injury
to the plants. We have already seen this scheme well worked out by
using Roman and common Hyacinths, Crocuses, Narcissus, and Snow-
drops mixed with a few late-blooming scarlet Pelargoniums for
brilliancy of colour, and the effect was, indeed, very beautiful. This
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circumstance immediately suggested itself to our mind on seeing,
perhaps, twenty or more pots of Pleione lagenaria and P. niaculata
neatly arranged in a continuous line, and supported by a row of

fresh green Isolepis (gracilis) pyguiasa backed by Cattleyas and
other miscellaneous plants of larger growth. The effect of this

simple arrangement was very striking. In the same house we were
shown a fresh and healthy specimen of the blue-lipped Zygopetalum
maxillare, which had produced seven spikes of flowers, and each
spike was bearing from five to seven fine blooms. This is one of the
best varieties of this plant which we have seen, and as a specimen it

is not far behind the splendid example of it which exists in Mr. E.
Wrigley's collection at Bury, in Lancashire, which at one time bore
seventeen spikes, furnished collectively with 147 flowers. The pretty
little Odontoglossum Kossii grows well here, one plant of it being
nearly a foot across. This is a fine purple-blotched variety, with a
broad and beautifully frilled lip. This is the purple-columned
variety, and now bears eight or nine spikes, many of them being
three flowered. The pretty little Cattleya Pinelli was also flowering
freely iu the same house ; it bears rosy-lilac flowers, with a blackish,

purple or velvety.crimson lip. It is of very neat and compact
growth, and well worth growing as an attractive autumn and winter
blooming species. A fine variety of Zygopetalum Mackayi bore
three spikes of richly coloured flowers, the markings on the broad
white lip being of the most vivid bluish-purple. Here also was a
fresh and healthy specimen of the distinct-looking Arpophyllnm
giganteum, which has made a luxuriant growth, and shows well for

future bloom. This fine old Orchid is sadly too much neglected;
still, when well grown, it is an effective and graceful plant, either
for exhibition or for purposes of general decoration. A plant of
Oncidium erosum was furnished with twelve fine spikes of

pale golden flowers, and is now highly effective ; while a
plant of the purple-flowered Dendrobium Parishii has made the
finest growth we have ever seen, the newly-formed bulb being
fully 18 inches in length, and nearly an inch in diameter. The
old D. cretaceum has made growth nearly equally fine, and a plant
of D. atro-sanguineum is in the best possible health. The latter

species is one of the most difficult plants in the genus to cultivate.

A pan of Ccelogyne cristata here, nearly a yard across, was in fine

condition, reminding one of Mr. Tates' mammoth specimens, which
grow in a little shady stove at Sale. It is one of the best of winter,
blooming Orchids, and the plant in question promises, when in bloom,
to be a perfect picture. A plant of the rare Epidendrum amabile
bore five or six spikes of showy lilac-purple flowers, and had been in

bloom for the past three months. The Coeruleau Vanda was furnished
with a spike or two of pale blue lilac-shot flowers, and others have
been cut for indoor decorative purposes. Saccolabiums generally do
well here ; some magnificent specimens of S. giganteum are in wonderful
health and vigour, and are showing well for flower, while a plant of the
beautiful old Oncidium Lanceanum is in splendid condition, the leaves

being of a fresh green colour, without the slightest trace of the baneful
spot which so commonly attacks this plant. Three fine little speci.

mens of the rare Dendrobium senile deserve notice, as it only exists

in one or two British collections, and is very interesting on account of

its pseudo bulbs being covered with long white silky hairs. Another
rare species, D. bigibbum, grows well here, and flowers freely.

This is the finest of all the Australian Dendrobes ; it is, unfor.
tunately, rare, more valuable, indeed, than gold—weight for weight.
Some plants of the sparkling little Sophrouitis grandiflora were
blooming freely, grown on blocks suspended near the light, and
Cattleya Perrini, a distinct and well-known plant, was very showy.
Some fine masses of Lselia anceps were throwing up their slender
two-edged scapes, indicating a gorgeous display of colour in a few
weeks' time. In conclusion we may state that with but few excep.
tions all the plants just named were in bloom when we saw them
about ten days ago, while many specimens, equally remarkable in

size and vigour, are not noticed, simply because to have mentioned
but half those worthy of note would have lengthened our report
beyond reasonable bounds.

Marechal Niel Rose.—Those who have space to spare in their sreenhonses
or conservatories should plant a good strong Mari^chal Wiel thi3 autumn;
it is a crQod evergreen climber, as well as one of the most useful plants that
could he put on a conservatory wall, and one which will also be useful for
furnishing cut blooms.—H. G.

Frnit of Tacsonia ¥an Volxemu Eatable.—I have met with several
people lately who were under the impression that the fruit of this beautiful
flowering greenhouse climber was not edible. That is, however, a mistake.
Its fruits, which somewhat resernble those of Passiflora edulis in form and
flavour, are even more palatable than the fruit of that Passion-flower, and may
be used at dessert in the same way. As a fruit-bearing plant, it is even
more to be recommended than the Passiflora, inasmuch as it ripens fruit in a
cool house, and produces it for a long time in succession. Old plants of it fruit
more freely than young ones. An old plant of it which covered a large space
on the roof of the show house—No. -4—at Kew a few years ago, produced fruit
annually iu abundance.—J. Muih,

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
INSECTS AND COLOUR IN FLOWEES.

Mk. Bour.GER correctly attributes to me the opinion that the develop,
ment of beauty is an "object in Nature." He thinks it a fallacious
opinion

: so I suppose does Mr. Darwin. I hold that opinion
advisedly, however, and believe that the rejection of it is a constant
sonrce of error in Mr. Darwin's books, for which otherwise I have the
profoundest respect and admiration. I do not dispute that colour
may be attractive to insects, or that the reproduction of plants may
be assisted by it ; but I reject the doctrine that the colour would have
no raison d'etre if insects were exterminated, and I believe that Mr.
Darwin's theories upon this point are not suflicient to explain his own
facts, or such other facts as are revealed by Mr. Comber's cui-ions
researches into the dispersion of coloured flowers. I do not see any
reason to doubt that if all flowering plants had been propagated by
buds and stolons only, as some plants practically are, the world at
this epoch would still have known the beauty of flowers, although
probably, with less variety of form and colour. It is part of the
natural development of the wave of life, as sure to be produced, when
the total conditions are ripe for it, as leaves iu the spring, or as Lyco.
pods in the coal age and Conifers in the oolite. The law of natural
selection expresses truly enough the interaction of forces in the great
heaving life-sea, but the forces are not increased or diminished by it,

only modified in their lines of motion, the course made clear for one
and obstructed for another ; here a union of similars, and there a
neutralisation of opposites ; while each works out a destiny of its

own as an individual wave, and shares the common destiny of some
larger wave of which it is a constituent part. What insects do in
relation to the colour of flowers is to modify the conditions, so that
the force, which has already begun to show its tendency to develop
colour, may get freer play, and iu each generation approach nearer
to its climax. The many instances in which colour is developed
independently of insects seem to me to show quite conclusively
that the colour-producing force which exists in the plant will break
through all obstructions whenever the opportunity is presented.
Sometimes increased richness of soil will furnish the necessary
condition ; sometimes a higher temperature ; sometimes cross,
fertilisation ; sometimes the care and selection of man. This law
holds good throughout the organic world, and accounts for colour
wherever it is found. The Darwinian doctrine of mere utilitarianism
is driven to the strangest devices in its attempts to do the same
thing. Mr. Boulger speaks of the development of corolla at the
expense of stamens as a " degradation of organs," and regards it in
the light of a disease. Many botanists would agree with him, no
doubt. But where is the proof of this ? Is a plant produced for the
mere purpose of re-production ? Is that even its highest purpose ?

Whatever beauty may be, the reproductive process is assuredly a
means, and not an end. There is some ground for the hypothesis
that the flower of a plant represents its nervous centre, that it is the
analogue, perhaps even the homologue, of the brain and countenance
of the higher animals. In vegetables the reproductive organs are
associated with this nervous centre. But they are not so placed in
animals, and if they had been otherwise arranged in vegetables the
blossom might still have been the crowning beauty of the plant. I
do not admit that the metamorphosis of stamens into corolla is a
degradation at all. I am not sure whether the production of per.
fectly double and perfectly barren flowers ought not to be regarded
as the final goal of every species of plant—the point at which repro.
duction becomes no longer necessary, because the life.wave of that
species has reached its climax and needs no farther to be carried
forward from generation to generation. Finally, the point at issue
amounts to this : Is colour in flowers a mere expedient for getting
them cross-fertilised ? or is it a natural and necessary phase in the
development of plant.life, which serves also the secondary purpose
of securing the advantage of cross-fertilisation ; as the brain of man,
which is primarily the great organ of thought and sentiment, serves
also the secondary purpose of selecting wholesome food? I hold to
the latter view, which includes and accounts for all that the other
does, and much besides. P. T. Morr, in Nature.

THE VIOLET AND THE NAPOLEONS.
The 15th November is the Empress Eugenie's fete day, and
Violets became perceptibly dearer in Paris on that day during iho
Second Empire, when there was a perfect Violet ovation ; bunches
of Violets, not in hundreds, nor in thousands, but in tens of
thousands, being thrown through the iron railings of the court-yard
of the Tuileries. The palace servants piled them up into enormous
pyramids, which reached as high as the first-floor windows; the
various doors were decked with them, and the great central balcony,
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from which the Empress greeted the people, seemed absolutely made

of Violets. The Violet came to bo chosen as the badge of the

Napoleonic dynasty during the early days of the present century, when

the groat general, who, as he himself boasted, carried the fate of

France and Europe at his sword's point, had already been elected

First Consul for life, and was rapidly advancing towards the Imperial

throne. Uiswife, Josephine, was living at Malmaison; while he himself

inhabited the Elysee, and rode almost every day to Malmaison, accom-

panied only by a single servant, or perhaps by the faithful Rustau.

One February morning, on his way to Josephine, he rode faster

than usual, being late. The cause of his delay had been a

bouquet of Violets, expected from Versailles, and which had

not arrived. In those days Violets in winter were rarities, and it

was impossible to get them from ordinary gardens. Bonaparte,

however, had a promise to perform ; it was Josephine's fete day,

and, when a few days before, he had asked what present he should

bring her, she had replied, " only a bouquet of Violets." Was it

possible he might not be able to fulfil this simple request—he who a

year later was to present her with an imperial crown ! Two messen.

gers had already been despatched to Versailles ; Bonaparte was worse

off than Louis XIV., he was obliged to wait. At the last moment he

received from an unknown hand a magnificent bouquet of Violets, ten

times move beautiful tliau the Versailles flowers would have been.

The consul was surprised and touched—could he guess the giver ?

Galloping to Malmaison, he found that the friends of the family, who

of course were many, had already brought splendid presents ; but,

embracing his wife, he only presented the promised bouquet.

Napoleon's great love for Violets dated from this incident. That

particular bouquet was taken care of like a pet child by his

special desire. When at length it faded, Josephine, although she

could not comprehend her husband's sudden passion for Violets,

took care to procure fresh ones ; and after she became Empress,

she had Violets always about her. Afterwards, when a fatal

policy had thrust her from the Throne, and she had retired

desolate and unhappy to Malmaison, gardening was her favourite

occupation, and the Violet her favourite flower. And when,

after a few years, she died of a broken heart, Violets were

planted on her grave ; and they bloom around the mausoleum

which has been erected over her last resting place. Even at Saint

Helena, Napoleon planted Violets ; and when his coffin first touched

French soil at Cherbourg, it was covered in a few minutes with

bouquets and wreaths of Violets. Under the Restoration, the

white Lily once more raised its head, and under the prosaic

governmcut of July no one troubled himself about flowers ; but with

the Second Empire the Violet regained its place of honour. In

November, 18 IS, there was great excitement throughout Paris, for the

pi-esident of the new republic was about to be elected. The sad

days of June were still fresh in the memories of all ; and the future

fate of France appeared more than ever uncertain. Everyone

anxiously wondered whose name would head the list—whether the

new ruler would be Cavaignac with government by the sword, Louis

Blanc, or Ledru RoUin, with socialism or communism, or, finally,

Louis Napoleon with a second Empire. The Prince was walking

uneasily up and down a room in the Hiitel du Rhin, in the Place

Vendome. On the chimney piece and window sills stood costly vases

filled with Violets—an attention of the landlord's, which in after days

was not forgotten by the Emperor. A few faithful followers sur.

rounded him—Persigny, Morny, Dr. Couneau, and others. " These

flowers are a sign of good fortune," said the Prince to Persigny, as

he pointed to the Violets, and already a tumultuous crowd was on its

way from the Hotel de Ville, where the adding up of the three

million votes bad just been completed ; uine-tenths being for Louis

Napoleon.

Flower Gardening at Stukeley Hall.—When on a visit, a

few days ago, to Stukeley Hall, the residence of P. Tillard, Esq.,

I noticed a very pretty bed planted as follows : The ground-work was
composed of Veronica Imperial Blue intermixed with dwarf plants of

Abutilon Thompsoni, fine in colour. Although the beauty of other

beds in the gardens had departed, this was in great perfection, and
produced a very pleasing effect. Both the Veronica and Abutilon

will stand several degrees of frost without sustaining any injury; in

fact, two large old plants of the Abutilon stood out here unprotected

last winter, although we had in Febrn.ary 17^ of frost. Of course the

yo\uig growths were killed ; but they broke strongly from the old wood
in spring. I should state, however, that they were in rather a
sheltered position. At Stukeley, like many other places that have
come under my notice, foliage, or carpet bedding, is in the ascendant,
.and Mr. Hopkins, the intelligent gardener, had used for that purpose,

in his different designs, most of the plants usually met with in the
London parks. Stukeley has also acquired, at the local shows, a
reputation for its Roses, which are grown in considerable numbers.

Mr. Hopkins is in favour of dwarfs on their own roots, and, to carry

out this idea, he is gradually removing all standards, as Roses on
their own roots are unquestionably more lasting. The soil, a heavy
loam on clay, when properly manured and cultivated, is well fitted

for Rose culture. Mr. Hopkins uses largely burnt clay or earth for

opening and improving the staple of this heavy land—an example
that might be advantageously followed elsewhere, both for flowers

and vegetables.—E. Hobday.

An " Alpiae bed."—I venture to ask if you would tell me in •

the next number of The G.vkuen the best arrangement for an Alpine

bed, 13 feet iu diameter, as a centre to our flower garden. The bed
is at present in two tiers, edged with Fir piles. These would bo
removed, and the bed lowered, but, as I imagine it would be too

large to plant like fig. 27, in " Alpine Flowers," which I have, I

should be greatly obliged for any instructions as to whether it would
be well to keep it in two divisions, and how you would advise the bed
to be arranged to look best. The surrounding beds are filled with
bedding-out and foliage plants.—E. C. H. [The instructions in

" Alpine Flowers " almost meet the case. Use no formal edging of

any kind, and avoid all divisions. The essential point is to have a

mass of good free soil ; from this allow a few good stones to crop up,

taking care that the base of each is buried, and the best side

exposed. Use no rampant.growing plants, for which gardens are

best fitted. The dwarfest and choicest plants are generally best kept
towards the upper parts of the rocky bed. Such a bed should bo
wholly kept apart from ordinary bedding arrangements.]

Grafting Roses on Wild Stocks.—M. Carbon, writing in

the November number of the Jieviie Horiicole, makes the following

interesting and instructive remarks on the grafting of Roses on wild

stocks. He relates that, having grafted some fine new kinds of

somewhat delicate, indeed weakly, growth, on very robust stocks,

with the purpose of supplying them with the vigour which was
wanting in their natural constitution, he was entirely disappointed
in the result, nearly all the grafts so treated having perished. It

would appear that they were over fed by the profuse sap of the

robust stock, and positively perished by a kind of surfeit, and the
experimenter, M. Carbon, infers, therefore, that Rosea of delicate

growth should be grafted on stocks of analogous constitution to their

own. M. Carbon announces another interesting result of his careful

observations on Rose grafting. He tells us that, having subsequently
grafted some other kinds on wild stocks of similar robustness to their

own, that they succeeded well, the grafts throwing out long and
healthy shoots. To give them still more strength, however, he
rubbed off all the coming shoots of the wild stock ; but, to his sur.

prise, found that the previously fine growth of the graft soon began
to dwindle instead of showing increased vigour after this operation

;

and, in another experiment, therefore, instead of destroying all the
shoots of the wild stock, he only suppressed those of the grafted
branch, allowing wild shoots to remain and flourish on the stock
above the grafted branch, and this experiment proved entirely sue.
cessful. M. Carbon considers that, in this instance, the shoots of the
wild stock above the graft served as sap-tractors, drawing up a good
supply of sap past the grafted branch, which naturally partook of

the supply thus brought, as it were, to its door.—U. N. H.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Crocus odorus.—Thi8 is a pretty slender blue-flowered species well worth a
place oil any warm suup border. It is just now in bloom at Kew, bearing pale
sky-blue flowers with deep orange anthers.

Cleaning Statuary, Vases, &c.— It is recommended, in cleaning Moss-
covered statuary in fj:arden3, &c., first to kill the vegetation by the applic4ition,

of petroleum or benzine, which will not injure the stone, and to remove it when
dried by brushing, and, finally, rubbing with a rag.

Geranium Robertianum album.—I am very fond of this pretty little

white-flowered plant, which, to ray way of thinking, is far brighter and more
pffective than the common pink-flowered form. It is just now flowering on the
rock-work at Kew, and well deserves a place in a similar situation in other
gardens.—B.

Fortune's Saxifrage a Good Autumn-blooming Plant.—To anyone in
search of good uuiumn flowers, I wmild recummeml Siixifraga Fortunei. It ia

now very pretty, both in foliage and flower. It is perfectly hardy ; it will be
cut dowii by the first frost, but will come up again in the spring. I think it

would be very effective as an edging plant.—Henet N. Ellacoudb, Biftoii

Vicarage, near Bristol.

A Wild Garden on Stiff Soil.—What should I do with about half an acre of
stifl" land which I have destined, from its sequestei-ed and sheltered position,
for a wild garden asdescribeil in Mr. Robinson's book? How can I best prepare the
soil for such a purpose? Will it be desirable to diversify the surface with some
mounds, or are these on such a soil likely to get too dry ?—A. C. R. [Tbere are
so many vigorous hardy flowers in cultivation that enough could be bclected to
form a charming wild garden on almost any soil. In stiff soils the numerous
Asters ami Golden Rods, many Pea-fiowered plants, the Evening Primroses,
Spiraeas, Buttercups, Globe-flowers, Statices.Iberises, Aubrietias, kc. and many
other plants do well. If, however, 3-ou prefer to make the ground better in
other ways you can, of course, enjoy a greater variety. Diversify, by all means
avoiding the stiff, ugly, and formal banks and mounds commou'y seen where
artificial diversification of ground is attempted by incompetent persons. J
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

A TABLE VASE OF AUTUMN FLOWERS.
It has often been laid to my charge that I am the exponent of

a style of table-decoration Tvhich is too costly for the million.

I believe that it has been my good fortvine to have had oppor-

tunities, Trhich but few others have enjoyed, of arranging
flowers and foliage which, from their rarity, are not often pro-

curable even for love, much less for money ; and, if I have
been guilty of occasionally endeavouring to convey to others

some of the pleasure which the best of these arrangements
have afforded myself, the
offence will, I trust, be gene-
rally considered to be neither

unnatural nor vnipardonable.

Lest, however, it should be
supposed that nothing short

of Orchids and Gleichenias
will satisfy me, I send you a
description of a large vase
which occupied the centre of

a round dinner-table, 7 feet

in diameter, and which was
furnished at a cost of 10s.

from, purchases made in

Covent Garden ]\Iarket. The
bill was as follows :—Ferns,
3s. 6d. ; German Asters,
Is. 6d. ; Gladiolus, Is. 6d.

;

Pink Geranium, Is. ; Fuchsia,
Is.; Cyperus, Is.; Snow-
berries, 6d. The following

was the plan on which they
were arranged :—At the bot-

tom, a fringe of dark green
fronds of Polystichum aculea-

tum ; in the middle, a fringe

of smaller and paler green
fronds of the same Fern,
mixed alternately with good
fronds of Maiden-hair; at

the top, a light fringe of

Pteris serrulata. The flowers

in the bottom dish consisted

of pui'ple and of deep crimson
Asters, arranged in an irre-

gular circle, with here and
therea white one. Within this

circle reclined three spikes

of scarlet Gladiolus, placed
obliquely and spirall}-, under
the shade of three fine um-
brellas of Cyperus alterni-

folius. Two or three light

fronds of Polystichum and
Maiden -hair finished this part
of the vase. In the middle
dish were used Asters of

smaller size, chiefly pink and
white, with here and there a
smaller purple one for con-

trast. Outside of this ring
were placed, at irregular in-

tervals, some small branches of Snowberries (Symphoricarpus
racemosus), which drooped over the fringe. Inside the circle of

Asters were a few scanty trusses of pink Geranium Christine,

partially concealed under some pieces of green Cyperus. The
trumpet-shaped vase at the top was surmounted with a spike of

white Fuchsia with a red corolla, while some small lateral

branches of the same hung over the edge. Besides these, there

were a few trusses of Christine, some pieces of Snowberries,
which had their branches supported by fine stiff wire to keep
them upright, and a few fronds of Maiden-hair. The whole was
lightened and finished by the introduction of half-a-dozen
sprays of climbing Fern. Amongst autumnal decorations, I
have seldom seen one which pleased me more, and I am much

indebted to Mr. Burbidge for the assistance which his carefully

executed drawing affords me in explaining the arrangement

of the flowers, and in conveying the effect produced. Although

a vase of these dimensions may be too large for dining tables

of ordinary width, it would look well either on a sideboard or

in the centre of a drawing room. "'^'' "' ^W. T. P.

A Vase of autumn flowers.

HAND BOUQUETS.
Nothing requires more taste or skill in its arrangement than a well

made and effective hand bouquet. As a rule, unexperienced persona

employ as many flowers and Ferns to make one liand bouquet as a
professional bouquet maker
would make three out oE with

ease. The reason of this is, in

home-made bouquets (if I may
be allowed to nsethe expression),

the flowers are hardly ever

mounted on wires, but are left

on their own stems. Doubtless,

they remain longer fresh in that

way, but who requires a bouquet
to keep fresh more than one even-

ing ? Each flower, or truss of

blooms, as the case may be, which
has a long stem, should have it

cut off with the exception of, at

most, about 2 inches ; these

stems should then be bound to a

stub wire, the wire being bound
up nearly to the flower, so as to

support the stem the whole way,
otherwise the flower might be

liable to break off above the

stub. Before finishing off bind-

ing the stub and stem together

—

indeed, just after one or two
twists of the binding wire have
been given—a little damp moss
should be placed round the stem
of the flower, and then bound
round with the binding wire.

This keeps the flowers fresh the

whole evening, and should be
applied to every flower and Fern
that is used in a bouquet ; when
making one, therefore, after the

flowers have been wired, the next
thing is to bind them to the

stubs, as has just been described.

All being prepared and ready to

hand, the next thing is the

making of the bouquet. Some
seasons it is the fashion to have

bouquets very large, while in

others they are of much smaller

dimensions ; but the proper size

may be determined by taking a

peep into some first-class florist's

window. It is almost impossible

to learn to make hand bouquets

by means of printed directions ;

by far the best plan is to see one

made. The way in which 1

myself first learned to make
hand and button.hole bouquets

was by watching how they

were made in the shops in Covent

Garden Market. My first attempts were very poor indeed, but I

persevered and many a prize have I taken for them since. All

liouquets are finished off with a fringe of Ferns round the edge, the

most suitable for this purpose being Adiantum ouneatum, a few fronds

of which should stand up through the fiowers in the bouquet. This

tends to give it a light effect, a point to which as much attention as

possible should be paid. Bouquets are always finished off by a paper

frill, the pierced work round the edge of which should be as handsome

as possible when lace is not employed
;
papers are sold with lace

attached, but these I do not approve of, as, when lace is used, it

should be real and handsome, and bear looking into ; that sold attached

to the papers is only imitation and much better dispensed with alto-

gether. The only imitation lace which looks well for this purpose

is Blonde, but iu any case the best plan is to tack on the lace to the
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paper youraelt, when you can select what kind yoa please. A bow
of ribbon and two long ends are often tied round the stems of

bouqnets, outside the paper or wicker shield, which keeps damp from
coming through and spoiling one's gloves. If for a bride's bouquet,

the bow and ends should be of pure white ribbon, satin or corded

according to taste. I myself prefer the latter, as being more elegant.

For a ball or bridesmaid's bouquet, if of white and scarlet or blue

and wUite, or any other colour selected with white, half of the bow
and one end should bo of white, and the other half should match
the colour in the bouipiet. I have seen this look particularly elegant

where the bouquet was made of mauve and white flowers. As a rule,

I think lace round the edge more suited for wedding bouquets than
those to be used on other occasions. For sending a bouquet a short

distance, basket cases are sold, which prevent their being crushed.
" Bouqnets for the hand " (says a contemporary) " should be made
of the choicest flowers, gracefully arranged ; heavy solid flowers or

massive arrangements should be as much as possible avoided.

Such bouquets are necessarily brought under the closest inspection

of the eye, and should be composed of flowers of delicate structure

of great variety, and exquisite fragrance. The present style of

immense size, composed of solid flowers, scarcely if at all relieved by
foliage, is only suggestive of some enormous variegated or pied
Fungus, hung with silk fringe, or put up in lace paper. When
carried at evening entertainments, they frequently appear to be a
burden to their possessors. For successful effect in floral decorations
much depends upon tne judicious arrangement of colour; violent
contrasts are also to be avoided, as is also the sameness produced by
having too much of one colour. In producing harmonious contrasts
of colours, it should be remembered that there are only three
primary colours—red, blue, and yellow. From these arise what are
called the binary or secondary colours, namely, orange composed of
yellow and red

;
purple, composed of blue and red ; and green, com-

posed of yellow and blue. These form contrasting colours to the
primary three with which they are in harmonious opposition, as the
orange with blue, purple with yellow, and green with red. From the
combination of these secondary colours arise three tertiary colours

—

olive, from purple and green ; citron, from green and orange ; and
russet, from orange and purple. These tertiary colours harmonise
with the primaries, as they stand in the relation of neutral tints to
them, but are in harmonious opposition to the secondaries, from
which they are combined. Ked, blue, and yellow harmonise with
each other, and they may be placed in juxtaposition, but purple
should not be near red or blue, as it is composed of these two
colours ; for the same reason, orange should not be placed next to
yellow or red, the rule being that no primary colour should
be brought into contact with a secondary colour of which
itself is a component part ; nor any secondary colour brought
into contact with a tertiary colour of which it is a compo.
nent part. Another rule is, that the secondary and tertiary
colours, and the neutral hues arising from combinations of
the tertiaries, such as brown, maroon, puce, slate, lavender,
&c., should be used in the greatest quantities, and the primary
colours used in smaller quantity for heightening the effect. If
you lack the proper shades for producing the necessary harmonies,
and find that two colours do not harmonise well, separate them by a
white flower. Again, always place the brighest colours in the centre
of your design, and gradually decrease the intensity of the tints as
you approach the exterior ; and avoid spottiness or patchiness by
using as much as possible one prevailing colour." I always place in
the centre of my bouquets a Rose, Camellia, or some such flower.
One of the prettiest bouquets I think I ever made was arranged as
follows :—In the centre was a white Camellia, then white Azaleas,
Stephanotis, Gardenias, Woodruff, and a rich mauve-shaded Cineraria,
Lily of the Valley being spiked over the whole, together with
blooms of Dendrobium uobile and fronds of Adiantum cuneatum, a
fringe of the latter being formed round the edge. The vrhole was
finiiheil off by a handsome paper, and a bow and long ends of mauve
and white corded ribbon.

Sprays for the Hair.—Elegant sprays of natural flowers may
be mounted for this purpose with little trouble, and are far prettier
than the artificial ones mostly used. A little damp Moss or cotton,
wool should be bound round their stems to keep them fresh, or it is
a good ]ilaTi to insert the ends in a small glass tube, such as is sold
for coat flowers (the sharp hook having first been removed). This
can bo easily concealed amongst the braids of the hair, and in this
mauner flowers will keep fresh the whole evening. A. U.\s3.\rd.

Growing the Chrysanthemum for Table Decoration.—
^^"'"'O to fe-id yon my practice as regards growing dwarf, sturdy,

well.flouernl C'lrysanthcmums, suited for both table and couserva.
tory decoration. I do not advocate the 6, 8, and 10 feet scale of

growth, excepting for cut flowers. I take cuttings from old plants

about the middle of July, and insert them in boxes or hand-lights
exposed to the open air, and when these are rooted I pot them off into

GO-sized pots, using a compost of one-third leaf mould and sandy
loam, well-decayed manure, and plunge in ashes ; I syringe freely and
water with liquid manure. When the shoots have grown 2 or 3

inches in length I pinch them back to whatever shape the plant may
be required. As soon as the plants have become well rooted in the
GO-sized pots they should be shifted into 5i's or IS's well crocked,

using the same compost as before, and again plunge. At this stage
of growth, to retard their growing tall, they must only be watered to

keep them from flagging. Pi'otect from frost under a hand-glass, raised

to give a cu'culation of air, and discontinue the application of manure-
water when the plants are in flower. I can thus have plants 1 foot

in height (including the pot), flowering profusely, and furnished
with foliage to the pots. This may be considered unnecessary
trouble; but, with such results, I feel amply repaid. The kinds I

find most useful are Cassy, Duke of Edinburgh, General Harding,
Mrs. Morgan, Jardin des Plantes, and Cede NuUi.—A.J. 0., Felcourt.

GERillNATION OP SEED.
TnE Flore says that two chemists of the Academy of Brussels,

Messrs. Deheian and Ed. Landrin, have made some interesting

discoveries relative to the germination of seed. It is well known
that the action of the air and the presence of water are necessary

conditions ; but hitherto the mode of action of these two agents has

not been understood. MM. Deheian and Landrin have been enabled
to throw some light on these mysterious phenonema. It is now
ascertained that the effect of water is to soften the covering of the

seed so as to render it permeable by gas. When they have imbibed
suSicient moisture, the tissues of the seed acquire the property of

condensing gases. This condensation cannot take place without
producing heat ; the oxygen, therefore, which has penetrated the
tissues is sufficiently heated to cause oxydation and the consequent;

awakening of vegetable life. According to the experiments of MM.
Deheian and Landrin, the condensation of the gases in the seed is

the first commencement of germination. If this condition is not
produced, whether from want of water or because the air cannot
reach the seed, there can be no formation of the immediate principles

necessaiy for the evolution of the germ. These experiments,
although highly scientific, are very interesting from a practical point

of view, as they enable the cultivator to determine the influence which
the solidity of the soil, the dryness or the excess of moisture, the
depth of earth in which the seed is placed, may have on the success of

the sowing. Experience has already taught us much on these matters,

but scientific methods, corroborating, as they do, the observations

of practical men, can alone point out the sure means to be employed
to bring about the desired results. W. N.

THE JOVIAL VEGETARIANS.
Km—"Fill

Fill the saucepan fair,

Friends are asked to dinner.

Shred the Beans with care,

SI ce the Carrots thinner.

Mash the Turnips well.

Cream improves their flavour
;

How nice yon Pea-soup's smell

!

How dainty is its savour !

Chorus. Fill the saucepan fair, &c.

Celery you have bought.
Clearly you have reason,

'Grass I would have sought.
But 'tis not now in season.

Cabbage ?—by all means,
Brussels Sprouts we'll give too :

Men who five on greens
A green old ago may live to

!

Clujnm. Fill the saucepan fair, &c.

a Bumper Fair."

Sweet is the Seakale,
Stew it slightly quicker

;

Draw us Adam's ale.

'Tis the best of liquor.

Potatoes please to steam,
For every one a plateful

;

And prithee do not dream
The guests will not be grateful.

Chorus. Fill the saucepan fair. &c.

Now, for the bouquet
Cut a Cauhflower,

Sweet as new-mown hay
Sprinkled with a shower.

Then with cheerful smile
Go and mix the salad :

I at ease the while
May warble you a ballad.

Chorus. Fill the saucepan fair, ifcc.—Punch.

Floating^ Gardens.—Artificial islands are, it seems, common iu

China, as well as in Mexico. " The Chinese fishermen " (says Barruw's
"China") " having no house onshore, nor stationary abode, but moving
about in their vessels on the extensive lakes and rivers, have no in-

ducement to cultivate patches of ground which the pursuit of their
profession might retjuire them to leave for the benefit of another

;

they, therefore, plant their Onions on rafts of Bamboo, well inter*
woven with Reeds and long Grass, and covered with earth, and these
floating gardens are towed after their boats."
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THE FR UIT GARDEN.
TESTING GRAPES.

Amongst the manycomforts and enjoyments that glass has given
lis, -we may vpell rejoice in that one which enables us, in this dull

month of November, to sit warm and secure from wintry blasts

under the shade of our own Vines and Pig trees. Summoned by
a neighbour to taste and pronounce an opinion on the merits of

the products of his glass-covered Vineyard and orchard, the

advantages alluded to as being conferred by well-erected glass

structures were very fully evidenced ; we tasted the Grapes
that hung about us, and noted their qualities and peculiarities,

and we were so fortunate as to have the opportunity of con-

trasting the merits of Mr. Pearson's new Grapes with the old-

established and approved kinds. The notes thus made apply
to the Grapes we had before us ; other soils, situations, and
culture may modify the sorts commented on, but as we tasted

and thought, so we decided. Our opinions may, therefore, be
of some use and interest to intending Vine growers.

Muscat Champion.—This is not so much known or appre-

ciated as a Grape possessing so many good qualities deserves to be.

I presume that the reason it is so seldom seen in collections is the

fact of its peculiar colour, a 'grizzly red, but I do not know that a
Grape need necessarily be white or black. A badly.coloured Ham.
burgh is held to be a discredit to a cultivator ; and that may be, but
there is a richness in the tint of colour in this Grape that separates
it from an ill-coloured Hamburgh, and makes it really a desirable

addition to an artistically disposed dish of Grapes. The Muscat
Champion produces a long, rather thin than massive, bunch, not much
shouldered ; the stalk is thick and fleshy ; berries, large as a Mill

Hill Hamburgh. In quabty the Grape is juicy, melting, slightly

flavoured with the Muscat aroma, but still sweet and refreshing ; the
berry is thin-skinned, the flesh not adherent to the pips. The Vine
is a vigorous grower.

Royal Ascot.—A free-growing and free-bearing black Grape

;

berries, oval, black, large ;
pips leave the flesh ; bunch, medium-

sized ; berries, irregularly clustered, one-shouldered. An agreeable
vivacious Grape, without any pronounced aroma, and, therefore,

suitable to most palates ; veiy firm and rather strong skin, and short
foot-stalk.

Chaptal.—A cross between Chasselas de Fontainbleau and
Muscat, partaking of the first-named parent in the greatest degree,
producing freely its thin Muscadine-like wood ; bunch, medium-sized

;

berries, of an amber colour when well ripened, less viscous in flesh

than Chasselas. A Grape not without recommendations.
Madresfield Court.—Free, as regards habit of growth, and pro-

lific ; bunches, moderately large ; berries, oval, black, medium-sized,
rich refined Muscat flavour. An excellent Grape in many respects,

but requires special treatment and a house exclusively devoted to it,

in order that its best qualities may be developed. It will not hang
so long as Muscat of Alexandria.

Mrs.Piuce.—A free-growing and distinct Grape, producing, under
high culture, large bunches; berries, oval, black, strong skin, firm
flesh, slightly flavoured with the aroma of the Muscat. Not adapted
for general amateur cultivation. It has the merit of keeping well.

Lady Downes.—A Grape that is found to thrive in some localities,

and under certain modes of treatment, and to fail altogether in other
places. Under congenial treatment it produces large bunches,
medium sized black berries, the skin of which is thick ; it has no
marked flavour. It hangs well. It is a variety very liable to be
affected by mildew.

Muscat of Alexandria.—Still unapproachable in regard to

those great recommendations of a Grape—constitution, free habit of

bearing, quality, and size of bunch ; the shades of difference between
the varieties of Muscat, such as Charlesworth Tokay, Bowood, and
others are too slight to be readily distinguished. When well ripened,
the rich golden colour of the fruit, the handsomely formed bunch,
and the luscious aromatic sweetness of the berry, constitute it the
first in the list of English hot-house Grapes ; no Grape hangs better.

It may be preserved on the Vines until April.

Black Alicante.—The variety grown in the Newark Vineries
differs in the form of berry from some others bearing the name. It

was obtained from Mr. Merrideth. The berries of this variety are
nearly round, other kinds are oval. Mr. Ingram, of Belton, raised
many seedlings from the old Alicante, and these were distributed, and
this may account for the differences found in the so-called Alicante.

This kind produces a large and massive bunch, the berries moderately
large, intensely black, and covered with a fine bloom ; the skin is

thick, flesh melting, and not perfumed. It is one of the best and
hardiest late keeping Grapes.

Raisin de Calabre.—This has the merit of being free in

growth, and producing large bunches. When well ripened it has a

golden tinge. It has no marked aroma, and is, perhaps, less meri-

torious than the White Nice.

Ferdinand de Lesseps.—A Grape obtained by Mr. Pearson,

from the American race of Vines ; by a cross with Muscadine, a blend-

ing of the two flavours is found combined with a sweetness and
aroma peculiarly its own ; it is the most distinct and peculiar Giapo
we possess, and is probably destined to furnish a new character, if not

a new race, of Grapes ; its intense, almost cloying sweetness, and
marked aroma make it objectionable to refined palates ; it is rather

small in berry and bunch under ordinary culture.

Mi'S. Pearson.—Bunches of this variety, with Golden C^aeen and
Mr. Bass, were courteously sent by Mr. Pearson, on the solicitation of

Mr. Newton, and were, with the older kinds, duly tasted and
discussed. The bunch produced by Green Queen is symmetrical,

and will, probably, be large under special culture. The berries are

greenish, slightly oval, of medium size ; skin, tough but not thick
;

flesh adherent to pip ; in quality the Grape has an agreeable fresh-

ness, with a slight '

' suspicion " of one of the characteristic peculiarities

of Lesseps—an aromatic sweetness. There is a distinct character

and quality about this Grape that will secure it a place in our

collections.

Golden ftueen.—The bunch sent to us was of medium s'ze aud

handsomely proportioned, the berries hanging on thick close foot-

stalks. The Grape in colour is a rich amber, like the Mus-

catel of shops ; it is excessively sweet, with a distinct aroma
that is not Muscat, but reminds one of de Lesseps without its cloying

sweetness ; the skin is strong without being thick, the pips not

adherent ; the Grape, altogether, has a very promising combination

of good qualities that ensures it a great future, and its raiser a

position amongst the raisers of good fruit. The Vine is said to Lc

hardy, and excessively prolific.

Mr. Bass.—A direct seedling from the Alicante, with all the

external peculiarities of size and colour, perhaps more oblong in

berry than the Alicante, tough strong skin, and sweeter than its

parent, juicy, not too fleshy, and is of free growth, and, with the

keeping properties of the Grape from which it is derived ;
likely to

be an acquisition. W. Ingkam.

Belvoir.

EIPBNING PEARS.
Pekh.vps no kind of fruit is more influenced by the season than

Pears, both as regards flavour and time of ripening. The soil of the

kitchen garden here is of a very strong adhesive loam, with a
red clay sub-soil ; the very dry and warm summer has, therefore, just

suited the Pear crops, which have been the most abundant this year

that I have ever grown. Perhaps a list of the best early, mid-

season, and late Pears, and their times of ripening from tlie open
borders, may be of interest to the readers of Tee Gakden. The first

variety in ripening was the Doyenne d'Ete in the middle of July,

and when grown on the Quince-stock, as a bush or pyramid, it is

very ornamental in colour and good in flavour ; but on the walls it

was worthless with me, and not deserving of a place there. The
Citron des Carmes is another good j uicy early Pear ripening early in

August, and is worthy of a wall in cold districts. The Benrre

Giflard is one of the very highest flavoured of early Pears when grown
as a bush on the Quince-stock ; it ripened with me in the middle of

August. That old favourite sort, the Jargonelle, double grafted on
the Pear-stock and grown as a pyramid, ripened with me an excellent

crop in the end of August, being as juicy and good flavoured as any
from the walls. Madame Treyve, an excellent, high coloured, and
good flavoured early Pear, ripened here in the middle of September,

and bears well as a bush on the Quince-stock. Summer Beurre

d'Aremberg, a small-sized but delicious Pear, ripened with me in the

middle of September. Louise Bonne of Jersey is one of the best

old favourite Pears grown, and has borne with me enormous crops, both

on pyramids and on a wire-trellised arcade. Perhaps this variety,

when grownas abush on the Quince-stock, is^higher coloured and better

flavoured than when grown in any other way. It first ripened here this

year in the end of September. The Comte de Lamy is a medium.sized

but most delicious autumn Pear, and ripened here in the first week
in October. The Beurre Bosc, another rich perfumed Pear, has never

ripened here before ; but on a wire trellis this year's crop has been

abundant, and the fruit large in size and excellently flavoured, and

they ripened in the middle of October. The Gansel's Bergamot is

well known to be one of the best flavoured of all Pears, and is, in

general, only a shy bearer, but here, on a wire-trellised arcade, three

large trees on the Pear-stock have borne very excellent crops ; the

fruit has likewise been very large for the sort, and of a far richer

aroma than any gathered from the walls. The Beurre Superfin, in

the same arcade, has likewise borne very fine crops, and of excellent

flavour, the season of ripening being in the end of October. Beurre
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fie Caen, synonymous with the old Brown Beurre, has ripened well on
thii! trellis for the first time, and proves to be an excellent late
October Pear. The Beurre Hardy is another excellent melting Pear,
and bears on the Qnince stock as a bush or pyramid ; it ripened here
in the beginning of November. The Fondante d'Antomne is a small
delicious melting Pear, ripening in the first week in November.

Welheclc. William Tillery.

THE BLACK ALICANTE GRAPE.
1 A3I so favourably impressed with the merits of this Grape that I
consider it well worthy special notice. A few years ago Black Lady
Downes was everybody's Grape who required or desired a late
variety

;
but so few are able to combat successfully with the scalding

which annually deprives the bunches of the best of their berries,
that many, if not rooting it out altogether, are certainly not increas.
ing their stock of it ; many intending planters are, therefore, on the
outlook for a late Grape that will with certainty repay them for any
care and expense that may be bestowed upon it. But, were matters
not as bad as has just been stated, I am of opinion that Black
Alicante would still be preferable to Lady Downes under the most
ordinary treatment

; provided there is a good border, the Alicante
will succeed better than any other Grape with which I am acquainted.
When the bunches are newly formed, and up to the time when they
are coming into bloom, they are extremely small and unpromising,
but, after the^ berries are fairly set, they swell out in a wonderful
manner, and invariably form handsome bunches, which weigh from
2 lbs. to 6 lbs. each. The berries set more thickly than those of any
variety I know. I never yet saw an imperfectly set bunch of it, and this
in itself is a recommendation which should not be overlooked. From
the time the berries are set until they are thoroughly finished thev
exhibit no flaw or blemish ; on the contrary, they colour well, and
become covered with bloom. This variety will bear with impunity a
lieavier crop than any other kind I have seen tried in that way. In
short, a weight, under which others would shank and shrivel, is
unflinchingly borne by the Black Alicante; and, whoever heard or
saw this variety not colouring through excessive cropping, or any
other cause ? while its flavour, which ia the main point in the case
of all Grapes, is second to none in mid-winter, and, though much
thinner in the skin than Lady Downes, it keeps as long in perfec-
tion as that variety. Altogether, it is a most excellent Grape.

J. MriR.

PEAUS AVORTH GROWING.
iTiyn but little to dissent from in the descriptive list (see p. 455) of
Pears furnished by my old friend, M. Ferdinand Jamin. Having the
great advantage of a knowledge of both English climate and culture,
and a perfect acquaintance with that of France, his estimate of
Pears IS particularly valuable and correct as applicable to this country,
and his information about the selection of Pear-stocks is calculated
to be useful to those engaged in the cultivation of Pears. What he
says in recommendation of Beurre Superfin and Beurre Hardy is
emphatically true

; they are Pears of great excellence. But, alas !

they ripen so quickly after gathering, and take a bruise so easily,
that our rough-handed dealers would never be able to present them
in a tempting form. A Pear sent to me under the name of Beurre
d Anjou, by Mr. Rivers, is called Ne Plus Meuris in M. Jamiu's list.
Ihe kind grown in this country as Ne Plus Meuris differs essentially
trom Beurre d' Anjou, which is large, well.formed, and altogether one
ot the best and handsomest Pears I possess. Our Ne Plus ^Meuris is
a hardy, prolific, late-keeping kind, seldom shapely, and not always
good. I endorse everything that is said in commendation of Doyenne
dn Cornice. Passe Colmar, grown on a south and east wall with me,
does not deserve the encomiums bestowed upon it by M. Jamin. It

rp^'^r™"-^
^""^"' ^""^ ""''"^ first.r.ato in quality. Orpheline

a bnghein is a very useful Pear, seldom failing to produce a crop ; it
isa, juicy and refreshing kind, and keeps after rineniug. I have
ti nited Ohvier des Serres two years successivelv, and"l like it exceed,
jng'y

i
It keeps well, and its flesh is particularly soft and mellow. It

13 a very distinct Pear, being strongly russetted and irregular in shape,
there IS one Pear which M. Jamin only mentions in his list of Pears
lor walls which deserves notice. It is one I originally received fromim under the name of Doyenne d'Alenoon ; it is a Pear lvalue
iHglily, and recommend as a late-keeping and valuable variety.

at' 'il'"'", "^^ probably not proved those excellent Pears raiseil by
iUr. Huyshe, Victoria and Prince Consort, and he omits a Pear that
nas carried off the prize for high quality at the metropolitan shows,
vnight 8 Monarch. I do not find that excellent late Pear, Beurre
«ance, named

; it is one that shonld be included in every collection

:

tor late use it is the most valuable Pear I grow
-""''"''•

William lN<;itAM.

Autumnal-tinted Vine Leaves.—I know of no leaves which
become more richly tinted in autumn than those of certain varieties of

Grape Vine, a houseful of different kinds of which presents at that

season as interesting and diversified an appearance as a mixed plan-

tation. The leaves of Barbarossa attain the finest of hues, which con-
sist of golden-yellow, vivid reddish-scarlet, and deep green. In some
the centre is yellow, belted with crimson and edged with green j in

others these colours are reversed. These marking are not confined

to decaying leaves, but also exist on fresh foliage, whose veins and
tissues are full of sap. In some places leaves of this kind are sought
after for garnishing ; this variety ot Vine is, therefore, alike useful

in autumn for its delicious fruit and its strikingly pretty foliage.

Old planted-out rods of the Black Alicante keep their leaves quite

green up to the very last, when they become yellow and decay ; but
the leaves of young one-ye.ar old canes of this variety are exceed.

ingly beautiful. Long before they are ripe they assume a, bright

red colour, charmingly suffused with yellow ; these, like the leaves

of the Barbarossa, are very useful and elegant for purposss of deco-

ration. The foliage of Lady Downes becomes spotted, but not in a
pretty way. Gros Colman has very peculiar leaves, the ed^es of

which, about midsummer, become withered up as if scorched by fire

or badly attacked with red spider, and by autumn they present a
very withered appearance. This is the character of the variety, and
when looking worst it is, nevertheless, in perfect health. West's
St. Peter's, on the contrary, is a variety worth growing as a climber,

on account of the beauty of its folage alone, which early in autumn
becomes bright scarlet, beautifully veined with green. Barbarossa,
Alicante, and West's St. Peter's have all foliage of the most attractive

description.—J. Muir, Clovenfords.

Origin of remarkable Belgian Pears.—The Abbe Harden.
pent ot Mons, was the first ot the race of Belgian fruit growers. In
the last quarter ot the last century, ho obtained from seed the
Beurre de Hardenpont, the Passe-Colmar, the Beurre Ranee, and tho
Delices d'Hardenpont, some of which still hold places ot the first

rank in advanced Pomology. M. Van Mons, ot Louvain, quickly
followed, having between 1787 and 1854, raised 500 kinds of new
Pears, several of which are of the highest class. M. Beront, between
1845 and 1854, produced within that decade no less than sixty new
kinds ; in 1828, he produced le Delice d'Flays, which is even finer

than les Delice d'Hardenpont. The Society Van Jlons, only produced
eleven new Pears during the sixteen years ot its existence, showing
that individual perseverance is very generally more successful than
combined efforts. M. Gathoge, of Liege, produced in 1852, Beurre
Edouard Morren. In 1828, M. Magnery obtained from seed the
Poire Renoz, a good and fertile summer kind; and Jl. Henrard, as
early as 1840, introduced his Bon Chretien and Vernois, said to have
been received from France. M. Legepont, ot the Commune ot

Charneux, produced in 1800, the celebrated Fondante d'Chameux.
The Bon Chretien Lamarche, was found in a convent garden of the

province ot Leige, where its origin was unknown.—From " Les
Fruits Beiges," by M. Gilbert.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

strawberries for a Kentish Garden : Beghtneii. The following will suit
yoii :—Vicomtcsse Ht^ricart de Thury, Keens' Seedling, Rivers' Eliza, Sir ,T.

I'axton, President, Mr. Radcl.^-ife, Amateur, British Queen, Admiral Dundas,
and Elton Pine.—J. B.

Cultivating Fruit Trees.—So great is the loss resulting from stunted and
diseased growth, occasioned by neglected cultivation, that an intelligent
cultivator gave it as his opinion that if nine-tenths of our orchards should bo
cut down, and the labour and cultivation which they receive be expended on
the remaining tenth, more and better fruit would be raised.

Mulching Fruit Trees.—A correspondent of the Earliculluri^l planted 150
trees in an orchard in very good hut rather dry soil. All were planted with
equal care, but a third of them were mulched, or the surface of the
ground, when planted, covered with 6 inches of litter. Those thus treated all
lived; but fifteen of thosB not mulched died in the hot dry weather. It is
not stated that the soil w.as kept clean and mellow around them, which will
ufton save the life of trees.

Pears and Apples for Cold Regions — Pfii-» .- Seckcl, Flemish Beauty,
GitTard.Virgalieu, SheUlon,La\\-re]icu,\VinterNelis, on Pear stocks. Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Tyson, Angouleme, Winklield, Osband's Summer, Glou Jlorceau, on
(Quince. AppU'g: Red Astrachan, Sops of Wine, Early Joe. Gravenstein,
tlldenburgh. Porter, St. Lawrence, Fameuse, Ribston Pippin, Baldwin,
Jonathan, Peck's Pleasant. Pomrae Grise. The above, according to a trust-
worthy American fruit grower, are the best for very cold regions, and as such
deserve noting by British growers.

Grafting the Peach.-This, in the Northern States ot America, rccpiires
great skill lor its successful performance, but at the south, where growth is so
much more rapid, and other intiuences more favourable, it is comparativelj'
easy. Mr. Robert Harwell, of Mobile, long known for his skill in fruit culture
at that place, gave the following results of his practice :—I propagate all my
Peaches by grafting, beginning in November or December, and if the stocks
and grafts are good and the grafting well done, I do not lose over five in a
hundred. I have my grafting done at the house, and plant the grafts like
Cabbage plants. I formerly budded, but found it very troublesome, and have
entirely abandoned it.
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THE LI B R A R Y.

I S M A I L I A.*
Tins is an interesting book, containing a graphic account of an

expedition organised by Ismail Khedive, of Egypt, for the

suppression of the slave trade in Central Africa. It is well

illustrated with plans and excellent woodcuts, one of which we
reproduce. It represents a scene which occurred in the

journey up the White Nile, a river remarkable for the luxu-

riance of its aquatic vegetation, the margin of the water on

both sides being elegantly fringed with long Grasses,

while here and there occur clumps and masses of the

Papyrus, readily distinguished by their umbrella-like

plumes. In the open spaces a species of Lotus grows

and tiowers very luxuriantly. Many native trees and

plants are incidentally mentioned throughout the work.
" I had," says the author, " European vegetables of all kinds,

and, having cleared and grubbed up a portion of the forest, we

ORANGE GROWING IN THE AZORES.

The islands of the Azores owe their wonderful fertility to the nature

of their soil, which gives evident signs of an eruptive origin. That

of St. Michael, which is the homo of the celebrated Oranges, has

evidently been in two islands, the interval between having been

filled up by cinders and lava. Numbers of volcanic cones aio found

in this space, and streams of lava have poured the detritus over the

rocky ground, which, when modified by the humidity of the sea,

constitutes a vegetable earth of incomparable fruittulness. This

favoured spot is divided and sub-divided into enclosures, surrounded

by high walls, and designated in the country by the name of

" quintas." Here the Orange is cultivated, and the culture is

described as follows in " Cassell's Magazine." Hundreds of thousands

are yearly gathered, embarked, and transported to the London

market. There is probably no district in the world where the culture

produces so much in so small a space. The troe does not belong to

the primitive flora of St. Michael. The precise time when it was

introduced is nuknown, but it was certainly soon after the discovery

of the islands. Botanists believe it to belong to the eastern countries

Nile Vegetation.

quickly established gardens. The English quarter was par-

ticularly neat. The various plots were separated by fences,

and the ground was under cultivation for about two acres,

extending to the margin of the river. I did not build a house
for myself, as we preferred our comfortable barge, which was
moored alongside the garden, from the entrance of which a
walk led to a couple of large shady Mimosas, that formed my
public divan where all visitors were received. In a short time
we had above ground Sweet Melons, Water Melons, Pumpkins,
Cabbages, Tomatoes, Cauliflowers, Beetroot, Parsley, Lettuce,

Celery, &c. ; but all the Peas and Beans, and a very choice

selection of Maize, that I had received from England, were
destroyed during the voyage. Against my express orders the

box had been hermetically sealed, and the vitality of the larger

seeds was entirely gone." We can heartily recommend this

work to all interested in the new world opened up to us by
Livingstone, Stanley, Kirk, Baker, and other well-known
explorers.

* "Ismaili'a." By Sir S, Baker, M.A., F.R.S. Two vols. London, Mac-
millan & Co.

of Asia, and admit that it was only brought to Europe in the

fifteenth century. A hundred years after that it was largely culti-

vated at St. Michael's, at which time the flower, neglected in the

present day, furnished to the distillers a large quantity of exquisite

essence. The exportation of Oranges was not much developed until

tho middle of the last century, whilst the war and Continental

blockade, which mined other commerce, seemed rather to favour it.

The close alliance which was then established between England and

Portugal created commercial relations, and a market for an unlimited

supply of the products of St. Michael. The culture of Oranges has

thus very considerably increased daring the last thirty years, and the

manner of cultivation has much improved. In former days the

plants were left uusheltered. They were planted at great distances

from one another, thus forming magnificent trees, covering a large

surface of ground, one of which would bear from 15,000 to 20,000

Oranges. A heavy stone was laid on the top of the trees, to force

the branches in a lateral direction, and to keep a low level, so that

the wind might not destroy them. This system has, however, been

entirely abandoned, as the damage was so great daring the fearful

storms of winter blowing over the Atlantic. A tempestuous night

sufficed to cover the ground with Oranges, and thus destroy a fine
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harvest. On some occasions the trees were themselves uprooted, or
torn to pieces

; besides which, the delicate buds coming out in spring
generally suffered much from the damp saline spray brought from
the sea by the wind. The idea was then adopted of enclosing the
trtes m small plots, surrounded by trees ; but it was soon discovered
that the shadow prevented the growth and ripening of the fruit •

and it was not until 1815 that the present system was finally adopted'.
The quintas are now squares of from 40 to 50 yards across, whilst
stone walls, from 3 to 6 yards high, surround them. The strongest
blasts are broken against these masses of thick basaltic bIocks,°the
unhewn surfaces of which are mortared together. Within this ram-
part a hedge of the Faya tree is closely planted, and thus forms a
green curtain several yards in height. After many attempts to
discover the kind of tree which suited best for a shelter, this native
of the island has been unanimously chosen. For many years the
cultivators tried the Pittosporum undulatum, an elegant evergreen
tree imported from Australia. The beauty of its leaves and the
rapidity of its growth seduced the eye ; but it exhausted the laud ,

and interfered with the growth of the trees it was used to protect
The Laurel of the Canary Islands, and also that of India, possessed
good foliage and quick growth, but their roots extended too far into
the ground. The Faya, ou the contrary, improves the land, as its
dead leaves form an excellent manure. Not only does it leave the
trees which are planted near it all the nourishing juices, but it is
found that many other varieties, such as the Oak and Elm, thrive
better near it than when planted alone. Near the sea, however, the
I ittosporum is used, as it resists the dust and salt from the sea
better than the Faya. During the time necessary for these trees to
grow, the land is sown with a kind of Broom, which is destroyed after
three or four years. Some cultivators think that the quality of the
Orange has suffered from this protection, both air and sun being
intercepted

; but time is required to solve so difficult a problem, as
well as a continuous series of observations. The ground of the plan,
tations must be ploughed and tilled for four or five years. After
that twice a year it undergoes a superficial ploughing. The Lupin
13 often sown and dug into the land with a hoe, to improve it. This
plant plays a large part in the agriculture of the Azores. The
volcanic soil spontaneously furnishes flint, salts of potass, and phos-
phates. If it contained azote, any additional manure would be
unnecessary. This is exactly what the Lupin is so rich in at its
maturity; thus it is pulled up and dug in to complete the natural
richness. Then the ground will yield, without rest, two harvests in
the year; and Melons, Cucumbers, and Pumpkins, which with us
require special beds, prosper in the common soil. Every year the
dead wood is cut lout, and the shoots thinned ; but, as a rule, the
Orange tree is never pruned. In dry seasons it is well watered if
the supply be near, and sufficient in quantity. The trees are planted
in a quincunx, leaving between them a distance of 12 or 15 yards

;and from the first year the cultivator looks for some fruit as a
reward for his labours, though the tree does not enter into full
bearing for ten years. Then, if it be healthy, and planted in good
earth, it yields from 1,000 to 1,500 Oranges yearly. An old and
vigorous tree, whose branches are long and well thinned, furnishes
the immense harvest of 7,000 or 8,000. In those quintas which are
too large, the medium does not exceed 600 fruits, whilst the smaller
ones bear from 2,000 to 3,000, showing how much good shelter and
care will do towards increasing the crop. There are six principal
varieties of sweet Oranges cultivated in the Azores. The common
one is of middle size, slightly acid, and very sweet-scented. The
skm is thin, and adheres well to the fruit, becoming a little thicker
towards the end of the season. The Comprida is more aromatic
than the preceding one, and also more acid. This tree is rarely
loaded with fruit. Under the name of the Silver Orange is desig.
nated a much smaller one, with very firm flesh, extremely fine
skm, and a greenish.yellow colour. The Selecta, or choice Orange,
is large, of first-rate flavour, little acidity, and of a deep yellow
colour. It has scarcely any pips, and does not ripen until April,
which gives it a higher value. The Ombigo is flatter, and sweet,
whilst it furnishes the largest crop of all. Finally comes the Manl
darin, which differs little from the same variety grown in Malta.
The fruit, as a rule, enters into its maturity in October, but the best
varieties are not gathered until January, the season terminating in
May. The trees are increased in a curious way. The mode of pro-
pagation was derived from the Chinese, and has been much in use of
late years. A branch, of the diameter of 4 or 5 inches, is chosen,
around which is cut a circular incision. Around this, straw mattin<^
IS wound in the shape of a funnel, and filled with beaten earth, from
the 15th of May to the same day in June. Roots soon begin to push,
and by the following winter it is provided with sufficient to support
It when detached from the parent stem. The young plant thus
obtained often bears fruit at the end of two or three years,
formerly grafting was employed, and is indeed still used;

but it is somewhat oat of fashion, on account of the relative

slowness with which trees " worked " by it come into bearing.
It is, however, asserted that the trees to which it has been
here applied give the best fruit, and last longer than the others.

The gathering in of the fruit is carried on rapidly, and without
difficulty. Notwithstanding the constant emigration going on from
the islands to North and South America, labour is very cheap. The
Oranges are gathered with care, and carried to the packing-shed by
large companies of men, women, and children, who bear on their

heads or shoulders heavy baskets loaded with the golden fruit, and
run bare-footed to the depot. There each is separately wrapped in a
dry Maize leaf, and put in the box. The shape of these boxes has
been entirely changed of late years. Formerly they were very
large, and held from 700 to 900 of the common variety. Thin
flexible planks formed a convex covering, without any solidity, and
containing in the lid almost as many Oranges as in the box itself.

Those who have seen cases unpacked will remember this carious
arrangement, which was explained by saying that the air circulated

more fully between these planks than in a box properly constructed,
and that this was essential to the preservation of the fruit ; but
really the custom arose from the wish to escape the tax imposed upon
all exports, which only prescribed the dimensions of the lower part
of the case. The growers were faithful to the letter, if not to the
spirit, of the law, by making the right size, and then surmounting it

with an enormous cover. Thus formed, they could not be packed on
board ship with any exactness, and the Oranges were but too often
crashed. There is now a better understanding with the Custom,
house authorities, and the large cases have finally disappeared. They
are now rectangular boxes, about a yard in length, and hold only half

what the former ones did. They are divided into three compartments
by solid partitions, and surrounded by bands of Chestnut wood. The
expenses of gathering, carrying to the town, storing, packing,
embarking, and paying the dues, including the case and Maize leaves,

only amount to the small sum of half-a-crown a case. As for the
price of a box of Oranges, that varies very considerably during the
season, generally advancing much towards April and May, wheu it is

double or triple. There is also a great difference between one year
and another, the state of the season, speculation, and a number of

other causes influencing the London market. Sometimes Oranges,
when gathered, are sold in the full season at St. Michael's at 203.

the thousand, packing and transport being at the cost of the buyer

;

other years they have been sold at 7s. 6d. In 1840 the number of

cases exported to England was only from 60,000 to 80,000 ; in 1850
it rose to 175,000 of the old cases ; lately about 600,000 of the
newly-sized cases are exported. Formerly sailing vessels alone were
employed for the transport, but now about half are steamers. The
charge for freight to London is between 7s. and 83. the case, which, it

is hoped, will be lowered. Steamboats engaged in this service make
eight voyages to England from the 15th of November to the end of

April ; each carries about 5,000 cases. The application of this kind
of navigation has been of immense service. The sea is so stormy
during the winter on the shores of the Azores, that a sailing vessel
only reached London with a large part of its cargo spoiled. Daring
the last ten years at Ponta Delgada they have been working at a
mole, within which the ships can shelter in bad weather; but it is

only the steamboats that can get out to sea during a south-west
wind, which, unfortunately, is the prevailing one. Sailing vessels,

when laden, have been obliged to wait whole weeks, to the great
detriment of their cargo, before a more temperate sky permitted of

their departure. Before the mole was constructed many sad ship-

wrecks occurred. Whilst the vessel was loading, the captain watched
the signs of a change in the weather with the utmost anxiety, often
interrupting the work, and giving the signal for flight, for fear of

being dashed on the reefs round the coast. Such events are scarcely

thought of now ; and the contingencies being so few in the trade, the
expenses can be much more surely estimated.

Impurity in Coals a Plant Product.—According to
analyses by many chemists (quoted by Professor Dana, in the last

edition of his "Geology"), made on Lycopods, Ferns, Equiseta,
Mosses, Conifera), &c., there is in them an average quantity of silica

and alumina, such that, if the plants were converted into coal, it would
amount to 4 per cent, of the whole, and the whole ash would be 4 75.

Many analyses of bituminous coal show but 3 per cent, of ash, and
45 is an average. Hence it follows :— (1) That the whole of the
impurity in the best coals may have been derived from plants

;

(2) the amount of ash in plants was less than the average of modern
species of the same tribes ; (3) the winds and waters for long periods
contributed almost no dust or detritus to the marshes. In that era
of moist climate and universal forests there was hardly any chance
for the winds to gather dust for transportation.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Although the season is now past for floral display in the open air,

yet as late as the 10th of the present month out-of-door gardens

were V)y no means destitute of flowers. Aubrietias, Forget-me-nots,

aud Violets of different sorts wore tolerably gay ; the Christmas

Rose was apparently preparing to unfold its blooms, and the Autumn
Crocus, late-flowering Asters, Anemone japonica, and other late,

flowering plants appeared loth to leave ns. A rather severe frost,

however, on the night of the 10th, followed by a considerable fall of

snow on that of the 11th, gave a somewhat winterly aspect to

outdoor beds and borders, chocking considerably the progress of

early-flowering plants, and closing for the season the career of lato-

floweriug species. The Christinas Rose (Helleborus niger), with

its improved variety H. niger maximns, are well worthy of exten-

sive cultivation, flowering, as they do, at a time when outdoor

flowers are scarce, and during a festive season when they are so

much required and appreciated. With but little care or attention,

these plants will continue to bloom throughout the entire winter

should the weather prove moderately mild ; and oven during severe

weather the protection of a few hand-glasses or a frame will

generally ensure an abundance of fine, large, and pure white blooms

from the beginning of December until the early part of llarch.

Christmas Roses are of easy culture and by no means difficult to

increase ; early in spring, largo roots or patches may be uncere-

moniously cut into moderately small pieces with a sharp spade, aud
planted out singly, where they will soon become well established

plants, aud will flower freely during the following and succeeding

winters. When all fallen leaves have been cleared from lawns and
similar places, it may, in some cases, be necessary to again pass the

mowing machine or the scythe over the Grass ; and if the principal

gravel walks, or those in immediate connection with the flower garden

or the residence, are found to be considerably soiled through decaying

leaves or worm-casts, or where the surface may have become covered

with Moss, a portion of the surface should be scraped off, and should be

replaced with a thin coat of clean gravel, which will tend to give the

whole an appearance of cheerfulness during the winter. Finish as

soon as possible all transplanting or re-arranging of shrubs and young
ornamental trees, and when this has been done shrubberies should be

lightly dug over ; and, in cases where hardy herbaceous plants of

various sorts are grown in the foreground, such plants should be

carefully lifted, reduced iu size where necessary, re-arranged, and
again planted ; and all plants which may require it should have fresh

soil supplied to them when re-planted. Such additions may be but
seldom required in the case of strong-growing herbaceous plants

;

but they are essential to the successful culture of such plants as

the Aquilegia glandulosa, Dianthuses of various sorts, CEuotheras,

Pentstemons, and many of the finer varieties of perennial Phloxes

and Violas. Clean and refreshen the surfaces of beds of choice

Pansies, Polyanthus, and Pinks, and give Auriculas and other choice

Alpine plants in pits and frames abundance of air whenever the

weather is mild. Similar treatment should also be given to all well-

rooted bedding plants, except such tender species as the Alternan.

thera and the Coleus, which must be wintered in a higher temperature.

—P. Gkieve, Culford, Burij St. Edmunds.

Boses.

Push on planting while the weather is favourable. Pot a few half-

standards tor forcing ; they prove useful for placing at the back of

an early Vinery, or in other situations in which they may yield a few
cut blooms. Roses planted on lawns and Grass-plots should be
examined this month ; remove the turf from a space 4 feet in diameter
round the trees, take out the soil, carefully extirpate all suckers, and
fill in with some good fresh loam and rotten dung. All Roses planted

against trellises and trained over umbrella wires require a supply of

fresh soil every other season, a mode of treatment under which they
may be induced to live and bloom satisfactorily for many years. I

have seen standard Roses thus nursed, over twenty years old, quite an
ornament to the lawns on whicli they were growing. Watch plants

starting into growth under glass, and if mildew shows itself dust with

sulphur without a moment's delay.

—

H. G.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Vines.—Such pot Vines as were first introduced into heat will now
be showing signs of vitality ; the temperature, which up to this time
will have averaged 55° at night, may now be raised, in mild weather,
5° during that time, and 10° more in the daytime. Do not damp
them too freely overhead, unless the temperature is high onou^'h to

absorb the moisture, as, while we have few opportunities of admitting

fresh air, the atmosphere must not be allowed to get loaded with

moisture. Place plants enough in heat to meet spring requirements.

In some cases a dozen now and then is suflicieut ; while others, who
grow Vines more extensively, need scores. Successive batches should

be introduced into heat at intervals of six weeks ; less than this often

brings iu two lots together. The early-started Vinery will now
require the assistance of a little fire heat at night, but this may still,

in a great measure, be dispensed with, by turning daily part of the

fermenting material which rests on the inside border. Repeated

turninga allow the heat to escape freely into the atmosphere, and a

soft moist warmth is thus produced, which is far more desirable than

firo heat. See that the water with which syringing is done is not

colder than the temperature of the house in which it is used. In

many early forcing houses a tank is placed iu such a manner that the

hot-water pipes pass through it; but, where no such convenience

exists, when done syringing, watering-pots should always be filled and

set on the hot-water pipes until again required. Strictly avoid

allowing cold air to pass in in draughts through front ventilators ;

air-giving now, and, indeed, throughout the winter, must be confined

to the top of the house. In houses in which Grapes are hanging do

not keep the temperature higher at night with fire-heat than just

what will keep out frost, and when there is no visible indication that

the thermometer will fall to 32°, let the fires go out altogether.

When heat is required to dry the house fires should be applied on a

fine day, when the ventilators can be opened, in order that moisture

may freely escape, and not at night when the house is closed, and

when damp rises only to settle upon the berries.

Pines ripening too quickly for consumption, or requiring to be

kept for any special purpose, after they are ripe, may be kept in

very excellent condition for a month or six weeks, say iu a room iu

which there is a temperature of about 40°. Both plant and fruit should

be thus circumstanced unless where any valuable suckers are attached,

and are likely to be sacrificed. In this case the fruit may be cut and

hung up, crown downwards, in the same room, but, under all circum-

stances, it is best to cut the fruit, and remove the plant and fruit

before they are quite ripe. Watering must now be done with great

care ; feel each ball with the hand to ascertain if it really needs

water. Look over Queens which are resting, and unless they are

next to being dust dry do not give them any water. When a very

fine day occurs, airing Pineries should receive attention, just the

reverse of that recommended for early Vineiies. The front venti.

latora should, in this case be opened. This mode has the very

desirable influence of preventing the plants and crowus from becom-

ing overdrawn.—J. MuiR, Clocenfords.

Indoor Plant Department.

Keep Chrysanthemums, at present gay, well watered, and divested

occasionally of all shoots that will make cuttings for next year's

plants. Solanums, of the Capsicastrum section, should also now be

very ornamental, especially those of the new hybrid kinds, the

berries of which are larger and brighter than those of the common
sort. Cyclamens coming into bloom should be kept near the glass

in the warmer parts of greenhouses ; they, however, enjoy a free

circulation of air, which should always be maintained. Of Chinese

Primulas, the farthest advanced should be brought into conserva-

tories, and succeeding portions should be kept in frames. Serico-

graphis Ghieabreghtii, one of our most valuable winter plants, is

now coming nicely into bloom, as is also Libonia floribuuda, likewise

an invaluable plant for winter decoration. Azaleas, Camellias, and

Heaths should receive plenty of light, and be kept in a moderately

moist condition. The earliest Cinerarias are now coming into blooai,

and should be placed at the warmest corner of the conservatory for

a week or so, after which they should be removed to a cooler position.

Cinerarias and Calceolarias iu frames should be shifted as they

require more pot-room. If climbing plants, trained along rafters,

in any way darken the house, they should be thinned or cut in.

Daturas, Erythrinas, Clerodendrons, &o., cut over, should be placed

where they can be kept dry throughout the winter. Tropasolum

tricolorum and Jarratii should receive frequent attention in the way
of training, for, if allowed to grow for a week or more without

inspection, the young shoots are apt to get broken. Japanese Lilies

should be re-potted and placed in dry situations in greenhouses.

Stoves should range from 60° to 65° at night, and from 70° to 75°

durinc the day. The syringe should be dispensed with, but a humid
atmosphere should be maintained by damping the paths and stages.

Palms cannot, with impunity, withstand the effects of drought, and

the same remark applies to Musas, Screw Pines, and other evergreen

plants. Cycads, although they can bear dryness at the roots longer

than most plants, are best kept a little moist. Perns should be well

watered but not syringed. All young ones should bo re-potted as

soon as they bscomo fit for the operation. Such large Ferns as are

re-potted should be placed in warm quarters to induce them to
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strike root in tho new soil more readily than they otherwise would
do. Selagincllas should be divided and re-potted.

Orchids.

Many of these are now finely in flower, more especially some of

tho species and varieties of Cypripediuni, OJontoglossam, Oncidium,
Phalsonopsis, Calanthes, Phajus, and others. In the East Indian or
warmest Orchid-house a night temperature of from 60' to 65' should
be maintained, while in the intermediate house it should be 5" lower,
and in tho Odontoglossum or cool house 5' lower still ; atmospheric
humidity should be maintained in all these houses, but more
especially in the warmest one, in which the plants also should be
kept a little moist at the roots. The syringe should be entirely
dispensed with now in Orchid-houses ; such plants as are on blocks
should be taken down when necessary and dipped in water ; for, if the
syringe were used for damping them where they hang, the drip
resulting therefrom would bo likely to rot the crowns of plants
growing underneath. Anajctochili still growing apace must be kept
a little moist, though not so much so as hitherto. Pleiones that
have finished flowering should be shaken out of their pots and
re-potted into a mixture of loam, peat, Moss, and sand, and afterwards
placed in a brisk temperature. Calanthes that have finished
blooming should be stored away under stages or set on side shelves
and kept pretty dry. C. Veitchii and the red and yellow.eyed
varieties of C. vestita are now in great beauty. Newly imported
Orchids should be spread out on tables, suspended by the roots, or
potted amongst half-inch crocks alone, and submitted to atmospheric
humidity only until they show renewed signs of life.—B.

Kitchen Garden.
Amongst some kinds of late Potatoes, there is a good deal of

disease; Regents, although a very heavy crop, have suffered the
most— in some instances to the extent of one-third of the crop;
whilst Victorias and Red-skinned Flour-ball have generally escaped.
The last I consider a very fine Potato for use after Christmas

;

rather too large and coarse, perhaps, for a gentleman's table, but in
all other respects a thoroughly reliable variety in almost all kinds of
soils. Potatoes pitted some time ago should be examined, and their
condition ascertained with a view to their being sorted over if

necessary. Early Potatoes of the Ashtop section, or any other
favourite early kind, that may be required for forcing or early
planting, should be placed in shallow trays or boxes, one layer in
each box, with the crown upwards, and all growths except one strong
shoot should be rubbed off. The boxes may be set in some cool
place but where frost cannot enter, and where at least a fair amount
of light can be obtained ; under a greenhouse stage or in an orchard,
house are places in which they keep well; or, failing these, a light
loft or stable, where the frost can be kept out, will answer ; but
they are more likely to be frozen in a loft than on a ground floor.
If not already done, take advantage of fine days to finish earthing
up late Celery and Cardoons, as frost severe enough to injure young
growth may now come at any time unexpectedly. Collect together
.all kinds of refuse from every available source with the view of
having it charred by-and-by when the fruit trees are pruned, and
the cuttings are gathered together to form a foundation for the heap.
Out of such waste products large quantities of valuable manure may
be obtained fiee from seeds of weeds or eggs of insects. Stir the
soil amongst the earliest Cabbages, choosing a fine day for such
work, and then earth them up—an operation which will tend to
strengthen and protect them, and consequently hasten their growth.
A bed of Shallots and also one of Garlic may now be made on a dry
well-iireparcd piece of land, to which a dressing of burnt earth,
soot, or lime has been applied; plant in rows 1 foot apart, and
6 inches between tho bulbs. Unless, however, this has been
proved in each particular locality to be the best season for plant-
ing them, a portion of the stock should be set aside for planting
in Febrnary. It is also a good plan to procure a change of bulbs
Kometimes, or raise some from seeds, as almost everything has a
tendency to deteriorate if grown continually upon the same kind of
soil. Turn over heaps of manure, and prepare it for wheeling on the
laud vvlien frost sets in. Mushroom.beds in the open air will now
re(iuire careful management in order to maintain a regular tempera-
ture

;
it the coverings get saturated with wet they should be

removed, and dry litter placed next the bed, and every means should
bo taken, by increasing its bulk, to kaep the heat in the beds. Sue
cessional sowings of Mustard and Cress should bo made in heat;
!• rench Beans in pots should be kept near the glass in a warm light
house; as they advance in growth a small stick should be placed to
each plant and the plant be neatly tied to it ; and all plants in
bearing shonld have frequent applications of liquid manure, and
every pod picked off when fit for use to prevent the premature
exhaustion of the plants.—E. Hobday.

EASTWELL PARK, THE SEAT OF THE DUKE OF
EDINBURGH.

The Standard gives some account of this fine old park. It lies in

that part of Kent where, according to Fuller, " health and wealth
are reconciled to live together." There is a district of " health without
wealth," those high Downs which form what is called the backbone
of the county, and there is another of " wealth without health," the
deep, rich, ague-haunted pasturages of the marshes along the Medway
and the Swale, aud about Romney in the south. But the Eastwell
country, north of the Weald, and south of the barren Downs, almost
justifies Drayton's encomium ;

O, famous Kent,
What county hath this isle that can compare with thee ?

That hath within thyself as much as thou canst wish,******
Nor anything doth want that anywhere is good.

It is richly wooded, yet not too much so; and the great Oaks
which makes the glory of the Weald flourish here on the green sand
just as vigorously as in the Weald clay. There are, indeed, few
nobler Oaks in the county and few more picturesque woodland
glades than are to be found in the Park of Eastwell, which
Defoe, in his " Journey through England," declares to be the
finest he had ever seen. From a hill in the north-west corner,
toward which the avenues called the "Star Walks" converge,
there is a view across the county on either side ; on the north. Sheer,
ness and the Nore are seen beyond the heights of Challock Wood and
the Forest of the Ble.an ; on the south, the Channel is visible boyond
Romney Marsh. The massy leafage of the Oak at this time, varied
with all the russets and "sober gold " of late autumn, gives character
to the greater part of the wide prospect, and marks how little the
main features of the country have changed since Gregory the Great,
writing to St. Augustine, desired that British timber might be sent
to him at Rome for building the churches of St. Peter and St. Paul.
Let us hope that none of the ancient Oaks of Eastwell have been
felled for building any portion of the new work at the hall. " It has
not been unusually observed," says the gossipping Aubrey, " that to
cut Oak-wood is unfortunate," and it would seem that the Oaks of

Eastwell are under the protection of more than usually powerful
wood-nymphs. " I cannot omit," continues Aubrey, " taking notice
of the great misfortunes in the family of the Earl of Winchelsea,
who, at Eastwell, in Kent, felled down a most curious grove of Oaks,
near his own noble seat, and gave the first blow with his own hands.
Shortly after his countess died in her bed snddenl}' ; and his eldest
son, the Lord Maidstone, was killed at sea by a cannon.bullet." The
connection of these misfortunes with the Oak-felling is somewhat
arbitrary ; but Aubrey supports his story by others not less edifying,
and tells how " there was at Norwood one Oak that had Mistletoe, a
timber tree, which was felled about 1657. Some persons cut this Mis.
tletoe for apothecaries in London, and sold them a quantity for ten
shillings each time, and left only one branch remaining for more to
sprout out. One fell lame shortly after ; soon after each of the others
lost an eye ; and he that felled the tree, though warned of these mis.
fortunes of the other men, would notwithstanding adventure to do it,

and shortly after broke his leg." If these warnings are not sufficient

to strike the Oak.cutter with terror, let him remember the fate of

Archbishop Islip, of Canterbury, who, it is recorded, "wasted more
of the timber in the Weald of Kent" than any of his predecessors

;

and who, after falling from his horse in riding from Sevenoaks,
was seized with paralysis at Mayfield, in the very hall which
he had built, and uuder the oaken roof which had once been
growing timber in the green depths of the Weald. But,
whatever "curious groves" may have disappeared from Eastwell,
there is no lack of great Oak trees in the park, many of which are
sufficiently gnarled and ancient to have looked down on the " last

of the Plantagenets " as he wandered beneath their shadow. This
is a country of "wells "—the water-springs bursting forth abundantly
from the green sand on the edge of the chalk. Eastwell lies j ust below
the line of the ancient " Pilgrim's Way," the road which, keeping
along the sides of the Downs, Avas followed by those coming from the
southern coast who sought the shrine of St. Thomas at Canterbury.
Stnnted Yews and Oak trees mark its course, and the pilgrims who
journeyed along it altered to pay their vows to such lesser shrines as

they encountered on their way. Such was Charing, a little west of

Eastwell, where, in tho church, was a remarkable relic—the block on
which John the Baptist was beheaded—brought into England by
Richard I. Charing was a manor of the archbishops, and in their

palace there, of which there are considerable remains, Henry VIII.
was entertained on his way to the famous Field of the Cloth of Gold.

Locust trees have been found to grow in forty years, 60 feet high,

and G feet in circumference at a hfeight of 3 feet from the ground.
The wood toughens as the tree grows older.
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THE ARBORETUM.
EFFECT OF LIGHTNING ON TREES.

At page 150 allusion is made to the peculiar effect which lightning
produced on a tree in this locality last September. The treo in question
is one of the large Elms (50 or 60 feet high), iu the Avenue de Paris,

and is situated about 100 yards from my dwelling. On its trunk there
e.\ists three distinct perpendicular and perfectly straight grooves,

completely denuded of bark ; the grooves are, some 5, some 7 to 8 cen.
timetres in width ; the rest of the bark is perfectly intact ; two of the
grooves are 25 centimetres apart; the other is on the opposite side at

80 centimetres from the former. One groove continues high up
among the branches to near the summit ; the others begin at the
lowermost part of the branches, about 12 feet from the ground. The
grooves end abruptly, and are out square off at an inch or so from the
surface of the soil. This latter peculiarity I account for in this way.
Small basins have been formed at the foot of each tree, with an
opening on the other side to receive rain-water, and drain the surface
of the foot-path. Three loud thunder claps had preceded this partiou.
lar thunderbolt, and a smart shower falling there might very probably,
therefore, have been an inch or two of water in the basin, which led
away the electric

fluid as soon as it

had touched its

surface. None of

the branches were
either split,
stripped of bark,
or denuded of

foliage, the latter

remaining fresh

and green
throughout. A
singular circuni.

stance, and one
which I can attri-

bute to nothing
else but to this

same thunderbolt,
is that in my
garden, 100 yards
off, a Judas tree

was found next
morning with
three-fourths of

its foliage entirely

dried up, crisp,

and brown, as if

a flame of fire had
passed through
it. The bolt fell

at 10 p.m., and a
strong smell of

hot iron filled the

house. Although
the day had been
very hot and
sultry, this tree

could not have been affected by a sunstroke, for the south side

remained perfectly green. A Black Mulberry 10 yards off had
a great many leaves here and there burned quite crisp, the others

and far greater number remaining perfectly green ; nothing else was
touched, not even a Paulowuia, the branches of which touched and
and intermingled with the Judas tree. I was myself travelling down
to Normandy that day ; the wind was blowing a stiff gale all day, hot

sultry like a Sirocco, and clouds of dust hurried over the plain,

obscuring the sky ; we had no rain, neither had any fallen on the
coast when we reached it, nor did any fall there until the nest day.

Versailles. F. T. P.

C-^^i

A Weeping Beech. (Prom the Bulletin iVArhonciiUure.)

WEEPING BEECH.
TnE accompanying illustration represents a Weeping Beech tree

after it has acquired age, and become well furnished with branches
profusely laden with pendulous spray. It is a peculiarity of most
Vfeeping trees not to show their full beauty of character until they
have attained a considerable age. Who knows anything of a Weep,
ing Beech, who has only seen a young specimen recently planted ?

Years must elapse before such trees exhibit the appearance repre.

sented by the accompanying woodcut ; but when that condition has
been attained they form, in ornamental grounds, a never-ending
source of interest.

THE WILD VANILLA PLANT.
By Vanilla plant we do not refer to the Orchid which famishes vanilla,

but to a hardy North American plant, Liatris odoratissima, which, on
account of a similarity of odour, has received that name. Most of

the species of Liatris or Button.snakeroot, have a tuber.like root, and
long straight stems, upon which the numerous flower-heads are crowded
iu a close spike. In L. odoratissima, the root-leaves are from 8 to 13
inches long by 3 or 3 broad ; those of the stem very small. The stem
divides above into a broad branching panicle of purple flower.s, which
make the plant an attractive one. A correspondent of the American
Agriculturist has furnished the following account of the plant :

—

" The Wild Vanilla, or, as it is commonly called. Hound's Tongue,
or Deer Tongue, grows abundantly on the edges of what are called
' bays,' i.e., low places in the Pine woods, which are partially

covered with water and overgrown with Bays (a species of Magnolia),
or on low swampy Pine woods in east and south Florida and in

portions of lower Georgia. The fresh leaf has, when crushed, a
greenish disagreeable odour, but when pulled from the plant and
dried in the shade for a day or so, it becomes highly fragrant, having
a smell resembling vauilla or Tonka Bean, and similar to the sweet-

scented vernal Grass, but much stronger. This odour is developed
by some chemical
change made in

the leaf during
the process of

drying, whereby
a peculiar prin.

ciple known as

Cou marine is

formed. C o n-

mariue is found
abundantly in the

Tonka Bean of

commerce, but so

abundant is it in

the Liatris, that
it isoftenfound in

large quantities

on the upper por-

tions of a mass of

the semi. dried
leaves. It is

readily sublimed
by a low degr;e
of heat (150°),

and the heat
generated in

these masses or

bundles is suf.

ficient to subli.

mate it on the
upper or cooler

layer. When
found in this

way, Coumarine
is composed of

snow-white
. needle-shaped

crystals, exceedingly fragrant—a leaf of the Liatris often being
covered on its under side, and looking as though it had been out all

night in cold, frosty weather. The dried leaves furnish an article of
conmierce, and one that is steadily growing in importance. It is

gathered all through east and south Florida, principally on the St.
John's River and its tributaries, and sold to the country store-keepers in
exchange for goods ; by these store-keepers it is sent to the balers
and packers, by whom it is sent to New York for home use and
exportation. Pilatka, on the St. John's River, is the head-quarters
in this trade. One may often see seventy-five or 100 bales, of 200 lb.5.

each, lying on the wharves, awaiting shipment—one dealer at this
place having an order to fill of 150,000 lbs. Adults can gather from
150 to 400 lbs. of the green leaves in a day ; active boys and girls
nearly as much. The green leaves are taken home and dried iu the
shade, and lose about 80 or 85 per cent. ; they are when dried, sold at
country stores for from 3 to 6 cents, per lb., yielding quite a
good return for the labour. The packer bales and ships, and realises
from 8 to 12icwts. per lb. The dried leaves are used to give a
flavour to segars, snuff, and smoking tobacco. For segars, it is sufli-

to place the leaves and segars in alternate layers in a box, and allow
the whole to remain together for several days ; for snuff, the leaves
are dried ground and mixed ; it is granulated or shedded up and
mixed with smoking tobacco. A small quantity is sufficient to flavour
a large mass of tobacco. The odour is given off much more intensely

V-s
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on a clamp day than on a dry one. Although large quantities of these

loaves are consumed in our home factorips, a much larger quantity

is shipped to Germany and France direct, where it is rapidly growing

in favour. It is quite pr3bablo that it will aeon be an article used

extensively in perfumery ; and as it is known to keep ' the wicked
moth away,' it will bo in great demand for the purpose in the stead

of the strong-smelling camphor and tobacco stems."

PLANTING TREES FOR LANDSCAPE EFFECT.
At a recent meeting of the Scottish Arboricultnral Society a paper

on this subject was read by Mr, Gorrie. Were the question,

he said, merely whether grouping or mixed planting was most pro.

dnctive of landscape effect, tlte unanimous verdict would be in favour

of judicioua grouping, and that on all sizes of landed properties

—from the 2 or 3 acre villa plot, where groups were necessarily

restricted to a feu- specimens, to the large estate, where groups

might form masses of ten, twenty, or hundreds of trees of the same
or closely allied kinds of trees. I3ut were grouping only to be deemed
admissible on condition of its being equally profitable with mixed or

promiscuous planting, be feared that its most strenuous advocates

would fail in its defence, more especially were it required that its

landscape effects should be maintained unimpaired by other kinds of

nurses f^rom the time that the young trees attained sufficient sizes

for concealing the natural herbage of the ground surface. He then

went on to discuss the merits of grouping of trees for landscape

effect under the following heads :

1. Snil and Situation.—For chrice of these a widely-extended

knowledge of arboricultnral requirements were needed, and a know,
ledge of the wind.resisting powers of different kinds of trees, in order
that they might be arranged so that the stronger should shelter the

weaker.
2. The Form and Size of the Groups.—The form of groups should

be irregular, and without hard or harsh outlines, as exemplified

on a large scale by the few native forests that are still left in this

country.

3. Grouping with the same and Allied Kinds of Trees.—By far the

most commendable mode of group planting was that of associating

species with their varieties, and others belonging to the same or

allied genera.

4. Grovpinri vith different Kinds.—Trees widely different in their

affinities, but having a resemblance to one another in size and form
of their leaves, might be associated in groups. Mixture of kinds was,
however, most commendable when they possessed some other marked
characteristic in common, such as colour of foliage, bark, or habit of

growth.
B. Grouping with respect to Size, Colour, and Form of Leafage.—

111 planting, as in painting, light and dark colours, imparted apparent
nearness or distance when the trees were equally i-emoved from the

observer. One of the seemingly most difficult problems that the

landscape gardener had to solve was that of making straight lines

appear crooked, and stiff ones easy, but it could be successfully

accomplished by attending to the grouping of variously.coloured

trees.

6. Parh Belts, Clump Groups, and Solitaiy Trees.—Belts and clnmp
groups were usually planted with unsightly mixtures of over.crowded
ordinary kinds of forest trees rising abruptly to full height from the
fence enclosures. They should be rounded or sloped down so as to

associate harmoniously with the surrounding turf, and this was
secured by planting ornamental trees of diminishing stature and
shrubbery underwood. Park belts and clumps were admirably
adapted for grouping trees, and underwood and detached clumps were
specially suited for grouping the different families apart.

7. Ai^enues.—These might either be straight or curved, and were
generally associated with a roadway or a grassy ride. They might
either be composed of two lines, all of one kind of tree, four lines of

two kinds, or tribes of trees, or what might be termed the arboretum
avenue, in either two or four rows, all of distinct sorts, grouped or

brought together in families. The first, when intended to form a close

Gothic arch-like covering, should be planted near to one another in

line, and they might be as near to the roadway on each side as half

ita width. The second, or double avenue, should generally have the
rows next to the roadway or drive of one kind, and the other two
rows of a different kind, but full space should be allowed for the after
development of every tree from the ground upwards, without touch,
ing one another, encroaching on the roadway, or concealing from it

the trees in the back rows. A very usual and generally commendable
practice was to have two corresponding rows deciduous and the other
two evergreen. The third, or arboretum avenue, was better in four
than in two rows, where sufficient space conld bo devoted to them, aa
they allowed of the dwarfer kinds being kept in front and the taller
ones behind

i and in both the second and third kinds of avenues the

back lines might be associated with openly.gronped underwood and
shrubbery when adjoined by plantations or where concealment of or

from the outside was intended.

After touching upon fences as an important item in landscape

gardening, Mr. Gorrie concluded as follows :—Applying some of the

preceding remarks to examples of avenue treatment near at band,

you will, on visiting Sir Walter Scott's Monument and the Edinburgh
Meadows, have opportunities of estimating the arboricoltural taste

and skill of our city rulers. At the former you will see avenue trees

selected with the utmost disregard to their adaptation to either soil

or situation—the kind being the common or Wych Elm, one of the

most capricious of ordinary forest trees—each with a few feet of

stem surmounted by a besom.like head of numerous contending

branches. At the Old Borough Loch, according to Mr. Maxwell, Mr.
Hope, of Eankeillor, commencing about 1722, " raised beautiful

hedges and trees, made rich meadows and pleasant walks where
gentlemen and ladies resorted." In Campbell's jonmey through
North Britain in 1810, these avenues are described as "a Mall

lamentably unlike St. James's, being shamefully.neglected places,

where there was no longer pleasure in wanderingamong broken-down
hedge.rows and unsightly treea"—a description highly applicable to

their management up to the present time.

EVIDENCE AS TO THE BEST TIME FOR TRANS-
PLANTING EVERGEEENS.

The best season for transplanting evergreens, although beginning to

be more generally agreed upon than formerly, still remains a question

on which opinions differ. With a view to its settlement, we some time
ago solicited the opinions of some of our correspondents on the
subject, and the following are the answers which they have sup.
plied :

Mr. Barron, of the Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash (than whom few
men have had greater experience in transplanting), says, "Respecting
the best time for moving Conifers and other evergreens, I may say,

that during the last forty years, I have removed them with complete
success nearly every day in the year. With machine-transplanted
trees of large dimensions (from the extent of my operations), I have
been obliged to take them in hand at any season, excepting during
severe frost. From the nature of your inquiiy, I imagine however,
that you wish me to state the time I prefer. lu my ' British Winter
Garden,' published more than twenty years ago, I gave summer aa
the best time, and after another twenty years of extensive practice
in most of the English counties, I still prefer the period when a
tree is in an active state. When a tree or shrub is removed with a
ball of earth suited to its size, and properly supplied with food, the
plant goes on without any signs of removal. Should these conditions

not be attended to, disappointment or entire failure may be expected."
Mr. James Brown, author of " The Forester," writing from Craig,

mill Nurseries, Stirling, says, " As a rule, the best time for trans-
planting Conifers is when the sap of the plants begins to move, and
when their buds begin to swell. This takes place between the
beginning of April and the middle of May, according to the nature of
the season and the character of the species. When carefully removed
at the stage indicated, I have invaiiably had perfect success."

" From a long and varied experience," says Mr. Davison, of White
Cross Nurseries, Hereford, " I have no hesitation in recommending
early autumn as the best time for moving Conifers and other ever-

greens, choosing dull or moist weather for the operation. Take
them up with care and plant them immediately ; then secure them
well, by means of stakes and ties, from wind.waving— an important
point ; and well water them ; repeat the watering every other day
for a week, and syringe over head two or three times. By this

time, if the work has been well done, the trees will have made fresh
roots. In a favourable season, I consider the latter end of September
or early part of October (before the trees cease to grow) the best
time ; but this will, of course, vary with the season and the con.
tinuance of the time during which the eap flows. On no account
should the attempt be made unless the soil is well moistened, either
by means of rains or watering, as in dry soil the roots, on the
careful preservation of which success depends, would probably be
bruised or otherwise injured. These remarks apply to nearly all

evergreens. Hollies perhaps excepted. I have succeeded best with
Hollies in spring, just as the young shoot is beginning to push and
form new leaves."

Mr. Richard Smith, of Worcester, states that " Conifers, and all

kinds of evergreens, may be transplanted freely from the end of

October till the end of April, and, if the weather be cloudy, both
earlier and later. The safest time for removing large trees that
have not been transplanted for some years is early in autumn, aa
soon aa the tips of the yonng shoots have become firm, and while the
roots are in action. The next best season is late in spring, jostwhen
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the bnds have commenced growth, bat there is always some risk of

injury from a drying east wind : the sun, also, may be hot enough to

damage newly removed trees. The very largest trees may be success-

fully transplanted, but their weight and size render removal a costly

undertaking. For a tree that would require two or three men to lift

it, it is bettor, if time can be afforded, to prepare it the season before,

by digging a circular trench 18 inches or more apart from its stem,
and then cutting back all the roots, so that they may throw out a
quantity of fibres, which act as feeders, and also materially assist in

holding the soil together while the tree is being transplanted, for,

after all, the secret of success is to keep a good ball undisturbed."
" The best time for planting Conifers," says Mr. Anthony Waterer,

of Knaphill, " is just as they commence to grow, and as soon after as

the young growth is sufficiently ripened, say April and the latter part

of September, if the weather is favourable, i.e., showery ; we usually

move all ours in those months ; but a well-managed plant iu a nursery
may be safely removed at almost any season except in the midst of its

growth, when, of course, the young wood ' burns ; ' and in the case of

a Conifer the leader is of importance."
Mr. M'Nab says, "With proper machinery at my command

and plenty of water for after deluging, I can venture to transplant

Coniferoa at all seasons. 3?or ordinary Coniferoe I generally recom-
mend the time when the species commence to push out their young
growths. If done when in this condition, and plenty of water
given immediately afterwards, I scarcely ever saw them fail, that is

if transplanted with adherent balls of earth. When lifted without

balls the chances of success are very difficult. During the years

1866-69 about 1,400 Coniferous plants were removed into the new
Pinetum formed in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden ; they varied from
2 to 18 feet in height at the time of removal. Some were trans-

planted during every month in the year, and, with trifling exceptions,

all succeeded well. Shading, syringing, and keeping the surface of

the ground round certain plants covered with short Grass had to be

attended to during warm weather."

In a useful little book by Mr. Kelly* "On Transplanting Large
Trees and Shrubs," we find the following :

—" The time for this work is

autumn and spring ; these are, undoubtedly, the best seasons for

transplanting, but any season will suit the good large ball for ever-

greens, and for deciduous plants any time except in the height of the

growing season, or in some instances immediately before the bursting

of the bud. The best time for evergreens is during the dry warm
summer, when the soil is warm and moderately moist. We trans-

planted a number of large old evergreens during the dry summers of

1869 and 1870, and in every case with complete success, although

the soil was as dry as it possibly could be, and all the water used for

the plants had to be carted half a mile. If deciduous trees are

transplanted immediately before the bursting of the bnds, some of

them, such as the Birch, will bleed much wherever a root may happen
to be cut. It is, therefore, much better to wait until the leaves

begin to unfold (if it cannot be done in antumn)."
Mr. Marnock, who has had much practice iu moving trees of all

kinds, has promised to give us a short article on the subject, in

which he will detail his experiences in full. We may, however, say

that his practice diflers widely from what were considered the best

times of moving a generation ago.

'*No doubt," says a correspondent, "late in April or early in May,
and September are the best seasons for moving evergreens, especially

if the plants are of large size ; but, for choice, I vote for early autumn,
for the simple reason that the ground is warm and the weather
moist. For all evergreen plants, my experience leads me to consider

from March to Michaelmas preferable to the other half of the year
;

but, for deciduous things, the wood should be ripe and the leaves

falling before removal. On the subject of pruning trees at

the time of transplanting, it is never wise to do so except in cases

of excessive mutilation of the roots or of an exceptionally dry
season; then to foreshorten some of the grosser shoots will reduce
the evaporating surface, and whatever does that is, until new feeders

are formed, for the good of the plant. Generally, when the leaves of

evergreens drop oS the plant will survive ; but, if they wither on
the branch, then success is hopeless."

Mr. J. Bell, writing from Strathfieldsaye, says, " Conifers and large

evergreens may be transplanted with success at all seasons, but I much
prefer the months of September and October, as then the plant

removed, at once produces an abundance of fresh roots, and conse-

quently makes much finer growth the following season than if the

planting is deferred till early spring, when the earth is much sodden.

I must add that I never water a newly.transplanted tree, but take

care that the ball is sufficiently moist before it is removed ; and, if

the soil in which it is to be planted is duly watered and turned over,

plants of every desci-iption will strike root in it at once."

Messrs. Veitch " always find Coniferte to do best when planted in

* Allen, Stationers* Rail Court, Patemoator Row.

autumn, as soon aa the wood is ripe, say September and October, the
exact time, of course, depending on the season."

The Scarlet Barberry.—This is most suitable for planting in
woods and preserves. It is a very rapid grower—making shoots 5 feet
long in a season—bushy in habit, and bears quite a profusion of
scarlet berries, which render it a most conspicuous object in a wood
in September and October. But, though it will thrive almost any.
where, it does not bear profusely in all kinds of soil. In the woods
about Drumlanrig, in Dumfriesshire, where the soil is heavy and
damp, and the climate so humid that the trees are grey with Lichen
in winter, the Barberry flourishes uncommonly well. It is pl.antod
pretty freely in the open spaces, and when I saw it last there, in
September, the woods were fairly lit up with it, producing a most
striking effect. On a dry soil it grows well, but the fruit is neither so
abundant nor so brightly coloured as that at Drumlanrig. The fruit
is used as a preserve, and, owing to its thickly-set spines, the plant
makes a good hedge.—J. S. W.

Tree Planting^.—Do not plant near your house any trees that
will ultimately attain large dimensions, or the day will come when
you or your successors will have to choose between cutting down
handsome and favourite old specimens, or suffering from the gloom
and moisture generated by their too close proximity to the house.
Many a fine old mansion has been thus overshadowed, and the inmates
have had to elect between unhealthy damp and shade on the one
hand, and the uprooting of a venerable tree on the other. Equally
avoid planting tall-growing trees, where, when they attain maturity,
they will interfere with a line prospect, or intercept the view of any
beautiful object. When first planted, their ultimate magnitude is

overlooked, but the planter must have an eye to the future. In planting
masses of trees, not only size and shape, but also the colour of the
foliage must be an element in determining the selection of the species
to be planted. The lively light green leaves of deciduous trees in
spring, and even their graceful spray in winter, wonderfully relieve
the sombre foliage of Conifers and other evergreen trees. An admix,
tnre, too, of those species of which the leaves change colour and
assume bright tints in antumn, afford delightful glimpses and lively
effects amongst other treees. For instance, the Birch and Tulip tree
turn yellow, the Cryptomeria elegaus dark bronze, and the Red Oak
displays large massess of bright scarlet. These and others producing
similar effects should be freely interspersed among ornamental plan-
tations. Trees with variegated leaves, or with pendulous branches,
also afford striking contrasts of colour and form, but they should be
introduced discreetly, as, when too abundant, they lose their charm,
and rather pall upon the sight. Do not encourage Ivy or other
creepers to grow on trees which you wish to keep healthy and long-
lived. These parasites do best, and look best, on decaying objects,
whether trees or ruins, to which they add grace and cause no injury.
Label all your choice trees and shrubs, or at least one of each species.
Even if their names be familiar to the owner, they may be new to
many a visitor, to whom it will generally prove interesting to know
the names, and, if possible, the native habitat of the plants he surveys.—Heatherside Manual.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Propagating Laurels : J- S. W. H. Laurel cubtings may be put in now.
Well-ripeued yoan^ wood, with a heel of old wood, is to be preferred, but if

the young- wood is not of sufficient length, a portion o I: the last year's wood
may be retained. Put in the cuttings In lines on a north border.

Thnja gigantea as a Hedge Screen.—X am laying out a new garden
(about 5 acres, including kitchen garden and shrubberies) on a somewhat stiff

clay, but on a southern slope where I have well drained. I am anxious to know
whether, on such a soil, Thuja gigantea is likely to make a good hedge about
luO yai'ds long to divide kitchen garden from terrace, and whether it will grow
close and stand clipping?—A. C R. L^es, Thuja gigantea, commonly called
T. Lobbii, makes a good hedge screen ac Newstead and various other gardens
with which we are acquainted.]

A Buried Forest.—The JSast Anglian Daily Times announces the discovery
by Mr. J. E. Taylor, F.G.S., of a buried forest in the Orwell. The forest is

represented by a layer of peat containing trunks, leaves, and fruits of the Oak,
Elm, Hazel and Fir, among which lie remains ot' the Mammoth. A bed of
fresh-water shells, containing species n^t now living in the Orwell, underlies
the peat. Mr. Taylor remarks that this sub-marine foi'est was contemporaneous
with others along the coast which existed previous to the depression separatini*
England from the Continent.

Abies Menziesii.—Very hardy, and grows with extraordinary rapidity;
in some cases 3 to 4 feet in a year. Timber excellent. In California it grows
to the height of 70 to 90 feet, with correaponding girth. This tree ought to be
planted extensively for forest purposes, and would yield a profitable return
ranch sooner than almost any other, either Coniferous or deciduous tree. It

needs only to be tried and appreciated.—A. Mokgeedikn.' [Surely Mr.
Mongredien, in his " Heatherside Manual," puts this tree very much too low.
We have not seen it in its native state, but have seen specimens in England
nearly as tall as the height he mentions. We had imagined it would attain 150
feetor'more. Will some of our Califomian readers kindly tell ua P]
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THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
FORCING SEAKALE.

Seakale may bo had in perfection from November till May ; and

carefull}' cooked and served with melted butter, it is equal almost to

Asparagus. It is also oue of the easiest of all vegetables to cultivate.

It mast, however, be blanched as it grows, or it is uneatable.

Once let colour into it, and no amount of after blanching will

get the rank flavour out of it. From the time its buds start

to the time the Kale is gathered, no ray of light should reach it.

It will be as good grown in a dark place indoors, such as a kitchen

closet or cellar as under pots, closely enveloped with fermenting

dung, tan, or other heat-yielding substances outside. A deep sandy

saline soil suits the cultivation of Seakale best ; but it will also grow
well in any common garden ground if not too retentive. Common
clayey soils may speedily be modified to suit Seakale by the addition

of cinder ashes or sand. Though, of course, pre-eminently a salt

plant, it will also grow well and continue in health without it, though

good cultivators give it a sprinkling several times during the growing

season. The best time to raise Seakale from seed or offsets is March
or April ; the seeds may either be sown broadcast in beds or in

drills, about 2 inches deep ; cover or tread in at once and rake

smoothly. A pint or a quart of seeds will raise plants enough tor

any garden. They soon germinate, and may be left in the seed-bed

or drill for one season. In March following transplant the young plants

into rows 2 feet apart and 15 inches crown from crown ; or plant

the crowns in threes, pretty closely together, at distances of 2 feet.

Another and better mode is to plant double rows from 1 foot to 18

inches apart, placing the plants in the two rows alternately, and leav.

ing from 3 to 5 feet spaces between these double lines. This arrange.

ment is favourable to forcing on the ground, as two rows of pots can

thus be placed near together and covered with fermenting material

which should consist of leaves with a sprinkling of dung, to quicken

the heat. The double rows also facilitate another method of forcing.

This consists in digging out a trench in the centre of the intervening

space, 2 feet or more in depth and 30 inches in width, placing the soil

on the crowns of the Kale and filling up all round with fermenting

leaves and dung. Through this covering the Kale grows white and
tender, and the earth, if light, is not found to impair its flavour.

Offsets, cuttings, either of root or top, speedily form good plants,

each crown, with or without roots, becoming a plant. These should

be planted in rows, in the mode and at the distances prescribed for

yearling seedlings, or as follows :—Seedlings and young plants

may be grown in rows 2 feet apart, and the plants only from 6 to 9

inches asunder in the rows. All they require is to be kept clean

during the summer, and at the end of the first season's

growth take up as many of such plants as are required, and place

them thickly in pots or boxes. Place the roots and crowns in a dark
place, in a temperature of 55° to 60°, or exclude the light by covering

them over with a flower pot, pan, box, short board, or some opaque
body, such as sand or light earth. In about three weeks or a month,
Seakale, white as silver, and brittle almost as blown glass, may
be gathered in this way. If a continuous supply is desired j'ou have
only to introduce plants in succession, and treat them in the same way,
once a month, fortnight, or three weeks. If watered when lirst

planted they will seldom need a second application. The plants will

also produce a second cutting, equal in flavour, though not in size,

to the first. As this has to be forced from dormant buds on the

stems, and takes longer time to grow, it is not worth waiting for,

especially as plants are so cheaply raised and prepared. F.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES IN MARKET GARDENS.
These are not much grown in market gardens in the neighbourhood
of London, Mr. Poupart, of Mortlake, and Mr. Humphreys, of the

Fulham Fields, being, perhaps, the largest growers of them in the

districts alluded to. As this vegetable may bo grown in almost any
place, it is generally planted on gravelly pieces of ground that would
bo too dry for other crops. Knolls or monnds are usually cropped
with it, and it is also grown along the sides of hedges, and in shady
places. Mr. Poupart grows his stock of it on a very fine alluvial

soil, open and somewhat dry in the summei', and the result is an
abundant crop of fine tubers. After preparing the ground by
manuring and digging or trenching it, the tubers are planted in

February, in vows about 2 feet apart, like Potatoes, and are allowed
to grow unchecked, and without being eartbed up, till November.
By this time they will be ripe and in good marketable condition.

The stems, which are sometimes killed by the frost, are cut over
close to the ground, and earth is spread over the tubers to exclude
frost. The tubers are lifted for market as required, for it has been
found that their flavour is better when treated in that respect like

Carrots and Parsnips, than when lifted and stored in pits. In
February, all are, however, lifted, for if left longer they would bo
useless for culinary purposes ; what are required for sets are then
saved for that purpose, and the remainder sold. Although February
is the common time for planting the Jerusalem Artichoke, it may be
done at any time between November and March, using small medium,
sized tubers for the purpose. F. W.

THE COLORADO POTATO BEETLE.
Our Potato fields are, happily, as yet, free from this beetle, which in

at present so troublesome in some parts of America ; in case, how.
ever, it should pay us a visit, we have thought it well to make our
readers acquainted with its appearance in order that they may be
able to detect its first outbreak. It appears that there is another
insect, belonging to the same genus, which is often mistaken for the

Colorado beetle. It is, however, easily distinguished from tho

genuine type, as the second and third stripes are always united

behind, giving the appearance of a heavy black stripe, and the edges

of all the stripes have but a single row of punctures ; the legs also

have a black spot in the middle of the thighs. This insect has been
found feeding upon the Horse Nettle (Solanum carolinense), in South
Carolina, and has been taken upon Potatoes and Egg plants in

Alabama, and was particularly injurious to the latter. In the

accompanying wood cut (for which we are indebted to the " Proceed,

ings of the Department of Agriculture at Washington "), fig. 1

represents the true Potato beetle, Doryphora decem-lineata ; fig. 3,

the Doryphora juncta; and fig. 2 is an apparent cross between the

two, or a variety once found in the south, in which tho heavy, thick
black line of the juncta has a very fine yellowish line running partly
through it longitudinally.

WHEN SHOULD A KITCHEN GARDEN BE
MANURED ?

This is a subject upon which considerable differences of opinion
exist. Some advocate manure being got on and dug in throngh the
autumn, others prefer the spring. It is a matter that requires to be
looked at from two different points of view—the effect that tho
manure has upon the crop it is intended to benefit, and the effect

the difference of time in applying it has upon the manure itself.

So far as most vegetable crops are concerned, the more evenly the
manure is spread through the whole body of the soil where tho roots
penetrate—the better it is for the plants that are to be fed bv it.

This will be evident to anyone acquainted with the action "and
requirements of vegetable life ; and any crop so situated will make
greater progress, and ultimately be more productive than a similar
crop to which the same weight of manure has been given, but less

evenly dispersed. The reason is obvious; the feeding roots from tho
time of their first emission, all through their extension through the
soil, have always had their food supply regularly at hand without
being compelled to traverse through portions of a poorer nature, anl
only at times come in contact with the manurial food supply,
although there in larger quantities. This, as will be seen, refers to solid

manure, for, in the case of strong, quick.growing plants, no system
of manuring is so effective as applying it in a liquid state at the
time and season when growth is most active. This will be evident to

anyone who has studied Chinese husbandry, where by far the greater
portions of their crops receive the manure in a liquid or semi.liquid
state, the cultivated vegetation of the country being particularly

suited to such treatment. But, apart from the effects of manure upon
ths different crops to which it is applied, there is another important
consideration—economy in its use, and how it is affected by the times
and seasons at which it is put in the land. This operation is one
that should be ruled by the nature of the manure, and also the des-
cription of both surface and sub-soil of the land on which it is applied.
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Stronft, heavy clays soils havo the power of most effectually absorbing

or extracting from the water that percolates through them whatever

ammonia is there held in suspense, as also of retaining, and forming

what we may call a storehouse for this most important element in

plant food, until absorbed by the feeding roots in the water which they

suck up from the soil, which after its upward passage through the plant

is excreted through the pores of the leaves by evaporation, leaving

behind the ammonia with which it wa^ charged to combine with the

other elemeuts present and necessary to build up the vegetable

fabric. If, then, soil of this strong heavy description has

the power of absorbing and retaining the manurial elements,

and not allowing them to be washed by the rains through

and away deep down into the sub.soil, or carried away through

the drainage, real or artificial, and consequently out of the reach

of, and lost to, the crops we want to benefit, the manure may
be applied at any time through the autumn when the land is un.

cropped. But even where the surface soil is of this strong loamy

character, it is necessary that it should be sufficient in depth, so

that the rain water, charged with this plant food it so quickly

extracts from the solid manure directly it comes in contact with it,

m.ay not pass through the upper or surf.ace soil too quickly, and so

carry off a portion of the ammonia. A greac deal also depends
npon the nature of the sub-soil. Where such happens to be of a

loose sandy chai-acter, or gravel, unless the surface soil, however
retentive, is some 2i feet or more in thickness, manure for

spring or summer crops should not be applied until near the time
the crop is put into the ground, otherwise very serious waste
must necessarily follow ; if, on the other hand, the sub-soil is

of a heavy clay nature, even if the surface soil is shallow, the manure
may, without fear of loss, be put in the land at any time when it is

clear. Sand has very little power to absorb ammonia water, iu which
it is held in suspense, running through it in almost the same condition

in which it was applied ; and, in the same proportion is light sandy
soil unsuited to receive manure until as near as possible to the time
when the crop will be in a condition to utilise it. All soils of a
gravelly nature are in the like similarly unsuited for autumn manuring.
The nature of the soil has also a good deal to do with the quantity of

manure that should ever be applied at one time ; strong deep loams
may have very heavy dressings given through their ability to hold
for a lengthened period whatever portion existed over and above the
requirements of the crop that immediately succeeded the application;

on the other hand, in the case of light soils, it is a waste of manure
to give more than will be sufficient for the immediate crop. T. B.

Veitch's Self-protecting' Cauliflower.—We have sent you a
head of this Cauliflower which we have received from one of our
growers in Yorkshire. We Ijfelievo it will prove a valuable variety
for use in November and the beginning of December, and, being so
thoroughly protected by the foliage, it will withstand several degrees
of frost. Subjoined are the dates of sowing the seed of this variety.

Autumn Giaut, and Walcheren, and the result:—Veitch's Self,

protecting sown April 8th; Veitch's Autumn Giant sown April 18th
;

Walcheren sown April 29th. The result is that the two latter are off

while the Protecting is only now coming in.

—

James Veitch & Sox.
[The specimen sent exhibited unusually luxuriant growth, the leaves
being upwards of 3 feet in lengtli, and some 14 inches in width, with
wonderfully strong mid-ribs The head, which was well protected,
was white, about 8 inches in diameter, close and firm.]

Iiime Kiln Heating.—Messrs. Thyne, of Glasgow, have adopted
the Cowan system of heating with excellent results. The kiln em.
ployed is 12 feet in depth, and is filled to the top with alternate
layers of coke and limestone, which may be burned quickly or slowly,
as desired. About 2 feet from the surface is a ring boiler, and over
the whole mass an ordinary saddle boiler, the two acting in concert.
Connected with the boilers are a series of flow jjipes and valves,
through which the water, aftLT being heated, passes to the pipes led
into the hot.houses. If it is necessary to get hot water quickly, this

may be effected by coke alone being used as fuel, while a diminished
temperature is obtained by withdrawing the water through return
pipes, with which the boilers are also fitted, and making it circulate
in a waste cistern until it is again required in the hot-houses. In
this way the kiln may be kept continually burning, and more or less

heat nsed at pleasure. The apparatus in this case supplies 7,000 feet
of 4-inch piping, and as regards cost, Messrs. Thyne are supplied
with coke at Ss. a ton, and limestone at 10s. a ton, in both cases
delivered for that sum at the nursery, while lime.shell brings 21j. per
ton. One ton of coke is sufficient to burn 3 tons of limestone, the
product of which is 2 tons of lime-shell, so that every 38s. spent in
raw material brings ISs. for the mauufactaretl article, the profit

sufficing to pay cartage from the works and the wages of a man who
looks after the kiln! In this way the heating of the hot.houses ia

effected without any expense, whereas formerly Messrs. Thyno paid

not less that! £300 a year in coal and wages.

THE H O U S EH OLD.
COLD VEGETABLES.

Serv.vnts often waste vegetables, even at times when they are

scarce aud dear. CjUI Greens, for instxncs, are frequently thrown

away as not eatable. This ia wasteful ; they are as good as when
first cooked if they are thrown into a saucepan of boiling water, or

into a basin of boiling water, and covered for two minutes ; then

strain the water from them, and serve hot. Cabbage of all kinds,

and Broccoli and Brussels Sprouts, Peas, &c., can be wa'-med in the

same manner.
Spinach may be re-warmed in a basin in a hot oven two or three

times over with great advantage to the ftavour of that vegetable if a

little more butter be added.

Parsnips, when dressed whole and cold, should bo mashed with

butter, milk, and salt, put into a small buttered basin, made hot in

the oven, be turned out iu a dome shape, aud served hot ; they are

better in this way than in any other.

Carrots should be cut iu round pieces half an inch thick, and
warmed in butter sauce or thick gravy. Carrots are extremely useful

to keep ready dressed for an emergency or need in cooking. Large

Carrots should be scraped or pared, be put whole or cut, ouce'across

their length, into boiling water, with a bit of fat or dripping in it,

and be boiled two hours, then served unsplit, but cut into as many
pieces as may be liked. Afterwards, when they are cold, they may
be cut into any shape for serving with ragouts or hashes, or split

into narrow strips for soups, or gratsd for the same purpose, or for

puddings. There are two things to be avoided in warming all these

vegetables, they should not be warmed in a saucepan, nor touched

with an iron spoon.

Potatoes, when whole aud cold, may be dippei in melted bacon fat

or dripping, have salt sprinkled over them, be well floured, and

baked iu the oven on a tin, and turned round when needful ; or cut

in slices, floured, aud fried in boiling fat, drained on a wire.drainer,

or on paper and served hot ; or chopped finely, salted, and fried in a

little hot bacon fat ; or mashed and mixed with a little milk and
butter, and be formed in buttered shapes, as iu tea-cups or large egg-

cups, then rubbed over with a bit of butter, be floured and browned
in the oven or before the fire ; or fried in batter, by cutting them
into rather thick slices, beating up an egg with a tablespoonfnl of

cold water, and a tablespoouful piled of flour, then dip each piece

in and fry in boiling fat ; or Greens dressed cold and then chopped,

and fried with the Potatoes, also chopped ; or Carrots dressed and
cold, chopped finely, mixed with the finely-chopped Potatoes, and

fried. Potatoes, when young and cold, can neither be mashed nor

chopped, but they can be rolled in a little clarified butter, or bacon

fat preferable, aud browned over a clear fire on the gridiron ; or

young cold Potatoes may be warmed iu boiling Parsley and butter,

and with a dash of Lemon-juice over them.

Celery. —There is nothing more useful in a house than this.

The outsides will serve as flavouring for soup, and the hearts cooked

for the table, or to be eateu with cheese. First of all, remove the

outside leaves from the hearts, aud trim the roots, not cut them off.

Have two large pans of water, one of warm, the other of cold

water ; wash each outside stem of the Celery in warm water with a

brush, and throw it into the cold water, also the hearts ; and all

gravel, insects, and dirt falls from the Celery at once ;
take all the

outside pieces and pare aw.ay every faulty and discoloured bit; then

split each piece iu two, or three or four, aud cut it crossways in

very small bits, and put it in a pie-dish. The hearts of the Celery

must be laid aside in water, .and when a head or more is wanted it

can be taken from the water aud cut in proper shape to be served at

table, but before it is put into the last water any discoloured bit

must be cut from it. To the small Celery in the pie-dish add ono or

two large Turnips pared thin, then cut downwards from the head to

the root in a dozen cats, but not separating the Turnip ; then turn

t:^e Turnip round iu the hand and cut it the other way in a number
of cuts; hold it (n a plate and cut it across. The Turnip will now
fall into many square pieces. A Carrot may be cut in the same way.

and this mixture will last for a week to put into cold soup, stock, or

broth, and well boiled, to give flavonr to it. Thus thcro is thrift of

time and thrift of vegetables, for it takes no longer to prepare this

for the consumption of a week than it does for one day. Moreover,

Celery thus prepared will keep good, crisp, and well-flavoured for a
fortnight, oftentimes for a longer time,
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THE ABBEY GARDEN, EEDDITCH.
About the end of the last century it was more usual limn it

is now to meet with artificial ruins in connection.with gurdens
;

and tliose who liavc read, or can remember having seen the
"Clandestine Marriage," will rail to mind how Jtr. sterling,

when showing Lord Ogleby his grounds, complains that his
ruins cost him many huiulreds to keep in repair. At the
I)resont day arlilicial ruins are almost confined to "tea
gardens " or other ])Iaces to whicli the "working man" resorts
"to spend a lja]ipy day." Indeed, such constructions, for
many reasons, can never be pleasing to a well-educated mind;
they are fal.sc in material, false in form, and false iu position
and use ; and thonj;h Nature may clothe them over so luxu-
riantly with Ivy, Wallflowers, and Mosses, she never hides
tlicii- puerility or their decciition. Over the real ruin she
kindly throws her green mantle, hiding the wounds inflicted
by man, and shielding it as far as is in her power from those
of Time the destroyer ; and where some venerable remnant of
anli(|uity occurs in a garden, as at Margam and elsewhere, it

is legitimate to use it as an ornamental feature, and to aid
Nature to clothe it with vegetation. It does not, however,
fall to the lot of every person to have in sihi en his grounds
such ancient remains, either ecclesiastical or l)aronial ; and I
confe.ss that I do not approve of the removal of these into
private gardens, or the transplanting of such monuments from
the sites which they may have occupied for centuries, unless
it be absolutely for their own preservation. In one case,
however, such a removal took place under my own
caio .and management, and in this, as the object of pre-
servation was accomplished, and beauty and interest that
would otherwise have been lost, were added to an easily
accessible English garden, I do not consider that any
offence was done either to propriety or good taste. The
garden to which I allude is situated in the grounds of
Captain Bartleet, ,at Redditcli, in Worcestcr.shire, and is known
as the Abbey Garden, from its main features consisting
of exhumed remains from the neighbouring (lost) abbey of
Bordeslcy, in combination with such flowers, trees, and plants,
as are usually found in connection with monastic ruins.
Before describing the garden itself, however, it may be well,
perhaps, to give a short account of the ruen to whose labours
the agriculture and horticulture of the vallev around Kedditch
owe much; and, but for whose settlement there in the middle
ages, the present Abbey Garden would never have existed; and
I do this because I believe that few are aware of the iuHucnces
which at least one class of monks had upon the cultivation of
tlip land. It was then in the troubled reign of King Stephen
when the sword was seldom sheathed, and the trumpet was'
everywhere blown for wars, that there came to lise in the Vale
of Arrow a community of Cistercian monks, a religious order
of inen, who, leaving Learning and the Aits toothers more
anibitious than themselves, studied the peacef\il occupation of
cultivatmg the soil. No .sooner had these monks of Bordesley
settled in their new convent by the river-side than they began a
number of works, many traces of which remain to tlie present
day ni the form of huge dams thrown across the valley, or
raised in other places where it was desirable to erect water
mills or to construct ponds for fish, or water fowl. They
planted their orchard. Vineyard, and garden, and taught the
church vassals the art of clearing, draining, and planting the
soil

;
for it will lie well to bear iu mind that in those troublous

times the abbey lands were the only places where cultivation
of the soil could be peacefully and successfully carried out.
Owing to the freedom wliich those monks enjoyed from the
evils of war, and of that ambition which beset the more
learned orders, the Cistercians and the hinds who gathered
around their convents could devote their time to objects useful
to mail. Doubtless, it was the wars upon the AVelsh marches
which prevented the present fruit-growing county of Hereford
from taking its due place in the middle ages, for we do not
call to min.l any passage in any old writer where it is cele-
brated lor that which now calls forth the admiration of the
stranger—in spring, when the orchards are silvered with
blossoms, or 111 the autumn, when they are golden with fruit.
-In liobert of Gloucester's " Chroaicle" the palm of fruit-bearing
IS given to Worcestershire.

In the county of Canterbury most fish is,

And most chase of wild beasts at Salisbury, I wis,

At London ships most, and wine at Winchester,
At Hertford sheep and oxen, and fruits at Worcester.

While the Vineyards of Gloucestershire produced a wine
little inferior, in William of Malmsbury's estimation, to th;it

of France, the characteristic fruit of Worcestershire was the
Pear. The Black Warden from long ago has figured on the
shield of that county; the Pear tree was the badge of the
Worcester men at Agincourt, as it is now in 1871' that of the
Worcestershire Rifie Volunteers ; and a fine Pear tree, for-

merly growing in the Foregate of the " Faitliful City," attracted

the admiration and praise of Queen Elizabeth. Without doubt
we owe many plants and fruits, not iudigeuous, to the monks,
for the convents were the hotels and guest houses of the
middle ages, and jialmers and pilgrims brought thither the
seeds of such plants as had excited their curiosity or their

ajipctite in foreign parts, or which had grown in sacred soils.

The Glastonbury Thorn was brought from Palestine, and
asserted its foreign origin by blossoming at a season deemed
miraculous iu this country. From illuminated M.SS«we should
judge that the monks cultivated some flowers merely for their

beauty; but the chief object of monastic gardening was to

grow those plants and herbs which were useful as food or
medicine, though of " vegetables," using the word in its

domestic sense, there would bo few varieties. Probably our
English Strawberries owe their excellence to the pains taken
by these ecclesiastics, and the Bishop of Ely, if the testimony
of Shakespeare may be relied upon, had devoted some of his

leisure time to the growing of them.
This garden. Sir Christopher Hatton's,and others in Holborn,

were doubtless in high cultivation iu Shakespeare's day ; but,

though these and monastic gardens generally have passed
away, there yet remain drawings of some, as, for instance,-of

the gardens and Vine3'ards attached to Canterbury Cathedral,
which show that great pains were taken to select proper sites,

and to secure the proper irrigation of the land chosen. These
remarks have been made merely to remind the reader that the
monks were not, as is too commonly supposed, a class of men
whoso duties lay wholly iu religious exercises. But now, in

order to come at once to the subject of the present article, wo
must pass over a long lapse of years, during which time the

Abbey of Bordesley, after the monks had been expelled, and
the materials of their dwelling had been sold piecemeal,

gradually disappeared from the face of the earth, until a fenr

green mounds, and one or two decaying Pear trees alone
marked the site of the building and orchard. It was iu the

year 18<J1 that Captain Bartleet was permitted, in order to

verify some points iu the " History of Bordesley Abbey," to

make some excavations among the green mounds just men-
tioned. In the course of laying open these, a number of hewn
and carved stones were found, as well as encaustic tiles of a
wonderful variety of patterns. To bury these again would
have been to hide their beauty and interest perhaps for ever,

while to convert them into a rockery would have been to

degrade and injure them. Captain Bartleet, therefore, resolved

to make them the leading feature of an abbey garden. To
accomplish this, a square, corresponding with that of the original

cloister of the abbey, was marked out on the scale of 1 foot to

the yard. It had two entrances, one to the north, just where a
doorway was ascertained to have stood in the original building,

and another on the west, and at these two entrances were
placed the remains of doorways discovered in the excavations;

the stones being cemented together with a cement coloured to

give it the appearance of age. Along the line of the square,

broken walls were constructed of hewn stone, and into these

were built interesting pieces of carving ; while where the
supply of the hewu stone failed, Yew trees from the Arboretum
at Worcester supplied the place, and continued the line of

enclosure. In one part of the wall would bo a broken window,
in another the base of a pillar or a piece of shafting; and to

the east was a little ruined chapel, constructed out of materials

which furnished windows and arches, nook shafts and capitals

of pilasters, the floor being laid with encaustic tiles more or

less perfect. Amongst the stones Mosses were planted in such
a manner as not to hide any of their peculiarities ; whilst

Ivy and creeping or trailing plants were trained up, or to hang
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over, plain portions of tlie walls, but kept carefully cut away
where their growth would injure or hide a capital or other
piece of carving. Within the cloister, and at a distance of

about I) feet from the walls, ran four suuken walks parallel

with them, thus leaving a square platform in the middle and
four other platforms on the sides. All those were covered with
turf, and little gi'oups of carved stones were placed in various

f-pots about them, while the base of one of the great pillars

from the minster nave occupied the centre of the square
platform. It will be seen that this arrangement of the stone-

work gave ample scope for the planting of Ferns, Ivies, and
Mosses about the garden, in such a manner as to harmonise
with the tone or feeling of the place. Not that the Abbey
Garden is restricted to these, though they, with curious

Grasses, Thorns, and " weeds " form the chief part of the

"decorative" vegetation, for we may consider the Yew trees

rather as part of the " construction." Among the Thorns is

the curious Cratajgus tortuosa, a plant whose pet aversion is a

straight line. As this garden was constructed on part of the

older one attached to The Shrubbery, several trees and plants

of some sine grow among the ruins, thus giving to the Abbey
Garden an appearance of much greater age tlian it really

possesses. J. M. Woodwahd.

THE WATER-SUPPLY FOR COUNTRY MANSIONS,
GARDENS, &c.*

TiiEKE are many very large establishments, such as hospitals,

barracks, prisons, union workhouses, educational institutions, &c.,

situated in isolated positions, and in which large nuniboi'S of persons

are lodged and maintained, where a good and abundant supply of

water is of the greatest importance and necessity, both for oousump.
tiou and as a protection against fire. In addition to these objects of first

importance, I may enumerate others, such as the many purposes of

ornament or pleasure, served by an ample water-supply, as well as its

absolute necessity for the successful prosecution of horticultural

pursuits, and its great value in cases where large numbers of cattle

and horses are kept in situations where great labour would be neces-

sary in pumping the supply or conveying it from a distance. The
qualities of water vary very consicterably. The softness of water is a
quality much sought after. This property is found to vary according
to the source from which it is obtained, some districts supplying soft

water (which is the purest form), others affording hard water. Those
waters which come from the chalk or limestone formation are
invariably hard, varying generally from 16 to 20 degrees of hardness
(Clarke's scale), that is so many grains of carbonate of lime iu a
gallon. These, upon boiling, will leave in a short time a thick deposit,

or fur, upon the inside of boilers, kettles, &c. ; but by this process tho
w^ater becomes softer in proportion to the lime precipitated. Waters
from the green sand and new red sandstone formations are probably
the purest and softest of any of the kinds which are drawn from the
earth ; but the softest, and those containing the least degree of hard,
ness are those which are gathered from elevated and mountain
countries, having '1 or 5 degrees of hardness only; but they usually
contain inorganic substances, and are frequently tinted with tho
colour of the herbage or soil on the surface of the land from which it

has been gathered. Except in appearance, however, this water is the
best for clothes.washing, boiling, tea-making, brewing, &c. ; while
the hard and well-aerated waters are more sparkling, fresh, and
agreeable to drink. This leads me to the subject of filtration. The
materials generally used for filtering purposes are sand, and gravel,

and animal charcoal. It has been found, however, by experiment,
that the pores of the charcoal, although it absorbs organic matters for

some time, will sooner or later become clogged, and will cease to

arrest those matters ; and not only does the charcoal cease to act, but
it will return the matters which it at first absorbed. However, for

small filters, where the material can be replaced or reburnt, it will

answer the purpose. For filtering reservoirs, sand and gravel of

various sizes have been found the best medium. The sand must not
be too fine, lest it should become choked, and it must be freed from
admixture with all ferruginous and other matters. In the supplies

that we are here considering, it will rarely be necessary to provide
filters in the reservoirs. It is worth while to mention a curious fact

in connection with open reservoirs. It has been observed that, in

shallow reservoirs, there has been a growth of confervas, and, on the
decay of this, animalcules have sprung into existence ; but this has
never occurred in reservoirs containing a depth of 15 to 20 feet of

water, or where they have been covered and kept in the dark : it

• From paper by Mr. R. B. Grantham, C.B., at the Royal Institute of British
.Architects,

is, therefore, necessary to bear this in mind when constructing
service.reservoirs. In order to confine the operation within tho
smallest possible limits, the filter maybe so contrived on the premises
as to deal only with the water to be used for drinking, washing,
brewing, &c.; while for stables, cattle, gardens, house-washing,
closets, flushing sewers, and fire.service, tho water may be left

unfiltered. It will be necessary to have the tank or reservoir occa.
sionally cleaned out ; and it should, therefore, be constructed in two
parts, so that one part can be cleansed while the other is full, and a
continuous supply bo thus ensured. Roservoirs or tanks shoulb be
loft uncovered when they are in the open country and away from
smoke, dust, leaves of trees, and other polluting sources ; but, if near
buildings, they should be covered, to keep these matters out, as water
is very quickly impregnated by such, especially when shallow. As
before stated, the greater the depth the less liability is there to this

danger. There are probably few towns supplied with such good
water as London ; all that is taken from the Thames and the Lea being
filtered, aud we know that in both cases tho sources are chalk and the
strata both above and below that formation. As a rule, all the softest
kinds of water are most injurious to aud destroy iron more quickly
than the harder water ; but this is, in a great measure prevented by
Dr. Angus Smith's composition for application as a lining to iron
pipes, tanks, &a. Dr. Voelcker states that water which has been
acted upon by lead is not so injurious as we have been led to suppose.
The waters which act upon and dissolve lead are those which contain
organic impurities, alkaline constituents, such as carbonate of soda
aud potash, and those in which carbonic acid is present. Fortunately,
however, the lead may easily be got rid of. A small piece of zinc in

the water will destroy the injurious eifects, because zinc is more
readily attacked than lead ; also, it will be precipitated by the
carbonic acid which will be absorbed by tho water on exposure to the
air. An ordinary filter will arrest the particles of lead. From the
report of the Water Supply Commission, it appears that moderately
hard water, the hardness of which is due to the presence of carbonate
of lime, when used for drinking purposes is not injurious to health.

Persons, however, who are accustomed to soft Avater, might be dis-

agreeably affected by changing it for hard water, and vice vers>l ; but
those who are in the habit of using hard water of that quality are not
injuriously affected by it. But, although there is no evidence to show
that water which is hard, owing to the existence of sulphate of lime,

is absolutely injurious, water of that quality of hardness is objection-

able. The evidenco proves that, for washing, soft water is far
preferable to hard, aud is also more economical.

Quantity of Water Required for a Country House
and Gardens.

The next branch of the subject which we have to consider is the
quantity of water which it may be necessary to provide for a mansion
and all its belongings. The basis of this calculation is, that of the
number of persons who compose an establishment, and are dependent
upon and require au ample supply ; and, in addition, a considerable

allowance should be made iot storing it, to meet contingincies such
as fire, the lessening or total failure of springs or streams in long
droughts, and other causes at those particular periods, as in summer,
when larger demands are made upon the supply than in other times
of the year. In an establishment such as that of a nobleman or

gentleman in the country, the personal requirements may not be
more than ten gallons per head of residents per day, but, for all

other purposes, such as house-washing, also for horses, carriages,

cattle, watering pleasure and vegetable gardens and roadways,
fountains, cooking, brewing, clothes.washing, and several other

purposes, ten additional gallons should be provided, making twenty
gallons per head as the probable consumption of the establishment

;

and, in addition to this amount, there should be provided, in case of

fire, a storage equal to three months' consumption, in tho event of

the supply failing in dry weather. It would not be safe, in the

event of fire, to depend upon the pumping or other means of raising

water, or gaining it by gravitation to check fire, as much time is lost

in getting the pumps to work, and the quantity may not be sufiicient,

and the force inadequate to send it to the required height. In some
situations, where farms and villages on an estate are situated at

great elevations, and where water is difficult to procure, or probably
not of good quality—aud again, in the case of fire—it may be neces.

sary that the storage for the mansion should allow by a slight

increase of its capacity to be extended to those localities. Another
want sometimes arises, and that is the supply of ponds for cattle in

the fields in summer. For this a very small pipe would be needed.

It may be found agreeable to form a skating-poud, which requires a
very small quantity of water to keep it supplied.

Mode of Supply.
The modes of supplying water are by pumping, either by steam or

water wheels, turbines, horse-power, or by hydranlic rams, from
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wells or from reservoirs, rivers, or streams, at a lower level than the
building to be supplied, and thus raising it, so as to command the
highest roof of a mansion and its surroanding buildings. In certain
situations it is possible to gather and collect water in a tank or
reservoir at such an elevation that it may, by its own gravity, bo
conducted to the premises by iron pipes at constant pressure, so that
all parts of the buildings, gardens, &c., may be supplied without the
expense of pumping or lifting. The latter mode of supplying water
is far preferable to all others. The next best is that of pumping,
either by steam, horse, or water power, up to a reservoir constructed
on elevated land, so as to command tho mansion whore tho mansion
and buildings are situated on high land, and no higher can be
procnred within a reasonable distance, a tower should bo erected
which may bo made more or less ornamental, according to the
character of the arehitocturo of the mansion. Upon this" a tank
should be placed ; but a t.ink of this description is always objection-
able, and must bo limited in size, owing to the great expense of
eonstrucion and tho difficulty of combining a pleasing appearance
with a largo capacity. Where there is high ground a reservoir may
bo adopted, which may bo constructed of brickwork or oouerete, and
puddled. Tho increased cost to attain size is not the same in pro.
portion as in the case of a tower. Even the length of piping from
the source of supply to tho reservoir, and thence to the buiklings,
should not weigh against the adoption of the reservoirs built on high
ground

.

Details of Service and Water Supply.
I now wish to call your attention to a short description of a case

of water suijply which has been successfully carried out, and which
affords an illustration of what is necessary in afire servioj. The case
referred to is one which I have lately completed at Somerley, tho seat
of the Earl of Normanton, in Hampshire. It was at first proposed to
erect a water-wheel on the river Avon, and pump tho water from
that river to cisterns on the top of the house. This was afterwards
abandoned in favour of pumping by steam from a stream on the
north side of the house, the engine being further employed in sawino-
the timber of the estate, for repairs, &e. By attaching a homestead",
the engine could bo made to work the chaff-cutting, thrashing, and
other machines, when not engaged in pumping. This plan' was
adopted, but the homestead was not built. Some springs of excellent
water—soft, clear, and free from pollution—were found issuing from
the sand and gravel, with occasional beds of clay, which compose tho
hills running north and south through tho estate, and bordering the
valley of the Avon. These contain a large body of water, forming,
as it were, a natural reservoir. Their waters were collected iu°a
service-tank at a high level, from whence the water descended to a
pumping well near tho engine. This well was constructed near tho
stream before alluded to, in which a dam was placed to keep up the
water, so, that if necessary, the stream of water could let into the
well. This water is of good quality, but rising on a moor in peat
soil, 13 discoloured, aud contains inorganic matter ; the engine is of
twelve-horse power, and drives a large circular saw for cutting up
native timber, which, at times absorbs all it power. Tho water is
raised up arising main of 3 inches in diameter for 1,152 yards, to
where it meets the fj.inch main, by which it is continued to a reser.
vmr on Somerley Heath, a distance of 1,178 yards, altogether 2,630
yard, equal to IV miles, at an elevation above tho engine of 110 feet.
The reservoir, built of concrete, on the highest ground that could be
found within a reasonable distance of tho mansion, is open, in a clear
atmosphere, so that the water is well ai-rated and kept fresh. It is
10 feet deep, GO feet square at the water line, and contains 1.50 000
gallons. The engine generally pumps from two and a half to four hours
a day (according to the consumption at the mansion) at the rate of fifty
gallons per minute, which ia much more than is required. The hei-rht
of tho water in tho reservoir is indicated in the 6nn-ine.house''by
means of Bourdon's Pre.ssure Guago, so, that tho enginemau can at
at all times see whether tho water is falling, and when it is necessary
that he should pump. Prom the ro.servoir to the mansion the distance
IS nearly one mile and a half, and tho water is conveved to it by a
b.inch main. Tho house has recently been raised one story higher
and enlarged, with a conservatory, extensive terraces, with fountains
carriage-drives, and additional garden space, and all laid out witli
very great taste and elegance. The bottom of the reservoir is about
15 feet above the tops of the roofs, or the surface of the wat^r i<
-5 feet above the roofs. The whole of the pipes are of cast iron, well
jointed and lined with Dr. Angus Smith's composition, which pre.
vents the corrosion of tho iron by this kind of water. On its way to
tlie mansion from tho reservoir, it supplies the llower and kitchen
gardens the stabling and laundries. There are stop.cocks to sliut thewater oft, if necessary, for repairs or additions to the pipes, taps, &e
1 he sizes of tho various pipes are also given. Outside the mansion
the positions of the hydrants are all indicated upon the walls near
or opposite to them. Stand.cocks can be fasteued in the hj-drants

and to them tho lengths of hoso are screwed on. The pressure in

the pipes is sufficient to throw jets of water from these hydrants
over and upon the roof of the mansion and gallery. Within tho
house tho pipes are laid along passages, corridors, and under the
drawing-room and saloon to the interior, under the picture-gallery,

at both en'ls of which are hydrants immediately under trap.doors in

tho floor with hose, wrenches, and spanners ready at the shortest
notice to turn the water on, and it can by these means be directed
to every part of the g.allery. The water ia also raised by upright
pipes to every floor of the house, and stand.cocks and hose are placed
in recesses in the walls readily accessible and at such intervals that

two lengths of hoso from different stand-cocks can always reach and
discharge into every room in the house. There are also large

cisterns in the roof for supplying the closets and the warm-water
apparatus, &c., all over the house. The working pressure on tho
mains at tho house in this case is about 3UIb. per square inch, which
causes a sufficient discharge through the nozzle of the hose if worked
only from the engine, but, if worked from the reservoir, several jeta

could be worked at the same time. The cost of the whole service of
pipes and the reservoir, but exclusive of the engiue, which exerts
power for pumping about 4-horso power, was about £2,000, and tho
annual cost does not exceed £1-0. The amount of property which is

protected is very considerable, comprising the building and furni.

ture, and the gallery which contains a very valuable collection of

paintings, statuary, &c. I may conclude by remarking, that unless

proper attention is paid to the sources of supply being protected
from pollution, the reservoirs, pipes, taps, pumps, &c., kept in

working order, all the care expended in designing aud carrying out
the works may be abortive, and they may become a source of losa

and disappointment, and even of positive annoyance and injury.

Careful supervision and frequent exercise of all parts of a fire

service aro essential, and it should be practised say once a month,
and a mechanic, such a? a carpenter or smith, should be trained to

work the system, making himself acquainted with all its details, and
with the premises, so that he might be able to superintend tho
service, make slight repiirs, &c. Such a person could probably also

attend to the drainage and such like matters of the whole of tho
premises. Most serious consequences have resulted from the want of

a practised, organisation, even with evoiy appliance at hand, and
experience proves what confusion and alarm prevail on the sadden
outbreak of fire, wheu all concerned are generally tumbling one over
another, forgetful of everything but self-preservation. This ia quito
natural, and can only be couater.icted by the confidence which will

result from the existence of an effective and well-ordered fire service,

under the control of a person capable of directing its use to the best
advantage. Protection from frost was secured by laying tho pipes

at a depth of from 2 to 3 feet below the surface.

Stoke Newington and Hackney Chrysanthemum Sho'w,
Nov. 17tll and IStll.—Tliis was an exooUe-it exhibition, buth cut
bltiotns aud pl.iuts in jiots being much above tho averai:re . Of the former,
excellent .'^tauds came from Messrs. Sanderson, Smith, and Berry.
.\niong plants in pots were some fine standards and pyr.iraids, aud also
some well-bloomed siiocimens of other kinds, especially a coUectiou from
Mr. llainbow, to which a silver cup was awarded. Some extia fine

specimen pl.ints were likewise shown by Mr. Drain, Mr, Uohnes, Mr.
Butcher, and Messrs. Dixon. Of new Chrysanthemums there were but
few. Six new fringed Pompons were shown by Messrs. E. G. Henderson,
viz.—M. Ulrich, purple, with white tips ; Ernest Benary, pink, very full

flower; Marc Aureli, orange and red ; h'i Paruasse, bright pace, yellow
tipped ; Lucroce, orange and brown ; and Denticulatum, light rose, with
yellow eye ; these are new forms, which will prove useful for bouquets.
The same firm also exhibited three new Pompons, one of which, Fabiola,
having a pale lilac flower of fair form, received a first-class certificate;

tho other two, Aurore, a bright orange, and Cendrillon, a very fine rosy-

lilac, of tho Treveuna type, were also very good. A promising largc-

petalled yellow seedling Uowerwas shown by Mr. A. Carey, Lisle Terrace,
Gucrusey. A new sport, called Primrose Duruflet, was also shown, hut
not in good condition. A very nice dinner-table deconitiou was put up
by .Mrs. Butters, composed of medium-sized flowers of Chrysanthemums,
(trasses, Ferns, and scarlet Geraniums, the whole nicely finished off with
Epiphyllum. Some nice bouquets were shown by Mr. Smith, Kingsland
Floral Hall, likewise some good fruits, the whole being relieved by some
well-grown plants of Palms, Ficus, Ferns, Dracajnas, and Araucarias.

OBITUARY.
It is with regret thnt we announce the death of Mrs. Hooker, of Kew,
which liapp->ned on the I'ilh inst., in the forty-ninth year of her .ago.

j\lrs. Hooker was a dau-rhter of the late Professor Henslow, of Cam-
bridge, and the wife of the distinguished President of the Royal Society,

and Director of Kew Gardens. Mrs. Hooker translated Le Maout and
Deeaisnc's " Traite Generale de Botanique," which was edited by her
husbaml ; and we are sure that all who kngw Pr. Hooker will sympathise

with liim in his bereavement.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather : but

The Aai itsecf is Na.tubk."—Shakespea/re.

RECENT ROSES.
By S. REYXOLDS HOLE.

On Saturday, November 1-tth, while not a few of his mates
were drinking away their wages and their health, a working
man, from one of the foundries in Nottingham, set forth afoot

for Mr. Merryweather"s nurseries, fourteen miles away, at

Southwell, purchased half-a-dozen Rose trees, and walked
home again. I call that man a florist ; I admire him more than
Mr. Stanton or his bicycle, or Dick Turpin riding to York.
I rejoice to think what happiness he will have in his tiny

garden upon the hills by Nottingham when once more it is the

time of Roses ; and I know that hundreds who read TiiE

Garden will sympathise with my hero worship. Are they
not, many of them, at this very season showing signs

of a like enthusiasm ? Do we not see at all stations,

and upon every carrier's cart, long packages deftly cased

in matting or in straw, tightly bound with tarred twine
or twisted osier, on their way to gladden Rose-loving eyes
in cottage and grange, in parsonage and hall ? For whenever
in this month the weather is genial is the best time for

planting Rose trees ; and having spokeu of those varieties

among our older favourites, which I would most advise the
young rosarian to plant, I go on, in fulfilment of my pro-

mise, to speak of recent introductions. Just reminding the
amateur that Etienne Levet and Francois Michelon were not
only the best Roses of their year (1872), but that they are of

such superior beauty as to claim a place in every collection,

I will pass on to those candidates which have subsequently
sought election into the senate-house of Senateur Vaisse.

First, I must compliment my friend, Mr. George Paul, of

Cheshunt, upon the quiet, unpretentious manner in which he
has introduced two of his children into the Rose world. We
gardeners, it is well known, are the fondest of fathers. We
don't go quite mad, like the French, and dance with
joy round a fourth-rate seedling, crying, " ravissante,

charmante, seduisante, tip-topissante," &c., but we lose much
of our solemn British reticence, and not a little of

our strict ideas of veracity, upon the birth of a novelty.

Comparatively S])eaking, the raiser of Cheshunt Hybrid
and of my namesake, Reynolds Hole, has displayed a
marvellous modesty—nay, he has almost treated his offspring as

rough masters teach their pupils to swim—throwing them in to

the water, and bidding them get ashore as they can. They have
come to the surface, and acquitted themselves nobly. I can
commend Cheshunt Hybrid (its name must have killed it if it

had not been blessed with a robust constitution) as an excellent

garden Rose, yielding an abundance of ruddy well-shaped
flowers ; and, as for Reynolds Hole, every friend who came
near was taken to see it in September last, when, for many
days, it was, to my intense delight, the best Rose I had
in my garden. It is remarkably rich and striking in colour,

all aglow with crimson tints. In habit it shows "notes of

fatherhood'' and of resemblance to Duke of Edinburgh, its

parent, and has much similarity to myself, in the abnormal
longitude of its limbs. Other rosarians, whom I trust,

including " D. of Deal," have written to me, after seeing the
Cheshunt Roses, to congratulate me upon the compliment
which has been paid, and I feel sure that, when my synonym
is established, acclimatised, and known, he will have that

which I shall most heartily envy him, the smiling welcome of

those who love the Rose. Two Duchesses of Edinburgh, too

distinct in their complexion and form to suggest a rivalry,

meet us next as we tnrn the pages of our new " Book of

Beauty." The Hybrid Perpetual sent out by Mr. Bennett, of

the Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury, is a noble

Rose, with the free healthy growth and leafage of Madame
Boll, and the large, fresh, blushing bloom of Marguerite de
St. Amand. The Tea-scented Rose from Messrs. Veitch, of

Chelsea, is more adapted for the conservatory, drawing-room,
and bouquet. There is no other member of its family at all

like it in brilliancy of colour—a vivid cherry-red ; and it

promises to be as generous in the quantity, as it is refined in

the quality, of its flowers. Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough,

has favoured me with blooms of some seedling Roses, which

he purposes to send out in June next, and which encourage me
to hope, more confidently than I have hoped heretofore, that

we may at last succeed in raising Roses in England as abun-

dantly and as satisfactorily as they succeed in Prance. I have

not seen better wood or foliage, or more perfect Roses than

Royal Standard and Miss Hassard. The Rev. J. B. Camm,
and J. S. Mill had suffered too much in the journey for me to

realise their merits, but the ruins were beautiful. There was
also a Rose called William Gater (after one of the best rosarians

that ever potted or budded a Rose), which ought to be, and is

to be, a favourite. I have not had the pleasure of seeing Mr.

William Paul's Queen of Waltham and Star of Waltham.
From his description they must be worthy sisters of that

Beauty of Waltham, whom we all admire, and will make a trio

to vie with the Three Graces, not in cricket, but in contour.

While I heartily wish the raiser this success, admiring his

enterprise, and highly appreciating the benefits which he has

conferred upon horticulture, not only as to Roses and Pelar-

goniums, but as concerns those beautiful ornamental trees,

which are so striking in our landscapes, but have been so sadly

neglected, I must, at the same time, expostulate wifn Mr. W.
Paul upon statements which he has published, and which have

been repeated by his son, to the prejudice of his brethren who
grow Roses for sale, to the effect that Rose trees sent out

by nurserymen who exhibit ai-e weakened and exhausted by

excessive growth, and will fail in consequence to please the

purchaser. I not only dispute, but I deny, these statements.

I affirm from experience, and have proved that which I say,

that no better Rose trees can be procured than those which

are supplied by Mr. George Paul, of Cheshunt, Mr. Cant, of

Colchester, Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, Mr. Turner, of Slough,

Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, and other exhibitors. You may
obtain (I am still writing from practical proof) equally good

trees from other Rose merchants—such as Messrs. Wood, of

Maresfield, Smith, of Worcester, Lane, of Berkhampstead, and

fifty others, who do not show—6 (6* not better. If you reniove

fat young cattle from a luxuriant pasture, and turn them into

a stuljble field, an exposition of ribs will attend this manoeuvre

;

and if you transplant well-grown and well-fed Rose trees from

good soil to bad, they will supply entertainment for green fly,

mildew, and fungus, but not for you. So long as the wood is

ripened (.and this depends not on the seller but on the sun),

the more there is of it the better, and to assert that, becanise

show Roses have been cut from it, therefore all future flowers

will be failures, is about as accurate as to suggest that those

pullets which have taken prizes at the poultry show, are

thenceforth incapacitated from laying eggs ! I am hopeful

that our French friends have sent us this year some good new
Roses, but they indulge, as I have said, in such rhapsodies and

ectasies over their new born babes, that you can no more

accept their estimates than I could endorse the valuation of

two mothers whom I once heard appraising a baby, which one

of them held in her arms—" Bless its little 'art," said the

mother, "its worth a million a minit," and her companion

promptly and earnestly responded, "Aye, tu." We feel in-

clined to apply to our southern brethren the Horatian precept,

Segnlus irritant animos demissa per aures

Quam quce sunt oculis subjecta fideUbus.

i.e., to ti-anslate freely, " We're much obliged to you for your

descriptive catalogues, but we should prefer a peep at the

Roses." With these fond papas a squint is, as Charles

Matthews terms it, a " pleasing obhquity "—warts are

beauty-spots, and red hair a warm ohesnut. I have

bought, notwithstanding, and advise others to buy.

Captain Christy, which carries the name of one earnest

rosarian, and the praise of another, Mr. George Paul, who
first saw and admired it at Lyons. It is sent out by Lacharme,

and is of the Eugenie Verdier type. Etienne Dupuy, I selected,

partly from Levet's recommendation, partly from a senti-

mental association, weak and illogical I must allow, with the

Etienne Levet, which has proved so precious. Jamain's

liladame Bernutz has been well spokeu of ; and I have heard

from all who have seen, that Madame Louise Levequc is a real
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acquisition, and probably tho best Rose of its year. It is raised

from Jules Margottin, by Levcque ; and the fact that it bears

his .surname is much in its favour. It has been pronounced
to be a strong-growing Madame Fiirtado, and that sounds in

my ears to be the description of a perfect Rose. Madame
Marie Fitiger, raised by Rambaud, but sent out by Lacharme,
obtained a first-class certificate at the Lyons Exhibition, June
19, 1873, and must, therefore, be a desirable Rose ; and
Madame Marguerite Jamain (like Madame Louise Leveque)
would not have been honoured with the parental name if it

were not seen to add new lustre to it. Miller Hayes I have
annexed, not only because Eugene Verdier extols it, but
because I have hoard from others also that it is a worthy son
of its father, Charles Lefebvre. I only hope that Pauline
Talabot may justify the comparison with Uupuy Jamain,
which has been made by a champion connoiseur, for I have
had no more beautiful Rose in my garden (except La France,
•which, all through this season has here held pre-eminence)
this autumn than Dupuy Jamain. I have only to add Thomas
Mills, which I believe to be a first-rato Rose ; but I have a
presentiment that next summer will reveal to us other aci[ui-

sitions, which are not included in my list, among the Roses
of 1874.

SWEET-SCENTED PLANTS AND FLOWERS FOR
WINTER DECORATION.

Whbre plants are grown largely for indoor decoration frag-
rant shrubs and flowers are generally in great demand,
especially in winter, and amongst those most useful at that
season is the common Heliotrope, cuttings of which, struck in
the spring and grown on liberally in a pit or frame, fully
exposed to light and air daring summer, make robust and
bushy little plants by the following winter, and flower freely
if placed in a sunny position indoors. It is almost needless to
state that such cuttings should be pinched once or twice during
the earlier stages of their growth. Mignonette, too, as every-
body knows, is invaluable during winter, and should be largely
grown either for use in pots or in the shape of cut bloom.
With many it does not succeed; but growers of it for the
London market manage it simply enough. Their practice is to
sow it in July in 'i8-sized pots filled with light, rich, sandy soil,

thinning out the seedlings to four or five in each pot, and to
grow them on in turf pits or canvas-covered frames as recom-
mended for Heliotropes. The frames are only covered during
very wet or hot sunny weather. The seedlings are stopped
once, an operation which causes them to grow dwarf and
bushy ; and, if they show any inclination to flower too early
the buds are removed. Thousands of plants of Mignonette
are brought into Covent Garden Market every year treated
in this manner, and all of them meet with a ready sale.

Late Mignonette for cutting m.ay be obtained by sowing seed
in July on a warm south border, in a sheltered position, such
as may bo found in front of Vineries and plant-stoves, where
it may remain until it flowers. I saw a fine row of it in full

flower on the 3rd inst., and if the weather keeps favourable,
flowering spikes may be cut from it up to Christmas. The
large flowered Jasmine( Jasminum grandiflorum), one of the
most deliciously fragrant of all winter-flowering shrubs, may
be grown for winter use in pots (a plan adopted by Mr. BarrDn,
at Chiswick), or, if cut flowers in quantity only are required,
it is best to plant out a few strong specimens of it, and to train
them along the back wall of a sunny stove or warm green-
house._ Mr. Wills, who employs it largely in the composition
of choice boufjuets, plants it out and trains it up the rafters of
a vrarm plant-house, having a southern aspect, a position in
which it succeeds well and flowers freely. Tea Roses, which
are universal favourites, flower best when planted out in
strong rich loamy compost, and when trained up rafters or
pillars in a warm sunny gi-ecnhouse or conservatory. Market
growers plant them out in little partly-sunk span-roofed
structures, and train them over the roof ; thus treated, and
pruned in rather closely early in autumn, a plentiful crop of
buds and flowci-s is obtained throughout the winter and
sprmg. During the growth of Tea Roses, the syringe must be
freely used to keep down green fly, and a few sprinklings of sul-
phur on the pipes will be found to check attacks of red spider.

Gardenias are universal favourites, and their culture is by no
means difficult, all they require being plenty of heat and
moisture, and abundance of light. Many object to grow
Gardenias on account of their being almost invariably infested

with mealy bug or scale ; where, however, a large demand for

their flowers exists, it is au excellent plan to devote a small
heated span-roof house to their culture, and to train Stepha-
notis over the roof. Sponging, syringing, and a liberal use of

insecticides will keep down insect pests ; and the flowers of

both Gardenias and Stephanotis are unsurpassed for purity and
sweetness. Many market gardeners plant out their Gardenias
in beds of loam and peat, while others grow them in pots.

They do equally well either way, and the immense number of

flowers which can be cut from a small house containing a
dozen or two large plants of Gardenias is astonishing. Mr. Den-
ning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, at Norbiton, who has
a small house devoted to large plants of the double-blossomed
variety of florida, is now cutting blooms at the rate of 200 a
week, with a prospect of even obtaining more from the same
plants as the winter season advances. One of the best points

about the Gardenia is that its flowers open one or two at a
time, aud a succession is thus obtained. Another fragrant
plant not nearly so often met with in cultivation as it deserves

to be, is the double-flowered Tabernasmontana coronaria.

By some this is liked -even better than the Gardenia, and it

succeeds perfectly under precisely the same treatment. Its

flowers are smaller and better shaped than those of Gardenia
florida, and the segments are beautifully crisped. A few plants

of G. citriodora should be grown for the sake of its sweetly-

perfumed orange-like blossoms, which are borne freely in the
axils of the leaves on old plants. Among Violets, which are

everybody's favourites, the best for general culture are the
double and single Neapolitan. These may be readily propa-
gated by means of offsets, or cuttings taken off in March and
grown on liberally through the summer in pots. Many tail

with Violets through neglecting them in dry weather. The
single variety does well planted out on a mild hot-bed in a
sunny frame—a position from which fine crops of flowers may
be obtained ; care must, however, be taken not to over-water,

and they require covering up during cold frosty nights. A
few plants of what is called the Lemon-scented Verbena
(Aloysia citriodora) will be found useful ; as will also Myrtles,
both small and large-leaved. The Stag's-horn and Lemon-
scented Pelargoniums are invaluable for winter use, and
deserve to be grown in quantity. Tree Carnations and Cycla-
mens are likewise well worth attention ; the latter arc
admirable for furnishing, and the Carnations yield the best
of all flowers for bouquets and button-holes. B.

The Chanterelles.—A pretty gronp of Fangi, and readily

recognised, are the Chanterelles. About a dozen are natives of oar
island. Throe of these we have commonly in our woods at Hoving.
ham, the edible Chanterelle (Cantharellns cibarius), the false Chan,
terelle (C. aurantiacus), and the trumpet Chanterelle (C. tubreformis).

This group differs from the Agarics proper in being furniahed with
prominent veins on the underside of the pileus, instead of gills.

These veins frequently anastomose, and they contain the spores of

reproduction. Smaller intermediate veins may be noticed on tho
Ilymonophoie. Tho true Chanterelle is readily distinguished from
the false by its aspect. The cap in the true is fleshy, and of a briglit

yellow, and tho stem solid, whereas in the false Chanterelle the cap
is thinner and downy, and tho stem becomes hollow with age. Jlore.

over, tho fine Apricot-like smoU of the eatable Chanterelle is sufficient

evidence of its identity. Both grow with us under Oaks, but a mero
glance is enough to distinguish tho true from the false and unwhole-
some species. Tho Trumpet Chanterelle is greyish.black in colour.

The normal form is like a Cornucopia, but we have in this country au
aberrant kind, often met with, in which the pileus is simply umbili.

oate. It is named lutoscens, and the two often grow together. Tho
last named species may bo found even in November, on mossy banks
in woods, and is, doubtless, often passed by as an Agaric, probably an
Omphalia.

—

Peter Inchiiald, Horinghain Lodge, YorJc.

Plant Evaporation.—So great is the evaporation of water
from plants, as stated by Mr. Lawes, that aplantof Barley of 172 days
growth, in which it had acquired 119 grains of dry organic matter
and 46 grains of dry mineral matter, had converted into vapour not
less than 17 pounds of water.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Dr. "WoopstAN writes to us from Exeter to say that the
common Aspen (Popnlns tremnia) is booominf? scarce. He has
endeavoured to obtain it from several of our principal nurserymen,
bnt without success.—— Botanists will be pleased to learn that the plants of Gay's
Herbarium, presented to the national collection at Kew by Dr.

Hooker, arc now nearly all incorporated and available for use. This
collection is extremely rich in European species.

Mu. Thomas Hogg, writing from Japan to his brother, states

that he has found there a new shrubby Spirasa with long racemes of

white fragrant flowers, which, in his opinion, will bo a decided
acquisition to our list of hardy shrubs. He had thus far found but
one plant, though he entertained the hope of finding others, or of

obtaining seeds.

One of our Swedish comtemporaries states that the centenary
of the introduction of Potatoes into Europe is approaching. It was
towards the close of 177i that Parmiintier first succeeded in pro-

ducing homo-grown roots in Prance. It seems characteristic of the
madness for festivals that just now distinguishes the northern races

of Europe, that our Swedish friend suggests the propriety of getting
up a great Potato Jubilee, more especially as the introduction of

Potatoes into Europe is generally attributed to Sir Walter Raleigh.
LoKD Napier's report on military gardening in India states

that the regimental gardens in many cases satisfactorily answer the
purposes for which they were instituted, and that they not only
supply very considerable quantities of vegetables to the commis.
sariat for issue to the troops, but also serve as a pleasant lounge for

the men and their families. The largely-increased number of men
who now occupy themselves in gardening affords satisfactory evidence
ct the great interest which has been taken in company gardens
during the past year. The only drawback to the success of the
garden has been bad seed, bnt that is to be more carefully looked to.

At a late meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Dr. Gilbert contributed, on the part of Mr.
Lawes, a note on the occurrence of Fungi in the various plots

devoted to experiments with different manures ou permanent
meadow-land at Rothampstead. The general conclusion appeared to

be that Fungi flourished best where the development of Grasses was
the least, and where the limited growth of theso was due to a
deficient supply for their requirements of nitrogen or of potash, or of

both. The dry substance of Fungi appears to consist of from one-

quarter to one • third of albuminoids, yet, *as in the case

of the highly nitrogenous leguminous crops, direct nitrogenous
manures, such as ammonia salts or sodium nitrate, do
not seem to be specially favourable to their growth. The dry
substance of Fungi contains eight to ten per cent, of ash, of

which eighty per cent, is potassium phosphate. Yet the greatest

development of Fungi was on plots on which, measured by the re-

quirements of Grasses, potash was relatively deficient. Dr. Voelcker
stated that fairy rings occurred on poor pastures, and that the best

mode of extirpating them consisted in the application of nitrogenous
manures. Mr. Renny thought that rank.growing Grass was not nearly

BO favourable for the growth of Fungi as old pasture or common.
We are pleased to find that Mr. Cutler's long and faithful

services, in the capacity of secretary to the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution, are about to receive substantial recognition

in the shape of a testimonial. When Mr. Cutler first joined the
institution, thirty-two years ago, there were only two pensioners on the
list, and the annual subscriptions were exti'emely limited in amount.
By his indefatigable exertions the institution has been brought into its

present prosperous condition, the annual subscriptions now amounting
to the sum of £750, and the number of pensioners having been
gradually increased to sixty-eight. In addition to this very large

measure of relief afforded by the important increase in the annual
subscriptions, Mr. Cutler has been eminently successful in inducing
noblemen and gentlemen of influence to take such an interest in the
institution that the funded property now amounts to the highly
satisfactory sum of £10,000, affording to all the subscribers a sure
guarantee that the purposes for which the institution was founded
will be faithfully maintained and carried out in their integrity. The
successive committees of the institution have always recognised that

its advancing prosperity must be mainly attributed to the untiring

energy of the secretary. With the view of giving expression in some
tangible form to the wide-spread appreciation of these services, it

has been determined to present Mr. Cutler with a suitable testi-

monial, and for the carrying out of this object a committee has been
formed, who invite subscriptions from all who are interested in the

work of the institution. Any sum not exceeding two guineas (to

which the subscription is limited) will be received, it being well
understood that the committee desire particularly to obtain as

numerous a body of subscribers as possible. Subscriptions may bo
paid either to Mr. Burnell, 79, Southwark Street, treasurer of tho

fund, or to Mr. Taylor (Webber & Co.), Covent Garden Market.

We have received from Mr. P. C. lo Peuvre, Oak Walk, Jersey,

a photograph of a remarkable Beurre Clairgeau Pear tree, which is

growing against a wall at the Vineries, St. Laurence, Jersey. The
tree is 10 feet high and 7 feet wide, and it produced this year thirty,

five Pears, which weighed collectively 56i lbs. The fruit, which is

well brought out in the photograph, seems to have been boi'ne at

regular distances apart all over the tree.

Further investigations prove that the submerged forest,

discovered in the Orwell, extends three miles down the river. Tho
upper part of the peat.bed is filled with remains of forest trees,

while the lower portions abound with aquatic plants, as if tho place

had once been a marsh. The bed of peat in which the remains are

discovered is 7 feet in thickness, beneath which is the soil on which
the forest grew, and finally the chalk.

At a lata meeting of the Scottish Arboricultural Society, the

chairman gave a brief report of the proceedings of the committee
appointed to investigate the influence of trees on rainfall and climate

at Carnwath, Lanarkshire. Mr. Buchan explained the situation of

the experimental station as a forest of 62 acres, with a knoll in the

interior on which the instruments were set, and at a distance of 320
yards a knoll on tho outside of the wood, free from trees, on which a
similar set of instruments was placed in almost identical positions to

those on the interior knoll. The observations were made twice a day,

with intelligence, care, and accuracy, and gave as a general result

that during the spring and eaidy summer months the air in the insido

of woods was warmer and moister than that on the outside, while in

the fall of the year it was colder and damper.
The groves of Rose trees and the flower farms of Morocco

are said by a recent traveller to exceed in extent and value those of

Damascus, or even those of tho Valley of Mexico. The general

climate of the country is very favourable to this kind of culture.

Swept alternately by the breezes of th e Atlantic and the Mediter-

ranean, and tempered by the snows of the Atlas ranges, the degree

of heat in Morocco is much lower than in Algeria ; while the soil is

exceedingly fertile. To the Date Palm and to Orange and Lemon
trees the climate appears to be especially suited, the Dates of Tafilat

having been famous even fiom Roman times. The Orange plantations

are of great extent in various parts of the country, while Olives and
Almonds are also staples exported in large quantities. Seeing that

this fertile land, lying within five days' steam of London, produces

so much vegetable wealth under the most barbarous cultivation,

it appears extraordinary that European enterprise does not, in

such a climate, seek profitable employment for its over-abundant

capital, in its application to the development of such vast resources, so

close at hand, instead of going so far afield as Australia or America.

The following prizes are offered by the Pelargonium Society,

and will be competed for at South Kensington on July 21st, 1875 :

—

Class 1. Twelve distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums, "florists'

class," in pots of 8 inches in diameter. (Open.) First prize, £8
;

second, £5.—Class 2. Twelve distinct varieties of Zonal Pelargo.

niums, " decorative class," in pots of 8 inches in diameter. (Open.)

First prize, £8 ; second, £5.—Class 3. Thirty distinct varieties of

Zonal Pelargoniums, " irrespective of class," in pots not exceed,

ing 6 inches in diameter. (Open.) First prize, £6 ; second, £i.

Note. The varieties to be shown in the above classes are to

be of the flowering section—not those with variegated leaves.—

Class 1, designated " florists' class," is intended to include only those

varieties which have finely-shaped flowers, according to the florists'

model. Class 2 is intended for profuse-flowering, showy varieties,

otherwise known as Hybrid Nosegays.—Class 4. Six ornamental

Cape Pelargoniums, dissimilar. (Open.) First prize, £3 ; second,

£2.—Class 5. Best Hybrid Pelargonium, of distinct character.

(Open.) First prize, £2 ; second, £1.—Class 6. Twenty-four Pelar-

goniums, cut blooms, single trusses, dissimilar. (Open.) First

prize, £2 ; second, £1.—Class 7. Twelve Pelargoniums, cut blooms,

single trusses, dissimilar. (Amateurs.) First prize, £2 ; second, £1.

Note.—The judgss may in their discretion, and subject to the

approval of the committee, award a prize to any exhibit worthy

of particular notice, which may not be provided for in the

schedule. They may also withhold any of the above prizes if tho

exhibit be not of suflicient merit.

—

Conditions of com2oeUtion—It is

imperative that every variety exhibited shall have conspicuously

appended to it, its own name, together with that of the raiser, such

names to be either printed or distinctly written on a card. The
" Chiswick standard " to be adopted in regulating the size of the pots

—that is, " 8-inch pots " measure 8 inches across and 8 inches deep

inside, at a point 1 inch below the top edge ; 6-inch pots in like

manner measure 6 inches deep and 6 inches wide inside, at an inch

below the edge.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
THE BEST VARIETIES OP CELERY.

An admirable opportunity for observing and comparing the

growth and character of different kinds of Celeries was
afforded theotherday at South Kensington, where prizes oifered

for the best three sticks of any white kind, and the same
number of any red kind, brought together thirty lots, in which
there was considerable variety. Prom Messrs. Veitch & Sons
came a largo collection of excellent examples, and from the
Society's gardens forty-five so-called kinds were exhibited, but
the differences between many of them were indeed minute.
Celeries differ materially in colour, in habit of growth, in

solidity—both of leaf-stalk and of the entire plant—in flavour
and crispness of eating, and, finally, though not least, in good
keeping qualities ; the latter consisting of capacity to resist

wet and frost and lateness in starting to seed. As a rule the
red Celeries are thought to possess these latter qualities to a
larger extent than white sorts, but that is not the case with all

red kinds. Some prefer the flavour of coloured Celeries, while
others like the colour of the red kinds, which, when blanched,
are usually of a delicate pink hue, and, when neatly gar-
nished with fresh green Parsley, they have a pleasing appear-
ance on the dinner-table. White Celeries are usually con-
sidered to bo the earliest ; and are, therefore, invariably grown
for the first crop. Some kinds are undoubtedly earlier than
othersj but much more depends on the period at which the
seed is sown and the after culture, than on the early
qualities of any particular variety. Probably there are no
vegetables of which fewer sorts are grown in any one
garden than Celery ; a couple of kinds, one good white and one
good red, generally being enough ; but it is a matter of no
little moment to be certain that these sorts are really good,
solid, crisp, and well flavoured. It may be accepted, as a rule
without exception, that any kind which, when liberally grown,
has firm and solid leaf-stalks, will be certain to bo crisp and
of good flavour. In hollow-stemmed sorts the leaf-stalks
are flat and oftimes split ; with good solid kinds the stems
have a rounded shape, and each stalk overlaps and seems
to grip the one beneath as in a vice. When blanched, the
plants come out clean and sound, and invariably look well.
Much, however, depends upon habit of growth, as some kinds
are spreading, whilst others are upright, the centre of the
plant being well protected. Celeries that have a sprawling
habit of growth never turn out good ; but upright growing
kinds usually do. Moreover, they are easier to handle in
earthing up, and it is only those who perform this operation
who can fully understand the difference between the two
habits of growth, as upon the manner in which earthing up is

performed depends much of the after value of the crop.
Earthing up should always be done on dry days, and gradually,
special care being taken that only well pulverised soil is per-
mitted to come in immediate contact with the plant, and this
should be carefully pressed around it with the hand before
the final earthing up is given, as, the firmer the soil the less
will be the moisture around the plant. With the ordinary
routmo of Celery cultivation, however, most persons are
familiar. Seed should be sown in March, in shallow pans or
boxes, and placed in a gentle heat. When the young seedlings
are 3 inches in height, they should be pricked out into other
boxes filled with rich soil, or into a frame, the soil of which
contains a largo proportion of well-rotted manure, and these,
again, when about G inches in height and strong, should be
transplanted carefully, with good balls, to permanent quarters
in properly prepared trenches. It is a rather too common
practice to make the trenches so deep that the plants are com-
pelled to grow in the sub-soil. The trenches should be marked
out 5 feet apart; the top spit should be put on one side, and
a spit of the sub-soil tal^en out and put on the other; the
top spit should then be returned to the trench, and with it

not less than 4 inches of strongrotten manure, which should be
we 1 mcorporated with the soil with a fork. If this is care-
lully done lieforo planting much more satisfactory results will
be obtanied than if the sub-soil were allowed to remain on
the trench. The after-culture should consist of liberal water-
ings, and, as the plants increase in size, an occasional soaking

with manure-water might be given, but it is possible to pro-
duce a too-luxuriant growth at the expense of quality.

Gradual and careful earthing up completes the process of

cultivation. Prom the large number of Celeries grown at

Chiswick it would be extremely difficult to make a selection

of the best kinds without the possession before-hand of some
knowledge of them. In the case of the sorts shown for com-
petition the judges cut each stick through wi^.h a knife, and
thus their qualities were at once apparent. The Chiswick
collection was not thus operated upon, and, therefore, in

looking over the different kinds, one had to judge more by
feeling and appearance than by any other tests. Among
rod kinds none equalled for colour and compactness of

growth the Leicester Rcd^a kind that is identical with
Major Clarke's Red, and is probably the most compact of the
coloured kinds. Very fine and firm were the samples of

Sulham Prize Pink, and Carter's Incomparable Crimson,
both distinct kinds, tall in growth and robust in habit.

Another good-looking kind was the Manchester Red, of which
there were several synonyms. Among whites the best and
only true dwarf kind was the dwarf Incomparable White, com-
monly known also as Sandringham White. This is compact,
firm, crisp, and keeps well. Next in height and quality came
Veitoh's Silver White, a good firm variety ; the best of the
tall kinds being Wright's White Grove and Seymour's Solid
White. It is well worthy of note, that in the competition for

Red Celeries the shortest Leicester Red was placed first, and
that amongst whites the dwarfest, namely, Sandringham
White, was both first and second. A. D.

Frencli Beans.—Is there more than one French Beaa callud

Canadian Wonder? Mr. Gilbert (p. 385), strongly rooommenda this

kind for forcing in pots ([ expect that is the general way in which
French Beana are forced) , and after reading his description of it I was
induced to try it in a framg on a bed of leaves, a way in which I

have grown early crops for years j not having convenience for pots,

I either sow in the frame or transplant from a pan early in March.
The Canadian Wondoi- was planted in the frame and grew robustly,

but bore no crop, or at least next to none. I therefore, concluded,

that it was too strong a grower for frame work ; but not being quite
satisfied on that, and other points, I decided to try it on an open
border, where it did better, but the produce was not comparable
either as regards quantity or quality, with that of Paris Red Flageo-

let, planted at the same time side by side, and which really is a first,

class Bean, bat different alto:;6ther from Canadian Wonder, both in

habit and size of pod. Nevertheless, in this week's number of The
Garden' (see p. 402), your correspondent, T. Baines, has described the

two sorts as one and the same Beau ; he cannot however, I think, have
grown both varieties, as with me they are wholly different kinds. I

have grown Paris Red Flageolet now for some years and hope never
to be without it, as it certainly is the best main crop kind with which
I am acquainted, especially where plenty of produce is wanted. I

gathered the last dish of it on the 11th inst., after 6' of frost, bat it

was protected with doable hexegon netting. The plants which
yielded this gathering were sown on the 28th of July, on a south
border. The best Bean for an early crop I have found to be Sir J.

Paxton, a kind which forces well, and with which I have several

times taken the first prize at our June exhibition ; but this year,

owing to trying Canadian Wonder instead, I had none to show. I shall

certainly not try the latter again.—W. Divers, M'ierton House, Maid-
stone. [Your correspondent, who has sent samples of two varieties

of French Beans, under the names of Paris Rod Flageolet and
Canadian Wonder (which are identical), has not got the Flageolet

Bean at all, those sent being as different from that variety as the
dwarf Negro is from Dun China. I enclose a sample of the Paris

Red Flageolet, which I have cultivated for years, and which I grow
side by side with tho Canadian Wonder. The year during which
the latter came out I, as well as numbers of others, proved it to bo
one and the same thing as Flageolet. As you will see, the true

variety is as large again as your correspondent's Bean, different in

colour, and quite unlike it in shape. The full-grown Beans, and also

the pods of the tiue Flageolet, are nearly as large as Scarlet Run-
ners.—T. Baines.]

Hajor Clarke's Red Celery.—Until this sc.Tson I ha.ve ha'l great difliculty

in obLiiuin'^' roiilly i^ood Celery, altliou^h I have tried several varieties, .and
have growu them to a lars^o size. This season I have one loug row of Major
Clarke's growing side by side with others, but none of theiu are so good as
Clarke's. It is solid, crisp, and oxiiuisite in flavour, an opinion which all who
try it will confirm. It is tho only rod variety which I shall grow next season.—
D. S. GlLLBII, Court Garden^ Great Mitrlow.
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THE FRU IT GARDEN.
THE GRAPE VINE.

The Grape Vino (Vitis viiiifera) deservedly occupies the place
of honour in the catalogue of fruits. It ranks in importance
next to Wheat, and, like the
latter, has been the
paulon of civilisation

Ventilator

com-
from

time immemorial—following
in its wake to every region
of the earth adapted to its

growth, and forming one of

the most important branches
of husbandry in those
countries favourable to its

development. Its native
country has never been
clearly ascertained, but it

has evidently been widely
distributed at a very early

period. It is supposed to

have come originally from
Persia, migrating westward
through Egypt to Greece,
where it was cultivated by
the highly civilised Greeks
with intelligence and skill,

we are told, from the days of

Homer to the latest date of

their prosperity. They ap-
pear even to have been ex-

perts in Grape growing, and
fond of experiment, though
not free from superstition

in some of their practices.

Among other feats which
they are said to have performed was one which has lately

been revived as a secret. This was to produce black and
white Grapes on the same cluster, and which they accomplished
" by taking a slip of

the white and of the

purple Grape, and,
having split them
down the middle,
carefully fitting the
halves to their oppo-
sites BO that the
buds when divided
should meet. They
were then bound to-

gether with Papyrus-
thread, and placed in

the earth in a Sea
Onion, the juice of

which aided the com-
bination of the
severed parts." They
seem also to have
been quite as par-

ticular as our modern
Grape-growers in the
selection of sites for

their Vineyards, and
in prepari ng the

ground, which they
trenched over,
throwing the soil

into lofty ridges and
exposing it to the

action of the air, and
in this condition it

was left for a whole year before planting. Then as now, too,

opinions were divided concerning the best season for planting,

some preferring to plant in spring, and others in autumn.
From Greece, the Grape found its way into Italy, Spain, and
France, its distribution being aided by the Romans in their

Fig. 1. Section of a Span-roofed Late Vinery,

Fig. 2. Section of a Lean-to Early Vinery.

conquests westward, and its culture, as a branch of husbandry,
rose in the course of time to be of national importance in

these countries. It is supposed to have been introduced into
Britain by the Romans about the second century, while others
imagine it to have been imported much earlier, but not to
have been cultivated until the civilising Romans set the

example. About the third
century. Vineyards were
planted in the most favour-
able parts of the country,
and, as civilisation pro-
gressed, these became more
common, and were culti-

vated more or less success-
fully for the production of
wine and other purposes up
till, or near the time of, the
Reformation. The Vine does
not appear, however, to have
flourished so successfully in
our island as to encourage
its extensive cultivation,
and, as the superior wines
of the Continent came to be
imported in gi-eater abun-
dance, its outdoor culture
gradually declined, until it

became a thing of the past.
But, as the Grape declined
in value for wine-making
purposes, it rose in esti-

mation as a dessert fruit,

and was more universally
grown. At first, according
to early writers on horticul-

ture. Grapes for the table
were grown upon standards

in warm situations, and against walls. Gradually, as the
demand increased with increasing wealth and a more luxuriant
mode of living. Grape walls came to bo heated with flues, in

order to ripen the
friiit earlier, and so
extend the season
of supply. More
than 160 years ago,
it was stated by
Lawrence, in his
" Fruit Gardener,"
that the Duke of

Rutland, at Belvoir
Castle, did " so much
justice to the Vine
as to have fires con-
stantly burning be-
hind his sloped walls
from Lady-day to

Michaelmas," where-
by he had ripe
Grapes in July.
Eventually, fined
walls were covered
with glass, and, to-

wards the end of the
eighteenth century.
Vineries constructed
in a complete and
proper manner (for

the period) were be-
coming common in
the gardens of the
aristocracy ; but it

was reserved for the
nineteenth century, especially since the abolition of duty upon
glass, to witness the great and rapid extension of horticulture
in every department, and notably in the culture of the Vine

;

so that now the Vinery is the common adjunct of every
mansion and villa of any pretensions, and not unfrequently
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of the poor man's cottage ; and the Grapes produced under
our sunless skies are, thanks to the energy of English
gardeners, hardly excelled in any part of the world. Having
thus sketched briefly the history of the Grape down to our

own time, I now proceed to cultural matters.

Site and Plan of Vinery.

The site should present facilities for effectual drainage of the

soil and sub-soil, if required, and it should have a free and
open exposure to the south, east, and west—more especially if

span-roofed structures are to be erected—while at the same
time shelter from prevailing winds must not be forgotten.

But sheltering objects, such as trees or high buildings, should
be distant enough to prevent any bad effects from their shade.

Nothing is more injurious to Vines than shade, not to speak
of the additional cost in the way of fuel that would be incurred
by having to keep fires burning longer morning and afternoon.

As far as practicable, a Vinery should receive the sun's rays
from sunrise to sunset. The form of the Vinery must depend
upon circumstances. If it is for the production of ripe Grapes
any time between the New Year and Midsummer, then a
" lean-to " is the best for that purpose. Experience has long
proved that such a structure is better adapted than any other

to receive and economise the heat and light of the sun during
the winter and spring months. For late Grapes—that is,

Grapes that have to be ripened between midsummer and the

end of September or October—a span-roofed house (fig. 1) is

the best. It should stand with its ends facing north and south,

in which position it receives the light most equally. Eig. 2 is a
section of an early Vinery of the right size and proportions.

We have another form of late Vinery here which was erected

.about fifteen years ago, after the plan of the glass screens at

Trentham, but made wider. It is a kind of structure adapted
to the wants of the amateur, and those who have to grow plants

in the same house. In such a case it is proposed to train the
Vines on the top only, under the ridges, where the fruit would
at all times be out of danger, while the sides would admit
sufficient light for the other inmates of the house upon the
floor. The house here is entirely devoted to Vines, which are
trained up the sides as well, and the crops have always been
excellent. As showing the advantages of a good exposure to

the light, I may here mention that in this house the fruit

always ripens a fortnight earlier under the ridges than that at

the sides. The leaves also are of greater substance, and the
wood better ripened. This is owing to the greater amount of

sunlight which the Vines receive. The I'idges stand above
the top of the wall against which the house is built, and
receive the sun's rays several hours longer than the sides every
day. Camellias, Oranges, and such like, would do well in a
house of this kind, and against the front lights Strawberries
iu pots succeed admirably in spring.

Construction and Heating.

The best plan, in most cases, is to employ a professional
horticultural builder and engineer to carry out the plans
according to order. I need only observe here that wide and
lofty houses produce the best results, because they allow of a
greater extension of wood and foliage, and can be maintained
at a more even temperature, owing to the greater bulk of air

which they contain. In a " lean-to," the back wall should be
plastered and whitewashed. Lightness and elegance should be
aimed at in the construction of the roof, and no more wood or
iron should be em])loyed than is consistent with strength and
durability. The wires for training the Vines, too, should be
stretchedalong the house inches apart, and 18 or 20 inches from
the glass. Whoa nearer than this, vigorous-growing Vines
send their shoots iip against the glass before it is safe to tie
them down, and get chilled by the contact. Heating power,
in these days of wide panes and open laps, .should be jjrovidod
on a liberal scale. In fig. 2, which represents a Vinery
Itj feet wide bj' 1(3 feet in height, I have shown seven rows of
4-inoh piping—the least quantity that should be employed for
an early Vinery of these dimensions. In localities subject to
severe and lasting frosts during the forcing .season, I should
be inclined to add another single row, so as to be able, when
needful, to keep the temperature of the hou.se 60° or CO'^

above the outdoor temperature, without making the pipes

too hot, and thereby scorching \\p everything in their imme-
diate neighbourhood to a dangerous extent. The pipes
should also be arranged so as to distribute their heat
equally throughout the house, and keep the air in

motion. In the majority of cases, they are carried round
the front or sides of the house, iu a block ; consequently,
when they are heated, the Vines are scorched at the lower
part of the house, while they are suffering from cold at the
top. I am aware that those who advocate this arrangement
suppose quite the contrary to be the case, but a little reflection

will show such a supposition to be erroneous. Iu a lean-to

Vinery, for example, where the pipes are placed close to the
front wall, a current of heated air ascends iu a direct line from
the pipes, and, coming in contact with the cold glass roof before

it has travelled more than a few feet, it at once loses a great
part of its heat by conduction, and, before it reaches the apex
of the roof, its temperature is still more sensibly diminished,

and, escaping by crevices or the ventilators, is lost. This is

what takes place in a Vinery at night, or at any time when the
temperature depends solely upon tire heat, and it explains why
the Grapes under such circumstauces invariably ripen above
the pipes first, and finish off, sometimes, a month later at the

top of the rafters. Anyone may satisfy himself on this point
by placing a thermometer at the top and bottom of the house
when the pipes are heated, and noting the difference. All this,

however, is overcome by arranging the pipes as shown in figs.

1 and 2. I have had all the pipes in the Vineries here re-arranged
on this plan, with the best results. It is difficult to lay down
a rule for ascertaining the exact quantity of pipes required in

every case, so much depends upon circumstances and the
materials used in construction ; but I find, for early Vineries,
that 1 foot of 4-iuch piping to every 18 or 20 cubic feet of air

is generally sufficient for the temperatures which will be here-
after recommended for the Vine. Considerably less piping is

required for late Vineries. To keep the atmosphere of the
Vinery in a proper state of humidity, I find no plan better than
liberally sprinkling the paths and inside borders with water.
The Vine is not a plant that delights iu a steaming atmosphere.
Still, when hard firing is necessary, a more steady means of
supplying moistui'e is desirable, and for this purpose I can
suggest nothing better than the usual evaporating troughs,
which may either be cast on the pipes, or made of galvanised
iron and fitted on. These troughs are less troublesome than
flowing gutters communicating with the boilers, as the latter

are generally either running over upon the roots of the Vines,
or requiring to be filled up as the water in the pipes rises or
falls, according to its temperature.

Ventilation.

It is necessary, especially in the case of early Vineries,
which are generally going to rest about midsummer and
requiring to be kept as cool as possible, that the ventilation
should be ample. The usual and most simple plan is to provide
openings at the highest and lowest points of the roof. These
openings, which should in the aggregate be equal to about a
quarter of the area of the roof, including the front sashes, are
fitted with swing sashes, which open with a rod and lever,

as shown in figs. 1 and 2, so that the ventilation can be
regulated as desired. This plan is found safe and effectual
enough iu ordinarily careful hands, and airiug is at all times
chiefly a question of attention and judgment ; but it has the
disadvantage iu early forcing, that no sooner are the front
lights opeued th.an a current of cold air rushes into the house
and comes iu contact with the tender foliage before it is more
than partially warmed, thereby injuring the Vines in the long
run, producing rust and other evils. The obvious remedy for
this would, of course, be to heat the air before it entered the
house, and some ingenious and successful contrivances have
been adopted to effect this object ; but they add so greatly to
the already much-increased cost of heating, &c., as to be practi-
cally out of the re.ach of all but those to whom expense is no
object. The annexed sketch, fig. 3, shows a simple plan of
accomplishing the end in view, which I have tried when
necessary with perfect success, and it is so inexpensive as to
come within the reach of every amateur, however humble. A
is the front row of hot-water pipes inside the front wall of the
Vinery; B a row of earthenware pipes, joined with cement,
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laid directly under them, and having a row of holes each | inch
in diameter and 3 inches apart on their upper side ; is the
feed pipe, which projects through the front wall into the open
ail', and at which the cold air enters, and, traversing the earthen-
ware pipes right and left, comes out at the holes at the top, and,
passing round both sides of the hot-water pipe, in itsascent gets
thoroughly warmed before reaching the Vines. A still more
simple plan is to project a single pipe through the front wall
to the front row of hot-water pipes, taking care that the mouth
of the pipe is just under the hot-water one. This will admit a
stream of warm aii', and, if the pipes are placed about -l feet

apart, the ventilation will be ample. The outer ends of the
pipes must be fitted with plugs for shutting off the air at

Fi^. 3. Ventilating Pipes.

pleasure ; and, if a piece of wire netting or perforated zinc is

fitted into the mouth of each pipe, it will stop rats or mice
from getting in. J. S.

(To he continued.')

PEAR NOMENCLATURE.
SoEDAT d'Espeken, Soldat Labonreur, Orpheline d'Enghien, Beurre

d'Aremberg, Glou Morceau, Beurre d'Hardenpont, and Colmar d'Hiver

!

Here we have seven names, but who will undertake to say exactly to

what sort they each respectively belong ? Pears are proverbially

capricious as regards both the season of iheir ripening and the

quality of their flavour ; but it seems that caprice attends even the

choice of the names under which they are presented to the pnblic.

And this is not owing to the number of their synonyms, but to the

fact that a Pear tree is often sold under a name that belongs to

another sort. Taking M. Jamin's list of " Pears worth growing "

given in The Gakdex for November 15th, I would enquire whether
the Pear which he has called Soldat Laboureur is not the same that

is usually sent out under the name of Soldat d'Esperen ? Prom the

period he gives of its ripening I should think that it must be. Soldat

Laboureur I have always identified with Orpheline d'Enghien, and I

was surprised to find M. Jamin making Orpheline d'Enghien and
Beurre d'Aremberg synonymous, having myself always regarded

them as two distinct sorts, though greatly resembling each other.

Our Soldat d'Esperin, like M. Jamin's Soldat Labonreur, ripened

here three weeks ago, whereas the Orpheline and the Aremberg are

still hard, and are seldom fit to eat till after Christmas. That there

are two Pears bearing respectively these names, Orpheline d'Enghien
and Beurre d'Aremberg, the fruit catalogues of Mr. Rivers (no mean
authority on Pears) will show. I was aware that in the published
transactions of the Horticultural Society mention was made of the

introduction of the Beurre d'Aremberg ; and, on referring to the fifth

volume, I found a description of it at page 406. There is another
account at page 19S of the seventh volume, and a reference to the
fact that there was at that time another Pear, the Glou Morceau,
which had been sent to England as the Beurre d'Aremberg. On the

opposite page there are beautifully-executed portraits of each, and
no one, on looking at them, could for a moment mistake the one for

the other. But I looked in vain among the synonyms of the Beurre
d'Aremberg for Orpheline d'Enghien, the only other names being
Due d'Aremberg, Poir d'Aremberg, and Beurre Deshamps. The
confounding of this Pear with the Glou ilorceau ceased, we may
suppose, when the Horticultural Society settled the matter in 1826

;

but M. Jamin has given us another point to investigate ; his list

includes the last two of the seven names given above, namely, the
Beurre d'Hardenpont, and the Colmar d'Hiver, to each of which he
gives as synonyms the Glou Morceau. These two names occur in

the list of the forty-six " Pears worth growing;" and those who
possess the Glou Morceau of the Horticultural Society, and know it

by no other name, would probably Hke to be informed by M. Jamin
whether it is identical with either ot those, and, if so, with which ?

For we can hardly suppose that a Glou Morceau, when trained to a

south or west wall should be called a Colmar d'Hiver, or that it

becomes a Beurre d'Hardenpont when grown upon an east or south
wall, the situations recommended by M. Jamin. At present my
seven names appear to be represented by four Pears only ; but I
should be glad to be better informed on the subject, and to be quite
sure of what the addition to my stock of Pear trees would really be
if I sent for either the Colmar d'Hiver or the Beurre d'Hardenpont.
Synonyms, when they are known to belong to one fruit only, do not
occasion disappointment. Whether we order it under the name of
Dumelow's Seedling, or under that of Wellington or Normanton
Wonder (it is known by the latter name in this locality), we know
that we shall get the Apple we require ; but confusion appears to
have attended the'names of Pears, especially of those which came to
us in the early part of the present century. What is the Beurre
Spence for example, is it identical with the Urbaniste as some say,
or is it, as M. Jamin tells us, a name that was formerly given
to the Flemish Beauty ; or, again, is there a third Pear of
that name ? In the naming of fruits, some confusion may have
been occasioned by the different names given them by foreigners
and by ourselves ; the Jargonelle of the French, for example, is

an inferior Pear to our Jargonelle, for which they have a different
name, and to the Chasselas de Fontainebleau Grape we have given,
as every one knows, the name of the Royal Muscadine. To such
changes of name may, perhaps, ha traced the uncertainty which
belongs to the names of some even of our favourite Pears, and
M. Jamin would be rendering us a service if he would give the sub-
ject the attention and research which it evidently requires. I may
add, in reference to Apples, that, until lately, Mr. Rivers's catalogue
contained one called the Waltbam Abbey Seedling or Golden Noble.
The history of this fruit may throw some light on the way in which
two separate kinds come to bear the same name. At p. 268, Vol. V.,
of the Horticultural Society's Transactions, we read that this Apple
was raised at Waltham Abbey about the year 1812, from a seed of
the Golden Noble, " to which it bears a strong resemblance, but is

much larger." There must, therefore, now be, supposing the parent
tree to be only one of many still existing, two Apples called the
Golden Noble, though only one known as the Waltham Abbey Seed,
ling. Of the latter I would remark that it is so fine an Apple, so
certain and so abundant a bearer, that I think Mr. Rivers would have
done well to have retained it in his catalogue. B. S.

THE CHESTNUT HARVEST IN THE APENNINES.
Theke is festival now in the cottages of North Italy. As you walk
at evening among her mountains and pass through her homely
villages, a red light of wood fires comes streaming upon you from
open cabin doors and from between the chinks of clumsy window,
shutters, and noisy sounds of revelry fall around. For this is the
season when the Chestnuts are ripe, and the peasants are making
merry by dark for the work they have had during the hom-s of day,
and they are glad for that harvest which is to them the most bounteous
of the year. High up, among the Chestnut woods, the sad leaves lie

damp upon the ground, where the mossy turf is so moist that the
Mushrooms are spoiled ere they be grown. The country looks ten.
derly forlorn that was so gay with its vintage in September. Tho
trees shed their foUage early in Chestnnt.wooded districts, and
already the tints have little left that is freshly green, since tho
leaves are yellow upon the boughs, and are scattered, day by day,
more thickly to earth. There is no hot sunshine, no bine light that
is misty with heat

;
yet the valleys can still smile in their soberer

mood, when chance and glorious sunbeams strike across the land, or

when the rain ceases and bright days come back, here and there,

with warmer breeses. The swollen rivers abate when the deluge
ceases, if only for a day ; and as you walk upon their banks .the

waters are limped again, yet green from their depth with an intenser

colour. And wandering beneath the Chestnuts, no sense of damp or
dreariness oppresses you now that sunshine is abroad once more, for

the yellow-tinted leaves wave brightly overhead, and the yellower

ones that are scattered rustle pleasantly beneath your feet, while
now and again a quick sound breaks the stillness, and that is the fall

of the fruit. Since the middle of October you might have heard it

when you were in the woods, for the Chestnuts began to ripen at that

time, and the brown-burnished fruit to peep from out its prickly

shell. But scarcely before the end of the month in the Apennines
does the Chestnut harvest begin in earnest. There is an interesting

account of this in the Examiner. There are divers kinds of Chestnuts,

and the gathering of each dates properly from a different day : the

so-called " timely Chestnuts," that ripen before the commoner sorts

—but these trees are rarer and the fruit is finer than of others ; the
late Chestnuts, that of their own accord do not fall sometimes till

November—but these trees are often thrashed during the general
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harvest for the greater convenience of the gatherers. Companies of

women and girls greet yon now upon your walks. They have little

bags of sackcloth slung around their waists, and rough wooden
tweezers in their hands, with which they open the spiked huaka

where the fruit lies yet in its green caae. They are merry ; they

laugh and talk, their shrill Italian voices sounding shriller

to English ears in the harsh Genoese dialect. Here a man
has come to the aid of the girls, and has climbed to the top

of a huge tree that he may the bettor thrash down the frnit. It

falls in prickly showers upon tho crackling dead leaves below ; but

the women seem little to fear any hurt from thorns, for they

tread boldly amid the heap, often with bare feet, and take tho

harsh shells within their hands to open them. All day the people

are at work. They are almost all women at this task, for the men
are labouring in the fields. Some few of them return home at

midday to cook and to carry the dinner for brothers and husbands
without ; but most of them remain in the woods till dusk, and eat

their cold " polenta " at midday, resting upon the banks. Towards
dark, the great baskets are piled up that have been filled all day
from each woman's sack, and then the girls lift them upon their heads
or shoulders, and pick their way deftly along the stony paths with

the burthens. Sometimes the loads are too heavy and must be left

for the men ; but this does not often happen, for these peasant women
are strong, with a beautiful ease of strength, and proud of their power.
So, whether the day has been dark and cheerless, or whether the

kind autumn sunshine has been there to brighten up all anew into a

beauty more beautiful than summer-time, the women have been at

work in the woods, and now the recreation hour baa come. Within
the cottages the great fire is lit upon tho hearth that is in the
chamber's midst, and the pot is put on to boil, and the rough wooden
benches are drawn around, and men and women meet after their

labour for fun and jollity at the first of the Chestnuts. When the
" minestra" has been eaten or the "polenta," then the pot is taken
off, and the great chain is put aside from whence it hnng, and the
"padella" is brought forth, upon which the Chestnuts are to be
roasted. The red wood.fire flickers and flames upon the hearth amid
its heap of embers, throwing fitful dashes of light upon the faces

around—calling into sudden gleams the copper vessels, and platters

upon the dingy walls. Again the bold flames die away, and there is

only a lurid mass of cinders, and then the women toss Chestnuts in

the pan and the men slit the broivn hide of other Chestnuts that are
yet unroasted, and they all chatter and gesticulate the while, in a
fashion so quick and eager, and with voices so high and thrilling,

that foreign ears, to whom the shrill dialect is unknown, might fairly

hear therein the words of an angry quarrel. The Chestnut harvest

lasts some three weeks or more, and when the fruit is all gathered in

it is spread above the open rafters that form the roof of every kitchen
in these Italian cottages—there to be dried during winter by the
fire's heat from below. And when the Chestnuts are dried, and the
outer skin has been cracked off by the heat, then they are ground in

a mill, so that the flour goes to make Chestnut bread and cakes and
porridge during the barren season when there is little fresh food to

be got by the poor. The dried Chestnuts are boiled whole likewise

—

BO that, in one form or another, the common production of the woods
provides nonrishment during this time for all the peasants throughout
the land. Thia is the Chestnut harvest in the mountains, for in the
moantains it is most an institution and an event, seeing that here
there cannot always be so lavish in.gatherings of other crops and
fruits as fall to the lot of people living upon the sun-baked shores of

the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, upon the Eiviera as well there is

a Chestnut harvest and merry-making thereto. All along the shores
from Genoa to Nice and from Genoa eastward, towards La Spezia,
the trees grow richly upon the sides and cones of hills that turn
inward from the sea or upon promontories above the water, wherever
the Palms or the Stone Pines have not monopolised the room. And
the soil here is so fertile, with streamlets that water and freshen it,

and sun that shines hotly for many months upon its face, that the
Chestnuts ripen more quickly and grow larger than upon the hills of
the Apennines, so I hat they can be sold in the towns, and even
exported to foreign lands, thus proving a good source of gain to the
peasants. The greater luxuriauce of the crop does not, however,
make the greater quaintness in the manner of celebrating the season

;

and, to see a Chestnut country in beauty, there is no place like the
valleys of the Apennines. Upon the shores there are the great rains
as well that come pouring down from the skies to saturate the fields,

and hurricanes from tho sea that tear the branches from the trees,

and cast down the rough little stone walls which divide tho lands of
different owners; yet there are not so many cosy gatherings of friends
and neighbours around kindled logs. The trees do not so early shed
their leaves upon the coast as in damper and colder districts, but the
deeply golden colouring is over the hill-sideSj broken only by the
dark relief of Pines and Ilexes.

The Viceregal Gardener on theliambton Castle Grapes.
— As considerable uncertainty seems still to exist regarding the

large bunches of Grapes that wore exhibited at the Belfast show on
August 20 last, I think it due to Mr. Hunter to communicate the
following circumstances. The bunches in question were presented
by the Earl of Durham to Ilis Grace the Duke of Abercorn, and
brought here immediately after the show. Ilis Grace being desirous

to show them to the company at dinner, the bunches were suspended
from arches. In suspending them, I had ample opportunity of
examining the bunch that has been the subject of discussion, and
had there been any attempt at amalgamation, I should certainly

have seen it. From the eye from which the bnncb started to the

point where ramification commenced, there was about 4 inches of true

stem, perfectly round, with no sign of flattening throughout tho
remainder of the bunch. The immense size of the bunch gave the
berries a small appearance, but, on comparing them individually with
others of moderate dimensions, there was little difference ; and,

though they were not well coloured, many of the berries had the

hammered surface. The eating qualities of the Grapes were very-

good, the pulp being remarkably firm and sweet. There need be no
doubt whatever entertained regarding the bunch in question being
one genuine bunch.—G. SMtxH, Viceregal Gardens, Dublin, in Gar.
deners' Chronicle. [The above should certainly set the point at

rest, though all aware of the many fine bunches grown in the same
garden year after year by Mr. Hunter, require no evidence as to the

rumours circulated about the " grafting " of the bunch, &c.]

A Selection of the finest Pears proved in England.
Doyenne' d'Eli;

Jargonelle
Williams's Bon Chrt'tien

Louise Bonne of Jersey
Jersey Gratioli
Uriianiste
Foiidante il'Autonine
Beun't- d'.\.manlis

Suffolk Thorn
Seckel

Of the above

—

Comte de Lamy
Flemish Beauty
Di5sire Cornells
Marie Louise
Baronne de Mello
Thompson's
BeuiTe Bosc
Dachesse d'Angouleme
Beurri? Diel
Beurrt' Hardy

Marie Louise
Beurrt' Bosc
Duchesse d'Angoulcmo
Beurre Diel

Doyenne du Comice

should be grown against walls

GIou Morceau
Beurre Ranee
Josephine de Malines
Bergamotte Esperen

Mart'Chal de la Coor
Beurre Superfin
Doyenn^ du Comice
Glou Morceau
Winter Nelis
Beurre Ranee
Beurre Sterckmans
Joseijbine de Malines
Bergamotte Esperen
Easter Beurre^

I

Easter Beum?
!
Beurre Sterckmans

j

Ddsire Comelifi, and
Winter Nelis

Choice List for Standards.
Jersey Gratioli Louise Bonne of Jersey Doyenne d'Et«5
Doyenni5 du Comico Suffolk Thorn Comte de Lamy
Citron des Carmes Thompson's Knight's Monarch
Jargonelle Beurre^ d'Amanlis Althorpe Crassane
Williams's Bon Chretien Swan's Egg Marie Louise, and
Aston Town Croft Castle Beurre Superfin
Beurre de Capiaumont

It should not be forgotten that Pears trained iu any of the closely,

cut forms should always be grafted on the Quince stock.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FEDIT GAEDEN.

Heavy Crop of Strawberries under Glass.—On visiting Mr. Westcotl's
market garden atTopsham, the other day. I found thousands of Strawberries
in pots under glass in all stages of growth, some being in flower, while others
were loaded with ripe fruit, and the crop in all cases was so heavy that liberal
thinning had to be resorted to. A handful of shoots removed in my presence
literally swarmed with small green fruit. It seems, indeed, that Mr. Westcott
can obtain as fine Strawberries, and as many of them, during these short days
as iu the month of May.—J. B.

New Late Pear,—Among late Pears, few surpass Souvenir de Sannier
Its deep yellow rind, flushed with red, makes it a very ornamental fruit ; while
its flavour is remarkably fine. It ripens late in October. The Beurre Amande,
of the same grower—M. Sannier, of Rouen—a fruit of bright canary-yellow
colour, having a distinct flavour of Almonds, does not ripen till the middle of
November.—H. N. H.

The White Muscat of Frontignan.—This, supposed to be of Spanish
origin, is the fruit (says the lirvtie Uurticolc) from which the Frontignan and
Lurel sweet wines are made, and extensive vineyar'ls of it may be found in the
departments of the Pyrenees; but in the central provinces of France it is

only grown as one of the sweetest and most highly flavoured Grapes for table
use.

To Prevent Fruit Trees from Splitting.—It frequently happens, in very
fertile regions, that trees split hinb from hmb through sheer weight of frnit.
We saw many instances of this wherever a small garden had been planted in
the foothills of the Sierras in California. The common mode of prevention is
to iirop up weighty branches with a piece of shingle. Isaac Lewis, of Hopkins-
viUe, Ky., gives, in tho Pmirie Farmer another plan :

—" When I find a forked
tree that is likely to split, I look for a small limb on each fork, and clean them
of leaves and lateral liranches for most of their length. I then carefully liring
them together and wind them round each other, from one main branch to the
other. In twelve months thej' will have united, and in two years the ends can
be cat off. The brace will grow as fast as any other part of the tree, and is a
perfect security from splitting. I have them now of all sizes, and I scarcely
ever knew one fail to grow."
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
IPOMiEA HOKSFALLIyE AND PASSIFLORA

PRINCEPS (RACEMOSA).
Wheheveb winter flowers are in demancl, and there is room for

stove climbers of moderate growth, these two frce-flowcring plants
should be introduced. To do them justice, however, they should
have a little space in which to plant them, bricked off from the
main bed or pit, where they will get a little bottom heat. The

ing racemes of the scarlet Passion-flower, or the more erect

masses of brilliant tubular flowers of the Ipomaia. Unfortunately,
like a good many things that are bright and beautiful, the individual

flowers do not last long in perfection ; but this defect is scarcely

noticed, as the flowers succeed each other in such rapid succession
through a good portion of the winter. When a moderately warm
greenhouse adjoins the stove, branches of the plants just named might
bo introduced through an aperture, and trained over its roof. Many
stove climbers might have their blooming season prolonged in this

way, and notably that sweet white-flowered favourite, the Stephanotis

A New Gold Fern (Gymnogrfimma decomposita).

space for soil need not be large ; from 18 inches to 2 feet square
will be sufficient ; but the drainage should be perfect, and the soil

should be about equal parts of turfy loam and peat, with a liberal
sprinkling of sand and lumps of charcoal. The latter wiil keep
the soil open after the fibre in it has become decayed, and
when, from frequent waterings, it may have a tendency to get
too close. As a rule, heavy masses of climbers overhanging
other plants in winter are not desirable, but in a lean-to house
there is always the back wall to drape ; a few climbers, too,
trained thereby under a span-roof will do no harm, and there
are few things more beautiful in winter than the long droop.

floribunda, which, provided its roots are placed under favourable

circumstances, will ramble on from house to house, trained near tho

glass, and acquire an almost perpetual flowering habit, according to

the varying temperatures to which its branches are subjected.

E. Hobday.

A NEW GOLD FERN.
(GYJINOORAMMA DECOJirOSITA.)

Tni3 is a distinct and beautiful species, well deserving of a place in

even the choicest collections of stove Ferns. It is a native of the
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Andes of South America, from whence it was sent to Kew by Mr.
Gair, of Falkirk. Its fronds are tripinnate and finely cut ; in the

latter respect, indeed, it forms a charming companion to the deli-

cate silvery G. pulohella or G. Pearcei. The undersides of the

fronds are clear sulphur-yoUow, a colour which contrasts well with
the vivid green of the upper surface. Treated like other species of

the genus it succeeds perfectly. All Gymnogranimas and many of

their allies, the Cheilanthes, like a warm and somewhat dry atmos.
phere. Syringing, which is so beneficial to Ferns generally, must
be dispensed with in the case of Gold and Silver Ferns, water over-
head being fatal to their health and beauty. They succeed best in

a compost, somewhat firm and peaty ; and they must be very care-

fully watered, as any sudden extremes in the way of dryness or

excess of moisture at the root will soon destroy them. In growing
these beautiful plants avoid over-potting them, and let the pots
used be thoroughly well drained. B.

Browallia elata for the Garden and Conservatory.—This
is a good old annual, by no means difficult to cultivate ; and, when well
grown, very effective. Where cut ilowers of a bright blue colour
are in demand this plant is capable of furnishing them, and for con-
servatory decoration it is most useful, as, when well grown in pots, it

continues blooming from two to three months at a time, and may be
had in bloom all through the summer, autumn, and early winter,
without much trouble. I have had it in bloom till the end of
February ; and, when mixed with such plants as Chrysanthemums,
among which there are no blue colours, the appearance of the collec-

tion is thereby much enhanced. In mixed borders out-of-doors this
Browallia may also be used with advantage, continuing, as it does,
in bloom a long time. From some plants, that have been in bloom
from July to the 8th of November, we have been cutting three and
four times a week. Those who have not grown this plant should,
therefore, give it a trial.

—

John Ckook, Tijenham House, Wareham,
Dorset.

Ipomasa Horsfallise.—I can find no means of propagating this
handsome climber ; both cuttings and layers have failed with us. If
there is a way of increasing it known to you, kindly give ns some
account of it.—A. [Your correspondent is not the first who has found
a difficnlty in propagating Ipoma;a Horsfallise. Many who try to
strike it, use, at first, the points of the shoots, or soft wood, as they
would do in the case of the generality of other plants ; yet, close
observers, even without previous acquaintance or knowledge of a
plant, can tell from appearance what likelihood there is of propaga.
ting it from cuttings of hard or immature growth, as the case may
bo. Any plant so soft and deficient in fibre as the young shoots of
this Ipomaja are for a considerable length, bears reliable evidence of
the difficnlty or impossibility of striking it from the soft immature
points of the shoots. It does not root over freely from even the best
selected cuttings, especially where there does not exist especial
appliances for propagation ; but if, early in the spring, cuttings are
made from the thoroughly ripe wood, and inserted in small pots in
good propagating sand, placed in a brisk bottom.heat, they will root.
For a now beginner, I should recommend taking a ripe shoot from
tbe plant, and cutting a portion of it into single joints, and the other
portion into two-joint sections, one to form the roots, and the other
to push growth. With some plants of the nature of this Ipom;ea,
an inexperienced propagator will succeed with one of these descrip-
tion of cuttings and fail with the other ; it is, therefore, better to
have two strings to one's bow.

—

T. B.]
A "Ladies' Plate" for 1876.—The council of the Preston

Floral Society has decided upon establishing a ladies' plate, to bo
awarded along with other prizes to the successful exhibitors of six
out of twelve stove and greenhouse plants at the exhibition of 187G.
The winner of the first prize will receive £25 or plate of that value,
and the society's gold medal, value £12 123.; the winner of the
second, Slo and the society's silver medal ; the winner of the third,
£10 and the society's bronze medal ; and the winner of the fourth,
£5. The twelve plants are to be shown to the secretary before the
end of this month to be marked for future identification, and each
one is to be a young plant, and in a pot of not more than 6 inches
diameter, inside measurement. The plants so marked must bo culti.
vated by each competitor on his own establishment, and out of the
twelve marked plants six are to be chosen by the competitor for
exhibition. At the time of marking each competitor has to deposit
two guineas, as a guarantee that he will exhibit his plants
at the appointed time, and each competitor pays an additional two
guineas as an entrance fee, to defray the necessary expenses of
printing and advertising. Sixty plants have been already entered,
and It IS hkoly that others will follow before the end of the month.
the object of the council is to encourage the cultivation of younn-
plants by amateur gardeners.

°

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE GIANT LILY, AND NOTES ON SOME EAEE

HARDY PLANTS.
When in Suffolk in the end of August last, I was much struck with
the beauty of Siphocampylus bicolor, grown as a hardy creeper on
the outside of the Rectory at Belton, near Yarmouth. It was then
a mass of bloom and presented a very uncommon and striking appear,
ance. The situation is sheltered and partially protected by a
verandah, and the plant is covered with a mat in severe weather. It

reached nearly to the roof. It is a pity that so pretty a plant should
be so seldom grown. When visiting Mr. Thompson's interesting

nursery at Ipswich, I was much struck with the gay appearance of

a bed of Leptosyno maritima, and made up my mind, if possible, to

have a bed of it next summer. Mr. Thompson also had in bloom a
very pretty Calystegia oculata, which I had never seen before. It is

white with a deep purple eye. Mr. T.'s Uttle home garden at Ipswich
teems with interesting varieties, among which one might linger with
pleasure and profit for many an hour. During a visit to Lord Wal-
singham, I had the pleasure of seeing Lilinm giganteum growing in

all its native luxuriance at Merton ; the plants form an avenue on
either side of a narrow partially-shaded shrubbery walk, and are
intermingled with Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and various other shrubs
and tall herbaceous plants. They are not nursed and tended with
any peculiar care, and seemed to flourish all the better for being left

alone. Thin, tall, strong stems were crowned with plump seed-heads
when I saw them in September. Dianella casrnlea, which I never
before knew to be a hardy plant, was growing in great luxuriance in

Mr. Nelson's most interesting garden at Aldborongh Rectory, near
Norwich ; and, in the adjoining village, Mr. Cook, the miller, grows
Lilium giganteum almost as well as Lord Walsingham. I saw
Viburnum macrocephalum, a shrub far too seldom seen, growing iu

sturdy strength, at Earsham Rectory, near Bungay ; and, at Ipswich,
Mr. Thompson had Colquhonia coccinea in a condition which promised
bloom before the close of the autumn. The late lingering of the mild
weather has enabled many plants to bloom well here, which in ordinary
seasons do but little good. Till last Wednesday I had Exogoninm
Purga, Brugmansia sangninea, Eurybia ramulosa, and Diplacus
splendens in full beauty in my garden. The Jalap plant (E. Purga)
has survived two winters, and I have hopes that with care I shall keep
the other three. Amongst the Croci collected and given to me by
my friend, Mr. Elwes, I have flowered two quite new to me, which I

believe to be C. Cartwrightianus and C. losvigatus. The former is a
large and handsome flower, and the latter, though small, exceedingly
delicate and pretty. Do any of your readers grow, and have they a
bit to spare of, Erodium incamatum ? I have lost it. It is a favourite

and I much wish to recover it. I was much interested by the account
given a short time since of Solauum lycioides. How and where is

this plant to bo obtained. H. HAitruR Ckewe.
Tlia Rectory, Draijton-Beauchamp, Triny.

FERNS IN PARKS.
At present, when gardening has reached such perfection, and haa
engaged the attention of so many amateurs, the cultivation of Ferns
has become very general, and new varieties for both greenhouse and
garden are continually making their appearance. Although they can
boast of no flowers, their lovely fronds delight the eye, whether we
consider the broad-leaved, the feathered, or the striated kinds. Some
of the small Ferns are distinguished by graceful elegance, others reach
a great height, often rivalling in that respect even the majestic Palm
itself. Tropical Ferns are, as a rule, beyond the reach of many
amateurs ; but the indigenous sorts are well worth cultivation, as,

though less splendid, they are very beautiful and varied. What, for
instance, can be more charming than the male Fern (Polystichum felix-

mas) with its large shining leaves, or the common Polypody, which
flourishes luxuriantly among forest trees, the Wall-rue Spleenwort,
and the Bristle Fern (Asplenium Rnta-muraria and Trichomanes),
which grow on rocks exposed to the sun, or the Hart's-tongne
(Scolopendrium), and Maiden-hair, which love the shady banks of

streams. In thickets, among trees and shrubs, our tallest Ferna
abound, such as the male Fern, common Bracken (Pteris aquilina),

and the Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis) ; in such situations they
richly carpet the gronnd with their long and exquisitely cut fronds.

How pleasant, after a long tiring country walk on a hot day, to dive
into a forest glade and rest for a while on a bed of Fern and Moss,
with a canopy of foliage overhead, so thick that the rays of the sun
can hardly penetrate it. I am acquainted with a park of .300 acres
almost entirely given up to the growth of Ferns, of which
the proprietor possesses numerous varieties, but he prizes par.
ticularly the Royal Fern, which grows there in great abun.
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dance ; the beauty of its fructification, which almost I'osemblea

blossoms, has caused it to be sometimes named " the Flowering
Fern." Ferns require little culture, it is suiEcient to plant them in

damp and shaded situations. They, sometimes, appear to make no
progress the first year ; but they are so tenacious of life, that after

lying dormant for a long period, they grow luxuriantly the following

spring. There are few gardens where there is not space for a little

Fernery, which, with little trouble, may be made into a charming
spot ; it will, besides, furnish a supply of foliage for floral decorations.

Nothing is more effective than the common Bracken as a background
for flowers. N.

COLOURS OF FLOWERS.
As a gai'dener not deeply versed in matters scientific, I have often

been struck with the marvellous beauty, as well as diversity, of

colours to be found in flowers. To thoroughly understand the

blending of colours, and how the fertilisation of flowers possessing

certain hues is pretty sure to produce others of a specific colour, one
must needs be an artist. To suppose that a brilliantly-coloured

flower has a special attraction for insects is no new idea, but to put
forward the notion that rich colours are necessary in ordar to attract

insects for purposes of fertilisation seems to me to be a mistake.

Take, for instance. Mignonette ; though its flowers are devoid of

colour, yet bees will hover over them in myriads. In this case not
colour but fragrance seems to be the attraction, the latter giving

intimation to the bees that the food of which they are in search

exists there in abundance. The remarks which you have quoted in

reference to this matter seem powerful obstacles to the progress of

the idea that colour is necessary in order to attract insects for pur-

poses of fertilisation, and the conclusion seems obvious that
brilliant colours have little to do with the matter. Indeed,

if we were to follow the theory out to its fullest extent,

it is obvious that none but brilliantly-coloured flowers could

exist, inasmuch as no others would be fertilised. Where, amongst
wild flowers, is there to be found a variety of more brilliant and
attractive hue than the scarlet field Poppy, and yet it is not so

common as Charlock or Groundsell, or even Shepherd-Pnrse, none of

which have flowers in any way very attractive ? Perhaps, on further
enquiry, it will be found that insects, after all, do not play such an
important part in regard to the fertilisation of flowers as has been
imagined, and that, in our haste to ascribe to them such virtues, the

existence of self-fertilising powers in plants may have been, to some
extent, overlooked. There is another point to which attention

should be directed. The pollen taken from a flower will only be
effective on the pistils of others of the same species ; and as the

insects in their rambles proceed upon no definite plan, but alight

upon one species and then on another, mixing all kinds of pollen

together, it seems diflicult to imagine that under such conditions

fertilising properties will be retained. Nature says that autumn
tints in leaves and fruits are often as rich as those existing in

flowers, so also are the hues of the foliage of many plants, both
tender and h.njdy, at all times. Of what use, therefore, are such rich

hues in foliage, the normal colour of which should be green ? What
one would like to understand better is this—Why is it that plants

wholly of the same species, and, in all other respects, alike in

growth, in foliage, in habit, in period of blooming, growing in the
same soil, and existing under exactly the same conditions, should
yet produce flowers of such wondrously diverse hues of colour ? In
garden varieties of plants, most of this diversity is due to hybridisa-
tion, but the efforts of the hybridist in this direction differ from
those of insects, inasmuch as, whilst theirs have no aim beyond the
maintainance of life, the efforts of the hybridist are directed by
intelligence towards securing a specific object. Of course, with
such efforts have been combined the ennobling influences of cultiva-

tion, and what these alone have done in the way of improving the
size, quality, and colour of flowers, no pen can adequately describe.
High cultivation also effects other changes in plants, into the
character of which it is unnecessary now to enter. A. D.

WALLFLOWERS IN LONDON MARKET GARDENS.
From Christmas toMay these are brought to market in quantities, vai-y-

ing more or less according to the mildness or severity of the season ; in

February, however, they are most abundant, being then sometimes
brought into Covent Garden in waggon loads. The spikes of bloom
are cut about 8 inches in length, and are tied with a wythe, or piece

of matting, into little bundles, such as could be grasped with the two
hands. Every grower saves his own seeds, and sows them, in the
succeeding February or March, broadcast in beds in the open air,

transplanting, when the young plants are large enough, in rows

1 foot or 15 inches apart, under fruit trees, or between lines of fruit
bushes. The practice of sowing thus early diffei'S eutirely from that
of the private grower, who, as a rule, sows his seeds in May or June

;

he has then to wait till the succeeding April before he can get a full

crop of bloom, and his plants continue to flower until July

;

whereas, had he sown his seeds in February, transplanted his
plants into any odd corner or reserve ground, and in November
moved them into his spring flower beds, he would have
had flowers at Christmas instead of April. Moreover he must
lift his plants in May, long befoi-e their mass of bloom is ex.
hausted, in order to make room for summer bedding plants, and
thus a loss is experienced. This is one of the crops that thrive well
in a shady place, and, although somewhat drawn during the summer
time, the plants are too hardy to be injured when cold weather
comes; indeed, they rather enjoy the change, as then the trees
become denuded of their leaves, and, as our winters are not often
very severe, the Wallflowers branch out and grow. When they
become exausted they are thrown away, with the exception of some
of the finest, that have been marked and kept for seeding purposes,
and which are allowed to ripen their pods undisturbed. After the
Wallflowers are removed, the ground is manured and dug, and by
this time the spring seedlings will be fit for moving, and are some,
times transplanted into the ground just cleared; or, if desired, it

can be cropped with Beet, Sprouting Broccoli, or Brussels Sprouts;
and the young Wallflowers planted in the space occupied by these
the previous year. Market gardeners never keep their Wall,
flowers more than one year, as old plants are not so free grow-
ing or continuously blooming as young ones, which, when pinched,
produce a multitudinous supply of young flowering shoots.
Great care is taken every year to select the darkest-coloured and
earliest-flowering kinds from amongst the immense quantities which
are grown, and this continued selection of the finest and earliest
sorts has a material influence upon their time of flowering. One year
I procured some much.applauded varieties from different sources, and
in March I sowed them, together with some of my own old-fashioned
market strain (I may say old-fashioned, for during my experience of
twenty-seven years I never grew any but the one kind, which was
old-fashioned when I started), all on the same piece of ground, but
each kind in separate patches. I transplanted them all under the
same conditions, with the following result, viz. :^My own seedlings
came into bloom in the last week of December, and have flowered
well since, and, with the exception of a bloom here and there amongst
the others, it was more than mid-March ere they came into flower,
my old strain producing the most and best-formed flowers and the
darkest-coloured ones, with not more than half-a-dozen yellow-tinged
flowers and not one striped one amongst them ; whilst amongst the
others one-third of the plants yielded yellow and crimson-striped or
yellow blotched varieties, which, in the market, would not realise
nearly the price of my own old-fashioned market-garden kind ; con.
sequeutly, I must discard the new comers and still retain my old and
valuable strain. W. F.

Schizostylis coccinea.—Surely this plant is not half so
much known or appreciated as it deserves to be. It is pre-eminently
a flower for autumn, or, perhaps I should say, for winter, when the
latter is mild. It is now the 25th of November, and I have a large
row of it in full flower, and should the weather continue favourable
it will keep in full beauty for at least another fortnight. With the
exception of the Chrysanthemum, few November flowers are so
hardy or so decidedly showy as is the Schizostylis ; its masses of
crimson flowers have a striking effect at this dreary season. The
plant has a kind of Gladiolus look about it, but its habit is better
than that of the Gladiolus ; it is not so tall, and it throws up a
greater profusion of spikes. When freely planted, as it ought to be,
it will make a garden look gay far on into winter. It is of the easiest
possible culture, perhaps too easy, as, if left to itself it becomes
weedy. After plants of it have made their growth they should be
lifted in July, sorted, and the strongest should be planted imme.
diately where it is desired they should flower; the remainder may
be planted out as a reserve for the following reason ; without this
precaution it throws up a quantity of stems that seldom bloom satis,

factorily.

—

Thomas Williams, OrmsUrk.

A Golden-leaved Plant (Diplopappus chrysophylla).

—

Referring to this plant (see p. 424), I would bo glad to know how it

can be struck " freely." Of the plant sent us by Mr. Niven about
two years ago we have raised a couple of little plants, now IJ inches
high ! We find it as slow to strike as Diosmas, Heaths, and such like
hard.wooded plants. Is Diplopappus chrysophylla " perfectly hardy "

in England and Scotland ? At Mr. Gorrie's garden in this neighbour,
hood it has stood the last three winters at the south end of his house,
as well as the silver variety, D. argentea. This last makes a
beautiful companion to the chrysophylla, and both are admirable
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as foliage for cut flowers, and last seemingly an unlimited time in

water. Wo have a pair of glasses, the foliage in which consists of

Artemisia annua and D. chrysophylla in the one, and the silver

variety mixed with the Artemisia in the other
;

pnrple flowers

among the gold plant, and crimson or pink with the silver. The
flowers and Artemisia have been renewed some dozen of times, but
both varieties of Diplopappus are as fresh as when cut some weeks
ago off Mr. Gorrie's bushes. The glasses being on a level with the
eye, the " rich yellow pigment " of the one, and the pure white
stalks of the other, are very attractive, and the habit of both most
suitable for centres of nosegays in water. At this season I am not
aware of any plant out of doors that has such a delicate bright shade
ot green (like the Larch in early spring) as Artemisia annua

;

always pleasing, it is now peculiarly refreshing to the eye. It is

still growing, and has stood the five or six degrees of frost we have
had here with impunity. Like all the Artemisias, it has a strong
aromatic smell, but it need not be touched by those who dislike
southernwood.—F. J. Hui'E, Wardie Lodge.

The Origin of the White Japan Anemone.—Anemone
Honorine Jobert is not a garden hybrid between A. vitifolia and
A. japonica. The variety originated at Vei-dun-sur-Meuae about
sixteen years ago, in the garden of Mr. Jobert. From there the plant
came into our hands in 1860, through my grand.uncle, Mr. Gustav
Memminger, of Verdun, a great amateur of plants, after whom the
yEscnlus Memmingeri is named. Mr. Jobert, his friend, obtained the
Anemone Honorine Jobert from a large tuft of the old A. japonica, with
red flowers, from wliich plant a root branch flowered with pure white
flowers. Mr. Jubert successively cut down all the red flowering
branches, and so raised the white variety. Our nursery was the
first to introduce the plant to commerce, under the original name
given by Mr. Jobert, A. japonica Honorine Jobert. I have often seen
at Mr. Jobert's the original plant from which the white variety was
fixed, and, therefore, I guarantee the exactness of my assertiom.

—

O. Froebel, in the Gardeners' Chronicle.—[We have always doubted
the supposed hybrid origin of this fine hardy plant. After the
Tritomas and the Pampas Grass, it is, perhaps, the finest autumn,
flowering hardy plant that has been introduced to our gardens
for a generation.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Novel arrangements of Hardy Flowers.—A lady correspondent, interested

ni improving? on the common mixed modes of proupmg herbaeeous plants,
proposes forming the following beds, and asks advice upon them:— 1. Clematis
Jaekmanii, with possibly a pale Clematis intermixed; edged with Japanese
Honeysuckle or one of the Vincas. [Good.] 2. Bed ot various Irises and Lilies,
edged with Irish Ivy or Uepaticas. 3. Common white Pinks, edged with pink
Rcstharrow. [The Pinks are too short-lived in flower.] -t. Roses and Moss
Roses, edged with Myosotis dissitiflora. 5. Gloire de Dijon, and General
Jacfiueminot Roses, edged with white Jessamine. [Excellent.] Could spring
ilowcring bulbs be mixed with these without injury ? so as to have flowers
in the beds before the regular plants come out. [Yes; spring flowers could
be grown well in such beds, and would add much to their charms.]

Another Wild Vanilla Plant (Endbeckia snbtomentosa).—The article
in your last number (see p. 478) on the Wil.l Vanilla plant, Liatris odoratissima,
reminds mc of another North American Composite in which there can be no
doubt that Coumarine abounds, jierhaps as lar;;ely as in the Liatris. It is
Rudbeckia snbtomentosa, a desirable border species, Rrowing about 3 feet hio-h
with three-iiartcd leaves, and flower-heads of a full yellow, and the disk of°a
rcddish-brown. So long as the plant is dnly supplied with moisture at the
root it gives no evidence of the fragrant principle hidden within its tissues, but
a spell ot dry weather, or any neglect of its ai|Ucous requirements, which
results in withering and bro%vning ot the foliage, invariably develops the agree-
able odour of the Tonka Bean. Dr. Gray observes in his manual that the
receptacle ot this plant is sweet scented, but the fragrance of the foliage also
when dried is undoubted.—W. Tnoupsox, li'tnlch.

Sedum lividum.—Among hardy plants adapted for edgings or for covering
slopes bordering foothpaths or carriage drives, none excels this Sedum, which,
when grown on rock-work, is not to be compared with what it is when grown
where it cau get plenty ot moistui'o. When exposed to heat and drought, it
becomes almost red in colour; but when grown where there is on abundance
of moisture, it spreads rapidly and assumes a rich deep green hue. It roots on
the surface with great rapidity, and may, therefore, be speedily propagated.
Last spring I planted, for a sloping edging, very small pieces in a single line.
It is now a perfect mass of green, scarcely exceeding an inch in height, 1)

inches in width, and as level as a piece of turt. Its rich verdure is pleasant
to the eye, and it always looks neat and needs but little attention to keep it in
order. In spots where turf will not thrive, especially it rather damp, this
Sedum will probably do well.—A. D.

- — r- .-
. ^...- ow,....ft"-down system

in public squares is often attended with a good deal of trouble and anxiety,
depending much on the weather at the time when the seed is put in. If dryand wmdy, it is often blown oft the ground, and the walks suffer in conse-
quence

;
and a second sowing has to bo resorted to. I wish, therefore, toBuggest the desirableness of turfing all the ungrassed portions, so as to finishthem ofl permanently at once. The expense will certainly be a good deal more

tiian that attending the sowing-down method, but the turf looks inflnitelv
better, besides bemg afterwards easier cut and kept.
Flowering Evergreens for a Lawn : L. E. Arbutus Croomi, Bcrberis

dXrwlTi"'!""^'. °,°'''''° ,'""'=='' LauruBtinus, Portugal Laurel, Rhodo-aondrona, Kalmias, Andromedas, and Yuccas in variety.

THE LI B R A R Y.

THE AMAZON AND MADEIRA RIVERS.*
Tiii.s forms a very handsome volume, of which Messrs.
Chapman and Hall have just published an English edition.

The object of the expedition was the exploration and
survey of the banks of the Amazon and Madeira Rivers, and
the adjacent regions, with the view of establishing railway
communication where rapids and falls rendered the navigation
of the rivers impracticable. Mr. Keller's notes, made on the
spot, have been woven together by himself into a very
attractive and interesting narrative, which, illustrated as it is

by sixty-eight engravings on wood (some of them of remarkable
excellence), forms a very instructive, and at the same time
splendid volume. Mr. Keller's powers as an artist are
remarkable ; the striking tropical aspects of the region he
describes being rendered with a spirit and effect that in some
cases rise to the rank of first-rate art, while the engraver, by
his sharp incisive style, has done full justice to the pencillings

of the originals. Some of the vignette pictures, that serve the
purpose of decoration to the initials at the commencement of

the chapters, are very effective, especially one composed of the
crown of a Palm with flowers and fruit, at the beginning of the
Introduction, and that at Chapter II., composed of a vast
trunk of a tree overgrown with Orchids, Bromeliads, and
Ferns. Among the larger plates the " Halt under a Giant of

the Primeval Forest" is very cleverly drawn and engraved.
The " Lassoing an Aligator " is also a well-conceived and
interesting illustration ; and the " Head of a Tapir," swimming
the river, pursued by dogs, is worthy of the pencil of AVolfc.

"The First Interview with the Caripana Indians " should also be
especially noted. It is a really excellent pictorial composition
that might be enlarged to the dimensions of an oil painting,

which would, if executed in a style fully equal to that of the
present engraving, form a remarkable production. Two or
three among the more eminent of French artists might be
named who would so treat it as to produce a noble picture.

The engravings are, indeed, superior in every respect to

the illustrations generally found in books of travel. Per-
haps the most remarkable of these striking and artist-like

illustrations is the one entitled " A Giant of the Forest."
It is called by the artist a " buttressed tree," and the natural
supports have, in fact, somewhat the appearance of but-
tresses of masonry, as shown in the annexed engraving.
The tree is the wild Fig, which attains to enormous dimen-
sions in the Amazonian forests. Its wood is of a soft,

spongy character, possessing singularly strong powers of
vitality, by which it is enabled to adapt its growth to any
situation, even under the most adverse circumstances. Any
branch, or part of a branch, broken off and plunged into the
ground will strike root and grow more freely than a Willow
pole ;

" even," says Mr. Keller, " if a young tree be taken up by
the roots, and the head planted in the ground where the roots

recently were, the branches so planted will rapidly become
roots, and the roots will develop themselves into branches,
forming a new head of grotesque and singular character." The
forest region skirting the course of the Amazon and Madeira
Rivers appears to be a land of root wonders, -of which those
of the Paxiuba Palm are another curious example. This tree

does not, like the giant Fig, throw out trunk-roots in the form
of solid buttress-like masses, but obtains for itself trunk-
support after another fashion, in the form of stilts, from which
peculiarity it is popularly known as the Stilt Palm. From ten
to fifteen of these root-stilts converge at about 8 or 10 feet

from the ground, and from their meeting rises the trunk of

the tree. But, in the mysterious twilight of these dense
forests, it is the Orchids and Bromeliads that, above all, rivet

the attention of the explorer ; for, where a sunbeam, finding an
opening through which to dart a ray of tropical light, happens
to fall on a raceme of gorgeous Orchid flowers, or BromeUa;,
mingling with tree Ferns which, with them, clothe the
trunks of the forest monsters to a great height, forming true
" hanging gardens,'' the effect is dazzling and fairy-land-

like, even to those conversant with the wonders of a tropical

forest. H. N. H.
• "The Amazon and Madeira Rivers, with Sketches and Descriptions from

the Note-book ot an Explorer." By Franz Keller, Engineer.
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A BrTTRESSED GIANT IN AN AMAZONIAN FOREST.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
AND AMATBUE'S CALENDAR.

Flowers Obtainable for Bouquets.

Flowek markets are now well stocked with material suitable for

floral decorations of every description; amongst others, blossoms may
now be obtained of Arums, AUamandas, Azaleas, Begonias, Bou.
vardias. Camellias, Chrysanthemums, Cyclamens, Eucharis, Epacrises,

Heaths, Fuchsias, Gardenias, Heliotropes, Primulas, Roses, Stepha-
notis, and Veronicas ; Ferns, both British and exotic, may also be
had. Therefore, with such abundance of material at command, most
effective arrangements may be made. A hand bouquet exhibited the

other day in one of the florist's shops in Covent Garden Market
arrested my attention, being light and elegant looking ; it consisted

of the following flowers, viz., Gardenias, white Azaleas, white
Bouvardias, yellow Rose buds (Marechal Niel), bright blue

Nemophila, and a few other light-coloured flowers, the whole being

shrouded with fronds of Adiantum cuneatum, a fringe of the same
Fern lying out over the paper round the edge. The Bouvardias and
other light-coloured flowers w«re so mounted as to stand up above
the others, an arrangement which tended to enhance the light effect

of the whole. Button-hole bouquets were mostly composed of a
Rose bud, Camellia, Gardenia, &o., backed by some Peru fronds and
other light-looking flowers. Cheap bouquets were mostly made of

blooms of Chrysanthemums and those of other out-of-doors or half,

hardy plants. Attention should also be directed to the pretty
crowns, crosses, and other devices made of Grasses and everlastings

now exhibited for sale in Covent Garden for Christmas decoration, all

of which, in their way, are most effective. The bursted seed-pods of

the Gladwyn, loaded with coral berries, which were so much admired
last season, have also already made their appearance ; these, mixed
with evergreens, form pretty decorations at this season.—A. Hassard.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.
Little can be done in these at present. The weather, however,

continues favourable for the prosecution of necessary alterations of

all sorts, and the transplantation of trees and shrubs, wherever
deemed necessary, should be attended to with as little delay as

possible ; and, in performing this work, if a little leaf soil can be
placed around and among the roots, it will materially assist the pro-

duction of new fibres ; where the natural soil, too, is of a retentive

character, a portion of sand or road-scrapings may be added to it

with advantage. All shrubs or trees which are likely to require
staking, in order to prevent wind-waving, should have that attention

bestowed upon them when they are transplanted, and, unless the soil

is very wet, a basin should be formed around each tree or shrub,
and a good supply of water should be at once administered to it

;

this will tend to settle the soil around the roots and fibres,

and will also help to steady the plants. As soon as tho water
has been fairly absorbed the basins should be filled iu with
soil, and when all has to be made level, a good mulching
of partially rotted manure should be at once applied. Let
every necessary attention be paid to the sweeping and rolling of
walks, as well as of lawns, Grass belts, and verges. The Oak, and a
few other sorts of tress, still retain a portion of their leaves, and their
gradual falling renders daily sweeping up necessary. Late-sown
annuals, which are intended to stand the winter and flower early in

spring, will be much benefited by a slight protection of some sort, such
as a few Yew or Laurel boughs stuck amongst them ; and beds of

Fuchsias, Tea-scented Roses, and other half-hardy plants (which have
already been cut down by frost) , should now be covered, to the depth of

several inches, with tan, sawdust, or cinder ashes. Attend very carefully
now to the wants of bedding-out stock of all sorts, more particularly
to that portion of it which may still occupy cold pits and frames.
Frequently remove all dead and decaying leaves, and cover up when-
ever danger from frost is apprehended. Little water will be required
at present ; but, where this is found to be really necessary, let it be
supplied early on fine mild days, when air can be afterwards freely

admitted in order to dry the foliage, if possible, before nightfall

;

and, in structures in which there are means of applying fire-heat, this

should be done occasionally during fine days, accompanied by abun-
dant ventilation to drive off as much as possible of the damp which,
at this season, is so frequently injurious to such stock.—P. Gkieve,
Culford, Bury St, Edmunds.

Indoor Plant Department.
Ferns should now be in a state of rest, which is better secured by

a low temperature than by absolute dryness. A temperature of
from 55° to 60° minimum is sufiicient for stove varieties, while mere
exclusion of frost will suit greenhouse ones. Such as are producing
young fronds should be kept at the warmest end of the house, and

should, at no time, lack water. Tree-Ferns, too, should always have

a good supply, for the surface-soil about them frequently presents a

moist appearance when beneath it is injuriously dry. Cut away
only such fronds as are quite dead. Hardy Ferns grown in pots

should be placed in frames, on back stages in greenhouses, or plunged

out of doors where water cannot lodge about them. Now is an

excellent time to clean such plants of thrips and scale ; when they

have been thoroughly freed from these pests, the young growths

come up vigorously, and have a much better chance of development

than when old fronds, infested with insects, are present. Fumi.

gating Ferneries, too, may now be beneficially practised, even

oftener than in summer, inasmuch as the fronds in winter are harder

and better ripened than in summer, and, consequently, less liable to

injury. A good stock of young Ferns should be kept iu a brisk

moist temperature for supplying cut fronds, for furnishing purposes,

and for filling ornamental baskets. Where spores have germinated,

and have made a little progress, they should be pricked off in small

patches at first, and afterwards, when a few fronds have been formed,

the plants may be potted separately. Club Mosses also form good

decorative subjects, the small kinds, like Selaginella denticulata,

Kraussiana, and delicatissima being available for edgings, and the

larger ones, like the varieties of formosa, Africana, inequalifolia, and

others, make good substitutes for Ferns when kept growing, but

when cut they soon fade. They may likewise be kept growing all

through the winter, for as they grow so quickly, and can bo

propagated so readily, there is no necessity for resting them.

Although they like plenty of water, even in winter, stagnant

moisture is injurious to them.

Orchids.

A great variety of these is now in bloom, amongst which the

following are, perhaps, the best, viz., Ouoidium Rogersii, ornitho-

rhynchum, flexuosum, Papilio, and crispum ; Odontoglossum Alex-

andrse, bictoniense, Uro-Skinneri, gloriosum, Iseve, pulohellum,

nebulosum, grande, and blandum ; Zygopetalum Mackayi, and maxil.

lare ; Dendrobium moniUforme, chrysanthum, and forced plants of

nobile; Cypripedium barbatnm, Veitchii, Dominianum, ooncolor,

insigne, longifolium, vexillarinm, villosum, and Sedeni; Cymbidium

Mastersii ; Vanda coerulea ; some Cattleyas, Lselias, Barkerias, and

Angrascnms ; Calanthe vestita and Veitchii ; Goodyera discolor,

Masdevallia tovarensis, Mesospinidium vulcanicum, and many others.

Most of the plants in the East Indian department will now be

approaching a state of rest, therefore a night temperature of 65' will

be sufficient, with a rise of 10° by day. Lessen the supply of water

to the roots in general, but at no time leave the roots or atmosphere

without a moderate supply. Never permit Orchids to shrivel for want

of water, particularly Vaudas, which are apt to loose their foliage

when kept too dry, thus impairing their health and appearance.

Give plenty of water to Calanthes, and, if possible, never allow their

blooms or those of any of the other Orchids to get wet, or they will

spot and soon decay. Keep plants of Ca3logyne cristata at the end

of the house where there is most atmospheric moisture, and give

them plenty of water, but do not spill it about their rising flower,

spikes. Cypripediums, Lailias, Zygopetalums, Oncidiums, and

Odontoglossnms, coming into flower, should be placed at the warmest

end of the Mexican house, until their blooms open, when they ought

to be removed to the cooler end, so as to prolong their period of

flowering. A temperature of from 50' to 55° at night is sufiicient

for these. Pleiones'that have done blooming, should now be re-potted

at once, using a mixture of Moss, peat, loam, and sand, in well-drained

pots. Give them plenty of water, and a position in the Cattleya.

house. Sponge over the leaves of Vandas, Angra;cums, and other

Orchids, so as to keep them clean from insects, which can ouly be

done by continuous attention.—B

.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Grapes.—The preserving of Grapes in bottles of water is a system

to which a good deal of attention has lately been directed. It relieves

the Vines of their crop earlier than would otherwise be the case ; but

where it is unnecessary to start them before the end of March or

beginning of April, ripe Grapes hanging on them do no harm. Where

the Vinery can be kept free from damp, bottling need never ,be had

recourse to; but where Grapes are hanging in a house in which

bedding and other plants are stored, it is much better to out and

bottle the fruit than to let it hang. In cases in which a few bunches

ouly are hanging in a large house, they should be cut, an operation

by means of which much fire-heat is saved. Bottling consists iu

cutting the bunches, either with or without a piece of the shoot

attached to them, and in puting the ends into a bottle full of pure

water. These bottles may be of any size, and, when filled, should be

placed in a fruit or other room in which there is a constant circulation

of dry air, and a temperature of from 40° to 45°, in this way they
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will keep fresh and good for months. Sometimes Grapes are pro-
served by inserting the stalks or stems of the bunches into Potatoes,
Turnips, or Beets, a plan by which they may be kept in as good condi.
tion as in bottles of water. When preserved in a room, either in
water or in roots, they are not, however, entirely exempt from damp
and decay, they should, therefore, be looked over once or twice a
week in order to remove all mouldy berries. Continue to prune and
clean Vines, as they shed their leaves. In instances in which the
wood is not yet thoronghly ripened, a little fire-heat and plenty of
air should be given without delay, as much of next year's success
depend on how the wood is ripened this season. Heavy rains being
now prevalent in some districts, outside borders should be covered :

young pot Vines which were placed outside when their wood was ripe
should bo removed under the cover of, say, a cold shed, in order that
they may be protected from the weather.

Pines.—-Material for renewing the bed in which to start early-
fruiting Queen Pines should now be got in readiness ; and tan, where
it can be conveniently got, is the best for the purpose. Leaves are
still used in many places, and very good fermenting material they
make. Beech ones retaining heat best ; but, where bottom.heat can be
supplied by means of hot.water pipes, any kind will do. They should
be collected now, and put up for consolidation, some six months before
using them, in a heap in any out-of-the-way corner. The advantage
which leaves have over tan consists in the valuable leaf-mould which
the leaves furnish, while the spent tan is quite useless. No time
should now be lost in collecting soil for potting Pines. The best is

the top spit of an old pasture, where the soil, to the depth of 3 or 4
inches, is an impenetrable mass of fibre. It should be cut imme-
diately after hard frost, as then most insects will have buried them-
selves considerably below the surface; few insects, however, affect
Pine roots

; potting-soil should, however, be free from earth-worms.
That intended for next year's use is gathered by some now, and
stored in Potato-pits like ridges. Grass-side downwards. I like it best
just a month or two after it has been cut, and before any of its

nourishing qualities have escaped.—J. Mum.
Peaches and Melons.—In the early house, Eariy York and

Royal George Peaches, and Violette Hiltive Nectarines are swelling
their blossom.buds without fire-heat, and with abundance of air;
the mild weather of the autumn acting on the well-ripened wood,
and the influence of a soaking of water on the inside borders, after
a lengthened period of comparative dryness at the roots having
had the desired effect of moving the trees, no fire-heat will be
necessary for some time to come, unless very sharp weather should
intervene. Peaches will bear a very low temperature if the blossoms
be dry, and it is always advisable to force very slowly at first ; time
can be made up with a little pressure at the two swelling periods.
Trees in cold houses, and even standard trees, will now be free of
leaves, and the necessary pruning and tying or nailing may be per.
formed ; it is doubtful with trees under glass whether any time is

gained by allowing them to be detached from the wall until spring,
with the view of retarding the blossom ; but it is a good plan to wash
them with quick-lime mixed with a little soot, in the shape of a thin
paint. Not nnfrequently, some variety of the scale insect will attack
Peach trees under glass ; as soon as detected, the affected parts should
be gone over with methylated spirits, using a small hair brush.
Fowler's insecticide, mixed with a little olive oil, may also be used with
advantage. Now is the time to think about making contemplated
alterations in the way of planting, either where new sorts may be
wanted as a substitute for some unsatisfactory variety, or where a tree
may have become exhausted ; in every case choose young healthy trees
when planting afresh ; trees, which have been much cut with the knife
when young, are sure to get cankered when they get older. The
inside borders of Peach cases should have a good watering after
the foliage has been all cleared away, and the trees tied, if done at
once

;
but should the trees, for want of time, not be tied at once, it

will be better not to defer the watering. Eemove all the effete soil
from the surface of the border, picking it out, where the roots are
not very abundant, with a steel fork ; top-dress with rotten manure,
and again cover the manure with some fresh soil, and water it in ; wash
down the whole of the woodwork with warm water, and whitewash
the back wall with quicklime.—W. D., Cavford.

Hardy Fruit
As November is pre-eminently the month to plant, a good many

may be anxious to know the best fruits to select for that purpose ; I
therefore venture to name a few, premising that what will
suit one locality will not always give satisfaction in another. Among
Apples the following are useful and pretty sure croppers, viz.—
Dessert: Oslin, Early Harvest, Ked Astrachan, Mother Apple,
Cellmi, Red Ingestre, Adams's Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Hubbard's Pearmain, Golden Pearmain, Scarict Nonpareil, Old Green
Nonpareil, Golden Pippin, King of Pippins, Downton Pippin, Pear.

son's Plate, Ashmead's Kernel, Melon Apple, Northern Spy, Ribston
Pippin, Claygate Pearmain, Court Pendu Plat, Stunner Pippin,
Golden Harvey, Reinette dn Canada, and others. Kitchen Apples :

Keswick Codlin, Lord Suffield, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Alexander,
Lord Burghley, Nonesuch, Gloria Mundi, New Hawthornden, Kentish
Fill Basket, Small's Admirable, Tower of Glammis, French Crab,
Warner's King, Blenheim Orange, Wellington or Dumelow's Seedling,

Calvillo Blanche, Bedfordshire Foundling, London Pippin, Golden
Noble, Red Beefing, Besspool, Winter Majeting, Northern Greening,
with the new Apples Lady Henniker and D. T. Fish. These Apples
are fit for use very much in the order in which their names stand,
and will bo found to furnish a good supply throughout the season.
Pears—The distinction between dessert and kitchen Pears will

possibly soon be altogether extinguished, as experience proves that the
finest dessert Pears are also the best for stewing and all cooking pur.
poses. However, probably such magnificent kitchen Pears as Uvedale's
St. Germain, Catillac, Flemish Bon Chretien, and such a hardy one
as the Black Worcester will never go out of cultivation. The first-named
is not only magnificent in size and appearance, but is also one of the
best keepers, and most useful for stewing throughout March,
and even far into April. Such a Pear, again, as the Vicar of Wink,
field is equally adapted for stewing and eating, though it is not of

first rate quality. Among the best varieties of Pears for orchard
culture and pyramids are Marie Louise, Flemish Beauty, Benrre de
Capiaumont, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Benrre Diel, AVinter Nells, Ne
Plus Meuris, Napoleon, Hacon's Incomparable, Beurre d'Amanlis,
Beurre Superfin, Suffolk Thorn, Glou Morceau, Easter Beurre, and
Passe Colmar. For walls and more sheltered situations. Jargonelle,

Autumn Bergamotte, Gansel's Bergamotte, Beurre de Amanlis, Sum-
mer Beurre, Beurre Giffard, Williams's Bon Chretien, Duchess de
Angouleme, Beurre Leon de Clerc, Huyshe's Victoria, Delices

d'Hardenpont, Chaumontel, Prince Consort, Comte de Lamy, Benrre
d'Aremberg, Knight's Monarch, Josephine de Malines, Ne plus

Meuris, Jean de Witte, Bergamotte de Esperen, Benrre Ranee, and
Easter Beurre, of which no one can have an excess, as it is the very
best late Pear in cultivation alike for dessert and kitchen use, though
it will do well in many gardens as a standard or pyramid ; it is also

worthy of a wall anywhere, and the fruits are mostly much finer when
so grown. Plums, perhaps, rank next to Pears in importance for

table and kitchen use. Like Pears, also, some of the best Plums for

dessert, such as the Golden Drop and the Jefferson, are also among
the best for kitchen use. On the other hand those fond of a sharp
Plum enjoy eating such fine kitchen sorts as the Washington, Diamond,
Downton Imperatrice, Pond's Seedling, or Magnum Bonum. Still,

the distinction between kitchen and dessert Plums is nscfnlly pre-

served, and the following will be found among the most serviceable for

culinary purposes :—Early Prolific, Early Orleans, Prince Englebcrt,

Victoria, Goliath, Pond's Seedling, Magnum Bonum, Mitchelson's

Diamond, Cox's Emperor, New Large Bnllace, white and common
Damson. Dessert Plums :—Early Favourite, Early Green Gage,
Early Blue Gage, Early Mirabelle, Royal Hative, Angelina Burdett,
Prince Englebert, Jefferson, Royal Hative, Huling's Superb, Reine
Claude de Bavay, Reine Claude d'Octobre, Coe's Golden Drop, Coe's
fine Late Red, Guthrie's Late Green, and latest and, perhaps, best of

all, though rather a shy bearer, and often requiring to be forced into

fertility by the knife on its roots—the Ickworth Imperatrice, a Plum
that shrivels on the trees almost to a sweetmeat, which, if gathered
and preserved with care, may be sent to table right up to November.
Many of these Plums will do well in open quarters as dwarf bushes,

pillars, or pyramids. As to pillars, I have found that they seem to

baflle the birds, whether from their novelty of form or not my
experience is not long enough to say ; but a line of these bore a
good crop last year and the year before, when trees of other forma
and on walls were almost totally denuded of buds by the birds.

Plums also do well as cordons, within 15 or 18 inches of the

ground ; but almost all Plums deserve a north or east wall, on which
most of them grow, and bear well, though many of them are

quite as deserving of a south or west wall as either Apricots, Peaches,

or Nectarines. For dessert they are equal to the best of them ; and,

as a preserve, the Apricot, fine as it is, can hardly rank with the Green
Gage, Golden Drop, or Jefferson. Aspect makes a great difference in

the appearance and flavour of Plums. Golden Drops are higher

coloured here on a north.west than on a south wall. Indeed, on the

latter they are more of a dull grey than a golden colour ; but the

quality of the sombre-looking fruit far exceeds that of the more
showy, as is often the case with other things, besides fruit.—D. T.

Fisn.

Kitchen Garden.

" A good workman," it is said, " never complains of his tools," but
few, I imagine, will deny that a good workman will do more and
better work with a good tool than an inferior one ; and in these days
of dear labour, if we are to have the full advantage of his skill, it is
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incumbent on ug to provide him with the best implement that can be
obtained. When I came here, six years ago, I found the men digging
with a common soft clumsy spade, and, the soil being heavy, each
man had an ingeniously-fashioned piece of wood for cleaning it, and
nearly as much time was occupied in cleaning and scraping the spade
as in digging. I therefore obtained some of Lyndon's patent bright

steel spades from Birmingham ; and, having overcome the usual
amount of prejudice on the part of the men, I soon found both the
quality and quantity of the work vastly improved. Parke's steel

fork is another implement that ought to be in every garden ; and,
although the first cost of these improved implements will be rather
more than that of ordinary ones, they will last so much longer as to

be the cheapest in the end, without taking into consideration the
improved work done with them, and the increased amount of it.

Give abundance of air to Cauliflowers and Lettuces in fi'ames

;

Endives for winter use may be preserved tor a long time in the fol.

lowing manner where the space under glass is limited :—Tie them
up when dry, lift them with balls, and pack them hDrizontally in dry
ashes in a ridge against a wall, just leaving the ends of the leaves

out. Straw or other coverings should be always at hand to cover
them on the approach of bad weather. Jerusalem Artichokes keep
best in the ground, but they should be covered with half-decayed
dung or leaf mould to keep out frost. In some places it is the
practice to leave them in the ground year after year. This is, how-
ever, a mistake, both as regards the early maturity of the crop and
the size and quantity of the produce. The crop should be lifted in

February just before growth has commenced ; the largest tubers
should be stored away for use, and the medium-sized ones planted on
fresh land. I do not
know how it may be
with others, but our
cooks are always ready
for them, for soup-

making and other pur.

poses, as early in the

summer as they are fit

for use ; and, to meet
this want, annual plan-

tations are necessary.

Globe Artichokes, like

almost everything else, M
have

I

made wonderful
autumn growth, and
will therefore be more //
susceptible to injury

(^
from frost than usual

;

therefore, pack litter

well round each plant,

and, when frost sets in,

cover over the tops

also. Where there is

a large demand for Corylopsis

them eai'ly, a few
strong roots may be taken up and potted in large pots, and placed in

a cool house to be helped forward under glass in spriug, but the roots

must not be divided or disturbed beyond removing the weak offsets

that are not likely to furnish heads.—E. Hobday.

THE ARBORETUM.
TRANSPLANTING PINES AND EVERGREEN

SHRUBS.
By ROBERT HUTCHINSON.

At some time or other, in the course of every proprietor's tenancy of

his estate, he finds it necessary to transplant. It may be that other

improvements or alterations have rendered the sacrifice or removal of

some favourite tree necessary ; or it may bo that the strips and bolt,

ings planted in former years for ornament or shelter require to ba

thinned, and the destruction of many healthy young saplings which

it may be desirable to save, is, by this process, rendered inevit.

able ; while, in other and not nnfrequent instances, the bleak bare

fields, unclothed with landscape beauty, suggest the wish to call into

immediate existence the leafy grove and sheltering woodland, to

adorn and add to the beauty, and consequent value, of the

estate ; and in each of these cases is the operation of trans,

planting resorted to with more or less certain success, according

as it is carried out judiciously, at the proper season, and with

due regard to the relations of soil and situation, and also to the

proper choice of subjects operated upon. While thus the prac.

tice of transplanting both trees and shrubs may be said to be

very general, if not universal, few instances occur in Scotland

of its successful accomplishment in the case of trees of considerable

magnitude ; this arises, probably, as much from the greater difficulty

and e.'cpense of adjusting the necessary operations to the increased

natural requirements of the subject handled, as from any insurmount-
able physical obstacle

to the success of at-

tempts to remove a
large tree. It is rather

a question of cost than
practicability ; for, if

carefully done, the
system may be applied
with perfect safety to

trees of considerable
weight and stature,—
the first principle

requisite to be observed
throughout the process
being, that every part
of the operation must
be performed in the
manner, and at the sea-

son, least tending to
check the healthy cir.

cnlation of vegetable
life ; otherwise, doubt,
less, failure will result,

as has already in many
instances throughout

spicata.

WITCH-HAZ ELS.
(COEYLOPSIS SPICATA.)

The Corylopsis spicata of Sieboldand Zuocarini is very much grown in

the gardens of Japan, where it is known by the name of Avomomi. In
the " Flore du Japon" these naturalists also make mention of and de.

scribe another variety of Corylopsis, which they classify as pauciflora
;

this species, they say, is known by its smaller size, both in height

and foliage, its slender branches, and particularly by its paucity of

blossom. Thus, whilst the catkins of the Corylopsis spicata bear

ten or twelve buds, those of the pauciflora only contain two or three.

In spite, however, of these differences of growth, we are still of

opinion that the latter is only another sort of C. spicata ; for the C.

pauciflora is also known by the name of Avomomi in those gardens
where it is most cultivated—whilst the Japanese herbalists even
classify both under the common name of Rosa Midsuki. A botanist

of Japan, Keseak, has discovered among the lofty mountains of

Kinsin, presumedly growing wild, an unknown spec.es of Corylopsis,

to which Siebold and Zuccarini Lave given the name of Keseaki, in

honour of its discoverer. The Corylopsis spicata is a spring-flowering

shrub, blooming in February and March. It is very hardy, and can
be grown in almost any soil. It may be raised from cuttings made
of well-ripened shoots, taken during the summer and struck in heat.

the country been the case j and money has thus been expended
in vain, and the planter's hopes rendered merely nugatory. In
prosecuting this system, then, the aim ought at all times to be,
not to lift and re-plant the largest possible specimens, but to attain
the utmost success with those plants operated upon. It must ba
admitted that at the best the practice of transplanting is somewhat
opposed to Nature ; and that even in perfectly successful cases, the
plant sustains for a time a check, which is noticeable in the first

season, in its new situation, by a much smaller development of
foliage, with a total cessation in the formation of young wood

;

while, upon examination, the individual leaves seem dwarfed or
stunted, and wither earlier than usual in autumn, thus indicating
that the constitution of the tree has undergone a shock. Durino' the
second year in the new site, the same symptoms may be presented,
sometimes in less, yet frequently in an aggravated degree ; but
gradually these pass away, and after the third or fourth year,
although to that period less young wood than usual may have been
thrown out, this torpid condition appears to have been the gathering
up of fresh strength to repair the injury done to Nature, and she
again resumes her functions with all the former, if not with increased,
vitality and vigour. The art of transplanting resolves itself into
two distinct systems. These are, first,—^transplanting of saplino-g
from 3 to 8 or 10 feet high, which we may here style horticultural
transplanting; and, secondly, — transplanting of large trees or
specimens for landscape or park-wood effect, which we may denomi.
nate arboricultural transplanting. Different methods of conducting
the operation may be adopted, according as one or other of these
two systems is selected. The general principles, however, are
in both cases the same, and the same objects must bo borne in mind
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in either method, viz., to disturb the proceBsea of Natnre in the

growth of the tree as little as possible; and, when disturbed, to

provide a speedy and efScacious remedy. In choosing between the

two systems, we undoubtedly prefer the first mentioned, as unques.

tionably safer, more economical, and progressive than the other

;

and where, from experience, we have been able to compare results,

these are decidedly in favour of the smaller and more easily removed

specimens ; and if good trees be chosen, say from 4 to 8 feet high,

for purposes of immediate effect, success will be attained with them,

far more certainly, than by moving much larger trees ; while the

pei-manent results of selecting specimens of the sizes we have ia.

dicatod are equally in favour of the younger trees. Large plants

cannot be moved without the aid of cumbrous mechanical appli.

ance? involving time, expense, and risk ; and the end attained

(if successful) by such a process is hardly commensurate, except

in very limited and extreme cases, with the amount of outlay and

labour required.

Transplanting large and heavy Trees.

The art of transplanting really large and heavy trees must ever

be limited, for it is not applicable to the general purposes of

\itiUty. It can only be applied for ornament, and for wooding

for purely picturesque effect. Doubtless, the system acquires a

value of its own, when bare, bleak, unsightly grounds are clothed,

and sheltered, and ornamented by its aid ; but there is one essential

to be carefully observed in adopting this extreme method of

transplanting, and that is, to guard against merely moving large trees

to mutilate them, or promote their decay. Into one or other of these

evils the incautious planter is apt to fall, in attempting, without

sufficient preparation, great care, and adequate machinery, to remove

any large hard-wood tree or evergreen ; and, where caprice or neces.

sity renders it imperative that transplanting be carried out upon such

a scale as this, it would be well that the expense of such operations

be also taken into account beforehand, for to ensure success with

heavy objects removed, the labour and time required must be neither

stinted nor grudgingly given. The first point to be considered, under

either of the systems of transplanting specified, is the selection of a

proper subject. Assuming that the operation is to be performed for

landscape effect, and that a large specimen, say 20 feet high, is

to be moved ; for unless it is desired to attain for special reasons imme-

diate effect, we recommend (as before stated) for general purposes,

the choice of much smaller plants, not exceeding 10 feet in height.

The tree chosen must have a light well-branched head, with particn.

larly clean and healthy bark on the trunk. Too spreading a top is to

be avoided, for, as it is always preferable to secure a proper balance

of power between the roots, on the one hand, and the head or

branches on the other, and as the proportion of spread or roots in an

ordinary average soil is about two-thirds of the diameter of the

branches, so much less labour is required, and more certainty in

obtaining a good root-ball secured, if a tree be chosen with a well-

arched tapering or conical habit of branching, rather than one whose

wide-spreading expanse offers more immediate shade. Tall, drawn

up, narrow specimens, with few branches, should be avoided. They

are invaiiably deficient in roots, and weakness in this essential

particular is certain to predicate failure after removal. Certainly, in

selecting trees to be transplanted, the head should always be the

criterion of choice, for, independently of its indicating the future

habit, appearance, gracefulness, and value of the tree, it is the best

index to those unseen parts of its mechanism, the roots; and it may
be stated as a rule, that the tree with the best head is sure to have

the best root. The situation of the tree to be removed, is the next

point requiring attention. An isolated position is the best of all for

purposes of removal. The roots in such a case are generally better

proportioned, and more equally disposed on all sides, and if the tree

has otherwise a healthy appearance, these are more likely to be

easily secured and safely moved in the operation of transplanting.

The more confined the position of a tree has been in its early years,

the fewer and weaker are its rootlets when it becomes tall, and con.

sequently the less fitted are they to resist the interference and
disturbance which transplanting causes ; while, on the other hand,

the more open and free to the influence and circulation of air the

situation of the tree has always been, the more dense, numerous, and
healthy are the underground fibres. Where, therefore, isolated

specimens cannot be procured, wo prefer selecting for our operations

of removal, good trees grown in narrow strips, or upon the edge of a

plantation. But, independently of the advantages of situation to the

proper and healthy conformation of rootlets in the specimen to be
removed, there are other considerations necessary to be borne iu

mind, which are of considerable moment in this particular, as bearing

upon the general health and constitution of the tree. When planted

in thicket, the plant is accustomed to a more regular and milder

temperature than it would enjoy upon an open, exposed sitnatiou

Thus, in woods, precipitation would be less regular, the thawing
snows and spring showers being absorbed by the loose bibulous mould,
and, consequently, nourishing the spongioles in their retentive bed of

absorbent earth, so that they in this way lay in a store of moisture to
last during the drought of summer ; and, owing to the peculiarity of

the situation, the supply of food for the numerous rootlets, when
required, is well provided for. Remove the tree to open ground, and
the habit it has thus acquired is interferred with and changed.
Place the specimen, by its removal, under the open vault of heaven,
exposed to every breeze or gale that blows, and to all the vicissitudes

of a changing temperature, and its constitution suffers from the
change. The earth, it is well known, parts with its warmth by
radiation to an open sky at one season, and at another imbibes an
immoderate degree of heat from the direct unimpeded sun's rays.

Hence, iu such an open situation, to a tree or shrub hitherto

unaccustomed to it, the climate proves excessive or extreme. Alter-

nately the soil is saturated with moisture and seared by the incle.

mency of winter's frost, or parched and hard bound by the fervour of the
summer's sky. Cold and frost-chilled blasts sweep unrestricted along
the dew line, and melt away the sheltering snow, hardening and
drying up the very fountains of its scarce sufficient moisture ; and
how, under these changes, and subject to these alternations of

circumstances, can any tree, hitherto unused to such vicissitudes,

and only recently placed under their influence, be expected to survive

the extremes to which its new position have subjected it ? Yet such
is the history of most cases of transplantation. The specimens are

chosen from overcrowded denizens of woods, and are quite unsuited for

any such experiment. Can we wonder, then, if their planters meet
only with disappointment P

Tree Planting in Exposed Situations.

In exposed situations, experience shows that timber trees planted
for profit, should be placed at as early an age as is compatible with
other circumstances, in the stations which they are finally destined

to occupy. One method of attaining effect within a comparatively
short period in such bleak tracts, is to cover the ground intended to

be planted, with rapid growing nurses only; the Austrian Pine,

Pinus Laricio, or Pallasiana, for example, will suit the purpose well,

and when these have attained a height of from 4 to 5 feet, spaces of

about 6 feet diameter should be opened at stated intervals, and into

these openings healthy transplanted hard-wood trees be placed.

These may be from 6 to 10 feet high, and be lifted with good root,

balls, as will afterwards be described. Planted thus, the nurses do
not, as too frequently happens, choke and overtop the smaller
deciduous trees ; and if the operations of transplanting are care-

fully carried out in this manner, the hard-wood timber will at

once, when placed in its new situation, be found successfully coping
with the Pines in "growth, and the permanent results, so far as the
value of the timber is concerned, will be perfectly satisfactory, while
probably from six to ten years are gained in the period required for

developing the wood for economic purposes. Another essential

consideration to be borne in mind in transplanting, is the season of

the year at which the operation is performed. Asa rule, the functions

of Nature will be less deranged if the tree be removed when in its

annual dormant condition. The habits of the different species of trees.

Conifers, and evergreen shrubs, are so various, that the same period

of the year will hardly suit any two of them for transplantation. On
the one hand, in removing plants in the autumn, they are at once in

their new site, exposed to the injury which severe frost during winter
may occasion ; while, on the other hand, spring-planting subjects

the specimens removed to what is frequently of more vital conse-

quence to avoid, namely, the sudden setting in of chill winds in April
and May, followed by drought. In the case of the Conifene and
evergreen shrubs, this contingency should always be averted if

possible; and we find, fi'om personal experience, that these species

generally succeed best, under any circumstances, if undisturbed in

their old sites until the end of April at the earliest. Indeed, there

are many of the varieties in these classes which, if judiciously and
carefully lifted, may be so operated upon during the whole summer,
or at any time, provided the spring winds or winter severe frosts are
avoided. About the end of September, or early in October, ia,

according to our experience, one of the best seasons for transplanting

these special varieties, provided the weather be favourable. For
general guidance, let this consideration, namely, the alteration of

temperature in the soil, as well as in the atmosphere, regulate, to a

great extent, the season for transplanting, and decide between the

two rival periods of the year for the process,—spring and autumn.
In this climate, when severe frost prevails during winter (usually

after Christmas), and then breaks up, we generally experience for

some time a considerable amount of rain. During this season, and
under such circumstances, it is impossible to prepare the soil, by
digging or trenching (as should be invariably done), for trans-
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planting operations. This is more especially true of the heavier

soils. As soon, however, as dry weather siipervenes, and the earth

has drained off all superabundant moisture, advantage should be taken

to dig and pulverise the soil to some depth, say 2 feet, preparatory

to planting. Leaving the ground thug turned over, and broken per.

fectly fine during April and the early part of May, heat is absorbed

by the freshly-stirred earth, and its temperature is thereby increased,

which will go far to aid and promote the development of the young
roots of trees which may, at this season, be transplanted when the

weather sets in dry. The species most suited for removal at this

period of the year are the various Abies genera, the Pinus, Cedrus,

Juniperus, Cupressns, or, indeed, the Coniferoa and evergreen shrubs

generally. These may be removed of any size with impunity, if due
regard be had to ordinai-y precautions, and to the general principles

of phytology. But it is essential to the welfare of the transplanted

specimen that the earth into which it is placed be dry. In fact, the

snrface-soil all round, having been exposed to the sun's rays, should

be the first soil thrown into the pit, next the rootlets, for it is not only

warmer, but drier, and more free, and, consequently, better adapted
to the rapid propulsion of new spongioles. Care should be taken to

give as little watering as is consistent with the foregoing remarks,
especially in the case of shi'ubby evergreens. The surface of the

ground may be once mulched after planting ; but a better plan to

adopt, if the specimens be small, is to puddle the roots well previous

to transplanting, and after having lifted them carefully from their

old situations. If watering should be requisite, owing to the setting

in of very dry weather, it should be given overhead, i.e., by syringing

the foliage and branches of the newly-planted shrub or tree, which
will tend to arrest the free perspiration of the leaves—a function

which they invariably perform more profusely after transplantation,

and which should, if possible, be checked till the roots have recovered
sufficient hold of the ground to be able to supply the waste upon the
system of the plant. This syringing may be applied several times
daily, provided there be little or no sunshine, and will tend greatly

to accomplish the object desired. In removing Coniferse, evergreen, and
other shrubs, care must be taken to rack or sprain none of the rootlets

by too hurriedly drawing the plant from the ground, and so curtail-

ing the mass of little fibres at the extremities of the large roots ; and
in placing the plant in its new situation, the pit should be sufficiently

large to admit of the rootlets being well and carefully spread out,

receiving as wide a lateral arrangement as possible on all sides

amongst the dry stirred earth. For, as no tree can form a healthy
development of leaves and branches unless it be supplied with a corre.

spending healthy development of roots and feeders, should any inj nry be
done to the smaller roots, no matter what the species of the tree, aud
no matter whether that injury be done intentionally, under the name
of pruning, or accidently in the operation of lifting, the progress of

such a mutilated specimen above ground will, until the injury be
repaired by a new growth of rootlets, be comparatively dormant
or retrogressive. No donbt some have advocated root-pruning
as an aid to success in the process of transplanting ; but such
practice we hold to be inimical to all the best modes of con.
ducting the operation. Snifioient task is already imposed upon
the constitution of the tree or shrub by the mere fact of its

removal ; aud there is no need wantonly to increase its risk of

failure by removing any of the small terminal rootlets, which, by
Nature's fiat are indispensable to the welfare of all plants ; and any
injury from which these soft spongy organs are so liable to suffer

during transplantation, either from undue exposure to the air and
action of the atmosphere, or through their deUcate outer coating
coming into rough contact with any foreign body, such as the hands or
the implements of the workmen employed, ought to be guarded against
with the utmost care and nicety. We have known no case in which
root-pruning, in tree or shrub transplanting, has been of the least

advantage ; but, on the contrary, consider that the most recently made
rootlets should be preserved entire and undisturbed with the utmost
care. This is another argument against the attempt to remove speci-
mens from thickets or plantations, as before referred to ; for in such
situations the fibres are fewer and weaker, and also, owing to the close

proximity to other trees, the underground roots are too much inter,

laced and mixed with others to admit of their being extracted with,
out considerable injnry, and losing many of their newly-formed
spongioles.

Autumn Planting.

Another season of the year in which the operation of trans,

planting large trees is a good deal practised, is'the autumn—probably
from the end of September, during open weather, till early in spring,
when buds have commenced to swell, and sap to flow or rise in the
tree. While we prefer the later months of spring, say early in May,
or about the end of April, for Coniferse and evergreen shrubs, and
have frequently seen these varieties successfully removed at mid.
summer, we prefer autumn for deciduous forest trees, especially

if they are large and heavy specimens j for about the end of Septem-
ber, or beginning of October, in the Scottish climate, at 3 feet under,
ground (the depth at which some young rootlets bound), the mean
temperature of the soil will average 52' to 65', while the mean
temperature of the atmosphere, at the same period, will vary in

ordinary average seasons from about 48' to 55°. The soil being thus
warmed, and closely approximating the temperature of the outer air,

any unavoidable injuries which, in the process of transplanting, the
roots of the trees removed may sustain from cutting, are the sooner
and more easily healed over ; while, at the same time, owing to the
underground warmth and moisture, the growth and formation of

fresh rootlets and spongioles ai-e induced and promoted more than
they would be in spring, when the temperature of the soil would be
colder, having then fallen to about 38° to 40°, and when the want of

these organs would be felt by the tree at a time when their loss

could not be at once supplied, but which would by this period have
been made good, in all probability, if the transplanting had taken
place in autumn. As soon as the leaves of deciduous trees have
performed their functions, and have fairly grown sere and withered,

or been loosened and whirled from their branchlets by the frosty

nights and gusty winds of October, the operation of transplanting

forest trees may in favourable weather commence ; and in removing
these varieties of timber trees, it is well to do so in the order in

which the various species come into leaf in spring. First, remove
the Poplars and Willows, for in this latitude these begin to bud and
leaf in the early part of April ; then the Larch (small plants only),

whose tassels are hung forth about the middle of April; next, the
Plane and Maple ; and then the graceful Horse Chestnut, and tall

drooping-branched Lime and Elm, which usually leaf ere May has
gone. Later in the autumnal months the jiroud giant trunks of the
wide-spreadiug Beech and lordly Oak may be transported to other
sites ; while last of all, and with the early days of the young year,

the Ash may be operated upon, for it will be well into June ere the
delicate green of the pencilled foliage of that useful and ornamental
tree completes the clothing of the forest for the year. Of all

these, the Oak, Ash, and Larch will be found the most difficult

to transplant successfully, the Elm and Lime most easy. Before
leaving this branch of the subject, we may as well detail tho
comparative results of transplanting evergreens and shrubs during
autumn and spring, so far as we are able to do so from personal
experience. In the month of November, 1856, a thick shrubbery
of evergreens (composed chiefly of Portugal Laurels, Bays, Hollies,

Irish and English Yews, with a few Conifers), was formed
at C , at an altitude of 90 feet above sea-level, in a heavy
rich loamy soil, with close retentive sub.soil. The plants were
about 3 to 3i feet in height. A moderately severe winter ensued,
and the losses were about 50 per cent, of the plants nsed. This
damage arose not so much from the severity of the frost, as from the
chilling east winds of spring in March and April following, acting
npon the specimens before they had established their roots sufficiently

in the ground after removal. The blanks thus created were made up
in the end of April and beginning of May following, from the same
nursery stock in the same way as formerly, and not one case of failure

amongst these plants resulted. A common practice exists of " pre.
paring the tree," which it is intended to transplant. This is a very safe
and good precaution. It has hitherto been generally done thus :—
The tree having been selected which it is desired to transplant, a
trench is dug about 3 feet deep and 2 feet wide, at some distance (say
6 feet) from the stem and around it, and as much under the roots as
can with safety be managed, so as to relieve the seat of the tree in
the ground, and thus a complete system of undermining is established.

This should be done in the autumn or spring prior to removal ; or
two seasons may be taken, and the trench be dug oue-half each year
round the roots of the tree ; or the trench in question may be dug in

the autumn, and again next autumn a similar trench, probably
6 inches nearer the stem, may be dug around the tree. In this way
a " fresh growth " of young root fibres is induced, and the removal
of the tree with greater safety is ensured. With the teeth of a rako
or fork, the earth is next picked away from the ball which envelopes
the mass of roots around the stem, until the young rootlets or fibres

are reached, when the operation is stopped ; fresh loam or virgin
sand is added, or a compost applied to the rootlets of well and
thoroughly rotted turf mixed with a good addition of lime. The
trench thus filled up is then closely packed, so as to keep the fi'esh

soil added firm and close to the points of the rootlets exposed ; a turf
is then planted on the surface to keep out drought, and the tree is

thus left for two seasons, when the process of transplanting is pro.
ceeded with, and with much greater certainty of success, owing to
the increase of the numerous rootlets which the adventitious mixture
of fresh soil has created. In opening the trench round the bole to
transplant the tree, care should be taken to dig outside the original

line of the old trench of preparation, so as not to disturb the newly
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formed spongioles. The tree is then raised out of its position, if

large, by the aid of the nsnal machinery ; and if small enough to

require only manual labour, by the aid of a few workmen, in which

case it may be placed in a box or frame, to support the root-ball upon

a hand-barrow, and so transported to its new site with little risk. It

some distance has to be travelled, a spring-cart should be employed,

and upon no account should a common country cart be used for this

operation, for the injury done to the ball surrounding the root-fibres,

by its being shaken off, or cracked, will materially effect the success of

the removal, from the exposure to which these delicate organs are

subieoted. So imperative is it to preserve from the action of the air

these tender parts of the tree, that a further precaution may be

advantageously adopted, which is, in removing with a spring-cart, to

have the hand-barrow carried or borne by two labourers seated in the

cart—thus not allowing the handspokes or bearers to rest on any

part of it, and thereby taking any jolting of the springs, when going

over uneven n-round, entirely off the hand-barrow bearing the ball.

In most instances the root-ball will be sufficiently large and heavy to

resist the action of wind upon the tree, and to keep it steady and

secure in its place without any props. Various modes of securing it,

however, against wind, are frequently adopted ; the best of which is

simply to moor the tree by stays of rope or strandwire to stakes

fastened into the ground. We have seen stobs driven into the earth

quite to the head, at the four corners of the ball, and cross planks

nailed to these, so as to steady the root and ball, but we think the

rope-moorings preferable. Before placing the tree in its new situa-

tion, a drain should be cut from the bottom of the pit, at least 6 feet

in length, from the drop of the branches, and filled in with broken

stones, or loose coarse gravel, whereby the superabundant moisture

is carried away from the young fibres ; and they consequently enjoy

greater warmth and equality of temperature, and thus become more

vigorous and healthy. In transplanting from tubs or pots, it is well

to wash out all the roots well, and free them from their pot-bound

habit, puddle them, when damp, in fine pulverised dry turfy-loam,

and in transplanting, spread out all the roots regularly and equally

on all sides, upon a mound or rounded surface made at the bottom of

the square pit in which the plant is placed. This hole, in the case of

ordinary specimens of about 3 feet high(if Coniferous trees or evergreen

shrubs), need not be deeper than 1 foot from the surface. Even in

windy situations, and in sheltered spots, most of the Conifers may be

planted (according to the kind) with their roots almost on the very

surface of the ground, raising a mound on the top. In damp soils

this mode we find very suitable. In the process of preparation

referred to, injury is sometimes done to the tree. It happens that,

in digging the trench, many roots (if the specimen be large) are cut,

and the tree thus suffers as much as if it had really been trans-

planted, and when, two seasons afterwards, it comes to be re-

moved, its system suffers a similar disturbance again. To prevent

this, we prefer the mode of digging, in one season, only round one-

half of the tree roots, and, in the following autumn, completing the

preparatory process, by cutting round the others, and so removing

the plant the third year. By this precaution the whole system of the

tree does not receive such a shock or sudden check at once, but is

prepared by a gradual process for its change of site.

Baring the Roots before Transplantation.

Another method of transplantation is sometimes employed, and,

where it can be carefully accomplished, is a very good one. Instead

of "preparing" the tree (this system is not so applicable to very

large specimens) its roots are bared to their very points, by stirring

the soil ip their proximity, in the first instance, with " grapes" or

forked spades, and removing it carefully, by gradually forming

a trench considerably away from the bole of the tree and around it,

as indicated in the former method described, only at a wider circum.

ference, so as to embrace every minute rootlet, and thus gradually

working inwards and around, and under the trunk, till all the rootlets

and large roots also are relieved and carefully secured, when the tree

is at once quickly removed to a large deep and wide pit previously

prepared for it, and in which the root-fibres are arranged and disposed

very regularly, fresh soil and compost of well-rotted turf being added,

and firmly packed till the hole is completely filled up. In this case,

secure protection from wind is necessaiy by using either stays or

stakes ; and a further security to the stability of the tree, is to splice

to its roots long pieces (12 to 20 feet in length) of thick roots, from
2 to 3 inches in diameter, cut from other trees. These, when well

earthed up, being buried with the roots of the specimen, act as

excellent underground anchors to the tree, and serve to moor the

loosened roots more securely in their lateral directions, and enable
them to resist the strain of the head against the wind. In every
instance after removal, all useless growth of small twigs from
the stem should be pruned away, to prevent unnecessary waste
of sap being appropriated to their development insead of being

thrown into the nourishment of the head of the tree. Having
thus considered the subject of transplanting in general, the season

and circumstances best suited for the various species and the many
precautionary measures to be observed in the process ; and having

also glanced at the methods usually employed in removing large

specimens, and the sizes most to be recommended for the purpose, it

would be improper, before concluding, to omit mentioning the

immense success in this department of landscape gardening achieved

by the late Sir Henry Seton Stewart, of AUanton (the Evelyn oE his

day), with the aid of the machinery devised by himself, of which
the implements used now.a.days are but slight modifications and
improvements. Indeed, of the art of removing, successfully, large

trees, and of so "creating real landscape," as he has himself styled

it, he may be regarded as the pioneer. Nor need we refer to the

labours and improvements upon the previous methods and machinery

employed by Brown, the intelligent practical forester, whose name
and fame in this department also will be coeval with the exist,

ence of his favourite trees. On all sides, where the labours of these

two leaders in arboriculture were achieved, their footprints may still

be traced in the living monuments of their skill and success—thus

placing the art upon well-defined and properly understood principles.

Nor should we forget to notice the carefully devised and successfully

executed efforts in the same direction of the late Mr. William M'Nab,
as evinced in many of the present denizens of the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden, several of which were, in 1822, removed, when of large size

(many were from 37 to 43 feet in height), from the site of the old

Botanic Garden, to the present one, a distance of about a mile and a

half ! In fact, the machinery as used in some cases nearly half a

century ago, must still be the means employed, if trees of very large

magnitude are to be removed, or the operations of transplanting

are to be carried on upon such a scale as Stewart, Brown,
M'Nab, and a few others have pursued. But upon this scale

we wish ever to see transplanting exceedingly limited ; for, although

perfectly successful, the comparative cost of lifting a tree from 30 to

40 feet high, and one of only 6 to 10 feet in height, and their com.
parative progress afterwards, is upon the one hand of expense too

wide, and upon the other of result too close and insignificant to lead

to the belief or desire, that very large trees should ever be generally

transported from place to place, or that it is economical and
advantageous to do so. For immediate landscape effect, no doubt the

larger the tree the better, and those who desire to anticipate years of

growth and progress must employ such means to attain their object,

but they must at the same time make up their minds to the labour

and cost of such dearly-bought pleasure, and to the risk of failure

to be run in attaining it ; while, on the other hand, those who are

content with less straining after immediate effect, and merely

transplant specimen trees from about 6 to 10 feet in height,

will be amply rewarded in a very few years by superior perma-

nence and enduring results in the timber trees they have planted, and
by the present satisfaction of witnessing their strong and healthful

growth, and rapid progress, as well as by the knowledge of the

eventually enhanced value they are conferring upon their estates.

—

Transactions of the Scottish Arboricultxiral Society.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Preserving Timber : L. T. There is no doubt tbnt creosote ia the best
preservation against Fungus. It is also a capital preservative against the
attacks of time on fences and all exposed wood-work.

Arbutus coccinea.—Can anyone tell me where I can obtain a plant of this

Arbutus ? I am told that it ia very handsome. I have A. Croomi, which is now
covered witli clusters of pretty flowers, that contrast well with the bright
green fohage.—J. B., Southampton.

Haws on the Double Scarlet Thorn.—I have a double scarlet Thorn in my
nursery l)earini^ Haws almost as freely as the single variety, and they are
nearly twice the size of ordinary Haws and rather flattened in shape. Do
doubie-flowered Thorns freiiuent'ly fruit? I have not heard of tbcm doing so
before.—W. Rt'MSEV, IWdtham Croiff.

Cistns tauricus.—This is a gem among hardy shrubs. It grows about
1 foot or 18 inches high, and has a neat compact habit. The stems and branches,
as well as the leaves, are clothed with snort hoary down. The flowers aro
produced singly on short stalks, and are abcut 2^ inches across and of a bright
rosy-purple. It flowers in June, July, and Ausiust. For the margins of

shrubberies, or foraiing beds of rock-Roses in suitable spots, it is one of the
handsomest of its class, and there is no more desirable rock-work plant. It is

easily increased iu autumn by means of cuttings inserted in sandy soil in a
cold frame or under a hand-glass.

—

The Gtirdener.

Raising Seedling Plane Trees: B. S. The following extract from
Grigor's Arboriculture " will help you ;—" In Britain, the tree ia sometimes
grown from seeds, that are produced in round balls, which should be broken,
and the seeds sifted, to separate them from the cottony substance with which
they are mixed. They should be sown in March. They require scarcely any
cover of soil, but should be pressed into the surface of the ground, and kept
moist by being covered with leaves or spray of trees.

_
But the most speedy

method of propagation is to grow the plants by la3-ers, in a similar manner to

that recommended for the Lime tree." The trees planted in London are, for the

most part, raised in French ntirseries.
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LA.MPS FOB, GAUDBNERS' USB.
FoK night-visita to hothouses, the gardener should have good lamps,

and therefore we do not hesitate to allude to two which have been
sent to us for testing, and which appear to possess uncommon merit.

The first is called the Hurricane lamp, which gives an excellent

light, and cannot bo put out by the strongest wind. It burns brightly

and steadily for twenty hours, at a cost of less than a farthing

an hour. To those having suburban gardens, with out-houses or

stabling, it would seem to be valuable. The other lamp is the

Paragon, introduced, like the preceding, by Messrs. Dictz, and is an
excellent lamp for ordinary purposes. This was submitted to a
careful test with various other good lamps by the editor of the Field,

and by him declared to be the best lamp ho had tried. Not least

among the minor advantages of construction in these Paragon lamps
is one whereby their durability is greatly extended. Everybody
using lamps knows how apt people are, in taking the burners off to

get at the reservoir, to injure the pin, so that the toothed wheels

cease to act in perfect unison, and are irregular, and thence a

wasteful flame results. With this lamp there is no need to remove
the burner except when a new wick is wanted—once in five or six.

weeks. By raising in the flat top of the burner a little trap door,

access is at once obtained to the reservoir, which can thus be filled

without removing the burner, which consequently lasts much longer,

and by shaping its upper edges to a slight convexity the flame is found
in practice to be wholly prevented from drawing upwards into long

aud irregular tongues, as is too common with other lamps. These
lamps are suited for burning petroleum or mineral oil, which is

obtainable, of excellent quality, at 2s. per gallon. There exists

a wholly unfounded prejudice against oil of this kind, which is

frequently supposed to be unsafe. No respectable tradesman now
sells petroleum whose vapour will take Are under 130' Fahrenheit,

The Hurricane Lamp. Paragon Lamp,

and as neither of these lamps will raise the oil in their reservoirs, it

of glass or china, above 70" or 80' Fahrenheit, even in summer that

danger is, with the most ordinary care, absolutely got rid of. When
metal reservoirs are employed, some non-conductor should be inter-

posed between them and the burners. Under no ordinary circum-

stances can petroleum be raised to blood heat, and even at that

temperature there is a margin of from 20" to 30" Fahrenheit before

it is more liable to combustion than colza oil or any other of our
common vegetable oils ; while it is not nearly so lialilo to take fire

as brandy, the vapour of which ignites in the same manner at a
much lower temperature. The light afforded by the Paragon lamp,
we may add, has been satisfactorily proved to equal in brilliancy

that of no less than twenty.eight sperm candles.

FLOWER PAINTING AT THE FEMALE SCHOOL OF
ART.

It is always interesting to flower lovers and horticulturists to see how
the products of their flower beds, and of their flowering shrubs, are

treated by those artists who aspire to reproduce their beauties on
canvas or paper; and every true lover of floral beauty must have been
highly gratified to witness the general success with which the young
lady artists of the institution in Queen Square have acquitted them-
selves in the elegant portraiture of their exquisitely beautiful

"sitters," if we may be permitted the use of that somewhat
technical term. Most, if not quite all, of the subjects selected and
grouped by the lady professors as models for their pupils have
been well chosen and placed together with much taste. Among
the most ambitious of these essays in flower painting aro the

works of Miss A. E. Hopkinson, who has executed, with very con.

siderable skill, a group composed of masses of intermingled Prim.
roses and Blue-bells, on a mossy bank. Her Primroses have the

fresh, clear aspect of the first flower of spring ; and are beautifully

painted, while a branch of Apple, in full bloom, also intertangled

with the composition, after a very tasteful fashion, is re-produced

with extreme delicacy, and with a bright and sensitive feeling for floral

colour. Miss Hopkinson has also a good study from a group of

autumn foliage—Blackberry-brambles, with their fruits, aud a few
sprigs of finely berried Bryony. Tho tinting of the foliage is

gorgeously rendered ; and the purple-black of the Blackberry, and
scarlet of the Bryony berries, more or less intense in proportion to their

ripeness, are executed with an appreciative care that is highly credit-

able, as bearing testimony to the correct studies by which alone the
young artist can have attained her present proficiency. Tho next
composition which attracted my attention was, perhaps, equally good.
It was an ambitious group, formed by an entire plant of Orchis
maculata, a gush of Primrose bloom, and, on the same rooty bank,
a thrush's nest, with eggs, seemingly just left there by some juvenile

uest.robber, while in pursuit of other depredations of a similar

kind. The Orchis is boldly and fairly painted in outline, colour and
treatment ; aud the Primoses also, though not quite so good ; but the
painting of the thrush's nest is not nearly equal to the rest of

the picture. Want of cleanness and purity of colour is one of the
most common defects of young painters ; but Miss Emily Austin, the
paiutress of this highly meritorious composition, evidently possesses

qualities that will rapidly carry her far beyond the more common
errors of all beginners. Another comp >sition by this young lady
already shows, indeed, that muddiness of tone will not remain a
permanent defect in her stlye. It consists of a group of the more
vividly-coloured Fungi, which appear to be growing naturally among
Moss and Lichens, and the dazzling scarlet hues of some of them are
rendered with very great clearness and brilliancy. Such a composi.
tion would make a striking foreground to a large picture. Miss Ellen
Hancock has a group of autumn-tinted Ferns, growing on a mass of

rock, combined with some autumn foliage, in its livery of crimson,
purple, and gold. This is a much better picture than the same yonng
lady's White Lily and Gladiolus. Miss Alice Lock has been more
fortunate in her treatment of the Gladiolus ; her selection of five

varieties of which has been made to form a good composition, grouped
with Arbutus branches covered with bloom. A group of brilliant

Pelargoniums, with Tournesol Tulips and white Spiraea japonica, and a
grand raceme of blue Wistaria lying carelessly in front, is also the work
of Miss Alice Lock, and must rank among the best compositions in the
room ; the low baskets of unbarked wicker-work in which the flowers
are placed is well treated, and, with a little more crispuessand large,
ness of touch, and a somewhat fuller tone of colour, would have been
excellent. Miss Jessie Corcoran has a pretty composition of Wild Roses
and other objects, very nicely drawn, and crisply and cleanly painted,
with the exception of the eggs in a chaffinch's nest in the foreground

;

which are far from having all the translucent purity of tone required.
Those who recollect Hunt's inimitable nest and eggs, are, perhaps, hard
to please. Her separate studies of Iris, Gladiolus, aud Dielytra, are
exceedingly conscientious, and so far meritorious, and they will have
giveu her a knowledge aud power of outline which must become of

great advantage to her in future work ; but we must remark, that the
Dielytra has either been painted from a poor specimen, or, the artist

has not fully appreciated the robust, yet elegant, luxuriance of the
plant, or the proudly bowing habit of its leading racemes of bloom.
Among smaller sized compositions. Miss E. Hancock's group of white
aud rose Azaleas and Miss Austin's pretty group of semi-double Blush
Roses may be pronounced really beautiful studies, showing that either

of these young ladies might at once be safely trusted with the artistic

representation of the botanical aspect of plants. In the depart,
ment for water and chalk drawing, there are several interest,

iug specimens of good work. The nobly sculptured group of the Egg-
plant, forming a portion of Ghiberti's marvellous foliaged border,

running, in high relief, round the architrave of his famous door of

the Baptistry, at Florence, which Michel Angelo pronounced worthy
of being the entrance to Paradise, appears to be a favourite model
at the female school of art. There are several copies in chalk, all

good, but one remarkably excellent. Among the water-colour

studies of single flowers, with applications of their leading outlines

to ornamental pattern work, many are very successful. The reduc-

tion of the main lines of the Snapdragon flower to the purpose of

forming a semi-geometrical pattern, is especially ingenious ; and
the analysis and application of the flower of the Winter Aconite

to a similar purpose, perhaps, still more so. But one of the most
remarkable drawings in the room, is an outline drawing of some
grand sprays of Bramblo with its fruit. It is tho work of Miss
Adelaide Henton, drawn in competition for the Gilchrist scholarship

of £50. Westboukne.
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THE MOUNTAINS AND THEIR WORK.
It may not, even at this clay, be altogether profitless or nnnecessary
to rovievv briefly the nature of the three great offices which mountain
ruiifjes are appointed to fulfil in order to preserve the health and
increase the happiness of mankind. Their first use is, of course, to
give motion to water ; every fountain and river, from the inch-deep
streamlet, that crosses the village lane in trembling clearness, to the
massy and silent march of the everlasting multitude of waters in
Amazon or Ganges, owes its play, and purity, and power, to the
ordained elevations of the earth. Gentle or steep, extended or
abrupt, some determined slope of the earth's surface is of course
necessary before any wave can so much as overtake one Sedge in its

pilgrimage ; and how seldom do we enough consider, as we walk
beside the margins of our pleasant brooks, how beautiful and
wonderful is that ordinance of which every blade of Grass that waves
in their clear water is a perpetual sign ; that the dew and rain fallen
on the face of the earth shall find no resting place—shall find, on the
contrary, fi.ved channels traced for them from the r.avines of the
central crests down which they roar in sudden ranks of foam to the
dark hollows beneath the banks of lowland pasture, round which they
must circle slowly among the stems and beneath the leaves of the
Lilies

;
paths prepared for them, by which, at some appointed rate of

journey, they must evermore descend, sometimes slowly, sometimes
swiftly, but never pausing; the daily portion of the earth they have
to glide over marked for them at each successive sunrise, the place
which has known them knowing them no more, and the gateways of
guaiding mountains opened forthem in cleft and chasm, none hinder,
ing them in their pilgrimage ; and, from faroff, the great heart of the
sea calling them to itself. The second great use of mountains is to
maintain a constant change in the currents and nature of the
air. Such change would, of course, have been partly caused by
differences in soils and vegetation, even if the earth had been level

:

but to a far less extent than it now is by the chains of hills, which,
exposing on one side their masses of rock to the full heat of the sun
(increased by the angle at which the rays strike on the slope), and,
on the other, casting a soft shadow for leagues over the plains at their
feet, divide the earth not only into districts but into climates, and
cause perpetual currents of air to traverse their passes and ascend or
descend their ravines, altering both the temperature and nature of
the air as it passes in a thousand different ways, moistening it with
the spray of their waterfalls, sucking it down and beating it hither
and thither in the pools of their torrents, closing it within clefts and
caves, where the sunbeams never reach, till it is as cold as November
mists

; then sending it forth again to breathe softly across the slopes
of velvet fields, or to be scorched among sunburnt shales and grass-
less crags

j then drawing it back in moaning swirls through clefts of
ice and up into dewy wreaths above the snow-fields ; then piercing it

with strange electric darts and flashes of mountain fire, and tossing
it high in fantastic storm clouds, as the dried Grass is tossed by the
mower, only suffering it to depart at last when chastened and pure,
to refresh the faded air of the far off plains. The third great use of
mountains is to cause perpetual change in the soils of the earth.
Without such provision the ground under cultivation would, in a
series of years, become exhausted, and require to be upturned
laboriously by the hand of man ; but the elevations of the earth's
surface provide for it a perpetual renovation. The higher mountains
suffer their summits to bo broken into fragments and to be cast down
in sheets of massy rock, full, as we shall sec presently, of every
substance necessary for the nourishment of plants ; these fallen frag-
ments are again broken by frost and ground by torrents into
various conditions of sand and clay—materials which are dis.
tributod perpetually by the streams farther and farther from
the mountain's base. Every shower which swells the rivulets
enables their waters to carry certain portions of earth into new
positions, and exposes new banks of ground to be mined in their
turn. That turbid foaming of the angry water—that tearing down
of bank and rock along tho flanks of its fury—are no disturbances
of tho kind course of Nature ; they are boncficient operations of
laws necessary to the existence of man and lo tho beauty of the
earth. The process is continued more gently, but not less effectively,
over all the surface of the lower undulating country; and each
filtoring thread of summer rain, which trickles through tho short
turf of the uplands, is bearing its own appointed burden of earth to
be thrown down on some new natural garden in tho dingles below.
And it is not, in reality, a degrading but a true, large, and^ennobling
view of the mountain ranges of the world if we compare them to
heaps of fertile and fresh earth, laid up by a prudent gardener
beside his garden beds, vfhence, at intervals, he casts on them some
scattering of new and virgin ground. That which we so often lament
as convulsion or destruction is nothing else than the momentary
shaking of the dust from the spado. The winter floods, which inflict
a temporary devastation, bear with them the elements of succcedin-'

fertility; the fruitful field is covered with sand and shingle in
momentry judgment, but in enduring mercy; and the great
river, which chokes its mouth with marsh, and tosses terror
along its shore, is but scattering the seeds of the harvests of
futurity, and preparing tho seats of unborn generations. I
have not spoken of the local and peculiar utilities of mountains

;

I do not count the benefit of tho supply of summer-streams from
the moors of the higher ranges—of the various medicinal plants
which are nested am'ing their rocks ; of the delicate pasturage
which they furnish for cattle ;

* of tho forests in which they bear
timber for shipping ;

tho stones they supply for building, or the ores
of metal which they collect into spots open to discovery, and easy
for working. All these benefits arc of a secondary or a limited
nature. But the three great functions which I have just described,
those of giving motion and change to water, air, and earth, are
indispensable to human existence. They are operations to be
regarded with as full a depth of gratitude as the laws which bid the
tree bear fruit, or the seed multiply itself in tho earth. And thus
those desolate and threatening ranges of dark mountains—which, in

nearly all ages of the world, men have looked upon with aversion
or with terror, and shrunk back from as if thej' were haunted
by perpetual images of death— are, in reality, sources of life and
happiness far fuller and more beneficient than all the bright fruitful.

nesses of the plain. Tho valle)^s only feed ; tho mountains feed, and
guard, and strengthen us. We take our ideas of fearfnlness and
sublimity, alternately, from tho mountains and the sea, but we
associate them unjustly. The sea wave, with all its beneficence, is

j'ct devouring and terrible ; but tho silent wave of the blue mountain
is lifted towards heaven in a stillness of perpetual mercy.

Elskin.

USES AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE POKEBERRY.
(PHYTOLACCA DEC.4.NDRA.)

This is believed to have various important medicinal properties, and
its ripe berries are used, or said to be used, for colouring wines—

a

property which De Candolle seems jocularly to hesitate whether to

reckon as an evil or a good ; for, as he says, if it is hurtful to tho
purchaser, it is profitable to the seller. Its leaves are extremely
acrid ; but the young shoots lose this pi'operty by boiling in water,
and are eaten in the United States as Asparagus, and in soup in

Russia. It is by some considered likely to be very useful as a covert
plant, as pheasants are said to be fond of the berries. It is also a
vigorous ])erennial, desirable for grouping with the stouter herbaceous
plants. It is a plant of some importance in gardens, and therefore

tho following interesting notes, communicated by Mr. Andrew
Murray to the Field, may have some interest for our readers. It is

an American plant, like all the species of Phytolacca, but it is also

mot with in tho Old World, and more familiarly iu the south of

Europe, where it is supposed to have been introduced. De Candollo
gives, in his " Geographio Botaniquo " (p. 73G) the following account
of its distribution :

Origin, North and South America. It is said to have been imported
into the south of Europe some 200 years ago, and that it was cultivated

for the purpose of colouring the Bordeaux wines, and also in tho gardens
of the convents. M. Moquin writes me ;

" Herborising, in 1S4.3, iu tho
^V"estern Pyrenees, I fouud several plants of that species in a locality

almost desert. But the peasants showed me, at a short distance, the
ruins of a convent." Barrelier had seen it in Europe about the year 1650,
but he does not say whether it was cultivated or spontaneous. Kay, in

1(393, and Linn;eus do not speak of it but as an exotic, cultivated, 'fho

name of American Grape, which it boars, confirms this. It is not possible

that so remarkable a species could have been jjassed over by tho old
botanists. Gonan indicated it as spontaneous near N.arbonne in 1705,
Haller in the north of Italy in 1^08, and a little later AUioni called it

wide-spi'cad. The names of " Uva turca " or " di Spagna," given to it in

Italy, suggest that the plant might have spread at first through Barbary
or Spain. In 1"85 Sibthorp doubted whether or not it w;w really spon-
taneous iu Greece. It has spread since as far as the inhabited places iu

the mountains of Armenia (C. Koch, Linn, xxi., 730).

Such was the state of our knowledge up to a few months ago. It

it is really an introduced plant from America, it stands iu a very
restricted category, there being only three other American plants

which have become at all widely spread by naturalisation in Europe,

viz., the Opuntia Ficus.Indica, and Amarantus albus in the south,

and Erigeton canadonso in sonth and mid Europe. Tho question of

its natuialisation has, however, had fresh light thrown upon it lately

by M. Jean Van Volxem, of Brussels. That gentleman attended the

floral festivities at St. Petersburgh in 1869, and, with his old spirit of

travel, extended his excur.-iou to tho Caucasus. He there met with
the Phytolacca decandra under conditions which seemed to him more
indicative of a spontaneous origin than of naturalisation. On his

* The highest pasturages (at least, so say the Savoyards) being always the
best and richest
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return lio privately mentioned the fact to me, knowing I was
interested in questions of geographical distribution. Since then

he has received some additional information, which he com-

municated to the Belijique Horticole in a short notice in July last.

He there says

:

I have received from a correspondent in the Caucasus, M. Mloko3ievitch»

a rather interesting note for geographical botany. In a letter which I

wrote him in ISru, I told him incidentally that I had been surprised to

find, very abundantly, in the depths of the forest of Kakhetio, the true

Phytolacca decaudra, which wo call " Raisinier d'Ameriquo," and which

we consider a native of the Now World. He writes me an answer, that
" the Pytolacca decandra is called in Lesghien Tcho-tcho-baha. The
Lesghes say that it existed in the country before them. They iufuso a

morsel of its roots in water for twenty-four hours, and take some drops of

that infusion, which is as good a cure for fever as quinine. It stops

nausea, and even vomiting. The Armenians make spirits of wine of its

fruit. The Georgians call it 'Imerouli saperawi,' and employ it as you
tell me they do in the south of France, to give a fine colour to red wine.

The Russians call it 'Paupiros' (without doubt a corruption of the

Georgian name), and use the young shoots when about a foot in height

to make their national soup called Borszez (a kind of green soup). I

think that, if this plant was a native of America, the people of the

Caucasus, still so little advanced in civilisation, would not each of them
have given it a different name, nor found so many different uses tor it."

Mr. Van Yolxem concludes by reminding the reader that the

Lesghicns or Avares inhabit Daghestan on the north flank of the

Caucasus, while the Georgians occupy Kakhetie on its south flank.

This notice has brought out yet another interesting contribution to

the history of this plant from the pen of M. Alphonse De CandoUe.

It appears in the December number of the Belgique Horticole, and is

as follows :

At the very moment when I was reading the interesting article of M.
Van Volxem in the Belgique Horticole, on the origin of Phytolacca
decandra, I received from the interior of China a very curious opuscule
which supports the view of the Asiatic origin, or more precisely of a great

antiquity on the Asiatic continent, of that American species. M. Karl
Kocli found it in the inhabited parts of the Caucasus, and of the mountains
of Armenia. As its berries are probably transported by birds, and the
species in any case has spread rapidly throughout the south of Europe
since the discovery of America, I had thought that the plants observed
in the Caucasian region were the result of no very ancient transport.

If I may interrupt the passage here, I would wish the reader to

observe that I have above given, in my quotation from the " Geog.
Bot." of M. De CandoUe, all the grounds on which he considers it

proved that the plant spread rapidly in the south of Europe after

the discovery of America ; and ho will remark that they are all

negative, and resolve themselves very much into this, that the

plant is not noticed by the more ancient botanists, while it is said by
those who wrote about the middle and end of the seventeenth century
to be then widely spread. M. De CandoUe goes on as follows :

M. Mlokosievitch, in citing the names of the Lesghien and Georgian
languages, furnishes an argument in favour of an Asiatic origin. It would,
nevertheless, be singular that a species so fitted for rapid extension should
liave remained in Asia without spreading itself into the south of Europe
before the discovery of America. Its nativity in the New World is, more-
over, not in the least disputable; and, as there are very few phanerogamous
plants common to the temperate regions of the Old and New World, we
must rather suppose an already ancient extension from America into Asia.
The Chinese documents would support this view. The work of which I

speak has been published at Foochow in 18/0 by Dr. Bretsehneider,
physician to the Russsian legation at Pekin It is an opuscule, in 8vo, of
fifty-one pages with seven double plates, done in English, and entitled

"On the study and value of Chinese Botanical works, with notes on the
history of plants," &c. The author has replied in a very happy manner to
the demand that I had made in my '' Geographic Botanique," that the
ancient Chinese works should be studied to ascertain the presence in the
Empire of China of certain species, spontaneous or cultivated, from a
very remote epoch. The information which he gives from works, the
oldest of which goes b.ack to the year 2700 before Christ, generally confirms
what the other indications had led me to presume regarding the origin of
several species. As regards Phytolacca there is an interestiug observation.
The Materia Medica of the Emperor Shenlung, of the year 2700 ii. c,
contains a figure and a description of a true Phytolacca, of which it is

impossible to say whether it is the decandra or the octaudra. Both are
cultivated at Pekin, and the roots are employed medicinally by the
Chinese. The ancient name is " Shuuglu." It may be that the species
has been transported by birds from North America or the Sandwich Isles,

where Meyen found it, into China at a very ancient epoch, and that from
thence it has spread itself from the Bast to the West, towards the
Caucasus; while its introduction from America to Europe would be made
later. Ail the species of Phytolacca being American, this hypothesis
appears reasonable.

—

Belj. Hort. 1871, p. 354.

It is very probable that in regard to this particular species M. De
CandoUe's explanation of the mode of its occurrence in both the Old
and the New World may be correct ; but we must bear in mind that
other closely allied plants and animals occur in both, whose piesence
cannot be so easily explained, and for which, as it appears to many,
nothingbut former continuity of landjinsome point or other,can account.

THE H OUS EHOLD.
Grape Jelly.—Put the Grapes in a jelly pan with a vory little

water; simmer on the fire till quite soft; then strain through a

colander or flannel bag; whon the juice is all run out, measure, and

allow fnlly one pound of loaf sugar to every pint of juice ; boil till it

jellies; wheu it has boiled twenty minutes, try a little in a saucer.

It should be watched for fear of boiling over.

Apples and Tapioca.—Peel four or six good-sized Apples, take

out the bore, and fill up the cavity with sugar and powdered cinna-

mon, putting a small piece of butter on the top of each. Place them

in a baking dish, and strew round them about a cupful of tapioca

(raw) mixed with sugar and some grated Lemon rind ; fill the dish

with water, and put in a gentle oven until both Apples and tapioca

are done.
Apple Snowballs.—Pick and wash well f lb. of rice, boil it in

plenty of water for a quarter of an hour, then dr.ain and let it cool.

Pare and core (but without dividing them) half-a-dozen large Apples,

enclose them in the rice separately, tie them in small cloths made the

proper size, and boil them for one hour ; when eaten, a little butter

and sugar will improve them.

Apple Gilger.—To i lb. of Apples have 41b. of sugar, one quart

of water, and 2 oz. of best essence of ginger. First pare the fruit,

cuttiuf out every particle of core ; then shape it to resemble the small

kind of preserved ginger. Boil the sugar and water nearly twenty-five

minutes until it is a nice syrup, then put in the Apples ; be sure not

to stir them much ; add the essence of ginger (if 2 oz. be not suffi.

cie.nt, add more). It will take nearly an hour to boil, until it

becomes yellow and transparent. There will be some pieces that will

not clear; put them by themselves, as they will spoil the look of the

rest. It will require skimming. American or Ribstou Pippins are best.

German Apple Pudding.—Butter a pie-dish, and lay in it a

layer of bread crumbs, then a layer of good cooking Apples pared

and quartered, then a layer of good brown sugar, then a very thin

layer of finely-chopped suet or little bits of butter, then a layer of

bread crumbs, and so on until the dish is filled, taking care to have

crumbs at the top. Bake the pudding in a modei'ate oven for three

quarters of an hour. Before serving, sift sugar on the top.

Tansy Puddding, Baked.—Beat four ounces of blanched

Almonds very fine in a mortar ; add a little Orange-flower water to

prevent its oiling. Pour a pint of boiling hot cream upon a sliced

French roll ; whisk four eggs, mix them with some sugar, a little

"rated nutmeg, a glass of brandy, and a very small quantity of Tansy
aud Spinach juice to give it a green colour. Beat a quarter of a

pound of butter to a cream, add the Almonds, roll, aud other ingre.

dieuts well mixed together. Beat them for five minutes, lay the

mixture in a tart-dish edged with a rim of very light paste, cover it

with a top crust, and bake for forty minutes.

Cocoa-nut Pudding. — Break the shell of a moderate.sized

Cocoa-nut, so as to leave the Nut as whole as possible. Grate it after

removinc the brown skin, mix it with 3 ounces cf powdered loaf

suo-ar aud half-an-ounco of Lemon peel, and add two eggs well beaten.

Mix the whole with milk, and put it into a tin lined with puff paste.

Bake it a light brown.

Tomato Ketchup.—When Tomatoes are very ripe, slice them aud

put a layer into a jar ; sprinkle salt over it, and lay in another layer
;

do this till the jar is full ; stir them now aud then tor three days, and
let the jar stand in a warm place ; they must then remain for twelve

days without being stirred, and a thick scum having gathered over

them, squeeze the juice from the Tomatoes, aud boil it with the same
proportion of spice that is allowed for Mushroom ketchup ; wheu cold,

bottle it, and seal the corks. In three months strain and boil it again

with fresh spice. It will then keep good a twelvemonth.

Cooking "Greens."—Every housewife thinks she can cook
" Greens." It is the simplest of all dishes; and yet, in most cases,

they are not well served, for much depends upon tho manner in which

they are boiled. The water should bo soft, and a tablespoonful of

salt added to a large-sized pot of it, which should be boiling hot wheu
the Greens are thrown in ; and then it should be kept on the boiling

gallop, but uncovered, until they are done, which can be told by their

sinkini' to the bottom of the pot, and they should be skimmed out as

quickly as possible into a colander, so that all the water will run out.

Press them with a small plate, then turn upon a platter, add a largo

piece of butter, and cut up fine. Serve while smoking hot.

Potatoes a la Duchesse.—The following is the receipt of a

good cook in a private family in Paris :—Take five middle-sized cold

boiled Potatoes, grate and mix them with five dessert-spoonfuls of

flour and a half-penny worth of milk, adding to the mixture two eggs

well beaten up ;
prepare a panful of boiling fat, and drop spoonfuls

of the paste into the fat, taking them out the instant they have

acquired a delicate golden brown colour. With moderate care

Potatoes thus cooked are delicious.
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FRUITING OF THE MANGO IN PORTUGAL.
His Majesty King Don Fernando, a year ago, had a few plants of

Mangifera indica planted out of doors in his garden at Necessldadea
;

these plants looked pretty well last spring, nevertheless I must
confess that I did not expect much good would result from them.
During the King's absence from Lisbon for the summer months, I

paid but one or two visits to this charming spot, then suffering much
from excess of drought, and, to tell the truth, I completely lost sight

of his Majesty's favourites, the famous Mango trees. The greater
was my astonishment when Don Fernando informed me, the other
day, that one of them was in full fruit, and this astonishment cer.

tainly did not decrease when I looked at this phenomenon with my
own eyes. The fruiting plant is apparently quite young, not over
three or fouryearsof age, showing a height of 1^ metres, more or less,

and it bears nine oval-shaped fruits of a dnck's-eggsizo. Being well
sheltered against rainy and stormy weather, and not having anything
to fear from frost, or even cold, I dare to hope that his Majesty will

Boon have the pleasure of seeing a dish of ripe Mangoes on his dining
table. That Mangoes fruit .and ripen very often in Madeira, and even
in St. Michael's, is commonly known ; but in Continental Europe I

believe it will be the first time that such an event has taken place.

Th Mango has fruited already in one of the stoves of Syon House,
if I am not much mistaken, but here, in Necessidades Gardens the
tree has developed its fruits under the blue but arid sky of Lisbon,
and this deserves well to be reported, with large letters, in the
annals of horticulture, as it gives us a new proof of what great
success acclimatisation, skilfnlly m.anaged, may obtain in some of
the most favoured spots of southern Europe.
The introduction of the Abyssinian Musa Enseto was certainly one

of the finest gifts which European gardens have, of late, obtained
from foreign countries. A great many of our readers will remember
the beautiful specimen of it, which, for many years, was one of the
chief ornaments in the Palm-stove at Kew, its leaves being upw.ards
of 20 feet long, and traversed by a stout vivid red rib, while the
trunk attained a circumference of 9 feet in three years. But, though
this plant m,ay be destined to make one of the most remarkable
features in the larger conservatories of northern countries, I incline

to believe that its singular beauty will still be far more appreciated
in the sunny south. Only a few months ago the King, Don Fernando,
had a young Musa Ensete planted out in his gardens, and it is quite
wonderful to see what dimensions it has reached in this short time.

It measures already '1 metres in height, with a stem of about 4 feet

in circumference, and leaves of 10 feet in length, more or less.

Meeting with all necessary facilities for a vigorous growth, it will,

I dare say, soon make one of the finest specimens of its kind in Europe.
Before concluding, I should like to draw attention to a splendid

Cocos australis, which, though it is one of the most majestic Palms
in these gardens, was unfortunately forgotten in my first report, and
certainly hia Majesty was quite right to complain of this omission.
Its quite erect trunk of 2 feet in circumference measures from 40
to 50 feet in length, bearing at its top a profusion of dark-colourcd
leaves. If Necessidades Gai'dens excel in beautiful Monocotyledons,
those of Penna, with the damp atmosphere of the Ciutra Mountains,
show other not less attractive features of the vegetable kingdom. Largo
collections of rare Couifeno, Australian Myrtacea;, Camellias, Rhodo-
dendrons, and Azaleas, and especially of strongand healthy Tree-Ferns
abound here; and, when I paid a visit to this charming spot, it was
difficult for me to decide whether to give the preference to these
rare exotic plants, or to the dense thickets of Oaks and Beeches,
which reminded me ot " dear home." Edmund Goeze.

Lisbon.

The Koyal Berks Root Show.—At Messrs. Sutton's root
show, which took place on the 21st inst., Mr. Goodey, gardener to
C. H. Littledale, Esq., of Scarlett's Park, Twyford, Berks, exhibited
an enormous round Squash, of a dull buff-yellow colour, and hand,
somely netted, meiiauring about 11 feet in ci.'cumfercnce, and
weighing 168 lbs. At the same exhibition, Mr. Tegg, gardener to
Mr. Walter, M.P., was awarded a handsome silver cup for a superb
collection of twelve varieties of vegetables of first-rate quality, and
neatly arranged. The second prize was won by Mr. Iliggs, gardener
to Mrs. Crawshay, of Caversham Park, Reading

; and the third by
a well-known grower, Mr. Pragnell.of Sherborne Castle. Of Potatoes
no fewer than twenty-threo collections were exhibited, the silver
cnp offered for which was awarded to Mr. W. Wildsmith, gardener
to Lord Eversley ; Mr. M'Kinlay, of Beckenham, Mr. Higgs, of
Caversham, aud Mr. Johnstone, of Savernake taking prizes in the
order in which their names stand. The competition for twelve tubers
of lied-skin Flour-ball w.as remarkable ; nearly fifty dishes being
exhibited, some of which were ot great size, the twelve l.argost weighing
about26 lbs. The first prize in this class was awarded to Mr. Stollery',
Railway Inn, Staines, his twelve being the handsomest ot the kind

wo have yet seen. Among other garden produce there were shown
some magnificent examples of the Reading Onion, Intermediate
Carrots, and Student Parsnips, the exhibition altogether being full

of interest and a most complete success.

Messrs. Carter's Boot Show.—This took pl.ace this year in
the Agricultural Hall, which contained a magnificent display of
Mangolds, Swedes, Turnips, Potatoe?, and numerous other kinds of
roots, contributed from all parts of the kingdom, the whole of the
articles having been grown from seed supplied by Messrs. Carter.
The specimens shown were marvellons examples of what can be pro.
duced with good cultivation even during an unfavourable season. The
exhibition being wholly of an agricultural character precludes our
noticing it in detail. Wc may, however, say that the specimens of

Carter's long red and Carter's Warden globe Mangolds were the
largest and most symmetrical we have hitherto met with of these
deservedly popular varieties. Although the Turnip entries were not
so numerous as the Mangold, yet the classes were well represented,
the roots of Carter's Purple-top Mammoth being exceptionally good.
All the other classes were also well represented, and the show
altogether was most interesting and attractive.

Passe Colmar Pear,—I notice that Mr. Ingram (see p. 474) mentions that
this Pear dues not deserve all that has been said in its favour. Permit me to
say I have grown it both in the midland counties and in the sunny south, and
a thirty years' exxjerionce of it enables me to bear testimony to its exriuisite
tlavour ; and I make bold to say that, after much experience at Arundel, where
there is one of the best private collections of Pears grown, and afterwards at
dear old Chiswick, where there used to be such a collection as was nowhere
else to be found, Passe Colraar, taking: all its qualities into account, is the best
Pear extant ; but, to develop its highest qualities, it must be grown on a wall.

—

It. GlLBEBT.

A NEW "LEGEND OF THE FORGET-ME-NOT."
WnKN Pschye lost her Lord, the Lord of Love,
Weeping alone she wandered.

Listless by every well-known field and grove,
And on her lost Love pondered.

Lastly by Lethe's stream her footsteps strayed

;

And " Oh !
" she said, in sighing,

" Tl at I might dip, aud my past life be made
Like dreams with daylight dying !

"

The big tears from her blue eyes raining down
Fell on earth's pitying bosom :

Sudden there sprang amid the Sedges brown
Blue as her eyes a blossom.

And o'er her head, soft rustling sweet and low.
As though some bird's wing fluttered,

In those loved tones whose loss was all her woe,
" Forget-me-not! " was uttered.

No more : no sight, no touch ; these words alone :

And " Ah !
" she cried, "forget thee .''

Nay, but half Love in our glad life was known

;

Half Love to regret thee.

" Forget thee ? Nay, these flowers my tears begot
Shall be to me a token

Of Love : they shall be called Forget-me-not,
The name to cheer me spoken."

So well, sweet river-flowers, we welcome you,
Earth with faint sadness scenting,

—

Born of the tears from Psyche's eyes of blue.

For her lost Love lamenting.

—Spectator.

PERSONAL.
There is a portrait, in the last issue of Monre's Rural, of Mr. William
Sauuders, superintendent of the State Horticultural Garden at Wash-
ington, an able horticulturist, and the founder of the remarkable now
" Grange" movement in ,\merica. Mr. Saunders was elected the first

master of the National Gi-mge, which was organised at his ortico at
Washington on the 4th of December, 186". About the 1st of January,
ISOS, he issued a circular, '' explaining very clearly and forcibly the con-
siderations which had led to the formation of the Order, and its purposes
aud aims." This circular was widely distributed among cultivators, and
undoubtedly exercised great influence, by imparting information concern-
ing its principles and objects, in securing the establishment of the ( )rder

aud its subsequent romarkaltle success. We hear that Mr. James
Smith, late of Exton Park, Rutlandshire, is leaving the management of

the gardens of Lord Dartmouth, at PatshuU, Wolverhampton. The
annual soiree of the workmen in the employ of Messrs. Sutton, of Heading,

took place on Monday of last week. A dinner, songs, and rocit.atious

were the chief features of the entertainment. Mr. Thomas Siiupson,

who, for eight years, has been gardener at Broomfield Lodge, Chelms-
ford, retires from the management ot that establishment at the beginning
ot next year, and will commence business as a garden architect and
market g.vrdoner, at St. John's Nursery, Chelmsford.
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THE GARDEN.
" Thig is an art

Which does mend nature : ohan<»o it rather : but

Jhe AttT rrsELi is Natube."—Shakespewre.

POLLAEDING TEEBS IN SMALL GAEDENS.
PoiX:UiDiNG, or severely cutting iu the branches of trees, is not

a pi-acticc to be generally recommended; still there are in-

stances in which it is found to be absolutely necessary. Li

many suburban villa gardens the originally planted hardwood

trees, such as Oak, Ash, Elm, Beech, Lime, Horse Chestnut,

&c., have been allowed to goon increasing for a series of years,

frequently interfering with each other, and often rendering

such gardens close and unpleasant ; nevertheless no reason,

however urgent, will induce the proprietor to allow any of

them to be removed, perhaps owing to all of them being finely

developed specimens. This is a feeling with which I fully

sympathise; but for the consolation of those who, from dire

necessity, have to pai-t with such specimens, I would offer the

following observations. A case has recently come under my
notice where some large hardwooded trees standing near a

boundary wall, with their tops overhanging a public road, had

from necessity to be reduced or removed altogether ; reduction

was finally resolved on, and carried out during the winter of

1871. The chief trees operated on were Ash, Beech, TVych
Elm, and Horse Chestnut. All were wide-spreading trees, and
between 40 and 50 feet in height. The largest specimens, at

3 feet above the ground, measured in ch-cumference as follows :

Ash, 6 feet ; Beech, 6 feet -l inches ; Elm, 8 feet 5 inches ; and
the Horse Chestnut, 5 feet 5 inches. All were cut 'down to

within 18 or 20 feet from the ground, and portions of the

main branches, averaging in length from 3 to 4 feet, were left

in such a manner as to give the denuded trees a regular out-

line ; they were then carefully operated upon according to the

strictest rules of forestry as regards ornamental trees, all sloping

cuts being smoothed and darkened over. During the first

year after the operation, standing as they do side by side, they

certainly presented, as might be expected, a somewhat bare

appearance, which would not have been so much the case

if only alternate specimens could have been operated

on. After the first year, however, they annually improved,

so that now their appearance is really pleasing to the eye, the

stumps of the branches left being clothed with numerous
young and healthy twigs. During the first year, the Ash
made growths 4 feet long, during the second 3 to 4 feet, and
during the third about 2 feet. The Elm made from 2 to 3

feet dui'ing the first year, 3 to 4 feet during the second, and
from 4 to 5 feet during the third. In the case of the Wych
Elm it is necessary, in order to secure a tree with a good
outline, occasionally to prune in a little the strongest of the

newly-made branches, without which it is apt to have a few
of its leaders taking a somewhat horizontal direction, to the

detriment of the others. The Horse Chestnut averaged
growths about 2 feet long during the first year, from 2 to 3

feet during the second, and about 2 feet during the third.

The Beech made about 3 feet growth during the first year,but by
no means numerous, 1 to 2 feet during the second, and 18 inches

during the third. I was rather sm-prised to see the Beech tree

putting out any young twigs at all, as it generally does so

with reluctance. It made its largest growths during the first

year, a circumstance probably owing to the existence of extra

sap then in the stem, the after-growths being much smaller.

After the trees had been cut over, and the branches removed,
all ought to have received a good coating of fresh soil over

the surface of the roots. This would have been the means of

greatly improving them, particularly the Beech ; indeed,

every tree and shrub, when pruned down and reduced, ought
to be thus treated, more particularly large evergreen shrubs,

which iu many cases die from the want of this necessary pre-

caution. This is often observable in the case of large

Portugal Laurels, Hollies, and Yews, as, owing to their

closeness, the roots are generally near the surface, and
liable to be injured by fuost or exposure to the sun. I

may also remark here that as the bark of the Beech

tree is of rather a hard dry character, it would be much

in its favour, after being headed down, to have the stems

occasionally syringed, particulaly if the weather is at all dry

and warm. Although the particular trees alluded to have

only been three years cut in, when in foliage, they certamly

have, as has just been stated, a very good appearance

which warrant our recommending the practice in places

where trees would otherwise require to be altogether removed;

in some situations, too, only every alternate tree bordering a

property would require to he thus pollarded. In the case ot

Elm trees standing within a boundary wall, I have recom-

mended each alternate tree to be pollarded, and branch-pruned

as described, and the result in all cases, where attention has

afterwards been paid to them, has been satisfactory, the

pollarded specimens filling up in a creditable manner the

spaces between the branches of those left untouched. Iho

Lime tree, even when of large size, stands with impunity
" topping," and branch cutting, and the Ash, English Elni,

Poplar, and "Willow, I have often seen so treated and with

success. It is well known that the Beech, in a young state,

will stand any amount of cutting ; but I never recommended

large Beeches to be so treated till I observed the_ progress

made by the one referred to. My object in making these

remarks is to point out to those individuals who are unneces-

sarily scrupulous about the thinning of outside trees, that if

they can put up with the somewhat bare appearance of them

for a short time, such pruned trees in a year or two, if properly

cared for, become quite as ornamental even at forty or fifty

years of age, as they were when only twenty years old.

Boyal Botanic Gardens, Edhihunjh. James M'Nab.

DECEMBEE FLOWEES IN THE ISLE OP WIGHT.
I PICKED a nosegay this morning in the open air, which seems to

me such a strange one for the time of year that I think the best

thin.' I can do with it is to send it to yon. It will show you how we

can "cheat the winter in the Isle of Wight. It is not too much to say

that representative plants of every month in the year are m bloom

iu my o-arden at this time. I should say that I am indebted to the

kindness of Sir William Hutt for the first seven I send you, and to

Mr. Gassiot, ot St. John's House for about as many more. Sir W.

Hutt's garden at Apley Towers will soon he one of the finest m the

south of England, and ho is making some experiments with flowers

and shrubs that are of the utmost interest to every one who cares for

them at all. The Lapageria rosea, which he has planted agamst a

wall with a west aspect, has at this moment more than 200 blossoms

on it They are such as those which I have sent to you, and nothing

could be more beautiful than they are. Also, Cassia corymbosa is

stiU most beautiful with him. I am told by Mr. EUacombe that this

fine shrub is very common in Paris in the summer, but it

is quite a new thing with us to see it out here in all its

glory in mid-winter. It it had not been for the slugs I coiild

have added a fine specimen of Iris nudicauhs in the hat. Ins

stylosa has been a kind ot harbinger ot spring before its time. A
delucre ot rain which we have had during the last two or three days

has done a great deal of damage to our flowers ; they were looking

much better before it came. Primula japonica was m very good torm

a few days ago. Stokesia cyanea is the only one of the nowers 1

send to you that has not come directly from the open ground. The

chmate here does everything for ua."—W. BwB.iNK, St. John s, Ryde.
,

[The nosegay alluded to was composed of the following materials, all

so finely in flower as to more resemble May than December, viz. :—

Arbutilon Due de Malakofl, Destontainea spinosa. Cassia co^nibosa,

Lapaceria rosea, Pimelea Hendersoni, Daphne (two sorts), Polygala

Dalmaisiana, Iris stylosa, Berboris Darwinii, Koses (Banksiau and

other sorts). Convolvulus mauritanicna, C. Cneorum, Iberis gibral.

tarioa, Lithospermum prostratum. Erica caraea (and two other sorts),

Clarkia, Armeria formosa, Achillea aurea, Clematis Jackmam,

Pentstemon (two or thi-ee sorts), Gazania splendens, Dianthua

superbus, D. hybridus, Stokesia cyanea. Fuchsia (three sorts),

Teronica (two or three sorts), Erigeron speciosum) Anemone

coronaria, Hypericum calycinum, Othonna cheiritoha, Lardizabala

biternata, Schizostylis cocoinea, Alstroemeria psittacma, Hydrangea,

Helleborus niger (just coming out), H. olympicus. Salvia tulgens,

Coronilla glauca, tree Carnation, Cyclamen Coum, C. Atkinan,

Mesembryanthemum, Lonioea sempervirens, Jasmmum revolutura,

J nudiflorum, Ajuga reptans, Linum flavum, Calceolaria, Violet

(Neapolitan and Russian), Sednm Anacampseros, Cheiranthns Chein,

Primula japonica, Sapiglossis, Coreopsis, Vinca major, Mignonette,

and Esoallonia maorantha.]
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Db. Mc'Nah !s at preaont forming a British Ilerbariam at the
Royal Collefjo of Science, Dublin, and would be glad if any friends
would assist him by donations of rare or critical species.

M. Van Hulle, of Brussels, states that they grow Nasturtiums
in Belgian Apple orchards and let them climb np the trees to keep oft

the American Blight. Also, Tomatoes are planted among the Grajie
Vines to keep off wasps ; it is said that they do so effectually.

We understand that Dr. Boswell Syme is at work on the British
Ferns, for an additional volume of " English Botany." A supplement
is also in preparation, to include the additions to the Phanerogamic
flora of Britain, which have been made during and since the publica-
tion of the eleven volumes of the book.
—— Walnut trees sometimes attain prodigious size and great age.

An Italian architect mentions having seen at St. Nicholas, in Lorraine,
a single plank of the wood of the Walnut 25 feet wide, npon which
the Emperor, Frederick III., had given a sumptuous banquet. In the
Baidar Valley, near Balaklava, in the Crimea, stands a Walnut tree
at least 1,000 years old. It yields annually from 80,000 to 100,000
nuts, and belongs to five Tartar families, who share its produce
equally.—— At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society, Mr. D. Hanbury
exhibited dried specimens of a Rose raised from seed received direct
from the country where the attar of Roses is produced, as the species
from which this perfume is obtained. Mr. Baker pronounced it to be
Rosa gallica var. damascena, the monthly Rose, belonging to the
Ccntifolia group, thus confirming previous conjectures on this point.
It appears, however, that several varieties are cultivated for this
pnrpose.

A PKETTY Grape Hyacinth (Botryanthns pallens) is now in
flower in the York Nurseries

; its flowers are pale blue, and the
spike somewhat lax, compared with that of Botryanthns parado.xus,
which is growing beside it, and which is a winter-blooming kind.
The spike of B. paradoxus is said to be short and thick, the flowers
being densely packed, and of a dark rich blue. It may be added that
these two Grape Hyacinths keep green all through the winter
months, a circumstance which gives them a cheerful appearance.

The volume of the Botanical Magazine, jast completed, is, we
observe, dedicated to Mr. Maw, of Benthall Hall, Broseley, as a
tribute to the value of his exertions in introducing hardy herbaceous
plants into English gardens. " No one," says Dr. Hooker, "of lato
years, or perhaps ever, has collected with his own h.ands so many of
these for transmission to England, cultivated them with more success,
or distributed them with more liberality—as the pages of this work
to some small extent testify." No one better deserves such a compli.
ment, a fact to which our own pages also bear witness.

,
I-^' an able article in the current number of the Fortnightly Re-

ri'eic. Professor Clifford defines science as " organised common souse."
We commend the fact to those who, presuming on technical acquire-
ments, divide humanity into two great groups—scientific and not
scientific. We need not add in which group they place themselves.
Another writer, in the Fall Mall Gajcife of the 1st December, says,
yi expressly nse the word 'scientific ' as equivalent to 'reasonable^
intelligible, and consistent.' But if the use of the word science should
turn out to be so liable to misapprehension as some appear to con.
sider it, and if people are found to persist in thinking that one
means something opposed to instead of identical with common sense,
I should be quite willing, as a matter of temporary convenience, to
do without it." It wonld appear that the true view of the case,
long ago clearly enough laid down by thinkers, is becoming more
widely spread.

.
7— Large tracts of land in the south of France, which have not

hitherto repaid cnltivation, are now being planted with the kind of
Oak trees beneath which Truffles are generally found, and it is expected
that each acre of this land, which has of late been sold for as little as
to, will yield a crop of Truffles worth £20 every year. The experiment
has already been tried in the department of the Vaucluse, and
according to the Pall Mall Gazette, in the course of the last twenty
years 150,000 acres which were absolutely unproductive have been
planted ont, and are now yielding a rich return. The cost of planta-
tion which 13 borne by the different communes, does not exceed
-0 francs per acre on hilly ground, and though it is rather greaterm the lowlands, the crops are proportionately heavier. Acorns only
aro planted on the hilly ground, but saplings of five or six years-
growth, placed in rows about -W feet apart, are found to answer best
in the lowlands. The gionnd between each row of trees is planted
with Vines, which, after five or six years, suflice to repav the cost of
the whole plantation and its culture. It is urged that' this experi.
ment, applied to the large tracts of land in the south of France

which have been denuded of forests, would have the double advantage
of increasing the supply of Truffles, and of replacing the forests, the
want of which is very much felt.

M. Van Hulle, of Ghent, has lately received seeds of a Water
Lily, described as even finer than the Victoria regia. The seeds were
derived from Paraguay. What the merit of the plant really is has
yet to be proved.

The present Council of the Royal Horticultural Society is

wisely endeavouring to increase its usefulness, and one means by which
they hope to do this is to hold meetings during the long winter and
spring evenings, at which popular and scientific lectures will be
given. A committee has been appointed to carry out this scheme,
which, if well conducted, Tfill doubtless prove successful.

The current number of the Florist contains coloured plates of

Rhododendron Vauban, a delicate lilac variety, the upper segments
of which are blotched with orange-yellow ; and Prince Englebert
Plum, a deep purple variety, covered profusely with bloom. It is a
kind that is largely cultivated by Mr. Dancer, and other growers, for

market, and this is, perhaps, as good a test of its merit as could be had.

De. Pfeiffer's new " Nomenclator Botanicus " is, according to

the Journal of Botany , near completion. Its arrangement is alphabeti-

cal, and under every name the citations are put in historical order. In
separate paragraphs are placed together those authors who agree in

opinion as to the position of the particular group, with the addition
of the opinion itself. This affords a well-arranged view of the trans-

formations which the system in general, as well as each single group,
have experienced iu course of time. The historical literary section

is the most valuable part of the work of Pfeiffer. The remarks, too,

on the etymology of the names are of special value. At present the
work comprises only the names known np to the end of 1853, but it

is expected that all those which have been since published will be
treated in a supplement.

It will, perhaps, be remembered that we (Tribune) gave
some few weeks ago, " as news-matter of possible interest," a
report of a meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences,

at which a specimen of Wheat, with a head of the Bromus secalinus

or Chess attached (sent by Mr. Levette, of the Indian Geological
Survey), was presented, and spoken of at length by Mr. 'Thos.

Meehan, and examined by the members present, and which, so far as
the naked eye could detect, appeared to be a natural outgrowth.
In order that there might be no mistake, however, Mr. Meehan
moved that the specimen be handed over to the microscopical section

of the Academy for dissection, which was done. The Microscopical
Committee have now reported, and it appears that the Chess was neatly
inserted into the Wheat stalk, and held there by a substance " which
the committee believe to be gum tragacanth."

The December number of the Botanical Magazine contains
coloured figures of the following plants :—Rheum officinale, one of the
most effective of all the species, and interesting as affording the medi.
cinal rhubarb of commerce. It is also figured and described iu The
Garden, Vol. V., p. 439. It is a native of Tibet and Western China.
—Bpisoia fulgida, a brilliant scarlet-flowered Generiad, wiih oblong
netted hairy foliage. It is a native of New Granada. —Boueerosia
maroccana, a plant resembling one of the columnar Euphorbias in

habit, but nearly related to the Stapelias. It has glaucous quad-
rangular fleshy stems, and rich brown-coloured flowers, each as large
as a sixpence, marked towards the centre with concentric yellow
lines.—Oncidium zebrinum, a beautiful and distinct species from
Venezuela. It flowered in Sir Wm. Marriott's garden at Down
House, Blandford, the branched panicle being 12 feet in length.

—

Fuchsia procumbens, a gracefully drooping species from New Zealand,
bearing erect yellow and crimson flowers, the anthers of which aro
blue.

Geiger, in his " Peep at Mexico," thus describes the vege-
tation near Colima:—"The trees are not large, but are so interwoven
as to form impassable barriers, even apart from the bushes and
shrubs that spring from every spot of vacant ground. Hundreds of

creepers cling to every trunk, and twine round every branch,
connecting by a thousand wiry threads, thickets, shrubs, and Cacti

—a massive bulwark of profuse vegetation, through which the axe
alone can hew a way. The huge Organo Cactus, with its tree-like

stem, often 2 feet in diameter, and 10 to 15 feet high, sends np
its stiff straight branches to a height of 30 or 40 feet from the
ground, whilst the smaller species mingle in thousands with the
shrubs and bushes nearer the earth. Wherever the creepers may
have neglected trunk or bough, prolific parasites, gay alike with
taper leaf and gorgeous blossom, hasten to perform their part in this

fairy work of Nature. The flowers have little scent, but their

profusion of white, yellow, and red, blended with the countless

shades of green, charm the eye with tints as various as they are

magnificent."
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
PYRA.MIDAL COCKSCOMBS.

(CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS.)

Few plants are more useful than these either for conservatory
decoration or in the form of cut sprays, and for autumn and
winter indoor decoration they deserve more general culture
than they have hitherto received. Seeds of them should be
sown in February, and, for succession, again in March or April.
Treated like Balsams, Cockscombs, and similar tender annuals,
they succeed admirably when grovpu in frames or pits. Like
ordinary Cockscombs, they are liable to be attacked by thrips,
and especially by red spider. To obviate such attacks, there-
fore, the seedling plants should be potted off into a rich com-
post consisting of sandy loam and well rotted hot-bed manure
or leaf mould. A genial atmosphere should be maintained
throughout all stages of growth, and the plants should be
syringed during both morning
and afternoon in fine weather. '

Where fine specimens are required
a little bottom-heat should be
given them, and where dung and
leaves are used ir^ order to obtain

such warmth, the genial moisture
arising therefrom does much
towards keeping all insect pests

in check. Shift the plants into

larger pots as required, using 12-

inch ones for the largest plants.

A cool span-roofed greenhouse is

the best position for them when
too large for pits or frames, and,

as the pots become filled with
roots, give copious waterings with
liquid manure. Like the Chrysan-
themum, when allowed to get dry
at the root loss of foliage is sure

to be the inevitable result. Well-
grown plants of this class of

Cockscombs are often as much as

5 feet in height, and nearly as

much in diameter — literally

masses of rosy-lilac, purple,

yellow, or crimson plumes, which,
in some strains, droop gracefully,

as shown in our engraving pre-

pared from a photograph of a
specimen of this kind of Cocks-
comb, grown by Mr. Frisby,

gardener, at Blankney, the seat of

H. Chaplin, Esq. Some varieties

are more erect in growth than
that here represented ; but we
like the drooping forms best, inas-

much as they are more bushy and
make the finest shaped plants.

Well-grown specimens of these

Cockscombs are invaluable for

grouping along with Chrysanthemums and other winter
flowering plants, to which they add an agreeable variety ; and
cut sprays of them, seen under artificial light, have an
exceedingly brilliant effect. Mr. Yates, of Sale, who uses

such plants largely for decorative purposes, recently sent us
some remarkably well-coloured plumes of the crimson kinds,

and we also saw some fine compact plants of these Celosias

lately in Lord Londesborough's garden at Norbiton. Mr.
Denning, the gardener there, classes them amongst the most
useful and effective of all bright-coloured winter-flowering

plants. B.

EPIPHYLLUMS FOB, WINTER DECORATION.
The forms which Epiphyllums can be made to assume are various

—

dwarfs on their own roots, standards, pyramids, umbrella-shaped,

and rafter plants. When grown as dwarfs on their own roots

tliey are well adapted for hanging-baskets. Grafting at once raises

them to a higher level, and allows the flowers to display their

peculiar beauty to the beat advantage. The ease with which they
may be made to unite with any of the Cactus species is also in favour
of grafting. Cereus speoiossimus forms an excellent stock on which
to graft Epiphyllums, as it is of strong growth and long duration
and is well adapted for carrying the weight of the Epipbyllum.
Grafting is a simple matter—all that is required being a good sharp
knife and some pieces of the Epiphyllum. If for a pyramid, begin at
the bottom of the stock by making a cut half through it into
which insert a piece of the Epiphyllum cut at the end into the form of
a wedge ; then bind the whole together with a piece of matting, to
keep the scion in its place. Work in this manner round the stock
using smaller and shorter pieces at every upward stage till the top ia
reached, on which a piece should be inserted. When required in the
form of umbrellas, the top of the stock should be cut square and a
piece cut out of it in the form of a wedge, into which insert
two pieces of Epiphyllum. In a growing humid atmosphere
and shaded from the sun, such scions will unite in a very short time.
As soon as they have got established they should be placed in a
stove to make their growth, after which remove them to a cooler and

drier temperature to harden, and
finally expose them to the full
blaze of the sun to induce them to
set their flower buds. They will
begin to bloom in November, and by
removing a few at a time into a
warmer house, the blooming season
may be prolonged till the month of
February. Daring the growing sea-
son they will require a plentiful
supply of water, and, while coming
into flower, one or two waterings
with liquid.manure will be of advan.
tage to them ; but they should now
be watered more sparingly than they
have been, for if the soil gets over-
wet or sour, the flowers will last
only a very short time. During the
dormant months fow waterings will
>o necessary.

A Pyramidal Cockscomb.

The host soil for
Epiphyllums is a good fibrv loam,
some lime.rubbish, a fow half.inch
bones, and a little covv-duno-. The
pots in which they are grown should
be well drained, an essential point.
Do not over.pot, as they will flower
best when they get pot-bound. If a
plant trained in the form of a pyramid
or umbrella be placed in the centre
of a vase surrounded with some dwarf
plants of Bouvardia, and a few plants
of the variegated Panicam to hang
as a fringe, it forms an effective ornal
ment for the drawing-room

; and what
adds to its value ia, it will continue
in perfection for several weeks.
Anyone who has seen the beauty of
this plant when grown in the form
of a pyramid or umbrella, hag some
idea what it is like when used as
" a creeper." For this purpose the
Pereskia forms an excellent stock on
which to graft it, on account of the
ease with which the Epiphyllum

unites with it. This stock is by no means difiicult to grow. Cuttings
of it may be put in during the spring ; and, when rooted, pot
them off singly into 3.inch pots and keep them in a stove
temperature, where they will grow very fast, and will soon fill

their pots with roots. As the plants grow, they must be shifted
into larger pots, using a soil composed of fibry loam, some
cow.dung, some lime-rubbish, and some J.inch bones in a somewhat
rough state. Give abundant drainage, as the plants when growing
will require a liberal supply of water at the root, which must be
allowed to percolate freely through the soil. March and April are
the best months in which to graft ; but this operation can be per.
formed at almost any season. Cover the Pereskia from top to
bottom, at distances of about 6 inches apait, with pieces of the
Epiphyllum, which may be kept in their places by being pined with
one of the spines that grow on the stock. Give them the same
treatment as recommended for pyramids, and thus managed when
in blossom, nothing can excel the beauty of this plant when trained
up the rafters of an intermediate house or warm conservatory.
The Gardener.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

FLORAL WREATHS AND CROSSES.

Day by day the custom of placing floral offerings on the graves of

departed friends and relations, is, I am happy to say, coming more

and more into vogue. Some have a dislike to this custom, bnt for

my own part I cannot see with what reason, as, after all, what can be

more appropriate for such a purpose than Bowers ? Such decorations

generally consist either of dried or fresh flowers. Of the latter I shall

treat fally, but of the former merely remark that it is much better to

buy them ready made than to make them, as one never can command
such a selection of dried flowers and Grasses as can be obtained

ready mounted in the florists' shops in Covent Garden. They can be

bought, too, of every size and form, and at a cost to suit the means of

every purchaser. Living flowers for the purpose of laying on

tombs are mostly mounted in three forms, viz., wreaths, crosses, and

flat bouquets. The colours selected should be of delicate hues, as

bright and glaring colours would be quite out of place for this pur-

pose. For a young or unmarried person, pure white is generally

selected, and for a married or elderly person, violet or mauve is a

pretty colour to introduce. The selection of flowers must of conrse

depend on the season of the year. The foundations of crosses are

mostly made of flat laths, such as are used by plasterers in the forma,

tion of ceilings, or straight Hazel rods ; that of wreaths, of wire

;

and for flat bouquets, branches of Yew are most frequently employed.

Ill these different devices a quantity of Wood Moss is used, particularly

where they take the form of a wreath or cross, for, as well as pre-

serving the freshness of the flowers, it also forms the foundation or mat

of green into which the flowers are worked or bedded, if I may be

allowed to make use of the term ; and, on account of occupying so pro.

minent a position, only that which is perfectly green and fresh-looking

should be employed. All Moss to be used in the construction of

c^'osses should be well washed in water, so as to remove all particles

of decaved leaves and chips of sticks which are always to be found

through Wood Moss. After it has been passed through the water

till quite free from such rubbish, the moisture should be gently

squeezed from it, except enough to keep the flowers fresh, without

leaviuc a damp mark where the decoration rests. When this has

been done the Moss should be picked over, and all the stems placed in

one direction ; for, the points of this Moss being of a lighter and

prettier tint than the other portions, by placing them in this manner

an evenness of colour in the foundation is obtained. The forma-

tion of a wreath is very similar, except that to keep the circle

perfect requires more practice than the straight lines of a cross.

Having some strong wire, the Moss, the flowers, and a reel of fine

bindin" wire ready prepared, the formation, say, of a wreath, may
be thus proceeded with. First, make a piece of the strong wire into

whatever sized circle is required ; then take some of the Moss and

bind it with the wire off the reel on to the stouter wire, catching the

stems of the Moss about half way down with the former ; keep the

Moss as even as possible, and make it a perfect bank or ribbon of

green of a width in proportion to the size of tho circle. Into the

Moss, as you go along, the flowers should be worked, the Moss being

pressed up close to them, so as to give them moisture, .and also to

keep them firmly in their places. The most difficult part of the wreath

t> complete nicely is where the stems of the Moss meet in the finish-

ing of tho circle. When it comes to the junction, the Moss must be

worked in both ways till the space is filled by one finishing tuft. In a

cross the end is the most difficult part, and this must be finished in a

similar manner. In flat bouquets, much Moss is not used, at least

not in proportion to the amount employed in crosses, &c., all that

is required here, being just sufficient to keep the flowers fresh

mounted on twigs or stub wires as in a hand bouquet. Most
bouquets of this kind are made of an oval or pointed form, the

centre being composed of some largo-sized flower ; Arum blooms are

favourites for this purpose. As to the selection of flowers, as I before

remarked, they must be in accordance with the season of tho year,

and 1 think the best guide I can give for this purpose is to give

descriptions of a few decorations I have made myself at different

seasons of the year. In November, I once made a wreath of large

dimensions, composed of the following flowers—White Camellias,

Eucharis, Bouvardias, Roman Hyacinths, Neapolitan Violets, and
Perns of the following varieties, Adiantum cuneatum, A. marinum,
and A. Trichomanes. In December I made a, cross about IS inches
high, composed of white Camelli.as and Koman Hyacinths only; also,

at the same time, a flat bouquet, in which the following were employed

—

white Azaleas, Bouvardias, Euch.aris, Roman Hyacinths, Heaths, and
a large sized Arum bloom, with Fern fronds interspersed through the
whoU'. T,ato in February, I made a large-sized cross, about 3 feet in
length, of white Camellias, Snowdrops, pips of a lavender.coloured
Hyacinth, and Fern fronds ; and, at the same time, two flat bouquest

of Violets and Primroses. During the summer months such flowers

as Lilies, white Rose buds, Lily of the Valley, &c., could be substi.

tuted for the above, which I have merely enumerated on account of

having used them myself, and because their names indicate

the style of flowers which should be employed when obtainable.

Box and similar shrubs are much used in the construction of

wreaths and crosses sold by the florists, on account, I suppose,

of their being more quickly made with such materials ; but I

myself much prefer the fresh green of the Wood Moss. In the

same manner as I have described, can be fashioned floral ornaments,

such as are so mueh used at Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide ia

our churches. The large wreath which I have described would

be well adapted for the decoration of a font, or, perhaps, it would

be more suitable for that purpose if it were made of white flowers
;

however, the plan and mode of manufacture would be just the same
in either case. The cross and flat bouquet would do well also for

the decoration of an altar. In the construction of crosses or wreaths,

too many large flowers, such as Camellias, should be avoided, as they

tend to give the decoration a flat and heavy look, which should be

carefully avoided. It is the fact of too many flowers of this kind

being employed that makes these styles of .arrangement, when
exhibited in the florists' windows, appear out of keeping with their

hand or button-hole bouquets, as regards lightness, and there is no

reason why this should be so. Lightness is the great perfection of

art in all floral arrangement, and why should it not be carried out in

this branch as in any other, save that the more Camellias are

employed, the more is charged for the ornament ? I have seen

wreaths exhibited in Covent Garden made solely of white Camellias,

packed as close as they could be ; the effect was heavy and bad, and,

for about half the cost a much more effective arrangement could be

made with flowers of a lighter growth, only a few Camellias being

employed in its construction. A. H.issard.

HANGING BASKETS.
What looks better than pretty hanging baskets tastefully filled with
plants? and yet, how seldom are they to be met with ! Baskets of

living plauts may easily be had in perfection ; select such kinds as
will stand in rooms. As regards the baskets themselves, I like to see

the wire-work painted dark green. Some paint it with bright

colours, which quite spoils the effect of the flowers, which should be
gay enough, as regards colour, without any addition in the way of

paint. Inside the wire-work put a thick layer of green Moss, so as to

prevent the soil from dropping through, over this put some broken
crocks, and then fill up with whatever compost is best suited to the
requirements of the plants with which the baskets are to be filled.

For summer decoration there are numberless plants that can be grown
in baskets ; bat, for winter blooming, nothing is better, or looks more
showy, than RoUisson's Unique Geranium or Scarlet Tropaeolum, both
of which will continue in flower all through the winter, and droop
down gracefully all round the basket. A basket, indeed, never looks
well unless it is furnished with some drooping plant round the edge,
as, for instance, with the variegated Ivy.leaved Pelargonium, called
L'Blegante ; while, in the centre, should be a nicely-grown plant of

Fuchsia Mrs. Marshall. Pretty baskets may also be made of
silver variegated Geranium Lady Plymouth and bright blue
Lobelia, or of blue Convolvulus, with Christine Geranium in the
centre ; in fact, any flower that suits, and is put in with good
tasto, will look well. For large baskets, suited for lobbies,

mixed foliage plants, such as variegated Sedums, Echeverias,
Iresines, and Ceutaureas, have an effective appearance. A window
box made of wood, and lined with zinc, suspended by four cords or
wires, up which can be trained creepers, also makes a pretty room
ornament. The great point as regards creeping plants in baskets or
boxes fresh and in good health is to give them plenty of water
during tho growing season, but more sparingly in winter, and to
keep the leaves clean. If baskets are hung high there should bo
some means of lowering them, as it is troublesome getting up to them
every morning with steps. If the baskets are small, the best way is

to carry them away and water them outside j but in the case of large
baskets this cannot be done, so a tea tray or something of the kind
should be placed under them to catch the drip. H. A.

Rustic Picture Frames.—Pretty frsimes may be made with nats and
cones. 1 lately saw some made of Boech-nut shells, fully open, iilong with
otherti not so far advanced, Acorns, Hazel nuts, and nutneroas small cones
of different sorts, tho whole forming a pretty and effective frame, which
may be either scjuaro. ovjil, circular, or he.xai,'onal. A piece of strong card-
board is brushed over with g\ae, in which the nuts are set on a ground-
work of dried Lichens. Tho larger cones are generally placed singly ; but the
smaller nuts are mixed and grouped together. When finished, the" cones and
other parts receive a slight coatmg of varnish. Where plenty of cones and
nuts can be had, very pleasing combinations might be made in this way.—J,
MuiB.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE JALAP PLANT.

(EXOGOXIUM rUBGA.)

Op all autumn-flowering hardy plants, there is, perhaps, none
more beautiful than the Jalap (Bxogonium Purga). Of its

complete hardiness there can be little doubt. It has lived at
Bitton without any protection for four years, and each year it

has flowered beautifully. We have also heard of its doing well
at Drayton Beauchanip, Kew, and Fulham. We believe it has
also lived out of doors, and flowered, in the Edinburgh Botanic
Gardens. Mr. Ellaconibe grows it in a sheltered corner, and
gives it a tall wire cage to grow up, with a spreading top. It
does not flower in the lower parts ; but the entire top, and the
pendent shoots, become a mass of most lovely blossoms. At
Bitton, if not checked by late spring frosts, it comes into
blossom early in September, and continues to flower till cut
down by frost. Mr. Ellacombe states that, if he were to plant
another, he should place it under a south wall, near a Peach ov
Apricot tree, and let it wind its way through the branches.

Leaves, flowers, fruit-, root, Ac, of the Jalap plant.

With a very little training, it would do no injury t'^ the tree
;

and, in such a situation, it would probably flower earlier, and
perfect its seeds. As regards its history, it gets its name of

Jalap from its native habitat, Xalapa, iu Mexico. It is the true
jalap of commerce ; by which is not meant that it alone pro-

duces genuine jalap, but that it is Hip plant that gives the name
to the medicine. The best jalap is made from the Exogonium;
but good jalap may also be got from many other species of the
Convolvulacea3—even from our British species. " Convolvulus
arvensis, Soldanella, macrocarpus, and probably many others,

may likewise be used with nearly equal advantage," says

Dr. Lindley. The habit of the plant is well given in the
Botanical Reyisiar, v. 33 ; but the colour is not bright enough-

It is also figured in the Botanical Magar.ine, v. 73. Can anj-

one say if Convolvulus (Batatas) Jalapa is in cultivation, and if

it has been found to be hardy ? E. Purga has, as will be seen,

roundish tubers of variable size, those of mature growth being
about as large as an Orange, and of a dark colour. These, as

we have said, are the true Jalap tubers.

MUHLENBECKIA COMPLEXA.
This is a New Zealand plant sometimes met with in green,
house culture under the name of Polj-gonum complexum.
That it is perfectly hardy, a twelve ^years' culture out of doors
will, I think, bear ample testimony. That it possesses quali-
ties such as ought to commend it for general culture, whether
as a wall-creeper or as a charming neutral-tinted zone in a
flower-bed, any person who has seen it will at once admit. In
this double capacity it has been for several years one of the
chief decorative features of the front of my house, and is
admired by every one ; and when I say that the 'popular
impression is that it is a bank of Maiden-hair Fern, I think I
have said enough to justify my wish to see it introduced into
more general cultivation. In the first place it is, as I have said,
perfectly hardy, and in the second it possesses all the unob-
trusive simple beauty of the small-leaved Adiantums—for the
popular comparison is by no means inapt—why then, it may be
asked, has its cultivation not become more general ? To this
I may reply, that its perfect growth and full development are
not attained with that rapidity which must be looked upon
as characteristic of the present age in things general, and no
less in things horticultural, but more especially is it charac-
teristic of that section of horticulture to "which flower
gardening belongs. I have given scores of plants away to my
gardening friends, but have never yet seen them utilised to even
a limited extent. Let me endeavour to describe the process
by which the results I have stated in my opening remarks
have been attained.

About eleven or twelve years ago, from a plant growing and
rambling and scrambling freely over a bit of rockery, I went
to work and struck a score or two of cuttings, under the
impression that the plant possessed a value beyond what was
indicated in this, its almost natural condition. These, after a
year's growth iu pots, I planted out in a semicircle, pegging
down the longer shoots, and, during the season, occasionally
clipping back any stray shoots. Certainly, for the first couple
of years, it did not look very promising ; but, in the third, it
had acquired sufficient compactness to form a continuous line
of leaf tracery, all the more beautiful on account of its
extremely slender dark brown stems, and also the peculiar
olive-brown tint of the leaves themselves. This semi-circle, or
zone, has since that, year by year, increased in density, and
forms a mass about 6 inches high and 15 inches or so in width,
requiring no attention beyond clipping with a pair of shears'
two or three times during the summer. At either end, next
the wall, its twining branches have been allowed to grow, and
they will soon have surrounded the lower windows with a sort
of leafy framework of exquisite beauty. Some of mv floricul-
tural friends may say, "But what are the flowers like?" To
this inquiry I can give no satisfactory reply. Though I have
known the plant for over twenty-five years, I have never seen
it bloom. This I am the more anxious to see from the fact that
it is said to have a baccate, or berry-like, fruit ; and iu that
fact chiefly rests its claim to the special generic title of Muh-
lenbeckia—a name by no means so euphonious as that of the old
classical Polygonum. Therefore, on the beauty and singu-
larity of its tiny round leaves and its twiggy dark stems
alone it rests its claim for popular favour. But it possesses
a value beyond even these—namely, as a pillar plant ; whether
secluded in a sort of recess in the ordinary shrubbery,
backed up by the light green foliage of Laurels, &c., with
which it forms a strikiug contrast, or standing alone on the
Grass, it is in either case an object of the greatest beauty.
The way iu which this, its third attribute, was elicited, it may
interest some of your readers to know. I will therefore briefly
describe it as follows :—At the same time as I planted out my
experimental semi-circle, I sent a plant to my father at Dublin,
merely stating that I contemplated making something of it,

and asking him to do the same. Singularly enough, while my
ideas altogether ran in the horizontal, his assumed the per-
pendicular, and whereas I pegged mine down, as before
described, he trained his up to a stake. A few years after, on
paying a visit to the paternal domicile, at the Garden Farm, I
was delighted to find his plant presenting the very heau ideal
of a vegetable fountain ; it was then about 6 feet high, and
appeared like a gushing stream of leaves, rising to the height
described, and falling, as it were, down the long pendent
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branches, -whose ends swept the surface of the ground. In a

letter from my father the other day he describes it as one of

tlie most effective plants he has ; it is now 12 feet high,

attached to a .stout, pole, its means of support being completely

liidden amid its dense mass of spray-lilce branchlets, and on

tlie ground a mass of growth some 6 or 8 feet in diameter, of

irregular outline, that appears to me, from his description, to

realise the fountain picture I have already endeavoured to

describe, with its basin of spray-tossed foliage beneath. Accom-
l)anying the description, he sends a rough sketch of the plant,

which, from what I have already seen, I can easily understand,

but, to do it justice a good photograph, supplemented by the

best skill of a good engraver, would be required. Possibly,

I may on some future occasion obtain the former, and, however
difficult it may be, I have no doubt you would be able to supply

the latter. Nor does its value cease here, as it forms an exqui-

site suspended plant, admirably adapted either for a conserva-

tory or window. Under these conditions its wire-like stems,

and rounded leaves are exhibited to the utmost advantage,

and in a hanging basket its lack of brilliant blossom may be

always supplemented by associating it with other plants to

which Flora has evinced a greater mead of generosity in the

distribution of her favours. The Muhlenbeckia is by no means
difficult to propagate, it strikes freely in a cold frame, if the

cuttings are put in in September, the only point to be observed

is that in selecting the cuttings, they should be taken from the

thicker shoots that are generally sent up from the ground in

the form of suckers, not from the twiggy shoots ; the former
strike freely and form snug little plants the first season ; the

latter, if they do strike, will be at least two years before they
form well-established plants.

While writing the above I am reminded of another hardy
New Zealand plant, which was alluded to at page 424 under the

name of the golden-leaved Diplopappus. A good many years

ago I gave it that provisional name when sending it out to my
numerous correspondents ; and, seeing that I was unwittingly
guilty of giving it a misnomer, I avail myself of this oppor-
tunity to correct it. When it bloomed with me, some years

ago (growing freely as a hardy shrub, which it has done for

the last fourteen years), I found that it was more nearly related

to the old genus Ozothamnus. I sent it to Dr. Hooker, and
he pronounced it to be Cassinia A^auvillarsii, a genus closely

related to the former. It produces numerous small whitish

flowers in compact clusters ; though pretty in thejr way, they
are not sufficiently showy to recommend the plant for general
culture ; but its golden coat, which suffuses the back of the

leaves, and still more densely the entire young stems, will

always make it an object of interest. By-the-way, mj' original

name was Chrysochlada, not Chrysophylla, the former meaning
literally golden coated, the latter only golden leaved. In
adapting it to general purposes as a bedding plant, it has not
realised my expectations ; but, as a shrub, it is well worth
growing for its own merits, as also fi'om the interest that

attaches to it as one of our few hardy New Zealand plants.

Hull Botanic Gardens. Jas. C. Nives.

BULB BEDS IN SEVERE FROSTS.
Several years ago, when my enthusiasm in horticultui-al affairs

frequently got the better of discretion, I made some very expensive
blunders which I never like to talk about, unless for the purpose of

keeping somebody else from falling into the same ditch. Once upon
a time Mrs. " Ruralist " suggested that large beds of early, spring-
flowering bulbs would be a great addition to our garden ; and, as I

fully agreed with her in this matter, arrangements were made to
carry ont the suggestion. In tha woods about a mile distant, I found
a spot where charcoal had been made several years before, and the
debris of fine coal ashes and black soil was quite plentiful. These
materials are supposed to bo excellent tor bulbous pl.iuts of all kinds,
and of course I hastened to secure them of the owner of the land.
Twonty.tive loads were brought, and bulb bods made according to
rule, and upon scientific principles. When ready, I made my selec-
tions of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, and other suitable
kinds that would make a good show. I confess to have
secretly thought that I would surprise Mrs. " Ruralist,"
not with the quantity but with the quality and beauty of the
>arieties; consequently only the very choice named sorts were

purchased. The bulbs were planted at the proper season, and, I

think, in a proper manner. As some of them were considered not

perfectly hardy, I made arrangements to give protection in winter.

Besides, did not and do not the garden calendars recommend this,

even with the most hardy kinds ? Of course I was well aware that

mice would eat these bulbs if they could get at them; but, when
buried several inches deep in the ground, danger from this source

appeared to me ont of the question. When the ground began to

freeze the bed was covered i or 5 inches deep with coarse hay,

and no further attention paid to it until spring, then the covering was
removed. We then discovered that the ground moles, finding a sheltered

spot, had congregated there and, probably assisted by field mice,

which follow in their burrows, the two together had made a clean

sweep of my choice bulbs. About a dozen Hyacinths only, on the

outer edge of the bed, where the ground remained frozen to a con.

siderable depth, were left of the entire collection. Had I kept the hay
off the bed a week or two the ground might have become so hard
frozen that the moles and mice could not have made an entrance ;

still there are always more or less thaws in winter of which such
vermin will take advantage. If there are no mice or moles about a
place, then protection with coarse litter will answer ; otherwise there

is always more or less danger in applying anything to beds containing

bulbs which will prevent freezing, because vermin are pretty certain

to congregate in such favourable locations. I frequently hear of the

loss of Lilies, Hyacinths, and other hardy bulbs, the purchasers
attributing their failures to unhealthy plants ; and while this may be
the true cause in some instances, still I am inclined to think that

moles and mice get more than they are accused of taking.

—

Moorp's

Rural.

Wake-Robins (Trilliums).—The genus Trillium is a purely
American one, with the exception of one species which is found in

Japan. About ten species belong to the genus, all of which are

interesting, and some sufficiently showy to claim a place among
choice border flowers. The Trilliums would not at first sight be placed

in the Lily family, as their general appearance is so unlike that of

the Lily
;
yet the structure of the flowers is sucli that recent botanists

have thus classed them. The genus gets its name from the Latin for

triple, the parts of the plant being in threes ; we have three leaves

upon the stem, three parts to each calyx and corolla, twice
three stamens, and the parts of the pistil in threes. They
all have a tuber.like root stock from which arise a few simple
stems about a foot high, each bearing three broad leaves, and
above these the flower, which is either elevated above the leaves,

upon a stem, or sessile close among them, as in the case of T. sessile,

lately figured in the A'jriculturist. The flower of this species is a
dark purple or maroon colour ; but the great beauty of the plant lies

in the leaves, which are finely variegated or marbled with a very pale
and a dark green, aud, when perfect, equalling in richness some of
the choicest of greenhouse foliage plants. This species is found from
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, southward ; and in South Carolina and
Florida there is a closely. allied species, T. discolor, which has still

more strongly.marked leaves, but otherwise nearly related to this

one. The Trilliums will grow in any good garden soil that will not
become too dry in summer ; and, when they become well established,

a process requiring a year or two, they will take care of themselves,
and unfold their flowers every spring. The large-flowered Trillium

(T. grandiflorum) is a remarkably handsome plant, which has
received the name of the wfiite Wood Lily. It should be grown in

moist, shady, sheltered spots, by the sides of wood walks, in moist
shady hollows of the rock-garden, or in the hardy Fernery along
with Royal Ferns, and similar moisture-loving plants. In such
situations its pure white blossoms, produced freely in spring, are
strikingly effective. T. cernuum is another interesting kind ; wUch
flowers later in spring than T. grandiflorum. It succeeds well among
shrubs in moist peat borders, or it might be planted in moist spots

in the hardy Fernery or rock garden.

Spirsea palmata.—Some of our readers will call to mind a
plant bearing this name brought out iu England with a flourish of

trumpets similar to that which attended the introduction of Primula
japonica. It was sold at a high price then, and is even now priced

in the catalogues at from 3s. 6d. to 53. sterling. Yet it is by no
means a new plant, having been flrst introduced into England from
Japan in 1823, and grown in many collections of herbaceous plants

of that period. It is a curious instance of the result of neglecting

the cultivation of hardy perennials for that of bedding-out plants,

when an old inhabitant of our gardens can be brought forward and
sold at ten times its original price. The specific name palmata has
been applied to no fewer than three different plants of the Spirasa

family. The first, of which we have just spoken, is described iu

Thunberg's " Flora Japonica," and is a native of Japan. There
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appears to be two varieties of it, as he speaks of it as having white
or red flowers. The second is Spir»a digitata, a native of Eastern
Siberia, named S. palmata by Pallas, the Russian botanist. The
third is Spiraja lobata, a native of this country, named by Linnaius
S. palmata.

—

American Garden.

THE MALE HARDY PALM.
(CHAiI.EROPS EXCELSA.)

The interest attached to this Palm as an ornamental plant, and
particularly the remarkable difference existing between male and
female plants of it, have induced us to present our readers with the
accompanying sketch of the male variety. The male kind is known by
its large thick trunk which, near the ground, branches out into
strong vigorous boughs, thickly covered with spiky foliage of a deep
j'ellow colour ; these spikelets at first grow out straight from the
branches and then incline sharply downwards. It bears innumerable
little flowers, growing closely together, of a beautiful deep orange
colour tipped with yellow. The female is comparatively small, with
much thinner branches, the greenish.yellow leaves of which grow
Btraighter than those of the male sort, describing no curve or angle
till much further from the stem. Its numerous small flowers, of a
pale yellow hue, also grow at greater intervals apart. It blooms
from April to May,
and the seeds ripen
from February until

April the following
season, thus requir.
ing an entire year
for complete fru.

ition. As regards
display, the prefer,

euce must be given
to the male trees,

which may well be
pronounced exceed-
ingly ornamental. It

is a moot point
whether the males
or females are most
numerous. Certain
circumstances would
indicate that the
males are. For in.

stance, at Bordeaux,
M. Durien de Maison.
neuve has only one
plant of the female
variety in his shrub-
beries, whilst quan-
tities of males grow
there. M. Thuret,
of Antibes, also in-

forms us that all

the plants (four in

number) which have
flowered with him
are males; but at the Paris Museum the reverse appears to be the

case, since out of five plants which have recently bloomed there four

are females.

—

Revue Horticole.

The Male Hardy Palm,

NOTES AND QUESTION S ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

True Creepers-—I find the word "creeper" in The Gabden, and other
horticultural papers, often erroneously applied by correspondents to all climbing
plants. Now I hold that true creepers are only those which adhere to, or creep
up a wall liy me.ans of rootlets or tendrils, and ^v^thout the assistance of nails or
trellis. Of' these, I believe, there are but three hardy species, and shall be prlad

of correction if I am wi'ong. These three are—Bignouia radicans, Ivy,

and Virginian Creeper and their respective varieties. Ficus repens, another
true creeper, has proved itself hardy in some places, but can scarcely be quoted
as such irenerally.—T.

Evergreens for Beds in Winter : A. H. Aucubaa of many sorts, green
and variegated Box, common and Portugal Laurels, green and variegated
Hollies, Aralia Sieboldii, dwarf Junipers of sort*. Ligustrum coriaceum,
Raphiolepis ovata,Viburnum acerifolium, Osmanthus (green variegated), Biota
elegantissima, Daphne Triniana, Tree Ivies of sorts, Thujopsis dolabrata.

Thuja dumosa, Taxus japonica. Erica herbacea carnea, Berberis Aquifolinm,
Andromeda, Pernettya (in sheltered situations) , variegated Euonj'mus, Launis-
tinus, Skimmias, Retinosporas, common Yew, Euonymus radicans variegata,

Taxus elegantissima, Thujopsis borealis, Thuja aurea, .Tuniperus Sabina
variegata, andCupressus Lawsoniana (Waterer's green form of it). ,Vny dwarf
Conifer or handsome evergreen that is compact may be used. Many Japanese
plants are among the best for this purpose. They should Ijc procured early in

autumn, and be placed in pots sufficiently large to hold the roots without
cramping ; plunge them in the beds deeply enough to cover the pots.

THE FR UIT GARDEN.
UNHBATED STRUCTURES FOR THE CULTURE OP

THE VINE.

Of these tbe only glass structure to which allusion may here

be made is the ground Vinery. This is simply a span-roofed

frame, with moveable ends, from 2 to 6 feet wide, and is made in

lengths of from G to 12 feet. It is laid upon the ground, with

its ends running north and south, and the Vines are trained

under the ridge. Being portable, it is suited to the wants of

the small amateur who can grow a few Grapes in it during the

summer, and store plants, or grow salads in it in the winter

and spring months. For Grape growing upon a moderately

large scale it is, however, not to be recommended, as it is

obvious that its adoption beyond certain limits would bo

attended with more expense and less satisfactory results than

a properly constructed Vinery of equal capacity.

Grape Walls.

A Grape wall to be of any service should be 10 or 12 feet

high, and fined, so that it may be heated when needful ; this

will be an undoubted advantage, and hardly more expensive

in construction than if no means of warming were secured.

A wooden board
14 inches wide,

or a glass coping
at the top, throws
the rain off and , in

a great measure,
affords protec-

tion from the frost.

The Vines arc

trained to wires
placed 6 inches
apart, and 4 or 5

inches from the

wall.

Vine Borders.

Under this head-
ing I propose to

treat of the heat-

ing, formation, and
composition of the
border, bottom-
heat, and ferment-
ing materials. The
propriety of afford

-

ing the roots of

the Vine a tempe-
rature correspond-
ing with that of

the branches has
always been re-

cognised, and the

practice of applying heat artificially to the roots by the

aid of fermenting materials probably began with the cul-

ture of the Vine under glass, or soon after, and is still

the plan most generally and necessarily adopted in the

production of early Grapes, and in skilled hands has

always been productive of good and lasting results. Whether
the border is inside or outside, a gentle hot-bed, by pushing the

roots into early and healthy action, and keeping them near the

surface where they are more under control, never fails to

produce good eifects ; and the plan has often been fallen back

upon when all other means have failed to get up vigour in

feeble and exhausted Vines. Indeed, I am aware of cases

where the hot-bed system has been resorted to again in a

systematic way after an elaborate system of heating the borders

by means of hot-water pipes had been tried, and failed through

mismanagement or some other cause. The materials for the

hot-bed are litter and leaves, which are generally plentiful

about most gardens. Stable litter alone is too quick and violent

in its action, but mixed with leaves, in greater or less propor-

tions, almost any degree of heat may be steadily maintained

for any length of time, provided the bed is turned occasionally

and fresh materials added as required. When the hot-bed is

the only means available for applying heat to the roots, the
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border should be covered in autumn with about a foot of litter

and l«-aves, which will be sufficient to keep the soil at a tem-

perature of 50^^, or thereabouts, more by preventing the natural

heat of the soil from escaping than by any positive action

which a layer that depth exercises. As the Vines progress,

and the temperature of the Vinery is raised, so must be the

temperature of the border l)y adding more litter and leaves,

and turning the whole over and mixing it thoroughly

about once in three weeks ; and this practice must be

continued until the maximum temperature is reached, when
the Grapes are approaching maturity. After this, the tempera-

ture may be allowed to decline gradually, until the Vines are

going to rest, when the hot-bed should be reduced to a

mulching only. As a rule it is seldom necessary to keep the

temperature of the border above 75° or 80°, even in the case of

Muscats ; and I find, by constant experience, that a fermenting

bed of an average depth of 18 inches or 2 feet is sufficient to

keep the soil of the border at a temperature of 80° 18 inches

below the surface. As an instance of the effects of hot linings

annually applied, I may state that in 1865 I had to deal with a

house of old Vines about sixty years of age, which were in

a very feeble condition ; but it being necessary to keep them
on, and make the most of them for a few years longer, I began
by applying hot linings to the border in November, keeping

them up till July the following year, the Grapes being wanted
in June ; and this practice I continued for six years. The effect,

after the first and second years' application, was to bring ahost
of roots to the surface of tlie border (there were none before),

and to restore vigour to the debilitated Vines, from which I

cut Grapes of excellent quality annually up till 1872 for my
employer's table during the London season. In June, 1871, I

exhibited six bunches of Black Hamburghs from these Vines
at the Royal Horticultural Society's show at Nottingham,
which were reported upon by the horticultural press at the

time as " capital Black Hamburghs, cut from Vines more than
fifty years old, which are restricted to one rafter, and pi'uned

to the best bud." The rods were only It feet in length, and
were cropped at the rate of "20 lb. to the rod ; and the last year

I took nearly 30 lb. off one Vine. When it became necessary to

remove this old Vinery in its turn, I was undecided for a while

whether to retain the old Vines or plant new ones, so well had
they behaved, and so vigorous were they. Their restoration

was entirely due to the annual application of hot linings to the

border, as in no other way were the roots meddled with. No
doubt many instances of this kind could be reported. The
hot-bed system has been characterised as cumbersome, untidy
and expensive. It is cumbersome comparatively, untidy

it need not be, and as for the expense, it will be found—when
we calculate the expense of heating a Vine border with hot

water pipes, the cost of fuel, and the extra care and attention

required in the way of firing and watering, &c., not to mention
the fact that over-heated borders have to be protected on the

surface somehow—tliat the hot-bed system is the cheapest in

the end. Early Vinery borders are now generally made inside,

however, and the hot-bed is not so essential in such eases ; but
in the majority of gardens no other means of applying heat to

the border are available, and it would be unwise to ignore the

practice here.

Heating the Border by Hot-water Pipes.

No subject connected with Grape culture has been produc-
tive of more controversy than this. Some good gardeners
advocate this system of heating, while many others, who have
had ample oppoi'tuuities of testing the system practically,

condemn it, as being not only dangerous and unnecessary, but
even disastrous in its results. I have now before me a letter

from an eminent gardener, the superintendent of a noted
establishment, where all the early Vinery borders are heated
by hot-water pipes in a most complete manner, in which he
reports his past and present experience of the system during
the last fifteen or twenty years as follows :

—" In replj' to your
inquiries about the working of the bottom-heat in the early
Vineries here, I have to state that 1 find it of little or no
advantage, but the source of considerable danger in our natu-
rally dry and warm soil, if it is not closely watched, so that I
have given over using it, except for a few days at starting,
after which the fire is put out, and not lighted again till the

following season. I always water with warm water, which I

believe is quite as effective and far safer than bottom-heat. In

cold or wet localities, or soils, a well-arranged system of

bottom-heat might be of more service than it is here for early

forcing ; still it must be used with the greatest caution, even

in such places, for a day's neglect by the man in charge of it

would pretty well settle the crop for that year. The system
was tried in almost all forms at T. when I was there, between
1850 and 18(50, and no place wanted it more, considering the

soil and climate ; but it never worked satisfactorily, and was
the cause of no end of ' rows ' and extraordinary crops of red

spider instead of Grapes. It has long been discontinued there

now, and Mr. • only covers his outside borders with 18

inches of litter and leaves, and wooden shutters to throw oli'

the rain, and has better crops of Grapes than was ever pro-

duced there with bottom-heat. This is my experience of the

system, but I know of no instance in which it could be said to

have worked satisfactorily ; in fact, I cannot point to a place

where it has paid for the cost or fixing, therefore I

am no advocate of the system in any form in which
I have yet seen it applied." The experience here related

tallies exactly with my own here and elsewhere, and with
that of others of whom I have made inquiries concerning

the matter. Still, though the system has been hitherto dis-

appointing in its results (and it is doubtful if ever it will

bear being measured by a debtor and creditor account), it

finds favour with some good Grape growers, who continue to

advocate it, so that we may yet see it applied successfully. It

is not a question of bottom-heat, the advantages of which are

undisputed, but how to apply it with safety on the hot-water

principle. Vegetation flourishes around hot springs and above
subterraneous fires, but in such instances the source of heat is

so deep as not to be felt injuriously upon the surface of the

ground ; were it otherwise, the effects upon vegetation would
be similar to those produced by hot-water pipes when placed in

proximity to the roots of a plant, but place the pipes deep
enough, and we get quit of all risk and danger. In fig. 1, I

have shown how this may be accomplished. The pipes are

laid in narrow chambers 15 inches below the surface of the

sub-soil and covered over ; the border is then formed above, in

the usual way, as if there were no pipes there at all. By this

plan the sub-soil has to be heated first, and it is, therefore,

impossible that any scorching, or bad effect from pipes made
too hot, can take place, such as happens when the pipes are so

arranged among the rubble or otherwise that the heat at once
accumulates among the drainage at the bottom of the border,

and must at times be violent and often irregular, according to

the care and intelligence of the fireman. The only objections

to this plan are, that the stokehole would have to be 16 inches
deeper than usual, and the expense of getting up heat would
be a trifle more, neither of which are obstacles of any impor-
tance. For reasons which any gardener understands, the

bottom-heat pipes should be worked by a separate boiler.

Aerated Borders.

This is a simple, safe, and inexpensive plan of warming the
border (subject to weather conditions), by means of air drains,

which run among the rubble at the bottom of the border, and
communicate with the air by means of earthenware pipes

placed at the outer edge of the border, and at the back wall

inside, and projecting a few inches above the surface, as shown
at A B, fig. 7. The an-, owing to its greater gravity, descends
at A, and, circulating among the drainage, and communicating
its heat to the soil in its passage, is sucked out by the rarified

atmosphere of the Vinery at B. The drains traverse the
border in both directions, intersecting and communicating with
each other at right angles every 4 feet ; and the tiles, which
should be 5 inches in diameter, are laid about 3 inches apart, in

order to let the air percolate amongst the drainage, which
should fill up the interstices, and cover the tiles over about
4 inches deep. Above all thick sods are laid to prevent the

soil of the border from being washed down amongst the

drainage, and the aerated chamber is complete. The outside

pipes are fitted with plugs, and in working the drains these are

taken out whenever the temperature of the external air is

above that of the border. When the borders are all inside,

as in early Vineries they should be, the aeration system may
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be adopted by placing the feed pipes at the coldest part of the

house, and drawing the air in by an exhausting chamber
placed near the boiler, or at the warmest part of the house and
into which all the drains lead. This system may be said to

have been inaugurated chiefly by Mr. Fowler, gardener to

the Earl of Stair, at Castle Kennedy, whose success as .i

Grape grower is well known ; but, in estimating the results of

the system as applied at Castle Kennedy, it must be borne in

mind that Mr. Fowler employs fermenting materials in a

systematic way as well, applying about 18 inches of litter and
leaves to both outside and inside borders, by which means he

keeps the roots of the Vines in a vigorous state of activity.

J. S.

iTo he continuedi.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OP VINES IN POTS.
The cultivation of the Grape Vine has been a study of mine
for many years, and, I think, I may say I have met with a fair

share of success. Where there is convenience for fruiting

Vines in pots I very strongly recommend their growth. Where
there is not sufficient convenience to grow the young Vines in

their early stages, they can be procured from most nursery

establishments. I am of opinion that Vinesfor fruiting may be

bought even cheaper than they can be grown by a gentleman's

gardener or an amateur, because it is seldom that sufEoient

room can be spared for their proper development. Vines in

pots, when well grown, are most useful in several ways, not the

least interesting of which is the ornamental appearance which
they have when placed in vases on the dinner-table. By the

following arrangement a beautiful effect may also be produced.

Instead of putting the Vines on the table, place them at inter-

vals down each side, concealing the pots under the sides of

the table and arranging the tops so as to form an arch over

the table from one side to the other, keeping the arches all the

same height, and shaping them with hazel rods, to which the

Vines are neatly tied
;
green Moss and Vine leaves may be

woven round to hide any bare stems or hazel sticks which
may remain in sight. If it happens that a large party is given

in the autumn, the autumnal tints on the leaves of some of

the Vines, such as West's St. Peter's, Barbarossa, and several

other varieties, produce a magnificent effect. Pot Vines may
be had in establishments where there are sufficient forcing

pits all the year round; they are useful for forcing for the first

and second crops of Grapes, a circumstance which renders the

early foraing of permanent Vines imnecessary, and which saves

much time, labour, and money. I always think it a pity to

force permanent and well-established Vines before the begin-

ning of January ; the latest succession Grapes (in gardens
where there is no stint of forcing-houses) may be produced
from Vines in pots, and, by so doing, growers will be enabled

to do full justice to their permanent Vines. Every practical

gardener knows how detrimental it is to leave Grapes on per-

manent Vines after the month of January ; the French mostly
cut all their late Grapes off the Vines in the month of Novem-
ber. I was at the late Baron James de Rothschild's, at Ferrieres,

a few years ago, in the month of January, and thei'e I found
that all their late Grapes had been cut, and that the stems
were placed in bottles containing charcoal and water, having
been severed from the Vine about two months. I have stopped

the bottles with Portland cement to keep the atmosphere from
the water, and it has answered well ; unfortunately, few
gardeners have convenience to do this. J. Mekeditii.

Garston.

PEARSON'S GOLDEN QUEEN GRAPE.
SoJiE years since, hearing that the native Grapes of Korth America
enjoyed a comparative immunity from the attacks of mildew, I

resolved to cross one of them, the Strawberry, with onr hot-house

varieties. I raised about a hundred seedlings in this manner, using

in every case the Strawberry as the female parent. Many of my
friends will remember the interest this experiment created at the

time, fi-om the extraordinary character of the foliage produced. The
Strawberry Grape has small woolly leaves, very little cut, indeed

nearly heart shaped ; the seedlings were all deeply cut, some of them
small, and some of immense size. I remember the Rev. C. Peach, of

Malton-le-Street, asking me for a leaf as a curiosity, which was

some inches bigger in diameter than a page of the Times. The frnit of

these seedlings varied as much as the foliage, being of all colours,

and, I may add, of every degree of bad flavour, except one or two,

which were golden in colour, and very sweet. Of these I chose one

only to keep, which was exhibited in London, August, 1870, and

under the name of Ferdinand de Lesseps, received a iiret-class cer.

tificate, which it richly deserved, not so much as a new Grape, as a

new fruit altogether. With me it is a strong grower, an abundant
bearer, and of a beautiful golden colour. The fruit being scented

with Strawberry, and tasting like barley-sugar flavoured with Pine-

apple, according to some, and like new honey, according to others, is

totally unlike that of any other known Grape. Here was, at least, a

great curiosity, a pretty scented fruit, which few with their eyes

shut would take to be a Grape. But every one does not like barley-

sugar, or new honey either, and then, unfortunately, the berries were
little larger than those of the Prontignan, and the bunches scarcely

so long ; and, though Ferdinand found many admirers, I never recom.

mended anyone to plant it who had not seen and tasted it. I next

tried what the effect of crossing Ferdinand with other Grapes would
give, and raised another large batch of seedlings, some also from
other crosses, which were all planted together. Some of these were
exhibited September 6th, 1871. From them the Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society selected one for a first-class certificate,

and which I named Dr. Hogg. Now I had great doubts about the

value of this variety, and told the committee so. I knew it was a

seedling from the Duchess of Buccleugh, and never could make up
my mind what was its other parent, or if it had been crossed at all.

Knowing that all the race of Grapes, comprising Muscat Muscadine,

Chasselas Musque, Joslin's St. Albans, which were the result of a

cross between the Muscat of Alexandria and Royal Muscadine to

which the Duchess of Buccleugh belongs, were, though very high-

flavoured, dreadfully subject to crack, I feared the same might be

the case with mine, and never would recommend it to anyone.

Besides growing in a north border of a Geranium.house, it never was
very well ripened, and appeared not to retain its high flavour after it

was ripe. Now, however, when it is out, and in other hands, as

many no doubt have heai'd, it is proving one of the best Grapes in cul-

tivation. With me it has never cracked a berry, and whilst quite

equal in flavour to the Duchess of Buccleugh, is twice the size, bunch
for bunch. The Golden Queen, to which a first-class certificate

has been awarded, is a seedling between Ferdinand de Lesseps

and Black Alicante; it fruited for the first time last year in

a pot, standing on the border of my Fig-house ; finding that

it had made a root through the bottom of the pot, I broke the

pot to pieces, and "hilled" up the ball with fresh soil. No one

expects a Vine that has fruited in a pot to do much the following

year, but to my surprise this has carried thirteen bunches perfect in

every respect this season. The bunch and berry are exactly alike in

shape to the Madresfield Court, bnt in colour it is a bright gold.

The flavour is that of a Muscat of Alexandria without any of the

aroma peculiar to the Muscats, being, in fact, a rich, fleshy, sweet

Grape. The foliage shows its hybrid origin, being strong, dark

looking, and feeling to the touch more like that of a Fig than a Vine.

The wood is bright cinnamon in colour, and taking fruit and Vine

together, it is perhaps the most beautiful Vine ever seen growing.

From the large amount of water used in the Fig-house, and the

little heat employed, mildew attacked most of the Vines in that

house, but the robust foliage of this variety appeared almost mildew
proof. Lastly, only two kinds under these unfavourable circnm.

stances were really ripe in this house, and the Golden Queen was
one of them ; many have only half-ripened their wood, and the

thinnest shoots of this are as dark in colour, and as hard as the

thickest. At the time the above was written the keeping qualities

of Golden Queen could only be inferred, but fruit remained on the

Vine in good condition till it broke into leaf this spring, proving it

to be a worthy companion for the best of the black keeping varieties.

This Vine has this year carried sixteen bunches, the best of which

I sent, at the request of M. Van Houtte, to Ghent, to be figured in

his " Flore des Serres ;," some to the Royal Horticultural Society's

fruit committee, to let them see that it maintained its character j

and others to various eminent horticulturists, and no one, as yet,

has pointed out a fault either in the habit of this plant or its fruit.

ChiUvell. J. R. Peakson.

Efficacious Remedies for the Vine Pest.—The Abbe Moigne
says that two remedies, or rather two insect-killing substances, have

proved to be efficacious in destroying the Phylloxera. In Cognac,

M. Mouillefer, professor at the Agricultural School at Grignon, and
delegate to the Academy, has tried with success the sulpho-carbonate

of potash, proposed by M. Dumas. In the proportion of one-thou-

sandth dissolved in a litre of water, this solution proved quite harm-
less to the plant ; but at the end of a few days, by the toxic vapours
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it disengaged, it wa3 able to mete out prompt justice to the devas-

tating insect. But it was expensive, and it was necessary to find a

means of manufacturing it economically on a large scale. This problem

was scarcely proposed when it was solved. It was the employment of

alcohol that rendered the preparation of this salt slow and limited to

small quantities. M. Valancecimes, director of the works at

Dorvault's Centrale Pharmacie de France, at St. Denis, found that

by reacting with strongly.concentrated sulphide of carbon upon
carbouate of potash, its transformation into sulpho.carbonate conld

he effected directly without the intervention of alcohol. JIM. Romein
and Petit, at Nimes, and M. Balbiani, at Montpellier, on their side,

tried coal-tar, and with entire success. The proportion of coal-tar

required—several thousand kilo.^rarames to the hectare (2^ acres)—
seems .at present enormous; but, by a judicious distribution of the

substance, there is no doubt that the quantity may be considerably

diminished.

Fruit of Tacsoaia Van Volxemii.—I cannot agree with
your correspondent as to the agreeableness of this fruit. In addition
to that species, I have now in fruit T. eriantha and a variety sold to

me under the name of T. hybrida multiflora ; also Passiflora acerifolia,

with fruits like black Grapes covered with a fine bloom ; P. ccerulea
racemosa, fertilised with P. ccerulea (this variety will not set

with its own pollen), P. Impijratrice Eugenie; another with
deep purple flowers, the name of which I do not know ; and P.

cinnabarina, otherwise known as Disemma coccinea. In past days
I have fruited many other members of this favourite family of mine,
but have failed to find amongst them all a fruit even passibly pala-

table, excepting, perhaps, P. edulis. With the tropical GranadiUas I

have had no experience. That they all might with impunity bo
eaten, I have no doubt. It is to be regretted that the Australian
P. cinnabarina is not au agreeably-flavoured fruit, as it bears so
abundantly with little or no care, and the fruits are very succulent

;

their smell, when ripe, is not unpleasant, but the taste is insipid.

Whether they could be utilised by conversion into a " rob " or jam
would be worth a trial, which I commend to the professors of the
cuisine.—J. M., Ifawl-chm-cJiy near A.vniinsterj Devon.

The Beurre Clairgeau.—-This is a well-known and favourite
dessert Pear in Jersey, and Mr. Pond, a neighbour of mine, has one
of the best specimens of it with which I am acquainted. His tree was
planted eight years ago, and is grafted on the Quince. Tha second
year after planting, it produced a Pear weighing 1 lb., and it has since
cjntinued to bear very fine fruit, no Pear having been picked from it,

less than 1 lb. in weight. This year it bore thirty-five splendid Pears,
weighing 56 lbs. The soil in which it has grown, is a deep sandy loam,
and the tree has been watered with liquid manure in dry weather.
Andre LeRoy In his " Dlctionnaire de Pomologie " says this Pear is a
moderately vigorous grower, and a great bearer. The fruit has a
white flesh, which is melting, juicy, and not very gritty, the aroma
being agreeable and delicate. It is very variable, however, as
regards both shape and quality; although sometimes second-rate, it

is generally first-class. Its size is always large ; iu 1851 the Horti-
tural Society of Paris awarded a medal to a large and fine fruit of it.

As regards maturity it seldom ripens before October, and rarely
keeps beyond the first days of January.—RusTicus.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Stephauotis floribnuda in Fruit.— I have at presont two lar»e fi-uit ou
n &ra:ill plant, of the Stephauotis ia my stove ; they are not yet rifie, and have
lioen ou the ])laut for nearly twelve months ; ttiey are still a bright green, and
liave not increased in size for some months.— FaiNcis J. Ghrvais, Cu-il Aitjhcr,
Co. Tilronc.

How to make a Fruit-room ornamental.—My fruit-room is 70 feet Ion;;,
ptaged all roniid, and has a centre slai^e runnina; its full length. On this stage
or table light-colonred Apples, anch as Wellingtons and Golden ^fnbles, are laid
in the form of diamonds, the shapes being indioiteil by high-colonreil kinds,
with a cireular pitch in the middle of each diamond. Pew flower gardens in
summer, mnch less in winter, can vie with this arrangement.

—

Ketoicexer.

Excrescences on the Roots of Peach Trees.—I send you nart of a root of a
Peach tree in the hope that yon will be able to tell mo what the knots on it are,
from what canse they appear, and what the remedy for them. The tree has
been planted against a south wall two years in a good rich border. The roots
are all like the one sent, and the tree has made no wood to speak of, whilst
three others planted against the same wall have grown remarkably well this year.
They have all been well snpplied with water during summer.— K. J. R. [The
specimen sent is very curious. It shows an attempt to throw out adventitious
buds, which first protrude the inner bark, so a» to make it look like a case of
false Fungi.]

The Peach Nut.—A fruit, answering to the description of the Peach Nut (see
p. 313). was, some three or four times, offered to me in Spain, under the name
of Frasiiuilla (I write from sound, for I never saw the word in print). I was
struck with the delicious flavour of the fruit, and, upon making inquiries
respecting it. was told that it was a hybrid, produced by grafting a Peach upon
a Pomegranate stem; this would, doutless, account for the Pomegranate
colour and Peach flavour of the fruit. I imagine it to have been rare at the
time I was m Spain (I88!i). for, though I was liberally snopUed with moat
truits, I remember receiving but three or four Frasquillas.-J. M. Woodwaeo.

INDOOR AQUARIA.
TuE annexed illu.stration cannot fail to show how highly
intere.sting a portable aquarium and plant case combined may
be made when properly fitted up and arranged. Such com-
binations po.ssess an interest peculiarly their own, and
although their value may be unappreciated by those -who

possess gardens and plant houses, yet such cases of living

interest are admirably suited to invalids and persons
living in cities. Even in the most unfavourable localities

for out-door vegetation, such indoor gardens may be
replete with beauty alike secure from vicissitudes of weather
or atmospheric impurity. Indeed, of all forms of vegetable
life, aquatics or sab-aquatics, are best suited for indoor
gardening in towns ; but if the best results are to be obtained
from such a pursuit, a commencement must be made under
the direction of some one acquainted with the arrangement
of a bit of rook-work suitable for such cases, the kind of

plants with which they should be furnished, and the best
material in which to grow them. For cases like that now
represented hundreds of rare and beautiful plants are suit-

able, and also plants neither rare nor costly, but yet not less

interesting. Many Grasses, Sedges, Cyperus, and Ferns
grow well in such cases if elevated an inch or two above the
water level. For submerged vegetation we have Valisncria,

Anacharis, Oharas, the pigmy-blossomed Water Lily, the
Hawthorn-scented Aponogeton distachyon, fresh green disc-

shaped sheath-rooted Duckweed, Pontederia crassipcs, the
hollow petioles of which are swollen and filled with air,

and many other eijually interesting plants, all of easy culture.

In the hands of au experienced cultivator, many rare plants
would thrive as well in a case like this as in a cool plant-stove;

and then Sarracenias, Cephalotus, Dionrex, Droseras, and even
one or two of the true Pitcher plants, as Nepenthes phyllam-
phora or N. gracilis, might be added, notwithstanding their

reputed carnivorous tendencies. Given a few lumps of fibrous

peat and a handful of fresh living Sphagnum, and even the
gorgeous crimson-winged Disa might be induced to display its

rich colours and fresh glossy foliage. Plant life, too, may be
interestingly associated with animal life. In the water may be
lizards, golden and silvery carp, brown-speckled and green
frogs, and a whole colony of water-beetles and snails ; while,
flitting about overhead among the plants may be butterflies of

many hues, and a few of the most showy kinds of moths. Are
we, then, to capture such insects on the wing, and introduce
them ? No, they must be bred in their new home, and this

simplifies the whole affair, for specimens of all the more showy
butterflies may be bought at almost any naturalist's, in the
chrysalis state, for at the most a few pence each ; and these, it

placed in a little box (without a lid) of dry earth, and intro-

duced to the plant case, will " come ont " in due season, like

other butterflies, and will delight us with their elegant forms
aud brilliant colouring. Even the common white speckled
g.arden-spider added to such a case tends to give it life and
interest. This aquarium is divided into two parts ; the lower
one, as will be seen, for water, fish, and true aquatics; the
upper one for sub-aquatics and other plants. B.

Kerr's Vaporising Stove.—We (the Irish Farmers' Ga'.elle)

have in operation that very ingenious contrivance for burning parartin,

crystal, or rock oils—namely, " Kerr's improved vaporising green-
house stove." This little stove is very simple, portable as a stable

lantern, and fed and trimmed with as much facility as an ordinary
Lamp. Kach is provided with a vaporising dish somewhat on the
Polmaise principle to hold water ; through the centre of the dish the
heat passes, and carries with it a portion of vapour, thus obviating
the atmospheric aridity which in many instances, in plant-houses,
especially, is so much to be deprecated. When working, this stove
does not appear to give off, in the least, anything in the shape of

either smoke or sulphurous irritant gases, unwholesome to animal or
vegetable life. In fact, on the contrary, we are assured by Dr.

Cameron that the heated air diffused by this stove is such as would
serve, rather than injure, plants. For those small nnheated green,

houses attached to town dwellings, one should think this neat, cleanly,

and portable little contrivance would be well adapted and quite
capable of keeping King Frost at bay. These stoves illuminate as

well as heat. One of them will burn for twenty-four hours without
attendance, at a cost of about threepence.
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AN AQUARIUM AND PLANT-CASE COMBINED.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,
AND AMATEUE'S CALENDAR.

Hardy Flowers, Alpine Plants, and the Wild Garden.

We havo now entered on that season of the year when Nature herself

appears to have the utmost difficulty, even under the most favourable
circumstances, in finding the necessary material wherewith to com.
plete the hybernal link in Flora's chaplet. The few flowers that
betokened her late autumnal but declining vigour have been sadly
marred by two consecutive nights when the thermometer indicated
some 12° of frost, and, covered as the ground now is with
snow ; we will leave the flowers at rest under it for the
present. Rest, however, to the flowers does not by any means
imply rest to the cultivator ; he has his work to do even at this

dull season. We will presume that the dead and dying tops of all

his herbaceous plants in the select borders have been by this time
removed and deposited in the most out-of-the-way place available,

ready for the crematory process previously described. In the wild
garden such a clearance is, however, unnecessary ; as I before said,

leave these souvenirs of the past, as Nature intended them, to

form a protection, and to aid cur future prospects. What, then, is to

be done with the borders thus cleared ? The usual practice is to

give them a dressing of manure and then dig them over. That this

is the best form of practice I very much doubt. With the process
of digging, the idea of a spade is naturally inseperable, but that very
implement should be all but proscribed from borders of this class, except
in so far as planting is concerned. My advice is, to first hand pull

all the larger weeds ; these will have gone ahead since hoeing and
rakiug became impracticable ; carefully remove such as are growing
about the crowns of any of the plants—too often are these passed over
during the summer clearings—but they are liable to injure, by their

dense growth, the more slender growing occupants of the border.
Having so done, a nice dressing of old thoroughly well-rotted manure
should be distributed, or, what I believe to be better still, a concen.
trated manure, such as may be made by mixing " night soil" with
the burnt ashes—resulting from the burning of all the old rubbish

—

these ashes constitute not only a most perfect disinfectant, but are
equally potent and absorbent, and a small quantity goes a long way

;

where earth closets are used, the accumulation of the season, after

being once or twice turned over, will answer the purpose
admirably. A sharp frosty morning, it may be added, is the very
best time for preparing this material. This done, a nice dressing
of fresh loam, just sufficient to cover the manure, may be
applied ; or, failing that, the surface should be turned over to a
depth of 3 or 4 inches, for which purpose nothing is better than
one of Parkes' five-tined steel forks, all the more suitable when it is

nearly worn out. This advice may frighten many people who believe
in deep digging, trenching, and what not ; and, be it remembered,
that I am no disbeliever in these operations as applied to general
culture. My experience clearly leads me to the conclusion that,

after the border is planted, deep digging means wholesale slaughter
of roots and, not unfrequently, of plants also ; added to which, all

herbaceous plants (peat-loving ones excepted) like a firm soil to root
in. One of our borders has not been dug for twelve years, receiving
nothing beyond a dressing of manure, topped up with a little fresh
soil each year ; and, in spite of its hardness, the plants thrive won-
derfully. That there is a time for deep trenching I hope to show
when I deal, in a week or two, with the formation of one of these
borders. Such plants as herbaceous Lobelias, Tropseolum tuberosum,
some of the tenderer Oxalises, Linum narbonnense, Tritonia aurea,
Tricyrtis hirta, the New Zealand Flax, and such plants as are of at
all doubtful hardiness, should be protected by two or three shovelfuls
of light leaf mould or ashes placed above or around them. The leaves
of all Yuccas should be tied together with a few thick strands of soft
matting, so as to prevent the snow from damaging the centre growing
bud, and otherwise destroying their generally graceful contour;
this, if not already done, should be seen to at once. The Aloe-
leaved Yucca, with its beautifully variegated form, though generally
esteemed tender, may be further protected by a good thick straw
rope twisted from the ground to the extreme tip of its leaves and
tied to a stake ; a few shovelfuls of leaf soil over the root will pre-
vent the frost from penetrating the ground; and, under these
conditions, it will stand any ordinary winter. All Alpine plants
in pots will now have been securely plunged in ashes or stowed
away in frames; the former will require little attention beyond
keeping a sharp eye for slugs. It is by no means a bad plan
where large numbers are grown in pots, and wherever a collection or
even a selection is cultivated (it is always advisable to have a reserve
army to fill up gaps that are sure to occur), to have at the bottom of
the border wherein they are to be plunged a layer, of say 3 inches, of
rough home.made asphalte ; with a good slope from back to front,

this is a capital preventative to worms, which often play havoc by
loosening the roothold of slender growing plants. In the process of

plunging always havo a few labels by you, as you are sure to find

some that have become decayed or so far obliterated that before

spring they will have become illegible. Those in frames should havo
the lights thrown off every day when it does not absolutely freeze or

rain—so as to keep down damp—which is much more to be dreaded
than frost with this class of plants ; a few slices of Potato may bo
placed among the pots with advantage ; turning them over on a fine

day is sure to yield a harvest of slugs, especially the small

ones, which otherwise are troublesome to find, as they gene-
rally retire into the interstices of the soil or down the sides of

the pots after they have completed their nocturnal depredations.

Where Alpine plants are grown in a natural way on rockeries, it is a
capital plan, after the trimming and weeding, which I will presume
has already been done, should a heavy fall of snow occur, to heap it

on the rockeries, bearing in mind that you cannot put too much on
;

it is the true protection which Nature affords her Alpine children in

their native habitats, and no better one can be found. The same
practice may be very beneficially adopted with ordinary frames,
banking the snow lightly round the sides.

—

Jas. C. Nivex.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.
With the exception of occasional sweeping and rolling of gravel

walks, lawns, and Grass belts or verges, little for some time to come
will be required to be done in these departments, except in cases in

which alterations of groundwork of any kind is in progress; and,

wherever such work is in hand, it should be pushed forward with all

possible expedition. In the meantime, take advantage of the early

part of frosty mornings, whenever they occur, to get forward with
any kind of work which will necessarily involve wheeling, carting, or

other heavy traffic ; and, wherever it is necessary to do this upon
lawns or greensward of any kind, planks should always be used for

wheeling upon. Laurels and other evergreen shrubs in conspicuous
situations may have dead boughs removed from them, but all exten-
sive cutting back or pruning of live wood should be deferred until

spring or until all danger from severe frost is over. Many hardy
berry-bearing plants, the fruit of which is getting ripe, are becoming
very ornamental, such as the Crataegus Pyracantha or evergreen
Thorn, Cotoneaster Simmondsii and microphylla, Skimmia japonica,

and others. Wherever, however, birds abound, it will be necessary
to protect them by means of a net or otherwise, or they will quickly
disappear. 'I he greenfinch, and some other hard-billed birds, dis-

figure the berries to get at the seeds, while the blackbird, the
thrush, and the missel thrush swallow them whole. All such half,

hardy plants as Magnolias, Pomegranates, Ceanothuses, and Tea-
scented Koses, trained to walls or pillars should at once receive a
thin thatching of straw, dry Fern fronds, or soaie similar protecting

material ; while such winter-flowering plants as the Chimonanthus
fragrans and the Jasminum nudiflorum, which in sheltered situations

are now coming into flower, and to which it may be desirable to have
free access for the purpose of gathering the blooms, should be
protected by means of a moveable curtain of frigi dome or mats. In
order to ensure, also, the safety of such plants as the various sorts of

Yucca, Tritoma, &c., which may be growing upon lawns or on the

margins of shrubbery borders and similar situations, place a portion

of straw, dry Fern, or any other littery matter round their base,

keeping it in position by means of a few boughs or pegs fixed over

it. The surface of beds containing the roots of Fuchsias, Ery-
thrinas, Aloysias or Japanese Lilies, should now be covered to the depth
of 3 or 4 inches with sawdust, old tan, or cinder ashes. Place hand-

glasses, small frames, or cloches, upon well-established plants of the

Christmas Rose in order to obtain fine pure white blooms of it with
long flovver-stalks. Let the tubers of Dahlias and the bulbs of

Gladioli be safely stored in some dry situation out of the reach of

frost. Attend to the wants of bedding plants ; exclude frost by
covering them up, or, what is.better, if possible, by the moderate use

of fire heat, and get, as soon as possible, the entire stock of plants

placed in structures furnished with the means of supplying this

necessary desideratum.—P. Gkieve, Culford, Bury St. Edmimds,

Roses.

In protecting standard Roses, woi'ked on the Briar, all that is

necessary is to bind some hay or soft straw round the head where
budded or grafted. In the case of dwarf Roses, some hay, straw, or

rough litter, shaken lightly over them, will be found to be sufficient

protection. If a Rose tree, which has got frozen over night, is shel-

tered or covered over the following morning before the sun reaches
it, it will be found that in nine cases out of ten it will be saved.

The part which requires most protection is the point of union
betwen the graft and the stock. I have examined many Rose trees

that have been killed by frost, and have always found that failure
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occurred at that point. Some Rose trees, which I planted nnder
the shade of a north wall, have never required any protection, for

in winter they are never subjected to sunshine, and are often frozen
for a week or ten days together

; yet, when the frost is gone, I have
found them to be uninjured. These have been planted in order to

secure a few good flowers for about three weeks, during the later
part of July and beginning of August. The first bloom of Roses is

then over, and, where a largo supply is required, trees thus situated
yield some fine fresh flowers, while others, in exposed situations, are
burnt by sun. heat.—H. G.

Orchids.

The bright scarlet flowers of Sophronitis grandiflora contrast
strikingly with those of other Orchids of more delicate colours that
are also now in bloom, such, for instance, as Lycaste Skinneri,
Calanthe vestita, Veitchii, Pilnmna fragrans,Cypripedinm insigne, C.
venustum, Dendrobium moniliforme, D. heterocarpum, Odontoglossum
Hallii, 0. Pescatorei, 0. Bluntii, and Oncidinm aurosum. In order to
preserve the blooms of these as long as possible free from spotting
and in good condition, those unprovided with a show-house should
place them at the dry end of the ordinary Orchid.house, in a tern,
perature varying from 55" to 60'. Lycaste Skinneri is one of the
best winter and spring.flowering Orchids which wo have, and, when
well grown, yields abundance of bloom, which is useful for cutting.
It will grow well in a temperature varying from 60" to 65". Cypri.
pedmms are also useful in the way of furnishing cut bloom; and,
where many varieties are grown, a supplv of flowers may be had
throughout the year. When growing, these Lady's-slippers require
abundance of water; they should be potted in manure from a spent
Mushroom.bed, sharp sand, charcoal, and a double quantity of not-
too-flbrous peat, the whole placed over eSicient drainage, and set in
a temperature of from 60" to 70". Coelogyne cristata will require
less water than has hitherto been given it ; and, as the flower-spikes
appear, the syringe should not be used, but sufficient water must be
given at the roots to prevent the bulbs from shrivelling. Little
potting need be done this month ; but time may be profitably spent
in sponging and cleaning the plants from dirt or insects.—E. Cullev.

Indoor Fruit Department.

Vines in pots which may have been plunged in bottom-heat, in
order to promote growth, should be removed and set on a hard
bottom, such as a wooden shelf or on a board placed on the top of
hot-water pipes, as soon as their shoots are from 2 to .3 inches in
length

;
and such rods as may have been suspended in a horizontal

position, in order to ensure a more even break, should bo tied into
their permanent places before the young growths have become more
than 3 inches in length. The weakest shoot from such buds as show
two growths should be rubbed off, leaving, however, the one which
shows the best indication of a good bunch. Permanent Vines started
about the beginning of last month will now be swelling their buds,
these should also have their tops tied up, and tho temperature may
be increased 5 above that previously recommended. Continue to
stir up the fermenting material which rests on the inside border, and
It the heat is beginning to decline add a little fresh material. Care
should now be taken to prevent cold air from entering tho early
Vinery It is often of great advantage to stuff all crevices about the
ventilators, underneath tho doorway, &c., with tho view of maintain-
ing a uniform temperature when the exterior cold is excessive. Inmany instances the earliest Vinery will be started about the
nrst ot December, and former directions may bo applied in such
cases, but; a httio fire-hoat will now be required from the first,
yueeu Pines which have been resting with the view of
obtaining early fruit will now require particular attention.

wu° "P® "° ^^'^y the plants must be started into growth at
once. Where there are large quantities to choose from and only adozen or two wanted as an early batch, those most open in the centre
should be selected; tie tho foliage of such plants carefully up in
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moistened with water not cooler than the bottom-heat ; keep the

atmospheric temperature for these at 70' by day and night with fire-

heat, allowing 10" more during sunshine.— J. Mum.

Hardy Fruits.

Cherries are universal favourites, both for pies and dessert. Among
the finest varieties may be named Governor Wood, perhaps the very

finest in flavour ; White Heart, Werder's Early Black, Waterloo,

Monstrous Heart, Downton, Buttner's Black Heart, Bigarreau,

Frogmore late Bigarreau, Early Rivers, and Transparent. Then among
free growing and fruiting kinds there are a whole host of Dukes,

Kentish, Florence, Early Purple Gean, Morello, Bedford Prolific, and

Belle Agathe, the latest of them all, which it is said the birds will not

eat. Of Peaches it is difficult to beat such varieties as the Royal

George, George the Fourth, Noblesse, Barrington, Grosse Mignonne,

Teton de Venus, Bellegarde, Violette Hative, Chancellor, Rivers,

Early York, and Early Alfred, Lord Palmerston, Prince of Wales,

Late Admirable, and Salway. Among Nectarines may be taken

Rivers' Pine Apple and New White, Pitniaston Orange, Elrnge,

Downton, Hardwicke Seedling, Violette Hitive, Balgowan.

Humboldt, Stanwick, and Newington. My favourite Apricot is the

Kaisha, the quality and flavour of which is as much superior

to those of most Apricots as a Green Gage is to other

Plums. It also makes the most delicious preserves, and the

tree seems hardier, and escapes the spring frosts better than

other varieties. The Moor Park is no doubt; the next best, and only

those in search of variety now care to grow such varieties as the

Breda (said, however, to be best for a standard). Red Uemskerk,
Roman, Royal Peach, or Turkey Apricots. Apricots are wonder,

fully well adapted for growing on cottage walls or gable ends, and
do exceedingly well in such positions when left to grow in a free

manner, without much pruning, in the form of half standards.

Mulberries, white and black, should be planted much more plenti-

fully than they are. When they arrive at a considerable age they
mostly fruit freely, and the fruit is in universal favour with high

and low for pies and preserves. They do best in rather sheltered

situations, and in the rich warm dark coloured soils of old kitchen

gardens.—D. T. Fisn.

Kitchen Garden.

It is advisable to make a sowing of Cucumbers now, in order to

furnish plants for putting out about the middle of next month, and
if the seeds are soaked in warm water for fifteen or eighteen hours

they will germinate much quicker than they otherwise would do

;

place the vessel containing the seeds on or near the hot-water pipes,

so as to secure a steady temperature of 85' or 90', I have frequently

soaked them thus till the seeds sprouted, when I wanted to push the

plants on, and when afterwards planted in pots of warm light soil

the plants have appeared in three or four days. Almost every grower
has some favourite Cucumber for early forcing; but I may mention
that for the supply of a family Telegraph is a reliable variety.

Where, as in many places, glass structures are limited, Cucumbers
may be successfully grown in pots or boxes in any house in which a
suitable temperature is kept up, such as one in which flowers are

forced. They may be elevated on back shelves and the shoots

trained over the pathway or down the rafters. Thus treated they do
not obstruct light from plants underneath them. Where new
Potatoes of good flavour are required early, a few selected tubers of

the old Ashleaf or any other good early variety may be potted in -18.

sized pots, one tuber ;in each pot, and placed in a Vinery or Peach,
house just started. Never allow more than one shoot to grow from
each tuber; more growth only tends to produce small tubers

and retard maturity. When they come up, and before they become
pot-bound, either plant them in a prepared hot-bed, or pot them into

larger pots, with the view of growing them on in the house till the

crop is fit for use. I prefer the former plan, when it can be con.

veniently done ; but a fair amount of success maybe obtained by the

latter method, if the pots can be placed in a light position—success

or failure depending, in fact, in a great measure, upon this ; have
all leaves raked up and stacked in a convenient place for making
hot-beds, as the season advances. Oak leaves are the best for this

purpose, and most lasting. If early Radishes and Carrots are

required, a hot-bed may now be ni.ade up for them, composed of about
equal portions of leaves and stable-dung j and, when the heat has

become steady, apply about 5 inches of light sandy soil, and sow
early French Horn Carrots in shallow drills 6 inches apart, and after,

wards scatter thinly a few Radish seeds all over the surface. The
Radishes will be drawn before tho Carrots require the space. When.
ever severe frost sets in, and it becomes necessary to use protecting

materials for Celery and other crops, the plants should always be
allowed to remain covered till everything is completely thawed.

—

E. Hobday.
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THE A RBO RETUM.
BONAMY'S WEEPING BIRCH.

This remarkable form of the Birch wag raised by Messrs. Bonainy, of

Toulouse, and was first shown by them about eight years ago. Our
figure (from the Eevtie Horticolc) gives a good idea of the habit of the

tree. In the old variety of Weeping Bireh, the branches fall with so

perceptible a curve as to give a rounded appearance to the upper
part of the tree ; but, in this new Weeping Birch, each branch
hangs down almost perpendicularly, forming an acute angle with the

trunk. This peculiarity givep to the tree a veritable weeping aspect,

A new Weeping Birch.

which is enhanced by the flexibility of its swaying limbs, and the
varied tints of its foliage.

FERTILISING AUCUBAS.
Theue is one condition which is quite essential to the successful

fecundation of a plant, that is, that the male and female organs
attain their perfect development at the same time, and this is almost
always the case, when both organs are found in the same flower.

It is otherwise, however, with Monoecious or Dioecious plants. Of
this, the Acuba is an example, and, although in its case it is quite
possible for fecundation to take place naturally, it is desirable to

give assistance in order to ensure the production of a quantity of

fruit. The male plants have a small four-toothed calyx, a four,

petaled corolla, and foar short stamens alternating with the petals.

The females have (instead of the stamens) an inferior one-celled

ovary, surrounded by a fleshy epigynous disk, the style short, thick,

and tumid at the base, the stigma orbiculate, and the ovary containing

a single ovule. The fruit is a one-seeded berry. The flowers are
insignificant. Female plants were first brought into this country ; no
fruit was therefore seen until the introduction of male plants by Mr.
R. Fortune in 1861. The berries are very beautiful, of a bright

coral red, and are borne iu profusion, rendering the bushes exceed-

ingly ornamental. The male flowers are small, and, as they generally

open before the female ones, it is desirable, in order to secure a good
crop, to place the latter plants in frames or other forcing
houses that they may flower as early as the male plants, and
so be ready for fecundation at the same time. Another
method is to collect the pollen from the male flowers and
store it carefully for use, as it retains its vitality for a considerable
time. Amateurs (I speak from experience) may obtain good pollen
from any of the principal nurserymen. 1 procured a shilling packet
from Mr. Standish, of Ascot, and artificially impregnated my
plants. I watched the flowers open, and with a camel-hair pencil

placed a small portion of pollen on the style; in the course of a
day or two it was apparent which of the blossoms had been success-
fully fecundated. I obtained in this manner a quantity of berries.

The Aiicuba is a very ornamental plant ; it is better to grow it in

small bushes for table decorations, its glossy green foliage and
splendid berries rendering it exceedingly attractive ; it is very useful
in the flower garden, as, being quite hardy, it may be employed to
fill up the beds from which summer flowers have been removed. It
is of vigorous habit, and has the merit of enduring and even thriving
in the atmosphere of our crowded towns and cities. The A. japonica
bears the brilliant red berries of which I have spoken ; its leaves
are sometimes variegated, and blotched with pale yellow. In the
A. himalaica, another variety, the berries are orange-red, the foliage
wholly green. W. N.

JAPANESE VEGETABLE WAX TREE.
The Japan Mail contains some further particulars respecting the
preparation of the vegetable wax produced in Japan, and chiefly

exported to England. This wax is obtained from the fruit or, more
correctly, berry of the Wax tree. The tree, which is a species of
Khus (R. succedanea), flourishes more especially in the southern
provinces of the empire. The fruit, which usually ripens about the
month of October, is gathered when ready, and cleansed from its

loose outer husk, a process which is accomplished in large wooden
vessels with wooden malls, similar to those iu use for cleaning Rice.
The residue product, available for the manufacture of wax, is a Bean-
shaped kernel of the size of a Lentil, possessing an unusual degree of
hardness, of a dark yellow wax colour, and offering a saponaceous
exterior to the touch. The kernel is subsequently exposed in a
snfiicient degree to the steaming process, which deprives it

of its extreme hardness, and allows of its oily properties being
more easily extracted in the pressing stage. In this process the
oil is received into small earthen vessels, in which it subsequently
hardens to a bluish-green mass, in the shape which it is commonly
met with in home consumption. Wax so produced is impure, and is

only suitable for certain descriptions of candles and for wax-thread
manufacture for home use. In order to render it merchantable for
the exporter, the following refining process is resorted to :—The wax
is boiled with a lye until it is brought to a perfectly fluid state, and
is then drawn off into a reservoir filled with clear water, the pure
wax, which floats upon the surface, being removed. The mass is then
exposed to the sun's rays for a period of fifteen or sixteen days,
dui-ing fine weather, for the purpose of bleaching it, at the expira-
tion of which time the wax presents a dirty white crumbling appear,
ance and a strong tallowy smell. The boiling and bleaching are
repeated with the view of rendering the refining process still more
complete, the only difference being that, instead of lye, pure water
alone is employed in boiling it. The product is a clear white
powder, which, in place of its former crumbling appearance, has
assumed an almost crystaline formation. The last stage of prepara-
tion for export consists in rendering the powder a compact mass,
which is effected by melting it over a fire with a little water (in

order to avoid burning), and running it off into flat vessels. The
product thus obtained, and known to commerce as vegetable wax,
differs exceedingly from white beeswax, with which it possesses the
properties of colour, brittleness, and similarity iu its fan-shaped
fracture in common. The only characteristic difference may be said
to be in the odour, the beeswax giving off a refreshing aromactic
scent in burning, while the tallowy smell of the Japanese wax is far
from being agreeable. Vegetable wax is chiefly used in England iu
the manufacture of wax candles.

The Pepper Tree.—When in Nice one winter, I was greatly
pleased with some evergreen trees growing in the public gardens
there, called the Pepper tree, the botanical name of which is Schinus
Molle. Can you inform me if this tree is hardy in England, and
where one can be seen growing, and to what country it is indigenous ?

I have seen it also in Naples and Palermo, where, if I remember, it

grows even larger than at Nice— say, from 20 to 30 feet in height.
E. W. Gere, Sandhurst Villa, Leamington. [The Pepper tree is a very
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graceful object in warm temperate countries ; but we have never seen

it thrive out of doors in England. It may, howevei-, live out of doors

in some parts of Devon or Cornwall. It thrives in the cool fresh

climate of San Fnancisco. In London gardens it grows freely as a

greenhouse plant ; but never assumes the graceful habit that it does

in the warmer parts of the shores of the Mediterranean.]

The term "Fir Tree."—This is simply the popular name by

which certain species of the genus Abies are known. As is usual with

popular names, it is applied very indefinitely to different kinds of

trees belonging to this genus in different parts of the world. Some
botanists make three genera of the trees grouped by others entirely

under one genus, but the latter divide this genus into two snb.genera,

namely, Picea and Tsuga. It seems most proper to apply the term
" Firs " to the snb-genns Picea. The Abies proper includes the

Sprnces; the Tsuga includes the Hemlocks or Hemlock Spruce ; and

the Picea the Firs proper. These grow mostly in cold climates.

They include the Balm of Gilead Fir, the Noble Silver Fir, the

Great Silver Fir, the Silver Fir, the Purple Cone Silver Fir, Xord.

man's Fir, and a great variety of others. In the Spruces proper the

leaves are short, needle-shaped, and distributed around the branches,

while the coies are nodding or pendent with persistent scales. In

the Hemlocks or Hemlock Spruces, included in the snb. genus Tsuga,

the leaves are flattened and petioled, and arranged as if in two rows.

In Firs the leaves are somewhat in two rows, but the cones at

maturity are erect, and the scales fall away from the supporting

axis.—H.
The Best Time for Moving Evergreens.—Your coi-respon.

dents differ greatly in their opinions as to the best time for trans-

planting evei'greens, some advocating spring, some summer, and

others autumn as the best timefor moving them ; while their combined

experience goes to show that evergreens may be transplanted at

nearly all seasons of the year, the winter months perhaps excepted.

Nevertheless there must be a general best time for the transplanting

of evergreens—a time when the life of the plant can be ensured, and

when it can be moved without impairing or at most but slightly

impairing its vigour. That time cannot be in the spring when the

sap has already begun to move, because, even should the plant live,

the check given to it by the cutting of its roots would impair its

vigour, at least for the current year ; and the same consequence in a

general way, must, of necessity, pertain to summer transplanted

trees, to say nothing of the danger belonging to the moving of some

species of Conifers, the leaders of which are of so much importance.

Autumn, therefore, is the best time for transplanting evergreens,

say from the middle of September to the end of October, or more

definitely still as soon (the weather being favourable) as the plants

have made their terminal buds. Why ? Simply because the sap of the

plants has not then become inactive, and the soil is sufficiently warm
to induce the formation of new roots, which serve to re-establish the

plants in their new situations, thereby enabling them to push

yigorously and without check the following season.

—

Propagator.

The XTses and Functions of the Leaf.—The office and utility of

leaves are becoming better understood by cultivators than formerly;

yet we find a good many still adhere to the old belief that the sun's rays

directly shining on forming fruit are what perfect it, independently

of other influences. On this subject, theory and practice have been

invariably found in perfect accordance with each other. The prin.

ciplcs of physiology teach us that the sap of a tree, when it passes

hi at the roots, remains nearly unchanged in its upward progress

through stem and branches, until it reaches the leaves, where, being

spread out in those thin organs to light and air, it undergoes a com-

plete change, and thus becomes suited to the formation of new wood
and new fruit. Strip a rapidly.growing tree of its leaves at mid-

summer, and from that moment the supply of new wood ceases, and
it will grow no more till new leaves are formed ; and if it have young
fruit, the growth and maturity of the latter will cease in the same
way. A few years since, a Yellow Gage Plum tree lost all its

foliage from leaf blight, when the Plums were not fully grown, and
while yet destitute of flavour. The fruit remained stationary and
unaltered, until, in a few weeks, a second crop of leaves came out.

They then swelled to full size, received their crimson dots, and
assumed their honied sweetness of flavour. The object of pruning
should be, therefore, to allow the leaves to grow to full size without
being injured from crowding. We find the following corroborative

fact stated in a late nuutber of the New England Fanner :—We once
knew an intelligent lady strip her Grape Vines of a portion of their

leaves, in order to let in the sun and ripen the fruit ; but, to her
surprise, where the leaves remained as Nature had disposed them,
the Grapes were the earliest, and every way the best. This led her
to investigate the matter, when she was delighted to learn that the
leaves were not only the protectors, but the caterers of the fruit,

constantly elaborating and supplying it with the pabulum it required
to bring it to perfection.

THS MIGRATION OF USEFUL PLANTS.
Little is known of the travels of the first plants of cultivation until

at length we trace the fruits and cereals in Egypt, Carthage, Greece,
and Italy, spots surrounded with a halo which time has not dimmed,
visible landmarks in the history of man and of useful plants. Noah
" planted a Vineyard ;

" and no doubt the Vine, with the Olive and
other fruits, had crossed the fertile " wilderness " from Armenia and
the shores of the Caspian, for it was only in the far East that the

Vine, the Peach and the Fig, the Apricot and the Pistachio-nnt, sprang
unbidden from the fruitful earth. Other countries obtained them
second-hand. Osiris presented the Vine to the Egyptians, and Bacchus
distributed the Grape in those warm countries which a nude deity

found it agreeable to visit ; while other kind gods fetched the Orange
from the Garden of the Hesperides, and planted it on the shores of

the Levant. It seems that the Greeks obtained most of their fruits

from the gods. The Olive, for instance, was produced by Minerva on
some unknown spot, where Hercules found it and carried it to Greece,

on returning from one of his expeditions. This may have been
about the time that the golden implements of husbandry fell down
from heaven on the banks of the Borysthenea. The practical Romans
acquired their vegetables with the sword and spear, as LnouUus did

the Cherry, which he conquered with Mithridates in Pontus ; and
whatever the Greeks had gained, supernaturally or otherwise, came
to Rome, like the Cherry, by gravitation of conquest. Italy was
poor in indigenous fruits, and probably had, at first, only the wild
Mulberry, the Apple, Pear, and Plum, but she afterwards covered her
slopes and plains with Olives, Oranges, Figs, and Vines, by energy and
enterprise. We learn little of plants until long after the Greek
Rhizotomae or collectors of medicinal roots, Aristotle the pharmaco.
pajist, and his pupil Theophrastus. Mago, the Carthaginian general,

was an early authority, who wrote the first great work on agriculture,

and Mago and Carthage were conquered, an-J his twenty-eight books
carried to Rome, B.C. 146. At the same period stern Cato wrote
only of useful plants, while Columella, at a later date, included a
little fancy farming in his long discourse, and Dioscorides and Pliny
treated i .f all known plants.

Distribution of Fruits.

The colonists and civilisers of the earth have been the distributors

of its fruits. Even the commercial Phoenicians were among the early
carriers, and advanced the Mulberry and silkworm from the furthest
shores of the Mediterranean along the coasts they visited, by the
same route over which so many plants have been conveyed from
Nature's gardens in the East. The indigenous fruits of Europe were
Crabs, Nuts, Berries, Masts, and Sorbs, the rest she obtained from
their Asiatic birthplace, and in most instances via Rome, their great
rendezvous in historic times. Of the Cherry we have spoken ; the
Apricot arrived there from Epirus ; Apples, Pears, and Plnms from
Armenia ; the Damson (Damascene) from Damascus ; the Peach and
Walnut from Persia ; the Chestnut from Castanea, in Asia Minor •

and the Pomegranate from Africa. The Fig-tree, which sheltered
the founders of Rome when they were suckled by the wolf, had
crossed with some early travellers from Syria, or from its halting
place in Greece. Honoured in the future city, it was carried next
the Vine in the processions of Bacchus ; and modern abstainers from
the worship of that god are no doubt aware that the corpulent deity
derived his vigour from the sugared and succulent Pig, not from the
Vine. The jealousy of the Athenians, which vainly forbade the
exportation of the Fig, produced the economists, or informers called
sukophantai, or discovers of Figs, and gave us the word sycophant.
A tree still more reverenced by Pagan, Jew, and Christian, was the
Pomegranate, whose fruit was embroidered on the ephod, and carved
on the porch of the Temple. Bacchus is said to have first twisted the
dry, hard calyx adhering to the fruit into " the likeness of a kingly
crown," thereby ambiguously keeping faith with a girl whose confi.

dence he had won by promising her the crown which a diviner had
said she was destined to wear. When at last she died from grief and
hope delayed, the betrayer metamorphosed her into a Pomegranate
tree, and aflSxed the crown to its fruit for ever. The device of Queen
Anne of Austria was a Pomegranate, with the motto " My worth is

not in my crown," and the French had a witticism, " Quelle est la

reine qui parte son royaume clans son sein?" The Pomegranate
migi-ated to Europe with the first flight of plants, and crossed to the
West Indies and South America with the earliest explorers. It

reached its furthest limits in high latitudes when monks conveyed it

to a distant island in the noithern seas, where it still ripens fruit of
small size around London and under the shelter of the South
Downs. But in our climate the juices of this famous fruit of

the desert has no attractions, except to curious school-boys, and
its thousand pips make it, in our estimation, a fit repast for

blackbirds. It is in Egypt and Syria that its delicious acid can be
fully enjoyed.
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Distribution of Plants.

Man, especially the Roman, has been the distribntor of plants, but
climate governs their distribution, arranges their divisions, and sets

limit to their migrations. The Rooians could not borrow from the
flora of the south so freely as we have borrowed from them, since the

arborescent and evergreen character of vegetation towards the tropics

renders it liable to be destroyed by a slight degree of frost at any
period of the year, whereas the herbaceous plants and deciduous
trees and shrubs of temperate zones escape the winter's cold by
retiring from active contention with it. On the other hand our sun
seldom scorches our vegetable visitors, unless they come from a land

of mist, like the Sikkini Rhododendrons ; but Italian summers are
too hot for some of the plants from the north. The Romans col.

lected everything that a splendid sky, without a tropical sun, per.

niitted, and their gardens contained nearly all the vegetables now in

use. They had even the Caulidower, a highly artificial modification

of the Cabbage, which is said to have been originated in Cyprus,
where luxury kept a good gardener. In the days of primitive virtue,

Cato restricted his account of the horticultural art to the cultivation

of culinary plants, and of those used in chaplets ; and the same
spirit, dictating the laws of the Decemvirs, made hortus synonymous
with heredium or inheritance (as it was practically to Naboth) ; and
it made the families of the Lactnearlii, Valeriani, and Pabii proud of

their names. Taste became less severe under the Empire, and flower

pots were introduced in windows, and even the houses of the poor in

Rome had little gardens in front for ornamental plants—equivalent

to our window gardens—while the villas had highly decorated gar.

dens attached to them, and there were parks and pleasure grounds in

the heart of the city. The favourite garden trees were the Pine, for

its refreshing odour ; the Bay, for its beauty and fame ; and the Box,
for its shade. Trees were regarded as the temples of the gods. " The
simple peasants, savouring of antiquity, do still," says Pliny, " conse.

crate to one god or another the fairest trees, and we ourselves wor-
ship the same gods in the silent groves with not less devotion than
"we adore their images of gold and ivory in our stately temples."

We proceed to notice a few of the plants in their passage west-

wards in different ages, without attempting to fix the exact date of

their arrival at different ages, or to settle disputed dates. Csesar

found in Britain the Apple, Hazel, Elder, BuUace, Sloe, Raspberry,

and Blackberry ; and his successors left us the Vine, Cherry, Peach,
Pear, Mulberry, Fig, Damson, Medlar, Walnut, &c. In all proba-
bility, some of the trees cultivated in the gardens of Roman generals,

or governors, in Britain, were afterwards lost, as would necessarily be
the case with neglected plants, especially in the case of those whose
seeds do not ripen in our climate ; and they were re-introduced in the
monastic age. The Sweet Chestnut, for example, had long passed
from Sardis to Tarentum and Naples, where it was cultivated with
much care and success, and the Romans would bring such a rapid-

growing and favourite tree to ornament their English villas, as surely

as they brought the Rose herself ; and the disputants who denied us
the Chestnut until late in the Middle Ages, are refuted by common
seuse as well as by Giraldus Cambrensis, who, writing in the twelfth
century of the trees of Britain which Ireland wanted, mentioned the
Chestnut and the Beech. As to the Sorbus, or true Service tree,

there is no dispute ; and it is singular that one of the few habitats
where it is still found wild in England is in Wyre Forest, in

Worcestershire, near the remains of a Roman viila, and of the orchard
attached, in which, perhaps, it was first planted. The same orchard
may have ripened the first of many of our fruits, sheltered, per-

haps, by the first nursery of the narrow-leaved, or " English Elm; "

and in the garden near may have been planted the first

Rosemary and Thyme that had lately blossomed on Mount
Hymettus. The Plane passed from Asia to Sicily, thence into Italy,

and, as Pliny informs us, had reached the northern shores of Gaul
before the year a.d. 79. The Peach was common in Gaul in the
time of Agricola, so that these, with the Box and Poplar, followed

the Cherry, which came here within five years of the settlement of

the Romans. The Apple, though not perhaps native, preceded them
by some German route, and had given a name to the British Avalonia,
afterwards called Glastonbury ; but it profited by the rural industry
of the Romans, and soon spread over the whole island to Ultima
Thule. Early' among the fruits came the Walnut, called Juglans,

Jovis glans, in remembrance of that golden age when the gods ate
Walnuts and men lived on Acorns. We pause with the wandering
fruits and flowers on the shores of the Mediterranean, to note down
the names of a few that the Romans acquired, or the Britanni

gained from their imperial visitors. It is time to notice the sudden
cessation of migrations when the Empire and its gardens in Rome
and Britain were trampled under foot by the Northmen. The Moors
were more civilised conquerors than the wandering nations of the
north, and they brought to Western Europe the Persian forage
plant, Luceru (Medicago sativa), still called in Spain by the Moorish

name Al-fafa, and the Sugar Cane, which had then only the Atlantic
between it and the West Indies and the future sugar States of

America. Some of the flowers which Spain gained from Arabia may
have been passed into Holland by Charlemagne, who lived on the
banks of the Rhine in a country house with a large garden ; but it

is not easy to get a glimpse at the horticulture of that dark age, and
Holland was trodden down afterwards by suchravagera as the " Wild
Boar of Ardennes," who must have rooted up many of Charlemagne's
flower bulbs ; and it was not until after the fall of the Eastern Roman
Empire, A.D. li.53, that the Ranunculus, Anemone, Tulip, Hyacinth,
and Narcissus—which were all Oriental before they became " Dutch
bulbs "—found a permanent home in Holland, having first arrived
in the bales of Dutch traSickers from Persia, by way of Constan.
tinople.

Introduction of Forest Trees and Shrubs into England.

England next began to furnish her gardens from abroad. They
had been sadly trampled under foot, and their ruin was never more
complete than during the comparatively recent Wars of the Roses.
In earlier days every abbey and religious house had a carefully
cultivated garden, and those south of Trent had their Vineyards

;

and even crusading barons, with some contempt for rural labour,
had not visited the coasts oE the Mediterranean without gaining
some hints for their English gardens. Quit-rents vfere frequently ,

paid in fruits and flowers. In 1203 Robert de Bvermere held his
lordship of Redham, in Norfolk, in petty serjeantry, by yearly pay.
ment into the Exchequer of 200 Pearmains and 4 hogsheads of
wine made of Pearmains (perry). The Rose must have been
extensively cultivated when vassels were bound to deliver them to
their lords by the bushel. But the Wars of the Roses trampled
down the Rose beds, and in the course of time a single Rose came to
represent the bushel of Roses, just as the single Peppercorn did the
pound of pepper, when a " Peppercorn rent " superseded the
original bargain. A new era of gardening began after the rei^n of
Henry VII., when the Middle Ages came to a close, and the great
barons and proprietors were replaced by the English country gentle-
men. Hops were introduced in 1523 ; orchards, for the sale of fruit,

were planted in " the garden of England " by Henry the Eighth's
fruiterer

;
gi'eat houses were built and surrounded with planted

grounds, and their owners began to look abroad for shrubs and trees
of ornament. Henry VIII-. built Nonsuch, and encompassed it with
parks full of deer, and laid out gardens and groves and walks
embowered by trees, doubtless including the famous Pippin of that
name, so that

—

This, which no equal has in art or fame,
Britons, deservedly, do None-such name.

Hampton Court eclipsed even " Nonesuch ; " Hatfield, Holland
House, Theobalds, and Greenwich followed, with others too numerous
to mention. Eighty-four foreign trees and shrubs were used at this
time in the decoration of English gardens, and in the next reign a
host of planters were seeking for new material. The Tamarisk was
among the productions at Pulham—still famous for its historic trees

—

where Bishop Grindal so surrounded his palace with foreign and native
foliage that his guest. Queen Elizabeth, declared she could not see
from her chamber window for trees. Cecil's house at Wimbledon was
also famous for trees and shrubs and Raleigh's at Sherborne for
woods. Burleigh had the best collection of plants in the kingdom at
his mansion in the Strand; and Gerrard, author of the " Herbal,"
who lived at the Physio Garden in Holborn, superintended the Lord
Treasurer's grounds. Bacon, too, now formed his plantations at Gor.
hambury, and wrote his essay on " Gardens." Amongst the new
plants the " noble Laurel," or Sweet Bay (Laurns nobilis), sacred to
Apollo, and emblem of victory, paid its second visit to England ; as
did the Portugal Laurel, which was introduced into the Oxford
Botanic Garden in 1648, and the common Laurel, which reached the
West from the shores of the Black Sea by an unusual route. It came
flrst to Constantinople, and was then sent by the German Ambassador
in 1576, to Clusius, keeper of the Botanic Garden at Vienna. The
" Plum of Trebisond," as the Laurel was called, arrived with a Horse
Chestnut and other rai"e trees and shrubs, having narrowly escaped
the dangers of winter weather and rough treatment. It was placed
by Clusius in a stove, when nearly dead, and was saved and pro-
pagated and distributed amongst the friends of the botanist. We
however, obtained " this rare tree," as Evelyn called it, from Italy,
and our oldest Laurel was brought from Civita Vecchia, in 1614, by
the Countess of Arundel, who planted it at Wardour Castle. "The
Fig of Spain, " as ancient Pistol and others have erroneously called
it, was re-introduced by Cardinal Pole, who planted it against the
wall of Lambeth Palace when he returned from Rome, Archbishop
of Canterbury, after the death of Henry VIII. Later still—a century
ago—Pocock, the Eastern traveller, and predecessor of Dr. Pusey in
the Regius Professorship of Divinity, is said to have brought back a
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Fig plant from Syria, and to have planted one, at least, of the vener-

able Fig trees which are among the glories of Christ Church,

Oxford.
The First Market Gardens.

Amongst the most usefnl plants, which had been long driven from

our gardens and were now about to return, were the kitchen vegeta.

bics. Henry the Eighth's table was supplied pretty liberally from

the Royal gardens at Richmond and Greenwich, where Melons and

Cucumbers were now forced as they had been at Rome 1,500 years

previously, and Grapes, Peaches, and Apricots were trained to the

1 l-.foot wall at Nonsuch. The revival of gardening had commenced,

but although Tasser, in his " Five Hundred Points of Good

Husbandry," mentions 150 fruits and plauts cultivated in gardens,

including all the common vegetables, " kitchen garden wares " con.

tinned to be imported from Holland, and fruits from France, until

market gardens were established about the year IGOO; "before

which," says Fuller, " we fetched most of our Cherries from Holland,

Apples from France, and hardly had a mess of rath-ripe Peas but from

Holland, which were dainties for ladies, they came so far and cost so

dear. Since, gardening hath crept out of Holland to Sandwich in

Kent, and thence to Surrey, where, though they have given £6 an

acre and upwards, they have made the rent, lived comfortable, and

set many people to work." A new continent gave us at this time

the Potato, and sent two great travellers, the Tobacco plant and

Maize, to grow in future side by side in many countries of the Old

\Vorld ; while the eastern hemisphere conferred on the west its

Apples, Pears, and Peaches, with its Bread-fruit and bread corns

—

Wheat, Rice, and Millett. The Mango came later still to the far

West, and the delicious "No. 11," and the "No. 132," so justly

prized in Jamaica, retain as their names the numbers with which the

specimens were labelled in the collection captcred in a French India-

man by Rodney, and taken by him into Kingston Harbour. America

had few indigenous fruits adapted to our gardens. But let us be

grateful for the Pine. Evelyn, who " first taught gardening to

speak proper English," was present at the Banqueting House at

Whitehall when his Majesty's gardener, on bended knee, presented

Charles II. with the famous Queen Pine from Barbadoes, and as Pines

and forced fruits soon began to be grown for sale by the London

gardeners, we may conclude that English gardens henceforth sup.

plied English tables without foreign help. Evelyn describes his

brother's house at Watton as among the most magnificent examples

of ornament of wood and water, " till the late universal luxury of

the whole nation since abounding in such expenses." Among the

recent introductions which were planted at Watton, when Evelyn

himself inherited it, were Cedars, Larches, Silver or Spanish Firs,

and Walnuts. " Sylva " was published in 1661; and, as hospitable

hearths and timbered houses had made inroads on the forests, plant,

ing for utility soon became popular. "Sylva" recommended
indigenous trees for profit; nevertheless, new trees and shrubs

continued to arrive. Tradescant, a Dutchman, and one of Charles

the Second's gardeners, travelled over Europe to collect plants, and

visited Barbary, Greece, Egypt, &o., and his son went to Virginia on

a similar errand. Among the new trees that the good bishop. Dr.

Compton, was able to plaut in his garden at Fulham, were the Tulip

tree. Magnolia, deciduous Cypress (Swamp Cedar), Western Plane,

and some other North Americans, and the Cedar of Lebanon in 1683.

Early Botanic Gardens.

Among the public and private botanic gardens which became rich

in plants by the end of the seventeenth century, were the Chelsea

Botanic Garden, presented afterwards, by Sir Hans Sloane, to the

Company of Apothecaries, and claiming two Cedars of Lebanon,

planted in the first year of their introduction ; Ray's garden in Essex,

Dr. Sherard's at Eltham. Dr. Uvedale's at Enfield, and that of the

Duchess of Beaufort at Badminton. Before mentioning the exotic

Oaks which, with a single exception, arrived at one or other of these

gardens after Sylva Evelyn's time, we must refer to the two British

species. Quercus pednnculata, or the common Oak, and Q. sessiliflora,

the sessile fruited Oak, the grandest of a noble family in form and
bulk, the longest lived, and the strongest timbered. The American

cousins of our Oaks are more distinguished for their foliage and its

rich autumnal tints, than for the durability of their timber ; and their

proper place is in the pleasure garden rather than in the wood. Three

characteristic Oaks from the Mediterranean—the cradle of our exotic

trees—are the Quercus cerris, the Turkey or mossy.cupped Oak, with

its deeply-lobed leaves and fine tufted foliage ; Q. ilex, the evergreen

or Holm Oak, which has ornamented English shrnbberies since Queen
Elizabeth came to the throne, and has left its mark in King James's

Authorised version of the Bible, a.d. IGll (Susanna, 58) j and
Q.suber, the Corktree, another evergreen species which grows in

Kensington Gardens, and many other places, and needs no label, being

Bufiicieutly marked by its wrapper, or rind, of cork. Besides our long

list of foreign acquisitions, numerous hybrids have appeared, subse-

qnently, on the scene of English gardening and arboriculture ; the

sub-evergreens known as the Fulham Oak and the Lucombe or Exeter

Oak having been among the first offspring of our naturalised trees.

The first is a round-headed ; the second a pyramidal rough-barked

tree, rapid of growth, like the Turkey Oak, and bearing a general

resemblance to it and to its other parent, the Cork tree.

Early Tree Planters.

In the eighteenth century the number of patrons and planters of

trees greatly increased. The Duke of Argyle stocked his garden at

Whltton, and received, according to Maci>}iUan's Magaiine, from
Horace Walpole the honourable sobriquet of " treemonger." At the

same period, the first great planter of another ducal house began to

clothe the hill and mountain tops at Blair Athol and Dankeld with a

timber tree which Pliny had admired for its durable and incom-

bustible nature, and which was used for the Forum of Augustus, and
for many of the buildings and bridges of Rome. The Larch had
been introduced into England a hundred years before it arrived at

Dunkeld with some Orange trees in 1727; but it had not been

planted as a timber tree till it found its way from the hothouse to

far colder situations on the Duke of Athol's estate, covering at

length more than 10,000 acres, and yielding an immense revenue.

MORRIS'S CHARTOJIETER.
We have in a former number (see p. 382) alluded to this convenient

little instrument ; and, after having tested its accuracy in several

ways, we have to confirm our previously-expressed opituon, that it

Mon-is's Chartoraeter.

will prove exceedingly useful in measuring distances from place to

place on maps, by circuitous roads or rivers. With all such maps as

have been laid down to regular scales—such as one inch, half an inch

a quarter of an inch, or an eighth of an inch to a mile—the instrn.

ment, with its present set of moveable paper dials, is all that can be
desired ; and we should recommend Mr. Morris to give a few addi.

tional dials to suit maps in which a fractional portion of an inch to a
mile has been adopted ; such, for instance, as the atlases of the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and others that

might be named. H. N. H.

Green Food for the Polar Expedition.—Mr. Maw, of

Broseley gives in a contemporary a useful hint for arctic voyagers.

A few hundredweight of Mustard and Cress seed would afford (he

says) the means of providing the Polar Expedition with an unfailing

crop of green salad. Green Mustard, an effective anti-scorbutic,

could be raised on board ship without a particle of soil by thinly

sprinkling the seed on a piece of wet flannel or on the surface of a

layer of moist ashes.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
DREER'S IMPROVED LIMA BEAN.

LntA Be-VNs are a rather troublesome vegetable to prepare for the

table, on account of the difficulty of shelling them ; their pods do not

open so readily as those of other varieties, and the operation requires

strength of thumb nails as well as patience. In the ordinary Lima
there is a great waste of pod ; the Beans are set wide apart, and the

pod is often so constricted that the halves touch between the Beans.

A large pod will frequently have but two, or at most, three Beans,

but this can be improved by selecting for seed only those pods

which have four (or more if possible) Beans in them. The Lima is

a distinct species (Phaseolus lunatus) from the common bush and

pole Beans (P. vulgaris), and shows very little disposition to depart

from its natural condition, or, as the gardeners phrase is, it will not

"break " readily into varieties. Some years ago one of our western

friends made many experiments, with a view to producing a low.

growing or bush Lima, but when we last heard, ho had not sucooeded

in ovei'ooming the disposition to go to the top of a tall pole. A few

years ago Jlr. Henry A. Dreer showed us some Limas which he

considered a great improvement upon the ordinary kind, and this

year we received from his son a basketful of the same Beans for trial.

We learned that this variety is the result of a careful selection

carried on for some twenty years. In these Beans the pods are not

only full, with no spaces between, but are as full as they can stick,

the seeds so crowding one another that the ends of the central Beans

are square ; the Bean is also much thicker than the ordinary kinds. A
vine of this description bearing the same number of pods as one of the

ordinary sort, would, we should judge, yield nearly, if not twice, as

much in shelled Beans. It is stated that this variety is much more
productive than the common species, yielding as it does many more
pods to the pole. The pod being so completely filled, the shelling

becomes an easy matter, and the Beans when cooked are much
superior to the ordinary ones, as the amount of skin is much smaller

in proportion to the enclosed nutriment. We regard the improving

of this Bean as one of the most important of the recent contributions

to horticulture. We take quite as much, if not more, interest in a

new variety, or the improvement of an old variety, of garden vege-

tables, as we do in those among fruits and flowers. And he who
makes three Lima Beans grow where there were only two before, is

entitled to quite as much credit as one who produces a Coleus with a

new stripe in its leaf, or a Strawberry a trifle larger than any other,

and horticultural societies should offer equally large premiums for

improvements in the one class as in the others. [The above, from
the American Agriculturist, reminds us of a delicately-flavoured and
distinct species of edible Bean, which we have never seen in this

country. It may not be possible to cultivate it successfully in the

open air, but in large forcing gardens there are opportunities for

testing its merits. The treatment usually given to Tomatoes in this

country might bo tried.]

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Keeping Celery in Cold Countries.—A correspondent of the Gcrmantoicn
Tf^f^rtf/jA says :—" A friend of mine has kept his Celery through the winter
now for several years by setting it in spring water about an inch in depth

;

and, kspt thus, it continues to grow and send up fresh leaves, bo that he has
cut nicely blanched tender tops two or three times in a winter. My trouble
with the trench system has been meadow mice, which appear to be quite as
fond of the plant as I am, and make sad havoc with it. Otherwise, it was the

best way to keep it which I had an opportunity of trying^."

Forcing Vegetable Marrows.—I will be almost completely run out of
vegetables by the end of April, and as my eniployers are very fond of Vege-
table Marrows, do you think I could have some fit for table by the beginning of

May? I have some good brick-built Melon pits of the ordinary size, and
plenty of fermenting material at command, both stable dung and Oak leaves,

but no other heat. Under such circumstances, can I force Vegetable Marrows
to come in by the time mentioned, or what other vegetable might I have fit for

table at that season ? Asparagus will not grow in. our gardens under any cir-

cumstances, though I do not know why. The roots seem to rot away the
second or third year after planting, leaving no trace of them behind. Perhaps
some of your correspondents will kindly assist me in this matter.—T. S.,

Limerick.

Great Yield of Rliubarl).—A market gardener, near Providence, sold in

that market last spring and summer nine tons of Myatt's Linnaeus Rhubarb
from a quarter of an acre of land. Owing to very sharp competition he only
received £5 a ton for it, or about a half-penny per pound. This is iJlo worth of
produce from a quarter of an acre, or £ISU per acre. If it had not been for

competition, and the Rh^ibarb had been sold at former season's prices, he would
have received at the rate of £360 an acre for this crop. This, the AgriciUfurist

says, is by no means an unparalleled return for such crops. It is a result of a
very liberal use of manure and labour, and of adapting crops to the wants of
the market. A farmer uses £10 worth of manure and thinks he is very
extravagant. A market gardener uses £40 worth on rich land, and regrets that
he had not put on more.

BIRDS FREQUENTING THE BOTANICAL GARDENS,
REGENT'S PARK.

As reference has lately been made to the various kinds of birds which

are to be met with in, or close to, London, I think it may prove

interesting to some of yonr readers to be furnished with the result of

my own personal observations of the birds which have been seen in

the grounds of the Botanical Gardens, Regent's Park. I have had

the pleasure, from time to time, during the last few years, of sending

you accounts of particular birds which I have seen there ; but I have

not hitherto furnished you with a complete list of the species met

with. The following may be relied on ;

House Sparrow Rook 1 Chiff-chaff

Tree Sparrow Jackdaw Willow Wren
Hedge Sparrow Greenfinch Golden Warbler

Robin Yellowhammcr Reed Warbler

Chaffinch Linnet Blackcap

Larger Tit Goldlinch Whitethroat

Long-tailed Tit Lark Nightingale

Cole Tit Pipit Fly-catcher

Blue Tit Wagtail Cuckoo
Song Thrush Kingfisher Fieldfare

Mistletoe Thrush Redpoll Redwing
Blackbird Siskin Moorhen.
Starling Tree Creeper

From this list it will be seen what a great variety of bii-ds congregate

in one small place not far from the centre of this metropolis. I am
certain I might add to their number ; but, as the value of such

observations depends upon their exactness, I have taken nothing for

granted unless it agrees with my own individual testimony. For

instance, I was informed, on most excellent authority, that a brace of

partridges were seen there in the last spring ; I have been informed,

also, that a bullfinch was captured there some time ago. However,

I did not see either of these birds although I fully believe in their

having been seen there. I have also seen two or three birds which I

could not make out to my satisfaction, and, therefore, do not include

them in my list. It will be seen that not only does the list include

those birds which are most familiar to us, and usually take up their

abode with ns, but a considerable number of migratory birds which

traverse large tracts of land and sea, and, without doubt, repeat

their visits to the identical spots where they had taken np

their abode before, and where they have reared their young.

The non-migratory birds are very numerous, and I am sure they

have increased much since the Bird Act was passed. Their increase

would be greater if we could manage to secure the nests in the

early spring against boys and cats. I dare say it will be a matter of

astonishment to some to find such birds as the linnet, redpoll, gold-

finch, and siskin—the last three are rare visitors—but I have often

seen linnets, and two summers ago a pair nested there. I noticed

them in a particular part of the garden for some time, and felt sure

there was a nest, but could not discover it. In due course my suspi.

ciona were verified in seeing a family of six birds flying about ; and,

when autumn came and stripped the shrubs of their leaves, I found

the nest at the very spot where I suspected the birds would

build it. Of the migratory birds, the willow warbler is moat

frequently seen ; nest perhaps the reed warbler, whose curious chat-

tering most surely betokens the situation of its nest, which in these

gardens is generally built in a Lilac tree. I have seen as many as

five or six of these nests here in one summer. We generally get two

or three pairs of blackcaps ; I have, however, only on two occasions

met with a nest of these birds. The chiff-chaff always visits us,

but not in numbers. I noticed one curious circumstance in reference

to this bird which is veorth relating. In March, 1872, I heard this

bird one fine morning; two or three days afterwards heavy snow fell,

and the morning after the fall, whilst it was still cold, I saw a chiff.

chaff flying about in the conservatory. It remained there for a week,

enlivening the place with its merry notes and doing an immense

deal of service by devouring the insects which infest the plants. In

about a week the weather became milder, and the little fellow took

his departure from the place where he was so warmly housed and so

plentifully supplied with food. I have both heard and seen the

nightingale every spring for the last five years, with the exception

of°the year 1872, and then I was told it had been heard, but I did

not hear it myself. With regard to one bird which is mentioned

in this list, viz., the long-tailed titmouse, I never expected to see it,

nor have I seen one in the gardens until this autumn, when, curiously

enough, I saw a flock of nearly a dozen flying together rapidly from

tree to tree ; they were evidently in transitu. When I was a boy at

Harrow, nearly forty years ago, I often used to come across their

beautiful nests ; but I believe this bird is comparatively rare near

London now.—Henry Smith, 82, Wimpole Street, in Field. [There

are two or three other birds which we should have expected to see

mentioned as observed from time to time in the Botanical Gardens,

such as the swallow and martin, and the tiny golden-crested wren.
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which often visits London prardens in winter, in company with

titmice of different species. Perhaps our correspondent has acci-

dentally overlooked these.]

THE PEZIZA CLASS OF FUlSrGI.

The Pezizas form an immense class. Fully 100 have been described

as natives of onr island, some few being said to be esculent. Their

form, in general, is cup-shaped, the cup, in some instances, being

beautifully coloured, and holding the germs of reproduction, which

are thrown off like a thin wreath of vapour when the sun is shining

warmly on the Fungus. Indeed, the Peziza cups are, as a whole, very

scnsiti've to light, and often remain closed and spajnia-liko when

growing in caves or dark recesses. Various, indeed, are their places

of growth ; some are seen on fallen branches, some on dead leaves,

BonTe on the ground among the grassy turf, and some, again, are

denizens of the hot-bed. I shall describe a few of the more con.

spicuons that occur with us around the Lodge :—Peziza coccinea, a

true winter beauty, is abundant with us on mossy banks among

Eazels. It seems, indeed, to select Hazel-sticks as its favourite place

of growth. Nothing can surpass the rich vermilion of this fairy cup ;

and when the stick on which it grows, and which is bidden from

sight, is covered over with the dark green Hypnum Moss, it looks like

a flower rather than a Fungus. These cups may be kept for a long

time in beauty by simply unearthing the sticks on which they have

fixed themselves, and occasionally moistening them with rain-water.

Another species, almost as beautiful in colour, but not so sym-

metrical in form, is the Peziza ruticans, that grows among the sward

of upland pastures. I met with it in plenty in October, on the Ormes

Head, Llandudno, growing among the turf of the carboniferous lime-

stone of the headland. This species throws off large jets of sporidia

in the sunshine. Its colour is orange-red ; and it surpasses the Peziza

coccinea in size of cup, though it is apt to be distorted in growth.

I'eziza vesiculosa has its home on old dunghills, and attains to a large

size. The exterior of the cup, which is pale nmber, is marked with

pustules which are imbedded in scurf ; hence the name. It is difficult

to obtain a perfect cup, as the gregarious nature of this Peziza mate,

rially interferes with the regularity of the cups. I am always pleased

to see a pretty little brown Peziza cup in the early spring, as it tells

of coming flowers again. It rises among the turf from a black tuber

some 2 or 3 inches below the surface, and hence it is called

P. tuberosa. The cup is of a rich brown, and beautiful in form. The

Shell Peziza (Peziza cochleata) also appears in the spring. It is of a

dark umber, cessile, and ca;spitose. I find it under hedge-banks in

grassy places, where it attains to goodly proportions. The last I shall

mention is the Orange Peziza (P. aurantia), growing chiefly on the

gi-ound in woods. The cup is large, and bright orange externally,

frosted with sparkling granules. I have met with
'

'
' "

trees.

Hovingham Lodge, Torlc.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL

AND EXHIBITIONS.
SOCIETY.

A Hint for intending Emigrants.—According to the report

of Gen. Brisbon, sent to Western Nebraska by Gen. Ord to ascertain

the true state of things among the settlers there, the inhabitants of

eight counties in Western Nebraska " have literally nothing in the

shape of fuel, clothing, or food to carry them through the coming

winter." He found the people without meat, living on Pumpkins,

Squashes, and black shrivelled com bread, and, when he left, not an

average of ten days' supplies remained. " One-third of the people

are in a state of almost nakedness." The same authority says,

" Ten thousand people in this State will need aid sufiicient to keep

them from starvation and being frozen to death this winter.

Hundreds of people are naked and on the verge of starvation, and

without means to leave the State."

Preserving Wooden Labels.—After the wooden labels are

made, soak them in a strong solution of sulphate of iron. Let them
dry, and then place them in lime-water, giving time for the lime-water

to permeate the wood thoroughly. Insoluble sulphate of lime will be

formed throughout the pores of the wood, which will prevent the

absorption of water and consequent rotting. Twine used for tying

up plants may be similarly preserved.

OBITUARY.
We have to announce, with regret, the death of Mr. Daniel Nash, the

head of the olil-estabUshed house of Minier, Nash, & Nash, seedsmen in

the .Strand. The event happened last Saturday, after a brief illness.

Mr. Nash had been ailing for some time ; but it was only last week that

serious symptoms set in. He may be said to have been the father of the
London seed trade, and has for nearly half a century occupied a position

in which he was held in the highest respect.

HORTICULTURAL
December 2sd.

This, the last floral meeting this season, was not so well supported as

usual, it being too cold to bring out Orchids or even delicate stove plants.

It was announced, as a new feature for the forthcoming season, that

popular and scientific evening itieetings would be held during the months

of January, February, and March, to which fellows and their friends ^vill

be admitted. Prof. Dyer stated, in reference to the Royal Agricultural

Society's attempts to check the Potato disease, that none of the reputed

disease-proof varieties were found to resist that malady better than

ordinary kinds. He exhibited wax models of Stephanotis fruit, and

remarked that the sweet-scented tubular flowers of this favourite

Asclepiad were perfect traps for insects whose presence was necessary to

secure fertiUsation in the absence of manual manipulation. Mr. E. G.

Wrigley, of Broad Oaks, Bury, Lancashire, sent, through Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, a new white-flowered crimson-blotched Odonto-

glossum, named 0. maxiUare. In habit it resembles 0. cordatum,

but the flowers are far more beautiful and distinct as regards colour.

It bore a three-flowered spike, and w^U deserves general culture as

a decided acquisition to an already beautiful genus. Mr. Brush sent

six pots of a new double Neapolitan Violet, named Lady Hume Campbell.

It has rather larger and deeper tinted flowers than the common form, and

well deserves attention. Mr. Charles Green, of Reigate, sent a young

plant of Physianthus albens variegatus, with oblong lundulate yellow-

margined foliage. In general appearance it resembles the variegated form

of Cobaja seandens. Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot, contnbuted about

a dozen dwarf plants of Poinsettia pulcherrima, with well-developed

heads of vivid scarlet bracts. These varied in height from 15 to 18 mches,

and when dwarf, as these were, are well adapted for all kinds of
_
indoor

decoration. Dwarf Poinsettias may be readUy obtained by cutting the

tops ofl' tall and straggling plants just after the bloom buds are formed,

and inserting them at once in a genial bottom-heated propagating case, in

which they root nearly as readily as Gardenias. Mr. Smith, of Ealing

Nurseries, sent six or seven dozen cf well-groivn profusely-flowered

Cyclamens, among which we noticed some fine and distinct forms. Iho

Cyclamen is now found to be one of the freest and most manage.

able of all winter-flowering plants, and its odorous flowers are

unsurpassed for bouquets, bntton-holes, and, indeed, for aU kinds ot

floral decorations. Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son sent a beantifol

and well-flowered group of perpetual-flowermg or tree Carnations,

the deliciously perfumed flowers of which are so useful at this season.

The same exhibitors also sent anew Dracffina named D. Duffii. It is

robust and compact in habit, having broad foUage, coloured as in U.

terminalis. It promises to become a favourite with all lovers of hnc-

fQUa<red plants for exhibition. Messrs. Veitch & Sons sent_ specimens of

their new self-protecting Broccoli, to which we alluded in favourable

terms a week or two ago. Mr. E. Bennett, of Hatfield, sent two brace of

Sutton's Improved Syon House Cucumber, m exeeUent condition. A fine

collection of Celery was furnished by Mr. Barron, from the society s

garden, at Chiswiek. Mr. Woodbridge, of Syon, brought a smaU dish of

the plump richly-flavoured fruit of Musa Champua, which is said to be

one of the finest of all the cultivated varieties. This bemg the li^t meet-

ing of the vear Dr. Smee's prizes of £5 each for the best dish ot trmt and

the best dish of vegetables staged before the Fruit Committee during the

season, were awarded to Mr. Pearson, for his new seedhng Grape, Golden

Queen, and to Messrs. Vihnorin, of Paris, for their SeviUe long.pod

Bean.

MANCHESTER GREAT FLOWER AJsT> FRUIT SHOW
The hall in which this show was held, in the Pomona Gardens, has an

area of no less than 45,800 square feet, and is divided by pillars into what

mav be called a nave and four aisles, the length ot which is / 2 yards,

while the breadth varies from 9 to 18 yards. It was fitted up for the

cxhibtion with suitable stages, all of which were well-covered with plants

and flowers, while in the centre were tabbs loaded with choice fruit.

When we say that the schedule contained fifty-eight classes, tbat there

were over 100 exhibitors, and more than 2,000 entries, it will be evident

that the number of exhibits was great. These were backed up by the

famous Pear growers of the Channel Islands. The Rev. T. C. Brehaut,

of Guernsev, showed six Pears which were only a few ounces under 20 lb.

Prominent "among exhibitors of Chrysanthemums were Messrs. Grant,

Copeland, Corfield, Lister, Norrie, and Rhodes; while among those

who furnished miscellaneous coUections of plants, we observed the

names of Messrs. Liscombe, Pince & Co., Shuttlewort;h, Colo & Sons,

Williams, Yates, Dickson & Co., and many others. The Prmcipal

prizes for fruit were awarded to Messrs. Cypher, Tumor, \yilk_es,

Hodckins, Upjohn, Coleman, Roberts, Stevenson Wildsnuth, Jamie-

son, Fairbourn, Thomas, Rylance, Ross, Robinson, Gardener, and others.

Some fine Hollies and Conifers (shown from the Exeter Nurseries) had a

fine efl-ect in the large hall, which was literally crowded with garden

produce of every description. Silver medals tor the most meritonous

plants in the exhibition were awarded to Mr. Shuttleworth for G eiehema

Jupestris, and to Messrs. Cole & Sons for Coeos Weddelhana, both fine

specimens of their respective kinds. Of Roman Hyacinths some beautful

examples were shown by Mr. Colhns, gardener to J. Todd, Esq ;

pyramidal Cockscombs by Mr. Yates, and hanging baskets by Messrs

Dick Radclyffe & Co. Cyclamens, Orchids, Heaths, and other plants,

together with bouquets and cut flowers, were abundant.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : ohanp;o it rather : but

Thk Aet itself is Natuee."—Shakespeare,

THE NEGLECT OP PLANTING IN THE PARKS.
Year by year the fine old trees of Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens are getting sadly thinned. Some fall in the ripeness

of age by the ravages of a sudden windstorm ; some, having
reached a period of natural decay, crumble, as it were, branch

by branch, till the unsightly remnants of their trunks are no
longer allowed to cumber the ground—removed as useless

lumber; others, again, to suit some supposed improvement in

the direction of a path or the opening of a vista, arc ruthlessly

cut down in their prime. These, and many other analogous

causes, have reduced the number of full-grown trees to an
unsatisfactory extent, and it becomes a serious question how
these gaps are to be filled. A good deal of useful planting

took place some forty years ago, and the trees then planted are

beginning to do good service in replacing the fine old Elms of

the parks which have disappeared. Those new trees stand in

groups of five, eight, or ten, in tolerably well-selected situa-

tions ; and, in some cases, two or three members of these

groups evince such robustness and capacity for rapid growth,
that their inferior companions might advantageously bo
removed to give them a chance of becoming bi-centcnarian

giants, fit to replace those of their predecessors that have
fallen or been destroyed. It is to be feared, however, that,

with every advantage, the vicinity and approximation of smoke-
vomiting chimneys will prevent their ever attaining to the

noble dimensions of their ancestors. However, with careful

ti'eatment, such as watering during summer droughts, top

dressing the roots with rotten manure during the winter, and
judicious priming, to strengthen the lateral branches and
impart vigour to the main stem, much may be done, in spite of

the smoke plague and other difficulties. Tbe plantations of the

Regent's Park have had some twenty years longer for tbo

development of their growth than those in Hyde Park ; and
are, consequently, more advanced, and their greater distance

from the heart of London has also been of advantage to them.
The avenue of Horse Chestnuts and Elms in this park is,

indeed, in a most thriving condition ; and many of the trees,

from their apparent robustness, are probably destined to make
big wood, notwithstanding the encroachments of " brick and
mortar,"' and other disadvantages. But, notwithstanding all

the improvements of the last half century, much still remains

to be done in order to make the cultivation of young trees

counterbalance the decay or destruction of the old ones. It is

necessary that a systematic course of planting should be
annually in operation, both in late autumn and early spring.

Economy may be pleaded as a reason for not pursuing a
regular system of planting, but let it be borne in mind that

thousands are now lavished every season on a display of

bedding plants, the cost of which has to be renewed every

year ; while a fine young tree, if well selected and well planted,

is an investment for a century. The bedding system, though
attractive to many, has been somewhat overdone. Acres of

green turf (which, after all, forms the most attractive feature

of a park), have been displaced to make room for the display

of masses of Geraniums and other bedding plants during their

comparatively brief season of florescence, whilst the rest of

the year their empty beds remain bare unsightly patches.

Surely, then, it would be advisable to curtail the outlay yearly

expended on bedding plants, and devote the surplus to the

general improvement of the parks, and especially to the

recovery, by systematic planting, of the losses incurred by
the yearly perishing of old trees. In some respects, the gaps
caused by time among the trees of the older London parks are

scarcely to be regretted, inasmuch as a number of fine kinds

have been introduced since the period during which the

parks were originally planted, which are calculated to display

much more variety and beauty of foliage than was at the com-
mand of planters a century ago. With a view to the extension

of such judicious innovations, a certain section of Hyde Park

and Kensington Gardens should be carefully examined every

year ; and worthless trees and shrubs removed to make room

for newer and better kinds. In this way, in the course of

eight or ten years, the tree vegetation of the Park and gardens

would be thoroughly renovated, and the plantations placed in

a fair way to be bequeathed to our successors in a promising

state. Pending such changes in our parks, there is Primrose

Hill to begin upon. It is at present a treeless mound, like an

inverted green wash-hand basin, and calls aloud for the land-

scape gardener to redeem it from absolute ugliness—

a

redemption easily achieved if the right means are adopted.

We have only to turn to the Botanical Gardens in the Regent's

Park to see what can be done with a far less extent of ground.

Primrose Hill affords excellent opportunities for skilful plant-

ing ; and, yet, this promising ground is allowed to remain

fallow year after year. H.

TREE PEONIES.

(p. ARBOREA.)

Tins beautiful plant, although introduced long ago, is not yet

very plentiful in English gardens. It is, however, abundant,

even in small gardens, throughout the Netherlands, Belgium,

France, and Germany. On this side of the Channel there

have been, and are still, numbers of amateurs who make
its culture a speciality, and who endeavour to raise from it

new varieties ; in fact, it is a plant which deserves to be

more extensively cultivated than it is, especially now-a-days

when we are doing away with band and ribbon systems of

decoration, and are reverting to more natural modes of plant

culture. The tree Peony is quite hardy, and, when properly

planted, requires little more care. It is especially well suited

for forming single specimens on lawns, and if, during the winter

months, its appearance is against it, this drawback is amply

compensated for in summer, when it becomes covered with

fine foliage and gorgeous blossoms. When, too, it breaks into

growth in spring, its young leaves assume every shade of

colour, from violet-crimson to green. Until the second half

of this century we knew but of such sorts as had white, rose,

salmon, and lilac-coloured flowers ; and we must acknowledge

that we are greatly indebted to Mr. Fortune for the introduc-

tion of his Chinese varieties, most of which have scarlet,

violet, and magenta-coloured flowers. Von Siebold, too, intro-

duced a number of Japanese varieties, which, however, form a

different race, and are mostly single or semi-double. Tree

Peonies are not very particular as to soil or position ;
I have

seen them in nearly pure sand, flourishing as well as m a

strong loam. They, however, prefer a good strong soil, and

where the soil is too sandy it should be made a little better

suited for them by adding decomposed manure and loam ;
or,

where it is too clayey it should be made lighter by means of

the addition of manure, sand, and similar materials. Moutans

are gross feeders, and amply repay for occasional top-dress-

ings of half-decomposed cow-dung. Of the scarcer and best

varieties nurserymen generally send out one or two-year old

plants, grafted on the roots of Paionia edulis. After a proper

place has been selected in which to plant them, dig out a pit

1| feet deep and 2 feet in diameter; put in a few inches of

half-decomposed cow-dung, and well mix it with the soil. The

plants should bo put in so that the graft may be buried a few

inches under the ground, where it will, in time, throw out roots

of its own. They do not flower well until the third year after

planting, but, after that, they produce blossoms in profusion.

Some of the more strikingly beautiful among them, such as

Gloria Belgarum, Elizabeth, and Souvenir de Gand are well

worth being put under glass—that is, they should have a sash

or two put over them in spring to save them from late frosts

and rainy weather. Of course plenty of air must be adrnitted.

but, so treated, the flowers are gainers in an astonishing

degree, both in size and colour. The parent plant of Gloria

Belgarum was kept by its raiser, Mr. Goethals, at Ghent, ina
house-yard, under a little glass-house, and when I saw it m
1854 it measured about 5 foot in diameter, and was bearing

some forty flowers of a bright salmon-rose colour, each bloom

measuring about 8 inches across. It was indeed a sight worth

travelling miles to see. Max. Leichilin.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Iv Mr. E. W. Cooko'a garden at Glen Andred, in Snssex,

the Tea plants, Thea viridis aud Bohea, have stood out in a, sheltered

nook, without protection, six winters. Thea Bohea is said to be

still in beautiful and abundant blossom.

Some fine Yams and Sweet Potatoes, have been brought into

Covent Garden during the past few weeks. In appearance they

resemble huge red Potatoes, and when roasted are said to be excellent

in ilavour.

It has been resolved, on the recommendation of the Parks,

Commons, and Open Spaces Committee, that additional planting and
fencing bo carried out on Stoke Newington Common, at an estimated

coat of £100.

Christmas decorations in the form of wreaths and other

floral devices, already form a prominent feature in Covent Garden
Market. In the construction of these berried Holly, silvery Immor-
telles, capsules of the Gladwin, and bleached Grasses are used with

excellent effect.

Ma-ny of our readers who have seen the large Lucnlia

gratissima growing in the cold conservatory at Thorpe Perrow, will

be pleased to learn that it is now furnished with over 500 heads of

bloom, in different stages of development—a grand object at this

dull season of the year.

• Db. King, superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens,

states that the propagation of the Ipecacuanha plant by root and
leaf cuttings has been so successful that there is at present in the

Gardens a stock of 63,000 living plants; whereas four years ago there

were but twelve cuttings, of which seven were afterwards acci-

dentally destroyed.

At Nismes, in the South of France, the Japan Wax tree

(Rhns succedanea) has lasted through six seasons, though it has been
cut to the ground by frost more than once. The Laurus camphora,
after giving hopes, has proved too tender. Andropogon squarrosus,

an exceedingly fragrant Grass, has withstood the most severe seasons.

All attempts to naturalise the Eucalyptus globulus, however, have, it

is said, failed.

The annual festival of the Edinburgh Lodge of Free
Gardeners took place the other evening in the Oddfellows' Hall.

Mr. John Noble occupied the chair, after tho reception of depu.
tations from several sister lodges, addressed the meeting. It

appeared from his remarks that the Edinburgh Lodge now possesses

a capital of £3,000, aud a membership of 300 ; and that its friendly

society, which has been in existence for fifty years, is in a very
prosperous state, having, during the period referred to, paid to its

sick members £5,589 Os. 7d., and funeral money £2,195 lOs.

We suspect there are so few who flower the beautiful Orchis
maculata under cultivation, even in its ordinary season of blooming,
that were we to ask " Have any of our readers tried to force it?"
wo should probably get ridiculed for our pains. Nevertheless, tho
Farmer says that the plant is amenable to such treatment, and that
Messrs. James Cocker & Sons, of Aberdeen, force batches of it

annually. This firm annually obtains fair sized samples of its

tuberous roots from Holland, and pots them as soon as they arrive

—

generally about New Year's Day. When potted, they are put
under the stage of a cool greenhouse, where they remain until

growth commences—tho subsequent treatment being in all respects
the same as for Hyacinths—and they are said to grow and flower
quite as freely.

The Shah of Persia appears to have been greatly struck with
the beauty of European gardens. The entries in his diary, as ho
emerged from the vast and uninteresting plains of Russia to tho
more highly cultivated land of parts of Germany, are full of simply,
expressed admiration for European horticulture. Ho says, enthu-
siastically, " Human Improvements of charming aspect came into
sight near and afar," remarking, with great admiration, the trees,
flowers, and cultivated fields; and observing that tho Jasmine of
Sherwan, which Europeans call Lilac, was everywhere in luxuriant
bloom. Over extensive districts, he exclaims, all was cultivation,
avenues, forests, flowers, and meadows. The gardens at Potsdam
appeared to him a world of delight. On reaching the Rhine ho jots
down still more vivid expressions of praise. Tho Rhino he declares
to bo a paradise, with its valleys and Vineyards. The extensive
cultivation of the Vine and the Cherry tree appeared to him mar-
vellous, especially the Cherry trees, which he found laden with fruit
far more delicious than tho Cherries of Persia. He thus describes
tho Vineyards of the Rhineland :

—" Each Vine was bound to a strong
stake

; and the whole hill.sides and plain are one continnons Vine,
yard, from which the famous Rhein-wein is produced. The whole
region is, indeed, a garden ; mountains and plains are covered with

Vines, fruit trees, and flower gardens." But European horticulturists

must not allow themselves to be too much elated by the praises of

the Shah, as he appears to have been equally delighted and
gratified with the astounding beauties of the wax.works at Madamo
Tussaud's.

In China a liqaor ia distilled from the flowers of the Chrysan.

themum which Is regarded as an elixir vitae, and in the Chinese

pharmacopceia a powder of tho flowers is prescribed as a cure for

drunkenness.

A Mk. Rioketts, of Newburgh, New York, is stated to have

raised a very remarkable set of seedling Grapes, of fine flavour

and general qualities. They are tho result of crossing the native

American Grapes with some of the best European kinds.

At a late meeting of the scientific committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Professor de Barry was disposed to believe that

heteroBoism occurred in the case of the Potato parasite, that is to say,

that part of its life was passed upon some other host besides the

Potato. Mouillefert had recently suggested that this might be

Clover, and Mr. Jenkins, secretary of tho Royal Agricultural Society,

supposed that both Clover and straw might harbour the unknown
stage of Peronospora infestans, and that this "would justify the

prevailing opinion that farm-yard manure encourages the ravages of

the Potato disease, especially when applied in spring, because the

spores of the fungus would bo in tho manure which had been used for

litter."

Of Cymbidium gigantenm, a noble species well worth

growing, we have just seen a fine specimen in flower in Messrs.

Lucombe, PInce, & Co.'s nurserj-, Exeter, where it is bearing eleven

fine flowers on a stout curved sub-erect or nodding spike. Its foliage

is sheathed at the base around a short spindle-shaped pseudo-bulb.

Each leaf is from 2 to 3 feet in length, and about an inch In breadth, of

a deep green colour, and having about seven pale yellowish longi.

tudlnal veins. The individual flowers measure fully 3 inches across,

the oblong sepals and petals being of a pale yellow colour, streaked

or slightly tessellated with purplish-brown. The threo-lobed lip is

yellow, suffused with brown, and it has a two-lobed hairy crest

runnin" from the base to the apex. The column is vividly streaked

with purple, and is terminated in front by a clear yellow anther case

and appendages. When liberally treated, this is a beautiful species,

which well deserves a place in collections.

All who are Interested in London gardens will learn with

much pleasure that the Duke of Bedford has commissioned Mr.

Meston to re-arrange and, in part, re-plant Bedford Square. The
old specimen trees in our neglected London squares are by far the

finest we have ever seen in any city, and the capabilities, so to speak,

of these squares are, in other respects, so remarkable that a little good

gardening and good taste are all that is required to make the old squares

of London very beautiful. We trust that in the improvements of

these squares, which this step of the Duke's may happily inaugurate,

the designers will not spoil the quiet beauty of the shrubs and trees

by the introduction of stonework, fountains, &c., by tho display of

which a garden is often greatly marred. There is, as yet, plenty of

room for the display of the architect's skill on our houses, and

public buildings, and, so far as squares are concerned, Nature and

a good gardener are much to be preferred to cut stone and the

architect, while the disadvantage, as regards economy, is all with the

latter.

The Rev. Georgo Heuslow read a paper the other day on

"Mechanical forces in plants" at a meeting of the West London scien.

tific association. The paper was illustrated by diagrams and dried

specimens. As regards rudimentary structure, he observed that

although formerly the possession of the power of voluntary motion in

plants was denied. It was so no longer. Animals and plants, he said,

resembled one another in very many points, as, for instance, in tho

property of contracting on Irritation. The contraction of tho leaves

of tho sensitive plant, under an external stimulus, was almost

identical with that of the tentacles of tho Sea Anemone. The tendrils

of tho common Pea were observed to wave about almost as if by

the power of volition, until they came in contact with a stick, when
they clung to and wound round it. This power of contraetibility

evidently resided in tho protoplasm, which had a common basis both

in animals and plants. A plant it was said, sometimes exerted cnor.

nious force by the mere act of growth. With snch force, indeed,

did vcetablo growth go on, that it was common to see stones and

walls displaced by the process of root.growth. In the Rose of

Jericho, and many other plants, including the delicate Mosses, they

had also examples of hygrometric force. The paper concluded with

notices of tho employment of levers of three kinds in connection

with the fertilisation "of plants by tho aid of insects. In the cases of

the Garden Sage, the Arbutus, and Sainfoin, and of a modification of

the screw or inclined plane in the Scarlet Runner.
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MY CtAEDEN in autumn.
I HOPE you will allow me to icake some remarks on the

glory ot autumnal tints— a somewhat hackneyed subject

perhaps—but it is impossible to look without admiration on
the scene that lies before me. Rocks and dells, woods and
groves, sunshine and shade, the mossy rock surfaces half

clothed with varied vegetation, and presenting the utmost
richness of colour. The continuous heat of the late abnormal
summer, succeeded by almost daily rains, have kept the foot-

stalks of the leaves constantly growing, so that the leaves of

nearly every tree and shrub were retained till almost the

middle of November, and presented a scene of marvellous
beauty. Besides the russet and golden hues of the Oak, Beech,
Birch, Chesuut, Ash, and Larch &c., which contrast so finely

with the dark sombre masses of Tew, Holly, Portugal
Laurel, Bay, Pine, and Fir, there are a vast number of lesser

shrubs and trees whose leaves " die so sweetly," and seem to
" snatch a grace beyond the reach of art," that I feel it almost a
duty to name and describe some of them, and perhaps the

most beautiful is Smilax rotundifolia, that paragon of ramblers;

although the berries are seldom matured in this country,

as they are in Eome, its leaves in late autumn are trans-

cendeutly lovely, varying fi'om the most vivid green to citron,

and from golden-yellow to russet and rich brown. It is invalu-

able to climb over rocks and stubbs. No less lovely is Liquid-
ambar styraciflua, including all tones of warm hues, besides

deep green and purple. Scarlet Oaks and crimson-leaved claret

Vines should have the sun's rays transmitted through them,
as also Acer japonicum polymorphum, one of the many
valuable shrubs introduced from Japan by the late John Gould
Veitch, and his Ampelopsis tricuspidata, both culminating in
the richest crimson and purple foliage. Among the many
plants which pass off into yellow—Tulip-tree, Dogwood,
Euphorbia, Magnolia, Ledum couspicuum, and the large Poly-
gonum (glorious as a background) are the most prominent.
Next the golden amber tones of the Maples, Rhus Ootinus,
Aralia japonica. Chestnut, Beech, Horse Chestnut, and Birch.

These are followed by the fine crimson of the old Virginian
Creeper, different kinds of Rhus, Photinia, and others ; also by
several of the Barberry tribe. Guelder Rose, Cornus, Azaleas,

&c., then the constantly changing tones of Brake, Strawberry,
and Bramble ; and nothing can be more beautiful in general
effect than the latter. Contrasting with the above are the
glaucous grey and silver of Eucalyptus, of many of the
Junipers, of the Lawson Cypresses, Yuccas, Echeverias, and
Aloes. Completing the picture, every nook and spare surface
teems with Polypody, Bilberry, Cotoneaster, Hypericum,
Heaths, Ivies, Ferns, Sedums, Saxifrages, rock and Alpine
plants, while masses of Holly, Laurel, and Rhododendrons
close the scene. E. W. Cooke.

Glen Andred.

A POTATO CORRESPONDENCE.
The following correspondence between Prof. Dyer, of the Eoyal
norticultural Society, and the Secretary of the Royal Agricultural

Society, possesses some interest for horticultural readers :—The
paragraph which appeared in last week's Nature is so far inte.

resting that it amply confirms the expectations of those who have
watched the well-meant efforts of the Royal Agricultural Society with
respect to the Potato disease. I wish to advert to it for two reasons.

In the first place, it is interesting to see the way in which a matter
of this kind is regarded by so influential a body. Here is a disease

annually effecting the destruction of a larger or smaller part of a chief

item in the food of the community,which has already produced afamine
in one of the three kingdoms, and any year may produce another, and
which for the last thirty years has seriously occupied the attention

of scientific men throughout Europe. It is not surprising that the
Royal Agricultural Society should think the offer of a £100 prize for

an essay in any way an adequate method of dealing with the subject ?

In the first itstance, the time for sending in the essays was actually

fixed, so as to prevent the competitors from even going over the life

history of the Fungus during one season before competing. This was
pointed out, and the time was prolonged. But though the competi-

tion was advertised abroad in the German papers, nothing of any
importance was elicited beyond what was already well known.
The society then determined to offer prizes for disease-proof

Potatoes. The utter futility o£ this proceeding was clearly

obvious to anyone in the least acquainted with the subject. But

it was done, and possibly if the " botanic referee " liked travelling

about the three kingdoms, his time was not wasted. But the result

is exactly what it was predicted it would be. Now, it seems to me
that this spasmodic and ill-considered way of dealing with a serious

subject contrasts, to an extent that it is impossible quite to regard

with satisfaction, with the course that would be adopted in such a
matter^in other countries. It shows, at any rate, how little the methodi.

cal scientific method of investigation is understood by the majority

of well-informed English people. And this brings me to my second

point. The society, anxious not to be entirely foiled, offered a sum
of money to a well-known investigator of the life history of Fungi,
Prof, de Bary, of Strasburg, to induce him to study the Potato
disease. Considering that De Bary had already written an admirable
memoir on the PeronosporeEe, there was a certain simplicity in sup.

posing that the gift of a sum of money would elicit some additional

information which his zeal as a scientific investigator had failed to

to do. If it does, however (and the history of the Peronospora
infestans is not perfectly understood), it will be a clear gain ; but
when we are told that " Prof, de Bary has worked out the scientific

questions that occur as to the origin of the disease," and that " it

is owing to a Fungus (Peronospora infestans) which attacks the

leaves first, and after absorbing the nutriment of them, utilises the

petiole, and thus reaches the tubes " (sic), it is necessary to point

out that all this and a good deal more was ascertained by the Rev.

JI. J. Berkeley in this country, and by Montague in Franco, and
published by the former in a paper contributed to the first volume of

the Journal of the Horticulttiral Society in 18 16.

W. T. Thiselto.n Dyee.

My attention has been drawn to a letter in Nature, vol. xi., p. 67,

signed " W. T. Thiselton Dyer," and headed " Royal Agricultural

Society and the Potato Disease." It appears that Prof. Dyer has

founded the statements and criticisms in that letter upon a paragraph
which appeared in the preceding number of Nature. Had he taken

the trouble to read the oflicial reports that have been published by
the Society in the agricultural newspapers, the criticisms he might
then have made would probably have had some value ; and I

must express my surprise that a man of scientific pursuits

should have omitted to take that most necessary and most
elementary course which I may term the verification of funda-

mental facts. This is the more remarkable as he criticises the

Society's want of " methodical scientific method of investigation."

Prof. Dyer asks, " Is it not surprising that the Royal Agricul-

tural Society should think the offer of a £100 prize for an essay in

any way an adequate method of dealing with the subject ? " Now,
what does Prof. Dyer mean by this question ? He seems to imply

that the Royal Agricultural Society offered such a prize, and that

therefore they thought it an adequate method of dealing with the

subject. But the society did not oiJer such a prize, and have not

considered whether such a method would or would not be adequate

to deal with the subject. The truth is, that Lord Cathcart offered

such a prize two years ago, and asked the Council of the Society to

nominate the judges and otherwise to take charge of the competition.

This they did, and for this alone are they responsible. Prof.

Dyer proceeds: "The society then determined to offer prizes

for the disease-proof Potatoes." To this I must beg leave to

reply that the society did not offer prizes for '

' disease-proof Potatoes,"

but for Potatoes which should resist disease for three years in succea.

sion in twenty different districts of the United Kingdom. If the

somewhat lengthy statement of the terms on which the prize was
offered has been colloquially abbreviated into" disease-proof Potatoes,"

that does not justify a scientific man in basing an argument upon it,

especially in the columns of a scientific journal. Professor Dyer
continues :

" The utter futility of this proceeding was clearly obvious

to anyone in the least acquainted with the subject." Here again I

must join issue with the Professor. This prize was offered

because certain essayists asserted, and seedsmen advertised, that

they possessed varieties of Potatoes which would resist disease.

To put these statements to the test was in conformity with

the society's ordinary practice, which is to endeavour to make
its members acquainted with the actual agricultural value

of various articles, whether they be seed-Potatoes, manures,

implements, or other commodities. As the result has been to show

that none of the Potatoes experimented upon can resist disease for

even one year in our twenty stations, the members ot the society now
know what value to attach to the assertions of their proprietors, and

the result is, therefore, not utterly futile. These experiments have

also been utilised to ascertain the influence of soil, climate, and

modes of management on the crop itself, and on the Potato disease
;

and the results of this inquiry are now being worked out. Pro-

fessor Dyer goes on to say—" Now, It seems to me that this spas-

modic and ill-considered way of dealing with a serious subject
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contrasts, to an extent that it is impossible quite to regard with
satisfaction, with the conrso that would bo adopted in such a
matter in other countries. It shows, at any rate, how little the

methodical scientific method of inve8ti<;atiQn is understood by the

majority of well-informed English people." I am content to ask

I'rof. Dyer to point out what is "spasmodic" and what is "ill.

considered " in the action of the society, and how does he justify his

assertion about " the methodical scientific method of investigation ?
"

It nmst bo remembered that the Royal Agricultural Society was not

established for the advancement of science, and certainly not for the

advancement of botany ; but it was established tor the promotion of

agriculture, especially by the encouragement of the application of

the discovered truths of science to the practice of agriculture, as

is shown by its motto, "Practice with Science." Tho Koyal
Agricultural Society does, however, enlist the services of scientific

men upon its regular staff, and in this and other ways seeks to direct

their attention to agricultural problems upon which the light of

science is still wanting. As Prof. Dyer has contrasted the society's

"spasmodic and ill-considered way "with "tho course that would
bo adopted in such a matter in other countries," I hope that he will

inform me of the course that agricultural societies in other countries
have adopted in reference to the Potato disease and other such
matters, without receiving assistance from the government of the
country. I now come to what Prof. Dyer calls his " second point."
lie states that the society, " anxious not to bo entirely foiled,

offered a sum of money to a well-known investigator of the life-history

of Fungi, Professor de Bary, of Strasburg, to induce him to study the
Potato disease. Considering that De Bary had already written an
admirable memoir on the Peronosporea), there was a certain simplicity
in supposing that the gift of a sum of money would elicit some addi-
tional information, which his zeal as a Fcicntific investigator had
failed to do." So far as I understand the meaning of the phrase
" anxious not to be entirely foiled," it implies some previous disap-
pointment. Now, so far is this from having been the fact, that the
first step taken by the council of the society was to direct me to
write to Prof, do Bary and urge him to continue his researches
into the life-history of Peronospora infestans, in view of the va^t
importance of the subject in its agricultural bearings. Therefore I
cannot see how the term " anxious not to be entirely foiled " can be
made applicable to it. The society at tho same time volunteered to
place a sum of money at his disposal towards defraying the expenses
which he might find it necessary to incur, but I hope that my
communication to Prof, de Bary was not conceived in the offensive
spirit which Prof. Dyer seems to suggest. The principle involved
has been adopted by tho British Association as one of the best
means of advancing science, and I consider it a very different matter
from that " certain simplicity " which Prof. Dyer derides. This was
not only the first, but it was tho only step then taken by the society
in reference to the scientific questions bearing upon the Potato
disease ; and its results up to this time are in no respect indicated
by the grotesque statements which Prof. Dyer quotes.

H. M. Jenkins.

HORTICULTURE AT THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OP 187G.

The Horticultural Hall is one of the five principal buildings which
the United States Centennial Commission will erect for the accommo-
dation of the International Exhibition of 1876, at Philadelphia.
These structures—the industrial hall, or main exhibition building,
the machinery hall, the horticultural hall, the agricultural hall, and
tho art gallery—will have an aggregate flooring of about 40 acres

;

but the industrial and machinery halls have been so designed that
they can be enlarged to almost double tho capacity originally allowed,
should the demands for space require it. The horticultural hall has
been designed by Mr. H. J. Schwarzmann, under the supervision of
the National Horticultural Society. Its materials are glass and iron,
its length 310 feet by IGO in width, giving an area of 1:^ acres. The
greater portion of this space is devoted to the grand conservatory,
which is 227 feet by 77, and occupies the central portion of the
budding, there being between it and tho outer walls on either side
the warm and the cold houses, and at the ends, on the right and left
of the entrances tho dining-halls, offices, retiring-rooms, &c. In
close proximity to the horticultural hall will be a number of subsidiary
structures—a Victoria Regia house, domestic and tropical orchard
houses, a Grapery, and other horticultural structures. The sur-
rounding grounds, including a largo tract, may be extended almost
ad Ubihm, and will bo .arranged for out-door planting, which will
constitute the larger portion of the horticultural display. It is pur-
posed to plant, at least a year before the opening of the exhibition,
the representative trees of all parts of this Continent. The visitor,
It IS mtended, shall see side by side the fijll Tttriety of the forest

products and fruits of tho country, from the Firs of the extreme
north to tho Oranges and Bananas of Florida, and Grapes and other

fruits of California. An impression will thus be produced of the

fertility of tho land, and of the vast range and diversity of its pro-

ducts, of which few persons have any conception ; and the exhibition,

according to the American A'jricullurist, will be without a parallel

for extent and completeness. In addition to tho strict horticultural

display, careful provision will be made in advance fcr trials of agri-

cultural machinery. At the disposal of the Centennial Commission

are 450 acres of land, within the limits of Fairmount Park; and a
considerable portion of this, divided into lots of suitable size, will bo

put into crops, for the purpose of testing tho mowers and reapers and
other agricultural implements offered for competition. About a year

ago a National Horticultural Society was organised for tho express

purpose of co-operating with the Centennial Commission, and its

various committees are composed of some of our most active amateur
and professional horticulturists. The matter is in good hands, and
wo may hope to see a fine exhibition in 187G.

FERN CASES.
Ferns are plants which give little trouble, yet they are seldom to bo

found in sitting-rooms. For those who do not possess a large

Fernery there can be no more interesting or pleasing occupation

than attending to and watching the growth of these plants in their

miniature house. Wardian cases may bo purchased at a small or iarga

outlay, according to size or ornamentation, but plain cases are quite

as suitable as those that are ornamental. Where there is room, I like

to see rather a large-sized case, in which large Ferns can be accom-
modated, and also a few small suspended baskets. As reg.ards culti.

vation, the first thing that demands attention is tlie drainage of tho

case, for, it that is defective, neither Ferns nor other plants can be

cultivated successfully. In order to secure good drainage the case

should be fitted with a false bottom, into which the water may drain

through perforated zinc or iron, on which the rock-work and little

banks for the Ferns should be placed. The false bottom being a
kind of little tank or drawer, if I may Fo term it, should be perfectly

water-tight, so as to protect the carpet, and should have a little tap

fixed in one corner of it, by moans of which tho surplus water,
"

drained from the Ferns, may bo drawn off. To be able to give free

ventilation to the plants every morning is another essential point,

as a stagnant atmosphere is almost as injurious as stagnant water.

Over the perforated tray of the case a good layer of broken crocks

should be laid, and these should be covered with Cocoanut fibre, on
which tho rock-work should be set. The space in which it is intended

to grow the Ferns should then be filled in, and I may say nothing is

better for this purpose than peat, rotten turf, and sharp grit sand.

In the parts of tho case intended for the planting of rather strong,

growing Ferns, a larger proportion of rotten turf should be mixed
with the peat than in those intended for less robust varieties. The
next thing to be considered is, what kind of Ferns to plant in tho

case. I should recommend some of tho following:—Acrophorus
chiorophyllus, A. hispidus, Adiantum cuneatum, Anemia adianti-

folia, Asplenium striatum, bulbiferum, Pteris serrulata, and all kinds

of Trichomanes and Selaginellas. If the Fern case be large it might
bo advisable to have an arch reaching from end to end, over which

could bo trained two plants of creeping Fern (Lygodium scandens),

one planted at each end. From the centre of tho arch a tiny basket

filled with Selaginella Jlartensii variegata might be suspended.

In planting Ferns care should be taken to place tho dark green

varieties next tho light; in fact, to produce light and ahado, and not

to plant them just as they come to hand.

Stands of Plants.

Another favourite style of indoor decoration is wire stands filled

with pot plants ; some have them so th.at the plants can be arranged

in tiers one above the other ; but I prefer ,a flat stand like a table,

ou which tho plants can have plenty of Wood Moss packed round tho

pots. It is a good plan during summer to wash the Moss well with

water, before placing it between the pots ; but care must be taken

to squeeze all the water which it contains out of it, otherwise it

would be liable to drip ; damping the Moss, however, tends greatly

to keep the plants fresh during the hot summer months. Dracainas,

and hardy Palms are well suited for this stylo of dccoratio^, but

they require to have their leaves sponged now and then. Once a

week will be often enough to water plants set in Moss ; the plants

should be lifted out of the stand, well watered, and, as soon as

drained, returned to their respective positions ; flowering plants,

when they can be obtained, may be intermixed with the Palms and
other foliage plants with gosd effect. Stands such as those are well

suited for the decoration of a vestibule. A. Uass.vrd.
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FORCING GLADIOLI.
Few plants are more beautiful than Gladioli forced into bloom
early iu spring, either as cut spikes for the drawing-room,
or in pots for the conservatory. For such purposes it is, how-
ever, essential that the bulbs should have been thoroughly
well grown and well ripened ; as it is a waste of time to pot

weakly ill-developed bulbs, and the forcing should be carried

ou gently, in order to secure strong spikes. The hybrids of

Hamosus and Cardinalis, are the best for early forcing, inas-

much as they bloom natui-ally earlier than the Gandavensis
section ; but some of the

latter may be potted for

late successions. They
may be potted anytime
from October onwards,
according as they are re-

quired to be in bloom,
early or late, and may be
covered with old tan or

sawdust, in a cool place,

and introduced into heat

as required in succession.

About three bulbs in a
32-sized pot, will make a
nice potful, or very strong
bulbs may be potted singly

in 48-sized pots. The soil

should be turfy loam, well

broken up, with about a
third of well-decayed leaf-

mould, or old hot-bed
manure, and a good sprink-

ling of charcoal dust or

sand should be added ;

bury the bulbs about an
inch deep, and give them
a good watering to settle

the soil. The best place in

which to start them is a

low pit filled full of leaves,

such a pit as is commonly
used at this season and
onwards for starting early

Strawberries. The pots

should be plunged in the

bed, and a few leaves should
be scattered over their tops

to keep the soil in an even

state of moisture without
having recourse to the

watering-pot before active

growth begins. As soon

as the spikes appear, the

pots should be removed to

the forcing - house and
placed near the glass to be
afterwards hardened off for

the conservatory or draw-

ing-room. When the plants

have done blooming they

should be removed to a

deep cool pit to finish their

growth ; and, after undergoing the usual ripening process

they should be planted out the following year and fresh bulbs

selected for potting. E. Hobday.

Epigynium leucobotrys.

EPI6YNIUM LEUCOBOTRYS.
Several species belong to this genus all of which are well

worth cultivating as ornamental greennouse shrubs ; but

E. leucobotrys is undoubtedly the best at present in cultiva-

tion. It was brought into notice by Messrs. E. G. Henderson
many years ago ; but never seems to have become very

popular—a singular fact when the beauty of its waxy black-

spotted opal berries, and the freedom with which they are
produced, are taken into consideration. This plant is well
figured in the Botanical Magar.tne. and also in Messrs. E. G.
Henderson's " Illustrated Bouquet," from a specimen grown in
the Wellington Road Nursery. Our attention has been recently
directed to this pretty berry-bearing shrub, through a plant of
it in fruit having been lately exhibited to the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, by Mr. Parker, of Tooting.
The root of this shrub is somewhat singular ; it is thick and
swollen like that of a Chinese Potato or Yam. Its stems and
branches are terminated by tufts of bright glossy green leaves,
and, from among these, drooping racemes of white, black-
dotted, berries are produced as shown in our engraving.

Mr. Gumbleton informs us
that it has proved quite
hardy with him at Bel-
grove, in the south of Ire-

land, where it has with-
stood the last two winters
unhurt. The blossoms,
which are, individually,

small, pale, and insignifi-

cant, resembling those of
an Arbutus or Andromeda,
are produced in abundance,
usually from the centres of

the whorls of leaves which
terminate the young
growths of the year, the
intervening stems being
invariably quite bare and
leafless, which give the
plant a somewhat peculiar
aspect. A raceme of bloom,
however, occasionally
pushes out of the hard bare
stem between the whorls
of leaves, a circumstance
which somewhat relieves

the plant of its monotonous
appearance. The blossoms
are short lived, and set
their fruit almost imme-
diatel}-, and in great abun-
dance. The berries, how-
ever, take a considerable
time to swell to their full

size and attain the pure
ivory whiteness which
makes them resemble,
when at maturity, a round
bone or ivory stud, relieved
and ornamented by a
clearly-marked jet black
central dot, surrounded, as
shown in the engraviug, by
a ring and five smaller dots
of the same contrasting
colour, giving the fruit a
most unique and orna-
mental appearance. The
berries reach their full

development about the
commencement of the
month of September, and

remain on the shrub nearly the whole of that month. This
interesting plant has, as we have stated, been long ago
distributed by Messrs. E. G. Henderson, but those to wholn
they supplied it do not seem to have succeeded with it

;
pro-

bably, from taking too much care of it. The plant is evidently
as uncommon as it is beautiful, but we hope, now that it has
again been brought into notice, to see it more generally
grown than it hitherto has been. The different species of
Epigynium are East Indian shrubs, thus named in consequence
of the disc which surmounts the ovary. They constitute a
genus of Vacciniaceaj, known by their five-parted flowers, and
bell -shaped or cup-shaped corolla. B,
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CULTURE OF THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
It is now over a hundred years since the Chrysanthemum was first

introduced to the gardens of this country, and but little progress

appears to have been made in its improvement until within the last

thirty years, when the late Mr. Salter took it in hand, aud year

after year produced varieties— improvements both in form

and colour. Others have contributed both seedlings and sports—

-

that is, a flower identical as to form and general habit with the plant

from which it springs, but differing in colour, such as we see in many
of the most popular sorts; as, for instance, the unapproachable

variety for general purposes, Mrs. Rundle, a moderate-sized incurved

white, from which was produced as a sport the equally fine yellow,

George Glenny. Many other established favourites have similarly

sported, such as the fine Bronze Jardin des Plantes, from the bright

yellow kind of that name. Golden Beverley sported from Blush

Beverley, and numbers of others owe their origin to the disposition in

the Chrysanthemum to diverge more frequently than most plants,

from the colour of flower which, as a seedling, it possessed. Although

much improvement has been effected in the Chrysanthemum, still its

cultivation has not extended nearly so far as might have been ex-

pected from the numbers of ways in which it can be used in decoration,

its unlimited and easy propagation, freedom of growth, adaptability to

any soil if suSiciently enriched, and an ability to grow and flourish

where few other plants can be made to exist. It must not, how-
ever, be inferred from this, that the Chrysanthemum is indif-

ferent to good treatment ; on the contrary, that it likes it, is evident

from the results that are seen when it meets with liberal culture,

based upon attentive observations as to its natural habits and require,

ments. It is to the character which the plant has for being able

to exist under neglect and bad usage that is to be attributed the in.

different condition in which it is so ofteu seen, even where better

things might be expected.

Propagation and after Treatment of Cuttings.

The propagation of the Chrysanthemum may be effected in various

ways, but for general purposes cuttings are the most satisfactory,

especially for pot culture. The time at which they should be struck

should be determined by the time and purpose for which they are

required. If for exhibition, or even home decoration, I prefer taking

the cuttings off as soon as they can be obtained in December or

January ; they should, as far as possible, be taken from plants that

have not been too much weakened by over-crowding. Get them
about 3 or 4 inches in length, remembering that with these, as with

most other plants, a good cutting will generally keep ahead of a
weak one through the first stages of the plant's existence, and, in the

case of things annually propagated in this way, the weakly ones rarely

overtake the stronger. Insert them, two or three together,

round the edge of 60.sized pots (first removing with a keen,

edged knife about one.halt the bottom leaves), in equal

parts ot sand and good loam
;

give them a liberal watering, and
remember, from the day the cuttings are inserted until the

plants have flowered and are done with, never to let them get

dry. This is of the greatest importance in the cultivation of this

flower, either in pots or the open ground. The cuttings should be
placed under ,a bell-glass in a cool greenhouse or garden frame, where
frost can be excluded. They will require the soil to be kept moist,

and any leaves that decay must be removed. As soon as they have
made roots they will commence growing, when the glass must be
removed to give them full air. They should then be moved, singly

or in pairs, into 3 or 4-inch pots, in good soil, well enriched with
rotten dung and leaf mould, if such is at hand. Always use enough
sand to keep the soil porous, as the quantity of water the plants in

their after stages require necessitates plenty of drainage. Keep
them near the light, and when they have grown a couple of inches

pinch out the points, to induce them to break. As soon as they have
filled their pots with roots, move them into others 2 or 3
inches larger, using as before good rich soil. If kept in a green,
house or pit through the winter, by the beginning of April they
should be removed to a cold frame, off which the lights can be taken
on mild days. As their pots become filled with roots, attend well to

them with water, and by the end of May remove them into their
flowering pots, which may measure from 8 to 12 inches in diameter,
using soil composed of three parts loam, one part rotten dung, and
one part well-decomposed leaf mould, with enough saud to ensure
the water passing freely through it

;
pot moderately firm. By this

time they will again require stopping
;
plunge them at once in coal

ashes. Many defer this plunging of the pots until the plants become
larger ; but the soil in a pot fully exposed to the open air, if not
plunged, fluctuates in temperature day and night with that of the
air, in a way not conducive to free growth. When they have broken
after this second stopping they will consist of fi-om six to eight
shoots, which, as soon as long enough, should be tied out to neat

sticks placed just inside the pots, sloping considerably outwards so

as to keep the plants open. See that they stand in a good light

situation, so as not to become drawn up, as they inevitably will if

too near trees or high walls
;
yet they must not be too much exposed,

or strong winds will be liable to break them. To afford a succession,

a portion, especially the latest flowering sorts, should be again

stopped at the end of June; after this time they should be syringed

every evening. This not only assists the growth of the plants, but

is the best remedy against green fly. As the roots now begin to

take full hold of the soil, commence to give them manure-water
every other time they are watered. Some growers do not recom.

mend this being given until the plants have shown bloom ; but, by
so deferring its use, neither so many nor such fine flowers or foliage

will ever be secured. It is somewhat diflicult to convey an idea of

the strength they will bear. The finest I ever had were fed from a
tank in which the drainings from the cowsheds were caught, unmixed
with rain or any other water. This was given them diluted in the
proportion of one gallon to two of water every other day for a time,

and after they had set their flowers they received very little pure
water, except the syringings overhead. It is the want of suSicieut

sustenance in the shape of this liquid feeding, and negligence in

allowing them to get dry, that causes them to become naked at the

bottom, a circumstance which destroys half their beauty. Keep
them well tied out to the sticks, so that they may not get broken
with the wind. As soon as the flowers are formed and large enough
to handle, they should be thinned.

Thinning the Flcwers and Subsequent Management.

We have so far been treating ot plants for general use, such as
home decoration, not for purposes of exhibition, and more particu-

larly in respect to the cultivation of such varieties as are best
adapted to the purpose, by their ability to perfect a large number
of flowers without regard to extraordinary size ; but, even if there
is no intention of growing them for exhibition, all except the Daisy,
like Pompons should have their flowers thinned. By this means
they will not only become much larger individually, but will last on
the plants much longer than they otherwise would. This I have
proved often by observing the difference between such as were
thinned and such as were left tintouched. In addition to the shoots
that are induced to break by the stopping already recommended, the
plants will, just previous to setting their flowers, branch out con.
siderably, forming three or four shoots on each that already exists,

the flowers on all of these, in the case of the medium-sized
varieties, should be reduced to two or three, and the great quantities
of small side shoots that are formed (more or less according to the
character of the particular variety), all the way up, with their small
flowers, should be removed as they make their appearance, as well as
all suckers from the collar of the plants. Now, whilst the flowers
are swelling, and consequently taxing the energies of the plant to
the utmost, is the time when they should be carefully supplied with
water; in hot weather they will require it twice a day. Every fort-

night, from the time when the pots have got full of roots, turn them
round in the hole they occupy in their bed of ashes, so as to prevent
the roots that come through the bottom laying hold outside. To still

further prevent this, a good large hole may be made in the soil >vith

a crowbar, considerably deeper than the bottom of the pot mil
reach. Do not leave the plants out so as to endanger their injury
by frost ; the end of September is as late as it is safe to trust theui,

even in the south. Where a slight framework exists, that will carry
a canvas covering that can be thrown over them at night, they will be
safe ; but, although a hardy plant, their time of blooming is so
late in the season that their flowers are endangered if subjected to
too much frost. An early Vinery, where the leaves are nearly all

off, and where they can have air on at all times, with a very small
amount of heat in the pipes during wet damp weather, answers
well for them ; some may be placed on the south side of a wall, and
if there is a north or retarding house, late varieties, such as were
the last stopped, should be placed here for succession. Should
mildew make its appearance upon the leaves after the plants are
placed in the houses where they are to bloom, flowers of sulphur
should be at once dusted upon the affected parts ; but, to prevent
this, it is better to use a little warmth occasionally, with top air on,
so as to cause a little motion in the atmosphere. Whilst here, they
must not be allowed to suffer want of water ; but, as the flowers get
nearly expanded they will not require manure-water, which would
be objectionable in several ways.

Planting-out System and Layering.

Chrysanthemums can also be grown well by turning them out into
a good bed of prepared soil at the end of April, instead of potting on
in the spring, and then plan ting them sufficiently farasunder, iuanopen
situation, so as to induce sturdy growth. Here they require stopping,
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staking, and tying, just as if they were in pots. They must also

equally have their wants supplied with water, both pure and
naanurial, as also their syringing overhead, which, if persisted in, is

an almost certain preventive of aphides. Immediately after the

blooms ai-e fully set they should be taken np and potted, giving them
a good soaking with water as soon as they are placed in the pots.

They should then, if possible, be put for a few days in a north

house, and kept close, with little air admitted, until they have begun
to root, which will be in a week, during which time give them pare
water enough to prevent the least flagging, or the leaves will suffer,

after which gradually give them air, and in a fortnight they will bear

full exposure, when the flowers must be thinned, and plenty of

manure-water given. But this planting-out system of culture is best

adapted for producing large flowers for cutting, where the plants,

instead of being stopped to produce a bushy head, have been confined

to two or three shoots, and where there exists a house in which they

can be transplanted from the open air into a bed of rich soil prepared

for the purpose, where they can be moved with their roots little

mutilated, a circumstauoe that must take place when they have to be

placed in a limited-sized pot j here they just require as many stakes

and ties as will support them, and for this purpose they need thinning

(especially if the object be to exhibit cut flowers) , so as to concentrate

all the powers of the plant in a few blooms—from two or three to a
plant up to half-a-dozen, according to the natural capabilities of the

variety to perfect a greater or less number. The larger the flowers

produced by any sort, the fewer, as a rule, it is able to carry. Where
the planting.out system is followed for pot culture, there is another

and a better method of managing them in their later stages of

growth. Instead of stopping the last time they should be encouraged

to make as many shoots as possible on the top of the main stems

;

and, as soon as the flowers are formed, the principal stems should be
bent down to the ground and layered just under the head of small

flowering shoots ; this should be done by pegging the shoots down
with some sulficiently strong hooked sticks in little hills of sifted

soil, made rich with rotten manure and leaf mould, with enough sand

added, so that the roots, when formed, ca'u be transferred to the pots

without being much injured ; these shoots must have the soil in

which they are layered kept regularly vi'atered. They will quickly

root, during which time the flowers must be thinned, and, as soon as

they have formed as many roots as will nearly fill the pots in which
they are to be placed, the main shoot should be two-thirds severed

and allowed to remain so for three or four days, then cut away from
the stool and at once potted in rich soil, well watered, and placed in a

house where they can be shaded and kept close for a few days ; or

they may be put near a wall and covered with canvas, supported on
a temporary framework, for a week or ten days, until they have
commenced to root freely, when they may be gradually exposed to the

full air, but on no account must they be allowed to flag in the least or

the leaves are certain to suffer. Feed them well with liquid manure
until they have nearly opened their flowers. I have seen them trans-

ferred from where they were layered into the pots when the flowers

showed considerable colour, and yet, with careful management, every

bloom would open as fully as if they had never been moved. Where
Chrysanthemums are grown up to a wall, as on the side of a cottage,

and trained thereto, their treatment, so far as propagation goes, may be
the same, or division of the roots may be resorted to, not using too large

pieces. The principal thing to observe is to take them up every spring

and remove the soil so far as their roots have extended, as they are such
gross feeders that they completely exhaust everything within their

reach ; this must be replaced with good rich new soil, and instead of

being, as is often the case, made higher than the surrounding ground,
it should be an inch lower, so as to hold the large quantity of water
they require, the regular supply of which must never be omitted if

sightly plants and fine flowers are expected. Syringe them and train

the shoots ; and here some may be stopped a little later, for the pro-

tection afforded by the wall, and the opportunity it gives of a little

covering on doubtful frosty nights, will enable the grower to cut

many a fine bunch after they are destroyed in the open ground, in

which case all the difference that there may be as to treatment is that

they should not be so often stopped, in order that their blooming may
be somewhat earlier, before there is much danger of frost, to still

farther ensure which the earliest flowering sorts should be grown.

Varieties for different purposes.

As decorative subjects for pot culture and furnishing cut flowers

are the most general purposes for which Chrysanthemums are used,

I propose, first, to notice such sorts as I have found best adapted for

cultivating in that way. Amongst what are known as the large-

flowered varieties those that produce blooms of medium size are by
far the best suited to the requirements of ordinary growers, on
account of their ability to perfect so many more flowers than such as

produce the largest blooms, which are more fitting for the exhibition

stage, and which, if not thinned to a comparatively small number,
have a loose ragged appearance, not filling up properly the centre of
the flower.

Large Flowered Varieties.—While : Mrs. George Rundle,
White Eve, White Venus, Mrs. Halliburton, Beverley, and White
Christine.

—

Blusli- : Hermione, Isabella Bott, Her Majesty, Cassandra,
Mrs. Huffington, and Aimee Perri&re.

—

YelJou- : George Glenny,
Guernsey Nngget, Annie Salter, Aureum multiflorum, Jardin des
Plantes, and Cherub.

—

Bronze : Robert James, Cardinal Antonelli,
Mr. Gladstone, Bronze Jardin des Plantes, Bronze Annie Salter, and
Mr. Evans.

—

Rose, Lilac, and Pinh : Lady Talfourd, Princess Louise
of Hesse, Purpureum elegans, Pink Perfection, Jane Salter, and
Countess of Dudley.

—

Purple and Crimson : Julie Lagravere, Lord
Derby, Progne, Pingal, and Josiah Wedgewood.

Large Anemone-flowered Varieties.—Fleur de Marie, Lady
Margaret, Prince of Anemones, Bijou, Princess Charlotte, Margaret
of Norway, and Louis Bonamy.

Pompons.—Mademoiselle Marthe, Madame Montels, Brilliant,
White Travenna, Hendersonii, Andromeda, Helene, President
Decaisne, Saint Michael, Rose Travenna, Mrs. Dix, Miranda,
Calliope, Grace Darling, La Foudre, Salamon, Andromeda rosea.
Saint Thais, and Astrea.

—

Japanese : Grandiflora, Erecta superba. Fair
Maid of Guernsey, Cry Kang, Red Dragon, Brown Dragon,
Aurantium, and The Daimio.
The above kinds are such as are most suitable for the general

grower for ordinary purposes, yet amongst them are also many of
the best varieties for exhibition specimens in pots, being distinct and
varied in colour, and possessing the natural capability to carry and
perfect a large number of flowers—the first essential in a Chrysan.
themum for either home decoration or the exhibition stages, and a
property which the varieties that produce the best show.cut flowers,
with few exceptions, do not possess. Yet, to produce the best effect

with these most useful of all autumn plants, even for home adorn,
ment, a few of the varieties that make the largest and most perfect
individual blooms should be grown. For this purpose the plants
should be only once stopped and not allowed to carry more than
from four to six flowers each. So treated, when placed in a group
for conservatory decoration, they will stand up considerably
higher than the rest of the plants they are associated with,
and the size and quality of the blooms will form a pleasing
contrast to the smaller samples that surround them. The most
beautiful variety in existence, alike for its noble size, perfect
form, and pure white colour, is Empress of India. This sort, well
grown in a 13.inoh pot, and allowed to carry about three flowers,
will surprise any one who has not seen Chrysanthemums similarly
treated. The following are a few that may with advantage be used in
this way :—Prince of Wales, dark purple ; Mr. Brunlees, Indian red

;

Lady Slade, distinct pink ; Princess Beatrice, rosy-pink ; Hero of
Stoke Newington, rosy-blush ; Plenipo, silvery shaded purple, large
and fine ; Mr. Stowe, orange-amber, very fine; Queen of England,
very large white ; Baron Beust, reddish-chesnut ; Venus, large pale
lilac ; John Salter, red, orange centre; Miss Mareohaux, white, with
good substance of flower ; Jardin des Plantes and Cherub, both
yellow. Anyone commencing to grow Chrysanthemums for exhibi.

tion as cut flowers will not be far wrong with the following selection :

—Countess of Derby, Empress of India, John Salter, Golden John
Salter, Princess of Wales, Princess Beatrice, Jardin des Plantes,
Isabella Bott, Mr. Glad stone, Lady Slade, Alfred Salter, Mrs. Heale,
Mr. Brunlees, White Venus, Venus, Lady Talfourd, Mrs. Halliburton,

Princess of Teck, Empress Eugenie, Rev. J. Dix, Mrs. Sharpe,
Nonpareil, Antonelli, Thais, Golden Eagle, Gloria Muudi, Bronze
Jardin des Plantes, Queen of Lilacs, Her Majesty, and Golden Nugget.

T. Baines.

Araucaria excelsa speciosissima.—This is probably one of the
prettiest kinds of the Norfolk Island Pine produced, and is a variety
which is, above all, remarkable for its hardiness as well as for its

appearance, which reminds one a little of the Araucaria Cunning,
hamii ; but it is of larger size. We have admired it many times at the
establishment of M. Rougier-Chanviere, who, with considerable trouble,

has collected a large number of the varieties of Araucaria excelsa,

such as we have never before seen. The distinguishing characteristic

of the variety of which vpe are now speaking is, independently of its

appearance and hardiness, the length of its leaves, which are very
large and curved—in fact, curled up—and which reach a length of
l- centimetres, and then terminate in a sharp point. This curling up
of the leaves gives to the boughs exactly the appearance of the
Araucaria Cunniughamii, and appears to be an intermediate link

between the two kinds. From whence comes this variety ? We are
unable to tell. All we can say is, that it is one of the most beautiful
and ornamental of Arancarias, and that we have only seen it at
M. Rongier-Chanvi^re's, where it may be obtained.

—

Revue BoHicole.
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PELAEGONIUMS AT CHILWELL.
The most interesting feature in connection with Mr. Pearson's

nurseries at Chilwell, at present, is a long span.roofed house filled

with fancy flowering Pelargoniums, which, aa regards profusion and

high colour of flowers, surpass anything of the kind I have ever

seen, even at midsummer. They consist of what is known as the

Chilwell "strain," having all been raised there. The trusses of

many of them are nearly as large as the crown of a man's hat, and

many of the individual blooms showed a considerable margin when
placed under a half-crown piece. The plants, though not set very

closely together, were wholly concealed beneath their load of bloom,

and, when looked at from one end of the house to the other,

although no green foliage stood out in bold relief, there was
nothing approaching sameness. The colours were so artistically

blended and brought out that I am sure the most capricious, as

regards such matters, would have pronounced the display faultless.

No such variety of colours could be found in any other class of

plants, either in or out of doors, at this season of the year. White,

pink, lilac, rose, rose-red, scarlet, light and dark crimson, salmon-

red, rosy and purple-crimson, and magenta are only a few of the

shades which might be enumerated. I am not very partial to the

extensive use of Geraniums in the flower garden, as, in many places,

they are too short lived to repay the trouble entailed in their culture;

but such a display indoors as that at Chilwell would quite compen-
sate anyone for any amount of trouble bestowed to produce it.

Many of the new varieties, to be sent out next year, are superior to

any previously distributed ; but prominent among the whole was
Amaranth, a kind which cannot fail to be a favourite. As a pink, I

have seen nothing yet to equal it. In one group were ninety-nine

varieties, all of Mr. Pearson's raising. I saw other things at Chilwell

which greatly pleased me ; but this Pelargonium show in the

beginning of December I shall not soon forget. J. Muin.

Plant Growing in Glazed Pots.—It is generally believed

that plants succeed best in pots which are most porous. Mr.
Thomson, of Drumlanrig, entertains, however, a different opinion.

More than half the Orchids, stove plants, Ferns, and even hard-

wooded plants grown there are in pots which are thickly

glazed from top to bottom, and the growth of one and all is

wonderfully fine. The fine foliage plants are, indeed, marvels of

health and bright colour, and many of the Orchids are unequalled in

the country. Mr. Thomson informed me that, as the other plants,

which are in common clay pots, require shifting, he intends substi-

tuting glazed ones, so that very shortly there will be no other kind

of pot in use about Drumlanrig but glazed ones. The latter never
become green or dirty looking, and all they require in order to

renew their original gloss, when soiled in any way, is a rub with a

rough cloth.—J. M.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

New Dark Neapolitan Violet.—This variety has much larger flowers than
the cojimon Neapolitan Violet, and, as a boaquet Violet, it is greatly superior
to it ; it also grows and flowers more freely, and it possesses, moreover, a
lovely rich dark violet colour, very different from that of the ordinary kind.
It is," in short, a distinct and valuable Violet, which, when better known, cannot
fail to be appreciated.—G. Brush. The OarJem, High Orove, Pinner.

Should unhealthyCamellias be planted ont or re-potted ?—I have just had
put under my L-liari,'u iliirty I'amellia.s, ranging from 4 to C feet in height and very
unhealthy. I am thinking of plantine: them out at the back of a Peach-house,
but, before doing so, 1 should like the opinion of some experienced Camellia
grower on the matter. Firstly, should they be shaken out or planted with their
bulbs entire ? Secondly, what is the best season for planting them ? Thirdly,
what kind of soil should I use ? Fourthly, would they be better re-potted than
planted out ?—Ekquibee.
How to Propagate Ipomoea Horsfallise.—Let those who have an old plant of

this either in a put or phmtcd out. take as many of the tubers as can be spared
from it. and cut them into 2 or 3 inch lengths ; then cut from the plant some of
the lost year's growths for scions, each containing two eyes ; now cut a piece
out of the tuber and cut the scion so that it will exactly fit the incision; tie a
piece of matting round it, pot it in suitable pots, and place it anywhere in a stove
or warm pit, and thus treated not one out of fifty will fail. Years ago I struck
hundreds in this way ; one named, I think, mexicana, I used principally for
RtockB ; it^ tubers are more numerous, and not so largo as those of HorsfalUa'.—W. DoDDS. Ghhhtoue Villa, lii»hi,p4on, Bristol.

Roman Hyacinths at the Manchester Show.—Beautiful pans of these
Lily of the \ alley-like flowers were shown at Manchester the other day bv
Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, and by Messrs. Dickson, Brown, and Tail. The
fifteen pans shown by the flrst-name'd exhibitors, were in every way excellent,
and the first prize was justly awarded to thera ; seldom, indeed, have such
masses of pure white flowers been seen in December. The pans were done
round with imitation green Moss, which had a plea'iing effect. I have had pans
ornamented in the same way for the decoration of a front hall, but instead nf
using green Moss, I employed sprigs of green Holly, well covered with berries,
which answered admirably. I have also used borry-bcaring Aucubas. round
Bnowdrops, in the same way and with excellent effect.—W. Hinds, Otftr.niool
Qaraem, tiverpool.

THE KITC HEN GARDEN.
FORCING VEGETABLE MARROWS AND OTHER

EARLY PRODUCE.
With reference to the question asked by your correspondent,
" T. S.," Limerick (sec p. 529), permit me to say that Vegetable

Marrows may be forced in the way he mentions. The seeds

may be sown early next month, as the days will then be

rapidly lengthening, Soak them previously to sowing in

warm water, about 85° or 90°, till they show signs of bursting,

then plant three seeds in a -iS-sized pot, filhng as many pots

as will be re(iuired with soil that has been standing some
hours in a warm place, and watering when necessary with
warm water. Have the pit in a condition to receive the plants

when strong enough to put out ;
good hills of rather strong

loam should be placed in the centre of each Hght, packed
firmly together and made high enough to raise the plants

near the glass ; as the material in the pit will be sure to settle

as the season advances. If light rich soil is used, too much
growth will be the result, and very little fruit. The plants

may be earthed up when necessary, and as much firmness

should be given to the soil as possible, in order to ensure
strong short-jointed growth and a fruitful habit. After
May, when the nights are warm, the lights may be taken

off aud the plants allowed to over-run the walls of the

pit, and produce fruit in all directions. They should

be well supplied with water, and have liquid manure occa-

sionally. I am assuming that your correspondent has a warm
house or pit at work in which to raise his plants. Besides

Vegetable Marrows, with a number of pits and plenty of

fermenting materials, very many other vegetables may be
forced to supply an anticipated scarcity next spring. Early
Potatoes may be had in quantity ; Peas of the Tom Thumb
section may be sown in pots early next month, and the pots

set on a bed of leaves near the glass, both of which will be
early and productive. French Beans may also be treated

almost in a similar manner, only they will bear a few more
degrees of heat than Peas. Cauliflower plants of medium and
late sowings may be helped on now in pots near the glass,

where a little heat can be given till they are quite strong, when
they may be planted about 1 foot apart in one of the pits ; as

the space is too valuable to give much room, any deficiency in

this respect must bo made up by abundant supplies of liquid

manure. Early French Horn Carrots may be sown from this

time onwards. The white strap-leaved Stone Turnip may be
had very early, and of better (|uality than can be obtained

outside. Lettuce, Radishes, and small salading may likewise

be had in abundance when space under glass can be spared.

Seakale, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms also may be successfully

forced in pits such as those described. E. Hobd.^t.

Potatoes and Rotation of Crops.— Gardeners seldom think,

I suppose, of planting the same quarter with Potatoes two j'ears in

succession, or it may be seldom once in three or four years. Perhaps it

is not generally known, however, that ground will bear cropping with

the Potato longer, year after year in succession, than with any other

plant, before getting " sick" as it is called. Still one would hardly

imagine that a piece of ground scarcely a spade deep would bear
crops of Potatoes, and fine crops too, year after year in succession, for

nearly twenty years. Yet this, I believe, has been done, and not
unfrequently. I am acquainted with one plot of ground, belonging
to the superintendent of a national school, that has produced heavy
crops of late Potatoes every year for ten years, to my knowledge, and
it had been cropped in the same way for some years before I knew
anything of it. This autumn I saw a fine crop of Paterson's Victoria

taken off the piece as usual ; and there seems no reason to believe

that it will ever get " Potato sick " at any future time. The ground
has never been trenched, and is not extravagantly manured—whatever
manure is used, which is generally from the farm-yard, having to be
paid for annually. "Facts are chiels that winna ding ;" and ray

friend the schoolmaster is inclined to be rather facetious when the

rotation of crop theory is insisted upon in the face of his Potato crop,

which is always equal to the best in the neighbourhood.— 7'Ae

Qanlener.

Sulham Prize Celery.—Mr. Te??. the ffr.nlcncr at Be.arwootl. wlio grows
yearly a laru'e iinii"''tjnf Celery, only cultivates the Sulham Prize Pink, of
which he exhibited at iieading the other day superb samples; not jjicked here
and there, but taken from the row just as they come. He pronounces it to he
the very best Celery he has ever grown.—D.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
A AVINTER FLOWERING HONEYSUCKLE.

(loniceka fragkantissima.)

This is an extraordinarily sweet and usetal Honeysuckle, well

deserving the name fragrantissima. It flowers in the depth of

winter—from December to February and March—a season during

which it, of course, often encounters severe frosts. Instead of the

liowera, however, being destroyed they continue to exhale so exquisite

a fragrance that no garden should be without them. This shrub,

unhurt by frost, will flourish in any soil or situation, and is, in short,

one the cultivation of which we heartily recommend. It may be

The most fragrant of Honeysuckles.

raised from cuttings which generally strike well, whether in a green
or ripe state. It is believed to be a native of China. A. B.

COLOURS OF FLOWERS AND INSECT
FERTILISATION.

YouK correspondent, " A. D." (p. -197) is, perhaps, not aware that

plants, as regards their fertilisation, are divided into two classes,

homomorphic or self-fertilising, and heteromorphic or cross-fertilised.

All diclinous plants, those in which the sexes are divided, are

necessarily in the latter class. These heteromorphic plants are

sub-divided according to the way in which they are crossed, whether
by means of wind, water (as in Vallisneria), birds, or insects. Some
plants hare two forms of flowers, one inconspicuous and self-

fertilising, the other conspicuous and cross-fertilised. Following up
Mr. Darwin's aphorism, " Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation,"

Prof. Hildebrand and others went too far in expecting universal

crossing
; yet the facts remain that, in many cases, crossing is

absolutely necessary ; in others it is facilitated by the structure of the

flower and is beneticial to the production of seed ; in others it is

favoured by the prepotency of foreign poUeu ; and in a very few cases

it is impossible. Wind-fertilised flowers have always an inconspicuous
appearance, whilst those fertilised by insects are either scented or

conspicuously coloured, but seldom both. Your correspondent seems
to consider that we are only guessing, but the experiments of Mr.
Darwin and the observations of Hermann Miiller have established the

above-mentioned principles on an incontrovertible basis of fact. No one
denies the existence of self-fertilised forms, or the necessity of the

intervention of insects in other cases, or the effectiveness of odour as

an attraction to insects. The slight but distinct colour of the flowers

of Mignonette would serve to direct insects previously attracted to

the plant by its odour. I beg to submit that Charlock is as attrac-

tive ; but, on the whole, not more common than the Poppy. Pollen

certainly has no effect on distinct species ; but, I think, insects do
frequently confine their attention to a single species. The point at

isane in the pages of Nature was not the necessity but the origin

of brilliant colours. The Darwinian hypothesis is, that slight varia-

tions have been intensified by natural selection. The opposite view

is, that " beauty is an object in Nature." This expression I fail to

comprehend, and can only say that it ia no explanation. As Mr.

Darwin says (" Origin of Species," chap, xv.), " it is so easy to hido

our ignorance under such expressions as the ' plan of creation,

' unity of design,' &o., and to think that we give an explanation

when we only restate a fact."
" G. S. Boulger.

8, Westhiiry Eoad, Harroxu lioad.

The Crimson Schizostylis (S. coccinea).—I bog to endorse

all that your correspondent has said in praise of this plant ; I, too,

have a long row of it, which is, and has been, in tine condition for

many weeks. I also grovr it for greenhouse decoration in winter,

and this year had it in flower till the latter part of February, with

merely the protection of glass. My plan is, to divide the tufts iu

May, and plant them in rich and rather stiff soil in an open situation,

watering them in dry weather. By the first week in September

they make fine clumps, when I carefully lift them with a ball of

earth, giving them plenty of pot room, and place them in a sunny

situation until the approach of frost. They are then either moved
to a frame or to a cold house, where they continue their bloom in

long succession. It seems the more flowers are cut from it the more

spikes the plant throws up. It is a plant for everybody, and all

who possess a rod of flower garden should obtain it.'—J. M., Hawk,
churchf near Axniinster, Devon.

Roses on their own Roots.—I do not see any reason why
these should not become the rule, and budded ones the exception, as

it is only exceptionally delicate sorts or those of a peculiar habit of

growth that appear to be benefited by other roots than their own.

In the case of standards every Rose grower sustains losses in the

shape of heads blown off at the junction between stock and scion,

and with Roses grown in that way there is always a difiicnlty in

keeping down suckers, evila which would be avoided were they on

their own roots. One or two good strong dwarf plants of each

variety might be planted for stools, sufliciently far apart to admit of

the shoots being layered all round ; when rooted, these should be

planted in nursery beds for a year. Those intended for potting or

for dwarf beds should be cut down close to the ground in spring, and

those intended for standards or pillars should be trained up to stakes.

Roses on their own roots make equally good standards, and in as

short time as budded ones, and no danger need be apprehended of

their heads blowing off ; besides, should they be killed to the ground

by frost they will spring up again—a Hose instead of a Briar. The

stems will not be so thick for the first few years as those of budded

Roses, but they will increase in proportion to the growth of the head

;

and, as standards are usually supported by stakes, small stems form

no drawbacks. We have some strong-growing varieties like Charles

Lawson, Charles Lefebvre, &e., treated in this way that have sur.

passed in growth and general appearance Roses grown on the Briar..

—J. Groo-M, Henham Hall, Suffolk.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWEK GARDEN.

Saxifraga longifolia as an edging.—This beautiful Saxifrage is grown by
the thousand at Drumlanrig ; edgings of it hundreds of yards lu length may be

found in connet-tiou with ribbon and mixed borders in the kitchen garden, and
it is equally useful fur edgings to beds, whether they are filled with Geraniums,

Alpines, or herbaceous plants. It may be increased by means of ofrsets, which

should be carefully tsken off in autumn, and planted and wintered in a cold

frame.—J. Muie.

How to Propagate Diplopappus chrysophylla.—In reply to Miss Hope's

euiiuiry (see p. 497) as to the proiJagatiou of this plant, I may state, as the result

of my experience, that when growing freely, and in about a half-ripened condi-

tion, the young shoots, taken offi with a bit of heel, notched, as it were, out of

the main stem, will strike freely, merely protected by a hand-glass, provided

they receive the ordinary attention—a morning breath of fresh air for an

hour or so. Bottom-heat, unless of the very mildest description, is ruinous to

this plant 1 and stunted ill-conditioned plants will always result irom using the

hardwood such .is is represented by the twiggy shoots covered with leaves.—

J. C. KlvEN, Bofdiiic Ota-den, HtiU,

True Creepers.—Your correspondent " T." (p. 617) has made a comparison

between root-creepers and "root-climbers" (see Darwin on "Climbing
Plants ") There are hundreds of hardy root-creepers, but the number of hardy

root-climbers is limited. We can add, however, to his list Bridgesia spicata,

Rhus radicaus. and Euonymus japoiiicus variegatus. I should add, also, the

Ephedra (distachya and monostachya) and Lygodium scandens, but I add
them doubtfully, as I have not got them in my garden to refer to. I have seen

a Strawberry creep up a wall without assistance, rooting as it went ;
and the

Linaria Oymbalaria is distinctly a climber, with the difTcrence that it generally

commences at the top of a wall, and climbs downwards, rooting as it goes.^

H. N. ElL-\combe, Bitton Vian-nfje.

Gravel Walks : J. T. B. The best material for surfacing is good yellow

binding gravel, with the coarse stones removed. Burnt clay is more suitable for

the substratum. The best walks we know of are those thus made in London
gardens. When tinished ofl' with a sprinkling of sea shells (which soon

become ground into small particles), as in the broad walk in the Botanic

Gardens in the Regent's Park, and the broad walk in the Park itself, they

surpass any walks we know of, and are almost as agreeable to the foot as a

close carpet of turf.
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THE FR UIT GARDEN.
THE GRAPE VINE.

Formation of the Vine Border.

The Vine will thrive well in a very shallow soil, with ample
supplies of water at the roots and frequent top dressings ; but
the results are more constant and enduring when the soil is

deep. Besides, a uniform degree of heat and moisture at the
roots is essential to the well-being of all plants, and to none
more so than the Vine ; and those conditions are better secured
Ijy a deep border than a shallow one, as, the greater the bulk
of soil, the less liable is it to be influenced by external circum-
stances. Three feet of soil, on the average, is a suitable depth

;

which, with 9 in. of drainage, will make a total depth of 3 ft. 9 in.

to the bottom of the border. A greater depth of border than
this has been recommended, but to go beyond -t ft. would, in
my opinion, be only to incur additional expense to no purpose,
and to render subsequent operations inconvenient. The width
of the border must depend upon the size of the Vinery and the
extent of training surface. For a house of the dimensions I
have given in a former chapter, a border 26 ft. wide, including
the inside portion, vrill be refpiired eventually ; for, though the
inside border had better be completed at the beginning, it is

not necessary to form the whole of the outside border
at first, which may be completed by ekes added annually for
t,he first two or three years after planting, as the roots are
found to progress outwards. These additions give the Vines a
fresh stimulus every year, and ensure a more even distribution
of the roots throughout the border. When facilities for perfect
drainage exist, the surface of the border need not be more than
1 ft. above the natural level of the ground at the front of the
Vinery, and it may slope down to the ground line at its outer
edge. The Vine is a grosser feeder and a greater drinker than
many suppose, and more failures have probably resulted
through borders being made too high than too low. Operations
commence by first marking out the area of the border, and
then removing the soil and sub-soil to the required depth,
taking care that the bottom has an even slope to its outer edge
when finished. When new Vineries are to be erected, this
work is done when the foundations are taken out. At this
stage, also, the bottom heat, if it is to be secured by aeration
or hot-water pipes, must be seen to as directed in a former
chapter. Here I am speaking as if no such means were em-
ployed.

Sub-soil Drainage.
In some situations the sub-soil is so dry, that its drainage is

neither necessary nor desirable ; in others, a single drain 3 feet
deep, carried round the ends and along the front of the border,
IS sufficient ; while, in cases where the sub-soil is wet, or the
rainfall excessive, the drainage becomes a matter of the first

importance. In the latter case, a drain 3 feet deep, having a
good fall and a ready outlet, should be can-ied along the front
of the border, and, into this, drains driven across the border
from back to front, and 8 or 10 feet apart, should be led in such
a manner as to prevent the possibility of water stagnating
about the roots or in their vicinity. On the bottoms" of the
drains 3-inch tiles must be laid, and the drains filled up with
broken stones to the top. After this, the concreting of the
bottom must be considered. W^hen the sub-soil is rocky, or of
a

^

hard and dry texture, concreting is unnecessary, for the roots
of the Vine rarely penetrate such soils—at least, I have never
found them to do so, even in the case of Vines planted fifty
years or more ; but they are pretty certain, sooner or later, to
find their way into a soft spongy soil in (piest of moisture, and
concreting is then the only preventive. An easy and effectual
enough way of doing this is to put a layer of rubble about
4 feet deep on the bottom of the border, in order to form a dry
bottom

;
upon the top of this another layer of equal thickness,

composed of smaller stones, broken bricks, or clinkers is laid;
and over this, again, a laj-er of lime, or lime and sand, of sulli-
cient consistency to cement the materials together and form a
good crust, IS spread, and the whole rolled or beaten and left to
set. If this work is done well—and masons' labourers are the
best hands at it—there will be no danger of the roots getting
into the sub-soil. As soon as the concrete is hard enough to
permit of further operations, 9 inches of drainage, consisting

of brickbats or stones, should be laid on it, keeping the largest
stones on the bottom, and reserving the siftings for the top.
Above all a layer of sods, grassy sides downwards, should be
laid, to prevent the soil from being washed in amongst the
drainage, and the border is ready for receiving the soil.

Soil for the Vine.

It has long been supposed that the Vine preferred a calcareous

soil to all others, which has led to an extravagant use of lime
in the formation of Vine borders ; but more recent experience
has shown that it will thrive quite as well, if not better, upon
the red sandstone, and in deep and strong loams. All of which
simply goes to prove that the Vine is cosmopolitan in this

respect, and adapted by Nature to thrive under very different

conditions as regp^rds soil ; hence its wide distribution. It has
its proclivities, no doubt, and these should be studied when
opportunity offers ; but it should also be known, for the sake
of that numerous class who have but small facilities in that

way, that the Vine will thrive well in any soil that will produce
fair crops of Peas and Potatoes, or other vegetables, provided
it is as liberally treated as these generally are. Another pre-
vailing notion is that the soil for a Vine border cannot be too

open in texture, and to maintain the border in as porous a
condition as possible has hitherto been the aim of many Grape
growers ; but this notion is fallacious—for, though a border
composed of chopped turf is the best to begin with, as the Vines
root into such material cjuickly and get a grasp of the border
at once, it is not by any means necessary to keep np this

spongy texture, for a hard soil seems as congenial to the Vine
as any others. AVhen a Vine is hard potted it invariably

makes the most I'oots and a good cane, and it is the same in

a hard border ; the roots do not tra,vel so far, but they are
far more numerous—in fact, obstruction has exactly the
same effect as root-pruning, which has been practised on
young Vines with the very object of keeping the roots at

homo, as the phrase goes. I grow many pot Vines here
eveiy year, and have compared those which had their roots

cut several times before being put into their fruiting pots,

with plants grown in the usual way but firmly potted, and
never found any difference either in the crops or the appear-
ance of the roots afterwards. My opinion, founded tipon

observation and considerable experience, is that what is

generally denominated a " strong loam," of a solid texture,

is the best for sustaining the Vine in vigour and fertOity

for a long period ; and from choice I would prefer the top
spit of a heavy pasture land to any other for border making.
From such a soil constant and heavy crops and large berries

may be confidently expected, and the least shanking, if any.
The soil here is of an unusually heavy character, and borders
composed of turf originally soon settle into a solid mass ; but
Vines thrive long and well in it, as the following instances
will show. Up till three years ago we had a house of Vines,
Black Hamburghs, which bad been growing in the same border
for sixty or seventy years, and which, so far as I could learn,

had always borne good crops of Grapes. The border, which
was outside, and about 3 feet deep and 16 feet wide, was com-
posed entirely of this heavy loam, apparently without any
admixture, and had long ago become a hardened mass. About
tsvelve years ago a now Vinery was built over the old Vines, it

being considered preferable to keep them on to planting
young ones. The new Vinery, being larger, permitted their

further extension, which improved them considerably, and for

the remainder of the time—eleven years—they were forced
for a second early crop, and always bore fine fruit. AVhen it

became necessary to do away with these Vines in order to

extend our late Vineiy, I had the curiosity to examine the con-
dition of the border and the state of the roots. After remov-
ing the soil—which had accumulated iu the course of years
to a depth of 1-5 inches or so, and which contained no roots at

all—I came upon the original yellow loam of the border, and
found it to be permeated in all directions with roots of the
most healthy description, which explained the long-sustained
vigour of the Vines; but I confess the soil, both in quality

and texture, was not such as I had at one time regarded as

favourable to the Vine, for it was stiff and tenacious, almost
approaching to clay. We have another Vinery here—a ridge-

and-furrow—50 feet long and 6 feet wide, with a restricted
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training area, containing four Vines, which annually bear close

upon 400 lb. weight of Grapes every year, and the berries (Ham-
burghs) are seldom under an iuoh in diameter on the average.
These Vines are growing in an unprepared border, about Sjfeet
deep, of the same stiff loam ; and, though the roots are all out-
side, and only protected in winter by a mulching, they are
alwaj's to be found in a state of good health. A hard soil is

the driest of all soils, according to my experience. These and
other instances of the same kind have led me to prefer a strong
loam to all others for the Vine ; and if it is a sandy loam, so much
the better. There is no donbt, however, that lasting results

can be obtained from light loams as well, but they require more
feeding and attention. The old Vines at Cole Orton Hall afford a
remarkable example of successful culture in this respect. Mr.
Henderson has had charge of the gardens there for thirty-five

years, and it is well known that during that time he has been
one of the foremost exhibitors at om- great show.-?—his examples
as a rule fairly representing the crops produced annually for his

employer's table. Mr. Henderson disclaims being a sensational
CTrape-grower, rightly measuring sitccess by its continuance,
neither is he a believer in expensively formed Vine borders,
having proved by long experience that the best results can
be obtained by simple means intelligently applied. Informa-
tion regarding the Vines and borders at Cole Orton will

doubtless be acceptable and instructive, and, through the
courtesy of Mr. Henderson, I am able to give it in his own
words. He says :

" The principal Vine borders here were made
before I came to this place in 1838, and the Vines have been
planted forty-three years. I do not attrilDute the excellence of

the Grapes altogether to the materials of which the borders
consist, but to the constant drawing of the Vine roots to the
surface by means of manure put on the borders, about a foot

thick, every year, thereby raising a gentle hetit. Our
soil is rather a light loam on the red sandstone formation, and
the only Vine borders I have made here were made of this

loam, with the addition of one-twelfth of good stable manure.
No other materials were used, and the Vines planted in this

have always been the best Grapes. The borders were only made
7 feet wide and 18 inches deep, and the Vines have been
bearing for thirty-four years." Such is the simple story of

one of the most successful Grape growers in this country.
I am acquainted with another exactly parallel case. In a
little Vinery belonging to a country clergyman with whom I am
acquainted, crops of high excellence have been produced for

twenty years. The minister is an enthusiast in Grape-
growing, and attributes his success to that, and heavy
waterings, mulchings, and liberal manuring. The border was
originally composed principally of the garden soil, trenched
over and manured. Mr. Coleman, of Eastnor Castle—who also

produces excellent crops of Grapes from aged Vines—attri-

butes his success to the use of a moderately heavy loam from
the volcanic formation in his neighbourhood, which, he
says, does not retain its fibre long, but nevertheless
induces a profusion of healthy roots, such as the calcareous
loam, which he has also tried, never does. Mr. Coleman was
led to try this soil from observing that fruit and other trees
grew well in it—not a bad way of guessing at the quality of

the son at any time. Gardeners have generally to choose soil

from then- own locaUty, and they will not err far if they
always select the top spit from localities where the Oak, Ash,
Lime, or Sycamore are observed to thrive well. The turf
should be taken ofi the gi-ound when it is moderately dry

;

and if it cannot be prepared and put into the border at once it

should be stored in a dry shed, and there chopped up with the
spade. If the soil is of an unusually heavy texture, one-thii-d

of decayed and rotted manure and river sand may be added to

it to lighten it ; and in all cases a considerable quantity of

broken bones and bone-dust should be used, and in non-
calcareous soils about the same quantity of lime scraps. The
whole should then be turned over and mixed several times,

and left till wanted. If the borders can be got in readiness for

the reception of the soil a month or two before planting time,

so much the better, as it gets time to settle, and there is less

danger from fermentation, which often occurs with fresh turf.

In cases where the means for forming Vine borders as here
directed are not available, the site may be drained without
removing the natural soil if it is an ordinary fair sample ; and

after doing this, the ground should be trenched over 2 or
3 feet deep according to circumstances, adding at the same
time a good sprinkling of broken bones and well-rotted cow-
dung or stable manure, mixing the whole together as the
trenching proceeds, and taking care at the same time to level
the surface of the sub-soil in a regular way as each trench is

turned over, and to ram it well with wooden rammers if it is

of a soft texture, to prevent the roots from getting down
into it. J, S.

(To he continued.')

AMERICAN EED RASPBERRIES.
At last our frnit growers are beginning to appreciate our native Red
Raspberry. For a century we have been importing or raising
varieties from the European Eubus idjous, and neglecting our hardy
and excellent native Rubus strigosus, or common Red Raspberrj^
which is found almost everywhere, from Hudson's Bay in British
America to the Gulf of Mexico. Of course, among the vast number
of plants growing wild there are many natural varieties, and it would
be indeed strange if some were not worthy of cultivation. It is true
that an occasional variety was tried, but the foreign sorts beinc, as a
rule, larger and to some persons of a more agreeable flavour, the
native wildings were neglected, few or no attempts haviuf been
made until quite lately to improve them. Then, again, those who
had inclination and leisure for trying experiments in this direction
appeared to overlook all other merits besides that of size and flavour,

consequently they procured seed from the large foreign varieties
instead of from our more hardy native species. The results are well
known, and we can show plenty of seedlings of the tender foreign
species which are equal in every respect to anything raised abroad.
The Clarke, Brinckle's Orange, and President French are certainly
good enough in every respect except hardiness of the plants. After
making what appeared to be rapid progress for several years in the
culture of this fruit, there seems to be, of late, an inclination on the
part of its cultivators to go back to the native wildings and produce
a new and more hai'dy race of varieties therefrom. This was the
point from which our pomologists should have started in the begin-
ning ; but as we looked to foreign countries for all other kinds of
fruits, why not the Raspberry ?

Cause of the Change.
The increase in onr population and in the number of cities and

villages caused an increased demand for fruits, and experience
with the foreign varieties has shown that they do not succeed
except in every circumscribed localities. The Red Antwerp,
which is the variety most popular for cultivation on the banks of the
Hudson, is scarcely cultivated elsewhere, for the very good reason
that it seldom succeeds outside of the region named, and even
there great care is required in giving protection in ivinter. The
bending down the canes in autumn and covering with earth, is not a
very expensive operation, still it is an irksome task which cultivators
will avoid whenever possible. Other sorts of the same parentage
are also tender to a greater or less extent, hence the desire to produce
more hardy sorts and get rid of the expense of giving protection in
winter. In addition to the hardy character of our purely native sorts,

it has long been Icnown that they will thrive in a greater variety of
soils as well over a far wider range of country, than those produced
from the foreign species.

Too Many Suckers.

One principal objection urged against one of our native varieties,

R. strigosus, is this peculiar habit of producing a great number of
suckers from the subterranean stems and roots. If these suckers are
allowed to grow without a check through the summer, they are likely
to rob the main stool of the requisite amount of nutriment necessary
to produce good strong fruitful canes. In other words, the strength
of the plant becomes too widely distributed to ensure productiveness ;

but this may be readily avoided by hoeing off once or twice in the
season, as we are obliged to do with the weeds. It is no more trouble
to keep down suckers than weeds, and the operation may be performed
at the same time without any additional expense ; but if weeding and
removal of the suckers on their fii'st appearance are neglected, a plan-
tation of even the best sorts wiU soon be ruined.

Promising Varieties.

The Wilmington, Kitland, Pearl, and several other purely native
sorts have all been thoroughly tested, and promise well for general
cultivation wherever the Raspberry is known to succeed. But there
have been very few experiments made in the way of raising new
sorts of our native Raspberries from seed; therefore there is a rare
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opportunity for those who feel so inclined to produce varieties of
great value. Every frnit grower can afford to try, even should he
not succeed in making any great advance upon the older sorts ; but
the one who draws, so to speak, the lucky number is certain to be well
repaid for his labour.

The above, written by a correspondent of Moore's Rural, whose
knowledge of gardening subjects is extensive, reminds us of our
neglect of the varieties of American Raspberry, which are sufficiently
hardy for cultivation in England. We have seen with Mr. Tillery,
and in Mr. Peake's garden at Wimbledon, excellent results from
American Blackberries ; and there is, in addition to these, various other
important small fruits which well deserve a trial in our gardens,
.iiid would probably add agreeable variety to the dessert. The sub.
joct would seem to be more worthy ot the attention of the Royal
Horticultural Society than repetitions ot trials of the same classes of
plants year after year in succession.

CULTURE OF POT VINES.
The time of year will soon arrive when we ought to be making some
preparations, if we mean to cultivate Vines in pots, which are seldom
grown with great success, though if managed in the following manner
their culture is simple, but of course requires attention. The first
step will be to select some nice strong well.ripened eyes of the Black
Hamburgh, and I do not think you can do better than strike a few
eyes of Foster's White Seedling, so as to have a variety. As yet I
have found no white Grape to equal it, that is, for pot culture; of
course there is ample time yet to secure what I call first-class pot
Vines, as I never doubt success if I can only get them into a nice
brisk heat in the month of February—not later. My system of
growing them is as follows :—I procure some nice rich loam and one-
third leaf mould, inserting each eye singly into thumb-pots ; then
plunge them in some nice bottom heat, and if they are well ripened
eyes they will soon move. At this stage the compost will be required
more rough than before ; one-third charcoal is a good help, as it will
keep the loam light and open. When this compost is all ready and
you have obtained a sufficient quantity of 6.inch pots, all clean and
carefully crooked, sprinkle a little soot over the crocks, to keep out
worms and also to feed the Vines. I find they do much better
than they otherwise would do if a little soot is used ; then, if they
are nicely rooted, pot them on into the pots mentioned, placing
them again in the same bed as before until they are nicely started.
The compartment I grow them in is a common Cucumber pit, with
the hot-bed made of dung, just the same as you would use for
Cucumbers

;
the pit should be 16 feet long

;
plunge the pots into it

at one end, then train the canes horizontally along the pit. After
they have received the last shift, which will be into li-inch pots,
plunge them again into the same pit, there to remaiu until they reach
1 10 extreme end of it. In potting them the last time use about a
tbird brick-rubish, not forgetting the soot as before mentioned ; the
dung ought to be 18 inches from the glass, and then all the training
that is required is a peg to keep the leaders down ; when they have
reached the end of the pit, harden them off by degrees until yon can
take the lights off altogether for a few days; then, taking the Vines
out, replace the lights, placing the pots containing the Vines out-
side, in the front of the pits ; then lay the canes on the outside of the
glass, as in tins way they will ripen best, and, what is more, you get
good fruiting canes in one year—in fact, I consider them far better
than canes two or three years old. Pot Vines, if plunged in the way
mentioned require but little water and also little attention, but a
tree supply of air should be given whenever the weather will permit.

G. M. A.

NOTES AND QUESTfONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN,

Pear Synonyms.—You iroro not r|uitc right when referring to tlic Fondante
(hi Panisel (p. 4o, ) to spoak of the Passe Colmar. As a synonym of L'Orphelinc
<1 bn^-hion, Kciirri- d Arcnljcrs liel^c should l;ave appeared, and Arcnberg, not
ArcmborK. should have been printed. Glou Morceau is not tlie synonym of the
(,olmard Uiver but is a name justly applied to the Bcurre d'Hardennout : the
liergamotte I" ortum-e was raised by Parmenticr.—P. J.

Marie Louise Pear.—lu the notice of the Royal Horticultural (of Ireland)
Society s winter showot fruits, held at the Rotundo last week, the Iriai Fanim:-'
(s„:,tle remarks that in the class tor the best dish of any variety of dessert, first,
second, and third prizes were won by Marie Louise, which, whbn in good eomli-
tion, has scarcely yet a rival. The Liverpool show of fruits wis held almost on
the same date, and the result was the same, Mario Louise being there also
credited with first, second, and third prizes.

New Variety of Pine-apple.-I observe, in M. Linden's catalogue ofstove and greonh jase plants for ls7f, Aiianassa Mordilona described as follows :— A delicious new yancly of Pine-apple, from the cool regions of Columbia.
1 he fruit attains a weight of 121bs., is of an cxriuisite flavour, and of a beautiful
violet colour. The native name is Mordilona." This species, if the description

Lnnnd,'n,?,t.'-„";'''?»
?'''',"''"" ^° ','" "'^'^^ desirable. Have any of your corre-spondents tried It ? Is It as good as it is descrilied ?—N.neBi.

THE TUILERIES GARDENS.
Amid all the strife of parties, and notwithstanding the many
vicissitudes of France, the public gardens of Paris remain
uninjured, and even improve from year to year, at least, so

far as permanent planting is concerned. It is true that tho

misfortunes of the country have cut short the large supplies

that were so freely given for city gardening before the war,

but it is, nevertheless, surprising to see how much attention

is still bestowed on the public gardens. In saying a few
words on the condition of the Tuileries Gardens in their best

days (before the late war), we shall only allude to matters of

some interest to all lovers of gardening, and not from tho

point of view of public gardening only. The most noticeable fact

among the permanent plantations was the abundance of shrubs,

flowering and otherwise, which were ti-ained to attain their

full perfection, or rather were allowed to attain it. Sufficient

space for each plant to stand in grow secured for it fine

development. There was none of that close-crowding,

which is the rule in shrubberies generally; and, in conse-

quence of which, most of our shrubs are merely effective in

composing thickets by no means ornamental. This care for

the individual shrub or low tree, as the case might be, was
carried as far as the regular thinning of the branclilets

of flowering shrubs, like the Lilac, so as to secure

a well-formed tree and a stronger bloom. Stiff as the garden
is, in consequence mainly of its wide straight walks cutting

up all the great central spaces, it owes none of this stiffness to

mere formal arrangements of plants, to elaborate geometrical

display of beds, or to coloured gravels and the like. Vegeta-
tion, as in any Italian garden, which produces a good impression,

predominates and relieves the effect of the statuary or stone-

work introduced. There is an abundance of verdure offered

by richly-grown copings of Irish Ivy, and there are mixed
borders of effective plants along most of the walks, while the

squares have open carpets of well-kept turf in the central

parts. The mixed borders include Lilac bushes, dwarfed by
close annual cutting, Cannas, Eoses, Honeysuckles, and well-

chosen herbaceous plants. In autumn they are planted with

spring flowers which blossom on till about the time of Lilac

bloom, when the summer occupants replace them. The practice

of relieving the stony glare from pedestals, statues, &o., by rich

bands of Ivy and gr.iceful mixed borders, as shown in the illus-

tration, produces very happy results. Indeed, such garden-

embellishments are only pleasing when carefully treated in this

way, and, notwithstanding the means taken to tone them down,
there were too many huge vases, statues, &c., in these gardens

to permit of that repose which is the greatest charm of a

garden. The Orange trees here are very fine, and form a

costly relic of times when hardy evergreens were not so

plentiful as they now-a-days are.

Tlie London Fruits and Flowers of tlie Olden Time.
—These were celebrated for their fine quality and beauty ; Shake-

speare alludes to the fine Strawberries, for which the Bishop's gardens

at Ely Place were celebrated ; though the dingy mass of brick build-

ings by which what was then an open spac9 is now covered, would
lead few to surmise, when passing tbrongh that smoky region, that

they are walking over what were once luxuriant Strawberry beds.

The neighbouring Hatton Garden, betrays, by its name, that there

was once beauty, where now ugliness reigns supreme ; while many
back " slums," more hideous still, retain the name of gardens,

though in their purlieus the very rankest weed could not now be
persuaded to grow in the soot and filth poisoned soil. In Bath Street,

Bethnal Green, where there is no longer either bath, or pond, or green, a

nurseryman bearing the glorious name of John Milton, once raised

fruit and flowers, which were celebrated for their excellence, and
were sought for far and wide, all over tho country. Bnt the spot is

now all tilth and squalor; out of which, however, recent improve-

ments are fast raising it, which is encouraging. It is moreover

satisfactory to know that by "aiding Nature," as Shakespeare has

it, both fruit and flowers may still be raised in London. The cheap

rate at which sheets ot glass may bo made to intervene between tho

poisoned elements and natural vegetation, acting as a shield to ward
off both smoke, and smoke-infected rain, renders its application

available to almost any extent. Every house, indeed, may have a

crystal-covered garden on its roof; as shown by the elegant terminal

structure of glass which surmounts the handsome premises just com.

ploted by llr. Birr, in King Street, Covent Garden.
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THE PRIVATE GARDEN AT THE TUILERIES IN 1870.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
AND AMATEUR'S CALENDAR.

Roses.

In visiting small gai'dens near London I have noticed the

attempts of many to grow a Rose tree in their little plots of ground,

and their great disappointment at not being able to obtain a single

flower from their Rose bnsh, as it may be termed, for it is seldom more
than a common green bush, being either the common Provence or

old Damask variety of Rose, of which they have been able to obtain a

small plant. Notwithstanding all they do, and the more they nurao

and cherish it, to their great disappointment it does not flower. As
Roses are so cheap, and can be obtained from any of our Rose
growers from 123. to 30s. per dozen, or from Is. 6d. to 2s. the single

plant, I would advise those who have Rose trees planted, and have

met with the disappointment above mentioned, to have thom all

palled out and plant Roses worked on the Briar stock. I recommend
the Briar because if it once take root in any soil it is almost sure to

grow. Disappointments are occasionally met with in planting the

Briar, bat they are rare. The Briar stock is fonnd in marshy places,

as well as in the driest banks, flourishing in hedgerows, and by
obtaining a few horse droppings, and mixing them with the London
soils, where fresh loam is dear, and, in fact, scarcely obtainable,

the Briar will be found fully to succeed. In selecting the varieties,

it is always as well to tell the Rose grower the kind of situation you
wish to plant with Rose trees, and he will select for you the most
suitable varieties. The two great points required are free-growing

andfree-floweriugvarieties, suchas Hybrid Perpetuals, or Teas,if of the

Gloiro do Dijon constitution. There is plenty of time for planting

Roses till March ; although planting is generally recommended for

November, I have seen Roses cut off plants for exhibition that have
been moved by nurserymen very late in the season. The great thing

to look after in late planting is to well water the plant, and if we get

dry frosty east winds, to give the late-planted Rose tree some slight

protection, so as to keep the wood from shrivelling ; and, if this be

found to be the case, syringe the bark occasionally—say every

morning—so as to thoroughly damp the tree all over, and it will soon

be found that the tree has commenced to make root. The bark will

soon fill up plump and solid, and the buds will look prominent. If

the Rose trees have been some time out of ground before reachiug

their destination, I would advise planters to make a puddle of earth

and water nearly, or quite, as thick as paint, dip the roots into it, so

as to give them a thorough coating over, and plant directly. It is

only advisable to use this puddle in case the roots are thoroughly

dried up. Some growers recommend it always, but in good soils it is

not required. I have seen the turf plot covered with standard Roses

in some of the villa gardens round London, and, however much such

formality may be deprecated, the variation of colour had a much
prettier effect than is produced by unsuccessful attempts to grow
scarlet Geraniums and plants of a similar character.—G.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

In many instances the Oak and a few other trees have this season

retained their leaves to a later period than is usually the case, a

circumstance which may be attributed to the destruction of their

first growth by the frosts which occurred during last May. The
frosts, however, which have been recently experienced, have had the

effect of bringing all, or nearly aU, of them to the ground ; and if

not already cleared off lawns and walks, &c., this should now receive

immediate attention. The leaves should be stored in situations as

near as possible to where they are likely to be required, with a view

to forming hot-beds and for other purposes. Stakes, ready prepared

for supporting plants in flower beds, as well as in pots, can be pur-

chased at a very reasonable rate, but, where this is not done, they

may be made of deal laths, split, and cut into the various lengths

likely to be required, and neatly smoothed by means of the knife.

They should then have a coat or two of dark green paint, to render

them as little conspicuous as possible ; and the ends intended to be

inserted in the soil, may, with a view to their preservation, be
dipped in hot pitch. In supporting plants in flower-beds on the

lawns, or elsewhere, it is of importance to conceal, as much as

possible, the stake or stakes used for that purpose ; but, unfortn-

nately for the general effect, this circumstance does not always

obtain the attention which it demands. Very suitable stakes

for out-of-door purposes may also be made from the straight shoots

of one or two years' growth, produced by stools of Hazel, Elm, &c.,

also the small straight twigs of the common Snowberry, and in all

cases allowing the bark to remain on. It is also advisable to avoid

the use of stakes formed of the shoots or branches of such trees as

the Poplar and the Willow, which are almost sure to strike root and
rob the plants they are intended to support. Pegs for the purpose

of fastening down Verbenas and similar plants, may also be prepared

now, and may be made of Birch or the trimmings of sundry other

trees, and the making of which will funiish profitable employment

during cold and unfavourable weather. For the purpose of naming

specimens of ornamental trees and shrubs on lawns, &c., elegantly

designed metallic labels can be cheaply purchased from any nursery-

man, made to be inserted in the soil, or to be attached to the plants,

and of various patterns ; but wood labels suited to the purpose ot

naming and numbering bedding plants in pots can be readily made

from selected deal laths, which will only require to be rubbed over

with white paint, when about to be written upon. Beds of '^to

planted Pinks and Pansies are not unlikely to become uprooted by

worms, or to become loose in the soil, and will require to be

occasionally looked to, and to have the soil pressed gently round

them and the Tulip beds may, with advantage, have a covering

of old tan or leaf soil. Auriculas and other Alpine plants m
frames, should have abundance of air during fine days, and should

be frequently examined after dark with candlo and lantern, as_ slugs

are likely to attack them iibout this time, to prevent which a

little quick lime or soot should be occasionally sprinkled among the

pots. Give abundance of air, during fine days, to the hardier kinds

of bedding plants, when they are thoroughly rooted. -Shrubby

Calceolarias of all sorts. Verbenas, Koniga variegata, Leucophytou

Brownii ; the latter, one of the neatest of all silver-edging plants,

will all be perfectly safe in a cold pit or frame, well matted up during

severe frost. Ordinary greenhouse temperature will suit Felargo-

niums, Petaaias, &c. ; while store-pots of Alternantheras, Coleuses,

Iresines, and the very useful and pretty dwarf Ageratum, Imperial

Dwarf, which is more tender than its tall-growing congener, shoulcl

occupy a shelf, or similar position, near to the glass, and in a night

temperature not much under 50°.—P. Gbieve, Culford, Bury St.

Edmunds.
Hardy Fruit.

In many gardens bush fruits do not receive the attention which

they deserve ; hardly anything grown in a garden affords more plea-

sure or is of more use in the arrangements of households than an

abundant supply of good Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries

;

and yet they are often met with in out-of-the-way places and m pMr

condition even in the best gardens. They, however, are worthy ot a

piece of the best ground, the richest feeding, and the highest cultiva-

tion. Now is the time to see to the latter, either by forming new-

plantations or renewing old ones ; the former is generally the most

satisfactory course to adopt. It is, however, absolutely necessary tor

a continuous supply not to do away with old bush fruits until the new

are thoroughly established and well grown into a fruiting state.
^

The

most efficient mode ot renovating old fruit quarters is to prune in the

old plants somewhat severely, rub off the JIoss or Lichen from their

stems, paint the whole overhead with a paint formed of quick lime,

soot, and cow-dung—at once cleansing, nourishing, and protecting ;

then remove the exhausted soil down to the roots, clear it away,

and replace it entirely with manure (if enough can be had) or a half-

and-half of good stiff loam and manure, a foot or so thick. It the

ground is found dry, soak it through several times, during the winter

months, with house-sewage, slops, and soap-suds, all of which are

capital stimulants for bush fruits. In forming fruit plantations,

trench the ground 3 feet deep, incorporating at least 1 foot of stjo^g

farm.vard manure with the earth in the process of trenching. It the

soil is light, cow and pig manure will be the best for this pur-

pose. Plant the bushes at any convenient distance apart, from 3 to

fi or more feet, according to the intention to crop or not, between

the bushes, with vegetables, the mode ot training, size of garden,

&c. Rows 5 or 6 feet apart, and 4 or 5 feet between the plants,

are good distances. Bash fruits also form nice furniture for the base ot

walls or for espalier rails, and make striking pyramids. Of course

the latter remark does not apply to Raspberries, which are generally

planted in rows from 4 to 6 feet apart, the stools being 1 yard or

4 feet from each other in the rows. Raspberries also furnish and

fruit well on strained wire or espalier rails. As to varieties of bush

fruits they are very numerous, and almost each cultivator has his

favourite sorts. The following are generally useful and good

alike tor eating and preserving, viz.. Rough Red Warrington,

Red Champagne, Ironmonger, White Champagne, Bright s Venus,

Early White, White Crystal, Tellow Champagne, Sulphur, Gold.

finder Early Green, Green Glenton, Green Gascoigne, and Pit-

masto'n Greengage. A few of the most useful of the larger sorts m
each colour are red, London, Slaughterman, Crown Bob, Roa,ring

Lion- w/iiie. Antagonist, Snowdrop, Freedom, London City; yellov;,

Catherine, Broom Giri, Leveller, Trumpeter; green, Trumpeter,

Jolly Angler, Turnout, Queen Victoria. Currants, red, Cherry,

Champagne, Dutch, Raby-Castle, Knight's Sweet Red, La Fertile
;

Currants, white, Dutch and Cut-leaved ; black. Black Naples,

Carter's Prolific, Ogden's Black, Lee's Prolific. Raspberries, Carter s
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Prolific, Bamet, Victoria, Fastolf ; Red and Yellow Antwerp, October
Yellow, October lied, and Black. The best time to plant is November,
but bush fruit may still be planted up to the end of the year.

—

D. T. Fisii.

Orchard-houBe.
Great care must cow bo taken to protect trees in pots from possible

injury by frost. Place them close together, and cover the pots with
plenty of straw or Pern ; Barley straw, on account of its flexibility,

will lie closer than Wheat straw, and, if it can be obtained, should be
used in preference to that kind. Give no water until the severity of

the frost has abated.—R.

Trees and Shrubs.
No time should be lost in preparing and trenching ground for

planting deciduous trees and shrubs. Where it is intended to make
large plantations and to plant thickly, the whole of the ground should
be trenched deeply

; but the sub-soil should not be brought to the
surface, as plants do not often start freely in soil that has not been
previously exposed to the sweetening influence of sun and air. In
trenching, a good wide opening should be made, and the soil carted
and laid in a ridge ready to fill in where the work finishes. Take the
top spit off the next trench and remove in like manner, and the top
soil of the next then comes right to lay on the surface, and so on all

through the piece. If single specimens are to be planted, or the
plants are to be placed far apart, it will only be necessary to dig
large holes before planting, and the larger these are made the better,
so as to thoroughly break up and loosen the soil, to allow the roots to
ramify and get below in search of moisture. It is impossible for a
plant to make satisfactory progress if this bo not attended to, as it is

difficult for the roots to penetrate be3'ond the limits afforded by
digging a small hole. In planting, the roots should be carefully
spread out and covered with fine earth, and when the hole is partly
filled up, it is a good practice to well wash the earth into all the
interstices of the ball by giving a copious watering, as it frequently
occurs that large cavities are left under and about the ball if this
practice is not re-sorted to. If the hole be then filled up without any
further watering, and the surface well mulched, as it always should
be, vei-y few failures in planting will occur, as the mulching will
stop the escape of moisture and prevent frost penetrating to the
roots. After planting, every tree or shrub of any size should receive
proper support to prevent them swaying to and fro, as it is impos-
sible for root action to go on if they are constantly moving. In
most cases one good stake, if properly placed, is sufficient. It should
be placed in an opposite direction to that of the prevailing winds,
which may affect the tree ; bnt for large specimens it is necessary
to have supports placed triangularly, taking care that they are
not allowed to chafe or injure the bark of the tree, and by
placing a good whisp of hay where the supports touch this may be
avoided. I have been thus prolix in my remarks, as planting
should be pushed on at this season ; for the earlier it is accomplished
the less labour and attention will the plants require to get
established. It may be well to enumerate some of the most
striking deciduous trees suitable for planting for ornament in
conspicuous places. The Tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera), stands
out almost unrivalled for its unique beauty, free growth, and gigantic
stature. In addition to the ornamental character of its peculiarly
cut leaves, it presents autumnal tints of the richest description,
varying from the darkest mahogany to the richest claret, and its
singular flowers add an additional charm. Ailantus glandulosa is a
tree of majestic beauty and tropical appearance, fast growing, and
not at all fastidious as to soil. It should have a place in every coUcc-
tioD, as its distinct type of vegetation cannot fail to command
admiration. The Ailantus is not suitable for very exposed situa-
tions, as the wood is not strong, and the tree is apt to be broken
about by the wind. Many of the Birch tribe are valuable for
ornameutal planting, and have a distinctness of character quite their
own, the pendulous varieties weeping down in the most graceful
manner, while others are admired for the peculiarity of their bark.
For ornamental planting the Acers should not be lost sight of, as they
are auiongst the most beautiful of deciduous trees of mediam
growth, both on account of their singularly cut leaves and the
beautiful colours many of them assume cither iii spring or autumr.
The young leaves of A. japnnicum polymorphum are a beautiful
scarlet when they firs-t show, changing to a jiurplish colour which
they ict.ain to the antumn. A. Colchicum rnbruni has leaves of a
rich shining ruby and purple, and in hot dry seasons these colours are
beautifully brought out. A. fraxiuifulium albo-variegatum has
beautiful green and silvery leaves; and, if planted in warm sheltered
situations, backed by any dark-leaved plants, such as Yew or Holly,
it IS most effective. It is quite deserving a place in any conservatory,
and is unsurpassed as a variegated decorative plant, as the leaves
become very much larger than they are ever seen out-of-doors, and

' is much more inire and delicate. This and japonicumthe variegatii

polymorphum should be planted in sheltered situations ; for, although

perfectly hardy, they make their yoang growth early, and this is apt

to be injured.—J. SnEi'i'.\UD, Wooh-erstone Park,

Kitchen Garden.

In the absence of evaporating pans or tot-water pipes, maintain

a moist atmosphere in Mushroom-honses by means of syringing the

walls and paths, but avoid over-watering the beds. A steady tern.

perature of about fiO' will be quite high enough at this season. In

removing exhausted beds, any flaky pieces of spawn that show signs

of vitality should be saved, in order to assist in spawning the new
bed. An old friend of mine—a very successful Mushroom grower

—

used to spawn all his beds in this way. Very many of the failures

in Mushroom culture arise from using old and inferior spawn. A
thin covering of hay, that has been beaten with a stick to clear it

of seeds and dust, should be placed over newly.made beds, and
those in bearing also, for the double purpose of checking evaporation

and for maintaining a steady heat. If woodlice are troublesome,

pour boiling water round the edges of the beds close to the walls,

after they have retired to their hiding places. Take advantage of

frosty weather to get all wheeling done, so as to avoid injur,

ing the paths. Few things are more conducive to cleanliness

in a kitchen garden than a sufficient number of strong Ber-

viccable scrapers placed at the most convenient places for going
on and off every border and quarter in the garden. A cheap
kind of scraper suitable for such purposes may be made by any
blacksmith. It consists simply of a piece of iron in the form of

a T, the perpendicular portion being driven half-way into a stump of

wood inserted 18 inches into the ground in order to keep all firm and
steady. Take advantage of bad weather, when other operations come
to a standstill, to make a lot of strong labels for labelling seeds and
plants in spring. Whenever ice of sufficient thickness can be

obtained, ice-houses should be filled without delay. Some recom.
mend salt to be scattered amongst the ice in the well ; others, again,

advise water to be poured over it, in order to assist in congealing the

ice into a solid mass ; bnt I cannot say that I have ever seen any
advantage to result from the adoption of either plan. The great

thing is to have the ice thoroughly broken, and afterwards well

rammed in the well ; if this be properly done, there need be no fear

about the result. By laying down a platform of planks at the

entrance of the house, on a level with the sill, so that the carts can
be backed up to shoot the ice upon the platform, the work of breaking
will be better and more expeditiously done thau it otherwise

could be. A temporary platform of this kind can easily be
made by laying planks side by side, with a stout piece of

timber for the carts to back against, with two or three bundles of

straw at each end. The first load of ice broken upon it will

fill up all cracks and render the platform firm and solid. Where
there is no ice-house a large stack may be made in the open air ; and
even where an ice-house exists, if large quantities of ice are required,

it may be advisable, if ice can be easily obtained, to build a stack

outside. It should be built on sloping ground for the sake of perfect

drainage, on the north side of a belt of trees or plantation, where it

is shaded from the mid-day sun. Having selected the site and
decided upon its size, make holes with a crow-bar 18 inches apart all

round, except just at the mouth or entrance, which should be left 3

feet wide. Into these holes insert stout poles, about 6 or 8 feet

long, and let them be driven in firmly, then lace Ash or Hazel rods

all round, not necessarily close together, but sufficiently near to

keep up the straw inside in which the ice is packed. A good thick-

ness of straw must be used, in order to keep all air-tight, and the

whole, when completed, should be thatched in closely and thickly.

Dry leaves form an excellent covering to heap over all, and a thin

coating of straw over those again will keep them together.—^E.

Hobday.
Cottagers' Gardens.

All vacant portions of vegetable ground should now be deeply
dug, or, if possible, trenched, and the earlier this kind of work is

done in winter the better will the soil be for croijping in spring.

Finish the planting of fruit trees as soon as possible, and give such
as li.avo been moved a good mulching of partly decayed manure, an
application which will also benefit Strawberry and Raspberry beds.

Prune standard and dwarf fruit-trees, except in places where the

buds are liable to be attacked by birds, when the later pruning can
be deferred the better. Celery should be finally earthed up, and some
protecting material provided for covering it in the event of severe

frosts. Potatoes, whether for seed or immediate use, should be kept

as cool as possible, but, at the same time, effectually secured from
frost. Flower borders should now be thoroughly cleared from all

decaying vegetation and lightly forked over, as the bulbs will soon
be coming through, and, if disturbed, after growth has commenced,
they are easily injured.—J. G.
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THE ARBORETUM.
PLANE TREES IN LEICESTER, SQUARE.

Plant trees are being planted in Leicester Square. This is a good
omen ; for trees that mada many a nook and corner of old London
pleasant places, have
been fast disappearing,

and with but few at.

tempts to replace them.
Whether the remarks
made by the horticul-

tural press in noticing

the improved state of the

scjuare, were the means
which led to a colony

of Plane trees being

planted in the space, or

whether the idea may
have arisen from sources

entirely independent of

those suggestions, is

immaterial—the fact is

sufficient. These Planes,

if they have been pro-

perly planted, will, no
doubt, thrive well, and
serve to prove that at

all events Planes will do
well, even in the very

heart of London, if there

be anything like suffi-

cient light and space, as

in Leicester Square. The
new opening from Oxford
Street to the noi'th side

of this open space having
been decided on by the

Board of Works will

impart to it much increased importance ; and, in appro.aching it

through the densely built portions of Soho, the group of trees in

the now handsome arena will form a light and pleasant vista termi.

natino- the dark avenue of approach between long lines of houses

of dingy brick ; and, by increasing the value of the property, will

eventnally lead to the

erection of a brighter and
better class of buildings

along that line. The
proposed new approach to

Leicester and Trafalgar

Squares direct from Ox-

ford Street will be
very easily effected by the

demolition of a few houses

on the north side of

Leicester Square, and a

few more in the rear, which

will at once open np a

direct communication with

an already existing line.

The carrying out of this

plan is so obviously simple

that the only wonder is it

was not effected long ago.

When completed, the excel-

lence of the alteration will

be so apparent, that it will

doubtless lead lo further

innovations almost as loudly

called for — namely, an
entirely new laying out of

the irregular network of

old and narrow streets,

which form a very objec-

tionable feature in that

part of the metropolis, so

close upon the handsome regions of Waterloo Place, Pall Mall,

King William Street, and the destined opening direct to the

Embankment, over the site of the demolished Northumberland
House. These alteratiens will serve to connect our great leading

West-end thoroughfares together, an improvement much to be

desired. H. N. H.

Actinidia volubilis.

Actinidia Kolomikta.

ACTINIDIA VOLUBILIS AND KOLOMIKTA.
The Actinidia volubilis, which, many years ago, under the generic

title of Trochostigma, was considered synonymous with the Actinidia

Kolomikta, should certainly be re.classed with the species of Actinidia

to which it properly belongs as is shown by its presenting all the

loading characteristics of that genus. The aooanipanying illustra-

tions show that some
differences exist be.

tween th-e Actinidia
volubilis and the Acti.

nidia Kolomikta; they
are, however, both
natives of Japan, and
are, especially the volu.

bills, well worthy of

cultivation as climbers

for covering bowers and
arbours, tiained Vine
fashion. They have,
however, one drawbaqk
which we must notice

—

they flower so very early

in spring that their buda
are often destroyed by
frost, which not only
checks their growth but
prevents their blooming
again during that season.

They will grow in almost
any soil, but they sue.
ceed best in a cool light

one. They may be
raised from slips and
cuttings, which nearly
always strike root well.

The Actinidiasare climb-
ing Ternstroemiaceona
shrubs, natives of the
Himalaya, China, and

Jap.an. They have entire leaves and axiUiary flowers, and make
useful wall plants. C. H.

The Annual Lopping of Ornamental Trees.—The Bxdletin
du. Cercle Pi'ofessoral of November, 1872, has the following interest.

ing notes, by M. Fr.
Burnevich, Professor of

Arboriculture in Ghent, on
the advantages of annually
lopping certain ornamental
trees :

— "In an article

entitled 'The Culture of
Paulownia Iniperialis' we
have made known to our
readers a very simple
method of obtaining from
this tree annual shoots,
which, in size and beauty,
will vie with the most
handsome herbaceous
plants possessing coloured
foliage. We then expressed
an opinion upon the
probable success of an-
un.ally loppingcertain other
trees. We are now ablo
to state that the Ailantus
glandulosa, when planted
in good soil and annually
lopped, produces one or
several shoots, which will
attain the height of 7
feet, throwing out to a
distance magnificent
feathered leaves, which
resemble gigantic Fern
fronds. A splendid

annual vegetation is also obtained by applying this culture to
Catalpa syringsefolia (Bignonia Catalpa), C. Bnngei, and C.
Wallichi. The handsome vai-iety introduced by our excellent colleague
M. N. Gaujard, nurseryman at Ghent, becomes, by lopping, one of
the most beautiful of ornamental trees for lawns. The Rhus eleo-ans

R. juglandifolia, and R, typhina, are also plants to which this yearly
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system of pruning may be applied with good results. The Rhus glabra

laciniata, a still more recent acquisition for the plantations of land-

scapo gardens, is one of the most graceful of plants when producing

annual shoots. We must not forget, also, to mention the elegant Aralia

japonica, spinosa, and Maxiraowiczi, nor the beautiful Dimorphantus

Mandschuricus, which should be more widely known. The public

will, without doubt, soon be convinced that a grand secret lies in

this system of annual lopping. Trees treated thus will yield leaves

quite as handsome as those afforded by the Wigandia, TJhdea,

Ferdinanda, Heracleum, and others, in the gardens of Paris and

London."

Fertilising Aucubas.—Your con-espondent, " W. N." (p. 525).

may easily induce his Aucubas to bear berries without placing the

plants in frames and without the expense of purchasing pollen or

even the use of a camel-hair peucil. All he has to do is to graft a

spray or two of the male plant on any female which he has. A few

years ago I grafted on some female bushes, some of them from 10 to

20 feet in diameter, a spray or two of the male Ancuba, and they

have been yearly covered with berries ever since. One graft will do

for a bush a yard in diameter. Planting or placing males by the side

of the females I have not found to answer so well as grafting. The

grafts should be inserted at the top of the bushes. The green variety

sets larger clusters of berries than the spotted one ; when I graft,

which is in May, I remove the tips of the shoots of the male plants,

take similar tips off the females^ and graft the male tips upon the

female plants ; a little firm clay is then squeezed round the ligature.

In the autumn an examination is made, and, if a union has been

effected, the ligature is taken off. The following spring, grafts put

on in this way will flower, and the work is accomplished not for one

season only, but for many without further trouble.—H. M. E.

Baising Black Walnut, Butternut, and other Trees.—
Will you give me directions for preparing and planting nuts of the

Chestnut, Black Walnut, and Butternut ? Should they be kept fresh

till spring by putting In moist sand, and stored in a cellar, or planted

in rows in autumn, and allowed to freeze during winter ? Also the

proper time to gather seeds of the Sugar Maple and White Elm, and

how and when to plant ?—L. O. [The nuts of the Black Walnut and

Butternut should be gathered in autumn, when ripe, and placed in

heaps on the ground, covered with inverted sods and some earth, so

as to prevent too frequent freezing and thawing. They should be

planted in spring, in good soil, about 2 inches deep. Chestnuts must

not be allowed to become much dried ; but, as soon as gathered,

mixed with moist sand, and thus kept damp (not wet) all winter, in a

cool place, and planted about an inch and a half deep in spring.

Before mixing with sand, they should not be placed in large heaps

together, or they may ferment and spoil. The common failure to grow

is because the horny shell or covering and the kernel are permitted to

become hard and dry. The Elms ripen their seed early in the season,

and, as soon as gathered, they should be planted, not more than 1 inch

deep ; and, if the soil and weather are moist, half an inch will do

better. The Sugar Maple ripens seed in autumn, when it may be

sown, or mixed with damp sand and kept till spring in a cool place,

taking care it does not become wet and rot.]

—

The CuUivator.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON TREES AND SHRUBS.

Ivy and Dry Houses.—At one of the meeLinps of the BritiBh Association

at Belfast, Mr. Frank P. FellowB confuted as erroneous the idea that plants

like Ivy growing- on the side of a house tended to make the walls damp. He
knows a row of houses, the only dry one amongr which is covered with Ivy.

The Honey Locust as a Hedge Plant.—In a discussion among leading

horticulturists at the city of Rochester, the Honey Locust (Gleditschia) was
pronounced the best of all deciduous hedge plants. This opinion was shared
in by Messrs. Elwanger, BaiTy, and other of the most extensive planters of

that region.

Trees for Hedgerows : H. S. Any of the following trees will suit for

hedgerows :—Ulmus rampestris, glabra, Buberosa, and moutana, with their

varieties ; Oak, Ash, Sycamore, and the Black Italian Poplar, when planted
50 yards apart, are also suitable. The stems should be close and gradually
pruned of side-branches until 15 or 20 feet in height. We should advise the
growth of the better kinds of hardy fruits in such positions.

The Golden Chestnut (Castanea chrysophylla).—A lovely small tree

from Catifomia ; leaves, bright golden yellow underneath. At Heatherside it

has proved quite hardy, having stood out unprotected for three winters without
injury. Last year's leading shoot measured nearly 3 feet. It is so distinct

and so beautiful that it ought to have a trial in every collection.

—

SeafherxUIe

Root Fungi.—On taking up a young specimen of Pinus Luscombiana a few
weeks ago. which I had planted out in the reserve garden to make a summer's
growth, and have now removed untUr glass, I found that nearly every root
and rootlet was covered with a snowy white sort of mildew. ^Vhat is the cause
of this disease, and what had I better do with the roots ? I had noticed that
the plants had made very little growth during the past year, but could not
imagine what the cause was.—H. B. [The roots have, doubtless, become
attacked by Fungi, owing to their having been placed in contact with dead
Btumpa or roots of some kind. You might try the effect of shaking the soil
away from them, washing the Fungus off with tepid water, and re-potting

;

but the better way would be to throw the plant away and get another.]

ARCHITECTUEE AND LANDSCAPE.*
Baco.n commences his essay on building with the curt axiom,
" Houses are built to live in, not to look on." The observation, the

truth of which, from one point of view at least, we ought to be ready

to admit (for is not the useful the foundation of the true in architec-

ture ?) savours of the practical wisdom of a philosopher not to be

taken in by shows or pretences, and yet the learned Chancellor forgot

one-half the truth. He forgot that houses or buildings of whatsoever

class have to be " looked on," whether built for that object or not.

Pictures and statues are made emphatically to be looked at, though

unhappily they are not always worth looking at ; but there is this

to be said in their case, that if you are displeased with them you
can always put them out of sight somewhere or give them away to a

friend, or, if a man is unfortunate enough to admire a bad painting,

at anv rate he does it in private, and his taste is not necessarily

imposed on his neighbour or on the public at large. But the case is

otherwise in regard to a building. Be it good or bad, there it is

;

you can neither get rid of it nor hide it. It may be a blot upon the

landscape, an annoyance to every one with senses open to such

annoyances, but so long as its owner is satisfied there is no appeal

;

indeed, even if it be otherwise, and if the owner or his architect be

stricken with repentance for his deeds, the toy is too expensive a

one to be removed and replaced. It, therefore, behoves those who
are going to place such an object permanently on the face of the

country to consider well what they are doing, and to contrive their

production so that it may not be a stumbling stone and an offence

to the traveller in search of the picturesque. But this very relation

of the building to its surroundings, this self-assertion of the

edifice as a poi'tion of the scene in which it stands, if it makes
one of the difficulties, ought also to be one of the glories

of the architects, for this is a kind of compensation to him
for the restriction of his art in some other respects. It is

useless—at least it seems so to me—to claim for architecture

anything like that intensity of interest which belongs to works
of art dealing with human feeling and human expression. The
most picturesque combination of wall and root and turret, pleasing

though it be, in itself speaks to us in but an uncertain language

compared with that which addresses us from the canvas of a Leighton

or a Gerome, from the marble fashioned after the thought of a Foley,

a Woolner, or a Carpeaux. Nor does the production of a picturesque

building require anything like that genius and concentrated study by
which alone, and then only with the devotion of a lifetime, the

complete power over expression by means of the figure can be
mastered. But the architect is the generaliser among artists. The
charm of his work is not in itself alone ; it is in the understood or

expressed relation which it bears to human life on one side, and to

external Nature on the other. The mansion or the cottage is not the

mere stateliness of marble and mosaic, the mere picturesque of

timber and tiling. It represents—or should represent—the decora.

tion of the daily wants of life on the one hand, and the relation of

that to the grander decoration or scenery of Nature on the other.

Inside his building he need not disdain attention to the minutest
comforts or graces of life ; outside it he need not restrict his interest

within any narrower limits than are bounded by the visible horizon.

From wherever his building is seen it becomes a part of the scene,

often the central point of interest in it ; it breaks the declivity of

the hill side, or it aids the perspective of the level plain ; it rises

from the bosom of dark masses of wood, or it looks out like a sentinel

from a bleak sea coast ; but in each of such situations, or in whatever
other site it may be placed, it will be interesting and suggestive in

proportion as its architect has appreciated the predominant character

of the scenery, and has known how to render his building in harmony
with the genius of the place, and with the perspective and contour of

the predominant features of the landscape, -it the same time it is

no easy matter to theorise, even, upon a subject which from some
points of view appears so vague, and which certainly is scarcely

reducible to fixed rules. Bat hints and suggestions may be gained in

looking at what has been done, and comparing the effects of different

combinations. Now in regard to the relation of that most conven.
tional and most refined type of architecture—that of the Greeks—to

landscape, there is much to interest us, and a good deal has been said

on the subject, and that, it must be confessed, in somewhat contra-

dictory tones. The late Professor Cockerell was of opinion that the
Greek temples were specially adapted for effect in somewhat rocky
and desolate sites, or that the Greeks specially accommodated them
to such sites by giving heavier proportions than in plains ; the one
statement seems rather contradictory of the other. A contemporary
French critic confirms this view, and thinks the temples were designed
with special reference to their sites. A distinguished philosopher,

Mr. Herbert Spencer, has on the other hand expressed the opinion, in

an essay which shows how loosely philosophers can write when
* Read before the Architectural ABSOCiation, by Mr. H. H. Sta tham, Jnn.
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they get on unfamiliar ground, that regular architecture cannot
by any possibility be suited to an in-egalai' site, and that any
picture representing such a combination is essentially unpio-
turesque. Where shall we find the concord of this discord. I think
the philosopher must go to the wall.

Greek Temples and their Surroundings.

The remarks of Professor Cookerell on the temples of ^gina
and Bassa) are sufficiently to the point to be quoted, lie says that
" the Greek teu^.ples were seldom situated ont of or away from cities

except on special occasions, as when they were built on the site of

some supposed remarkable event. When temples were thus situated,

their remoteness, as well as the grandeur of the scene and the wild-

ness of the country by which they were approached, formed a
powerful contrast with the highly.finished object towards which
the footsteps of the devotee were directed. . . . Surrounded
by such scenery, we at once admit the fitness of these sturdy and
stern proportions, both of the parts and of the whole, so much in

accordance with the nature of the site, but so lamentably ineffective

in a less conspicuous situation, or when placed in the midst of a
crowded metropolis, and on a level with the public streets." I

understand this passage as referring only to these temples of

unusually heavy proportions. The author continues :
—" So sensible

were the Greeks of this fact, that we find dift'ei'ent proportions

generally adopted when the temple was placed on a plain or in a city.

Generally, too, we may be permitted to remark that architects have
adopted a low and horizontal system of architecture to a lofty

country, and a perpendicular and aspiring one to a level and flat

district, as if conscious of the ineificiency of all attempts at loftiness

amid the wonders of mountain scenery, and seeking rather by the

regularity of Art and succession of horizontal lines to present a con.

trast to these rugged irregularities of Nature." Your excellent

secretary, Mr. Clarkson, was kind enough to point out this passage
to me when I fii'st mentioned the subject to him. Cockerell's remarks
point to Greek architecture as a style of contrast to, not of sym.
pathy with, the landscape—contrast at least in regard to the lines of

the composition. In regard to the relation to the sentiment of the

landscape, his remarks are not quite consistent, as he in one passage
attributes effect to the contrast of the finished object of Art with the

surrounding rugged scenery, and in another to the harmony of the

stern proportions of the building with this same character of scenery.

I believe the latter is the correct view. Contrast of the composing
lines, and harmony of the general proportions and character of the

building and the scenery, are conditions not only perfectly compatible
with each other, but which, I believe, we shall generally find existing

in the most fortunate instances of architectural and scenic combina.
tion. We see the same kind of effect in the restoration of the

temple at Agrigentum by M. Viollet.le-Duc, engraved in the

October number of the Gazette des Beaux Arts ; and I do not
think this building would be nearly as effective as part of a
picture if it were placed on a level lawn ; at the same time,

the harmony of sentiment is preserved here, for there is nothing
wild or stern in the site, only a degree of picturesque irregu.

larity, softened, to a certain extent, by the forms of the foliage.

It is of some interest to note how painters look at the subject, and in

what combination they find their best or most favourite effects. If

we take one of the great painters who has made most use of architec.

ture in his landscapes—Claude—we find him in a great measure
carrying on the subject for us. Sketching chiefly in Italy, Claude
used in his classic architecture almost exclusively (indeed, I think

quite exclusively, so far as columnar architecture is concerned) the
taller and slighter proportions of the late Greek and Roman orders.

His " Liber Veritatis " gives a number of instances of the combina-
tion of this school of architecture with landscape, often of a moreor less

picturesque character, but not stern or rugged, and in many instances

of a quiet and restful character, where his favourite architecture is

combined with sloping banks and foliage. Now this late classic of

Claude's goes remarkably well with the trees and the rounded con.

tours of the land, but the early Doric I think we feel instinctively

would not do so unless in a rained state ; and a building in that con.

dition loses its original character a good deal, and becomes, in fact,

more or less a part of Nature. There is one carious instance in which
Claude gives us castles and towers at the foot of a rocky hill and a
circular temple on the top ; this seems to bo out of place rather ; but
there is this to be said, that though in a northern climate we connect
the idea of inclemency and exposure with a hill top, the absence of this

association in a milder climate may give a different effect. We find,

then, in the greatest painter of classical landscape (unless we except

Gaspar Poussin) the classic columnar architecture associated in the

main with landscape either of a quiet rural nature, or with picturesque

but not wild or rugged scenes. If we wish to compare with this the

impressions of a painter who has shown a special predilection of com.

binations of Gothic architecture with landscape, we need not go far for

instances from a far mightier hand than that of Claude. If the latter

is the artist of classic landscape. Turner is still more uncontrovertibly
the artist of romantic landscape, and with that of romantic or
" Gothic " architecture. No painter has more largely employed
architecture as an integral part of his painted poems—none has more
intensely felt its relation to landscape, its value as assisting and
intensifying the feeling of a scene, and as giving point to a composi.
tion both in regard to outline and to the opposition of light and
shadow. Over and over again we find in the works of this king of land-
scape painters, that it is a building which gives the key to the
expression of the scene—weather it be a tower rising black and
threatening against the light—a minster or cathedral crossing with
its vertical lines the level evening sky, or standing as the centre of
the radiations of the rising sun, which seems to form an appropriate
glory around it—a castle which seems to stand the one unshakeable
object amid the driving tumult of a gale on some bleak coast—

a

spire which sends up a pyramid of light into the sky—or perhaps some
one small building, insignificant under some aspects, but which has
been seized by the painter at the moment when a ray of sunlight has
found it out, and forms on the canvas the one spot of high light to
which all the rest is subordinate, and in default of which the
power and meaning of the work would vanish at once. It
surely adds one more motive for our interest in architectural
work, both in regard to itself and its relation to Nature, to
notice how its monuments have been incorporated by scores,

by the hand of the greatest delineator of landscape the world has
ever seen, in works whose poetic power will be felt and admitted
as long as canvas and colours can keep them in being. It is worth
while to notice, also, the distinction between the objects aimed at by
these two typical landscape painters of the classic and romantic
school respectively. Claude, in his sketches and studies especially

(and it is in this form that the bent of an artist's nature is most truly
discernible), is evidently aiming chiefly at a graceful and picturesque
contour and outline composition, and an idyllic grace almost peculiar
to himself. Turner is epic rather than idyllic, and it is at broad and
massed effects of light and shadow that he mainly aims—many of

his " Liber Studiorum " sketches being, in fact, little more than
studies of effect, in which outline is secondary or nearly lost. In the
landscapes in which his buildings form such important features, the
attention is more directed to the wide sweep of distances, or to the
expanse of sunlight and cloud shadows over foreground and middle
distance, than to those picturesque irregularities of rock and foliage
composition in which Claude found such characteristic pleasure. And
the favourite architecture of the two painters evinces the same kind
of contrast, the same leaning towards elegance in the one, and
towards mass and grandeur in the other ; and it would not be possible
to point to a more striking instance of the distinction between the
classic and the romantic feeling in landscape architecture than we
find on turning from any of Claude's elegant compositions, with their
colonnades fringed by light foliage, to such a threatening mass
as that of Turner's Kidwelly Castle—a kind of thing that no one
would have thought of painting before the present century.

Gothic Arehiteeture in Connection w^ith Landscape.
We shall find hints in further consideration of this subject from

some of these specimens of Turner's treatment of architecture and
landscape ; but the important part which Gothic buildings play in
his landscapes may lead to the reflection, how far the builders of our
mediaaval cathedrals and churches had any view to their effect in
regard to the landscape. Generally speaking, I am strongly mclined
to think that the feeling for landscape is a very modern one, and I
am somewhat sceptical about the perception of picturesque beauty
with which the Greeks are credited. The Gothic architects, however,
seem certainly to have had an instinctive feeling in regard to the
effect of site upon a design, especially noticeable if we contrast the
design and position, for instance, of Lincoln Cathedral with that of
the tall thin spires that rise up from the flat country round it. There
are no landscape painters, no Turners and Claudes of the period, to
show how the buildings appeared to them as matter for picturesque
illustration ; but I noticed the other day, in turning over some of the
illuminated MSS. at the Lambeth Palace Library, some sort of
indirect evidence on this point in the filling in of the background to
the initial letters in one or two works. Leaving, however, the
consideration of what painters of the past have made out of
architecture in connection with landscape, can we, from the
hints given us by these, and form other sources, arrive at anything
profitable or suggestive towards providing material for painters of
the future by so combining our buildings with the scenes in which
they are placed that each shall heighten the effect of the other, and
that the building, instead of appearing an intruder on the landscape,
shall rather appear to be its natural complement—the last grace
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added to the scene ? If it be said that the subject is vague, that

you cannot lay down rules in regard to it, that success in combination

must be the result of innumerable small circumstances and of generally

cultivated perception of sentiment rather than of rales, let all this

be true (as" I think it is), still that is not a reason for avoiding all

consideration of the subject, but rather for urging attsution to it.

Does it receive sutlicient attention at present ? There is a story of a

man being brought up in a New York police court for illegally paint-

ing an advertisement on the pavement, and that the charge against

him was worded " for defacing natural scenery." Would not the

magistrates in some districts have their hands pretty full if all the

authors of buildings against which such a charge could be levelled

were brought up before them ? Wo may congratulate ourselves on

having improved in the main the state of things since Repton had

occasion to say in his work on " Landscape Gardening :

"—" I have

often seen the absurbity of designs being made for a house where the

builder had never seen the situation." Scarcely any architect would

do this now ; but I think it is true as far as this, that not unfrequently

preliminary sketches are made before the site has been seen, and then

the upshot of the matter is that the original idea, made independently

of the site, is fitted to the site as well as may be, rather than disturb

an idea at once formed.

Four Kinds of Sites.

Looking at the question a little more generally in regard to the

nature of the problems to be dealt with, we may perhaps consider

landscape, from an architect's point of view, as presenting four

different classes of site—hilly country, flat country, wooded sites,

and those in contiguity to water, whether on the coast or

inland. We noticed the almost universally admitted theory

and practice which suggests that the hills should be occupied

by somewhat low and solid.looking buildings, and the plains

by loftier and less bulky ones. This is not only, however, for the

reason mentioned by Cockerell in the quotation relative to the Greek
temples, viz., that architects were afraid of seeming to compete
with the mountains, but also because the exposed nature of a site

on the summit or brow of a hill inevitably suggests the necessity for

strength and solidity of construction ; the castle-like building of

square proportions and massive walls boldly mounts the hill, the

more delicate building with its fragile spirelets and lighter construc-

tion keeps under safe shelter at the base. But this treatment of

hill architecture is subject to modifications. Mere elevation is not

alone in question, but the character of the eminence— for what will

look well on a bare and precipitous or rocky eminence may look very
unsuitable on one of gentler and more rounded character. Looking
at Turner's view of Powis Castle, for instance, I should say that a
modern architect would make a great mistake were he to place a
building of such massive and castellated character in that position

in such a scene. As it stands, it has the prestige and association of

antiquity to hallow it, but, as a new mansion, it would be a mistake.

That regularly sloped hill, with the platform on the top, affords a
suitable basis for a structure of less stern and more palatial

character. So also Kilgarron Castle is picturesque enough as a
view with an old castle in it, but the wooded slopes indicated in the
original, at least, would scarcely bear so rude an intruder if in a
modern dress. In general, rounded undulating hills require the

more modest and ornate treatment of the architecture j square and
abrupt ones, approaching to the nature of precipices, demand a
correspondingly stern character in any buildings that are to look

bold enough to have a right to claim footing on them. And some,
thing depends on the manner in which the building is accommodated
to the ground. On a comparison of examples I think it will be
recognised that the quieter and more reposing effect is gained when
the bnilding appears to be placed fiat on the surface of the ground,
even when on a considerable elevation ; the sterner and more monu-
mental effect when it is so treated that its basement is at an
irregular level, at one point reaching down into a declivity of the
site, at another seeming to climb into a ledge or projection. We
see the former effect in Turner's view of Blenheim, which stands
fair upon its plateau as a level and extended base, with a look of

entire repose ; this view struck me as interesting, also, as it shows
Turner for once indulging in a style not unlike Claude, in the effect

of the classic foreground architecture and wooded landscape. In
Claude's own compositions it is probably to be attributed to this

level base line that his little circular temples, though placed some-
times on rocks and precipices to match, do not look out of keeping

;

they have no appearance of really belonging to the situation—they
rather look as if they were put down there for ornament, and might
be taken up again. Instances of the contrary effect are seen in the
remarkable view of Lillebonne, from Turner. Here the castle seems
to rise in the midst like an outgrowth of the rock on which it stands,
and into which the outer angles of its towers reach down, while, at the

inner angles, the rock seems to climb up to the towers. A small sketch

from Mr. Ernest George's book of " Sketches on the Moselle" shows

the same kind of effect. Treated thus, a building conveys the im.

pression of being an integral part of the site on which it stands, and,

when it can be used, there is no more certain source of architectural

power and durability of expression. I have noticed this even in such

comparatively common-place things as the tall old Edinburgh houses

in the High Street and elsewhere, of which even the street front

looks high enough, but when yon come to the back you find the

masonry descending sometimes as many storeys below the street

level to find a firm footing on the steep slope. The effect is quite

surprising to eyes accustomed to the fiat basement lines of many
other towns. Buildings placed on the site or slope of a hiU are

susceptible of rather different treatment from those on a summit.

There is not so much room for boldness, for the building is, as Dugald
Dalgetty would have said, " slighted or over-crowded " by the hill,

and in general a square low form seems the most suitable for hillside

architecture. This is especially the case when the hill forms a

tolerably regular slope, in which case the form of a rather horizontal

building makes a kind of break or parenthesis in the slope when
viewed in profile. Irregular groups of buildings on a hillside are

nearly always pleasing, and are a favourite incident with Turner.

But single buildings in such a situation are generally best kept long

and low in outline ; and while a building on the summit of a hill

seems to demand some sort of cupola or finish, by way of crowning

the edifice, on the side of a hill this is lost, and is not needed, as the

building never suggests itself as a final point in the composition, but
only as an incident en passant. An instance of a remarkably pic-

turesque terminal building on a high summit, varied in sky.line and
yet sufficiently solid and massive for the position, is given in a

sketch from a photograph of a palace at Cintra. Buildings on a

flat and uudiversified plain present little for remark, as the archi.

tecture in such a case has it all its own way, so to speak, and the only

thing to be observed in relation to the nature of the site is to take

care that the building has sufficiently elevated features to compensate
for the low level of the site and the want of a position of vantage to

see it from, and to enable it to be seen at a considerable distance.

This is in regard to a wide plain out of the neighbourhood of

mountains ; but in a low site surrounded by hills the case is very

different. A certain elevation is still necessary, but it is useless for

the architect to think of competing with the mountains, though I

know one or two cases where this has manifestly been attempted (in

regard, I mean, to massiveness of scale and general proportionate

size), and his best chance of a pleasing effect in such a site is to

accept the humble position in which he finds himself in regard to

Nature, and to give to his building that appearance of simplicity and
repose which will cause its position of retirement under the shadow
of the protecting hill to appear perfectly natural and suitable. In

the case, again, of a country neither absolutely flat nor bordered by
hills, but varied by tolerably uniform and quiet undulations, a long

horizontal treatment of building will be effective as affording a kind

of definite line for the eye to rest upon amid the wavy and imcertain

contour of the landscape.

Architecture and Trees.

The combination of architecture with a wooded country seems a
more complicated matter for consideration than the two previous

conditions ;
partly, perhaps, because we are accustomed to associate

with trees such a multitudinous idea, both in regard to the number
of species and the endlessly varying lines and breaks of contour
which they produce. Yet by one of the most respectable authorities

on such subjects the matter is condensed into a very few words.
Repton, in his work on landscape gardening, says that, from a land,

scape gardener's point of view, there are only two styles of archi-

tecture, the " horizontal " and the "perpendicular," or -'Grecian"
and " Gothic ;

" unless, he adds, we may name a third under the
head of the " fantastic," or, it may be called, the " Chinese." The
worthy gentleman meant what we should now call " tea-garden "

architecture, still preserved in many of our parks. His views about
architecture, if we consider them in detail, are old-fashioned enough,
but there is plenty of good sense and good taste in Kepton, and many
of his suggestions are very well worth considering in the present
day. Proceeding with his simplification theory, he classes trees

also in two main divisions, the round and the pointed. As to the

relation between these and the two styles of architecture, he is of

opinion that '* trees of a pointed or conic shape have a beautiful

effect with Grecian architecture ; though an association with the

ideas of Italian paintings, where we often see Grecian buildings

blended with Firs and Cypresses, may also have some influence on
the mind." There is no doubt that association of this kind does
influence us very much in such matters ; so much so that it is not
easy always to discriminate between the result of association and
that of unbiassed judgment. But I am inclined to think Bepton's
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decision is a perfectly reasonable one, and that trees of a vertical

tendency, and of a tolerably symmetrical character of growth, do

blend well with a horizontal building. At all events I think it quite

clear that thoy do not go well with a vertical one ; they confuse and
weaken its effect. Kepton's necessary conclusion, of course, is that

Gothio buildings go with round forms of trees, because, he says,
" thoy have a varied sky line, and hence are peculiarly suited to sites

where the shape of the ground hides the lower part of the building,

while its roofs are relieved by trees, whose forma contrast with those

of the Gothio outline." We do not, in the present day (at least I

hope very few of us), go about dropping a Grecian building on to

the country here and a Gothic one there, just as fancy and the

nature of the site may determine ; but, in their essential meaning,

these remarks, if true, are as true now as when they were written.

Further on we find sentiments on the subject of combination of the

house with landscape, which are quite refreshing :
" When the lawns,

the woods, and the water, and the general face of the surrounding

country, are on so extensive a scale, the only means of preserving

the same characteristics is by extending the plan of the house

also ; and how can this be affected unless we adopt the Gothio style

of architecture ? In Grecian or modem buildings it has been con.

sidered an essential part of the plan to conceal all the subordinate

appendages of the mansion. Gothic enables U3 to use these in

extending the design." Now, though Beptou's notion of Gothic

would probably horrify most of us, yet there is excellent sense and

true perception of architectural treatment in this. Kepton illus-

trates this by the view of Bayham, in which he points out how
the size and extent of the buildings, which are formed round a
large quadrangle, are clearly traceable through the contours

of the foliage, and thus the idea of largeness and extent is conveyed

which could never have been obtained had the house been combined
into a single block, and the offices planted out of sight. Indeed,

upon this system, formerly so universal, and still practised to a great

extent, of planting the offices out of sight, Repton is sarcastic, saying

that he has often been required to plant trees for this purpose, which,

during the lifetime of the architect and the owner, never do conceal

the offices, and which, in the lives of their successors, always have
to be cut down to give a free circulation of air to the buildings.

One other remark is worth quoting, viz., that " no form of building,

as a rule, looks so insignificant in a landscape, in proportion to its

actual size, as a cube," a fact which I have had occasion to verify

myself in an instance I shall mention, and which is owing to that

form presenting nothing to lead the eye in any one direction of

length, breadth, or height. He adds very pithily that " symmetry
may make an extensive building look small ; irregularity will make a

small building look large." In thus referring to Repton, Mr. Stathara

said :—I have purposely avoided alluding to anything connected with
landscape gardening, which is the main subject of his work, because

my object in this paper was to speak of architecture only in its con.

nectiou with natural landscape in its widest sense. But I would
advise those interested in the matter to look up Repton; allowing

for the difference in architectural insight and knowledge in his

day, they will find a great deal that is both sensible and suggestive.

He was the acknowledged authority in his own day ; and one of the

most amusing chapters in Jane Austen's best story, " Mansfield

Park," describes a dinner-table discussion as to the beautifying of a
mansion and grounds, in which " Mr. Repton " is frequently referred

to as constituting the court of final appeal. The principles he advo-

cates, and which in the main I think are correct, would lead, however,
to the conclusion that Greek architecture cannot well be assimilated

with rounded and irregular foliage forms, which I should scarcely

adopt : indeed, though 1 feel I am about to draw upon myself the con.

tempt of the majority of my audience, I must confess that I never see

the open colonnades in Hyde Park Gates, and the trees in the park
through them, without being pleased with the effect; and here I think

is again the condition of contrast of line, the symmetrical grace of

the Greek ** order," with the unsymmetrical grace of the living foliage.

As a combination of another kind may be noted the effect of the large

heavy dark forms of the Yew trees in Hampton Court gardens, with
the Palace as a background. The trees might have a better architec.

tural background (with all deference to Mr. Stevenson), but the

general effect is the same, and may stand as an illustration of the

combination of conical trees with a heavy mass of horizontal archi.

tecture; the cone form is not acute or strongly marked, to be sure,

but the character of the foliage is spiky, not rounded. The question

as to the character of trees which ally themselves best with a build,

ing depends, however, very much on whether we consider it in

regard to natural scenery, or to the formation of an artificial garden
effect. In the latter case the trees are planted in some more or less

symmetrical relation to the building, becoming really a portion of

the architectural effect ; and, perhaps, Hampton Court comes more
under this category.

The Sea Side.

If we consider architecture in its relation to the sea and to sea-

coast effect, there cannot be a shadow of a doubt to what form of

expression in building the aim of the architect should be directed.

The sea is always associated with ideas of power, grandeur, or of as

desolating fury of the elements ; and in many of the finest coast

scenes the facts tally with the associations, for a considerable part

of the year at least. The whole expression of a building to face the

sea should be one of stern power and solidity. It should have the air

of being rooted and buttressed in the rock, beyond all fear of being

shaken or threatened by the invasion of the wind and waves. To
my thinking the architect could hardly have a commission more
calculated to stimulate his enthusiasm for the poetical side of his

profession than the command to place upon a site overlooking the

open ocean a building which should be in keeping with such a posi-

tion. All the grander and more monumental effects of architecture,

which modern life seldom gives occasion for, and even scorns at

involving useless expenditure, are here not only permissible to him,

but are actually the indispensable elements of success in his under-

taking. He has a right by the very conditions of the problem, to bo

liberal in the thickness and massiveness of his masonry, to discars

all prettiness and trivial ornamentation, to reduce the area of hd
window openings, to give to his walls that broad expanse of solid

stone which shall seem as impervious to all buffetings of the wind

as is the rook itself ; he has to realise the fine line of the Poei

Laureate, where he likens one of his heroes to a tower—

•

That stood four-square to all the winds that blow.

It is vexatious to think that (partly owing, I suppose, to the

nomadic or intermittent nature of seaside populations) seaside archi.

tecture in general is marked by so exactly the reverse of the

characteristics I have endeavoured to describe—that seaside houses

are commonly the type of all that is sham and rioketty. No archi-

tectural object plays so important a part in landscape as a tower.

In a flat country it is invaluable as an addition to the landscape ; but

it is also not ineffective in the neighbourhood of hills, provided they

are not so near or on so large a scale as to dwarf it. Turner, in his

Salisbury, gives great effect to the spire by taking a view which

causes it just to break the lino of the hill behind—evidently with in-

tention ; and in his remarkably effective view of Harfleur, the great

spire, white in the light, is rather aided in effect than otherwise by

the sloping lines of the hill to the right. These and other instances

in Turner would suggest that under such conditions a tower and spire

should be so placed that from the best point for a view of them they

should appear to overtop the hills and break upon the sky. In

speaking of towers, it may be noticed that Claude, in his architectural

subjects, almost always places in some part of his picture a plain

heavy round tower as a kind of foil or contrast to his columnar or

renaissance architecture. Turner seeks for contrast in his tower

subjects, but he seeks for it in light and shadow ; and where he has

two objects of this kind of about the same size and importance, he

always puts one of them in light and the other in shadow. Since it

became my fortune to live almost, I may say, under the towers of

^yestminster, I have been constantly struck with the beauty of this

effect. These two towers at either end of Westminster Palace seem

to have all kinds of expressions as different lights fall on them ; and

yon may step out to find the Victoria Tower clad in purple and fine

gold, resplendent and glowing, while the clock tower wears an almost

threatening aspect ; turn a moment after, and behold the scene is

changed, and the clock tower is all glitter, and its prouder neighbour

has relapsed into gloom. If, then, the aspiring architect has the rare

good fortune of having to erect anything large enough to have two

towers, keep them sufficiently apart to afford room for this varied

play of heaven's light upon them, this constaut poetry of architectural

expression. I cannot quit this subject without remarking on the

interest and charm of the various views of the Victoria Tower

which you get coming down the Thames from Putney or

Chelsea. It is worth while to go a little way up the river to

watch the effect of this tower as you come down again, and the

varied aspects and perspective positions which it assumes. Few
things in architectural effect are more striking than the use made of

towers in the mediscval French chateau, where the dwelling part of the

chateau is placed on a high rock or plateau, and the tower seems to

plant a foot on the ground below, as if as a sentinel. Any one who

examined the French Commission drawings in the International

Exhibition must have been struck with the prevalence of this

arrangement, and its remarkable effect upon architectural expression

on plan as well as on construction. Turner was evidently taken

with it, as his view of Chateau d'Amboise indicates. The part

which buildings play in giving scale to the distance in a landscape

is very important, and if the architect hat any regard for the effect

of his building on the scenery, he should endeavour to give it an
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ontline aud proportion which will harmonise with the scale of the
landscape, and to place it so as to afford an opportunity for assisting
perspective effect. An instance of the value of a building in regard
to this latter point is seen in a study of Claude, where the small
building on the distant plain, evidently, from its outline, a building
of the same class and size as that near the foreground, contributes
largely towards increasing the scale and effect of the distance. The
question of colour and tone is important, too, in its effect in connec-
tion with landscape. In the course of the expedition of this
society into Northamptonshire, when I was a somewhat indolent
member of the party, we visited a place called West Deeping, where
there was a quiet old brown stone church of not very remarkable
interest. At all events, it did not tempt me into sketching, and I
strolled round to look into the water rushing through the milldam,
and in so doing opened out a view of a brand new parsonage behind
the old church, all red, black, and yellow brick, tuck.pointed, and
everything proper. I did not get over the shock for some time, and
perhaps you will feel as unkindly towards the brick parsonage as I

did when I say that it first suggested this paper. This part of the
subject, however, is far too e-ttensive to go into at the close of a
paper, but I think a general means of avoiding harsh and crude
effects is to aim at employing, as much as possible, the building
materials of the district, because these are what form the basis of
the tone of the landscape, and though any new building looks raw
and crude at first in the landscape, it will, if built of a material
indigenous te the district, very soon begin to assume a harmonising
tone. Not, however, that I would by any means speak slightingly
of brick as a picturesque material', but I confess to an absolute
hatred of the buff or yellow brick. It harmonises with nothing

j

it is gaudy when new, and insipid and useless when weather-worn.
But a rich.toned, not too bright, red brick looks very well in com.
bination, especially with a wooded country. I noticed an observa-
tion in Repton (if I may refer to him once more) that a largo red
house is not displeasing, though he seems to think a small one is.

I was struck with this, having observed in the architectural room
of the Academy tho last two or three years a tendency towards
large red houses, and one I remember very well, though I forget
the architect, where the red tone was carried in an almost uniform
tint over the roofs also by means of tiles ; the site was well wooded,
close up to the house, and the effect, as shown in the water-colour
drawing, was exceedingly pleasing. As to small houses, most of us
remember the " red house " at Northampton. There is something,
also, to be said for white in a landscape where grace rather than
richness is tho prevailing character. You will, perhaps, think I am
naming rather a trivial instance, but in walking up St. James's
Park, on some recent autumn mornings, I have been much pleased
by the effect of the long white front of Carlton Terrace glittering
in the sunlight, and seen through a network of thinly-clad trees.
It would be pleaaanter to think it was marble, no doubt; but let
" Compo." have a good word for once. This kind of combination of
white building with a screen of trees was liked by Turner, who
has given a fine instance of it in his imaginary scene, called
" The Garden of Boccaccio," in tho National Gallery. There is one
other point on which I should wish to raise a question, and that is

in regard to a very prevalent and increasing disposition on the part
of some of tho ablest members of our profession, who, again, are
imitated by their Juniors, towards what can only bo described as
more or less a " rustic style " for large country houses. Some of
tho compositions of this kind, seen from time to time in exhibitions
and in the illustrations of the architectural journals, are so
picturesque in themselves, and are in the best instances set forth
by such capital aud artistically effective drawing, that tho judgment
is disarmed on looking at them. Yet it is open to serious question
whether this is, after all, the thing. In the first place it may be
doubted whether the comparative refinement and culture of modern
life, regarding which there is now little real distinction between
the country and tho town, meets with the beat architectural expres-
sion in a building conveying the impression of being a group of
cottages thrown together into a house, with a turret added as a
leading feature ; then, as to tho connection of the house with the
landscape ; I used the word " picturesque " in regard to this style
of house, and it is so, but it seems to aim at including all the
picturesque within itself and presenting, one might almost say, the
aspect of landscape and hoase in one.

Seedling, Sweeting.

—

Musa : Champa, Woodbridge.

—

Pears : Beurrc
de L'Assomption, R. H. S. Chiswick ; Lucy Grieve, Grieve

;

Pitmaston Dnchesse d'Angonlome, Kemp.

Certificated Fruits and Vegetables.—The following received
first-class certificates at Chiswick and South Kensiugton this year,
viz.—Cea?is : Carter's Mammoth Long-pod, Carter and Co.; Seville
Long-pod, Vilmorin et Co.—Potatoes ; Barron's Perfection and
Early Dimmisk, Parquhar ; Bountiful, Fenn ; Cattell's Eclipse,
Cattell

; Dwarf White, Bliss and Sons.— Tojiioto : Carter's Green-
gage, Carter and Co.—Gropes : Mrs. Pearson, Pearson ; Venn's

THE H OUS EHOLD.
Boiling Fruit in a Copper Kettle.—In preparing Apple

butter in a copper kettle, where fresh cider is boiled down and
thickened by adding sweet Apples cut in slices, and the whole kept
on the fire for thirty-six to forty.eight hours, wouldthe danger of

poisoning be certain, and how would it show itself with the persons
partaking of it ?—JuB. A. [Answer by Prof. S. W. Johnson, in the
Triiune ; Acids like those in fruits as well as vinegar do not act on
metallic copper, except with co-operation of the oxygen of the
air. Therefore, Apple juice or vinegar may be boiled in clear

copper kettles without danger of dissolving the metal, for the
escaping steam excludes the air; but in the process of heating
up and of cooling down in open vessels some copper will go into

solution. If the process is quickly and skilfully conducted, so little

copper will pass into the Apple butter as not to damage it or make
its consumption unhealthy. But if the Apple juice slowly simmers
for forty-eight hours, tllB quantity of copper dissolved might bo
highly injurious. Acute copper poisoning, following the ingestion of

considerable quantities of soluble copper compounds, but not enough
to produce speedy vomiting, occasions severe inflammation of the

stomach, intestines, and liver, with vomiting, spitting, and bloody
diarrhcea, also constant headache, yellow complexion, cramps,
lameness, and staggering. Chronic copper poisoning is followed by
the same symptoms, in milder forms, with weakness of the limbs,

pallor, and waste of flesh. It is not improbable that weak, dyspeptic
persons have these evils aggravated, and suffer severely from
swallowing small amounts of copper that are totally harmless to

strong and healthy people. The use of vessels of copper for cooking,

of plated, lead-soldered tins, for canning acid fruits, of lead pipes for

siphons, Ac, in making vinegar, and for water service, occasions, in

careless hands, an immense amount of suffering in tho way of chronic
poisoning.]

Apples.^With most of ns the value of the Apple as an article of

food is greatly underrated. Besides containing a large amount of

sugar, mucilage, and other nutritive matter. Apples contain vegetable
acids, aromatic qualities, &c., which act powerfully in the capacity of

refrigerants, tonics, antiseptics, and, freely used at the season of

mellow ripeness, prevent debility and indigestion, averting, without
doubt, many of the " ills which flesh is heir to." The operatives of

Cornwall consider ripe Apples nearly as nourishing as bread, and far

more so than Potatoes. In the year 1801—which was a year of

much scarcity—Apples, instead of being converted into cider, were
sold to the poor; and the labourers asserted that they could " stand
their work " on baked Apples without meat, whereas Potato diet

required the addition of meat or other substantial nutriment. The
French and Germans use Apples extensively. The labourers depend
upon them as an article of food, and frequently make a dinner of

sliced Apples and bread. There is no food cooked in so many different

ways in our country as Apples, nor is there any fruit the value of

which, as an article of nutriment, is so great and yet so little

appreciated.

Potatoes Soufflees.—Those delicious blistered Potatoes are
rarely or never seen on English tables. The Potatoes, if small, are
simply cut in halves; if large, cut into three or more slices; these are
fried in the usual way, but arc taken out before they are quite done,
and set aside to get quite cold ; when wanted they are fried a second
time, but only until they are of a light golden colour, not brown.
Lemon Butter for Tarts is made by using 1 lb. of pulverised

white sug.ar, tho whites of six eggs and yolks of two, together with
three Lemons, including grated rind and juice ; cook twenty minutes
over a slow fire, stirring it constantly. 'Thus treated, it is excellent.

Potatoes Sautees.—These are even more agreeable with meat
than fried Potatoes. Cold boiled Potatoes are sliced up, and tossed

np in a saucepan with butter, mixed with a little chopped Parsley,
till they are lightly browned. Pure goose or other dripping is by
many cooks preferred to butter for this purpose. The acme of

delicacy in the cooking of Potatoes is achieved in what is called

Puree of Potatoes.—This only differs from English mashed
Potatoes in the employment of more milk and butter, and in the
whole being carefully reduced to a perfectly smooth thick cream,
like mixture. Where economy is a great object, and where rich

dishes are not desired, the following is an admirable mode of

mashing Potatoes. Boil them till thoroughly done, having added a
handful of salt to the water, then dry them well, and with two forks
placed back to back, beat the whole up till no lumps are left. If done
rapidly, Potatoes thus cooked are extremely light and digestible.
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THE LI B R A R Y.

THE COMPLETE MEASURER*
Tnis concise manual, consisting of 380 pages, is one likely to
prove useful to gardeners and others having occasion to

measure either timber, stone, or other building and fencing
materials. It is arranged on the ready-reckoner principle, so
that all trouble in working out a series of intricate rules is

saved. Not only are the best methods of measurement shown,
and in some instances illustrated by means of wood-cuts, but
the erroneous systems pursued by dishonest dealers are fully

exposed. Taken as a whole, the work must be nonsidered to

&>

i
No. 1. No. 3. No. 3.

be a valuable addition to every gardener's library. The follow-

ing extracts and illustrations will serve to show what may be
expected to be found in such parts of the work as are not
tabular

:

To take the dimensions of a round tree or any similar body, mea-
sure its length in feet by a rod, tape, or carpenter's mle, and then
take its circumference in the middle with a piece of common whip-
cord, doubling the cord into four equal parts, and so apply it to the

carpenter's rule, to learn the quarter girt in inches with any frac-

tional quarter or quarters of an inch that there may be. Or the

circumference of the tree may be taken with a narrow, non-elastic

painted tape having spaces of four inches marked upon it, each space

• " The Complete Measurer." By Richard Horton, Second Edition. With
important additions. London : Lockwood & Co,

being numbered in successive rotation as girting inches, and every
such space subdivided into four equal parts by a partial mark on the
tape, to answer aa quarters of inches. A purchaser will prefer using
the whipcord, unless at the commencement of the tape 'i of an inch
is given in the measurement as an equivalent to him for the accus.
tomed advantage obtained by tho doubling of the whip-cord to apply
to the carpenter's rule to find the quarter girt of the tree. The tape
when passed round the treo shows its quarter girt forthwith. These
directions for taking the dimensions of a tree or pillar is under tho
consideration of its size being the same throughout, as instanced by
the diagram No. 1 ; or of the tree or column tapering regularly from
one end to the other, after the manner of the diagram No. 2. But
when the sizo of a tree is not regular its whole length, in consequence
of sudden variations in its circumference, each part or length of it so

varying in girt must be measured separately, in conformity with the
subjoined diagram, No. 3, and then the contents of the different

parts added together. Having obtained the length and the quarter
girt as directed, we refer to tho top of tho table for such quarter
girt, and beneath it, opposite to the length of the tree found in the

outward columns of the page, is shown the]solid contents of the tree,

or portion of the tree as may be.
Length. Quarter Girt. Solidity.
Feet. Inches. Feet.
U 17 36i
9 11 9i
II 8S 7

63

If the improbability ever should arise that the length or the quarter

girt of a tree should exceed the limits of this table, the same method
of ascertaining the quantity of the tree may be resorted to here as

was pursued in the last table. Any part of a timber tree not girting

24 inches (that is 6 inches its quarter girt), is not usually considered

timber, and is exclitded from the measurement, unless by agreement
to the contrary. To exemplify the principle upon which this round

SlDEnF SQ 16 -k IN.^

BElNCs-OF THE CIRT.

timber table is compiled, antl to represent how to acquire the true

quantity of any round body, be its size what it may, as also to clearly

show the construction of the square.sided timber table which Hoppus
erroneously adopts for round timber, the above diagram of the

transverse section of a tree with its demonstrations is extracted from
my set of published calculations entitled " Underwood and other

Tables."

The above circular figure, showing the transverse section of

the tree, and the square figure that is substituted and computed by
Hoppus in lieu of it, by considering one.fourth of the circumference

of the circle sufficient for the side of a square that shall contain an
equal area to the circle, fully demonstrates the fallacy of the cus.

tomary method of measurement. It is obvious that the area of such

a square must be much less than that of the circle, although the four

sides of the one are equal to the circumference of the other. It is

known that the area of a circle whose circumference is 1, is 0795, &o.,

upon which calculation I have computed the quantities in my table

;

but in this example I adopt tho usual practice of substituting '08, as

this deviation causes a considerable abbreviation in the calculation

of the area of circles, with very little difference arising in the result.

To elucidate the tradesman's loss by Hoppus's mode of measure,

ment, we will suppose a mason buys a square-sided piece of marble,

measuring in each of its thicknesses 21 inches, and in its length 20
feet, tor the purpose of making it into a circular pillar. By reference

to the square-sided timber table it is seen this square piece of marble

contains 61 solid feet. After converting it into as large a circular

pillar as possible, it will girt 66 inches, and to obtain the solidity of

it, Hoppus takes 16i inches (the quarter girt of 66 inches), and refers

to the sgitare-sided timber table, where the quantity is given at 37i
feet in the round pillar, making a loss of 23i feet in the conversion

of the marble from a square to a circular column. By applying to

this round timber table, it appears that the true content of the cir.

cular pillar, measuring 66 inches in circumference by 20 feet long,

is 48 solid feet, and for which the tradesman should charge

his customer, instead of for only 37i feet, the false amount
obtained from Hoppus's table. As a palliation for the extra,

ordinary sacrifice thus made by the sellers of round timber, the
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purchasers obserye that they are entitled to an allowance for waste

arising in hewing the tree. That an allowance ought to be made is

unquestionable, but it should be a just one between the two parties,

and to this end I would submit that the proportion of Jth of the

solidity of round timber trees be allowed for the waste, and I here

demonstrate my reason for coming to such a conclusion. Referring

to the transverse section of the tree, I have its circumference before

hewing G6 inches, and its side after the hewing 8 03959 inches, and I

will suppose the tree to be 30 feet long.

Example.—Required the content of a tree that measures G6 inches

round and 30 feet long.
Hoppus's

CoBnrCT Wat.
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THE GARDEN.
" This is an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather :

The Aki rrsEir is Natubb."—Shakespeare.

but

FORCING POTATOES.
TuE Potato is undoubtedly one ot the most welcome of early

vegetables, and a dish of young Potatoes in March or April is

appreciated nearly as much as a dish of Strawberries. Both
of these we have always contrived to have in quantity every
Easter for the last ten years ; Strawberries, of course, earlier

than that ; but the Potatoes I do not think worth having
before the middle or end of March, unless as a novelty. I have
known great pains taken to secure a dish or two before that

time by growing the Potatoes in pots in hothouses, but the

liroduoe I never considered worth the time spent on it, apart
from the question of space and materials. The Potato is very
easily forced into growth, but unless the culture is conducted
with some attention, very little crop, if any, is likely to result.

Hence it is rarely forced, even in large establishments, being
considered not worth the trouble on a large scale. This is a
mistake, however. Apart from the gratification of having
them on the table, they may be forced early in sufficient

quantity to pay for the outlay in any private establishment.

To do more than this, the frames must be utilised iu another
manner after the Potatoes are over, as I shall hereafter point
out. It is perfectly hopeless attempting to force the Potato
early unless the foliage can bo exposed to the greatest

amount of light possible, aud the necessary temperature
be maintained. I am not, therefore, going to recommend any
haphazard plan, but one that will succeed if carried out
properly. I must first say a few words about the Potato pit,

which should be a brick structure, 7 feet wide and 5 feet deep
at the back, and of any length required. This depth will allow
of 3 feet of pit for a hot-bed of leaves, which will be necessary

for the earliest crops, and half the brickwork may, of course,

be below the ground level. A 3-inch hot-water pipe, taken
along the back of the pit and round the front, will be ample
heating power. The brick walls should be 9 inches thick, but
the back wall may be " set off," within 1.5 inches of the top, to

half a brick, which will be sufficient for the framework to rest

upon ; and the ledge so formed inside will be highly useful for

Strawberries in pots, or bedding stuff, &c. Such pits can be
built cheaply, and the sashes and excellent substantial framing
can now be bought, painted and glazed with 21-oz. glass in

readiness for fixing, for a little over 20s. a yard. I am
describiug the pits in use here for Potato forcing. They have
paid themselves over aud over again. After the Potatoes are

over in April and May, a quantity of Tomato plants, which
have been sown in February and pushed on to big plants
anywhere about the Vineries, are planted in the frames and
trained over the bed, a few old Pea sticks being laid under
them to keep the fruit off the ground. From June till

November we get enormous crops from these plants, with
little or uo attention. There is always a ready market for

Tomatoes, and, what we do not use, fetch readily from 4d. to 6d.

per pound in the nearest market, and it does not take many
Tomatoes to weigh a pound. I record this fact for the benefit

of those to whom the Potato frame is a question of expense.
If the frames are not needed otherwise during summer, suffi-

cient Tomatoes may be grown in them to defray all expenses.
Presuming the first crop has to be ready towards the end of

March, it should be planted about the end of December, and,
with this object, 3 feet of leaves should be put into the pit a
week or two before, and allowed to settle, after having been
trodden hard when put in. It is not desirable that the bottom-
heat should be above 65° or 70°; if higher than this it forces

the Potatoes unduly during the dull winter months, and no
tubers arc formed worth speaking of. For this reason I never
use a hotbed at all for the second crop—planted in February
to be ready by May—and it is always the best. At that season,

if the top-heat is properly maintained, sufficient heat will be
imparted to the soil to promote a healthy growth ; 9 inches ot

soil—light, loamy, spent soil, from an old Melon or Cucumber

bed will do well—should be laid on the leaves when they

have settled sufficiently, or it may at once be thrown into

little ridges with the hand, 7 inches deep and 18 inches apart,

the ridges to run across the bed, supposing the pit to face

south. The object of the ridges is to save earthing up the

Potatoes, or top dressing, when they have grown, which
cannot be done without abusing the tender stems. The sets

are planted in the furrows so formed and barely covered at

first, and after the stems have grown about a foot the ridges

are levelled in about them, which can be done easily and
expeditiously with the hand. The Potato, when forced, is very

apt to form tubers near the surface of the soil, consequently

mouldiug-up in some way must be done to prevent the best

tubers from greening. Indeed, I have found it necessary,

sometimes, to top-dress as well, where the stems were growing
vigorously j ust when the tubers were forming. For this reason

I have never forced any other kinds than Mona's Pride and
the common Ashleaf ; both are adapted for the purpose, as

they make short tops—an important consideration in forcing.

The Royal Ashleaf is too luxuriant a grower. I plant the first

named for the earliest dishes, as it gets to a useful size soon
;

but the common Ashleaf is best for the main crop. Some
advise saving seed from the earliest crops for forcing; but

this is not of much consequence with crops planted in

December. The Potato starts easily into leaf, after which the

stem depends upon its own proper roots for sustenance, and
the chief object then is to secure a quantity of good healthy

foliage ; weedy stems crowded thickly together will never yield

decent-sized tubers. I select sound tubers, of fair size, a short

time before the pit is got ready for planting, lay them
closely together in a shallow box, and cover them with

about -J inch of soil. They are started in any of the houses or

pits where the temperature is about 60°, giving them scarcely

any water at this stage. As soon as they have grown about

an inch, or less, all the buds are rubbed clean off but one

strong one, and the sets are finally planted iu the bed, in the

bottom of the little furrows before described, 6 inches apart,

with the bud end of the sets all lying one way. They are then

barely covered with soil, and planting is done ; no water is

given at this stage either. In this way I get twelve or thirteen

sets into a row, in a pit of 6 or 7 feet wide, and I reckon con-

fidently on each row giving, at least, one good dish of Potatoes,

sufficient for a considerable party. If the single stem system

is adhered to, each root should yield three or four good-sized

Potatoes and some small ones. Avoid crowding the shoots.

A good stout stem with a head of broad healthy leaves always

indicates large tubers. I sometimes take the trouble to put a

small stake to the stems, to keep them from falling down

;

when standing up erect to the light they receive its full

benefit, and this is everything so early in the season. I have

seen forced Potatoes with stems 2 or 3 feet long, lanky and

soft, without a tuber above the size of a Bean at the root, and
all through hard forcing and crowding. Little or no water

should be given from the time they are planted till the

Potatoes are fit to get in, unless it be near the pipes, where the

soil is apt to get dry ; the stems damp off readily if too much
water is given, and, besides, the Potatoes are not good to cat.

A night temperature of from 60° to 65° is quite high enough,

and an abatement of 5° may be made in these figures in cold

weather. On bright days it may run up to 75° or 80° with

safety, but always with a free circulation of air. I do not

adopt the usual practice of ventilating only at the back of the

frame, as I find the plants placed there are much retarded, if

not starved, by doing so, while those near the front pipes are

roasted. I ventilate at the front by pulling the sashes up 2 or

3 inches, which allows the air to rush in over the front pipe,

getting warmed by the contact before entering the pit, and,

passing over the Potatoes, it escapes out between the glass and

the wall-plate at the back. I ventilate all our frames in this

way, as it ensures a more regular temperature throughout the

structure, and cold draughts, such as result from opening the

sashes widely at the back only, are completely avoided.

When the crop is almost fit to get in, the pit should be

kept dry, airy, and warm, though nothing like ripening

the plants need be attempted. The object is to got good

tubers fit for use as soon as possible ; and, if they have

been grown as here directed, rather on the dry side.
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they will, when large enough, be ready for the table.

For the second crop, to be fit to get in by the 1st of May, I

plant in February ; the treatment is the same, only that it is

not necessary to use leaves for bottom-heat. By the above
plan, Potatoes may be had when desired independently of the

weather, but I ought to state that it is not necessary to go to the

expense of building brick pits and heating apparatus to have
Potatoes early. To attempt to have them as early as March or
April, however, with the aid of fermenting materials alone,

involves much labour and trouble, and the results are, at

the best, uncertain. Still, with the simple leaf hotbed and
wooden frames, they can be had a long while before the earliest

outdoor crops are ready. Frames suitable for the purpose can
now be bought cheaper, as a rule, than they can be made at

home; they may be had, carriage paid to their destination
(if within 200 miles), at exactly the same price (20s. per
running yard) as the sashes for the pits before desci-ibed, to

which they are similar, so far as glazing, painting, and excel-

lence of construction are concerned. Such structures are a
capital investment for gardens of moderate extent, as they can
be turned to almost any purpose, will last for many years
with a little care, and, being portable, are, of course, the pro-
perty of the tenant. For Potato forcing, such frames should
be pla,ced on a leaf-bed, and it is an excellent plan to thatch
them with straw outside, which will save much trouble with
linings in frosty weather. This thatching can be performed
quickly Ijy any labourer, for he has only to get a bundle of

clean drawn Wheat sti'aw, and tuck it round the outside of the
frame with two or three Hues of tar-band, hooking the band
round a nail about every 2 feet, as he goes on, and after-

wards cutting the straw square off with the knife, level with
the top of the frame. In such frames the Potatoes may
bo planted in February, after starting as before advised,
and brought on as fast as the weather and economised sun-
heat will permit ; or the Potatoes may be forwarded in 5-inch
pots, and planted out about the 1st of March. But, when
forwarded in this way, say till thoy are perhaps inches high,
they must be kept growing, by close attention to hot linings
applied to the sides of the frame, or by shutting up early in

the afternoon, so as to make the most of the sun-heat. Water
must be given sparingly. Out of such frames we have had
excellent crops of Mushrooms from spawn inserted in the soil

after the Potatoes were planted ; but the success of the Mush-
rooms depends upon the temperature of the bed being kept
up to about 70", and the sparing supply of water till the
Potatoes are got, when the bed should get one or two good
waterings with tepid water, which will bring the Mushrooms
to the surface if they are there. As the Potato-stems get
almost in contact with the glass soon after planting, and are
ajjt to get caught by the frost, care must be taken to cover
the sashes with a little of the driest of the litter at uight
whenever there is danger from frost. A very thin sprinkling
of dry straw will keep out more frost than any kind of cloth
covering, being one of the best non-conductors. Those who
are desirous of making the forced and out-door crops shake
hands should forward a quantity in pots or pans, and plant
out in a warm south border when they are 4 inches high,
about the 1st of April—always having a little dry straw handy
in case of frost. J. S. W.

DATE PLUMS.
The recent introduction of some new Japanese varieties of Date
Plum has given a new interest to the genus Diospyros not to be
passed over. The notes which follow aro the results of actual obser-
vation, and may, therefore, be worth patting on reoord. In the first

place, wo will say a few words respecting the state of the question
both horticnitnrally and botanic.ally. Until within the last few years
there were only three species and a few varieties of Diospyros culti-
vated out-of-doors in European gardens. The commonest, D. lotns
from the Caucasus, also called the Italian Date Plum, as it is foand
in a half wild condition in the Italian peninsula, is known by its

pleasing habit and yellow fruit, about the size of a Cherry, upon
which the thrushes and blackbirds feast in the aui-umn. Another
species is D. virginiana, the Virginian Date Plum or Persimmon, as
it is called in America, a much larger plant in all its parts. It has
handsome shining foliage, and its round orango-yellow fruit is
as large as a Green Gage Plnm, and edible, though not of a

particularly good flavour. The remaining species, foand in

nurseries, are, in our opinion, simply varieties of this. In
1789, a third species was inti'oduced from Japan, differing

entirely from the two preceding and known in Japan as a
fruit tree, under the name of Kaki (D. Kaki). This tree will

only succeed in the Orange region, where it bears a roundish fruit,

as large as a small Apricot, yellow and sugary when ripe, and known
under the name of Figues caques. It is now rather widely dispersed
in the south of France. We saw a fine specimen of it in Italy, in the

botanic garden at Pisa, and Prof. Caruel, the director, kindly gave
us some of its fruit, which has something of the taste of a thoroughly
ripe Medlar, but it is more sugary. Things remained thus until

about the year 1859, when the Paris Museum of Natural Ilistory

received a consignment from Mr. E. Simon, in China, which con-
tained a new species of Diospyros. The plant grew and flowei'ed,

and showed fruit in 1869. At first M. Carriure thought ho had the
trne D. Kaki, but soon discovered his error and described the new
plant as D. costata. Afterwards he attempted to show that the

supposed D. Kaki cultivated in the South was really a Xepaulese
species, which he proposed to call D. Rosbnrghii. In reply to this,

Mr. Decaisne declared the plant named costata by Carriers to bo
no other than the D. Sohi-tse of Bunge. The new tree was
propagated under the name of D. costata. We possess a fine speci.

men of it at Lacroix in Toaraine, where it grows vigorously, its largo

shining leaves resembling thase of Magnolia Soulangeana, and its

luxuriant habit rendering it highly ornamental. Its handsome
orange fruit, as large as a Peach, ripens towards the end
of autumn, and gives it rank as a valuable fruit tree. There
are four well marked species of Date Plum which wo possess
in Europe at the present time. But there are also several

badly-defined varieties of North American origin in cultivation.

Indeed, they are scarcely worth the trouble of distinguishing, but
we may roughly characterise them as follows, from an examination of

the living plants in the nursery of Mr. Andre Leroy, at Angers.
What is generally held to bo the typical D. virginiana is a handsome
tree with a spreading crown, flat, acuminate, of glabrous and shining
leaves, and a nearly spherical, slightly-depressed fruit, encircled at the

base by a large collar formed of the persistent calyx ; and, besides this,

there are the following varieties :—1. D. v. insignis, of very slender
habit, with Willow-like foliage. 2. D. v. pubescens, described as a
species by the botanist Pursh ; but, in our opinion, a mere variety
having oblong acute leaves, clothed with soft hairs beneath and borne
on long petioles. 3. D. v. angustifolia, the same as the type, except
th.at it has narrower leaves. 1. D. v. villosa, a very remarkable
variety, of which the obtuse leaves recall D. Kaki, but its fruit is not
yet known at Angers. 5. D. v. purpurea, a pretty variety, the leaves
of which when fully developed change to a purple-red. 6. D. v.

Perquini, a beautiful tree with acuminate, shining leaves, closely

approaching what we have seen in many other nurseries under the
name of D. ealycina. 7. D. v. lucida, the last, which we consider the
most valuable of all. It is a slender, graceful tree, with spreading
cylindrical smooth ash-grey branches, medium-sized, glabrous and
shining, yellow-veined leaves tapering to both ends, and supported on
fine petioles. Its abundant sessile fruits are as large as a Green
Gage Plum, perfectly spherical, slightly ribbed, surmoanted by a
cylindrical macro, surrounded at the base by the accrescent calyx,

about an inch broad, and assuming when ripe a beautiful orange
colour. It contains a soft sugary pulp when ripe, recalling the

flavour of Ajiricot marmalade and honej'. We tasted it in company
with Mr. Leroy, and considered it superior to the fruit of all other

varieties we had previously tried. Great confusion prevails respecting

the application of the names D. intermedia, digyna, and stricta,

found in English catalogues of forty years ago, and no faith can be
placed in their present use in collections. They are all the issue of

D. virginiana. The principal object of this notice, says the

Illustration Horticole, is to induce people to cultivate the better

varieties of the Virginian Date Plum. The species was introduced

nearly 250 yeare ago (1629), and it is scarcely known even now.
D. costata is even superior, but it has the disadvantage of being less

hardy, not being able to resist the winters of Paris ; it is still very
rare, and must continue so for a considerable time, whilst D. virgin,

iana is scarcely touched by the frost. In America the latter is

esteemed as a fruit tree, under the name of Persimmon. Its blotted

fruit is eaten with or without sugar, or made into a preserve, like

that of D. Kaki in Japan, of which we recently tasted some samples

sent to the exhibition at Lyons by Mr. Ilonon. It is also employed
in making a kind of cider, spirit, .and beer, with the addition of

hops. Oven-dried they resemble the French Prunes. Were the

Date Plum more widely grown in the deep cool soil of our parks and
gardens in the south of England, and especially the variety lucida,

which Mr. Leroy possesses, we should, perhaps, have another hand,
some tree and another good fruit.
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NOTES OP THE WEEK.

As we write, Bedford Square is undergoing a thorough over-

haul. The fine old Pines stand out grandly as the dwindling, mean,
under.shrub vegetation, common to Bedford, as to other west-central
squares, is being swept away, root and branch, from beneath the
trees that are to remain.

Among Orchids to be sold at Stevens' on the 21st inst., is anew
Masdevallia, named 51. Davisii, in compliment to its collector, Mr. W.
Davis, who discovered it in the Western Cordilleras of South America.
Its bright orange flowers are both handsome and eiiective, and it will

form a welcome addition to the scarlet, vermilion, and white.flowered

kinds.

WniTE Lilac, so popular in Parisian markets, has again
made its appearance in Covent Garden. It is, as we have before

stated, the common purple kind forced in darkness, by which means
ilelicately perfumed pearly-white flowers are obtained, which are

largely employed in the composition of bridal and other choice

bouquets.

The Metropolitan Board of Works, who are now the conser.

vators of Clapham Common, in compliance with the wishes of the

residents of Claplmm, have determined that the Common shall remain
intact, and as an open space, free to the public. Some young trees

have recently been planted by the roadside, and the Common, already

studded with forest trees, will, in time, present a park-like appearance.

The ponds of stagnant water are to be purified, and the Common
drained, but the intention of converting it into dressed ground is

abandoned.

The new edition of Gordon's "Pinetum" is, we understand,

nearly finished, and will be published early next month. It will

contain a hundred pages more than the previous edition, and will be
rendered very complete as regards nomenclature, Mi'. Bohn having
added both English and popular names as well as those under which
the different species are known, not only in Japan and China, but
also in Germany, France, and Eussia. The book is thus fortunate in

having both author and publisher fully acquainted with the subject

on which it treats.

Messrs. Ellw.vn'gek & Bap.ry, of the Mount Hope Nur-
series, Rochester, New York, write to us as follows resiaecting

their finer kinds of Pears and Apples :—This season our finest late

Pears ripened earlier than usual owing to the autumn being very
warm and dry. The Beurre d'Anjou is nearly gone; we have, how-
ever, still Beune gris d'Hiver, Vicar of Winkfleld, Lawrence, Winter
Nelis, and Josephine de Malines ; the last is our best keeping

fine melting Pear. As regards Apples, we have a great crop of

Bibstons. We think, however, that our best winter Apple in

Western New York is the Northern Spy. In the winter of

1818-49, when it was yet new, we presented it to our friends in

Europe and sent a basket of it to the Queen. The Newtown Pippin

does not succeed well here ; it does better near the sea coast and
southward. The Baldwin is the great Apple of the market orchard,

for profit, all over New Y'ork and New England ; next come the Rhode
Island Greening and Roxburg Russet. The late Mr. Robert Thompson
once told us that the two last-named were better suited to the

English taste than any other American Apples. He considered the

Northern Spy to be^the finest Apple he had ever tasted.

At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences, Mr. Thomas Meehan referred to a former com-
munication in which he exhibited specimens of Euphorbia cordata,

or E. hnmistrata, collected by him in the Rocky Mountains, and
which, normally procumbent, had assumed an erect habit on being
attacked by a Fungus, ^oidium Euphorbise hypericifolias. He
now found that the common trailing Euphorbia of our section, B.

maeulata, when attacked by the same Fungus, assumed the same
erect habit. There was an additional interest in this observation,

from the fact that, with change of habit of growth there was a
whole change in specific character in the direction of E. hyperici-

folia. In a comparison of the leading characters of the two species,

we see that in E. maeulata there is a profusely hairy stem, whilo
that of E. hypericifolia is nearly smooth. The same is true of the
fruit. The leaves of the former species are very oblique at the base,

the latter nearly regular. The flowers are produced in all the axils.

In the E. hypericifolia the stems have a tendency to be nodose at

the joints, while E. maeulata is nearly free from this character, and
the flowers are mainly in heads at the end of the branches. The E.

maeulata, after the fungoid attack, becoming erect, also becomes
nodose, and has the flowers on the ends of the comparatively smooth
branchlets, while the leaves have lost their pointed obliquity ; and,

in short, all the characters make an intermediate between the two
species. He said it would not be fair to assume, from these facts,

that Euphorbia hypericifolia was an evolution from E. macula, but.

as there could be no doubt that nutrition was one of the factors in

the government of form, wo could say that certain phrases of nntri.

tion, brought about by an attack of a minute Fungus, would change
the characters in the direction of those in that species.

The " Garden Almanack " will be published next week
as a supplement to The Garden, and will be presented gratis to

subscribers.

Tuis number of TnE Garden contains the first of a series

of articles written by Mr. Thos. Baines, to meet the wants of those

who cultivate their own gardens. The " Amateur's Garden " will,

heuceforwai'd, find a place in our columns every week.

It is intended to hold at Lyons, next year, an International

Exhibition of Potatoes, in connection with the great meeting of the

Cercle Horticole Lyonnais. The schedule will provide for six classes,

and the " premier prix " will be a silver cup, to be awarded to the

competitor who shall have produced the largest and finest crop from
one tuber. The judges will consider quality and quantity as of equal

importance.

Blenheim Orange Apples, grown this year-in an orchard at

Perryfield, Godstone, Surrey, weighed, when gathered, 19 and 22 oz.

each, and fifty on the same tree were each over 1 lb. Mr. Bichai'dson,

the gardener at Perryfield, informs us that the productiveness of the

orchard in question is remarkable, the trees every season for twenty
years being loaded with fruit, even when scarcely any exists in the

neighbourhood. They are planted on a bed of clay in which there

are here and there small nodules of ironstone and flint, and are top.

dressed every other year with stable-dung. Provide good shelter

—

an important point—says Mi'. Richardson, manure well, and prune
every year, and plenty of fruit will be the result.

Or Clapp's Favourite, a Pear to which we have more than

once made favourable allusion, au excellent coloured illustration is

given in the last number of the Bulletin cVArhoriculture. Suflicient

attention has not, hitherto, been given to this variety on account of

its being a summer Pear, but it is none the less valuable on that

account. Its fruit, which is large, is of a citron-yellow colour,

washed with bright red on the sunny side like the Trout Pear. The
flesh is white, delicate, and juicy. In France, this Pear is stated

to have yielded abundant crops, which were fit for gathering in the

end of August and beginning of September ; and it is considered

there to be a good market Pear.

Horticulture is practically taught throughout France, in the

primary and elementary schools. There are at present 28,000

of these schools, each of which has a garden attached to it,

and is under the care of a master who can impart a knowledge of

the first principles of horticulture. Even in the schools to which no
garden is attached the theory of cultivation is taught ; but it has

recently been decided by the Minister of Public Instruction that the

number of school gardens shall be largely increased, and that no one

shall be appointed master of an elementary school unless he can prove

himself to be capable of giving practical instruction in the culture of

the soil. The advantages of this system of practical education can

hardly be exaggerated.

—'— TnE Alden process of drying fruit operates by means of an

ascending current of heated air, by which a portion of the water con.

tained is evaporated. Some of the starch is changed to sugar, and the

fruit rendered sweeter in flavour. This, together with the perfect

cleanliness of the process, makes the product desirable, and it readily

sells at considerably higher prices than that dried in the ordinary way.

According to the Tribune, all kinds of fruit and vegetables are

susceptible to this treatment. A bushel of Apples yields 6 lbs. of

evaporated fruit; a bushel of Peaches, 6 to 8 lbs. ; Tomatoes, 3 lbs.

;

sweet Potatoes, 16 lbs. ; Onions, 4 lbs. ; two dozen ears of sweet com,

1 lb., and other fruit in proportion. The process is a patent, and is

not, so far as we know, in use in this country.

M. Faivee has recently performed a series of experiments

on the Mulberry, Hazel, and Cherry Laurel, which he considers goes

far to prove the fact that the substances which supply the food of

plants have an ascending motion in the bark. For this purpose he

made perfect or imperfect annular incisions through the bark, or

detached pieces of the bark to which buds were attached, or removed

entire cylinders of bark from the trunk. The result of the experi.

ments was that the buds always continued to develop 'when the

communication remained uninterrupted with the lower portion of the

trunk ; while, when this communication was completely destroyed,

the buds invariably withered away. If the bud was separated hj a

perfect annular incision, it withered the more slowly the greater its

distance from the incision ; and in these cases the starch disappeared

entirely from the portions of the wood above the incision between it

and the bud. When entire cylinders of bark with buds on them
were removed, the buds continued to develop, and even produced

branches bearing leaves.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
ORCHIDS WITHOUT OECHID HOUSES.

How is it that Orchids are not more generally grown ? It

caiiuot be that they are too expensive, since the rarer stove-
plants and Ferns are equally as costly to purchase in the first

instance; but many think that Orchids are not only difficult

plants to grow satisfactorily; but, in addition, that they require
houses specially constructed for them. This is an old idea
which, somehow or other, originated when Orchids were first

introduced into this country, and it does not seem to have been
exploded. Yet, notwithstanding all that Williams, Warner,
Anderson, Culley, Hill, Sorley, Bullen, and a score of other
good cultivators have taught us, not only with the pen, but in
their everyday practice, we have, during our visits to many
of the gardens in this country, repeatedly met with Orchids
growing well in stoves, greenhouses, Vineries, Pine-stoves,
and even in pits and frames—indeed Mr. James Anderson used
to grow his tine plants of Masdevallia and Odontoglossums in
an ordinary brick pit just like so many Pelargoniums, and in
few collections that we have seen were the plants so strong
and vigorous as these. A greenhouse temperature is amply
sufficient for many of the beautiful Orchids from the

.

highlands and mountain slopes of India and the New World,
but it is highly necessary that the atmosphere of the house
should contain much more moisture than is in general given
to ordinary greenhouse plants. We have often thought that
it is for want of moisture in the air and at the root, that
in Orchid culture often fails. They are essentially moisture-
lovmg plants, and, if not amply supplied, they soon show
signs of ill health, and eventually succumb. It is impossible
to water Odontoglossums, Disas, Masdevallias, and the cool-
growing Peruvian Orchids too much, summer or winter, pro-
vided that the compost in which they are potted is fresh and
•well-drained. This is an important fact that all growers will
do well to bear in mind, as well as the necessity for inducing
Sphagnum Moss to grow freely on the surface of the compost.
Pew Orchids fail to luxuriate in a compost on which this
Moss grows well, and it exerts a beneficial influence by
keeping the roots in a uniform state of moisture. Any low
span-roof lean-to house or pit may be used as an Orchid-house
with success, if heated so as to keep up a mean winter tem-
perature of .W^, that is 45° as the minimum and 55" as the
maximum temperature. Even if the temperature sinks to
40° no harm will be done, provided that a humid atmo-
sphere is preserved. One very particular point in the
culture of Odoutoglots, cool Orchids, Disas, and Masde-
vallias is, that their rest is not so decided as in the
case of Dendrobes and Cattleyas. This being the case, it
follows that a uniformly humid atmosphere must be main-
tained, together with a free supply at the root. The compost
itself is a great essentia! in the successful cultivation of
temperate Orchids, and should be of such a character as only
to hold a certain quantity of moisture, no matter how much is
supplied from the watering pot. To ensure this, the pots used
must be clean, and at least half full of crocks as drainage.
Fibrous peat and living Sphagnum Moss, with about one-fifth
of thoroughly dried horse-droppings, make an excellent
general compost for nearly all cool-growing Orchids; and
sufficient coarse well-washed sand, or sandstone grit, to keep
the whole in an open or porous state, must be used. The
ordinary fine white sand in general use is much too fine for
these plants, and should never be used if coarser materials can
be obtained. Elevate the pseudo-bulbs of the plant a little
above the rim of the pot, so as to allow all superfluous water
to drain away freely from the base of the plant and the young
growth. If these essentials are duly carried out, cool-grown
Orchids will be found as amenable to culture as tender Ferns
or trqncal stove plants, and arc, perhaps, oven more beautiful
and interesting, and the amateur who attempts their culture
because he is fond of the plants, is sure to succeed. Select
some robust-constitutioned, strong-growing species to com-
mence with, such as Cypripcdiura insigne, Dendrobium nobile,
Udontoglossum grandc, or O. Alc.xandrio, and, if these succeed
to your hking, then add others according to taste and the
space at your disposal. -p. W. B.

BEGONIA FUCHSIOIDES.
Some say that this Begonia rarely flowers well until the second year
of its growth. By the foUewing system of management, however,
good blooming plants of it may be obtained the first year. Aboat
the middle of next month take off cnttiugs, insert them in equal
parts of peat and sand, and plunge them in a good bottom-heat, with
a bell-glass over them. In about three weeks they will be well

rooted. Then pot them off into 5-inch pots, and place them again in

a little bottom-heat, where they can have a moist atmosphere. In
such a situation they will grow rapidly. Never allow them to become
pot-bonnd. The soil I use is three parts strong maiden loam, two
parts Mushroom.bed dung, and one part sand, with plenty of rough
charcoal intermixed. In this they grow like Willows. By July or

August we have had plants 6 feet high and 3 feet through, covered
with scarlet flowers. While in their growing state the shoots should
be kept pinched in, which prevents them getting too gross and woody.
They push out laterals plentifully, and from August till Chiistmas,
and even after that, they will be one mass of bloom. Up to August
they may be grown in a stove, and afterwards moved to the con.
servatory. Some recommend stunting them in small pots to make
them bloom, but that process destroys the beauty of the foUage, and
causes them to produce puny flowers. The pot in which they are
to flower should be about 20 inches deep by 19 inches wide, and if

grown properly they will require all that room. Never allow them
to want water, of which they absorb so much in summer, or they
will turn yellow. Being gross feeders, you may water them with
soot-water, or manure-water, in the proportion of 3 quarts to a
4 gallon can. If this is rightly followed out, you will be doubly paid
for all your trouble, and that, too, during the fi.rst year. After they
have done blooming, remove them to the stove, where they will soon
begin to grow again ; but in order to keep up a stock of Jiue healthy
plants, I would recommend them to be struck from cuttings every
year, and treated in the manner I have just described. J. E.

Tuniridge Wells.

Jalap Plants.—In The Gaede.n of December 5th, you ask if

Convolvulus Jalapa is in cultivation in this country, and if it has been
found hardy ? There is a plant of it in the Botanic Gardens at
Liverpool, where it has been for the last fourteen or fifteen years,
growing on a bed of gravel, the roots being about the size and shape
of the double Cocoa.nnt. I do not think it has ever been tried in the
open ground; perhaps the curator (Mr. J. Richardson), will possibly act
on the suggestion, and give it a trial, and r^ort the result in your
columns. Eiogonium Purga matured seeds with me this season for
the first time ; these are now iu the hands of Mr. Thompson, of
Ipswich, and I have no doubt that it has done so, and much more
freely, in the College Botanic Gardens at Dublin, where both Mr.
Ellacombe's and my own plants originally came from, nine or ten
years ago. Both the Jalap and the Scamony grow luxuriantly,
with me, and I originally intended to recommend their cultivation ou
a large scale in this country for medicinal purposes, but I find that
although they grow freely, and produce, like the common Bindweed,
abundance of fleshy root-stems, from which they may bo readily
increased, they produce but slowly the tuberous roots from which the
active property is extracted, and those are very deficient in resin,

compared with prime imported samples. Judging from my short
experience, it would require from four to six years to fully mature a
crop, and would render it impossible in this country.—J. Tiekman,
Torquay.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Phalsnopsis grandifiora.—A plant of this has jnst opened its flowers hero,
one of which meivsures '.if iiicUes iu breadth. The lip is 1 inch, the stalk is 20
inches in length and is tarnished with nine tlowcr-ljuds. Is not this extra-
ordinary ? My gardener attributes it to the plant being suspended immediataly
over a tank where it is exposed to what is an almost perpetual steaming.—
G. W. Cox. Mont Moiuif, Hcudon. [A plant of this species in the Orchid house
at Kew recently bore flowers equally large.]

Vellosia ccerulescens,—I have just ascertained from Kew (where I sent
the flower of the plant sent tome from Ghent as Vellosia ccerulescens) that
ray plant is not a Vellosia at all, but Barbacenia purpurea, a member of a
family closely allied to the Vellosia, and indigenous to ihe countries from which
they come. The Barbaccniai)urpurea is well figured in Paxtnn's "Magazine
of Botany," Vol. XII., page 27, aud iu the Sotanical Mnjdzinc, Vol. LIV., t.

2,777.— \V. E. Glaiuleton.

The Bull Palm iu the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh.—This Palm
is stated by Mr. M'Xalj to bo about sixty years old. It stands 3ti feet high from
the surface of the floor, and has a clean upright stem li feet in height, the
circumference at the base being 6 feet 4 inches, and 3 feet at the top where the
loaves begin. At prcsontthe leaves are forty in number—the side ones, including
the leaf-stalk, being about 10 feet long. The head of the Palm is somewhat of
a globular shape, 32 feet in diameter, and is covered with large clusters of
fruit.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

Ivy, Yew, Holly leaves and berries.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.
At Christmas, decorations of some kind are, as a rule,

attempted in every house; indeed, one could hardly believe

it was Christmas in the absence o£ Holly, Ivy, and Mistletoe,

which have so long at that season

occupied prominent places in

our households. The custom of

decorating with evergreens is

far from being a modern one.

The Romans, 2,000 years ago,

did the same thing ; indeed it

is more than probable that the

origin of adorning our homes
with Ivy, Holly, and Bay, must
be sought for in the Roman
Saturnalia, held every year

towards the end of December. Formerly the decorations of

rooms consisted of a few branches of evergi-eens stuck here

and there as might be convenient ; but now they are of a much
more complicated character, and require time and skill in

their manufacture. Where decorations of any extent are

annually employed, the week before Christmas is a busy time

with the ladies of the household, as the making of the decora-

tions principally falls to their share.

To make efiective and pretty designs

requires good taste, practice, skill, and
a general knowledge of the materials to

be employed. A few hints, on this sub-

ject, therefore, may prove acceptable,

as I have assisted in making many
decorations at Christmas time, and so

can speak from experience. First come
under our notice the shrubs to be

selected ; though Holly, Ivy, and
Mistletoe are principally used, there are

many other materials which may be
enumerated, and which are admirably
adapted to intersperse with the above so

as to relieve that sameness which would
occur were Holly and other ordi-

nary Christmas evergreens only em-
ployed. Amongst others I may mention
the following :—Arbutus, Aucuba, Bay,

Euonymus, Gold and Silver Hollies,

Ivies of different colours. Laurels, Lau-
rustinus, Portugal Laurel, Spruce and
Silver Firs, Tew, &c. ; also branchlets

of Arbor-vitEe, Cypress, Deodar, Juniper, Thuja, or any
other ornamental shrubs obtainable. Having said so much
for evergreens, let.us advert to the foundations on which they

are to be worked. These consist of the following, for, accord-

ing to the style of decoration, so the foundation must be
selected. For garlands, wire or strong cord should be used

;

the latter is, however, preferable, as it is not so liable to twist

as wire ; and, for what are called

upright wreaths or panels, fine

iron rods are the best. For
ornamental devices perforated

zinc should be used ; for letters,

strong brown paper ; for narrow
headings, where single leaves

only are employed, tape wire
;

for crosses, picture frames,

texts, &c., flat laths, such as are

used in the construction of ceil-

ings by plasterers, or Hazel

rods : and for wreaths strong

wire ; for small garlands fine twine is serviceable. In addition

to the above, several balls of hemp twine (fine and coarse),

large needles and strong linen thread (dark green or black), a
pair of scissors, penknife, and reels of binding wire, must
also be at hand ; and, though last on the list, one of the most
important things to be supplied with is a strong pair of kid
gloves to protect the hands from the scratches and cuts which

Yew, Ivy, Aucuba, Holly leaves and berries.

they are certain to receive if unprotected from the prickly

leaves of Holly or from the binding wire. Although I recom-
mend strong kid gloves, I do not mean them to be thick or in

any way clumsy, as, if that were the case, it would be
impossible to do any of the fine work, such as letters in single

leaves, neatly. Having thus alluded to the diflerent materials
required, let me now direct attention to the manner in which

particular designs arc manu-
factured.

Garlands.— As has been
stated, the best material for the
foundation of these is strong
hemp cord ; a loop should be
made on one end, and this slipped
over a nail or hook, fastened for

the purpose in a wooden table

or in anything that will hold
it firmly. Having a supply
of evergreens at hand, cut

to the required lengths, bind them on tu the cord with fine

twine ; one firm twist of twine will be enough to keep each
bunch of evergreens in its place, and so work down the cord
to whatever length may be requu-ed. A beginner will find it

difiicult to keep the garland even as it is being worked ; but
if such be found to be the case, where it is too full, the pieces
can be thinned out with a pair of scissors. If it is desired to

suspend a garland of large dimensions
at any height, the following shrubs will
be found the best adapted for its con-
struction, viz. :— Arbutus, Euonymus
(common). Holly, Ivy, Laurel, Portugal
Laurel, Spruce and Silver Firs, and
Yew. For giving colour, of course
scarlet berries are indispensable, and
first amongst these ranks the Holly;
but as the berries of the Holly are not
plentiful every season, it may be well
to enumerate a few others which can
be substituted. There is the Arbutus,
its lovely berries looking in the distance
like little clusters of Siberian Crabs

;

and the burst seed-pods of the Glad-
win, which have taken such a prominent
place of late in florists' windows. The
latter can be purchased in town by the
bunch for a very small sum, while
those who live in such counties as
Devon, Somerset, and Dorset can ob-
tain as many as they require by simply
cutting them in the hedge-rows or
Gladwin is to be met with growing
state in those counties. When the

Ivy, Tew, Holly leaves and berries.

on the cliffs, as the
plentifully in a wild
berries of this plant are employed, they must be worked in
with the evergreens at equal distances, as the formation of
the garland is proceeded with ; but the best way to arrange
the Holly berries is to remove all the leaves and cut off the
stems, leaving that portion only which is covered with berries

;

a piece of fine binding wire can
then be fastened round the
stem and passed round the
garland, and, where fastened, hid
amongst the foliage. In this

manner, all the berries can be
added after the garland is made.
Some introduce flowers made of

coloured tissue paper, but I my-
self prefer colour being given
with berries only. Small and
light-looking garlands for sus-
pending from gas brackets, &c.,

can be made on fine twine, in a similar manner to those before
described ; but for this purpose very small-leaved plants should
be employed, such as the Prickly Holly, variegated Box, &c.
Upright Wreaths or Beadings.—These are best made on

fine iron rods, and their manufacture is very similar to that of
garlands, save that the beadings are made on one face, and for

binding them, reel wire should be substituted for twine. For
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this style of decoration I like to see branchlets of the dark green

Holly only employed, its rich glistening dark green leaves Vjeing

relieved by large bunches of the brilliant berries fastened on

with wire, as I have before described, at equal distances apart.

Wreaths or very pretty appearance can be made on strong wire

for hall lamps, &c., by taking a piece of wire and forming it

into a circle of whatever size may be required ; on this bind the

evergreens with fine wire, using plenty of berries iu their

construction ; blooms of Laurustinus also work in well for this

purpose.
Ornamental Devices.—These should have their founda-

tious of perforated zinc, cut out into whatever design may be

selected. The foundations of the three accompanying illustra-

tions on this subject are supposed to be so formed, otherwise

it would be impossible to make them as represented in the

engi'avings. Two of the illustrations represent devices suitable

for running roimd the top of the wall in sitting rooms,
above the picture rods, and against the cornice, or round the

door frame. The third or circular design is for hanging
against any blank wall, or space between pictures, &c. As will

be seen in the first illustration, the half circles are formed of a
double row of single Holly loaves, these are fastened on by
means of a needle and strong dark green or black thread, the

needle being passed up and down through the holes in the

zinc. In sewing on the leaves only one long stitch in each
leaf is rei|uired, and the thread should pass along the mid-rib

of the leaf, as in this manner it will not be observed. The
branchlets of Yew are also sewn on, but more stitches must be
emjiloyed on account of the length of the branchlets. The
variegated Ivy is also sewn on, but each leaf of this plant

requires three stitches to keep it open and firm in its position.

Indeed, everything employed in the construction of the three

accompanying illustrations is fastened in this manner save the

berries. The evergreens employed in the circular design are

as follows :—The circle is of Yew, the Holly leaves which
project are of the silver variety, the Ivy leaves on the Yew
circle are also almost perfectly white, a large bunch of

Holly berries being fastened in the centre of each cluster.

T^he star is formed of leaves of Aucuba japonica, the centre
being a tuft of white Ivy leaves with scarlet berries. All the
Holly and Ivy employed in the construction of the designs
hero represented are of variegated varieties, as these arc best
adapted for placing in conjunction with Yew.

Mottoes Formed of Letters Made of Evergreens.

—

These are often emjjloyed amongst other styles of decoration.

If of evergreens, the best leaves for this purpose are the Holly,
as sharper outlines can be obtained with this than any other
plant, the dark green or variegated varieties being selected

according to taste. Whatever letters are required should be
cut out in strong brown wrapping paper, and then the leaves

sewn on these foundations ; letters of white, for placing on
coloured grounds, can be formed of Rice by cutting out the
letters in white paper instead of brown, brushing them over
with licjuid gum, and then covering them with grains of Rice.

Narrow headings of single leaves are best made on black tape
wire, each leaf being sewn on as before described. Readings
of this description look most effectively round door panels, &c.

Crosses.—These should be made on foundations formed of
flat laths, and if these be not obtainable. Hazel rods must
sulHce; unless a cross be of very large dimensions, small-leaved
plants should be employed as far as possible, and the lighter
tlie colours are, if plenty of berries be used, the prettier will be
the efiect produced.

Picture Frames and Texts.—These can be made on laths
in the same manner as crosses, but the Oxford shape when
finished, will be found by far the prettiest. If the evergreens
selected be of dark colours they should be relieved at each
coi-ner liy a tuft of light leaves and scarlet berries. AVhere
it is not possible to fasten these frames over those which
encase the pictures, they may be suspended by a very slight
wire and allowed to hang immediately over the ornamental or
gilt ones.

All such decorations as I have just described may have their
effect enhanced by being made to 'look as if frosted. This effect
can be produced in the following manner. The leaves should
bo brushed over with gum in a li(iuid state, and then dusted
over with glass dust from the glass works, which can be

obtained at a very small cost. A mirror draped with long ten-

drils and sprays of Ivy only, sprinkled with fragments of

ground glass, as I have described, has a most charming effect.

Many use dried flowers, such as Everlastings in these decora-

tions, but I cannot say I admire them ; if a very short supply
of berries be at hand, one is sometimes forced to lise artificial

ones, but if anything artificial can be dispensed with so
much the better. Letters can be made in rustic forms
with branchlets of Yew, which, if well frosted, are most
effective on a crimson or coloured groundwork of any descrip-

tion. As to the placing of our old friend the Mistletoe, that

must be arranged according to circumstances, and as may be
most convenient. In conclusion, a few remarks may be made
on decorations composed of flowers. Across the back of the
mantelpiece a small band of flowers may be formed on a lath,

in the same manner as in the construction of crosses, save
that in the place of branchlets of evergreens. Moss and flowers

are substituted. The band or foundation being of green,
alternate tufts of scarlet Geraniums and white Primulas look
very effectively ; a few Fern fronds can also be introduced if

desired. Should the flowers I have named be deemed too
expensive. Primroses and Violets could be used. Over the
buffet a flat or one-sided bouquet could be placed—a large
Arum bloom in the centre, and the rest composed of any
scarlet and white or pink and white flowers that may be
obtainable. I have now given descriptions of those kinds of
Christmas decorations I can at the present moment remember
as having seen made with an effective result. They are sufii-

ciently numerous, at all events, to make any room look bright
"

'
' '

. it is decorate

'

A. Hassakd.

ROOM PLANTS AND POT COVERS.
Among the many receptacles that have been named for concealing the
pots of room plants, I do not obaerve baskets. After trying many
plans, we have found nothing so good aa baskets of close texture,
painted, and varnished a warm brown (I believe called japanning),
a colour which detracts from nothing, and harmonises with every.
thing, the brown earth and green vegetation being a safe example to
follow. We send pots of the various sizes used to the Blind Asylum,
and there the baskets are made to tit them ; they have stoat wooden
bottoms, as the weight of the plant is too great for basket-work.
When not required they fit one within another, and take up very little

room. The varnish prevents the adherence of dust and dirt. Fresh
Moss is laid on to cover the surface of the pots. Our large baskets
for groups of plants 7i to 10 feet in circumference are made of open
basket-work, and are lined with Moss ; and here let me remark that some
of the species of Hypnum are the best in the long run for this purpose

;

though there are many Mosses more beautiful, but they do not last

80 long. The Hypnnms grow on dykes or loose stone walls, and also
on the exposed roots and trunks of trees, and come off in fine large
flakes, very suitable for linings. It seems to be generally forgotten
(as also with Sea-weeds), that Mosses are complete plants, with roots
and seeds, and that it is iu vain to expect such species as ai'e plucked
up from among Grass, or scratched off the soil, to last long. By having
two lota of the Hyjiunm it can be changed weekly, and if spread on
the floor of the potting shed, and well watered, it is wonderful how
revived and refreshed it becomes for the next week's use. By collect-

ing it off stone dykes there is less danger of introducing whatCowper
calls " visitors unwelcome, into scenes sacred to neatness and repose;

"

and the " necessary act," which " incurs no blame," is avoided of
destroying centipedes, wood lice, beetles, deceptive spiders (with
legs folded up and feigning death), small worms, clusters of snail's

eggs, and larvas of all sorts, which congregate under the Moss on the
bark of trees. In summer, when all Mosses are, so to speak, out of
season, we find a good substitute for our linings in turf; first mowing
it close, and then cutting it into strips, long enough to go round the
inside of the basket. The Grass grows in a couple of days, and looks
very well, peeping through the basket work. If wc were within
reach of a hill, or " links," whore fine turf was to be got, with such
]>lauts as Polygala, Tormentilla, Thyme, Cistua, Galium, Euphrasia,
Linum, all flowering amongst it, a charming addition to the plant
basket would be the result ; as it is, we must be content with our road,
side turf, drawing out Dandelions and Plantains, and being s.atisfied

with a Daisy or two. Having a large stock of Saxifrages and
Sedums for winter carpeting, we are using them this winter, when
our supply of country Moss fails. Long sods of grey Sedum, and green
Saxifrage mixed, and the gold-tipped S. acre, will, by February, be in
good order tor producing variety. The effect ia very good, and they, like
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the Grass, grow, and do not merely keep alive, as does the Moss. For
room-plants in winter there are a few hardy ones which we find nseful

in saving stove-plants which suffer from the extremes of tempera-
ture of the room. Carex japouica variegata, for instance, has quite the

character of Pandanus gramineus, or the small-leaved Draca3na gracilis

;

by having it for a short time in a stove, as I saw they had at Meth-
nen's Nursery, it acquires a delicate appearance, which, in the opinion

of some, gives it an additional value. The green and variegated

Ophiopogon and Reineckia oarnea, are also useful, and do not suffer

from a sudden fall of the thermometer. The leaves of all droop over the

edge of the basket among the small-leaved Ivies and Vincas, which, to

save room, we do not have in pots, but tied in Moss, when they slip into

any vacant spot. Veronica Andersonii variegata (gold and silver), is

another very ornamental plant ; it, however, is impatient of the dry air

of a room, and, is, therefore, more suitable as a single plant, which
can be removed, and watered if need be, without burrowing in the

Moss, and distributing the mixed group in a large basket. Ficus

diversifolia I still never meet with. It is a most interesting, distinct,

and invaluable room-plant for summer ; we do not risk it in our cold

rooms in the winter, as I fear it might cast its small yellowish fruits

with which every branch is laden throughout the year ; but its thick,

leathery, peculiar leaves would stand as well as F. elastica, I have

no doubt, if the plant was thoroughly hardened off. I hope to

send shortly a photogi-aph of our stock plant, in its drawing-room
basket. I fancy these plain brown baskets, do not attract the

eye from the plants—the first point to be considered, in my opinion,

in any arrangement, either in the garden or house, or with cut

flowers. To enhance the beauty of one plant by contrasting or com.
bining its form, or colour, with others, is a safe and legitimate

attempt ; and we see such pleasing effects every day, in the fortunate

grouping or position of trees in the landscape (too seldom by any
design of the planter) down to the Mosses and Lichens, grouped on

the trunks of these trees. But when man's inventions in the way of

stone and lime, statuary, rockery, gold and silver vases, Majolica ware
dishes, elaborate wire baskets, and glasses of fantastic forms, are

attempted, then the difEcalty is so great, that nine out of ten fail

;

and the tenth will be a veiry questionable success in the eyes of the

true lover of plants and honest student of Nature. F. J. Hope.
Wardie Lodge, Edinburgh.

CULTIVATION IN JAPAN.
By the Hon. HORACE CAPEON.

The rigid adherence to the most ancient modes of cultivation in

Japan, the incomparable cheapness of labour, the thorough character

of the tillage, the economy and application of fertilisers, the extent

and completeness of the system of irrigation (which utilises the

whole water-system of the empire), and the high and continued

fertility of the soil after thousands of years of successive croppiugs,

are all of the highest interest to the cultivator. A general knowledge
of the character of the soil and climate of any countiy is a con-

dition which precedes an intelligent comprehension of its agricultm'e.

Those islands of the Japanese group which are settled are situated

between the parallels of 32° and 42'' north latitude. Agriculture in

Japan, therefore, occupies the same parallels of latitude that it does

in the United States, that is, from the latitude of the capes of

Florida on the south to the latitude of the British boundary on the

north. The largest and most central island—Niphon—of which this

article will treat chiefly, has a latitude which would give it a mild

temperate climate, but there are other influences which ai'e perhaps

even more powerful than that of mere latitude. The modifying effect

of surrounding bodies of water upon the climate of islands and
narrow peninsulas is well understood. It renders the winters com-
paratively warmer and the summers cooler, as, for example, the islands

of Great Britain, and the state of Michigan in the United States.

So here, from the narrowness of these islands, the surrounding

bodies of water equalise the temperature of every part of them. As
in the case of Great Britain, there is the additional and more powerful

influence of streams of thermal waters, like the Gulf Stream, which
wash both the eastern and western shores of the Japanese group.

This warm *' river in the ocean " takes its rise under the tropical sun,

far south, and runs north along both the east and west shores to their

northern junction. From whatever direction the currents of air

come inland they bear the warm breath of these thousand streams
fresh from the Spice Islands of the Indian Ocean, through the inland

valleys, over the hills and high up the mountain sides, moderating
the heat of summer and tempering the cold of winter, till all the

seasons become almost one perennial spring. The bluffs, hills, and
mountains in every part of the islands are covered with forests of

Pine, Cedar, Fir, Cypress, Beech, Birch, Maple, Oak, Bamboo, Palm,
and, in fact, with every variety of tree or shrub known in the tempe-
rate and tropical climates, which meet and blend so perfectly here

that their influence upon the climate and rainfall must not be.

overlooked. In this connection it may be proper to say that these
uncivilised people, as they are called, have adopted a policy the very
converse of that followed in America and Europe in relation to
these pi-otecting coverings of Nature. The Japanese government has
preserved their forests, and in fact ensured their increase. No
license to cut down a tree is granted, except upon the condition that
three more shall be planted and grown in its stead.

Temperature and Rainfall.

The utmost range of the mercury during the year 1873 at Yeddo
(latitude of Raleigh, N. C.) was 65° F. The hottest day of the
summer was 91°, and the coldest night of the winter was 26° above
zero. Only two or three times did the mercury touch 32°, the point
of frost. The mean temperature for the winter months is 45°, of the
spring months 56°, of the summer months 75°-50, and of the autumn
months 64°. The mean annual temperature, therefore, is 60°. This
is a remarkable mean, when we consider that in the heat of mid.
summer the mercury only rises to 90°, and in the winter seldom goes
as low as the freezing point. December shows the highest tempera-
ture of the winter months, having a mean of 4S°-75. January and
February have had the same temperature for the past ten years, the
mean of both having been 42°. The climate for these three months
has, in addition to its mildness, the advantage of being dry, as the
reader will see when I come to speak of the rainfall. March is 4°

warmer than February, having a mean temperature of 46°. April is

the first real spring month, being 12° warmer than March, and
having a mean of 58°. June has a mean of 68°, and July of 78°.

August maintains her universal reputation of being the hottest
month by having a temperature of 81°. The extreme mildness of
the winter months is best illustrated by the fact that the tillage and
growth of a great variety of vegetation goes on the same as in
summer, and the fields are as green as during spring. Thus comes
the universal practice, unknown to our culture, of following the har.
vesting of one kind of crop immediately by the planting of another
kind on the same ground. Cultivation has no winter of rest and
inactivity here. The husbandman sows, and tills, and reaps through
all the seasons, year after year, of his life. Every month has its

planting-time for some kind of vegetation, and its harvest for others,
generally of the simplest kinds of food-products. It is these climatic
influences, together with a perfect system of irrigation, high cultivation
of the soil, augmented by the application of every available material
which will increase its fertility, gathered with scrupulous care and
applied with a lavish hand, that enable the farmers of Japan, without
foreign aid, and with half its agricultural capabilities untouched, to
supply its dense population of over 33,000,000 of people. Japan has
a rainfall as great, and in some localities greater, than that of Oregon
and Alabama, which have by far the greatest precipitation of moisture
in the United States. In Japan the annual rainfall along the sea-
shore is 58 inches. In the interior, at the foot of the mountain
ranges, the fall is much greater, in some places amounting to
75 inches. The warm months are the rainy ones. The winter has
little rain, less than 2 inches per month ; the spring from 10 to 15
inches of rain ; the summer months from 20 to 25 inches ; and the
autumn months from 18 to 20 inches. Such a mild temperature
through the whole year, with such a great amount of moisture, gives
every portion of the empire a luxuriant growth of vegetation, un-
known in the United States, except, perhaps, in the cane-brakes of
Louisiana and Florida. All the valleys, bluffs, hills, and mountain
sides are covered with a dense growth of tali coarse Grass. There are
no barren lands. On the Hakoni range of mountains—the highest
range in Japan—at an elevation of nearly 9,000 feet above the sea-
level, the highest peaks grow a coarse Grass, from 3 to 4 feet high.
Such an amount of vegetation, growing annually and going to decay,
has formed a black vegetable soil from 4 to 8 feet deep. The whole
surface of the country is uneven ; there are high hills and binffs
everywhere ; and lying between them there are deep and often
narrow valleys.

Soil and Water.
The whole country is of volcanic origin, and, underlying this

black vegetable mould, and more or less mixed with it, the whole
geological formation is rich in all those saline and alkaline materials
with which volcanic formation abound. The hills and bluffs are
volcanic upheavals, and the deep narrow valleys were once merely arms
of the sea ; but in time the debris from the outpouring of the
volcanoes, and the weathering of the formation of the upheaved
blaffs and hills, gradually filled up these intervening spaces, and the
waters retiring, these valleys were formed. Since that unknown
time, through silent centuries, the disintegrating of the rocks and
the luxui'iaut vegetation on the hills and bluffs have been carried into
these valleys, till now the soil is in many, if not most of them, 20 to

30, and in some even 40, feet deep. From the main mountain ranges,
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Bomo of which have an average elevation of 8,000 feet, large rivera

take their rise, often bo wide and deep aa to be navigable for miles

from their mouths. The lower hills and bluffs give rise to smaller

Btreama, which thoroughly water the whole country. Springs abound

everywhere, and wells with pure cool water can be had by digging

from 6 to 18 feet from the surface. With their great rainfall, three

times as great aa the average of the United States, and with their

abundance of living streams and springs, the people have found

irrigation so useful and beneficial that they have constructed a vast

and universal system of irrigation by immense labour. Eeaervoirs

have been built everywhere on the higher grounds, from which a

perfect network of great and small canals radiatoa to all the tilled

land. The system of irrigation known to us as practised by the

Moors in Spain, by the Aztecs iu Mexico and Peru, and by the

ancients in Egypt and India, was confined to limited districts; here

it is in every valley and on every hillside, and is as old as their occu-

pation of the islands. What a lesson is there here for cultivators.

With only one-tliird of their rain, with a country comparatively easy

to irrigate, and with such an inland water system aa is unknown else-

where, we allow immeasurable volumes of water to be carried to the

ocean unused year after year, while our crops fall each season far

short of the possibilities of the soil, and fail almost entirely as often

aa every seventh year. Faulty aa the Japanese land system is, in

many respects it ensures thorough tillage. The title to the soil is

retained by the government, and the land is leased for a term of teu

years, with a privilege of renewing perpetually on the condition of

thorough cultivation ; failing in these conditions, the lease is can-

celled and a good farmer sought for. Cultivators aa a claas in feudal

Japan were next in rank to the " men-at-arms." They were the

second class in the empire, the manufacturers, artisans, and merchants
being socially far below them. Although this high rank imposed
many onerous duties, it was of the greatest benefit to them. As
landed gentry they had important privileges, and they were univer-

sally educated. They were able to employ the best talent to teach

their children. Promotion from their class to that of the men-at-

arms was not frequent but it was possible. The high rank of the

farmers under this system had much to do with the high character of

agriculture which grew up under the feudal rule.

Laljour.

Labour is cheap and abundant in all parts of the empire. Since

the opening of the ports to foreign trade, and the commencement of

exportation, prices of agricultural products have been enhanced and
labour has risen in proportion ; especially is this true around the

open ports, where the native labour has come into competition with
foreign. The labourer's food is of the simplest kind, and is propor-

tionately cheap. They eat boiled Rice, boiled Wheat, boiled Barley,

and a variety of vegetables (generally Turnips) boiled and mixed with
the Rice, Barley, or Wheat. They may be able to afford fish once
or twice a month for a holiday-feast, but if so, it is of a cheap poor

kind. It may be said that their diet is exclusively vegetable ; they
never eat animal food, or fowls, or eggs—yet they are always fat,

stout, and hearty. They labour at all times of the year in the field,

men and women together, almost, if not quite, as naked as they were
born. They are muscular, active, and skilful, quiet, honest,

and faithful. Little as the compensation of these labourers is, and
simple and even meagre as their food may seem, they are not the over,

worked and poverty-stricken class that may be found iu some parts

of Europe. The eight-hour system has been practised in Japan for

centuries. There is an endless number of holidays also. The 1st,

Cth, 11th, 16th, 21st, and 26th of each month are invariably holidays.

Then the more important food crops have their harvest holiday or

days, and there are religious holidays and Government holidays.

All these are celebrated by gatherings in towns and villages, temples
and groves. There is music, and there are brilliant decorations of
flags and lanterns, and there is singing and dancing, and these
labourers are jolly and happy. They sing as they dig, sow,
and hoe ; they sing going to toil, and they sing returning from it.

Snch is the soil, such the climate, and such the natural advantages
of Japan for agriculture. No wonder, then, that ^vithout a foreign
market for their surplus products, even without the stimulus of com.
pelitive intercourse with the world, agriculture has flourished and
become the leading inilustry. It could not be otherwise, for nowhere on
the green earth under the sun had Jlother Nature been so prodigal of
her choicest gifts to the husbandman. There are about 30,000,000
acres under tillage in the empire. Every inch of these 30,000,000
acres is under the most complete and thorough cultivation. If the
reader has ever seeu the culture of the gardens in the neighbourhood
of groat cities, he can have a just conception of the appearance of
the farm.land in Japan. The whole cultivated portion is a garden.
Two-thirds of the entire area cultivated grows both summer and
winter crops. The implement that stirs the soil is either a spade

or hoe, which loosens it to the depth of from 12 to 15 inches. A
rude plough is sometimes used, but it is mostly drawn by hand. The
implements are the same as were in use a thousand years ago, and
the modes of cultivation have remained the same through all that

time.

Fruits

of some kinds are grown in all parts of the empire. The soil and
climate are especially adapted to the growth of semi-tropical fruits.

The former exclnsiveneas of Japan prevented the introduction of

the better varieties. Isolated as they were, they contented them.
selves with half a dozen inferior varieties. Orauges, Limes, Lemons,
Grapes, Persimmons, Pears, and some Blackberries, all very inferior

(excepting one variety of Orange and one of Grape), were all they
had. They have wonderful skill in dwarfing frait-trees. All kinds
are dwarfed without diminishing the size of the fruit. I think our
fruit growers could learn much from the Japanese in this matter. I

have seen acres of Pear-trees not more than 4 to 6 feet high. These
trees were set out in rows, about the same distance intervening.

At the height they want the trees to grow, say 4 or 6 feet, a lattice,

work of small Bamboo poles is built over the whole orchard. As
soon as the shoots of the Pear tree grow to this lattice, they are
trained to run along it horizontally, and are confined to the poles by
hempen strings. When first seen it looks like a Grapery. The
wind cannot shake the trees to disturb either the flowers or the
fruits. The most perfect system of training and control over the
new growth is in use, so that the sap of the tree, instead of being
consumed in the production of a superabundant growth of new
shoots, is directed to the growth and perfection of the fruit. When
the new fruits now being introduced into Japan by the Kaitakushi
department are disseminated everywhere, Japan will become one
of the finest fruit countries in the world. All that is wanting will

then be supplied. They have soil, climate, and skill in dwarfing and
training far superior to that of any other country. The same may
be said of the cultivation of vegetables, which are very inferior.

Of the Mulberry tree and Tea plant I shall not write, they having
received full attention from others. Of grazing, I will only say
that, with a population of 33,500,000 millions, there are only 300,000
horses, and 70,000 head of horned cattle, and no sheep. The grazing
area on the bluffs, hill, and mountain sides of Japan, unoccupied for
any other purpose, is greater than the grazing area of all the British
Islands and Ireland. The attention of the Japanese government is

being attracted to this important subject, and it will not be long till

this great resource will be utilised.

I cannot close this article without again referring to the system
of irrigation, which enables these people to realise the highest possi-
bilities of the soil, in all seasons, with all kinds of crops. Their
system of ditches is so arranged as to act as an equaliser of moisture

;

if it is a dry season they supply the deficiency from the reservoirs
;

if it is an excessively wet season they drain away the surplus
moisture. It is a matter well worth all the attention we can bestow
upon it. The Japanese system of fertilising is just as admirable.
In the whole empire not one particle of material that can be tised to
fertilise the soil goes to waste ; all the Grass of the blnffa and the
straw of the Rice, Barley, and Wheat is saved j all the droppings on
the stj-eets and highways are carefully gathered. The refuse from
the extensive fisheries is utilised, and Sea-weed is gathered in great
quantities and used. In all the towns, villages, and cities the
manure of the closets is entirely saved and applied to the surround-
ing lands. In the city of Yeddo alone millions of dollars' worth of
fertilising material is saved, which, with us, would be lost to
agriculture. The savings from the closets of 33,500,000 of people
has an important influence upon the agriculture of Japan, and the
economy of this fertilising element, which we lose in the United
States, is the most important of all. The whole area of the settled
portion of the Japanese Islands is not much larger than the New
England States. Upon this is concentrated a population nearly aa
great as that of the whole United States. With thrift, economy, and
skill in agriculture, but without live-stock to convert the luxuriant
vegetation of the unoccupied land into manure for their tilled flelds,

or any system of rotation of crops supplemented, as with us, by the
renovating Clovers, and unaided by mechanical ajjpliances of any
sort, the Japanese farmer produces annually from one acre of land
the crops which require four seasons under their system in the
United States. Thus the food of this vast population is sunplied
without the importation of a single article, and still not one-half of
the land is under tillage. The grand secret is, drainage, irrigation,

economy and application of fertilisers, and thorough tillage.

We take the above from a report of the United States Commissioner
of Agriculture on Japan. It is so interesting that it leads to the
desire that aome competent person would supply us with a good
account of the remarkable horticulture of that country.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE ROSE MALLOWS.

(UIBISCUS.)

The Uibisona is an ornamental genus of the Jlallow family, of which
a hardy shrubby species (H. syriaous), is known in some districts as

the Rose of Sharon, and a tender shrubby one as the Rose of China
(H. Kosa-sinensis). Most of the species are herbaceous, known as

Rose Mallows, and may be found in gardens in this country. Late
in summer the brackish marshes along American rivers are gay with

the pink Hollyhock-shaped flowers of the Swamp Rose Mallow (H.

Moschoutos) a species which does well in gardens, and is worthy of a
place there. Farther south and west, there are several other species,

all showy and desirable in large gardens ; one of these (H. grandi.

florus) has rose-coloured flowers with a deep red centre, which
are sometimes a foot across. The most brilliant of all is the Scarlet

Rose Mallow (H. coccineus), a
strictly Southern species, which
is found in marshes from the Caro-

linas, southward and westward.
We (American Agriculturist) had
long known this plant from her-

barium specimens, and were glad
to receive this spring some roots

from Florida, which enabled us to

see it growing. In its native

loca,lities this forms stems 4 to 8
feet high, but ours only reached
the lesser height. It is very smooth
throughout, and has large long,

petioled leaves, which are parted
quite to the base in five divi-

sions ; the flowers, which are

abundantly produced from the

axils of the upper leaves, are

bright scarlet, and when growing
wild are 6 or 8 inches across. Our
plants produced flowers scarcely

more than half that size, which is

probably in part due to a severe

drought which was experienced,

and in part to the fact that the

plant does not bloom until late,

and the cool nights check its

development. By the time it is

well in flower, it will, no donbt, be
cut down by the frost, but it is so

showy a plant that it is worth
growing even if it can be enjoyed
but a short time.

Seed Saving and Paeket-
ing.—Having, yearly, a good many
seeds to save and clean, my esperi.

ence induces me to add to the
directions given at page 412 on
seed saving, what I find an im-
portant point, viz., that the name
of the seed be written with ink on
the paper box. Accidents will

at times happen to loose labels

or slips of paper, and pencil writing
rubs. If the bo.xes are made of a
large newspaper sheet (folded so

that the white margin suits for writing the name on), they will last

several seasons, and a slight difference in the sizes will permit of a
number going one within another, each lot being turned over on its

face, thus excluding dust and industrious spiders. Often with us the
same seed is put into the ready marked box of the previous season.

Such small particulars save that invaluable commodity, time, not to

speak of eyesight and memory. Where seeds of several colours of one
plant are being saved, no eye can distinguish all the different

varieties ; therefore, eflicient naming on the box, and at once, is

imperative.—F. J. Hope, XVardie Lodge, Edinburgh.
Sedum carneum variegatum.—This is a useful Sedum, well

adapted for indoor decoration. It grows freely, and may either be
cultivated in pots or in suspended baskets. I saw a gi'eat quantity
of it the other day in baskets in the conservatory at Floors Castle.
Its long variegated shoots, from 3 to 4 feet in length, hung in profu-
sion over the sides of the baskets, and with excellent effect. In
small pots it is very suitable for ornamenting the fronts of shelves,

The Scarlet Rose Mallow (Hibiscus coccineus)

over which it droops gracefully. It is constantly in decorative condi-

tion ; the leaves are small, oblongish, and of a delicate brown and
white colour. Like other Sednms it may be readily increased by
means of the small side shoots, or, indeed, by a small piece from any
part of the plant. A light, somewhat open, soil suits it best.—J.

MuiR.
Cassia corymbosa.—This fine old plant does not appear to bo

so much known as it deserves to be. For training on pillars or on

back walls of plant-houses or conservatories it is most useful. It

commences to bloom in June, and continues in flower to the end of

the year. If cuttings of it are struck in spring and grown on they

will be found to be very serviceable for autumu decoration. In tho

flower garden this Cassia is a gem ; blooming, as it does, till frost cuts

it down. Some plants of it put into the open borders in June com.
menced to bloom in Juh-, and only ceased when frost out them down
on the 4th of this month. The day before I might have cut three or

four dozen blooms from one plant. I may add that it will bear -1° or 5"

of frost without injury, and I

would recommend those who have
mixed borders or large beds to give

it a trial.—J. C, Tijenham.

The Scarlet Barberry.—I

have been much pleased with the

remarks of " J. S. W." (see p.

481) on this subject ; I have often

admired this Barberry in the

woods and flower gardens at Drum,
lanrig. Early in spring it is one
mass of beautiful sweet-scented

flowers, which soon become mingled
and lost amongst pale green leaves

;

and, in autumn, the bright scarlet

berries adorn the drooping shoots

long after the autumnal tints of

the foliage have passed away.
Why is such an ornamental plant

as this not more extensively

planted in our public parks .' If

I recollect rightly, itis but scantily,

if at all, used in any of our great

London parks, and certainly I

have seen it in no others. It is a
plant, however, well worth a place

either in public or private grounds.

—J. MriR.

Fertilising Aucubas.—Your
correspondent " W. N." (p. 525)
states, that the male and female
organs almost always attain their

perfect development at the same
time, when both organs are found
in the same flower. Now, although
flowers in which the sexes are

thus simultaneously developed are

by no means invariably self-

fertilised, the phenomena of dich.

ogamy, heteracmy, or successive

development of the sexes are
tolerably general among plants
morphologically hermaphrodite. Of
course, in these cases self-fertilisa-

tion is as impossible as in

monajcious or diaxious flowers.

These forms are classified as proto-

gynous or protandrous, according

as the female or the male organs are first developed. Examples of the

first are Potentilla anserina, Flantago lanceolata, and Luzula campestris

—of the latter. Campanula, Pelargonium, Malva sylvestris, Parnassia,

and nearly the whole of tho important orders, Caryophyllaceaj and
Composita!. Simultaneous development cannot, therefore, be said to

be " almost always the case."—G. S. Bouloeu, 8, Westburtj Road,

Harrow Road.

Removal of Climhing Roses.—Is it possible to move old climbing Roses
without destroying them ? If so, which is the best way— i. e., is it better to try

to move as much of the roots as possible, or ought they to be cut ? Also ought
the Rose bushes themselves to be cut down, and, if so, how low ?—Q. [The
removal of climbing Roses that have been standing a loug time in one place is

difficult, and not often successful, young plants often becoming effective before

the old ones have recovered. If attempted, let the removal be done in the first

week in November. All good roots should be left, remoyiug only the bruised

portions, but taking away all upward-tending suckers. Stake securely after

planting, that the wind may not loosen and move the plants, and citt away all

unripe wood ; leave all the rest until spring ; then cut away the dead wood.

J
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
THE GRAPE VINE.

Propagation and Planting.

The proseuce of such a scourge iu this country as the Phyl-
loxera vastatrix, with which it is almost hopeless to contend
wlicu ouce it has established itself in a Vinery, makes it more
important than formerly that every Grape grower should raise
his own Vines. Were this practice generally adopted, the
spread of the disease would doubtless be greatly checked. In
those places where it has broken out most destructively, it has
pretty clearly been traced to the nursery, or other establish-
ment, from which the Vines have been obtained. Considering,
therefore, how great the risk is, and how easily and cheaply
the Vine may be propagated at home, I would recommend the
practice of plantiug young Vines from eyes the first year,
wherever jrossible. I have seldom adopted any other plan,
and I have always found such ])lants make just as good
cane as one-year old plants, which would probably cost 10s. 6d.
each at the nursery. There are two methods of raising
plants from eyes. Hitherto the usual plan has been to insert
the eyes in small pots filled with soil, from which they arc
afterwards shifted into larger pots as the plants grow, and
eventually planted out in the border. The other, and better
plan, is to strike the eyes on small turves, which are after-
wards transferred to pots or the border when the plants have
grown a little. By this plan the Vine may be said to be planted
as soon as the eye is put in, for from that time it receives no
check whatever, which is the whole secret of the matter ; and
any healthy Vine eye so planted ought to make a vigorous
cane the first year, unless prevented by accident. During the
last ten years I have propagated hundreds of Vines in this way
for potting and planting, without failure in any instance.
Besides, a hundred Vines may be raised just as easily as a
dozen, and as many supernumeraries as can bo accommodated
may be planted for fruiting the first year ; whereas, had such
to be bought they would cost a considerable sum of money.
When the plants arc struck and grown on in pots till the
planting stage, they receive a check every time they are
shifted, let the operation be ever so carefully performed ; this
arrests the growth at a very critical period ; and the chances
are that failures will be the result, so far as getting a good
cane the first year; is concerned. Besides, pot plants often
and unavoidably suffer from neglect in watering, which has a
stunting effect upon them, leading to premature ripening at
the neck, from which they do not recover the same year. An
uninten-upted growth from the beginning is the secret of
raising young Vines from eyes; and this is secured most
certainly and easily by the turf system.

Propagating.
The modus opevmull is very simple. I first of all secure

shoots for oycs from the best ripened Vines, always preferring
short-jointed lateral shoots to leading ones. These are gene"
rally taken off in November or December, when the Vines
are pruned, labelled, and laid in soil by the heels in a cool-
house till wanted in spring, taking care they do not get
parched for want of water at any time. During the interval
a small quantity of light, tough, fibry turf, free from wire-
worm, IS procured and stored in a heap in order to kill the
Grass roots before using it, as these grow and are ti-ouble-
some when the turf is used fresh ; otherwise they do no harm.
When the time ari-ives for planting the eyes in February, or
early^in March, the best turf is selected, and cut into pieces
6 or 7 inches sipiare and 2 inches deep, a hole large enough
to bury a small "Walnut in the centre of each piece being scoojjed
out at the same time. The sods are then arranged closely
together in a square, on a temporary platform of boards, or on
the floor, where they can receive a bottom-heat of 70'- or 70°,
and where the atmospheric temperature ranges from 6-5° by
night to 80° by day, with plenty of light and sufficient venti-
lation when required. At this stage, also, if any danger is
apprehended from wire-worm, I give the sods a good soaking
with boiling water, which generally settles such vermin and
kills the weeds as well. I then prepare the eyes, by cutting
them out with a secateur, halt an inch above and below the

bud, and taking a slice off behind each with a sharp knife

nearly into the pith. A single eye is then planted in each turf,

and covered over slightly with finely-sifted light soil ; the

crevices between the turves are also filled up, and covered over

on the top with just sufficient soil to hide them ; then leave

an even surface for watering, and the operation is finished.

I may here state that I have started Vine eyes in a consider-

ably lower temperature than is here recommended ; but, like

cuttings generally, they require a rather high temperature to

start them successfully at first, as the vitality is apt to flag,

and the buds to perish, under a temperature that would be
quite sufficient to Ijring the buds into leaf were they still upon
the Vine. I, therefore, recommend the above temperature as

safe and quite high enough. The only attention the eyes will

require after planting in the sods will be occasional watering.

A sprinkling with tepid water is generally enough, for the

sods retain their moisture for a long time. "When the eyes
break, and have made a few fully-developed leaves, the turves
should be examined ; and if the roots are found to be pushing
out at the sides, they must be re-arranged more thinly—say
18 inches or 2 feet apart each way, and the intervening spaces
filled up as before, with fine soil, to the depth of the turves.

The night temperature should also be raised at the same time
to 68° or 70°, and the day temperature should range by day
from 75° to 8.5°, accoi'ding to the weather. At this stage it

will also be seen which plants are likely to be the most vigour-
ous ; and if - more eyes have been planted at first than are
required, t'lie weakest may be discarded ..to save space, and
only a few more than will be wanted, retained in case of

accidents. From this time the plants will grow rapidly, and the
young rootlets will soon be ramifying in all directions in the
fine soil which surrounds the turves ; and the advantages of

svich a rooting medium will be discovered when the Vines come
to be planted in the border.

Planting.

If all has gone well, the plants will require to be transferred
to the border four or five weeks after they have been re-arranged,
as, by that time, the roots will be encroaching upon each other.
Presuming the inside border has been prepared, the position
of each Vine should be marked off, and the site smoothed with
an iron rake. The permanent Vines should be planted along
the front of the Vinery, .5 feet apart, to allow of two rods
to each Vine eventually ; and between them should be planted
supernumeraries, for fruiting the following year, or longer if

required. This will leave the plants 2i feet asunder. In addi-
tion to these, another row, consisting of supernumeraries
entirely, should be planted along the middle of the border 2^
feet apart, so that they will just catcli the wires where the front
supernumeraries are stopped, as will hereafter be directed. In
this way nearly the entire roof is covered with bearing wood
the first year, and a heavy crop of Grapes is secured the year
after planting, without interfering with the permanent Vines.
I am here supposing the Vinery planted to be a " lean-to," but
a span-roof would be planted in the same manner, only double
the number of Vines would be required. Should a dull day
not happen opportunely for jilanting, it should be done in the
evening after the house is shut up. The soil about the plants
should be allowed to get dry a day or two before, in order that
the turves with the roots hanging to them may lift without
injury, and when all is ready each sod should be lifted with
the hand, and the roots pulled away steadily from the light
soil, which, being dry and shallow, will offer no obstruction

;

and all the roots will come away easily without the loss of a
spongiole. Presuming the plants have been prepared near
the house where they are required it is better to carry them
iu the hand, as they are lifted, to the place where they are to
be planted ; and as one man deposits each turf on the border
in its place, another covers the roots over with a little soil.

After all are planted they should be watered with tepid water,
and each Vine must be supported with a small stake until it

reaches the wires. In this way I have planted some scores of
Vines in half an hour, and so little was the check thej' ex-
perienced, that I have never had to shade the plants afterwards

;

whereas, had the plants been transferred from pots, and had the
roots to be disentangled and spread out, shading and nursing
for some time afterwards would have been indispensable. In
recommending the above plan of raising and planting young
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Vines, it is, of course, presumed that an inside border has
been prepared for them, if only a strip sufficient to allow of

planting inside the house. When the border is all outside,

and the Vines have to bo brought through holes in the front
wall, one-year-old plants are to be preferred for planting.

When I have had to operate with these, I have generally raised
the Vines the year previous by the turf system, transferring
the turves to 12-inch pots after the eyes were struck, and
growing them on without bottom-heat, and well exposed to the
light during the summer, and planting them the following
spring. Those who cannot raise their own Vines must, of

course, buy them from the nursery or elsewhere, and they
should see that they are free from disease, true to name, and
well ripened, by selecting their own plants at some respectable

nursery. Nearly all nurserymen sell Vines, but all do not
grow their own stock, but contract with private growers or

others to grow the plants for them ; and, as it is merely a
commercial speculation, the plants are as often as otherwise
grown in bottom-heat, or under the shade of other trees, and
turned out in autumn, in a partially ripened condition, to the
nurseryman, who places them out of doors, exposed to all

weathers, till the leaves fall off, or until he can find accom-
modation for them under glass. The effects of this

treatment upon ill-ripened Vines with soft tender roots are

simply disastrous, and such plants are unfit for any purpose,
though thousands are sold every year for fruiting and planting.
If the intending planter will, however, buy his own Vines
from the raiser in autumn, aiid winter them himself in a cool

house, he is not likely to be victimised. Some prefer planting
when the canes are ripe in autumn, just before the leaves are
shed, in order that the plants may get partially established

and be ready for a start in spring ; but the advantages in this

respect are hardly appreciable, and as autumn planting
necessitates the making up of the border before winter sets in,

the soil gets soddened, and the fibre of the turf decayed long
before growth commences. It is, therefore, better to defer
planting till March. The canes should be cut down to within
about 2 or 3 feet of the pot six weeks before planting. This
length of cane will be required to reach the bottom wire to
which the cane is tied after it is planted. When the border is

ready, and the soil has subsided, which it always does in
newly-formed borders, a semi-circular hole about 3 feet wide
and 6 inches deep must be taken out opposite each of the holes

in the front wall, through which the Vines are to he taken.
The Vines should then be shaken thoroughly out of the pot,

and the roots carefully combed out with the hand. The point
of the cane is then pushed through the hole in the wall, and
while one person inside ties it securely to the wire, another
spreads the roots out with a radius on the bottom of the hole,

covers them with soil, and waters them. No part of the cane
should be buried, as is often done, in the erroneous belief that
extra roots are formed, whereas nothing of the kind takes
place, as I have proved conclusively over and over again.
True, roots will be emitted from the part buried, but it will

only be at the expense of the natiiral and proper roots of the
Vine. I have often taken up Vines so planted in the border,
and in pots, at the end of the first season, to be certain on the
point, and have invariably found that while the cane had
struck afresh at the buried part, the natural roots had scarcely
moved at all, but remained almost in the same condition in

which they were planted, whereas those that were not buried
made the best roots, started into growtb soonest, and made
the strongest canes. After the Vines are planted, the border
where the roots are, and for a few feet farther out, should be
covered with 15 inches of litter and leaves, which will aiford a
gentle heat to the roots, and greatly promote success.

J. S.
(To le continued.)

TESTING GRAPES.
The remarks of Mr. Ingram on this subiect are highly interesting.

Descriptions of this kind cannot fail to be iostruotive, especially to

those who may be contemplating the introduction of any of the
varieties into their Vineries ; few people care to plant out any kind
of Vine extensively which they have remotely heard of by name
only. When explicit and elaborate observations on their various

characters and peculiarities are publicly pointed out, then the select-

ing of sorts to suit the requirements of all is no difficult matter, even
with those who had been previously ignorant about Vines. With
this end in view I would like to supplement Mr. Ingram's paper with
some notes of mine which I have derived from tasting the fruits at

many different places and daily seeing the Vines growing for many
years. These include both new and old ; and, probably, I cannot
begin with a more fitting object than the old and useful

Black Hamburgh, which, for all ends and purposes, never
fails. If it does not keep so late as some other sorts, it is better

adapted for early forcing, and may be had in that way before any
other. It is generally grown to come in about midsummer, and used
from then until autumn ; but it will keep to the new year, and early

ones have been obtained at that time. As an amateur's Grape it

stands ijre-eminent ; it is easily managed at all times ; it will either

grow in a hothouse or in a cool greenhouse ; it can always be
depended on for fruiting from one to a hundred years old, and it is as

well adapted for pot culture as otherwise. Like all varieties, there

is a possibility of overcropping it, when imperfections in some form
or other follow ; otherwise, it may be said to enjoy immunity from
the various debilities to which most varieties are subject. It is a
Vine which no one will ever make a mistake in planting, either by
itself or with any other variety with which I am acquainted.

Duke of Buccleueh..—This is the nearest approach to the last

mentioned that has yet been produced. Where the Hamburgh
succeeds this will not fail. They are so alike in their requirements
and adaptations that the remarks on the former are equally
apphcable to this. It is three weeks or a month earlier than the

Hamburgh, and the berries are double the size. It sets and swells

very freely, and the fruit keeps long after it is ripe. It grows very
freely, forming strong canes in one season and bearing a superb
crop of fruit the next. It is a variety which has j ustly been awarded
a considerable amount of patronage since its introduction ; but it is

not yet so extensively planted as its merits deserve.

Gros Colman.—In size of berry this fine looking fruit is nearly
as large as the Duke. It is a free grower, free setter and swells well.

It must not be over-cropped or grown in too cool a temperature, or

it does not colour well. It is of Continental origin, and one of the
finest Grapes which has ever been imported into this country. It

can easily be had ripe in June, and will give succession and remain
in perfection until the following February. Like other good Grapes
there are plenty who do not entertain any high opinion of it. This
is entirely for want of knowledge of its good qualities. There is

nothing peculiar or unmanageable about it that need deter anyone
from planting it as a late black Grape, according to the space they
have at command.

Trebbiano.—This, when thoroughly ripened, is a very excellent

late light coloured Grape. I tasted it this autumn at Drumlanrig,
and it had a flavour as high and rich as Muscat of Alexandria. It

grows freely in any kind of Vinery, and keeps until the Vine shows
leaf in the spring. It is not a variety which I would recommend to

be planted in quantities ; but, as a useful late Grape, it is highly
worthy of a place in every Vinery.

Duchess of Buccleueh.—This is a favourite Grape of mine.
In character it is like the Hamburgh ; it is second to none in flavour ;

the bunches are very long, generally from 1^- to 2 feet, nicely

shouldered and tapering to the point. The berries are small, but,

when fully croped, the whole has an extremely handsome appear,

ance. It should never be omitted from the list of an early house,

for it will fruit more certainly there, and perfect as heavy a crop as

any other variety. It also does remarkably well for fruiting in

a pot.

Gros Guillaum.e.—This is often grown under the name of Bar-
barossa ; and SeacliiiEe Black is said to be synonymous with both,

which I very much doubt. The bunches of this kind are generally

very large and handsomely proportioned. It requires a Muscat-
house temperature to ensure success, though in favourable localities

it does perfectly in a Hamburgh one. The flavour is somewhat like

that of the Hamburgh, but not quite so sweet. The fruit hangs for

months after being ripe ; the berries are quite round, and of medium
size. It grows freely, but, in some cases, does not produce bunches
in such abundance as might be desired. The foUage becomes prettily

tinted in autumn.
Boyal Muscadine.—This is a useful early sort, and is well

adapted for forcing. It is not often grown in quantities, but as a
variety in the early house it is always acceptable. The bunches are

generally small, as well as the berries, which become transparent

when ripe. The flavour is good, and it bears a very heavy crop

either when planted out or in a pot.

White and Grizzly Frontignan.—These are ahke in their

characters and may be grown together. They are both exquisite in

flavour, with small bunches and berries. The Grizzly is not of a
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very pleasing or matured-Iooking colour when ripe, but this should

be no obstacle when the flavour is so fine. Neither of them are very

robust growers, but they thrive and succeed very well in a Ham-
bnrgh-liouse, and for early pot-culture they are always valuable.

White Lady Dowries.—This is similar in every respect to the

black variety, only diiierent in colour. It will keep until April. It

has no tendency to scald when swelling, as the black one does

generally ; but if it had, it would not be so much the fault of the

Vine as the management to which it was subjcted. No scalding need
ever take place amongst Lady Downes, or any other kind, if plenty
of air is admitted, and the house is kept quite cool during the whole
period they are liable to bo affected.

Buckland Sweetwater.—This somewhat resembles a white
Hamburgh in flavour and character. It is a very useful kind for

early forcing, and chiefly grown for this purpose. The bunches
often attain a weight of 4 lbs.

Foster's "White Seedling is another fine early white Grape,
very pleasing in flavour, and deserving of general cultivation where
Grapes are grown to be eaten shortly after they are ripe. It is

nearly as large in bunch and berry as the last-named, and better
flavoured. It grows freely at all times, and makes an excellent pot
Grape.
These are varieties which have all been rigidly tested in everyway

for years, and not a flaw or blemish exists in one of them, so that
each or all of them may be planted together with every certainty of
their succeeding perfectly. I have purposely avoided mentioning
any sort about which I have the slightest doubt, as certain kinds will

only succeed under particular treatment of their own, and then often
only partly. Those in Mr. Ingram's notes which I have best reason
to feel pleased with, and which may safely be added to the above
ennumeration, are—Mrs. Pince, Lady Downes, Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Alicante, Raisin de Calabre, Mr. Bass, Mrs. Pearson, and
Golden Queen. The latter two I consider very worthy additions to
our late Grapes, and they will fill a place in that way which at
present can scarcely be considered to be occupied. J. Mvir.

Gros Colman Grape.—Those who assert that this fine Grape
is only pleasing to look at should taste it in the condition in which it

is now at Drnmlanrig. Even experienced judges would unhesi-
tatingly pronounce it to be equal to a richly-flavoured Hamburgh
ripened in July. What pleased me not a little was the mellowness
of the skin, which melts away in the mouth, leaving no vestige
behind. No other late black Grape is so much liked at Drnmlanrig
as this, and certainly, for exquisite flavour, none other need be desired.
Gros Colman is but an indifferent Grape when indifferently grown,
but cultivated as it is at Drnmlanrig, it has no equal as a black
Grape, not even among kinds considered first-class summer varieties.—J. M., Clovenfords.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Venn's Black Muscat Grape.—We have received from Mr. Dodds, Glad-
stone Villa, Bishopston, berries of this excellent new black Grape, to which
the Royal Horticultural Society lately awarded a flrst-olass certificate. It
produces larfjo welt-shouldered bunches, the berries of which are oval, covered
with a delicate bloom, firm and juicy, and rich in Muscat flavour. It is said to
bo eiiual to the Black Hamburgh in hardiness, and free-bearinff ; and to ripen
about ten days later than that variety in a house without artificial heat. This
year it was ripe by the middle of August.

Pears on Apple Stocks.—It is very rarely that Pears succeed well on Apple
Blocks. Sometimes they will give much promise for a year or two, and then
fail. The Winkflold and Summer Bon Chretien will often grow freely for a few
.years. We have raised about one peck of fine Seckel Pears on a small tree
grafted on an Apple five years old, but the union being imperfect, it broke oflT
at the surface of the ground. We cannot recommend the practice, except to
those who are fond of imsuccesstul experiments, not one in a hundred succeeding
a'^ter the first year.

Ne Plus Menris Pear.—For fiye long anxious years have I waited for
this Pear to become eatable, and this season, although matured quite two
months before its usual time of ripening, it is now (Dec. 7th) simply delicious
in flavour, but rather gritty at the core. With the exception of Passe Colmar,
Ne Plus Menris ranks among the best Pears of the season. I wish I could
induce your readers to furnish us with short notes on the ripening of Pears
this season in different parts of the country, and also to give us some account
of the varieties best suited to their particular locaUty. In this way much
valuable information would be diffused In a small compass.—E. Gilbbbt
Bitrghhjf, Slamforil.

A Good Pear Orchard.—The Eochenler Enml Home quotes a local paper for
an account ot the 3-ncre Pear orchard in Genesee County. It was planted
with Durhcssc d'Angoulcmo trees ten years ago, the whole cost of culture
being about £220. Tlie seventh year it began to bear, and yielded 20 barrels,
at £2, or £10, The eighth year 180 barrels were gathered, and sold at £1 4s.
per barrel, or for £216. The ninth year, 220 barrels, at £1 per barrel, brought
52^2'„ ^^'^ y"^"^""' ^"^ barrels, at £1 2s. brought £224 83. Whole receipts,
i700 8s., less £220 cost, leaves a net profit of £4S0 8s., the Potato crop among
the rows more than pa.ying for cultivation. This is one of the successful
orchards; many more, from bad selection, neglect, &c., do not yield one-
tenth part of this sum.

VALUE OP PINUS PINASTEE FOR SEA-SIDE
PLANTING IN THE WEST OF SCOTLAND.

In The Garden of the 2-5th of April and 9th of May of the

present year I had occasion to recommend this tree as invalu-

able for shelter in sea-side planting. That it is a handsome
tree, when well grown, may be seen from the accompanying
representation taken from a careful drawing of a specimen of

it which grows within a mile of the sea at Monreith, the pro-

perty of Sir William Maxwell. It is about eighty years old,

and measures 61 feet in height, 9 feet 8 inches in girth at 2

feet from the ground, above the swell of the roots, and 8 feet

10 inches at 4 feet from the ground. It is said not to succeed
on heavy soil ; here, on a light soil, all that seems essential

to its growth is that it should not be crowded, but that air

and light should be freely admitted to it. In this it appears

to differ from most other Pines, and to a want of success,

resulting from an opposite course of treatment, may be
attributed its want of favour with most planters as a forest

tree. I should feel obliged to anyone who has tried the
timber of the Pinaster if he would communicate his experience,

either here or on the Continent in regard to it. The timber
of this Pine has never been sufficiently grown in this country
to be much in the market, although the price at the nurseries
of young plants of it is low. Om- experience is, that it will

make timber on exposed coasts where other trees will barely
exist. A broad belt, composed entirely of Pinaster, would
form a grand and useful feature on a windward coast.

Salmoniceps.

ORIGIN OF THE PHYLLOXERA.
Mk. LicHTENSTEi.v tells us he has seen the Phylloxera of the Vine fly

off in swarms to the Garrigues and light upon the Kermes Oaks.

We have no reason to doubt his word, but Mr. Balbiani, an euto.

mologist, asserts that the Phylloxera alluded to is not that of

the Vine ; he does not in his letter (read at the Academy of Sciences,

September 2l8t last) describe the differential characters of the two
insects ; but, supposing they do differ a little in colour, size, or aspect,

all this goes no further than to prove that the Phylloxera found on Oaks
differs a little from that found on Vines, and it does not prove in, the

least that the Phylloxera of the Oak cannot feed on the Vine and rice

versS-, or, that having so totally changed its food, it may not thereby
assume some slight modification of aspect and appearance. He says,

the Phylloxera of the Vine is found under three different forms,

males, females, and certain abnormal states. Now, might not these

abnormal ones be either in a state of transition, or strangers from
some other habitat ? It is very easy to say Phylloxera comes from
the west and cholera morbus from the east ; but trace them as far

west or as far east as you please, and you will never find a country
where either the one or the other exists permanently in the swarming
multitudes constituting an epidemic ; there, as here and everywhere,
they exist permanently only in a latent state—a state of genu or ova
according to some—a state of another species or variety, capable of

being modified into that particular one, according to my views of them ;

and in either of these states (whichever the true one may be) requiring

a particular medium to attract and foster them so as to cause a real

epidemic. That this is necessary, appears from the very interesting

experiments made by M. Delorme in 1872, before the President and
members of the Society of Agriculture of Vancluse, which con-

sisted in infecting perfectly healthy Vines with the radicles of

others swarming with Phylloxera, not one of which had become
acclimatised up to August last, ihe Vines remaining perfectly healthy
as before. We know the medium required for the incubation of the
ferment causing cholera morbus, or, as I think, for the fostering of

the modifications in those ferments causing less deadly forms of

cholera, which are permanently among us, diarrhcca, dysentry,

cholerine, sporadic cholera, &c. Give them plenty of bad drains

and cesspools, filthy dwellings, and foul water, and the species is

modified, and the epidemic breaks out. I say we know the medium
cholera morbus requires, but we do not know the one Phylloxera
requires ; and Vine-growers should seek it out, for as long as the
medium remains the exciting cause, it is in vain to hope for a cure.

This medium might possibly be a weakened state of the Vine brought
on by pruning during successive ages ; or it might be the sequel of

oidium. The prolonged controversies between the adherents to, and
the opponents of, spontaneous generation have necessitated a vast

amount of microscopic observations and crucial experiments;
these, if they have had no other result, have made known a whole
world of beings, vegetable and animal, hitherto never dreamed of,

and have decisively proved that given mediums produce particular
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kinds of animalcnlsB ; but whether the germa of every species

of them exist permanently around us, or whether one species may be
modified into another, still is and probably will long remain a matter
undecided. It is well known in Franco that you may plant bushels

of Truffles, and not one will ever increase in size or beget a second
tuber. But if you plant the acoru taken from an Oak which has had
Truffles at its foot, you will in three years (in the proper soil, of

course) see Truffles begin to appear where never one was seen before.

Now, where do these come from ? The same people who prohibit the
importation of French Vines into Italy, to keep out Phylloxera, and
tell you that Phylloxera comes from America and cholera from Asia,
will probably answer without hesitation, "Why your Truffles have come
from Perigord !

" What, inside of an Acorn ? Easier said than proved.
Versailles. F. P.

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
By THOMAS BAINES.

TnEKE is a considerable amount of ambiguity connected with the
term "Amateur" as regards gJirdening. Under this designation
some include all engaged in the pursuit who do not make a business
of it, ranging from those who have an extensive establishment down
to such as cultivate a small plot of ground, with it, may be, a plant
house or Vinery upon it—for pleasure or profit, or both combined.
These latter are what may be looked upon as amateur gardeners in

a legitimate sense of the term ; they are a class which may be met
with in all parts of the kingdom, but more especially in the suburbs
of large towns, and they are continually increasing. Numbers
there are who occupy their leisure hours in attending to the different
kinds of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, which they endeavour to
cultivate, often under difficulties ; and for the assistance of such
we intend, henceforth, to publish weekly directions, not simply
as to the time when such and such operations should be carried out,
but in order also to convey, as far as possible, an idea how to perform
the work in a way best calculated to produce satisfactory results.
Vegetable life in the open air may appear almost dormant during the
short sunless days of winter, yet, in a garden, every day and week in
the year brings with it some duty to be performed, the omission of
which will tell its own tale through the coming season by an
absence or deficiency in the particular department neglected. If

there is one pursuit more than another, wherein the guiding
rule ought to be, "Never defer until to-morrow that which
can seasonably be done to day," it is gardening; and where
the amateur's gardening operations are thus carried out, the fuller
will be his measure of success. In the vegetable department imme-
diate attention should be paid to the removal—if not already done—of
the remains of all summer crops, such as Peas, Beans, Cauliflower,
and Cabbage stumps ; these latter should be placed in the bottom of
any ground that is being trenched, where they will slowly rot and
materially assist the roots of any vegetables afterwards grown upon
the space so treated. The cropping of all vegetable ground should
be BO arranged that a third or a fourth of the whole space can bo
deep-trenched every year ; and, unless the sub-soil is naturally bad,
an inch or two, or even more in good land, of the bottom-soil should
be brought to the surface each time the ground is trenched. This
is of the most service in old gardens, where shallow cultivation has
been practised, and the effects of incorporating a portion of the under,
soil with that on the surface, which has become, by length of culture,
almost effete, will be found of more service than even a heavy dress,
ing of manure, without the trenching. Where there exists a deep
surface-soil, or the sub-soil is composed of clay, I should advise the
application of a good dressing of manure at the time of trenching

;

but, when the snb-soil is of an open, gravelly, or sandy character,
the manure should not be applied until the ground is about to be
cropped, owing to the wasteful influence of heavy rains carrving the
manurial elements away. The old system of ridging up' vacant
vegetable ground is right in moderately light soils, but, in such as
are very retentive, it has this drawback, especially where it has to
be cropped early, that the ridges throw off the water into the
alleys, which, consequently, get much above their share, and
when the ground is levelled for cropping, the wet hollows do
not for some time get dry enough to admit of early-sown seeds
progressing freely. In strong heavy soil there is nothing
equal to draining efficiently in the first instance (without this
the results can never bo satisfactory), and, as early in the autumn
as the gi'ound is at liberty, digging it over deeply without ridging,
leaving it as rough on the surface and open as it can be, so that the
rains can pass freely through it. The pruning of Apples and Pears
should, if possible, be completed before the close of the year; in
cold weather it is never a pleasant job, and in the new year the cold
is usually more penetrating than before Christmas. In small or
moderate.sized gardens large Apple or standard Pears are out of

place, doing much injury to other things that are grown near them
;

yet, in an orchard—their proper place—the quantity of frnit they
yield individually is greatly in excess of even a number of small
trees, however well managed. Moderate-sized bush-shaped Apples
and pyramid Pears on Quince stocks are both useful and ornamental
on the margins of the walks in any garden ; and, so grown, are pro-
ductive in soils fairly suited to the growth of these fruits. Pears on
the Quince stock are naturally more disposed to form large quantities
of fruit buds than to make much wood ; consequently, they do not
require so free a use of the knife. Apples, on the other hand,
grafted on ordinary stocks, and grown in a kitchen garden in well,

manured ground in which their roots feed along with the vegetables
for which it was intended, are generally disposed to make too ranch
wood and an insufficiency of fruit buds, a condition aggravated by
hard pruning of the shoots. The only method of correcting this

over luxuriance and inducing a fruitful habit is to root.prune,
an operation best done early in autumn. In the case of trees

in the condition just described, and often bearing little or
no fruit, the first or second week in September is the best
time to root-prune. Thus treated, they are often induced to set

a largo quantity of fruit buds the same autumn. It is not yet
too late to perform the work, but it should not be attempted to the
extent that vigorous unfruitful trees require to be operated upon,
after the middle of January, or there is danger of, for a time, injuring

the trees. The operation is in itself simple ; in the case of a bushy
tree, say 8 or 10 feet high, open a trench 15 inches wide, on opposite
sides, at 3 feet from the stem, not going more than half way round
the tree at one pruning, but sufficiently deep to meet with all the
roots that extend in a horizontal direction ; cut them clean off with a
knife ; do not leave them jagged with the spade ; and if the tree is

very vigorous, tunnel under it at, say, 2J feet deep, to see if it has
any strong roots that strike straight down. If such should exist, cut
them clean off at the above depth from the surface, and then fill in

all the soil, making it firm as it is replaced: Even in the case of

very vigorous trees that have hitherto shown no inclination to bear,
this will generally check them sufficiently ; if, however, in a couple
of years' time they are still over strong, the roots may be similarly
cut on the sides not yet operated upon. Trees trained upon trellises,

that are over vigorous, should be similarly root-pruned. In branch-
pruning such trees as are under consideration, it is a bad plan to
leave the shoots too much crowded, for several reasons : the fruit

does not receive sufficient sun and air, and in windy weather the
branches lash each other so as to knock much of it off. Trees that
bear freely and are as large as is desirable, may each year have their
current seasons' growth cut right out, confining them to the size

which they have already attained ; but if they do not bear much, and
are at all inclined to make over-strong wood, they can only be kept
to a limited size and induced to fruit freely by having recourse either
to root-pruning or to lifting operations, both of which tend to
diminish over-luxnriant growth, and to throw the trees into a
fruitful condition, which, when secured, will probably last for many
years.

Herbaceous Borders. — These should be gone over before
severe frost sets in, removing all decayed tcps ; but everything at
all tender must be mulched with a few inches of dry material, such
as old tan, half-rotten leaves, dry shaly dnng, or, in a locaUty where
it can be procured, small pieces of Gorse, stuck round each plant,
are an excellent protection from frost. There are few finer objects in

a garden than well grown examples of Pampas Grass, and although,
by some, it receives the character of being sufficiently hardy to stand
our severest winters, such is not the case, except in the most favoured
localities ; consequently, it is better to give it protection. This can
be done by tying the head close up like a broom, doubling the points
down so as not to leave the plant too high

;
put a wheelbarrow load

of old tan or leaves round the collar of each plant, then take some
good long Wheat-straw and place it in the form of thatch all round

;

get four stout sticks and insert them in the ground close in with the
straw, then run some twine round the whole, drawing it up tightly,
and tapering it off to a narrow top. The sticks will hold both twine
and straw in their place. If the operation is done neatly, plants
so treated have not an unsightly appearance, and will bear, without
injury, the severest frost.

Greenhouse.—This, in an amateur's garden, is generally
devoted to a little of everything, a circumstance which necessitates
a compromise of treatment iu the different things grown therein.

Camellias will now be coming into flower and must receive enough
water at the roots, for if the atmosphere is too dry they are almost
certain to throw off their flower.bnds ; but with the continuous use
of water for the general stock of plants there is not much danger of
ovor-dryness. Such plants as Pelargoniums, Primulas, and Migno-
nette in pots, should be placed in the best position as to light, this

applies to all plants that grow through the winter j anything like
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Azaleas, that ai'e quite dormant will, whilst in such state, bear a

worse position. See that nothing remains in cold pits or frames,

that cannot bo effectually covered in case of severe frost.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
Indoor Plant Department.

Conservatories.—When the earliest Chrysanthemums become
unsightly they should be removed, and their places filled by such as

have been treated with a view to their later flowering. These must
be carefully managed so as to prolong their blooming period as miich

as possible ; they should have a little heat at night so as to allow of

some air being admitted at the bottom with top ventilation to allow

the moisture to escape. Camellias are plants which may bo induced

to flower at any time of the year, yet they do not like too much
forcing, for when hurried too much the buds are almost certain to

drop off, especially if the atmosphere is too dry. The proper time to

regulate their season of flowering is when they make their growth

and set their buds ; by inducing a portion of the plants to make early

growth, and by keeping others later, a longer season of flower will be

secured. Consequently, if it happens that the bulk of these plants is

flowering too mnch together, and not so early as may be requii-ed,

the best plan is to at once remove part of the plants to where they

can receive a little heat, and have a sufficiently moist atmosphere to

accelerate their flowering, and also induce an earlier growth and
disposition to come into flower earlier in future seasons. This

separation of the stock is especially necessary where a considerable

number of the plants are planted out, and consequently cannot be

removed to regulate their time of flowering ; where such is the case

it is better to reserve those that are planted out for whatever time
there is the greatest demand for the flowers, and to use the

plants that are in pots for earlier work. That general favourite,

Daphne indica, will now be opening ^its flowers and tempting us to

cut more of them than we should do, as there is no plant with
which we are acquainted that is more injured by cutting than this.

No matter how vigorous and strong the plants may be, not more
than half the current season's flowers should be cut, and these with
as small a bit of the wood attached to them as possible. Winter-
flowering Epacrises will now be coming into bloom ; most of these

possess a somewhat stiff upright habit of growth ; individually this

may be considered a disadvantage, but in the conservatory, inter-

mi.^ed with numbers of other plants of bushy or pendent growth,

they are of great use. Epiphyllums, now in great beauty, should be
placed in prominent situations, and elevated so as to stand clear of

their neighbours. Agaves, Dasylirions, Yuccas, Cordylines, and
Rhopalas might with advantage be much more extensively used in

conservatory decoration than they are. Most of the species of these

genera harmonise well with all kinds of blooming plants, and with
little change in the materials at command they can be so altered

from time time as to avoid that objectionable monotony of

each plant being always in the same position. Keep a good
look-out as to the requirements of the next three months as

regards blooming plants. During that time forcing pits will be
taxed to the utmost in forwarding the different plants required

for keeping up the supply. Introduce regularly in succession

such plants as Hyacinths, Narcissus, Lily of the Valley, Tulips,

Crocuses, Solomon's Seal, and Spirsea (Hoteia) japonica, all of which
will be required in due course. Do not start more of these, however,
at any one time, than are absolutely wanted, and never subject them
to too much heat, especially top-heat ; see, moreover, that their root-

action is in advance of their growth above ground, or disappoint,
ment will follow, in the shape of a paucity of flowers. Keep them
also as near the glass as possible, so as to prevent a weak uusatis-

factory growth ; for in the case of plants required for conservatory
decoration, where of necessity they are subject to a much lower
temperature than that in which they have been brought into flower,

it is essential that every means should be taken to render them
capable of remaining in bloom for as long a period as possible.

Assist them with weak manure-water as they progress
;

yet, before
applying this, see that there is abundant root action, otherwise it

will do more harm than good. .Give all the light possible to the first

lot of Cinerarias and Primulas, now coming into flower, by keeping
them near the glass. Apply liquid manure every other time they are
watered, the object being to get the growth as strong and sturdy as
possible ; for when introduced to their quarters in the conservatory
they are generally far from the glass, and more or less under the shade
of larger plants, where they quickly become unsightly, unless they
are in good robust health at the time of their introduction ; with this

view give air on all favourable occasions. Syringe Azaleas coming
on for early flowering once in the day, to induce them to push

kindly, and to keep down insects ; but let it be done sufficiently early

to admit of the foliage getting quite dry before night, othenvise

this will cause these plants, for providing cut flowers, to be deficient

in substance. We often hear it said that this or that flower will

flag as soon as cut, when, in many cases, if the plants had been

treated so as to give the blooms the requisite substance, there

would have been no reason for complaint. The temperature of

the water applied to all plants that are being forced should

always be a few degrees warmer than that of the house in which
the plants are placed ; and where they are in bottom-heat, the

water should be as warm as the plunging material, and, if this

is deficient in heat, a few degrees warmer. At the same time

wo do not advocate the application of bottom-heat, only so far

as to induce root action somewhat in advance of the growth
abovo-ground ; and in the case of plants that are intended

for removal to the conservatory, or for producing cut flowers,

we should always advise their being gradually withdrawn from
bottom-heat after their roots had got sufficiently into action.

A few Genistas and Acacias may now be placed in heat ; of

the latter, A. Drummondii and the old A. armata are the best

for forcing. Introduce now a few more of the early sirring,

struck Hydrangeas. Calla (Richardia) ajthiopioa is a general

favourite, and at no time is it more useful than during the winter

months. Where it can be had in sufficient numbers a portion should

now be placed in heat ; these will quickly throw up flowers, when
they are amongst the most telling of conservatory plants. Supply
them plentifully with water. Do not keep the temperature of con.

servatories higher than is absolutely necessary to keep up a slight

circulation in the atmosphere, as such would only shorten the duration

of the flowers of many of its present occupants ; and, until there is a

considerable introduction from the forcing pit, it is not required high

;

45° night temperature will now be sufficient.

Stoves.—Such things as winter-flowering Begonias, Aphelandras,

Gesneras, Poinsettias, Euphorbias, &c., should be placed at the coolest

end of the house, and should receive all the light possible ; with a

little air whenever the weather will permit ; but not in such quanti.

ties as to chill the plants, for that is unnecessary, and is, more,

over, a waste of fuel. Do not keep too much moisture in the

atmosphere, and keep the deciduous portion of the hard-

wooded stock comparatively dry, yet not so much so, as to destroy

the roots. Now, when the greater portion of the stock is at rest,

persevere in the destruction of insects, the increase of which is now
at a minimum. Every hour at this season employed at this work is

re-paid ten-fold by the saving of time further in the spring, when
every day brings its full amount of work. The night temperature

should now be from 60° to 64°, allowing an increase of from 5° to 8°

by day.
The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.

Except in cases where alterations and improvements are in pro-

gress, routine work in this department will simply consist in

occasionally refreshing the surface of beds and borders containing

spring flowers and bulbs, and in keeping Grass and gravel walks in

good order. While the weather continues open and mild the planting

of shrubs and trees may still be proceeded with ; but such work
should now be brought to a close as soon as possible, or deferred until

spring. In the meantime, however, plans may be matured as to the

arrangement and selection of the trees and shrubs about to be trans-

planted. Due consideration should always be given to the selecting

of species which will best harmonise with the architectural character

of the building or buildings with which they are to be associated, as

well as with their other surroundings ; and the season of the year at

which it is desirable to produce certain effects should also be

considered. By the judicious employment of trees whose leaves

attain a warm tint of colour as they decay, associated with

Conifers and other evergreen trees and shrubs, an exceed-

ingly pleasing effect can frequently be produced in the vicinity

of country residences and elsewhere, at a season when such

effects are most desirable and most likely to be appreciated.

Deciduous trees and shrubs suited to this purpose, may consist of

such species as the Acer or Maple of various kinds, and white or

silver-barked Birch, which produces a remarkable effect among dark

foliaged evergreens of various sorts. The Populus fastigiata, or

Lombardy Poplar, may also be occasionally used in suitable posi-

tions, as may also Scarlet Oaks, the Venetian Sumach, or Rhus
Cotinus, and, in appropriate situations, drooping plants, like the

Weeping Cherry and Weeping Willows (Salix babylonica and S.

caprea pendula), with such varieties of the Lime tree or Linden, as

Tilia rubra, T. alba pendula, &c., while the bright red wood of the

common Dog-wood (Cornus sanguinea), may be so placed as to

produce a very desirable effect, which may be heightened during the

autumnal months, by clothing the naked stems of deciduous trees

with Vii-ginian Creeper. All newly-planted Conifers, or other treea
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of which there may be any doubts as to hardiness, must bo accomo-

dated with some slight protection during the iirst winter, should

intense frost set in ; and when the weather is moderately ,'mild

deciduous trees and shrubs, may, if necessary, bo pruned now, while,

the pruning of evergreens should be deferred until spring.—P. Gbieve,

Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Vines.— If there be any foliage still remaining on Vines where

fruit is still hanging it may all be removed at once; clear the whole
out, and do not let any of the leaves remain lying about the floor or
pathway, as they will serve no good purpose there. Grapes will
suffer very little from damp or decay of any sort after this time.
November I take to be the most trying month of the whole year for
Grape keeping ; this may probably be accounted for by the active
state of the sap in its descent. All other things being carefully
attended to, the fruit will not suffer so much for the next three
months as it has done in the past one ; do not give any more fire-heat
than is absolutely required ; it is not by inducing a high tempera,
ture now and then, but by a uniform temperature throughout, that
preservation is ensured. As the weather is now very cold, a consider.
able amount cf fire-heat will be required to keep up the desired
temperature in those Vineries which have started into growth. As
strong firing is resorted to, reduce the aridity of the atmosphere
by sprinkling the surface of the border, paths, &c., place evaporating
troughs on the flow.pipes, and keep them constantly filled with
water. This is a very beneficial way of supplying moisture, but no
water must be poured directly on the pipes to fill the house with
steam, as many young and tender leaves and shoots are frequently
scalded in this careless way ; air must bo given to these with still
more care than formerly, and various modes have been devised for
accomplishing this in the most advantageous manner possible. The
best, and most simple, and efficient, that I have had any experience
of, or seen tried, is that ingeniously invented by Mr. William Thomson.
This consists in having the front flow-pipes incased in a thin outer
one

; the latter is perforated on the top, and is connected with the
exterior by a projecting pipe through the front, where the cold outer
air enters, mingles with the warmed air while passing around the
incased hot-water pipe, and enters into the house through the small
holes at a very genial heat. All the pipes need not be fitted in this
way; two lengths are generally sufficient for a moderate-sized Vinery.
Many of your readers will remember the very neat model of the
system which the inventor showed at the great exhibition in 1851,
and it has been adopted in many places with much success.

Pines.—Where last week's directions for these have been carried
out the early batch of Queens will now be neatly and snugly started.
The atmosphere about these should be kept very moist. Sprinkle
the path with water hourly if necessary ; never let the evaporating
pans become empty. Stuff the space, which generally exists between
the pipes and the walls with Moss, and keep the latter constantly
moist by damping it with a pan ; this keeps the atmosphere con-
tmually in a good growing state, and the harder tlie firing is the
more freely is the moisture given off. Where no bottom-heat valves
are placed to modify the temperature in that direction, the heat in
the plunging material may become excessive, when the pots should
be slightly eased, that a small space may be made between them and
the fermenting stuff ; this simple action lets the heat escape and
prevents the tender roots from getting burned. Cover small pits
in which suckers, &c., are placed during cold frosty nights, and see
that the covering is removed throughout the entire d.ay to admit all
the beneficial light possible.—J. MuiK.

Hardy Fruit.
Where to plant fruit trees is a subject which was pretty fully

adverted to by mo some two years ago. On that occasion I advised all
vacant walls of cottages, farm buildings, workshops, factories,
warehouses, public institutions, the roofs of cottages, sheds, &c., to
be impressed into tho service of fruit production. A few attempts
seem to have been made here and there to carry out this advice, but
the major portion of our unoccupied walls and valuable roofs continue
bald, unproductive, and unprofitable, as they were. Enough, however,
has been accomplished to show tho practibility and profitableness of
planting unfurnished walls. Many a cottager pays his rent with
the Golden Apricots that furnish and adorn the gable end of
his cottage. It matters little what the seasons are; these trees
enjoy a charmed life. The heat from the chimney and the
overhanging eaves do it all, and provide the tree, rich in bloom,
with a panoply of safety. Peaches and Nectarines, of the choicest
varieties, would do equally well, and might bring more money.
Against the north and east walls would grow first-rate Golden Drop
or Jefferson's Plums, and MorcUo and other Cherries. There is
never any difficulty in commanding good prices for such fruits.

Figs and Grape Vines would thrive well on the roofa of stables,

cow-houses, cart-sheds, &c. The heat of the animals would prove of

great service in moderating the severity of the cold, and would
put such trees through their danger-period safely. Numbers of

exhausted trees, of second and third-rate varieties, cumber the

ground to little purpose up and down the garden. These should be
uprooted, and an equivalent space set apart, if possible, to the

most approved sorts, on the best stocks, and in the most pro-

fitable form, as bushes, pyramids, cordons, dwarfs, and standards.

Further, the hedge-rows in many of the inside fields of farms and
meadows might be planted with standard Apples, Pears, Plums,
Cherries, Damsons, Walnuts, Quinces, Medlars, &c. This would
adorn the landscape with cheerful beauty and fill the national fruit

basket to repletion. In many places in woods or on their outskirts,

sheltered by the density of their masses, groups of our hardier

fruits would thrive, and form so many lights to the frequently exces-

sive shade of large masses of timber trees. The comers of Grass
meadows or dairy farms might often be planted for the double pur-

pose of frnit and shade. Such hints will, it is hoped, prove
suggestive to many readers, and set them to plant frait trees in all

waste places at once.—D. T. Fish.

Kitchen Garden.

Remove all decaying leaves from Cauliflower and Lettuce plants in

frames ; scatter dry charcoal dust or wood ashes freely amongst
them, give abundance of air, even on frosty days, if the sun shines,

and see that all the glass is clean so as to admit a maximum amount
of light during the short days. Frames and lights that will shortly

come into use for forcing should be thoroughly cleaned, to be in

readiness when required for use ; have a good supply of dry Fern
straw or other protecting material at hand for covering anything
that may require it if severe frost sets in. Lettuces may be success-
fully grown in pots in an unheated orchard.house ; and, although it

involves rather more labour than merely planting them in the borders
of the house, there is an advantage in being able to move them at
any time ; the borders, too, at this season are often too hard and dry
for promoting rapid growth in any green crop. If there bo any
difficulty about a supply of well-blanched Endive, it may be easily

pushed forward by taking a few plants at a time into the Mushroom-
house. Where there are plenty of roots there will be no difficulty in
having a good supply of forced Asparagus now. The hot-beds from
which the first lot is taken may be used for sowing Carrots and
Radishes ; or, if a lining can be put round to renew the heat, a
second lot of Asparagus roots may be placed in, or the frame may
be planted with early Potatoes. Pot a few roots of Sorrel and push
it forward in heat for flavouring. Successions of Balm, Borage,
Tarragon, Mint, Tansy, &c., should also have attention. If mice
are troublesome to recently sown Peas or Beans ; scatter sifted

ashes thinly all over the drills, this will preserve them from their

attacks. Soot may be used freely to stop the depredations of
sparrows and slugs. Get all vacant plots of land manured and
trenched, or dug without delay, when the weather is suitable for
such work. I believe when the manure is in a condition to go on
the land (provided the ground is vacant), the sooner it is taken
there and dug in the better. Exceptions to this rule are often made
in the case of poor hungry sands or gravels, on the plea that the
rains will wash it down beyond the reach of the roots it applied to
the land before the crop is put in. The true and obvious remedy in
such a case, however, would be a good dressing of clay or marl ; I
believe this is the best way to improve land that is so sterile that
it cannot retain what is put on it. The most fertile land is also, as
a rule, the most absorbent and retentive ; and, in fact, its fertiUty is,

in some measure, due to its absorbent and retentive quaUties. To
improve the staple of light land and make it more retentive, heavy
dressings of clay should be put on at this season, clay or clayey marls,
or marls in which chalk abounds ; whichever is most accessible may
be applied to light land with very considerable advantage. In fact,

this should be the first means adopted for its improvement. From
fifty to eighty, or even one hundred, loads per acre may be applied,
according to its condition. It should be run on during frosty weather,
be .spread over the surface, and remain exposed to the action of the
weather till just before the land is required for cropping, when it

should be lightly forked in. Salt is another substance that may be
beneficially applied to light land, or any land where the crops suffer

from drought. Salt is largely used on the light lands of Norfolk,
and its effect is, in a dry season, little short of marvellous. It is best
applied in early spring as a top-dressing, at the rate of from 10 to

15 lbs. per rod. Whenever a garden is overrun with slugs or snails,

salt is an excellent thing to use. When mixed with soot, it forms an
excellent dressing for poor lawns that soon scorch with the sun heat
in summer ; but it is best applied in showery weather in spring.

—

E. Hobday.
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THE ARBORETUM.
TRAlSrSPLANTING PINES AND EVERGREEN

SHRUBS.

I AM compelled, reluctantly, to offer a few strictures upou the
somewhat lengthy article which you have published on this

subject at p. 503. Its author being personally unknown to

me, I trust that he will receive my remarks as they are
intended, viz., to place a few facts, which cannot be con-
troverted, in juxtaposition

with what I doubt not he
believes to be good practice,

but which, in reality is not.

The writer of the article in

question winds up his re-

marks as follows :
—

" Hav-
ing thus considered the

subject of ti-ansplanting in

general, the season and cir-

cumstances best suited for

the various species, and the

many precautionary mea-
sures to be observed in the

process, and having also

glanced at the methods
usually employed in remov-
ing large specimens, and
the sizes most to be recom-
mended for the purpose, it

would be improper, before

concluding, to omit men-
tioning the immense success

in this department of land-

scape gardening achieved
by the late Sir Henry Seton
Stewart, of Allanton (the

Evelyn of his day), with the

aid of the machinerydevised
by himself, of which the

implements iised now-a-
days are but slight modifi-

cations and improvements."
How can this be, when I

assert, without fear of suc-

cessful contradiction, that

in February, 1831, more
than forty-four years ago.

Sir Henry Stewart's ma-
chine and implements were
found useless for the re-

moval of three Cedars of

Lebanon, varying from 28
to 33 feet in height, with
trunks from 3 to 4 feet in

circumference ; and in No-
vember of the same year
for the removal of another
tree 43 feet in height, 48
feet diameter of branches,

and 6 feet in circumference
of trunk—and that a ma-
chine and implements equal

to the task had to be in-

vented by me ? The four

trees then moved at Blvas-

ton Castle are in high vigour now, and since then have neai-ly
doubled their dimensions. During the last forty-four years,with
machines of my own invention, of which there are six sizes, I
have removed great numbers of large trees. The trees to
which I allude varied from 1 to upwards of 21 tons ; not one
of these has been operated upon with machinery at all like

Sir Henry Stewart's, and all of them, e.xcept four, have
been removed without any previous preparation and
without regard to the season of the year. The late Mr.
William M'Nab, curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh, under whom I studied three years, honoured

me with several visits at Elvaston, whilst I was engaged
in laying out the gardens and grounds there ; and, on
one occasion, happening to come just as a tree was
being taken into the grounds, he expressed himself
much gratified with the novelty and excellence of the
means used in the operation of transplantation. Of the first

four large trees moved in February, 1831, the first three were
prepared in August, 1830, by order of Lord Harrington

;

they were all Cedars of Lebanon. About a fortnight after I
had commenced operations in laying out and enlarging his

grounds, he took me to see
them, and then asked me if

I knew anything about the
removal of large trees ; I
told him I was conversant
with Mr. M'Nab's system,
and he then enquired
whether I knew anything of
Sir Henry Stewart's. I
told him I did. Lord Har-
rington then requested me
to have the trees at once
prepared upon Sir Henry
Stewart's system. Next
day I had all the three trees
prepared by cutting a cir-
cular trench, 2 feet wide,
down to the sub-soil and
quite below all the roots,
at a sufiicient distance from
the trunk, in proportion to
the respective sizes of the
trees, as to ensure success

;

all the earth taken out
of the trenches being
thrown away, I had them
filled with suitable soil to
encourage the growth of
roots for the next two
years, prior to removal, as
directed by Sir Henry
Stewart. About a fort-
night afterthis his Lordship
astonished me by saying
that he should remove these
Cedars during the following
February. I asked what
good was to be e.xpected
from this preparation by
that time, for I knew that
Sir Henry based his success
on the trees being prepared
for removal two or three
years beforehand in order
that they might form root-
lets the first season and
roots the second. And as
I was expected to remove
the Cedars almost at once,
I was obliged to say plainly
that were Sir Henry Stew-
art there in person with all

his appliances he could not
remove one of them, nor
would he attempt it. His
practice, I added, had been

confined to comparatively small] deciduous trees, with both
flexible branches and roots. He denudes all the roots up to
the trunks, and then brings his " two-wheeled janker," and
divides the roots as well as he can, and then lashes the pole of
the janker to the stem of the tree ;

that being done, the tree
is piilled down and carried horizontally, root first. I explained
that to follow this plan with the Cedars at Elvaston, with
their extremely brittle roots and branches, would render them
fit only for the faggot pile, if the effort were successful to
carry them at all ; but even that would have been impossible,
as the janker would be put out of sight by branches extending

Barron's Tree Transplanters,
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from 15 to 20 feet from the trunk. His lordship seemed

much disconcerted, and I saw he was disappointed ; but I

adhered to what I had said—that it was impossible, upon Sir

H. Stewart's system, to remove the trees so as to make
them grow, but I told him if he would risk his trees,

and accord me his support, I thought I could remove them
successfully, and, having left the matter in my bands,

these trees were removed in February. In November fol-

lowing, when forming terraces and laying out what was after-

wards called Mon Plaisir, I was obliged either to cut down, or

remove a Cedar, in front of the castle, 33 feet in height, 4-8 feet

across the branches, and 6 feet round the trunk. I preferred

trying the latter course, and was again successful. These four

trees were all removed as my first attempt, and then measured,
and have increased in girth and height as follows :

IircBBASB IN Girth and Height made from the time when the trees weee
PLANTED TO THE PEESENT, VIZ., FOBTI-THREE TEARS
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should be secured to their places occasionally by cross pieces placed

within, and nailed at the ends from the outside. These prevent the

boxes spreading, teep the tops and bottoms from being crowded off,

and hold the trees firmly to their places. The same care as for

bundles is needed in mudding the roots, packing in Moss ; and

. securing the stems from bruising by an intermixture of straw. A
lever, like that for filling flour barrels, may be carefully used for

compressing the contents. For marking boxes, a mixture of lamp,

black and tm'pentine is most convenient, as it immediately sinks into

the wood and becomes dry at once.

—

Rural Affairs.

METHOD OF CLIMBING TEEES.
People who live in wooded districts frequently find it convenient to

have some way of readily climbing a tree. In felling trees where
timber is valuable, much damage and waste is prevented by being

Fig. 1.—CUmbing Trees with Stirrups.

able to bring the tree down exactly where it is wanted. To do this

it is often necessary to climb the tree to be felled, and, sometimes, an
adjoining one. In making surveys in wooded districts, or in taking a
more extended view in places that are partially wooded, it also becomes
necessary to ascend a tree. The Agriculhirist describes a ready method
of accomplishing this by means of a pair of spiked stirrups as in fig. 2.

This contrivance is a flat iron bar, about an inch wide and a quarter
of an inch thick, bent to pass under the boot in front of the heel,

with loops by which it may be strapped to the leg. A
sharp, stout spur is fixed at the lower part, and, when
the stirrup is worn, this spur comes at the inside of

the foot. When a person wishes to climb a tree, one
of the spikes is thrust into the bark and then the
other, a step upward being taken each time. A cord
is carried around the waist, and, if it be necessary to

do any work while up the tree, the climber can pass
the cord around his body and the tree, and make him.
self secure. The rope also answers to draw up tools

or anything else that may be wanted. The method of

climbing, by aid of these stirrups, is shown in fig. 1.

[The natives of the Pacific islands have a very simple
method of climbing the bare, lofty shafts of the Cocoa-
nnt tree by fastening round their ankles a thick skein

of flax or Cocoa-nut fibre, of snflicient length to keep
the feet some 18 inches apart. The tree is then en.

circled with both arms, and the fibre of the material
round the ankles binding against its rugose bark, a suflicient hold is

given to enable the climber to shift his grasp higher up, and thus
rapidly reach the summit without much exertion.]

Fig. 2.

THE LI B R A R Y.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.*
"Works on geology, from the rudimentary treatise for beginners
to the higher and more elaborate standard volumes of Murchi-
son and Lyell, are numerous. These, however, deal for the
most part either with the science, jjo- se, or, less frequently, in
its relation to agriculture, building-stone, or coal and metallic
ores. Until this volume appeared, no author had undertaken
to point out the position of geology in regard to the arts and
manufactures, and a want very much felt has thus been ably
supplied. But, " whilst primarily intended for the student of
applied geology," to quote the words of the preface, " it may
be useful to the agriculturist, builder, miner, civil engmeer,
manufacturing chemist, and others who have to deal with
minerals ; and, at the same time, may not be devoid of interest

to the general reader." In fact, the author has managed to
condense within very portable limits, and submits in a most
readable volume which is embellished with excellent outs, a
mass of information respecting the mineral and metallic
substances used in the arts and manufactures, which could
only be otherwise obtained by repeated reference to a variety
of independent sources, and this alone must render the work
a most useful text-book to a very large section of the com-
munity. Besides this, we have a large number of the earlier

pages of the book devoted to the consideration of various
kinds of soils, and their geological origin, with many most
useful remarks upon di-ainage and mineral manures. Reviewing
these pages more especially from our own point of view, wo
extract a portion useful to all cultivators.

Soils and Sub-soils.

The soils upon which the agriculturist has to operate are usually
classified as sandy, sandy or light loams, loams, clayey loams, heavy
or retentive clays, marls, calcareous loams, peaty soils, or bog-earths.
This classification has reference chiefly to composition and texture, a
special chemical composition (silicious, calcareous, &o.) being
necessary for the profitable growth of particular crops, and a
certain mechanical textui-e (friable, porous, &c.) suiting best for
the permeation of rain and air, and the descent or spreading of
special roots and rootlets. Loams, consisting of fertile admixtures
of sand, clay and humus or decayed vegetable matter, may be
regarded as typical soils, which become, on the one hand, light, by a
jireponderance of sand, and on the other, heavy, by a preponderance
of clay. But whatever their composition and texture, these soils

geologically speaking, are mainly of two sorts—soils of disintegra-
tion, arising from the waste and decay of the immediately underlying
rocks, together vrith a certain admixture of vegetable and animal
dibris ; and soils of transport, whose ingredients have been brought
from a distance and have no geological connection with the rocks
upon which they rest. Under the former are comprehended such as
arise from the disintegration of limestones, chalks, traps, granites,
and the like, and which are directly influenced in their composition,
texture, and drainage, by the nature of the subjacent rocks from
which they are derived. Under the latter are embraced all drift

and alluvial materials, such as sand, shingly dehris, miscellaneous
silt and clay, which have been worn from other rooks by meteoric
agencies, and transported to their existing position by winds, water,
or ancient glacial agencies. Besides these there are also soils of
organic origin, such as peat earths, and vegetable mould or humus,
which is to a great extent also of animal origin or elaboi'ation.

Indeed, in all superficial soils there is a certain amount of vegetable
and animal matter—the decay of plants, the droppings of animals,
the exuviaa of insects, the casts of the earth-worm, and the like,

conferring upon them that dark friable and loamy character so
indicative of richness and fertility. Beyond the soils proper, which
come immediately under the plough, there are in most situations a
set of sub-soils, differing from the true soils, and which cannot be
ignored by the farmer. Thus peat may lie upon clay, sand upon clay,

common humus on sandy clay, and clay may rest upon shingly

dihris ; while in many of our alluvial flats (old lake-sites and
estuaries) there may be several alternations of peaty matter, clay,

sand, silt, and marl, before the underlying rock-formation is arrived

at. In general, the sub-soils differ notably in colour and consistence

from the soils above them. The true soils are usually of a darker
colour, from the larger admixture of humus, while the sub-soils are

lighter in hue—yellow, red, or bluish, from the greater preponder.
ance of iron oxides. The soils are also more or less friable in their

texture, while the sub.soils are tougher, more compact, and more
•" Economic Geology." By David Page, F.G.S, Blackwood and Sons.
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largely commingled with rubbly and stony di^bris. Tho soils are

usually little more than a mere surface covering, while the sub.soils

may be many feet, or even yards, in thickness. All these soils and
Bub-soils repose on the rocks below, but it is only where they are

immediately derived from these rocks, by disintegration, that they
are materially influenced by this relation. Hence, for agricultural

purposes, it is necessary to have two sets of geological maps—one
showing the range and disposition of the older rocks, and another
exhibiting the disposition of the superficial accumulations by which
these are masked. On examining two such maps of any district in

Britain, it will be seen that the soils of disintegration occupy limited

areas in comparison with those of transport. In all our river- valleys,

dales, levels, fens, straths, and carses, the soils are those of trans-

port, and consist of miscellaneous river-drifts, the alluvia of former
lakes and sea-beds, or of the sands, shingles, and bouldery clays of

the glacial epoch. Over the higher uplands—largely over carboni-
ferous districts, and on many of the other formations—the drifts of

the glacial period are thickly spread, so that it is chiefly on the hilly

portions of the chalk, the oolite, the mountain-limestone, the old

slates and schists, the traps and granites, that we find soils of dis-

integration. And even there, there are many patches of bouldery
clay, sand, and shingly drift, whose materials have been brought
from other and distant localities.

Soils of Disintegration.

All rock-surfaces, however hard and refractory, break up, in

course of time, under the influence of meteoric agencies. Those
containing lime are acted upon by the carbonic acid of the atmo-
sphere ; those containing iron by the oxygen ; and all suffer more or
less through frosts, rains, winds, and other kindred forces. These
disintegrating agencies are further aided by the root-growth of

plants, by the burrowing of worms and other earth-dwelling
creatures, and in no small degree by the acids (humic, geic and
crenic) generated by organic decay. From the hardest granites,
basalts, and lavas, to the softest chalks and marls, all are undergoing
this disintegration ; and the soils thereby produced will vary in

depth, composition, and texture, according to the softness and
mineral character of the rocks, and the length of time during which
they have been subjected to the comminuting forces. If we take a
geological map of the British Islands and turn to the districts

coloured as granitic, we shall find them largely covered with a thin
cold clayey soil derived from the decomposition of the subjacent
granite. Ordinary granite is composed of quartz, some variety of
felspar, and mica ; and it is the felspar (silicates of alumina, with
minor proportions of soda, potash, lime and iron) which mainly yield
this poor moorland covering, the sterility of which is aggravated by
its general high elevation, whitish colour, and the impervious nature
of the rock on which it rests. We say whitish colour, for, area for
area, white soils take in less heat than dark-coloured ones—the
former reflecting and the latter absorbing the solar rays. If we
turn, on the other hand, to the tracts coloured trappean, we will
find them covered, for the most part, with a dark-colonred dry,
crumbling soil, noted for its fertility and certainty of cropping.
This arises from the disintegration of the softer trap. tuffs, amygda-
loids, and wack^s, and consists, according to the analysis of the late
Professor Johnston, of silica, alumina, and lime with varying propor-
tions of soda, potash, and iron ; its fertility and mellowness being
augmented by its colour, which absorbs the sun's heat, and by the
fissured structure of the rocks beneath, which carries off all super-
fluous moisture. In slaty and schistose tracts—that is, those coloured
metamorphic, Cambrian, and silurian, we find that where these
rocks are not masked by diluvial drifts, they have weathered into
thin clayey soils of indifferent fertility, partly owing to their
elevation, and partly to their retentive texture—green nutritive
pastures occurring, as in the southern uplands of Scotland, only
where the high inclination of the beds, with their slaty structure,
affords a ready and efficient natural drainage. The soft, sandy, and
marly strata of the new red sandstone break up into a dry fertile
soil, especially suited for Barley and green crops ; while the clayey
and marly beds weather down to a stiff retentive clay, like that of
Cheshire, much better adapted for permanent pasture than for the
varied requirements of com culture. Over the lias and oolite,
consisting of alternations of calcareous and argillaceous strata, we
have those noticeable belts of dry, rubbly, and stiff clayey soils,
which characterise a large portion of England, from Yorkshire on
the north-east to Dorset and Somerset on the south-west—the
calcareous freestones forming the drier ridges, and the clays the
moister valleys. In the south-east of England, the tracts coloured
as Hastings sands. Weald clay, greensand, gault, chalk, and London
clay, are respectively characterised by thin, light sandy, stiff clayey, or
dry calcareous soils—the direct results of the disintegration of their
immediately underlying rocks. Indeed, this connection between the

soils and subjacent rock-formation is best seen along the secondary
and tertiary tracts of England—that is, from the new red sandstone
upwards through the lias, oolite, wealden, chalk, and eocene deposits
of the London and Hampshire basins. No doubt sporadic patches of
diluvial drifts occur here and there to break the connection, but,
generally speaking, the soils, modes of culture, crops (Wheat, Barley,
Beans, Hops), coincide with and are favoured by the lithological

belts, as depicted on the geological maps of the country. Nor do
these lithological areas influence alone the white and green crops of
the husbandman ; they are equally, if not still more, operative in the
growth and value of the timber trees of the forester. The Firs and
Larches which thrive so magnificently on the decomposed mica-
schists of the Scottish Highlands would be but poor stunted sticks on
the thin cold clays of the granite ; while the Oaks, and Elms, and
orchard.growths which flourish on the marly clays of the new red
sandstone, would become stunted and gnarled if transferred to the
drier and scantier soils of the chalk and carbomferoua limestone.

Soils of Transport.

When we turn to the soils of transport we find them of a much
more miscellaneous character, and occupying much more extensive
and unbroken arreas. Some consist of river-drifts—shingly gravel,
sand or alluvium ; others of old lake sites—peaty earth, clays, sands

;

some of old estuary beds—tenacious clays and silts ; others, again,
of wind-blown sands and sand-dunes ; and many of glacial drifts

—

sand, shingly gravels, and stiff bouldery clays. These may of them-
selves form the arable soils, or they may constitute the sub-soils, and
be overlaid by a coating of less or greater thickness, partly derived
from their own disintegration, augmented by the growth and decay
of plants, and partly formed by the plough and repeated cultivation.
But, whatever be their nature and origm, they are little, if at all, in.
fluenced by the subjacent rock.formations, and have to be studied
and treated by themselves. Over the old red sandstone, the carboni-
ferous and permian systems, which consist mainly of sandstones,
shales, and clays, there is in most parts of the British Islands a
thick coating of diluvial or bouldery clay, very stiff, retentive, and
sterile. Much of this boulder-clay has been brought from a distance
by ice-action ; but the major portion, perhaps, is but the ground.up
material of the formations on which it rests, hence its reddish tints
on old red tracts, and its dark blue colour over the coal formation.
In many of our larger plains—Strathmore and Strathearn, for
exami)le—there is a very miscellaneous assortment of drifts—sands,
gravels, shingly diiris, and boulder-clays ; and in the lower and
wetter portions, peat earths and alluvia, the remains of silted.up
lakes, or of lakes still in process of obliteration. In our lower
carses and valleys—Carses of Gowrie, Falkirk, and along the
Humber— there are large expanses of soft plastic clay (old
estuary bottoms) of great fertility, but of diflScult and uncertain
cultivation ; while such tracts as the Fens of Lincoln, Romney
Marsh, and the like, are chiefly marine silts and marsh growths.
Sand-dunes, or link-lands along the sea-shores, and inland marshes
also occupy extensive tracts ; and, indeed, by far the larger
area of these islands consists of sub-soils and surface soils, having
no connection with the rocks on which they rest, and little, if

at all, influenced by their proximity. These soils of transport
must therefore be studied and treated by themselves, whether as
regards fertile and permanent admixture, draining or manuring.
Along with these soils of transport may be classed some of organic
accumulations, such as peat-moss and bog-earths, which have no
geological connection with the sub-soils or rocks on which they
repose. Such accumulations are often of gi-eat thickness, and rest
on old estuary and lake silts, on sands, and on clays of totally
different origin

; and indeed, as in the case of Blair Drummond, the
peaty stratum may be altogether removed in order to expose the
finer and more fertile clay that lies below.

Fertile Admixture of Soils.

It must be obvious that soils varying so much in their origin,
composition, and texture cannot be all alike culturable and fertile,
and hence to correct the one by admixture with the other, to render
this one more friable and that more compact, to improve this one by
drainage and that by manuring, is the sum and substance of judicious
and successful farming. Taking a good loam (an admixture of clay,
sand, and organic matter) as the type of productiveness, we find
some soils too sandy and light, and others too clayey and heavy.
Some soils, though active, soon become exhausted, and are apt to be
parched in dry seasons; and clayey soils, though often rich and
absorbent of ammonia from the atmosphere, are apt, in wet seasons,
to become water-logged and unworkable. It is thus that some soils
are too cohesive, others not cohesive enough ; some deficient iu one
element, and others having that element in excess. It is the duty of
tho skilful agriculturist, therefore, to correct these deficiencies by
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admixture, and to bring his soils as near as he can to the normal
condition of easy cultivation and fertility. IE we take an estate of

some extent, for example, and after careful pitting and examination,

map out its soils and sub-soils, and find that some of its fields consist

of stiff retentive clay resting on the rubbly outcrops of the strata

below, others of thinnish loam resting on a sub-soil of sandy clay,

some in the hollows and along the streams of soft paaty earth, and
the remainder skirting the sea-shore of dry shelly saud, the question

arises—How are wo to effect a permanent improvement of these

various soils by drainage and admixture ? The cold retentive clays,

on which insolation is spent in evaporating moisture before it can
impart any warmth, may be dried by draining, and subsequently cut
up and rendered friable by admixture witli the shelly sand ; and
such clayey soils may also be improved by burning, which not only

renders them freer, but converts their potash from an insoluble to a
soluble state. The thinnish loam might be deepened by sub-soiliug,

provided there was nothing deleterious in the clayey sub-soil ; the

soft spongy peat-earths, which throw out their seeds and roots after

frosts, might be improved, as every one knows, by an admixture of

the clays; and the loose dry sands can be readily compacted and
rendered fertile by a good addition of clay, as wo have seen near the

estuary of the Eden in Fife, where sands, almost useless as sheep-
runs, have been converted into profitable grain. fields by admixture
with the soft rod brick-clays which abound in that locality. We
have taken an imaginary instance ; but, whatever the example, there

are few estates which have not their fertile and unfertile portions,

and all of which might be permanently improved by such admixture
of soils, and these admixtures often lying within their own boundaries.

We refer to lands at moderate elevation, and naturally fitted for the

I'lough ; for thero are wide expanses in Britain which should never
be broken up from their natural pasture, unless they could be put
under glass—a provision which fluent expatiators on the conversion of

waste lands forget to make allowance for in their Utopian specula-
tions. For such admixtures as those to which we have referred, a
geological knowledge of the district is indispensable ; and be it

observed that fertile admixture of soils is a permanent improvement
—a creation, as it were, of new soils—and not like manuring, which
is a mere temporary expedient, soon losing its effect, and requiring

to be repeated at every rotation.

Draining.

The same may be said of draining, and there is much in draining

that depends on the geology—superficial and lithological—of the

district in which it is to be effected. The main object of draining is

to get rid of superfluous water, thereby rendering the soil drier and
more absorbent of the sun's heat, more friable and open in texture

for the admission of air and rain, which prevent the generation of

deleterious acids, more accessible to the tender permeating rootlets

of the crop, and likewise more easy and certain of cultivation. Before

excavating the drains, it is always worth enquiring whether the wet
is retained in the surface soil by an impermeable underlying " pan,"

which, if broken up by the sub-soil plough, would be sufficient to let

off the superfluous moisture through the underlying beds ; or whether
the thin clayey soil would not require all the moisture if it were cut

up and deepened by sandy admixture ? Again, in some very level

tracts where sufficient fall is difficult to be obtained, it is also worth
trying the nature of the subjacent beds to see whether they might be
porous enough to receive and carry off the discharge of the drains.

Under some morasses there have been found beds of open quartzose

sand, which, when dug down to, were sufficient to carry off all the

drainage water ; and in the Wealden and chalk districts it is not

unusual to find in the porous Kentish rag and chalk, which lie below,

a sufficient outlet for the drainage of the superincumbent heavy
clays and loams. This property of taking away surface water is

possessed by all rocks having sufficient porosity, and especially by
sands and gravels, chalks and limestones, absorbent sandstones and
fissured trap-rocks. As draining, when thoroughly executed, should

be viewed as a permanent improvement, every precaution should be

taken to ascertain the nature of the soil and sub-soil to be operated
upon, to fix upon proper depths so as at once to deepen the soil, and
not to carry off the dissolved manures, to see whether there be
surface stones on the estate for the filling of the drains, or whether
these might be rendered more efficient by covering the tile-pipes by
stones which have otherwise to be got rid of. The sole object of

admixture and drainage is to render soils at once more easy of

cultivation, and more certain and abundant in their productiveness.

The qualifications of a productive soil are thus succinctly epito-

mised by Professor Ansted:—"It should be composed of nearly

equal parts of three earths—sand, clay, and lime ; it should contain

a certain quantity of decomjiosing vegetable aud animal matter j it

should imbibe moisture, and give it back to the air without much
difficulty ; it should have depth sufficient to permit the roots of

plants to sink and extend without coming to rock, to water, or to

some injurious earth ; the sub-soil should be moderately porous, but

not too much so: and, in case of need, the sub-soil should be able to

improve the soil by admixture with it. The proper proportion of the

various earths may vary from 50 to 70 per cent of silicious matter,

20 to -10 per cent, of clay, and 10 to 20 per cent, of calcareous

matter. According os the climate is wet or dry, the soil should be
friable or porous, or adhesive and retentive, and the best soil

is that which, in long drought, is never very dry, and in tho

wettest seasons does not become choked and soured v/ith

water." To these remarks may be added those of M. Schiibler

(Jour. Eoy. Agric. Soc.) :
—"The more an earth weighs, the

greater also is its power of retaining heat j the darker its colour,

and the smaller its power of containing water, the more quickly and
strongly will it be heated by the sun's rays ; the greater its power of

containing water, the more has it in general the power also of

absorbing moisture when in a dry, and oxygen when in a damp,
state, from the atmosphere—and the slower it usually is to become
dry, especially when endued with a high degree of consistency

;

lastly, the greater the power of containing water, and the greater

the consistency of a soil, the colder and wetter, of course, will that

soil be, aa well as the stiffer to work either in a wet or dry state."

Belgian Horticulture.—We have received a copy of the

"Annuaire de I'Horticulture Beige,"* for 1875, a book which has

much to recommend it in the amount of useful information which
it contains. Besides the calendar a good directory of the principal

nurserymen, seedsmen, and landscape gardeners is given ; in fact,

of all connected in any way with horticulture in Belgium, together

with a list of the principal horticultural societies, schools, and
botanical gardens in that country. More than half the book is

devoted to useful remarks upon horticulture, embodying a list of

new plants and fruits, hints on pruning. Vino culture, &c., the whole

being embelUshed by good wood.cuts.

MR. J. JAY SMITH ON CEMETERIES.
Mr. J. Jay Sunn, of Philadelphia, who edited the Horticulturist

after the unfortunate death of Mr. Downing, and who was the prin.

cipal founder of the large and garden-like cemeteries that now occur

near American cities, has lately made a horticultural tour in

England, and sends us the following notes thereon :—You suggest to

me that my fourth visit to England should give me some right to

say a few words on the present position of things in regard to

planting, and you ask me to give my views on the topic of rural

cemeteries. In the first place I would remark that I am surprised

that evergreens are neglectel in many quarters, and I would suggest

that the Cedar of Lebanon, so adapted to your climate, should be

more frequently planted. It is true that its growth is slow, and may
take two or more generations to perfect; but what have you to show
of such magnificence or of such historical value ? There is nothing to

equal it. I would say " Plant more Cedars—many more," and let

posterity judge of your taste. I could add that my observation

teaches me that those Cedars already planted are not always suffi-

ciently cared for ; many look dwindling, struggling for life, and it is

of equal importance to feed trees as domestic animals. I have

noticed many Cedars that want digging round, and pabulum supplied

to their roots. This is so easily done that one wonders it is so

entirely neglected. If we could have this magnificent tree in our

northern latitudes in America, no money would be spared in nourish,

ing it. A good Cedar transmitted to a grandchild would be a really

valuable possession. And why are there no Cedars in the parks ? The

Auouba japonica, so beautiful aud valuable, has, I confess, become rather

too common ; but this plant (now fructified so as to bear fruit for the

birds) is invaluable, and so is the Portugal Laurel, which is cut off by

our northern winters in America, as it is occasionally even in

Southern England; but prize these plants, for there is no substitute

for them—no broad-leaved evergreen yet known to ta,ke their place.

What shall I say of your English, and in fact European, mode
of sepulture ? You have not caught the idea which has been so

popular in America ; the human heart clings to the idea that families

should be interred together, and while America provides ground in

one paternal lot for parents and children and grandchildren, and

more even in the future succession, the London cemetery provides

only for the present family, and leaves children and grandchildren to

provide for themselves. Is this Scriptural, and is it in accordance

with those feelings implanted in us by God himself ? It does not,

accord with tho Ameiicau idea, nor, as we couteud, with Nature's

demands on our human sympathies. Tho love of kindred is

* Aiinuairc de I'Horticulture Beige, par Fr. BurvcnicU, Ed. Pyaaert, Eru.

Bodigas, aud H. T. Yau HuUe. Gantl, Uurcau de I'Anuuaire.
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implanted in our nature, and wo yearn to rest with them at our

decease. Daro I eay that t}io English custom does not quite

recoffniso this desire to rest together ; may I add that the

American custom fully does ? Uere we inaugurate cemeteries

of such size that the remains of five generations may moulder
together undisturbed. In England this mode of Bepulture is

impossible. The rural cemetery sells a lot of 6 or 7 feet by 3 feet,

\ digs a vault and bricks it, that will contain three or six

,\bodies only, and when successive claimants require space they must
seek it elsewhere, probably at a distance from their beloved ancestry.

Not so in our American plan ; a son, say, buries his parents in sacred

premises, where his allotmeut is so large that both ho and his wife,

and perhaps several generations to follow can all He contiguously
;

he plants and adorns it and it is placed in the hands of trustees

who follow each other in succession, and who are desirous of par-

ticipating in the transaction, because they themselves inter their

parents and their children there, and are deeply interested in the

permanency of an institution deemed sacred to all the family.

Sufficient time, it is true, has not elapsed in America to test the

system thoroughly ; but the feelings of the public on this subject

are all for the maintenance of the charters governing cemeteries, and
fortunately these institutions have originated, and are conducted by,

gentlemen and men of taste. In England the separation is decreed
of the coming from the past generation ; in America all that can be
done by human foresight is done to ensure a family resting place in

perpetnity. What is wanted in England is sufficient appropriation of

ground to grant family lots in which may be interred whole families

in succession, planted in the most exquisite stylo of art with Cedars
and evergreens especially, and I should be pleased to correspond
with Englishmen desirous of benefiting their race in this respect. I

deem the rural cemetery a need of the age. As for cremation, I

dismiss it as not as yet adapted to the wants and feelings of

survivors.

THE TREMELLAS.
Thesk strangely curious Fungi are, for the most part, seen on old

stumps or the dead branches of trees, whence they shoot forth their

wrinkled and tremulous erowths, which look more like a mere
exudation from the st.imp it.=;elf than a veritable plant. The germs
of reproduction are imbedded in the pulp, the sporophores being
large, and the .spicules usually elongated into threads. We find the
Tremcllas of various colours—brown, white, orange, or deep violet.

Wo possess nearly a score in Britain, affecting various vegetation,

though two or three would seem to spring from the ground. Like
the Algic, they are capable of partial resuscitation by being immersed
in water, even after having been kept dry for years. This remark
more especially applies to a close ally of the Tremellas, the Jew's
Ear (Uirneola auricula Juda;). I have met with this singular Fungus
on the stumps of Elders. It is of a red-brown colour, like the ear of

an American Indian, wrinkled and corrugated, with swelling veins

bi'anehing from the middle. Autumn is the season of growth, but it

continues throughout the winter. I have now before me a specimen
of this Fungus that has been perfectly revived, after being kept dry
for upwards of two years. Tremella foliacea, a rich brown species
with a purple gloss, appears with us on old mossy stumps in

November. Its curiously puckered growth is sufficiently character-
istic of the representatives of the family. It is variable in colour.

Tremella albida I have noticed on dead Beech branches, bursting
through cracks in the b.ark. It is pui-e white at first, but changes
with age lo a dirty yellow. Another of the family, Tremella
mesenterica, is partial to the Furze, its orange-tufted masses
protruding from the dead stems all the year round. It bears a
strong resemblance to the human mesentery, hence the name. There
is one other I would notice—Tremella moriforuiis—which appears on
the ground, and is not often met with. It is not nnliko a Mulberry
in aspect, though of a purple black. It communicates a purple stain
to paper. I believe none are edible. Peter IxiiiiuLD.

Hovingha^n Lodge, York.

Flowers in the Isle of Wight.—I can fully endorse all that
Mr. Ewbank has recorded (see p. 511) respecting the beauty of the
flowers about Ryde, and the singular mildness of the season there
during the months of October and November. When I left Lisa,
about the 10th of October, nearly all outdoor flowers had vanished

;

but in the vicinity of Ryde, at St. Uelen's, Bembridge, and other
places, I was surprised to find what are usually termed "summer
flowers " in full bloom at the end of November. A small-leaved
Myrtle growing in the little churchyard at Bembridge attracted my
especial notice

; two particularly fine trees of it were covered with
blossom, and a variety of Roses—pale yellow, dark crimson, white,

and all shades of pink—intermingled well with the dark sombre
foliage of different evergreen plants that kept watch in that
peaceful resting-place. Nearly every grave was a garden in itself.—Helen C. Watney.

LAYING OUT ORCHARDS.
We have often observed a good deal of inconvenience and perplexity
in measuring off and laying out orchards, from a want of accuracy at
the commencement. The best way of propeily laying out extensive
plantations of hardy fruits is well told by an able fruit grower in
Rural Affairs. If the rows are begun crooked, stake after
stake may be altered, without being able to form straight lines, and
with only an increase of the confusion. If the first tree, in a row of
fifty, be placed only G inches out of the way, and be followed as a
guide for the rest, the last one will deviate fifty times 6 inches, or
25 feet from a right line, even if the first error is not repeated. We
have seen large Apple orchards with rows nearly as crooked as this.

To say nothing of the deformed appearance to the eye, they prove
exceedingly inconvenient every time the crooked space between the
rows are ploughed, and every time the ground was planted and culti-

vated with crojjs in rows.

a h c d e f g h i

cb h c d e f g k i

Fig. ;.—Common or Square Arrangement.

The most simple and convenient arrangement for orchards in all

ordinary cases, is in squares, as shown in fig. 1. But planters are
often puzzled to know how to lay out such orchards with trees at
equal distances throughout, and in perfectly straight rows. The
easiest and most successful mode is first to measure off one side along
the boundary, with a chain or tape-line (a chain is best), and drive
in a stake perpendicularly at equal distances (say two rods or 25 feet),

iu a straight line, and at a proper distance from the fence for the
first row of trees. Then measure off each end in the same way ; and
between the two last stakes in these end rows, form another line of
stakes like the first, which will be parallel and opposite to it. The
more accurately the measuring is done, the less labour will be required
iu rectifying small errors—no stake should stand half an inch out ot
a straight line. These rows are represented by the letters a, h, c, d,

^> f) 0) ^) ^' Then measure off the distance between a and a,

driving in a small stake or peg at each distance of two rods;
and then iu the same way between h b, c c, &c. If accurately
done, these will all form perfectly straight rows. The holes may
then be dug without the least difficulty or embarrassment, and the
trees set out. But a difficulty arises, as the stakes must be removed
iu digging the holes ; this is at once obviated by the plan here
proposed, by placing the tree in a lino with the row of stakes on one
side, and with the newly set trees on the other, as the holes are
successively dug, and the trees set. These directions may seem
quite simple, but for want ot being generally understood, a great
many crooked lines of trees are seen through the country.
The second mode of arranging trees is in the old quincunx form

(fig. 2), which is nothing more than a series of squares laid off

diagonally, and has no special advantage to recommend it except
novelty.

Fig. 2.—Old Quint'uux Order.

The hexagonal or modern quincnnx (fig. 3) possesses two important
advantages. One is its more picturesque appearance, and its con.
sequent fitness for proximity to ornamental plantations; and the
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other is ita greater economy of space, as the trees are more evenly

distributed over tho ground. This is shown in fig. 4, where each

#«**«» * * *

Fig. 3.—Hexagonal or Modern Quincnnx.

tree stands in the centre of a circle, surrounded at equal distances

by six other trees, and each single circle leaves but little vacant

space beyond it. If cultivated with horses, tho fui-rows may bo

drawn in three different directions, instead of only two, as in the

square arrangement. One principal reason why tho hexagonal mode

is so little adopted is the supposed difficulty in laying out the ground.

But, like many other apparent difficulties, it becomes very simple

and easy when once understood. To lay off a piece of ground lor

tliis purpose, measure off one side of the field at equal distances, as

already described for squares, as at a, b, c, d, e, fig. -t- These

distances must be the distance apart at which the trees are to stand,

because they form the sides of tho equilateral triangles into which

Fig. 4.

the whole ground becomes divided. The next thing is to find the

distances, a, /, -j, for the line of trees at right angles to the first

mentioned row. An arithmetician will easily determine this, for the

triangle, h af, being a right one, the square of b a (which is 33 feet)

,

subtracted from the square of i) / (which is 66 feet), will leave the

square of a/, the root of which, extracted, will give the distances

"f: f'.h &c., wliich is 57 feet J inch. Divide this, and the oppo-

site side of the field, therefore, into distances of 57 feet ^ inch,

and the side opposite the first, into 33 feet distances, and proceed

to stake off all intermediate intersections, as described for

squares. If the distances are less than 33 feet, as they would be

for any other kind of fruit trees, a corresponding portion is of course

to be taken, and which is easily determined as above.

FALL AND KENBWAL OF THE LEAF.
Is Dr. Ascherson'a report on the vegetation of the Libyan Desert,

published in the Botanische Zeitifng, there are some interesting notes

on the fall and renewal of the leaves of deciduous trees. In our
climate (says Nature) we have little difficulty in understanding the
distinction between evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs,

because the greater part of those that change their leaves cast the

old ores in autumn or early winter ; and evergreens with fiat leaves

have them more or less coriaceous. But even with us there is a
gradual transition from evergreen to deciduous through Euonymus
europasus and Ligustrum vulgare, both of which have strictly ever-

green congeners in Euonymus japonious and Ligustrum japonionm.
Some few years ago Hoffmann started a theory that sempervirence could

be artificially produced, and there is no doubt that climate influences

to a great extent the length of the period during which really deciduous

species hold their foliage ; but it appears far more probable that these

are physiological peculiarities not altogether dependent upon climate,

as we find evergreen and deciduous species growing in the same

regions and under precisely similar conditions. Some evergreens do

not change their leaves at all, and even retain them for many years

or all their lifetime ; Arancaria imbricata, for example. Taxodium

disticham one of the few deciduous Coniferas, offers a very curious

phenomenon, inasmuch as the ultimate branchlets are deciduous.

The observations chronicled by Dr. Ascherson agree almost entirely

with our own experience. On his outward journey he traversed 25"

of latitude in less than a month, which gave him an excellent

opportunity for studying the conditions of the same species

under very diverse climates. Thus, for instance, in the plains of

Lombardy many deciduous trees, and especially Morus alba, were

still partially covered with foliage on the 19th of November,

the same species having long previously shed their leaves

in Germany. In a similar manner, the Fig trees in Lower

Egypt (31° N. lat.) were partially clothed with foliage at the begin-

ning of December, and in Upper Egypt (27° N.) were still in

full leaf, whilst already, on the 21th of November, they were

quite bare in the Apnliau Plain (41° N.). On the 11th of

December, the Pomegranate trees in the gardens of Siout were

in yellow leaf, and on New Year's Day, 1874, the Apricot trees

at Farafreh were still in their prime of green leaf. Hence, one

might readily imagine that ou approaching nearer the equator

these same species would exhibit no interval between the fall and

the renewal of the foliage, and thus, to all intents and purposes,

become evergreen. But this phenomenon was only verified in the

case of the little cultivated Peach trees of the oases, in which it may
not be constant. Moreover, the Peach tree shows the same tendency

in mild seasons with us. In the oases, at the beginning of March,

when the trees began to blossom and make new growth, the old

leaves were still fresh and capable of assimilation. All other

deciduous trees and shrubs cultivated in the gardens of Kasr Dghakel

(25° 45' N. lat.), including the Grape Vine, Apricot, Apple, Pome-

granate, Plum, Pig, Mulberry, and Willow (Salix safsaf), had lost

their foliage ou the arrival of Dr. Ascherson, or became leafless before

the end of January. It should be mentioned that the fall of the leaf in

this region does not proceed with the same regularity as at home, for it

is not unusual to see quite naked and fully clothed trees of the same

species standing side by side. Again, the presence of abundance

of moisture has the effect of enabling the trees to carry their old

foliage longer, and put forth their new earlier, than trees growiug

in drier situations. And some of the Willows growing by water

were quite evergreen; that is, after the manner of the Peach

trees mentioned above. But the Apricot, one of the most abun-

dant trees, rarely retained even a few scattered old leaves on the

appearance of the flowers. The same was observed of the Grape

Vine, Fig, and Mulberry. By Feb. 20 the Apricot trees were in

full blossom, and by March 10 in full foliage, so that there was

only an interval of four or five weeks between the fall of the old

foliage and complete development of the new. The Apple and Plum

behaved in a similar manner, the Pomegranate was a little later, the

Fig next in order, and finally the Mulberry ; whilst the same things,

inlihe reverse sense, lost their leaves first. From the preceding notes

it seems that the fall and renewal of the leaf is an essential coustitu.

tional peculiarity, which is modified by climatic conditions, but not

entirely subject to them. A more striking illustration of thisfact maybe

found in exotic deciduous trees planted in Egypt. Dr. Ascherson noted

more particularly the summer fall of the leaves of Poinsettia^ pul-

cherrima, a South American shrub, and Albizzia lebbek, a native of

the East Indies. The former is in the full splendour of its inflo.

resoenoe in December, and quite leafless in April, remaining so,

it is said, until the autumn. The Albizzia is extensively planted

as an avenue tree. It sheds its foliage in April, but soon renews it.

Both of these plants lose their leaves in their native countries

during the dry, and renew them with the opening of the rainy season.

Poisoning Rats.—Will some one who hag tried Messrs

EoUissou's Cantharikopho for poisoning rats tell me if they got rid

of the vermin ? During this last month rats have found their way

into one of our propagating houses, doing great damage. My
employer bought me a shilling box of Cantharikopho, which I spread

thickly on thin slices of bread, out them into small pieces about

1 inch square, and placed them in and about the rats' holes. Instead

of the Cantharikopho poisoning the rats, however, they appear to be

very fond of it ; they carried away the pieces in question as fast as

they were laid down. Last Friday night I was fortunate enough to

catch a large rat in a wire cage trap, and for three days I fed it with
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bread thickly spread with Cantharikopho. I gave him water to

driuk, and at the end of the third day the rat was as lively as he was
the day on which I caught him. In order to destroy him, ought I

to have given him the box as well as the Cantharikopho ? I think

llessrs. lioUisson quite right in stating on the tin box that there is

no bad smell from the dead bodies ?—W. Balderstone, TimbriJ'je

Wells.

ADELER'S GRAPE VINE.
I HAVE not been very successfal (says Max Adeler in the Danhury
Neu-sJ, with my experiments in Grape culture. I bought|a Vine some
time ago, and the man who sold the cutting to me, enjoined me to bo
careful to water it thoroughly every day. I did so but it didn't seem
to thrive. One day I asked my neighbour, Pitman, what he thought
was the matter with it, and when I mentioned that I watered it

daily, he said, " Good gracious, Adeler, that'd kill anyone ! A Grape
Vino don't want any artificial watering." Then he advised me to

discontinue the process, and to wash the Vine with soap-suds, to kill

the insects. My anxiety to know why it didn't thrive was relieved

some time afterwards by over-hearing a man remark that "some men
killed their Grape Vines by tlieir stupid foolery in puttin' soap-suds on
'em." He said that all a Grape Vine wanted was to have the earth around
it loosened now and then with a fork or spade. Then I began to dig
around my Vine every morning. But one day, while engaged in

this exercise, Cooley came and leaned over the fence, and said—

•

" Adeler, you'll kill that there Vine if yon don't stop diggin' at it.

Nothin' hurts a Vine wuss than distuibin' the soil around the roots.

Now mind me, that Vine don't want nothin' but to be trained upon
a trellis, an' fastened with wire." I ordered a trellis that afternoon,

and tied tender shoots of the Vine to the cross pieces. The Job cost

mo £5. On the following Tuesday I read in my horticultural paper
that if a man wants to ruin a Grape Vine the quickest way is to tie

it up with wire, as the oxidisation destroys the bark. So I took
off the wire, and replaced it with string. I was talking
abont it to the man who came over to bleed my horse for

the blind staggers, and he assured me that there was only
one sure way to make a Grape Vine utterly worthless, and
that was to run it up on a trellis. In France, ho told me,
the Vineyard owners all trained their Vines on poles, and that was
the right way. So I got the axe, and knocked the trellis to pieces,

and then fixed the Vine to a beam pole. Still it didn't thrive very
well, and I asked a nurseryman near me to come and look at it. Ue
said he couldn't come, but he knew what was the matter with the
Vine as well as if he saw it. It wanted pruning. I ought to cut it

down within 10 feet of the roots and manure it well. I did cut it

down, and emptied a bag of gnano over it; but as it seemed sort

of slow, I insisted on the nurseryman coming over to examine it.

Lie said that his fee was a sovereign in advance. I paid him and he
came. He looked at the Vine a moment, then he smiled, and then
he said^" By gum, Adeler, that isn't a Grape Vine at all ! It's a
Virginia Creeper." So I have a kind of knocked oil on Grape culture,

and am paying more attention to my Cabbages.

The New Pelargonium Society.— I do not think that I shall
join this society ; it would be like sitting at a feast consisting of one
dish without seasoning. If Mr. Barr's proposed society means to
include everything outside the pale of Pelargoniums, its compre-
hensive character will secure my adhesion. Surely an enlightened
floricultural public can tell when it sees or possesses a good Pelar.
gonium, without the necessity of the certification of the fact by a
society of raisers and growers, who can push their favourite prodnc-
tions before the world with scarcely the chance of contradiction or
objection. One thing alarmed mo very much in a recent article on
the hybridisation of Geraniums ; it was the information that a
learned gentleman who has assisted in bringing a vast number of
miserable, degenerate, and hideous Ferns into being, giving them
corresponding names, has tried his hand at Pelargoniums with much
the same result, decrepitude and misery being the apparent result.
Is it not time that there should be a society for the prevention of
cruelty to plants ? The tendencies of communities of the present day
is to establish societies for the relief of the afflicted ; instead of doing
anything to increase the development of that scarlet fever that hal
for so long a time afflicted gardens, would it not be better to
institute a hospital garden for the rehabilitation of declining
favourites ? For such an establishment I should like to recommend
the Caloeol.-iria, a poor plant whose constitution has been sadly
shaken by excesses ; and tho Verbena would also be a fit subject for
such an institution. While on this floricultural topic, let me add a
protest against tho fashion of giving fancy flowers namesthat convey
no idea or information ; indeed, I trust, in many cases they are not
meant to be descriptive, or poor Mrs. L., marked as rosy-purple,

might take exception to it, and if I were Mrs. G. I should not like

to be put down amongst the purplish-crimsons ; to be described aa

bluish.pink is not a recommendation for fair Miss 8. ; and stalwart

Mr. H. may reasonably object to be placed amongst the bright

scarlets. It this fashion goes on our catalogues will be a list of the

names of county families. Let Mr. Barr go against this, as well as

the Scarlet Fever Society, and many will join him.

—

Walteb Ievine,

Birchwood.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

[The following notes and questions came to hand, or were answered^

too late for insertion in their several departments.]

King Koffee Savoy.—Through the kindness of ITr. Harriaoa. of Leicester*
I am able to offer an opmiou respectinc; this new Savoy. I have this day had
it cooked, and it is certainly a very excellent variety, bein^ mild, with a
marrow-like taste, altogether well worth cultivating. Its smalf heads sit close
tu the fjround ; bo dwarf is it, indeed, that it need not be planted farther
apart than a foot each way.—R. Gilbbbt, Burghley Gardens, Stamford.

Wiring Frnit Walls : A. F. A good distance apart for Peaches and like

fruila ia from 5 to 6 inches, and for Pears and other trees trained horizontally,
10 inches. If the spur system of training tho Peach' were adopted, as in
France, the wires need not be closer than 13 inches. For shoots trained verti-
cally, sticks half-an-inch square will do, tied or wired to the horizontal wires.
Ordinary Willow rods will answer the same purpose.

Planting Pear Trees.—I have a south wall, 83 feet long, to plant this

tcason with Pear trees, and the varieties wanted are late ones. I have selected
three kinds, viz., Beurre Ranee, Glou Morceau, and Bergamotte d'Esperen.
Now, if I plant what are called maidens, it will ba five years before I get my
fruit. I therefore wish to have the opinion of your readers oa the method
which I propose to follow, and which is, to buy pyramids, plant them 4 feot

apart, close to the wall, and prune them by summer pinching instead of tho
knife. In this way I expect to get a crop the second year.—Enquibbe.

Filbert Caltnre.-The Kentish mode is to train the plants up with a single
stem of less than a foot in height, after which the branches are trained
outwards by being tied to a wire or other hoop, so as to give the tree a basin-
like form. All shoots rising from the centre are removed, very often by being
pulled out in summer. The advantages of this basin shape are that it enables
the Bun to shine on the centre of the plant as well as on the sunny side of it,

and a full-grown plantation of several acres may often be seen showing trees
fully 15 feet in diameter, and not more than 5 feet high at the outride tips.

Severe pruning is adopted, and all suckers are carefully removed. Tha small
wood of the previous year's growth produces the fruit, and short spurs of these
are only left in winter, all the gross shoots being entirely taken away.

Window Plants refasing to flower.— 1. I have a plant in my drawing-room
of Daphne indica rubra, which, although covered with flower buds, refuses w
open them. It has plenty of light, and air, and warmth, and is regularly
watered about twice a week. I cannot find an insect upon it, bat the leaves
insist upon turning yellow, and gradually dropping off dead. It is getting very
bare. Is this the habit of the shrub ? 2. I have also two plants of the white
Boronia, covered with fl'^wer buds, they also remain closed, and refuse to come
out. They have all the care and attention possible, but the leaves are shrivel-
ling and drying up, and the plants seem in a fair way for death. They are
also, with the Daphne, in the large bay window of my drawing-room ?—H. B.,
Woburn.

Nominal Sizes and Comparative Capacities of Scotch and Eaglisli
Pots.—^lu emptying some Pine pots the other day, among which were several
Scotch 10-inch pots—so-called and sold as such—I had the curiosity to measure
their actual capacity compared with our 12-inch ones, made and in general use
about here. The dimensions were as follows :—Scotch 10-inch pots, average
width, 9i inches; depth, 12J inches. English 12-inch pots, average widih,
10 inches; depth, 12 inches. These Scotch pots were made in Glasgow, and
sent to me for 10-inch pots, and excellent pots they are ; but, as regards
capacity, it will be seen from the above figures that they are, as nearly as
possible, equal to our 12-inch pots, and, of course, much larger than our 10-inch
ones. In Scotland 10-inch pots are made after the pattern of the old perpen-
dicular Hyacinth pots.—A Pine Ghoweb.

Positions for the Jasmine-like Solannm. — Having seen Solannm
jasrainoides flourishing outside in a neighbour's garden in the south of England,
and having obtained a nice young plant of it, I should be obliged by your
informing me whether or not it will succeed in the Midland counties if planted
in tho open air, and, if not, in what position it succeeds best in a greenhouse
or conservatory, together with the soil best suited for its culture.

—

Auatbitb.
[Your plant might succeed out of doors, but the best position for it would be
the back wall of a sunny greenhouse, conservatory, or corridor, where it would
get its wood well ripened. It likes a good deep loamy soil, enriched with well-

rotted dung or leaves, and plenty' of water at the root when making its growth.
It is rather subject to insect pests when grown indoors, and to prevent these
making their appearance, syringe the plant now and then with clean rain
water.]

Libonia penrbosiensis.—This comparatively new Libonia is the result of a
cross between the old L. floribunda and Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana. It is

deserving of extensive cultivation lor late autumn and winter decoration, being
of easy culture, and blooming at a time when flowers are not over plentiful.

Cuttings of it put in early in spring strike readily
;
pot them in small 60-sized pots,

and when these are full of roots pot on into 48*p, patting a single stick to the
main stem

;
place them in heat again till fairly established in the new soil, and

grow them on all summer on shelves in a temperate house or close frame near
the glass. Syringed daily, these will form beautiful, compact, natural, pyramidal
plants by the end of September. If placed then in a house with a regular tempera-
tureof about50'^, they will commence flowering by the middle of October, and will

cnntinuo in bloom for two months' or more, forming objects of great beauty for

the conservatory or dinner-table, and relieving the sameness of the usual Chrysan-
themum display at that time of the year. The soil which it likes best is a mix-
ture of tolerablV rich loam, leaf mould, manure of equal parts, with a little sand.

Although it is well to reduce tho supply of water, with plenty of air to ripen the

growth towards the end of September, it does not require tbat pre])aration and
care that is necessary in the case of L. floribunda, and it is infinitely more beauti-

ful, and quite as profuse in flowering as the best prepared plants of that variety

could be.—\V. S., Birmhi'jhom.
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" This IB an art

Which does mend nature : change it rather :

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

but

EMBELLISHMENT OF GLASS-HOUSE WALLS.
In many instances there is room for improvement in the treat-

ment of the indoor wall surface of both plant and fruit-houses.

Flowers and foliage for room and table decorations are always
in demand, and the utilisation of unsightly bare walls under
glass would doubtless tend to increase the supply. For cover-

ing the back or other walls of lofty cool conservatories, the

Camellia, for striking and permanent effect, is unrivalled. I

have often thought, when looking at the weedy character of the

usual occupants of such walls, what a change would take place

in a few years were they planted with a good selection of

Camellias. It often happens that, in such positions, only a
subdued light reaches the base of the wall, and most of the

plants of a climbing or semi-climbing habit rush up to the top

after the light, and the lower part of the wall is left bare, or, at

least, only thinly covered. The Camellia, when planted out in

a good border, will thrive and flower in a position, as regards
light, where other plants (except, perhaps, the Myrtle) would
only have a lingei'ing existence. Of course, to- cover a wall

from 12 to 15 feet high with Camellias will take time ; but
every year they will gradually creep higher, and improve in

appearance ; and, when at last the wall is covered and the plants

in flower, what a grand display will be the result ! Even though
scentless, the flowers are so brilliant and varied in colour,

from the purest white to the darkest crimson, as to be altogether

matchless. Where is the plant that will yield so much beauty
for so many months in the year, and for so little trouble, as the
Camellia ? and, if the flowers are carefully mounted on wire,

they will last a long time after being cut at this season of the

year. I have a Camellia-covered wall in my mind's eye that I

had charge of years ago, where flowers could be had in abun-
dance from November till May—and such flowers—not like the
small thin-petalled starvelings often seen growing on plants in

pots. There is no question, I think, that Camellias, planted out

in a good border, produce the finest flowers ; and, although the

bush form is the natural habit of the plant, yet, if planted out

in a young state against a wall, it submits to training as readily

as any climbing evergreen ; and, if early, medium, and late-

flowering varieties are selected, flowers in abundance may be
obtained from a wall for at least six months in the year, and
that, too, at a time when flowers are most valuable. There is,

I know, in most places, a demand for flowering plants of a
manageable size in pots ; and Camellias, to meet that want,
must always, to a certain extent, be grown in pots ; but that

need not preclude those who have bare walls in not over-light

situations from planting them with Camellias, for the sake of

their Ijeautiful flowers, for cutting for room decoration, and for

the charm imparted to a cool conservatorj' by having such a
wealth of glossy foliage and bright flowers as a background.
In planting out Camellias, and hard-wooded plants generally,

deep planting should especially be guarded against ; for, in

making new borders that will, for the most part, be composed
of fibrous materials, decomposition and settling will go on for

years, and the plants gradually, but almost imperceptibly,
subside. When this takes place, the proper remedy is

to lift the plants, make up the border, and re-plant,

when no harm will follow ; bu*^i I have met with instances
where the borders had been gradually made up with fresh soil,

without lifting the plants, and the accumulation of soil round
their collar brought on a sickly unhealthy appearance, which was
speedily followed by death; and, doubtless, some cause other
than the true one was assigned for the disaster. I do not think,

as regards soil, there is anything better for Camellias (if perma-
nent effect is aimed at) than a rich, turfy, rather sandy, loam.
If at all adhesive when the fibre in it decays, it will probably
become too close and heavy, and although Camellias enjoy
abundant supplies of water, still, anything in the shape of

stagnation at the roots must be avoided ; therefore, if the loam
is at all heavy, peat, or thoroughly decayed leaf mould, with a

proportion of sand, and lumps of charcoal to increase its poro-

sitv should bo added, but, in using leaf mould, unless care is

used to have none but what is thoroughly decayed. Fungus

may be introduced amongst the roots that may be productive .

of serious injury to the plants. I have also, on several occa-

sions, seen the same result follow the use of peat, in which

very small particles of the rhizomes of the common Brake Fern,

or little bits of the root of the common Heath, had been left in

the soil. Therefore, for making Camellia borders, if good loam

can be obtained which does not contain lime beyond the small

average amount usually found in all soils, I should recom-

mend°its use in preference to composts of all kinds, and

trust to lic|uid manures, and especially that made from

soot, to give strength and vigour when recjuired. As wall

or pillar plants for a cool house Myrtles might bo more

extensively used than they are; when planted out they

grow rapidly, and their sweet white flowers are exceedingly

beautiful. Sprays of glossy-leaved sweet-scented Myrtle are

very desirable for mi.xing with cut flowers either in the

drawing-room vase or in bouquet making. Habrothamuus

fasiculai-is and elegans are free-growing and free-flowering

plants, of semi-climbing habit, well adapted for covermg walls,

pillars, or arches in a cool conservatory, as is also the Cytisus

racemosus, which, when planted in a border of loam, assumes an

almost perpetual flowering habit. Many other plants might

be mentioned, such as Magnolia fuscata, which, although of

slow growth, makes rather a desirable wall plant, especially

for low walls. In a rather dark shady corner, Clianthus

puniceus would be at home, as it is rather subject to attacks of

red spider when the sun shines full upon it. Abutilou

Thompsoni makes a grand wall plant, growing as freely as its

parent, the old Striatum. I may say, several years ago, I

obtained seedlings from this identical with Striatum, and so

I s-uppose Thompsoni to be a variegated sport from that old

variety. In warm light houses, few things can equal the

Luoulia gratissima for covering walls. The Heliotrope, also,

is a good subject for a light position, as, by judicious pruning

back, it may be in bloom at any season of the year. I once

had a wall covered with it, that I always cut back m July to

get a new flowering growth for autumn and winter. Fuchsias,

also, when planted out and pruned back in July, will make a

new growth and bloom beautifully through the autumn and

winter months. Fuchsias, however, attain their greatest

perfection when trained along the tie-rods supporting the roof,

as then they entirelyhide their supports.and produce awondrous

wealth of gracefully-drooping floral beauty, that must be seen

to be adequately appreciated. Oranges and Lemons—m fact

all the Citrus family—do well in loam and planted against a wall,

in a warm house, and I have seen good crops of, at least, useful

fruit produced in this way. These should, however, be planted

out when young, and when the branches are pliable, so as to

be easily got into shape, without having recourse to strong

ligatures, which would have a tendency to check the proper

circulation of the sap. There are various ways of clothing the

back walls of Ferneries and stoves with Ferns and fine foliage

and creeping plants ; and, when so treated, a large collection

of plants may be grown in an interesting manner m a com-

paratively small space. Supposing it is desired to cover a

wall—at the back of a Fernery, for instance—m which case i

will assume the house to have a span-roof runnmg east and

west, the back wall being, perhaps, 6 or 8 feet high, and, ot

course, on the north side. I am only supposing this height,

as for my purpose it does not matter whether it is more or

less. The wall, in the hottest part, at least, of the day, would be

shaded, and would, in consequence, be the dampest shadiest

position in the house, eminently suited for fiower cultui-e. One

mode of planting such a wall would be as follows :—ttua

parallel wires, tightly strained, 6 inches from tlie wall, and

the same distance apart, to form a support for Moss, J<erns,

and soil, which should be principally composed ot peat,

with some charcoal and pieces of freestone intermixed. 1

think I need scarcely enter into details, as a small amount ot

int^enuity, when accompanied by taste, will plant the surface

of"such a wall with Ferns, Club Mosses, &c., so as to produce

a charming effect with the surface neatly Mossed over.

Begonias of the variegated section might also be introduced

with Fittonias, Eranthemums, Sonerila margaritacea, Oissus
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discolor, and Panicum variegatum, but the stove plants, of

course, would only bo introduced into a tropical Fernery.
Another way of making a Fern wall may be just brietty

glanced at ; and, as this will be a more elaborate affair, it will

consequently be more expensive. In the first place call in the
bricklayer, and have a series of small brick arches run all along
the base of the wall. On the first series, run a second just a little

narrower, and on the second a third, and so on till the top of

the wall is reached, the arches gradually decreasing in size, so

as to be naiTowcst at the top. If the arches are one brick thick,

that will bo quite strong enough. It is not necessary that
the arches, in any one series, should be all alike, as, if

diversity of outline is sought for, it may be obtained by
varying the size. This system of brick arches will form the
base or foundation of the structure, and may be dressed
in any shape desired, leaving plenty of pockets to hold
soil to grow Ferns and other plants. The mode of

dressing and hiding the brick-work is altogether a matter
of taste, and may be done either with virgin cork, or spar,

or red sandstone, worked up with cement, avoiding as
much as possible all formality. Of course, all the brick-work
will be covered with whatever material it is decided to use, as
the main object of using brick arches at all is to make sure
of a supply of moisture and soil. I believe a good case might
be made out for the extended cultivation of Oranges, Lemons,
Guavas, Cape Gooseberries, &c., on the back walls of Vineries
and other fruit houses ; but in all cases where the walls are
used in this way they should be well painted and wired for
training, and once a year, usually at this season, the plants
should he unfastened from the wall, which should be washed
with a solution of soft-soap, or some other insecticide, to
keep down insects. E. Hobday.

THE BEST WINTER-BLOOMING L^LIAS.
Most of the plants of this genus are beautifal, but I find L. autnmnalis
and L. anceps the best for the supply of cut flowers, a purpose for
which they should be grown in every plant-atove. L. autnmnalis
grows well on a block, and does not like much shade, indeed a Vinery
suits it admirably when growing, the partial shade afforded by the
Vine leaves being amply sufficient. L. anceps gi-ows well in a peaty
compost, and a broad pan ia best, as moro space is thus afforded for
its creeping rhizomes. It also affects a more shady and moisture-
laden atmosphere. One of the great essentials to the welfare and
vigour of all the winter-flowering Lajlias ia a free circulation of air,
both by day and night, daring summer and during mild bright
weather in winter. Their flowera will also be found to keep fresh
much longer in an airy atmosphere. I have two large masses of
L. antumnalis nowin bloom, one with ten and the other with fourteen
Btrong spikes, and I consider it one of the most beautiful of all winter
flowers. Its soft rosy.lilac white-throated blossoms are invaluable for
bouquets, and look almost blue when contrasted with orange-yellows,
but with white Bouvardias, Jasmine, Stephanotia, Tuberoses, and
pale yellow or salmon-tinted Tea Rosea, they have a fine effect. Seen
under artificial light they look very striking, the cellular tissues
of each segment glistening like hundreds of tiny little brilliants set
in the softest and most delicate roay coral. Cut spikes last three
weeka or even longer in the drawing-room vases. I have three large
pans of L. anceps (an Orchid which every beginner in Orchid cultuie
should try his hand at, and the result is sure to please him), and
these collectively bear forty-six spikes, most of which are producing
three and some four flowera each. The flowera are large and of more
decided colours than the last-named, but for cutting they are very
useful, and are equally permanent when cut. The rich velvety
crimson of the tip, contrasted by a broad streak of the richest golden,
yellow, is particularly beautiful. The five plants I have mentioned
form the gems of my collection, and I think all the more highly
of them because I grow them in Vineriea most of the year, and shift
them to a tiny little plant-stove when in flower. I have also plants
of the creamy.white flowered L. albida and the broad-petalled lilac-
flowered L. furfnracea ; these, however, although worth adding to a
general collection, do not flower freely enough to merit general
cnltivation, where, as, in my case, space is limited. I had a large
plant of L. superbiens, which for years only bore one solitary flower-
spike, I, therefore, discarded it, thinking that I might apply the
room which it occupied to better purpose. L. acuminata is another
very pretty species, bearing a spike of snowy white flowera, the
most (list mtive feature being a deep purplish.crimson blotch in the
centre ot the lip. J G H

NOTES O F TH E WEEK.
Adverting to some expeditiona he made during the year,

Baron Mueller, in a recent report, alludes to specimens of Eucalyptus
amygdalina, 400 feet in height, aa alao to Festuca dives, a stately

Grass, often 12 to 17 feet in height, growing in Fern-tree gullies.

Let us hope this may prove a worthy addition to the Pampas and the
New Zealand Arundo conspicna.

Mr. Tyebman, writing to ns from Cornwall, states that he
has Grevillea rosmarinifolia beautifully in flower in the open borders,

and adds that it is worthy of a prominent position in all moderately
mild situations. Fagelia bituminosa has also proved itself to be
quite hardy in Cornwall, and retains its leaves well during winter, a
fact worth knowing, aa few more interesting planta are to be found
amongat climbing Leguminosa).

American Cranherkies, of great size and highly coloured,

now find their way into our markets, and may be seen exposed for

sale in the shops of provincial fruiterers. Their cultivation ia par.

ticularly attended to in America.

On more than one occasion we have alluded to the large-

flowered silvery-white Immortelles, used so largely by the Covent
Garden florists in the manufacture of wreaths and other ornamental
designs. It appears to be a distinct form of Helichrysum, far

auperior to any cow in cultivation in Europe.

A PROPOSITION has, we learn, been set on foot by Sir Robert
Chriatiaon with a view to adding 20 acres to the Edinburgh Botanic
Garden, for the purpose of an arboretum, where the cnltivation of

our ordinary forest trees, the conditions of success, the causes of

failure, diseases, their prevention and cure, might be conveniently
and advantageously studied.

A PORTION of Tooting Common is to be immediately converted
into a public park and recreation ground, the claims aa to the rights

of pasturage and other privileges having been settled. The manorial
rights, too, have been purchased and made over to the Metropolitan

Board of Works as conservators, and that body will at once proceed
to lay out the ground as a park, which it ia expected will be opened
to the public in spring or early next summer.

The council of the Society for the Promotion of Scientific

Industry, the head.quarters of which are at Manchester, has decided

to give gold, silver, and bronze medals, for excellence and novelty in

the various classes of exhibits at the exhibition of implements,
machines, and appliances for economising labour, which is to

take place in Manchester in 1875. The arrangements for the exhi.

bition are progressing satisfactorily, and space has been secured by
many high-class engineering and other firms.

We have just seen some charming flowers, sent from one of

Messrs. Piesse & Lubin's flower farms near Nice. These consist of

Camellias, Tea Roses, Neapolitan Violets, Mignonette, Orange
blossom, and other kinds, which, notwithstanding the long journey

to which they had been subjected, arrived in London as fresh aa if

only just cut from the plants. On these sunny farms whole acres

are devoted to the culture of sweet-scented flowers of various kinds,

from which the odours and essences now so popular are obtained.

As is usual about Christmas time the exhibition of choice

fruit in Covent Garden has been a very interesting one. Pines, both

imported and of home growth, have been excellent as have also been
Grapes, especially Muscats of English growth. Among Apples have
been very fine specimens of Reinette du Canadaand Calville Blanche,

two excellent kinds more largely grown on the Continent, and in the

Channel Islands, than with us. Easter Beurre Pears have been
plentiful, and specimens of Uvedale's St. Germain (Belle de JerseyJ

have been, if possible, finer this year than usual ; they are, however

,

useless for dessert purposes.

LiLiir.M NEiLGHERRicuM, first brought into notice by Messrs.

Veitch, but which has been lost sight of for some years, has just

been re-introduced by the Colchester Bulb Company. In Dr.

Wallace's "Notes on Lilies" (p. 51), it is thus described:

—

" Gathered in the Neilgherries, in the neighbourhood of Ootacamund,
at an elevation of about 8,000 feet, by Dr. Wight, Gardner,

Thomson, and many other botanists ; and northward, in the Mysore
territory, by Mr. T. Lobb. The range of form, which it presents,

may be seen in Dr. Wight's three figures. It is quite aa variable

as the Japanese—Chinese sub-apeoiea—and though such a striking

form, has been almost entirely neglected by cultivators." The Col-

chester Company state that, in form, it is similar to L. longiflorum
;

that the flowers have the same substance aa those of L. Brownii, and
that in colour they vary from white to yellow. They mention that

it is a difficult Lily to obtain ; they have only received a few bulbs

of it, and expect no more this season.

The word "Pines" was inserted by mistake instead of

Planea in our notice of Bedford Square last week.
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AKUNDO CONSPICUA IN HBREFOEDSHIRB.
The plant, of which the accompanying illustration is a represen.

tation, is about live years old. It was planted in a shrubbery border

in 1869. For the first two or three years after it was planted it

grew rapidly, but produced only a few weakly flower-stems ; after,

wards, however, when it had established itself and had formed into a

large mass, it commenced blooming much earlier, and produced from

fifty to sixty flower stems, which lasted in perfection at least three

months. Several large plants of this reed may now be seen in the

King's Acre Nurseries ; the soil in which they are growing ia the

stiff retentive loam in which Roses delight. They have never

received any manure, and the plants are left undisturbed ; for, when
moved, it is found that they do not flower in the same luxuriant

manner for several years afterwards. The Arundo generally com.
mences blooming early in July, and lasts until the end of October.

The Pampas rarely comes out in full flower before November ; the

Arundo, therefore, while as beautiful when well grown, has a pecu.

liar value in being so early. We
are indebted to Mr. Cranston for a

photograph of this plant.

NEW TYPE OF PELAR-
GONIUM.

All who have taken up the culti-

vation of the Pelargonium are

acquainted with the hybrids pro-

duced between the Ivy-leaved and
Zonal kinds obtained in England by
Mr. Wills and Mr. Grieve. They
are aware also that these hybrids

appear to support the theory of

certain cultivators, inasmuch as

those kinds, of which we have any
knowledge, and pai'ticularlyWillsii,

Willsii rosea. Emperor, and Dolly

Varden, are sterile, and this is all

the more to be regretted, because
they are superior to P. peltatum
and lateripes, by reason of their

great vigour and abundant inflo-

rescence. Pelargonium raisers will

therefore learn with pleasure that

a plant of this class has been
found in the neighbourhood of

Nice, which produces seed in

abundance. From what has been
stated concerning it, I gather that

it was found in a garden near
Nice in a border in which were
the pale lilac-flowered Ivy-leaf,

and the rose, white, and scarlet,

flowered Zonals. From what I

can judge from the leaves and
flowers I have received, it ia

certainly a hybrid between these
two sections, but, bearing a
greater general resemblance to the Ivy.leaf than to a Zonal, as it is

decumbent ; on the other hand the leaves are more like those of a
Zonal than the hybrids obtained in England. The flowers are of a
very brilliant red, and number from fifteen to twenty upon one
umbel. The Zonals have, therefore, had much to do with the fertilisa-

tion. What the seed.beai-ing plant is we know not, and perhaps
never shall. It is in the hands of Mr. Charles Haller, of Nice,
who will have it for sale in March under the name (an erroneous one,
I think) of Geranium psendo zonale. It is an interesting plant to
all engaged in hybridising, for, with all due respect to certain
theorists, who can say what will come of it ? F.

Arundo conspicua in the King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

DO VARIETIES WEAR OUT, OR TEND TO WEAR OUT ?

By Prof. ASA GRAY.*
This question has been argued from time to time for more than half
a century, and is far from being settled yet. Indeed, it is not to be
settled either way so easily as is sometimes thought. The result of

a prolonged and rather lively discussion of the topic about forty
years ago in England, in which Lindley bore a leading part on the
negative side, was, if we rightly remember, that the nays had the

• In New York Triliine.

best of the argument. The deniers could fairly well explain away
the facts adduced by the other side, and evade the force of the
reasons then assigned to prove that varieties were bound to die out
in the course of time. But if the case were fully re-argued now it
is by no means certain that the nays would win it. The most they
could expect would be the Scotch verdict, " not proven." And this
not because much, it any, additional evidence of the actual wearing
out of any variety has turned up since, but because a presumption
has been raised under which the evidence would take a bias the other
way. Thero is now in the minds of scientific men some reason to
expect that certain varieties would die out in the long run, and this
might have an important influence upon the interpretation of the
facts that would be brought forward. Curiously enough, however
the recent discussions to which our attention has been called seem'
on both sides, to have overlooked this matter. But, first of all'
the question needs to be more specifically stated, if any good
is to come from a discussion of it. There are varieties and
varieties. They may, some of them, disappear or deteriorate
but yet not wear out—not come to an end from any inherent
cause. One might even say, the younger they are the less the

chance of survival unless well
cared for. They may be smothered
out by the adverse force of mere
superior numbers ; they are even
more likely to be bred out of exist,
ence by unprevented cross-fertili.
satiou, or to disappear from mere
change of fashion. The question,
however, is not so much about
reversion to an ancestral state or
the falling off of a high-bred stock
into an inferior condition. Of
such cases it is enough to say that
when a variety or strain, of animal
or vegetable, is led up to unusual
fecundity, or size, or product of
any organ, for our good, and not
for the good of the plant or animal
itself, it can be kept so only by high
feeding and exceptionable care;
and that with high feeding and
artificial appliances, come vastly
increased liability to disease, which
may practically annihilate the
race. But then the race, like the
burst boiler, could not be said to
wear out, while if left to ordinary
conditions, and the race allowed to
degenerate back into a more natu.
ral, if less useful, state, its hold on
life would evidently be increased
rather than diminished. As to
natural varieties or races under
normal conditions, sexually propa-
gated, it could readily be shown
that they are neither more nor less
likely to disappear from any in-
herent cause than the species from
which they originated. Whether
species wear out, i.e., have their

rise, culmination, and decline from any inherent cause, is wholly a
geological and very speculative problem, upon which, indeed, only
vague conjectures can be offered. The matter actually under
discussion concerns cultivated or domesticated varieties only, and, as
to plants, is covered by two questions.

First, will races propagated by seed, being so fixed that they come
true to seed, and purely bred (not crossed with any other sort),
continue so indefinitely, or will they run out in time—not die out'
perhaps, but lose their distinguishing characters ? Upon this all
we are able to say is that we know no reason why they should wear
out or deteriorate from any inherent cause. The transient existence
or the deterioration and disappearance of many such races are
sufliciently accounted for otherwise. As in the case of extra-
ordinarily exuberant varieties, such as mammoth fruits or roots, by
increased liability to disease, already adverted to, or by the failure
of the high feeding they demand. A common cause, in ordinary
cases, is cross-breeding, through the agency of wind or insects
which is diflicult to guard against. Or they go out of fashion and
are superseded by others thought to be better, and so the old onea
disappear. Or, finally, they may revert to an ancestral form. As
offspring tends to resemble grand.parents almost as much as parents,
and aa a line of close.bred ancestry ia generally prepotent, so newly
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originated varieties have always a tendeDoy to reversion. This is

pretty sure to show itself in some of the progeny of the earlier

generations, and the breeder has to guard against it by rigid selec-

tion. But the older the variety is—that is, the longer the series of

generations in which it has come true from seed—the less the

chance of reversion ; for now, to be like the immediate parents, is

also to be like a long line of ancestry ; and so all the influences

concerned—that is, both parental and ancestrial heritability—pull in

one and the same direction. So, since the older a race is, the more

reason it has to continue true, the presumption of the nulimited

permanence of old races is very strong. Of course, the race itself

may give off new varieties ; bat that is no interference with the

vitality of the original stock. If some of the new varieties supplant

the old, that will not be because the unvaried stock is worn oat or

decrepit with age, but because in wild Nature the newer forms are

better adapted to the surroundings, or, under man's care, better

adapted to his wants or fancies.

The second question, and the one upon which the discussion about

the wearing out of varieties generally turns, is. Will varieties propa-

gated from buds, i.e., by division, grafts, bulbs, tubers, and the like,

necessarily deteriorate and die out ? First, do they die out as a

matter of fact ? Upon this the testimony has all along been eonflict-

ino-. Andrew Knight was sure that they do, and there could hardly

be a more trustworthy witness. " The fact," he says, fifty years ago,

" that certain varieties of some species of fruit which have been long

cultivated cannot now be made to grow in the same soils and under

the same mode of management, which was a century ago perfectly

successful, is placed beyond the reach of controversy. Every experi-

ment which seemed to afford the slightest prospect of success was
tried by myself and others to propagate the old varieties of the Apple

and Pear which formerly constituted the orchards of Herefordshire,

without a single healthy or efficient tree having been obtained ; and

I believe all attempts to propagate these varieties have, during some

years, wholly ceased to be made." To this it was replied, in that

and the next generation, that cultivated Vines have been transmitted

by perpetual divisions from the time of the Romans, and that several

of the sorts, still prized and prolific, are well identified, among them
the ancient Graecula, considered to be the modern Corinth or Curi'ant

Grape, which has' immemorially been seedless; that the old Non-

pareil Apple was known in the time of Queen Elizabeth; that the

White Beurre Pears of France have been propagated from the earliest

times ; and that Golden Pippins, St. Michaef Pears, and others said

to have run out, were still to be had in good condition.

Coming down to the present year, a glance through the proceed-

ings of pomological societies, and the debates of farmers' clubs,

brings out the same difference of opinion. The testimony is nearly

equally divided. Perhaps the larger number speak of the deteriora-

tion and failure of jiarticular old sorts ; but where the question turns

on "wearing out," the positive evidence of vigorous trees and sound
fruits is the most telling. A little positive testimony outweighs a

good deal of negative. This cannot readily be explained away, while

the failures may be, by exhaustion of soil, incoming of disease, or

alteration of climate or circumstances. On the other hand, it may be
urged that, if a variety of this sort is fated to become decrepit and
die out, it is not bound to die oat all at once, and everywhere at the

same time. It would be expected first to give way wherever it is

weakest, from whatever cause. This consideration has an important
bearing upon the final question ; are old varieties of this kind on the

way to die out on account of their age or any inherent limit of

vitality ? Here, again, Mr. Knight took an extreme view. In his

essay in the " Philosophical Transactions," published in the year
1810, he propounded the theory not merely of a natural limit to

varieties from grafts and cuttings, but even that they would not

survive the natural term of the life of the seedling tree from which
they were originally taken. Whatever may have been his view of the
natural term of the life of a tree, and of a cutting being merely a part
of the individual that produced it, there is no doubt that he laid

himself open to the effective replies which were made from all sides

at the time, and have lost none of their force since. Weeping
Willows, Bread-fruits, Bananas, Sugar-cane, Tiger Lilies, Jeru.
salem Artichokes, and the like, have been propagated for a
long while in this way, without evident decadence. Moreover, the
analogy upon which his hypothesis is founded will not hold. Whether
or not one adopts the present writer's conception that individuality is

not actually reached or maintained in the vegetable world, it is clear
enough that a common plant or tree is not an individual in the sense
that a horse or man, or any one of the higher animals is, that it is an
individual only in the sense that a branching zoophyte or mass
of coral is. Solrilur crescendo : the tree and the branch equally
demonstrate that they are not individuals, by being divided with
impunity and advantage, with no loss of life, but ranch increase. It
looks odd enough to see a writer like Mr. Sisley re-producing the old

hypothesis in so bare a form as this. " I am prepared to maintain
that varieties are individuals, and that as they are bom they must
die, like all other individuals." " We know that Oaks, Sequoias, and
other trees live several centuries, but how many we do not exactly

know. But that they must die, no one in his senses will dispute."

Now, what people in their senses do dispute is, not that the tree will

die, but that other trees, established from cuttings of it, will die with
it. But does it follow from all this that non-sexually propagated
varieties are endowed with the same power of unlimited duration

that are possessed by varieties and species propagated sexually—I'.e.,

by seed ? Those who think so jump too soon at their conclusion.

For, as to the facts, it is not enough to point out the diseases or the
trouble in the soil or the atmosphere to which certain old fruits are suc-

cumbing, nor to prove that a parasitic fungus (Peronospora infestans)

is what is the matter with Potatoes. For how else would constitutional

debility, if such there be, more naturally manifest itself than in such
increased liability or diminished resistance to such attacks ? And if

you say that, anyhow, such varieties do not die of old age—meaning
that each individual attacked does not die of old age, but of mani-
fest disease—it may be asked in return, what individual man ever
dies of old age in any other sense than of a similar inability to

resist invasions which in earlier years would have produced no
noticeable effect ? Aged people die of a slight cold or a slight

accident ; but the inevitable weakness that attends old age is what
makes these slight attacks fatal. Finally, there is a philosophical

argument which tells strongly for some limitation of the duration of

non-sexually-propagated forms, one that probably Knight never
thought of, but which we should not have expected recent writers

to overlook. When Mr. Darwin announced the principle that cross-

fertilisation between the individuals of a species is the plan of

Nature, and is practically so universal that it fairly sustains, his

inference, that no hermaphrodite species continually self-fertilised

would continue to exist, he made it clear to all who apprehend
and receive the principle that a series of plants propagated
by buds only must have a weaker hold of life than a series repro-

duced by seed, fur the former is the closest possible kind of close

breeding. Upon this ground such varieties may be expected ulti-

mately to die out ; but " the mills of the gods grind so exceedingly
slow," that we cannot say that any particular grist has been
actually ground out under human observation. If it be asked
how the asserted principle is proved or made probable, we can here
merely say that the proof is wholly inferential. But the inference

is drawn from such a vast array of facts, that it is well nigh
irresistible. It is the legitimate explanation of those arrangements
in Nature to secure cross. fertilisation in the species, either constantly
or occasionally, which are so general, so varied and diverse,

and, we may add, so exquisite and wonderful, that, once pro-
pounded, we see that it must be true. What else, indeed, is the
meaning and use of sexual reprpduction ? Not simply increase

in numbers, for that is otherwise effectually provided for by
budding propagation in plants and many of the lower animals.
There are plants, indeed, of the lower sort, in which the whole
multiplication takes place in this way, and with great rapidity.

Those also have sexual reproduction ; but in it two old individuals

are always destroyed to make a single new one. Here propagation
diminishes the number of individuals 50 per cent. Who can suppose
that such a process as this, and that all the exquisite arrangements
for cross-fertilisation in hermaphrodite plants, do not subserve some
important purpose ? How and why the union of two organisms, or
generally of two very niinnte portions of them, should reinforce

vitality we do not know and can hardly conjecture. But this must
be the meaning of sexual reproduction.

The conclusion of the matter from the scientific point of view ia

that sexually-propagated vai-ieties or races, although liable to dis.

appear through change, need not be expected to wear out, and there
is no proof that they do ; also, that non.sexually propagated
varieties, though not liable to change, may theoretically be expected
to wear out, but to be a very long time about it.

Layering Wistarias.—Late last spring I layered several
long slender shoots which had sprung up from the base of an old
plant in my garden. To-day I dug them up, and find that every
portion of the Vine covered in the ground is well furnished with
roots. The result of a half.hour spent in layering is at least two
dozen strong plants. I only mention the fact to encourage othei-s

in doing likewise whenever an opportunity pi'esents. The Wistarias
are all elegant climbing shrubs, some of them natives of America
and others of China. The flowers are Pea.shape, and produced in

long drooping clusters. The Chinese varieties bloom very early in

spring, before the leaves appear, while the American sorts come on
later; therefore, by cultivating both we prolong the season, besides
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securing a greater variety of colours. The Chinese varieties are

more showy than the American. There are sorts of the former with

bluish.pnrple flowers, another which is pure white, and a now
variety, lately introduced, with double flowers. There is also an
American variety with white flowers, besides the more common
purple and pale-lilac sorts. Any branch or slender shoot will

strike root freely it covered with earth ; and after one gets a stock

plant others may be produced, by layering, to an almost unlimited

extent. They are grand plants, and should become more common
throughout the country.

—

Moore's Rural,

A NEW HAEDY CLIMBER.
(MAXIMOWICZIA SINENSIS.)

Among novelties contained in seed catalogues of the present season,

this plant is worth notice. It comes from the banks of the Amur, and
is perfectly hardy. Judging from dried specimens and a coloured

sketch of the fruit now before us, it is likely to become a favourite

with all interested in ornamental fruited plants. The flowers, which
are borne in axillary clusters, are greenish or oreamy-white in colour,

Maximowiczia sinensis.

not at all ornamental ; but they are succeeded by bright red or
crimson Pear-shaped fruits, as shown in our illustration. The ovate
serrate foliage is of a shining green colour, and contrasts well with the
glossy fruit. The plant has been introduced to European gardens
by M. Otto Putz, to whom we are indebted for the above description.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Hepaticas : Mrs. N. O. These grow best in rich peat or other light soil,

and a somewhat shady and sheltered position ; but they will also succeed in
any good garden soil, and in more exposed positions, provided it be not too hot
and dry. H. angulosa will thrive perfectly in sandy moist soil in a shrubbery
of young trees.

Plants for Shady Situations.—Will a Clematis succeed on a very dry and
shady rootery in peaty soil ? Ferns will not do there, as it is too dry. If you
do not think a Clematis will do, i)lease suggest something else.—E. L. J.
[There is no plant that enjoys sunshine and light more than the Clematis, and
I do not think it would flower in the situation described. Perhaps some of the
finest ornamental varieties of the Ivy would be the best plants with which to
cover such a rootery, for their spreading roots would soon find moisture
enough to keen them growing. Ferns do best in the shade, and might be made
to grow with frequent artificial waterings, some strong loam being added to
the peat to retain the moistm-e.—W. T.]

Californian Lilies.—For several years we have been purchasing California
and Oregon Lilies, and must now have from five to ten thousand. We have
never dared offer one for sale, because we did not know what to name or how
to describe them. We have obtained half a dozen varieties under one name,
and half a dozen names to bulbs that were all alike. In our necessity, we
wrote to Henry A. Bolander, Esq., Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
connected with the Geological Survey of the State of California as botanist,
and from him we learn that this confusion of names is not accidental, but
designed, and for the purpose of fraud, and that " there are but four species
of Lilies in this wide western coast. It is true they vary, but in no case
sutHcient to warrant a new name; in no case is a reliable distinction to be
made."

—

Vitk't Guide.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
ONIONS IN LONDON MARKET GARDENS.

Wheee this crop thrives well it is a very remunerative one, and
about London it is grown to perfection in fields, sown broadcast.
To those who are accustomed to grow Onions in beds and in lines,
this plan may seem antiquated, but those who object to it have only
to take a walk in July or August through the Fulham, Chiswick,
Deptford, Woolwich, or Mitcham market-gardens to be convinced of
its utility. The varieties of Onions grown in these localities are
mostly the Beading, Deptford, white Tripoli, and Lisbon. The
Reading or white Spanish, as it is commonly called, is a large,
somewhat flat, and pale-skinned Onion, having a mild flavour, but
it is not a good keeper ; consequently it is largely sown in spring for
affording a supply between Midsummer and Christmas. The Dept.
ford is one of the'best Onions that can be grown, and, as it keeps
well, it is largely sown in spring for yielding a supply of ripe bulbs
in the succeeding winter. Its skin is of a brown colour, flesh firm
flavour strong, and its keeping qualities almost better than those of
any other sort. In shape it varies from flat to globular. The Lisbon
and white Tripoli are sown in August for spring use, when, on
account of their long white necks, they are much preferred to any
other sort ; and whatever portion remains unsold in spring is trans-
planted, when they yield large soft bulbs for immediate use. Of the
silver-skinned, considerable quantities are grown in the neighbour,
hood of Sandy, in Bedfordshire, for pickling purposes. The main
spring sowing is made of the Deptford and Beading Onions as soon
after the middle of February as the condition of the soil and
weather permits. If the seed be really good, Mr. Myatt, of Dept.
ford, informs me that when he sows broadcast he uses 9 lbs. to the
acre. If they were sown in lines he would only use 8 lbs. to the
acre, bat the additional pound in the broadcast sowing he considers
well spent in the amount of labour saved over that expended in
sowing in lines. Considering the regular distances at which broad,
cast Onions stand apart all over the field, the produce is more than
from a field of Onions sown in beds or in lines. I therefore consider
broad-cast sowing the best for market purposes. The soil for Onions
is made rich and is well pulverised, and is, if possible, that which has
been trenched and laid up in ridges during the winter. In February
as soon as the ground is in good workable condition, break up freely

;

the ridges into which it was thrown in winter are levelled, and
the whole surface is firmly trampled or rolled. The seed is then
sown and raked in, and all is finished by another rolling. Nothino-
is placed in the ground in the way of a catch crop from the time of
sowing to that of harvesting; indeed. Onions are one of the few
crops that are the sole occupiers of the ground during the whole
period of their growth. The seed takes a considerable time to
germinate ; but if the ground is clean and well tilled, weeds will
not appear much sooner than the Onions, or at least not so thickly
as to choke them. As soon as the Onions have fairly come up, how.
ever, women or men, accustomed to Onion cleaning, are set to work
amongst them. These operators are furnished with the short-handled
2J-inch wide hoes, with which they hoe down the weeds and thin the
crop with wonderful certainty and expedition. The field is marked
off into strips for the guidance of the hoers, to each one of whom
there is a space of a couple of yards given, so that were four
cleaners employed the strips would each be 8 yards wide. People
accustomed to this work do not trample carelessly about; nor,
indeed, can the crop be damaged materially by doing so, for the
Onions that are thus prostrate to.day are nearly erect to-morrow.
Each plantation is generally cleaned by this means three times during
the season, the last cleaning being made about the end of June or
early in July, and any big weeds that appear after that time are pulled
out by the hand. As fine a crop of Onions as I have seen was
in a field near the left bank of the Thames, in the gardens of Mr.
Jessop, at Chiswick. Mr. Aberbant, of Mitcham, informs me that in
a field of Onions he had two years ago, the produce was about 16 tons
to the acre, and he got £12 for each ton, thus realising a gross sum
of £192 per acre ; but when labour, manure, and rent, are deducted
from this, the net sum would be much less. Mr. Bagley, of Turn-
ham Green, had a splendid crop of Onions, large and equal, and these
he sold on the ground as they stood to a greengrocer, who harvested
them himself in the end of August, for £40 per acre. This price is a
much more likely sum than that in the preceding case, for which I
have only the grower's word. Towards the end of August or early in
September, the Onions, being ripe, are harvested when dry. Those
that are green and thick-necked are laid aside for immediate sale, but
the firm and sound bulbs, particularly of the Deptford kind, are either
cleaned of any loose scaly skins and spread out a few inches deep
over the floor of a loft, or tied into bunches and strung in twos over
poles or on pegs in a loft or shed, so that they can be marketed at any
convenient season during the winter and spring. The autumn
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sowing ia made on ground cleared of Cauliflowers, Cabbages, or

other early crops. The first sowing, consisting of the white

Spanish, white Tripoli, or Lisbon, is made in the last week of

Jul}', for drawing in a young state from September onwards, but the

main sowing is not made till about August 25. The autumn sowings

are always made in beds about 5 feet wide, with 1 foot alleys between
them, and the seeds are covered deeper than those of the spring sow-
ings. Autumn sowings of Onions are never made broadcast on fields,

as they must be weeded, not hoed, in the process of cleaning. The
hoeing would thin them too much ; as they are only required for

drawing when young, they do not need to be more than one-third of

the distance asunder required in the case of the summer Onions.

They arc weeded soon after they come up, and once, or perhaps
twice, during the winter time. Weeding is performed by women in

dry weather, each of whom takes a small round basket to put the

weeds into rather than throw them on the alleys. In marketing
these Onions they are cleared off the beds in large patches, and not

by picking out the strongest and leaving the weakest, as is generally

done, and they are washed, which makes their long white necks look

clean and inviting. If a portion be intended for transplanting, a piece

of well.prepared rich ground is made ready fcir them, rolled firmly,

and lined off into rows about 9 inches apart, and into these lines the
young plants are dibbled about 6 inches apart. W. F.

WINTER SPINACH.
Spinach is largely grown in most gardens for autumn, winter, and
spring use, but it is not cultivated for market purposes in summer,
owing to its liability to "run" almost as soon as the seed has
germinated. The round-leaved sort is that which is used for spring
sowings, the first of which is made in February, a second about the

1st of March, and another sowing or two at an interval of three

weeks or thereabouts, just as empty space and convenience permit.

Spaces under trees are often covered with Spinach sown broadcast,

and, as the trees are not furnished with leaves, they do not shade the

plants. Open fields are also often sown with Spinach in beds, which
ai-e covered by throwing soil over them from the alleys ; on these

beds Cauliflowers are also planted, at the usual distances apart. By
the time the Spinach has come well np the Cauliflowers will have
become nicely established, so that the Spinach, which, as soon as

ready, is removed for market, does not injure the Cauliflowers much.
When the Spinach is removed, the Cauliflowers are permitted to

have all the space ; consequently the ground is gone over, hoed, and
allowed to rest for a few days, when some soil is drawn to the

Cauliflower plants. The latest spring sowings of Spinach are made
on a damp cool piece of ground, provided such can be obtained, as,

thus circumstanced, better leaves are produced in hot weather than
on dry and warm soils. In July, if the weather is moist, a sowing of

the round-leaved variety is usually made on a spare piece of ground,
for autumn use. The first autumn sowing is, however, generally
delayed till August, early in which month a large sowing of the
Prickly.seeded or Flanders is made broadcast on fields or in rows
about 8 inches apart. Mr. Myatt prefers the Flanders, and, indeed
most growers also do so, on account of its large fleshy leaves and
hardy constitution, and it sells more readily than the prickly sort.

By sowing on the 12th and 25th of August and the 1-lth of
September, Mr. Myatt keeps up a succession of Spinach from
October till May. Although during winter but few leaves are pro.
dnced, the earliest sowings yield freely before then, and the two
latter abundantly in spring. Coleworts are frequently planted in a
field of late Spinach, at 3 or 4 feet apart. In damp winters a large
proportion of the roots may die, but in ordinary winters they retain
their vitality, and produce abundance of large fleshy leaves in
spring. No care is taken with this crop from the time of sowing till

gathering, beyond hoeing and thinning,once or twice. Spinach for
market is packed firmly in round baskets, and also in hampers of
any size convenient for handling. W.

^SINGULAR INSTANCE OF GROWTH-FORCE.
IIavixg observed that Beans, Squashes, and other seeds, would exert
a great lifting force as they pushed their way out of the ground. Pre-
sident Clark undertook, last summer, to see what a soft vegetable
growth could do. Though he had noticed bricks and stones upon side-
walks pushed away from their places by the roots of trees, and had
read the story of an 80 lb. flagstone raised by three largo Mushrooms,
he had no conception of what a soft vegetable could lift till he
experimented upon a Squash of the Cucurbita maxima, or Mammoth,
variety. French Pumpkin is another name for it. The texture of
this Squash is soft and watery, and it is of rapid growth and great
size ; in one instance iu England it is eaid to have reached 216 lb.

To give the Squash a fair chance, Mr. Clark prepared beforehand.

He built in a glass-house a box 4 feet wide by 50 long, and filled in

rich earth G inches deep, and planted the seed July 27. It came up
in due time, and grew apace. In watching the roots of this plant,

it was found that it sent down a primary root 4 inches deep, and then
lateral rootlets that travelled through the soil, when the aggregate
of all their ramifications and their sub-divisions were counted, at the
rate of 2,000 feet per day. The whole of the roots, counting those which
were sent downfrom the nodules and appeared first as tendrils, reached
jthe enormous length of 80,000 feet, equal to 15 miles if placed

n one straight line. It threw out several branches from the

main stem, and sent up flower-stems, every fifth one of which was a
pistillate flower. One of these pistillate flowers was fertilised, a
Squash grew, and, at about one month from the time of planting the

seed, it was thought to be large enough to break to harness for

pushing. That it should not yield from below, a hollow bed fitting

the form of the Squash was placed under it and firmly supported.

A harness was made of three strong flat iron bands, bent to the shape
of the fruit and fastened together. Above these bands, and resting

upon their middle and most elevated part, was raised and fastened a
long sharp edge of steel for a pivot to balance a lever on. One end
of a strong iron lever was made fast a foot from the pivot, and the
other end reached several feet the other side. Weights were hung
on the long end of the lever, and left for the growing Squash to

hoist. The iron lever soon failed to hold it down, and bent and
broke. This was replaced by a larger bar of steel. When this

failed, a strong chestnut lever was substituted, and broke. Then
a tough oak lever, and, finally, a chestnut fence-post, 9 feet

long, and 5 by 6 inches where it rested on the pivot. But
lo ! this strong timber, loaded on the long end with six

anvils and seven pails of chains, cracked under the tremendous
pressure exerted by the growth of the soft Squash. The weight
it was lifting at this time, 24th of October, which had been
gradually increasing from 22nd of August, was 4,120 lb. On the 31st
of October the lever failed and was strengthened with a piece of an
old tire of an ox-cart wheel. The Squash continued to grow, but
the harness-irons bent so as to break the shell at the corners, and
the weights were therefore removed on the 7th of November, 1874.
Mr Clark thinks there can be no doubt that the expansive force of

the Squash was equal to lifting the 5,000 lb. if it could have been
properly distributed over the surface. After being freed from its

labours the distinguished Pepo was honoured with a presentation to

the State Board of Agriculture of Massachusetts. The weight, if

rightly remembered, was 64 lb. It was cut open in presence of the
audience, and the usual cavity found crowded full, or nearly full, of
fibre. There was cavity only large enough to hold about one quart
of water, the outer surface was indented with the enormous
pressure ; the iron bands of the harness which rested on it being only
about 1 inch wide. Could a larger part of its surface have been
safely covered from the light it would, it is thought, have accom-
plished even more. However, it was agreed that it has given an
instructive lesson of the enormous vital power in the soft cells of a
pulpy vegetable, seven-eighths of whose substance is water.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Large Mushrooms.—Four Muslirooms, which I cut fi'om our house here on
the 12th iiist., weighed together exactly 1 pound, and the largest of thora
measured 6 inches in diameter. Is not this rather an unusual size ?—John R.
Stihling, Park- IFern, Siransea.

A Large Head of Cabbage.—The weight of the fine heads of field Cabbage
exhibited at the Hoyal Dublin Society's show last week, by Sir. Bird, gardener
to Lord James Butler, averaged each about 3 stones ; each, too, was as solid as
a block.— Zri'jfA Fanners' Gazette.

"WTiite or Silver Beet.—When this can be got true, it forms an excellent
winter vcLretalile before Christmas, tating the place of Seakate ; and among
vegetaliles on the exhibition table in the autumn months, nothmg—not even
Celery—looks so well as this Silver Beet. Associated with Tomatoes, Carrots,
and similar produce, its effect is excellent.—Stamfobdian.

Growing Potatoes for Exhibition.—I shall feel greatly obliged by vege-
table exhibitors and Potato growers giving me the benefit of their experience
on this subject. The cleanest and best-shaped Potatoes I have ever seen were
grown by Mr. Frisby, at Blankney. Let us, therefore, hope that he will favour
us with some account of his mode of growing them.

—

Ignobamits.

Prices of Potatoes-—I am anxious to learn the prices which Potatoes are
fetching in dillerent parts of the country, and it might be useful if, at the
same time, it were mentioned whether or not disease had been prevalent.
About St;imford Potatoes have gone bad after haWng been lifted for storing,
especially' where they had not been taken up as soon as they were ripe.

—

ESQUIHBa.

Celerv Fungus.—I send you some leaves of Celery suffering from a disease
of some kind, which made its appearance about the end of SepteraJjer in
different parts of the rows, in the form of small brown spots. It increased very
fast, spreading all over the leaf and from plant to plant, turning them yellow

;

it then creeps down the plant, stopping growth, and then it begins to rot. I
have taken up as many as a dozen in succession all diseased and rotten. If
taken up just as they begin to look yellow, thev can be used.—J. C.T. W.
[Your Celery is infested with a Fungus called Puccinia apii.]
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THE LI B R A R Y.

THE CULTIVATION OF ROSES IN POTS.*
Any work tlirowing light upon, or likely to give a stimulus to,

the cultivation of so beautiful and so useful a flower as the

Rose is sure to be looked upon graciously by all lovers of garden

flowers. The little book before us, although it disavows any
intention of instructing professional growers, and is intended

merely to furnish a guide to amateurs, is compiled with

so much care by its author, and embodies the result of so

much practical experience, that it cannot fail to be useful to all.

That it has now reached its fourth edition is a proof that its

merits have, ere this, been recognised ; and its enlarged form

and the conversion of what originally were brief notes into more
solid matter must increase its value, and, we hope, extend its

circulation. The volume is

divided into two parts; the
first treats of the cultivation
of Roses in pots ; the second
is the autobiography of a pot
Rose, an amusing section,

from which we borrow the
annexed wood-cut. The fol-

lowing useful remarks upon
pruning we have extracted
from the first portion of the
work

:

Pruning.

About the middle of November
pruning may bo performed, in

order to effect an early bloom.
The plants having been thinned
out previously, all that is now
required is the shortening-in of

the remaining shoots. It is a
difBoult matter to lay down any
precise rules with regard to

pruning, upon the Judicious
adaptation of which depends not
only the well.forming of the
plant, but, in a great measure,
the perfection of flowers also.

In order to prune Roses with
certainty of success, we ought to
know the character of each plant
we are about to operate on ; for

Roses of the s,ame group often-

times require very different prun-
ing. The best criterion we can
offer is, perhaps, the habit of

growth. Among the Hybrid
Chinese, the two favourite old
Roses, Charles Lawson andChene.
dole, both vigorous growers,
frequently occasion great disap-
pointment by not blooming.
The failure will probably be
found to arise, in most cases,
from the method of pruning.
These Roses, and others of like

habit, should be well thinned out,
and the shoots that are left for
flowering shortened but little.

Others of the same group (Hybrid Chinese), that are weak or
moderate growers, may be shortened-in close; such as Comtesse
Lacepede, a beautiful and well-known Rose. Then there are
varieties of intermediate growth, which may be pruned in propor.
tion. The groups Provence and Moss may bo pruned closer than the
Hybrid Chinese. The Autumnal Roses there is little fear of pruning
out of bloom ; early or late, they are sure to flower. The Chinese
and Tea-scented, when grown on their own roots, should be cut close,
to induce them to throw up shoots from beneath the ground, as
these will grow much stronger than shoots formed above ground, and
flower beautifully through the summer and autumn. One point, too,
should be borne in mind, that Roses, when grown in pots, may be
pruned closer than when grown in the open garden. One seasou I
shortened back the shoots of the newly-potted Autnmnals, Moss, and

• " Observations on the Cultivation of Roses in Pots ; incluclLng the Auto-
biography of a Pot Rose." By WiUiam Paul, F.R.H.S., Author of " The Rose
Garden," &c. Fourth edition. Kent & Co., 23, Paternoster Row.

Provence, from two to four eyes ; and, what with thinning and

shortening, the plants looked very naked, and, at first sight, appeared

to many to have been cut too much. But considering that each

of the remaining shoots would produce two, throe, or four new shoots,

and that the plants were not in the open ground, but in pots, it was

evident such was not the case ; and this their after.growth and

flowering fully confirmed. When dealing with the most vigorous

kinds of Hybrid Chineso and Hybrid Perpetual, I left no more than

six eyes on a shoot; and though the plants were young, and, conse-

quently small, their blooming, both as regards the size and the

abundance of flowers, was all that could be wished.

A well-gro\^Ti pot Rose.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Tbe Wood Anemone is a pretty white flower, tinged with violet.

This is the original of an Anemone which we shall find in

another part of tho garden

;

there, its foliage forms a beauti-

ful rich green turf, from wliich

spring simple rose-shaped Ane-
mones, red, scarlet, purple, blue,

violet, white—or streaked with
all these various colours. A bed
of these is one of the richest and
most magnificent sights imagi-

nable. The Anemone is one of

the plants called florists' flowers.

There are people, sober in their

pleasures, who concentrate their

cares upon a single flower. There
are amateurs of Tulips ; for them
there is no other flower in the

world but Tulips—other flowers

are weeds ; and still further,

among Tulips, there is only the

Tulip with the white ground,

and among Tulips with the white

ground, there is only the Tulip

with the rounded petals. The
year begins for them on the 15th

of May, and finishes on tho 28th
of the same month. There are

amateurs of Roses, there are

amateurs of Auriculas, there are

amateurs of Pinks, there are

amateurs of Dahlias, there "are

amateurs of Camellias, there are

amateurs of Ranunculuses, there

are amateurs of Anemones : these

are the only flowers—others are

called bouquets : and you should

see with what a tone and manner
they pronounce the word bouquet

!

So with sportsmen, there are

some animals that are game, and
others that are not. Of all this

race, the amateurs of Tulips are

the most ferocious ; not that the

others, however, are remarkably
mild, or that I advise anyone to

approach them without due pre-

caution. It sometimes happens
that the amateurs of Anemones
cultivate Ranunculuses simul-

taneously, but they expose them-

selves to be treated as dabblers

by severe amateurs. I knew a Tulip fancier, who, at the season for

planting his Tulips, made every year two composts—one of maiden

earth, sand, and leaf mould ; the other of clay, pigeons' dung, and

animal mould. In the first, which is favourable to Tulips, he

planted his own roots ; in the other, which combined all the con-

trary conditions, he placed such as he had received as presents, or in

exchange. If he thinks his cares insufiicient, ho waters them with

soap-suds. Then, at the period of their blooming, after having made
you admire his own plants, he leads you to the others, and tells you,

in a delightfully self-suflicient tone—" These are plants which distin-

guiahed amateurs have been kind enough to offer mo in exchange for

mine !
" To return to Anemones. They were brought into France

from the East Indies, more than two centuries ago, by a Monsieur

Baohelier, who was ten years before he would give a single one to

anybody. A magistrate went to see him in his robes, and purposely

making their folds drag over the Anemones in seed, contrived to

carry away a few of them, which adhered to the wool of his robe
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NcTer speak to an amatenr of Anemones, o£ anything else but his

Anemones ; if you say to him, " I have a beautiful Pink," he will

ask 3'ou what sort of au Anemone that is. But do not imagine that
the amateurs of flowers love flowers better than the leanietl do : the
learned do not acknowledge the cultivated Anemone, they say that it

is a monster, or they dry it, paste it on paper, and write barbarous
words under it. Amateurs content themselves with requiring difficult

conditions of Anemones ; thus there is a sort of green calyx, which
ought to be placed just at one.third from the flower, and two-thirds
from the earth, and without this the Anemone may display the
richest colours in vain—it will bo dismissed from the bed, and
declared nothing but bouquet ! I spare you a dozen more or less

singular conditions which are required of these poor flowers. Here
is a Peony, a sort of gigantic Rose, of the most beautiful red. There
are no amateurs of Peonies, unless it be the tree Peony, because that
is perhaps less beautiful, more difficult to cultivate, but more scarce.
The ordinary Peony, red, rose-coloured, or white, is held in no
esteem. But it is so common ! Thanks, O Lord, for all that thou
has created common ! thanks for the blue heavens, the sun. the stars,
murmuring waters, and the shade of embowering Oaks—thanks for
the Corn-flowers of the iields and the Gilly-flowers of the walls

—

thanks for the songs of the linnet and the hymns of the nightingale

—

thanks for the perfumes of the air and the sighing of the winds
among the trees—thanks for the magnificent clouds gilded by the
sun at its setting and rising—thanks for love, the most common
sentiment of all—thanks for all the beautiful things thy stupendous
bounty has made common ! The Peony was formerly, however, much
celebrated

: it drove away tempests, broke enchantments, defeated
witchcraft, and now and then cured epilepsy. Its name, Pojonia,
came from Pceon, a celebrated physician, who employed it to euro
Pluto, when wounded by Hercules. The root of the Peony, therefore,
was not taken lightly ; it was at a certain hour of the night, and
during a certain phase of the moon; and still further, it was ncces.
sary to take care not to be observed by the woodpecker, whilst
digging it ; whoever was observed by the woodpecker became blind.
The Peony is no longer anything but a beautiful and splendid flower,
despised by amateurs, and seldom seen but in poor gardens.

Ali'Honse Karr.

FOREIGN FRUITS liST COVENT GARDEN.
TuE importation of foreign fruits to this country is destined
at no distant date to influence to a considerable extent the
market value of home-grown produce. Indeed, such imports
as now- find their way to Coveut Garden alone, form no
^considerable proportion of the gross supply of the market.
The fact is, we are not a fruit-growing people, and on that
account the demand for that l^^ind of produce is greater than
the home-grown supply; hence, recourse to foreign sources
has been had as the only means of enabling dealers to
satisfy the demands made upon them ; and the plan, adoptedm the beginning to meet an emergency in one or two
special cases (early Strawberries, for example), has now
become universal, and is productive of excellent resuks.
Whatever tends to cheapen fruit and to bring it within the
reach of the masses, is deserving of support, and this the
foreign trade has already done. Grapes, Melons, Pines, and
other fruits of warmer latitudes than our own have been
brought within the re.ach of every artisan who cares to eat
them, and the probability is that ere long imported fruit will
be stdl cheaper. It is scarcely likely that the health of the
pvibhc will be worse in consequence of this, for phy.siologists
tell us that good fruit is the best food that can be eaten at°any
season, and one cannot but believe that a cluster of luscious
Grjipes or a good Pear is at least as likely to quench thirst,
under a broiling sun, as the questionable beverages usually
consumed on a summer's day with that intention. Although
wo arc a nation of l)eef-caters by birth yet a taste for fruitis
rapidly extending amongst all classes, and the proof of this is
that our home-grown supplies are insufficient to meet our
demands. Just at the present time Oranges are comint^ in
very largely and are selling at remarkably low rates. These
are imported from St. Michael, Li.sbon, Valencia, Messina,
and i aiermo. Lemons are also very jilentiful, and come prin-
cipally from Malaga, Messina, Palermo, and Alexandria, packed
in long flat or round-topped cases of lath or tliin boards, thepacking material consisting of Indian corn or iMaize husks
iiic hrst importations generally arrive about Seotcmber or
uctober, and arc characterised by their acidity, pale colour

and small size. Later on in the season finer and better
ripened fruit makes its appearance ; but, notwithstanding the
present expedition in transport, we seldom obtain fruit with
that luscious and agreeably perfumed flavour that distinguishes
Lemons when plucked ripe and eaten off the tree. Like all

other cultivated fruits the Orange (Citrus Aurantium) sports
into numerous varieties ; indeed, this must have occurred to
all who buy the fruit in this country. The differences chiefly

consist in size, colour of rind or flesh, thickness of the
skin or rind, sweetness, and time of ripening. Among
the excellencies of the Orange, as an imported fruit, are
its keeping qualities ; indeed, it is a fruit nearly always
cheap, and readily obtainable almost all the year round. Apart
from those eaten as imported, many thousands of cases are
annually manufactured into marmalade and also into wine.
The best marmalade is that prepared from rind of the Bitter
or Seville Orange ; but fruits of all sorts are used for the
commoner and cheaper preparations of this agreeable conserve.
Among the manj' distinct varieties brought to Covent Garden
are the following :—The Blood Orange ; this, in external
appearance, resembles the common St. Michael's ; but the pulp
is of a deep crimson tint, and not yellow as in ordinai-y kinds.
The little Tangierine is deservedly popular, its flavour being
most delicious. It is readily known by its small size, and
flattened or oblate form, while its skin or rind is very brittle

and delicately perfumed. Citrons are oblong or rounded,
with a remarkably rough skin ; indeed, in general appearance,
they most resemble gigantic Lemons. The Shaddock (For-
bidden Fruit) and Pomeloes are large, and highly orna-
mental, forms of Citron, and of little use except for conserves
or marmalade. Among the rarer forms of the Citrus family
we may mention the pretty little egg-shaped Chinese Orange
(Citrus japonica), home-grown fruit of which makes its appear-
ance at rare intervals. This variety is characterised by its

bitter pulp and sweet lightly-perfumed
rind, the latter being of extraordinary
thickness as compared with the size of

the fruit. Under the name of " Kumquats"
or " Coumquats," this fruit is now com-
monly imported in a preserved state, and
large jars of it may be purchased at about
six or seven shillings each, or at about a
shilling per pound retail. The Orange is,

perhaps, the oldest of our imported
fruits, and imports of it of late years
have increased with great rapidity. Pines
are now largely imported from St.

Michael and the West Indian Islands,
the varieties being the same as those
grown by us at home, and the fruit equally
fine, both in appearance and flavour. Their
introduction in large c(uantities, and con-
sequent cheapness, will do much towards
checking Pine culture in this country,
especially as it is generally a very costly
undertaking. The St. Michael's Pines are

great favourites with the dealers, on account of their being
invariably sound at the core or heart ; and, in this respect,
they are more to be relied on than fruit grown at home. The
plan of culture adopted at St. Michael is pretty much the same
as that at home, only that the sun takes the place of our
costly heating apparatus, and the expense of fuel is also got rid
of at the same time. The mode of packing the fruit is peculiar
and deserving of notice, and our illustration shows how this
is effected at a glance. A round, square, semi-circular, poly-
gonal, or triangular case is m.ade iby tacking laths on to the
variously-formed ends, as here shown. A piece of board, the
same shape as the end, forms a rest for the base of the fruit,

and the stem protrudes below, where it rests in a common
llowor-pot filled with moist Moss or bark. The crown above
is secui'cly held in its place by two pieces of board, which
fit round it at the base, just above the fruit, and are secured
by tacks driven through the upright laths all round the cir-

cumference. These cases, each holding a separate fruit, are
then packed in large crates ; and, by these simple contrivances,
ample ventilation is secured, and each fruit sets firmly in its

place, so that all danger of bruising, by contact with each

Pine as imported from
St. Michael.
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other or any foreign substance, is avoided. This plan is worth
the attention of growers at home who have to send fruit to a
distance. Amongst the most important of all the recently im-

ported fruits, however, are Grapes, a fruit long restricted to the

tablesof the wealthier classes; but excellent Grapes may now be

purchased in Covent Garden, from August to Janviary or Feb-
ruary, at prices varying from sixpence to one shilling per pound.
Grapes are imported from Holland, Spain, Portugal, Germany,
France, and the Channel Islands. The best kinds are the

Dutch and German or Hamburgh Grapes, which arrive about
October in considerable abundance. These are equal to home-
grown fruit in appearance, and are much lower in price—the

average prices ranging from ninepenoe to one shilling per

pound. The flavour is not so good as that of home-grown fruit,

but by some they are liked even better, on account of their

pleasant acidity. These Grapes come packed in round baskets

or hampers (as shown in our illustration), each containing from
10 to 15 lbs., and in a plentiful season these baskets may be
bought from seven to ten shillings each. The most noticeable

feature in connection with these is the system of packing
adopted by the growers. No packing material of any kind is

used, the fruit being carefully gathered during dry sunny
weather, and placed at once in these baskets, which are gentlj-

shaken and filled, so that the cover, when fastened down
securely, presses firmly on the fruit. We have seen fruit

packed in this manner turned out as fresh here in the London
markets as if just gathered ; and the hint is well worth general

application by gardeners when packing fruit of home growth,
for it is a noticeable fact that much of the fruit sent to Covent
Garden by Grape growers in England is completely spoiled

Basket in which Grapea are imported.

in appearance through being swaddled in cotton-wool or paper,
whereas, if pressed firmly in baskets or cases, but little of the
bloom is lost. The delicious little amber-berried Chasselas de
Fontainbleau (Royal Muscadine), so common in the fruit

markets of Paris, is, unfortunately, but rarely seen in Covent
Garden. These are packed tightly in small oblong boxes, and
bear carriage well, but the retail dealers do not care for them,
because they do not keep well, and must, consequently, be
sold on arrival for just whatever they will fetch. These
Grapes are sold from sevenpence to tenpence per kilo (about
2 lbs. English) in the French markets, or even cheaper by the
box of eight or ten pounds. Within the last few years a kind
of Muscadine, very similar to the Royal Muscadine in appear-
ance, has been imported from Lisbon and other parts of both
Portugal and Spain, These are very sweet and juicy, and
keep for several weeks without injury. They are imported in

boxes, and sell at prices varying from fourpence to one shilling

per pound retail, and much cheaper by the box or at auction
sales. In size and flavour these are fully equal, and in many
cases superior, to Muscadines of home growth. These come
in before the Hamburghs, or " Grocers' Grapes," as they are
called by the trade, and last until the Almerian fruit arrives in
November. A large red or purple-skinned Grape is imported
in limited quantities from Lisbon, and is of excellent quality,

the flesh being firm and juicy. It keeps well, but the berries
fall from the stalks, which are very brittle as with " Aramon," a
French wine Grape which it in some respects resembles. The
White Almerian Grape carries on the supply from November
until March or even later, but it is a thick-skinned and insipid-

flavoured variety, with nothing but its long-keeping qualifica-

tion to recommend it. This Grape is known in some English
collections as " Bowker," but is not worth room iu a house,
being of a coarse habit in every respect. It is, however, worth
a trial as a stock for the late-keeping kinds, as White Lady

Downes, Mrs. Pince, Black Muscat, and others. Foreign
Peaches are rather limited in supply, but during the last year
or two a few excellent samples have been sent by the Montreuil
growers in very fine condition. The excellence of the French
Peaches is well known, and, as well-packed cases may be,

despatched from Paris at 4 o'clock p.m. and arrive in London
by 10 or 12 a.m. the following morning, there is no reason why
this luscious fruit should not be largely sent to us by French
growers. During the past year a few samples of yellow-fleshed

Peaches have arrived from America, but these are of second-
rate quality, and much cannot be expected of this most delicate

of all fruits after a ten or twelve days' voyage, and the not
over-careful handling to which it is subjected. We mxist look

to France and the Channel Islands for any additional supply of

Peaches, as the climate and transport arrangements are well

nigh perfect for all the purposes of culture and importation.
A few Nectarines also come from Prance, generally packed in

small deal boxes, and these sellatfrom2s.to3s.thebox. Greener
fresh Figs are more plentiful than formerly, the principal source

of supply being the celebrated old Fig orchards at Worthing
(Sussex), and considerable quantities also come from Guernsey,
and a few from Jersey. The supply of these is also supplemented
by a few choice samples grown in our hot-houses at home,
these, as a rule, being the best-flavoured fruit. Melons come
from Lisbon, Cadiz, and from many of the ports of the Medi-
terranean—the Cadiz or greeuflesh Melon being often of very
excellent quality, notwithstanding that the fruit must neces-

sarily be gathered and packed before it attains that precise

period of luscious ripeness which renders it so acceptable ia

most tropical and sub-tropical climates. The true Water Melon
is rarely seen in our markets, although it is common enough
iu the ports of the Mediterranean, and bears carriage well.

This is larger than the Cadiz Melon, and of a fresher green
colour outside, while the crystalline, melting flesh is of a deli-

cate rose or salmon colour, and in this the jet-black seeds are

firmly imbedded. In hot weather this is a delicious fruit, and
we should like to see it imported more largely than is now
the case. The small brown densely netted Musk Melon occa-

sionally makes its appeai'ance, but the main demand is still sup-

plied by Portuguese and home-grown fruit. Apples are now
largely imported fi'om America, the Newtown Pippin being an
especial favourite here. These are packed in barrels, each
holding from two to three bushels. No packing materials

are used, but the lid is pressed down tightly, and this

securely protects the fruit from friction. Pears come
principally from France, the Channel Islands, and from
Germany and Holland; the favourite varieties are Jargo-

nelle, William's Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, Duchesse
d'Angouleme, Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and
two or three other well-known standard varieties. These come
packed securely in wooden cases, and suflcer very little

in transit. The enormous specimens of Beurre Clairgeau

and Belle Angevine (Uvedale's St. Germain's), so often

seen exhibited at fancy pilces ia our fruiterers' windows, come
from Jersey and Guernsey, and, apart from their monstrous
size and high colour, have little to recommend them. Among
the rarer fruits which are from time to time imported to

Covent Garden, we may instance Prickly Pears, the fruit of a
Cactus (Opuntia vulgaris and other species) ; Pomegranates,
the pulp of which is delicious eaten with port wine and sugar

;

West Indian Custard Apples, the fruit of Anona squamosa
and A. reticulata. Bananas are largely introduced from the

West Indian Islands, some of the clusters weighing seventy and
eighty pounds each. When thoroughly ripe, the flavour of

the best kinds of Bananas is simply delicious, but this is

before it is ripe. The fruit is produced by Musa Cavendishii

deteriorated in imported fruit, as it has to be cut from the plant

and M. sapientum, both of which are largely cultivated in

most tropical countries and used as common articles of food

by the natives. Litchis are now brought from China, and are

sold here at from three to four shillings per pound. These are

the fruit of Nephelium Litchi, one of the most popular of all

imported fruits, not even excepting the Apricot. The round
variety is most common, and has a thin shell of a reddish-

brown colour, covered with rough warts. The pulp, when
fresh, is sweet and jelly-like; but, as imported in a dried state,

it may be likened to that of French dried Plums or Prunes
;
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Olio of the most peculiar characteristics of this fruit is

its extreme lightness. The Loquat, or Japanese Medlar,
another ( Chinese and Japanese fruit, is sometimes im-
ported. This fruit is produced by Eriobotrj-a japonica, a
small evergreen tree, sometimes grown as a foliage shrub in
this country. The fruit is borne in clusters, each being about
the size of a pigeon's egg, and of a delicate yellow colour,
suiluscd with rose when fully ripe, and possessing a delicate
and agreeable sub-acid flavour. American Peanuts, as the
fruit-pods of Ara-
chis hypogynajaare
called, are far from
uncommon, and are
easily known by the
two seeded pods
being beautifully
netted, so that they
resemble little

wicker baskets.
Tliis plant is a
native of the Cape,
but is now widely
distributed in most
tropical and inter-

tropical countries.
A striking pecu-
liarity possessed by
this plant is, that
after flowering, the
]) e d u n c 1 e s bend
down and thrust
the young fruit into
the soil to ripen

—

hence one of the
essential conditions
necessary to its
growth is a light
open soil. These
nuts, slightly
roasted, are sold in

American theatres
as extensively as
Oranges are in
London. A valu-
able oil is also ex-
tracted from them
in considerable
quantities. Brazil
Nuts and Sapuacia
Nuts are both pro-
duced by species of
Lecythis, natives of
the forests of
Guiana and Brazil.
The last named arc
by far the best in

<! u a 1 i t y and are
princ i pally im-
ported from Para.
The so-called nuts,
when growing, are
enclosed in urn-
shaped i-eceptacles,

popularly known as
" monkey pot s,"
these are, however,
seldom imported,
the nuts being
taken out and packed in bags and lioxes for shipment. Cocoa
Nuts come in considerable quantities from the West Indian
Islands and other parts of the tropics, throughout which the
Cocoa Nut Palm (Cocos nucifera) is grown as one of the most
valuable of all vegetable products. In their original state
the nuts are covered with a thick triangular covering
of filirous and cellular matter, that bears some analogy to the
husk of a Walnut, but this is stripped off to lessen their bulk
previous to their being packed for shipment. F. W. B.

Pointed Trees aud Horizunlal Architecture.

TREES AND ARCHITECTURE.
The interesting paper read before the Architectural Associa-

tion, and published in TuE Gardex (see p. 548), is well worthy

the careful study of horticulturists. In that paper will be

found many interesting passages from the works of both

architects and landscape gardeners ; but the deductions some-

times arrived at from the discussion of the merits of such

passages too often tend to show that an architect cannot

possibly bo competent to settle matters which belong exclu-

sively to a profes-

sion requiring fully

as much training as
his own, and of a
very distinctive

kind. It is well

put by the author,

that a distinguished
philosopher, when
pretending to settle

points of an artistic

character in regard
to architecture and
landscape, is certain

to fall into errors,

which one practi-

cally and suitably

trained could not
possibly commit.
Mr. Herbert Spen-
cer is the philoso-

pher alluded to,

who saj's "that
regular architecture
cannot, by any pos-
sibility, be suited to

an irregular site,"

and that "any
picture represent-
ing such a combina-
tion must be essen-
tially u n p i c t u -

resque." Both ex-

perience and theory
have, however, long
ago proved that the
placing of a regular
building in the
midst of a rugged
and iiTegular scene
imparts additional
value to the build-

ing. The accom-
plished Cockerell
tells us in his

picturesque way,
that, in the case
of temples so situ-

ated, the rugged
scenerj' formed " a
powerful contrast
with the highly-
finished object to-

wards which the
steps of the devotee
were directed;"
and it maybe
asserted, with equal
force, that Gothic

architecture is fully as effective as Greek in such a situation
;

as is evidenced in the picturesque pile of Mont St. Michael,
and on a smaller scale in St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall,
both examples tending to illustrate the evident fact that
either rocks or trees, by the irregularity of their forms, heighten
the effect of buildings. Much that is vague and contradictory
occurs in the well-arranged and well-written paper alluded to,

both in the original matterandin the interesting and eloquent,
though often misleading, quotations from authors who have
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written on the subject ; but, instead of a captious analysis

of passages, which are useless from their vagueness and want
of definition, or from erroneous views concerning the use of

trees according to their forms, it will be better to put forward
a tew remarks from the horlioulturist's, rather than the archi-

tect's, point of view, in regard to the production of beautiful

sites for buildings, or the improvement of natui-ally fine

situations by judicious planting. Repton, seeking some kind
of fixed principle by moans of which he could readily adopt
the character of

his plantations to

the buildings for

which they were
destined to form
the surrounding
scenery, arrived at

the conclusion —
very sound in the

main — that trees,

which rise, steeple-

like, to a point, like

the Cypress, the
Poplar, and many
others that might
be named, are well

suited to associate

strikingly and
pleasingly with
architecture in

which horizontal

lines chiefly prevail,

such as those pre-

sented by Greek
temples, or, what is

more to the pur-

pose in the modern
practice of land-

scape gardening,
the Palladian man-
ner, as exhibited by
many of the palaces

and villas of Italy.

As a general prin-

ciple, Bepton's view
is, doubtless, a
sound one ; but
then he wrote at a
time when more
than half the noljlc

kinds of trees, now
available for the

purposes of the

landscape gardener,

had not been intro-

duced, and, had he
lived in the present

day he might,
doubtless, have
modified the arbi-

trary and sweeping
character of the

hard and fast lines

to which he then
adhered. Our illus-

trations, entitled.

Roun I he 1

1

respectively,
" Pointed trees and
horizontal architec-

ture," and " Round-headed trees and horizontal architecture,"
will serve to exemplify how far the Kepton principle was correct

in the main, and how far it was insufficient, and ought not to be
arbitrarily considered an invariable rule. In the first example
the prevailing horizontal lines of the balustraded terrace wall
of an Italian villa, which are only slightly broken up by
statuary and vases, have certainly, at a glance, a very agreeable
aspect, backed as they are by the dark vertical forms of the
aspiring. Cypresses. The square-topped wings of the villa,

with its arcades, rising above the arch of the bridge, also

afford a charming contrast to the strong vertical line

furnished by the trunk of the Stone Pine, and the irregular

character of the ramifications, which form its crown, greatly

assist the efl:ect. In the case of the Pine_ trunk, it is,

however, almost as much the irregularity of the line as

its direction, that renders the effect so pleasing ; and, while

speaking of the vertical character of the Cypresses in con-

trast with the terrace wall, we have not sufficiently con-

sidered that it is

the perpendicular

character of the

fountain, above and
below the balus-

trading, that forms
the true opposition

of lines in that part

of the composition;

so much so, that

the combinations
would be absolutely

improved were the

high jet of the

fountain backed by
round - topped, in-

stead of pointed

trees. It will also

be seen that the
irregularities of the

foliage in the fore-

ground, passing
boldly athwart the

irregular lines and
finished details of

the architect's work,
greatly aid the

pleasing character

of the general com-
position. Our
second illustration

serves to prove that

a striking opposi-

tion of lines is by
no means absolutely

necessary in order

to form an agreeable
composition of

architecture and
foliage. The chief

feature of the

second picture, con-

sists of a structure,

in the manner of the

French "revival,"

which serves as the

frame - work of
_
a

fountain; and its

main lines, as in the

style of the Italian

revival, led by Pal-

ladio,are horizontal.

Therefore, upon the

crude theory that

no foliage, but such

as exhibits a vertical

character of growth,

would group with
it pictorially, it

would require to bo surrounded with Poplars and Cypresses,

as a matter of course. Yet, it is conclusively shown in our

illustration, that the round-topped tree in the foreground

—

a Horse Chestnut, with speading branches—groups admirably

well with the horizontal lines of the architecture ; while an

Acacia, beyond, although its general form is composed of

somewhat horizontal stages of foliage one above another,

groups equally well with the architectural features of the com-
position. In fact, with taste, judgment, and, above all, a

t il Arch teot
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thorough knowledge of the vastly extended arboretum which
Tve have now the privilege of making use of, trees and ai'chi-
tocturo may bo combined in an endless variety of ways, all
equally beautiful. H. N. H.

THE AMATEUR'S GARDEN.
By THOMAS BAINES.

WnEiiE it ia the intention to plant or remove Gooseberries and
Currants, the sooner such work is done now the better, if the
weather bo mild; but do not plant anything when the ground is
crusted with frost, as in the operation the frozen soil gets in contact
with the roots, which is by no means calculated to benefit them

;

the ground should be well dug before it is planted, even if it has
been under vegetable crops before. These frnita (except Black
Currants, which like shade) are best grown on good open ground

;

they will, however, succeed betwixt Apple and Pear trees, if the
latter are not planted too closely. In such situations they frequently
bear well when the crop in more open places gets cut off by spring
frosts; the ground round these, and any trees that are newly planted^
should be mulched as far as their roots extend with half-rotten
manure. Raspberries should also bo planted; for this fruit the
ground should be well enriched by digging into it a good dressing of
manure previous to planting; existing plantations of this frnit
should be pruned and tied, and, where stakes are used, renewing such
as are decayed

; few crops require, or will better pay for, a liberal use
of manure than Raspberries. Even old plantations of them that
have become weak, can frequently be brought round by enriching
the ground, and otherwise bestowing on them judicious cultivation.
One of the principal things to be observed in the case of the
Raspberry, ia neyer to use a spade amongst them; the greater
portion of the roots lie near the surface, and if the apade is employed
in digging, quantities of them necessarily get injured ;" even
fork-culture should not be too deep. Strawberries should now be
cleared of runners and the ground should be slightly forked
over; these, like Raspberries, are surface-rootera, and ahould
never have the spade used among them. If the beds are getting old,
and the ground poor, a dressing of manure may be forked in.

Pruning Gooseberries and Currants.—Remove each year a
portion of the old wood, and leave in its place new shoots. Young or
small bushes, which it is desirable should grow larger, should merely
have surplus wood removed, and the points shortened of such as is to
remain. The buds of this fruit are liable to be attacked by birds
after the commencement of the new year ; they should, therefore, be
protected, either by rendering them unpalateable, or by scaring away
the marauders. This latter is more effective, as regards sparrows,
than in the case of bullfinches or tomtits. As a deterrent, there is
nothing so effectual as threading the trees over, after they have been
pruned, with white cotton. This should not be too thin, or it ia not
sufficiently visible to effect what is required, especially when it baa
become a little discoloured by exposure to the weather; the best
material is that which is span for common dip candle-wicks, ravelled
using a single strand, and threading it not too tightly, but leaving it
so that it will move a little with the wind ; thread it a dozen times
across each tree

; and, so far as sparrows are concerned, I never
knew it to fail. To render the buds unpalateable, take some unslaked
lime and boil it as you would for making lime-wash ; then add asmuch water aa will make it thin enough to be applied to the treea
with a syringe, using a coarse rose. In mixing it, as much soot
should be added as will make the dressing a dark brown colour-
choose a day that is likely to be snch as will ensure the dressing
getting quite dry, for it much rain falla before it geta dry, it will, in
a great measure, be washed off. In pruning Red and White
Currants, if the treea are as large as required, all the current
season s growth may bo cut away, except any strong shoots that
spring from the base of the plants, which it may be desirable to
retain in place of some of the old wood ; these, after pruning, should
either receive a dressing with the lime and soot mixture, or have the
thrcnd womid over them ; neither must this operation be delayed,
tor, if once these feathered delinquents commence their attacks, in
a very few days they will not only spoil the coming season's crop,
but also destroy the bloom spurs that should last for years. Black
Currants are not subject to such attacks, neither do they require
so much use of the knife, except for keeping the buahes snfii.
ciently open. After the pruning is completed, gather up all the
strongest shoots of Apples, Pears, and Currants, and tie them in
small bundles

; they will bo found useful for supporting flower,
stems of such things aa Pinka, and other email-growing planta.When all the ground amongst tho bush fruits is cleared of the
pruninga, put on such manure as may be required, and fork it in
Without mjuring the roots. The greatest enemy to the Gooseberry

ia the caterpillar, which each season makes its appearance more or
less where it has been in quantity the previoue summer; unless
completely destroyed, it is almoat certain to appear again the
succeeding aeaaon, for, if the caterpillars have been allowed to

remain unmolested after having run their course upon the treea,

they will, in the autumn, assume the cocoon state, and bury
themselves in the soil near the stems of the bushes, remain.
ing there until the sun's warmth completes the development
of the perfect.winged inaect, which will afterwarda deposit its eggs
on the leaves, where they quickly come to life, repeating the work
of destruction entered on by the generations which preceded them.
The most effectual method of dealing with these pests, and alao that
which entaila the least trouble, is to destroy them when in the
ground in the dormant state. This can be done by spreading about
half a spadeful of dry lime over the soil, so as to let it extend 8 or 10
inchea from the collar of the tree in each direction. This should be
put on after the ground has been dug, and allowed to remain through
the winter, when its caustic properties will destroy the embryo.
Seasonable attention in this matter will save a good deal of after

trouble, and the lime will benefit most soils. Aa to varietiea of bush
frnit, it is a mistake, for ordinary purposes, to grow too
many. The following are useful kinds :

—

Gooseberries (Red)—
Crown Bob, Red Warrington, and Keen's Seedling; (Yellovi)—
Yellow Warrington and Glory of Ratcliff; (Green)—Green Gas-
coigne and Heart of Oak ;

{White)—White Champagne and White-
smith. These nine sorts will not disappoint anyone who may plant
them. Currants (Red)—Cherry, Long.bunched Red, or Wilmota;
(Black)—Black Naples and Lee's Prolific; these and the White
Dutch are enough for general cultivation. Raspiemes (Red)—Red
Antwerp, Barnet, and Rivers' Large Monthly. (Yellovi)—Yellow
Antwerp. Aa to varietiea of Strawberriea it ia difficult to advise, for
the kinds that will succeed in one locality are useless in others. For
an early crop there is nothing yet that has surpassed Keen's Seed-
ling; it is not quite so eai'ly as Black Prince, but the fruit is much
larger and is very fine in flavour. President, Sir C. Napier, and Sir
Harry, are good free-bearing sorts that will succeed in most soils

where Strawberries will do at all. There is yet nothing for excellence
of flavour and beauty of fruit equal to British Queen, where it will

succeed, but it requires a good strong soil, which all varietiea of thia

fruit delight in ; but which is more essential for the successful
growth of this sort than of most others. In the kitchen garden, if

there is an appearance of severe frost, provision should be made for

the protection of such crops as are liable to be injured by it. The
tender condition of most plants in the south of the kingdom is conae-
quent upon the more than usually late growth of the present autumn,
induced by copious rains after protracted drougnt ; and the
prolonged summer that we have experienced has left most things
in a condition very liable to be injured.

Protecting' Celery.—Care should be taken that Celery ia not
subjected to much frost, or it will not keep so long, however firm and
solid the variety may be ; for covering material, use Pea haulm,
which, if put under cover when pulled up and kept dry until

required, is very useful for snch protecting purposes ; if in a neigh-
bourhood where it ia plentiful, the common Brake is a good material,
if not, stable litter may be used; but whatever is employed will

be found much more effectual if not in absolute contact with tho
tops of the Celery. To prevent thia, take some stout pieces of old

Pea sticks and push them down in the rows betwixt the plants, then
take some of the longest and straightest of the Pea sticks, or such as
have been used for Runner Beans, and tie them lengthways to the
upright sticks, a few inches above the tops of the Celery ; on these place
the litter or other material, letting it hang well over the sides like

thatch ; this will be the best way of protecting it from frost, and
costs little more in additional labour than simply placing the mate-
rial upon the tops of the Celery. Winter and spring Broccoli is

frequently saved from being killed in severe frosts by the slight pro-
tection afforded by laying old Pea sticks down moderately close

upon them, as these break the full force of the cutting frosty wind.
During severe frosts, or when there ia appearance of snow, cover
Parsley with shutters or boards, if no frames are at hand, not
allowing the covering material to absolutely touch it. Standard
Roses, that have been several years planted without removal, if they
throw up many suckers, should, if not done earlier in the season, be
taken np, and have all their suckera well trimmed off, adding, if

necessary, some new soil and manure. In an amateur's garden,
where there happens to be not more than one glass-house, it

frequently has to do duty tor a number of things, comprising a
variety of planta on the stages and shelves, with Tines overhead.
Undoubtedly it is much better for the latter to have a house to

themselves, for where both are grown together, it must necessarily
entail a compromise of treatment ; neither the planta or the Vines,
get exactly what they require, yet, under such circumstancea I would
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by no means discourage the attempt in growing some Grapes over

the plants (and I know amateurs who succeed very fairly with both),

provided too much is not attemoted with either, but not so as to

shade the latter too much, which will be the case if the number of

Vines ai"e planted that is usual where the house is devoted to the

cultivation of Grapes alone. Where a house is made to answer this

double purpose, it should be span-roofed, as light as possible, and
one or a couple of Vines should be planted at one end, and run
lengthways under, or a little way from both sides of, the ridge ; by
this means they get a good deal of length for extension—one great

essential in Grape culture—and they do not so seriously interfere

with the plants grown underneath. The sorts should be such as are

of easy culture, as Black Hamburgh, and if a white variety is required

nothing will be more suitable than the White Muscadine.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.
Roses.

Pot Roses placed in the forcing house in the beginning of November
will now be coming into bloom ; in syringing, care should, therefore,

be taken not to wet the blossoms, as that would cause the outside
petels to damp off, and thereby impair the beauty of the Rose. On
tiae sunny days give plenty of air, which not only strengthens the

wood but improves the flowers as regards substance of petal, a
circumstance which enables the blooms to last longer when cut than
they otherwise would do. Maintain a steady bottom-heat, which
Roses enjoy more than most plants. Any check experienced in this

respect is apt to be productive of small and deformed flowers. A
little manure-water, now and then, may be given with advantage.
Sheep droppings aud soot—say half a bushel of soot and one bushel
of sheep droppings, put in a tub of water, make a good manure for

Roses ; but it must not be used too strong. Put a little of it in each
can of water when watering the plants. Standeu's manure dusted
over the surface of each pot, and watered in, will also be found
useful. In no case, however, use manure-water until the Rose tree
has fairly broken into leaf, for, if used when the plants are first

placed under forcing conditions, the top buds will grow away strongly
aud rob the lower ones of support, in many cases spoiling the plant.
Introduce plants to keep up a succession of bloom. If painted over
•with Gishurst, or a mixture of soft-soap and sulphur, mildew will not
be troublesome.—H. G.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds.
A season of comparative inactivity may be said to have now inter,

veued as regards these departments. The present month has been
mnch colder than is usually the case, aud the soil is generally either
frost-bound or hidden by its winter mantle of snow, which not
unfrequently adheres to the foliage and branches of evergreen trees
and shrubs until its great weight proves seriously injurious to them,
by splintering aud breaking off boughs, &o. To prevent this, as far
as possible, it is advisable, as soon as possible after a heavy fall of
snow, to attend to belts and plantations of choice shrubs, Coniferous
trees, &c., and, by gently shaking them, remove the bulk of this
accumulation, carefully avoiding, at the same time, injury to the
foliage or bark of the plants. After falls of snow a portion of the
central parts of walks and drives should be swept to render the
necessary traflic as agreeable as may be ; and this should always be
done as soon after the snow has fallen as possible, so that the position
of the walk or drive may at once be indicated, and dwarf shrubs,
herbaceous plants, and edgings of dwarf Box or Grass, thus saved
from serious injury by being trampled on. Choice Carnations,
Auriculas, and other Alpine plants, should now be all sate in well-
covered pits or frames ; while the tubers of Dahlias and bulbs of
Gladioli, &c., should be stored in convenient places beyond the reach
of frost ; and this should also be carefully excluded from structures
containing bedding plants, which should always, if well rooted, be
kept as cool and quiet as possible, as it is by no means
advisable to encourage growth in the absence of light and air.

Nothing, however, is so inimical to bedding plants at the present
season as damp ; every possible care, therefore, must be taken to
prevent, as far as this can be done, drip from the roofs of such
houses or pits which may contain them. All dead aud decaying
leaves, &c., must be removed whenever necessary, and every oppor.
tunity taken which the state of the weather may afford to admit
fresh air, to render the plants as hardy as possible. Should milder
weather make its appearance, let store pots of such plants as the
Verbena be at once well dusted with flowers of sulphur. There may
also be found leisure now to take a rough estimate of the stock on
hand of the various kinds of plants required for the ensuing season,
and this should be compared with the list of requirements, which
should have been made during the last summer or autumn ; and

whenever a deficiency is shown, preparation for increasing such
varieties should be made early during the ensuing year. But little,

if any, advantage is likely to be gained by attempting to propagate
bedding plants during the dull dark days of mid-winter. During dry
or frosty weather, get, as soon as possible, a fertilising compost
prepared, ready to bo applied to the flower-beds and borders as soon
as the spring flowering plants aud bulbs are removed. It is necessary
to enrich as much as possible the soil of such beds, to enable them to
successfully prodnco two crops during each season ; and it should
also be borne in mind that many kinds of summer-bedding plants are
exceedingly gross feeders. This compost should be frequently
turned during frosty weather ; frost is of itself a powerful fertiliser,

and fresh surfaces can hardly be too frequeutly exposed to its action.

—P. Grievk, Oidford, Bury St. Edmonds.

Indoor Plant Department.
Ferns.—Th^se being in a great measure at rest, and their growth

matured, they ai-e now in a condition to better withstand the effects

of repeated fumigations and extra applications of the sponge, to

destroy aud remove their two greatest enemies, thiipsand scale, than
when they are in active growth. The house should therefore bo
fumigated three or four times, at an interval of ten or twelve days.
The plants will, at this season, too, bear stronger applications of

tobacco fumes than could with safety be used during their season of

growth. Go carefully, and as frequently as time can be spared, with
sponge and soft brush over every plant infested with scale. Cut
away such fronds as are dead, but do not remove any that have even
partial life in them, as it weakeus the plants. In the case of

vigorous-growing tree Ferns that are outstripping the space that can
be afforded them, a removal of the portion of their oldest fronds
whilst in full life will be found the best means of reducing their

future growth within the desired limits. Any valuable kinds that it

it is desirable to increase and that are furnished with ripe spores,

may now have such sown in shallow pans, three-parts filled with
drainage ; over that put a mixture of peat, broken charcoal, and
small pieces of sandstone, pressing all moderately firm ; water well

to close up the interstices, aud to prevent the spores getting too

deep ; after that the spores should be scattered upon the surface
;

then place the seed-pans in feeders two sizes larger than themselves,

and keep them filled with water so as to avoid the necessity of

directly watering the spores overhead.

Indoor Fruit Department.
Vines in pots, which were placed in heat in October, will now be

growing rapidly, and more water will be needed as the foliage

developes. Pinch the shoots two joints beyond the bunch ; do not
let the shoot run to a great length and then take it off at that

distance, but stop it as soon as it has formed two leaves beyond the

bunch, when no check will be given to the Vine or large wound made
on the tender young wood. The temperature at night should be kept

about 70° when these are in bloom, and be allowed to rise to 80° with
sun-heat throughout the day. Shake each bunch as it comes into

bloom ; this distributes the pollen, and ensures a more equal and
abundant set of fruit. This is not necessary with every variety in

the summer time, but at this dull season, when there is no free circu-

lation of air in the house, it is required ; no manure-water should be
given until the fruit is set. Where very strong firing has to be
applied, and the Vine leaves are close to the hot pipes, red spiders

will be very liable to appear. The parts affected should be well

syringed with clean water, and if these should be limited to one

Vine or a few leaves, the most certain way of dealing with them is

to give them a careful sponging. If plenty of clean water is applied

in time to this pest, its eradication is not difficult. Vines do not

break into growth at one time. A houseful of well-ripened canes

here would be a fortnight or three weeks earlier in growth than a

houseful of other imperfectly ripened ones elsewhere; so that their

own judgment must be the guide of many in regulating the tempera-
ture of permanently-planted Vineries. It is not judicious to exceed
60° with fire-heat until the young shoots are from 8 to 12 inches long.

After that length is attained, the heat may range from 60° to 70°

when they are in bloom. Clip out all decayed berries, as soon as

they appear, from Grapes which are being kept. Those bottled, as

well as those hanging, will keep perfectly in a temperature 2° above

the freezing point in frosty weather.

Pines.—Excepting those started for fruiting. Pines must not be

kept in too high a temperature at present. During a very sharp

night it is better to let the thermometer fall to 45°, or even 40°,

than keep up a roasting heat of 65*^ or 70'^. Pines will winter with

advantage in a much cooler atmosphere than is generally supposed.

Watering must be carried on very carefully now ; suckers and succes-

sional plants require the least, and will often go for months at this

season without any. Thoso in fruit need it oftener, when manure-
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water is beneficial to them. Started Queens should be watered with
weak gnano water, after the first watering, as young greedy roota
will now be forming. Any plant, which may happen to be under a drip,
should be removed, or the centre will ultimately rot out of it. Plants
just showing fruit should be fully exposed to all the light and snn-
lieat available, or they yield reluctantly from the socket. Those in
bloom, or about to bloom, should be at the hottest end of the house.—J. MuiR.

Hardy Fruit.

Next to root.prnning, mulching is one of the most important
operations within the entire range of fruit culture. Cultivators,
seeing the tops of their trees at rest in winter, have too readily
taken it for granted that the roots have been in the same state.
Hence, their utter neglect and hard treatment during the severity of
the winter season. Supposed to be dormant—in a state of syncope, or
suspended animation—what mattered it how cold or soddenedthe roots
were ? It mattered everything. Nature took pains to render the
roots of plants frost.proof ; Man has taken pains to let the frost get
to them. There are few more efficient frost-resisters than leaves.
When these become practically dry, hardly any degree of cold can
pierce through them. These are Nature's root-protectors ; left

where they fall, they, and the overshading tops of trees, are sufficient
to keep the frost from the roots. But cultivators, in their wisdom,
display the heads of their trees on walls and their roots within a few
inches of the surface of unclothed borders. Every leaf is raked or
swept up as unsightly litter—as if the cold bare soil was not cold
enough for the roots, we must needs lift them much nearer to the
cold air and give them a much thinner coating of soil than ever
Nature designed for them. Unavoidable results follow ; the frost
pierces into and through the roots, and not only paralyses growth but
often ruptures tissues. Even the roots of hardy trees are only hardy
under natural conditions. Disturb these conditions in one way, and
it may become necessary to assist Nature in all. Nature mulches her
roots with leaves ; we must do likewise with something that will
resist the cold with equal or greater effect. Our root.coverings
should be thicker and more impenetrable than Nature's, inasmuch as
we have brought the roots closer to the cold. Very fleet planting is

not all gain, either in winter or summer. One of its penalties is the
need of a thicker mulching at both seasons. As a rule, it may
be stated that fruit-tree roots should never be frozen through

;

assuredly, neither Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, nor Vines should.
They are always growing, and perhaps it is in the winter chiefly that
they extend into new regions and take possession of fresh feeding
grounds. It is difficult on any other hypothesis to account for the extra-
ordinary activity of root-growth from the end of October to February.
But little, if any fluid is needed by the tops of deciduous trees daring
that period. Yet the roots will run fast and multiply to an extra-
ordinary extent. Let the frost lay hold of them a few times and
growth is arrested, extension checked, and possibly the roots of the
next season obliged to feed, perforce, from the empty larder of the
year before. Mulch the roots to exclude frost, and they will find
new stores of food and fresh supplies for the demands of the new
growing season. As to the changing of the tops of trees, also,
our artificial arrangements, bring the work more upon ourselves. By
shelter, supports, &c., we prevent the elements, by their action, from
keeping the heads of our trees clean. Even pruning, thinning, the
removal of cross branches, &c., the keeping of the trees in order,
prevents them from scrubbing off Moss, Lichens, &o. We are,
therefore, bound to see that the tops of trees are kept clean ; Mosses,
Lichens, Iarva3, or insects smothered in soot, dust, and other dirt
should all be scrubbed or scraped off, and, lest any incipient life

remains, it is good practice to daub fruit trees over with somo thick
mixture, composed of such cheap ingredients as clay, soot, and
lime.—D. T. Fish.

Fruit Rooms.
To keep fruit satisfactorily, a good store-room is absolutely neces-

sary. In its construction two things should be kept in view— first, to
build it so as to maintain an equable temperature, both in winter and
summer

; and, secondly, to provide means for free ventilation. In
order to carry out my first suggestion, select a north aspect, build
vpith hollow walls, and roof or thatch thickly with straw. Ventila-
tion should be provided in the roof by means of sliding boards, which
could be opened or shut at pleasure, and all windows should also be
made to open. Some may think so much ventilation for a fruit-
room unnecessary, but to ventilate freely at certain times is the
only trustworthy way of keeping fruit successfully. Everybody knows
that during, and especially after, frosty weather fruit "sweats," and
it is nearly always after such weather that complaints are made as to
its keeping badly

; and, my experience is, that when ventilation is

carefully attended to during and after such weather comparatively
little fruit is affected. Of course, currents of air, continuously passing
through the room aro neither requisite nor desirable; for under

such conditions the fruit would shrivel, which I consider about as
bad as decay. As a general rule fruit-rooms should be qaite closed
during muggy damp weather; indeed, at all times when the air is

charged with moisture : but they should be opened the moment the
air is drier, i.e., should the fruit seem or feel the least damp. The
kind of shelves which I think best, and would recommend, are such
as are made of bars or laths, 4 inches wide and fixed about i inch
apart. Straw, paper, or other material should never be used under
the fruit, which should be placed immediately on the boards, and,
thus situated, air coming through the opening of the laths is per.

mitted to play all round it. Owing to the changeableness of the
weather and sudden fluctuation of temperature this has been, thna
far, a bad season for keeping fruit in good condition, and when it is

remembered that an equable temperature and dryness are indispen-

sable requisites as regards good keeping, it is no wonder that so

much of it has gone bad this year. Of Pears, the kinds that with
us are keeping best, are Beurre Diel, Passe Colmar, Josephine de
Malines, Ne Plus Meuris, Winter Nelis, Easter Beurre, Beurre
Rauce, Comte do Flandre, Knight's Monarch, and Glon Morceau.
The sorts which we are now using are Winter Nelis, Delices de
Hardenpont, Passe Colmar, Beurre Diel, and Beurre Gris d'Hiver, all

of which, without exception, are extra well flavoured, a circumstance
doubtless attributable to the roasting weather to which they were
subjected last summer. Apples generally keep better than Pears;
and this season they have formed no exception to the rule. The
kinds now in use with us for dessert are Ribston Pippin, Royal
Russet, King of the Pippins, Hughes's Golden Pippin, and Calville

Blanche. Kitchen kinds consist of Blenheim Orange, Wellington,

Alfriston, Tower of Glamis, Warner's King, and Denx-ans.—W. Wild.
SMITH, Heel-field, Sants.

Kitchen Garden.

At the time I am writing the earth is frost-bound and covered
with a mantle of snow, which latter, in the event of a continuance
of severe weather, will form the best and cheapest protector of

vegetable life. Snow is, in fact, the only natural covering, and on
no account should it be removed from any crop in the kitchen
garden (except for the purpose of gathering it for immediate use)

;

on the contrary, if the frost is likely to be severe, and, if it can be
conveniently done, additional snow may be heaped over anything
that requires extra protection. It may also be banked up round
frames in which tender plants are stored, and where no artificial

heat is available. Snow is the only covering that does not blanch or

weaken the plants over which it is placed. If it is necessary to gather
Spinach before the snow melts, some care will be necessary to avoid

injuring the plants. A snow shovel, made of wood, will be found
the handiest implement to clear oS the snow, to be followed after,

wards by a light birch broom. I need hardly say, all vegetables

gathered in a frozen state should be placed in cold water to thaw
them before use. A stock of roots, such as Tomips, Parsnips,

Carrots, Artichokes, &c., for present use, should always be kept under
cover. This would bo a good opportunity for providing a sufficient

stock for next year of Pea and Scarlet Runner sticks, and have them
trimmed and sharpened ready for use. Heaps of decomposing
rubbish should be turned over, lime and salt may be scattered

amongst it to destroy insects and their eggs, and prepare it for

going on the land at a favourable opportunity. Now that the old

year is drawing to a close, the time seems to me peculiarly opportune
for suggesting that we may with propriety take a retrospective

glance at the past year ; search our note books and memories, hunt
up, in fact, and lay bare our errors, both of omission and commis.
sion (who is without them ?), and endeavour to cull a lesson from the

past for our future guidance. I must also beg to be allowed to

suggest to all beginners the advantages to be derived from
their keeping a calendar of operations, each for himself, as carried

out in the gardens in which they may be employed ; especially with
regard to the kitchen garden ; noting down daily the sowing and
planting of each crop, with any other matters respecting their

culture that may bo thought desirable. To this may be added the

daily readings of the thermometer, and observations on the weather
generally, and the amount of rainfall, when it can be accurately

done. I know these things are attended to by the young men in

somo gardens, and it might be advantageously done in all where
they aro employed ; and the new year, being close at hand, will

be a good starting point. This matter is the more argent as, in

many large gardens, a young man engaged in the houses has but few
opportunities of becoming practically acquainted with vegetable

culture, and I need hardly say that any one mnst derive a vast

benefit from a system of notetaking. If persistently carried out,

not only will it aid his memory, it will also strengthen his powers of

observation, and tend to confirm in his mind a regular system or

method of doing things which ho will find of immense advantage in

his future career.—E. Hobday.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
A NEW TWINING PLANT.

(CAMPSIDITIM riLiciroLruM.)

Tor particular purposes plants of elegant habit are quite as useful as

those which bear beautiful flowers or gaily.tinted fruit, and few more

graceful plauts than this Fern.leaved Campsidiuni have found their

way into Euglish gardens. Our illustration gives an accurate

representation of this plant, with the exception that the slender

Bull has raised it from seeds imported from the Fiji Islands. It has

been awarded first-class certificates by the Royal Botanic Society,

and also at South Kensington. B.

HOW TO GROW THE LISIANTHUS SUCCESSFULLY.
Lisi.vNTHUs RussELLiANUs is One of the finest of decorative plants,

but, owing to some supposed difficulty in growing it, it is now rarely

seen. Mr. James Barnes, writing to the Florist and Pomolorjist, has

recently described a mode of culture carried out by a neighbour of

Fern-leaved Campsidium (C. filicifoliuTri).

shoots are often 2 or 3 feet in length, the elegantly cut foliage being

of the brightest and freshest green imaginable. It may, hovverer, bo

kept in a bushy state if required by means of judicious pinching, but

this destroys its graceful appearance, and after all it is its trailing

or twining habit which renders it so welcome an inmate of our plant

stoves. In a cut state the long shoots are applicable for dinner-

table decorations, or for draping the stems of March stands. It has

not yet iJowered in this country, and even the name is a provisional

one, although it will doubtless never be known to horticulturists

under any other. It grows well in a light, sandy, and rather rich

compost, and when planted out it grows with tolerable rapidity. Mr.

his, Mr. Webber, of Exmouth, which is both simple and successful.

Mr. Webber has only the convenience of a greenhouse and a two.light

pit. In spring the pit is cleared of plants, the decayed materials

turned out, and 2 feet 6 inches of well-wrought fermenting material

placed inside. On this gentle heat is placed the Lisianthus seed,

sown on light, open, sweet soil, and very lightly covered with sand, a

bell-glass or piece of glass being put over the pot. As soon as the

plants can be handled, they are pricked out in the same open kind of

soil ; and when they have grown a little they are potted into GO-sized

pots. The fermenting materials having by this time become exhausted

and sunk down, a temporary stage is formed close to the glass with a
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few brioka and slips of boards, and on this the plants are now placed

in saucers, the reason being that they are never watered on the

surface of the soil, but tepid water is always supplied in the saucers.

If the surface of the soil late in autumn and through the winter is

watered, the plants are very liable to shank off or canker at the

surface, and that, too, very suddenly. By the end of September the

greenhouse is re-arranged with winter plants, when the warmest,

lightest, and most sheltered place on the front shelf is chosen for the

Lisianthus plants, which are there set in pans until the following

spring, when they get a good shift, and are replaced on the prepared

cutting bed, now again got in readiness with its fermenting materials.

By this time most of the cuttings, &c.,are removed, the young plants

are ready for their final shift, and get more room till they begin to

show bloom.bnds,when they are again placed on the front greenhouse

shelf to bloom. The clean pots used are drained fully one quarter of

their depth with broken sherds ; and the soil is healthy, sweet, well-

pulverised, and tolerably light and rich, being composed of well-

decomposed leaf mould, heath soil, or light turfy loam, a portion of

well-decomposed cow.dung, and enough clean well-washed sharp

sand, to keep all open, sweet, and porous, being always incorporated.

In their full-growing season the plants may be watered with good
clear liquid manure, never applying the water cold, or from autumn
to spring, on the surface of the soil. The plants may be grown to

any desired size, with the convenience of heat and room and large

shifts. Mr. Webber's are finished off in 10-inch and 12-inch pots,

and are noble healthy plants, with from three to four score or more
open flowers on each plant.

"WINTER BLOOMING BEGONIAS.
These are great favourites of mine, and I have often thought
that their capabilities, from a decorative point of view, have
never been half so well developed as is pos.sible with very little

extra trouble. Scarcely any other genus of plants is so distinct

in habit, and but few will thrive so well under common-place
treatment as these, and yet we find them well nigh banished
from nine-tenths of the plant-stoves in the country, to make
room for novelties of far less value from a gardener's point of

view. Formerly they had the honour of a house to themselves
at Kew, and few houses were more ornamental during the winter
months, when their appearance was finer than at any other
period of the year. Many of the best Begonias are profuse
flowering plants, not the less acceptable because they persist

in blooming all the year round ; and then they are by no means
particular as to the position or soil they occupy. You can grow
the dwarf kinds in either pots or baskets, and they are equally
at home, while the strong and tall growing kinds may be
planted out and trained up pillars in the stove or warm con-
servatory, or on the back wall, or in any out-of-the-way place,

just where your tender and fashionable novelties will not thrive.

Recently some attention has been given to the half-hardy
tuberous-rooted section, and for brilliancy of colour in the
flowers, and freshness of foliage, many of these are unsur-
passed; they will bloom on outdoor rock-work until cut
down by the frost ; but, if late-struck plants are planted
out in the stove or other warm plant-house, they keep on
blooming right through the Vi^inter, and supply plenty of cut
flowers. As I have already stated. Begonias are suitable for

pots, baskets, pillars, or rafters ; but, no matter how they are
grown, they are simply invaluable for the cut bloom they
supply, and the flowers of Begonias are quite distinct from
those of any other plants. For dinner-table decorations they
are unsurpassed on account of the crystalline brilliancy of

their colours, which show remarkably well under artificial

light. The white kinds, as B. spathulata and B. Dregeii,
glisten like snowflakes, and the rosy, crimson, or scarlet-

flowered species, are even more beautiful. For bouquets they
are not adapted, as the flowers have a curious knack of
dropping off suddenly from their stalks. Begonias are very
readily propagated either by cuttings, leaves, or by division
of the fleshy tuberous roots, and the soil they luxuriate in is

a turfy loam and leaf mould, or rotten manure, with the addi-
tion of a little silver sand to keep the whole in a porous
condition. The following kinds are great favourites, both
with my employer and myself, and are grown here expressly
for winter flowers. B. Dregeii, a compact and bushy little

species, about a foot in height, and nearly as much in diameter,
which produces a copious supply of its white buds and

pure snow-like flowers among foliage of the most vivid
green imaginable. It is valuable for furnishing the drawing-
room stands, but it is rather too dense for dinner-table
decoration. B. spathulata, an erect-growing plant, with
rounded shining leaves and pearly-white flowers. B. fuchsi-
oides, a well-known old favourite, that does well at the back
of a sunny plant-stove; its long red shoots, clothed with
bright leaflets of a metallic green tint, and enlivened by its

gracefully-drooping racemes of heart-shaped coral-like buds
and flowers, are admirably adapted for cutting, either for vases
or other decorative purposes. I find this flowers best when
planted out and trained up a wall. Our plant of it is 12 feet in
height, and covers the entire back wall of a small plant stove,
a position which it has occupied for nearly ten years. B.
hybrida multiflora is a seedling similar in habit, with rosy
flowers, but it is not equal to the last in beauty. B. nitida.

—This is a strong-growing plant, which we grow up
the pillars and walls of another warm plaut-house— a
sunny one—where it luxuriates to perfection, and is nearly
always in bloom. I consider this the very best of all the
flowering kinds, but it must be planted out in order to grow
it to the best advantage. As a pot plant it is too straggling
in habit to suit any plant grower. The foliage is large and of
a pleasing bright green colour, while its large rosy flowers
are produced in immense panicles, borne on long fleshy stalks
from the apex of every leaf For cutting, this is unequalled,
and the flowers may be arranged along with Calanthe Veitchii,
Laslia anceps, L. autumnalis, or the snowy Coelogyne cristata
without losing any of their beauty by the contrast of such
lovely rivals. B. Saundersonii js a well-known winter-bloomer,
with bright green foliage, good compact habit, and bears a
profusion of deep rosy flowers in drooping clusters. This
and B. insignis are valuable for pot culture. I have about
two dozen plants of each in 48 and 32-sized pots, and they are
just now, togetlier with a large batch of B. Dregeii, admired
by everyone who sees them. B. Wagneriana and B.
hydrocotylifolia are both good winter bloomers, but one
of my favourites is the old B. manicata, which, as a
table plant, is, I think, unsurpassed in its way. Well-grown
plants in flat pans (I use these for this species, because its

fleshy rhizomes require a considerable surface to develop
themselves), are valuable for table decoration. When well
grown the plant is about 1 foot or 14 inches in height, and
from the axil of nearly every leaf rises a fleshy semi-trans-
parent pale green or pink-tinted stem, about 16 or 18 inches
high, and these branch into compound panicles, the ultimate
divisions being very slender, and each terminated by a delicate
rosy heart-shaped tint or flesh-coloured flower. There is a
delicate lace-like beauty about the inflorescence of this plant
when seen under artificial light that makes it a great
favourite with ladies. Another splendid plant, either for pots
or planted out as a climber, is B. Daviesii, a free-blooming
kind, seldom seen in private collections ; I was fortunate in
obtaining cuttings from the Kew collection some years ago,
and have found it a most valuable plant for winter decoration.
In habit it resembles B. Saudersonii, but its flowers are much
larger, and, if possible, it is a more profuse bloomer. All the
above are well worth growing b}' all gardeners who require a
supply of decorative plants and cut flowers during the dullest
portion of the year. J. Chlrcuill.

Whalley Mange.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Pandanns Veitchii at Drumlanrig.—This is the finest of all the Screw
Pines. Excellent specimens of it may be seen in the plant stoves at Drumlanrig,
where they are prown in 14-inch pots, well drained and filled with a compost of
stronsr loam, peat, and silver sand. Its leaves are broad and massive, and their
olourinKS rich and distinct, the dark green and white stripes bein^ well defined.
This Paudanus is alike ornamental in the plant stove, and on the dinner table
when not too larp-e.—M. J.

Ipomaea Horsfallise in a Pine-stove.—As a stove climber, lo flower from
September till February, this has no e<|ual. The back wall of one of the Pine-
stoves at Drumlanrig is covered with it to the extent of 60 feet, and the great
clusters of crimson-scarlet flowers which it produces have a very striking effect.
It is useful in a cut state, and single blooms of it are favourites with ladies for
hair ornamentation. Buds of it before they expand are nearly black, and form
a nice contrast with the open flowers. The foliage, too, which is a very dark
grt'L'ii, forms a good covering for a wall, even when the plant is not in bloom.
Tliis Ipomaea grows freely in nearly any kind of soil with which plenty of sand
is mixed.—J. Muib.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
PINE GROWING AT DKUMLANRIG.

Pi.\ES are grown very extensively, and to perfection, at this place.

Mr. David Thomson, the highly talented gardener there, has long

been justly regarded as one of the best Pine growers in the country,

and his present productions fully sustain his reputation. While at

Archerfield, the Pines there under his care were ever worth a visit,

so perfectly were they developed in every way^sorae of the Smooth
Cayenne fruit attaining the handsome weight of 11 lb., in low pits

—

and those who had the privilege of seeing them will understand what

the Drumlanrig ones are like when I say they are now up to the

Archerfield standard. This has never been the case at Drumlanrig

until now, for, although Pines were cultivated there for years before

Mr. Thomson took their management, they were of a very ordinary

character some six years ago. The stock there now has no connec-

tion with that of "the past, either in lineal descent or mode of

cultivation. The pots and plants are about half, while the fruits are

double, the size they formerly were. These are all improvements and
great desideraia with the intelligent Pine grower. The Pine

accomodation at Drumlanrig is spacious, there being numerous
houses and pits for the plants in their different stages of growth

;

but the circumstances under which they are grown are not of the

most favourable kind. Nearly all the stoves are glazed with rough

thick.rolled plate glass. This has its advocates and advantages,

which, however, do not exist at Drumlanrig, where the sun is seldom

visible more than two days in seven throughout the entire year.

Under this obscure glass it is as if they grew continually under
shading ; and those who know anything about Pines are aware how
liable they are to become drawn and unhealthy when this is the case.

I did not see an unhealthy or drawn plant there. Every leaf was of

a deep blackish-green colour, which is not only pleasing to the eye
of the Pine grower, but to every one who admires fresh-colonred

vegetation. Queens for fruiting early and later in the season were
plentiful. Five degrees more of heat than what they were resting in

would have started every plant into fruit in a fortnight. I had to

look closely into many of them to convince myself that they were not

in fruit, they were so open in the centre. The plants were exceed-

ingly dwarf, thick around the stem, with short leaves, nearly as

thick as those of an Agave. It must be remembered that these

plants were not grown in large day-light houses, but in narrow pits,

with their sashes glazed with the rolled plate glass I have men-
tioned ; another large house contained the autumn fruiters, many of

them were cut, and there were dozens of them still to cut—these

consisted of Smooths, Charlotte Rothschild, and Prince Albert

;

5 lbs., 6 lbs., and 7 lbs., was the average size of the finely formed
fruits ; no large quantity was ripe at once, but they succeeded one
another. Large batches of this kind are often collected from other

beds as they show fruit (I have a houseful in fruit together) j but the

whole of those I speak of started into fruit successively, and not a
single plant had been removed from the time theywere first potted into

the 12-inch pots in which they were ripening their fruit. The appear,
anoe of this house before any fruits were cut from it must have
been very grand. The plants were of the same substantial caste as

the Queens. Strange to say, the crowns were perfectly well pro.

portioned, and in no way elongated. In other houses the fruit was
swelling to succeed those nearer maturity. Those just in the
embryo were of vigorous formation, and promised well for future
development. The suckers were splendid examples of what young
stock should be. These were in 6 and 8-inch pots ; they are after-

wards shifted into others of the fruiting size. The soil used is a
yellowish fibrous loam, mixed with a quantity of pure ground
bones ; leaves, which can be plentifully collected from the woods
and parks, are made use of for plunging material. Mr. Thomson
gives preference to the tan over these, and, now that he has got his

own excellent system introduced, he intends using this substance
more than he has hitherto done. J. MuiR.

PROTECTING STRAWBERRY PLANTS IN WINTER.
Nothing in connection with early Strawberry culture is more
important than protection during the late autumn and early winter
months, as, however well they are managed through the summer,
neglect in this respect generally proves baneful to the plants, and
prevents anything like real success. Where a large quantity of
plants is grown for forcing it is very often difficult to procure frame
room to the necessary extent. I am, therefore, having a long span,
roofed pit erected for the purpose. Such a pit has been used for some
time by my friend Mr. Owen, of Broughton Hall, in this neighbour,
hood, who grows and forces Strawberries with greater success than
anyone I know. As soon as the heavy autumn rains set in the

plants are carried to their winter quarters and packed closely

together with leaves, the object being to retain a certain amount of

moisture, at the same time excluding all heavy rains and frost. The
advantage of such a protection will be evident enough to anyone
acquainted with the management of Strawberry jjlants for forcing.

I have often noticed good plants, well grown in summer, half ruined
during the months of October and November. Very often they are
taken to the bottom of a brick wall, piled one above the other,

and allowed to become dust dry, so that the hand could be inserted
between the side of the ball and the pot. Now, I will guarantee that
the same plants packed with leaves in a cold pit or frame, as
described, will bear double the quantity of fruit the following March
or April. I have also noticed, too often, the front shelf of a Vinery or
Peach house (where perhaps a little fire.heat is kept up to protect
bedding plants, &c.) occupied with Strawberry pots, subject to the
same baking above described ; an earth pit, or some loose slabs
temporarily erected and covered with some old sashes will
answer the purpose far better. We invariably hear of success,
seldom of failures ; after succeeding well with early and mid-early
Strawberries last season I was much disappointed by having
about 300 Sir Charles Napiers very much injured by the
heavy frost in February, when I fancied all was safe, the
consequence being that although the plants were only meant to
come in before those outside, they only have one-third of the crop
from those early forced. Little mishaps set one a-thinking, and
having planted a quantity out of 3-inch pots the previous autumn,
I had them transferred from the open ground into some frames over
decayed hot-beds, where there was just the slightest heat ; watered
well a day before they were lifted, they were moved with fine balls,

and continued growing, although the flower spikes were being
thrown up, and they have borne a moderate crop of handsome
fruit, which filled in what would otherwise have been a blank,
before Strawberries were gathered from the outside. We some-
times err on the side of quick forcing ; I believe success to
be more a question of time, all things being well managed
previously. I know no fruit more likely to be injured by quick
forcing than the Strawberry. My first batch of 500 are put iu
about December 1st, and we gather fruit from the 15th to the 20th
of March ; indeed, I have put the first batch in on the 1st of
November, and did not gather before the 20th of March ; but I
should state that the variety I use for early work is what is called
The Duke in this neighbourhood—Due de Malakoil or Vicomtesae
Hericart de Thury, which latter is its proper name. Black Prince can,
of course, be gathered much earlier, but the Prince so deceived me once
that I reject him now for indoor work, and I have substituted The
Duke, allowing plenty of time until the fruit is well set, and then
they are driven along rapidly. I only force four varieties to any
extent, viz., Due de Malakoff, Oscar or Wilmots, Sir Harry, Sir
Charles Napier, and British Queen. W. Hinds.

Otterspool Gardens, Liverpool.

HOW TO PREVENT THE SYRIAN GRAPE PROM
SHANKING.

Me. Muir, after writing (see p. 453) of late Grapes, says, "As-
whites. White Lady Downes, Trebbiano, and the true Syrian are good
sorts." I should be glad to obtain further information respecting
the Syrian, especially as to its liability to shanking, and the proper
treatment for preventing or curing this very serious defect. Six
years ago I planted a Vine of this variety in a mixed late house along
with Muscats, Mrs. Pince, Grog Colman, Ai-amon, and White
Toquay. It has grown vigorously, making good short-jointed wood,
and producing plenty of fine large bunches, which have every season
gone on as well as could be desired till they ought to be on their last
stage of swelling, when they shank off all to pieces, leaving rarely a
dozen berries on the remains of each bunch to ripen. The few
berries that are left are large, oval in shape, colour well, and have a
very high flavour. The Vine has never been over-cropped, as I have
not yet obtained a single bunch from it, and, when thinning, I never
leave more bunches on it than it ought to carry. I have been told
by an old gardener that the Syrian is apt to shank. Can you
suggest a remedy.—P. Q.

[The Syrian should not shank where Muscats and Gros Colman
succeed, as they are much more liable to shank than it. Shanking ia

by no means the common habit of the Syrian. In a general way,
with its free-growing character and robust constitution, it is quite
free from failings of this and all other kinds. Is it the only variety
in the house so affected ? If the whole are subject to this malady
the matter would be easily understood. From my acquaintance of
your correspondent's low-lying neighbourhood, it is one very likely
to be morbific to the Vine, especially if efficient drainage is not
provided. Bad drainage ia a great cause of shanking, and must
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undergo the first copsideration and examination. In cases where a
whole houseful of Vines are affected, the soil which forms the

border must be taken out to the depth of 3 feet, leaving

only enough to protect the principal roots about the base

of the stem. When all is cleared, the bottom should be
completely covered with 3 inches of concrete, at an incline from
the house of 1 inch in 21 inches, to the extreme front of the

border, where a large main drain should be placed in a position to

convey away the water at once. Place rows of 3-inch drain tiles 12
feet apart to run from the house into the main drain, fill up between
these with broken stones, and cover the whole over with fresh.cut

turf, laid grassy side downwards. The formation is then properly

complete and ready for the compost. If not more than six years old,

the same soil, with a liberal addition of substantial fibry turf and
i-inch bones, will do again. Into this the Vines soon root freely

afresh, and, if Syrian, or any other kind, shanks after such efficient

precautions, then it is very evident that the vicinity is one unsuitable

for that variety. Instances of this kind are to be found all over the

country ; but not often with the Syrian ; however, when snch is the

case, grafting or inarching is a remedy for the evil. Muscat of

Alexandria is one of the best stocks for it, and with this in his house

"P. Q." will have no difEculty in profitably disposing of his Vine,

with every certainty of success in future. Grape shanking is not

one of those inconveniences which the application of a little more or

less air, or a few more degrees of heat at a certain time will remove.
It is a serious functional derangement, which can only be cured
by radical treatment. A short time ago I saw the Syrian in great
perfection at a considerable distance from here, and had the grower
of it to choose, Syrian is not the first variety he would dispense

with.—J. MuiR.]

PEAESON'S GOLDEN QUEEN GRAPE.
Permit me to supplement the numerous remarks which have
appeared in your pages upon the merits of this Grape, as I feel

certain it is destined to occupy a very prominent position as a
generally useful late Grape. I never saw a Vine and its produce
possessing such a combination of true late winter characters as those

so conspicuously shown in Golden Queen ; I feel at a loss which of

its qualities to admire most, and cannot give any one preference

over another. Its constitution is very robust ; the leaves are

thicker and of greater substance than those of any other kind of

Vine ; the wood is not very thick, but free in growth ; it ripens well

in a cool Fig-house, and produces fruit in a most prolific manner.
The original rod, which is four years old, had sixteen bunches on it

this season, and it is only about the sa'Jve number of feet long ; six

of them were still hanging when I saw them a few days ago, and had
an opportunity of noting their strikingly handsome appearance.

The flavour is very superior, as described by Mr. Ingram (p. 473),

and, altogether, its character, so far as I could learn from inquiry

and minute examination, which is the best of all tests, is quite irre-

proachable. I tasted it last autumn, when some berries of it were
sent to a friend of mine, and the estimate I formed of it then,

although of no mean description, was far short of what I really

found it at Chilwell. Its stock there might well have been sent out
this winter, but Mr. Pearson, to avoid disappointment in any form
whatever, is going to cut them all back, that all may be strong next
year. Messrs. David and William Thomson, Mr. Speed, Mr. Douglas,
and many other noteworthy horticulturists, are justly praising it as

one of the best late white Grapes extant. M. J.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Scotch versus English Pots. — I have sometimes found a single pot
fimongst a large number of accurately 10-inch ones measure 9^ inches, but
this is not the general size. Strictly adhering to sizes, I cannot understand
how an English 12-inch pot only measures 10 inches, as stated by your corre-
spondent (see p. 578). I have ordered a tiuantity of English pots, by name
and measurement 12 inches, and if for these I receive 10-inch ones, I certainly
will not consider them 12-inch ones. Ten-inch pots in Scotland are made no
more perpendicular than any other size made there ; and to assert that any or
all of them are made in this form is a mistake.—J. SIuiB.

The St. Germain Pear.—What treatment do j-ou recommend for a large
bush tree of this I'oar, which yields fair and large crops of nice-looking, but
perfectly tasteless, fruit? The tree is too large to move. Our garden is a
sheltered one. and its soil, which is light, seems to suit other Pears very well,
as we generally have good crops.^E. L. J. fThe St. Germam is never" much
better than a stewing Pear, even in such a fine summer as the past. As the
tree is too large for shifting, perhaps root-pruning some of the largest outlying
roots might have the effect of making the frnit smaller and better flavoured.
The best way, however, in order to make sure of getting some good fruit off
the tree, would be to cut the branches off in the spring and insert grafts of
Bomegnod sorts on the stumps left. They should be cut off at a suitable height
for grafting, and the grafts should be inserted between the old wood and the
bark. When tied firmly round with matting and clayed over, such grafts
wdl grow rapidly, and soon make a fruitful tree—W. Tillebt.]

A RAT-PROOF FENCE.
Granaeies, corn cribs, or poultry houses, may be made rat-proof, by
means of a wire fence which we here illustrate, and for which we are
indebted to the Jouryial d' Agriculture Pratique. This fence has been
introduced with perfect success, into the Garden of Acclimatation in

Paris, and into our own Zoological Gardens
for the purpose of preventing the depreda-
tions of rats. No rat can surmount this
fence. It is made of thin wire bars placed
an inch apart, and affixed to heavier cross
bars ; the ends of the bars being curved ont-
wards, as shown in fig. 1 . When the building
to be protected is placed upon the ground,
and it is desired to prevent rats from under.
mining it, two rows of bricks or tiles are
placed beneath the fence, one in an upright
position, and sunk a few inches beneath the
surface, and the other horizontally and pro.

"J'ivj^- jecting outwards, forming a bench. When
^^i^'^S the rats dig down to burrow beneath the
^5*g|^ii:'i;j building, they follow the first tile until they
H^Xri^xN^:"; meet the second. Being stopped here, they

i^JS'fi'-'ll ^i^^J^^?^- I'Q''™"' along the angle formed by the two
^^^S^^-'??^;j!^"'i?§.^? tiles until they are tired, without being able

^^^S^Sixi^--'.'r'-l!.'. to penetrate beneath the building. If they

Fi^ 1 —Eiii I

'

attempt to climb the wires, they get into the
gallery formed by the upper curve, but can

go nn further. The fence, of course, is made of such a height that a
rat cannot leap over it. In the Garden of Acclimatation, the fence
is about 2 feet in height, and is found perfectly effective. Fig. 2
shows a piece of the fence complete. This contrivance is also used
to entrap rats, which it does in large numbers. A small park or
enclosure is surrounded with this fence, protected at the bottom with
tiles as already explained. An opening is made, by which the rats
may enter but cannot return. Seeing a possible escape by means of
the fence, they enter readily, but once within they discover that some

il
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MINERAL MANURES.
UxDER this head we advert to those maunrial substances which are
obtained from the crust of the earth and which are spoken of as
mineral, in contradistinction to farmyard manure, night-soil, sham-
bles.oftal, and the like, which are of organic origin, and result from
the decay, secretions, and exuviio of plants and animals. These
mineral manures play an important part in modern agriculture, both
in top-dressing for pastures, and as feeders and stimulants to grain
and green crops. Though generally spoken of as " mineral," most
of them (peat, marl, chalk, coprolites, osite, guano, &c.), owe their

origin to organic agency, bat are now separated from " organic "

because they are more or less mineralised, and form component por-
tions of the rocky crust. However much the soils of a farm may be
benefited by admixture and drainage, they cannot continue to be
cropped without the application of manures. Every crop, as may be
seen by an analysis of its ashes, takes so much mineral matter from
the soil on which it grew. In course of time this mineral matter
will become exhausted, and the plant, deprived of its appropriate
nourishment, will cease to flourish. To maintain the standard of
fertility is the great object of manuring; and whatever will restore
to the soil in a state of solubility what the plant has withdrawn—for
plants can take no food in by their roots and spongeoles, save in
solution—becomes a manure. The manures obtained from the mineral
kingdom are very numerous, but the most important and abundant
are those of a carbonaceous, calcareous, and saline nature, yielding
to the growing plant carbon, silica, lime, soda, potash, and other
essential ingredients. Different crops require, oE course, different
manures, and what may start Turnips into luxuriant growth may
have comparatively little effect upon a field of Clover. The mode
and amount of application belong to the art of husbandry

; geology
deals only with the nature, occurrence, and abundance of the manurial
substance. Numerous experiments, however, have been made with
the mineral manures, and the special results recorded in the " Journal
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," and in the " Transac-
tions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland," to both
of which the cultivator may refer with advantage.

Carbonaceous Manures.
First among these mineral manures we may notice peat, which

occurs largely as a surface accumulation in most situations in all

temperate and coldly-temperate countries. In our own country,
especially in Scotland, Ireland, and the northern counties of England,
it can be obtained in inexhaustible supplies. It is strictly of vege-
table origin, contains little earthy matter, is found from the " turf"
now growing to the old compact " peat," 20 or 30 feet in depth, and
often covering areas thousands of acres in extent. When dug up and
exposed to the weather, it crumbles into a dark pulverulent mass,
and in this state, either alone or in admixture with quicklime, has
been applied with beneficial results to stiff loams and clays. It has
been also fermented in admixture with farmyard manure, thereby
not only increasing the mass, bat absorbing and fixing the ammonia
which escapes during fermentation. And in many cases it has been
charred by combustion in smothered heaps, and the dry ashes
applied with excellent effect to soils deficient in vegetable or
carbonaceous matter. According to Professor Johnston, " charred
peat forms, like\vise, an excellent absorbent for the liquids of the
farmyard and the stable, and for drying up dissolved bones." Coal,
dust or " slack " is sometimes spread on cold stiff clays, but with little

effect, we presume, beyond that of cutting them up and rendering
them more friable. Coal-ashes and the light porous coke from shale
retorts, tell with better effect ; and soot, which is merely charcoal in
a very fine state of sub-division, is often employed with wonderful
results as a top-dressing to pastures, as well as to grain crops. Its
fertiUsing properties are mainly due to the ammonia, sulphate of
lime, nitric acid, and certain other ingredients which it contains.

Calcareous Manures.
Marl, which occurs in lakes, or is found at or near the surface, in

bogs and morasses, the sites of obliterated lakes, is a soft earthy
carbonate of lime, resulting from the shells of fresh.water molluscs
(Paludina, Limnea, &c.) and other minute animal organisms. It
generally occurs in layers and patches, from one to several feet in
thickness ; and when the shelly matter predominates, it is spoken of
as shell.marl ; where the silty matter prevails, as clay.marl. It is
now seldom used ; but about the beginning of the present century
was largely dug or dredged up, and applied in a raw state as a top-
dressing to pastures, or as a corrective to clayey and peaty soils.
Another calcareous substance often applied with beneficial results
to stiff clayey soils is the shelLsand (shelly, coralline, and other
limey dibris) which occurs largely along certain portions of our sea.
coast. Consisting, for the most part, of carbonate of lime, with a
certain amount of the phosphate, it not only acts as a breaker.up of

the stiff-textured clays, but from its gradual solution by the carbo-

Dated rain.water supplies to the soil an important element of fertility.

Considering the vast amount of this material which lies scattered
along our shores, and which is easily manipulated, it looks like

ignorant neglect on the part of our farmers that so little of it should
be employed. In the " Report on the Geology of Devon, Cornwall,
and Somerset (1839)," it is stated that, in 1811, Mr. Worgan esti-

mated the cost of the land carriage of this sand in Cornwall at more
than £30,000 per annum. Large quantities are obtained at the
Dunbar Sands, in Padstow Harbour, the annual amount estimated at

100,000 tons. It has been calculated that 5,600,000 cubic feet of

sand, chiefly composed of comminuted sea-shells, are annually taken
from the coasts of Cornwall and Devon, and spread over the land in

the interior as a mineral manure. It is also applied in some of the
western islands, where the shores are thickly fringed with it, with
beneficial effect to hill pastures and peaty soils ; but notwithstanding
these facts and figures, the substance, considering its abundance and
obvious utility, is strangely neglected. It abounds on the shores of
France, and, according to M. Burat, is highly valued as a cheap and
efficient manure, as well as an improver of stiff clayey soils. Like
marl and shell.sand, the upper chalk of the south of England (a
soft earthy carbonate of lime) is sometimes broken down and
applied to clayey soils and pastures. Applied in this way, at the
rate of thirty and forty loads an acre, it acts chemically as a manure,
iu rendering the soil richer, and mechanically, in rendering it lighter

and more friable. Though now a lime.rock of great extent, and
several hundred feet in thickness, chalk is mainly of organic origin
—aboat 80 per cent, of its mass being composed of the minute
shields of foraminifera, similiar to those now forming the calcareous
ooze of the mid.Atlantic. Gypsum, or sulphate of lime, is applied
in a similar way to Grass-lands in this country, at the rate of 2 or
3 cwt. per acre ; but in Germany and the United States of America
it is largely used in general husbandry, and with marked effect

on crops of Maize, Pea, Bean, and Clover. Gypsum occurs crystal.

Used and massive, in various formations ; but the most extensive beds
are found in connection with rock.salt in the new red sand.stone,
and alternating with the clays and marls of tertiary basins. In
Britain abundant supplies can be obtained in Chester, Nottingham,
shire, Derbyshire, Westmoreland, and other localities ; and not a
little of that which is raised finds its way to the artificial manure
factories. But while the corbonates of lime (marl, shell, and chalk)
are applied in the raw, mild, or uncaustic condition, limestone in

general is more extensively used in the caustic or quicklime state.

In this condition it is extensively used, not only as a top.dressing,

but incorporated in the soil as a feeder, dissolver, and stimulant—its

effects being partly mechanical and partly chemical. " They are
mechanical," according to Professor Johnston—" as by slaking, the
burned lime can be reduced to a much finer and more bulky powder
than the limestone could be by any mechanical means ; and they
are chemical, inasmuch as by burning the lime is brought into a more
active and caustic state, and is, at the same time, mixed with variable

proportions of sulphate and silicate of lime (evolved in the kiln)

which may render it more useful to the growing crops." The lime,

stones are largely developed in the British Islands, and occur in all

the geological systems—metamorphic, Silurian, devonian, carboui.
ferous, permian, (magnesian limestone), oolitic, and cretaceous.

There are few districts that cannot command a supply within their

own area, or, at all events, at comparatively little expense from
some contiguous area. Besides the carbonates and sulphates of lime,

the phosphates are also extensively used and highly valued as mineral
manures. A crystallised variety under the name of apatite (56 lime,

44 phosphoric acid) is obtained from veins in the older rooks ; is of

various shades of colour, white, yellowish white, and greenish white

;

stands 5 in the scale of hardness, and has a specific gravity of 3 or
3'25. It occurs in various countries, Norway, Spain, Bohemia,
Switzerland, France, &c., and is often accompanied by a massive
variety, which is known as phosphorite. This phosphorite is the
more abundant product, and consists of phosphorite of lime 81, fluate of

lime 14, with iron oxide and silica. These hard phosphates, of which
there are several varieties, require expensive mining and reduction,

and hence they have given way, in a great degree to the phosphatio

nodules and concretions of the greensands and tertiary formations.

Phosphatic nodules, coprolites, or " cops," as they are familiarly

termed, are occasionally concretions round bones and true coprolites

or fossil excrement ; but, generally speaking, they are mere nodular

or concretionary masses of a soft and earthy texture. They are

found in the greensand and crag formations of England, and also in

the greensands of France, in layers and in sporadic deposits, from a
few inches to several feet in thickness, and when moderately pure
contain about 50 per cent, of phosphate of lime. Well.cleaned

examples from Cambridgeshire have been found to yield—phosphates,

61, carbonates, 28, insoluble silicious matter, 7, and water, with
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traces of organic matters, 4. Their dissemination in the crag and
greensand is rather uncertain; bat £80, £100, and even, it is said,

as much as £400 per acre has been paid for the right to dig and

remove them from the estate. According to Hunt's " Mineral

Statistics," the amount raised in 1872 was estimated at 35,000 tons,

value £50,000. Similar deposits of a much more extensive nature

occur in the tertiary formations of the Carolinas, New Jersey, and
Georgia, and are largely used in tlie United States of America, as

well as imported into Britain for the manufacture of artificial

manures. Picked, crushed, and treated with sulphuric acid (and

variously mixed with other substances), they form the "super-

phosphates " of commerce—every manufacturer adopting his own
treatment and proportions of admixture. Whatever the admixture,

the great object of the sulphurio acid is to convert a considerable

part of the insoluble earthy phosphate of lime into sulphate and
soluble superphosphate. Plants take in no food save in a state of

solution, and the main value of a manure (other things being equal)

is its capability of being dissolved by the moisture of the soil

according to the requirements of the crop to which it is applied.

What is termed osite. Sombrero guano, or Sombrerite, is another

phosphate of lime used also in the manufacture of artificial manures.

It is obtained from Sombrero, one of the West India Islands—an
islet about two and half miles long, from a half to three-fourths of

a mile wide, and not more than 20 or 30 feet above the level of the

sea. The islet is entirely composed of this substance, which
consists of a breccia of bones of turtles and other marine vertebrata,

coral cUhris, &c., collected when the area was a shallow shoal, and
before its elevation above the water. Since its elevation the rains have
carried down through the mass the dissolved droppings of bird8(gnano)

,

and cemented the whole into a compact mass of valuable phosphate. The
true guano (huanu of the Peruvians), though of animal origin, has

undergone so much alteration by internal chemical change, and occurs

in such masses, that it may, withoui; much error, be treated as a
mineral manure. It consists mainly of the droppings of countless

sea-fowl, intermingled with their skeletons and eggs, the decomposed
bodies and bones of fishes, seals, and other marine creatures frequent-

ing the islands on which it is deposited. Though obtained principally

from the rocks and islets that stud the Bolivian and Peruvian coasts,

it accumulates in all rainless regions—the drier the latitude, the

thicker and richer the deposit. On some of these islets it is found
in great thickness (40, 60, 80, and in some places, according to Dr.

Scherzer, 120 feet), and, considering, its necessarily slow accumula-
tion, must be of vast antiquity. The digging of the deposits and the

frequency of modern shipping has greatly disturbed the birds, and
much less is now deposited than in former times. About five-and-

twenty years ago, considerable quantities were obtained from
Ichaboe, and other places on the west coast of Africa ; but as absolute
dryness is necessary to the preservation of the ammoniacal salts,

which constitute the chief value of gnano, these supplies brought
little more than half the price of the Peruvian, and we believe are
now entirely exhausted. The amount imported into Britain from
Peru, since 1844, is estimated at five and half million tons, valued at

sixty-four millions sterling ; but this rate of importation cannot long
continue—for, according to the estimate of the British Consul at
Callao, in 1873, the whole of the exportable gnano which Pern had
then possessed did not much exceed three million tons. The follow,

ing analyses, from Johnston's " Agricultural Chemistry," show the
relative composition of American and African guanos :

—

Peruvian. Bolivian. Ichaboe. Saldanha.
Water 1300
Organic matter containing ammonia,.. 63'17

Common salt and sulphate of Boda ... 4()3
Carbonate of lime -I'lS

Phosphate of Ume and uiagnesi.a ... 2351
Band 1-30

Saline Manures.
Besides these calcareous minerals and guanos, a considerable

number of saline substances have recently been employed with
wonderful effect, both as top-drcssiugs and as incorporated manures.
The chief of these are sulphate of ammonia, carbonates of potash
and soda, nitrates of potash and soda, sulphate of potash, common
salt, sulphate of soda, silicates of soda and potash, and sulphate
of magnesia. Most of these are manufactured artificially,

as sulphate of ammonia, for example, from the ammoniacal
liquor of gas and paraflSn oil works ; but many also occur
in a crude or impure stato in deposits often of considerable
magnitude. In and around salt lakes like those of Central Asia,
along driod-np lakes and deserts like those of Asia and Africa, and
ever extensive reaches like the salinas of South America, these salts
occur in abundance, and constitute important articles of commerce.
The desiccated lakes of Central Asia have been described by various
travellers as flat expanses, covered during the dry season with white

6-21
.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

A DRAWING-ROOM PLANT STOVE.
We have lately seen a heated plant case o£ rather a novel character,

manufactured by Messrs. Dick Kadcljffe & Co., of High Holborn,

in which both heat and moisture are completely under the control of

tho cultivator, its perfect action being regulated by a very ingenious

application of mercury in a manner analagous to that employed in

the " Victoria thermometer," brought into public notice some years

ago. Either gas, oil, or spirit lamps may be used for heating purposes

in this case, the heated water from a small water Jacket boiler being

circulated through leaden pipes, by which means a genial bottom

and top.heat are both secured. The inventor, Mr. Boyle, informs

us that he has succeeded in growing most of the Anajctochili in a

case of this description, while many other foliage plants, Orchids and

Ferns, of the most tender description, may be grown in the drawing.

room by means of this invention. Those who are aware of the

results attainable even in an nnheated Wardian case, or glass shade,

Boyle's Heated Plant-case.

will at onoe see that here an immense field is opened out to them in

the culture of the smaller stove plants, and its introduction indicates

a new era in domestic plant culture. ^ B.

Hanging Basket of Cut Flowers.—If fitted up lightly these

have a pretty effect ; indeed, as far as appearance goes, they are far

more effective than those furnished with growing plants, but require

more attention, as they have to be constantly refilled with cut

flowers ; but, again, they do not require such constant watering,

which, in a sitting room, is an advantage not to be overlooked.

Baskets which are to be used for cut flowers should be fitted inside

with a zinc basin, the shape and size of the basket ; the outside

the basin should be painted the same colour as the wire.work,
and should have at the bottom a hole for drainage, as

I should advise that Selaginella denticulata be grown over

the surface of the sand with which the basin is filled,

and in which the stems of the fiowers are to be inserted. As
to what flowers should be employed, that will, as a matter of course,

depend on the season of the year, and on the resources of the
decorator. Bound the outer edge, long sprays of drooping plants

should be inserted, so aa to hang down gracefully all round. There
are many flowering and foliage varieties, that are well adapted for

this purpose, but none more so than long tendrils of Ivy, which
long retain their freshness ; in fact, if left for any length of time,

they will take root in the damp sand. Both the green and varie.

gated kinds, if mingled in the arrangement, have a very pleasing
effect.—A. Hassakd.

Anemone blanda.—Our correspondents will oblige ua by sending blooms o£
tliis inemone, Iris stytosa, or of any of the winter-flowering Croci in fresh and
good condition.

A SELECTION OP PLANTS AND SHRUBS FOR A
COOL ROOM.

TEJIPERATUIIE OF TllOM o8^ TO 45'^ FAUR.

Dr. Regel, the following nither extensive list

shrubs comprehends the names o£ kinds -which

to do well in cool rooms :

fol.

WITH A

According to

of plants and
he has proved

Acacia
alata
decumbens
dentifera
dodonEeifolia
falcata
floribunda
heterophylla
juniperina
longifolia
Melanoxylon
micracantha
mucronata
Oxycedriis
verticillata

Acoru3
gramineus
var.

Agapanthus
umbellatua

Agathrea
amelloides

Agave
americana, and

all the other
species

Anigozanthus
coccineiis

Araucaria
escelsa

Arbutus
Andrachne
Unedo

Ariindinaria
falcata

Aspidium
decompositiun,
with vara,

falcatum
prolit'erum
Shepherdi
Sieboldi
varium

Asplenium
furcatum
marinuni
Gceringianum

Aucuba
japonica,

vars.
himalaica

Azalea
amcena
indica,

vars.
ledifolia

Azara
Gilliesii

integrifolia
Bellis

pereunis fl. pi,

Bambusa
nigra
reticulata

Berberis
Aquifolium
actinacantha
Beallii
Darwinii
Fortunei.
japonica
repens

Beaufortia
decussata
splendens

Bouvardia
hirtella
Jacquini
leiantha
splendens
versicolor

Calceolaria
integi'ifolia

hybrida
rugosa
violacea

Camphora
officinalis

Cassine
capensis

Ceanothus
azureus

Citrus
Aurantium,
with vars.

Clematis
azurea
florida

Jackmanni

with

with

with

Clematis
patens
lanuginosa

Clethra
arborea

Ccelestina
ageratoides

Cordylino
austral is

Banksii
Cotoneaster

buxifolia
niicrophylla
rotundifolia

Cuphea
iguea

Cytisus
albus
chrysobotrys

Daphne
hybrida
indica
odora

Datura
arborea
sanguinea
cornigera
Buaveolens

Dianella
cterulea
elegaus
strumosa

Dianthus
Caryophyllus

Diplacus
glutinosus
puniceus

Elseagnus
conterta
pungens,

vars.
Escallonia
macrantha
rubra

Eucomis
punctata

Eugenia
Ugni

Euonymus
japonicus,

vars.
Eupatorium
Haageanum
Weinmanni-

n.nnm
Fragaria
indica

Fuchsia
coccinea,

vars.
corymbiflora
fulgens
globosa
gracilis
microphylla

Gardenia
Maruba

Gazania
splendens

Genista
canariensis
ramosiasima
Spachiaua

Gnidia
juniperifolia

Greigia
sphacelata

Grevillea
punicea
robusta
sulphurea

Heliotropium
grandiflorum,
with vars.

peruvianum,
with vars.

Hydrangea
Hortensia, with
vars,

Jambosa
austral is

Jasniinura
azoricnm
fruticana
grandiflorum
odoratissimum
revolutum

Laurua
nobilis

with

with

Leptnspermum
acicularo
baccatum
Cunningbami
grandiflorum
lanigerum
scoparium,with

vara.
etellatum
scriceum

Libertia
formOSa
paniculata
pulchella

Ligastrum
oval ifoHum

Lonicera
confusa
fragrantissima
brachypoda,fol.

var.
Magnolia
grand iflora

Mesembryanthe-
mum

blandum
coccineum
cultratum
epectabile
tigrinum
variabile
violaceum

Myosotis
azorica

Myreine
apicana

Myrtus
buUata
communis, with

vars.
pulchella

Nerium
Oleander,
vars.

Olea
europa;a

Olden!andja
Deppeana

Ophiopogon
Jaburan,

var.
Oreodaphne

fcetens
regalis

Pelargonium
apiilolium
crispum
fragrans
graveolens
hybridum
iuquinans, with
vars.

lateripes
macrauthum
lobatum
peltatuni
quercifolium
sanguineum
tricolor
triste

odoratissimum
zonale, wUh

vara.
Petunia
nyctaginiflora
violacea

Pbilica

acerosa
ericoidea
paniculata
tbymifolia

Phormium
tenax

Pbotinia
scrrulata

Pinus
excelsa
filifolia

Hartwegii
lelophylla
Montezumaj
palustris
Teocoto

Pittosporum
Tobira
undulatum

Plumbago
capensia
coccinea

with

fol.

with

Polygala
niyrtifoba

Polypodiuni
Lingua

Prunus
Laurocerasus,
with vars.

Pteris
cretica
flabellata
japonica
longifolia
tremula

Punica
Grauatnm, with
vara.

Rhamnus
Alaternus

Rhaphlolepis
phfeostemon

Rhodea
japonica^

vars.
Rhus

lucida
Richardia

lethiopica
albj-maculata

Rosmarinus
officinalis

Ruscus
aculeatus
androgynua
Hypoglossum
Hypopbyllum

Salvia
fulgens
patens
Grahami
obtusa
officinaUs, tri*

color
Senecio
Cineraria
Petasites
popuJifoliua

Serissa
fcetida

Siphocampylus
bicolor

Skimmia
japonica

Smilax
aspera
mauritanica

Solanum
Capsicastrum
jasminoides
Pseudo-Capsi-
cum

SoUya
heterophylla

Stenocarpus
Cunningbami
sailgnus

Tasmannia
aromatica

Tecoma
jasminoides

Tetranthera
laurifolia

Teucrium
Maruni

Thea
Bohea
viridis

Thuja
occidentalis
gigantea

Thujopsis
dolabrata

Tristania
albicans
laurma
neriifolia

Veronica
Andersoni
liindleyana
speciosa

Viburnum
Tinus

Widdringtonia
cupressoides

Woodwardia
radicana

Zenobia
floribunda
racemosa
speciosa
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WHAT THE PELARGONIUM SOCIETY HAS TO DO.
The objects of this society cannot be anderstood, or nobody would

fail to see its importance. Few people appear to know what a
number of species of Pelargonium have been at different periods

introduced from the Cape into this country ; and how few of them are

now to be found in any collection ! I have myself more than fifty

species ; but these are nothing to those which, looking at Loudon's
" Hortua Britannicus," must have been known, at some time, to

cultivators in this country. Now, when we reflect that all our beau-

tiful show kinds—French, fancy, zonal, nosegay, and double varieties

—have originated from these species, not forgetting such old

favourites as Unique, Mangel's Variegated, Saepeflorens, Quercifolinm

coccineum. Little Pet, Ac, surely we may expect to effect crosses,

the results of which may be valuable. To this end we offer .€3 and £2
for six distinct ornamental species, the intention being to provide, as

it were, raw materials for the hybridist. Then we offer prizes of £2
and £1 for the best hybrids, that all may see what each has accom.

plished. Liberal prizes are also offered, open to all growers,

English and foreign, for zonals and nosegays, including a class

of thirty distinct plants in small pots, in order that the

lovers of this useful family may have an opportunity of seeing

the best. What is there in all this to provoke opposition ?

As to Mr. Irvine's remarks (see p. 578), if the results obtained from
crossing two plants of a distinct family or species is the production

of a plant ivhich does not happen to please him, is the practice of

crossing and hybridising to be discouraged ? What would our

gardens be it all varieties so produced were to be destroyed ?

Would he like, either, in the case of fruits or flowers, to return to

species only ? Is there any more force in the objection to personal

names being attached to florists' varieties of any flower ? London
strongly objected, and I think rightly, to botanical names of Latin
and Greek origin being attached to mere varieties of any plant.

Perhaps Mr. Irvine would like the Lancashire Gooseberry grower
to christen hia Rough Red " Rngosus coccinens." I should like to

see societies for the improvement of every class of plants in cultiva-

tion. To bring together men engaged in a common object must
tend to mutual improvement. The man of narrow mind, whose
great object has been to keep the little he knowa secret from all,

soon finds he knows but little, and with the hope of knowing more,
will soon be anxious to contribute his mite of knowledge to the

common stock. Then again, how far discussions, in which culti-

vators, hybridists, and botanists are concerned, are interesting, can
only be known to those who have taken part in them. Some appear
to think that the greatest object of those who try their hands at

hybridisation and crossing is money making. This ia a miatake

;

like inventors they will g 5 on, because they must go on, whether
they make money or not. The man who has raised a new plant
from seed feels ho has effected something, which the French express
by the word " creation." If it is the result of what had been befoie
thought a difficult or impossible cross, no doubt a feeling of

pride mingles with his pleasure ; and perhaps it is quite an
after-thought how much he can make of it in the way of

money. It was no mean motive, I presume, which induced
Major Clarke to take to the crossing of Cotton. The late Mr.
Cunningham, of Edinburgh, derived more pleasure from teazing the
sarans with his Brianthus erectua—a cross between a Rhododendron
and an Irish Heath—than ever he did from selling it. Who believes
that the late Mr. Donald Beaton thought chiefly of money when he
spent his time amongst his favourites ? No sensible man despises
well-gotten money, but there is a pleasure in the attempt to discover
what is possible in the way of raising new fruits and flowers quite
apart from money making. Let Mr. Irvine, then, reconsider the
matter; though our object may not be his, we may gain knowledge
which may be useful to others engaged in improving quite a different
class of plants. It he joins us, perhaps he will find more than he
expects to interest him. I only know of one class who are likely not
only to refuse to join our society, but from whom we expect opposi-
tion—those whose only object has hitherto been to get hold of a new
plant for as little aa possible, and send it out to the public for aa
much as they can get, at the same time leaving the public to believe
that the credit of raising it belonged to them. This class ia sure to
object to our rule that every plant shall have the raiser's name
attached to it. Honour to whom honour is due is our motto, and I
know men who will strongly object to this. We do not expect to
see their names as members of our society, or to get their guineas for
our prize list. J. R. Pkauso.v.

Chilirall.

of Phylloxera, but, in some respects, differing from it. If, instead of

ascribing the Phylloxera epidemic to a few solitary iusecta possibly

imported from Ohio or California, viticulturists had dropped that

part of science which consists in raising artificial boundaries, where
Nature has created none, and simply considered Phylloxera in the

light of vermin attacking every diseased or weakened plant, they
might probably have had recourse to the most r tional way of

ridding their Vineyards of such pests, i.e., letting them alone

—

without pruning at all for a few years. Good long wild canes would
tend to promote good long roots and healthy rootlets, and thus choke
off the pest by excess of sap. Of course, the weakest plants might
die, but part of the Vineyard might be saved. It would be incredible

if cart-load after cart-load of pruninga could be taken away from
a Vineyard, year after year ; and for hundreda of generations Vines
could be propagated from cuttings, without a deleterioua effect on
the plants being experienced. We see that pruning has had that

effect upon some very ancient kinds of Peara, as for instance, Chau-
montel and St. Germain, which, if they have not died out com-
pletely everywhere, have survived only on account of having been
grown now and then, and here and there, as bona-fide orchard stan-

dards, thus keeping up in certain localities a supply of healthy grafts.

The " degenerescence " of Peara (an erroneous French term) has

long since been proved to the satisfaction of the Societe centrale

d'Horticulture of France, not to be in the slightest degree attribu-

table to a prolonged reproduction from grafts, as the grafts of

healthy plants invariably produce an equally healthy tree, provided
the operation has been properly performed.—F. T. P.

Luxuriant Vine Growth the best Cure for Vine Pest.—
M. Signoret has just sent in to the Academy of Sciences an interest-
ing paper on the different species of Phylloxera; he has, moreover,
made known a new type of that insect, possessing all the characters

THE H OUS EHOLD.
Three Little Dishes of Apples.—1. Roll out a little piece of

light pastry tolerably thin ; place in it a large Apple of a good
baking kind, pared and cored ; cover it well with the paste and
secure it firmly ; bake it in a temperate oven. Four of these turn-
overs (as they are called) make a dish ; they are good either hot or
cold. 2. Stew six or eight good baking Apples (pared and cored)
until they are tender, let them cool, and mix them with the yolks of

two eggs and enough sugar to sweeten them. Spread this mixture
on a dish, cover the top with fine bread crumbs and a small quantity
of dissolved butter, and bake for a quarter of an hour. 3. Boil

1^ lbs. of loaf sugar in a pint of water for a few minutes, add
2 Iba. of good cooking Apples ; let these all boil together until the
mixture is tolerably stiff; just before removing it from the fire, add
the grated rind of two lemons

; press it into moulds which have been
previously dipped into cold water (and not vriped), when this jdfeais

(as it is called) is turned out on a diah, ornament it with blanched
almonda

;
pour a custard or some whipped cream round it.

Apples.—A very nice way of using Apples is to slice some into

a dish aa for a pie, with some sugar and Lemon peel. Make a thick
custard of corn flour, milk, and sugar, flavoured with Almonds ; pour
the custard on the Apples, and bake an hour or till the custard is

brown.
Lemon Pie,—For four pies : To twelve eggs, whites and yolks,

well beaten together, put four teacupfula and eight level tablespoon-
fnla of white coffee sugar ; rub eight level tablespoonfuls of sifted

flour into one teacnpful of cold water ; add the grated rinds and the
juice of six large Lemons ; mix all together, and bake immediately in

one crust. For each pie, beat until stiff the whites of two eggs ; add
two tablespoonfuls of pounded loaf sugar ; put on this frosting and
bake three minutes.
Lemon Butter for Tarts.—1 lb. of pounded loaf sugar, i lb.

of butter beaten to a cream, the grated rinds of two Lemons, and the
juice ; let these simmer in a well-tinned saucepan on the fire for

ten minutes, then add five eggs, well beaten, stir the mixture over
the fire for a few minutes longer, but do not allow it to boil (a little

more sugar may be necessary), it is then ready for use.

PERSONAL.
TiiK following members constitute the committee of the Pelargonium
Society for the lirst year, viz. :—Mr. H.Webb, chairman; Messrs. W.
Browse, H. Caunell, J. Denny, M.D., J. Eraser, P. Grieve, J. George,
Dr. Hogg, S. Hibberd, W. B. KeUock, F. R. Kinghom, T. Laxton, J.

Laiug, F. Miles, T. Moore, Dr. Masters, J. R. Pearson, R. B. Postans, J. D.
Pawle, Rev. C. P. Peach, Jean Sisley, G. Smith ; Dr. Denny, treasurer

;

Mr. T. Moore, hon. sec. Mr. T. Baineg, one of the most successful
plant growers of the day, proposes to practice as a landscape gardener, and
also to give advice on cultivation and garden-management. Mr. Baines's
address is Avenue Road, Southgate. Mr. George Thomson, hitherto
superintendent of the out-door department at the Crystal Palace, will,

with the new year, take charge of the entire horticultural department,
in doors and out, at the Crystal Palace.
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